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The shadows that shiver and shake on the TV screen are shivering and shaking in

somebody else's living room tonight. Johnny has discovered something new.
He's traded the fleeting, flickering "thrills" of the 24 inch screen for the

timeless excitement and majesty of the night sky.

He's traded the nervous rattle of the private eye's gun for a ringside seat at

the stupendous nightly fireworks in the heavens.

He has, in short, discovered astronomy.

Nothing better could happen than what happened to Johnny. And it happened simply

because someone took the trouble to awaken, nourish and satisfy a lifetime of curiosity

in Johnny by making him the gift of a fine telescope.

Someone, not so long ago, gave Johnny a Unitron.

UNlTt^ON

Johnny abandoned his 24" screen

for this 2,4" Unitron refractor,

complete with its handy, handsome

easily portable carrying case.

ONLY $125.00

s is a close-up of the Unihex

nny is using. It's 6 eyepieces

Dne, an exclusive with Unitron

I of a complete line of accessorie:

nultiply your viewing pleasure 5
INSTRUMENT COMPANY • TELESCOPE SALES DIV.-66 NEEDHAM ST., NEWTON HIGHLANDS 61,1

IL



NOW — through the miracle of sight-and-sound
oture and science adventures — you can explore
the incredible secrets of life and the universe!

ure DIGGING FOR DINOSAURS
led by WALTER CRONKITE
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1

/VASHINGTON NEWSLETTER
By Richard W. Westwood

* Ihe.n the members of tlie House went

'V home for biennial fence-mending

sk<. and most Senators departed with

milar aims, the second session of tlie

ilh Congress left behind it a record of

ly minor accomplishment in conserva-

)n legislation. This was. in part, owing

lack of lime, but even more to an in-

fficient inclination to grapple with

mc issues that might have had contro-

rsial signiBcance in an election year.

lus. all pending legislation will have

start from scratch when the 87th

tngress convenes this month.

The ouLslanding conservation enact-

ent of the recent Congress was prob-

ly ihc -Multiple Use Forestry Bill (now

ihlic Law 86 517), hailed by the De-

rtmcnt of .Agriculture as "one of the

o-t important pieces of National Forest

pi-lation in the last fifty years." It pre-

ril>e<i by law that multiple use and

tained yield shall govern the adminis-

jlion of the .National Forests. That is,

running our Federal lore«t program,

creation, range, timber, water, and

Idlifc are recognized as on a par with

e another. Thit i-i rather like blessing

already ctlabliohed union: actually,

r I'nilrd .Stale* Foreil .Srrvicc has been

admini^lering our for«'sl» for many
ar». Ilm»r»er, it doc» provide the

drral (fire«lcr with an ofTicial blueprint

liludK''"n in ra«r ony ol llie.e in-

tend* lo dominate another.

IVparlmrnI of AKrirulliirr,

. h an unidentified "•pokoman."
• t» (loinl oul thai llic new law in

4 xilxlilule for proposed wililrr-

•« |rg(i>lifion. Mhirii ihr I)eparlmrnt

ii|>|Mirla in prinriplr." Il rriniiin> to be

'n wbrlhrr fh»- !««»'• cnadmrnl will lie

rd by •omr individual* a* an arKument
<in*l llir nc'Fuily •>( a wildernr**

'••iirr -nhirh, «l roufM-, would ap-

<T rnf „nlT In our (ore*!* bul aUo lo

1 1 I'ark* and ihr Ki*li and
.,.. Ilrlujer*.

. ...(I imrni* (>( llie 86lh Oingre**
'•-il a \>ttn»tnn for ro'uprralton

' n l>«M- r<ifnman<ler* and tlale

conservation agencies in managing pub-
lic hunting and fishing on U.S. Military

Reservations. There has. in the past,

been considerable jealousy about prerog-

atives and responsibilities with respect

to such areas. Related in philosophy is

another enacted law prescribing protec-

tion for forest cover on reservoir areas

owned by the U.S. Corps of Engineers—
to the end that such forests shall have

greater value if used for recreation, for

timber-harvesting by sustained yield,

and for other conservation purposes.

Under anollier liill. co-operative wildlife-

research units of the U.S. Fish and Wild-

life Service, otiier I'ederal agencies,

colJeges and universities, state agen-

cies, and nonprofit organizations are

given aulhority in law. Sue !i iirii;iijin^

have been in effect for several years.

Still another law provides for increased

penalties for those convicted of buying
or selling migratory waterfowl, thus vio-

lating the Migratory Bird Treaty Ail.

Armillary Memorial

TIIK '<<'»«ion's closing day* were en-

livened by a controversy over a local

memorial lo Theodore Hooxrvell. A
liinloric inland in llie I'olomac. urros*

Imm (jeorueliiwn, was aci|uireil many
year* uko by llie Theodore Hoo»cvrll

.Meinoriul A**orialioii llirongh public

•uli*rriplion. Il wa« rriiiilii'-d for T. H.

and lin* been admini*lerrd by the No-
lioniil I'ark .Service. Il ha* been kepi In

a wild *lalr, with acre** rhirfly by lionl.

.Supporlind a varied bird life, boili mi'

graloty and re*idrnl, and a popiilalion

<•( amall manimal*. ihr iaiand lin* brni

«i*ilrd primarily by naliirr rMlliu*ia*l*.

Uilh llir Minirwlial aurpritinK ac-

(|llirarrn<e o| ijir Theiidrirr lloiiaevrll

Memorial Aa*orialion, a bill wa« Inlrrc

duced in the 86th Congress, providing

for the creation of a memorial that would
have as its central feature a great "armil-

lary sphere." That phrase sent some
people to the dictionary, but the symbo-
lism of this antique astronomical con-

traption still remained obscure. There
would also have been an imposing ap-

proach, parking lots for automobiles,

and other features that would have com-
pletely '"memorialized" the island.

X'ihen the plans were revealed. Alice
Roosevelt Longworth and Archibald B.

Roosevelt, daughter and son of Theo-
dore Roosevelt, and his grandson, Ker-
mit. took violent exception to the

proposal. They described it as entirely

out of consonance with the thinking of

the former President, and they found
widespread support among his vast army
of admirers, many of whom contended
that the island should be left in a "state

of nature." Opposition to the bill finally

resulted in passage of a substitute pro-

posal, providing that the final selection

of any memorial should be subject to

the approval of the Roosevelt family.

Pigeonholed

LOST in the final shuffle on Capilol Hill

, was the most recent of several ver-

sions of the Wilderness Bill. Also lost

were a proposal to extend the Conser-
vation Reserve of the Soil Bank beyond
December 31, 1960. and the Chemical
Pesticides Co-ordination Act. This last

would have reiiuired that any Federal
agency planning to undertake a pest con-
trol program lirst consult with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service to determine
possible iinpaci on wildlife.

The refusal of Congress to increase
to SyO million annually (from $l.'j mil-

lion I liie aulhorization for grants lo

niiiiiicipalities to help conslnicl pollu-

lion control plants is regarded by con-

servationists as specially damaging to

Iirogress of pollution control. The Sen-
ali- also refused to accede to the mSI
London Conference that sought conind
•A oil iiollulioii of the seas. It was feared

that, us Ihe World Court was invoked,
the issiii' would trigger long debate,

iiiid Congress was in no in 1 for delav.

While ILilrakula National Park was
irrati-d out ol a part of Hawaii National
Park, other pending park proposals

failed. The Cliesupeuke and Ohio Ciinal

Nulional Historical Park got by the Sen.

ale. bill did not get lo the Hoiim- Hour. I.r

Age National Park, in Wisconsin, un<l

Grcal liu»iii Nulional Park, in Nevada,

Kill nowlirrr ul ull.

Fish and Wildlife

Pll.KIM. fiom llir cockjiil" o( ImimIi-

pilot pliiiir* niiil apyiiig on llic bike*,

piinil*. mni»lie», and polliolr* o( ilie

Norlliwral, Abiaka, niid Canada, U.S.

Fi«li and Wildlile KprrinlinlK linvo

rheikrd and irclirikrd llir iiuiiibrr* of

?,



geese and ducks in nesting areas this

year. On such surveys, plus many field

reports and conferences with state

authorities, the Service based its recom-

mendations for regulation of the migra-

tory waterfowl hunting season.

Owing to dry conditions, early reports

were not reassuring. With more rain in

many areas, however, the late hatch was

somewhat better. Stringent restrictions

during the 1959-60 season cut the water-

fowl kill by about forty per cent com-

pared with the 1958-59 season, but there

was still a twenty per cent drop in breed-

ers returning north. Conditions on the

Pacific Flyway were the most discourag-

ing, and the season was cut there.

Most serious, however, was the situa-

tion confronting the redhead and canvas-

back, the gunners' favorite diving ducks.

Given good breeding conditions this year

and next, both species are expected to

make a comeback, but this year there is

a closed season on both. Although duck
hunters are loath to admit it, the majority

of gunners are unable to identify species

on the wing. So, closed season or not,

canvasbacks and redheads are falling to

the gun again this year. Last year the

hunters were allowed one "mistake" if a

"can" or a redhead showed up in the

bag. Dan Janzen, Director of the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, says

that too many gunners made a deliberate

"mistake" and more of these birds were
shot than should have been.

Across the board, restrictions this year

again cut the number of shooters. This

means the sale of fewer duck stamps, the

revenue from which goes mainly for

purchase of wintering, breeding, and
resting areas in the form of refuges.

However, it is unsafe to gamble with

this wildlife resource in order to keep
stamp revenue at a maximum.

During 1959 there was an increase of

882,000 in the number of those who used

National Wildlife refuges. Nearly ten

million such visits were recorded, al-

though recreation is still only a by-

product of the refuge system. Sixty-three

per cent of the users enjoyed photog-

raphy, picnicking, swimming, and ob-

serving nature, while thirty-two per cent

fished. Hunting attracted five per cent.

In Oregon. Klamath Marsh serves

large numbers of waterfowl on the

Pacific Flyway, and is vital to the birds

for nesting. Thus, the transfer—by pur-

chase—of 14,641 acres of Klamath In-

dian tribal lands to the Klamath Forest

National Wildlife Refuge is an import-

ant development.

National Park Service

ONE long-delayed national park issue

that will be actively urged with the

arrival of the 87th Congress is that of

shore line parks, recreation areas, monu-
ments, or whatever other name may be

chosen for them. These include shore

line spots along the Atlantic, Gulf, and

Pacific coasts, and the Great Lakes. The
list embraces Padre Island, Texas; Cape
Cod, Massachusetts; Point Reyes and

Channel Island, California; Oregon
Dunes and Sea Lion Caves, Oregon;

Indiana Dunes, Indiana; Cumberland
Island, Georgia; Pictured Rocks, Grand
Sable Dunes, and Sleeping Bear Dunes.

Michigan. The primary objective, of

course, is to protect these vanishing

shore lines against the encroaching

"civilization" that is destined soon to

engulf them—a fate that has already

overtaken the Indiana Dunes and a good

deal of Cape Cod. All of the areas pro-

posed have been intensively studied in

surveys financed privately but conducted

under the National Park Service.

Individual bills in favor of specific

areas were introduced in the 86th Con-

gress but failed to gain headway. A
hearing on Padre Island was chiefly to

let the opposition be recorded. The Na-

tional Park Service favored a bill that

would have jointly designated Cape Cod,

Padre Island, and Oregon Dunes as park

areas, apparently on the grounds that

these areas deserved first consideration.

Individuals had other ideas. Senator

Frank E. Moss of Utah, for instance, has

prepared a bill for a Great Salt Lake Na-

tional Park. He is expected to hold hear-

ings in Utah prior to the convening of

the new Congress in January.

A drive to create a Cascades National

Park—embracing about a million acres

of the Oregon Cascades— is gaining mo-

mentum. Some of this area is now in

wilderness status and much of it is also

inaccessible except to the most hardy.

The drive is spearheaded by the Sierra

Club, and considerable opposition has

been generated in Forest Service circles

and among those westerners who seem to

resent the idea of more National Park
areas. This is going to be an interesting

campaign to watch. As yet the National

Park Service has had nothing to say.

This year the National Park Service

observed the fortieth anniversary of its

Naturalist and Nature Interpretive Sei-v-

ice. This program includes the ranger-

naturalist service, nature museums, and

other implements for interpreting the

natural history of the parks and monu-

ments. Proposed to Stephen T. Mather,

first director of the National Park Serv-

ice, by Charles M. Gothe of Sacramento

and the late Mrs. Goethe, these activities

have been crowned with success. The

program was suggested by similar work

observed by the Goethes many years ago

in Switzerland.

Within the boundaries of Joshua Tree

National Monument in southern Cali-

fornia there are 10,200 acres of non-

Monument inholdings. There is an immi-

nent threat to the Monument because

of projected development and com-

mercialization of these acres. Secretary

of the Interior Fred A. Seaton has

sought a supplemental appropriation of

11.500.000 to buy these inholdings, but i

this has not yet been forthcoming.

Another such threat is to Rainbow
Bridge National Monument, in Utah,

which could he flooded by back waters

from the construction of Glen Canyon
Dam—part of the Colorado River Stor-

age Project. The law that established

this project provided that Rainbow
Bridge be protected by diversion dam
construction, but Congress has not seen

fit to provide money to implement the

prescribed protection.

Recreational use of state parks re-

lieves pressure upon National Park

areas, and the extent to which this is true

is shown in statistics of state park atten-

dance compiled by the National Park

Service. In 1959, 255.3 million state

park visitors were recorded, an increase

of 17.9 million over 1958 and double the

total of a decade ago. New York parks

had 34.9 million visits, California and
Pennsylvania parks, 22.1 million each;

Michigan parks, 19.9; Ohio parks, 17.7;

Oregon parks, 10.8.

1961 iVleetings

FROM March 6 to 8. 1961, the Twent
sixth North American Wildlife am

Natural Resource Conference will bi

held at the Statler-Hilton Hotel in Wash-

ington. This largest annual gatherin

conservationists has as its 1961 themej

"Planning for Population Pressures.

Tucson, Arizona, will be the locale o'

the 8th National Watershed Congressi

which is sponsored by twenty-five na^ '

tional conservation organizations. Meeli

ings will be at the New Ramada Inn frori

April 17 to 19. Field trips will visit Mt
Lemmon, in Coronado National Forest,

and the famous watershed exhibit at the

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum.

What's Ahead?

THE new Congress will find conserva

tionists wondering what lies aheaa

One thing is certain. New faces on Capi

tol HiU will mean fresh inquiries as tc

where these newcomers stand on cori

servation—indeed, as to what they knoM

about this important issue. Both partj

platforms in the election campaign tooli

serious cognizance of natural resources

and their significance to the nation ant

its people. But that was only a start. W(
must wait and see, realizing that thi

conservation struggle goes on and on



^^ i recent study of the history and philosophy of modern science

Reviews

IJS Edge of Objectimty. An Essay

the History of Scientific Ideas, by

larles Coulston Gillispie. Princeton

liversity Press, $7.50; 562 pp.

NV THOUGHTFUL PERSON educated in

^ the twentieth century wlio dips into

cient and medieval learning finds him-

If in a world so strange as to be nearly

comprehensible. \^e are told that our

ience is the ripe fruit of ancient Greek

jds. and on unanimous historical au-

orily we must accept that as true in

ne sense. It is. nevertheless, bewilder-

to try to define the sense in which
i same word, "science." could be ap-

ed equally in .\thens and in Lus

amos. Many of us today have learned

L>metr)- from Euclid, and here the

ead of continuity must be most ob-

us. Yet when we turn to Greek malhe-

tics. much of it seems to be mere
iber magic; and even the part that

si nearly retains validity seems to

isisl largely of "proofs" that are not

Kjfs at all in any sensible way, but

\y the tautological consequences of

ijective propositions to which proof

H >olh inapplicable and irrelevant.

In iho-e elder philosophies that we
"I'l to consider as the source of

•
. the picture of the world is not

i i from thai world but from man

;

i from observation, but from logic

rraling on non-factual premises. .\a-

c io conceived a« a reflection of the

nan mind and fully endowed with

»nin emotion*. She abliort a vacuum.
ric of the rcaaoni i« that in a

t motion would Ih- logically im-

•. Women naturally have fewer

>h than man. That propoaiiion cslab-

ird. counting Irelh would Ik- unncrc*-

.>nd j|>o futile. I>crau«e the i>ub-

i<- 'l-'<lo< lion !• the rralily and the

rti,\r •.|>MTvation i» only illusion or

idenl. A* lair o« the •<rvenlrrnih rrn-

Galilro. >iruKgling lo emergr from

«ti> i>'hl ttorld. rnuld not |>«-r>uailr

ii'i i,-'.rii>i> lf> l>Mik llirough a Irlr-

I*- 4tr>l .ri- Uit llirm»<-lvp« thai llirir

m»loc^ Ha< wrong, from llcir (Hiint

tirH, n'Hhing ihry (aw woiijil aflerl

rrfMinlira of |»(|r and of ailllloril)f,

rii/- r.,r,irj<l ia nrtrt tnnir IrrwiMrr-

'f.in »tirn anrirnl |iliilo«<iplirr and
' •< irnlnl trrm lo fir drajing »ilh
f»« r»nrrpl> Tlir l/frrk atom l»

live entity, logically deduced from one

of two conflicting subjective premises.

Has this philosopher's atom really more
than the name in common with our

atom, egregiously real and disastrously

"splittable":' What can truly be common
to the subjective "species" as one of the

five "predicables" of scholastic logic

and the modern, objective species as a

group of interbreeding organisms? It is

unwarrantably confusing to apply, in

retrospect, the one appellation science to

two such different ways of attempting to

comprehend the universe.

SCIENCE in the true sense (in our sense,

and therefore semantically true for

us ) did not arise until nature was viewed

as impersonal, until rational induction

from observation was given priority over

logical deduction from arbitrary prem-

ises, and until no as|)ecl of tlie material

universe was granted tlie privilege of ex-

ception to this rationality. This was fully

achieved for physics when, in the nine-

teenth century. James Clerk Maxwell
could write of the relationships between

theory and observation, that:

".\ mature theory, in which physical

facts will be physically explained, will

be f<jrmed by ihosi- who. by interrogating

nature herself, can obtain the only true

sidulion of the questions which the math-

ematical theory suggests."

It is an extraordinary fact that science,

in this seu'-e. arose but once in the course

of history, within one human culture,

and over a comparatively short span of

time. The culture was that of Western

Europe (excluding the .Slavic countries

and also, significanlly, excluding
Greece I. a culture diver-M- in dclail but

with more fnndamrnlol unity than fllvcr-

gence. I'rominenI among llii' unifying

faclorn were religionx ullimiilcly of

Judaic origin and pliiloHupliieo ulti-

malely of Ctrrk origin-an oddity In

virw of the fad thai mirnce. the moHl

IHTuliar product of lliol culture, yuan lo

•ome drgrrr a rrlirllion agnin«l lioili.

Tixr temporal prrind involved wa«. ol

nio«l, llir woni (our crnlurir« from

Goprrnicii* to Einalrin; «l lra»l. the iwo

rrnliirir* from (inliiro lo llnrwin.

.hi>h

NoM an Alrtaiidrr Aga..i f I'r

Im.
r.r

.fr.M.r

at llar«ar.l. IlK. ^1

(re'lllrnl f.lllfllilll ir l>. 1

.rrll a

pair..

By George Gaylord Simpson

It is to that period, approximately the

seventeenth through nineteenth cen-

turies, that Gillispie's "essay in the his-

tory of scientific ideas" is devoted. Be it

said at once that no clearer, sounder, or,

insofar as history permits of originality,

more original book on the rise of modern
science is available. This is not the

customary rehash of previous histories

or secondary popularization of technical

historical monographs. It is a sophisti-

cated, new interpretation based on the

essential, original materials: the most
influential publications of the histori-

cally important scientists themselves.

One marvels at the erudition and labor

involved in reading so much of the origi-

nal literature, in comprehending so many
branches of science, and in interpreting

tiie essentials for modern readers. Inclu-

sion of some biographical information

about tlie most important figures makes
the whole study more interesting and
creates a bond of personal sympathy. It

also makes clear that science, however
objective it may be in the appropriate

definition of objectivity, is still the crea-

tion of very human individuals. Another
point such biography makes plain is that

science lias national characteristics, here

repeatedly exemplified, especially by
contrasts between Britain and Erame.

THE title of GillispicV book is some-

what ambiguous, evidently liy inten-

tion. A dryly academic play on words is

an occasional feature of the autiior"s

generally brilliant literary style. Thus,

the "cdgi'" is sonielimes a culling edge,

either anatomizing nature or excising

error, and sonielimes the boundary of

knowledge conslanlly enlarged by these

acliviticH. "Objectivity." for its part, has

a xpecial sense, nowherir quite clearly de-

nned bill adequulely cirriiniNiribrd,

uvenliially. in the course of llie discii--

»iiin. Tlio Hiibjeclivily of many scicntilic

aclivillr-i and opinlonH in einphuKizcd.

The objeclivily of Mcience doe« not reside

there, bill In llie priiiciplcH unil llir

approach. It rr«idei< In the lncreii«iiig

uccrpliilice of llie iliviidahilily ol oIihit.

vollon, of llie almoliile reqiiiieiiieiil fiu

material leatubilily id any hypollie>in.

The focim of llie aitllior'K alleiilioii

npcraaartly «lii(l». Even lliix ralher long

b<iok could mil adrqiiiilely licul major
Ppiaillleawilllilllt >llglllillg leaxrl rillllribll'

II. .11. iliiii llir II.. I i.iilv iqiially eaneiiliul

.?



but also, in fact and in sum, the greater

part of the history. Astronomy is fol-

lowed only from Copernicus to Newton,

for by Newton's day the objective nature

of the solar system and of celestial me-

chanics was fully established and what

followed, no matter how important in

other respects, was anticlimactic from

this particular point of view. Priestley,

Lavoisier, and Dalton brought chemistry

essentially to the same point of objec-

tivity, and later chemical advances re-

ceive only the most casual mention. On
that criterion, physics might almost have

been dropped with Newton, for he did

establish the objective approach in this

field. What followed was not so much
an increased or broadened acceptance of

objectivity in physics as an exploration

of where that approach led and of chang-

ing subjective views as to the implica-

tions of its results. Nevertheless, the

author does go on to follow those expand-

ing results and shifting philosophies,

and wisely so, because this reinforces

and further itemizes the theme of objec-

tivity, while also providing a perceptive

history of physics through the nineteenth

century. (There is a brief twentieth-cen-

tury epilogue emphasizing Einstein.)

THIS review is written for a special

audience, one with some interest in

science as a whole but less in physics and

chemistry than in astronomy, geology,

and, above all, the biological sciences.

The Edge of Objectivity has been enthu-

siastically reviewed elsewhere by emi-

nent physical scientists, notably by P. W.
Bridgman in Science. We may take their

word for it that Gillispie's is a major

contribution, thoroughly sound, "an ex-

traordinarily good book" as regards

physics and chemistry. Astronomy has

already been mentioned. Geology here

receives short shrift, only twelve pages,

but the author previously published a

whole book. Genesis and Geology, on the

crucial period in the history of that

science, a book I can highly recommend

as even better, within its much more lim-

ited scope, than The Edge of Objectivity.

The rest of this review, therefore, I

shall devote to Gillispie's treatment of

the biological sciences, a topic of great

interest to most readers of Natural
History but, on the whole, apparently

of least interest to the author. It is not

that his treatment of biology is grossly

inadequate or lacking in flashes ot

genius. That subject here occupies the

greater parts of three chapters and his

discussions of Lamarck and Darwin are

quite the best available in comparable

brevity and far better than the majority

of recent, much longer treatments. The

trouble is that in this field Gillispie is

apparently less receptive, perhaps less

informed, and certainly less well rounded

than in the physical sciences.

His discussion of biological aspects

of the central theme is, indeed, very well

related to that theme. This part of the

subject centers on Vesalius, who intro-

duced objectivity into anatomy; Harvey,

who did the same for physiology; and

Darwin, who finally brought the whole

of animate nature into the realm of ob-

jective science. If this book were only

about the boundary "edge" of objectiv-

ity, and if Gillispie had stopped there,

no objection could be made.

However—and most fortunately for the

reader—Gillispie is also concerned with

the increasing grasp on reality conse-

quent on the objective approach, and

with the likewise consequent changing

implications and inferences, both scien-

tific and philosophical. As far as physics!
f

is concerned, be has taken the space andt
^

trouble to explore those broader aspectsijj,

adequately for the general reader, atL

least, if not for the specialist. But theL

implications of objective biology foiL

human life and thought are far more pro-L

found than those of physics, and herel

Gillispie may justly be criticized. h

'alt

Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), founder of paleontology.

SOME of the most important issues in

biology are not even mentioned by

Gillispie. although they are extremely |,

pertinent to his theme and fall within

the period treated. This is true, for in^

stance, of cell theory—the discovery thal|,|

all living things have a common organic^,

basis—and of abiogenesis versus bio

genesis—whether living organisms can

be spontaneously generated or can aris(

only from living predecessors. Other

even more profound, issues are men

tioned only to be brushed aside. Ex

amples are the conflicts between vitalisn

and naturalism and between evolutioi

and religious dogma.

Whatever one may think of the presen

status of those conflicts, they did occu

in and did profoundly influence the his

tory of human thought. It is not satisfac

tory for a historian to imply that the;

were only pseudoproblems or to evalu 1,5

ate them offhandedly and only in term

of his own personal beliefs (or preju hlk

dices) and of the present time. Pk



I.lNNAF.rs (1707.17781. founder of systematic bot.iny.

Cillispie outspokenly expresses dis-

•le (or systematics. taxonomy, and

issification. He carries this prejudice

en outside the field of biology, for he

plies— without sulhcicnl explanation—

at what was mistaken in Lavoisier's

•misiry was the fault of a taxonomic

proach. Within the field of hiolnpy.

Iliopie's »com for taxonomy has led

n to overlook the (acts. This is one of

r (rw truly major themes in the history

I wiener; it wa« one of the main
•^ of transition from the suhjeeliv-

crealionism to the ohjeelivily of

Min: and the mmplex change from

;;iral to pr>pulalion rlaisificalion

' ir more •trikinK and crucial ex-

of the advoni inc edii'- of ohjec-

than many he hao detailed.

two ninelrrnlh-rrnlury hioloftirol

I* that (>illi>pi>' dor> (real with a

>ie«< comparable to the uropc he

the phyai'al aricncra are evidii-

xTuinified in Ijimarck, Cuvirr,

"4rwin and herrdily perxmifird

/••li. W>-j««mann. and Mrndrl Few
• .!• of liiology any lonurr rrod l.a-

Jtrrk I hi* alylr never wa> allrarlive).

Id ih« clirhr "l^marrkiam" of modem
T otMitd have Iwrn aaloniahing l>i I Ji-

I > hima<-lf (.illiapir dearly aiim-

1 ^« the >|uiir diftrrrnt. and to iia

It aair.niahinK. tirwa that l^marrk
HmJ hold Cilliapip lurllirr rlari-

(•rl (almoal univrraally over-

U

looked elsewhere) that Lamarck's evo-

lutionism was secondary to and derived

from Ills eccentric—one might almost

say nonsensical—system of chemistry. A
salutary correction of much recent

superficial writing on the history of

evolutionary theory is supplied: "In no

serious sense ... is Lamarck's theory of

evolution to he taken as the scientific

prelude lo Darwin's."

IT
is unusual to see Cuvier treated at

ciiniparalively great length as one of

"till- founders of evolutionary ihought."

Cuvier was uncompromisingly aiili-cvu.

hilionary. and his inromparahle aiMJMir.

ity deeply biased Fri'nch hirdogy. To
this day. (^iivier's riead hand is partly

responsible for the far! that no conlri-

billion lo objective evolutionary theory

thai was both aoiinil anrl of first inipor-

lan<e has yet rome from Kranre. Vet

(>illiapie'a pluring of Cuvier in the Ilia-

lory of rvidiilionury theory ia right in

n difleteni way. fliivier was probably the

most imporliinl among the fnundera of a

truly functional comparative analomy
anil of an ohjrrtive recording of the

hialorical. pajronlological aeipience of

organiaiiia on earth. The rraiills of ihoae

aludica rtrnliiiilly aiippiirlril and even

drinanded rvoliilionnry inlrrpielnlion.

.Similarly (alihoiigh (>illiapir dora not

make ihia point I, l.innaeua' rigid hicr-

arrhir latonomy of auppoariHy divinely

created species was an essential pre-

liminary to discovery of how species are

created in tact. So in that sense the anti-

evolutionary Linnaeus was also a

founder of evolutionary thought.

No more need be said about Gillispie

on Darwin than that it would be impos-
sible to imagine a better summary of

Darwin's life and accomplishment in a

brief compass. The treatment of Mendel
is appropriately shorter but equally per-

ceptive, and it corrects another cliche:

that Mendel's results were not known to

his contemporaries. It is, however, im-

possible to agree that Mendel was to

Darwin what Dalton was to Lavoisier.

"the one attaching numbers to the

other's quantities." Mendel never
dreamed of such a thing and had long

been in his grave when British and
American evolutionists finally perceived

the relationship between Mendelism and
Darwinism or. rather, between genetics

and natural selection. Mendel did estab-

lish objectivity in the study of heredity

and blazed the trail that is now at last

leading to a solution of that age-old

enigma. Nageli and Weissmann, in their

different ways, mistook the trail, and dis-

cussion of them well illustrates failure

to achieve objectivity.

IN
his review of The Edge of Objectiv-

ity. Bridgman commented that the

author gave unusual attention lo biology.

It is unfortunately true that this is un-

usual. Ihiivcrsily professorships are

increasingly being devoted to the |)hilos.

ophy and history of science, and discus-

sions of those subjects are becoming
more numerous and more learned. Still,

they usually center on the physical sci-

ences, as does The Kdge of Objecliiily.

It is regrellahly unusual for any general

treatise on scientific history or philos-

ophy to treat-as does (iillispie— even

Iwo aspects of biology adcquulely. Per-

haps il is symptomatic of this lo hud Cil-

lispie saying that "Nordenskjidd's The

History nj liiology . . . must still serve as

llie best general history of ihc science.

"

Lor .\ordciiskj,dd's history is not .uilv

seriously out of dale hut also ilullv

pedesirian. lacking in insighl. ami su

biased that it closes with a ileiiial of llw

most imporliinl advance ever made in

biological ihrory. We iiiiisl. then. In'

grateful to (iillispie in lluil he does cuvi r

niimc uapeelH of the hiiitory of biology

pxeellenlly: but the eovernge is slill iiol

adeipuile or wholly free of bias.

This is a work in which abstruse siili.

jrcis and complex ideas are expounded

ill elegiinl bill iiiidihilcd liiiigiiagr. It is

no book lor the coiiipb'lely uiiinfoiined

ill arieiiie or for those who seek only It

aiiperlii ial oiii-nliiliiiii. ll is. iieverlheh'ss,

ai'cesaible lo llir sciiniia aiihlleiir and

for liim will prove far more prolilable

and, pvpnliinlly, Inarinaliiig ihiiii the

more iiaiinl, joiillinlislic populali/alions,
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Great Herds of Africa
\n aerial census of animals in the Serengeti National Park

rHE NATIVE CHIEFS in Tanganyika

co-operated in a population cen-

us several decades ago by turning

ver to authorities a variety of seeds

jpresenting their subjects. Long grass

feds represented boys; little round

?eds indicated girls : thick black seeds

.mbolized men; and bro^vTi seeds

jpresented women. The system was

mple but effective. No such enviable

By Bernhard Grzimek

simplicity was possible for myself and
my late son, Michael, when in 1957
we were asked to make a census of

large animals in the Serengeti
National Park in Tanganyika, British

East Africa. Colonel Peter MoUoy,
then director of the National Parks

of Tanganyika, requested the survey

to determine accurately the extent of

the animals' seasonal movements.

The Serengeti Park, which is the

only national park in Tanganyika, was
established for the protection of great

plains animal herds and their environ-

ment. The enormity of the task that

faced us may be imagined in view of

the size of the park—4,600 square

miles—and the erroneous belief at the

time that it sheltered some million

animals or more within its borders.

ammm



Zebra flees from rope noose handled
by man riding on roof of pursuing car.

Motivating the census was a govern-

ment plan to reduce the size of the

park and to alter the boundaries in

favor of Masai tribesmen. The action

was to be taken in connection with

recommendations set forth in an offi-

cial study made in 1957. However,
this study, in regard to movements of

large herds of plains animals includ-

ing wildebeest (or gnu), zebra, and

Thomson's and Grant's gazelles, had
necessarily been based on assumptions

by others and on brief observations.

The census we had been asked to make
was to be of particular importance,

since the herds of Serengeti are pre-

lO

Animals had to be caught for marking
so herds could be identified from air.

sumably the last great herds of wild

animals still surviving in Africa.

The immediate concerns of our cen-

sus were twofold—both to establish

the number of animals in the Seren-

geti National Park, and to discover

whether the herds were actually pro-

tected by the current park boundaries

and would continue to be protected

by the proposed new boundaries. In

view of the great area to be covered

and the terrain involved, a survey by

motor vehicle was impractical. Be-

cause the plain areas in Serengeti,

and much of the mountainous part as

well, are devoid of trees, we decided

to count the animals from an airplane.l

To accomplish this project, my son i

and I both learned to fly a plane. In

December of 1957, we began a 6.000-

mile flight from Germany to equa-

torial Africa in a single engine Dor-

nier 27. The Dornier, a refinement of

the World War II Fieseler Storch ob-

servation plane, had been selected for

the job because of the excellent visi

bility from its cockpit. An additiona

advantage of this craft was its ability

to fly at very low speeds. In fact, it

could remain aloft at just thirty miles

an hour, which would be invaluable

for making observations and would

also permit the plane to operate from

almost any flat area without being

dependent on airfields and landing

strips. The plane was painted with

bold "zebra" stripes to make it easy

to spot in case we were forced down.

OUR original intention was to fly

over the whole park area, photo-

graphing it with automatic cameras.

However, we discovered that it would

be necessary to fly at very low altitudes,

about 2,400 feet, in order to identify

reliably the different species recorded

on the film. Our calculations, based on

•*



- alting yellow stain ujt nut ihii.il'lr

nough. so the process was abandoned.

;he results of previous aerial suneys
by other workers, showed that, at that

iltitude, we would have to make more

ihan .50,000 vertical exposures to

;over the whole area. Economically,

uch a prrjcedure was out of the ques-

ion. Further, the absence of land-

marks in much of the area to be

overcd would ha\e made it impossible

o join individual oblique photographs

*f adjacent areas. Our solution was

o divide the area of the park into dis-

ricls, or z<ine», and to fly over each

t{ (hpM: in parallel sweeps, counting

he animal.t of varioun types included

Mriihin a ^iM-'-ific angle of vision to

rtch ftidc of the plane.

In ««laldi<ihin(; ihirvr zones, wc tried

o lake into consideralion natural liar-

'ier»—•urh a» riv«-r voile)* an<l moun-
liiin rangr*-*<> ihal animaii woul'l not

t«- ahir lo ohifl rnnily from cinitilrd

into un<<>unlr<l dintriclit, ihuo u|XM-t-

itiK nur lolaU. 'Inl flighl* indi> nird

hat a .Wl-tard-widp drip lo each nide

'( ihc plane <:»uld lie olnrrvcd accu-

alrU, Che plane would have lo fly

il i liri/hl >irlMrrn I '><) and :i(H) frel.

Ilraiili. .,t the lr>l» >hoHrd ihal an

litrii,! (ould di*linKui*li easily lie-

tween antelope niirrini and even rlaM>

Plastic collar on zcbrn. released to

rejoin herd, solved i)rijl)leni of marking

ify them as adults or young at a

distance of 1.500 feet. In areas where

there were few animals and where

scanning was easy, the strips were e.\-

tendecl in width to 2.0(X) feet.

In flight the pilot navigated, and

his was the responsihilily of establish-

ing the width of the strips and the

sequence in which ihey were to l>i'

surveyed. The task was complicati.l li\

the absence of adequate maps foi ih.-

area. 'I he park had to be covered on

the basis of incomplete sketches in

which only large slrciims. rivers, parts

of mountains, arirl a few pastures wen-

shown. Flight courses had to be set

using landmarks such as lone trees,

rfx.'k outrroppings, water holies, and

clusli-rs of bushes. .Sweeps were made

by following compawt eoursew almost

exclusively in an ensl-west iliri-clion

Itll. (.K/lvlr.K. ihr llirrrlnr <il lllr

Krankdirl /•»>. anil hi. ...n MirlinrI

arr r...jllllHir> ••) Srrrnirrd sho// \.>l

I},-. I.. I.r |»il>li.|iril .<...n l.« Diillon.

MIrlMrl .Itr.l in >n »itpUnr .r^l.ll

l..»ar<l llir rn>l nl lllrir \\ . Ihr
Inurnnl nl H il.lhir Mnnngrmrnl hi.

i.iilill'lf.l .<.mr r.l lllr riiiilinc ilial

III. (.H/IMKk (irrx-MI* III llli' nrllrlr.

animals, liriglilly rolorod nialcii.il \>.i-

easy to see from air and lasted months.

or the reverse. This heading was
chosen to minimize drift: a strong

easterly wind blew constantly during

the whole survey ))eriod. While flying

over a strip, the pilot would note land-

marks along one edge to he used as

guides for the edges of the adjacent

strip to be surveyed on ihc ncsl pass.

Om: llnmu'lil VM' needed to consider

aliiuit iini aerial survey work

was the reacliims of various animals

to the presence of llic aiiplanc. In

practice, the reactions appeareil lo

vary ipiile as rnueli as llie wildlifi'

itself, and secnii-d to depend on many
factors. (>enerally, lone animals re-

acted lillle lo the plane overhead, even

when it flew as low as tliirly to sixly

feel. This held Irur for both Thom-

son's iiiid (>ranl's ga/.elirs and also for

/.rbras. kongoiiis, ami topis. In fact,

resting Thomson's ga/.ellcs <lid not

even bollier lo sland up when the plane

passei! sixty feel above (hem. .Small

herds of from five In fifleeii zebras or

iiiileliipeH would run aboiil iiiir hun-

dred \ariU liiiin the pliine's path,

ofleii diisliiiig acioKs its line of fliglil.

They exhibil ihe same lendeniy lo

diiah ncroRs ihe piillin of niiloH in llii;
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INKHiLh-iii'i'H) Biri.hih fof "miracle"

gun were difficult to prepare. Weapon

Serengeti. Larger herds of fifty or

more animals reacted rather differ-

ently. Gnus especially, were very ner-

vous. They would begin to race away
even when the aircraft was at a height

of six hundred feet, although lone

specimens did not react at all. It

seemed that a few particularly skittish

animals would trigger escape reactions

in a herd, and others would follow suit.

LiRGE groups of gazelles showed a

/ completely different reaction. The
herd would stay calmly in place until

the plane was directly overhead, when

was used to anesthetize wild animals,

but was unreliable before modification.

they would scatter in all directions in

a rather confused fashion, but only for

the few seconds it took for the airplane

to pass over them. In contrast to this

behavior, zebras took note of the air-

craft even when it was gliding in for

a landing, with the motor switched off,

at heights of as much as 150 feet.

Ostriches would run only when the

Dornier was very close to them. Other-

wise, they showed the typical "threat"

posture, standing their ground with

inflated feathers and spread wings.

Giraffes were difficult to start mov-

ing and fled only infrequently. Even

then, they would run only 150 feet or

so to the side. If they were standing

beneath trees they did not bother to

move at all. Baboons would always run

immediately to nearby trees.

ALTHOUGH hyenas with prey fled

while the plane was still some
way off, specimens sleeping near a

water hole could not be chased away.

In extreme cases they might wake up,

stand, and take a long look at the plane

that was disturbing them. On the other

hand, wart hogs fled promptly, and on

one occasion, a wart hog was spotted

taking cover in a nearby burrow.

Lions reacted in various ways. In

the Ngorongoro Crater, we flew over

and circled about an adult male. At

first he showed little inclination to

react. Finally, though, he began to

walk away, gradually increasing his

pace. Most of the time, however, lions

would try to escape detection in the

grass by pressing themselves close to '

the ground. Although we rarely saw
|

cheetahs, the few we did encounter

simply sat where they were anc

showed no sign of fright. Our on«

leopard raced to a tree and climbed it ,

Naturally, the approaching airplam
|

occasionally caused animals to flei

into strips that had already beer

counted. Most of the time, however

they did not penetrate the zone mon
than 100 to 200 yards. When condi I

tions allowed, we flew high enough ti I

avoid appreciable fleeing or we re \

sorted to counting whole herds
|

Because of the flight reactions oftei
'

exhibited by the herds, when we spol

«

1 Dot = 100 Head of Game 1 Dot — 50 Gnu

General distribution of wildlife in the Serengeti Park
shows central concentration, plus migration over boundaries.

Large gnu population clusters near southern perimeter

the park. Gnu are noticeably absent from northern sectoi

I
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>T1LL STUPEFIED by narcotic from the

miracle" gun. Thonisuns guzelle buck.

ed one we would gain altitude in

>rder not to spook the animals into

I previously surveyed strip. Then we
vould circle and count the herd with-

>ut disturbing it, disregarding cum-

Ictely the boundaries of the strips.

Of course, the problem of how to

''fdentify herds that had alread) been

otinted was one that arose. I'his was

.n important question not only be-

aiise we did not wL-ih to u|)set the

eiuus by re-counting the same ani-

ruib but also be<-aus<- we wanted to

•e able to trace herd movements from

>ne pari of the park to another, and

further, to see if these herds were

strav ing outside of the park's present

and pr<)|)(>sed bountlaries.

TRADITION \i. melhnds of marking

animals include d) eing or painting

their hides, and putting metal clips in

their cars. For our purposes, metal

clips would be useless since they could

not be seen from the air. Dyeing would

not work at all on animals whose hair

was black, and would not work well

on animals with greasy hair. In any

case, it was probabli- lliat neither dve

nor paint had sullicicnl pei iiuincnic

^^Ns..

' ^

(ilioi ( Muhiel ind assistant hid to be

more wary of the active little animal.

and durability to mark these animals

for the length of time we thought de-

sirable. We rinally settled on marking

indi\idual animals in the herds with

brightl) colored, plastic collars. The
brilliant color of these collars was

easil) distinguished from the air.

Made of several layers of s) nthetic

nialerial. the\ were also quite durable,

anil llii- sni.Mith finish meant they

uiPiiM not irritate the animals that

Wore them. At first, we were concerned

about the reception a marked animal

niiglil re<-cive from olhers in his herd.

1' nrlunalih . llic iiKukcd aiiiiiials

M 30 Zmbto

M>»oi « /(K*i irtif prolrriioM fit pr<-«rrvr arra nrar thr
'rj| Mrtlrrn ••lif, M«fr l>iari '.T.nOO Jtrlim wrrr lallird.

1 Dot 2 Topi

MAJfinnv ni' Tot'l wrrn found in norllirrn porliiin nf llir

Serrnnrll |irriiprvp. Miml drii«c iiroiipiiiK wim iiIoiik border.
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rose to 120 feet with reasonable accu-

racy. The hypodermic bullets were

also modified so that the impact of

hitting the target was sufficient to

drive home the plunger. This meant

that a supply of the darts could now be

loaded in camp and taken, ready to

use, into the field. It also assured that

the animal would receive the full dose

in the bullet, whereas, with the pre-

vious system, only a partial dose was
administered as often as not.

FINDING the correct anesthetic for

use on various animals proved a

more difficult problem, and this took

many months to resolve. The toler-

GiNL KLiNb at lop speed, ahuie, in an

attempt to escape low-flying airplane.

seemed to be treated normally by their

companions. The durability of the col-

lars was proved by the fact that eight-

een months after we had banded some

animals, they were seen in the park

still wearing their gay bands.

PUTTING collars on wild animals,

however, is in one respect analo-

gous to the classic recipe for rabbit

stew that says to, first, catch the rab-

bit. In our case, we had to, first, catch

our wild animal. This was no mean
task. We had heard a great deal about

a "miracle" gun manufactured in the

United States, which shot a projectile

containing drugs. In theory, hitting

an animal with one of the needle-tip-

ped bullets injected a narcotic and

anesthetized the animal so that it

might be approached safely.

We acquired one of the guns in the

hopes that it would fulfill our require-

ments. The weapon was powered by

compressed carbon dioxide, a puff of

which shot the hypodermic-type pro-

H

III iMiULWS oi' OMi rjtc dcro.^s a vuld,

their usual reaction to plane's sound.

jectile between sixty and one hundred

feet. Behind the plunger of the projec-

tile was a mixture of carbide and

water, which produced gas to drive

the plunger forward, injecting the nar-

cotic solution into the target animal.

Our first results with the device were

rather disappointing.

For one, it was relatively inaccurate,

and we could never be sure just how
far the bullet would carry. Secondly,

even when an animal was hit squarely,

the performance of the bullets was

erratic. Thirdly, the syringe projec-

tiles were slow to use. The narcotic

solution and the carbide and water

mixture had to be loaded in the field

immediately before firing. Clearly, we
had to remodel the contraption to

adapt it to our needs.

During a return to Frankfurt,

Michael modified the weapon and

tested it. The new power source was

compressed air at a pressure of nearly

three thousand pounds per square

inch. Effective range of the weapon



ances of different animals to a given

drug varied greatly, and often, surpris-

inglv. For example, a gnu shot with a

dose per pound body weight less than

that tolerated by an ordinary domestic

-oat was incapacitated overnight, dur-

ing which time we had to watch him

to see that he was unharmed by pred-

ators. However, the proper dose per

pound body weight for gnus of the

drug (nicotine salicylate! had no

apparent effect on little Thomsons
_ izelles. \^ e finally learned that they

luired a dose per pound five times

- large as that used for the gnus. \^'e

also found that the Thomsons gazelle

hucks had to be captured while lying

down. While running at their speed of

about thirty miles per hour, the slight

effects of the drug disappeared.

ONCE correct dosages were ascer-

tained for the various animals we
wished to mark, the actual collaring

became much simpler. The drugged

animal could be approached and the

plastic collar fitted to its throat. In a

matter of minutes, the beast would
regain its feet and. soon after that,

would rejoin its companions. Only the

zebras would never let us come close

enough to use the ""miracle" gun.

Zebras required an entirely differ-

ent, more energetic—and dangerous-

approach. In the beginning, when we
had tried dyeing them with picric acid,

we would chase them by car. while a

member of our group sat on top of the

vehicle holding a long pole with a

rope noose at one end. By isolating

one animal from its herd, then driving

alongside it. always keeping parallel

to its line of flight, it would be possible

to close the range until the man with

the pole could slip the noose over the

tiring animal's neck. The danger lay

in the precarious position of the man
with the noose, who had to handle the

unwieldly pole while trying to main-

tain his seat on the roof of the buck-

ing, swaying car. On one occasion,

** %
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Michael was handling the pole when

a lurch of the car caused the tip of the

pole to catch in the ground. Immedi-

ately, the rear of the pole rammed
back and hit Michael's throat, inflict-

ing a serious wound that necessitated

flying him to a hospital for an emer-

gency operation. Despite this experi-

ence, Michael insisted upon rejoining

the group almost immediately.

Later we modified this method for

catching our zebras. We would race in

the car alongside an animal and who-

ever was best located would reach out

and grab the animal's tail. Naturally,

this is much easier said than done, and

it might be noted that a zebra's tail

does not afford the most secure grip

desirable under the circumstances.

Despite the obvious difficulties in-

volved, we became quite proficient at

this method of capturing zebra. After

subduing the animal, we would fit it

with a collar and let it rejoin its herd.

SAD to say, one of the greatest

threats to the safety of animals

in Serengeti is posed by man himself.

We were made painfully aware of this

during a flight undertaken for the

sheer joy of flying on a beautiful day.

High above the plains spread below,

Michael cut the motor of the plane and

we glided in silence through the clear

air. As we descended, a fine line across

the feround caueht our attention. Glid-

ing still lower, we saw that the line

was a fence of twigs and thorny

branches punctuated by occasional

gaps. The fence had been raised by

native poachers, who slaughtered

herds for meat and to provide the

souvenir and curio market with teeth,

hoofs, hides, and horns of various

beasts. In the gaps of the fence were

wire snares that would entangle any

animal trying to pass through. These

fences were generally placed to inter-

sect a migration route or trail com-

monly used by the herds.

The poachers were still near the'

fence and, as Michael touched the

starter button and the engine roared

to life, they dropped to the ground,



Ve buzzed them in an effort to drive

hem a\va> and. during one pass, some

if them dropped to their knees and

it fly at the airplane with poisoned

jrows. From the safety of the cockpit

heir gesture appeared futile, but when

fe landed at our base some time later

(e saw an arrow protruding from the

octal wing of the plane.

Aside from the obvious objections

o the poachers' depredations against

protected" animals, we were infuri-

ted both by the cruelty of the methods

ised. as well as by the enormous waste

if the animals so slaughtered. When
naking auto trips where poachers had

teen at work, we often came across

jiimals that had died by slow strangu-

CiRAFFF.s, left, seldom ran from the Packd nv r.Aii. oslricli ran more than

plane. Censuii showed 837 in Serengeli. twenty niiiiiilcs at lliirly miles an hour.

lalioM in wire nooses, or Ii.hI l"in

trapped in the snares ami linn di-

patehed by predatory animals. Often

the viclim.s would decay before- the

poachers arrived to take the meat.

OrcaHiiiiiully an animal would be

found niiiiUH it.t hornn or puws. the

• inly parts tliiil the poaehern wanted.

EviNrrAl.l.Y our indi^'nalion

mounted to lh<r point wiieri! we

look purl in a raid aKaiiml a firoiip

of poneher-i. Two of the lianri were

rnu(ihl. and ihey naturally I'lainiecj

that lhe> had merely liliindereil into

ihe ponehern' enin|i. The eamp ilKelf,

I'M nird in n xmall clearing williin m

wood, rni^rhl \)ii\r wrved a« llli- linek-

drop for a urnr from a (>raiirl (>Mi)<nol

|M!r(<irmnnep. Wlierrvrr one looked

llii'rv .s nf cal hung lo

rli \ fimil |>|p|l•^ ai I aiiLir'il 111 fciiMi lacks.

I he sunliglil shining lliniugh llie giii\

.slabs gave ii blooily. eerie gli.u In llir

camp. raiigii)le benefits of llic raid

iniludcrl \\u- capture; of three truck-

loads of bows, poisoned arrows, and

wire snares, all of which wen- lU--

siroyed or losHed into a pit I Ic< p

lo permil retrieval of them.

I rifiiilunaleJN. both Ami-iiiaii and

Kuropi-an loiiiisis also coinpliculc llie

Kilualion through llieir hunting trips,

II is not enliri-ly reasonable to expect

tuilivi-s to accept llii- idea of bi-irig

punished for hiinliri); when tliev see

the hunling parlies of wealthy visitors

loll lliningh llieir villages in cart

loaded tvilli liopliv animals. Kiiitlier-

more, iiiosi African |{iiveriiini-nls hiivo

'7



Running at full speed, cheetah is caught in mid-stride

by camera. Reputed to be the fastest of all animals, cats

usually prey on Thomson's gazelles, which can run at least

as fast as thirty-seven miles an hour when on level ground.

diminished the value of preserves and

parks by not appropriating sufficient

funds to ensure that the animals in

them are guarded adequately.

Before discussing the results of our

aerial survey, it is desirable to pause

to consider some of the sources of

error inherent in making a game cen-

sus under such unusual conditions.

One factor that presumably could

never be eliminated was the natural

movement of animals from a counted

strip to an uncounted one. The reverse

situation also may have been encoun-

tered. We tried to minimize this prob-

lem by covering in one day areas that

had no natural barriers separating

them. In general, we tried to count

consecutively adjoining areas.

Another possible source of error lay

in the blind spot directly beneath the

fuselage of our airplane. Mitigating

this factor were the predominantly

low altitudes at which we flew, which

minimized the actual hidden area. Be-

sides, most of the animals counted

scattered to the side, out of this zone,

so this was most likely not a major

source of error.

More important perhaps were the

long distances involved in flying to

the study areas. Because of this, it

was often necessary to count for more
than two and one half hours at a time,

a chore that led inevitably to exhaus-

tion on the part of the counters and of

the pilot, who had to rest for several

hours after each trip.

THE position of the sun also affec-

ted our counting. Because the

strips to be surveyed were oriented

principally in an east-west direction,

at certain times of the day sweeps in

one direction or the other might be

made directly into the sun. We noticed,

for example, that we sighted fewer

gazelles when flying toward the sun

than when flying in the opposite

direction. The amount of error this

produced varied depending on the

species being counted. More conspic-

uous animals, such as giraffes and

rhinoceros, could hardly be over-

looked. They could be seen at great)

distances and it was not likely that

they might be missed. For the giraffe.

rhinoceros, elephant, oryx, roan ante

lope, and probably for buffalo, our fig'

ures were likely to be very accurate

Elephants, rhinoceros, and buffak

occurring in rain forests, however

were not included, because they coulc

not be seen from the air. It is als(^

possible that there might have beei

some errors in the counts of largei

herds of gnus, zebras, and gazelles

especially considering that some herd:

of two thousand or more were ob

served during our census flights.

In summary, while it is possibl

that a margin of error of twenty pe

cent exists in the total number of ani

mals we counted, the error should cei

tainly not exceed that figure.



rllE sun'ey results were not en-

tirel) surprising to us. Prelimi-

ar>' counts had shown that the move-

nenls of wvcral sih-cIi-s wen- not

united by park boundaries. During

ome seasons, a great many animals

Mve the area of the park. However,

lie total rount of large animals proved

» be .%6.WA or onl> a third of the

umlMrr popularl) >-<itimateil for this

<!gion. Ki-iiarding distribution of the

nimaU. r,ur rindiiig<> raivil a whole

rries of new questions.

Animals u( a given s[ic<:irs are not

niformit distributed over the entire

rea of the Serrngeli Park but tend

I form <on'rnlrnlion< in rrrtain

iarra, while in olhrr arena they may
* enlifrU alment i ix-r main, pp. 12-

3|, llrgarding giraflr*. the reason is

videnl- ihev slay am'ing irrm or near

hOD. Walerbu<k* were found only

kmg riveiaidr* or in part* of the

inornngoro Oaler. Impala (xeurrerl

niy in hea»« bu>h and Irer plaina

Lowering iikad, a rhinoceros in the

Ngorongoro Crater prepares to charge

the author, who wanted to see how the

animal would react to approach by man.

Ki< %t><. < 1 111 < I, 11 >>..,. h..K ,.„ in.l.. W Im'M tlirr„lrl,r,l, s.irl li 'C"

arrnia rnad in path ( f Crrimrka' iMr. kiKiwii III liirii iinil ihiirKi III r-lfplllllll>
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areas and were not seen on open

plains. This also applied to the topi,

but less strictly so. As to gazelles, the

interpretation is more complicated,

and the same is true for gnus. It is pos-

sible that soil types and, indirectly, the

composition of the vegetation play a

part. Gazelles could also be pushed

from an area into a region with poor

vegetation by population pressure of

the closely associated gnus. Generally,

the way in which one species fits into

the openings left by other animal

groups was conspicuous.

THE upsetting fact that emerged

from our survey was that every

year the large herds moved far beyond

the new borders proposed for the park.

They remain outside this area for

many months. We wanted to find out

why. Michael landed in many different

spots in the Serengeti to study the

vegetation and take samples for analy-

sis of the types eaten by the game and

those spurned by them. The results of

his research indicate that the preferred

type of grazing grows, to a great ex-

tent, outside the future limits of the

park during the rainy season. What
grows within the future Serengeti is

considered largely inedible by the

animals during parts of the year. We
have studied the nutritive content of

the grasses and have tried soil anal-

ysis to find the reasons for the dif-

ference in distribution of various

grasses. We concluded that the herds

need the area that is to be taken away.

Ironically, the land in the park—ade-
quate for wild animals—would be in-

adequate to support the Masai's overly

large herds of cattle. The big wild

herds move over the central part of

the Serengeti Plains in the rainy sea-

son in large circles, always returning

to the same place periodically. The

situation is like that on a modern dairy

farm, where cows are driven daily to

new areas, returning every few days

to the same spots, eating only short,

protein-rich grass.

In surrounding districts we saw

that large herds of cattle—protected

against infectious diseases—cause soil

erosion and can, in a few decades,

change the land to desert. In con-

trast, wild herds live in a natural bal-

ance with the vegetation. Because the

land around the Serengeti is more
heavily settled by natives each year,

I believe that if the new boundaries

remain in effect, large parts of

the great wild herds must surely die.

Three herds

Serengeti in

DS OF CM (ro>s jilains o to((

n typical migration linesjj'Jili
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Artistic ape, Congo slashes bold stroke of color across

one of his works, holding brush in "sophisticated" manner.

Dr. Morris and subject strike relaxed poses during a lull

in experiments probing the biological origins of aesthetics.

Primate's
An ape provides clues to thai'

By Desmond Morris i

A JOURNALIST once asked Picasso for his opinion of

paintings produced by chimpanzees. The artist's re-|

sponse was characteristically original. He bit the reporter.

The picture-making chimpanzees have also been known to

treat their interviewers in a similar manner. Human andi|

chimpanzee painters do, however, have other, academical!)

rather more interesting, similarities. Just what these are

when the emphasis shifts from drawing blood to drawing

pictures, will, I hope, emerge from the following report

Man has always been interested in the origins of hii

artistic activities and several sources of material have beer;

probed in recent years in the hope of finding some of thi

answers. But these sources have not been as illuminatinj

as was once hoped. Prehistoric picture-making, left to u

in the form of cave-wall remnants, has proved far toi

advanced an art form to tell us much about the way it al

began. Also, the present-day art of so-called primitiv

peoples has finally emerged as anything but primitive. II

is only in the realm of child art that we have been abb



aesthetics
rigins of artistic activities

fitid any <;lur<<. anil rvrn in lhi« arra llic in(lui-nri-> of

rrnl» an<l Icachrr* clriud ihf mow all Irio noon.

CIrarly ihrn, any m-w and •••wnlially niorr ••inipir forin

pirturc-making i« of grfat cxiMTimrnlal valiir. Infra-

iman painting* and draHing>> !<ali<*fy llii!* rr-quiri-nn'nl.

urrlmirni* of visual organi74ilion llml (lir-y conlnin arr »r>

mplc thai ihry ran Im- anal>/,<-d in a way lliat i* not

ikic with man'* more lomplnx, imaffivladrn |iirliirrH.

k T ih/- prrnmt limr. pirlurro havr lw«ii olilainrd from

\ lhirl>-lwo a(K-» and monkry*. Four ii|»<'<ini hnvp fii-rn

toUrd. ihr rapui hin monkry- in (tfttnany, Kiiixiia, and
r i nilnl Suir*: ilir orangutan in KnglanrI and (>it-

any: ihr gorilla- in Holland and Switzerland: and tiir

m|>an/<-r in Knglnnd. Il'dland, (>>-rinanv, l(u»in,

il/>-rUrii|. and llw I niird Statr^. 'Ilir i liimimn/ri- lia« •<»

I protr>| to l»r thr licit auhlnt: tlii« ifmir* a<<ounl< lor

ntty thtrf of ihr thirl) -two animal* uludirtl to dalr.

Tlv m<>|ority of ihr rarlirr primatr invrvligation* wrrr

Unusi'al painting by Congo is remarkable for presence of

principal design plus subsidiary fan pattern at lower right.

".I ..l.l.nn..! f,n,n .,„v

H. lliM.I )i:.ii 1,1 „linl>.
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Basic fan pattern, top, covered whole sheet when Congo
was given blank paper. Given page with large rectangle on

it, Congo altered pattern and drew within rectangle. Still

smaller rectangle evoked a similar design, but some lines

strayed over edges. The smallest rectangle was marked with

lines starting outside it, was treated as object, not area.

Dr. Morris, whose report on experiments with Congo was
adapted from The New Scienlist, is Curator of Mammals at

the Zoological Society of London. His hook. The Biologv
of Art, will be published in London by Metliuen & Co., Ltd.

brief and unsystematic but one or two involved a serious

analysis of the results obtained. These were so promising

that a young male chimpanzee called Congo was embarked

upon a three-year experiment at the London Zoo, to

provide an opportunity to study in detail the graphic

potentialities of an infrahuman brain. This particular

chimpanzee had proved himself to be of exceptionally high

intelligence and possessed of a particularly alert and in-

quisitive disposition. Earlier tests with other chimpanzees

had indicated that certain crude aesthetic rules could be

brought into operation by this species and the goal of the

study with Congo was to find out if any aesthetic principles

could be formulated that would be sufficiently basic to be

applied both to man-made and ape-made pictures.

Congo first started scribbling when he was approximately

one and a half years old. One day he was given a pencil

and placed before a piece of card. The first contact made
between pencil point and card was, of course, purely ac-

cidental, but, as Congo moved his arm and a line appeared

on the card, he stared at it, moving his hand more and

more. He repeated the movement and made line after line

until the card was covered with a network of scrawls.

Congo produced many more drawings during following

weeks and it soon became clear that there was a basic pat-'

tern that was appearing over and over again. It took the

form of a fan-shaped series of lines radiating from a part

of the card near the animal. It was also becoming obvious

that Congo was reacting to the boundaries of the card or

sheet of paper given to him. A large sheet resulted in a

large drawing—a small sheet in a small one. Further, his

work seemed to reveal a rudimentary sense of balance.

WHEN Congo graduated from drawing to painting, his';

interest became even more intense. There were oc

casions when attempts to end a painting session resulted in,

screaming and temper tantrums. This, it should be env

phasized, occurred despite the fact that Congo was nevei

rewarded by the experimenter for drawing or painting

Picture-making seemed to be completely self-rewarding.

A painting session took the following form. Congo wai

placed in a modified version of a child's high chair, witlj

a sheet of paper laid fiat in front of him. Pots of paint

each with its own brush, were ready for him, but out o

reach. A brush selected at random was handed to him. Hi!

painted until the paint was used up and then either put thi

brush down or handed it back to the experimenter. Th

next loaded brush was given to him, and so on. each brusi'

in turn being used in a random order until he was n,

longer interested in the picture. Then Congo would b

given a new sheet of paper. Several paintings could b

obtained thus in a session lasting about half an hour.

In early tests Congo had been given a free color choici

but the method had soon been abandoned. On such or

casions, he refused to start painting until he had mixed a

the colors together into a uniform muddy-brown. This Wc

avoided by presenting him with the colors one by one. H

was still able to exercise a certain amount of color prefe

ence, since he was at liberty to use each brushful of cok
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Variations on a theme are iJeiuoiislrateil in paintiiips liy

(^on^o. more than ninely of whose pictures roiiiaineil l)asic-

fan patterns. Open, loosely knit fan motif is evident in

top picture, while bottom effort has closed, crowded look.

\
<
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Convoluted dark strokes that seem to overpower lighter contrast sharply with paler coloring and relatively clean,

.h.„lev in painting above, lending it "violent" appearance, simple brush strokes in the chimpanzee s work sll0^^n below.



much or as little as he wished. Congo's main color prefer-

nce was not so much for any one particular color, but

ather for an\ color that he had not just been using. This

iscination for \ariety of color was. of course, well served

y the method used, and presenting the chimpanzee with a

ifferent color with each brushful had the effect of re-

ealedly boosting his interest in a particular painting. The

utcome of this procedure was a series of rather com-

licated pictures, a number of which were startlingly pleas-

ig lo the iiunian eye simplv as abstract designs.

is in the case of tlie earlier drawings, the paintings

-\ were always scaled in proportion to the size of the

aper on which they were painted. Also, the basic fan-

laped pattern was often still utilized. Congo was becom-

ig much bolder now and frequently worked without hesi-

ition. quickly covering the paper with determined strokes.

Perhaps his most remarkable painting is one shown on

age 2.3 (lopK Rays of a basic fan pattern are just dis-

rnibie, but. in addition, there is a quite distinct and well-

rnied subsidiary fan motif in the lower right-hand corner

f the picture. PreviousU it had alwa\s been argued that

le fan pattern was the result of a simple motoric rin thm

which the animal repeatedly pulled the brush toward

mscif from a series of different starting points, thus in-

ilably giving rise to a pattern that gave the impression

I being visually controlled. .As long as the fan pattern

as always focused on Congo, it was impossible to decide

hether the design was the secondarx result of a kind of

lid gymnastic repetition, or whether it was an indication

lal a chimpanzee was capable of a visually disciplined

illern formation. The fad that the subsidiar\ fan motif

«"n here has lis own quite distinct focal point strongly

pporls the view that the chimpanzee was doing something

ther more than a simple muscular exercise.

In order to lest the extent lo which the form of Congo's

iinling.<< were under visual control, a special series of

:pcrimcnlal sheets was preparefl. The fundamental qucs-

I was this; Is the posilirm of a line thai is about to be

wn in an) v,a\ deterniini-<l by what is already prc-?.cnl

the paper? If the initial markings on the paper are

made by the rhimpanzee. hut rather by the experi-

ler, then any influence that the markings may have

er Mlbaequenl marking** b\ the animal must be \ isual.

[ORE than two hundred rxperitnerital drawings have

been oblaim-d frorii (ionpo and they are still ln'irig

)rzed. allhouffh thev reveal nlri-nd\ that visual control

fact o|>rraling lo a remarkable degree. I'liintiiig v.i\-

doned for lhi.« \mT]Hnr. in order lo »implif\ llii- lineiir

Jilic* for arrurale inra»urenienl.«. A lilnck era\on tvun

nied lo G>ngo, who wa* allowed lo draw with it until

I inlerpsl, and then another 'heel wa* put before him.

vrra rra>on> wrrr not u»e<l lo l>oo<l lii« inlere»l In a

in;|. a* lhi> would liotr rendered aiialvnio of the line

ilion.* Uhi riitnftlrx. llir »iniple >< ribbleo (!>,n|.'ri niade

;
ihrsr lr»|» havr alrrad) revealed •everal bni-ii rulen

himfmntrr "romiKoiljon." Sime of lliew riil>-« are

(rsUnl by ihr draHin^n on ftaftn 21. 27. and 2}i.

I A'imiilr fan |iall<-rn a* drawn by f!on)(o on a blank >IippI

]
paper i* illu'lraled on fuitr 21 (laiil, \^'ben a Imo ini h

M|IMrr wa* |ilaerd in ihr rmirr of ihe paiier l»rforr

M handrd lo him. a (U^ifrn •imilar lo ihr one (bown

/'

luniMii SOI Mil;. ci'iiliMlly pl^iieil iin [Kipcr. fii/i. is the

(ilijecl 111 all (;()ii(:<)".s iiiarkiniiB. Slit;lill\ cilT.-rl In riiilil.

«i|uiire in alill niiirked. Iiiil ix partly balaneeil liy linex at

left. Wilh 8<|uuru ut far riplil. lines at left balaiieo it.

above (/«/<! resullc-il. In llii> Ic-I .inii in :ill miIi.is wIhmi-

Congo was offered a eetitralU place<l (igun-. In i(-|Miiiilrd

by I'onrinlng alrno><l all his lines lo the rrgimi nf iIh' ri;:iiii'.

Thi" tendi-ney l<i mark <ivit widl-ilefined figures ciime into

eoidlii'l with another tendency, however, if the square was

phiii-il off-ienler. There wan xlill iin urge to mark il. bill

the more the nquare wax ponilioned lo one side m miIh i

of the paper, the more (iongo tended lo coimlri b.il.iiii i

il with hi> nuirklngii. rullier than merel\ to mark it (third

example nliiivr\. In prarliiallv every oni" of the niiiii) cdl-

rrnlered Iml pa|ieri> phii'efl before him. Congo iiuide bold

markingR on llie nidr of llie paper oppoxile the figure.

Tlie«r early re«HllK reveal llial In llie cliinipan/.ee ihere

ia ulinl He iiii|(lil Kill the germ of vi>iiiiil eoinpiixilioii, and
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Central vertical line, top, is normally ignored in the

ape's drawings. If line is moved to right or left, however,

Congo marks only larger, opposite part of paper. Drawings

of the chimpanzee show nascent sense of visual composition.

a whole host of new questions immediately springs to mind.

They are being investigated, but even now it is nevertheless

quite clear that the basic visual rules that control com-

position and design in painting by human beings are shown

in a rudimentary form in the work done by Congo.

So far, the position of Congo's lines on the paper has

been discussed, rather than the lines themselves. It is

interesting that although Congo's sense of visual balance

has been present in the same form almost from the start,

his "calligraphy" has been changing gradually from month

to month. In all the early pictures the lines were short,

simple, and disconnected. Even the longer lines, which

soon appeared as the rays of the fan patterns, were, when
taken individually, comparatively simple. But, as he grew

older, Congo began to experiment with longer, more

meandering lines. Soon he was experimenting with loops
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and spirals and, after a while, complex multiple-horizontal

scribbles appeared. At his present age of roughly three and

a half years he has just arrived at the circle as a new motif.

Naturally, with these more complex lines, the earlier fan

pattern is rapidly vanishing from his picture-making, al-

though he will sometimes combine the fan configuration

with horizontal scribbling to produce complex patterning.

These calligraphic changes are particularly interesting

when compared with those that take place in the very early

scribbles of human infants. In almost all respects thev ap-



ear to be identical. Human infants of similar ages pass

irough the same stages from simple, short, disconnected
nes to longer, simple lines, to meandering lines, to loop-

igs and spiralings. to multiple scribbling and eventually

simple "diagrams" such as circles, crosses, and squares.

his process of simplification from the confusion of

ultiple scribblings to the formation of distinct and simple

agrams is of vital importance in the development of

Oman picture-making, for it is from the combining of

ementary diagrams that the earliest crude pictorial images

*BLV EFFORT is eyed by Congo, who began to dabble in the
ts at Lontlon Zoo at age of one and one-half years. His

are formed that, by a rather lengthy process of differentia-
tion, eventually lead to accurately representational imagery.

It is remarkable that such decidedly similar early stages
of calligraphic development are to be found in a different

species, and one cannot help wondering at this point in
the experimental process just how far any chimpanzee will

ever be able to grope along this path of pictorial differentia-

tion. Only after many more chimpanzees have been induced
to abandon the branch for the paintbrush will we have
finally found the answer to this really fascinating question.

three years' yield of hundreds of drawings and paintings
may give clues to origins of image-making by human beings.





SKY REPORTER
he Egyptian and Sumerian beginnings of cosmological theory

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

HE FUNDAMENTAL PURPOSE of astronomy is to under-

stand the structure of the world around us. Our whole
ticept of the universe and of the laws that govern it—in

ler words, our cosmology—must be derived from the

served behavior of the sun. the moon, a handful of

mets, and myriad luminous specks in the night sky.

fjlpven in the early stages of civilization, men could not

.
I to note the daily rising and setting of the sun and

(;j rs, and the phases of the moon. The succession of seasons

|t: s associated in their minds with the periodic return of

^|-tain stars in the evening sky. Awed by the inexorable

rse of celestial bodies, they invested them with super-

iral powers. It is not surprising, therefore, that the

mologies of ancient peoples were invariably linked with

if religions and m\ thologies.

n later centuries, after astronomy had evolved into a

nee. cosmological theories became concerned with the

ional explanation of observed phenomena. With its oc-

ional touches of prophetic insight, its frequent back-

ing, and Its alternating submission to—and rebellion

linsl—the pressures of prevailing philosophies, the prog-

S of cosmology in the Western world from earliest times

e present day is a remarkable illustration of the steady

ilulion of scientific thought. Because of the particular

rest of this subject, which cannot be dismissed in a

paragraphs, we propose to depart somewhat from our

tomary .Sky Reporter format. From now until De-

iber, we shall examine successively ten of the prinri|)al

iods in ihc hL-itor) of cosmological theories.

• mfist ancient civilizations seem to have devclo|)i(l

' simullaneousi) in Meso|)olamia—between the

.'jtes and the Tigri.— in Kp>pt along the Nile, and at

li'-njo-lJaro on the Indu.i Delta. We know very little

ul Indut Valley culture, because its script is as yet

iphrred. On the other hand, our centur\-old knowl-

;e of KfiyfiUan hierogUpliic- and the pain^takirlg Irans-

on. in recent years, of .Sumerian and Balix Ionian

riff.rni lalilelfi have revealed vrr> plainly thai ihr- deni-

f ihrM- an< irni cities had already ac(|uircd some a»-

'iral knii\i\ri\f[v.

earlirxl knoHn K^yplian ralendar, for example, in

I on a Milar \ear. but lh<- fail llinl lit ninnlh'* have

. ilav* indiialrv thai it r<-pla<«-d a more ancinil one
I on ihr phax^ of the moon. I.illlr doiilil reniain« that

'TI'mU of lhr»r iHo a»lronoinir'al liodie* were known
i > -omr ilrgrrr i»( areurac) li\ the rnifldle of llie fiflh

lium »!.« . Hiiwrvrr. ihr rarliml writirn dr>runirtil>

• hroli>|{i>l* lia«r <liMo«rrrd a» (ar dale »nl> from
MKiri »i.« , Tliu*. (or (iradi'al |iiir|M><>e<, ihr down of

my Iwlonjf* l>i llw prrlilrrair era in lh<- hialory

•la lapirnt: unr i an onK •!>« ulnl>- on ihr lh>iii;flil

•r% ilui fa«hi»nril hi> firal idra« on llir iinitrr«r.

fl'iitiinanl farlor* in ihe life »>l an< irni V.n)))l wrrr

•ual riairiK of ihr Nilr. «<hi(h rrnrMrd ihr frrlilily

J

of the land, and the daily course of the sun, which dispelled

the dreaded night. A man's world was the flat piece of

land on which he dwelt, limited by a circular horizon and
surmounted by a domed sky: he traveled to other cities

by boat along the river: above all. he lived a well-ordered

life. Much of this is mirrored in his interpretation of the

physical universe and of natural phenomena.
The sun was seen as sailing through the day on a celestial

Mle. Since it reappeared in the east every morning, there

had to be another river or sea in the underworld by which
it completed its course. The earth was a disk held afloat

on these waters by the earth-god Geb. Nut, goddess of

heaven, stood arched over the earth (see picture at left),

her body studded with stars. The obvious discomfort of

her pose was eased by the proffered support of the air-god

Shu. Oddly enough, this myth does not account for the

diurnal and annual motions of the stars. Yet these motions
must have been known from earliest times, because the

abode of the dead was thought at first to lie in that part

of the sk\ . near the celestial pole, where constellations never

dip below the horizon (at a later period, the underground
sea played a similar role I.

Another, perhaps older, myth describes the sky as a cow
with stars attached to her bodv. and some texts speak of

the four pillars of heaven, which were believed to support

the celestial sphere. The story of Nut. however, seems to

have endured in Egyptian mythology for several thousand

years, at least until the beginning of llie Hellenistic jieriod

in the fourth century H.c.

Wi; know \iT\ lillii- :di..iil llic' Suinci inns, u ji,. picci'dcd

the Balnlonians in .Mcsn|)iilaniia. I lie dcciplirrnicnt

of their clay tablets is a slow and laborious task, but the

available texts unfold a rich and irnaginalivc nnlliology,

mu<h of which reappears in sjifrjiily (iisf;uisi(| fi>iiM in

l!ali\ Ionian and Greek fables.

There is no text devoted exclusively to Sumerian cos-

mology, but numerous references scattered among iheir

legends make it possible lo re<onslru<l ihi'se si aiicicnl

belief-.. In this rugged connli). subiMilled pi riodically In

the heavy lloiids iti the Muphrales Vallc) anil In llii- {lUiMiml

ing of sevi-re winrlslorms, waler iind almosjilnir appnir

as the tnoul inipiirluni elements of llie universe.

The earlli was viewed as a llul disk eMease<l above iind

below in a solid '<phere presumably mnile of tin—iiiul

compl'-lely siirrourirled by waler. Tlie uir-god I'inlil sepii-

rnled llir xky I liin fallii-r An) from the earlli I bin iimlher

Kil. The KUn. iiiiMili. Iind pllitlet« were deemed luiiiilinilM

rliuiMaliollH of llir lllllioxpllrir. A-, ill ligNpl. "eveml lllnll-

•and >rar>< iiiiixl piioi brfure a Membhiiii e of ralioiiiili/.iilion

br< oiiir« npparrnl. Kvrn llir later iind iiicire nopliiolieiitni

llnl>\loninn«, ronlrar) lo popular belief, seeiii lo lia\e

liniwd ihrir anlroniuiiiial caleiilalionK on einpirieal riilcH

ralhrr than any arniinulalinn of llirorrllcal I'linsldrralliinn.
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THE SKY IN JANUARY
From the Almanac:

Full Moon January 1, 6:06 p.m., EST
Last Quarter January 9, 10:03 p.m., EST
New Moon January 16, 4:30 p.m., EST
First Quarter January 23, 11:14 A.M., EST
Full Moon January 31, 1:47 p.m., EST

On January 2, the earth will be at its shortest distance

from the sun (perihelion) for the current year.

For the visual observer:

Mercury will be in superior conjunction with the sun on

January 5, entering the evening sky on that date. Thus

it will be too close to the sun for observation during most

of the month. At month's end, it will set about an hour

and fifteen minutes after sunset but, even then, it will be

very low in the sky, to the west—southwest.

Venus, in the evening sky, will brighten from —3.8 mag-

nitude on January 1 to —4.1 the night of January 31. Its

greatest eastern elongation is on January 28. Very brilliant

in the west, it will set three and a half hours after sunset

on January 1, four hours after on January 31.

Mars, in Gemini, will be visible most of the night this

month. Its distance from the earth will increase from 57

million miles on January 1 to 69 million on January 31,

with a corresponding decrease in brightness from —1.3

magnitude to —0.5 magnitude. It will pass nearly over-

head at about midnight, local time, on January 1, at 10:30

P.M. on January 15, and at 9:30 p.m. on January 31. It

will set shortly before sunrise in early January, one hour

before at midmonth. and about 5:00 a.m. on January 31.

Jupiter, in Sagittarius (— 1.4 magnitude) will be in con-

junction with the sun on January 5 and will be lost in

its glare during most of the month. By January 31, it will

rise one hour before the sun but may be still difficult to

see in the morning twilight.

Saturn ( +0.8 magnitude) will be in conjunction with the

sun on January 11. Only a few degrees will separate it

from Jupiter, and it will be equally unfavorable for ob-

servation by reason of its proximity to the sun.

The Quadrantid meteor shower will occur on January 3.

Unfortunately, the moon will be two days past full on that

date and will be bright enough to obliterate the fainter

meteors. This shower tends to reach its peak abruptly, and

the number of trails visible to a single observer may vary

appreciably from their predicted rate of 40 per hour.

An unusual star group:

The brightest star in the constellation of Gemini (see

map) is most remarkable. It consists, in fact, of six stars

in such close association that their combined brightness

makes them appear as the single object we call Castor.

Two of the six components form a binary system revolving

around each other in a period of nine days. Two others

form another binary system with a three-day period. The
two binaries themselves revolve around each other in about

350 years. Finally, the remaining two stars in Castor form

a third binary (with a period less than a day), which

slowly revolves around the quadruple system described

above, in a period estimated at a few thousand years.

This year, Mrs. Gossner presents a series on the growth
of cosmological concepts. This is the first of the series.
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THE ART OF THE EAST
TO ENHANCE YOUR HOME

1. Balinese Priest— Handcarved by native carvers of Bali, this figure de-

picts a Balinese priest delivering an incantation. The eggs held by the priest,

fragile and imbued with the seed of life, represent the human soul. Carved|

from a solid block of Bentawas wood and stained a rich dark brown, thd
figure stands about 13 inches high. Since each figure is individually carved,'

no two are exactly alike and have slight variations in style. $19.00 postpaid
v

2. Rosewood Book Ends—The warmth of Rosewood and line of its grain an
skillfully blended in this pair of handsome elephant bookends. Individual!;

carved in India, these ivory tusked beauties will be a truly outstanding
addition to any decor. 6V2 inches high by SVa inches long. $18.00 pair,

postpaid.

3. India— Five Thousand Years of Indian Art by Hermann Goetz. A com-
panion volume to the work described above and containing over 60 full

color plates. Its 275 pages contain a description of the historical and reli'

gious background of the sumptuous, exotic art of India. Here is a work not

to be denied to any culturally minded individual. $8.25 postpaid.

4. Indonesia—The Art of an Island Group by Frits A. Wagner. This 256 pagf

book is an exceptional publication brimming with 60 color plates of out

standing examples of Indonesian Art. The pages are filled with the history;

culture and traditions of the Indonesian islands. A handsome slipcase ii

provided to protect this treasury of art. $8.25 postpaid.

MEMBERS ARE ENTITLED TO A 10% DISCOUNT. SEND CHECK OR MONEY TO...

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, NEW YORK 24, N.V
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Weather changes as the form of water in the air alters the

amount of water vapor present. Extremely cold air is much
drier than that ranging from 24° to 30° Fahienheit, between
which two temperatures the heaviest snowfalls take place.

THE SNOW BLANKET
Management methods can make snowfall an asset or a liability!

By E. Laurence Palmer

THE INHABITANTS of the Continental United States

—

with the exception of those living along its extreme

southern border—are accustomed to annual, or at least

occasional, snow blankets. In some places, the snow
blanket may be permanent. In other places it may last

only a few hours or days. In thickness, the yearly accumu-
lation may vary from less than one inch to more than

eight hundred inches.

The snow blanket may remain in a fixed position,

may move almost imperceptibly, or, as an avalanche,

may move unpredictably and at great speed. It may
possess characteristics that can, within certain limits,

be profitably utilized by humans. It also has its disad-

vantages, which to some extent can be nullified.

A snow blanket is both an asset and a liability, a

joy and a threat, and a thing of beauty. Unmanaged, it

ay also represent a prodigious waste of a precious

esource. In spite of the fact that its existence is almost

universally known, its role in the scheme of human life

is generally little understood. Although the snow blanket

may take a life or save one, its management has received

only slight attention.

Playwrights, artists, musicians, poets, engineers, and

outdoor people all make their own special interpreta-

tions of the role that snow blankets play in their own
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lives; but for the most part its existence is ignored by

the general public, whenever possible. Snow blankets

offer a challenge to industry, agriculture, commerce, and

practically every other phase of human activity; but they

rarely, if ever, are subjects for study in our schools. They
deserve to be better understood.

The history of a plant or animal follows a definite

sequence, from birth to death. It is a sequence that can-

not be reversed, even temporarily. But the history of a

natural phenomenon, such as a snow blanket, can be

a sequence, or series of sequences, whose order may,

and often is, repeatedly reversed.

Basic to the creation of a snow blanket is the water

vapor of the air. The abundance of the vapor varies

with temperature, wind direction, and other factors.

Warm air is capable of holding more water vapor than

cold air; and, as the warm air cools, it loses its vapoi

in the form of fog, rain, or snow.

The physical form of the precipitation is largely de-

termined by temperature. Above the freezing point,

Dr. E. Laurence Palmer, for many years director of

Nature Magazine's educational program, continues his

special inserts in the pages of the combined magazines.
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water in the air returns as rain, which is not ordinarily

part of a snow blanket. Below the freezing point, pre-

cipitation may occur as snow. Large, lacy flakes are

formed at relatively low altitudes and high temperatures.

Under conditions of high altitudes and low temperatures,

water vapor may be precipitated to earth in the form of

fine discs and plates of ice.

THE discs and plates are ordinarily three- or six-sided

planes. If the bits of solid ice fall through drier air,

they may, by sublimation, be re-absorbed without assum-

ing a liquid form. Even after the flakes reach the ground

and accumulate in snowbanks, they may return to the

air as water vapor through sublimation, without adding

to the water of the earth's surface.

As a blanket, snow may permit the passage of light

and allow for changes in temperature, as well as some
movement within itself; but. in general, snow blankets

act to retard changes and to temper extremes. Such

changes can be controlled in greater or lesser degree by

human management of snow.

Food production is, of course, an important element

in the sum total of the nation's economy. For a number
of years past, in the United States, more and more food

has been produced by fewer farmers, on less acreage.

This state of affairs is largely attributable to the utiliza-

tion of machines, in combination with a more intelligent

I .. .:'!;:iui- ,,; :' .'. •ii ,i' 111. J.L- ownpk\ snouflakcs, while

umpler types come Irom high allitudcs where air is colder.

management of the land. Such management has taken

the snow blanket into account and has related it to

wstairiccl water supply, reduced soil erosion, and the

mitigation of weather damage.
We cannot produce snow at command. Wc can, how-

ever, by the wise use of barriers, anchor the snow blank-

el, to the end (hat the frost line in the ground may be

kepi nearer ihc surface, so that water may pcnelratc the

loil i<> build up underground water reserves on which we
can dr.i.<. in the future.

Shelter belt*, terraces, strip-cropping, and good wild-

life ni m.igcmcnt practices prevent many crises associated

Willi .il frcc/ing, loo-rapid melting of the snow blanket,

and A
I
ml and animal damage. Where snowfall is light,

ihc ;:r- ind may frcc/c lo a depth of more than six feel

duriri • cirly winter A snow blanket of a fool or more
dcp'l. ! irmg ihc biiicr wcalhcr <if January and February
may present Ihc toil beneath il from frcc/ing ii> a depth
of more than a few inchc*.

I'
eair

.rum hiankel may also keep ihe lempcraliire. al

point where «oil and «now meet. a» much a<t

'!i.in thai fif Ihc j>pcn air fvcn rcla-

•inmiaK. like «hecp. may survive

Snow-covered brush pile offers haven to small animals that

are hard-pressed to find shelter in leafless winter woods.

Crops like winter wheat, protected under the snow
blanket, survive where they would otherwise be de-

stroyed. Facts like these accentuate the real worth of the

snow blanket to the agriculturist.

To the city dweller, a snow blanket is usually noth-

ing more than a nuisance, or a seasonal novelty. In

reality, however, it is a phenomenon of major importance
to city and countryman alike, and is likely to have a

far-reaching efl'ect on both.

If an unduly heavy snow blanket has an adverse effect

on agriculture, this will be reflected in prices and farm
profits. With the coming of snow, luiman transportation

problems increase, and the problem of snow removal
may seriously deplete the financial reserves of a town or

a state. Snow and slush may affect human health, and
consequently the earning power of those engaged in

making, marketing, and using the items that go into the

national product. Winter conditions, on the other hand,

create a demand for special clothing, which in turn is

reflected in additional consumption of raw materials and
an increased demand for labor in many different in-

dustries—from shoemakers to hat manufacturers.

Till snow blankcl :iKo protluces sciisoiial situatii)ns

that alfccl the yearly earnings of jieople engaged in

outdoor labor. New home construction, for example, may
be suspended during the lime that a heavy snow blanket

covers the ground. The weight of the snow blanket on

buildings may even affect Ihe nature of local architecture.

Snow conditions have an effect on home problems such

as healing budgets and the need for special snow-re-

moval equipment. Many winter casualties are directly

traceable to unaccustomed physical exertion on the part

When ice chnniie* dirccllv into vapor wllhnul mcllinii, «iuuv
,i,w.,. M..1 I,..,., ....I ..).! (,. ".-iKhl ol blnnkri .• il-- .••••niul.
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Sudden melting of a deep snow blanket during unseasonably

warm weather or after heavy spring rains can produce floods

of persons faced with the chore of keeping driveways

and walks passable. Snow, then, has both a direct and an

indirect role to play in the economics, the health, and
the living conditions of the nation's inhabitants, and its

industrial and commercial life.

Stories carried by press, radio, and neighborhood

chatter tell of the troubles that may be caused by a snow
blanket. Slippery surfaces bring an increase in the acci-

dent rate. Some snow-caused accidents are fatal; others

are crippling; still others are painful, inconvenient, or

that destroy livestock, crops, and human lives. The economic
effects are incalculable in soil erosion and loss of water.

embarrassing. An increase in vehicular accidents, both

expensive and disturbing, arrives with the snow blanket.

The snow may perhaps defeat the purpose of a special

department store sale, with its expensive preliminary

preparation. Tlieatrical, political, and sporting events

may fail because of an abnormal snowfall. School activi-

ties may be suspended during and after heavy snow
storms, and lost school work must be made up, if possible.

It is even conceivable that political meetings could reach

unforeseen conclusions, and new faces appear on the

Light aids in the management of the snow blanket, and roads

absorbing or reflecting light help regulate snow clearance.
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Depth of the snow blanket has great effect on an animal's

ability to move, find food, keep warm, and avoid predators.
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Windbreaks, such as trees planted between fields, may cut

damage caused to farm land by wind damage and heat loss. A
planting also helps to control the amount and the speed of
spring runoffs, and to prevent any serious soil erosion.

political scene, because of the limiting effect of a heavy
snowfall on some of their participants.

Snow blankets are capable of wrecking orchards and
fhade trees, and of disrupting communication systems.

They may sometimes lead to human death by starvation

or by freezing. The sudden disappearance of a deep
mow blanket during unseasonably warm weather or be-

cause of heavy spring rains may produce floods destructive

to cattle, crops, and humans. Even the absence of a normal
mow blanket may be a menace. Such a condition may well

contribute to drought during the seasons that follow. It

i^ fair to say. then, thai the snow blanket, without man-
agement, may be con-.idered a poiemial menace to many
aspects of human welfare.

A snowbank is an agency of moderation. It functions

as a bridge between extremes of heat and cold, drought
and flood, starvation or survival. Fluctuations between
such extremes may occur over short periods of time, in

short units of space, and in small units of abundance,
liach special situation may be a critical one, not only for

^.i^UnM

liju-ifitxaiton of %now by wind or water can be chccke<t hy Weight o( »now alone can destroy \omc Irccs and hcrh%, iiii

the uwc of barrier* tuch a% Ircct or »now fence*. a% above ice-|{lii/in|i or «now mii<\ miiy dcsiroy ccrliiiti unimiiU, li>
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Avalanches may result from snow fallmg upon steep inclines.

I

=

Play opportunities are among the definite benefits of snow.

Tiny insects, above, live in snow and may be eaten by birds.

Muskrats, below, can become fatally trapped in slushy water.

plants and animals, but also for units of physical environ-

ment, like soil, streams, or even the topography of an area.

In the absence of an adequate water supply throughout

the year, many plants and animals would necessarily

perish. Snowbanks lessen the likelihood of drought follow-

ing on the heels of flood by holding water in its frozen form

and gradually releasing it. As a tempering factor, snow
serves to maintain plant and animal living-spaces in a

condition neither too hot nor too cold, allowing the occu-

pants to survive temperatures that might otherwise prove

fatal. The snow cover is a great reservoir of future water.

The winter accumulation of great depths of snow in a

mountain fastness will later feed a stream that may, per-

haps, water thirsty lands hundreds of miles distant.

To wildlife, the snow blanket may mean the differ-

ence between life and death. For example, hunting

seasons for "big game" are closely integrated with the

coming of the snow season. If the blanket comes early,

and game is easily tracked, the kill of large mammals may
be unduly heavy, and populations correspondingly re-

duced. If the carpet is thick and soft, only the long-legged

animals may move about freely. Such simple factors as the

depth of the snow blanket and the length of an animal's

legs often mean the difference between survival or death.

If the snow carpet is covered with a crust, the hardness

of the crust, as well as the weight of a running creature,

become survival factors. Predators like weasels can take

advantage of the awkwardness of heavier animals like

rabbits, just as a dog may take advantage of a larger and

heavier deer in a life-or-death pursuit through deep snow.

The snow crust also may act as a death trap for birds

like grouse, which often bury themselves in soft snow-

banks; or to pheasants, whose long tails may freeze into

the snow while the bird is at rest. The snow blanket may
deny life to animals of all kinds by forbidding them access

to ordinary food sources. Particularly interesting, from
the human viewpoint are the trails left by wild animals in

the snow. Such trails are rather easily identified and in-

terpreted. The thirty-seventh number in this series, under

title of "He That Runs May Be Read," described and
illustrated the tracks and trails of more than a hundred
wildlife representatives.

IN the earlier days of the nation, human survival often

depended on the ability of the inhabitants to under-

stand the snow blanket and, if possible, to take advantage

of it. Even today, crises in our modern transportation sys-

tem, or perhaps the sudden outbreak of war, might at any

time force us to cope with a snow blanket on a most serious

—perhaps even a life or death—basis.

On the lighter side of the picture are the recreational

opportunities offered by the snow carpet to children and

adults alike. Children, of course, enjoy making snowballs,

snow men, and snow "forts." In a more serious vein, it

might be suggested that, in connection with the civilian

shelter programs that are now being carried on in various

areas, each community could, during the proper season,

erect a few good snow shelters. Such shelters might well

serve as temporary havens in times of sudden emergency.

Igloos, similar in many respects to those of the Eskimos,

may be constructed of blocks of snow that have been hard-

packed by trampling. The snow is cut into blocks about

three feet long, one and a half feet wide, and a half-foot

thick. The igloo, or snow house, is best built on a base of
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hard-packed snow at least three feet thick. (You will find

the essential steps in the construction of an igloo illus-

trated on page 46.)

Thirteen blocks of the indicated size are placed on
edge in a circle on the base. Beginning at the bottom of

one of the blocks, and ending at the top of the preceding

one, a spiral is marked on the circle of blocks, and the

blocks are cut accordingly. As indicated in the sketch on

page 46, tlie blocks are so placed as to form a dome, and
an entrance cut to form a heat-trap below floor level. In

such a snow house, if it has been carefully made, food

may be stored, and two people may sleep in relative

comfort and warmth.

Interest in winter sports, which are dependent largely

on the depth and quality of the snow blanket, has increased

phenomenally in the past decade or so. Winter games

of national and international flavor are becoming increas-

ingly commonplace. The weekend e.xodus of hordes of

city dwellers, equipped with skis and other sporting para-

phernalia, is a familiar sight on our highways today, and
rivals the summer migration to the country's many lakes

and beaches, or camping sites.

SUCH winter sports are. of course, based on the slippery

nature of accumulated snow. To most youngsters,

the sled is a basic instrument. Their elders may pursue

the art of bobsledding, with experienced and traified par-

ticipants contributing to both records and safety. Tobog-
ganing is, of course, a much slower and safer form of

winter sport—unless the participants happen to strike a

patch of ice at the bottom of the toboggan run. Snow-
shoeing is slower yet, but has its rewards for vigorous

folk; it is an art still practiced by many trappers, miners,

foresters and hunters, and is the occasional resort of

rescue workers in times of blizzard.

A natural phenomenon as universal as the snow blanket

must find its place in the arts, as well as in science and
economics. Homely words about snow have a place in

our everyday conversation, and we are delighted by the

word-pictures drawn for us on the subject of snow by the

writers of prose and poetry. In the celebrated poem. Tlw
Night Before Chrisinias, we hear of the moon on the crest

of the new-fallen snow, and how it gave "the luster of mid-

day to objects below." A picture of some of the grimmer
aspects of snow can be found in the Jack London story,

"To Build a Fire."

Snow always seems whiter than a Monday's wash, even

after the latter has been subjected to the most cllicient

and widely advertised detergent, and somehow the word
"chasic" creeps into many descriptions of snowy scenes.

f)nc poet speaks of the "double triad of perfect snow-
fl.iltcs," with a degree of scientific accuracy. A more prac-

lit.il ,<)ul Iclls us thai "The snow had begun in the gloam-
ing. ' .ind continued on through the nigh' to successfully

alter the appearance of the land.

w
l.lfr.l

book.

BrrrRS of proverbs tell us that a "Snow year is a

rich year," and that "a year of snow is a year of

They also say that "snow which lies fallens the

and that "crops under water presage famine, and
••.now. bread." Farmers once referred lo snow as

fertilizer." A particularly vivid feeling for

found in ihc inlrtKliictory paragraphs of the

.-. .„ ;;ic Kootcnay Ram." iM I "ir i iimni.' Sn.in''.

Uvet of the Hunted.

•Snow crust can help small animals escape a larger predator.

Seeds held by surlacc snow help feed wintei binis, ahovc.

Deer herd, below, may pack snow down to form open shelter.

in I
'•: ^Wi tiv i -J-.'' - ri^
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VILDLIFE ROLE MANAGEMENT ECONOMICS

Dryness of bitter cold air may affect

sur\ival of wildlife, its endurance, and
consequently its behavior. When in-

visible water vapor in the air changes
to visible fog. or vice versa, the abil-

ity of animals to move about, find

food, and avoid enemies may be af-

fected in various ways.

Fog blankets are frequently used to

delay killing frosts in orchard areas,

and smog, often associated with fog.

may be used as a management tool. It

may also be a health and safety hazard,
particularly in cities, where smoke con-
trol is poor, and where water vapor
may be highly concentrated.

Real estate values, crop values, recrea-

tional values, and health values of areas

may all be profoundly affected by the
water vapor content of associated

areas. Expense of snow removal con-
nected with water content of the air

may mark the difference between eco-

nomical or expensive existence.

Newly formed snow in air may limit

vision of living things. Quick freezing

produces small crystals that do not

rupture ceils of stored plant or animal
matter and. by prolonging the useful-

ness of stored materials, reduces the

demand for wastefully large harvests

of fish, birds, and game animals.

Snow and ice crystal management is

based largely on management of ac-

cumulation. Thus, variations in tem-
perature, in amount of available air.

and in pressures induced by weight
may be stabilized and used to advan-
tage by men and other living things.

Man's influence is most active.

Snow in the air contributes greatly to

winter accidents by limiting vision.

Fragmentation caused by formation of
ice crystals in growing crops, in stored

supplies, in farmed soils, must be con-
trolled to produce a sound economy,
whether in an organism, a community,
or a large territory.

.\ snowbank is rarely homogeneous
from top to bottom, and its nature
largely determines the ability of liv-

ing things to survive and to move
about under the snow cover. Varia-

tions in weather may be recorded in

snowbank strata, in glaciers, and in

other such frozen accumulations.

Snowbank management involves pre-
servation or elimination of snow to

meet the needs of organisms that nor-
mally move about on their surfaces;

those that burrow between their upper
and lower surfaces; and those that

explore the base of a bank where food
may be abundant and enemies rare.

Stratification of a snowbank is a con-
tinuation of the physical variations ob-
servable above and below the snow
accumulation. Management of the
snow stratum may be of economic im-
portance to farmers who raise winter
wheat; or lo those whose orchards may
be destroyed bv mouse damage.

The orderly reduction of accumula-
tions of snow by sublimation greatly

reduces the dangers and problems of
wildlife living where snowfall is sub-
stantial. So inconspicuous is the proc-
ess, for the most part, that it is not
recognized by many: it is. however, an
important factor in the water cycle.

The loss of water through sublimation
from exposed plant tissues may con-
tribute considerably to winterkill, af-

fecting the physiology of plants much
as would a prolonged drought. This
happens at a time when water losses

cannot easily be restored, because
water is held in the ground by freezing.

Sublimation of water from exposed
plant tissues can. of course, be pre-

vented by maintaining a snow cover
until such time as losses may be re-

placed by plant. Management of the

problem consists of nothing more than
the preservation of helpful mulches of
snow and other materials over plants.

Melting snow and ice may open water
surfaces to air. permitting a buildup
of exhausted oxygen resources in

waters supporting valijable fish and
associated animals. Snowbanks may
delay melting of frozen water at soil

surface until season is settled, avoid-

ing losses due to rapid changes.

Melting speeds may be influenced by
judicious planting of shade-producing
crops, by use of mulches, or by re-

moval of mulches. Measurement of
snow accumulation in highlands may
provide useful information in predic-

tion of time and volume of possible

flood waters produced by melting.

Floods may destroy great volumes of
valuable top soil, as well as young
growing crops. If delayed, they may
influence annual crops of fish, water
birds, or even the whole economy of
a tract of agricultural land. Deposition
of undue amounts of silt following
floods may ruin a crop year.

The hardness of parts of a snow cover
provides both conveniences and diffi-

culties for wildlife, which, because of

food and survival needs, must move
through the snow. Such movements
must be well-timed to avoid the traps

of man and many other hazards, both
natural and artificial.

Activities of man and other hunters
are often governed by recognition of

the fact that a snow crust makes escape
or pursuit difficult or easy, depending
largely on the qualifications of the

animal involved. Many such stories

-and their scqucls-arc recorded by
tracks in the snow.

Changes in physical nature of water
in and near snowbanks may affect Ihc

economy of living things that are close

to the soil, partly buried, or that ex-

tend far above the soil and its blanket

of snow. Management of plant cover
Is a most important aspect of snow-
cover planning.

In Great Lakci region in fall, before
»now accumulates, soil may freeze to

a depth of 3 feet, and, if covered with

»now, may continue frozen through
winter. In areas with less snowfall,

toil may freeze lo depths of over f

feet Such conditions limit activities of
animal* that must burrow.

Anything that anchors a layer of air

at a given level may be useful in wild-

life management. Forests, grass-cov-

ered soils, mulches, cultivated soils,

blankets of snow arc all factors. The
pell of a fur-bearer is simply a porta-

ble blanket that permits its wearer
movcmeni denied fixed organisms.

The role of a snow cover in heat in-

sulation Is one of the most iniporlani

performed by winter snowfall -influ-

encing not only plants and animals but

determining in part Ihe speed of the
spring runoff and loss of topsoil by
erosion, driving wind, and iratTic of
various kinds.

Compacting of snow and compacting
of uiiS may affect the waterhnlding
.1' ill- '( these »ul«tances. In dry-
f .r • rcn. field* may be rtillcd In

; "ly In concentrate water
riilarly. paths, trails.

'1 by man inlruduce

r cover matters.

Heavy snowfalls may bend woody
plant* to the ground, leaving "roofed"
area* into which animals may retreat

and find shelter, food, and safely. By
bending lop* of roscbushe* Inio early

snowbank*, winterkill may be avoided:

hill danger of mouse damage may be

increased. Man can help here.

Snow damage to ornamental trees mny
he great al titncs, and carelessly built

dwellings, not designed for heavy snow
conditions, may also siifl'cr severely at

times. Much trouble can be avoided
by use of Inlelllgeni and appropriate
designs that meet the needs of Ihe

locality involved.

1 pofMk may he lran«parcnl,
;•- -

r tigh' ^'1 rc.nch nntfrrA;itcr

r
•

1 n p n K

n .1.

: cmal*

Dark cinder* applied lo *now-c(>vercd

road* alxMirh heal and accclcrnic melt-

ing of *niiw and clearing of road*,

Koad* may abvirb m rcdccl light from
hcncalh Ihc *niiw. caii*ing variullon in

ca*c of clearing highway* for Irnfflc.

( aitniril tnow* arc iiflcn due In or-

g.ini«in* living on ihc tnnwhank*.

Managed light may l>c used lo delay
or accelerate melting of Hnow blaiikcl,

and i« mote clllclenl than manual cf-

(on Wlicic Miciw bcciimc* packed on
a highway, clearing may be more ex-
pensive than il would be under heller

lighted condition*. It may also dclny
thawing, acting a* a iniilih.

L
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DESCRIPTION FACTORS INVOLVED

Transportation

Snow that has fallen to the ground
may remain where it falls; but much
of it may sooner or later shift its po-
sition because of wind, water move-
ment, animal activity, or gravity.

Some of it may be moved because of
an unstable base—a floating log, piece

of ice, or a moving animal.

In itself, the snow is largely inert; but

any agency capable of changing wind
or water direction or velocity can move
the snow from one place to another.

For the most part, this can be C3n-
trolled by barriers like forests, snow
fences, or structures that may be grown
or erected.

Topography and

THE Snow Cover

Developments in snow cover are influ-

enced profoundly by the topography
of supporting ground, as well as by
the nature of the blanket itself. Masses
of snow seek equilibrium, and if un-
supported by the masses of earth upon
which they rest, may move until the

pressures are adjusted.

The steeper the incline, the greater the
tendency of snow cover on a slope to

move, and the compactness and weight
of the snow has a positive effect on
subsequent events. Movement of a

snow blanket down a slope may leave
scars, and may destroy property. It

may also sometimes be controlled.

Snow In and

Above Water

Snow accumulations not only affect

activities on earth under snowbanks
but also affect conditions in water that

is under the accumulations of snow.
Such conditions may be at the same
time physical and physiological in na-

ture, and they may even be of im-
portance occasionally.

Snow accumulated as slush in water
may limit the movements of swimming
animals, like muskrats, beyond their

point of endurance, and result in death.

Snow-clogged waterways at the edge
of open water and stable shores may
be semi-colloidal in nature, and capa-
ble of quick and dangerous changes.

Snow Sculpture

Accumulations of snow are subject to

influences that change their shape, den-
sity, and other characteristics. By vio-

lence, winds may mold the snow sur-

face and the temperature of moving
adjacent air may modify the shape of

a bank. Animals moving over the sur-

face of a bank may change its shape.

Subsurfaces of snowbanks may be tun-

neled by animals seeking food or safe-

ty. Subsurfaces may be sculptured by
the shifting weights of strata in the

bank. Water may pour through a snow-
bank, changing its subsurface nature,
cutting tunnels, and wearing or melt-
ing away the snow.

Time and Snow
Blankets

Over the United States, the snow blan-

ket annually averages from less than
] inch to more than 800 inches, the

snow lasting from less than a day to

more than 150 days. These figures are

reasonably consistent, and are within

a framework of yearly temperatures
between 125°F. and 50°F.

Frost-free periods vary from 90 days
a year in the higher parts of the West,
to the whole year in parts of Florida
adjacent to the ocean. For the most
part, the growing season ranges from
90 to 260 days; plants and dependent
animals must be prepared to meet
varying conditions over the year.

Extraneous Inorganic

Materials

Any long-standing snowbank— like the

accumulation of ice in a glacier— has
much extraneous inorganic material

with it. Material may be soot, slag,

dust, mud, or other substances, brought
in by wind, flood, or animals. This
material has a significant effect on the

life of a snowbank.

The effect of extraneous materials is

largely dependent on the nature of
the weather. The light-reflecting, heat
absorbing qualities of the inorganic
material, its weight and abrasive qual-
ities, and its abundance and solvent
qualities may materially and function-
ally affect the snow blanket.

Extraneous Plant

Materials

There is a mutual relationship between
plants and the snow blanket. This is

true whether it concerns snow in mo-
tion or that which has been "fixed"; the

plant materials may either be anchored
or free. In snow blanket management,
shade provided by plants offers plan-
ners a most valuable tool.

The slowing of winds by erect plants
increases the build-up of snowbanks
by reducing the snow-carrying ability

of the wind, and their shade delays
melting. Thus the risk of flood is

lessened, and the soil is able to absorb
melting snow, building up the water
table and delaying drought.

Problems of

Minute Animals on Snow

The 89th and 107th inserts of this ser-

ies considered this topic in detail. Cer-
tain crane flies, stone flies, springtails,

cankerworms, flies, bees, scale insects,

and butterflies are often active during
the time that snow covers the ground,
and in a minor way they affect other
organisms to some degree.

The short seasonal activities of some
of the animals associated with snow-
banks are rather remarkable. The snow
cover and its host of little worlds and
little years is completely unknown to
many. A few days, or. at most, weeks,
may encompass some of the life activi-

ties of such animals.

Problems of

Extraneous Large Animals

Large animals find that problems asso-

ciated with snow cover lie largely in

a limitation of movement, in tempera-
ture moderation, in ability to get at

food supply, and in ability to avoid
being seen by enemies. Conditions
change with size of the animal and
depth of snow accumulation.

If the depth of the snow exceeds the
length of an animal's legs, it may pre-
vent freedom of movement to escape
enemies and to get food, unless bur-
rowing is possible. If weight of the
animal, standing or running, can be
supported by the crust of the snow,
conditions of survival change.
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WILDLIFE ROLE MANAGEMENT ECONOMICS

Generally, increasing Ihe velocity of
the element moving next to a snow
accumulation accelerates snow move-
ment, and decreasing the velocity slows

such movement. Knowing this, we can
anchor snow over soils that should not
be frozen, can build up snows in areas

needing water reserves.

Snow and ice crystals moving in air

or water may have an abrasive effect

on stationary objects, while snow in

a fixed position may prevent such ac-

tion from occurring. In some locations,

snow may well be considered of sig-

nificance with regard to these effects

during the whole of the calendar year.

The slow movement of glaciers and
rapid movement of avalanches both ex-
ert significant effects on the snow
blanket over long and short time units,

and greatly influence the economic
status of an area. Even greater and
more important are changes effected by
movements of intermediate nature.

Animals, including man, may some-
times start avalanches by upsetting es-

tablished balances, and may be de-
stroyed by the violence of resulting

disturbances. Whole communities of

animals and men may thus be de-

stroyed by slipping snow cover, but
established woods may lessen danger.

Procedures recognized as of value in

preventing soil erosion may be sugges-
tive of those valuable in preventing
damage by slipping snow cover. High-
ways, railroads, streams, dwellings and
whole communities may be destroyed
by snow slides. Miniature slides may
be observed on roofs.

In a rolling terrain with an uneven sur-

face, winds tend to wear down the
more exposed points of snow and to fill

in the valleys between. When the whole
snow mass slips, violence may become
sufficient to destroy valuable assets. It

is important that means of regulating
snow slides be considered.

Snow over waterways of fluctuating

level may provide sanctuary for ani-

mals like mink, which can feed in

safety on animals in distress. Even
water running over normally dry earth

—but under snowbanks—may create, in

spring, a new, if temporary, world with
its special problems.

The abrasive effect of snow and ice-

clogged moving water may scour creek
bottoms of plant and animal matter,
freeing many small animals into the
water to become prey for fish life. Such
abrasion may also help to shape the
stream bottoms, and even slowly widen
and deepen a waterway.

Snow-covered ice limits light penetra-
tion and permits undue production of
carbon dioxide, with an ensuing upset
of the whole economy of a waterway,
at least temporarily. Farm fishponds
may well be so constructed that winds
can sweep the ice free of snow to pre-
serve underwater balance.

Heat from decaying organic material

may melt a snowbank from beneath:
warm air arising from a mouse's nest

may melt a chimney of snow through
a two-fool snow bank. A herd of deer
may, by moving about, pack down
snow to form an open shelter, with its

attendant advantages and hazards.

The maintenance of open highways for

commerce and pleasure involves the
sculpture of snow in a large way. The
management of snow on rooftops may
involve a number of ingenious tech-

niques. Still chiefly used, however, is

the old-fashioned, but quite effective,

traditional snow shovel.

Eskimos ingeniously make snow houses,
or igloos, of snow blocks arranged in

an incurving spiral, with thermal-trap
entrances. In these they live safely and
comfortably in the severest of weather,
Seasoned campers sometimes bury
themselves in the snow to avoid ex-
treme conditions of cold.

Even in regions experiencing the great-

est extremes of temperature and snow-
fall, many sensitive organisms survive

in small areas that may not be greatly

affected. Animals may survive difficult

limes by hibernation, by migration, by
congregation, and often by sheer en-

durance in the face of hardships.

Freezing conditions may be necessary
for the completion of the life cycle
in some plants, and Ihcy provide an
ideal background for many animals to

reproduce and prosper. The seeds of
a large number of plants will not ger-

minate unless they have been subjected
to freezing.

In general, the snow blanket serves
a useful purpose in preventing the
freezing of many plants and animals,
in extending the season in which water
is readily available, in reducing crises
caused by excessive water or extreme
temperatures, and perhaps in the elimi-
nation of weak animals.

All life is afTccicd by the purity of the

air with which it is associated, and
tnow banks reflect the purity of the

air. This is obvious near cities and
dutty fields. The snow near a coal-

burning community differs greatly

from that of the open country, and
may be an index lo air purity.

Downwind from hare dusty fields, the
snow may appear muddy because of
the windblown material accumulating
there. This may provide an indication

of snowbank anchoring qualities in

preventing undesirable wind erosion.

.Mutual management roles of snow and
inorganic materials are important.

Snow-covered roads may be kept clear
by the use of slag, which not only
helps vehicle traction but also accel-
erates melting of icy surfaces. Slag is

merely coarser than the dust and soot
that float freely in the average urban
atmosphere, and offers a dark surface
lo absorb heat.

AnimaK profit by an accumulation of

»now if ihcy can burrow in it. as do
mice Plant* provide a source of food
for «uch animaU. and the snow cover
provide* shelter from enemies. The
' 1', in which snow mclls around ihc

T* of Ircct thow« a definite rcla-

n^hlp between «nciw and plants.

Surface snows are commonly bearers
of such seeds and fruits as may he
blown about during winter, and thus

help in distribution. Particularly con-
spicuous may be the seeds and fruits

of ash, hemlock, birch, maple, and
weeds like Russian thistle, pigweeds,
and similar winter bird-food plants.

Snowbanks, both over bare soil and
over growing plants, may occasionally
show diflTerenccs. Such difl'eienccs.

however, may be due to a local move-
ment of water under the snow. There
is no doubt that snowbanks play an
important role in the ecology of the
plants that they cover.

1 niiic animaU of Ihc »now may pro-
'- .1 f.KHl -.iipply for »omc hiiit\.

ihc <now flea*, for

tome- like hntonui
rlic«i spring on dia-

'iiall planli Olhcn
riii feed on equally
.now n>-».

Some snow fica* arc dark, and Ihe heal

Ihcy afnorb makes possible a remark-
ahic existence in which they aic fro/cn
in Ihc snow at niiiht and become active

when warmed by the day's sun. Ihcy
may respire ihroiiith body surfaces
ralhcr than lliiniiiih lungs, and may
feed on p<i|lcn .mil Minilar iiialcrial

Remarkable abundance of some snow
animals of diminutive si/c may cause
distressing pollution of maple sap be-
ing harvested for sugar, although this
is usually ignored. Sprays may he ap-
plied early lo control species thai ap-
pear as snows vanish, ami which may
alfcct crops from woody planls.

1

'iiliirc

u und
im '<-.niriilV c«wn-

<(ra»Bikm M <iKh

Snow accitmulMlions provide iin iinpor-

liini \ki,<},\ in which plant destroying
11 ' prr. free finm enemy
' 'Iv. when spring snows

.^ hiiwks and nwlt find
II .ihiindani.c: iinforlun-
.1 ihcn tiiiry on iinwar'
I- cnmpmgns

Many animals tcnil to congicgalc in

time of deep snow, thus helping lo
keep game Irails open. C'ongicgalion.
however, increases biirilcn on the food
supply Isrcniisc of compclitinn. Range
calllc may be assisted by trnil-breaking
Iraclois tiuii iipcn up biiiicd fiH>il sup-
plies, saving llicin from death.
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nature N THE SCHOOL

THE PROGRAMS AND TEXTBOOKS used in our schools to-

day seem to attach little significance to such simple

phenomena as snow blankets, which can "make or

break" the farmer, the merchant, and many others.

Every year millions of people see the snowdrifts ap-

pear and disappear, without realizing that they are wit-

nessing the operation of the natural water cycle—the

sequence in which water vapor is precipitated to earth

in liquid or solid form, only to be returned directly or

indirectly to the atmosphere as water vapor.

It might be interesting to find out what results could

be obtained from tables bearing on the relation between

snowfall and local temperatures. Such tables need not be

highly accurate to be reasonably significant. The student

might make a chart consisting of eight steps, each repre-

senting a unit of five degrees—from zero to thirty-five

degrees above zero, Fahrenheit. Use a stick, marked in

inches, placed vertically in the ground in a sheltered

place. Indicate on the chart the number of inches of

snow accumulating at the different temperatures.

Does it seem that the heaviest snowfalls take place

near zero, or near the freezing point of water? Are the

big local snowfalls in the dead of winter, in the fall, or

in the spring? Is there a basis for the saying that "it may
be too cold to snow?"

CHART the temperatures of a number of snowbanks
from measurements in the air just above the surface

of the bank; at a point just beneath the crust; at a point

a foot or more beneath the surface; and close to the

ground under the snow. Try to explain the differences

that may be noted during the operation. If there is a

crust on the snow, and the sun is shining, js the snow
under the crust ever warmer than the air above it?

How much difference in temperature can you find in

one vertical inch of snow near the surface of the bank?
Such a difference conceivably could have a bearing on
a practical problem. If your airplane, for instance, came
down for a crash-landing on a windswept glacier, would
you be better off to stay in the unheated plane, or would
it be more prudent to burrow into a snowdrift?

Using strips of cardboard a foot wide and a yard
long, see if you can make a snowdrift form when the

wind is blowing the snow. In competition with others,

try to make a drift cover a marker a foot square when
the marker is lying flat on the snow. The usefulness of an

object in anchoring moving snow is important if the

water to be released later is to be conserved.

Place a number of foot-square markers on the snow,

and hold them in position with weights. Try markers of

several different colors, to see if color in any way affects

the manner or the speed with which the markers melt

their way into a snowdrift.

The top of the snow cover, at certain times of year,

may be sprinkled wjth the seeds and fruits of trees and
other plants. Measure the distance from some of these

seeds to the nearest plant that bears similar seeds or

fruits. Notice whether a good snow crust helps or hin-

ders the movement of plant parts, or if it helps seed

dissemination in some respects and hinders it in others.

Which kind of seeds or fruits are found farthest from

the plants that bore them? Try to find some seed-bear-

jng plant parts that move like "tumbleweeds," others

that move because they are winged, and still others that

are blown like dust over the crust of the snow.

Make a record of the bird and mammal tracks found

on the surface of a snowbank, and try to interpret the

actions of the creature at the time the tracks were

made. Note the degree to which larger and smaller ani-

mals can move across the snow crust without breaking

through. Small-footed, heavy deer may have difficulty

in the search for food or safety in the deep snow, while

a relatively large-footed animal, such as a rabbit, moves
across the snow with ease.

Find a place where a bird or mammal has burrowed

into a snowbank, and explore the trail under the bank
by moving the snow back. Does the trail of a mouse un-

der a snowbank lead to a food supply? Is it likely that I

such an animal lives in a world of constant danger? An
observant student needs no textbook to find the answers

to such questions.

In a field partly covered with snow, try to determine

how deeply the topsoil is frozen, and whether there is

a variation in the depth of freezing between snow-cov-

ered and bare topsojl. On the basis of your findings,

how does a snowbank help to protect plants?

NOTICE how frequently heavy snows bend down the

branches of trees and shrubs, so that they form

roofed areas in which birds and mammals may find shel-

ter from severe weather conditions. What local animals

are most likely to be benefited by such shelters? Do ani-

mals finding shelter in such areas ever feed on the bark of

the plants that provide them with welcome shelter?

Make a snow house, or igloo, as suggested in the

accompanying illustration, and test the temperature

both inside and in the open air. Try sleeping at least

one night in a properly constructed snow house in order

to test its comfort. In making practical use of the snow
blanket, the student will better appreciate the part it

,

plays not only in his fife, but in the lives of the animals

and plants around him.

Ik

Igloo blocks are 18 inches long, 12 inches wide, and 6 inches
thick, made by trampling snow until hard. Place blocks in a

circle 5 feet across, leaning them to the center. Cut first

four to slope, and on them start second layer from inside the
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house. Water will pack ice hard. As the igloo grows, make!
an entrance, which can be protected by a tunnel of blocks.

Entrance should be below floor level, thus forming a thermal

trap that prevents loss of warm air and admission of cold.
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Silk threads of a cocoon, seen under the light microscope

magnified some 45 times, resemble a curtain of gauze. The
regularity of the thickness of the fiber is one remarkable

feature, as is the weaving of parallel threads in bundles.



Crystals of salicylic acid are seen, at a magnification o{

'M), to be far less uniform than crystals are often thought

to be. Molecules that comprise crystals are not grouped at

random, but according to shape and electromagnetic forces.

STEPS TOWARD THE ATOM
THE .MOST wo.NDERFUL SPECTACLE that human eyes can

behold is the starry sky at night, yet the realm of the

infinitely vast is only a part of the cosmos. In reality, the

nhoie prodigious universe is made up of the infinitely

-mall, composed of entities so minute as to he invisible.

.Man seems set midway between the infinitely small and
ill'; infinitely great, so that the adventures awaiting ex-

plorers of the microcosm arc at least as rich in promise

.1' those that lure astronomers on. Thirty years ago, sci-

'fi lists would hardly have dared to hope that they would

-M-T tee those collections of atoms called molecules: yet

I'lday wc can see not only molecules, hut even the tracks

"f atoms and of subatomic particles.

The pholograph-< on these pages have been organized in

1 "erien of 'Vlcp'*," •<larting with larger objects and mov-

ing down to the microscopic and ullramicros<o|)ic. In

term» of unit* of mea<>uremenl. ihey range from rriilii-

meter* through microni to angstrom units, the latlrr

namrd after the ninetnrnth-century Swi-di»h physicinl.

lUctrria and melal cr^nlalfi are of varying nizes round

ilioul the micron mark: viru»i-«. on the other hand, are

from onr-fmlh lo onr-hundr'-dth that "ize in the rn«r of

iriimal *iru«<-« and onr<lliou«nndlh in ihr in«e of vrge-

tjl.lr viru«<-«, which ore meaxurrd in nntclromn. Mmro-
rnolprulr*. bundlr* of million* ol niomi, li-nd lo be •miilirr

^et. The ohjrriji wm on lhi« and ihr op|io«ile pngr nrr

rrlalively large, ihrir magnificalion* ranging from nboul

Vl limn in ihr raw of ihr rocoon ihrraiN al Irft lo L.^K)

i"t ihr line aulphidr al right. A» we movr clo«rr toward

ihr alomic Irvrl, on ihr following pagr«, olijrt la nrr iihown

in a trrir* of photograph* of inrrraning magnifiralirm.

Zinc sulphide was treated with hydrochloric acid and then

washed to bring out the cryslalline structure seen below.



1 The present article has been adapted from The Thirteen
Steps to the Atom, by Charles-Noel Martin. Dr. Martin,
a French physicist, began his studies at the University of
Algiers and later took his doctorate at the Sorbonne. He
did research at the Institut du Radium under Mme Joliot-

Curie, and then, under Louis de Broglie, at the Institut
Henri Poincare. He is well known for both his scientific

and popular publications. The Thirteen Steps to the Atom
has been published in this country by Franklin Watts, Inc.

Jewel-like material shown here is automobile engine grease
magnified 20,000 times. The grease above is still not used.

_^iK^
After use, some of the oleate fibers remain intact, while
others have been torn, making lubrication less effective.
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Particle of dna (deoxyribonucleic acid) is like a radian
sun. DNA is a huge molecule consisting of chains of simple

1^
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Bacteriophage viruses are seen clinging by their tails to

the outer membrane of the white bacteria they are devouring.

Surface crystals of molybdenum o\i

over 60,000 times. Impurities break up
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lun magnified

letric pattern.

Tobacco mosaic virus is magnified 94,000 times. Unlike
T-shaped bacteriophage, it has the form of a hexagonal rod.

THE POWER OF AN INSTRUMENT to distinguish small de-

tails is called its resolving power. With the conven-

tional light microscope, the limit of resolution is the

smallest distance apart at which it is possible to distin-

guish two specks of light on a specimen. But the two

specks of light are in fact two sources from which trains

of light waves are emitted toward the eye of the observer,

and for this reason optical microscopes cease to be able

to distinguish details the dimensions of which are com-

parable to the length of light waves. For such very minute

studies, the electron microscope is used instead.

In the electron microscope, a beam of electrons is fired

at a specimen thin enough to allow the electrons to pass

through it with some ease. If some parts of the specimen

are thicker or denser than others, and thus more able to

stop electrons, there will be variations in the proportion

of an electron beam transmitted through different parts of

the specimen. A photographic plate or a fluorescent screen

placed behind the specimen records these variations. The

superiority of the electron microscope over the optical

instrument lies essentially in the fact that the wave length

associated with a beam of fast electrons is far less than

that of visible light, thus extending the possibilities of

research concerning more minute objects.

The photographs on these two pages and the preceding

two are examples of the magnifications to be obtained

with new techniques. They range from a mere 7,600 times

in the photographic paper seen on page 51 to 700,000

times for the particles of gold dust shown at right. Among
the largest objects is the crystal of molybdenum oxide on

the left, seen at some seven hundred times the magnifica-

tion of the salicylic acid crystals on page 49. Of living

forms, the dominant ones are the bacteria— about the

same size as metal crystals, except in the lower ranges,

which are smaller — and the viruses. Bacteria are visible

under the light microscope, although their inner structure

can only be seen clearly under an electron microscope. As

for the viruses, in size they are to bacteria what bacteria

are to large animals. Completely invisible under the Hsrht

microscope, they fall into three types: the vegetablr \i-

ruses; animal viruses, which are larger and more cdin-

plex; and finally bacteriophages or T viruses, so called

from their shape. The smallest objects represented here

are the giant molecules, clusters of atoms numbering any-

thing from around a hundred to over a million. These

macromolecules also fall into three types: cellulose, which

is the framework of vegetable matter but cannot be as-

similated by man; protein, chemically the most important

part of living matter; and, finally, molecules of D\ \.

which carry the hereditary characteristics of living species.

Ik
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Dugong leaning over

rail of native dhow
is the very image of

a contented sea cow.

Taken by expeditiim

for study, dugong
surfaces in pool of

a hotel in Mombasa.

SAILORS' SIREN
The dugong, rare marine mammal, gave rise to mermaid myth

By Joseph Curtis Moore

1

THE SIMILARITY OF LOCATION be-

tween the dugong's two nipples

and man's must have inspired the earli-

est sailors of tropical waters to infer

a likeness between the anterior half of

the mermaid—actually, a female du-

gong—and woman. The animal's pos-

session of a supposedly fishlike (really

more whalelike) tail for propulsion

would have fostered the further alle-

gation that the posterior half of the

mermaid was fish. All of this myth-

making is very reasonable, but it is

the writer's opinion—and the reader

may feel free to disagree after exami-

nation of these photographs—that the

further allegation of mermaid beauty

has been possible to maintain only be-

cause, or where, the dugong has been

an infrequent visitor.

The dugong is a sea cow that in-

habits the shallow tropical and sub-

tropical bays and lagoons of the

Indian Ocean and the western Pacific

Ocean, feeding upon the green grasses

of these marine pastures. Being a

mammal, it has some hair—scattered

singly over most of the body—and
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possesses lungs, which it must refill

with air by rising to the surface. The

female gives milk to its single young,

which is born alive under water and

must swim to the surface for its very

first breath of air.

DUGONG meat is considered very

good to eat, its oil excels other

animal oils for use in cooking, and

both products extraordinarily resist

spoiling—a quality of great impor-

tance to man in the Tropics. Sea cows

are also defenseless and man's greedi-

ness for their flesh has exceeded his

desire to learn how these animals live.

In most areas since the advent of sci-

ence, man has kept dugongs so close

to the edge of extinction that it has

hardly been possible to study them.

However, the Egyptian scientist Gohar,

working in the Red Sea where dugongs

were thought to be extinct, persisted

A Research Fellow at The American
Museum's Department of Mammalogy,
Dr. Moore admires marine mammals.

for a period of thirteen years until he

had captured fifteen individuals to ex-

amine. In each individual, he found

the intestine full of a single, locally

abundant, species of sea grass. He says

that instead of haphazardly browsing

along, as many terrestrial grazing

mammals do, the dugong uproots

whole plants of sea grass and piles

them in stacks. When a number of

these heaps are completed, the dugong

is presumed to eat them more or less

in order. Dr. Gohar speculates that this

strange feeding habit may serve the

dugong by allowing unwanted or even

harmful animal life inhabiting the sea

grass to creep out of it.

AT the northeast end of the animal's

geographic range, in Formosa,

the dugong has received protection by

being declared a national monument,

although whether any still survive

there remains in doubt. One wonders

in what tropical maritime land the

first successful effort will be made to

bring the ecology of this fascinating

and valuable sea mammal under study.
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Man Against

the Gold
A visit to tlie last of the Alakaluf shows

their adaptation to a subpolar climate

By Carleton S. Coon

THE Gloria is a "barca," sixty feet

of stout Chilean pine, as broad and

as tough as a Hudson River tug. She

has two short, thick masts, a stubbv

bowsprit, and a galley smokestack that

telescopes when under sail. Below

decks is a diesel engine that drives her

through the turbulent, icy waters of

Cape Horn at seven knots, or eleven

with the help of sails and a following

wind. Approaching the Gloria on the

long dock at Punta Arenas, the world's

most southerly seaport, the first living

thing one hears or sees is Bua, the

ships dog — a tidy Scottish shepherd,

friendly to man but unflinching foe to

any dog that tries to come aboard.

I boarded the Gloria late in the sum-

mer of 1959 as the guest of a group of

physiologists headed by Dr. T. H.

S6

Haraniel. of the University of Pennsyl-

vania Medical School. In co-operation

with the Department of Anthropology

of the University of Chile at Santiago.

Hammel's party of nine was in pursuit

of the Alakaluf, a dwindling tribe of

Fuegian Indians that possesses an un-

usual capacitv to resist cold weather.

Don Alberto Medina and Luis Strozzi.

M.D., represented the University of

Chile. Per Scholander. from the

Scripps Institute of Oceanography at

La Jolla. was an old hand at physio-

logical studies, as was K. Lange-

Andersen. M.D.. from Oslo. Robert V.

Eisner was present from the University

of Washington. Seattle, and Ravmond

•y ^Cape Horn

!
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Low-LYINC SMOKE hovers over desolate Puerto Eden shore.

Boat at lower right was made by Chilotes living on Chiloe

Island off southern tip of Chilean coastal plain. Second

boat is Alakaluf dugout with sea urchin fork at the stern.

fare, as well as in preparation for space

travel, what a human organism can

stand and how he stands it are items

of strategic information.

WHEN Magellan passed through

the Strait that bears his name, he

saw smoke rising from hundreds of

fires on and near the shores of the great

island to the south and the smaller,

fringing islands. Hence the name
"Fireland": Tierra del Fuego. The fuel

for these fires was Nothofagus, an

evergreen relative of the beech, which
throws out great heat. Some of the

smoke Magellan spied was leaking out

of the roofs and doorways of domed
huts, built of a framework of half-

hoops covered with the skins of sea

lions and sea otters; inside these huts,

the temperature was sometimes as high
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as that of a New York hotel bedroom
today. Other wisps of smoke came
from the fires burning on clay hearths

in skin or bark canoes.

Within the outer periphery of the

campfire's radiation squatted a man,

his wife (or wives), his children, and
several browbeaten dogs. Some of

these folk were naked, although

smeared with grease and ochre; others

wore small robes of sealskin or sea

otter skin over their backs. These were

the Fuegian Indians.

Before the white men entered and

ruined their lives, the Fuegian Indians

were divided into four tribes. On the

main island of Tierra del Fuego lived

a hunting people called the Ona —
Selknam in their own language. They
killed the native guanaco with bows
and arrows, and wore robes of guan-

aco skin. At the very tip of the main

island was a small tribe called Haush:

these people disappeared before any-

one had a chance to study them, but

the Haush were probably related to the

Ona. All along the shores of the south-

ern border of Tierra del Fuego and on

the neighboring small islands as far

south as Cape Horn lived the Yaghan.

or Yamana — so-called "Canoe Indi-

ans." It was they whom Darwin saw ir

Beagle Channel; Fuegia Basket anc

Jemmy Button were Yaghans; and ir

was among the Yaghans that the Rev
j

Thomas Bridges devoted his life to hisi

work as a missionary. I

The fourth tribe was the Alakalu'

— Aweskar in their own language

They inhabited both sides of the Strai

of Magellan and the shores of thi;

fiords, channels, and seaways north tii

1^



he Taito Peninsula, and covered a

inch larfier Icrritury than any of the

iher (riltcs. .No one knoH'» how many
klakaluf existed at th>-ir |M-ak |)o|iula-

Ion. but »ix thou^mid i'- the Fi^'iire

nrnrtime^ (.'ivi-n. I he Aliikiihif moved
bout a jrofid deal. Thi-ir mid'leni -

W pile* of rlam. tnunnel, and other

belb they left at temporary eam|i I'iUrti

•re ihalloMr: lh»«e left liy the Yaf;

ana are deejirr. •howinn that they led

In* nomadic life.

Alakiiluf. or Alnkahip. i* a Yagfinn

'ord meanini; "iVople who utie ((ua-

og •hrlU for knivnt." And mi ihey did.

VHh ihew •helU they carved »(iear

oini* and harfxxin head* out of

'halrlxin'-. and they oliui made four-

•|irar* out of redar. with *»hi< h

rollrrled »ra ur< hin«. Hirir

were orifiii.iil'. v.,....l<-ii frame*

covered with sea lion skin. When they

got metal axes they made three-plank

canoes and. finally, dugouts. Now the

handful of surviving Alakaluf buy

iheir boats from other people.

UiNTiL forty years ago, Alakaluf

men wore their hair in a soup-

bowl bob. Now the\ have Western-style

haircuts. Within the present century,

photographs were taken on board

ships of .Alakaluf men now alive or re-

cently dead, walking about naked.

Going naked but for a coat of grease is

much healthier in wet weather than

wearing someone's castofF jacket and
trousers, letting them get soaking wet.

and keeping them on in a heated hut.

The Alakaluf could stand cold, but not

the white man's colds and tuberculosis.

Darwin saw a Fuegian woman suck-

ling a naked baby in a snowstorm,

and I have seen naked Fuegian babies

walking about in snow. Even today,

Alakaluf women habitually go bare-

foot, wading in 40° F. water as they

moor and cast off their boats, treading

sleet and snow underfoot, and never

seeming to mind the cold. Their feet

and ankles seem built for this sort of

treatment. Short toes; short, broad,

square feet with a thick pad of fat on

the arch; tubular ankles, three or four

inches in diameter: these are designed



to equip Alakaluf women for their am-

phibious, subantarctic hves.

BUT such observations of gross mor-

phology are too crude for physi-

ologists. They must have temperatures

to read, and quanta of gases and

liquids to measure in millimeters and

cubic centimeters. Hence all the para-

phernalia we transshipped from air-

field to dock and loaded aboard the

Gloria. Such gear is strange to the field

anthropologist: all that we need can

often be loaded on a single mule. But

we cannot study cold adaptation in

such a way as to produce conclusive,

scientific results. This is a task for a

team of physiologists, with boxes full

of metal, rubber, plastic, and glass

gadgets for their various tests.

Like his crew of five, the Captain

of the Gloria was a Chilote. The Chi-

lotes are the inhabitants of the isle of

Chiloe, off the southern end of the

regularly inhabited coastal plain of

Chile, and north of the myriad islands,

steep-walled channels, and sea-reach-

ing glaciers of Chile's almost unin-

habited lower coast — the zone we were

on our way to visit.

In early conquistador days, a com-

pany of noble folk from northern

Spain settled in Chiloe, and established

the foundation of a special human
breed. First, the Spaniards absorbed

the local Indians — Chona by name
and probably related to the Alakaluf.

Later, the product of this mixture ab-

sorbed an immigration of Araucanian

Indians from the mainland — horse-

men, cider-makers, and silversmiths.

The result is a new subrace of man:
short, square, extremely muscular,

black-haired, red-cheeked, energetic,

enterprising, and bright. Some Chi-

lotes look enough like Indians for this

Mongoloid touch to be noticed, but

most do not. Captain Delgado, master

of the Gloria, has no Indian features:

he looks like a Basque — which prob-

ably many generations ago, his Span-

ish forebears had been.

The Chilotes have had a population

explosion. Like Ireland, Chiloe is

famous for potatoes, and its waters

yield many fish. On a diet of potatoes,

fish, and mutton, the Chilotes have

bred rapidly, and have exported

people. As this human product is cold-

resistant, quick, and hard working, it

now accounts for the majority of the

population in the southern tip of South

America, including both Magallanes

Province in Chile, and Argentine Pata-

gonia. In the latter, some 400,000

Chilotes retain Chilean citizenship.

The Gloria's cargo hold, a cavity

thirty feet long, twenty feet wide, and

some eight feet deep, was to be our

quarters for the journey. In it. the day

I first went aboard, a gang of carpen

ters was busy setting in bunks on the

Beach at camp is littered with mussel shells. On slopes

in background is a stand of dead Nothojagus trees, to which
Indians set fire in the dry season and so can fell without

chopping in winter. Tree provides bulk of their firewood.

I



des and aft. and installing a two-burn-
• oil galley against the forward wall,

aving seen the equipment and stores

ir the nine of us and our cook and
lok s helper. I wondered where it

luld all be stowed, but the cook, who
id also seen the gear, reassured us.

id he was right. Somehow, he found

)om enough for the equipment, the

r-[ inned goods, and dry rations, and
irselves: in fact, exactly enough
lom. with hardly space left over for a

nail mouse. Our fresh meat, in the

•nn of half-carcasses of beef and
utton. was slung in the rigging, where

teased the seagulls to near frenzy.

DL'R cook's name was Adalberto

Carcamo. and we simplv called

m the jeje [chief]. A short, fat. red-

leeked Chilote of enormous energy,

; came along, he said, just for the

easure of being on an expedition. He
id been on many before. The jeje is a

Ui coi T with raised plank
used on hunting trips, is pro

des. still

I)elled l)y

rich man, the owner of a bar and

restaurant at the foot of the Punla

Arenas municipal pier. There he is

both a ship's chandler and host to the

transient seamen of nian\ nations.

It was on a \isil to the jejc'% estab-

lishment that 1 saw m\ first Fuegian

Indian, a Yaghan who had come in

from Navarino Island as a sailor.

Medina. Strozzi, and I bewildered tlic

poor young man with unexpected al-

li-nliiin, and he blinke<l anxiously as

llii- slrolic'. of our cameras Mashed,

1 Ills mi'clirig with a live ^aglian was a

llirill I had long awaited, nlmo.st as

great as whi-n I first saw an Auslraliiin

aborigine or a I'hili|)pini- Pygmy.
'I'he w<rond Fui-gian I saw was iin

cli-ven-M-ar-oM Alukalul girl named
Miiriu ThrrrsH, ,She liail been carrieil

frum hi-r island hoini- In a Imspllal

at I'linlii \rrnas, siilTiTiiig from spin/il

lubi-ri iilonifi. In an iron cul hIk- lay,

ntriking lii-r (orrhcnd willi a cirnrlicci

fill. «ImhI\, rlivllimicnIK. and drnrnoli-

rally. Iirr fcaliirrii ilrnun inln n lugii-

briiiiin froHii, When Dr, Slm/./l (old

h<-r llial ^^r Hoiild lr\ l<> wr luT rrlii.

livr«, lirr fm •• liri^-litrnrd and Iut fi«l

unrlrni hrd. Hit nkiii WH« \'ni\\\ liroun,

ihr |ialni> III hrr linndii wrrr ijrnd

whilr, and llir hand* JarfC and Mrll

oars stacpered as in a racing shell,

^ omen ran handle them wilhprecision.

nnjscled, w ith beautifully formed nails.

Mer face was broad, her eyes set wide
apart, and her features strikingly simi-

lar to those of an Ainu girl of the same
age 1 had seen in Hokkaido two years
before. Like thai Ainu child, she had
continuous hair from eyebrows to

scalp on either side, and an exceed-
ingly low hairline belwecn. This hair\

dcvcln|,ni.-nl 1,-fl li,T lilllr \ isiiil,. fciv-

lii-ail. II, r ,i|i|iiMi^i]]c r. ijiiij^ijmI fnr

most AmiTiian Indians, rii.idc iiici\cii

more eager lo see us inari\ i.T lln- Ala-

kaluf as I possibly roul,|.

TWV.C.Ioiui Icfl p.ol nil III,. iii,,iiiing

of August 2.') and hea<li'il sipiilli-

wi-sl in ihe ,Slralls of Magellan. afliT a

soniewliiit fren/.ied ceremony, (iaplain

l)rlgii,|,i liiid appropriately raised a

(illileaii Hag. and Dr. I.ange-Andersrn
hiiisled a Norwegiafi (lag beside il. As
nix id llir nine expedilion mendiers

were AmericanH, Hoinelhing obvinuslv

wnn missing: Don I'eiiro Arendsen. the

hiiniirarv Norwegian ronsul m sup-

plied il. Tlic Stars and Stripes look ilo

pincr uilh ihe olln-r iiali,,iwil r,d,ii« al

llir iniisllleail. and we were idT. Ill llle

rlirers of ii snwill, i-iilliitsiaslie, and
liiliillv liiiex|i(i-|rd iTiiwcl.

Al .'1:^.1 I'.M. We driippeil iiiirhiir in

(<\



Bougainville Bay to check a leak in the

fuel line. In this sheltered haven, near

the tip of the continent, we saw cliffs

behind a narrow, pebbly shore, and

dense, almost tropical looking vegeta-

tion, with the false beech Nothofagus

and a true cedar (related to the cedar

of Lebanon but locally called cypress)

as the dominant species, and with

shrubs and ferns covering the ground.

The scene was not unlike a miniature

Japanese garden, exquisitely contrived

and then magnified to a majestic scale.

Hundreds of cormorants flew about,

their speed exaggerated by their rapid

wingbeat and craning necks. Among
them Hock pointed out a loon.

The oil leak was fixed in short order

and we were off again, passing tiny

islands with storm-twisted trees, and

leaving the snow-covered mountains of

Tierra del Fuego in the background.

This scenery continued to unfold all

the next day until we were nearly ex-

hausted by its beauty.

ON the 26th, we passed a manned
lighthouse—all the rest are auto-

matic—between Manuel Rodriguez

Island and the mainland. The light-

house keeper waved warmly to us from
the roof. A tanker passed us and we
saw steamer ducks—those fat birds, in-

capable of flight, who propel them-

selves like side-wheel river boats by
striking the water with their wings. A
condor floated high overhead, and
among the gulls glided an albatross.

CoM M r > A 1. HOUSE at Puerto Eden camp
seeps smoke at every crack. At left

Before dusk we were visited by por-

poises, which made everyone happy

because Scholander is a world author-

ity on their physiology and behavior,

and he had just completed, in Punta

Arenas, a letter to Science explaining

how these brainy mammals ride, in

defiance of dead body physics, on the

bow waves of ships. This trick they

proceeded to do for us almost as if

they knew Scholander was aboard and

wanted to entertain him.

At the end of the afternoon, we

stopped in a cove to fetch fresh water,

and there we found limpets, mussels,

mandarin hats, and clams by the thou-

sands, and collected a thousand or so

mussels for supper. On the flatter parts

of the shore, above high tide, stood the

Crowded hut of man at the right is thejl jj.,

scene of one tape recording session.| iu

,



channel at a 45° angle. From here on.

the navigation became somewhat
tricky and Captain Delgado could fre-

quently be seen standing in the bow.

where, like a football umpire in a

hotly contested game, he passed dra-

matic arm and hand signals to the man
in the wheelhouse.

We arrived at Puerto Eden on Wel-

lington Island, our destination, in the

declining light of day on August 29.

We anchored in front of the Chilean

Air Force house, the only carpenter-

built, firm building between the light-

house we had passed and Rio Baker,

a distance of over 625 miles. This

house is a two-storied frame structure

of about ten rooms, originallv built as

a hotel for seaplane passengers flying

between Santiago and Punta Arenas.

Before the hotel was ready for its first

guests, the Argentine government had

suddenly removed its ban against Chil-

ean planes flying over Patagonia—the
ban that had inspired the hotel in the

first place. Then Puerto Eden became a

Chilean Air Force base and. at the

same time, a rail) ing point and last

haven for what was left of the Alakaluf.

Many of these Indians stay at Puerto

Eden most of the time, because the

Chilean Air Force garrison feeds them

when hungry, and gives them as much
medical care as it is able. The medical

ortlerly has. for example, eliminated

venereal disease among the Alakahif

with penicillin injections. When an

Indian nn-ds iKJspilaJi/aliiin. he is sent

jlfli.wn .\iilhi>lii)itii tinilxT that

ill liirronic purl >jf iiif\% liuiiliiiK iiout.

lon.i •>( Alakaluf hul.s and cxtcn-

midden*. Ix-arin-: wilni-sis thai this

ia» a (avoritp Indian camping place.

Tie Alakaluf leave thinxr hut frames

landing; Ix-lwrpn vi»il» and rarry

way only ihn okin covprii. While (he

nlhr'<|i<>|ii;.'ii>l.« in nur |>arl> intpf-iti-d

lie hut Irnrm-K nnd mirldeni. >'h<ilaii-

irr, who in a liolaniHt amon^' hi.t other

cCfimpliiihrTU-nlA. ii>ll»-«lrd an many
lianl •|»primrn» an he had limn for. in-

ludintt holly. mnfiwiVta. and nomr-

hine ihal looked likr a irrr i nhlinifr.

Lrr lh«l •nrrw »lav v*r |ia**<*d a (frim,

WBlrry Calvary of »hi|n<. whrrr

frri(rhlrr», ffr«hly v»rp«krd, hnd

«< yri •rlllrd. On»- MimmI on rni\. bow
thr ikt : ihr oilfr |Miinling into ihr

lAli !• iarkr<l ihroudi liilir liy Momari
<km brl|>«>l In ilwumrni Alakaluf lifr.



Laboratory was set up on second floor of the Chilean Air

Force building, above, where Dr. Lange-Andersen is seen

testing cold tolerance. The subject's foot is in ice water

and thermocouple attached to skin records temperatures.

A CONSTANT and interested visitor to Her fleshy ankles and thick feet are Alakaluf male has tyPj--"y
^''j;';^'

station was the so-called "fat girl." well suited for paddling in icy water. square face with brown eyes and ha.r,
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m the next available ship to Punta

Arenas. There is another advantage to

bis site. too. Puerto Eden is located in

he lagoon j ust south of Angostura Ing-

esa. the English Narrows. All ships of

noderate draft that move north

hrough this inland waterwa) —much
aimer than the open Pacific—have to

top at Puerto Eden to await high tide,

inless they arrive at that exact time.

Vhile waiting at anchor, these vessels

re invaded by two or three boatloads

if Alakaluf. mostly women and chil-

Iren, who swarm aboard to squat,

nutely pathetic, bv the doors and

atchways. They offer baskets and toy

>ark canoes ( the latter modeled after

hose of the Yaghans and not their

wn ( in exchange for clothing, food,

igareltes. and forbidden liquor. They

Iso beg when barter fails.

HEN we first saw Puerto Eden,

the beach was covered with mol-

shells. and on it were drawn up

ree or four dugout canoes, old and in

)or shape. On the bank behind stood

ur newly built plank houses, covered

ilh skins and seeping smoke, and be-

d the most distant house rested

fty-odd drums of high octane gaso-

le. A small, wooden pier reached the

annel. and on it stood our reception

immitlee. consisting of three of the

Chilean Air Force personnel at

base—a corporal, the cook, and the

cal orderly. The ri.mmander. a

[eant. was in the house, on duty in

I station's radio room.

These four men were to be our hosts

over a month. To Hammel and his

pUow physioJogi.Hts they turned over

most of their quarters, in which work
was to go on all night; they installed

the ;e/e in their own kitchen, and let

me measure the Alakaluf in their par-

lor, and never a murmur of discord or

a grumble of hurt feelings was heard

by any of our party.

Once ashore, we were disappointed

to find only five adult males, out of a

total population of forty-nine Alakaluf,

in the camp. One. Pancho, was ancient

and bedridden. Another, who called

himself Alessandri after the current

president of Chile I he had formerly

been Alejandro I. had tuberculosis. A
third. Enrique, had suffered a crip-

pling injury to one hip and leg in his

\ outh. by falling off a cliff while rob-

bing birds' nests. Only two. Lucho
I Luis I Molinari and Jose Lopez, were

present and whole. Six other men were
off in their longboats hunting sea

otters, but exactly where no one knew.

Because these three men. Lucho,

Jose. and. in a pinch. Enrique, were

not an adequate sample. Hammel im-

mediately applied bv radio to the

Chilean Navy for permission (duly

granted I to search the fiords north of

us for the otter hunters and to bring

them back to Puerto Eden.

Hammel. Eisner, and the other phy-

siologists set up their laboratorv in

the second story of the Chilean Air

Force building. A tent, below, was con-

nected to the lab b\ lubes and wires

run through a window. Their first vol-

unteer was Lucho. for he was needed

to guide us to the otter hunters. The
physiologists' subject spent the night

on a cot in the outdoor tent, under a

light blanket and with a i>lastic "space-

Hair of children grows so low on the

forehead it converges with eyebrows.

man" hood over his head, a rectal ther-

mometer in place, and eight thermo-

couples cemented to various spots on

his skin. All night long the observers

sat in their second-story laboratory,

reading gauges, mixing magic brews,

and in general doing things as mysteri-

ous to me as to the Alakaluf.

Once they wired Lucho and had him
swim for eight minutes in the icy

water, recording his internal and ex-

ternal temperatures from instruments

on the shore. He came out of the water

dripping, but not shivering. Lange-

Andersen got all his subjects to grind

away on his stationary bicycle, and

downstairs I eventuaJK measured ail

the men exce|)l ihc bedridden Panchn.

taking not only weight ami the con-

ventional anthropometric constants

but also the dimensions needed for

calculating skin surface area. Eisner,

among other things, measured fal

folds on various parts of the Ixidy.

tint, ri^cra !• InniT than ia ihn l.ovr titffi.n and Irilmt taira Inid Uy ll>N niiiiAri, aliirrly fixil liim fiiniiiiliiin

t finfrr rommnn Alakaluf trail. ihla nlil vonman wrrr rTfirilril on Inpr. tniuli likr priiila irll liy Nrniulfrlliiila.



Dogs accompany men on their hunts for hoth sea otter atul

nutria, chasing the animals into rock crevices on the beach
so they can be speared easily. Like their masters, the do;

seem impervious to the cold water, and often swim to shor

LEAVING the physiologists at work on

j the Alakaluf in camp, we boarded

the Gloria a few days later and set out

northward through the English Nar-

rows into a labyrinth waterway, watch-

ing every minute for the otter hunters.

Clad in Chilean replicas of Mr. Frost's

Gloucester oilskins, our Alakaluf guide,

Lucho. stood like a rubber figurehead

throughout the day, scanning the misty

waters for any sight of the boats. Each
night we anchored in tiny, breathless

coves, some still unnamed, but known
of old to Captain Delgado. In them we
went ashore for water and rowed about

in the ship's boat to shoot ducks.

Everywhere the dense foliage—with

ferns and bright red berries under the
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trees—gave the shore line the look of

a douanier Rousseau primitive paint-

ing—a look of the Tropics in tempera-

tures only a degree or two above freez-

ing, when not a degree or two below.

Each day. we cruised about a maze

of inlets and channels between islands,

in waters for which we had no charts.

On September 5. we stopped at Vargas

Island to pick up a one-eyed, half-

Araucanian woodcutter who had been

living alone with his dog, cutting "cy-

press." As he had sjDoken to no human
being for seven months, he was natu-

rally bubbling over with conversation.

He came aboard at 4:30 p.m. and

brought us luck. Less than an hour

later, we rounded a cape of the same

island to see two boats just leaving

shingly beach. They held six men.

woman, a boy, and nine dogs. Lot

cheers rose from the deck of the Glori

and even Lucho smiled.

The otter hunters were wearii

good Western clothing, including se

eral pieces of formal attire, and we

speaking to each other in Spanish

we approached. As soon as they s,

Lucho's beaming face, they shifted

Alakaluf. One young man, Carlos, w
obviously the leader and all but one

the other men ^vere older. The wom
—a small, elegant creature—had

curious visage. Her upper face, inclu

ing her eyes, nose, and cheekboni

was small and delicate but her jan

\
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oulh, anti Icolh were very lar;.'e. Her
imc Mrait Lola anil !th<- hail <:har^'e of

e lififst. The l>riy of the parly was
rlilu. The olher men were Carlos'

olhcr, \irjilio. Manuel LojHrz (Jose

tprx brother I, Manuel and Julio

rmku. and Franr iiu:o.

^Iirar, mrn were younjier on«l more
vigorou* than ihcir tril>e<im>-ri

I »l Puerto FUlen. KxcepI for Vii

io, ihey were wearinK elolhin:-

laghl new Io fit ihem. inMeod of

fl». Hwir veiwU were two new
inkrrhuill Chiloir loniflionl*. |ir>'

"Urd \>} o«r». from which row lli'

ely »tttnh of rijic »ea lion nvut nipl

her •lifthily putrid prolriiw ihal I

could not identify. The hunt was over

and the men were ready to go home.
We cast them a line and towed them

into Rio Baker, the southernmost set-

tlement of the Chilean mainland north

of Magallanes Province. Except for

Puerto Eden and a few woodcutters'

huts, the intervening stretch is unin-

habited. Here we spent the night,

bought an ox to add to our meat sup-

ply, hung it high, hoisted the two long-

boats on deck—Lola and the dogs stay-

ing in one boat, away from Bua—and
we were off. arriving at Puerto Eden
with a following wind and tide, on the

afternoon of September 7.

DOWN in the huts—during the next

ten days—Medina and Strozzi

and 1. when I was able to join them,

collected an Alakaluf vocabulary from
various informants, particularly from
Alessandri and from Margherita Can-

ales, a one-eyed, middle-aged woman
of great presence and charm, who sang

ancient love songs for our tape re-

corders. Had we given them liquor. I

was told, they might have forgotten the

dreary present enough to have per-

formed their ancient dances, imitating

various birds and sea mammals with

startling fidelity. But liquor is forbid-

den the Alakaluf by the Chilean gov-

ernment, and all we got was song.

Hidden under skins on hut roof is a

carcass of u huemul. Hunting of tiiis

The results of our investigations

may be summarized under three head-

ings: physiology, physical anthropol-

ogy, and cultural anthropology.

Our physiologists found that their

subjects are indeed cold-adapted.

When they slept with little covering at

0° to 5° C, their metabolic rate re-

mained high throughout the night

(their basal metabolism being 150—
200 per cent of the Dubois basal meta-

bolic rate for white men of their height

and weight ) . The Alakaluf men not

only maintained a normal internal

body temperature but also radiated

heat through their extremities. White
men also lose heat through their ex-

tremities but suffer a lowering of core

temperature under similar circum-

stances. Australian aborigines, also

studied by Scholander, Hammel, and

J. S. Hart of Canada, maintain their

core temperatures but lose less heat

than either Indians or whites through

their extremities because of a heat-

transfer from arteries to veins in their

upper arms and thighs.

From the physical anthropological

point of view, this information indi-

cates that ancestral American Indians,

similar to the Alakaluf, could ha\e

walked from Asia to Alaska over the

Bering land bridge at any time when
the sea level was low enough and the

rare, local deer is forbidden, but a

few are killed each year by Alakaluf.



Women and chiliikkn, in a sad 1ml familiar rilual. croiicli

piteously at the hatchway of the Gloria, waiting for food

;ivoii them. They swarm aboard all ships that stop at

Puerto Eden until the tide rises in the English Narrows.

land bridge climate was comparable to

that of present-day Tierra del Fuego.

All such Indians would have needed

was fire, a crude cutting tool, and the

ability to build simple huts. America

could have been first invaded at any

suitable phase of the Wisconsian gla-

ciation. When it actually was invaded

must be settled by archeologists.

RACIALLY the Alakaluf are fully

sapiens Mongoloids. Some have

heavy brow ridges, large teeth with

five- and six-cusped molars, and very

large hands, with long ring and shorter

index fingers. Most have skins as light

as Japanese or brunet Europeans, but

they also have blue pigment spots on

their backs above the sacrum and on

their gums, as well as blue genitals.

Their eyes are mostly light brown,

their hair dark brown. The women's

hair is usually red-brown, and prob-

ably bleached through diving. All of

the men over twenty-five or so had

beards, and some wore mustaches.

Enrique had hair on his chest and

back, and most of them had hair on

their legs. The Alakaluf are about as

hairy as the Japanese.

The mean weight of the men is 142

lbs., the mean height, 5' 3". They have

big bodies, short necks, long arms, and

short legs. Their heads and faces are

both long and large. In other words

they look about as the first Indians to

reach America could have looked, par

ticularly if a little of what later pro

duced the Ainu was added on the way
Culturally, there is less to say. Eth-

nographic field work takes more time

than basal metabolism measurements

or anthropometry. A report on the

trip's cultural findings is Dr. Medina's

share of the work. He and Dr. Strozzi

collected a vocabulary of many hun-

dreds of words, some of which—like

Bushman and Hottentot words and like

the neighboring Ona language—are

pronounced with clicks.

The Alakaluf have different words

for father's father and mother's father,

but one word for both grandmothers,

which suggests that the grandmothers

were sisters or cousins. Who marries

whom and who feeds whom—an impoi

tant point in such food-gathering soci

eties—I do not know, but it was cleai

that much remarrying took place aftei

widowing and divorce. Continence iij

the young was not deemed a virtue

Most deaths were caused either b;

drowning or by violence.

Of more immediate importance thai

these meager notes is the fact that tli

survival of the Alakaluf without miN

ture depends largely on the future o

three young women. One of these wa

pregnant by a Chilean during our sc;

journ, while another, Theresa, had leli

her husband and showed no inclin;

tion for further marriage or great hoiJ

of reproduction.

Much more serious is the fact th<

Alakaluf culture—which cannot 1

studied in a few short weeks—will soo

become extinct. To all intents and pu

poses, the fine details of this Fuegia

culture will die with Alessandri ari

Margharita Canales—one of whom hi

tuberculosis and the other one eye.

Ik
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CELESTIAL EVENTS
listing of astronomical occurrences for the first half of 1961

By K. L. Franklin

JANUARY
J.VNLARY 2 : The earth is closest to the sun today, a dis-

nce of 91.4 million miles.

January 3: In the early morning hours, the Quadrantid

leteor shower makes its annual appearance. A single ob-

rver could see about forty meteors an hour at the peak of

le shower were it not that the light of the nearly full moon

ill interfere with the fainter streaks.

J.\.NLARY 16: New moon occurs about 4:30 P.M., EST.

ad, about two hours later, the moon is closest to the earth,

perigee. This combination will result in exceptionally

igh and low (ides for a few hours.

Ja.nl.ary 29: \'enus is farthest east of the sun today, so

I remain in the sky for about three hours after the sun

;ts, being the Evening Star until .\pril.

FEBRUARY
Febrl'.ary 15: A total eclipse of the sun occurs today, the

ath passing across France, northern Italy, Yugoslavia.

umania. and the Crimea, and on into Siberia.

Febrlary 18: Jupiter is south of Saturn (by about half

le moon's diameter I in the constellation of Sagittarius.

i>lh are \ isible in the eastern sky before dawn, the brighter

' the pair being Jupiter. Although the\ appear very close

the sk). Jupiter is .5.54 million miles from the earth and

aturn. l.(X)8 million miles away.

Febrlary 22: About 2:30 p.m.. E.ST, the moon occults

le star .Aldebaran. Since this is during the afternoon, tele-

ojHS will be needed to observe the event.

MARCH
.March 2: A partial eclipse of the moon noticeably be-

M at 6:52 A.M.. EST. and ends at 10:05 A.M.. EST. The

iwn will have set for much of the eastern United States

efore this eclipse begins, but Wrsterncrs can see a sub-

anlial part of the c<li(>!M- iM-forc mocmM-t.

MARril 5: Venus is as bright as it will be this season—

Mfn'iluile —+..3. Only the sun anfl the moon are brighter.

Marmi 20: SpRr.NC b<--gins in the Northern Hemisphere

3:.32 P.M.. EST. (he same lime that Al Ti .M\ liegins in

IT Soulhrrn Hemisphere. 'ITie sun is (lin.ttK above the

irth'n K<|uat»r al a point in the Pacific Ocean about 1,40(1

ilr» north of i'ilrairn island.

Mar< II 21 : About 1 1 P.M.. E.ST, the moon iktuIIs .Aide-

ran a^'ain. 'Ilie evrni will In* Inlercsling hi watch, for

li* fir>t mn!:nilu)lr star will M-rm lo vanish inslanlnnrously

> ihr (iark eaolrrn limb of ihr first <|uarl(T moon inlcrrupls

le light rav* from ihe star.

A (Mill.

Apmt. 1 1 : Vmu«, Mrhi' h ha* ••> liriffht in the wrsirrn skv

mil *i\ wrrli.* «(,'•>, i« now iH-lMrrrn ihr rarlh and llic sun,

wvinjr rapi'lU into the morninfc »ky. At infrrior ronjunc-

am. Vrnu* i»r|(Mr«l l» ihr rarlh today - 20..'t million milm

. T>v nrarmi ihal Vrnu* ran approni h ihr rnrlh i«

Biwlrf 2.» million milr*.

April 21: Just before midnight, tonight, Mars can be

seen appearing as a first magnitude star, about five degrees

north of the first quarter moon, in the constellation Gemini.

Each month, these two will pass nearer and nearer to each

other until July, when observers in Mexico and eastern Asia

will see the moon occult the planet.

April 30: At 2 a.m., this morning, much of the east coast

of the United States adopts Eastern Daylight Time. Set your

clocks ahead one hour.

MAY
May 16: Venus, now the Morning Star, has reached

magTiitude —4.2, as bright as it will be for sixteen months.

May 21 : About an hour after sunset, for the next few

evenings, look low into the northwestern sky, above the

point where the sun has set. The bright object you will see

is elusive Mercury, the planet closest to the sun. After these

few evenings. Mercury will gradually fade in the twilight

sky. This planet is rarely easy to see and now is a par-

ticular!) fa\ orable lime to make the attempt.

JUNE
Jlne 16: This evening. I'ranus—appearing as a sixth

magnitude star—can be found about one lunar diameter

south of Mars. Bright Mars serves as a useful guide to view-

ing the first of the outer family of planets to be discovered

in our solar system. A telescope or binoculars will be needed

lo observe L ranus easily. To make certain that you see it.

make a map of the scene I illustration, /c//! and compare

it with what you see for several evenings. The ohjccl lluil

shifts relative position from night lo night is I ranus. A

sharp eye on a dark night can see Uranus distinctly, al-

though the planet is over 1.75 billion miles distant from

the earth at this lime of llic M;ir.

Discovered accidenlalK li\ >ii W illKiiii I Icrschcl in I7:'.l.

Ii\ much the same melliml iil relative MKiliun (ihscrvalicm

\i>u can use. I ranus was pnived to be a planet 1)V a later

determination of its orbit around the sun. Deviations tvntu

the predicted path amused suspicions of the existence of

a slill mure distant body disturbing I ranus. As a resull

i.f malhenuilical investigations, this body— Neptune— wa.--

fiiund in liU6. Similar deviations in Neptune's caliulalcd

path leil to till- discovery of I'lulo— whiih has an average

dislann- from thi- sun of nearly 4 billion miles in l')3().

Thus, llersclii-rs ki-en oi)servalionH ultimately ri-sulted in

a i|uailrupling of the size of the solar system.

Ji m; 21: Al ll:.3(l a.m.. EDT, Si mm Kit arrives in iln

Niirllirrn llrmis|ilirre. and Wintkii lakes over tin- south <A

the Ki|u«lor. I his is llii- Siinnner Solsliee.

Jink 27: Mars i» Iits IIwiii a degree noilh id lii-gnln~. the

liriKhlrnl ulnr in ihr lonslrllnlion l.eo.

I IN. I at Ski IN

I'l <sri*iiii «i |ii

Till A<
rr. il.l.

mil Al Ml of.i M IIaviii •

iiniinnty rarli •!« iiihiiiIk
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' iiKD ON TWii;s. male llyhi jiibi-r lri;e fnij;s peer into

• Ijrkness from their ii^uul arboreal siirrouiiiliiigs. Fro|;s

descend, however, in order to buihl the oiri'ular, punlike

ncsis in which they male and where iheir eggs are spawned.

Mating of Hyla faber
Aa\e makes a nest

ind will battle for it

A

By Bertha Luiz

IRim/» Vdll.K ihilt HdUIKlrd liki!

a harnmrr •Iriking an anvil ular-

<Ur nalurali*!, i'rinrc Maximilian

^\ iccl-Nruwinl, (luring a lri|> one

Urt\ anil forly-fivr \cori> ago lo
'

!i ilo Aga. ni-nr ihe lla|H-ni-

in the Itraziliiiri |irM% inic

Sanlo, lltr i'rince henril

•<iun<i al niglilfall coining from

:iiar«li nr«f ihr homr in wliirli lir

>U>ing. ilr iiKik hia fir*! (Ikm i-

> of ihr frog mm h Inlrr. howrvrr,

' ihr Rio )la> (.nitla*. in Hnhin.

"(rrir«| III ihr nrw •(Wi ir«. Uyla
!t lit ila |M)|iular nainr fcirrint, or
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Raising rampart around edge of his

nest, a male frog pushes moist earth

blacksmith, and illustrated the ani-

mal in a demure watercolor.

Hyla jaher, a tree frog, builds nests

for spawning and displays a complex

pattern of nuptial behavior involving

a rudimentary sense of territory and

fighting among the males for nests.

Its nests were first discovered in 1893

at Colonia Alpina in Teresopolis, Bra-

zil, by the Swiss naturalists Emil and

August Goeldi. They observed the

frogs' nests by moonlight, but saw

them only when empty or when they

contained mated pairs of Hyla faber.

Emil Goeldi published these observa-

tions, but he wrongly attributed the

nest-building activities to the female,

claiming that the male sat by passively.

An excellent opportunity to observe

the activities of Hyla faber was af-

forded the author, her brother Pro-

fessor Quaker A. Lutz, and their late

assistant, Joaquim Venancio, at the

74

into place. The female of the species

does not help the male build the nest.

Aqude da Solidao (Pool of Solitude),

situated in a clearing at the edge of

the Tijuca forest, outside Rio de Ja-

neiro. A brook forms the pool, which

has been dammed at its lower end.

The path round the pool has been

planted with trees. The spot is pro-

tected against depredation and a col-

ony of Hyla faber has become estab-

lished beside the pool.

THE nests, built at the edges or in

shallows of pools, have raised

walls. Perfect nests are rounded, about

twelve inches in diameter, and are

from two and four-fifths to three and

three-fifths inches deep, with a ram-

part rising two to two and four-fifths

inches above water. The male builds

them by entering the water, sitting in

a shallow place and circling to form

a cavity, which he gradually deepens.

He builds walls by pushing up clay



T-

\y ON RAMI'ART of his finished nesting pan, a male

\aheT swells throat in song, above, to attract mates.

Waitim. on ui\i ui M-i, iii.il.' I.Hik- al [\Mi :i]iproarhiiif;

females, belou-. lie will cveruually seize one as a partner.



and patting it on the rampart with

his hands. Occasionally he goes un-

der, brings up material on his snout,

and adds it to the wall.

When the nest is finished, or some-

times even before, the male stops work-

ing and starts singing, from a posi-

tion inside the nest, on the rampart,

or even outside the nest. However, he

is always near the nest. His call at-

tracts females ready to spawn, who
approach cautiously. They halt now
and then in an odd position, sitting on

their hind limbs and stretching out

their arms. Finally a female enters the

nest, swims up behind the male, and,

eventually, lays a hand on his back.

At first the male keeps calling, then

suddenly he turns and seizes his pros-

pective mate about her thorax.

FIGHTS between males were seen

several times. They may occur in

the nest or outside it. The fighters en-

circle each other's head and neck with

their arms, placing their hands so as

to be able to drive their sharp, rudi-

mentary thumbs into the foe. Mean-

while, they may wrestle, using their

long legs to try to push each other un-

der while keeping their own nostrils

above water. They may thrash round

or lie still, with legs drawn up under

their inflated bodies; or the stronger

Dr. Lutz, senior naturalist at the

Museu Nacional in Brazil, observed
Hyla faber in 1951 and in 1959. Her
brother, of the University of Brazil,

took the photographs for the article.

or more agile frog may mount his ad-

versary and try to drown him.

While fighting, the frogs may fall

from the nest and continue the battle

on shore or in the pond, or break off

the combat. A fighting pair can be

lifted, moved, and examined. One may
see the skin round the rudimentary

thumb pushed down to bare its curved

point. A fighter may have both

thumbs dug into his opponent. If one

gently lifts the spur out, it is promptly

thrust in again. After some handling,

the frogs disengage and hop away.

The gravity of spur wounds de-

pends on the parts injured. One dead

male taken from the water showed a

trickle of blood beside the eardrum.

During amplexus, the sexual embrace,

the female inay be severely hurt by

the male's thumbs pushed into her

chest as he holds her forcibly. The

male repeatedly presses his mate so

hard that she is ducked. When com-

ing up, she sometimes brings clay

from below and pushes it onto the

wall. Our studies indicate this is her

one contribution to nest building.

Surface of a nesting pan, above, is

dotted with eggs morning after mating.
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Mating in nest, right, a male grips a

female tightly during sexual embrace.
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Snowflakes on a slide, collected and preserved by the antho

YOUNG SCIENTIST
A study of the varieties and molecule structure of snowflakes

By Barbara Dymond

PERHAPS THE MOST COMMON of na-

ture's beauties—the snowflake—is

the least known. Taken for granted by
most people, this delicately and intricate-

ly patterned crystal holds a great mys-
tery that has baffled many meteorologists

and other scientists. Although considera-

ble research has been done on snowflakes

by Ukichiro Nakaya of Japan, Vincent J.

Schaefer of Schenectady. New York, and
Wilson Alwyn Bentley of Jericho, Ver-
mont, no one has as yet been able to come
up with a suitable explanation as to how
and why they form.

I have been working with snowflakes

for a year and a half now, dating from
the first time I saw some snowflakes pre-

served on a slide and decided to find

out how I might go about doing this. my-
self. The directions call for a one per
cent solution made with a plastic resin

tliat can be obtained commercially, and
used with ethylene dichloride as solvent.

Here is the complete procedure for

snowflake collection:

1. Make a one per cent solution by
weight of the ethylene dichloride and the

resin. Be careful when using ethylene

dichloride—it is highly inflammable and
its Ilimes are very poisonous if inhaled.

2. The equipment you will need is:

microscope slides; solution; black card-

board; a fine, pointed paintbrush or an
eye dropper; and a magnifying glass.

3. It is best if you keep all this equip-

ment in the freezer so that when it does
snow you will be prepared and able to

collect snowflakes.

4. When snow falls, take equipment
outside, preferably to a sheltered porch.
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5. Catch snowflakes on the black card-

board. Then use a magnifying glass to

determine which ones are the best.

6. Place a drop of cold resin solution

on the cold microscope slide. For best

results, the drop should be no larger in

diameter than is the snowflake itself.

7. Pick up the selected flake carefully

with the point of the brush (or eye drop-

per), which has been previously dipped
into the resin solution. This wets it suf-

ficiently to make the flake stick.

8. Deposit the flake flat on the drop
of resin on the cold slide.

9. Allow the resin to harden. This will

take three to five minutes.

10. Do not breathe on the flake or the

slide, for this would melt the flake at

once and ruin the specimen.

It is known that snowflakes form at

very high altitudes in the clouds. The ac-

tual snowflake starts forming when water
that is evaporated from the earth's sur-

face travels to high altitudes and then

cools and condenses at very low temper-

atures, forming a crystalline structure

around a very small particle—a nucleus.

This nucleus is about five hundred-thou-

sandths of an inch in diameter. Its com-
position is in dispute. It could be gas,

ions. salt, or dirt particles.

The snowflake grows as more water

molecules are added to it from the sur-

rounding atmosphere. Finally the flake

becomes too heavy for the cloud that

contains it. It drops into the lower reach-

es of the atmosphere, growing larger

and heavier until it falls to earth.

The temperature of the air in which
a snowflake grows varies, as do the pres-

sure and humidity, but it is usually be-

tween 4°C. and -40°C. A low pressure:

with much humidity at a high tem-;

perature will produce large wet snow-

flakes that will tend to clump togethetj

as they fall. These clumps (or clusters);

may be as large as two inches across.|

However, high pressure, very cold tem-i

perature, and very little humidity will

produce tiny snowflakes that are usuallj-

in the form of hexagonal plates.
i

No matter what the conditions arel

under which snowflakes form, all havf

six sides and certain characteristics thai

make it possible for us to classify them

The six main classifications are: hexa!

gonal plates; hexagonal plates witli

extensions: stellar; ice needles; hexa

gonal columns; and capped hexagona

columns. Each of these classification:

has certain characteristics making i

easy to distinguish. Occasionally, ;

snowflake may form with three, four,

five sides. The reason for this is un

known; it might be compared with th|

rare formation of a four-leaf clover.

Hexagonal plates are thin, six-sidei

snowflakes made up of water molecule

arranged in a lattice pattern. Some hav

plain surfaces, while others have raisec

hollow designs that are symmetrica

(both sides have an identical, coi

responding design).

Hexagonal plate extensions are th

same plates, but with broad, simple arm'

that form in the last stages of the snov

flakes' development. These snowflake

usually have a simple, raised design.

Stellar snowflakes have six arms 0'

rays that tend to give them a starliki

l»



Barbara Dymond of Dallon. Pennsylvania, conducted her stndies of snowflakes

last year ^s'hile still a junior at Benton To^^"nsIlip High School. Her prize-
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Miss Dymond"s paper is followed by a commentary written by Joseph M.
Chamberl-UN. Chairman of the American Museum-Hayden Planetarium.

appearance. They are found in many
different forms—fern-leaved, dendritic,

tellar with dendritic plates at the end

if the arms, and simple stellar.

Ice needles are slender, hexagonal ice

columns with long, sharp, jagged, and

rregular points that extend from each

•nd. They often fall during a snowstorm.

Hexagonal columns are similar tiny,

six-sided prisms of transparent ice, but

{they are usually flat at both ends and
' nave a long hollow extending from the

I "nds toward the center. They are very

1 light, and sometimes do not fall to the

r "arlh but remain aloft in the atmosphere.

Capped hexagonal columns have

. plates growing at each end and some-

imes al the center. The plates all have

heir own designs and are seldom alike.

There are abo other types of snow-

lakes that fall only under specific atmo-

-pheric conditions. Some of these are

nalformed. rimed and spatial crystals,

' oowder snow, asymmetrical crystals,

• .'raupel. bullets, sleet, and hail.

The pattern a snow-flake follows as

it grows is determined by temperature,

: elative humidity, barometric pressure,

illitude. the nuclear particle around
rthich it forms, and the molecular struc-

. ure. It is impossible to pinpoint the

-ize and kind of snowflake to any one of

. he»e causes. The lattice pattern or struc-

ure of the snowflake is very important,

>ul until now there has been no accept-

ibic explanation of the molecular ar-

angement composing it

T„
explain how anowflakes form, wc

mu«t know what a snowflake is. ,\

wtlake ji a crystal of solid water hav-

•IX side«, a symmetrical design, and
1- finite structure that i» made up of

If water molcrulen.

•'• lial. then, is the polar water mole-

ind how does ii afTrcl the structure?

t"»lar water molecule is a molecule
• .Jler thai is formed when two alomn
• ydroKrn Hilh an anxle of 10.>° ^n:

n Ihrm romhinc with an oxygen
•n The aniilr of 10.>' lends lo make
'I'^iriraj rharRps in ihr moli-nili-

I .Since ih"" nucleus rarrirs a
irgr and ihe electrons a nrga-

-— . ihe sidr i>( the molecule on
h Ihe two hjrdroKm atoms are lf>-

"1 IS p<Mili«rty rharird and ihr other.

<'n<-|^ rharfrd. This rrralrs a err-

tllri'iion (or water molenilrs to

r iDolrfuIr* ha«in( a charge (riih<-r

'f molrrijl<r< or o«b«T polar molir-

' I. Uhrn ihr Irmpf-ralurr drops, the

•"olar action derrrasr* and ihe p<tlar

molecules become more attracted to each

other. Since they are all polar in the

same way, they form a pattern of attrac-

tion—that is, the molecules are attracted

to each in a specific way—whereby a

definite pattern is formed known as the

molecular structure. Once a molecular

structure is set up, the snowflake grows
with ease by symmetrically adding more
and more polar water molecules.

The molecular structure of the snow-

flake will be different from that of other

compounds having polar molecules. One
compound, however, does behave like

and have a similar structure to snow-

flakes— this is iodoform, which forms

hexagonal crystals at room temperature.

The pattern of attraction of the snow-

flake seems to be unique. The snowflake

grows from a basic hexagon made of

twelve polar water molecules that come
together. It forms a hexagon because of

the alternate combination of the polar

water molecules that have their hydrogen
atoms in each of two planes.

A minimum of two planes is necessary

for the formation of any snow crystal

and without planes made up of at least

twelve molecules there would be no ice

crystal. Additional planes can and are

added as the snowflake grows.

However, snowflakes are symmetrical.

Hence, for each additional thickness, a

plane must form that corresponds to the

planes already existing. Additional fin-

gers (crystals) may be added from the

six sides of the basic structure, also sym-

metrically. This formation can take place

only between 0° C. and 4° C, when the

molecular motion is at a minimum.

The sizes and the variations of snow-

flakes are produced by symmetrical addi-

tions to the basic hexagonal structure.

Arms may form on the existing arms by

the addition of symmetrical hexagons.

Now, we know that stellar snowflakes

have six arms and that each is identical,

even though each had developed inde-

pendently of others. Why, then, are they

symmetrically identical? It is my opin-

ion that the snowflake forms under very

delicate conditions of equilibrium in

which the very sensitive snowflake lat-

tice is able to feel vibrations caused when
new polar molecules join the structure.

Their presence is felt through these

vibrations, which are carried through the

snowflake. Other molecules are attracted

or repelled according to vibrational rates

in parts of the snowflake.

The snow crystal, you will note, is flat

and hexagonally shaped, while ice

needles are long hexagons. After my
work with snowflakes. I feel that there is

a definite difference between snow and

ice crystals. There is most probably a

difference in the molecular structure of

the two, and the stellar snowflake should

be classified as a snow crystal, while ice

needles should be classified as ice crys-

tals. This would apply also to many of

the snowflake cousins, some of which are

frost, windowpane frost, hoarfrost, rime,

glaze, sleet, and hail,

I would like very much to be able to

prove my theory for the structure and
formation of snowflakes. but it is impos-

sible to do so because there is no cquip-

••l* M»l^ irrfs .,( •nriufl,lk''a arr: Hi l.ip.

brtalonal |ildlri, plalra M llll r«lrn*lr>n>.

• Irlhir : nl l..,ll„ni. I,.- iK'n.ll... hcv.lKoll.il

...lunil... 1.11.1 r..p,ir.l hrs.ig.in,.! i i.lu.ll.l'
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ment available for detecting the position

of the hydrogen atoms in either a snow-

flake or ice crystal. The fact that it has

been possible to determine the angle of

105° that is formed by the two hydrogen

atoms in the polar water molecule by the

use of X-ray diffraction has been con-

strued by many authors and scientists to

be applicable to ice and snow. It could

be theorized that the angle formed by

hydrogen atoms in the water molecule

could change in the solid formation of

ice and snow. I have assumed in my
theory that this does not occur, and that

the angle of 105° between the hydrogen

atoms also exists in the crystal. To prove

the crystal structure of ice and snow by

X-ray diffraction, as has been done with

water, would require X-ray equipment

and a cold chamber capable of operating

at a temperature far below 0°C.

COMMENTARY
THERE is Still much to be learned

about the way in which a snowflake

forms initially and about the processes

by which it becomes a combination of

crystals that fall to earth. Increasingly

ambitious studies have accumulated in-

formation that helps to classify these

latter combinations. Conclusions about

the former event are far fewer.

Meteorology—as compared to most of

the other physical sciences—is not fa-

vored with a large number of research-

ers, and the task of forecasting, in itself,

limits the amount of time available for

basic research. The impression should

not be left, however, that no concern

exists for uncovering fundamental con-

cepts. A small but capable and produc-

tive group of scholars have been work-

ing on many aspects of the science. With

respect to research on snow crystals,

the names of Kepler, Descartes, and

Hooke are prominent in early efforts,

and more recently the vast collection of

over three thousand photomicrographs of

snow crystals, described by Bentley and

Humphries, is a recognized scientific

masterpiece. Dobrowolski published a

comprehensive study of snow crystals in

1923. Schaefer, Langmuir, Nakaya, and

others continued the investigations.

Miss Dymond has recognized these

facts. She has approached the study of

snowflake structure in the normal rou-

tine of a seasoned investigator: by

acquiring specimens in an acceptable

manner, by determining as much as pos-

sible from their appearance, by review-

ing the available literature for reports

of the experience of others, and by

extrapolating from associated studies of

crystal and molecular structure.

The process of snow formation is usu-

ally classified as taking place in two

distinct stages. The first accounts for

the "germ," which is first formed in the

upper atmosphere as a result of sublima-

tion of water vapor on a nucleus, or by

the spontaneous emergence of the germ

as a supercooled droplet. The second is

the continuing growth and modification

of the germ following its original forma-

tion, resulting in the snow crystal

proper. The tiny germ, with dimensions

of a few hundredths of a millimeter,

often possesses observable varieties of

crystal shape, but it is the mature snow

crystal, grown to a size of several milh-

meters, that is seen on the ground.

The mature snow crystal has been

classified in this student work. The many
photographs acquired show patience

and craftsman-like technique, and sup-

port the descriptive material nicely.

The very interesting discussion of the

polar water molecule and the part that il

plays in the formation of the crystal

germ is an attempt to account for the

original development of the germ. It is

commendable that a fledgling investi-

gator should be willing to stride smartly

into an area of theory where experienced

scientists have trod but lightly. It is

true that there is no universally accepted

explanation of the molecular arrange-

ment that must account for the forma-

tion of the crystal germ. There have

been, however, a number of studies ini

which the process has been duplicated]

artificially. For example, the experi-

ments on cloud modification, carried oul|

by Langmuir and Schaefer, were succesj

ful attempts to transform supercool

cloud droplets into germs. As a resu.

some characteristics of the germs and tl

conditions under which they form ai

rather well established.

Miss Dymond is to be commended ni

only for a fine job of accumulating thai

fragile specimens and evaluatin,

field, but also for a well-reasoned, ori

nal excursion into basic theory.
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MUSEUM MEMO

By John O'Reilly

rilANKS to the thoughtfulness of the late Miss Augusta

S. Kalbfleisch, a ninety-four-acre estate on Long Is-

fi'l has become the Museum's scientific backyard. Lo-

I near Huntington, only forty-seven miles from Man-
in. the Kalbtleisth Field Research Station is already

.z^ing with various scientific departments" projects.

This latest addition to the Museums list of field stations

quite unlike any of the others, both in its physical aspects

id in the scientific purposes involved. At the Southwest-

n Research Station in Arizona, for example, scientists

•am five life zones ranging from desert floor to mountain

\>. At the Lerner Marine Laborator). at Bimini. Baha-

ihey have the whole wide ocean to stud\. At the Arch-

itiological Station, the rich flora and fauna of Florida

I their disposal. TTie scientists working at those sta-

- may move far afield, but here on Long Island the

• is all done right on the property.

re, long-term projects—involving carefully managed

its—are already under way.

advantage is that this back- .^* ,-_ •^- "

iaboratory is within easy com-

112 distance. .\ researcher can

.' a project with the knowledge

it is handy and permanent.
• even pass their weekends

inp there. It is a unique estab-

i-nt and this is how it came
.': .Vliss Kalbfleisch—a woman
J (irrat love for wildlife and
irdi in particular -had main-

•I hrr i-«ilali.' a- a biril sanctu-

'•r almost thirty years. Ipon
'•alh in 19.)6, she left the prop-

md a sizable cndowmnni to

'Iiisrum. H>T Mill fxpri-sM-d the earnest desire that llu;

1 l>r u«M-d as a bird san< luary and field stulinn. '('he

i"^rl» in< ludn a main houw. a rnrelakcr's cotlagi;, a

, ;:n, and olhrt oulbuildin;.'*. Dr. Wesley K. I.atiyrm. of

Dptiartnwnl of Ornilhobipy, In Hrsidml DIrertor.

|Soinr ihinp* harl lo Iw done rijrhl nwo>. The first wos to

a sii-fiMii. f'hain link (rnce nroiind llir entire prop-

llf. In Mfrffuard imldoor w iciilifir npfinrnlua. I» prevent

l*o*ti"n b> domrslic animals, and to keep out hunlrrs.

I nril Mrp Mas Id prrparr a dr*< riplion of llir vej/rla-

'
•< Hilh a map anri a landiiw- hisl»r>. Thr Inlirr

li informiition w hoM \itnti various firlda have
' ihr l<>((frinfr hi>l»r) of ihr woodlands, and the

' "t ornanwrnlal pianlings, W'ilhotit a inanaxemrnt

program, the property would gradually return to oak-hick-

ory woodland. The aim, however, is to preserve the differ-

ent types of cover, while making certain changes. Some
weed fields are being sprayed with chemicals to eliminate

woody growth; some fields will be burned annually, with

the local fire departments aid. In some selected second-

growth woodland areas, certain large trees will be killed

and left standing, while other woodland areas will be

ground-burned in order to alter the forest litter.

With the management program under way, memLers of

the Museum staff and students began taking a basic inven-

tory of the flora and fauna. Dr. Richard G. Van Gelder

went to work on the mammals. Dr. Jack McCormick un-

dertook vegetation studies, and Dr. Richard G. Zweifel

made an inventory of the reptiles and amphibians. Apart
from these surveys, various special projects already are

under way. In two years. Dr. Lanyon has banded almost

four thousand birds. Dr. Zweifel has marked more than a

hundred Fowler's toads and T5r.
^™'~*~*"*~*^*>^ Van Gelder is studying fluctuating

mammal populations. Although it

is the youngest of the field stations,

this backyard laboratory is a busy

place. It is necessarily closed to the

public because visitors would inter-

fere with the work in progress,

'rliiini^lidiit (he area are objects

;-lr:in;jc to any backyard. Metal

|jiisls mark the corrii'rs of stpiares

ill a grid .system covering ihr cii-

liic |Mii|icrl\. l,Mlioraloi'ic's house

111.- |.;ll.i|.liriii;lli;l nf lilodcrri iilol-

i;\. |)i, kiriiiilli I.. Frmiklin. Asso-

rialf A.xirononicr of the Museum's
IlaMli'ii-l'laiH'liii iiiiM. litis srl up apparalUN for his studies

of rndialion from Jupilcr. Native animals from birds to

touils. m-ar bainis or ciilored niiirkings.

.Sn\H Dr. I,aii)nii: "llir properl\ is opcriiliiig as a licM

Rlalion wlii-ri- our biologists ran carry on long-term proj-

ects. There has long been a need fur such n station williiii

commuting diHlnnre of the cily. Research is our priminv

purpos«\ bill iniiin of the ihings we are lining will jirovidr

greater snncluary (or ihr area's wilillife."

An "Id popular song savs. "You'll see your rustle in

Spain, ihriiiigh \oiir window pnnr; back in your own buck.

\ard. "* W illi llii-< liiir lirgintiiiig mi Long Uliiiiil. ui' dmi'l

lir«il(ilr lo look ililo llir (ullirr niid srr llir MiiHriiin's bn< k-

ynrd laboratory producing all sorts of m irnlific IrniHurrs.
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Reviews Sahara survey vs. a study in depti

Tribes of the Sahara, by Lloyd Cabot

Briggs. Harvard University Press, S6.00

;

295 pp. Beyond the Mountains of

THE Moon, by Edward H. Winter. Uni-

versity of Illinois Press, $5.50; 276 pp.

THE proper study of mankind," Alex-

ander Pope wrote, "is Man," and this

is a good argument for the validity of

anthropology as a discipline. But some-

times one wonders if the anthropologist

is doing the job. There is probably no

more and no less disagreement among
anthropologists themselves than among
any other group of scientists. \ et the

anthropologists' disagreements are over

such important and vital things as ob-

jective and method, not facts alone.

The wide field of anthropology is now
legitimately divided into three special-

ist groups: one group looks at man as a

physical entity; another, man as a his-

torical entity; and the third, man as a

social entity. In this last group, the con-

flict of ideals is at times bewildering.

The two books under review illustrate

this conflict, for they are quite as differ-

ent as the parts of Africa they con-

cern: the Desert Sahara and the lush

forests and foothills of the Ruwenzori

Mountains. Each book sets out with a

different objective: each, to a varying

extent, succeeds. Their relative impor-

tance, then, depends on the value of the

objective. Dr. Briggs sets out to give a

general survey of the Sahara's popula-

tion, and that is what we get. Dr. Win-

ter, on the other hand, sets out to enter

the lives of the Bwamba people and to

see the world as they see it. As a result,

the reader understands one situation

well instead of several hundred poorly.

Reaching the end of Beyond the Moun-
tains of the Moon, he feels that he has

indeed gone far "beyond"—that he has

actually entered the lives of the people

and begun to understand not only how
they live, but how they think and feel.

And, above all, he has the impression

that the author is an anthropologist who
understands Pope's dictum.

This view may sound jaundiced on

the one hand and warmly prejudiced on

the other, but there are many things

about Tribes of the Sahara to turn one as

yellow as the sands. My initial reaction

was favorable: having been in the Sa-

hara myself and having once traveled

right across it. I responded gladly to

the opening lines of the preface: "There
has been more balderdash written and
repeated about the tribes of the Sahara
than about almost any other peoples in

the world." The publisher calls Dr.

Briggs' research a "field and library

work." Yet, to judge from the book, the

author might as well never have set foot

in the Desert. He often generalizes—

with the excuse that no information is

available—despite the field opportuni-

ties that were at his disposal. For exam-

ple, he deplores the lack of data on a

certain people of considerable interest,

a community of blacksmiths living in

the Ahaggar. No measurements, no

blood analysis of a single one of them,

he complains, no description of their so-

cial organization or even their kinship

terminology, and not a dozen photo-

graphs of their faces are available to

students. "Why?" he asks. "Simply be-

cause the Tuareg are spectacularly ro-

mantic whereas the smiths are not."

Then why, one feels entitled to ask, does

the author, himself, devote a complete

chapter to the Tuareg, instead of spend-

ing some of his field time with the

smiths? He was evidently in their neigh-

borhood, for he publishes a photograph

of the wife of a smith. Why not one of

the smith himself?

Throughout this book, one feels exas-

perated at the fact that here is an intel-

ligent man, a trained observer with an

acute eye for detail, one who has trav-

eled extensively in the Sahara, and yet

who gives us agonizing details of the

terminology used for different types of

camel and takes pages to excuse the al-

leged treachery of the desert nomads in

semipsychological terms that amount
to no more than a description of the

common instinct for self preservation.

Dr. Briggs raises a topic, then fails to

follow through: for instance, he talks of

inhabitants of the walled cities of Mzab
and one becomes intensely curious

about these people, about how they live

and think. We are told in detail what
they wear, and learn that they average

about 5'4" in height. At last, after sev-

eral pages, we read; "They are set apart

from all other Saharan peoples"—and
we hope for something significant—"by
the fact that their arms are remarkably

long although their legs are relatively

short. They have narrow shoulders but

rather broad hips, and they often be-

come paunchy in middle age." Even if

this book were designed for aspiring

physical anthropologists, which it is

not, this would be pretty meaningless.

For the general reader, it is useless.

Similarly, one learns of the "roman-

tic" Tuareg that they possess 12,000

camels, 2,000 sheep, 20,000 goats, 5,000

donkeys, and 300 head of cattle. It

all the author says of their religions

that "The Tuareg in general have I

embraced Islam; but for the most pa.

they are lukewarm and superficial ci-

verts." The book is studded with si i

contrasts of nearly irrelevant detail al

meaningless generalization.

It is only fair to say that Dr. Brit

set out "to make readily available

over-all summary of what is knu

about the subject." This, in itself, iti

formidable task, as the literature of I;

Sahara is scattered and unreliab.

Dr. Briggs did an excellent job of s •

ing, and has added some fresh inforn-

tion, but anyone seriously interested <

still going to have to go to the origiil

sources, while the general reader. h(

ing to learn what the tribes are li'

today, is going to be disappointed.

OF a totally different character, 1

yond the Mountains of the Mo
succeeds exactly where Tribes of I

Sahara fails. The task Dr. Winter

himself was not an easy one. It is t

that few anthropologists, unfortunate

choose to undertake. Instead of conf

ing himself to a vague, over-all survi

or even an objective analysis of soc

structure, the author penetrates to t

heart of Amba institutions by inve;

gating the attitudes and feelings of t

people themselves.

Taking four individuals whom
knows, he has persuaded them to t

their life histories in their own won
During the course of their autobiog

phies—which form the bulk of the bool

one gets to know these four people

timately. So intimately, in fact, that t

reader may sometimes be shocked, I'

in Dr. Winter's words, "When one fi

enters [the Amba] universe, it is

though one has entered through t

looking glass." Not only do the siti

tions that confront the Amba difl

from the situations that confront us, 1:

they look at their situations in a tota

different way. But through knowi

these four living human beings, undi

standing their problems and seeing hi

they resolve them, the reader not or

sees the Amba world as the Amba the

selves see it; he also comes to a mu
broader understanding of tribal life

Africa than the author claims to gi'

Dr. Winter opens with an introductc

chapter describing the country in whi

the Amba live, their immediate histoi

their present economy, and their re

tionship with neighboring tribes. 1

r



By Colin Turnbull
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^ how far and how little the British

i-tration has affected their lives

a iiutlines the beliefs and customs ot

'ti people, particularly those relating

tclmarriage and to witchcraft. These
• m be the main topics discussed by the

fir autobiographers.

I young man, Mpuga, is the central

-mracter and the first to tell his story—

ftl;ory of many loves and many wives.

H narration is followed by that of two

ojiis wives, and finally a relative who
-*Ji Amba terms — is a brother to

- IMuga, but would be his step-father-in-
'

1^ in our terms. Then come excerpts

- hin a diar>' Mpuga kept while Dr. Win-

hjwas conducting his research, so that

Wean compare his attitude to the past

hIi his feelings about the present.

D Winter ends with a chapter that

diws together the four stories.

iach life history has its own special

-dracter. but each also has its similari-

ti|. AH four begin with minute details

ri^ceming birth and the events leading

" T'h. revealing an intense preoccu-

with circumstances that would

ial to us, but which take on hid-

-igniticance in the world of the

1 and may be considered as the su-

'ural cause of later misfortunes,

ach story is mainly concerned

le problems of marital life.

fpuga. we meet at once a fasci-

- fumbination of the old world of

iilia and the new. For Mpuga is.

^ other things, a very Christian po-

-1 who has had. by his own reck-

a total of some thirty-six wives,

'mma is one that has considera-

iring on the manifold problems ot

li people today. They are passing

III' world to another, abandoning
ndards and values for new.

-'a became a Christian for sev-

i-ons. and we may guess that his

- are shared by many others. He
ambiliou'. boy wlio knew that to

in thih new world lie bad to be

• read and write. For him. Chris-

was eo-terminoMs with literacy.

' lie became a Chri'-lian. Also, it

'eii-ary for him to become a

in if he was lo be respected in

'rirniinlly. For Mpuga, then, the

1- bolli a means to education and
of «iatii><.

Mpuga al-o Iri.-.j hard lo l,r a

good Christian. He met and married a

girl, Lubangi. whose story is the second

in the book. She was also Christian and

insisted on a Christian wedding, which

meant that Mpuga had to get rid of his

other wives. He did so, and as the story

unfolds we begin to see the conflict; for

also necessary to status, in his commu-
nity, is the possession of many wives.

Eventually he solves the conflict unsat-

isfactorily by taking as many other

wives as he wants, but saying he has

only one Christian wife.

In Liibangi's story we see the wom-
an's point of view. She is annoyed with

her husband for deceiving her and re-

verting to |)olygyny, yet she is suffi-

ciently traditional to accept the situation

and even to help cook the marriage

meals for her co-wives as they come, one

by one. We learn how she likes some
and dislikes others. She is not nearly as

worried by I In- iiiolilnn us her husband,

for afli-i all -lir i lill a good Christian

—she has only one husband. But she has

other problems in common with both

the menfolk and the women, and the

fear of witchcraft is one of them. In all

the accounts we feel this dread con-

stantly behind every little act in the

lives of the narrators.

In our world, witchcraft is something

irrational, mere superstition. But, for

the Amba, witchcraft is essentially prac-

tical: it is a means by whicii they come
to terms with the unknown, by which

they rationalize those things for which

they can see no logical sequence of

cause and effect. In the belief that the

natural order of events is good, any-

thing that i.s not good is unnatural and
requires explanation. The failure of

crops, sickness, and deulh itself, are all

considered unnatural.

We sec a lot of tliis in Dr. Winter's

account. We see how a man fears his

nrighliors more than anyone else; SO

iiiio li so ilial. if III- falls ill. Ii,' immedi-
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Amban pagan ceremony, from Beyond theMountains of the Mu

ately suspects them as being the cause,

and removes himself as far as he can.

Mpuga blames most of his wife trouble

on witchcraft and, in the end, is himself

accused of being a witch. Another man,

who denies the bond of blood-brother-

hood, is accused of this crime together

with the curse that, if the charge is true,

his stomach will swell. Two months

later, his stomach swells—and bursts

open at death. We see events such as

these occurring as part of the ordinary

everyday life of the Amba. Even the

Christian wife, Lubangi, was not free of

a preoccupation with witchcraft.

Kihara—one of whose wives is the

mother of one of Mpuga's wives, but

who in his own right is a distant cousin

to Mpuga— tells his story too. Kihara is

the traditionalist of the group. His fa-

ther was an important headman, unscru-

pulous and severe— qualities that had

made him useful to the then newly ar-

rived administration. Kihara inherits

his father's traits, but the situation has

changed, and the administration can no
longer turn a blind eye to such high-

handed methods, however helpful and

effective they might have been in the

past. Unlike iris father, Kihara is not re-

garded with favor. He is also a pagan,

proud of his old traditions and staunch

in his refusal to betray them. This

means that he is still illiterate, and con-

sequently has no social status. Kihara
would have liked to work for the gov-

ernment, even as a policeman, but his

way is blocked by his own rejection of

the values of the new order.

IT might be said that Winter succeeds

where Briggs fails because he con-

fines himself to so limited a subject,

while Briggs had a much larger and
more diverse field to cover. The point

remains that, whereas Briggs re]

what has been said before—albeit

more concise manner, and often jth

additional information—his book le,K

us feeling that the tribes of the Saira

are as remote as ever. Winter, on he

other hand, not only enables us to n-

derstand the small, relatively insiafi-

cant tribe of Amba, but also sets u^
example, putting us through an ex]]ri-

ence that should—if we are willinjto

learn by it—make it possible for u[to

look more intelligently at the waysjie-

liefs, and thoughts of any people di

ent from ourselves. Anthropologists

after all, dealing with human begs

and human societies, not mere statiss,

Winter is every inch the scientist,

he is also a human, and this book for

general public is anthropology at

best precisely because of this quajy.

Bines OF THE West Indies, by Jajes

Bond. Houghton Mifflin, $6.00; 256%

Visitors to the West Indies and ja-

hamas have been complaining iir

some years that no field guide to

birds of these islands was available,

present book will fill this need adm

bly. It is authoritative, very well il

trated, and represents the fruit of 1

experience gained by James Bond I

in the field and in the preparatiouf

two earlier books on the birds of tl

islands. These works are out of pi

and the one now offered—while es

tially similar to his successful F
Guide to Birds of the West Indies \

lished in 1947—shows improvemeni

the text. and. especially, the illustratii i.

The new book retains most of the

drawings made by Earl Poole for e

earlier Field Guide and supplies ei

new color plates by Don R. Eckelbe

These are well drawn and reprodut li



.ustrate 66 species selected for

terest or beauty—among them,

hummingbirds that breed in

ahamas and Antilles proper. The
describes 429 species, including, of

Irse, all the breeding birds, which

|iber nearly 300. The voice, habitat,

nidification of these are mentioned.

additional species consist of the

liar winter visitors or migrants and

st of 53 vagrants is supplied also.

Charles Vaurie

The American Museum

Kirtland's Warbler, by Harold

field. Cranbrook Institute of Sci-

'fi'.SO.OO; 242 pp., illus.

1HE wood warblers are the favorites

of American bird watchers. The

Ulted States has 52 species of these
" CQ<r{ul migrants. Two of them, the

id land's — subject of this book — and

In Bachman's, are excessively rare.

F; former warbler nests only in a lim-

i\i''w srea in the jack pine barrens of

j( hern Michigan and winters only in

A Bahama Islands. Of late, it seems to

' W- become even rarer and has not been

leli on its wintering grounds or migra-
"

fc routes in years. Exacting in its re-

'^I'ements. Kirtlands warblers will
'

' a only on extensive burned areas
'' r're the new-grown pines are no more

- ti*;?s than ten to fifteen feet tall. The
' q^ ies is further threatened by an ap-

^^tnt increase in the cowbird, a nest

- ^ilisite that destroys many warbler eggs

n' leaves its voracious young to crowd
' H'iny young warblers that may succeed

B'alching in the invaded nest.

f 'ayfield, who has visited these war-
• Wl*' nesting grounds year after year,

'- rfi in the company of his friend the
' W Professor Van Tyne has written a

Jeiled. well-reasoned, and—insofar as

4' nesting season is concerned—com-

plete account of this unique warbler.

Every serious student of American birds

will wish to have it.

Dean Amadon
The American Museum

Curious Naturalists, by Niko Tinber-

gen. Basic Books, $5.00; 280 pp., illus.

Niko Tinbercen, the eminent natu-

ralist and student of animal behav-

ior, has written a charming book. It will

stimulate the incipient naturalist to go

out and look; it will encourage the ex-

perienced naturalist to extend his ob-

servations and to test his theories with

field experiments, so well outlined by

Tinbergen. Inexperienced and experi-

enced observers alike will find more
meaning in the relationship of insects

and birds among their own species,

among other species, and with their

physical and biological environment.

The studies cited in the book reflect

the history of Tinbergen's development

as a naturalist-scientist, starting with

his first experiences as a graduate stu-

dent in Holland. He covers a trip to the

Arctic, his observations on snow bunt-

ings, gulls, eider ducks, kittiwakes,

bees, sand wasps, moths, and his experi-

ments on camouflage and mimicry.

Among his more fascinating researches

— and, incidentally, his first — are de-

scriptions of the "Bee Hunters of Huls-

horst," a group of digger wasps who
eat honey bees and provide their young

with ample supplies of bees while the

young develop in burrows. His experi-

ments, performed in the field over a

long period of time, show how a natural-

ist determines which cues in the en-

vironment are important to the wasp's

recognition of the honey bee and of his

own home territory. Exciting, too, is his

story of the natural history of the hob-

bies, great birds of prey with remark-

able powers of flight. But when Tin-

bergen relates his other bird studies,

some of his former anthropomorphism
creeps into the pages. He tended, in an
earlier book. The Herring Gull's World,

to humanize relationships between his

birds, using words such as love, marriage,

and flirting to describe courtship be-

havior in the gulls. He does not com-
pletely succumb to this temptation here,

but occasionally he does backslide into

the world of humanistic birds.

Many of the genera] descriptions of

terrain and climate in the Arctic, Hol-

land, and England are colorful and
evocative; they reflect Tinbergen's

great love of animals and the out of

doors. Unfortunately, his style is un-

even, his tenses jump from past to pres-

ent, and sometimes the trend of thought

disappears completely and a new one,

unannounced, appears in its place.

Moreover, his scientific interpretations

are single-minded—suggestions of other

theories would make the book more use-

ful to the scientist, and also inform the

amateur that certain activities may have
a number of different, and often contra-

dictory, interpretations.

Evelyn Shaw
The American Museum

ERRATUM
The picture caption for an illustration

reprinted from J. D. Carthy's The World

of Feeling in the December. 1960. issue

of Natural History was completely in

error. The caption attributed to the day-

light blindness of the retinal rods a phe-

nomenon that, instead, is caused by the

blind spot (where the optic nerve leaves

the eyeball) in the human eye. The edi-

tors regret this error and wish to empha-
size that the mistake is not the responsi-

bility of either the author or the reviewer.
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Great Horns

and High Alps
ISaved from extinction, ibexes now abound

By Dieter Burckhardt

As EARLY as the sixteenth and sev-

£\_ enteenth centuries, the ibex—

5 proud heraldic animal of many fami-

lies and communities in the eastern

oart of the Swiss Alps—had begun to

disappear. In 1809, the last known
ibex was shot by a hunter in the can-

;on of Wailis in the Western Alps.

R'ith this event, Switzerland seemed

:o have lost forever a characteristic

•epresentative of the Alpine fauna.

The situation was not much better in

jther Alpine countries. In the Aus-

rian Alps and in French Alpine re-

nons, the ibex was decimated until

he fate of the species depended upon
I few animals surviving in the Val

I'Aosta. in the Graian Alps of Italy.

\t the last moment, in 1827, the

juvernment of Piedmont proclaimed

Irict protective measures for these

t-maining representatives of a spe-

ies that had inhabited the entire Gen-

ial huropean Alpine Zone at least

i'.m late Paleolithic times. In 1856,

Italian King Vittorio Emmanuele
popularly known as re cacciatore

'\\'- hunter king), became the protec-

r of these last animals. The Gran
'iradiso of Aosta was made a royal

luiiting preserve where 1.50 game-
''•()ers .saw that the remaining ibexes

'uld breed undisturbed. The king's

uccfssors al.so protected the rare ani-

nals. In 1921, Vittorio Emmanuele
II presented the preserve in the Val
I'Aosta to the Italian people, found-

ng today's "Parco Nazionalc del

ran Paradiso." The ibex had bccu

•aved. Even though World War II

ii'l the postwar period had disas-

MPosiNf, iiiF.x, railed Stfinbock in
.'erman, waB once faced willi oblivinn.

trous consequences for the ibexes in

the Gran Paradiso—they decreased

from more than 4,000 to less than 400
—the colony there, restored to 5,000

animals today, is Europe's largest,

and is the only one preserved under
natural conditions. The photographs

by Fritz Siedel that illustrate this ar-

ticle were taken in that preserve.

As early as the nineteenth century,

attempts were made in Switzerland

and elsewhere to start ibex colonies.

These efforts failed, however, because

it was difficult then to obtain pure-

blooded ibexes. Because it was easy to

interbreed ibexes and domestic goats,

whose offspring proved fertile, ibex-

goat hybrids were used in the coloniz-

ing experiments. Spiteful critics of

the experiments asserted that the hy-

brids showed the bad traits of both

parent species. The fact remains that

these efforts were unsuccessful. All

these failures, however, did not dis-

courage the ibexes' friends. At the

end of June, 1906, a group of Swiss

protectors of nature obtained three

four-week-old ibex kids from the

Gran Paradiso. In succeeding years,

more ibexes were procured from the

Val d'Aosta. On June 15. 1909, the fe-

males obtained in 1906 had their first

young, and by 1911, this small breed-

ing colony numbered eleven head.

The time had arrived to put out pure-

blooded ibexes in the Swiss Alps.

M\v 11. 1911. has a special signifi-

caiici; in the history of the

.Swiss League for the Protection of

Nature. On that day, a strange proces-

sion of /lirii- porters, three gamekeep-

ers, and viMT.il liiili'rl members of the

League and of various goveriinicnial

authorities, moved into the area of

Uppfr P\ii<)IIiiii( iMinliii^ i>l dic\ ix

on wall ot a cave at Niaux, France.

the '"Gray Horns" in the Alps of Saint

Gallen. Five boxes—weighing from

88 to 187 pounds—were carried up

the steep slopes. In them were a three-

year-old male ibex, two two-year-old

females, and one male and female,

both one year old. Finally the group

reached its destination and the boxes

were opened. Haltingly, the animals

took their first steps into the new-

found freedom of the Alps.

WITH touching care, the game-

keepers watched over the fate

of the rare animals. Unfortunately, the

eldest male and one two-year-old fe-

male were unable to adjust to a natu-

ral life. They had to be recaptured

and taken back to the zoo where they

had been raised. Despite these set-

backs, the way had been paved for the

resettlement of ibexes in the Alps.

Another breeding station for pure-

blooded ibexes was established near

Interlaken, in the canton of Berne, in

1915. Today, three more breeding

stations are in existence. However,

the importance of these stations has

declined considerably. For several

years, wild ibexes—taken from the

flourishing colonies at Piz Albris near

Pontresina. at the Augstmatterhorn

above the Lake of Brienz, in the Ber-

nese Oberland. and at Mont Pleureur

in the canton of Wailis—have been

used to found new colonies.

Now, fifty years after the first re-

settling experiment in the canton of

Saint Gallen, all Swiss Alpine can-

tons po.ssess ibex colonies—with a

total of 2,000 animals. The prcwrva-

tion of this remarkable species, which

was seriou.sly threatened by immincnl

cxIrrniiiialiiiM a mrrr 100 years ago.

lias Mciw Imcm diTinitely secured.
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Rising on hind legs, two male ibexes assume a fighting

stance similar to that of male goats. A battle will usually

^m
start with a crossing of horns, followed by pushing. After

rising, as shown, they come together with thunderous noise.

HOW could this threat to ibex sur-

vival have arisen in the first

place? Until recently, man alone was

blamed. In the late Middle Ages, in-

deed, the ibex was regarded as a

"roaming pharmacy." Every part of

its body—even its excrement—was

regarded as having medicinal value.

Drugs derived from the ibex were

much in demand and brought high

prices. To play such a role in folk

medicine, however, a species must be

rare. Therefore, I believe the medici-

nal effects ascribed to the ibex—and

consequent hunting pressure—were

only one of the factors that nearly led

to the species' extermination. The

ibex was apparently not as widely dis-

tributed in the Central European Al-

pine Zone as the chamois, for instance.

Experiences of the past fifty years

have shown that the ibex is far more
demanding in habitat than is the

chamois. Thanks to a generous grant

made by the Swiss Endowment foj

Alpine Research, a thorough investi-

gation of the ibex life cycle is to begin

in 1961. From observations to date,

however, we may draw the prelimi-

nary conclusion that ibexes need

much more sun than the chamois and

depend, especially in winter, upon

steep slopes inclined to the south.

Wherever these factors were taken

into consideration, resettlement ex-

periments were successful.

The most famous example of such

an experiment is the colony in the

Swiss National Park in the Lower En-

gadine. In this area, which was once

inhabited by ibexes, seven animals

were set free in 1920. The Val Clu-

ozza, which was chosen for the reset-

tlement, is characterized by a large

stock of chamois: but slopes inclined

to the south are lacking in this valley.

For this reason, four of the seven ani-

mals set free there left the area in

1921. Regrettably, they went to the

neighboring Italian Val Livigno,

which was then known for its poach-

ers. Two ibexes, both males, were

killed. The remaining two, females,

migrated southward and reached

Swiss territory near Pontresina after

traveling about eighteen miles. At Piz

Albris they found an area that could

not be better for ibexes. Fortunately,

the two females were recognized as

ibexes by the local gamekeeper, Mr.

A. Rauch. Thanks to his persistence,

two males—sent from a zoo in 1922

—joined the females. Piz Albris is now

the largest Swiss ibex colony. More

than 250 animals have been captured

at Piz Albris during the past five

years, to be set free in other areas.

THE example of the ibex demon-

strates that the preservation and

resettlement of animals as large as

these in a zone as densely populated

and highly industrialized as Central

Europe is definitely possible, and can

be successful. The story is exciting



ndeed. It is. however, even more fasci-

lating to observe these animals in the

reedom of nature. The environment

tself—Alpine meadows strewn with

lowers, snow-covered majestic moun-

lins. and awe-inspiring precipices—

- jure to evoke a unique mood in the

tudent of nature.

Looking for ibexes, one must ob-

erve slopes and ridges carefully.

Lven though the animals should be

ather conspicuous because of their

nighty horns, one is often surprised

t ho*v well the ibex, with its fallow,

r llowish-gray color, blends into its

ui foundings. Suddenly one discov-

rs the silhouette of an old male ibex

m the horizon. The animal stands

ii'itionless against the bright blue

k\ . Like two Turkish sabers, his

rns—nearly a yard long and deco-

fl with large ridges—soar into the

One may discover five, six. even a

• n of the heavy animals as they lie

llv concealed among the steep

ks. Some doze, others chew cud;

i uthers seem content simply to let

jun warm their thick fur.

\ny sense of time seems alien to

ht-se mighty beasts. One could spend

Mitirs watching them. Typical pos-

ures of the ibex include stretching all

'.ur limbs: resting the chin on a con-

enient prop; or holding the head up
'I the sun can shine on the entire

neck. Or the heavy head may be sup-

ported by resting a massive horn on a

rock. An old male may rise slowly,

raise his head, and use his long horns

to comb his two flanks simultane-

ously. Then he may scratch himself

with the tip of one horn. It is amazing

to see how many uses the male has for

his horns: support, "comb," scratch-

ing instrument, or weapon for beat-

ing, pushing, and stabbing.

When the herd comes to life, the

plump animals jump to their feet

with unexpected agility and present a

unique, breathtaking spectacle: in

mighty bounds they take flight over

steep rocks. Dizziness seems foreign

to them. It is inconceivable that their

hoofs can find a hold. Rocks loosened

by their passage rumble down the

mountains, sounding like thunder and

arousing still other, unnoticed ibexes.

Their flight slows. The animals dis-

appear into a ravine, then emerge on

the other side at some towering rock.

Now they reach a strip of vegeta-

tion that broadens gradually into a

meadow covered with lush herbs and

grasses. Here the band of fleet-footed

ibexes begins to graze.

So far we have talked only about

males and it is no accident that only

males are shown in the photographs

on these pages. Except for the rutting

season, which occurs (in areas known

to me I from the end of December to

mid-January, the old males live iso-

lated from females and the young.

They spend the summer in groups of

various size, high among mountain

crests and ridges. The females and

their young spend the summer at

somewhat lower altitudes. Immature

male and female ibexes remain in the

same area as the adult females, but

stay in separate herds. Exceptions to

this rule are frequent, however.

The strong, almost plump, old

males are imposing because of their

size and mighty horns. The females

appear charming because of their del-

icate build. Compared to the males,

which weigh up to 220 pounds the fe-

males weigh a mere 88 pounds nor-

mally. Their short, slender, pointed

horns are seldom longer than a foot.

They also lack the small beard that

adorns the old males' chins.

THE new-born young are delight-

ful: like little goat kids, they are

full of exuberance and mischief. One
is always afraid they may break their

thin legs when playing. While their

mothers chew cud, the kids chase each

other. A small rock may be the goal

of their leaps: one will hardly reach

the top before the next comes and

tries to push him down. They are par-

ticularly fond of this game if one of

Ml Ht. MAi.KS li\i; in hcriln ajiart from ((.iiialvn and youiiK

"•pi <lurini( lliff rutlinK hcuhoii. Ahitiitl); aluo («;pariili;B

ihcm, Bincc malcu Hpcnii ihe Hummnr nionlhn in areas hixlit:!'

than ihoHC clicixtm liy ihcir lenH roliUHt inalox and ofTHpriii^.
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Two MALE IBEXES lie On high ledge in the Gran Paradiso,

a national park in the Italian Alps. Profile of the ibex

at left shows saber-like sweep of its horns, small bean

and strong neck. Ibexes usually favor slopes facing soutl^



Dr. Burckhakdt, Secretary of the
Swiss League for the Protection of
Nature, also edits its Bulletin. He
has devoted much time to observing
animals in the Swiss National Park.

the mothers plays the role of the rock.

Showing no signs of being disturbed,

the female allows her young to jump
onto her back repeatedly and to climb

all over her. Only her head is off lim-

its; but this is the most desirable goal

of the young ibexes' climbing tour.

Shaking her head, the mother finally

chases her young tormentors away.

After a while, the young ones get

tired. One after another, they lie

down, pressing close to the mother. It

is interesting to note that the young
ibex always lies behind the mother on
her higher side of the slope. One rea-

son may well be the danger of attack

by their only large enemy, the golden

eagle, which glides noiselessly along

mountain slopes. However, the eagle

seldom succeeds in taking a young
ibex by surprise. Older ibexes are

probably too agile to be endangered
by the great bird, but they are by no
means unconcerned by an eagle's

presence. I have often seen an adult

male attack a golden eagle and chase

it from its perch on a nearby ledge.

A NYBODY who is not afraid of cold

£\_ feet and hands and who is fa-

miliar with the dangers of the moun-
tain winter will find it worthwhile to

watch ibexes during rutting season.

At the beginning of the season, the

males appear restless. These bulky
animals, whose every movement seems
determined by sloth, suddenly come
to life. They roam the mountains—in
groups or singly—in search of fe-

males. Their dark, winter fur makes
them conspicuous in the snow or

against the brown, dry grass. They
move at a fast pace or in moderate
bounds. When they stop, they can
often be seen raising one foreleg, al-

most like a bird dog, and holding that

position for several moments.
The start of the rutting season is

indicated not only by the restlessness

of the males but also by a character-

istic raising of their tails. The top of

the tail is laid forward over the back,

so that the white underside contrasts

sharply with ihe dark, brownish-gray,

body fur. A dark spot on the under-

side of the tail, indicating the location

of glands, is especially conspicuous.

Particularly during this season, fights

of varying duration occur between

'3



"Kneeling" to graze is but one odd
posture of ibex. Rings on horns, best

males of roughly equal strength. The

fight usually begins with a frontal

crossing of the horns, and continues

with pushing in various directions.

Then one or both males rise on their

hind legs ( as shown in the photograph

on page 10) , and the two heads clash

noisily. As a rule the rivals separate

after a few such exchanges. Once,

however, I saw an extremely stub-

seen from side or rear, are like tree

growth rings, indicate age of animal.

born fight. In half an hour, two old

males thundered their heads together

178 times—in such a manner that

from my observation point, more than

half a mile away, each blow sounded

like the crash of a wooden plank

against the surface of a pool of water.

Then they separated as if nothing had

happened. Frequently, nothing more

than a threatening toss of the head is

Decorative ridges on front of young
male ibex's horns are seen clearly in

14

head-on view. As animal ages, ridges

wear down and become less pronounced.

U<

li

sufficient to chase away a weaker ri\l,

During this season, the male

proaches the female in typical

ting posture: the head is raised iig

horizontal position, the horns

lowered to the rear, and the neck^

stretched far forward. Frequently,

remains in this position more than

hour, standing behind the female aa

distance of from one to two yar

Other suitors wait in a long line

hind him. The strongest male staia

nearest the female, the next stronat

follows and, at the end of the line. 1

may find some one-year-old ma
Seen at a distance, only their posli

shows that they are males. This qut

of suitors seems to make little inipi

sion on the female. When the fo

most male becomes too impudent,

female lowers her head and punclis

his neck or sides with the tips of Ir

thin horns. The male then retres

and waits at a respectable distan

.

In view of the great difference in br

size between male and female, il

droll to see the ardent male suitor ;,

ing much like a henpecked husbaiB

SHORTLY before the female is rea

to mate, she changes her attitie

toward the males. Again and agii

she flees, followed by the line

swains. At breathtaking speed,

group races across rubble and roc

Over and over again, the fem

eludes her pursuers by changing

direction of her flight unexpected

The old males seem to profit least '

these tactics. They are unable to

low the nimble females and youn;:

rivals at such a rapid pace.

The herd life of the males duri

the rutting season and their collect

courting differ from the behavior f

all other Central European artiod •

tyls (red deer, roe deer and cha

ois). This behavior enables the il:

to live during the winter, and even

the rutting season, in the limil

space of slopes exposed to the si

Thus, the social behavior of the il

may indicate an adjustment to its s|

cial habitat. Whoever is lucky enou

to have a chance to watch the ibex

the freedom of nature will be fas

nated by the animals. He will und

stand why our Paleolithic ancest(

immortalized the ibex in their ca

paintings and sculpture. We mi

all be grateful to the far-sighted pi

lectors of nature who succeeded

preserving these remarkable Alpi

creatures from impending extinctii



iiM. PUS iioiiNs Id ;i (lilirmma, an ibex nmilchi-.H ni:ar

l>;iiie of hift tail with apparent ease. Aniirial uhcb horns

UH groominn inHlrumcnIx as well an weapons, and, if len(;th
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Bushmen left records of their lives in rock paintings such
as this from the Mrewa Cave in Southern Rhodesia. At top

i6

are trees and rain; below are three running female figure-

the first one brandishing a digging stick—and four anim^'



Physique of

\ Desert Folk
|enes, not habitat, shaped the Bushman

By Phillip V. Tobias

; THE DESERT WASTES of the Kala-

hari today live a people—known

a|the Bushmen—who are among the

ingest of human races. He who
tures into southern Africa's hin-

and may well stand in wonder-

;it and question before them.

Sience came these Bushmen? What
tors have helped them to remain

in so inhospitable a terrain?

.Joes man adapt to life in a des-

Does his bodily structure, his

iriy. change? What of his physi-

,. the functioning of his body?

JLes that alter, to help him survive?

wiatever his bodily structure and

[i/n. how does the Bushman's

"I life—his culture—alter in ad-

,..iiii to arid conditions? Is ability

Uiurvive in the desert actually a sub-

ii blend of all these factors? How
1 g does it take to adapt, anatomi-

'.cly, ph)siologicall), and culturally

t the rigors of desert life? And. fi-

nly. have the Bushmen been desert

tl Hers for a long enough period of

i effect many or all of these pos-

'1 adjustments? These are the

^lions we shall explore: perhaps

.shall find at least a partial answer

ne or two of them.

:n Jan van Riebeeck and his

id of Dutch pioneers stepped

ore at the Cape of Good Hope in

)2. ihey found the land inhabited

lillle hunters whose speech was
I rked by clicking sounds, and by

htly taller, cattle-owning herds-

1. also click-speakers, but with a

iM'erent language. The hunters came
^It I be knriwn a.s Bushmen, the herds-

i!|ln an Hottr-nlots. From the begin-

tilig, the rlistiiiction made between

9 I two was funrlamentally a cultural

•'•: the Hotlcnlots differed from the

I'hmen in language and way of life.

To confuse the picture, groups of the

hunters and some of the herdsmen
had taken to living along the shores

of the subcontinent: they became
fused into a third group—the Strand-

loopers—distinguished from Hottentot

and Bushman, as their name betrays,

by their beachcombing way of life.

Such was the cultural skeinwork

that bedecked large areas of south-

ern Africa before the arrival of the

Bantu-speaking Negroids and the

white men— each with their own
strange new culture. The racial me-

lange was even more complex. Were
the Bushmen a different race from
the Hottentots? \i each was a distinct

physical type, what was their relation

to each other and to the Negroes?

How did the Bushmen compare with

the other little people of Africa, the

Pygmies? And how were all these liv-

ing groups related to the fossil men
whose remains have been found in

both South and East Africa?

THE problem might have been rel-

atively easy to solve, if a physical

anthropologist, equipped with mod-
ern knowledge and techniques, had
landed from the Goede Hoop with

van Riebeeck more than 300 years

ago! As it was. by the time a serious

study of these peoples began in the

twentieth century, the picture had

been confused by a history of exter-

minations, hybridizations, and migra-

tions scarcely, if at all, equaled in any

other part of the world. White men
arrived in slowly increasing num-
bers; Bantu-speakers pressed south-

warfl in their millennial aflvance

down the east coast of Africa: West

African Negroes were importcfl as

slaves, as were Malayans—adding an

exotic, Mongoloid drop to ihr- niix-

Encrwinc of 1738 shows ornaments
and dress of Bushmen of that period.

ture. Thousands of Bushmen were ex-

terminated for the crime of hunting

the strangely peaceful beasts of the

white settlers. Hottentots fought

Bushmen; white men pursued Hot-

tentots; Hottentots retreated before

Bantu; Bantu were in conflict with

Whites; and all the while, as by-prod-

ucts of enslavement and conquest,

novel experiments in miscegenation

were being conducted among the

Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Negroid, and

Bushmanoid contestants. A whole
nascent race, the Cape Colored, was
born of this era. Today, that popula-

tion numbers 1,300,000 and com-

prises the third largest racial element

in South Africa. New tribes—with

such names as Bastards and Griquas

—were thrown up by these unprece-

dented mixtures of human genes.

Older tribes, like the Gonaqua, were

completely annihilated or, like the

Korana. brought to the verge of extinc-

tion by intertribal warfare. In 1950.

for example, there were only three

hundred Korana— all that remained of

the twenty thousand estimated to have

been alive as late as 1!!50.

In this racial and tribal maelstrom,

we can catch glimps('S of the Bushman
as some sort of living fossil: Paleo-

lithic survivor in a hostile world of

metal, farmlands, domestic animals,

property rights—and firearms. We see

17
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Huts of early Bushmen were made of saplings covered with

sun-dried, closely woven reed mats that kept out the rain.

Short-handled, spearlike weapons with poison on their Hn

tips were used by Bushmen to hunt large game and wage \t.

him being forced before the com-

bined pressures of Whites, Negroes,

and Hottentots into the most arid

parts of the subcontinent, those re-

gions of the Kalahari Desert that no

one really wanted. So the Bushman,

in fairly recent times, became mainly

a desert dweller. It is important to

remember how recently all this hap-

pened, especially when we wish to

find out what sort of adaptations

desert dwellers undergo.

THE Bushmen have long been re-

garded as a vanishing race. More
than thirty years ago. anthropologists

were mourning the disappearance of

a "few scattered groups still lingering

in the Kalahari Desert." "In a few

years," wrote Elliott Smith, a leading

British anthropologist, "the world will

know them no more." In his classic

work. The Khoisan Peoples oj South

Africa (1930), Professor I. Schapera

placed the total number of Bushmen
still in existence "at a conservative

minimum" of seven thousand to sev-

enty-five hundred. This figure is still

quoted today although, in 1939, Scha-

pera published the greatly increased

estimate of thirty thousand. Appear-

ing at the outbreak of World War II,

Schapera's 1939 revision did not be-

come widely known. As recently as

1948, the late Sir Arthur Keith esti-

mated that only about six thousand

Bushmen still survived.

Current demographic estimates,

however, suggest the presence of some
thirty-one thousand Bushmen in Be-

chuanaland Protectorate, twenty thou-

sand in South West Africa and smaller

numbers in Angola. Rhodesia, and the

Union of South Africa—an estimated

total of some fifty-five thousand! The
fact that so many are alive today

testifies that these little, yellow people

must once have swarmed over the

face of Africa in numbers hitherto

undreamed of and unexpected.

What manner of people are these

Bushmen? Anatomically, they consti-

tute one of the most distinctive of hu-

man types: so distinctive, in fact, that

many scientists have seen in them a

peculiar physical form of mankind,

resulting from life in the hot desert.

Before examining the truth of this

view, let me try to paint a word picture

of the Bushmen.

They are a short people—the ave-

rage height of different groups of

Bushmen ranging from 4' 9" to 5' 4"

in males and 4' 6" to 5' in females.

The shortest of them certainly fall

into the Pygmy category of stature.

The head and face are unforgettable.

Imagine a petite, baby-like visage,

with a flat top to the head; a low,

vertical or bulging forehead, often

with two prominences or "frontal

bosses": smooth brows and slanting

eyes, often with Mongol-like eyefolds

;

Hunting gear included spear, quiver,

bow and arrows, and a clublike stick.

very low or even flat nasal brie

with a delicate, slightly elevated

to the nose; and angular, promii ,

cheekbones. This is a face witl :i

nearly vertical profile, generally la-

ing the jutting jaws or prognathisn|)f

the Negroid peoples of Africa. '!ie

small jaws house little teeth—usu,\

worn down, even to the gum mar;

but seldom showing carious dei..

The lips are not thick by Afrijn

standards. The face's narrow forehejl,

pointed chin, and projecting chfk-

bones give it a characteristic diamJd

shape. The ears are tiny, with a he;-

ily overrolled helix, or margin, ;d

generally without any free lobe, 'je

head hair is highly spiralized ;ld

tufted. Hair on both face and bod is

sparse. The color of the skin is yell .•

ish brown—considerably lighter tl n

that of the Bushman's neighbors, t

Negroid tribes of Bantu-speakers.

THE pelvic region is marked

appreciable accumulations of i

over the buttocks (steatopygia), ;'l

over the thighs (steatomeria) . Tl: t

fat accumulations have been likejd

to the hump of the camel or the ii

of the fat-tailed sheep; the idea is

arisen that the accumulations corii-

tute reserve food stores, to be ca )'l

upon in times of need. Steatop\

has thus been described as an ada|

tion peculiar to the difficult conditi ;

of life in the desert.

There are reasons for doubl •-

this interpretation. First, rock pa

ings of Bushman-like figures, exhi ,•

ing unmistakable steatopygia, occu jti

many lush and well-watered parts

the subcontinent. Clearly, therefc

steatopygia has not been confined



TM Bi SHMFN were ^killed fishermen earK e\i)lorors

rted lhevu«ednets rods spears and e\ en bare hinds
Animal skins were sun-cured and made into distinctive

capes, into women's leg rings and many other decorations.

iert regions. Second, if the food-

sjrage theory were correct, ought we

H: to expect male and female Bush-

nn to show the feature to an equal

eent? Yet steatopygia is alivays

h more marked in women. How-
I. it may be argued that this dif-

) entiation was an adaptation to

aist the women in meeting the seri-

Oi. nutritional challenge of child-

fa iring. But no one has yet observed

a 'duction in the amount of steatopy-

Ith pregnancy. Third, it has never

demonstrated that the amount
at on thighs and buttocks is re-

'i ed after a bad season or a drought.

I ally, although steatopygia. liter-

a . means "fat buttocks." it is more
the Bushmen than a simple mass

t. Long before the fat starts

I ulating. there is a marked hol-

L' of the back, coupled with a

ing-back of the sacrum bone at

a^e of the spine. This "sacral

is already present in infants.

i-'h the fat starts to mass on the

only at the time of puberty,

iiig further increments in the fe-

uith her successive pregnancies.

-Icatopygia has both a postural

fatly basis.

all these reasons, a simple nu-

' al cx|)lanation of steatopygia

|ii-ct. The acfumulation of but-

iiid thigh fat at puberty anfl the

i (Jiffercnliation in amount of

lilt to a link between steatopygia

the .sex endocrine glands. This
'' '•'<l» that selective brecfling may

plaved a significant role in the

")iment of steatopygia. All over

I 'fouth of the .Sahara, large but-

arc prized: nowhere is this more
111 than among Bushmen and

Hottentots. "We like our women that

way," say the Bushmen. Is it possible

that we must invoke the now somewhat
disused notion of sexual selection to

explain the origin of steatopygia? To
demonstrate the point, one would need

information on the relative numbers
of males and females, and the amount
of competition for spouses, at the time

when steatopygia first developed.

Such information being impossible to

come by, this hypothesis, unfortu-

nately, must remain unproved.

THE fantastic enlargement of the

labia minora, known as the "Hot-

tentot apron," is another unusual

feature of Bushman female anatomy.

No one has suggested this as a desert

adaptation: perhaps, here too, sexual

selection has played a part. Whatever

the explanations may be for these

anatomical features, this, then, is a

picture of our Bushman, unique in the

family of man in Africa. Yet. although

so distinctive, the Bushman shows

some features in common with the

Negro. Blood-group studies, which

have proved so useful a tool in the

^.

OTiiF.n BKi.ONCiNCS WBrc clay cooking

pots, diKging HiickK, and dunce rattlcx.

determination of racial affinities, con-

firm that Bushman blood has many
typically African features, while, in

other regards, it shows a pattern pe-

culiar to Bushmen. This may suggest

that, long ago, Bushman and Negro
might have had a common ancestry.

It is hard to take this beyond a sugges-

tion at present, because we have vir-

tually no recognizable fossil remains

of the ancestors of the Negroes, al-

though we know a good deal about

the forebears of the Bushmen.
In most anatomical features dif-

ferentiating the two groups, the Bush-

man structure is closer to that of a

child. The low, flattened skull; the

poor development of his sinuses; his

tiny mastoid processes ; his bulging or

vertical forehead; his small, flat face;

the wide distance between bis eyes;

the flatness of his nasal bridge; the

light skin pigment; hairlessness ; the

short, normally semierect penis with

compact, high scrotum: these and

many more features suggest that the

Bushman has carried into adulthood

a number of anatomical features nor-

mally associated with the infantile

anatomy of any race.

AT some stage in the evolution of

Bushmen, we therefore assume,

changes occurred that resulted in re-

tarding the development of certain

bodily structures, without affecting

either sexual or mental maturation.

Such retention of infantile anatomical

features into adulthood is a well-

known phenomenon in the animal

kingdom, generally known as neoteny.

It has ])een suggested that neoteny was

an iin|iorlanl factor not only in the

Iransiliori of an apelike ancestor into
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Prehistorically, a people similar to

Bushmen covered estimated area

shov/n in shading, above. The sites

of remains are shown by darlt dots.

By 1652, when the pioneer explore^l

Jan van Riebeeck reoched Capef

territory, estimated distribution!

of Bushmen had already diminished,'

a member of the family of man but

also in the formation of various of the

human races in that family.

THE advance of genetic knowledge

permits us to offer a new explana-

tion of neoteny in terms of gene action.

The genes, the material or chemical

basis of our biological inheritance,

produce their effects by altering proc-

esses of embryonic development.

Some alterations are qualitative,

such as the formation of a new type

of pigment; some amend the timing,

direction, or speed of a process. A
large class of mutant genes either

accelerates or retards developmental

processes, thus indirectly modifying

the ultimate finished product. If the

mutant gene operates early in embry-

20

onic development, it may affect a vari-

ety of developmental processes, and

its impact may ramify through many
parts of the embryo's body. Hence,

instead of postulating one gene for

flat nose, another for pentagonal skull,

and a third for eyefolds, we can vis-

ualize clusters of features resulting

from relatively few retarding or ac-

celerating mutations. It is suggested

that neoteny may be based on such

key genes controlling varied develop-

mental processes.

Is it possible that such changes

resulted from the adaptation of the

Bushman to desert conditions? The

late Dr. Robert Broom believed that

the Bushman was the "degenerate,

stunted descendant" of larger people

who had deteriorated under desert

conditions. This view does not bea

close scrutiny, however. From cave_

and open burial sites all over souther;

Africa have come skeletons that ar

typical of the modern Bushman. Thes

remains have been found over a wi^

range, far beyond the bounds of th

desert regions. In fact, most of thei

have come from such well-watered r<

gions as the southern Cape forest be

and the Natal uplands. Similar ske

etal types can be traced, too, right u

through Rhodesia to East Afric!

Anatomically speaking, then, the Busl

man was a Bushman long before

was pushed into the Kalahari Desert

The fact that the Bushman deve

oped his infantile features before h

became a desert dweller rules out tj

possibility that neoteny in any wi



Despite their remarkable ability to

adapt to a cruel environment, the

Bushmen today occupy only a small

fraction of their former territories.

'lapted the Bushman to desert life.

\\ e cannot even say that neoteny is

-mf^it adaptation to the hunting and food-

^.. gathering way of life, for there are

T. hunters and food-gatherers—the Aus-

., tralian aborigines, for example—who
ihow no infantile anatomical features.

;. Why the development-retarding genes

.
ihould have been selected in the an-

,
testers of the Iiushman remains a

mystery. It is diflicuit to conceive of

jny espcr.ial advantage that neoteny

,; -onferred f>n [jcople in a Pleistocene

;, \frican setting. The Negroes of Africa

,
, ivoided infantile specializations in a

J,

iimilar setting, yet have flourished

„ over large parts of the rutillmHl.

'.^ WTielher there in some sublli- lir-ii|j

pmong African climes, trace i-lcm(rnts

Ipiui other food-minerals, retarding

and accelerating genes, the secretions

of the endocrine glands and the degree

of bodily development remains a

fascinating and pregnant speculation.

The ancestors of the Bushmen, as

the skeletal evidence demonstrates,

also underwent a dwarfing process.

Infatilile structure and small. Pyg-

moid stature do not necessarily go

hand in hand and some of the ances-

tors of the Bushmen combined their

infantile anatomy with larf;e stature.

At different times, it seems, these

early Africans underwent two kinds

of change— development-retarding

changes and growth -retarding changes.

The archeologii ,il c\ idrnce shows that

the last step in llic formation of

the Bushmen was this tendency toward

the dwarfing of larger ancestors.

Dwarfing, too, has been regarded as

a result of life under desert conditions.

Again, this theory is contradicted by

the former widespread distribution of

Bushmen in some of the most fertile

parts of southern Africa.

LATE Pleistocene dwarfing in Africa

i was not confined to man. Dr.

M. D. W. Jeffreys has assembled data

on a variety of wild and domesti-

cated mammals of which dwarf forms

exist today. Examples include pygmy
buffalo, antelope, hippopotamus, ele-

phant, dormouse, leopard, and cliini-

])anzec, in addition to dwarf culllc,

goats, and sheep. Earlier Pleistocene

deposits contain fewer dwarf forms

and more giant forms. It is possible

that late f-'leistocene conditions in
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Strange Bushman anatomy— specifically, fat accumulations
on buttocks and thighs, above—has been exaggerated as a

Africa may have favored and strongly

selected dwarf forms, and that human
dwarfing in Africa may best be viewed

against this background.

WITH dwarfing, as with neoteny,

it is possible that the effect was
mediated through the pituitary gland.

An underactive pituitary during
growth and development may result

in both infantile features and dwarfed
statures. Pituitary midgets, for ex-

ample, show many infantile anatomi-

cal features. What is a sporadic occur-

rence among Whites, however, is the

rule among Bushmen and Pygmies—
with the important difference that

infantilism in pituitary midgets affects

the reproductive system, so that sexual

underdevelopment and even sterility

commonly occur. Another difference

between pituitary stunting and that of

the Bushman is that the midget com-
bines infantilism and dwarfing, where-

as the ancestors of the Bushman be-

came infantilized before the onset of

dwarfing changes. So, although the

Bushman's structure superficially re-

sembles that due to an underactive

pituitary, clearly a different sort of

process is involved. Even steatopygia

has been blamed on an out-of-step

pituitary, but the curious thing is that

steatopygia may develop in a white

woman with an overactive pituitary

(acromegaly). Even stranger are the

bony changes produced in acrome-

galy : the skull becomes heavy-browed

and overgrown, to produce a picture

not far from that of Neanderthal man,

whose anatomy was poles apart from

that of the Bushman.

Here, too, it seems that we would be

oversimplifying the picture of Bush-

man structure if we were to attribute

steatopygia to hyperpituitarism. De-

spite the contradictions, this series of

resemblances and contrasts leaves a

strong feeling that, somehow, the

balance of internal secretions in the

Bushman is different from that of

other types of man. Recent studies

have shown a differentiation between

the endocrine pattern in Negroes and
that in Whites. Perhaps a fruitful

field for future research will be to

Steatopygia is clearly shown i

rock paintings from well-watered

n tl

area

iN



loTTENTOTs' living patterns resembled those of Bushmen,
hey, too, downed game with short spears, wore capes made

of skin, and carried bows and arrows. Both enjoyed ostrich

eggs, and used the empty shells, in net, left, to carry water.

Ili.il l;n-lirM;iii jiliVHiqii.; I.Mrlv

1 iiroiili^.. Mum: to arifl l.:«.:rt.

investigate whether the hormonal pat-

tern of the Bushman, in turn, is dif-

ferent and whether such a pattern can

explain the specialized features of

Bushman anatomy.

Neither the Bushman's Pygmoid

stature, infantile anatomical pattern,

nor steatopygia, then, seems to be

attributable to adaptation for a desert

life. This is not to say that the Bush-

man shows no anatomical adaptations

whatever. J. S. Weiner has shown that

the Bushman's body build, as reflected

in his height-weight ratio, differs

little from that of other African peo-

ples living in hot, though not desertic

conditions. People in hot climates tend

to have a lower body weight than

those in temperate and colder climates.

Coupled with this lower weight, a

relative increase of body area makes

for a much greater cooling surface

relative to body weight. This feature

the Bushman shares with other Af-

ricans. He also shares a broad, l<iw

nose. whir:h seems to be correliilid

uilli r-\lcrii.'il 'lim.'itir fonflilions.

In l.nrf. uliil.' Illr liN-l,l,i;ui -lious

some general African adaptations to

hot climates, the very structural fea-

tures that make him racially distinc-

tive from other Africans are not

attributable to desert adaptation. He
differs in this respect from the resi-

dents of the high Andes, whose re-

sponse to their environment Marshall

Newman has summarized (Natural
History, January, 1958).

GENETIC adaptation is probably a

long-term process. Acclimatiza-

tion, however, is a shorter-term adap-

tation of the physiological processes

within each individual. Preliminary

tests show that Bushmen are well

acclimatized to high temperature and

fairly intense radiation—to both of

which their way of life and habitat

expose them. Man adapts to heat by

an increased volume of sweat, by

greater dilution of the sweat to con-

serve precious salts in the body, by

a decrease in the heart rate during

activity, and by dilution of the blood.

Iiidividi/al acclimali/aliori applies I(j

uliilc- jjicij sellliii;i, in Ihe Trdpics and.
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Pipe-smoking woivian suckles child on
her back. Her "tobacco" is probably

probably, to Bushmen as well. Such
internal adjustments, which affect

the individuaPs body during his life-

time, help Bushmen to cope with hot

conditions in the Kalahari.

THERE is yet a third means of

adaptation available to man: he

is able to undergo cultural "accli-

matization," and adapt his way of life

to the conditions of his environment.

This process is far swifter and simpler

for resourceful man than either the

random and long-term process of

genetic adaptation or shorter-term,

physiological adaptations. Man's plas-

tic culture enables him to don fur-

lined clothes and to heat his dwellings

in cold climates: he does not need to

grow a hairy skin to survive an ice

age! Indeed, man's biological evolu-

tion has, in large measure, given way

24

from dagga plant, left, which was also

used medicinally to treat snake biles.

to cultural evolution. No longer is he

the victim of his physical milieu:

more and more is he able to control

his environment and, especially, those

parts of it that formerly dictated the

direction of evolutionary change.

A few examples will show how the

Bushman has adapted his pattern of

existence to his historically recent way
of life as a refugee in the desert. To
protect himself from undue absorp-

tion of solar radiation and from the

desiccating effects of hot, dry winds,

he coats his skin with animal fat or

blood and accumulates a crust of

Kalahari sand on the surface. This

protective mail assists his physiologi-

cal adjustments to extremely hot con-

ditions. So thick and dark may this

layer be that the unwary observer

doubts, at first, that the Bushman is

as light in skin color as reported. A

Dr. Tobias is with the Universitylf
the Witwatersrand in Johannesbuj,
South Africa, as head of its Analog
Department. He has helped organie

eight expeditions to study Bushmi.

vigorous cleansing of a small ard 1

necessary before the anthropolji-i

can attempt to read the true skin cId

THIS "mud pack" treatment o 1

skin is a cultural adaptation 111

helps the Bushman cope with hea 3

is his technique of water storage,

rainfall is sudden and sporadic:

earth blossoms briefly. The Bush s:

stores all the water he can in eiol

ostrich egg shells and calaba;

carefully burying them in the

earth against a later day of tl

Further, as part of his diet, he al

great quantities of water-rich pi,

such as the fruits of the tsamma ni

(Colocynlhis citrullus), the Gem:

cucumber (Colocynthis naudiniai,

and other species of plants that

sess juicy storage organs. i

Another cultural adaptation lip

him to cope with the cold wile

nights of the desert. Experiments hi

ried out by Dr. C. H. Wyndham Si

his co-workers have shown that 1

is little difference in the physioloi

response of Whites and Bushmei

posed to identical conditions iti

Kalahari. Culturally, howevc

Bushman makes skillful use of

frail hut. his fire, and his skin f

to create a microclimate about

self. This microclimate prove?

measurement to be only a few dcL'

below the thermo-neutral zone of

to 30° C. for naked man at rest. ^

cultural adaptation carries the R

man through the cold, wintry nim

of the Kalahari Desert.

OUR final picture, then, is 1

people whose curious, ge

cally controlled anatomy plays

part in adapting them to desert

whose physiological responses a

matize them to hot, dry condili

and whose cultural pattern fii,.

makes it possible for them to beai|h

extremes of heat and cold that chi'n

terize their harsh environment.

the Bushman, it is not too much tr

that we see epitomized the stage

man's evolution—from slow, si

tural, genetic adjustment, thn

smooth and reversible functional

commodation, to swift, intelliiiii

cultural adaptation and, with thi.-^ :

final mastery of the world around i 1
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OK f.iiKKKS, lappr 1« ;ioinl.;il iliui (jiv<; Hiisliriiiin'H faci; BoKJ.-Hiiiaii in Ariiioiir" appeared in a travel hook wrillcn by
rla»M.-, Iriannular conformation. TImh portrait of "A KnicUnU explorer John Barrow, piiiilixlied in early IIUIOV
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Before jumping, two frogs sit on brick platform in the photographer's

aquarium in normal position—hind feet folded under body, eyes everted.

A Bullfrog

and Its Prey
A look at the biomechanics of jumping

By Carl Cans

THE FROG has the unenviable dis-

tinction of being one of the most

commonly used laboratory animals.

Hundreds of manuals and dissection

guides testify to its popularity, and

hundreds of thousands of research

papers investigate it. In spite of the

frog's popularity, however, there is

only a handful of scattered items

dealing with its most characteristic at-

tribute—its jump.

The photographs of Rana catesbei-

ana—the common bullfrog—accom-

panying this article are thus of

particular interest, since they repre-

sent a concerted attempt to record

such jumps at prey with modern pho-

tographic techniques. They are the

work of Mervin F. Roberts, a civil en-

gineer and an amateur frog fancier,

although he can hardly be called an

amateur photographer.

Bullfrogs will jump at "flying"

prey from land or water. In order to
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permit focusing of his camera, Mr.

Roberts trained his frogs to jump
from a brick on one edge of a tank at

bait suspended some ten inches away
and four to five inches above the

water surface. Best response was ob-

tained when live and moving insects

and worms were used as bait. Iiiter-

estingly, the frogs generally refused

to jump in bright light but would usu-

ally launch themselves immediately

after the lights had been dimmed.

The jump at bait took approxi-

mately 0.3 seconds from launch to

splash. Ordinary stroboscopic flash

units with a flash duration of

1 '1000th of a second proved insuffi-

cient to stop all movement during the

critical tongue eversion. and a special

unit with a calculated flash duration

of 1/lO.OOOth of a second was ob-

tained. The unit was triggered when
the moving frog passed the light

beam that led to a photoelectric cell.
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I'll III c oi'KN Iicfori; Iron'n totigui;, uUui Ih-iI lnliin.l lip

( jaw, is everted, uh in denioiiHlruteil hy two frogH juiiiping

hiiiMilluiieoiiBly. Apparent in near frog is the way in wlilcli

liiiiil IcgH can he twisted to influence the jump direction,
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SUSPENSION of the bait caused some

initial difficulty. Live animals

had to be held firmly, yet be easy to

remove. The suspension had to keep

the bait from swinging out of the

range of focus determined by the

camera, and at the same time have

virtually no inertia at the moment the

frog hit the bait. A metal V, located

just above the tank and open in the di-

rection of motion, kept the bait from

drifting with minor drafts without of-

fering resistance when the frog hit.

Pictures taken with the modified setup

showed the prey capture did not sig-

nificantly change the jump path.

It may be useful to say a few words

about the animals involved before

starting a discussion of the jumping

process. The Salientia, or frogs, are a

diverse and cosmopolitan order of

amphibians. Most live in the tropics

or subtropics. Workers recognize five

suborders, eight families, and some

forty subfamilies among the recent

species, yet our vocabulary has but

three terms for frog types—frog,

toad, and tree frog. This, of course,

reflects the impoverished frog fauna

of England, where our language orig-

inated. It is clearly impossible and

undesirable to force this arbitrary tri-

furcation on the multiplicity of frogs.

It is just as foolish to think of frogs as

representing but three modes of life

history. Some frogs lack a protrusi-

ble tongue, others prefer a walk to a

jump, and many of the suggestions

gleaned from these photographs are

applicable only to the genus Rana or

even to the species R. catesbeiana.

Just as varied as the purely struc-

tural characteristics are those aspects

of behavior that directly reflect the

pressures of the environment. Some
arboreal frogs seem to jump at prey

only if the continuation of the jump
will bring them into contact with an-

other branch or group of leaves.

They will often jump at sitting or

walking insects, striking them at the

same time they grasp the leaf. This

suggests the disadvantage of a drop to

the forest floor—even though such a

drop would easily be survived. Many
true toads rarely deign to jump at

any flying prey except low-flying,

slow-moving forms. The characteris-

tic feeding movement involves a stalk

of crawling or walking prey, and ends

in an amazingly well-directed tongue-

flicking movement. Evidence suggests

that toads generally strike at the front

end of a crawling worm, perhaps be-
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Dr. Gans has divided his professional

interests between engineering and the

biological sciences. He is now at the

University of Buffalo as Assistant

Professor in the Biology Department.

cause the swallowing may be easier

when the worm is eaten head first. No
one seems to have checked whether it

is instinct or learning that governs

this element of toad behavior.

The nature of the jump is just as

distinctive. Many aquatic and terres-

trial frogs move in a series of short

jumps, particularly when traveling

over rough or grassy terrain. They

seem able to leap high enough to sur-

mount the densest vegetation, and to

do much of their horizontal travel be-

tween the grass stems. The more-or-

less pointed head apparently helps

deflect chance contact with stems and

leaves. Arboreal forms more often

combine a walking climb with the

standard jump; some characteristi-

cally hang with legs partly and asym-

metrically extended in quite monkey-

like poses. Most forms can and do use

their limbs alternately under special

circumstances, such as when burrow-

ing or pushing their way through

densely woven vegetation.

In many cases the maximal jumps

are elicited by some sort of avoidance

or fright reaction. Every boy knows

that the best way of making a frog

jump is by touching its rear. Here,

again, there are decided differences

between forms. Certain species flee

toward the nearest water in a continu-

ing series of straight-line jumps. Oth-

ers progress away from the water,

and still others have been observed to

jump up a sharply inclined rock wall,

and then disappear into crevices. In-

teresting, too. are a number of species

that will suddenly leap at right angles

to their previous direction of motion.

Most of these jump patterns are in-

stinctive, although aspects thereof

may perhaps be modified by learning.

THE change from a walking to a

jumping method of locomotion

probably represents the fundamental

functional shift in the development of

a "froglike ' animal. All other changes

probably came later.

Progression by walking is derived

with some modification from an al-

ternating or undulating mode of pro-

gression, which is probably the basic

and most fundamental swimming
movement. The elongate body is

thrown into an S-curve by the asy-

metric contraction of the trunk mu
cles on the inside of each S-bei.

Forward movement is caused whi

forces exerted on the rear surface f

the loops pass backward along I;

body. When the body is immerse

these forces are exerted against I

water; on land, the push is again

surface irregularities. Where fins r

limbs are present and used with tls

motion, they will be moved alt

nately on the front and rear of op]

site sides (left-front, right-rear, rig-

front, left-rear). There is some e-

dence that this pattern is primiti

.

since alternate motion can be p

duced by activating the limb musc;

at the time the contraction wave f

the body muscles reaches the lim-

point of insertion. The nerves til

supply the motor stimulation of Ir

limbs are modified from the ner'^

that activate the trunk muscles t

the level where the limb originat.

When such a tetrapod moi-

slowly, it has three feet in conti

with the ground and the fourth in n

tion. As the velocity of travel rises 1

diagonally placed pair of limbs mc:

simultaneously. This leaves only ti

feet on the ground, and the positii

of the body is kept in a kind of (•

namic equilibrium by its inertia. 1

the same manner, a runner's bo

will continue along a more or L

even path with alternating assistai

from his two pumping legs. Such 1

undulatory motion is often facilitall

by elongation of the body and ti.

This acts to extend the distance alo:

which the S-curve can act. It ai

tends to counteract lateral forces, >

that the head does not swing too ::

from side to side and returns to I'

desired line of motion.

The frog's jump shows a high 1

velopment of a relatively primit

jumping pattern. The animal alw;

starts from the same sitting positii

which it apparently must resume

fore each leap. There is little, if ai

continuity of motion or elastic pick

at the end of each bounce, and c

may think of the animal as progre

ing by a series of standing hi

jumps. The power for propulsion

generated by the simultaneous acti'

tion of both hind legs. This is

basic departure from the ancestral

ternating limb movement.

It is of interest to speculate on

evolutionary origin of this simul|<*

neous movement of the hind liro.

1^



lumping movements, produced by a

, ariety of often rather inefficient mech-

iinisms, are commonly noted as escape

nechanisms of salamanders and fishes,

lumping combines three advantages:

irst, a rapid, unpredictable, and

lence confusing movement; second,

he elimination of a continuous olfac-

ory trail, so that predators hunting

n smell have difficulty following the

lath; third, the confusion of sight-

lunters caused by the abrupt cessa-

i'jn of movement. However, some

lorkers—among them Hans Boker, a

German student of such matters—

uggested that the simultaneous mo-

ion of the hind limbs was derived

luring the preterrestrial (aquatic)

ind prejumping stage of frog ances-

rv. According to this hypothesis, the

imultaneous motions of both hind

eet drive the body forward in a

Iraight line and facilitate pushing

he head, or burrowing, into masses

if vegetation. It was felt that this

traight motion avoided the swinging

novements of the head that might

mpede penetration.

ALTHOUGH it seems probable that

^ the prefrog stage may have been

.a?sed in the water, Boker's argument

s weak. Manv fishes and salamanders

-the eel and siren are spectacular

\amples—manage to combine an ef-

icient burrowing existence with an

indulatorv system of locomotion. It

it-ms as logical to assume, for in-

tance. that jumping forms an initial

'laptation for a quick return to the

ater from which the frog had

'T'.'ed by alternate locomotion. It

jiifortunate that we know only a

^teps in the complex origin of

--. and that fossil remains seldom

iiiit behavioral decisions.

Once simultaneous movement had

•(n a'hicved. there must have been a

ipid modification of the entire body

ruilure. The tail was no longer

• di-d for propulsion or as a steering

There was no longer a premium
I longation of the body, which

i'l now be shortened to the limits

-ed by the arrangement of the

ra and trunk musculature. The
illing increase in cross-sectional

I same bofly volume for less

rjL'th—was compensated for by ad-

"lionai emphasis on streamlining of

!' modified animal's head,

l-ar-h pair of legs of a quadruped

be lhouf:ht of a.s a device for ex-

<<:' a force aiiainst the substratum.

DiFFERK- >lio\\ characteristic

lie closi'il. iihiitp, the

forelinibs folded back, feet in contact

with the piround. Note inch scale at top.

uhitrt', and prey nears, below, the forcliinlis conic

ilicd. As fcnuanl. Iocs arc <()iiiplclcl\ -lrai(;lit.
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If the body is relatively rigid, there is

little advantage in using both pairs

for propulsion. Analogously, a car

may be equipped with front- or rear-

wheel drive, yet both sets of wheels

are powered only under exceptional

circumstances. Most terrestrial ani-

mals are limited because they must

use all four legs for support, but

aquatic animals can afford to concen-

trate most of their "drive" in a single

pair of limbs. A short-bodied animal

has a further advantage, as its drive is

set as far to the rear as possible. In

most aquatic species of frogs the re-

gion that has to exert the push is fur-

ther concentrated by the development

of large webs on the rear feet, sup-

ported and reinforced by the digits.

THE demands on the swimming ap-

paratus seem to have provided

the basic requisites for jumping—

a

sudden backward push by the hind

limbs can project the frog upward

and forward on land as well as in the

water. However, in jumping it is nec-

essary for a single backward push to

produce a maximum of energy; it is

no longer feasible to obtain addi-

tional velocity by a succession of

movements. Therefore, it is not sur-

prising that a variety of devices tends

to increase the take-off velocity and to

counteract any factor reducing it.

The take-off speed must be attained

before the frog's toes have left the

ground. Elementary ballistics teaches

that the force (F) required to pro-

duce a given acceleration (a) in a

body of mass (M) is:

F = M a

and that the acceleration is the dif-

ference between the initial velocity

Tibia-Fibula

Tibiale-Fibulare

When frog sits, several sets of long

leg bones fold against each other. The

(Vo) and the final or take-off veloc-

ity (vi) divided by the time (t) dur-

ing which it is exerted, or:

F = M V; — Vq

t

For a given jump, the mass and the

initial and take-off velocities are con-

stant. The force that must be pro-

duced by contraction of the leg mus-

cles can only be lessened by increas-

ing the length of time during which it

is exerted. This is the same as increas-

ing the length of the initial flight path

during which part of the frog retains

contact with the ground. The part of

the frog in such contact remains sta-

tionary until take-off. and then has to

accelerate suddenly to full speed at a

much higher rate than the rest of the

body. The energy for this has to be

furnished by the inertia of the frog's

body, and the frog's velocity conse-

quently must be reduced. Hence, the

lower the mass of the terminal parts,

the less the over-all reduction in ve-

locity. The continuous attenuation of

the frogs hind legs, down to the thin

and elongate toes, is admirably fitted

to this requirement.

elongation and folding of the hind 1

is one characteristic of other jumpei

In passing from the general pro

lem of jumping to an analysis of M
Roberts" photographs of the jump,

is useful to take a quick look at the 8

rangement of muscles and bones

the bullfrog's hind quarters. The

have been diagrammed to emphasi

the pertinent points. The diagra

( page 31 ) shows an elongation of o:

set of bones in the frog's hind le

These bones are the tibiale and the fi

ulare. forming the heel in man ai

other forms, but here extended

half the length of the foot. They arti

ulate with the fused tibia-fibula (sh

bones), with the remaining tars;

and, through them, with the dig

( foot bones I . The several sets of loi

bones are folded against each oth

when the frog is sitting. They unfo

more or less simultaneously durii

the jump, and are almost complete

unfolded when the toes leave grour

THE elongation and folding of tl

hind limb is characteristic

jumpers, whether they be grassho

pers, frogs, or kangaroos. The long

the legs, or the greater the number '

"^^^^^m^s^'

Jump starts from sitting position that is resumed befo

next leap. Unfolding of body is not horizontal or verlici

but is in a plane about thirty degrees from the horizonti
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Elongation of leg shows the hone and

^nscle formation. Muscles on posterior

folds, the farther the distance and the

onger the time through which the

jjody may be moved while the foot

;till contacts and exerts a force on the

:round. In bullfrogs this distance is

;reater than the body length, so

hat a higher acceleration can thus

le attained with less muscular stress.

PHOTOGRAPHS on pages 28 and 29

show that the process of unfold-

ng occurs neither in the vertical nor

n the horizontal, but rather in a

liane some 30° from the horizontal.

This supports the observation that the

nain muscle masses of the upper leg

'ie in front and behind the femur.

?oth of these major groups contrib-

ile energy to the jump. Only a few

elatively smaller muscles power the

eturn of the limb to rest.

The frog's use of two sets of large

nuscles, apparently antagonistic, for

single sequence of movements is

urprising. The voluntary muscles of

he vertebrate body are most often ar-

anged in antagonistic pairs. Changes
n their relative contraction may move
he bones in one direction, in a re-

side of the femur rotate this bone and
begin the needed acceleration. Muscles

verse direction, or hold them station-

ary. Closer examination shows that

the frog's muscles, though on oppo-

site sides of the same bone, are not

actually antagonistic. The first mus-

cle group on the posterior surface of

the femur connects the femoral shaft

to the posterior plate of the pelvic gir-

dle. Its contraction swings the femur

through an arc of some 100°. so that

the bone's free end points back in-

stead of forward. The side photos ac-

tually show the bone pointing slightly

downward during the jumps. The
movement thus provides strong hori-

zontal but little vertical acceleration.

The second group of muscles origi-

nate on the femoral shaft and run

along its anterior surface to insert on

a set of flat tendons that attach to the

shaft of the tibia. The tendon sheet

runs over the femur's free end as over

a pulley. Contraction of the second

group of muscles rotates the tibia-fib-

ula in a direction opposite to that of

the femur, thus straightening the leg.

The actual arrangement of the mus-

cles is far more complicated than here

described. For instance, some of the

along femoral shaft rotate tibia-fibula,

thus straightening the legs out again.

muscles lie behind the femur and at-

tach to the tendon over the knee.

However, it is apparent that the two

groups are opposite in position, but

not antagonistic in action.

The pattern of opposite, but not

antagonistic, muscles continues down
the leg, with muscle systems designed

to power the shift of each bone upon

the one closer to the body. The leg

segments are folded around all joints,

except those between tibiale-fibulare

and the tarsals and digits. They lie in

the resting position and straighten to

provide the propulsive force. Between

the tibiale and the fibulare the seg-

ments first fold and then straighten

around the joint after the animal has

left the ground in its jump.

THE unfolding of the several seg-

ments of the hind leg tends to

propel the frog's body on the same

principle as that used by some aborig-

inal spear throwers. Here the spear is

propelled by a separate lever, held by

one end and rotated. It is known that

in operating a lever, the applied force

is to the force exerted as the inverse

.t^

i

45^ "^WkJfJ-^*'"^^^

ftVM*^'*-'t,'M"

As sKKN I'liOM ABOVE, propiilHloii power is a result of iIk;

xiiiiultaMcoiiH ui^livation of holh hind legs. Feel remain on
KroiiiMl iiiilil lMk.-n(T, llirri iniisl arcelcrah! lo full speed.
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ratio of their distances from the ful-

crum (the point about which the lever

rotates I . But it is also true that the

distance traveled by a point on a lever

rotating through a given angle in-

creases with the distance of the point

from the fulcrum. (During any hour

the tip of the ininute hand travels

much farther on a church clock than

on a ladies' lapel watch. ) The dia-

grams on pages 30 and 31 show that

this principle makes for a maximum
shift of the body for a minimum
movement of the muscles, which are

attached very close to the fulcrum.

THIS seemingly inefficient muscle

arrangement has been considered

of importance for several reasons.

Muscular contraction is not an instan-

taneous affair—it requires a definite

time. However, during the moments

before take-off. segments of the frog's

limbs are moving at speeds in excess

of six feet per second. A muscle ar-

ranged for maximal mechanical ad-

vantage would have to contract at

least that fast to maintain the continu-

ing pressure of the foot against the

ground at that acceleration. It may
well be that it is biomechanically sim-

pler to increase the force than the

contraction speed of the muscle. A
second consideration is the fact that

the force exerted by a muscle is re-

duced when the muscle is allowed to

contract for a greater distance. The

less the movement, the greater the

force exerted. When muscles are at-

tached close to the fulcrum, it is eas-

ier to attain the needed force and

maintain it through a given angular

movement of the bone. All of this

should not mask the fact that there

may well be reasons of geometry that

overrule aspects of purely mechanical

advantage. It is the adaptiveness of

the entire organism, and not some
special property of an organ, that is

normally selected for in an evolution-

ary process of development.

The four photographs of the jump-

ing sequence show some other ways

in which frogs are adapted to efficient

jumping. The forearms are folded

backward against the body and the

eyes are not only closed, but are re-

tracted into the head. The frog can do

this without trouble, as it lacks a bony

separation between orbital and oral

cavities. Both the arm movement and

the retraction of the eyes would seem
to be behavioral adaptations to jump-
ing. They reduce air friction during

the jump and protect these important

structures from accidental damage
during collision. The side views show

the noticeable streamlining during the

initial portion of the jump. As the

jumping animal levels out, the fore-

arms rotate forward and downward
—though it is not yet known whether

this motion is triggered by changed

inclination or by some other signal.

The closing and retraction of the

eyes pose some extremely interesting

and as yet unanswered questions. It

certainly appears as if the frog first

"sees" the prey and then closes its

eyes and jumps blind. Such a blind

jump would cause the frog to miss a

considerable percentage of erratically

moving objects. There is evidence,

however, that the frog exerts a con-

tinuing control over its flight path.

Some of the photographs show a

sudden lateral shift of the jump path.

(A vertical correction by the frog

would be far more difficult to detect

and confirm.) This shift or alteration

of the path seems to take place fairly

close to the prey, and has only been

observed when a miss was imminent.

After the initial and fortuitous obser-

vations were made, it proved possible

to increase the frequency of "naviga-

tional corrections" by causing the

bait to swing just before the frog's

jump. This suggests that the frog may
produce the shift by a change in the

relative position of its hind legs,

which swings the body round the cen-

ter of gravity. Several remarkable

photos (pages 27 and 37) show a frog

apparently using the expanded mem-
brane of the right hind foot to swing

its body toward the prey.

A complicating factor in explain-

ing this apparent control of the

path is produced by the nature of vi-

sion in frogs. It has long been known
that frogs show remarkably little re-

sponse to immobile objects. Dead or

anesthetized prey is ignored, even

when the frog is hungry. A group of

biologists from the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology recently tapped

the frog s optic nerve and found an

explanation. Apparently the frog's

retina does not see or report a mosaic

image. Instead, there are groups of

cells specialized in such areas as

boundary detection; One particular

group reacts to the curvature of an

object, and may thus be considered to

serve for "bug perception." However,

the btig is perceived only if it is mov-
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•'ouR-STAGE jump sequence, above, shows proxiiiiily of frog

bait before the mouth opens, and two stages in forward

otation of the tongue. Small vertical rectangle at the left

J mirror that triggered photocell as frog passed in front.

Bending of lower jaw, caused by dropping ol the synipliysial

bones, is demonstrated in sequence photograph, below. Also

visible is rotating tongue base, and free tongue tip that

attains own motion after base has performed full rotation.



ing. Immobility reduces the strength

of the "sight signal" to the point

where it will be wiped out and not re-

instated if the object is momentarily

hidden. It is not known whether this

cessation of input implies the disap-

pearance of the spatial memory of the

object within the brain (if such a

thing actually exists in a frog), or

how quickly the disappearance might

take place. If fading does occur, shut-

ting of the eye might interfere with

subsequent modifications of aim.

THE closing of the eye would not

of itself cut off the image en-

tirely. The lower lid, often called the

nictitating membrane, is thick but

transparent, and would seem capable

of changing the optical qualities of

objects seen through it. More impor-

tant is the fact that the lid undoubt-

edly cuts down on the amount of

binocular vision possible for a frog.

Such binocular vision (looking at an

object with both eyes simultaneously)

is required for the initial aiming. It is

not certain whether a bullfrog can

start a jump in a direction at an angle

to the one in which it is sitting. Many
tree frogs can easily do this, but pre-

liminary tests suggest that a directed

jump by a tree frog will only be made
in the direction in which the head is

pointing. This seems to suggest that

the aiming process involves some sort

of equalization of the stimuli being

received from the two eyes. Similar

situations have been described in

other animals that jump, or project

part of their bodies. There is. for in-

stance, evidence that the African cha-

meleon must focus both of its inde-

pendently operated eyes on an insect

at the same angle before there can be

assurance of a hit by its tongue.

These various bits of evidence allow

a tentative hypothesis for explaining

the frog's flight correction. The take-

off seems to be aimed visually and

then the jump started with the eyes

retracted. If the aim remains true,

and the object remains in front of the

nose, it will not move across the vis-

ual field. The reduced binocularity

will make the object increasingly less

visible as it approaches. However, a

faulty jump registers the prey as a

moving object on a single eye. The
greater the distance between object

and flight path, the earlier the mo-
ment occurs when the prey is clearly

enough "seen" to trigger corrective

action. This relationship would ex-
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Tongue emerges in 0.05 seconds, and whips around prey i

a weighted rope end will spin around a post. Attachment 1

plain the last-stage changes in the

flight path. It would also be interest-

ing to determine if the frog has any

distance—rather than only directional

—judgment, or if it jumps at any

object of a certain apparent size.

The jump carries the frog to the vi-

cinity of the prey, which, however,

must still be caught. The photographs

show clearly that the frog does not

open its mouth until it is within two to

three inches of the bait. It then lifts

the head, actually bending it back-

ward on the neck, and drops the lower

jaw. The tongue consists of a flat plate

with a seemingly small tip on each

side of the free edge. Curiously

enough, this free edge points back-

ward when the mouth is closed. The

tongue is attached just behind the ti

of the jaw and the photographs she

it swinging forward around the

tachment. At its most forward p«

tion it will have rotated through 18

If the aim was right the tongue

reach the prey before rotation is coE

pleted. During the forward swing

tongue will elongate and then wrs

around the prey, much as ti

weighted end of a swung rope wi

spin around a post. The retractic

occurs as quickly, and the tongi

carries the wrapped prey into tl

mouth. The forelimbs may assist

stuffing in the ends of large or u;

wieldy items, but the mouth closes b

fore the frog has traveled two inch

The speed with which this sim'1



\ is facilitated by tongue's elasticity, sticky saliva, and
many short papillae that catch on any irregularities.

iK'-ess takes place has produced some
iiarkable confusions regarding its

' hanism. Muscles do their work
liilc contracting; they cannot push
lit only pull. Push is generally ex-

•rtcd by having muscles linked to a

igid structure such as a bone. The
labb) frog tongue lacks bony su]j|)ort

Kid reaches far beyond the mouth.
' lius it cannot be pulled— yet some-

M'.' must move it.

^^in: first anatomical rc|)orl on the

tongue seem!" to have been pub-

li'd in 1827 by Anloine Uuges, a

II' h anatomist who suggested that

work was done by muscles. How-
r. he apparently lacked proper op-

'I equipment, as his drawings show

the smaller structures in the wrong
places. Then in 1901 two completely

conflicting reports appeared. The first

was a detailed study by Gaupp, the

man who had earlier revised the

standard reference work on frog anat-

omy. He concluded that there were

two sets of muscles, one that flipped

the tongue outward and another that

retracted it. The second report was a

note by Hartog, who seems to have

jjublished it twice—in Paris and in

London. He claimi'd that flipping was

activated hydraulically by lymph,

which filled large spaces within the

tongue. He based his case on the

amount of space filled and the action

produced by the injection into the

tongue of molten cocoa butter. One

may presume that Hartog soon en-

countered and accepted Gaupp's
study, because a promised longer

paper never appeared. In spite of

this, and of a careful restudy of yet

additional forms by the Indian anato-

mist Gnanamuthu, and comments on

its variation in different groups by the

Russian anatomist Tatarinov, there

are still many texts that refer to a

hydraulically operated tongue. Some
have added insult to injury by attrib-

uting the theory to Gaupp.

IT
is not too difficult to prove Hartog

wrong. The tongue emerges in

0.05 seconds and is retracted in less

time than this—far too quickly to be

hydraulically activated. His "large

spaces" are artifacts, probably pro-

duced by excessive pressure during

injection. What, then, is the muscular

mechanism that flips the tongue?

Three separate anatomical facts

and one well-known biological phe-

nomenon enable the frog to flip its

tongue. First is the pressure of a pair

of loosely attached bones connecting

the tips of the lower jaws. These sym-

physial bones are unique in frogs, but

their true importance does not seem

to have been recognized. Second is a

stout muscle connecting the ends of

the true jaw bones across the tip of

the lower jaw. Third is an astonish-

ingly large mass of muscle in the base

of the tongue. This mass is attached to

the symphysial bones in front and to

nothing in particular in back. The
jDosterior and lateral surfaces of the

muscle mass are enclosed in a stout

covering, but only two relatively

small muscles connect the mass to the

free portion of the tongue. These are

the facts. The phenomenon, namely

that muscles become rigid on contrac-

tion, is one familiar to every little boy

who has demonstrated his incipient

biceps to admiring members of the

opposite sex in the schoolyard.

The reconstructed tongue-flipping

sequence is as follows: the contrac-

tion of the cross muscle, or submenta-

lis, draws the tips of the jaw bones

together. This motion forces the sym-

physial bones downward, and with

I hem the attachment of the large

tongue muscle, which now bends in a

(|iiarlcr circle around ihc coiilraclcd

submciilalis. The simultaneously con-

tracting tongue muscle begins to

shorten and assume a straight line. It

can do this by letting its "free" end

move uj)war<l, thus achieving a rolal-
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Top view of lower jaw

Submentalis

Symphysials

Submentalis

Dentary

ing motion around the rigid bar c

the contracted submentalis. The uj

ward swing of the rigidifying tongu

muscle then carries along the body c

the tongue, catapulting it forwarc

The dropping of the lower jaw assist

this movement, and the tongue seerr

to continue traveling by its own inei

tia. The tongue's elastic structure a

lows it to stretch so that it is almos

twice as long when extended as whe
resting in the mouth. A second set o

more conventionally arranged mu;
cles pulls the tongue back into th

mouth, possibly aided by the inert!

imparted by the captured insect pre)

Side view

Tongue muscle

Symphysial

Submentalis

Structure of frog"s mouth is shown
at top. When tongue flips forward, the
submentalis draws tips of the jaw bones

together, and forces symphysial bones
downward. Tongue muscle swings up,
carrying tongue and catapulting it out.

Near miss shows tongue is completely Nictitating membrane can be seen over
extended at end of jump's aiming point, the retracted eye, in contrast to the
and body is twisted to correct the aim. everted eye of resting frog in water.
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The stretching mechanism has the

.advantage of facilitating the tongue's

jattachment to prey objects. The

;tongue is covered with a viscous

saUva, and bears a forest of short

papillae that would seem to catch on

irregularities while wrapping around

the prey. Intimate contact with the

prey is maintained by inherent elas-

licity. and before it can unwrap itself

the insect or worm will be trapped

inside the frog's closed mouth.

It was once thought that the sticky

product of certain glands of the upper

jaw was wiped off by the tongue as it

[raveled forward. Gnanamuthu had

already published his doubts on this

point. Now Mr. Roberts' photographs

(page 33] show that the tongue does

not touch the roof of the mouth dur-

ing its forward path. One photograph

is again worth pages of discussion.

THE tongue-flipping mechanism

seems effectively designed to be

operated during a jumping sequence.

The use of a relatively elastic initial

contact with flying prey reduces the

chance of sudden shocks on the body.

The speed of motion is sufficient to

permit the prey to be caught and

stuffed into the mouth before the frog

hits the water. The bullfrog's size and

construction allow it to survive even

the most spectacular drop it might en-

counter normally. It may thus jump
freely at any passing prey; the landing

can only be more or less happy.

It is hoped that this brief discussion

has helped to illustrate that some
basic principles of biomechanics may
be derived from a consideration of as

prosaic an object as jumping and

feeding methods of frogs. Many
things remain to be learned, even

about the commonest animals, and it

is obvious that photography can con-

siderably assist the learning process.

«i» At'
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Light Reflections in

the Winter Sky
Atmospheric phenomena once terrorized awe-struck observers

By Richard G. Beidleman
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IT
HAD BEEN A CHILLY NIGHT for

April throughout the Severn coun-

tryside of southern England. As the

barley sowers left their homes at dawn

to start the planting, the sun, "'follow-

ing its orbit about the earth," rolled

slowly up out of the eastern wood-

lands, bringing with it a never-to-be-

forgotten spectacle.

Wild thoughts must have filled the

minds of the hundreds of peasants,

\eomen. and gentry, who. in the year

] 233. viewed the heavens with conster-

nation. In the pale blue sky that

reached across toward Normandy,

moving in consort with the rising sun,

were four celestial spheres of equal

brilliance, flanking the sun in pairs.

And passing through these paired

spheres to circle around the sun were

two broad and niany-hued. encircling

halos. From sunrise until noon, this

prodigy rode the spring sky above

England, then vanished as mysteri-

ouslv as it had appeared, leaving be-

wilderment below.

Through the centuries, many such

strange lights have been seen in the

sky, ranging from simple halos to

complex illuminations that vault the

entire heavens, and all of them are as-

sociated with the vagaries of light

rays in moisture-laden atmosphere.

The term "halo" itself was introduced

by Aristotle and is generally, though

incorrectly, applied to any rings

around the sun or moon. Actually,

there are two major types of "celes-

tial" rings, differing with respect to

their mode of formation.

True halos, most frequently ob-

served in the winter, are caused by

sunlight or moonlight refracting from

ice crystals that float high in the upper

atmosphere. Such rings may have a

radius—measured along a great circle

arc through the sun or moon—of 22°

or, less often, 46°, and on rare occa-

sions 90° (the "halo of Hevelius").

The area within the halo appears

darker than the surrounding sky. be-

cause no visible refraction of light

from the ice crvstals occurs there.

What are commonly, and wrongly,

called halos in an overcast summer
sky are usually coronal rings. Coronas

are much smaller than true halos—

typically they are only 1° to 5° in ra-

dius—and are a result of light diffract-

ing from many tiny water drops of

uniform size in a thin cloud. They

may occur either singly or appear in

sets around the sun or moon. This

type of coronal ring is not to be con-

fused with the solar corona, the lumi-

nous, gaseous envelope associated

with the surface of the sun.

MOST often, halos and coronas ap-

pear almost colorless. However,

both can be colorful sights, especially

those seen around the sun. The smaller

halos may be vividly red inside,

ranging to bluish white toward the

outside. The 90° halos have the col-

ors reversed, with blue on the inside.

Colored coronas also have the order

of the colors reversed. One sort of

poorly developed corona, the aureole,

ranges in color from an inner bluish

white to brown at its outer rim. Rings

around the sun are usually less evi-

dent than those around the moon, as

the sun's brilliance obscures them.

I wo iiAl.ds -urroiiiiil llii; nun in idi.-iilizi.l plirjii.riirriDM. Irft.

I i(rlil r<-lli'r|i-il from vi;rtiful ice pri-ui- ,.,u-r p.ci li.li:. l.i

PIpiNir flunkiiiK Hnii. Old driiwiiiK, tihove, hIiow8 sun's niys

•in« refracted as tlii;y strike upon suspended crystals of ice.
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Specter of the Brocken, named after a German mountain
peak, occasionally appears in the sky opposite the rising

40

or setting sun. Caused by nearly horizontal projection, i

casts human shadows on low-lying mists or nearby mountains



Although it is often not apparent, a

lalo sky is typically overcast with the

hinnest sort of cloud cover—high cir-

us ("mare's tail"), cirro-stratus, or

irro-nebula—in which the ice crys-

als are suspended. Coronas appear in

1 lower thin cloud cover of suspended

vater droplets. Ordinarily, halos and

oronas do not appear together in the

kv, and certainly not in a single

loud, because of the basic difference

n the way in which they are formed.

A crude representation of a corona

[\_ can be attained artificially with

imple equipment. To produce such a

)ro]ected coronal image, take a sheet

if glass upon which a fine cover of

lust has been permitted to settle.

Breathe across the glass to coat it with

iioisture droplets. Project a concen-

rated light source through this glass

)late onto a screen and a colored co-

ona will be clearly visible. The co-

ona also can be seen, without being

rojected, by looking at a bright point

of light through the glass. Similarly,

artificial halos can be produced by

coating a sheet of glass with alum crys-

tals, and then looking through the un-

coated side toward a light source.

There are a number of variations on

simple halos, some of which are ex-

tremely spectacular. The "pseudhe-

lion," for example, is visible only

from aloft. It appears as a reflection

of the sun on the upper surface of a

horizontal bank of clouds. Again, at

daybreak or dusk, the low-lying sun

will occasionally project a person's

shadow against a distant cloud bank.

This enlarged shadow forms what has

been called the "specter of the Brock-

en." An individual who looks at his

projected shadow may see a series of

from one to five colored rings around

the shadow's head, called collectively

the "Ulloa circle." These circles are

formed, much like coronas, by the

diffraction of light rays in the cloud.

The "halo of Bouguer," a ring of

about 38° radius hanging in the sky

opposite the sun, is another example.

Often called a "white rainbow," be-

cause, like a rainbow, it appears in the

heavens opposite the sun, it is color-

less. This halo is also caused by light

reflected from ice crystals that are

suspended in the atmosphere.

PILLAR halos are strange, vertical

shafts of light rising above the

horizon at night. Associated with nei-

ther the sun nor the moon, these are

manifestations of our artificially illu-

minated civilization. On still nights,

when flat snow crystals float in the air

parallel to the earth's surface, lights

from the ground are reflected back by

these flat surfaces, causing the shafts

to appear. The beams are white or col-

ored, depending upon the original

light source on the earth's surface.

Some pillars have been seen that meas-

ured over 1,000 feet in height—the

height, of course, being related to the

intensity of the light source.

Sometimes, right at the horizon, a

iiOA r.lB( !.,.' infill- up iif rjM.- Ill inr iiil iiri'il. iiiiiri-iilric ;iH hiTii in this olil niuriiviii);. Hin^'x :iir |irr|irM(liriil;ir li

'.'-, n'liiiclitiiifx •.iirr'iiifiiln tin: hr.iil of :\ pruji rli-il iiiinni;, horizon iiiiil an- r:iii.sril liy linlil ilitVniclioii in ihr iIoiiiIh
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Dr. Beidleman, Associate Professor
of Zoology at Colorado College, has
published both popular and technical
articles on many subjects, including
historical studies of American science.

"mock sun" will appear in vertical

contact with the true sun, and occa-

sionally attended by a vertical "sun

pillar." First noted in Danzig by the

German astronomer Hevelius on April

10, 1682, this phenomenon has since

been explained as a type of mirage,

the mock sun being a reflection of the

true sun. The sun pillar is a reflection

of light from horizontally oriented ice

crystals: on some occasions, it may
actually appear both above and below

the sun at the same time.

During unusual atmospheric con-

ditions, halo patterns may assume
strikingly complex proportions. At
distances of 22° and 46° from the

sun, individual halos may form, each

of which may be colored. In addition,

at points on these halos above and be-

low the sun, there may be tangential

arcs of light. Passing through the

true sun, parallel to the horizon, there

may appear a white, luminous band

or parhelic circle, along which images

of the sun are formed. These are

known as parhelia but are commonly
referred to as sun dogs, mock suns, or,

by seafaring men, as "wind galls."

THE most brilliant images occur

where the parhelic circle inter-

sects a halo, particularly one at 22°.

Mock suns that lie between 90° and
140° from the luminary along the par-

helic circle sometimes are visible and

are termed paranthelia, while an an-

thelion occurs as a large luminous

body opposite the sun on the parhelic

circle, frequently exceeding the true

sun in its diameter. Moon dogs or

mock moons, known as paraselenae,

have also been observed.

Although such magnificent displays

are occasionally to be seen above the

horizon toward sunset in winter, more
often the display is most radiant on a

chilly dawn. As the sun rises, the sun

dogs move out of their halos and as-

sume a comet-like appearance. By
noon, the vision has usually disap-

peared, leaving the true sun to com-

plete its course alone.

As we have seen, these complex

phenomena are associated with the re-

fraction and reflection of light rays

from atmospheric ice crystals that

have a particular orientation with re-
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spect to the earth's surface. The par-

helic circle and ordinary sun dogs are

produced by the sun's rays being bent

by the prismatic faces of hexagonal

ice crystals that are floating in still air

in a vertical position. The white par-

helic light is reflected ; the sun dog lu-

mination is refracted. Sun dogs that

lie above and below the real sun, ver-

tical pillars through the sun, and tan-

gential arcs, in turn, are caused by re-

fractions from ice crystals that are

horizontally oriented.

The brightness and distinctness of

the sun dogs depend upon the num-
ber and arrangement of the ice crys-

tals in the air. Frequently, the sun

dogs may be reddish in color on the

side toward the sun and may appear

elongated along the parhelic circle. In

rare cases, a 22° sun dog may also be

surrounded by its own halo, a portion

of which passes through or near the

image of the sun, itself.

Complex halo displays have never

failed to arouse interest and excite-

ment. It is even possible that the ce

brated cross that the Emperor C(

stantine reportedly saw in the s

about A.D. 312 may have been part

such a display. A parhelic circle, wi

its pillars above and below the sii

would form such a cross, and it woi

appear to be flaming. I

THE most spectacular halo displ'

ever recorded was the Petersbu

phenomenon, observed by Johann L

witz at St. Petersburg on June '2

1790. This display lasted from 7:30

the morning until just after noon, ai

"had everything": multiple halos, l;i

gential arcs, sun dogs, and the colt

of the rainbow. Another famous spf

tacle often reproduced in drawin

was the one seen by Hevelius at Da
zig on February 20, 1661, and kno\

as the Danzig phenomenon.
In the spring of 1912 and the a

tumn of 1913, brilliant halo syster

were seen by many in Great Brita

and, the United States. In a letter

Mock siins in contact with real sun are

shown in two stages, and accompanied
by sun pillar, in 17th century sketch.

Sun pillar, right, sometimes exten

above and below real sun, and is lig

reflected from horizontal ice crysta
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"Danzig phenomenon." above, drawn
by noted astronomer Hevelius in 1661,

is one of best-known recorded displays.

Rendition, below, shows the main

features of a refraction phenomenon,
including 22° and 46° halos. "sun dogs"
on both halos, two tangential arcs, and
a parhelic circle parallel with horizon.

the British journal Nature, an c.

server wrote descriptively of the sig

over Goudhurst on May 17, 191:

"The first thing noted was an obje

high over the setting sun, just like

moustache brushed into a fierce u

ward curve. This had a metallic h-

tre like burnished brass, and mark
the contact between two coloured c

cles, the top one, of which only aba
one-sixteenth was visible, showing t\i

colors, silvery blue on the conca
and rusty buff on the convex. Tl

lower halo was complete down to tl

horizon, and showed all the coloui

while from the sun itself a long sle

der cone rose about halfway up to tl

moustache, and had exactly the san

colour and lustre."

BSERVATIONS in the United Stat

extended from the Mississippi Vallt

to the mid-Atlantic states, with stri

ing displays seen in Missouri, Arkai

sas, and Virginia. Weather conditioi

throughout this area were ideal h
the displays: a high-pressure svster

a thin cover of cirro-stratus, and lac

of wind of any strength aloft.

Halos and associated phenomer
apparently occur more frequently tha

one might guess. The Montsouris 01

servatory in Paris reported 1,317 su

or moon halos of 22° in a ten-ye;

period, or an average of one ever

\
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three days, while 46° halos occurred

about eight times yearly. Sun halos

uutnumbered moon halos by about

three to one. Sun dogs occurred one

day in twelve, on the average, and

parhelic circles were observed about

once every thirty-three days.

SOLAR halos are most common dur-

ing the spring in the Northern

Hemisphere, with March the most pro-

lific month, and during the late fall

in the Southern Hemisphere. Lunar

halos, on the other hand, are most

joften seen in the North during Janu-

ary. Some solar halos have persisted

as long as ten hours, but on the aver-

age, according to data from the Blue

Hill Observatory in Massachusetts,

thev last about 1.9 hours, while lunar

halos last 1.7 hours.

It is understandable that such

strange lights in the sky have led peo-

ple to attribute a prophetic nature to

their appearance. One such prophecy

frequently has a basis in fact. Clouds

that produce coronas often portend

precipitation. The adage. "The moon
with a circle brings water in his beak,"

reflects this. A Zuni Indian saying pre-

( lifts. "When the sun is in his house

• rona), it will rain soon." Some of

se sayings do not bear close scru-

iMiv, however. "The bigger the ring,

the nearer the wet," is actually a mis-

apprehension. A corona will become

:3

"Petersburg phenomenon," above, as

seen by Lowitz in 1790, was remarkable

for multiple halos and vivid colorings.

Drawing, belotv, demonstrates relations

of phenomenon to observer at center.

Sun is one hour higher than on page
opposite, and some of more spectacular

features of display have disappeared.



Sunlight refracting from randomly distributed ice prisms
causes halos, but if enough ice crystals are oriented at the

same angle, other phenomena appear—the type depending or

the amount of light and the predominating types of crystals

smaller as rain nears. because the

water droplets in the cloud are grow-

ing larger at this time and a smaller

ring is produced in consequence.

THE high cloud cover associated

with halos often precedes bad
winter weather. A number of studies

have been carried out in this field of

precipitation prophecy. Data from

Columbia, Missouri, gathered early

in this century, indicated that precipi-

tation almost always followed a 22°

halo in twelve to eighteen hours, and

a 46° halo in twenty-four to thirty-six

hours. Observations at Blue Hill be-

tween 1901 and 1910 indicated that

seventy per cent of winter solar halos

were followed by precipitation in

thirty-one hours.

For more than half a century, the

French meteorologist Renou scanned

the heavens above his native land,

constantly searching for these celes

tial displays. Yet, so varied are the\

that Renou, in this long span of time,

failed to see one of each kind alread;

recorded. Portentous or merely dra-

matic, these strange lights in the sky

display endless variety. Human being;

will continue to watch them—as the\

did in thirteenth-century England-
".

. . for the wonderful novelty of it.'|

Sun halo with 22° radius, accompanied by parhelic circle

across the sun's face, was photographed by the U.S. Weather
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Bureau. The term "halo." introduced by Aristotle, is now

incorrectly used to describe both halos and coronal rings

r



-arved from one solid piece of Water Buffalo Horn, this graceful paddy bird is a stunning example of
one of India's oldest handicrafts. Each figure is individually carved and polished by natives of India and
s an art handed down from father to son for many generations. Mounted on a rosewood base it stands
about 13 inches high and is polished to a glossy black. Here is an example of individualistic styling to
oe treasured for its simplicity and good taste . . . Six dollars postpaid.

nbers are entitled to a 10% discount.
•jie do not send cash. Send check or money order to. The American Museum of Natural History, New York 24, New York.
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North Woods Winter
In snowshoe hare country, the Ice Age seems scarcely endej

By Virginia S. Eifert Illustrations by Wayne Trimm

THE SNOWSHOE HARE made enor-

mous leaps up the trail, veered

into the shadows of the sheltering

firs, and left behind a series of dot-

and-dash footprints across the drifts

of snow. By the time I had reached

the top of the slope and had come into

the balsams where the rabbit had
vanished, I could not find it, although

its whiteness could have concealed it.

I felt certain it was watching as I

came toward its domain, and was
poised to escape if I continued.

This land of the snowshoe hare is

a forest of conifers and aspens that

lies in the northern United States and

southern Canada. In winter, this for-

est is a place of deep and abiding

snow, with a winter that begins in Oc-

tober and lasts until April, and often

until May. For at least five months of

the year, the ground is white and the

drifts grow deeper with each storm

and each day of wind.

The land of the snowshoe hare is

glacier country. Here, the effect of

the last ice sheet is so apparent that it

seems to have left but a little while

ago. Geologically, it was only yest(

day when the last glacier melti

Over the terrain of the Middle Wei

the first glaciers of the Pleistocen

smoothed everything out, brougl

Canadian granite rocks to norther

Illinois, scattered deep sand an

gravel over Wisconsin and Michigai

and filled the landscape with bou

ders, which, one by one, farmers sti

gather as an annual crop. Ice also di

posited a mineral-rich soil over tl

prairie states, and left low morair

hills where ice, in a bulldozer actioi
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HE SNOWSHOE HARE of the North Woods vitally affects the

alance of nature in that cold and snow-covered land. Its

abundance insures a food supply for the owls, wolves, foxes,

and other animals that must survive in the rigorous climate.

I'lvefl up debris, and then melted.

Lnder the glaciers themselves, all

if perished. This did not happen

ifldenly, catching everything un-

^are as in an earthquake or volcanic

uplion. The glacier moved so slowly

iiat its advance could not have shown
uch change from one year to an-

li'.T. Century by century, life conlin-

d to exist comfortably just below

;rreat blue-white wall as its un-

• M edges were forever breaking off

' forever draining a little water

the south surjshinc.

- the ice covered what once were

iiient-wide nesting and feeding

lids, mammals and birds simply
I a little farther south, or else

perished. The great I'leistocene

ilia—which had occupied all the

iid to the Arctic Ocean—was now
iifincd to a more limited area south

the big ux, but this was no special

hardship. Mammoths in the marshes

had plenty to eat; mastodons fed in

the forests; musk oxen grazed on the

grasslands; giant ground sloths pulled

down tree leaves to eat; six-foot beav-

ers cut poplars and built enormous

dams. They dwelt in a green, moist

landscape that occupied thousands of

square miles below the barrier of ice.

Eventually, animals and birds were

living much farther south than their

ancestors a thousand years before.

TriK immovable things, the trees

and other plants, eventually wore

overwhelmed and lost, yet even for

rooted vegetation there was time for

future generations to escape destruc-

tion. As the climate cooled, trees

tended to produce more scc^ds on their

sunny south sides. Normally dispers-

ing seeds of norllii-rii piaiils sproiilcd a

little farther soiilli. gi-nci .ilinii by ^'cm-

eration, ahead of the ice. Canadian

balsams and spruces eventually were

growing in southern Illinois and Mis-

souri, arbutus in Kentucky, partridge-

berry in Louisiana. The older genera-

tions, back in the path of the ice, were

finally knocked down and leveled, as

the glacier reached them and passed

over their fallen forms, but their

progeny flourished in the south.

The coming of the ice was made up

of advances and retreats; of lobes of

ice pushing out in one direction or

receding in another, like a chilly

amoeba with constantly shifting shape

and direction. Four great ice sheets

came over the Middle West, each for

a dilTeront distance and in a different

dire(ttion. Between, there was a return

to greenery and life far up the thawed

continent. Yet, over and over, each

w.'irming inlcrglacial iiilerval was
iTiili-d bv iiiiolhrr advance of the ice
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mass that lurked in the North country.

During the mehing times, a braided

network of streams, large and small,

drained this vast quantity of water

down the continent, funneled it into

the Wisconsin, the Illinois, the Ohio

and the Mississippi rivers. Before the

Ice Age, there had been no Great

Lakes. Where they lie today—the re-

sult of the great, final melting—there

were formerly old river valleys, much
eroded, then widened, gouged out,

and deepened by the action of the

glaciers and by their inconceivably

great weight. When the ice finally

melted, these old valleys were filled

with water, which spilled out on all

sides to form bodies of water much
greater than any there today.

LAKE Algonquin then occupied, in

j the main, the position filled by

Lake Michigan now, but it was very

much broader. Lake Agassiz extended

the present boundary of Lake Supe-

rior far into Saskatchewan and Mani-

toba, and was larger in area than all

the other Great Lakes combined.

About 24,000 years ago, ice of the

Wisconsin Glacier covered what was
soon to become the Great Lakes, but

did not extend very far below their

southern extremities. Six thousand

years later, the ice had gained

strength and had pushed determinedly

iv^-p.

During days of deepest freezing, the

hare turns to woody plants for its food,
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stretching up to nibble at aspens, or to

peel bark from young maples or pines.

in its final surge south, almost to tl

Ohio River and the hills of Cincinnal

THEN the ice set about a prodigioi

melting that lasted for five tho

sand years, retreating until half 1

Lake Michigan was open. A thousar

years later, when the lake was free 1

ice, the glacier advanced again.

Meanwhile, a spruce swamp had

chance to develop in the shallo'

lakes and marshes formed by me
water in southeastern Wisconsin. J

the ice began its final assault, tl

floods preceding it drowned th^

spruces. When the ice finally reach(

the dead trees, it passed ponderous

over them, knocking them all fl

and pointing in the direction towaj

which the ice was heading.

Mud and glacial rubble were d

posited thickly on top of the fall*

spruces, burying their remains. Tl

remnants of this forest were hiddc

until geologists discovered them ne"
Two Creeks, Wisconsin. Their pre

ence gave the name "Two Creeks I

terval" to that last erratic push of ii

I*



Great Lakes, in dark blue?

contrast with vast extent

of waters in inter-glacial

meltings (light blue) . Gray

is maximum advance of ice.

The landscape, today, is accented

by the dark spires of spruce, balsam,

and cedar. The broad crowns of the

pines stand above all other trees, and

the white-on-white of birches, with

their black scars and russet twigs, are

part of the North Woods picture. Al-

though it is largely a white world, its

appearance is varied endlessly with

the blueness of shadows on a north

slope; by the rainbow sparkle of

snowflakes dislodged from pine twigs

and cascading through the sunshine;

by the winter colors, which range

from the purple-brown of the alders

to the scarlet of basswood buds, the

beige of hazel catkins, and the deep

rose of the red pines' bark. In spite

of miles of whiteness, it is a colorful

land, a land that is full of life.

FROM the signs all about me, ani-

mals and birds appeared to be

doing very well. Long since, the weak

had perished: late winter contains

only the strong and healthy. Every-

where I found their tracks, and most

abundant of all in this hilly balsam

country were the rabbit highways-

lying above frozen bogs and lakes,

climbing the hills, dissecting the bal-

sam thickets. So many hares had

come along that their chubby tracks

had beaten broad lanes through the

soft snow. The animals had stood on

tiv id gave it, moreover, an exact date.

[iQ arbon 14 dating revealed that those

iruces were living 11.300 (±300

1

i|g »rs ago. This is considerably more

FiJfcent than anyone had thought that

y: le ice had last come south. The

],ja
>nices at Two Creeks pushed for-

[;;. ard the time scale of the Pleisto-

lii
!ne's end by thousands of years. Be-

rn i. teen seven and eight thousand years

i£ ;o, the ice left the Great Lakes coun-

,; 5 y and has not yet come back.

J'
'n the wake of this last glacier, thou-

} -J , Bands of small lakes were left in

jfH allows in Wisconsin, Ontario. Min-

1;. . !Mta, Michigan, northern Illinois,

id Indiana. Wherever ice had lain

,• eking in a depression, a lake or

Jnd formed. .Some of these melt-

,., jols drained quile a>va\. but thou-

.'a indu remainefl. [jarlicularly in the

' orth Woods. The drowned, man-
.

I
ed, eurrieii. wet. lake-strewn sand

;.j id gravel of the post-glacial land-

M'V^ *"«''' again ready for the return
' 'ivinp things, ready to bccomr- the

' '>f the snowshoe hare

•././A«l, -

Sovir.iivir.'

»r tliirlv I

speed

Hhort

HpurtH, pliintinK llie crciit hinil fi50l

ulieiiil of the forefeet to add nioineiiliini.

51
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tiptoe, stood as high as they cou

reach to peel off the tender bark i

young red maples and pines; aspei

had been nibbled; even the lavende

colored canes of the wild raspberrl

in the old lumber clearings had bef

pruned by hares' teeth.

To get about more easily on tl

snow—and getting about with spes

and efiBciency can mean the differem

between life and death to the hares

they find it practical to travel whe

others have gone before. The Ian

assure them of a packed-down rou

that always leads into some thicket (

tangled hideaway, in case danger pu

sues. The individualist, taking life

hand (and sometimes losing it) m<

also skip gaily over the frozen lak

through forest and over open bo

leaving sharp, staccato tracks.

SUCH tracks appear to be going

the direction opposite that whi(

the rabbit really took. In his burr

the animal puts down his two lar;

hind feet in front of the smaller for

feet. By the time the snow is a day

two old. however, the majority of tl

tracks are all but indistinguishable

the maze of rabbit lanes crisscrossii

the balsam country. The big snc

shoe hare that had led me. on my ov

snowshoes, up the hill to the gre

dark-green balsams, had followi

one of the main routes; the trail h;

led it to the concealment of the tret

Then suddenly, from a few yar

away, where it had been sitting

such quietude that it had become pa

of the snow, a big white hare with

sooty nose and ear tips burst aw:

and leaped in great bounds across tl

snow. Startled, careless of followii

the lanes, it was Alice's White Rabb

recklessly bound for an unknown a

pointment. rashly printing large, we

punched, widely spaced tracks i

anyone or anything to follow.

The animal went off at a curve ai

was quickly out of sight. Hares ha'

been known to speed away at thir

miles an hour, yet they seldom n
for very long in a straight line. Thi

may follow a curve, making a lar:

circle, and come back to their balsa

thickets again. Counting on this,

waited in the shelter of the firs, whe

chickadees chittered in cheerful d;

regard for the zero cold.

Raccoon backs down from hollow tr

nest to forage in snow for anything

can find—from scraps of meat to but



istening to the chickadees. I could

if> thought winter was a simple

h 2 in this land, but I knew better.

,ln creatures cannot exist in this

T ronnient. In a ruthless economy

>f jlection. the animals active in win-

e are reduced to those able to find

1 and withstand cold.

I'lhaps three-fourths of the birds

J in the North Woods in June

lie in winter far to the south-

as far as Mexico, Central and

'i America. Adult insects largely

-li. although their eggs, larvae, co-

is. fastened on twig, dead leaf, or

: still remain, neat capsules of

iiitv. Of the mammals, only the

liiirate. Skunks and woodchucks

n r a state of hibernation that low-

T the metabolism, slows breathing,

>f tbeat. and body functions, and

s the need for food until spring

_- new supplies.

ut rabbits, mice, squirrels, and

If are active all winter long. They

aid run and race. The smaller

re prev for the all-winter hunt-

ic hungry ones— fo.xes, wolves,

-. and weasels. The deer try to

' nough greenery and tender

- on the cedar trees in the

[i; to stave off starvation.

ILL other mammals are adapta-

_ ble. With a comfortable adjust-

w I to winter, raccoons, chipmunks,

•'ats. and beavers find it possible

I without requiring much food,

mes for days at a time. The

. iiunk dozes on top of a food sup-

n his den; he seldom needs to

(lis bed for a bite to eat. The
il- and beavers go down the

-lides below their huts, to the

/ II lake bottom for a lily root

Ml. or an aspen log put there

'iler gnawing. The fat, deeply

raccoons, upon awakening

in a hollow tree—the females

umatures together, the males
11—back down the trunk and
I'Toss the snow. Anything will

1 hem— frozen scraps left from
' meal, some small creature.

'line of real scarcity, birch and

"I buds, anrl even cocoons.

I"<rcupines are neither very ac-

r are they the sort to while

'li'- winlirr in a difn. They get

iilhcr awkwardly in the snow.

a deep, plodding trail ."how-

' Hra^r-marks of the tail, l/iil

' nil in order to get from one

mother. That day I had come

'.^/'i
'M'//

/$\

Porcupine takes up position in tree

and eats twigs, buds, needles, or bark

upon a large black porcupine propped

in the crotch of a white pine, frost on

its quills and a "here I stay" look in

the witless, shoe-button eyes. It must

have been up there for at least a week,

for it had eaten a large gap in the

pine twigs and needles and appeared

to be contented with bol:h the seat in

the crotch and the supply of tender

bark and greenery all about. It had

only to move to another spot in the

same tree'to find a fresh dinner.

The large carnivorous animals and

birds are the ones that have the grim-

mest and most urgent winter battle to

find enough to eat. In a land as cold

and .snow-covered as this, it seems im-

possible that there should be enough

to go round. Hut it is the snowshoe

hare, the abundant white rabbit of the

North, llial provides the answer, the

Mippiv that ki-e|)s starvation away. In

Miaiiilaining a balance in the wildlife

.if the North country, the hare is the

single cri-aliin- affcrling il llic ninsl.

Long ago. 111.' Ii.iir nfl.ii ki-|il Indian

in large radius around its perch. When
diet palls, it moves to another tree.

villages alive with meat and warm
with soft furs in the hardest of win-

ters; and it fed wolves and foxes,

lynxes, and cougars, fed owls and
coyotes, martens and wolverines, in

the same way it does today.

YET the hare has a defense, a pro-

tection that is perhaps of greater

value than would be claws or sharp

teeth. Each autumn, white hairs come
into the brown coat. The brown falls

out and. in about ten weeks, the hare

has become pure white. At the same

time, if the season is normal, snows

have transformed the North into a

world of white. Now the hare is a

ghost, hidden in full view against the

snow. When the winter sun is bright,

the hare's shadow, dark upon the

drifts, is more conspicuous than the

animal itself. This is a dangerous,

lelllale image, and the hare appears

to avoid its implications by spending

its days largely in woods and thickets,

in the safety of the shadows.

S3



Chickadees, sharply black and white

against the birch and firs, can always

I
looked at my watch. The hare that

had departed from the balsams in

such a hurry had been gone for eight

minutes. If it was going to return in

the circular route it was supposed to

take, it ought to be back soon. The air

was very cold, even in the shelter of

the trees. As I was about to give up

my vigil, a shadowy ghost came clip-

ping in from behind me.

The hare was so little visible against

the whiteness that I had to know it

was there before I could assure my-

self that it had indeed come back. I

moved. The hare moved. I could see it

plainly now, alert ears tipped with

black, a smudge of black around nose

and face, eyes dark and alarmed, the

rest of the body fluffy and white, al-

most like an Angora rabbit. I moved
my hand, and the rabbit cut out in a

big circle again. It would get back

\w

find seeds or buds on which they feed

with apparent unconcern for zero cold.

again to its thicket, no doubt, but I

would be elsewhere.

As I moved away, crunching a trail

with my own snowshoes on the drifts,

I came upon tracks that a frantic, flee-

ing snowshoe hare had made. The ani-

mal had left the rabbit highways and

its tracks were curiously alone and

stark in their accurate punching of

the broad-spaced signature. But in the

deep snow before me lay other tracks,

large, purposeful, doglike; leaps that

encompassed the trail in magnificent,

nine-foot bounds. Wolf tracks.

I felt suddenly alien to these woods.

Something else was here, some other

presence. I saw nothing, but the tracks

were there, and they were fresh, loose

snow kicked up around them.

I followed them for a little distance

through the openness of the pines

until, suddenly, still other tracks lay

"im,

Mrs. Eifert's Land of the Snowshi
Hare, from which this is an exceri'

was recently published by Dodd. Mec
and Co. ( Copyright © 1960 by Virginj

S. Eifert). Wayne Trimm is a we
known portrayer of nature subjec'

imprinted. It was the first time in

snowshoed wanderings here thg

had come upon any snowshoe tri

other than my own and the rabb

These were different, the round b

paw rackets that trappers in the 1:

country sometimes wear. The 1

paws fell in with the wolf tracks,

tially obliterating them.

I
was aware then of a furious, hi

coldness in the air, a chill

struck inside my inner warmth,

wolf and the hunter and the sn

shoe hare: let them be. A low g

bank of clouds had risen and now
westering sun had gone under tl

blanketing. No wonder the air

now so cold. A great silence clcM

down and the gloom of the clouds ly

like a gray cloak upon the fores I

turned, then, and, still with that sfse

of being watched, hurried throrh

the deepening cold toward the warrli.

food, and friendliness of my cabii

By the time I reached the (\>

snowflakes were coming down hi,.

ily. Their veiling blurred the disiit

spruces, screened the far

Dimly at the top of the slope wl'e

the aspens began. I could see a g

shape move into the woods. Thro

the rushing flakes a raven flap|i

one wing feather missing, toward je

distant shelter of the snow-clad pi

Tracks of the fleeing snowshoe hare

are interspersed with grim reminders
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of savage nature— large, doglike tracks

imprinted in snow by a pursuing wolf.

Raven, riglit, stark against the whit

the landscape, flies to pines for she

V
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Ideal case of Eudoxus' theory of

s is shown here,

pparent motions of sun and moon
..ere explained by counterrotating

system of three attached spheres.

SKY
REPORTER
By SiMONE Daro Gossner

THE FIRST KNOWN ATTEMPT to explain the apparent mo-
tion of celestial bodies in scientific terms is to be found

in Greece, in the fifth century B.C. For several centuries be-

fore that time, the Babylonians had accumulated a vast

quantity of astronomical observations and had devised

some methods whereby they could predict the positions of

planets; they left us many tablets outlining their proce-

dure, but we have as yet no record of the theory on which
these precepts were based.

The first gropings of Greek philosopher-scientists are

poorly known, too, because their original writings were de-

stroyed and gained diffusion only through quotations in

historical and scientific works of a later epoch. For that

reason, it is not possible to trace the influence of Babylo-

nian thought on early Greek astronomy. In fact, one can-

not even say when the first rational cosmology began to

take shape. In the fifth century, the disciples of Pythago-
ras already confront us with a mature system.

The Pythagoreans held that the earth is a sphere—
whereas Thales, a scant hundred years earlier, still be-

lieved it to be a disk afloat on the ocean. They also thought
that all celestial motions are circular, geocentric, and of

constant speed. History does not say by what reasoning

they had come to that conclusion, but it may have been
nothing more than an expression of their conviction that

the sphere and the circle, being perfect shapes, were the

only figures worthy of representing the heavens.

Philolaus of Croton, who owed much to the Pythago-
rean heritage, discarded their view that the earth is the
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center of the universe, but retained the notion of circar

orbits (a notion that would endure until the days of Ip-

ler). He assumed that all the known "errant" bodies-'ie

sun, the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Sal'tn

—revolved around a central fire. As he explained it, |ie

fire could not be seen from Greece, because that side of le

earth was always turned away from it, and, furthermfe,

there was an anti-earth in the direction of the antipo 5

which forever shielded the earth from the fire's heat.

Unfortunately, the idea of a moving earth was too (,n-

trary to common-sense experience to be readily accepjd.

Philolaus had few followers, and the earth remaiid

firmly static in the theories of the next two thousand yes.

In the fourth century B.C., the standard-bearer of Giik

cosmology was without a doubt Eudoxus of Cnidos, 'lo

has been called the founder of scientific astronoy.

Whereas Philolaus' system accounted only in the most ||n-

eral terms for the apparent motions of celestial bodies,iie

theory of Eudoxus was a complex mathematical attemjla

explain these motions in minute detail. I

No one could have been better prepared for the tfe.

Born in Cnidos, ca. 408 B.C., Eudoxus studied gen-

etry and medicine, and became a pupil of Plato at the p
of twenty-three. After learning Pythagorean astronomiat

the newly founded Academy, he traveled to Egypt wl!re

he remained for sixteen months. There he found theip-

portunity to supplement by his own observations (aim

observatory near Heliopolis) the already extensive me-
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ops" in apparent motions of planets against the bacitground of

such as the example of Jupiter, above—needed
a total of four homocentric spheres to be understandable in termi

of Eudoxus' theory. Here, Jupiter's motion is seen for one year

St, or outermost sphere in Eudoxu

,,:ount for diurnal motion from east

>' scheme, fae/ow, served. to -to first, explained planet's motion along the zodiac. Finally; ^

to west. The second, linked proposed third and fourth spheres, with planet attached to latte

tal
that he secured from Egyptian astronomers. Thus

|uipped, he was able to draw on the full resources of his

Ijieoretical training for the analysis of his observations.

The geometric interpretation of celestial motions de-

tjised
by Eudoxus is called the theory of homocentric

pheres. Its avowed purpose was to ''preserve the phenom-

pa,'' that is. to account for all the peculiarities in the ap-

I arent paths of celestial bodies, and particularly for the

(
iioops" in the sidereal motion of planets {see diagram).

|i UDOXLS retained the Pythagorean principles of a static

i| earth and of uniformly circular celestial motions.

I lince. however, the apparent orbits of planets depart ap-

' iably from a circle, he attempted to explain these va-

' - as cornhiiia/ions of circular motions. In an ideal case

li-ft in diagram, above), the combination is accom-

-hi-d as follows: let the observed body be attached to

.'• i-'|uator of a sphere centered on the earth and rotating

I a given constant sjjecd. If no other sphere is introduced,

!'• body merely appears to move in a circle around the

•li. If however, the extremities of the axis of rotation of

first sphere are attached to a second, larger one. also

'red on the earth and rotating at constant speed, the

•rnenl of the inner .sphi-re becomes a wobble and the

'i'>n of the body is similarly affected. This motion can

'H.dified further by attaching the axis of rotation of the

•lid .sphere to still a third one, and the same prociidure

be conlinuerl until the ap|iarent path of the borly i»

. reconstructed. It need hardly be added that the speeds

of rotation and mutual inclinations of the axes must be

chosen with care to achieve the purpose.

Since the most complex gyration is that of the innermost

sphere, it is easy to understand that the various compo-

nents of a body's motion are accounted for, in order of in-

creasing complexity, from the outermost sphere inward

(at right in diagram.) For each of the five planets (Mer-

cury, Venus, Mars. Jupiter, and Saturn) , Eudoxus found it

necessary to use four such spheres: the outer one for the

diurnal east-west motion; the second for the orbital mo-

lion eastward along the zodiac; the third and fourth com-

bined—that is, the two inner ones—for certain changes of

latitude and for the loops in the planet's apparent path.

Three spheres each sufficed for the sun and moon, since

there were no loops to be accounted for. while one sphere

served for the stars, which exhibit only the diurnal motion.

Within the accuracy of observation available in his day,

Eudoxus' theory gave a satisfactory account of the appar-

ent motion of all the bodies considered, with the possible

exception of Mars. This planet's orbit, being somewhat

more elliptical than those of .lupiter and Saturn, lent itself

less readily to a descrijilion in terms of circular motions.

Eudoxus' system of homocentric spheres gained wide ac-

ceptance. In the ensuing centuries, his original system was

modified gradually by the introduction of additional

sjjheres, to keep pace with new data produced by the in-

creasing accuracy of observations. It was adopted by Aris-

lolli- without csscniiiil iillcraliiuis and was superseded oidy

by llir llllolil•^ of 1 1 i
|
i|Ki I ilnis ill llir mthikI rrnliiiv ll.C
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THE SKY IN FEBRUARY

From the Almanac

:

Last Quarter

New Moon
First Quarter

February 8, 11 :50 a.m., EST
February 15, 3:11 a.m., EST
February 22, 3:35 a.m., EST

For the visual observer:

Mercury will be most favorable for observation at the

beginning of February, reaching its greatest eastern elon-

gation on February 6. Low in the southwest in the evening

sky, it will set one and a half hours after the sun on Febru-

ary 1, and one and a quarter hours after the sun on Feb-

ruary 15. The planet will be at inferior conjunction on

February 21 (EST) and will remain too close to the sun

to be seen in the latter part of that month.

Venus, in Pisces, will be very brilliant (—4.2 magnitude)

in the evening sky. Throughout the month it will be high

above the southwestern horizon at dusk and will set four

hours after sunset on February 1, and three and a half

hours after sunset on February 28.

Mars, in Gemini, will fade gradually from ^0.5 magni-

tude on February 1 to +0.3 on February 28. as it continues

to recede from the earth. It will be found high in the south-

east in the early evening sky and will remain visible most

of the night. It will set two hours before sunrise on Febru-

ary 1, three hours before sunrise on February 28.

Jupiter (-1.5 magnitude) and Saturn (+0.8 magni-

tude) will form a close pair in Sagittarius in the morning

sky. They will rise approximately one hour before sunrise

on February 1, one and a hall hours before on February

15, and two hours before on February 28. At the beginning

of the month, Jupiter will be about two degrees west of

Saturn. It will pass two tenths of one degree south of

Saturn on February 18, and will be one degree east of

Saturn at the end of the month. These planets may be dis-

tinguished readily by noting that Jupiter is the brighter.

Total solar eclipse:

A total ecHpse of the sun will occur on February 15. Al-

though it will not be visible in the Western Hemisphere,

it deserves mention in view of the fact that the track of

totality, as well as the zone of partial phase, will lie al-

most entirely over land. This does not happen very often

because oceans account for approximately four-fifths of

the earth's surface. Any extended surface area such as

that covered by a solar eclipse, therefore, is likely to in-

clude a substantial percentage of water.

The path of totality will begin at sunrise in the Atlantic

Ocean, off the coast of France. It will then proceed across

southern France, northern Italy, the Balkans, and the

Crimea, and will then curve in a northeasterly direction

across Russia, to end at sunset in northern Siberia.

Partial phases will be seen in all of Europe, in the part

of Africa that lies north of the Equator, in the Arabian

Peninsula, and in most of Asia. The longest duration of

the partial eclipse will be slightly over two hours and

forty minutes, north of the Persian Gulf.

The outlook for scientific observations of the total phase

is rather poor. European weather leaves much to be de-

sired in February, and the'altitude of the sun in the region

of totality will not exceed 28 degrees.

On tlie preceding pages, Mrs. Gossner ofiers the second

in her 1961 series on the growth of cosmological concepts.
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NATURE and the CAMERyj
Frigid weather poses picture problem,

By David Linton

WINTER OFFERS Unique opportunities

for nature photographs, but it

brings a number of perplexing problems,

too. Since I have had considerable ex-

perience taking pictures in the Arctic,

people often ask me how I manage to

work at such low temperatures. Actually,

keeping the photographer in working

order is a minor problem compared to

keeping the cameras and film working.

It is possible to design equipment that

will function well in any specified en-

vironment but. unfortunately, most of us

have to work with cameras, film, and

accessories that are designed for normal

temperature and humidity. Even in the

Temperate zones, it gets cold enough in

winter to make most cameras unreliable,

if not completely inoperative.

There is a certain amount of lubrica-

tion in all cameras, usually a "light" oil.

It is light at normal room temperatures,

but will act like taffy when the weather

gets cold enough. Some imported cam-

eras are loaded with oil at the factory to

protect the parts from damp salt air

during shipment. When imported by

authorized distributors who have repair

shops staffed by factory-trained techni-

cians, these cameras are completely

cleaned and relubricated before being

offered for sale. But every year a number
that have not been cleaned find their way
to the market. It is always wise to test a

new camera thoroughly before using it

for serious winter shooting. The better,

newer, and more expensive cameras are

lubricated sparingly with special air-

craft instrument oil, which does not

thicken when it gets cold but other

problems are not so readily solved.

All camera mechanisms depend to

some extent on springs, and springs do

not maintain the same tension at all

temperatures. Then there is the problem

of contraction. The clearances between

parts in a complicated camera are rather

critical. Metal contracts slightly when
cooled, but parts made of different

metals will contract at different rates

and the spacing between the parts will

change. When a weakened spring has to

push or pull against increased friction

plus sluggish lubrication, it is not sur-

prising that the results are uncertain.

In extremely low temperatures there

are even changes in the structure and

surface of the metal itself, for which

there is no known cure. We can only try

to avoid letting cameras get that cold or

else we can use specially designed equip-

ment that probably will not be much
good for anything else.
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Within the more usual range—down
to 10° F. below zero or thereabouts

there are several steps that will help.

The first is "winterizing." A qualified

camera repair man will take the mech-
anism completely apart, clean it thor-

oughly, and reassemble it with an

absolute minimum of special non-thick-

ening lubricant. He will adjust the clear-

ances and spring tensions to make the

parts move as easily as possible. Winter-

izing, like bathing, is not permanent. It

must be repeated at least every fall and
often more frequently, depending on the

condition of the camera and how much
it is used out of doors.

Any camera that is going to be out in

the cold for more than a few minutes

should be winterized, but that step alone

does not insure that it will work. The
camera should be tested at the lowest

temperature at which it will be used

before any picture is taken, and specially

before any long trip during which fur-

ther adjustments may be impossible. A
handy way to test a camera is to put it

in the refrigerator. Load it beforehand;

the roll of film will be a good investment.

If it works well after sitting overnight

in the food compartment, put it in the

freezing section. If you are going to be

working in really cold weather, use a

picnic ice chest or insulated food bag
with dry ice. It takes four to six hours

for the camera to get thoroughly chilled

and, of course, you will have to make the

tests quickly before it warms up. Try the

slow shutter speeds and the fast ones.

Move all the controls. Take a few frames

of an evenly lighted blank wall at dif-

ferent speeds, adjusting the diaphragm
for equivalent exposure (for example,

1/10 second at f.l6. 1/50 at f.7 and 1/250

at f.3.2). By examining the resulting

negatives, you can answer two important

questions: Is the shutter speed consis-

tent in the different ranges? Is the ex-

posure even throughout the frame? It is

also important to wind the film all the

way through the camera to check the

film transport mechanism.

SOME cameras stand cold better than

others. In general, the simpler the

mechanism, the less there is to freeze up.

For this reason, one expert recommends
that a press camera be carried on all

cold assignments, if only as a "spare"

camera. (Of course, the front shutter

should be used, not the focal plane

shutter,) This is good advice, although

the size and weight of camera and ac-

cessories might be prohibitive for skiing,

snowshoeing. or traveling by dog sli

Emil Schulthess, whose magnifies

book on Antarctica has just been pi.

lished. says that he has found focal pla

shutters more resistant to cold than ]c

shutters. In this respect, his experieii

is the opposite of mine (and I do ri

think it is because he was working in 1

south polar area while I was working
the north). Before leaving Switzerlai

Schulthess had his cameras completi

overhauled at the factory and thorougl

tested in cold chambers. My experien

has been that focal plane shutters—

t

type commonly used in 35mm. camera
develop a lag that causes one half

the shutter to travel faster than the oth

half, with the result that one side of t

negative gets too much exposure and t

other side too little {see page 63). Lt

shutters, which open from the center 01

are more likely to give a uniform (

posure. but they tend to slow down,
that at a setting of 1/10 second, fl

example, they may actually give an e

posure of 1/2 second. On twin-lens r

flex cameras of the "automatic" typ[

the film-winding mechanism is mo
likely to freeze than is the shutter. TI

film will wind all right, but it will n

stop at the next frame as it should,

have not yet tried any of the new'

single-lens reflex cameras, but I am i

clined to doubt that their mirrors ai

spring-operated diaphragms will woi

reliably in extreme cold.

Newer cameras are more likely

have cold-resistant lubrication, and sc

of the newer shutters (ball-bearing typs

for example) are good at low temper

tures, but old, well-worn cameras soni

times work better because of wea

which has increased the clearances b

tween their moving parts.

Unfortunately, the problems of pb
tography in the cold do not end with tl

camera. Film is also affected. Kodi

chrome loses P/^ stops in speed at —50°.

(i.e., the normal film speed of 10 is r

duced to 31/2)- Black and white filn

suffer a similar loss, and the higher tl

film speed the greater the loss. For th

reason, slow films should be used f(

winter shooting whenever there »

enough light. It is regrettable that 'i!

tables have been published giving a

David Linton's by-line has appeared •

under photographs in all the nation's (^

leading magazines. His camera column
is a regular feature on these pages.
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indexes for various films at vari-

iperatures, so the photographer

tnpute exposures with a ther-

I in one hand and an exposure
II the other. Actually, in most

lo>s of shutter speed tends to

Jle to some extent for loss in

d, hut the results are far from
ilile. If precise exposures are

'•ired, tests under equivalent condi-

•1 are the only usable guide.

FM becomes brittle when cold and
Iry, and will crack or tear if sub-

" ' ''I too much strain. Koll film will

''-• chip alonj! the edgc^, and
I'- break. In .'J.jmm. cameras the

I'-t likely to break if you advance
to the end of the roll and llii:n

try to wind it more while the end is held

by the spool. Usually the sprocket holes

tear first, and then the film will break

along a jagged V. In the process, a lot

of little bits of film chip off. They have

sharp corners and will scratch the film

beyond redemption. Because of this

danger, a roll that has been partly torn

should not be rewound into the car-

tridge. Take it out of the camera in the

dark and store in a light-tight box.

Static electricity is a serious problem

under winter shooting conditions. Low
temperature and humidity encourage

static, and wo'd and fur worn by the

photographer probably add lo il. The
results can show as jagged "liglilniiig"

^In-aks on ihc ni'gativo or as nnv^ of

dol^. Tlioc marks are actually lln- iin.

ages of miniature sparks created when
the film is moved. The only insurance

against them is to wind and rewind the

film very slowly. There is no cure for

them once they are on the film, but

newer films have antistatic coatings that

do reduce the danger.

Winter sunshine, reflected by snow on

the ground, can be so bright that the

photographer is afraid to trust his light

meter and will tend to overexpo.se. At
the same time, a dark subject sur-

rounded by white snow will be underex-

posed if the exposure is measured from

the snow. The meter is generally a better

judge of unfamiliar conditions than the

rye. but it should be aimed so that it

reads ihe brightness of the suhjecl, rather

I ban the bai^kground or foreground.

6 1'



Hand Blown Glass

Fill your yard with beautiful Hummingbirds
with this fabulous feeder. Simple to fill, easy
to clean, insect proof, instructions enclosed.
Perfect gift for your birdloving friends. Comes
in clear glass or colorful candy stripe. $1.95
ppd., $3.75 for two. Each additional $1.60.

U.S. and Possessions and Canada Uncondition-

ally Guaranteed. No COD's please.

P. O. Box 6734

The famous Dinah Dee Suet Feeder will bring
birds galore to your backyard. Imported from
France, this semi-collapsible wire basket is

the perfect size for feeding wild birds. With
each order of one or more, you get one suet
cake FREE! $1.95 each. 2 for $3.75. Each
additional mailed to you or a friend only $1.60.
Suet Feeder cakes 3 for $2.00 or $7.00 per
dozen. We prepay all postage. No COD's
please.

I N A H DEE
Dept. 561 • San Antonio 9, Texas

Wildwood Nature Camp
Operated by

Massachusetts

Audubon Society

Boys and Girls

9-14 years 4
enjoying and understanding
menl. Wholesome (oods and outdoor living

emphasized. David R. Miner, Director

Cooks Canyon Wildlife Sanctuary
Box No. 638B Barre, Mass.

New Mechanical Educator" to

IMPROVE MEMORY
Inability to recall names, places, facts quickly
is a common, often costly, shortcoming that can
now be easily overcome with the aid of a new
device for self-instruction, memory and concen-
tration training. This versatile new educational
tool can also be used effectively in language
learning, speech correction and improvement,
in mastering tables, formulae—anything to be
memorized—faster than i

DORMIPHONE
Memory Trainer
• Speeds up learning

processes

• Aids Concentration

• Provides
Entertainment

stantly plays back.

speech, music, or ai

spoken or broadcai
material by clock cor
trol. through a bullt-i

to us

tical

e, children
helpful an
it is used

bcnefl

d prac
by edu

people of all a
professions.

ges an<

SELF-

CONTAINED

RECORDING CARTRIDGES
from 30 seconds
to 55 minutes
Easily removed. Can be stored
or "erased" instantly and re-

used repeatedly. Just record,
flip a switch for play-back and
listen !

Write TODAY for FREE
folder with complete in-

formation.

Modernophone, Inc.

297-021 Radio City

New York 20, N. Y.

MODERNOPHONE, INC. Circle 7-0830
297-021 Radio City. New York 20. N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please sent! me your FREE Booklet. I

am interested in learning more about the Dormi-
phone Memory Trainer and wliat it can do for me.
No obligation—no salesman will call.

Address

City Zone State

My main Interest in the Memory Trainer i

n Language Learning Q Speech Improvement
D School or College Work

HACKMATACK
CAMP FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

INTERESTED IN

SCIENCE AND NATURAL HISTORY

A wonderful spot for youngsters 7-12

years of age! Here in the beautiful

Berkshires our special facilities and
expert staff is ready to help those in-

terested in natural history subjects.

Geology, botany, birds, conservation,

the sky, and all that lives in the earth,

the air and water.

Swimming, riding, shop, crafts, daily

farm activities.

Eight week season only
• Wrife about your child to •

GEORGE F. DILLMAN

/^ew SUB-ZERO
Evergreen Ivy
Special Strain Stands
20° BelowZERO
Enjoy the glossy, evergreen leaves
of this English Ivy all winter on house-
walls, chimneys, garden walls. Also beau-
tiful ground cover. Strong potted plants
first time at popular prices.

3 for $2.50; 6 for $ 4.50
12 for $8.50; 25 lor $15.00

(12 Ivies will cover average house.) Supply still

limited, so order today or send ror Free Catalog
and Planting Guide describing other evergreen
Ivies. Myrtle. Wlntercreeoer. Pachysandra. etc.

Thorndale Farm. Dept. b-7 Woodstock. Illinois

PAINT AND BE HAPPY-by Mail
Hobby Home-Courses in Oils, 12-Lessons each

D Landscape, n Portraiture, D Marine
n Still-Life, n Skyscape

Send Si .00 for Trial Lesson, specify which Course
Stamp Brings Descriptive Folder

No Salesmen. No Contracts. Pay-as-you-go.

PRICKETT.MONTAGUE
Woodwind Studio, Monterey, Massachusetts

WOODCRAFT CAMPS
1 JT. Boys 7-lo. 5_ut;i> Kioiips. 2 pri

s near Old I'ornL-. Adirundaek. Caiiu.

)e trips. Forestry, rlflcry. fishins. ho

iship. Tutoring. 3 nurses. Booklet:

WILLIAM H. ABBOTT
Box 2382 • FayeHevJile, N. Y.

Fun and Adventure in the Woods i

Any situation with a lot of light tls

for extra care in loading and unloatjig

the camera. If no shade is availale,

take off your coat, put the cameran.

side, and reach in through the sleevtif

insert and remove the film.

The best, and the only reliahle, su-

tion to the various problems of shooig

in the cold is to keep the camera id

film warm. They need not bp as warras

they would be in summer, but just wm
enough to insure that they work rta-

bly. The best way to carry a earner in

winter is inside your coat. I have sa

skiers tearing down icy slopes a,if|

clouds of snow with cameras slung I'er

their shoulders and whipping in

breeze. They cut a dashing figure, 1

doubt that they get many pictures

have had my Eskimo parka fitted wi

zipper so I can carry cameras in?

around my neck.) If you travel by

keep the camera inside with you. m
the trunk. If you use a gadget bag. 1-

it on the floor near the heater. If lu

travel by air, do not check camerain

your baggage; it may be stowed iian

unheated compartment.

POCKET hand warmers are a conn-

ient source of warmth away iim

mechanical beat sources. They 511

work only in a confined space, beciise

they depend on the vapor given o£|Dy

lighter fluid, and the fluid will notia-

porize if it gets too cold. But one orvo

hand warmers carried inside a gaiet

bag will keep the cameras and Im

warm well into the subzero range. S(|ifi'

times it is also helpful to carry hd

warmers in shirt pockets and sling a I'm-

era around your neck, under your ijt.

Whatever source of heat you use,ie

camera should be taken out only vin

you are ready to shoot, and put aay

again as soon as possible. Sometime lot

course, this is impossible, as whenae

camera must be set up long in adv.jce

and operated either automatically o Jy

remote control. The setups in which Id

animals or birds trip the shutter

take their own pictures are a cas

point. I plan to devote a column to t

"traps," but a word about making t

work in cold is appropriate here.

Any arrangement that allows

camera to stand idle and exposed t(

cold for a long time invites shutter 1[U-

ble. In addition, setups using batties

as a source of energy for trippingjlie

shutter or powering speed lights, oi

both, are prone to battery trouble j^s

the temperature drops the chemicap-

action by which dry cells manufac re

current gets slower, and thus dejes

that drain a lot of energy from dry Us

get sluggish and finally quit. A s,ed

light that recharges in three secontal

room temperature may take a minu oi

more at 10° F. below zero and proL'ily

will not work at all below that,

cells (the type of battery used in c
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1^- B-F OF FILM is overexposed, other luilf underexposed when cold causes shutter to lag.

wl operate down to the freezing point

othe fluid in them, which varies with

ll proportion of acid to water, but is

• u|ally low enough to be quite safe. But

IV w cells are not made in many of the

I!' sis needed for photo equipment.

- |)ther parts of electrical equipment

w ai likely to go "haywire." The tripping

ill cl'uits of speed lights sometimes de-

r-. ViJp "leaks"' so that some of them will

i aj flash at all, while others will go off

: bjthemselves every minute or so. In one
,:' c^e I made use of such a self-firing unit

r bf timing the cycle and opening the

: cpera shutter just before the light trig-

; B|ed itself. But I do not recommend
lit procedure except for emergencies.

';

I

HERE, again, the only real solution is

to keep the cameras and any asso-

fi'-'l electrical equipment—inc/uding
w'S—warm enough to function nor-

mally. Where electrical power is avail-

able, the equipment can be wrapped in

insulating material and kept warm with

an electric heating pad or blanket.

Some military cameras have been fitted

with electrically heated jackets, and
these occasionally turn up on the sur-

plus market. They are usually designed

to work on 12 volts d.c, the output of

a modern automobile battery. I cannot

think of any reason why the electrically

heated flying suits and socks sold by

surplus stores could not be adapted for

camera use as long as the heating ele-

ments are intact. There are also chemi-

cal heating pads that get warm when
water is added to them and will con-

tinue to generate warmth for six hours

or so. I have not tried these because I

rarely leave my cameras in one place

that long, but they ought to work.

The photographer who must work

G O O O

It n(iT<i .11 lop o( film i« ini!i((i: of niinialiiri: i.piirk* riled liy »tali<: <:l(;(lririly.

HER

GRANDMOTHER
PEDDLES

SOUP

Jong Sock lives with her grandmother
in a tent. The grandmother peddles soup.
She earns enough for one meal a day for
herself and Jong Sook. Jong Sock dreams
of school but her grandmother cannot
afford the small school fees.

Jong Sook's parents fled to South
Korea in 1950 seeking freedom from
Communist rule in the North. They lived
as refugees. After the cease fire, her
father worked as a fisherman. In 1957
he was lost at sea. One month later her
mother died in childbirth. A child like

Jong Sook needs your friendship!

How you can help . .

.

You, your group, your school can give
person-to-person help to a needy girl or
boy in Greece, Korea, Italy, Finland,
France, Lebanon, West Germany or
Austria through a Save the Children
Federation Sponsorship. Your monthly
contribution of $12.50 will provide your
sponsored child with supplementary
food, warm clothing, household goods
and cash. You will receive a photograph
and the story of the child you are help-
ing and the child or his family will cor-
respond with you. Please fill in the cou-
pon below and join with thousands of
SCF sponsors in a warm, rewarding
experience.

scf national sponsors include:
Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower

Hon. Herbert Hoover
Spyros Skouras

Scrvins Children for 29 Years

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
Boston Post Road, Norwalk, Connecticut

I want a Ggirl Qboy In

IcounUioi listed abovol
or whoro the need is greatest Q.
Enclosed is my first payment:
$12.50 a month D $37.50 a quarter Q
$75 semi-annually $150 annually Q
I cannot sponsor a child but enclosed is

my contribution of $ .

N

r.iiy

Conl„b„l,o
' °'» '" come lox dcdu tiblo. NH-2-I
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/}^^^/ 53 ORIENTALS

Send tooay for this Spectacular Oriental Collec
tion! More than 50 fabulous genuine postage
tamps from Taiwan, Korea, Viet Nam, Japan.

Singapore, Burma, Pakistan, Indonesia. Thailand,
Hong Kong, Laos, many other strange, remote
lands of the mysterious Far East. Sensational

ps picturing weird beasts, birds, ancient
ships, queens kings, beautiful women. Extra!

Big Bargain Catalog, exciting offers and other
ling stamps for your free examination. Send

10c for mailing expense — Double your money
back if not delighted!

Jamestown Stamps DeDt. C2INM, Jamestown, N.Y.

Alaskan AT Home IN Bolivia
-thanks LINGUAPHONE Spanish Course

QUICKLY SPEAK
Spanish,French.German

...ang of 34 World
Languages by New

REL iXED WAY at Home
rhink how useful and excit-

RELAXED

s

live in Spanis

HOME with"

lother lai

. The ne

I Languages by Linguaphone on FREE TRIAL

I
Write for details. Send for FREE Book Today.

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
Dept. S-C3-021. Eadlo City. N. T. i

[Name

I

Address.

I
City

Amazing Venus's Fly Traps lure, catch and eat

insects. You actually can see bright-colored traps

seize unwary victims like the insect above.
Easily-grown bulbs sprout leafy traps within

weeks. Nursery propagated stock. Germination
guaranteed. New 1961 prices, ten bulbs,
sphagnum moss, full color picture and planting

instructions, $4.95 postpaid. (5 bulb package
$2.95.) Free carnivorous plant brochure.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES INC.
BOX 127-N, BASKING RIDGE, N. J.

WHY DON'T YOU WRITE?

Desk Method.
ough the fasciuatinff

METAL ANIMALS 0/ yesterday
ROYAL BRONZE FINISH. These are reproductions
of the original models by Jukius Feiek . . . first

introduced in 1925. Available in 2 sizes.

Small Large
$1 each $2 each

Model ppd. ppd.

TYRANNOSAURUS REX 3" 51/2"

MASTODON 23/4" 4"

BRONTOSAURUS 4V4" 71/4"

TRACHODON 3" 5V2"
DIMETRODON 4" 7"

STEGOSAURUS 3" 43/4"

TRICEROTOPS 31/4" 41/2"

PTERODACTYL 41/4" 8"

PLESISOUR 4" 7"

MOSASOUR 3" 41/2"

Mail order only. When ordering, please specify
choice of item and size. Prompt delivery. Order
today.

ROYAL BRONZE
225 Fifth Awe., New York 10, N. Y.

SEA SHELLS
For Colleclors. Thousands of

over forty countries of the wc
hobby and educational too. Se
today for FREE illustrated

species from
rid, A grand
id vour name
ists.

HERMAN W. HOLLINGSWORTH, Seffner, Flo.

On Grand Lake, Maine

.RROW
CAMP for Boys Ages 11-18

OLTDOOU LIVIXC; ami CAN
Allagash) under Qualier leader
vidual attention. CIT. Jr. Mail

George N. Oai
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

FORMOSAN BUTTERFLIES
kaged rS $2.5050 named, ind

40 different di

with real l

20 different displayed in ALBUM decorated

in ALBUM decorated
n colors ,US $3.00

in colors US $1.50
atlas Linn. (World's largest) US $ .40
the largest butterfly collector in FORMOSA.
ge Quantity available. Prices sent on request.
O.D. please. Send Money Order or Bank

CAMP DENALI
In The Shadow of Mt. McKinley

Wilderness retreat in the tundra -alpine sub-
ixplorers, wildlife pliotog-

Wilderness Workshop; Tundra Treks;
K\\ Expense, American Plan, House-
or brochure write Box 526, College,
McKinley Park, Alaska, summers.

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

Catches More!

Amazing HAVAHART trap captures raiding rats, rabbits.

injury. Straying pels, poultry released unhurt. Easy to use—open ends eivo animal eontidenee. No springs to breals.
Sizes for :ill needs. FREIi: boolilet on trapping secrets.

HAVAHART, 158-F Water Street, Ossining, N.Y.
Please senil me FREE new 48-page booklet and price list.

Name

Address

both indoors and out, and go back lid

forth frequently, really needs two s<a-

rate sets of cameras. On this. Schultb

and I agree. A cold camera suddi

brought into a warm, humid room
frightening sight. First, moisture m.

denses on all the glass and metal r.

faces, clouding the lens like a cataict

in an eye, and then the moisture frees.

There is no safe way of removinjii

from the outside and no way at all ofe-

moving it from the parts inside the en.

era, where the same thing happens. V
only solution is to wait, sometimes
several hours, until the camera wa
up completely and the moisture evi

rates. Even if the camera has been I

relatively warm while outside, the

ference may be enough to cause trou,e.

The best procedure is to use one cam-a

indoors and another outside, keefig

the "outside" one where it will not a
too cold but where it will not be :b-

jected to sudden temperature rises.

No camera on the market can be i-

erated properly by a man wearing it-

tens. This is inconvenient, but not hlly

to be changed. I wear thin gloves in;le

mittens. Even in very cold weasr

I can take the mittens off long enosh

to work the camera with gloves ale.

From all this it may sound as if

best advice would be to leave the c

era at home until spring. Nothing
be further from the truth. Mani
nary subjects become exciting

in winter, and recording thei

worth the few precautions it re

In particular, snow is the phot

pher's friend. By subduing details it

phasizes lines and contours; it incre;--

color and brightness contrast, and h;-

fleets light into shadows. It can malla

strong composition out of a scene lit

would be too "busy" in summer.
And photography probably offers i

only acceptable excuse for the nal.e

fan who wants to be outdoors in winr.

Indoor types are accustomed to the i a

that we who take pictures are all ju i

little balmy, and that seemingly i i

tional behavior is normal among us.

"

when one wants to go for a bracing 1
<•

in a blizzard, it is convenient to be < e

to say. "Oh. I think I'll just go out i

take a few pictures."

This list details the photographer, ar l.

or other source of illustrations, by p.

COVER-M. F. Roberts
3-AMNH
5-L. C. Briggs, courtesy
Harvard Univ. Press
6-Courtesy of Univ. of
Illinois Press
8-Fritz Siedel, Annan
Photo Features
9-Stevan Celebonovic
10-15-Fritz Siedel,

Annan Photo Features
16-John R. Yelland
17-19-AMNH Archives
20-21-AMNH
22-23-AMNH Archives,

top; Phillip

26-37-M. F. Robert!
38-Helmut Wimmer
AMNH
39-41-At^NH Archiv

42-N. Y. Public Libr

43-Royal Meteor. So ly

44-45-AMNH Archiv

top; Helmut Wimmer
AMt^H, bot.

46-Helmut Wimmer
AMNH, top; U.S. We::r
Bur., bot.

48-55-Wayne TrimiT

56-57-Helmut Wimn.
AMNH
58-59-Star Map afti

Henry M. Neely
61-63-David Linton
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ET READY FOR THE SPACE and SCIENCE ERA! SEE SATELLITES, MOON ROCKETS CLOSE-UP

See the Stars. Moon Planets Close Up!

3" ASTRONOMICAL

REFLECTING TELESCOPE

60 to 180 Power

An Unusual BUY!
Asst-iiiiiled— Itejiiy 10
usi- Voii II see ihe

1 HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS" pliKs
"

sE YOUR TELESCOPE" Unol^
. N ao t E S2f) 05 Po!

Send Check or MO —Salisfartioii Guaranteed;

41/4" ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE

UP TO 255 POWER
{ Vibration- Free IVIetal Pedestal Mount

S79.50 t.o.b.

Barrinsioii. N. J.

described above but equipped with

SI09.00 f.o.b.

Barrington, N. J.

NEW! PORTABLE FLUORESCENT LIGHT

Plugs into CAR CIGARETTE LIGHTER!

^%
It i ,-il3l I

electric 1

hours without liavinn to <Jri\e Oie car

—

leii power than parkins Heliis. This IS"

\ aluminum lamp comes (.uraplcic with llglu

power pack. 15

JILD A SOLAR ENERGY FURNACE
irrlul Science School Project

LIFE SIZE HUMAN SKULL

^
Vail

la.lr ;l riiiKinil tioDV eotof, bofio

imp pliitlc. Fart* iriap ioi:ciIkt

nan. HliTinii'»rtii>n lower Jnw.
' ikull eap for examination of

7. naiil paiiavei, etc. Ideal Tir

tlwtort. dcnllita. leartiera. itu-

ll>l> Mland and Inilrurlloti

mt riwrl Inrluded

14. 'IJ P»ltM,1lll

stock No 70 199 E

ific Buy! American Made!
OPAQUE PROJECTOR

S7.93 Postpaid

NEW BINOCULAR-TO-CAMERA HOLDER

For Exciting Telephoto Pictures

Stock No. 70,223-E

i^ie. Take color or black and white.
uiiK teiephoto's.

$11.50 postpaid

SCIENCE TREASURE CHESTS
For Boy.s — Girls — Adults!

70.342-E S5.00 Postpaid

Si:ience Treasure Chest DeLuxe— Ever.vthine in Chest aboro
plus exciting additional items for more advatieed expen-
nu-iii.s Liieliulliig crvsial-fniuini; jiil. elettnc iiuiii.r. molec-
ular uiiiilels SCI. flrsl-surlaei- mirrors, ail.i Inls omre.

Stock No. 70,343-E SIO.OO Postpaid

ANALOG COMPUTER KIT

WAR SURPLUS ELECTRIC GENERATOR

STEREO MICROSCOPE-TERRIFIC BUY!
23 and 40 Power!

fl'p to 3" working distance. Krcct Image—wide
.'S-.llmrnslolinl Held. Helical rarh ami pliilun fni'lis-

Iri^. So good lie olTcr IO-D.\V TUHI, . . . rom-
" pleic sailslarilon or your PKMicy l.adl. Onler—

is==. Slock No. a5.05C-E. Toll prMC 599.50
^-^^ F.D.Ii. Ilarriiiglou. N. J.

OFFSPRING OF SCIENCE . . . REALLY

BEAUTIFUL CIRCULAR DIFFRACTION GRATING

JEWElRr 1" DIAAHETER

A Dazzling Rainbouf of Color!

IIHFIIACTIO.S' (:11ATI.^

r3ri 3411 E— Earringt
= 30.350- E—Cun Lin
-10 372 E— Penilnnt
-10 I'in-E— Tie. Clan

J2.75 I

«2.7.» I

J2 7! I

NEW! SCIENCE FAIR PROJECT KITS

,KtK-^s|-, excite,,... .

•^\ ^\ tacts. S,h ,
I

, ;

ritie,

For Junior High School and beyond:

MOLECULE AND CRYSTAL MODELS KIT—Hods

Stock No. 70.334-E S4.25 Postpaid

SOIL TESTING KIT—Basis for many faseinatlng experi-

me„,., r..i.-ar,i,MB giovvih of plants, etc. o...„,;j

S9.50 PO!Stock No. 70.33R.E

For Ages 8 Thru Jr. High School:

MAGNETISM KIT—Based on magnetism deiimoslrutioiis

siockNo. 70.325.E S3.75 Postpaid

COLOR THROUGH POLARIZATION—Slioii [lie lleauti-

Slnck N,.

OPTICA

70.3

USION KIT— Kia

$2.00 Postpa

Stock No 2-E S3.00 Postpa

WAR SURPLUS! American-IMade!

7x50 BINOCULARS

stock No. 1533.

E

only S55.00 nstiid.

Taice Telephoto Shots
Thru

7 X SO MONOCULAR

S0.003-E $15.00 Pstpd.

' 2 in 1 Combfnation.' Pocfcef-S/ze

50 POWER MICROSCOPE
and 10 POWER TELESCOPE

ta

null ohjecta,

S4.S0 ODd.

To'J^FREECATALOGE
144 pages! Over 1,000 Bargains!

Tulescopes, microscopes,

latollile scopes, binocu-

ars, infrared sniper-

nn ond fachinq aid^,

'f.-ciunst CtitolociE

EASY PAYMENT CI.

lITi.Vicir:'^

«of« ir srocK mumih . mno cmick or moniy omdhi . jatu/action ouakanuidi

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.# barrington. new jersey



above, equatorial

Step up, friend. Sit yourself down at the controls of

a UNITRON. Feel the sure response of the slow-motion

controls. Note the extra-smooth handling ease. Observe

the oversize components, which give UNITRON mount-

ings strength to spare.

If it's an altazimuth model, you have micrometric

adjustments for both altitude and azimuth. In the equa-

torial models, you'll find the mechanism more sophisti-

cated—but the operation is even easier. Here, once

you've pinpointed your target, only the single right-

ascension control is needed to keep the object centered

in the field of view. You'll welcome the added conven-

ience of the new flexible cable extension which brings

the right-ascension control within easy reach — a

nlmB of the 4" UNITRON rutrjLlui l.V

UNITRON equatorials asnew feature included with a

standard equipment.

Note, too, the precise slow-motion adjustment for

declination. Scrutinize the precision gears designed to

deliver generations of velvet-smooth performance.

Examine the large easy-reading setting circles and

verniers provided on the 3" and larger models.

(What you won't see is the instrument's complex of

inner workings — a blend of the arts of the artillery en-

gineer and the Swiss watchmaker that gives you an

instrument whose response will be obedient to the

slightest touch of your fingers.)

And — while you're at it— don't forget to look through

the refractor. UNITRON's optical excellence is the other

big reason UNITRON sales are mounting.

sturdy alta

with slow-motion contra

well as rapid motion

altitude and azimuth.

I/jP/IT/^ON' INSTRUMENT COMPANY • TELESCOPE SALES DIV. -66 NEEDHAM ST., NEWTON HIGHLANDS
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only an inch across. It is one of some twenty-five Mycenaean gold foil specimen

now in the Athens Museum. Until Michael Ventris demonstrated that the little

known Mycenaeans were Greek-speaking, the culture that produced such rar

art was shrouded in mystery. Ventris" incredibly complex work is describe!

in The Decipherment of Linear B, by John Chadwick (© 1958. by the author

here excerpted by Natural History, beginning on p. 8. In April, Chadwicii

continues the story with a masterful reconstruction of everyday Mycenaean lif«|
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This is an enlargement of just the head from
the picture of the flyinp squirrel we ran in the
AugusiSeptemher issue of this magazine. We
thought >ou might like to have a closer look
at this delightful creature who is really only
the size of a mouse. Since this part was only
about one-eighth of the .^5mm. film frame, it

indicates something of the detail Questar will

let you see or photogra|ih al thiriv feet.

The naturalist will finil that Questar is de-

signed for him to use fr{)m almost any surface.

It is always ready for him to scan the view
precisely with complete control and multiple

powers. There is nothing like it in the whole
world. The superfine Questar is sold only di-

rect from us to you at $995 postpaid. This
saves you the huge selling cost, that often ex-

ceeds the factory price. Terms available. May
we send our handsome booklet?
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Blind
JAck

by

STEPHAKIE RYDER

^he saved

a blind bird

from death,

restored its will

to live, taught

it to fly again.

' She is not only a keen and

careful student of natural

history but one whose fund

of compassion would compel

her to rate the welfare of an

animal more highly than the infor-

mation she might derive from it.'

MAURICE BURTON
53. :5

The Peterson
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2 Park St.. Boston 7, Mass. ^..
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Reviews
A new guide to the Great Barrier Ree

The Great Barrier Reef and Adja-

cent Isles, by Keith Gillett and Frank

McNeill. The Coral Press, Sydney,

Australia, $10.00; 194 pp., illus.

ONE of the greatest constructions of

nature, the coral rampart known as

the Great Barrier Reef of Australia, ranks

among the lesser known areas of the

world. From the Coral Sea and Torres

Straits to the north and northeast, the

reef stretches southward in a long chain

of islets, submerged shoals, and banks of

coral, losing continuity at about the

Bunker Group but continuing, nonethe-

less, in an enfeebled way to the coast of

New South Wales in the latitude of Syd-

ney. Much of its 1.200-mile-long extent

has not yet been mapped in detail, al-

though some 350 years have passed since

its first discovery and nearly 200 years

since the first charts of the reef were

prepared by Captain James Cook.

This reef is the product of the industry

of untold millions of coral polyps, whose

secretions of lime skeletons, one on top

of the other, have accumulated into the

massive barrier, building steadily up-

ward. These minute polyps, often no

more than a few millimeters in diameter,

live under rather restricted conditions,

requiring clear, warm, marine waters,

and bright light. Because of this, the

reef-forming corals are not found in tem-

By Donald F. Squire

perate waters, nor are they found belo

about 90 meters even in the Tropics.

Charles Darwin was aware of these r

strictions in the habitats of the cor

animal and, as a result of his caref

observations of many coral reefs, broug!

forth his famous hypothesis of coral re

formation. Although not as widely pu

licized as his later evolutionary do

trines. Darwin's coral reef theory stirr(

up nearly as much controversy at tl

titne. The debate still continues, c

though it has now greatly diminished

Among the reef types recognized 1

Darwin was the barrier reef and. in th

class, the Great Barrier Reef of An

tralia specifically. In general, Darw

postulated that if the shallow shelf of

continent were to subside slowly, but

such a rate that the upward growth

the corals could keep pace, a rim

coral along the outer edge of the shf

would be formed. An alternative theot

proposed many years later, suggests th

the solution is not as simple as Darwir

postulate, that subsidence is not the on

factor, but that changes in sea level a

also of significance. Adherents of tl

theory state that the return of sea wat

from the low levels that occurred durii;

the last ice age is the factor most i

sponsible for control of the upwa
growth of the reef (Natural Histor

March and April, 1959).
|
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Whatever the cause or control, the

T corals and their limy skeletons are the

I \ [building blocks of the reef fauna. As-

1 .sociated with these corals are calcareous

algae, minute plants that nonetheless

, contribute the bulk of material to the

(c ri-ef : the mollusks. both clams and snails

in great profusion; the crabs and lob-

-ters: the brightly colored worms and
• nudibranchs. and the fish. Together, all

hese and a host of others constitute the

• ef fauna, and perhaps nowhere else in

he world is there a reef fauna so lux-

irious. so colorful, so admirably dis-

. laved as that of the Great Barrier Reef

I tlie Australian east coast.

DESPITE the importance of the Barrier

Reef as a biologic, physiographic,

ind economic factor, it has not been

li'ilogically exploited as much as one

night suspect. With the notable excep-

inn of the 1928-29 British Great Barrier

'•i-f Expedition, there have been only

-iilatcd research reports dealing with

he lieef. Of late, this situation has grad-

mIIv improved and. with the recent

-lablishmcnt of a much-needed marine

iiilogical station on Heron Island, it is

norc than likely that the quantity of

•-'•arch will continue to increase. Isola-

II and the vast size of the reef are the

"rs that have largely contributed

'lie lack of .scientific endeavor. Before

advent of air travel, Australia was
iniiie from much of the scientific

rid, and her own scientists were cn-

,'d in economic and developmental

li"*. F.vcn for the intrepid, access lo

• l(.-.-Ua- r,..t ;,lw;,v-.-,i-v. F.-wi-laridK

l)«. .191.IBKS. of TiiK Amkimca.n
Ml SKIM. Iia. .1 fir.|li:.nd kn.iule.lKe

..( \„.ir,,li:.'. (;r.Ml H.irri.r H.-.-f.

Much of Australia's east coast

is dominated by 1,200-mile

span of the Great Barrier Reef.

were inhabited and transportation was
irregular at best. Nonetheless, some
great work was accomplished.

W. Saville-Kent, of the British Mu-
seum (Natural History), conducted a

study of the Great Barrier Reef that

resulted in the publication in 1893 of a

massive tome expounding all phases of

the Reef. This remained the standard

treatise on the subject until the Great

Barrier Reef Expedition of 1928-29. At

that time, a group of nineteen scientists,

many of whom spent a year at the Low
Isles Station, conducted not only ecolog-

ical and biological surveys but were

able to perform basic physiological ex-

periments upon reef organisms, many of

which are unrepeated to this day. The
scientific reports resulting from the

manifold investigations of the group
were published in a number of impres-

sive volumes, the latest of which did not

appear until 1957. Since this expedition,

there has been no organized, large scale

investigation of the Great Barrier Reef,

largely due to a general absence of funds.

The Great Barrier Reef Committee,

which organized the 1928 expedition,

remained in existence and has published

a long series of minor reports on the

Reef. Only recently has the Committee

been able to focus attention again on the

Reef and. through the donation of pri-

vate funds stimulated by a resurgence

of local interest, it has been able to open

a biological station. This station will

[irovide not only facilities but adequate

laboratory o[)porlunilies both for stu-

dents in Australia and for visiting scien-

tists from overseas.

Heron Nland. in llii' f^aprirorri Group,

is one of the few islands away from ihc

shore that is accessible lo most persons.

Tlierilore. it is not surprising either thai

it became a tourist resort or that il is
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'fortunate jAcind

Ten miles off the coast of Maine, com-

pass'd by the primitive wilderness of

the sea, lies Monhegan, an Island in

Time.

Virtually unchanged over the centur-

ies, Monhegan's cliffs and surf-swept

shoreline, its woods, ponds and mead-

ows offer sanctuary to the creatures

and growing things of air, land and

water.

And to mankind.

For here the cacophony, crowds and

confusion of mainland living are miles

away. No streetlights or neon signs

dim the stars. No juke-boxes, bars or

cocktail lounges disturb the quiet.

(And the Inn has neither radio nor

television.)

Unexpected species reward birders and

botanists. Painters and photographers

discover scene after scene worthy of

record. And waiting to be found by

all: peace, quiet, beauty.

Jitne 26-Seplember 6. Advance resen'a-

lions, please. Accommodations, inclu-

sive of meals, for two: with running

water, $147 a week; with bath. $182-

$224 a week. Pictorial booklet.

For rates, and descriptive literature

Write to

^he ZiMand ZJnn^

Box H, Monhegun Island, Maine
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second only to the Low Isles in exten-

siveness of biological investigation. Be-

cause of suitability in climate and a

location near enough to the outer barrier

so that the rim of the Reef can be reached

under ideal conditions, it has become the

site of the new Great Barrier Reef Com-
mittee Research Station. Here, in very

admirable quarters, which in a short

time will be fully equipped, it is hoped
that new intensive studies of the Great

Barrier Reef will be carried out. Cer-

tainly, the ease of transport from Bris-

bane—the site of the University of

Queensland, which has an active Marine

Biology program under the direction of

Professor W. Stephenson—should both

encourage a greater number of Austral-

ians to study their unique biological ex-

hibit and foster the visit of a great

number of overseas tourists.

Despite its inany grandeurs, the Reef

has not inspired many popular narra-

tives of distinction. One of the earliest

remains one of the standards, largely

because of the magnificent quality of its

illustrations. The lavish tome by Saville-

Kent, published in 1893, gave the world

its first glimpse of the Reef. A series of

fifty photographs, taken on slow plates

by Saville-Kent himself, showed the re-

gion of the northern reef, particularly

that of Thursday Island as the Reef was

exposed at spring low tides. In a number
of other plates, many of the organisms,

particularly the fish, were illustrated.

Another important contribution to

literature on the Great Barrier Reef

came from the pen of the leader of the

1928-29 Great Barrier Reef Expedition,

C. M. Yonge. Excellent though it is. his

book suffers from the same fault as Sav-

ille-Kent's. Although it is the result of

an intimate knowledge of a section of

the Great Barrier Reef, it was not in-

tended as a general guide to the Reef in

the sense of a naturalist's handbook.

Other contributions include T. C. Rough-

ley's immensely readable Wonders of the

Great Barrier Reef, which for fifteen

years was the staple item of the voyager,

and more recently The Great Barrier

Reef, by William Dakin. The latter is not

an outstanding work and is not partic-

ularly well illustrated. Arthur Clarke's

The Coast of Coral is, of course, an out-

and-out adventure story.

THE absence of a naturalist's hand-

book for the Great Barrier Reef, its

fauna and flora, has been somewhat rec-

tified by the appearance of the work

reviewed here. The Great Barrier Reef

and Adjacent Isles. McNeill is retiring

Curator of Invertebrate Zoology at the

Australian Museum in Sydney, and Keith

Gillett is one of Australia's leading na-

ture photographers. This book avoids

many of the pitfalls of earlier works; it

is more convenient than Saville-Kent's

in bulk, is more profusely illustrated

than any of its predecessors, and is more

informative than some. The book will

probably spawn many competitors, but

at the moment its success seems assured.

It has 170 photos, 134 in full color.

Following a frontispiece showing the

Great Barrier Reef in its early morning

blaze of glory, McNeill opens the "com-

prehensive survey for visitor, naturahsl

and photographer" with a discussion of

the Reef's character, structure, and de

velopment. Here one is introduced ti

the Reef's history (all too briefly pre

sented ) . its distribution, growth, anc

composition. In the second of twelvf

chapters, considerable attention is paic

to the Capricorn Group, and Heron Is

land in particular. Although the detai

may seem unwarranted to a strangei

(for. after all. Heron Island is but oni

of the thousands of islands on the Reef)

the fact remains that Heron Island is. a

this time, about the only true coral islanc

that the tourist, naturalist, or photog

rapher is apt to reach without great ex

pense and effort. McNeill has been abli

to capture the charm of the coral islands

and for the traveler (naturalist or phc

tographer) who is not so aquatic as th

marine fauna of the Reef, there is con

siderable meat in this chapter (an(

Chapters 9 and 10. describing Cumbei

land and Lord Howe Island, respet

tively ) on the terrestrial flora and faun;

McNeill then turns to the anima

kingdom. In successive chapters

he considers "Corals and their Allies,

outstanding coastal and reef shells, se

stars, sea-urchins and their relation;

other spectacular members of reef fai

na (fish, worms, large Crustacea), ant

finally, "Crabs and Smaller Crustaceans.

While some invertebrate zoologists ma

cheer the fearless fashion in whic

McNeill has devoted 27 pages to coelei;

terates (including 5 illustrations) an

29 pages to other invertebrates, whi)

giving over only 31 pages to the shells-

so near and dear to the bookseller

hearts—the beach tramper may wish i

supplementary guide to the shells of tlj

Barrier Reef. Nonetheless, Gillett hi|

managed to cram 150 species into his 4

plates without losing balance elsewheii

in his book. If the photographic prese:

tation suffers at all. it is in the section c

corals for. despite Gillett's abilities as|

diver, very few color illustrations of tl;

reefs below the tide mark are given. 1

fact, there are less than a half-dozi;

photographs in the book that appe

to have been taken underwater. None
\

these equals the quality of earlier effor

and certainly are drab in comparison

the gaudy showpieces of Clarke's Ti

Coast of Coral; and the angler or spe

fisherman seeking to identify his cat

will not be pleased with the summary d

regard the authors have given the meij

hers of the Class Pisces.



Among the more interesting chapters

s one entitled "Night Descends on a

](iral Reef." Normally, the hours of

larkness at tourist resorts are given over

activities other than that of prowling

ibout a reef. Although McNeill's chap-

er is not likely to bring about mass

eversal of the human activity cycle on

he Great Barrier Reef, it will at least

uggest to the interested reader that the

Xeei does not rest at night.

Elizabeth Pope. Curator of Inverte-

irate Zoology at the Australian Museum
las contributed a most comprehensive

hapter on Lord Howe Island. This speck

it land, about 350 miles northeast of

n'dney. New South Wales, is the south-

rnmost coral reef in the world. It is also

ine of the most spectacular bits of trop-

cal scenery anywhere in the world,

icientifically, much is known about the

rrestrial fauna, but next to nothing

IjMUt the marine. Until recent times.

jiid Howe Island was more or less a

pecial preserve of the Australian, a

:ively retreat booked solidly year after

ear. It is hoped that The Great Barrier

ieef and Adjacent Isles will put this

pot of land back on the map, as it were.

! i- clear that this description of Lord

huve Island is a labor of love.

The final chapter of the general text—

n the potential resources of the re-

iun— is decidedly out of place in a book

1 this sort. Aside from the fact that

ittle information is given, it seems to

ave been written to cure insomniacs.

Keith Gillett has contributed a sup-

I'-nientary chapter on marine photog-

aphy. .Although it is undoubtedly
iithcirilative. the level of writing seems

> have been pitched a bit high. The
ank amateur will find little to sustain

im; the professional may well have
'" "untered most of this information.

I .Americans will be impressed by

number of underwater camera hous-

- -een in Australia, but most are

-built. For the visitor, then, local

i' I- must be sought, preferably before

"in(; to the reef areas, for once away
mm Sydney, prices of most items of

holographic equipment, particularly

Im. increase at astronomical rates.

Appendixes concerning protective reg-

lations and practical hints, although

nly a page each in length, will un-

ubledly be ignored, with the usual

li-'ipiences. It is hoped that future

lilionh will have an expanded version

t hints, furnishing a little more detail

II how and where lo look for various

injiimH. Many overseas visitors will

.n'lU: unlainiliar with a reef and will

iiileresled in more specific details. .\

iiliocrapliy of identification references

iiild not lie misplaced, for many per-

- will be stimulated to further efForl"

111- book. The addition of magnlfica-

dala lo those plates on which it is

kiriK will be an absohiU: necessity.

Birds of North Carolina, by T. G.

Pearson. C. S. Brimley, and H. H. Brim-

ley, and revised by D. L. Wray and H. T.

Davis. North Carolina Department of

Agriculture, $5.00; 434 pp., illus. by
Brasher. Horsfall, and Peterson.

THIS represents the third revision of

one of the first comprehensive books
on the birds of any of our southern states,

which first appeared in 1919. The text

of the second edition (1942) has been
kept in the present volume almost

without change and. where new distribu-

tional records have been accumulated
since 1942, these are appended as a foot-

note to each species' account. There are

no bibliographic citations to document
any of these additions, however. The
practice of writing a full account for

each species and subspecies has been

continued. New accounts have been
added for the sixteen forms added to the

1942 list, making a current total of 412

species and subspecies for the state. A
map and very brief text on the life zones

of the state have been added.

It is regrettable that so little effort

has been made to edit or revise the orig-

inal text. The statement by the earlier

authors that only one nest of the Con-
necticut warbler has ever been found

has not been corrected. No effort has

been made to discredit the once popular

belief that the woodcock carries its young
between its thighs. That cowbirds "are

social outcasts" and that, "as a rule,

other birds do not associate with them"
should come as a complete surprise to

bird watchers even in North Carolina.

Credence is still given to the myth that

"a young cowbird will push other young
from the nest in which it is hatched."

Some of the plates come from Peter-

son's Field Guide, while some, but not

all, of the rather poor line drawings dat-

ing back to the 1919 volume have been

omitted. The reproduction of some of the

Peterson plates, and especially of the

colored plates by Horsfall that appear
in my review copy, are the worst that I

have ever seen in any book on birds.

In sum. the North Carolina Depart-

ment of Agriculture would have done far

better merely to issue an addendum to

the earlier editions, perhaps through the

medium of the Stale's own ornithological

journal. The Chat. The purported ob-

jective, to bring the sections on geo-

graphical and seasonal distribution up

to date, would thus have been accom-
plished al considerably less cost. But. of

grealer importance lo ornithology, the

misconceptions and erroneous observa-

tions eml)odied within the earlier lexl

would not have been per(ielualed and

re-ein[)hasized for the younger genera-

lion of orriilhologisis in North Carolina

and iici^;|ili(,ring states,

Wksi.ky E, Lanvon,
Tim, Amkiiii an Musi.i m
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The Decipherment

of Linear B
A once-lost language, in an unknown script, can now be read

I By John Chadwick

THE YEAR 776 B.C. witnessed the first Olympic games,

a festival, which all the Greeks kept at the precinct of

Zeus at Olympia in the northwest of the Peloponnese.

^Vhether it was really the first is doubtful, but it was so

reckoned by the later Greeks whose records went back to

:hat date. This is a significant date in Greek history be-

cause it marks and symbolizes the adoption in Greece of

he Phoenician alphabet, from which ultimately all other

ilphabets are descended: from the eighth century B.C. on-

.lard the Greeks were a literate people, able to record

heir own history. Thus. Greek history in the strict sense

nay be said to begin then, and what lies before that date

;an be termed prehistory. But this was no more the begin-

ling of Greek history than 1776 was of American. Long
lefore the first Olympic games, men and women had lived,

ought, and died among the mountains and islands of

jreece. and by the only test which can properly be ap-

ilied—that of language—they were as Greek as their

jetter-known successors in golden Athens and harsh Sparta.

There are three ways of penetrating the fog, which

'lots out the early stages of the development of the

/reeks; none of them satisfactory or offering more than

'raps of information, but by a cautious synthesis allow-

ni' some general conclusions. First, there is the memory
1 people and events that survived into a literate era. The

Greeks of the classical period had many legends of a re-

note past, a heroic age when men were capable of heroic

1 1- and the gods were always at hand to help; many of

heroes were the sons of gods or goddesses. There are

•' notable events recorded in these legends: the war
L/ainst Thebes in Boeolia and the expedition against Troy.

The latter is better known, since it provides the back-

round for the twin masterpieces of Greek literature. Tra-

litionally the work of Homer, these long epic poems seem
'> have acfjuired their present form somewhere toward the

lid of the eighth century B.C.—again that significant cen-

rv. when writing changed much of the (ireek way of

not least its poetry. Much in the Homeric tale is

irly due to the imagination of the bards. But here at

CXAMPI.K OP LiNRAR [J TAfit.KT, li'fl, roini-R from llie I'yios

lite, firit i:x.avale<l l.y Ulexeii l.efor.: World War M. Now
eadalil);, it iip<:aki< of .i (onlrlliijlloti <il liroii/.e for Hliipn.

least is a strong pointer to a period of Greek prehistory

when the country was organized in strong kingdoms

centering round Mycenae—although, in historical times,

this was no more than a small country town.

The prospect was enough to persuade a romantically

minded German businessman of the nineteenth century,

Heinrich Schliemann. to devote his time and wealth to the

pursuit of this forgotten age. Thus was forged the second

tool of the Greek prehistorian. archeology. With the ama-

teur's faith and enthusiasm, Schliemann set out. Homer
in hand, tt bring to light the god-built walls of Troy.

This is not the place to record Schliemann's career in

detail, but we must recall his momentous excavation of

1876, when he found the famous grave circle at Mycenae.

For it was the revelation of the wealth and artistr)' of the

civilization he unearthed that convinced scholars of the

essential truth behind the legends. "Mycenae, rich in

gold, . .
." sang Homer; and the gold came from the shaft

graves in quantities to stagger even Schliemann. It took

years of patient work by Schliemann's successors to estab-

lish the pattern of events that can now be traced in outline.

Pre-Hellenic archeology, as it has been called until re-

cently, distinguishes three phases of the Bronze Age in

Greece: Early Bronze (roughly 2800-1900 B.c.t; Middle

Bronze (1900-16.50 B.C.); and Late Bronze (1650-1100

B.C. ) . The great flowering of civilization took place first in

Crete in the Middle period, culminating in a violent de-

struction about 1400 B.C. On the mainland, it took place

rather later, beginning with the Late Bronze Age and last-

ing until the twelfth century B.C., when, one after another,

all the important centers of Greece were sacked and left in

ruins. This last period is called, after the first site to be

excavated and its chief center. Mycenaean.

Among the many scholars who were in Athens in the

1890's to see the .Schliemann treasures was an English

scholar named Arthur Evans. His appreciation of the high

level of civilization reached by these Mycenaeans led him

to speculate on the economic structure of a kingdom

wealthy enough to produce such art and monumenls.

Evans thought that the Mycenaeans must have been able

to write: but no inscriptions had been found in ihcii

graves and palaces, and (he (neck alplialxa—as we have

seen—was borrowed from Phoenicia two or three hun-

dred years after Mycciiiae of the Bronze Age fell.
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IT
was this speculation that spurred Evans to search for

traces of prehistoric writing: his attention was at-

tracted by some engraved gems that could be found in the

antique dealers' shops in Athens. Some of them had arbi-

trary collocations of signs, which might represent a kind

of script. Evans traced these to Crete, where they were

frequently worn by peasant women as charms ; the women
called them "milk stones." From their study, Evans first

identified the earliest script of Greece.

But this was not enough. A few characters engraved on

gems were no evidence of the bookkeeping needed to run a

civilized country. In 1900, as soon as the liberation of

Crete from Turkish rule opened the way, Evans began the

excavation of a site already well known as that of Knossos,

a classical town of importance and, if Homer can be

trusted, the royal seat and capital of a legendary empire.

His primary object, the discovery of writing, was rapidly

accomplished: the first tablets were found only a week

after he had started to dig.

The third method of penetrating the fog of Greek pre-

history is even more difficult to follow correctly than the

analysis of legend and the often scanty evidence of arch-

eology. Even today it is all too often overlooked. This is

the study of the Greek language. When the earliest alpha-

betic inscriptions were made, in the eighth century B.C.,

every little state in Greece had its own dialect. These dia-

lects may be grouped into four main divisions, although

these do not correspond in geographical distribution.

Quite unlike dialects had a common frontier, while simi-

lar ones were widely separated. From these facts, two

conclusions may be drawn : first, at one time, all these

Hellenic peoples had ancestors who spoke alike, but their

unity was broken, and the main divisions developed sep-

arately. Second, just before the historical period, each

local dialect must have developed out of its own division.

We can apply these facts to the archeological picture

with some confidence. It used to be thought that at least

three of the four main divisions of dialects had evolved

outside Greece and been brought in by successive inva-

sions. This theory has been modified by new research and

it now seems more likely that the breakup of the dialects

began only after the entry of the Greeks into the Balkan

Peninsula. This event has been plausibly equated with the

archeological break between the Early and Middle Bronze

Age cultures, about 1900 B.C. At most sites there is evidence

of destruction at this period, and the new culture shows

some features radically different from the old.

The final stage of the movements of the Hellenic peoples

is even better defined. The chief areas of Mycenaean

power, the sites of the palaces destroyed about the thir-

teenth to twelfth centuries B.C., were in historical times

occupied by one of the major linguistic groups, the Dori-

ans. Starting from northwest Greece (Epirus), these dia-

lects lay in a great arc running down the west coast of the

Peloponnese, through Crete, and up to Rhodes and Cos in

the Dodecanese. Inside the arc, the Dorians penetrated



entral Greece as far as Delphi, and absorbed the whole of

he Peloponnese except its mountainous core, Arcadia,

vhich remained a separate linguistic enclave. But they

lever penetrated to the islands of the central Aegean, or

the east coast of the mainland north of the isthmus. This

anie. combined with legends about the Dorian conquest,

nakes it extremely probable that it was this Dorian move-

nent that caused the final collapse of Mycenaean power.

Linguistically, therefore, there was good reason to re-

ard the M\cenaeans as Greeks. What was especially sig-

lificant is that Arcadian, the isolated dialect of the central

'eloponnese. is closely related to that of a very remote

rea, Cyprus. But Cyprus was known, archeologically, to

ave been colonized by Mycenaeans in the fourteenth and

hirteenth centuries B.C. Thus it was almost certain that

ircadian and C)priot. together, represented the relics of

Mycenaean dialect, spoken all over the pre-Dorian Pelo-

•nnese. This deduction supplied an important control on

LiNCUKSTlc EVIDENCE of Dorian conquest is seen in this

plotting of Greek dialects about 400 B.C. The isolated

pocket of Arcadian dialect in the Peloponnese matches
the related dialect on Cyprus, a known Mycenaean colony.

the attempts to decipher a Mycenaean script as Greek. Any
solution seriously out of line with Arcadian would have
little chance of being a correct one.

THERE are only three basic ways of committing lan-

guage to writing, and all known graphic systems use

one or a combination of these. The simplest method is to

draw a picture to represent a word; these pictograms are

then often simplified until they become unrecognizable,

but the principle remains that one sign represents one
word. This is called "ideographic" writing, and it has been

carried to the highest stage of development by the Chi-

nese. For instance, K is man, if, woman; non-pictorial

concepts have of course to be expressed by oblique means:
thus :k is big—it may be a picture of the fisherman telling

how big the one was that got away ! Or @, eye ( much modi-

fied), is equipped with a pair of legs H- to mean to see.

Even in Western languages, we still use ideograms. For
example, 5 is not a sign for five, but for the concept of

five; it may be read as cinque, cinq, cinco. five, funf,

piat', pende, and the like.

The other two writing systems are both made up of ele-

ments that, taken together, represent the sound of the

word. Thus, a number of signs are needed to write all but

the shortest words. The difference between them is that

the units of sound represented by the signs may be either

whole syllables
(
pronounceable I or single letters (partly

unpronounceable abstractions ) . A syllabic system splits

words up like a child's first reading book: thus "in-di-vi-

du-al" would require five signs. The total number of signs

needed is obviously much less than the many thousands

that the ideographic system requires. But it may still be

high if the language, like English, uses many complicated

groups of consonants.

Alphabetic writing, the third system, is generally held

to be a Semitic invention (although the Egyptian script

pointed the way to it) and it was only fully developed by

the Greeks. Its characteristic feature is the small number

Srr::
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Non-verbal insights into Mycenaean life, before tablets

could be read, are seen here. Above, gem-cut, wounded lion.

of signs needed. Thus, we use twenty-six letters in English

(some redundant, like C, K, and Q—all for the same
sound in some words I . while the more complicated alpha-

bets rarely exceed the thirty-two of modern Russian.

THERE is an obvious resemblance between an unread-

able script and a secret code: similar methods can be

employed to break both. But the differences must not be

overlooked. The code is deliberately designed to baffle the

investigator; the script is only puzzHng by accident. The
language underlying the coded text is ordinarily known:
in the case of a script, there are three separate possibili-

ties. First, the language may be known or partially known,

but written in an unknown script. This, for instance, was

the case with the decipherment of the Old Persian inscrip-

tions by the German scholar Grotefend in 1802: the cune-

iform signs were then quite unknown, but the language,

as revealed by recognition of proper names, turned out to

be one that was largely intelligible.

Second, the script may be known, but the language un-

known. This is the case with Etruscan, which is written in

a modified form of the Greek alphabet that presents little

difficulty to the understanding of its sounds. But no lan-

guage has yet been found sufficiently closely related to

Etruscan to throw any light on the meaning of the words.

Thus, in spite of a large collection of inscriptions, our

knowledge of this language is still very elementary and

uncertain. Last, we have the combination of an unknown
script and an unknown language. In such a case, decipher-

ments have usually been judged to be possible only when
they could start from a bilingual text. The Egyptian hiero-

glyphs began to yield their secret only when the Rosette

stone—with the Egyptian text repeated in Greek—made il

possible to equate the royal names in the two versions.

Cryptography has contributed a new weapon to the stu-

dent of unknown scripts. In theory, any code can be

broken, provided sufficient examples of coded texts are

available. The detailed procedures are irrelevant, but the

basic principle is the analysis and. indexing of coded texts

so that underlying patterns and regularities can be dis

covered. If a number of instances can be collected, it ma)

appear that a certain group of signs in the coded text has

a particular function; it may, for example, serve as a con

junction. A knowledge of the circumstances in which i

message was sent may lead to other identifications, anc

from these tenuous gains further progress becomes pes

sible, until the meaning of most of the coded words ii

known. The application of this method to unknown Ian

guages is obvious; such methods enable the decipherer tc

determine the meaning of sign-groups without knowing

how to pronounce the signs. Indeed, it is possible to imag

ine texts in an unknown language that might be reae

without finding the phonetic value of a single sign.

We must now describe in some detail both the writinj

that Evans found in Crete and related discoveries else

where. Evans was soon able to distinguish three phase;

in the history of Minoan writing. In the earliest phase

iH



dated very roughly to 2000-1650 B.C., the script consisted

of pictorial signs, representing generally recognizable

objects, such as a head, a hand, a star, an arrow, and so

forth. This was the script of the seal stones, but Evans also

found a few examples on lumps of clay used as sealings

and on clay bars. He named this style "hieroglyphic."

HIS next stage dates roughly from 1750 to 1450 B.C.,

perhaps beginning even earlier. Since the pictorial

signs are now reduced to mere outlines. Evans named it

Linear A. Examples of this style have been found all over

Crete but not outside it ( if we except potters" marks found

at Melos and Thera ) . There are a number of inscriptions

on stone and bronze objects. The largest single collection

iif documents, however, is a group of about 150 clay tablets

from a Cretan palace, a few miles from Phaistos.

At some date, which cannot yet be precisely determined.

Linear A was replaced by a modified form of the script-

to which Evans gave the name Linear B. The date of this

change would be highly significant; but unfortunately

Linear B has so far been found at but one site in Crete.

Vlthough the documents using Linear B are firmly dated to

[he destruction of the palace at Knossos (about 1400 B.C.)

,

it is not clear when Linear A went out of use there.

The relationship between the two systems is perplexing.

It is not simply a matter of reducing the early signs to

simpler and more easily written forms. In some instances,

the Linear B forms are more elaborate than their Linear A
I iiunterparts. Now, there is no reason to change the form
ni a sign in order to write a new language, though it may
be necessary to add or subtract, or change the values of,

some signs. French has basically the same alphabet as

Liiglish. though there are certain additional letters (a, e,

-li . I : k and w are virtually ignored: and some letters have
different sounds. The differences between Linear A and
Linear B are more like those between the Greek and
Roman alphabets (e.g. A= A, B=B, but r = G, and A = D).
Though superficially alike, the differences between the

%^fW^m^.

Deer hunt from chariot is another Mycenaean scene cut

in a gem in intaglio. Both seals are in the Athens Museum.

two scripts are clear to a practiced eye. A very obvious
difference is that the guide lines, or rules, that separate

the lines of writing on Linear B tablets are usually absent

in Linear A. A further difference concerns the numerical
system. In general, this is very similar, but the treatment

of fractional quantities is quite different. Linear A has a

system of fractional signs, not yet fully worked out; Linear
B has no signs of this type, but records fractional quan-
tities in terms of smaller units (as with tons, hundred-
weights, and pounds )

.

Almost all the clay tablets found at Knossos were in

Linear B, and the total number of tablets now known-
including, of course, many small fragments— is between
three and four thousand. All these tablets apparently came
from the palace (built in the period called by the archeol-

ogists Late Minoan II ) . which was destroyed by fire at the

end of the fifteenth century B.C. It was this heat of destruc-

tion that served to bake many of the clay tablets to hard-

ness and so made them durable. For, contrary to the usual

Lion hunt on foot, left, is among the most celebrated of

Mycenaean antiquities. Scene is inlaid in gold and silver

on the blade of a bronze dagger and is shown here somewhat
larger than true size. This is also at the Athens Museum.

13



Figures on Mycenaean pottery, in contrast to delicate

metalwork and seal engravings, are crude. Seen above are

practice in Anatolia and farther east, the tablets in the

Aegean area were never deliberately fired.

Up to 1939, Linear B tablets were known only from this

one site in Crete. But a small number of vases had been
found in mainland Greece having inscriptions that had
been painted on them before they were fired. While these

showed some variant forms, they had the same general

appearance as Linear B. The presence of a Cretan script on
the mainland was not surprising since, on Evans' theory of

a Minoan Empire. Cretan imports might obviously be
found at any site under Minoan control. But just before

World War II the situation was dramatically reversed.

SciiLiEMANN had been led to Mycenae by believing in the

truth of the Homeric legend. Could not other Homeric
cities be located? This was the question in the mind of

Professor Carl Blegen. then of the LTniversity of Cincinnati,

one of the foremost experts on the prehistoric period in

Greece, whose careful work on the site of Troy is justly

famous. He set out now to find the palace of another Ho-
meric monarch. Nestor, the garrulous old warrior whose
name was a byword for longevity.

Nestor ruled at Pylos; but where was Pylos? Blegen

found a Hkely site some four miles north of the bay of

Navarino and, together with the Greek Dr. Kourouniotis,

organized a joint American-Greek expedition to dig it in

1939. By an astonishing piece of luck, their first trial trench

ran through what is now known as the archive room. Clay
tablets were found within twenty-four hours; the first

H

season's work produced no fewer than 600 of them—simi-

lar to the Knossos ones and written in the identical Linear

B script. Then war intervened and the excavating could not

resume until 1952, when more tablets were found.

TO complete the history of the appearance of the texts,

we may anticipate a bit to mention the discovery in

' 952 by Professor Wace of the first tablets from Mycenae,

These were found not in the royal palace, which had been

dug by Schliemann and Tsoundas at the end of the last cen-

tury, but in separate buildings or houses outside the walli

of the acropolis, or royal castle. A further find in 195l

brought the number of tablets from this site up to fifty.

Professor Emmett Bennett, who has now become th(

world expert on the reading of Mycenaean texts, had al

ready established the different systems of weights an(

measures in Linear A and Linear B. But his outstandinj

contribution, working on Blegen's Pylos finds, was th

establishment of a signary—the recognition of variai

forms and the distinction of separate signs. How difficull

such a task is onlv those who have tried can tell. It is easy

enough for us to recognize the same letter in our alphabet

as written by half a dozen different people, despite the use

of variant forms. But if one does not know what is the posi

sible range of letters, or the sound of the words they spell

it is impossible to be sure if some of the rare ones art

separate letters or mere variants.

This is still the position with regard to Linear B. It is ti

Bennett's credit that so few such problems now remain

I**



foot soldiers, charioteers, horses, and a dog, as rendered
on pottery bowls in the collection at the Athens Museum.

diligent comparison enabled him to set up a table of vari-

ants that made it clear—in the case of all but the rarest

signs—what was the possible range of variation. At this

time the remarkable and gifted young man who is the cen-

tral figure of our detective story, Michael Ventris, was
already exchanging ideas with Bennett. Their correspond-

ence laid the foundation of a friendship, which developed

during Bennett's visits to Europe.

With Bennett's publication of The Pylos Tablets, in

1951, the scene was set for the decipherment of Linear B.

Orderly analysis, begun by Bennett and another American
expert in this field, the late Dr. Alice Kober, could now
take the place of speculation and guesswork. But it re-

quired clear judgment to perceive the right methods,

concentration to plod through the laborious analysis, per-

severance to carry on despite meager gains, and the spark

of genius to grasp the right solution, when, at last, it

emerged from the painstaking manipulation of meaning-

less .signs. These admirable qualities were to be provided

in full measure b\ Michael Ventris.

THE Linear 15 lexis consist of groups of signs separated

by vertical bars: the length of the groups varies

from two to eight signs. Accompanying these, in many
cases, are other signs that stand alone followed by a nu-

meral: many of these are recognizable pictograms. It is

easy to guess that single signs, standing alone, are probably

ideographic, (hat is. representing a whole word. Those used

io groups are likely to l»; either syllabic or .il|il].iliitic. A

count of all these signs shows that they number about

eighty-nine—the exact total is still disputed. But even this

uncertain number is significant: it is far too small for a

wholly ideographic system, and it is much too large for an

alphabet. Linear B must therefore be syllabic—and a

fairly simple form of syllabary, like the Cypriot or the

Japanese Hiragana system.

The numerals in Linear B are straightforward; they

were tabulated by Evans at an early stage. They are based

on the decimal system, but are not positional; there is no
notation for zero, and figures up to 9 are represented bv

repeating the sign the appropriate number of times, much
as in Roman numerals. Vertical strokes denote digits, hori-

zontal strokes tens, circles hundreds, circles with rays

thousands, and circles with rays and a central bar tens of

thousands. Thus 12.345 is written <>S S°::',V.

The basis of the Mycenaean system of measures, in turn,

had been worked out by Bennett in 1950. He showed that

the signs fl^i, i, =<, i, etc., constituted a system of weights,

while other goods were recorded in the series T, <l, ^ or

1, <l, ^:7. As Bennett correctly guessed, the former series

was used for dry measure, the latter for liquids. The use

of the same symbols for the lower fractions is paralleled

by the English use of pinl and quart, for both dry and
licjuid measure, the series thereafter diverging to the

separate categories of husliel and gallon.

With this kiic.u Ird'jc. the signs on the tablets then

(duld lie divided IiiIm llii-ir two classes:

getlirj ivilli iiiciric signs and numerals) ar

grams
labic ^
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IDEOGRAMS
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The meaning of some of the ideograms was obvious, bi

there were many signs too stylized to allow guesswork,

was, however, possible to classify many more of the idei

grams with the help of those that could be recognize

Thus, along with horse, ^, and pig, ^, were regular

found three other ideograms, which were therefore like

to belong to the same category of livestock. It was all

noticed that variants of the livestock ideograms occurre

the commonest being to modify the main vertical stroke

axis of the sign by adding two short crossbars, or dividii

it into a fork. Evans had correctly guessed that these vai

ations signified male and female animals.

Thus, in many cases, it was possible to deduce the ge

eral subject matter of the tablets before a single syllab

could be read. Almost without exception, it was clear th

they were lists, inventories, or catalogues. For instance,

list of single sign groups (word), each followed by tl

ideogram for man, j^, and the numeral 1. was clearly

list of men's names, a muster roll or the like. On the othi

hand, where a word was followed by the word man and

number larger than one, and this collocation was repeat{

on a number of different tablets, the word was likely to

a descriptive title or occupational term, like cowherd

tailors, or men of Phaistos.

This method of deduction, since it depends chiefly (

studying the same words in different combinations, is oft

called combinatory. It leads to valuable conclusions abo

the meaning or sort of meaning possessed by certain wor-

At a later stage, these conclusions can act as a check o'

correctness of a decipherment, because they are comp] .1.^

independent of the syllabic values. For example, if a ';

so identified as an occupational term turns out, when I;

scribed phonetically, to mean cowherds, this lends weig

to the phonetic interpretation.

As this is largely the story of Michael Ventris' achie\

ments, it will not be out of place here to give a she

account of his life. He was born on July 12, 1922, of a we

to-do English family. He went to school in Switzerlar

early discovering a remarkable ability to learn languag

quickly and by ear. Later, he attended the Architectui

Association School in London, flew as a bomber navigat

with the R.A.F., and received his architecture diploma

1948. From an early period in his life, he had been fa&

nated by the Minoan scripts. This interest he never loi

with rare concentration, he devoted much of his spare tii

to painstaking studies of the problems they presente

Ventris' remarkable mind made him able to discei

among the bewildering variety of mysterious signs, p
terns and regularities that betray the underlying structu:

CRYPTOGRAPHY is a Science of deduction and controll

experiment; hypotheses are formed, tested, and ofl

discarded. But the residue that passes the test grows a

grows until finally there comes a point when the expe

menter feels solid ground beneath his feet: his hypothe

cohere, and fragments of sense emerge from their cam(

flage. The code "breaks." In June. 1952. Ventris felt tl

Linear B had broken. As he transcribed more and m(

texts, so words began to emerge in greater numbers; n

signs could now be identified by recognizing a word

which one sign only was a blank, and this value could tl

be tested elsewhere. The spelling rules received confirr

tion. and the pattern of the decipherment became clear.

At this moment. Ventris was asked by the B.B.C. to g



alk on the Third Programme in connection with the pub-

ition of Scripta Minoa II, the volume on Linear B that

ans had begun before his death and that his friend the

ssics scholar Sir John Mvres had undertaken to com-

BJjjite. Ventris determined to take this opportunity to make
discovery public. Thus, at the conclusion of his radio

dress, came the astonishing announcement: "During the

t few weeks, I have come to the conclusion that the

ossos and Pvlos tablets must, after all, be written in

(eek—a difficult and archaic Greek, seeing that it is five

Fndred years older than Homer and written in a rather

Iweviated form, but Greek, nevertheless."

Ventris went on to quote four well-known Greek words

it he claimed to have found in Linear B: poiinen. shep-

rd; kerameus, potter; khalkeus, bronzesmith; khrus-

vrgos, goldsmith. He ended on a suitably cautious note:

have suggested that there is now a better chance of read-

these earliest European inscriptions than ever before,

t there is evidently a great deal more work to do before

are all agreed on the solution of the problem." I do not

nk it can be said that this broadcast made a great im-

ssion but I, for one. was an eager listener. The word

rusoivorgos. in particular, was encouraging. W did not

st in most forms of Greek of the classical period, but

5uld certainly appear in an archaic dialect, since its loss.

in Homer, was known to be recent. Eager to try out the

^ory. I set to work with words from two sets of texts.

, four days. I had convinced myself that Ventris' iden-

i^-fications were in the main sound. I collected a list of

•nly-three plausible Greek words I had found in the

ets (some of which had not then been noted by Ven-

s) and wrote to Ventris. congratulating him on having

jnd the solution, and putting forward a number of new
:gestions. The next thing Ventris did was to draw up a

of words for which plausible Greek equivalents could

suggested. This "Experimental Vocabulary" contained

3 entries ( including proper names ) . A very few of these

now recognize to be wrong and a few more have been

idified but in the main the Greek words here provided

ound foundation on which we could build.

Even before Ventris' theory could be published, Pro-

sor Blegen—the excavator of Pyios—put into our hands

decisive confirmation in full-dress form. One afternoon

May, 19o.3. Ventris called me from London in a state of

sat excitement—he rarely showed signs of emotion, but

him this was a dramatic moment. The cause was a letter

>m Professor Blegen. He had found more tablets in 19.52.

t no one had yet examined them carefully; they had

en cleaned during the winter and only the next spring

re ihey ready for study.

Blegen's letter ran: "Since my return to Greece I have

nl much of my time working r,n the tablets from Pyios,

King them properK ready to be photographed. I have

(I Miur experimental .'^\llal)ary on some of them. En-

iscd for your information is a copy of P641. which you

I) find iritiTe.>5tiiig. It (;vidi;nti\ d(;ais with pots, some on

rce leg.-*, some ivith four handles, some with three, and

icrs without hanrlles. The first ivorri by your system

to be ti-ri-po-ilr and it recurs twice as li-ri-po

ingular?!. The four-handled pot is preceded by qc-ln-

we, the three-hanrlled by li-ri-o-ivc or li-ri-jn-wit, the

ndjeiefis pot \t\ a-nau r. All this sei-m^ loo good lo he \xw..

coincidence excluded ?"



THE interpretation of some phrases in this tablet is still

disputed, but Blegen's analysis of its contents from
the ideograms is evident, and the relative words are clear.

Where there are pictures of tripod-caldrons, we have the

word li-ri-po (that is tripos, which means tripod). Then
follow the adjectives, which vary with the number of

handles. The second term of the compound is always -o-we

(that is, -owes, or -oues, which means ear). This is the

word regularly used in Greek for the handles of a pot:

Nestor's "cup had four ears. The first part consists of tri-

(as in tripos), for three; q'^etro-, for four; and an- (the

negative prefix) , for no handles.

The odds against getting this astonishing agreement

purely by accident are astronomical: this was a proof of

the undeniable correctness of Ventris' decipherment. All

who were unprejudiced could now be convinced that the

system worked; further refinements would no doubt be

possible, but the basis was obviously sound.

Another equally improbable case of coincidence fol-

lowed, for which I can claim a small share of credit. In the

spring of 1955, Dr. Platon, Director of the Iraklion Mu-

seum, told me that he had found in the museum storerooms

some trays containing fragments of tablets; they had beer

exposed to the weather when the museum was damaged
during the war, and he thought they would be useless. They

were certainly in a poor way ; but one largish piece was the

left-hand end of a two-line tablet; the break showed

plainly half a horse's head—the ideographic sign foi

"horse. " Now, horses appear in the Knossos tablets onl)

in the records of the chariot force, which have a quite dif

ferent form, and in one isolated tablet showing horses and

foals—a famous tablet that Evans had published. The left

hand edge of that tablet was missing: this seemed to be it.

We now had the introductory words for each line, and the)

read, by Ventris' system: i-qo, horses; and o-no, asses.

Again Blegen's question could be asked: is coincidence

excluded? What are the chances that two series of equine

heads will be introduced by words exactly correspondins

to the Greek for horses and asses? Such probabilities are

beyond calculation ; we can only use common sense.

The most exciting prospect now was that of reading al

the new Pylos tablets found in 1952. Ventris invited me tc

Key tablet, confirming Ventris' decipherment, is this one|

found by Ble^en ;it Pvlo? in 1952. but not examined until'

T '^
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are the task, and our collaboration enabled us to com-

ete the work in a matter of twelve months or so. Docu-

enls in Mycenaean Greek was completed in the summer
1955 and published in the autumn of the next year.

In April. 1956, the French Centre National de Re-

erche Scientifique, under the direction of Professors

lantraine and Lejeune. organized the first International

illoquium on the Mycenaean texts. Nine French and
nen foreign scholars from seven countries met for a

•ik. near Paris, to discuss the work done and to plan for

e future. At this meeting Ventris was. of course, the lead-

L' figure; his fluency in French made a great impression,

it he was equally at home chatting to the Swiss in Schwy-

rdeutsch. or to the Greek delegate in Greek.

Five months later he was dead—killed in a tragic auto-

"bile accident—but the work Ventris did lives, and his

ime will be remembered so long as the ancient Greek

nguage and civilization are studied.

fhere still remain a number of the rarer signs in Linear

uhose values are not yet established, and the texts that

completely intelligible are few. Yet we may now read.

for example: PU-RO i-je-re-ja do-e-ra e-ne-ka ku-ru-so-jo

i-je-ro-jo women 14 [In translation: At Pylos: slaves of

the priestess on account of sacred gold: 14 women.]

BUT the mere fact of being able to translate the tablet

does not automatically answer all questions. Why
were these women slaves of the priestess? Which priestess?

What was the sacred gold? What was the state of affairs

or the transaction that this tablet was meant to record?

These are questions that we cannot answer; the facts were

known to the writer of the tablet, and he did not expect it

to be read by anyone lacking the same knowledge.

This problem is still with us, and will always remain:

we cannot know all the facts and events of which the tablets

are an only partial record. We have to examine them mi-

nutely, compare them with similar documents elsewhere,

and check them against the archeological evidence. Imagi-

nation may help to fill in the gaps, and I shall attempt to

look beyond the bare texts at life in the M\cenaean world;

but it is no good pretending we know more than we do.

[To be concluded in April]

K following year. In this inventory of various vessels,

•intris' sign values yielded the Greek words shown above.
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Plumes, Threats, and

White Beauty
he courtship displays of herons are fascinating spectacles

By Andrew J. Meyerriecks

F7ATCHING HERONS can be profitable. It may be under-

f\ taken for the simple enjoyment a bird watcher de-

ves from the sight of a graceful egret methodically stalk-

g its prey on a broad marsh, for the photographic record

patient cameraman may compile of the activity in a

owded heronry, or for insights into the origin and evolu-

on of complex behavior during courtship that serious bi-

logists may discover while comparing related species.

Some sixty-three species of herons, egrets, and bitterns

ake up the Family Ardeidae ; thus, a variety of forms are

ailable for comparison—a powerful tool for the behav-

irist. More species make for more firmly based theorizing.

ome species of herons are almost cosmopolitan in their

reeding distributions, and such a broad range is an asset

studies of the geographical variation of behavior. These

ay disclose, for example, whether populations of com-

lon or great egrets. Casmerodius albus, in Florida Bay,

urope, Africa, and Japan—where Tokutaro Tanaka took

le unique photographs on these pages—behave exactly

like. The study of heron sociality is aided by the diver-

ty of social structures found among various species : a few

re solitary, some are social only during the nesting season,

id many are social in most of their activities. C. albus, for

cample, tends to be solitary outside the breeding season,

ut it nests in small to large colonies, often alongside other

lecies of herons and egrets. The question is: how has such

social structure evolved?

To many, the word heron evokes the image of a slender,

aceful bird, perhaps awaiting its prey while standing mo-
onless at the edge of a stream or pond, or slowly working

sway through the shallows, its dagger-like bill poised for

strike. But herons show a fascinating array of feeding

lethods, ranging from the erratic dashes of the reddish

5rel to the open-winged whirling of the Louisiana heron.

ome, like our own snowy egret or the little egret of the

Id World, rake the muddy bottom of their feeding area.

Ills forcing their arjuatic prey to reveal their hiding places.

Vhers, notably the cattle egret, have left the ancestral

ater habitat to assfjciatc with hoofed mammals and other

beal»;rs'" in orfhtr to sr-rurc foofi (\ati«AI. HlSTf)RY,

UgUBl-.Septcmbcr. IO6O1. How tl>ceding behavior have evolved ;iri

UrriAl. IM.IMKS of ((real exrel mm I

div. !• nielhods of

llii-\ |j|,iv in

:ipancit<; heronry

ir<;i;diii|c huuhoii.

Eoret's profile shows nuptial plumes ;iiul lore, tlie area in

front of eye. The lore gains color al start of nesting season.

heron ecology are fertile areas for intensive investigation.

The taxonomist is interested in the many color patterns

shown by herons and allied species: some, like C. albus,

are pure white, others are predominantly dark-colored,

and some arc heavily striped, blending with the vertical

reeds and cattails of their environment. A few are of spe-

(ial interest because they are found in several colors—or

pliasi's- regardless of age or sex. A pure while bird, for ex-

ample, may mate with a dark-colored individual of the



Flailing wincs and outstretched neck are part of hostile

postures of intermediate egrets, Egretta intermedia, in a

Japanese heronry. Threats and fights between the birds ar

common in crowded heronry at start of the nesting periot

same species. Such color phases have diverse meanings and
are inherited in various ways (Natural History, January,

1958) . The study of herons offers many chances to examine
these questions and others of general biological import.

BUT it is during the breeding season that herons delight

the eyes of the inveterate heron watcher, offer su-

perb opportunities to the photographer, and give the stu-

dent of heron behavior his most exciting moments. At this

time, herons acquire a distinctive nuptial plumage, show
marked changes in the color of their soft parts, and exhibit

a host of specialized displays confined to this stage of

their annual cycle. No two species of herons have exactly

the same kind, number, and placement of their special,

breeding season plumes. Long white crown plumes are

worn by species such as the black-crowned night heron,

t^*
Mutual billing (shown above and in photos at right) amon
great egrets occurs after male lets female enter the nes'

iH



while others display an array of slender, decomposed

feathers on their backs—the prized egret plumes of the

feather trade. Even the somber American bittern male ex-

hibits white, fan-shaped feather patches during courtship.

Whether bearing a train of superb back plumes or a

mere tuft of crest feathers, each species uses its specialized

nuptial adornment in a number of displays confined to the

courtship period. In species whose breeding biology is

known in some detail, the sequence of events is roughly

comparable. At first, the male adopts a territory located in

a traditional breeding area. Here he proclaims ownership

by advertising his presence physically and vocally. During

the day, the male patrols his section of the colony, calling

loudly and frequently from a number of advertising posts.

Often this call differs from the normal notes of the species,

although it may resemble an alarm or warning call heard

throughout the year. The territory-holding male also at-

tracts attention by virtue of his fully developed plumage,

brilliant soft part coloration, and great activity.

THE male defends his initial territory vigorously: when

a trespasser appears, his first response is usually a low-

intensity threat display. This demonstrates one of the two

main functions of the specialized plumes. The owner fairly

bristles, and his apparent size is increased greatly by the

erection of various feather tracts—but mainly of his nup-

tial plumes. If the intruder does not leave, the owner erects

his feathers to an extreme and moves to attack. This nor-

mally suffices to make the trespasser retreat but. if not, the

owner drives his opponent, male or female, from his display

area. If the intruder is a female, however, she will persist,

returning repeatedly to a particular male's domain. Even-

tually, the male shows a change in his behavior. The female

will be allowed to remain on the edge of his territory while

I

• begins to perform a number of displays not previously

II. This is the second major function of the nuptial

Illumes: thev greatly emphasize the movement of different

body parts during the male's performance. There is a neat

correlation between the tvpe of plumes, their location, and

the part of the body being moved.

Lp to this time, the male will have kept the female from

entering the nest he has started to build, or at least from

the site of the future nest. Furthermore, his displays have

been vocal and visual. But soon the male permits the fe-

male to approach within touching distance, and now they

Decomposed plumes of breeding season trail down back of

egret. The birds once were widely hunted for these feathers.

may engage in mutual contact displays. This is a period of

tension, for the male has allowed another heron, even

though it is his prospective mate, to enter that part of his

territory most vigorously defended—the nest. Tension is

relieved, apparently, by mutual feather nibbling and bill-

ing. One bird will run its bill through the plumage of the

other very cautiously, then its mate will reciprocate. Often

the two herons, will face each other and snap their mandi-

ifHiM.AV <iv tirr.i.s. ;iiid fiMllii^r iiilil)liii((, nrciir Id lirlp

irvi- iii.-ilr". Ii-inioii :il idiowiriK ;inolbcr liird iuto iii-l.

Disr-i.AY.s CONTINUE cvcn lifter pair has formed, und iniiy Im;

prrforiiied when u iiiiilc rclurn» lo iiem lifter brief iibHenrc.
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Nestlings and eggs are seen in nest in heronry. Nuptial

displays of parents may occur even when young are in nest.

Lies together rapidly, or even nibble at each other's bill.

Shortly after the pair has formed, such mutual displays

are performed on the return of either mate to the nest after

a trip to gather nest twigs, or even after a feeding absence.

In some species, such mutual behavior may involve an elab-

orate display of the specialized nuptial plumes as well as

billing and nibbling. Indeed, such use of the nuptial plum-

age may last for the rest of the breeding cycle, although

this is not true for all species.

IT
is clear that the specialized calls, colors, and plumes

have evolved to serve a number of functions effecting

pair formation and related behavior, for these traits

largely disappear during the rest of the year. In fact, as

noted, individuals of many species even avoid one another

outside the breeding season, and conspicuousness would

be a definite disadvantage for them. True, a brilliantly

colored male, loudly proclaiming his presence in the breed-

ing colony in order to establish a territory and secure a

mate, is vulnerable to predation. But the needs of species

continuity and individual safety are balanced in the course

of evolution by varying compromises. Vulnerability via

prominent advertisement may be offset by social nesting

habits, increased aggressiveness, and the like.

We know partial answers to some questions concerning

heron biology, but as is so true in science, partial answers

often lead to new questions of even greater importance.

Of the sixty-three or so known heron species, only frag-

mentary information on a few species is currently avail-

able. The study of herons is highly recommended there-

fore, to bird watchers, photographers, and biologists alike.

Dr. Meyerriecks, whose works have appeared previously

in Natural History, has specialized in heron research and

is with the Massachusetts Audubon Society. The unusual

photographs on these pages were taken by Mr. Tanaka, an
amateur photographer since 1932 and lifelong nature lover.

24
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'air op ekrkts show nifllirl f.;it|]ir- on crest and neck tense period for mule. Relaxation of tension by means of

iiring ihe early itlagc »l ni-^l Imililifj)!, which is also a displays leads to synchronization of the pair's uctivilicH.
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Fox Writers of Sanga
East of the Niger River, answers to questions are read in sane

4 T THE RIM of the Bandiagara Es

/A carpment in the French Sudan

some ninety miles east of the Niger

River port of Mopti, are nine small

mud hut villages, within calling dis

tance of each other, that comprise the

community of Sanga.

To one who looks upward from the

Seno Plain—which here lies more than

By Curtis Reider

five hundred feet below the escarp-

ment's top—the mud villages seem

perfectly isolated. Indeed, the one

passageway between Sanga and the

lower country is a narrow, twisting

crevice that breaks the face of a nat-

ural, fortress wall. Through this defile,

only one person may pass at a time.

The people of Sanga are Dogons.

Fox WRITER, an aged Sanga villager,

interprets traces left in the sand by

26

"'ghost fox" as the man stooping beside

him awaits answer to questions posed.

Each village possesses a language

its own. Other languages of intercom

munication among inhabitants of th

nine villages are the common tongu

of Dogon, and Bombari. the lingu

franca of this part of Africa

Essentially, the Dogons are farm

ers: despite their exotic location, th

prosaic onion is their principal con]

mercial crop. Each village mainta'

its onion beds, surrounded by wo\

cane fences to keep out domestic a:

mals. Women tend the onion fiel

from morning until night, carryiU;

their heads earthenware jugs of wa
to supply them during their da;

work in the blazing sun.

When the crop is harvested,

women pound the onions to a pu

using wooden clubs and singing

cadence as they work. The pulp

then dried in the sun, and carried t

ninety long miles to Mopti to

traded for dried fish. Fish, toget

with fowl and goat, constitutes

chief source of protein of the peop

of the Sudan and the Haute-Volta,

SOCIAL stratification in the villa|

of Sanga is strongly defin^

Ranking next to the chief in each (

lage is the blacksmith, followed by 1

carpenters. The children of these

cial leaders may not marry into

farm families, for this would be

neath their rank in the society.

Blacksmiths, whose craftsmansh

is noteworthy, are highly respect

both as artisans and as accomplisl

sorcerers. Using only files and

simplest raw materials, Dogon blat

smiths produce muzzle-loading flin

locks that, although not weapons

great accuracy, are true works of at'

They also produce farm implemeni

and all metal tools used in the village!

While each village has its own

tish chief, who resolves such question

Mr. Reider, who lias traveled widely

through Africa during recent years, i

free-lance writer and photogin

widely
y'ears, is

i;rapher.
|
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V, cRiNrs of i>,\ iiurk (Ic-Jkh- iii.-i:rilji:(l in boxi;.-, (lra\s)

•and by fox wriler the paHl cvvniiiK. SyiiiliolH iiKlirjiIc i

i|iii-iiiiji hi l)(; iiiiHwcrcil for a vilhi);<'r and craters coiilaiii

|M;niiiis for fox, wliOHC priiilH roiiHlitiitt; a reply lo (|uery.



Mud hut village is one of nine comprising the community
of Sanga, set atop the Bandiagara Escarpment, more than

five hundred feet above Seno Plain in French Sudan. Thi

people are Dogons, and the goat is chief domestic anima

as proper planting and harvesting

times, there is also a rigid code of

customs that governs life in the vil-

lages of Sanga. For example, anyone

who causes the death of another per-

son, however accidentally, is punished

by permanent exile from the village.

He must live outside the Dolo, or

cluster of Dogon houses, that is his

parent community. His family, by

gifts of grain and goats, can regain

status, but none of its members may
ever speak to the exile again. Such

exile, for people as gregarious as the

Dogons, is worse than death, and the

outcome is often suicide performed

28

by leaping from the escarpment.

Among the most intriguing customs

of the Dogons is the curious daily

ritual of the "fox writers." Long ago,

according to Dogon legend, a wise fox

came every night to stand in the cen-

ter of a circle of village elders and

fetish chiefs. The old men would ask

questions of the fox, who, being con-

versant with the Dogon language,

would provide them with answers.

THE fox knew all things. He knew

when to sow and when to reap,

which wives a man should pick, how
many sons they would bear him, and

how many goats a father should r

quest for the hand of his daughter,

One fateful night, after man
months of famine, a hunger-craze

villager killed the wise fox and a

him. However, the fox's spirit su

vived, so the legend says, although tl

ghost fox would never again speak 1

the old men of the village. But in r

turn for food, the ghost will still gi^

silent answers to their questions.

Each evening, one or two old mt

leave their respective villages and r

pair to a large tree near the site of tl

present Christian mission buildir

in Sanga. The fox writers, whoij

iH



task is hereditary, smooth out the

sand beneath the tree. Then they place

^ticks. stones, and peanuts in various

1 |ways within marked sijuares, each
I [arrangement of objects representing

I
a question that has been posed by a

townsman. IJuring the night, the ghost

iox comes to eat the peanuts, thus

Ijleaving tracks and disturiiing the ar-

irangemerit of the sticks and "writing."

At dawn, ihc ohl men return to read

' |in the sand the messages that answer
the villagers' rjuestions (see [ihoto-

'-raph. page 26). The fox writers live

': food and money offered in pay-

nt for the answers thus obtained.



"Caves of the Ancestors" in the Bandiagara Escarpment as granaries, but which are now ossuaries containing bonf

have interior structures of mud, which were formerly used of an estimated thousand tribesmen. They were slaughtere(.
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I''>(5onB Bay, durinii; a tiiplii r.jiil Ky im iniin- trilie of Fula

viarriorn, formur SiWio I'Liiii f:i]iM]ii- i.f llir Dogons. Fula

iiifiltratcd tlic San(;a romnninily willi li(;l|i of a Ireaclicrous

sentry Kuunliiig llio »l(;i;|) defile leading lo Dokomh' villages.
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TREASURES FROM THE EARTH I
FOR THE COLLECTOR AND DECORATOR
Thiinrler eggs are partially or completely filled openings in rhyolite nodules. These polished

halves are handsome pieces showing the perfection of nature's handiwork. The name is

derived from old Indian legends. The Indians believed they were formed by their gods

hurling thunderbolts from the sky. The small solid thunder eggs are from Oregon. The

larger ones have quartz lined cavities and are from Mexico.

1- Oregon Thunder Egg about 3" wide S2.50 each postpaid .. .2 -Double Mexican Thunder Egg about 7" wide

S16.50 each postpaid .. .3- Mexican Thunder Egg about 5" wide 811.50 each postpaid.. .4-Terminated Quartz
|

Crystals from Hot Springs, Arkansas, ranging in size from 2 to 3 inches. Each crystal .51.50 postpaid .. .The above

specimens are available in limited quantities.

Members are entitled to a 10% discount. Please do
not send cash. Send your check or money order to . .

.
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THE MARINE ALGAE
In sea's "weeds" may lie the future's insurance against starvatior

By E. Laurence Palmer

QuiNTUs HoRATius Flaccus, more familiarly known
to us as Horace, once wrote that: "Noble descent

and worth, unless united with wealth, are esteemed no
more than seaweed." While the time span back to the

day of Horace — who was sixty-five years old at the

beginning of the Christian Era—is of course relative-

ly short, geologically or biologically speaking, and the

facts and principles on which science is based have

not changed, our knowledge of the marine algae has been
enormously expanded. Today, we see in the marine al-

gae— Horace's "seaweed"— a potential for great wealth

and a great opportunity for new discovery.

Few references to the seaweeds appear in either Tes-

tament of the Bible. The usually all-observant Shakes-

peare seems to have given them but little attention.

Even Hemingway, considered by some as the spokesman
for our time, writes more about the great fishes than of

the plants that form the basis of their food supply.

It is probable that life found early expression on

earth in the seaweeds, and it is possible that these same
"weeds" may offer us a major hope for survival in some
future time. They may perhaps guarantee the human

race a future that will not be characterized by nea

starvation conditions. The sea and its weeds, havin

generously nurtured us in the past, may well be utilize

to save us in the future.

The thirty-eighth unit in this series of educatioj

inserts was published in February, 1946; like this ui

it dealt with various species of marine algae. ThereJ

no duplication of the species considered in the t^

units, however. Among the thirty-two species dealt wil

then, no extensive notice was given the highly significai

plankton organisms, some of which should be thougj

of as marine algae. Nor did we consider the relative

few—but sometimes significant—flowering plants tbi

are to be found in the sea and associated with marii

algae in brackish waters. The plants we consider here a!

those that live in salt or brackish water, and that are,

have been, attached to bottoms where the water is n

deep enough to cut off light needed for plant growt

For the most part, the world of marine algae is limitf

to coast lines. However, coast line plants are ofte

torn free from their original attachments to the bottoi

and continue to grow and develop while they drift



the ocean. Under these circumstances, it is possible to

find marine algae anywhere near the surface of the sea,

from the Arctic to tropica! regions; and on roclcs, sand,

or in the ocean depths.

Among the factors that determine the kinds of sea-

weeds to be found in a particular place are sunlight,

temperature, the chemical and physical nature of the

sea bottom, violence of wave action, pollution, abun-

dance of animals that feed on the plants, and a number
of other factors. Only about two per cent of that part

of the surface of the earth covered by the seas possesses

water shallow enough to permit the entrance of light

sufficient to support plants; and much of this area has

a bottom of loose, shifting sand or mud, or is otherwise

unsuitable for plant growth.

There is justification for the division of the seaweed-

supporting areas of the oceans into a number of subareas.

For example, there is the area permanently below the

low tide mark, an area that never becomes dry, and is

never subjected to the extremes of heat, light, and vio-

lence that affect the strip between the lines of lowest

and highest tides. This is an area that may be explored

with var>'ing degrees of safety, and for varying lengths

of time. In the intertidal area, most of the plants and

animals are first submerged in sea water for about six

hours and then exposed to drying for a similar length

of time, twice a day. The existence of life under such

Dk. K. [,aurencc Pai.mf.r, for many years director of
Naiuri. MAOA/iNh's cducatioHal prdgram, continues his

special inscrls in (he pages of the combined maKa/ines.

Marine algae may be studied on kelp-covered rocks at tide line.

conditions presupposes an ability to make some remark-
able adjustments, or adaptations. The reproductive, feed-

ing, and protective activities of living organisms must
be fitted into the situation, and no two kinds of living

things meet these conditions in an identical manner.
It does not take a trained ecologist to recognize the

fact that there are several different zones of plants along
our shore lines. There is an uppermost beach area, above
the highest tide, that is sprayed by spume and reached
occasionally by the highest waves. Marine algae that re-

quire submersion in salt water need not, of course, be
expected here, at least not in abundance. This supralit-

toral zone is wet by the high spring tides and by storm
waves; and from this zone, down through the tidal zone,

we may recognize several other areas on such places as

exposed rocks, piers, or pilings.

THE highest tide area is ordinarily bare of most marine
algae, but it sometimes displays Enteromorpha and

Cladophora, described in the chart section that accom-
panies this insert. Below this, down to the low-water

mark, is the realm of the rockweeds, which are more fully

described in the thirty-eighth insert. Below the area

marked by the highest low tide and lowest high tide, is

the region dominated by, or at least characterized by,

plants of the order Laminarialcs. ( Refer to numbers 6-1 I

in the tabular description, and to other plants of the

order shown in the thirty-eighth insert.) Also found in

this zone are the coral-like algae.

The plants of this general area must be able to sur-

vive conditions that would be fatal to most plants. They
must withstand the beating of waves that strike them



from all directions. They must survive extremes of he;

light, and desiccation, and they must support the inroa

of the animals and plants that may feed upon thei

Some must survive burial by shifting sands, and tl

grinding of loose material on the ocean bottom. Not
few must exist in the pollutants that float on the surfa

of the ocean, and that may become especially conce

trated along the edge of the shore.

Botanists are not wholly in agreement as to the prop

classification of marine algae, and since these studer

of plants do not agree, we cannot criticize inconsistenci

of students who propose other arrangements.

BASICALLY, the marine algae belong to four or fi

groups. The blue-green algae—the Cyanophyce
or Myxophyceae of some authors—may be either fixi

or free-floating, and may be found abundantly in fresh

well as in salt water. Some of these were considered,

the sixty-ninth insert of this series.

The green algae belonging to the Class Chlorophyc

include link confetti, the "'green ball" shown in this ins

sea lettuce as shown in the thirty-eighth insert, and mc
of the algae that are figured and described in the sixt

ninth insert. They are for the most part green in cole

as their class name imphes, and may be either free-floi

ing or fixed to the sea bottom or rocks.

The brown algae belonging to the Class Phaeophyce
include the oyster thief, stick bag, devil's shoelace, ses

sucker kelp, sea cabbage, sea palm, pompon, feather bq

and the woody chain bladder algae, all figured in tl:

insert. Eight of the algae considered in the thirty-eigh

insert also belong to this group. Few of these are foui

in fresh water. They are considered by some as |

most advanced of the thallophytes; they reach th'

maximum development in the cooler seas, and possij

dominate the rocky intertidal areas. A giant kelp of t

Pacific, growing off the Chilean coast in waters to abi

250 feet deep, belongs here. At least one of the broi

algae grows on other plants.

In this insert we have specifically considered a numl
of the red algae belonging to the Class Rhodophyce
Nine of the group were considered in the thirty-eig

insert. Six are in this unit, and one was in the sixty-ni

unit. Most of the members of this group are marine, i

are perhaps the most beautiful of all the larger mai
organisms. The common name may be a misnomer, i

cause we find members of the class that are red, purp:

brown, violet, and green, and some that may be iridescei

ON the whole, these plants are found at relative

shallow depths, and while some of them may
tain a length of more than six feet, most of them 8

much smaller than the brown algae. The red algae i

most abundant in temperate seas, and relatively few i

abundant in the intertidal zones. Some have played

prominent part in the building of lime deposits, and m
be closely associated with the corals.

Certain writers recognize a special group of alg

known as the yellow-green algae, prominent among whi

may be the diatoms, considered by some as belongi

to the Class Bacillariophyceae. Some of these are fr(

swimming and motile. Some merely float; others may
attached by strings of mucus. They serve as food a

shelter for many aquatic organisms, and may be t



basic food for minute organisms that in turn feed larger

creatures. They are found .in fresh as well as in salty and
brackish waters, and from their shells man makes polish-

ing powders, explosives, toothpaste, filters, and cement

strengtheners. Their reproductive capacity is tremen-

dously large, which may, in the long run, affect man.

We have all, at one time or another, calculated the

age of a tree by counting the rings of its wood. To a

limited extent, we may do something of this sort with

certain of the marine algae. Some of these algae are

short-hved, many of them being annual; while some
may Uve for a number of years. The pompon shown in

the accompanying chart section sheds some of its stream-

ers each year, leaving a series of scars that allow one to

recognize the growth of the year.

Normally, a submerged habitat may be considered

more favorable to the growth of marine algae than an
area exposed to the air, to large temperature variations,

or to other extremes. Interestingly, the prolific growth of

deeply submerged seaweeds reduces the amount of sun-

light that can penetrate the water, and therefore a heavy
growth may affect a given area botanically.

I

SOME marine algae may grow in length at the rate of

ten inches a day, but such a rate is not common to

all algae, nor does it remain constant for any given alga.

A plant that may grow at the rate of ten inches a day from
March to June may grow at the rate of only one inch a

day during June and July. Then, too, the growth of plants

in deep water may be more rapid than that of plants in

the shallows. Competition is often a major factor affect-

ing rate of growth and an early seasonal start may be of

importance. Sediments in the water may at times cut

down the available light at various depths, and affect the

growth of algae there. In addition, seasonal storms and
floods may sometimes considerably affect the prosperity

of a loosely fixed or free-floating seaweed.

Most of the marine algae possess two or three methods
of reproduction—some have more. The simplest mode
of reproduction is by fragmentation, in which each of

the fragments becomes an independent organism. Then
there is reproduction through the development of asexual

spores, some of which swim and some of which do not.

Sometimes these spores are produced in specialized re-

gions of the plant, and in special structures; but this is

not necessarily always the case.

In some algae similar spores may unite, the combined
q>orcs forming a new plant. In other algae, spores that

differ conspicuously may be formed. A pair of unlike

spores may unite in true sexual reproduction, and from
such a union there may develop a new, individual plant.

When this is the case in the marine algae, it is common
for the resulting plant to produce asexual spores, so that

there is an alternation of generations between plants that

produce sexual spores and those that produce asexual

spores. This alternation of generations in the marine algae

is infinitely varied—to the delight as well as the occa-
sional consternation of the botanist. Seasonal influences

may affect the nature of such generations rather pro-

foundly, but over the course of time a species continues
to exist in spite of its several variations.

The origin of the marine algae is lost in geological

antiquity. We can reasonably assume that, where the

normal products of algal activity are found, algae must
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have existed to prodvice them. (There are, however, coral

and lime deposits and diatomaceous oozes in geological

deposits that do not yield samples of the organisms that

must have been their creators.) The earth's oldest fossil

remains may well be associated with marine algae; and
it is safe to say that the marine algae will be among the

last representatives of life on earth.

BOTANISTS who pry deeply into the behavior of marine
algae—and fresh-water algae as well—recognize

that their growth may be affected by various physical

factors. This is also true of their reproductive processes.

There have been some most ingenious studies based on
the exposure of marine algae to light, pressure, move-
ment, electricity, various chemicals, and to combinations

of these factors. As a result, some of our laboratory

manuals can now specify the proper agent for desired

experimental results .in dealing with the algae. Also, bio-

logical supply houses are now often able to submit ma-
terials that make it possible for a student living inland to

learn as much about the algae as those whose homes are

on or near one of the seaboards.

A kelp-covered rock at the tide line is almost always

worthy of study. When the tide is out and the sun is high,

environmental factors are most hostile for the marine
algae. Water supply is limited. Temperatures are exces-

sive. Light may be intense. Kelp-eating animals roam the

shores, feeding on the plants. Portions of the plant may
wither and die, or become severely fractured. Fortu-

nately, however, the volume of the kelp blanket is such

that, while exposed parts of a plant may suffer, there is

much plant material that is protected through being

covered by a soaking blanket of the kelp itself.

Plants near the low-tide mark may be subject to severe

treatment for only a few minutes, until the tide turns;

and even those higher up may be washed now and then

by the dashing of the waves. It is interesting to note that

the intertidal strip is more heavily populated with se;

plants that may survive emergence than it is with lan(

plants that can survive submergence. An evaluation o

the comparative hardiness of land and marine plant

can be made, based on the evidence of an intertidal stri]

and might well prove most rewarding.

The destruction of marine plants by desiccation, pre

dation, and by violence and crowding is obvious am
important; but what really counts is whether such de

struction is greater than the constructive work done b

the organisms over the same period of time. The fact tha

there is a great surplus of observable material shows tha

the constructive forces constantly win. If such an observa

tion is extended over the course of a year, it will b
evident that there are periods when "hard times" are th

order of the day; but in the long run these are balance

by the periods of prosperity.

It may be well to think of this conflict not only ii

terms of what happens to a given plant, but of wha
happens to the biological material collectively. Th
crowding of healthy material may not only save portion

of a plant, but it may also protect smaller or more im

mature individuals of the same kind of plant, or perhap

less hardy plants of other species.

THERE are pessimists who say that human starvatio

is inevitable in the distant future. Optimists, hov.

ever, point with considerable confidence to the grej

potential of the marine algae. Such plants may be foo

for man, for domesticated beasts, and for animals of th

wild. They have an important place in man's vision of th

future. Even today the marine algae form the basic diel

of many human beings, and seaweed often enters ur

obtrusively into our diets here in America. The role

of some marine algae as food for human beings are mer

tioned in the chart section of this insert.
i

Health, of course, is a topic important to all of us, an|
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most Studies of disease involve the study of microscopic

Jisease organisms. We can all identify a flock of geese

without studying the details of its individuals, and so it

is that microbiologists have learned how to recognize a

X)lony of microorganisms without troubling to observe

Its individuals. This sort of study frequently involves the

;ulture of the organisms on some medium that possesses

1 variety of special qualities. Agar is such a medium in

X)mmon use, and agar is basically a marine alga. Its

production is essential to our present-day civilization.

Within the past few years, the Russians have announced

that they are producing a superior agar from marine algae

not previously used for the purpose. They have not yet

claimed to have created algae, but they have unquestion-

ably found new uses for the plants that for hundreds of

years were "esteemed no more than seaweed."

\ ^ucH of the gelatin used in cookery may originate

1.VJ. in the marine algae, and many of the foods used

by hikers and explorers make use of marine algal ma-
terial, which is easy to dry and yet which, with the addi-

tion of water, is quickly restored to the desired volume.

It is pleasant to assume that the supply of marine algae

is inexhaustible. Americans have made that same as-

sumption in the case of their forests, their topsoils, their

buffalo herds, and their passenger pigeons. Methods we
are now developing for harvesting marine fishes presup-

poses an inexhaustible supply of marine algae on which

luch fishes are dependent, so wc shall probably have to

learn our conservation lessons once again.

Today there is much concern over the needless destruc-

tion of marine life, and it is most encouraging that our

colleges and universities arc recognizing the importance

3f marine problems. Even those institutions located far

from the ocean shores arc providing specialized training

that may make our future dealings with the sea much
more intelligeni than they have been in the past.

^i^Hi



DESCRIPTION RANGE AND HABITAT |

Link Confetti

Enteromorpha intestinalis

Chlorophyceae, Ulotrichales, Vlvaceae

Slender, flattened ribbons to one cell

thick, to more than one yard long, tu-

bular, bright green, to l'/2 inches

wide, usually gas-filled, and with con-
strictions that give plant intestinal

appearance. This species is un-
branched, and threads are usually less

than %0-inch wide. Highly variable.

Almost world-wide distribution, with 1
most species restricted to salt water. I
Habitat ranges from polluted through J
brackish to pure sea water, with speci-
mens on ship bottoms able to survive
fresh water temporarily. Attached by
basal area to bottom between 3-foot
and mean low tide marks.

Green Ball

Cladophora trichotoma

Chlorophyceae, Cladophorales,

Cladophoraceae

A bright green ball about the size of

a small lemon, which, if detached, may
spread into a thin, green tissue to 3

inches or more across. The jelly balls

include branched or unbranched
threads of barrel-shaped cells, at-

tached end to end.

More than a dozen Pacific coast spe-
cies, and many on the Atlantic Coast.
May or may not be conspicuous in

tidal pools, with "ball" effect most
common where wave action on sand is

present. The plant may hold sand par-
ticles at branches when it is growing
on rocks away from free sand.

Sea Stachorn

Codium jragile

Chlorophyceae, Siphonales, Codiaceae

Erect, spongy, forked, cylindrical,

with branches equal but not straight.

Plants arise from branched filaments
that are without cross-walls. Common-
est species have erect branches, com-
monly inflated, while others do not.

Shoots are to 10 inches long and to V4-
inch wide.

Commonest Atlantic species may be
dichotoma. while commonest Pacific j
species may be fragile. This species '

may be greenish black or coated with
whitish hairs. Inflated branches with
length about 10 times the diameter, or
more. Most abundant in warmer seas.

Oyster Thief

Colpomenia sinuosa

Phyophyceae, Punctariales,

Encoeliaceae

Like an olive-brown, inflated balloon
to 2 inches through when young, ap-

pearing as a floating globular sac filled

with water or air. With age, however,
these bubbles burst, and the deflated

unit may bear wrinkles resembling the

surface of the brain. Surface may bear
tufts of hairs. Crisp, not slippery.

On Pacific coast, found from Alaska ,

to southern California, from the shal-
lows to 40 or more feet in depth. May
be found in Florida as well as along
the length of our western coast, but
with some seasonal variation obvious.
Believed introduced to U. S. from Eu-
rope; is world-wide in warm areas.

Stick Bag

Coilodesme californica

Phaeophyceae, Punctariales,

Encoeliaceae

Appears like a bag attached to an
alga. May be to 1 yard long and to 4
inches through, but is normally much
smaller; is attached by special struc-

tures through a solid base, and is com-
monly olive-tan to brown in color. It

is commonly borne at right angles to

the supporting host alga.

Commonly grows as attachment to
woody chain bladder alga (which
see) from Alaska to southern Cali-
fornia, and from near surface to a
depth of more than 30 feet. Not com-
monly abundant or conspicuous, and
may seem absent in particular sea-
sons. May seem bladelike at times. J

Devil's Shoelace

Chorda filum

Phaeophyceae, Laminariales,

Laminariaceae

Slender, ropelike fronds less than 1

inch in diameter, frequently to 12 feet

long and reportedly to 40 feet long.

Colorless hairs of a delicate nature
cover young plants, but old ones com-
monly have decayed tips. Whole mass
looks like an aggregation of snakes.
Brown, with a central air cavity.

This species is well represented on
each side of the North Atlantic, is

common near low tide level from
New Jersey north, and is usually at-

tached to inorganic material. The re- :

lated C tomentosum ranges north of
Cape Cod. C. filum ranges from New
Jersey to Baffin Bay.

Seersucker Kelp
Costaria costata

Phaeophyceae, Laminariales,

Laminariaceae

Length of flat blade may be to 10 feet

and width to 1 foot, arising from a
tough, branched holdfast, and dis-

playing up to 5 prominent longitudinal

ribs, with 3 showing on one side and
2 on the other side of the blade. Area
between the ribs is shirred or puck-
ered, giving the name "seersucker."

Four species and one varietyof Cos-
taria are now recognized along coasts

of Pacific Ocean in Japan and North
America, ranging from Bering Sea to

southern California, and found in .

deeper waters in southern part of
^

range. Some authorities consider that
,

there is but one variable species.

Sea Cabeace

Hedophyllum sessile

Phaeophyceae, Laminariales,

Laminariaceae

Compact mass of fronds, densely
crowded into something that resem-
bles a cabbage head with individual

"leaves" almost circular, and from 15

to 18 inches across. Mature plants are

fastened to rocks by holdfasts, or fibers

that develop from blades' bases.

Blades are either smooth or wrinkled.

Two species of the genus cover our
Pacific coast from central California
to Bering Sea, on rocks near low-wa-
ter mark where wave action may be .

most violent. H. sessile may be found
south to central California. Its blades

are dark brownish green, with a heavy
leather-like texture.

Sea Palm

Postelsia palmaeformis

Phaeophyceae, Laminariales,

Lessoniaceae

May be found in "groves" where the

surf is the most severe, with sub-
merged individuals superficially re-

sembling palm trees, usually with
many arising from a common base.

"Stem" up to 2 feet tall, with upper
portion flattened, and with a hundred
or more 12 x 2-inch streamers.

From Vancouver Island, in British Co-
!

lumbia, south to central San Luis

Obispo County in California. Blades '

have sharply toothed margins and ij

deep longitudinal grooves alternating j

on the two sides. Some may be found
in partially submerged rocky ledges

,

somewhat offshore.



REPRODUCTION ECOLOGY ECONOMY

Basal or other tissue may break to

form new individual plants vegeta-

tively, or cells may yield 4-8-16 zoo-

spores, each with 4 mobile swimmers;
or may yield sexual cells, each with 2

swimmers, which may have sexual un-

ion. May develop without union par-

thenogenetically, or be a resting stage.

Plants may be solitary or grow in

crowded clusters attached at base, or
sometimes free-floating. Most com-
monly observed in tidal pools or just

below low tide mark in protected
areas, and observable at almost any
time of year as a green mat of threads,

usually attached to the bottom.

Useful as a basic food for fishes and
other marine animals, and may serve
as a purifier—or contaminant—of wa-
ter. Deflated threads may have re-

leased green cell contents into water,
leaving the threads colorless. Species
recognition requires ability of the spe-

cialist in many cases.

Vegetative tissue may divide to pro-

duce new individuals, or cells may
yield identical, oval, 4-swimmered
cells freed from terminal branches
through upper pore; or may yield 2-

swimmered gametes, which may unite

sexually or germinate without union
parthenogenetically.

Green ball is perennial and may hold
ball shape in aquarium for more than
eight years. Expanded cushion forms
may occur in deeper water where
there is but little water motion. Some
species of Cladophora are limited to

fresh water, while others are marine
or cosmopolitan in many respects.

Basically identified with pollution and
purification of water and with service

as a basic food for fishes—or of the

animals on which fishes feed. May
serve in some capacity as silt or sand
anchor, assisting in stabilizing loose
material on the bottom of waterways
—fresh, salt, or brackish.

Plant may divide to reproduce vege-

tatively. Asexual spores are not pro-

duced. Cells yielding sex elements are

borne laterally, with the male yellow-

ish green and the female blackish

green. United gametes form a zygote
that develops into a new plant body.

Interior of branches is normally filled

with densely crowded masses of hairs,

and the hairy exterior is commonly
covered with mucilage. The shoots
may appear greenish black or white-
fleeced, and may persist through the

winter—or even sometimes for several
years, usually in areas of mild climate.

Closely related forms may be impor-
tant in the development of algal reefs.

The Hawaiian food limit may include
Codium, with some forms eaten raw
and some cooked with a variable pal-

atability and variable periods of de-

terioration. May be cooked with com-
binations of fish, shrimp, meat.

Unicellular spore cases are unknown
but many-celled reproductive organs
are found around hair tufts; those

opening in autumn free units that act

as zoospores, those in spring be-

having like sexual units. Not always
agreed whether main tissue represents

a gametophyte or a sporophyte stage.

Sac develops because of continued
crosswise division of outer layer of
cells. Sac remains attached by special

disc that holds it to an object like an-

other seaweed—or even a young oys-

ter—with which it comes into contact,

usually when plant touches bottom at

low tide levels.

When an oyster becomes attached to

oyster thief, it may be lifted from bot-

tom and floated out to sea and lost. In
Europe, nets and ropes are drawn over
oyster beds to free oysters from sea-

weed. Balloon fills with gas at low
tide, floats oysters out at high tide,

often in great numbers.

Spore cases are only one-celled, usu-
ally separated from each other, pear-
shaped, and imbedded just below tis-

sue surface. Gametophytes are micro-
scopic threads several cells high,

which produce gametes that resemble
each other but which unite sexually

to produce basis for the sporophyte.

An annual plant that appears during
May, and which may disappear by
August. It may be abundant where
host is present on which it may grow
but apparently utilizes host only for

support and is not a definitely destruc-

tive parasite to be kept under control.

Not of great, if any, economic impor-
tance; but is of intriguing interest,

both because of its association with its

host and its specific nature. It is also

of interest because of its seasonal ap-

pearance and its unique—but not ob-
viously functional—saclike form.

Asexual spores borne by somewhat
cone-shaped structures on the surface
of the blade. From these zoospores,
produced in late summer and autumn,
arise the common, conspicuous annual
plants. Sexual reproduction takes
place through microscopic structures.

While many marine algae favor the
warmer waters, this species does well

where it is cooler; sometimes dense
growths of this species rival in beauty
the better-publicized tropical forms.
The North Sea and the English Chan-
nel are reported to have beds to 20
miles long and to 600 feet wide.

Chorda with diameter of a lead pencil
and a length of up to 20 feet has com-
mon name of "mermaid's fishing line."

Most members of this family have a
broad, flat blade, much unlike the
ropelike character here noted. Young
plants adhere to mounting paper be-
cause of their mucilaginous nature,

From midsummer to late autumn, ma-
ture blades may be covered between
the ribs with spore cases. The plants

are perennial, at least as far as the

portion below the blade is concerned.
Gametophytes arc filamentous, micro-
scopic, bear male or female organs.

These dark-brown plants may grow
rapidly, a blade increasing as much as

I inch by day and Vi inch by night,

with growth mostly at the widest part

of the blade near the base. In 9

weeks, the hull of a sunken ship had
become completely covered with this

particular kelp.

Massed growth of plants provides
needed shelter for many small marine
animals that serve as a basic food for
fishes. There does not seem to be an
important specific economic use for
this species, but it plays a part in the
genera! roles filled by its relatives.

In this family, reproductive areas are
on the blade, and arc never on special

structures bearing special spores. In
this species, the sori arc found at the
base on each side of the blade. From
these are freed the spores, which in

turn develop the gamctophytic stage
thai bears Ihc \Ti\i: sex organs.

Found in crowded masses on rocks
heavily beaten by the waves, Ihey
provide welcome food and shelter for

weaker plants and for the small ani-

mals that play a part in the economy
of the site. The presence of mucilage
ducts on the blades may contribute

to survival under existing conditions.

Wave violence and alternating expo-
sure to sun and dryness, and submer-
sion in sea water limit the kinds of
plants and animals that can live where
Ihc sea cabbage prospers, but its tough
holdfasts and overlapping "leaves"
provide the necessary conditions for
Ihc growth of other marine plants.

Reproductive spore cases arc borne in

the longitudinal grooves of blades be-
ginning to yield spores in late spring,

and continuing until Ihc blades are
«hcd or eroded by late summer or au-
tumn. Only one-celled spore cases arc
found, and gamelophytcs arc as in rel-

atives.

The glossy olive-brown stipe that sup-

ports the fronds is elastic, and it may
he bent flat only to recover when pres-

sure is released. It is doubtful if any
other plant can more genuinely ex-

press the conflict and turmoil that ex-

ists in a wave-beaten, rocky shore of
caves and crevices.

Probably of little or no economic im-
portance, but a uniquely typical plant
for the wave-beaten rocky exposures
of its habitat. Undoubtedly provides
soine food and shelter for animals
that share the same territory, and ap-
peals to artists depicting its habitat.
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DESCRIPTION RANGE AND HABITAT

Pompon

Pterygophoro californica

Phaeophyceae, Laminariales,

Alariaceae

Like a stiff, erect stick to more than 8

feet long, ending in a terminal blade
to 4 inches broad and to a yard long,

with to 40 accessory streamers at-

tached near base of terminal blade.

Both terminal and accessory blades
are smooth and without midribs, at

least in their laterals.

Found from British Columbia to
northern Baja California, particularly
in deep crevices under water where
waves are violent. Distribution is ap-
parently limited to shore area well be-
low low tide level, and is considered
a deep-water resident.

Feather Boa
Egregia menziesii

Phaeophyceae, Laminariales,

Alariaceae

A short, 2- to 3-inch stalk is supported
by rugged, branching holdfasts to the

ocean bottom, and bears up to 25 ir-

regular branches that in turn may
branch to form a maze of material.

Each of the major branches bears
many blades of varying sizes and
shapes, some being bladders that float.

From British Columbia to Point Con-
ception in central California between
2-foot and mean low tide levels on
rocky beaches or shores, with plan
reaching a length of more than 20
feet. Plants are deep chocolate-brown,
and are largely covered with tubercles.

The sporophytes are perennial.

Woody Chain Bladder

Cystoseira osmundacea

Phaeophyceae, Fiicales, Sargassaceae

Length to more than 30 feet, and
blackish brown in the lower areas to

light tan in the upper portions. A basic

central stalk to more than 1 inch thick

yields several branches many feet

long, flattened at bases and cylindrical

at tips, with a chain of tiny bladder
sacs borne on the ultimate units.

Ranges from the State of Washington
south along the coast to Lower Cali-
fornia in the Ensenada region, and is

found between the mean low tide lev-

els and the 1 '/z -foot, tide levels. Spec-
ies belongs to family of which sargas-
sum is member, and which is basis of
Sargasso Sea plants.

Common Coralline

Corallina officinalis

Rhodophyceae, Cryptoneniiales,

Corallinaceae

Like slender, jointed, bushy limp,
fragile coral that reaches a height of
to 3 inches. The joints are cylindrical,

wedge-shaped, and flattened above.
Varies from reddish purple to gray-
green, but if exposed to the sun may
bleach to a pure white. Branches
spring from joints directly below.

A native plant of California shores,

and found along our Atlantic coast
north of New York. Several genera are

all characterized by the stony encrus-
tation of the fronds. Some of these are

pink, and some brown. This species is

found from the intertidal area and the

tide pools out to rather deep water.

Leaf Coral

Bossea orbigniana

Rhodophyceae, Cryptonemiales,

Corallinaceae

Height to 6 inches. With densely
crowded branches looking like jointed
leaves, or with flattened, branching,
jointed stems. Branchlets are flat, to

%c-inch long, and wider than they
are long. Uncalcified joints permit
necessary flexibility. A midrib is rather
obvious but not conspicuously so.

Ranges from Oregon to southern Cali-

fornia, and is found in South America
with an abundance of species in many
places. This species is found growing
on shells and rocks, from between the

mean low tide level to the minus IVi-

foot level. It is related, of course, to

the coralline just discussed.

Ahnfelt's Seaweed

Ahnfeltia plicata

Rhodophyceae, Gigarlinales,

Phyllophoraceae

Appears like a black, crooked, stifl",

wide, forking wire, the stems being
about the thickness of a coarse knit-

ting needle. The whole plant makes a

rather dense, bushy tangle of
branches, and is a far cry from the
average marine alga. The branches
are cylindrical in their cross section.

This species ranges on Pacific coast
from Alaska to Carmel Bay in Cali-

fornia, and on Atlantic coast from
i

New York to the north. It was original- i

ly described from England. The deep
purplish to black color strengthens

the impression that the plant is not

organic but rather of a metallic nature.

Iridescent Seaweed

Iridophycus coriaceum

Rhodophyceae, Gigarlinales,

Gigartinaceae

From a short, cylindrical stem develops
a broad, wrinkled sheet from 3 inches
to 6 feet long, usually with but one
blade, but in some related species with
more. Submerged in water, may give
off brilliant, iridescent, metallic bright
blue, green and purple colors.

Ranges from northern Washington to

central California, with a half-dozen
species on continental United States'

|

Pacific coast. Grows on rocks exposed
to strong surf at 1- to — 1-foot tide

levels. Some species are found locally

in great abundance.

Pottery Seaweed

Ceramium rubrum

Rhodophyceae, Ceramiales,

Cerainiaceae

Fronds like large, leafless branches,
with units ending in a clawlike hook.
Repeatedly two-forked. Surface cov-
ered by a "bark" of small cells, which
forms rings at the joints. Conspicu-
ously lime-encrusted, whole plant
arises from a basal disc. Usually deep
red, with some variation.

Found growing on rocks near shore,

on plants, on wood, on shells, or al-

most any support; from tidal to mod-
erately deep waters in almost all seas

of the world. Found throughout the

year. Found in the Tropics, and ranges
|

from Florida to Newfoundland. '

Chondria

Chondria tenuissima

Rhodophyceae, Ceramiales,

Rhodomelaceae

Highly variable, bushy plants, to 10
inches high, profusely branched and
with growing tips often with clusters

of long, slender, branched hairs that

do not persist. Like bushy, purple- to

straw-colored fine brush, with shoots,
arising from a common base, that

branch and subbranch repeatedly.

Genus is represented on both Atlantic

and Pacific coasts of North America,
with this species growing on shells and
rocks just below the low tide line and
usually in sheltered areas. It ranges
from the Tropics to Massachusetts on
Atlantic coast, and has two most abun-
dant species in southern California.

i



REPRODUCTION ECOLOGY ECONOMY

Lateral blades bear spore cases that

begin fruiting in October and continue

until the blades are all shed by winter.

From these spores develop the game-
tophytes typical of the family, and
from the gametophytes develop the

conspicuous plants considered here.

This is a perennial, at least as far as

the central stem is concerned; but the

terminal blades are shed and leave
scars that may be used to determine
the age of the plant. In winter, every-

thing is shed except the supporting
stalk. Some Northwest plants live to

the age of 13 years at least.

The common name pompon refers of

course to resemblance to a stick bear-

ing an aggregation of streamers at its

end. Plants provide a degree of food
and anchorage for the niche they oc-

cupy in the ecology of the seashore,

but have obvious economic use.

Some of the lateral sporophylls may be
completely covered with spore cases,

but the spore-bearing and the sterile

branches are not always easily distin-

guished without skill and opportunity

for study. Gametophytic stages are

typical and inconspicuous.

In part, because of the great volume
of this plant, and because so much of

it can be harvested with convenience,
the plant is used commonly as a fer-

tilizer. Fertilizing value is like that of
barnyard manure, contains more po-
tassium, about the same amount of
nitrogen and less phosphoric acid.

The plant provides food and shelter

for some marine animals that share its

habitat, and it has an intriguing varia-

tion in its body structure. It differs

pleasantly from the monotony that is

common to so many plants—and other
organisms, for that matter.

Sexual or basic reproductive areas are

borne on the tip branches, the male
elements being liberated to fertilize

the female. After fertilization and frui-

tion, the air bladders and smaller

branches disintegrate. The main stem
of mature plant may be scarred, indi-

cating vegetative reproduction.

In the Atlantic area, this group is well
represented by the genus Fiiciis, so
commonly considered in courses in

botany, and also by the gulfweed
Sargassum. Both of these plants were
considered in detail in the thirty-

eighth insert on Marine Algae.

Because of the volume of material pro-
duced by this alga, its potential use-

fulness, and its relatively wide distri-

bution, studies toward finding new
uses may be rewarding. Possible uses
as food, as fertilizer, as medicine,
should be investigated.

Reproductive organs are hidden be-

neath the stony crust on the plant, but
may be uncalcified in actual reproduc-
tive cells. There is a most involved sys-

tem of structures and behavior pat-

terns involved in the reproductive
story, and even the identification of
material is matter for argument.

Plants are not mucilage-covered, as

are so many marine algae. They are

found throughout the year, and are

so variable that they have tempted
many students into proposing a varie-

ty of names for new species. Names
do not usually survive critical studies.

Probably of little direct economic im-
portance, in part because of small size;

but over the ages these plants and
their relatives have contributed pro-
foundly to the development of reefs

in conjunction with the activities of
various coral animals.

Uncalcified spots on the segments bear
or lead to the reproductive structures,

and these are not commonly found on
the terminal segments of the plant. In

this genus, little is apparently known
about the development of the male
and female reproductive organs but
such a development must take place.

In plants of this type, lime is deposited
to a greater extent where there is a

good exposure to light, and the
amount of lime in the plants in sum-
mer is less than it is in winter. Lime
deposit is probably associated with
removal of carbon dioxide by action
of photosynthesis.

These plants are interesting to biolo-

gists, but do not yet lend themselves
to any man-managed activities that

are financially rewarding. However,
this is not a reason for assuming that

they may not sometime yield some
product of major importance.

Spore-producing structures in spots at

the surface of the plant, although
much of the typical reproductive story

of plants of the group is not known.
Some of the reproductive structures

were once considered to be parasitic

plants. The fruiting bodies look super-
ficially like warts.

Branches may be forked up to ten
times, with one or two forks believed

to form in a year. Plants grow from a

horizontal, branched, cylindrical struc-

ture. Sakhalin Island, north of Japan,
produces Ahnfellia in large quantities.

In 1930, Russians began producing
Russian agar from Aliitfeltia, which
they claim equals, and in some re-

spects exceeds, the usefulness of the
best grade agar produced from other
sources. This may turn out to be a
valuable use of this and related algae.

Male elements produced in extensive
areas on face of blade, and the fruit-

ing body deeply imbedded in blade
and surrounded by nutritive tissue.

From this, issue the spores that start a
new individual plant, often far re-

moved from the parent plant.

Aside from the remarkable beauty of
the iridescent blades of this alga, the

plant is often harvested in great

amounts, with one man able to har-
vest up to 400 pounds at a single low
tide. The blade of this species is

leather-like unless dried, and then is

horny in texture.

From this species is procured a colloid
known as iridophycin, which is useful
in keeping chocolate in suspension
when mixed with milk. Other species
are also harvested commercially, giv-

ing the plant a considerable economic
importance aside from its other values.

Asexual spores are produced from 1

to 3 rows of cells around the joints,

or scattered and usually indicated by
slight swellings. The male elements
arc produced from crowded tufts on
surfaces of younger parts of plant. The
female clemcnis arc produced on lat-

eral branches, which arc protected.

Fruiting in this species takes place in

summer. Masses of this alga may be
held together by hooks that react to

contact with plants of this or of closely

related species. Then rhizoids are de-
veloped, which act to intensify the

mutual attachment.

Encrustation with lime may make this

species an agent in building up lime
and coral deposits; ordinarily, this spe-
cies is not of great recognized econom-
ic importance. This is one of the larger

species of the genus. C. pacificiim is

West coast counterpart of C. riihriim.

Male elements arc borne in clusters at

branch lips, and the fruiting bodies
arc borne as sv/cllings b.ick from the

branchlct tips, but in the finer

branches—not on the coarser portions.

The sexual reproduction story is in-

volved, and is described in detail in

literature on the subject.

Possibly of major interest only as a cu-

riosity, or to technical botanists, since

no great claim to beauty can be made.
It and its associaled species have pro-

vided a field of controversy for taxon-
omisis and morphologisls, but the

economic botanists have not been
greatly disturbed by the argumenls.

Probably serves as food and cover for

some of the animals of its environ-
ment. :md may conceivably make .some
tangible contribution toward lessening

I he erosive effects of wave- and tide-

simulaled water, in ils surroundings.
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nature IN THE SCHOOL

DURING the year 1873, the famous scientist Louis

Agassiz estabUshed a summer school on the island

of Penikese, off the New England coast. In this marine
environment, one of the greatest teachers of biology

taught a group of from fifty to sixty adults.

Many of his study group returned to homes that were
far-removed from an intertidal strip, to prepare books
to be used as guides in the teaching of biology. Much of

the material that appeared in the resulting books con-

cerned the organisms observed and studied on the Peni-

kese intertidal strip; and, perhaps because of this, there

are many schools today that, for study purposes, use

marine plants and animals similar to those studied at

Agassiz' summer school.

Biological supply houses, also, offer seaweeds similar

to those studied by the Agassiz group in 1873; and, in-

deed, the study of seaweeds in school is currently recog-

nized as appropriate, even if such a study results in the

neglect of the locally available algae.

While biological houses can supply excellent marine
material for study in those schools that are far removed
from tidal strips, there are probably many schools with

access to the sea that are not making the best use of the

available opportunities. Here, then, are some study sug-

gestions for classes or individuals.

Select some rock, pool, or unit of sandy beach, and
keep a record of the changes in its population during the

course of a single year. Record the temperature of the

area at regular intervals through a twenty-four-hour
cycle, to show variations between low and high tides.

Make a record of the length of time a selected area is

submerged, and the length of time during a day when it

is not touched by sea water. Note the effect of sub-

mergence and exposure on the bases and tips of the

marine algae that are present. Make a survey of the

animals present at the surface of the plant cover surface,

and yet another of those found close to the bottom of the

plant cover. In what ways do they differ?

From direct observation of the material found at one
locaUty, indicate which of the organisms present are

annuals, and which are longer-lived. If special reproduc-
tive structures are to be seen on parts of the plants, make
a record of the months in which they are the most ob-
vious. If possible, make accurate laboratory studies of

the events that take place jn the reproductive structures.

OBSERVE whether animals feed on the algae in the test

area, and collect specimens that have been partly

eaten. Examine the plants and their closely associated

animals, to ascertain whether the associations are con-
stant or varied. Do shore birds, feeding along a strip of

land covered by marine algae, confine their search for

food to open and exposed rocks, or to algae-covered

earth? Make a study of any peculiar feeding habits of the

local shore birds, and the relation of these habits to the

local marine algae.

Make a herbarium of local marine algae, if such
plants are available. These plants may often fasten them-
selves to herbarium sheets simply by means of the muci-
lage that is found on them. If the herbarium sheet is

Feeding habits of shore birds may relate to local marine algai

submerged in a large pan partly filled with water, and th(

algae floated into position over the paper, the surplui

water may be drawn off and the algae allowed to dry "i

position" on the sheet. This permits the arrangements C

strands of fine algae, so that the strands do not "bunc
up" and form an unsightly mass. Some students have:

employed the technique of covering the wet algae, in

proper position, with waxed paper. The mucilage wil

not stick to the waxed paper, and the material may theij

be dried through the mounting paper.

AFTER a list of the local marine algae has been made

L consult the available laboratory manuals to asceR

tain which of the local species have been considered. The
student may be surprised to find how few of the conspicu-

ous local species are represented in such a list. He may
also be surprised to learn of the considerable detail

devoted to other species. A study such as this is certain to

suggest areas in which individual research will be high]

profitable and of extraordinary interest.

It seems reasonable, therefore, to suggest that a schoS

biology class should be prepared to depart from thf

routine prescribed by texts and laboratory manuals a

least once, to explore a virgin field. The study of

marine algae and their associates will offer a rich op^

portunity in this respect.

The graceful positions assumed by many of the mari^
algae might provide inspiration for artistic young stil^

dents. Particularly striking specimens may be photO'

graphed, and used for making designs of a most attractive

appearance. The elastic nature of the average marine

algae, which can survive the whipping and lashing d

storm waves, may also suggest that survival of life i'

sometimes best achieved by a course of non-resistanci

to superior forces ... up to a certain point, at least!



SKY REPORTER
Claudius Ptolemy is depicted in a

woodcut, above. His explanation of

a solar eclipse is reproduced below.

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

I-.

ALL ITS COMPLEXITY, the system

of Eudoxus' homocentric spheres

' February article) failed to ac-

'jtit for one observed fact, the

'luality of the seasons. The astron-

• r {^allippus. born in Cyzicus. ca.

') li.c, bad become aware of this

' repancy and attempted to moflify

idoxus' theory in order to account

>r the Jenfrth of the seasons as well.

Hi'! solution wag merely to increase

'lie total number of s[)heres. which he

l'r(iii;.'ht to thirty-three. The famous

\ri'<totle may have workefl with rai-

lippus for a while: although he shared

the latter's acceptance of homocen-

tricism, his approach was different.

Aristotle believed that all celestial

motions obey a single moving force

and. therefore, that all must be inter-

related. In other words, instead of

considering a separate group of

spheres for each of the planets, as

did Eudoxus, Aristotle held that the

s|)heres of Mars, for example, arc sub-

ject to all the motions r)f Jupiter's

sphi^res, whir:h in turn are connected

with those of Saturn. Since, however,

i
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Diagram from Georg Purbach's

Novae Theoricae Planefarum is

rendering of Ptolemaic system.

there is no evidence of such connec-

tion in the appparent motions of these

planets, he had to introduce compen-

sating spheres to eliminate spurious

motions. This needlessly cumbersome
system required fifty-seven spheres!

There was another basic difference

between the cosmologies of Eudoxus

and Aristotle. The former conceived

homocentric spheres as purely mathe-

matical representations ( much in the

same way that we think of gravitation,

for example I . Aristotle, on the con-

trary, thought of these spheres as

physical entities. To him they were

hollow bodies—made of crystal, since

they were transparent.

IN
spite of the extraordinary in-

fluence of Aristotle's teachings,

which would be felt for nearly two

thousand years, a few astronomers of

his time had come to understand that

the whole notion of homocentricism

was incompatible with observational

evidence. In particular, they had cor-

rectly interpreted the variable bright-

ness of Venus and Mars as being

caused by a corresponding variation

in the distance of these planets from

earth. One of them, Heracleidus Pon-

ticus. went so far as to suggest that

Venus revolves around the sun. A few

decades later, ca. 280 B.C., Aristarchus

of Samos designated the sun as the

center of all planetary motions—in-

cluding that of the earth. This pre-

46

cursor of Copernicus did not fare too

well, unfortunately. His views were

so contrary to the evidence of the

senses that he had only a small follow-

ing [after all. do you feel the earth

rotating and traveling in space?].

The next centuries saw a complete re-

turn to the concept of a fixed earth.

The four hundred years following

Aristarchus represent the crucial pe-

riod during which the svstem that

would bear the name of Ptolemy

slowly began to crystallize. The ob-

servations of Hipparchus—who lived

at Rhodes in the second century B.C.

—had revealed details of celestial

motions that could no longer be ex-

plained by the homocentric theory.

The astronomers of that period did

not think of abandoning the concept

of circular orbits, but they accounted

for the varying distances of planets by

offsetting these orbits with respect to

the earth. "Loops" in the apparent

motions of planets were explained bv

combining two or more circular mo-
tions. Various refinements were intro-

duced over the years, until Ptolemy

organized the theories of his prede-

cessors into one coherent system and

described it in his monumental work,

commonly known as the Almagest.

History tells us little about Clau-

dius Ptolemy beyond the fact that he

was of Greco-Egyptian origin, and

that he lived at Alexandria in the sec-

ond century of the Christian Era. He

was an astronomer, mathematiciai

and geographer of great ability. H:

explanation of planetary motion;

which we call the Ptolemaic system,

e.xtremely complex.

N his time, the distances from eart

of the various planets, the sun an

the moon, were not well enoug

known for Ptolemv to place them i

their correct sequence—supposing, (

course, that the earth was at the cei

ter of the system. He placed them ii

stead in increasing order of the:

apparent periods of revolution, i

viewed from the earth. Thus, from tt

earth outward, the sequence read: tl

moon. Mercury. Venus, the sun. Mar
Jupiter, and Saturn. This arrangi

ment ignores the fact that Mercui

and Venus can, at times, be farthf

away from the earth than is the sui

It is true that this fact had been su:

mised by some of Ptolemy's predece

sors, but the latter's strict adherent

to geocentricism ruled out the poss

bility. In Ptolemy's sequence. Vem
and Mercury are called inferior plai

ets, meaning that they are closer I

the earth than is the sun; converse!;

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn are calle

superior planets. These terms are sti

in use today, even though they ha\

lost their Ptolemaic significance.

The principles of the Ptolemai

system can be illustrated best in tl

case of one of the superior planets (i

rf



Ptolemaic system, as modified

by Alfonso X, appears in plate

from Hevelius' Selenographia.

Doughnut shape is Renaissance

revision of Ptolemy's theory of

the epicyclic motion of the sun.

lustration at left, above). The planet

I small black dot I is thought to re-

volve with constant speed around a

small circle, called the epicycle. The

'enter of the epicycle, in turn, is as-

sumed to revolve around a larger cir-

cle (with its center at C) called the

'lejerent. The earth is located at D:

ihus the deferent is off-center with re-

-|iect to the earth, and is sometimes

'ailed the eccentric for that reason. In

rrder to conform with data of obser-

vation, the center of the epicycle

-hould move at varying speed along

the deferent. This, however, is con-

trary to the principle of uniform

ffl so dear to the ancients: princi-

and observation are reconciled by

ii'- introduction of still a third circle,

'ailed the equanl (outermost circle,

uilh center at H I , with the assump-

ii"ti that a point on the line joining H
!'• the center of the epicycle moves
il'ing the etjuant at constant speed.

Ifjasmuch as H does not coincide with

ilii- center of the deferent, the result-

riL' .spei'd of the epicycle along the

'l<f<-renl becomes variable.

Although the Ptolemaic system was
"•oti-d in the cumbersome cimcept of

• '>mplelely sialic earth, it accounted

ii-fartorily for observed planetary

'I'llioii" wilhin the limits of accuracy

'f the epoch, riie loo|js ill ii|i|)ar-

' III orbits were explained by motion
long an epicycle. The variable .speed

•iloiig the orbit was justincd by the

equant. Other phenomena, such as

eclipses, were understood correctly,

as the diagram at the foot of page 45

serves to demonstrate.

DURING the Dark Ages, European

science underwent a steady de-

cline as barbarian invasions isolated

the scholars there from the major

sources of classic tradition. Astron-

omy reverted to empirical concepts

and astrological nonsense. Fortu-

nately, the continuity of Greek science

was assured through the brilliant

Arab civilization that flourished dur-

ing that period. Toward the middle of

the twelfth century, European schol-

ars began to rediscover many of the

important Greek astronomical works

in their Arabic translations. Among
them. Gerard of Cremona published

a translation of Ptolemy's Almagest

at Seville in 1175. A century later.

King Alfonso X of Castile published

a new set of astronomical tables,

based on a modification of the Ptole-

maic system, which sought to account

for the observed, slow displacement

of the celestial pole {see illustration

at center of page, above)

.

Given this new impetus. Ptole-

maic astronomy flourished again and

reached its greatest moments in the

lifleeiilh and sixteenth centuries, par-

ticularly at the hands of Girorg Pur-

bach f]'12.'{-1461 I of Vienna and his

disciple Johunn Miiller (14:56-1 476)

I

of Konigsberg, who became known
under the name Regiomontanus. The

invention of the printing press in

about 1440 permitted unprecedented

diffusion of their works. In fact, Regi-

omontanus himself established his

own publishing house. The numerous

editions of astronomical treatises of

that period bear witness to the consid-

erable popular interest these works

seem to have aroused.

From the physical standpoint, it

appears that Ptolemy was reluctant to

discard the views of Aristotle con-

cerning material spheres. He tried,

not too successfully, to give a physical

equivalent to his mathematical epicy-

cles and deferents, by assuming that

the motions along those circles are

caused by the existence of an ethereal

fluid encased in solid orbs—one roll-

ing within the other. This idea seemed

hardly acceptable because the orbs

pertaining to various planets would

necessarily overlap and it was thought

inconceivable that the same fluid

could impart dilTerent motions to dif-

ferent objects. Renaissance astrono-

mers, however, removed this difTicullv

by substituting doughnul-shaped bod-

ies for the spherical orbs. In this way.

the syslein belonging to each planet

could be kept from jwnetraling any of

the others. A sixteenth-century repre-

sentation of this is shown at right,

above, in the case of the sun (white

epicycle overlapping black deferent).
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THE SKY IN MARCH
From the Almanac:

Full Moon March 2, 8:35 A.M., EST
Last Quarter March 9, 9:58 p.m., EST
New Moon March 16, 1 :51 P.M., EST
First Quarter March 23, 9:49 p.m., EST
The sun will be at the vernal equinox on March 20

at 3:32 p.m.. Eastern Standard Time. On that date,

spring will begin in the Northern Hemisphere.

For the visual observer:

Mercury, in the morning sky, will reach its greatest

western elongation on March 20, and will be favorably

placed for observation for a few days on either side of that

date. It will rise in the southeast at about 5:30 a.m. on

March 1, and at 5:00 a.m. on March 15 and 31.

Venus, in Pisces, will be seen as an evening star through-

out the month of March. It will reach its greatest brilliancy

(—4.3 magnitude) on March 5, and will be a very con-

spicuous object high above the western horizon in early

evening. Its brightness will fade gradually from —4.2

magnitude on March 15 to —3.7 on March 31. The planet

will set at approximately 9:30 p.m. on March 1, at 9:00

P.m. on March 15, and at 8:00 P.M. on March 31.

Mars, in Gemini, will be nearly overhead at dusk during

the entire month. It will set in the northwest at about 3:15

A.M. on March 1, at 2:30 a.m. on March 15, and at 2 a.m.

on March 31. Its brightness will continue to decrease from

+0.3 magnitude on March 1 to +0.9 on March 31.

Jupiter, in the morning sky (—1.6 magnitude), will be

found between Sagittarius and Capricornus, and will stand

out in the southeastern sky at sunrise. The planet will rise

at approximately 4:40 a.m. on March 1, at 3:40 a.m. on

March 15, and at 2:50 A.M. on March 31.

Saturn, in Sagittarius (+0.9 magnitude], will also be

in the morning sky, a few degrees west of Jupiter—with

which it will make a noteworthy pair. These two planets

will rise a few minutes apart—Saturn preceding—during

the entire month of March (see times above).

Lunar Eclipse:

An extensive partial eclipse of the moon will take place

during the early morning hours of March 2. Observers on
the east coast will get only a glimpse of the penumbral
phase, which will start at 5:32 A.M., EST, with an almost

imperceptible lessening of the moon's brightness. In those

locations, unfortunately, the moon will set a few minutes

before the beginning of the umbral phase. Elsewhere in

the country, observers will be able to see at least the first

encroachment of the earth's shadow on the disk of the

moon (5:51 a.m., CST, and the equivalent in other time
zones). Most favored will be the West Coast, where the

maximum eclipse will be seen at 5:28 a.m.. PST. But even

there, the moon will set partiallv eclipsed.

The magnitude of this eclipse at maximum phase will be
0.8. This means, by definition, that eight-tenths of the

lunar diameter will be covered by the earth's shadow, and
is the conventional way of expressing the extent of an
eclipse. Observers with a small telescope can follow the

progress of the shadow across the various features of the

lunar surface and record the time of their disappearance.

On tile preceding pages, Mrs. Gossner offers the third
in her 1961 series on the growth of cosmological concepts.
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The Lives and Times

of Mij and Edal
Young otters from Iraq and Nigeria adapt to Highland waters
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By Gavin Maxwell

[j T^ARLY IN THE NEW YEAR of 1956,

I*

J

I traveled with Major Wilfred

Thesiger to spend two months or so

•I among the little-known marshmen, or

Ma'dan, of southern Iraq. By then it

had crossed my mind, though with no

great emphasis, that I should like to

keep an otter and that my isolated

home in the western Highlands-

ringed by water just a stone's throw

from its door—would be an emi-

nently suitable spot for this experi-

ment. I mentioned this casually to

Wilfred soon after the outset of our

journey and he, as casually, replied

^that I had better get one in the Tigris

marshes before I came home, for

there otters were as common as mos-

quitoes, and were often tamed by the

Arab "people of the reeds."

A few days after our marsh jour-

ey had ended, I went to Basra—

where the British Consul very kindly

took me in as a guest—to collect and

answer mail from home. As I should

have expected, the mail was late.

Returning to the Consulate one after-

noon, I found that the mail had arrived

at last. I carried it to my bedroom to

read and there, squatting on the floor,

were two marsh Arabs: beside them

lay a well-filled sack that squirmed

from time to time.

They handed me a note from Thesi-

ger. "Here is your otter, a male and

weaned. . . . Give Ajram a letter to me
saying it has arrived safely. . .

."

With the opening of that sack be-

an a phase of my life that has not yet

ended and mav, for all I know, not

;nd before I do. It is, in effect, a

hralldom to otters.

The creature that emerged, not

greatly disconcerted, from this sack

in to the spacious tiled floor of the

lonsulate bedroom did not at that

moment resemljle an\ thing so much
>s a very small medievally conceived

Iragon. From the head to the tip of

lie tail he was coaled with symmetri-

:al pointed scales of mud armor, be-

;ween whose lips was visible a soft

velvet fur like that of a chocolatc-

Jrown mole. Mi; shook himself, and I

lalf expected this aggressive camou-

lage lo riisintegrale into a cloud of

lu.sl hut it remained unaffected by his

Tianouver, anri in fact it was not for

MlJ. the fir^l

r>.iin.l in II.,UM

Mrsr-HUNG mountains shadow author's

dinghy, which is moored in shallows of

another month that I contrived to re-

move the last of it and see him, as it

were, in his true colors.

FDii the first twenty-four hours, Mij

—whom I named after a local

sheik—was not hostile or friendly;

he was simply aloof and indifferent,

choosing to sleep on the floor as far

frotri my bed as possible, and In :i(-

I I'pl food and water as lli^iiiijli lliry

wen- things lliat had a|i|)i-.ii iil jjcfdrc

him uilboul hiinian as.'-i-lanrc. Ilic

fonil pic-.-ril.-.l a |H-..bl.-iii. foi il .lid

the ihland-bludded west ScotLind li.i),

opening oul to wild Atlantic beyond.

not immediately occur to me that the

marsh Arabs had almost certainly fed

him on rice scraps supplemented only

by such portions of fish as are inedi-

ble to humans. The Consul-General

sent out a servant to buy fish, but this

servant's return coincided with a visit

from Robert Angorly, the Crown
Prince's game warden, who onter-

laiiicd a passionalc irili'ii'sl in naliiial

liislory. Angorlv lold rnc llial ii f

llic fishes ihal had liccn boiiglil was

sale lor an animal, lor they bad been

|]iiis(iMc(l uilli digitalis, which, though
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to brook at the bottom, was a favorite

harmless to a human in this quantity,

he felt certain would be dangerous to

a young otter. He offered to obtain me
a daily supply of fish that had been

taken with nets, and every da)' there-

after he brought half a dozen or so

small reddish fish from the Tigris.

These Mij consumed with gusto, hold-

ing them upright between his fore-

paws, tail end uppermost, and eating

them with five crunches of the left-

hand side of the jaw alternating with

five crunches on the right.

The otter and I enjoyed the long-

suffering Consul-General's hospitality

\s,
^

play site of the Iraqi otter that so

quickly adapted to his Scottish home.

for a fortnight. The second night,

Mij came on to my bed in the small

hours and remained asleep in the

crook of my knees until the servant

brought tea in the morning. During

that day, he began to lose his apathy

and take a keen—much too keen-

interest in his surroundings. I fash-

ioned a body-belt for him and took

him on a lead to the bathroom, where

for a half-hour he went wild with joy

in the bath water, plunging and roll-

ing in it. shooting up and down the

length of the bath underwater, and

making enough slosh and splash for a

hippo. This, I was to learn, is a char-

acteristic of otters; every drop of

water must be, so to speak, extended

and spread about the place; a bowl
must be overturned, or, if it will nol^

overturn, be sat in and sploshed in

until it overflows. Water must be kepfl

on the move and made to do things J
when static, it is as wasted and pro-T

voking as a buried talent.

THERE is a patron saint of otters,
i^

St. Cuthbert (the eider duck, too,

shares his patronage
)

, and there exists

an eyewitness account of his converse

with them:

"As was his habit, at night while

other men were taking their rest, Cuth-

bert would go out to pray; and after

long vigils kept far into the night, he

would come home when the hour of

common prayer drew near. One night,

a brother of this same monastery saw
him go silently out. and stealthily fol-

lowed on his track, to see where he

was going or what he would do. And
so he went out from the monastery
and, his spy following him, went
down to the sea, above which the

monastery was built: and wading into

the depths till the waves swelled up

to his neck and arms, kept his vigil

through the dark with chanting voiced

like the sea. As the twilight of dawn
drew near, he waded back up the

beach, and kneeling there, again

began to pray: and as he prayed,

straight from the depths of the sea

came two four-footed beasts which

are called by the common people ot-

ters. These, prostrate before him on

the sand, began to busv themselves

warming his feet with pantings, and

trying to dry them with their fur ; and

when this good office was rendered,

and they had his benediction they

slipped back again beneath their na-

tive waters. He himself returned

home, and sang the hymns of the of-

fice with the brethren at the ap-

pointed hour."

It is apparent to me now. that what-

ever other saintly virtues St. Cuthberl

possessed, he well merited canoniza-

tion by reason of his forbearance

alone. I know all about being "dried"

bv otters. I have been dried by them

Mr. Maxwell is a free-lance writer,

portrait painter, and naturalist, from
whose book. Ring of Bright Water.

just published by E. P. iSutton and

Co.. this otter history is excerpted.
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'"'Imore times than I care to remember.

''Like everything else about otters, it

takes place the wrong way round, so

to speak. When one plays ball with a

' ' puppy, one throws the ball and the

' puppy fetches it back and then one

throws it again; it is all compara-

tively restful and orderly. But when

one plays ball with an otter the situa-

tion gets out of hand from the start; it

is the otter who throws the ball—to a

remarkable distance—and the human
who fetches it. With the human who
at the beginning is not trained to this,

the otter is fairly patient, but persist-

ent and obstinate refusal meets with

reprisals. The same upside-down situ-

ation obtains when being dried by

otters. The otter emerges tempestu-

ously from the sea or the river or the

bath, as the case may be, carrying

about half a gallon of water in its fur,

and sets about drying you with a posi-

tively terrifying zeal and enthusiasm.

Every inch of you requires, in the

view of a conscientious otter, careful

attention. The otter uses its back as

l!oi K I-.,., I i„ . li.ll.r.Ml. . , j^l. I.I >i|,pln''l Mil \Mlh I ri I lii- i^rii i roriirirnl. (.Il.-r n-liixnl i iil.. :i roiiiph'lc IVcmmIohi

••I- II. ..il. -III. ill (i.|i I.I . Ii.i. . .11.1 -..i,M..I I.. |.l.i) uilli, of iiii)MWiii:iit, rfluiiiiiit! lo till- jiiiIkm'h lidiiHi; only lo alcop.
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Althoi f;ii Ai.i, FoiR FEET were webbed,

Mij was remarkably dexterous, would

the principal towel, and lies upon it

while executing a series of vigorous,

eel-like wriggles. In a surprisingly

short space of time, the otter is quite

dry except for the last four inches of

its tail, and the human being is soak-

ing wet. It is no use going to change

one's clothes; in a few minutes the

otter will come rampaging out of the

water again, zealously intent upon its

mission of di'ying people.

Ihave but little doubt what the good

brother of Coldingham monas-

tery really saw. St. Cuthbert had been

praying at the water's edge, not, as

the brother thought (it was, one must

bear in mind, night, and the light was

poor) up to his neck in the waves;

and it was entirely the condition of

the saint's clothing after he had been

dried by the otters that led the ob-

server to deduce some kind of subma-

rine devotion. Clearly, too. it was an
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spend hours juggling small objects, or

rolling them easily between forepaws.

absolution rather than a simple bene-

diction that the now shivering and be-

draggled saint saw fit to bestow upon

his four-footed tormentors.

While otters have a special voca-

tion for drying human beings, they

will also dry other objects, most par-

ticularly beds, between the sheets, all

the way from the pillows to the bed

foot. A bed dried by this process is

unusable for a week, and an otter-

dried sofa is only tolerable in the heat

of summer. I perceive why St. Cuth-

bert required the ministrations of the

eider ducks and the warm down of

their breasts; the unfortunate man
must have been constantly threatened

with an occupational pneumonia.

This aspect of life with an otter

had never really struck me before I

brought Mij to the Highlands. In Lon-

don, our first stop, one could run the

water out of the bath, and by using a

monster towel could render him com-

paratively harmless before he reached

the sitting room. But at Camusfearna,

with the sea a stones throw on one

side and the bourn on the other, I

have found no satisfactory solution

beyond keeping the bedroom door

closed and turning, as it were, a blind

posterior to wet sofas and chairs.

THE scant zoological literature that

had accompanied me to Iraq

made it plain that the only known
otter of the Mesopotamian marshes

was the Persian subspecies of the

common European otter, Lutra lutra.

In a village of the marshes between

the Tigris and the Persian frontier I

had bought two otter skins. Botli

were, apart from any possible scien

tific interest, objects of fascination

for they had been "case" skinned, tht

whole carcass having been removed

without a single incision, through tht

mouth. One of these skins belonged U
the Persian subspecies; the other

contrast heightened by juxtaposition

was plainly of Mij's race, a mud
larger and darker creature, whose fui

was short and shiny and the color oi

milkless chocolate.

While in London on my way to thi

Highlands, I telephoned to the Brit

ish Museum (Natural History) ii

Cromwell Road, and the same after

noon Mr. Robert Hayman arrived a

mv flat to examine the two skins am
Mij. There is in the serious zoologica

world an unwillingness for committa

that must rival the most cautious o

consulting physicians. Hayman wa

far too competent a zoologist, far to-

encyclopedic in his knowledge, t

have been unaware in those first mc

ments that he was looking at a ski:

and a living animal from a habiti

that made the race quite unfamiliar t

him. But he did not betray it. He too

such measurements as Mij would pa
mit, examined him closely, peered I

his formidable array of teeth, an

left, bearing the two skins for compai

ison with a Museum series.

In due course, after the precisi

painstaking processes of the taxi

nomic world, Mij's new race was pri

claimed. Hayman summoned me 1

the Museum to see the cabinets of o

ter skins from all over Asia, whei

the Mij -like one of mine lay, unL

beled and conspicuously differi^

from any other, in a drawer by itsel

but in apposition to its nearest reli

tives. These, various subspecies

Lutrosale. a short-coated otter witht*

r
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flat underside to the tail, ranged over

most of eastern Asia; according to

their geographical race they were of a

variety of hues from pale sandy to

medium brown, but none had been re-

corded west of Sind. in India, and

none resembled mine in color.

There are very few people, and

even fewer amateur zoologists, who
stumble upon a sizable mammal pre-

viously unknown to science; in the

nursery world of picture books of

birds and beasts the few who had

given their own names to species—

Steller's eider and sea eagle, Sharpe's

crow, Humboldt's woolly monkey.

Meinerzthagen's forest hog, Ross's

snow goose. Grants gazelle, Pere Da-

vid's deer—had been surrounded for

me with an aura of romance. Now,

when Hayman suggested that the new
otter should bear my name, something

small and shrill from the nursery

days shouted inside me that I could be

translated into the hierarchy of my
early gods and wear, however peril-

ouslv. the halo of a creator. ("Can 1

have it for my own?" we used to ask

uhen we were small. "For my very

jwn?" Here, surely, was an animal of

mv very own, to bear my name; every

animal that looked like it would al-

ways bear my name for ever and ever,

unless some odious taxonomist of the

future, some leveler. some jealous,

(lusty scribe of the backroom and the

skeletons, were to plot against me and

plan the destruction of my tiny, liv-

ing memorial. I

So Mij and all his race became

LulTogale perspicillala maxwelli, and

though he is now no more, and there

is no ostensible proof that there is an-

other living specimen in the world, I

had realized a far-off childish fantasy.

and there was a Maxwell's otter.

WHEN I think of early summer in

the western Highlands, a single

i-niluring image comes forward—that
'•f wild roses against a clear blue sea.

I hey are not the pale, anemic flowers

'f the south, but a deep, intense pink

tliiil is almost a red; It is probably the

nlv flower of that color, and it is the

' K flower thai one see.s habitually

i-ainsl the background of the ocean.

/ree from the green stain of summi-r.

Into this l)right landscape Mij

moved and took po.^sessiori with bi;-

li.i\ior that runimunirrali-fl riclighl as

' I'-arly as any articulate speirch could

li.-ive done. Wts alien but essentialK

••ip|)ropriatc entity occupiefl and dom-

inated every corner of it, so that he

became for me the central figure

among the host of wild creatures with

which I was surrounded. The water-

fall, the bourn, the white beaches and

the islands—his form became the fa-

miliar foreground to them all.

At the beginning, while I was still

imbued with the caution and fore-

thought that had so far gone to his

tending, Mij's daily life followed

something of a routine; this became,

as the weeks went on, relaxed into a

total freedom at the center point of

which my house remained Mij's holt,

the den to which he returned at night,

and in the daytime when he was tired.

But this emancipation, like most natu-

ral changes, took place so gradually

and unobtrusively that it was difficult

for me to say at what point the rou-

tine had stopped.

Mij slept in my bed and would

wake with bizarre punctuality at ex-

actly twenty past eight in the morn-

ing. Having woken, he would come up

to the pillow and nuzzle my face and

neck with small attenuated squeaks

that seemed to me of pleasure and af-

fection. If I did not rouse myself very

soon, he would set about getting me
out of bed. This he did with what

impressed me as the business-like,

slightly impatient efficiency of a nurse

dealing with a difficult child. He began

by going under the bedclothes and

moving rapidly up and down the bed

with a high-hunching, caterpillar-like

motion that gradually untucked the

bedclothes from beneath the sides of

the mattress. This achieved, he would

redouble his efforts at the foot of the

bed, where the sheets and blankets

had a firmer hold. When everything

had been loosened up to his satisfac-

tion, he would flow off the bed on to

the floor—except when running on

dry land the only appropriate word

fwoIlM I.

i,lvolv.-,l l.i.l

^.,l l,v Mij

rariii'l unlll

liiiniiin piiHHcd iieiiriiM<l llicii hli<ioiiri^-

u( with upixirently lrinnii)li;iiil NipiiMk.
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Second otter in author's home was Edal, born in Nigeria,

whose forepaws were unwebbed and monkey-like. With them
she was able to peel hard-boiled eggs and even pick pockets

Unlike Mij, Edal at first ventured only in shallow waters

for an otter's movement is flowing;

they pour themselves, as it were, in

the direction of their objective—take

the bedclothes between his teeth, and,

with a series of violent tugs, begin to

yank them down beside him. Left thus

comfortless and bereft both of cover-

ing and of dignity, there was little op-

tion but to dress, while Mij looked on

with what seemed to me an all-that-

shouldn't- really -have- been -necessary

-

you-know sort of expression. Otters

usually get their own way in the end;

they are not dogs, and they coexist

with their fortunate human hosts

rather than being owned by them.

IN the sea, Mij achieved his true,

breath-taking powers; until he

came to Scotland he had never swum
in deep waters, for the lakes and la-
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goons of his native marshes are rarely

more than a fathom or two deep. He
would swim beside me as I rowed in

a little dinghy, and in the glass-clear

waters of Camusfearna Bay, where

the white shell sand alternates with

sea tangle and outcrops of rock, I

could watch him as he dived down,

down, down through fathom after

fathom to explore the gaudy sea for-

ests at the bottom with their flowered

shell glades and mysterious, shad-

owed caverns. He was able, as are

other otters, to walk on the bottom

without excessive buoyance. for an

otter . swims habitually underwater

and does not dive with full lungs, de-

pending for oxygen—we must pre-

sume, in the absence of knowledge—

upon special adaptations of the circu-

latory system. The longest that I ever

timed Mij below the surface was al

most six minutes, but I had the im

pression that he was in no way taxing

his powers, and could greatly hav(

exceeded that time in emergency

Normally, however, if he was not en

grossed, he would return to the sur

face every minute or so, breaking i

for only a second, with a forward div

ing roll like that of a porpoise. Swim
ming at the surface, as he did if h(

wanted to keep some floating objec

in view, he was neither very fast no

graceful, using a laboring dog paddle

in amazing contrast to his smooth

darting grace below water. For hour

he would keep pace with the boat, ap,.

pearing now on this side and now 01

that, sometimes mischievously seizinj

an oar with both arms and dragginj

on it. and from time to time bouncinj



inboard with a flurry of water, mo-
mentarily recalled to his mission of

"drying" any person at hand.

Mij himself caught a number of

fish on his daily outings; and week by

week, as his skill and speed grew,

their size and variety increased. In the

bourn he learned to feel under stones

for eels, reaching in with one paw and
averted head. Meanwhile, I learned to

turn over the larger stones for him, so

that after a time he would stand in

front of some boulder too heavy for

him to move, and chitter at me till I

came and lifted it for him. Often, as I

did this, an eel would streak out from

it into deeper water and Mij would
fire himself after it like a brown tor-

pedo beneath the surface. Near the

edge of the tide he would search out

the perfectly camouflaged flounders

until they shot off with a wake of ris-

ing sand grains like smoke from an

express train. Farther out in the bay

he would kill an occasional sea trout;

these he never brought ashore, but ate

them while he was treading water,

and I thought a little wistfully of

the Chinese who are said to employ

trained otters to fish for them. Mij, I

thought, with all his delightful cama-

raderies, would never offer me a fish.

I was wrong, but when at last he did

so it was not a sea trout but a floun-

der. One day he emerged from the sea

on to the rock ledge where I was

standing and slapped down in front

Edal's silvery colored head and her

yellow-white throat and chest differed

of me a flounder a foot across. I took

it that he had brought this for con-

gratulation, for he would often bring

his choicer catches for inspection be-

fore consuming them, so I said some-

thing encouraging and began to walk

on. He hurried after me and slammed
it down again with a wet smack at my
feet. Even then I did not understand,

assuming only that he wished to eat in

company, but he just sat there look-

ing up and chittering at me. I was in

no hurry to take the gesture at its face

value. One of the most aggressive ac-

tions one can perform to a wild ani-

mal is to deprive it of its prey, but

after perhaps half a minute of doubt,

while Mij redoubled his invitation, I

reached down slowly and cautiously

for the fish, knowing that Mij would

give nie vocal warning if I had misin-

terpreted him. His expression seemed

one of plainest approval when I

picked it up and began a mime of eat-

ing it; then he plunged off the rock

into the sea and sped away a fathom

down in the clear water.

WATCHING Mij in a rough sea—

and the equinoctial gales at

Camusfearna produce very rough

seas indeed—I was at first sick with

apprehension, then awed and fasci-

nated, for his powers seemed little

less than miraculous. During the first

of the gales, I remember. I tried to

keep him to the rock pools and the

sharply from Mij's darker hue. Pools

in rocks supplied her with butterfish.



For the most part, Edal preferred to keep her feet on or

near bottom of pool, and would not be lured into deep water.

When spray from the garden hose was played upon her, she

reacted with enthusiasm, slapping at drops with her forefeet.

more sheltered corners, but one day
his pursuit of some unseen prey had
taken him to the seaward side of a

high, dry reef at the very tide's edge.

As the long undertow sucked outward

he was in no more than an inch or two

of marbled water with the rock at his

back, crunching the small fish he had
caught; then, some forty yards to sea-

ward of him I saw a great snarling

comber piling up higher and higher,

surging in fifteen feet tall and as yet

unbreaking. I yelled to Mij as the

wave towered darkly toward him. but

he went on eating and paid no heed to

me. It curled over and broke just be-

fore it reached him: all those tons of

water just smashed down and obliter-

ated him, enveloping the whole rock

behind in a booming tumult of sea.

Then as the sea drew back in a long

hissing undertow I saw, incredulously,

that nothing had changed; there was
Mij still lying in the shallow water,

still eating his fish.

WHENEVER I missed Mij from his

accustomed haunts I would go
first to my waterfall, for there he

would spend long hours alone, chas-

ing the one large trout that lived in

the big pool below the falls, catching

elvers, or playing with some floating

object that had been washed down.

Sometimes he would set out from the

house carrying a ping-pong ball, pur-

poseful and self-engrossed, and he

would still be at the waterfall with it

an hour later, pulling it underwater

and letting it shoot up again, rearing

up and pouncing on it, playing his

own form of water polo, with a goal
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at which the human onlooker could

but guess. Once, I remember, I went

to look for him there and at first could

not find him; then my attention was

caught by something red in the black

water at the edge of the foam, and I

saw that Mij was floating on his back,

apparently fast asleep, with a bunch

of scarlet rowanberries clasped to his

chest with one arm. Such bright ob-

jects as these he would often pick up

on his walks, and carry them with him
until some rival attraction supplanted

them. I never performed any tests to

define his degree of color vision, but

whether by chance or selection his

preferred playthings were often of

a rather garish hue.

Mij had been with me a little over a

year when—wandering freely in his

Highland range—he was killed by a

witless Scot who mistook him, he

claimed, for a wild otter. After the

worst of my grief. I unsuccessfully

sought another otter companion.

After three disappointments, I de-

cided to rear a native otter cub in

Scotland, and with that end in view I

returned to Camusfearna. for a pro-

longed stay, in the spring of 1959.

I had been there only a week when
there occurred a coincidence so ex-

travagant, partaking so insolently of

the world of fiction, that had it been

unwitnessed or in another land I

should hesitate to record it.

On April 19 I motored to the rail-

way station, thirty-odd miles away, to

meet an arriving guest. We returned

to a hotel for a "wee dram" before

setting off for Camusfearna. We sat in

the sun lounge that overlooks the sea.

but we were well back from the win-

dow, and out of sight of the gravel

sweep beyond the glass. Suddenly the

hall porter came running over.

"Mr. Maxwell!" he called. "Mr.

Maxwell! Come quick to the door and

tell me what's this strange beast out-

side—quick!"

FOUR people were walking past the 1

hotel, making for a car parked

near to the jetty. At their heels lol-

loped a large, sleek otter, of a species

that I had never seen, with a silvery

colored head and a snow-white throat

and chest. I had a deep feeling of un-

reality, of struggling in a dream.

I rushed up to the party, and began

to jabber, probably quite incoher-

SoAKiNC WET OTTER invariably emerges

from water intent on drying itself on



PINNING AROUND in a horizontal plane while lying on her

ack was one of Edal's more energetic aquatic activities.

Fear of deep water probably contributed to Edal's delight

in surface play, for most otters prefer to swim underwater.

ntly, about Mij and how he had been

illed, and about how time and time

ivJMgain mv efforts to find a successor

lad been frustrated at the eleventh

our. I must have been talking a great

" eal, because what they were saying

n reply took a long time to sink in,

nd when it did the sense of dreaming

Bcreased almost to the point of ver-

".
. . from Nigeria . . . eight

arl^onths old and always been free.

ouse-trained. comes and goes as she

kes . . . brought her up myself with

bottle. In six weeks we've got to go

llir^ack to West Africa, so it looked like

zoo or nothing—what else could we
J? Everyone admires her. but when

Ib iey come to the point of actually

wning her they all shy off. . . . Poor

™ ny available object. Its "towel" may
<t a rug. a sofa, or any handy human.

7'^1

**>

•<«,i
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Edal, it was breaking my heart. . .
."

We were sitting on the steps of the

hotel by this time, and the otter was

nuzzling at the nape of my neck—that

well-remembered, poignant touch of

hard whiskers and soft face-fur.

Ten days later, Edal became mine,

and there was once more an otter at

Camusfearna, playing in the bourn

and sleeping before the hearth.

By far the strangest and most capti-

vating aspect of Edal was that of her

forepaws. Unlike Mij, whose fore-

|iaws were, despite the dexterity he

contrived with them, true paws with

wide connecting webs between the

digits, hers were virtual monkey
hands—unwebbed. devoid of so much
as a vestige of nail, and nearly as mo-
bile as a man's. With them she ate,

peeled hard-boiled eggs, picked her

teeth, arranged her bed, and played

for hours with any small object that

she could find. She would lie upon

her back passing things from hand to

hand or, occasionally, to the less

adept grip of her webbed but almost

nailless hind feet, working always

with two or more objects at a time,

jazing fixedly at them all the while, as

lliough these extremities of hers were

if] some way independent of her and

Id be watched and wondered at. At

moments it was clearly frustrating for

her to refjuire four feet upon which to

walk, for .she would retrieve a lost

marble by clutching it firmly in one

liarid— usually the right—and hob-

Ming along on her other three limbs.

She was also an arlept, if not eri-

liritly imperceptible, pickpocket: willi

im|)alicnlly fumbling fingers slic

would reach disconcertingly into the

trouser pockets of any guest who sat

down in the house, hardly waiting for

an introduction before scattering the

spoils and hurrying away with as

much as she could carry. With these

curious hands she could throw such

playthings as were small enough to be

enclosed by her fingers. She had three

ways of doing this; the most usual

was a quick upward flick of the arm

and forepart of the body as she held

her clenched fist palm downward, but

she would also perform a backward

flick that tossed the object over her

shoulder to land at her other side,

and. on occasion, usually when in a

sitting position with her back sup-

ported, she would throw overarm.

Like Mij, she was an ardent foot-

baller, and would dribble a ball

round the room for half an hour at a

time. Here she had an additional ac-

complishment that Mij never learned,

for when she shot the ball wide or

overran it she would sweep her broad

tail round with a powerful scoop to

bring it back within range of her feet.

IT
came as a shock to me to discover

that Edal was the most cautious of

swimmers. Even in the wild state,

otter cubs have little if any instinct

for water, and their dam teaches them

to swim—against their better judg-

m('nt, as it were— for they are afraid

to be out of their depth. In the water.

Edal |)referred to keep her fi^ct either

in surreptitious contact with the bot-

tom or within easy rea<'h of it, and

iiolliiiig, at that lime, would tempt her

into deep water. Within these self-im-
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Clutching gunwale, Edal, above, seems to wonder about
the advisability of risking a plunge into ocean's depths.

With companion Jimmy, right, otter investigates rocks at

waterfall in a search for eels that were a mainstay of diet.

posed limits, however, she was capa-

ble of a performance that even Mij

might have envied ; lying on her back

she would begin to spin, if that is the

correct word, to revolve upon her

own axis, to pirouette in the horizon-

tal plane, like a chicken on a spit that

has gone mad. In this, as in the nov-

elty of new "aquabatic" powers that

she quickly learned, she took a pro-

found delight, and if she had not yet

apprehended that otters should swim
underwater and only return to the

surface for refreshment, she knew all

the joys of great disturbance upon it.

By the end of June, she was swim-

ming as an otter should, diving deep

to explore dim rock ledges at the edge

of the sea tangle, remaining for as

much as two minutes underwater, so

that often only a thin track of bubbles

from the imprisoned air in her fur

gave guide as to her whereabouts.

(This trail of bubbles, I have noticed,

appears about six feet behind an otter

swimming a fathom or so underwater

at normal speed : never, as the eye sub-

consciously expects, directly above

the animal. ) But though she lost her
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fear of depth, she seemed insecure in

great spaces of water; I think she

needed to see on at least one side of

her the limits of the element as she

swam, and when beyond this visual

contact she seemed seized with a hor-

ror vacui, panicking into frenzied dog

paddle as she raced for land.

SHE gradually gained much confi-

dence, however, both in us and in

her proper element, and she gam-

boled round us in the warm sunshine

as we dragged the boat across the

sand into a still, blue sea that reflected

the sky without so much as a ripple.

We rowed for a mile down the coast

line, with the glorious ochers and or-

anges of tide-bared weed as a fore-

ground to the heather, reddening

bracken, and the blue distances of

mountain heights. All the magic of

Camusfearna was fixed in that morn-

ing; the vivid lightning streak of an

otter below water; the long, lifting,

blue swell of the sea in the sea tangle;

the little rivers of froth and crystal

that spilled down from the rocks as

waves sucked back and bared them.

Edal, finding herself from time to

time swimming above an apparently

bottomless abyss, would still panic

suddenly. She would turn suddenly

for the boat, her small face above fu-

riously striking forefeet, cleaving the

surface with a frothing arrow of

wave, and leap aboard with her skin-

load of water. Then she would poise

herself on the gunwale, webbed hind

feet gripping tightly, head sub-

merged, caught between the attrac-

tion of submarine exploration and

fear of the deep unknown. Sometimes

she would slide, soundlessly and al-

most without ripple, into deep water,

only to panic as soon as she had sub-

merged and strike out again franti-

cally for the boat. Yet in the moments
when her confidence had not yet de-

serted her, when the slim torpedo of

her form glided deep below the boat's

side, weaving over the white sand be-

tween softly waving trees of weed, or

darting in sudden, swift pursuit of

some prey invisible from above, it

seemed as if the clock had been set

back and it was Mij who followed the 1

dinghy through these shining waters.
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The Lungfish

of Africa
By J. Bouillon

THREE GENERA among the living

fishes of the world belong to the

group known as the Dipnoi—or lung-

fish—fossil representatives of which

are found as long ago as the Devo-

nian period of the Paleozoic era,

nearlv four hundred million years

ago. The higher bony fishes—as dis-

tinct from the jawless fishes, the first

(and now extinct) jawed fishes, and

the sharks—may be divided into two

groups: the ray-fins and the lobe-fins.

The ray-fins include such common liv-

ing fishes as herring and perch. The

lobe-fins, however, are represented

today only by the coelacanth [Lati-

meria) and the dipnoans.

The three surviving dipnoan repre-

sentatives are the genus Neoceratodus.

found in Australia (Queensland) : the
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genus Lepidosiren, found in tropi-

cal South America (the Amazon
Basin) ; and the genus Protopterus,

which occupies various African basins.

The Order Dipnoi, as the name (di-

pnein; "double breathing") indi-

cates, have two modes of respiration:

through their gills, in the usual man-

ner of fish, and also through their

pulmonary sacs, or lungs. ( as do cer-

tain other fishes)—for they will come
to the surface to gulp air. thus filling

their lungs. This allows the lungfish

to survive not only in oxygen-poor,

stagnant water but even in mud. or

away from water altogether. Some
ray-finned fishes have similar adapta-

tions, but only a few can leave the

water even for short periods.

There is almost no essential dif-

ference between the latter type if

respiration and that of the land vf!e-

brates. It is not surprising, theref e,

that these animals were long conp-

ered intermediates between the fiiN

and the amphibians. The credit '

longs to the Belgian paleontologis

DoUo for pointing out over half a

tury ago that such is not the i

In spite of remarkable converger

Dollo showed that the Dipnoi cild

not have been the ancestors of the p-

phibians, for both morphological "

chronological reasons.

Among present-day dipnoans. /
"

ceratodus of Australia has retaifd

the most archaic features. It is [if

only living representative of the ip

ily Ceratodontidae: as in its anceslp-

the skeleton of the paired fins is Y



One of the four 'African species

of lungfish, P. aethiopicus, is

ieen here in an aquarium setting.

ri.-ij with lobes of mus(.-le and with

ales. Although it can breathe air, it

•mains exclusively aquatic, not being
'• to live out of water. Neocerato-

moreover, possesses only one

-. In contrast, the other two mod-
rii (lipnoans— /,pp(V/rMj>pn of the

'iiazon Basin, and the African Pro-

i\iliTU.\ (together, they constitute the

irnily Lepiflnsirenulae) —have the

iiri-c| fins rcdufred to tapering fila-

i'-nl'- without s<alcs or ra\s. The
• II ilcveloped lungs occupy almost

I'- whole length of the body cavity.

VI
V own experience with lungfish

has been primarily with the Af-

I genus. l'rolt>iiliTiis. i'Kur spi--

'if this genus exist in Africa: /•*.

tleiis, (Owen), /'. arnpliihiiis

(Peters), P. aelliiopicus (Heckel),

and P. dolioi (Boulenger). All are

powerful animals, often of consider-

able size and weight. P. aelliiopicus

may attain a length of more than six

feet and weigh nearly seventy pounds.

P. dolioi may measure over three feet

in length and weigh seventeen pounds

or more. Proloplerus has a long

body that ends in a pointed tail: it

lives on the bottom, where it moves

about like an eel. with long undula-

tions of its body, (he head is rather

flat; the extremely small eyes are

barely visible: the nasal cavities open

irilM llic irioNlli forward of the |)al;ilc.

I Iji- -ii|mi (iri.il bon(;s of the skull iirc

liighly rcld.-.td. the body is r,n,;,A

with large, thin scales, llir- iiilrjri,il

skeleton is cartilaginous, and the no

tochord persists in the adult stage.

The pointed, paired fins have a cen-

tral axis of short, cartilaginous seg-

ments. The anterior fins appear to

have mainly a sensory role—the de-

tection of prey. The upper jaws are

absent; the palate is fused to the brain

case and is armed with strong cutting

teeth, lacking in the lower jaw.

Internally, the uniqueness of Pro-

loplerus lies in its double pulmonary

sacs, the structure of which is nearly

identical to that of the lungs of land

vertebrates. These highly developed

sat's extend back dorsally above the

digestive tube and are connected to

llic- throat by a canal, which passes to

I III- right of llie esophagus. TIk^ gills

of I'rtiUiplcrus an- bill sliglilly devel-

u\>fA: oidv llic fourth and fifth arches
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have functional gill filaments. Gill

respiration is thus markedly reduced:

however oxygen-rich the water in

which the animal lives, it must come

to the surface regularly for air. In-

deed, metabolic studies show that gill

respiration accounts for only two per

cent of the lungfish's oxygen con-

sumption. Prolopterus thus absorbs

almost all of its oxygen from the at-

mosphere. As a concomitant, the cir-

culatory apparatus of Protopterus is

highly specialized, tending toward

convergence with the amphibians.

Protopterus is generally considered

omnivorous, feeding on mollusks,

crustaceans, small fish, and frogs. In

most cases, however, its digestive tube

on examination is found to contain

almost nothing but vegetable debris

—such as herbaceous plants, leaves,

fruits, and so forth—mixed with bot-

tom mud. Protopterus is too slow-

moving to be much of a hunter: it

can, however, snap up any prey that

passes within reach.

The lungfish is unbelievably un-

affected by even the most serious

wounds; its metabolism is probably

very low, and its sensory faculties

poorly developed. It snaps indiscrimi-

nately at everything that passes, and

sometimes even devours its own tail.

The animals devour each other as

well, elder eating younger.

ORIGINAL studies by Brien (1938)

and subsequent exhaustive re-

search by Jonnels and Svensson have

shown that the life of the species P.

Professor Bouillon, of the Free
University of Brussels Department
of Zoology, has studied lungfishes

from the evolutionary point of view
in both the laboratory and the field.

annectens has two distinctive phases.

First, there is a burrowing stage,

which begins with the dry season. At

this time, the animal falls into a state

of torpor inside a "cocoon." Second,

at the beginning of the rainy season,

the animal enters a nest-building, or

reproductive stage. At the beginning

of the dry season, P. annectens bur-

rows down in the bottom mud. hol-

lowing out a shaft, the depth of which

varies from a few inches to well over

a foot, depending on the size of the

animal. For as long as water still lies

above the mud. the lungfish makes pe-

riodic ascents up this shaft for air.

As the water disappears and the

mud becomes progressively drier and

harder, P. annectens digs in at the

bottom of its shaft and curls up. The

skin secretes an abundance of mucus,

which dries as the mud hardens and

soon forms the close-fitting cocoon.

On its upper surface this cocoon has

an aperture, connected by a tube of

mucus to the animal's mouth. The

lungfish now enters the torpid state in

which it will remain for the duration

of the dry season. In order to breathe,

the animal slowly and regularly

draws in. through the mucus tube, air

that travels down the shaft that the

lungfish has previously hollowed out

in the surrounding mud.

It is important to emphasize tl

such a torpid phase is a response

the conditions of desiccation in

animal s environment. Torpor d(

not take place in the case of fish a

to remain in water. In fact, at the V(

same time that some torpid lungf

in their cocoons are being dug out

the mud by the natives—who de

them a delicacy—others, in their n

mal. active state, are being caught

nearby rivers and ponds.

DURING the course of two fi

trips to the swamps of the Sti

ley Pool, near Leopoldville, duri

1957 and 1958, Brien. Poll, and I

author made studies of another AJ

can species, P. dolloi. The inforii

tion that follows is extracted fn

our joint work, published in the /

nals of the Royal Museum of the E

gian Congo. P. dolloi is found o]

in the Congo Basin and along

coastal rivers of the French Con§

swamps are its usual habitat.

In the Stanley Pool, different tjr]

of swamps can be found ; those of ;

islands of the Bamu Archipelago a

the Djili; the swamps bordering

shores of the Pool; and those at

mouths of the rivers that empty ii

it. All of these swamps are grassy

wooded, and access to them is V(

difficult. Although differing i

pearance, they have one characte;

tic in common. Beneath the surfi

mat of desiccated mud and vegetati

in the dry season, lies a layer of at

muddy water, very poor in oxy{



d rich in organic materials and

carbon dioxide. This underlying

ter zone still communicates with

! river, however, and at floodtime

ter again inundates the swamp.

Most of our observations on P. dol-

took place in the wooded marshes

the shores of the Pool. In such

ices, it is difficult to walk on foot,

;ause of the tangled mass of lianas,

mches. and fallen tree trunks that

ve been uprooted and shattered by

floods of preceding years. These

Ira a landscape that is tortured and

/aged, but is also impressive and

It without grandeur. In the rainy

;son. when the swamps are flooded,

|5 can catch both male and female

ptopteriis. In July, when the waters

tede and the swampy ground slowly

ierges, muddv and wet, the lungfish

[appear, burving themselves in the

jl-soft layer of mud.

P. dolloi thus behaves as does P.

neclens when overtaken by the re-

sling of the waters. The latter spe-

\s. as we have seen, hollows out soil

lit is drying up, and then wraps it-

jf in a cocoon. In the Stanley Pool

iimps, by contrast, when P. dolloi

I

s down into the bottom mud, it en-

inters a more and more liquid

!e, and finally reaches the subter-

jiean water table already men-

.ned. Normally, P. dolloi enters

ther a cocoon stage nor a state of

per. It is only in the event of pro-

ged drought that such behavior

iterns are manifested,

ijlonnels and Svensson have care-

fly analyzed the movements with

Wich P. anneclens digs down into the

Ijid. They state that the animal hol-

' = out its shaft by forcefully gulp-

"Un mud. then ejecting it imme-

afterward. through the second

innings. Adult lungfish. kept in

ia. have been observed swallow-

iltom sand mixed with water.

' jecling it immediately after-

iinder forte, through their sec-

ill openings— which, as a matter

' t. are their largest. They work
' l"ittom over in this manner, and

I enormous displacements of

"T mufi. This, however, is not the

'I that /•*. dolloi emjjloys to dig

I down into the mud.
II field experimenis showed that

"'// buries itself in quite another

' r. When placed on top of very

'. noft mud (of the «„rt ih.-it

the swamp when llie (lood-

i-v begin to recede; , the animal

CARBONIFEROUSi
XROSSOPTERYGIANS ®

SILURIAN

A SCHEMATIC i"iiYr,o(;KNV of lln- Jiiijlier linen). Ltiller divide into Iwo uroufiH:

liony (inliirH. iiliitri\ hIiowk llie iJivJKJon llie ilipnoiinN ( liinf^lisli I , tfjl, iiiiil llio

iiplii Iwo iijiijor (iroujiH llir ray-fniH <rOBHO|>leryuiaMH, ti'iiliT. I'Vom l:iltiT,

(dotted line) and llie lolii; fiiiH (»olid land vurluhrutes (dauhed line) uroac.
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Pea-sized eggs of Protopterus dolloi

are a yellowish green in color. These
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specimens were collected from an entry

passage like the one sketched above.

immediately plunged in, headiirsi

burying itself by body-undulatioil

comparable in speed and charact(|

with those of a large earthworm.

Now, normally, as has just bees

pointed out, P. dolloi undergoes

dormant period. Though it has witl'

drawn to the subterranean water i

the swamp, it nonetheless needs I

breathe air at the surface. It can d

this only by going back up throug

the top layer of swamp mud. Perhap

to do this, it utilizes the same hole

hollowed out in its descent. But moi

probably it opens up a new path (

access to fresh air. In any case, tl

passage used by the lungfish, as

emerges from the subterranean lay(

of water, generally has only a sligl

degree of inclination. When it is

foot or so from the surface, the pa

sage turns upward to form a sma

shaft, open to the fresh air. The sha

exit may be at ground level or, moi

often, at the top of a little mound
mud. which resembles a molehill. TI

presence of this mound is clear ev

dence that P. dolloi digs its chann

from bottoin to top, forcing the mu
outward, mole-fashion. A study of ii

completed shafts further confirms thi

If the mud cap crowning the top



the dry season, the swamps of the

Stanley Pool thus show mounds
It look much the same as those in

dried-up suamps where P. annec-

Wis dwells, but their significance is

Kite different. Those at the Stanley

Bo! do not denote the site of a co-

\im buried in the hardened earth,

pt rather the terminus of an air shaft

lll^d by the active f. iloUol in order

I' breathe air at the surface of the

Vter. The air shaft and its entry

i^innei are hollowed out in the most
nJTipact areas of the swamp. The
rminal mound is most frequently

ated amonf.' the large roots at the

lit of some tree stump.

r'These air shafts in the wooded
^amps of the .Stanley Pool—and
klubllf-ss in the grassy swamps as

Ml—are permanent. They are flood-

*i«lant. lasting until the next dry
iton. when the same mounds carj

*jin be seen. The lungfish reoccupy
Im from year to year, coming back
• them at the beginning of the dry
•''•on. Since the onset of (he dry sea-
'> varies from year to year, the date



Scientists' helpers, who deem lungfish a table delicacy,

here stab through the hard surface mud near an air shaft

with pikes in order to pierce and immobilize the lurl

male in the adjacent entry channel. Hunt met with succ

of spawning also varies. The fall of

water serves as the stimulus that sets

off spawning in animals that have

reached sexual maturity.

The number of eggs in a P. dolloi

nest is much smaller than the number
for either P. annectens or P. aelhiopi-

cus. Greenwood reports that the num-

ber of eggs per nest for P. aethiopicus

varies from 2,000 to 5,000. He further

finds that the ovocytes, ready to be

spawned in the ovaries of a sexually

mature female, number 2.000. This

suggests that several females may lay

eggs in a single nest. The nests of P.

dolloi, however, contain onh a few

hundred eggs. The ovary of a sexu-

ally mature female contains three

hundred to four hundred eggs at most.

Moreover, while the state of develop-

ment may vary from one nest to the

other, it is homogeneous for each

single nest. Thus, it is evident that only

one female spawns at each nest.

The spawning of P. dolloi takes

place in the entrance passage of the

air shaft. The eggs are broadcast

along the length of the entry channel,

to rest on the bottom mud. This dis-

tribution of the eggs can be inter-

preted in two ways: the female may
release her eggs gradually as she

moves about in the passage leading to

the air shaft; or the eggs may all be

expelled at once, and the male may
then spread them about as he moves

back and forth in the channel.

During the whole spawning period,

females with empty ovaries are caught

in the river or taken by draining the

wettest portions of the swamps. It

seems likely, therefore, that when the

water begins to recede and the mud
is still very soft certain mature fe-

males are attracted to the swamp by

the males, and then into the entry

channel of an air shaft. When the

spawning is completed, they are then

apparently driven away. Occasion-

ally, if the dry season lasts longer

than usual, late-spawning females re-

main imprisoned in the swamp. They

survive only by entering a state of

torpor until the next inundation.

IT
is along the entry channel

the eggs develop and the lai|ie

are born. When these larvae becije

mobile, however, they congregat(:in

large numbers near the bottom oflie

air shaft. Only the male remains Ur

the nest, in the entry channel. He es

there passively, inactive during le

day at least. He moves about fW
time to time, however, by meanibf

long undulations of the body, conig

to the surface of the water at the|iv

shaft to breathe. The movement; bf

the male through the channel agijte

the water enough to dissolve tracebf

oxygen. As the lungfish takes air, !rt

of it is expelled, or allowed to esc e.

through the gill openings. These

bubbles also contain a little ox)

or permit the formation of air poc

in the channel, where the larvae c le

to breathe. It is thus probable al

the male contributes appreciabl; to

the respiration of the larvae.

The male may also defend

young against predatory fish, w ;li

inhabit the swamp. It is notewo ly

P^
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at males collected around the nest

e large in size, while small male^

e caught in the rivers and tribu-

nes. It would seem, therefore, that

cavation of the nest and pairing in

uples is the privilege of males that

ive reached a considerable size.

According to native reports, the

ale lungfish is capable of leaving its

[uatic redoubt and moving about on

e dry surface of the swamp. Most
ilhors have repeated this assertion.

It we were not able to verify it. We
d, however, see captured and

>iinded males move about relativel)

pidly on the ground, propelled by

pwerfiil undulations of their bodies.

a moment of inadvertence on the

irt of a rishcrmun. we saw one of

Me males travel in this fashion to

e hole from which it had been ex

iclcd, rearh the channel it had in-

ibiled. and make gorxl its e>«ap(;. 1

1

thuH not im[)o.Hsible. and [icrhaps it

even (>rr.l.abli-. ihal llii- limj/fisb

t)Vc« about on the mud of ihc

am|i. ill the maiirii-r of eels, al lea>l

Am SHAFT MOUND, above, is a clue to Helper, beloiv, exhibits captured prey,

location of P. dolloi's hidden channel. hooked out of channel after stabbing.



LuNCFiSH LARVA, above, is anchored

to glass wall of aquarium by its mucus

during the time when the waters are

beginning to recede and the swamp
is still completely muddy.

The abundance of palm fruits in

the gut of nesting males favors this

possibility. The natives report that

when the male (whom they take to be

the mother and call "mama" I is dis-

turbed in his channel, he carries off in

his mouth the nestful of young that

he is guarding, in order to save them

from harm. This was the explanation

offered us for nests found suddenly

emptied following our first collection

of young. No rigorous observation

was made that would permit us to con-

firm the native claim. However, we
captured one male at the nest with

eggs and hatched young in its mouth
and gill cavity; another was caught

with its gut stuffed full of larvae. It

must therefore be conceded that the

male is capable of taking eggs and

young in its mouth. But perhaps it

does this involuntarily, as is the case

with everything it ingests, by breath-

ing in water under force, ready to

eject the swallowed objects through

the gill openings, as is its habit.

As soon as the larvae can move

J^\_ about, they gather in schools in

the channel near the air shaft, for

even in this early stage it is urgently

necessary for them to come to the sur-

face of the water to breathe. Three
modes of respiration thus succeed one
another during the period of lungfish

larval growth. As the embryo devel-

ops, respiration through the outer cell

layer is reduced and external gills de-

velop and take over the function of

respiration. The lungs, however, are

also developing at this stage and soon
become the essential organs for the
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gland (circle). Larva still possesses

reduced yolk sac, external branchiae.

exchange of gases. Later, the internal

gills will appear; these are markedly

reduced in size. As noted above, aer-

ial respiration is essential to the Dip-

noi. Coming regularly to the surface

of the shaft to breathe, the larvae will

there await the rising of the waters

that inundate the swamp and frees

them in the rainy season. Having ter-

minated their metamorphosis, during

which the external gills disappear,

they are able to move about and feed

on small organisms living on the sur-

face of the mud or among the roots

of grasses and papyrus.

In the swamps of the Stanley Pool,

as we have seen, the lowest level re-

mains saturated with underground

water that normally extends to the

river. After spawning, the females can

return to open waters by this route.

The males remain near the larvae in

the channel, which leads to the air

shaft, awaiting the rising of the wa-

ters. However, when the dry season is

exceptionally early, long, and very

severe, males may be trapped in their

channels, from which the water pro-

gressively disappears.

What becomes of these lungfish

when they are immobilized in a

swamp undergoing pronounced desic-

cation? Are they capable of entering

a state of torpor to await the coming
inundation, which will free them?
We tested this with an experiment.

Two large barrels were filled two-

thirds full of very soft mud, with a

thin layer of water on the top. Two
P. dolloi. which had been caught in

the river, were placed on top of the

mud. one in each barrel. They imme-
diately buried themselves. After two

months, the thoroughly dried mud
was carefully removed. In each bar-

rel, the lungfish was found to be in

state of torpor. When these two spec

mens were placed in water, they ir

mediately regurgitated large bubbl

of gas and, little by little, resume

normal activity. From this experimer

it may be concluded that P. dollc

when conditions demand it, may r

main buried in a state of torpor. 1

this state it awaits the next flood w
ters that will permit it to resume i

normal, aquatic life.

IT
may therefore be concluded th

P. dolloi is capable of entering

state of torpor when overtaken by tj

desiccation of the swamps; behavL

that is known to be normal in the d:

season for the other three species

this genus. When the water aga

rises, the latter three species awake

leave their cocoons and enter an

tive phase that includes sexual repr

duction. But the fourth—P. dolloi

the Stanley Pool—buries itself in tl

mud not to enter a state of torpor, b

to lead an active life and reprodu

there. If it incidentally enters a sta

of torpor, this is after reproducti(

and at a time when a long, pr

nounced dry season imprisons it.

At the start of this article, it w
pointed out that the Dipnoi could n

be the ancestors of the land verl

brates. If present-day Dipnoi sha

numerous similarities in developrae

and organization with the amphil

ans. these similarities are attribul

ble. in part, to common ancesti

however remote, and in part to co

vergent characteristics associated wi

a somewhat similar way of life. T
dipnoans, as well as those lobe-finn

fishes that gave rise to the amphi

ians, probably arose from a comm'

ancestral stock at the beginning of t

Devonian period or perhaps son

what earlier. These two groups

fishes, however, evolved toward t(

restrial life with unequal success. T
swim bladders of ray-finned fish, t

pulmonary sacs of Dipnoi, and t

lungs of land vertebrates stem fron

single organ : the pulmonary air bh

der of the earliest higher bony fish

The remarkable adaptability to (

vironment exhibited by the livi

Dipnoi enables us to understand h*

they have survived with relatively ,

tie change until the present peril

Older fry, right, exhibit growth '

feeler-like fins. External gills vani

when the metamorphosis is compleK





NATURE and the

MICROSCOPE
Some insect adaptations

By Julian D. Corrington

DIRECTIONS for preparing permanently

mounted microscope slides of entire

insects and such of their parts as anten-

nae, wings, and legs were given in our

previous installment [Natural History,

May, I960]. What is the value of work of

this nature, aside from mastering the

technique of making well-arranged and

good-looking mounts? Many readers will

find much interest and instruction in

forming a collection of slides of antennae

or of insect legs; but their interest will

rise proportionately as they do some-

thing with these mounts, after they are

dry and ready to inspect.

There is one type of collector who as-

sembles as many of a particular class of

objects as possible—be they stamps,

coins, shells, or spread butterflies—and

who revels in mere numbers, always

seeking the new specimen. The serious

collector will, however, as his acquisi-

tions grow, begin to study and to classify

them. Stamps tell a story of geography,

history, biography; natural objects, when
arranged systematically, reveal evolu-

tionary sequences and provide marvelous

instances of origin and phylogeny, as in

rocks and minerals, or of adaptation

(the adjustment of the organism to its

environment) as in fishes or insect legs.

Structural study is fascinating, but is

of little value unless it is correlated with

observations of the function of the vari-

ous parts. Let us see how these princi-

ples can be applied to the collection and

study of a set of slides of insect parts.

Among members of the great Phylum
Arthropoda, the largest by far of all ani-

mal groups, the number of antennae pro-

vides a major feature in classification.

Crustacea, like the crayfish, have two

pairs; insects, centipedes, and milli-

pedes have one pair each; spiders and

their allies have none. All adult insects

have one pair, though they are some-

times minute, as in the flea or dragonfly,

or rudimentary in the proturans, where

they are termed pseudoculi (false eyes),

the first pair of legs functioning as an-

tennae. Known also as feelers or "horns,"

antennae are movable and segmented

appendages of the head that rise from in

front of or between the eyes, or from the

sides of the face, and fit into sockets.

They are primarily tactile organs, bear-
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ing hairs and spines that are highly sen-

sitive to touch stimuli. They also include

the organs of smell, and often of taste

and hearing. Hence, for information

about their environment, insects depend
to a high degree upon their antennae.

As can be expected in the case of an

organ of such importance, the antenna

has undergone a remarkable series of

evolutionary changes in the different

orders of insects. As each order went
through a divergent series of mutations

of all its structures, the antennal pattern

changed by natural selection of that type

best suited to the environmental condi-

tions of the particular kind of insect.

Entomologists recognize some thirteen

forms of antennae. The setaceous or seti-

jonn {seta, bristle) antenna is slender

and tapering, each segment slightly

smaller in diameter than the one preced-

ing. Look for these in certain species of

ground beetles, blister beetles, long-

horned beetles, moths, flies, and cicadas.

Much commoner is the filiform [filum

thread) antenna, with all the segment

of about the same diameter. This type i

long and slender, and occurs on man
tiger beetles, diving beetles, long-horne

beetles, kissing bugs, moths, wasp:

grasshoppers, crickets, and roaches.

In a modification of the filiform de

sign, each segment is globular in shapt

so that the antenna resembles a series

beads on a string. This is the monilijOTi

(monile, necklace) type, found in man
weevils, March flies, darkling beetle:

and ptinid beetles. The next variation i

the serrate (serra, saw) antenna,

which the lateral surfaces have spines

toothlike extensions, giving a saw-toot

effect to the whole appendage. Insecl

with serrate antennae include some (

the click beetles, metallic wood-borin

beetles (buprestids) , death watch bei

ties, and some crane flies.

A
FURTHER lateral extension of tli

serrate pattern produced the pe:

tinate (pecten, comb) antenna, whic

resembles the ordinary hair comb alon

the outer surface, or sometimes on hot

surfaces (bipectinate) . Some of tli

click beetles illustrate this design, whic

is also found in goat moths, tiger moth

and the males of noctuid, puss, tussocl

and some sphinx moths, and in some c

the crane flies. Females of the giant sill

worm moths, a group that includes tho;^,.

huge and showy species—the lo, Atla

Promethea, Cecropea, Polyphemus, an

Luna—known to all collectors, hai

bipectinate antennae. The plumo.

Most ingeniously adapted of all insect legs are those found on the worker honeyl)(



nltima, feather) antenna is the final

itcome of this pectinate trend, the pro-

sses being long, fine, and numerous, as

I the males of the giant silkworm

loths. The jlabetlate (jlabellum, fan)

iriety is another modification of the

fctinate antenna, with very long exten-

ons that together present a fanlike ap-

earance. This type occurs in the

irepsiptera. an order related to beetles,

hich are mainly parasitic in other in-

cls. notably in bees. Whorled antennae

e basically one of the simpler types

;._tiforni. filiform, moniliform), but

ith whorls of hairs around each seg-

f*nt. as in sand flies and mosquitoes.

A different kind of modification has

le terminal portion of the antenna en-

rged. rather than tapering. If the seg-

ents increase in diameter in passing

ward the apex, the structure is termed

'iiate (clava, club I. and a large num-

r of insects have clubbed antennae, in-

iiding many of the Hymenoptera,

ater-scavenger beetles, staphylinid face-

ts, dermestid beetles, carrion beetles,

dyhird beetles, some tenebrionid bee-

'f. some death watch beetles, chryso-

eiid beetles, bean weevils, butterflies,

[inch bugs, lace bugs, and ambush bugs,

modified clavate design is the capitate

aput. head ) . in which the enlargement

segments occurs abruptly and only at

e tip. forming a knob. The skippers,

^riiup intermediate between moths and

itlerflies, have capitate antennae with

leriirved hook at the end of the knob.

me bark beetles and members of the

i-p—bee groups exhibit this type.

\ specialization of the capitate form

the lamellate {lamella, layer) anten-

. which is so marvelously displayed in

• -carabeid or dung beetles. The api-

I knob is divided into platelike or

jflike segments that can be folded

tly together or expanded into separ.

i' aves. It is interesting to observe

I these beetles opening and closing

; lates of one of its antennae.

' elbowed or geniculate (genu,

type, in which the antenna is bent

more or less of a right angle, is

characteristic of ants and many other

Hymenoptera, of weevils, and other in-

sects. A final form is the aristate (arista,

awn), an elaboration of the capitate an-

tenna. This occurs in the higher Diptera

and consists of an enlarged apical seg-

ment, which bears a single or a seg-

mented spikelike side piece, the arista.

The housefly, with a plumose arista,

provides a good example for mounting.

A
SET of slides of whole mounts of

these antenna] types provides a se-

ries of progressive changes. They start

with the simple setiform and filiform

feelers, advance through one tendency to

lateral projections (serrate, pectinate,

flabellate, plumose), or through another

trend toward specialization of the apical

end (clavate, capitate, lamellate, aris-

tate). The final development is the el-

bowed or geniculate pattern, which may
also be clavate, filiform, or some other

type beyond the bend of the elbow.

These antennal patterns do not follow

any taxonomic sequence that makes
them ordinal characters of insects; that

is. all Lepidoptera do not have capitate

antennae, or all Coleoptera pectinate

antennae. Within each of the major or-

ders of insects, antennal evolution has

followed its separate pathways. This

means that a geniculate antenna in a

weevil is not-phylogenetically related to

a geniculate antenna in an ant, for the

weevils are an end line of evolution

among beetles, and the ant is an end line

among the Hymenoptera. The two forms

of geniculate antennae differ in detail

while conforming to a generalized pat-

tern. This is a case of convergence,

wherein structures or habits of diverse

heredity in unrelated organisms come to

an apparent similarity because of similar

environmental requirements.

THF. mouth parts and wings of insects

offer many opportunities for com-

parative study, but we shall close this

chapter on entomology with some re-

marks about the legs of insects. These are

always six in number in adult insects—

/a.
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three pairs. Hence, one of the synonyms

for the Class Insecta is Hexapoda (six

legs). For the most part, the legs are

similar in all orders, but they display

remarkable adaptations for various

modes of life. There are five parts of an

insect leg: coxa, trochanter, femur, tibia,

tarsus. The coxa is that chitinous seg-

ment that is so set into the body that it

acts as a ball-and-socket joint for the

whole leg, with the coxa as the ball. The
trochanter is usually a short segment,

but may be elongated in dragonflies and

carabid beetles. The first major segment

is the femur, named from the thigh bone

of man. This is the prominent and thick

division of the grasshopper leg. contain-

ing powerful muscles for leaping. Then
comes the tibia, generally the longest

segment, highly modified for a great

variety of uses. It was named from a

fancied analogy to the chief bone of the

human shank. Lastly, there is the tarsus

(in man. the ankle
) , a single segment in

primitive insects, but with as many as

five divisions in the more highly special-

ized orders. If the first tarsal segment is

much enlarged, as in the honeybee, it is

termed the metatarsus. One or two claws

terminate the leg and there may be one

or a pair of pulvUli—padlike cushions.

These are located with or between the

claws, allowing the insect to cling to sur-

eg

cea

esl

Legs of the praying mantis, left, cricket, and
housefly demonstrate three adaptations.

faces, and are used, for example, by the

fly walking across the ceiling.

The primary development of the insect

leg, as with other great groups of ani-

mals, is ambulatory, and the construc-

tion is correspondingly simple and gen-

eralized. All of the five segments are in

proper proportion, and none is special-

ized for other than ordinary duties. Most

of the segments are fairly short ; those of

the wasp are a good example. Elongation

of parts results in the running or curso-

rial leg, specialized for speed on the

ground, as that of the roach or tiger bee-

tle. The fossorial leg is adapted for dig-

ging, and the first leg of the mole cricket

with its weirdly shovel-like extensions, is

the classic example. The natatorial leg,

such as the third one of the diving beetle,

is specialized for swimming—flattened,

elongated, and fringed with hairs to

make an oar. The saltatorial leg, greatly

enlarged and extra powerful, is for

jumping. The hind legs of the grasshop-

per or flea are examples. The scansorial

is the climbing leg. This is exemplified

by the third leg of the grasshopper. Its

spikes enable this insect to climb up

grass stalks in the same manner as the

telephone lineman climbs up a pole.

Among non-locomotor specializations

of the leg is the raptorial type, such as in

the foreleg of the praying mantis. Here

the femur and tibia are armed with for

midable spines, and when these two seg

ments close upon one another the spikeij

are driven through the body of a haplesj

victim and hold it securely while thi

mantis dines. This fiendish and highli

efficient device recalls the Iron Maiden
infamous machine of days of the Inqui

tion. The stridulalory leg is a soui

producing mechanism. In certain of

Locustidae the hind femur is armed w:

a series of minute pegs that are rubb
against the edge of the first pair of win

to set up a vibration with which all of

are familiar. The scraper of this musi(

instrument shows up very well in a sli

mount. Another case of special inter

to those who make slide preparations

that of the larva or grub of the Horn
Passalus, a wood-boring beetle. The co

of the middle leg bears a file, a series

very fine ridges, against which the dwi

third leg is rubbed as a scraper. This 1

is so small that until the insect is

spected closely it appears to have 1

two pairs of legs.

Having examined the structure of

number of types of insect legs, the nex

step is to watch them in action. Place .

diving beetle in an aquarium and not

how he swims; watch a grasshoppe

climb up a stalk of grass in a meadow
offer a mantis a fly or small grasshoppe

and observe how he uses his forelegs.

Of all insect legs, however, the mos

ingeniously adapted for a variety '^'

formances are the three types t

the worker honeybee. The spectator,

stand close to a bee in the field and se

these legs in action, or he may perhap

have access to a glass hive, such as ai

installed in many schools and museums

and penetrate the secrets of the hive a

well as those of bee anatomy.

WHEN we put the microscope to wor

on the finer details of insect leg cor

struction, we shall find need for some ac

ditional terms. Proximal indicates neai

ness to source; a location nearer th

center of the body than that of som

other structures. Thus, the coxa is th

proximal segment of the leg; the me"

atarsus is the proximal division of th

tarsus. Distal indicates the opposite 1(

cation—distant. The tarsus is the distj

division of the leg. It should be note

Other appendages that are rewarding for

microscopic study are the wings of insects.
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li these divisions are commonly but

I
meetly referred to as "joints,"

,v teas the true joints, such as those in

man anatomy, are the articulations

oiveen successive segments.

11 bees are clothed with hairs, whose

lisity. length, stiffness, and structure

It,' from place to place. Closely spaced,

ji ranched hairs, which form a tuft over

iiited area, constitute a brush; short,

hairs, which all point in one direc-

aiid occur in one or more rows,

I lip a comb; long, soft, branched

.. generally distributed over the

\ and on the unspecialized portions

, he legs, collect pollen.

isect legs are borne on the thorax,

II econd body region, of adults (head,

ihax. and abdomen are the three body

if ions of an insect ) . There are three

nents of the thorax, designated as

[iro- (front), meso- (middle), and

,1 (rear) thorax, and the legs bear

-ponding specifications. The pro-

':fic leg is somewhat smaller than

hrrs. On the front edge of the inner

' iif the tibia is a fringe of short,

lairs, called the eye brush, with

h tlie bee removes pollen and other

iiiii matter from the compound eyes.

- -irvice is especially necessary after

lie has plunged to the depth of a

M corolla in its search for nectar.

metatarsus likewise has modified

-. long and bristle-like all round,
- ^ cylindrical pollen brush,

a bottle brush. It is used to

p and remove pollen from all the

parts of the body. One observer

nis that this brush is also used to

n the mouth parts.

ill- most remarkable of foreleg struc-

- i- found between the tibia and the

ir?us, and is termed the antenna

r. A semicircular notch at the in-

argin of the proximal end of the

ir-us is lined with a row of bristles

i-ing the antenna comb, and this

d by a flattened spur, the velum,

irises from the distal end of the

If an antenna is placed in the

it can be drawn between notch

him and cleansed of pollen. The
'iianipulatir)n must be observed in

111-' bee. or preconceived ideas may
111 to be incorrect. The velum is

ir.f-r i« wing of ».(|iia«h bti({; at center
• rriiy liiilii:rll> ; mI riiclil. itr.'ixlioppcr.

movable, but it cannot close over the

notch by itself, as it has no muscles of

its own ; the closure of velum over notch

is effected by closure of the leg joint,

with the metatarsus flexing on the tibia.

It is sometimes said that the antenna is

drawn through the cleaner, whereas the

opposite motion plays the major role—

tlie flexed leg is drawn along the antenna.

The mesothoracic leg, being in the

middle, is the least modified of the three.

There is a pollen brush on the flattened

metatarsus, similar to that on the first

leg, and it is used to remove pollen from

the forelegs and adjacent body parts.

Projecting from the distal end, or inner

face, of the tiba, in a location corres-

ponding to that of the velum of the first

leg, is a spur, the most controversial of

bee leg structures. Some scientists call it

the "pollen spur." and describe it as an

organ for digging or prying the pollen

balls loose from the baskets (soon to be

described) when the bee fills a cell of

the comb in the hive. Others have said

that the spur supports the wings as they

are being cleaned by the nearby pollen

brush of the metatarsus. Still others re-

fer to it as a "wax pick," and say the

spur removes the plates or scales of wax
from the wax pockets on the underside

of the abdomen, where this comb-making

material is secreted. Possibly all of these

observations are correct, and the spur is,

in fact, a multipurpose implement that

performs each task at a different time.

LARGEST and most complex of the bee's

_ appendages is the metathoracic leg.

As on the other legs, this carries a pollen

brush, located on the outer face of the

metatarsus, and used in clearing pollen

from the rear portions of the body. In

addition, this leg carries a pollen bas-

ket, pollen packer, and pollen comb. The
pollen basket is a most conspicuous and

amazing sight when filled, and a deep-

well or high-ringed slide may be pre-

pared to show this condition. It takes up
most of the outer surface of the tibia,

which is not only concave, but also is

bordered with incurving, stiffened hairs

that assist in supporting the ball of wet

and sticky pollen that is carried back to

the hive. The basket enables the worker

bee to spend more time in the field and

make fewer and longer trips than would

be the case without a s|)ecialized pollen-

transporting device. Its Latin name is

corbicuta, or "little basket."

-At the distal end of the inner edge of

the tibia lies the pecten, a comb of short,

"•(linelike hairs, opposite which— at the

liroximal end of the metatarsus— is a

projcitiiig. rounded, smooth lip or plate

called the auricle. I'ccten and auricle

constitute the jiollen packer. Formerly

ihry were termed the "wax pincer" or

"wax shear'-." under the mistaken notion

that lliey removed wax from the wax
(loekets. Lastly, on the inner surface of
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Any of 34 languages available at home

T-63-031 Radio City,— onHo fiuiKl mo: r '•

nl. No obllunllni

I .My IniiKiiniro Intoi-
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HUMMINGBIRD FEEDER
HAND BLOWN GLASS

Fill your yard with beautiful Hummingbirds

with this fabulous feeder. Simple to fill, easy

to clean, insect proof, instructions enclosed.

Perfect gift for your birdloving friends. Comes
in clear glass or attractive colors. $1.95 ppd.,

$3 75 for two. Each additional $1.60. U.S. and

Possessions and Canada. Unconditionally Guar-

anteed. No COD'S please.

DINAH DEE
Dept. 361 P. O. Box 6734

San Antonio 9, Texas

New SUB-ZERO
Evergreen Ivy
Special Strain Stands

20° BelowZERO
Plant thera in areas too shaily for gr

in hard-to-mow places, on steep b_

as clingine vines on chimneys and walls, and
enjoy their evergreen beauty all the year around.

First Time at Popular Prices. Heavily rooted.

Freshly Dub plants — guaranteed to grow — direct

from our nursery, postpaid, at planting time.

12 for $3.50 25 for $6.50

100 for $25.00
Please order Now because our supply is still limited.

Planting Guide for Ivies, Myrtle. Pachysandra.
Wintercreeper and other ground covers free for the

asking. Write to Dept. C-7.

THORNDALE FLOWER FARM • Woodstock, III.

Garden Books
Send for America's most complete list of new

garden titles. (Also complete search service

for out-of-print books on all subjects.)

Bototiiio Books, Bo« 175, Dopt. NH-1, Morris Ploins, N.J.

On Grand Lake, Maine

RROW
CAMP for Boys Ages 1 1-18

ING and CANOE TKIPS (inctudine the

Quaker leadership. Small groups, indi-

. CIT, Jr. Maine Guide training. Folder,

/o Oakwood School

the metatarsus lie some ten rows of stiff,

distally pointing spines, the pollen comb.

Those who find these adaptations in-

teresting may wish to see them for them-

selves. Slides are easily prepared.

Remove the three legs from one side of a

freshly killed worker honeybee, and the

third leg, from the same side of the body,

from a second specimen. Each leg may
be placed on a separate slide, but we

prefer a composite mount, with all four

on a single slide: prothoracic leg. outer

surface toward the viewer, at the left;

mesothoracic leg, outer surface; meta-

thoracic leg, outer surface, then meta-

thoracic leg, inner surface, the last leg

duplicated so that both pollen comb and

pollen basket can be seen.

In removing these appendages, be sure

to get them complete, including the coxa.

Then potash in 10 per cent potassium

hydroxide until the legs are a medium
golden-brown color, wash them thor-

oughly in water—preferably a gentle

trickle of running water—dehydrate

them, clear, and mount them, paying

special attention to positioning. When
dry, the slide may be studied or photo-

graphed. Then, "go to the bee, thou slug-

gard," and observe closely how she em-

ploys these intriguing structures, using

a reading glass, if possible.

The bee gradually becomes covered

with pollen. She then brushes the grains

from the fore parts of the body with the

pollen brushes of the first pair of legs

and these grains are mixed with others

that have been gathered by the mandi-

bles and made sticky with regurgitated

honey. This load is now taken by the pol-

. len brushes of the second legs, and finally

by the pollen combs of the hind legs, the

left comb receiving the contributions

from the right side of the body, the right

comb serving the left side.

CAMP DENALI
In The Shadow of Mt. McKinley

ne sub-
photog-
genuine

cial Sessions: Wilderness Workshop; Tundr Treks

:

ummers.

Now the pecten of each metathora^

scrapes the pollen from the comb of ^
opposite leg, alternately, and a bit afa'

time. The increments are loosened, W
tarsus is fle.xed, and the pollen is pacli

by the auricle into the lower end of

pollen basket. Each addition adheres

the preceding mass, causing the balli

pollen to grow until it is very large £rj

round. Meanwhile, the bee may also

employed in cleaning its eyes, antenn

and other parts. At the hive, the wor

arches over a cell of the comb and u

the spurs to pry the pollen masses lor

THE drone and the queen do not h

these pollen-gathering and carr}-

structures. It is curious, therefore, t i

the size and shape of the greatly i

larged leg segments are approximat\

the same in these castes as in the worlr

bees: the tibia and metatarsus of i

hind legs in all three castes are lar

.

wide, and flat, but only the worker 1-

the pecten, auricle, comb, and basl

,

All of which points up the biologi:;

definition of a bee. To the poet

worker bee is the symbol of industry:

the student of government and socio]'

she is the perfect example of co-ope

tion without friction; to the farmer :

is an important economic asset, prod -

ing honey and wax of great value; bull

the biologist the bee is, par excellen

.

"a bundle of adaptations."

This list details the

or other source of

COVER-Enid Kotschnig

4-5-AIVINH

10-11-Map, AMNH after

Chadwick: bot. courtesy
Cambridge Univ. Press

U-Courtesy Princeton
Univ. Press

12-19-Enid Kotschnig;
except photograph

18-19-Courtesy Einmett
L. Bennett, Jr.

20-25-Tokutaro Tanaka

26-34-Curtis Reider

33-Stefan Martin

34-44-AMNH
45-47-AMNH Archives

photographer, art .

llustrations. by pa

48-49-Star Map afte

Henry M. Neely

50-61-Gavin Maxwel

62-67-J. Bouillon extt
64-AMNH after J.

Bouillon and 65-figs
by permission McGra
Hill Encyclopedia of

Science and Technoli

68-71-J. Bouillon

72-73-AMNH after
Dorothy Hodges

74-75-John Butterfie

bot.

74-AMNH, top

JOSEPH E. FORESTER

INSTANT TREE IDENTIFICATION WITH PUNCHED CARDS

TREE-SORT pocket "Trei- computor"
by y lUCl/l/l TREE-SORT rapidly iden-

/ '^''"*
tifies 260 trees of the US,

.Maska and Canada; in-

dydcs palms, desert trees,

exotics Over 900 illustra-

tion*; Scientific, yet so

pimple anyone can use it.

Far faster and easier than

books.

money refunded. P,oised by oult/oorsmen,

Tlie SORT-CARD Company noloradjtj, educators, (or-

Box 901, Boulder 11, Colorado eslcrj, na«ure /lobbyisU.

nza

WHY DON'T YOU WR TE
EXTRA MONEY IN SPAHETIME mlnu

hobbles, local, club and church actlv

No obligation. No salesma''n. ":i8th Yr. Lie. by N.Y. S jv

7W NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMEF*

WOODCRAFT CAMPS
36th yr. Boys 7-lS. 5 age groups. 2 private

s near Old ForEC. Adirondack, Canadian

)e trips. Forestry, lisliing. riding. Tutor-

3 nurses. Booklet:

WILLIAM H. ABBOTT
Box 2382 • Fayetteville, N. Y.

Fun and Adventure in the Woods
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Where Monsanto scientists will probe tiie future

"Look deeper, search farther, think harder."

Guided by this ceaseless drive to discovery,

Monsanto scientists have developed thousands of

chemicals, plastics and petroleum products.

The new Monsanto Research Center emphasizes

this accent on creative research. When completed

in 1961, it will bring together several hundred

Monsanto scientists and help provide the intellec-

tual stimulus so important to discovering the

future through chemistry.

Chemistry on the move to the future
MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. • ST. LOUIS 66, MISSOURI
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This picture of the left eye of a moth was
taken by a Questar owner on 35 mm. film. We
print it here to remind you that the family

that owns a Questar has access to strange and
wonderful sights on this and other worlds.

Here Questar becomes the wholly new and
exciting long distance microscope that will

permit your whole family to explore the won-
ders of near things in your garden.

The naturalist will find diat Questar is de-

signed for him to use from almost any surface.

It is always ready for him to scan the view
precisely with complete control and multiple

powers. There is nothing like it in the whi

world. The superfine Questar is sold only

rect from us to you at S995 postpaid. T
saves you the huge selling cost, that often

ceeds the factory price. Terms available. K
we send you our very latest booklet.'"

truestar

'I-



captured for your enjoyment in song and color

THE BEAUTY OF
Living Birds of the World — by Dr. E.

Thomas Gilliard, Associate Curator of

Birds, American Museum of Natural His-

tory. This splendid volume contains 400

pages of authoritative text; and is beauti-

fully illustrated with 400 photographs, 217 in

full color. Over 150 species are described.

It includes some amazing accounts of mi-

gration, hunting of food and courtship cere-

monies . . . $12.75 postpaid

BIRDS

A Field Guide to Bird Songs — These two
33 '/j rpm records were compiled to accom-

pany "A Field Guide to the Birds" by Roger
Tory Peterson. Over 300 different songs

have been recorded under the direction of

Dr. Peter Paul Kellogg and Dr. Arthur A.
.Allen of the Laboratory of Ornithology at

Cornell University . . . $11.50 postpaid

Field Guide to the Birds — by Roger Tory
Peterson, 290 pages. Over 1000 illustrations,

500 in full color, of eastern land and water

birds . . . $4.75 postpaid

Bird Index Tabs— A handy way to locate

birds quickly in "A Field Guide to Birds."

This set of plastic coated tabs will aid greatly

in the quick identification of birds. Easily in-

stalled, just cut out and stick on . . . 550

postpaid

ntilUtl lo a 10% ttiscounl. /'/.

American Water and Game Birds— by
Austin L. Rand, 238 pages. An excellent

work on the range, feeding habits, courtship

ceremonies and habitat of American game
and water birds. It contains 200 illustrations,

including 130 full color photographs and 35

bird silhouettes by Ugo Mochi ... $11.75

postpaid

ilo mil scnil cash. Si'iitl your check or money order to:

MUSnUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
york 24, new york
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COVER: A treefish, Sebastodes serriceps, adds color to an underwater scene i i

Corona del Mar. California. This species of rockfish, as much a part of the r;k

fauna as white barnacles, often nests in calm water near the base of siltstle

reefs, a locale it shares with sea urchins, with which it is always associated. 1 s
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lowest tides to depths of about 150 feet. Named for diving gear used to exp -

it, this Scuba Zone is examined in Dr. Pequegnat's article, which starts on pag
'
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MUSEUM MEMO

NE DAY last January, the American Museum's youngest

Life Members—Pamela Golden, age six, and her sister

I, age seven—dropped in to say hello. On the following

Dr. Winifred Kirkland. one of our oldest Members,

:by for lunch. The Golden girls have just become Life

bers: Dr. Kirkland has been interested in the Museum
feU over eighty years—ever since a visit with her par-

te our first temporary location in the old Arsenal

ling on the east side of Central Park.

ir tvvo )'oungest Life Members made a charming pic-

as they came into the Members' Room, wearing iden-

green-figured dirndls, white aprons bordered with

gray wool knee socks, and black shoes. They wore
dark brown hair in Dutch bobs, sat very straight in

chairs, and giggled in un-Life-Memberish fashion,

ley said that they go to The Brearley School and are

ing reading, writing, phonics, science, rhythm, and ,

unrk. Pamela said she has made a wooden bed for -

luistmas doll. She and her

may be the only Life Mem-
I" still play with dolls.

ugh they have been to the

1 only four times, Sibyl and

have their favorite exhibits.

|jrefer the Hall of North

rican Forests and the little live

': in the Natural Science Cen-

ither has strong opinions

hat they hope the Museum
'hiing in the future, but if

I'h Dr. Kirkland's attach-

the institution, they will

my years ahead in which
- know their views. '

,

. Irkland is petite and snowy-haired, with bright blue

<' -till do not need the aid of glasses. She remembers
' permanent Museum unit when it stood alone of!

v^evenlh Street. When the second unit was opened,

ilU. she walked up the stairs (now closed) on either

the Sevenly-.Seventh Street archway to enter the

I. and she wishes she could do it again. For such

lime .Member, this doubtless could be arranged.

' hild. Dr. Kirkland had to empty her pockets of

iiid other atlracllve objects before her parents |ier-

hiT in the house. .She f:onilu'li-d some youthful

'nIs: finding out for herself that milk snakes do
• 'ows. that "glass snakes" cannot join their divided

.iiin, and that snakes will die before sundown if

^£cf(e /JJ&mj&eh

properly scotched. She wound up with a Ph.D. in anthro-

pology from the University of North Carolina, living with

the Havasupai and Hopi Indians as part of her work. In

1949, F. Trubee Davison, then President of the Museum,
made Dr. Kirkland a Fellow, in recognition of her work
for the Contributors' Program ( which raises funds to

support the Museum's scientific and educational work)

.

Dr. Kirkland has noted, for the better part of a century,

the Museum's growth in the fields of research, education,

and exhibition. She has one fetish about us—that we should

save money wherever possible in order to accumulate addi-

tional funds for our programs. She suggests, in a twinkling

way, that since the Museum gives so much for what it

receives, we'd have more money for the things we want

to do if we were, perhaps, not so generous.

The Museum, of course, does give much for what it

receives. Conversely, the more it receives, the more it is

able to give both to its Members and to the general public.

We are, at this moment, working
to complete the recently opened

Hall of the Biology of Man. In the

Hall of Indians of the Northwest

Coast, we are restoring the murals,

cleaning the collection, and improv-

ing the lighting. A few of our future

plans include a new Hall of Human
Behavior, and a Hall of Civiliza-

tion, and reinstallation of the Hall

of North American Birds, and the

exhibits concerning the Eastern

Woodlands and Plains Indians.

To do all these things, of course,

requires money. Present Member-
ship dues make up a valuable and

important part of the Museum's operating budget, and we
appreciate the support of our entire Membership. But to

do what must be done, we must ask for even more—outright
gifts, bequests, and an increase in Members' support

through enrollment in higher categories.

There are two extremes represented in the respective

Life Memberships of the Golden girls and Dr. Kirkland—

the first two just beginning what we know will be a long

and pleasant associalicm with the Museum; the second

continuing her more than four score years of devotion to

a scientific ideal. Somewhere in between these two extremes

stand almost a hundred thousand Members who can take

an even greater part in the present and future work of llie

American Museum. We ask for your encouragement.

Wii-i.iAM A. Burns
Membership Chairman
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fortunate Zl^iland

Ten miles off the coast of Maine, coni-

pass'd by the primitive wilderness of

the sea, lies Monhegan, an Island in

Time.

Virtually unchanged over the centur-

ies, Monhegan's cliffs and surf-swept

shoreline, its woods, ponds and mead-

ows offer sanctuary to the creatures

and growing things of air, land and

water.

And to mankind.

For here the cacophony, crowds and

confusion of mainland living are miles

away. No streetlights or neon signs

dim the stars. No juke-boxes, bars or

cocktail lounges disturb the quiet.

(And the Inn has neither radio nor

television.)

Unexpected species reward birders and

botanists. Painters and photographers

discover scene after scene worthy of

record. And waiting to be found by

all: peace, quiet, beauty.

June 26-September 6. Advance reserva-

tions, please. Accommodations, inclu-

sive of meals, for two: with running

water, $147 a week; with bath, $182-

$224 a week. Pictorial booklet.

For rates, and descriptive literature

Write to

^he ^aland Jnt\^

Box H, Monhegan Island, Maine

• ••••••••••

Review?
American Seasons: Three Down, One to ]

Journey into summer, by Edwin Way
Teale. Dodd, Mead, $5.95; 366 pp., illus.

AN ARCHETYPICAL RITUAL of American

. culture is packing the family car

for a trip. Into the trunk or on the rear

deck go the bags and the Coca-Cola

cooler, the sunburn cream and the tran-

sistor radio, maps, bottle warmers, and
all the impedimenta of the well-

equipped, part-time nomad. Three times

in the last ten years or so Edwin Way
Teale and his family have followed this

familiar pattern—with a difference. The
important baggage that the Teales have

carried has been notebooks and field

guides, cameras and film and. most im-

portant of all, an encyclopedic back-

ground of nature lore.

Out of these trips Teale has fashioned

three of the most popular nature books

of this century—A'ori/i IFith the Spring,

Autumn Across America and, most re-

cently, Journey Into Summer. The form

of each volume is the record of a natu-

ralist's travels in the United States dur-

ing a single season. But these are no

casual Thoreauvian jaunts—no "Week
Along the Concord and Merrimac."

The planning and logistics of each

highly organized ramble are at once the

main strength and one weakness in

Teale's approach to nature. He brings to

his travels half a lifetime of nature

study, the eye of a professional photog-

rapher and magnificent staff work. For

his intention is not to immerse himself

in the experience of summer or autumn
or winter; he intends—and to a large

measure succeeds- to surround it. over-

whelm it, capture it definitively in a

hundred notebooks and rolls of film.

The campaigns—the military analogy

is inevitable— are carefully conceived,

the product of painstaking, intelligent

staff work. Unlike the careless, casual

traveler, Teale knows that a fog of may-

flies will hatch from the mud of Lake

Erie between May 17 and June 23, and

plans his trip accordingly. He is confi-

dent of encountering a dust storm in

northern Nebraska in August, and ar-

ranges his itinerary to insure the rendez-

vous. Almost every one of Journey Into

Summer's thirty-four chapters is built

round one or another such confrontation

—all three-starred in a naturalist's Bae-

By Christopher Gerol

deker and all, perhaps, a little (

pointing to a reader for bein

inevitable. The effect is faintly flai

an oversophisticated dinner menu
Read connectedly as a nan

Journey Into Summer, and its pre(

sors, suffer badly from this type of

organization. Indeed, they are

close to unreadable. But. by an odd
the same meticulousness and can
distillation of long hours of librai

search, of personal observation an

perience. make all of the vol

extraordinarily effective on quit(

other level. Much of the charm o

nature book traces back to two

human delights—the wonder of str

ness and delight in simple diversity

former human taste is what make
bestiary, the traveler's tale, anc

fairy story eternal favorites. The
accounts for the continuing fascinat:

the catalogue—from Rabelais to

Roebuck, and even the World Aim
As such compendia—as modern

highly scientific successors to the i

eval books of wonders—the Teale 1

are endlessly informative and dive

to the browser. Their value is incn

by the author's determination

reminiscent of the monkish copyist

annotator, to let no stray fragme:

lore or parenthetical bit of bypla es

cape him. Thus, in recounting a ys

visit to the fabulous fossil-be: '"

shales of Florissant, Colorado,

manages to include tabloid biogra

of two eminent entomologists and I*'

to relate the history of the unhappy |er

man amateur Beringer—systemati ih

duped by students who progressed "

carving him fossil herbs and anim; i'

producing fossil astronomical ob.cl-

and finally, after he had publisheipis

finds, his own name in fossil form

The author also has an enduring

of statistics. Almost every page is

pered with the kind of numerical i"

that has durable, extrinsic fascin on

however trivial its intrinsic import; e:

12,000 osage orange seeds weigh p
than a pound (and are food onh or

Mr. Gerould, a reporter of sciei

for many years, regularly contribu

book reviews to Natural Histoi



1 and fox squirrels); an elm may
a million leaves; Niagara Falls

\ilably) is over 150 feet high, flows

;. rate of 200.000 cubic feet a sec-

and is lit at night. by 20 colored

blights with a combined strength

2 million candlepower. Fireflies, on

it her hand, never manage to emit

than l/50th candlepower and may
,.- dim as l/16.000th.

jt with all its enticing asides and

r iuni gatherum of facts, the greatest

L:lh of Journey Into Summer lies in

en. sharply reported capsule es-

Tliese essays are beaded along the

II l: 19.000-mile string of the Teales'

Iriings like the shiny stones of a

lace. The subject may be anything

the history of grasshoppers wind-

ie tij the tops of glaciers—frozen-in,

n eventually disgorged at the melting

A- of the ice to provide a feast for a

generation of birds—to the unex-

I mystery of the birdseye maple

-(range, mottled grain is charac-

neither of a species nor a special

hut a growth aberration of indi-

,1. scattered sugar maples, not re-

1 in surrounding trees and often

_!iig during the life of the individ-

'•. Again, in a page or two. Teale

r- the invasion of the Great Lakes

,iii[ireys after the digging of the

jiid Canal bypassing the Niagara

'

. its disastrous effect on the fishing

; rv. and the long and ultimately

-fill search for a method of elimi-

_ the eel-like predators.

> ^p; of the many worlds of nature

die passes by in his travels is too

lur consideration. He pauses in a

- wheatfield to review the tiny,

_' world of the field mice—laid

jnd wasted by the catastrophic

of harvest. In Oklahoma, he ad-

ihat drought-proof resident of the

"wl. the box turtle—which has

i.nown to jump in order to catch

' [ipers and. though it hates water,

1 ly to dunk first one end of its

tid then the other in a pool to rid

if annoying ants. He recalls that

n Lewis, of expedition fame,

r.-d Ihi; leap of a prairie jack rab-

wenty-one feel and remarked that

• ars arc very flexable, the animal

iliem with great ease and quick-

id can conlarh and ffiald them on

' k or delate ihi-ni at pleasure,"

own "year-" are eon'-lanlly "de-

f'lr «uch pleasant echoes from the

nd. like all good travelers, he en-

iii'. own experience whenever he

iih the word^ of lliote who have

d the road before him.

• 'd. Mime of the nharpest rcporl-

Jonrni-y Into SnmmiT i» in the

f hinlory. Teale tells again two

thai ran never Ik; told often

^'h; one of the [Mirmiil of the pas-

senger pigeon by market hunters, who
sometimes used decoy pigeons with

their eyes sewed shut. In half a century,

they reduced the species from flights of

two billion birds to a single specimen

that, dying in a zoo in 1914, brought to

completion the extinction of its race.

The other tale relates the near-extinc-

tion of the bison—an action even more
senseless than the killing of the passen-

ger pigeon, since much of the slaughter

was done in the name of sport. The
British nobleman who moved into the

West in the 1850s with a rajah's retinue

and, in a single hunt, left 2,500 buffalo

carcasses to rot along the banks of the

Yellowstone, behaved as Teale says

"like a bloodthirsty weasel in a hen-

yard." But perhaps he was little worse

than the hide and tongue hunters who
left such a trail of bleached bones

across the prairie that in later years

they could be stacked ten feet high in

half-mile piles along the railroads for

shipment to eastern fertilizer factories.

Happily not all the stories of men and

nature are quite so melancholy. One of

the Teales' pleasanter memories is of

the amiable symbiosis of tourists and

bears around the town garbage dumps
of northern Michigan, where bears feed—

and tourists watch them—with mu-

tual dignity and respect.

Readers of North with the Spring and

Autumn Across America will have recog-

nized that Journey Into Summer is cut

to precisely the same pattern—in this

case, a recommendation. The itineraries

are different and each season has its own
wonders, but actually the three books so

far published—and the volume on win-

ter yet to come— are a single work, one

huge miscellany appropriate to the size

and splendid variety of the country it

celebrates. Celebration is the proper

word, for Teale loves his country in per-

haps the deepest way of all. with a pas-

sion that embraces rocks, soil, streams

and air, and every living inhabitant.

In the face of so much to admire in an

undertaking of the scope of Teale's

Books of the Seasons, it is perhaps un-

grateful to criticize one aspect of the

first three volumes that is uniformly un-

satisfying. Teale is a nature photogra-

pher of the old school, straightforward,

and technically more than competent.

But his anonymous picture editor is in-

vincibly literal-minded. At their best,

the iiliolos his editor selects are pretty

or cute: often they miss even this lim-

ited distinction. Almost nowhere are

they the wonderful, awe-inspiring, beau-

tiful, nostalgic, or simply detailed and

informalive pictures Teale knows so

wi;\\ how lo take. These bland selections-

there in always ont; showing the au-

thor, surrounded by nature and liurd at

work enjoying liis surroundings—are in

no way worlliy of llic subjects or llie

text they purport to ilhiHtrate.

Exploring the universe

.

ATOMS

GALAXIES
James Stokley

This magnificently illustrated new in-

troduction to modern astronomy takes
the reader on a fascinating journey
through the vastnesses of inner and
outer space.

Exploring new concepts and new fron-
tiers, the book answers hundreds of

engrossing questions about the struc-

ture of matter . . . atomic changes in

the .sun and other stars . . . the coming
realities and fantastic possibilities of
space flight . . . exploration through
radio astronomy and spectroscopy . . .

theories of the evolution of the universe
. . . life on other planets and what it

may be like . . . and much more.

Written by an outstanding science

writer, ATOMS TO GALAXIES pro-
vides an unusual opportunity to dis-

cover the dimensions and challenges
of the space age. 3S4 pp.; S8 photos,
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Franklin's 1825 expedition, from A History of Polar Explon >

BRIEF By John Hay

A History of Polar Exploration, by
L. P. Kirwan, W. W. Norton and Co.,

$5.95; 374 pp., illus.

THE Story of polar exploration is one
of trial, tragedy, and success on a

major scale over many centuries, from

the time of the Vikings to the explorers

of the International Geophysical Year.

Its history necessarily comprises a wide

range of men and nations. The author,

who is the Director of the Royal Geo-

graphic Society, has managed to assimi-

late the available material and has used

it to write an excellent history book, the

first to cover polar exploration in both

the Arctic and Antarctic.

The various episodes, which combine

to make up the great theme, are concisely

presented. Clearly written and often ex-

citing to read, Kirwan's history will

doubtless be a definitive work on the

subject for some time to come.

A Walk in the Mountains, by Ralph
and Molly Izzard. David McKay Co.,

$4.95, 253 pp., illus.

ABritish foreign correspondent and
his wife. Ralph and Molly Izzard,

bought three donkeys, took their four

children and a Lebanese friend along,

and set off on a trip through the wildest

parts of Lebanon. Their account of the

journey makes very agreeable reading.

It is written with modesty and good hu-

mor, and at the same time manages to

give the reader a sense of the country

and the life of its people.

Digging up America, by Frank Hibben.

Hill and Wang, $5.00; 239 pp., illus.

THE general reader's need for a com-

pact account of archeological efforts

in the Americas, and the results to date,

will be completely filled by Digging Up

America, written by a professoiol

anthropology at the University of p*

Mexico. To learn more about the AiiCS.

Mayans, the Mound Builders ofiui

South and Midwest, Pueblo IndiarjOi

Eskimos, the reader, if he is so mu'A.

will be obliged to go much deeper o,ais

own; but Digging Up America pro If-

a good introduction to the field.

Spindrift, by John J. Rowlands. NofH,

$3.95; 232 pp., illus.

Spindrift is an easygoing book of

iniscence and description, and

also full of the healthy spirits of a

who has retired and uses his retire

to good purpose. John Rowlands t

the tides, gulls, flowers, or ships nei

seacoast house in Massachusetts

the same alert interest and welcon

gives to his small grandson. Row]

is a sensitive and balanced writer w



10 share his pleasures and excur-

- with the reader. The fact that the

rk was vsTritten. as its author admits,

i random" and "in no particular or-

does not diminish its merits.

Children of Lilith, by Guy Piaz-

1 . Button, S5.95; 192 pp., illus.

I Y PiAZZiNi was the leader of an

1 thnographic expedition to Borneo.

' ited primarily in the Dyaks and

I more remote forest neighbors, the

' lans ; societies that are seriously en-

. tered by the encroachments of civil-

; 111, His account is a short one and,

lanslated from the French, written

liies in a somewhat artificial style.

t-ader is greatly tempted to ask for

than he gets in this book, but it

- describe two threatened primitive

lies with sympathy.

i: TO THE Wilderness, by W. Doug-

llurden. Atlantic-Little, Brown,
': 251 pp., illus.

JMK wilderness world and the wilder-

';:-; life that Douglas Burden writes

as an adventuring man who knows

if he speaks, is unfamiliar to most

- fur the wilderness is disappearing

i great part of the habitable globe.

ook records a lifetime of travel

liunting in Alaska. Nicaragua, Indo-

|ia, Mongolia, and the East Indies.

Burden is one of those "big game

Iters" and collectors who does not

St about his occupation. "It is a des-

late thing," he writes, "to love wild

Inals and yet to kill them." His writ-

early in the book, especially as it

kes his young manhood in the wilds

l^anada and Alaska, is haunted by the

flnilive darkness of nature and reveals

li sensitivity to its beauty,

S;rdrup's Arctic Adventures,
•Aipli-d by T. C. Fairley. Longmans,

C'-n, $6.00; .305 pp., illus.

I.THOUCH adapted by T. C. Fairley,

l.Svrrdrup's Arctic Adventures is

b'iirally a reissue of the Norwegian ex-

p-(T'.s own work: New Land: Four

r-r.s in the Arctic Region. .Sverdrup

¥ a strong. s(;lf-rclianl man, an accom-

p lied navigator, who had his appren-

ti -hip in exploration under Fridtjof

.^i-<-n. His continuous voyages and
%\\'j.'' journeys in the Canadian Arctic

r>i.,n bi-lwccn 1898 and 1902 were of

H ii imporlance in the charting and uii-

4-ianding of that area. His .story—

•i '-what <.-|>i^odi<ally told, which is con-

•!ni with the many separate expcdi-

li; - involvi-d— i» still frcii and vigorous.

S nlrup" observations on natural liis-

li are original, humane, and inli-rest-

if Tin- impression that comes tlirougli

I' 1 < (inlemporary readier is one of an
ii' faliKalili: explorer, and a couragcouB

bi. at (hi: name lime, modest man.

The Wonders I See, by John K. Terres,

Lippincott, $5.00; 256 pp., illus.

FOR many years editor of Audubon
Magazine, Mr. Terres here reports

the results of his lifetime of detective

work in nature, and his enjoyment of his

work. The author, who was also in the

Soil Conservation Service at one time, is

one of those rare human beings who is

trained in looking round him and analyz-

ing what he sees. The book is divided by

chapter headings into the twelve months
and each month's passage brings up
many thoughts, observations, and stories

in the field of natural history. Can snakes

hear? Do gray squirrels find their winter

food supplies by memory or sense of

smell? Where do birds sleep at night?

Did you ever watch the birth of a gall

wasp? Have you ever heard the story of

the "Great Lapland Longspur Trag-

edy?" This "naturalist's notebook" is

varied and unfailingly interesting.

The White Spider, by Heinrich Herrer,

Button; $6.95; 240 pp., illus.

This book on mountain climbing is

unusual not for the writing, which is

harsh and inflexible, but for the nature

of the subject. The North Face of the

Eiger, in the Bernese Alps, is a formida-

ble, sheer wall of icy rock, six thousand

feet high, that has claimed many lives.

Although it has been climbed success-

fully it has continued to take its toll over

many years, and those who were tempted

by it were not infrequently criticized for

recklessness. Heinrich Herrer, one of the

successful climbers, comes to these

mountaineers' rescue with an account of

the many attempts made and the terrible

risks involved. One supposes there is

little room for humor in such an enter-

prise, but that is just the element we

miss most in this stiff, defensive book-
not unlike the North Face itself.

Diving for Pleasure and Treasure, by

Clay Blair, Jr. World Publishing Co.,

$4.95, .348 pp., illus.

This book's trivial title belies an ac-

count of underwater exploration that

is of some historical interest. The author

and an indefatigable ex-marine, a diver

by the name of Bob Marx, were first

associated during an inconclusive searcli

for the famous Civil War ironclad ship,

the Monitor, and they later joined in an

expedition to explore a 200-year-old

wreck off Yucatan. They became involved

in enough accidents, government inci-

dents, rumors, successes, and failures to

attract any boy or fruslraled ad{ilt ad-

v(-nturer who reads this hook. I5ul ibis is

also good reading for anyone with a his-

torical bent, since it culminales hi sonic

intriguing research into .Spanish ami

English colonial Irade In the New World

—all in all, amateur, but fun.

Adapted from an ancient legend of the temple of

Brahma in Mandalay . . . where wise men play with

ivory discs on ruby needles, the object being to

rebuild the tower of discs on another needle,

never placing a larger disc on a smaller one. The

legend was first translated into a game in 1883 by

the French mathematician. Edouard Lucas. This is

a challenging and sophisticated version of the Lucas

game , , . handsomely executed in stunning Ivory,

Ruby and Ebony plastic. Gift boxed,

3.98 at better stores or

For mail orders add 50(! postage to

Fortune Games

1517 Levee St., Dallas 7, Texas

/6r

distincWe

gifts



NewWorld for Marini

SiLTSioNE BEEFS Southeast of Newport
liarbor, California, were the scene of

the author's underwater studies. Area

depicted approximates the Scuba Zone.

WHEREVER COASTAL ROCKS RUN

into the sea or marine rocks rise

in isolation from the ocean bottom to

form miniature mountain ranges, one

can be sure that many unsuspected

marine animals await discovery. It can

be predicted that some of these ani-

mals will be completely new to sci-

ence, whereas others will be species

that, although well known from other

locales, have never been observed in

the particular area being studied. I

am moved to assert—on the basis of

my experience in recent years—that

the zoogeographical literature of tem-

perate seas will have to be no little

modified as a result of underwater

observations by the biologists who
have taken to the sea in the uniform

of the frogman. I am equally certain

that these scientists will broaden our

knowledge of the ecology of the shal-

low, subtidal regions of the world sea.

Using self-contained underwater

breathing apparatus—Scuba in short

—my colleagues and I have made ex-

tensive observations of the various

types of marine animals that may be

found from the line of the lowest

tides to a depth of about thirty meters

along the coast of southern California.

-\J During each descent into these shal-

low waters, we encountered more and

more unfamiliar species, especially

among the rock-inhabiting faunas. It

soon became clear that we were inves-

tigating an almost untouched domain

of the sea: untouched, not from lack

of interest, but simply because of its

previous inaccessibilityjFor years bi-

ologists have investigated the life of

tide pools or, aboard ships, have

scraped and chewed at the ocean bot-

tom with dredges, trawls, and grabs.

But they were never able to bring

their zones of investigation together

—particularly in rock regions, from

which dredges and grabs are unable

to remove satisfactory samples. Scuba

techniques, however, now permit us

to close this gap in our knowledge.

For this reason I have come to refer to

this relatively narrow strip of the

ocean bottom—bounded on the shore

by a line a little below the lowest tides

and on the seaward side by an arbi-

,r

trary line at a depth of approximate!;

fifty meters—as the Scuba Zone.

We are all aware that physical fao

tors of the environment, such as tem

perature and salinity, exert importan

influences upon the distribution

marine organisms. But any biologis

who undertakes submarine studie

will also be impressed by the definib

and predictable relationship that ex

ists between the composition of thi

fauna and the nature of the botton

deposit. Communities of organism

on rock are remarkably different fron

those on soft bottoms. It soon becami

evident to us that the rock fauna;

themselves varied considerably whe:

the substratum changed from sih

stone to sandstone or to basalt, whil

the soft bottom faunas changed wit]

shifts from mud to sand or gravel.

BIOLOGICAL oceanographers subdi

vide the benthos (bottom-dwell

animals) into two major groups

The group with which we shall bl

most concerned here is known as thI

epifauna—those animals that live ii



Biolo£^ists
n shallow, offshore waters

ie fertile areas for study

By Willis E. Pequegnat

M.

r upon hard substrata such as rocks

r pilings, or even on other organ-

•ms. The other major group, known
- the infauna, is comprised of those

liiniais that inhabit soft sea bottoms.

Ihe infauna spreads out over

• ariy 90 per cent of the worlds

111 bottoms. The epifauna, how-
'

. is confined largely to the coastal

ices of land masses that, lumped
' iher, constitute only a scant 10

' ';nt of the whole benthic region.

luse of this contrast in dwelling

' «•. one might expect that more
ii-s would belong to the infauna.

Ii an expectation is shattered by

fact that there are at least four

'ri<-<* as many epifaunal species as in-

iiiiial species. This numerical superi-

fily of the epifauna is related in ])art

' the far greater number of micro-

inironmenls available among rocks

li.in are to he found on monotonous.
•'I briltoms. which may extend from

li- lo poll- with no more than rela-

'•':ly small changes in such physical

ii'lilioiis as Huhslratum. salinity, oxy-

•II tension, and temperature. .Not so

with rock outcrops: when these

emerge from the bottom and thrust

up toward the surface, one may ex-

pect to find important gradients in

turbulence, oxygen tension, light, and

temperature along their walls. All of

these factors are capable of exerting

adaptive influences upon the epifauna.

ONE cannot draw a major line of

separation between the kinds of

animals belonging to the epifauna or

to the infauna. Even though clams,

snails, annelid worms, and starfish,

for example, exist in both groups, we
can sharpen the faunal differences by

restricting ourselves to lesser catego-

ries of classification. Thus, many spe-

cies and even genera of clams, worms,

and the like are restricted to one

group or the other. Generally speak-

ing, it is even possible to state that

there are more sponges, hydroids. and

coral coelenterates. ectoprocls. barna-

cles, and sea cucumbers in the epi-

fauna. while (here are more variclii's

of clams, sea pens. iii;ii liin|Hicls. and

pogonophorans in tin- inl.nin.i.

Limitations of space and of species

superiority create a degree of popu-

lation complexity in the epifaunal

domain that is unmatched by the in-

faunal populations. In many in-

stances, not only are the epifaunal

species crowded closely together, but

the number of individuals of each

species is also remarkably large. As a

result, individuals of some sessile

species form thick crusts upon the

submerged rocks. In turn, the laby-

rinthine channels among the incrus-

tations of these anchored animals

provide suitable microenvironments

for many sedentary or mobile animals,

such as worms, snails, and crabs.

Up to now we have concentrated

our attention upon siltstone reefs,

which are rather common in the Co-

rona del Mar area. Even with this lim-

itation, we have been overwhelmed by

the numijcr of unfamiliar species that

were collected. Some of these species

have proved lo be new to science, and

wi' have already named several ol

llinu il'acific Science, April, 19G0).

OiIh 1 unfamiliar species proved to be
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Diagram shows decreasing turbulence

of water as one nears bottom of reef.

well known tens or hundreds of miles

north or south of our area of Califor-

nia, but they had never before been

collected at Corona del Mar. Further-

more, we found that many species of

animals that had previously been con-

sidered rare on the basis of dredging

or tide pool studies were, in reality,

quite abundant in the Scuba Zone.

THE paucity of literature treating

the epifaunas of submarine rock

formations served to document the

fact that we know really very little

about this region of the sea, perhaps

even relatively less than we already

know about the sea's abyssal depths.

Torsten Gislen's report ( 1929 1 on

the epifauna of Gullmar Fiord, in

Sweden, is the only comprehensive

record of diving observations (Gislen

used helmet gear I to appear in the

century that separates the first ob-

server in the field—Milne-Edwards,

who made some underwater studies

off Sicilv in 1845—from the postwar

world. Studies in the 19.50's and later,

by Drach in France. Riedl in Austria,

Kitching in England, and several

workers in the United States, are lim-

ited in scope. In contrast, the bibliog-

raphy on the infauna, headed by the

papers of C. G. Joh. Petersen of Den-

mark and extended by Gunnar Thor-

son, is voluminous. A comparison of

Petersens work with Gislen's will

document the greater complexity of

the epifauna : Petersen was able to re-

duce his delineation of the infauna of

the Baltic and the adjacent North At-

lantic to only nine communities of an-

imals, some of them very limited in

range. Gislen found it necessary to de-

scribe some forty epifaunal commu-
nities in Gullmar Fiord alone.

WE have established a method

that we believe gives a fair ap-

proximation of the numerical distri-

bution of species on the siltstone reefs

we are investigating. Our equipment

permits us to remain submerged for

at least one hour at most depths in the

Scuba Zone. Metal rings, which en-

close an area of one-tenth square

meter, are fixed against the reef and

all the organisms within the perime-

ter of the rings are removed with

hammer and chisel. All materials,

which frequently include large chips

of rock with burrowing species, are

placed immediately into canvas bags

and taken to the laboratory. There,

the species are identified and all

the individuals are counted, meas-

ured, sexed, and. in some instances,

weighed. Large species—such as gor-

gonian corals, sea urchins, starfish,

and the like—are counted in the field

by sampling random parts of the reef

with one-meter rings. Occasionally we

just count, especially larger fish.

During recent months, under a

grant from the Office of Naval Re-

search, we have applied this method
to the study of two siltstone reefs situ-

ated in the open ocean just southeast

of Newport harbor, California (illus-

tration, pages 8-9 1 . The long axes of

these reefs run parallel to the shore.

The first reef is 200 meters and the

second 500 meters offshore : we refer

HYPER. MESO. HYPO. PARA.

to them as Reef 200 and Reef 501

spectively. These two were selt

for study because of the depth

tionships that they possess. Reef

rises from a sand bottom at a de|

little in excess of ten meters to a (

lying just two meters below the

face. Reef 500 projects upward i

a depth of seventeen meters to a
]:

a little less than ten meters beloH

surface. This overlap of depth

tween the bottom of Reef 200 ant

top of Reef 500 has proven to

most valuable relationship.

Most of our discussion here wi

restricted to Reef 500. About ei

meters long and varying from mi

a few meters to eleven meter;

width, Reef 500 has a minimal suir

area of 1.200 square meters.

Up to now, 330 described speciil

organisms—«oi including the pil

zoans, the more primitive flatwol

the nematodes, the annelid worms.i

the small crustaceans—have beenjle-

tected on Reef 500. Nor does this tal

include the many species of spores.

hydroids, and ectoprocts that we 1 ve

been unable to identify. Of this tal

some 305 are invertebrates, and 2c're

fishes. In strong contrast to Reef ,10.

Reef 500 is devoid of large seawek

This may account for the absent

abalones on Reef 500 in contra

their abundance on the other ret .,

breakdown of the numbers of invte

brate species by phyla shows

:

Reef R

500 2

Porifera 36 2

Coelenterata 31 2

Platyhelminth es 7

Nemertea 10

Sipunculoidea 1

Ectoprocta 28 2

Endoprocta 1

Mollusca 78 9

Annelida 47 5

Arthropoda 34 2

Echinoderma ta 19 2

Chordota 13 1

HYPER. MESO. HYPO. PAF

ABUNDANT

Fixed clams attain maximum density

per square meter in hyperbenthal zone.

-COMMO^^^^

RAR£^B^Hi^^i.^_l—

—

Peak density of Phidilopora pac ca

is achieved in the mesobenthal reip.



An intelligible portrayal of the re-

lionships that exist among this vast

jray of invertebrate species and be-

leen them and the physical environ-

i?nt is difficult to accomplish. The

]oblem has two facets: first, the

: ucture of this vast assemblage,

•lich will include the physical rela-

Imships among the species and how
l;y are distributed over the sub-

ratum; and, second, the functional

ilationships that exist both among
species and between them and

air physical environment. Here, we

all concern ourselves with the first,

structural, aspect. Two terms will

i us in doing this—the first is the

ommunity,'' a term that the ecolo-

5t uses to describe any natural

isemblage of organisms existing

»ether as a result of common reac-

uns to the basic physical characteris-

5 of their environment. The second

the "zone." a term that is often used

ther loosely, although it ordinarily

n\evs the conception of some kind

vertical placement—either of or-

nisms or of environmental factors.

le data obtained from field observa-

iiis and from laboratory analyses

ow us to define a system of vertical

nes that reflects the general place-

-nt of the totality of life on and

jacent to these rock reefs.

Vmost compelling observation—
which led to our delineation of

ur separate zones—is that a marked

adient of reduction in the amount

life I the "biomass" of the ecolo-

stl occurs from the top to the bot-

m of these siltstone reefs. This is to

V that, in general, there are more
(' ies and individuals residing on a

lit of area at or near the top of a reef

an at the mid-point, and more at the

ifJ-point than at the bottom. The
ri<- zones of the reef proper were

irncrl to reflect this observation: the

irn^ hyperbenthal. mesobenthal, and

|)ol)enthal denote the relative num-

HYPER. MESO. HYPO. PARA,

BioLocisT-ASSiSTANT wearing a Scuba

diving rig uses hammer and chisel to

bers of species and/or individuals liv-

ing on a square meter at the top, the

middle, and the lower part of the reef.

The parahypobenthal zone was so

named to indicate that it existed on

the level bottom alongside the hypo-

benthal region of the reef. It was a

temptation at first to attribute the re-

duction gradient to one of the usual

indirect effects of increasing depth

(light intensity, temperature), but

comparisons of laboratory data be-

tween Reefs 200 and 500 proved this

conclusion untenable. Reduction gra-

dients were observed on both reefs,

but there is a richer fauna at the top

of Reef .500 than at the bottom of

HYPER. MESO. HYPO. PARA.

!A CLXI'MBKK /'. iiiirtirnonnis in iiiont

inieroufi ihroiiKli liyp'ih<;ntliul arcu.

KxcM'SlVK to paraliypolx.-nlhal layer 18

U. bitnednni, the burrowing anemone.

remove a sample from an incrustation

of the fixed clams, Chama pellucida.

Reef 200, even though these two zones

lie at the same depth. It appears now
that the principal cause of this biolog-

ical gradient is the change in water

movement, which influences the dis-

tribution of food around these reefs.

This will be discussed more fully in

the second part of this article, in the

May, 1961, Natural History.

SOME species are confined to a sin-

gle zone, but most are not. Yet

when a species does occur in more

than one zone, it will achieve a peak

density (numbers of individuals per

unit of area) in a single zone. This can

be observed in the frequency curves

of a few examples (illustrations, pages

10-11 ) . Thus, an assemblage of spe-

cies that together reach maximal den-

sities in, say, the hyperbenthal zone,

is replaced by another assemblage in

the mesobenthal and other zones. Be-

sides changes in density, we found

that changes in relative size of indi-

viduals occur when a species exists in

more than one zone. The same is true

of growth form, the niche occupicMJ.

and the relative age of individuals: in

some mobile species, for example, the

young will reach maximal densities



in microenvironments quite diffeiil

from those occupied by the adult

OUR most shallow region, the

perbenthal zone, covers the

per reaches of these siltstone reefas

a cap. On Reef 500, the shallow p-tj

of this zone (ten to thirteen met(i)

support a thick crust of the fixed cit

Chama pellucida. On Reef 200, a si

lar but less solid crust of bivalve i

lusks, composed of the mussel Myi

edulis, occupies the corresponding

sition on the reef. Changes in der

of these two moUusks that occur

variations in depth are striking

shown below:

REEF 200 MyUlus Chama REEF J

Depth in Depth
Meters Av. per Sq. Meter Meter)

2-3
4-5
6-7
8-9
10- n

10,000

1,000

400

1,800

300

150

5

It is evident that both these molli

occur over a considerable ve

range, but it is to be noted that i

cent of the total population wi

found in the upper three meters, 'e

may note also that in the hyperltO-

thai zone individual Chama ave;*e

four centimeters in diameter id

occur in dense stratifications as iri;h

as forty-five centimeters thick. In'ie

mesobenthal zone, their diamet

drops to two centimeters and w
clumps give way to two-dimensi' al

aggregations. In the hypobenjai

zone, only isolated individuals, 08

centimeter in diameter, are found

GoRCONiAN CORAL sways with surge of

water in hyperbenthal zone. Organism,

12

Muricea californicn, is a suspension

feeder, fihering plankton from water.

THE inexperienced eye woulcte

unable to discern the presenciof

these thick Chama communities: fey

are often covered by a dense

of amorphous sponges, plumed

droids, delicate ectoprocts, and sr

red algae. Here and there, the sur

is dominated by the barnacle Bahfi

tintinnabulum (averaging 1,200 i

viduals per square meter) or by

beautiful, pink anemone-like co(

terate Corynactis californica. In sjie

places, this coelenterate forms cw-

nies that attain an average densit M

3,400 polyps per square meter.

Adding to the complexity of life lo

the mosaic of color are the bright p-

tacles—usually orange or purple pi

the large, feather duster worm £p
stylia polymorpha, and of anopr

f



ankton-feeding species, the vermil-

n sea cucumber Cucumaria lubrica.

lit these surface manifestations

irely hint at the complexity of this

iderwater community. When the

hama staclcs are torn apart, one finds

itworms, sipunculid worms, ribbon

3rms, the date mussel Lithophaga,

,d a host of small crabs such as

iraxanthias and Pachycheles. One
nnot deny the importance of compe-

ion among such a legion of animals,

it there are hints that co-operation

ay have played a role in building up

ch complex communities. The great

^ificance of these communities

mprised of numerous species dis-

ying diverse feeding habits is that

feeding diversity permits a more

(mplete use of the varieties of food

lailable at the site.

k T other points in the hyperbenthal

X zone, especially where turbu-

hce is extreme, the Cliama commu-
\ gives way to the tube moUusk
•tes squamigerus or to dense

-uths of the magnificent orange

I jonian coral Muricea californica.

liere the turbulence is too moderate
\- either of these or for Chama. we
f A soft mats, five or six centimeters

k. composed of the amorphous

-e Lissodendoryx noxiosa, the

r-iling clam Hiatella arctica. and the

s all, feather-like hydroid Plumu-

iia selacea. L nder optimal condi-

t ns. these three species and others

;• constant associates: the sponge

' ates a matrix in which the clams

I -lie. with only their siphons pro-

'ni': the stalks of the Plumularia

above the matrix surface from

"ntal runners buried in the

:i-'e; a delicate ectoproct like Fili-

'/ and numerous small, red algae

ilcte a miniature forest, through

!i minute worms and crustaceans

ilale in a never-ending search for

and refuge. This community
' 'iver as much as 60 per cent of a

<-< meter, providing a haven for

''> or more clams and an immense

''<:r of stalks of the semimicro-

' hydroid and ectoproct.

''ne moves down the side of the

n:i:f to the mesobenlhai zone, the

i ilve» pivc way to distiri'tU difler-

'I types of animals. For the most
|rt. (he mesobenthal zone is con-

' 'I to vertical walls at intermediate

li-. Here and there these surfaces

broken by narrow ledges, vertical

Anemone-like CoryrKulis <<ilifornica

is a coelenterate of the hyperbenthal

zone. It may form colonies, as shown,

averaging 3,400 polyps a square meter.

h'l-.MUH'. IIISIIII VVOIIM. Il'llll'^

iir\u<„\,u\(:l,„i„ni,vlti„i,i,i.\U~

Hiiilhlyliii i>i>lyiiiiiri>hii, Iiiik Iniliu^les

l)i;il lire freijiieMlly oninne or purple.
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ZoANTHlDlAN Parazoanthus lucijirinn

lives on skeleton of a gorgonian coral,

crevices, and even small grottoes. One
becomes aware instantly of a reduc-

tion in the water turbulence.

This second zone averages about

seventy-five species per plot. So far as

growth form is concerned, the com-

pact incrustations of the hyperben-

thal zone are replaced by open

aggregations of markedly smaller or-

ganisms. The most salient external

characteristic of this zone of Reef 500

is a luxuriant growth of calcareous

ectoprocts. Large areas are dominated

by such beautiful species as the pil-

lared colonies of Diaperoecia califor-

nica. These open thickets of lime

provide a haven for small brittle

stars, annelid worms of diverse feed-

ing types, miniature hermit crabs, and

dwarf snails. These species form a

cosmos of their own but, as we shall

see later, they depend upon other

parts of the reef's ecosystem for their

existence. Certainly not all the species

of the mesobenthal zone are small.

Avery conspicuous component is

the zoanthidian coelenterate Pa-

razoanthus lucificum, a colonial spe-

cies that lives upon the skeleton of

the gorgonian coral Muricea fruti-

cosa. The bright yellow polyps of

Parazoanthus. which look like minia-

ture sea anemones, are closelv packed

upon the gorgonian. It is evident that

the zoanthid does not await death of

the gorgonian before making use of

part of its skeleton, but we are not yet

Muricea fruticosa, in the mesobenthal

zone. The zoanthid is bioluminescent.

certain how it accomplishes the ag-

gression. The discovery of this species

at Newport harbor was of special in-

terest: the genus Parazoanthus had

never before been observed along the

entire west coast of the Americas.

Furthermore, we found P. lucificum

to be brilliantly bioluminescent. flash-

ing a bright, blue-white light upon

stimulation. This is a trait that had

not previously been observed among
the zoanthidians. Of considerable in-

terest also is the fact that the gorgo-

nian, M. fruticosa. achieves maximal

density in the next lower, hypoben-

thal zone, but the zoanthidian does

not attack it at this low level.

Another characteristic species of

the mesobenthal zone on Reef 500 is

the stony coral Coenocyathus bowersi,

which belongs to the same order of

coelenterates as the reef-building cor-

als of the tropical seas. Even in our

relatively cold waters, this species

produces massive colonies, of which

the greater part are composed of the

calcareous cups from which the beau-

tiful, purple polyps arise.

Many of the vertical crevices in this

zone support one or more of the giant

scallops Hinnites multirugosa, ce-

mented to the rock by one valve, its

rich orange mantle contributing re-

gally to the spectrum of submerged

color. Here we find also the largest

dorid nudibranch (a snail without

shell) of this region, the orange-and-

black Anisidoris nobilis, which meas-

ures up to thirteen centimeters n

length. These large individuals e

observed only during the wim

months, when they are engaged in

taching their yellow ribbons of e:

in spirals to the reef. Following I

activity, the adults die. When the e;

hatch, the miniature larvae, comple

with coiled shell, swim free in the s;-

face water where they feed u{|

plankton, grow, and eventually sel

back to the bottom. The tiny andf

then shell-less nudibranchs contii|

to grow rapidly until, by late
,

they are ready to begin their re

ductive cycle all over again.

EVEN in such a brief list of

mesobenthal zone's species,

is reluctant to omit reference t(l

small fish—the banded goby Lythri

nus zebra, which measures no m
than an inch in length as an adult,

secretive that they appear never

lose contact with the reef, these li

creatures are difficult to see. In bri

light, the cherry red of the body c

trasts beautifully with its blue bar

Interestingly enough, another spei

of the same genus is found in the zi

below, but these two species are v

rarely observed together.

Farther down the vertical wallsiw

the reef, we pass into the hypobenllil

zone, the domain of a rather impo'--

ished fauna, which exists within n

meters or so of the bottom. W: r

movement is so slight in this regn

that we have come to refer to it:s

"the zone of quiet water."

The hypobenthal zone is charac

ized by a reduced number of spei -

Another common sight in mesobenW

region is the ectoproct D. califorrw-

i



per square meter—averaging about

fifty-five—and by a general reduction

in the number of individuals. Many
rock surfaces are nearly bare, covered

only by a thin crust of coralline algae,

colonies of small barnacles, or soli-

lary corals. Nonetheless, some species

attain their maximal densities in this

zone, and some are quite large.

Among these characteristic species

of the hypobenthal zone are the soli-

tary coral Paracyathus st.earnsi, and

'.he related semisolitary Astrangia la-

jollensis. Here, too, we encounter the

greatest development of the gorgo-

nian coral Muricea jruticosa, the bril-

liant red sponge Cyamon neon, small

individuals of the barnacle Balanus

Irigonus. as well as the much larger

sea urchins Strongylocentrotus jran-

ciscanus and Centrostephanus coro-

natus, and the sea cucumber Para-

slichopus parvimensis.

The hypobenthal zone lacks the

incrustations that have been consid-

ered characteristic of the hyperben-

thal and mesobenthal zones. The few

bivalves that are found here are either

shallow burrowers or types that feed

in a manner that rules out crowding;

most of the ectoprocts, with the nota-

ble exception of the beautifully sculp-

tured and erect Cellaria mandibtilata.

form only thin films over the rock

surfaces in the hypobenthal zone.

Although this zone is not as color-

ful as the others, it does boast one

jewel in the form of the tiny goby

l.ylhrypnus dalli, whose coral-red

body is crossed by a few V-shaped,

blue bars. Although formerly consid-

ered rare, this species is much more

l.iMt. iiiiiKt.i ()( l'hiililiii>i>rii iiiirilidi

'- Niip|ik<r rti|(lil ill iiir^oliriilliiil zmii-.

Stony coral, Coenocyathus bowersi,

is characteristic of mesobenthal layer

abundant than its mesobenthal rela-

tive. Indeed, we must consider it one

of the most common fishes of Reef

500: it attains densities of twenty per

square meter, especially in October

when the tiny young, scarcely more
than a quarter of an inch in length,

begin to appear in the open. At this

time, its total population on the reef

probably exceeds 4.000 individuals.

Its habit of darting behind the quill-

like spines of the sea urchin Centro-

stephanus proves most trying to the

photographer in quest of a close-up.

FINALLY, we may turn to the para-

hypobenthal zone, which forms a

region of transition between the reef

base and the level bottom scarcely

more than a meter or so in width. We
may expect to find here some species

that are related to the infauna, others

that are doubtless epifaunal (espe-

cially when rock debris occurs at the

base I , and still others unique to this

transition area. These species occupy

three easily discernible microenviron-

ments: the level bottorrt itself; the

upper surfaces of small rocks; and
llic area beneath such rocks.

I f we limit our discussion to species

tlial are seldom or never found on the

reef proper, we can .say thai Ivpical

plots in the jjarahypolienllial zone

sujiport an average of only twenty-

five .species per square meter. One
iliararli-rislic spi-rii-s nf ibis zone is

llic li.irHlsriini' liiiiKiw in;/ aiifiiiuni'

of Reef 500. Tentacles of polyps are

protruding fully from calcareous cups.

Bolruanthus benedeni (whose deli-

cate tentacles look like harmless,

tapered tendrils until some food par-

ticle brushes by and they whip into

action, pulling the morsel to the

mouth) . The large hermit crab Pagii-

risthes ulreyi, which lives in the shell

of the snail Kelletlia, must be in-

cluded, as must smaller snails—of

which Burchia, Conits, and Fusinus are

representative. Here, too, we find the

small, white sea urchin Lytechinus

anamesus, which travels in herds that

are as voracious in their underwater

way as are army ants or locusts on dry

land. No organic material that re-

mains immobile will escape these lit-

tle scavengers as they travel over the

ocean floor like miniature tanks.

Guided by olfactory receptors around
the mouth and on the tube feet, the

sea urchins swarm over any carcass

and can strip even a large fish to a

pile of bones in a few hours.

Other characteristic species of the

parahypobenthal zone are the tube-

building annelid worms Diopalra or-

nala and Pectinaria californiensis.

Beneath the surface of the sediments,

one will find dense populations of the

burrowing sea cucumber Leplosy-

niiplit iiilidcrcns. The tops of rocks

will oflcM sup|)(iil still another gorgo-

niaii coral Lopliogorgia chilenis,

whose white polyjjs stand out in bold

relief against the scarlet covering of

I III- skeleton. Beneath the rocks we
liiid aggregations of serpent stars, of

15
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Graceful iiii ^^( iif

coral, M. jniticosd.

lie gorgonian

've maximum
density in hypobenlhal area. Form is

brushier than that of M. californica.

Slim tentacles of burrowing anemone,
BotTuanthus benedeni, seem harmless,

i6

but they whip food into mouth of this

denizen of the parahypobenlhal region.

Dr. Willis Pequegnat, a zoologisi
may rightfully claim total immersio
in his subject, the research for whici
required mastery of Scuba diving an
submarine photography technique
He is an Associate Program Directc
with the National Science Foundatioi

which the largest is Ophioderma
j.

amensis. This species, which attaii

diameter from arm tip to arm tip

more than twenty-four centimeters

another effective scavenger. The
pent stars leave their hiding placei

dusk to deploy ranks in even spac

around the base of the reef, wait

for food bits to drop from above.

WE have observed that dense

gregations of the individuals

certain species are characteristic

the hyperbenthal and, to a lesser

tent, of the mesobenthal zones, wl

they are not found at all in the by

benthal zone. In accord with this, k

totality of life tends to reduce ma:-

edly as we move from the top to e

bottom of the reef. And we have >.

served that related species of aniir.

may replace one another in success

from top to bottom. We saw, for

ample, that one kind of sea cucum
reached its peak density in the hyp

benthal. but was replaced by othen I

the hypobenthal and parahypob

thai zones. Later we shall see t

these three species possess remar

bly different feeding methods.

THESE differences in feeding hal 3

may be the key to this and ot i

patterns of species complementati L

No single physical or biological fac

can account wholly for the distri

tion of food, but we are inclined nf

to stress the importance of curre

and turbulence. No matter how fav

able all other factors may be at £

given place, the availability of food

the right kind and in ample sup

will be the sine qua non of ecolo

distribution in a given biophysi

complex. The implications of this

sertion will be assessed in greater

tail next month, when we shall disc

food in the sea, how animals

adapted to feed upon it, and alter t

finally to trace the relationship

tween the sun and the hordes of a

mals we found on our siltstone re(

( To be concluded in May)

Ferocious crin of moray eel mate >

its nature. Eels inhabit reef grott(
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The Unearthly

Visitors
Meteorites are samples of outer space

By Brian Mason

OUTER SPACE is a theme that, in its

many variations, affects all of us

today. Plans are being made to send

manned rocket vehicles to the moon,

and ultimately to neighboring planets.

The exuberant would extend man's

range even farther, to the distant stars.

Seekers after adventure now look to

interplanetary travel, rather than to

our own peaks and poles, as holding

the lure of the unknown.

The potpourri of man-made mis-

siles fired into space might be consid-

ered a form of terrestrial retaliation,

for the earth has been bombarded
from outer space since the beginning

iif time. Fortunately, most of these

exotic missiles burn up in the atmo-

sphere and reach the ground as fine

dust. However, a larger piece occa-

sionally survives its perilous passage,

strikes the earth, and is eventually

collected. Such bits and pieces of

extraterrestrial matter are known as

meteorites. Geologists collect and pre-

serve them as the only tangible sam-

ples of the great universe around us.

We are fortunate that the frequency

of fall is very low. Otherwise, more
of us would suffer the rare and un-

desirable experience of Mrs. Hewlett

Hodges of Sylacauga, Alabama, who,

on November 30, 1954. was bruised

when a meteorite tore through the roof

of her house and struck her on what

was described as her upper thigh.

There are well-authenticated rec-

ords of meteorite falls as far back as

I'KM.Kii TiiKKS, lofl, liii<!r ihi; area near

inipart point of TiiiiKUHka mcteorilc.

I'reiich cartoon of llf.')7, above, hIiows

(lurportud Hliock of cuinut hitlin^ uartli.
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Largest meteorite on exhibit is tlie

Cape York iron meteorite, weighing

08.(185 pounds. It is seen in a photo

(ca. 1896) as men move it to shore.

Loading meteorite on Adm. Robe

Peary's ship for Greenland-New Yoi

the fifteenth century, but our ances-

tors were skeptical about reports of

stones falling from the sky ; and it was

not until early in the nineteenth cen-

tury that scientists were convinced of

the fact that objects from space do fall

on the earth's surface. In this country,

the fall of more than 300 pounds of

stones near Weston, Connecticut, at

6:30 A.M. on December 14, 1807, was
extensively reported by Professors

Silliman and Kingsley of Yale Uni-

versity. However, skepticism was rife.

Even the then President, Thomas Jef-

ferson, ventured the opinion that it

was easier to believe that Yankee pro-

fessors would lie than to believe that

stones would fall from heaven!

ONCE it is admitted that falls actu-

ally occur, the question naturally

arises: what is the frequency of mete-

orite falls? This is not an easy problem

to resolve. In most places, there is no
one to observe a fall when it occurs,

and the probability of the meteorite's

being picked up later depends on

many chance factors. A study of the

frequency of meteorite falls in densely

populated areas shows that the average

yearly rate of fall probably lies be-

tween 0.3 and 1.0 per million square

kilometers. This would mean, for ex-

ample, between two and eight falls a

year in the continental United States.

Occasionally, there have been falls

of large meteorites that must have
forced themselves on the attention of

any observer within hundreds of miles

of the spot. Such a case was that of the

Tunguska meteorite, which struck an

uninhabited region of northern Si-

beria on June 30, 1908. The impact

was felt as an earthquake along the

Trans-Siberian Railway, five hundred

miles to the south, and the forest sur-

rounding the point of impact was

felled radially outwards for a distance

of forty miles. Meteor Crater in Ari-

zona, 4,000 feet across and 600 feet

deep, is evidence of a similar fall of

a large meteorite in this country dur-

ing prehistoric times. Meteorite cra-

ters are also known from other parts

of the world, generally in deserts,

where erosion is very slow and the

crater survives. The largest meteorite

on exhibit is the Cape York, which

weighs thirty-four tons. It was brought

back from Greenland by Admiral

Peary in 1896, and is now in The

American Museum-Hayden Planetar-

ium. The largest known meteorite is

the Hoba iron, which still lies where

it was found, on a farm in Southwest

Africa ; its weight, by estimation, is

probably about seventy tons.

Meteorites are classified into three

groups according to their composi-

tion : the irons, the stony-irons, and the

stones. There is a possible fourth

group, the tektites—small, glassy ob-

jects that have been found in isolated

areas of Australia, Southeast Asia,

Czechoslovakia, Texas, and Georgia.

They differ from known terrestrial

glasses but, since no one has seen one

fall, their classification as meteorites

is a subject of scientific dispute.

There are about 1,500 well-authenti-

cated meteorites—using the term "me-

teorite" for a single fall. Each fall.

however, may comprise many piece

tens of thousands of fragments ha<

been found around Arizona's Mete(

Crater, while the Holbrook, Arizon

fall of 1912 was composed of mo
than 14,000 individual stones.

A common misconception has it th

most, if not all, meteorites are iror

It is true that the largest metepi-'

are all irons and that, in museu

lections, irons generally domin

stones. However, if we exan

statistics of finds (meteorites

but not seen to fall), as opposed t.

(those collected after having been set

to fall) , we see a remarkable reversM

Hoba iron meteorite, seen in vintai

photograph, is largest known, weighii



H

oyage was photographed by Peary,

ho also took the preceding photo.

Journey's end comes for meteorite as

workmen roll it down ramp to resting

place at The American Museum, where
it is displayed in Hayden Planetarium.

1 the proportion of different types

etween the finds and the falls. The
eason is not far to seek : The relative

bundance of irons as finds is due to

leir being easily recognized as mete-

rites. However, a stony meteorite—un-

•ss seen to fall—could easily be over-

"iked. When we plot the finds of

^orites in the United States on a

we might conclude that the Great

'.lave been bombarded by a hos-

'aven. while New England has

mysteriously spared. The reason

•hat any stone on the Great Plains

i likely to attract attention, whereas
'^. 1 the rocky terrain of New England it

itimated seventy tons. It is still in

lace where found, on a farm in Africa.

is a very unusual stone indeed that re-

ceives a second glance. Thus we get a

truer indication of the relative abun-

dance of different types of meteorites

from the relative proportions of those

actually seen to fall. These figures

show that the stones are far more
abundant than the two other types

of meteorites taken together.

Iron meteorites consist essentially

of iron-nickel alloy—the average com-
position being about 91 per cent iron,

8..5 per cent nickel, and 0.5 per cent

cobalt. All meteoritic iron contains

nickel, and a test for this metal is use-

ful for eliminating specimens of cast

iron and similar material, which are

sometimes mistaken for meteorites.

The irons commonly contain small,

rounded inclusions of troilite (iron

sulphide) and schreibersite (iron-

nickel phosphide). The metal gene-

rally shows a definite structure-

known as Widmanstatten figures—that

may be brought out by etching a pol-

ished surface with acid. The Widman-
statten structure is a network of bands,

crossing one another in two, three, or

four directions: the bands are com-
posed of kamacite (a nickel-iron alloy

with about 6 per cent of nickel) bor-

dered by thin layers of the nickel-rich

alloy laenile. The angular interstices

of the network are filled with a fine-

^•raincd mixture of both kamacite and
t.ienilc. which is named picssite.

This distinctive structure is the re-

sult of a chemir^al segregation after

llic riii-lal iryslallized. Originally the

fiickijiion must liavi' been molten,

.111(1 llji-n have .solidified a.s large crys-

tals of a homogeneous nickel-iron solid

solution. However, on further cooling,

this solid solution was no longer

stable; it broke down into a mixture

of two phases—a nickel-poor one
(kamacite), and a nickel-rich one

(taenite) . The regular arrangement of

the bands results from their being ori-

ented parallel to the octahedral planes

in the original homogeneous nickel-

iron crystal. Such structure is typical

of an alloy that has cooled slowly after

crystallization has taken place.

The stony-iron meteorites are made
up of nickel-iron and iron-magnesium
silicate minerals in approximately

equal amounts. The silicate mineral is

generally olivine, (Mg,Fe)2 Si04, oc-

casionally with some pyroxene, (Mg,
FelSiOo. Commonly, the olivine oc-

curs as rather large, rounded grains in

a spongelike network of nickel-iron. It

is interesting to note that a meteorite

of this type, weighing about 1,500

pounds, was found near Krasnoyarsk

in Siberia in 1749. and was seen by
the Swedish traveler P. S. Pallas in

1772, who recognized that it must be
of extraterrestrial origin. Stony-iron

meteorites of this type have since been
known as pallasites in his honor.

STONKS are the most altundant

meteorites. They also show the

greatest variety in composition and
structure. They are divided into two
groups on llic basis of structure: the

eliondriirs and the achondrih'S. The
first are so named becaus(; of the pres-

ence of (-iKjiidri. or rhoiidndcs—small

(usually about one millimeter in dia/n-



Black carbonaceous chondrite, above;
Widmanstatten figures, belou. in iron.

eter) , rounded bodies consisting of oli-

vine or pyroxene. The achondrites

(without chondri) are much more
coarsely crystallized than the chon-

drites. Chondrites are much com-

moner than achondrites, making up

more than nine-tenths of all stones.

U'
fpoN mineralogical analysis, most

chondrites prove to be a mixture

of olivine and pyroxene, generally

with between 5 and 20 per cent nickel-

iron, about 5 per cent troilite, and

about 10 per cent plagioclase (sodium

calcium aluminosilicate) . Many
achondrites are similar to chondrites

in composition, except that they con-

tain little or no nickel-iron. Some,
however, contain a considerably

larger proportion of plagioclase and
are thus known as basaltic-type

achondrites, since their composition is

like basalt, a common volcanic rock.

One small group of chondrites is

remarkably different in its chemistry

and mineralogy. Known as the car-

bonaceous chondrites, they contain a

notable percentage of free carbon,

which gives them a black, sooty ap-

pearance. While all other meteorites

contain essentially no combined water,

the carbonaceous chondrites contain

10 per cent to 20 per cent. They also

contain organic compounds in small

amounts, as well as free sulphur, jd

calcium and magnesium sulphas,

Instead of olivine and pyroxene, tlit

silicate mineral is largely serpeme

(a hydrated iron-magnesium silica

They contain no nickel-iron.

Only nineteen carbonaceous cl .

drites are known : all of them vre

seen to fall and were picked up sij

after. Indeed, if they were not coUeejd

immediately after falling they weld

not have survived very long: of

of them it is recorded that, w
placed in a glass of water, it di

tegrated and gave off a nasty od

(This stench was probably sul],

reted hydrogen, produced from eaiy

decomposed sulphides). The fit-

known carbonaceous chondrite fel

Alais, in France, on March 15, If!

it was sent for analysis to the famt
chemist Berzelius, who expressed giiit

doubt as to its meteoritic origin, si':e

it was so different in composition fin

all other meteorites.

However, the obvious differei

between the carbonaceous chondr

and what we may call the olivine

roxene chondrites have obscured

remarkable similarity. Dr. Wiik

Finnish chemist who has analyiil

many meteorites, pointed out in l'\6

that, if analyses of these two typeil)f

chondrites are recalculated on a |i<

IRONS STONY-
IRONS r-

Achondrites

STON ES,

Olivine-

Pyroxene

Chondrites

Corbo

oceou

Chondr

Serpentine

hydrated magnesium-

iron silicate

»:

up to 6C

Free Sulphur 1-2%

Combined Water

i 0-]5%

10-20'

Free Carbon little or

none
1-5%

Plagioclase

sodium calcium

aluminosilicate

up to 60%. about 10%
^.

Pyroxene

(Mg, Fe) SiOj
0-30% 0-100% 1-60%

'•

Olivine

(Mg,Fe)2Si04
0-50% 0-100% 0-70% [

Schreibersite

(Fe, NI)3P

about

1%
0-3%

I

Troilite

FeS

about

1%

almost

100%

1-5% about 1 % about 5%
little ci

none

Nickel-Iron
about

50%
little or

none
5-25%>

f



t -. carbon-, oxygen- and sulphur-free

Isis. their elemental composition is

MV similar. This is to say that the

remical composition of the common
. \ine-pyroxene chondrite is that of

; arbonaceous chondrite from which

^ ter. sulphur, carbon, and some oxy-

111 have been removed. The conver-

;in of a carbonaceous chondrite may
1 produced bv a natural heating proc-

f . Serpentine decomposes on heating

i\e about 500°C., to yield olivine

', pyroxene. If carbon is present, a

I turai smelting will take place, reduc-

i; some of the combined iron to

ptailic iron—another constituent of

I (ilivine-pyroxene chondrites.

ITavin'G described the principal

\\ mineralogical characteristics of

; li-iirites. we may now consider their

-ill. H. A. Newton, as long ago as

^'i. summarized the numerous the-

- in the following manner: "They
'• Irom the moon; they came from

: earth's volcanoes; they came from

I- sun; they came from Jupiter and

t- other planets; they came from
5 lie destroyed planet; they came
fiiii comets; they came from the

J julous mass from which the solar

stem has grown; they came from
!• fixed stars: they came from the

< iths of space."

Truly a plethora of possibilities,

sue of which, however, can reason-

cly be eliminated. Origin from the

' eths volcanoes is inconsistent with

r teorites' composition, which, ex-

I 't for the small group of basaltic-

1 "• achondrites. is different from all

iiiic rocks. Moreo\er. volcanoes,

NL'h powerful, do not produce

jIi energ) to put rocks into orbit!

i i- also difficult, if not impossible,

f If-rive meteorites directly from the

die moon. Jupiter or the other

I-. Nonetheless, meteorites pre-

f nably originated within our solar

I'tem since, like all other bodies in

:.s system, they revolve about the

1 1. For many years it has been

lumed that meteorites are fragments

I a disrupted planet that once existed

I ween Mars and Jupiter. This region

I the solar system is occupied by

iiumcrable small objects fsome of

I in a.s much as three hundred miles

I diameterl known as asteroids.

I he origin of both mi-li-orites and
;

I iToids from a disrupted planr-t im-

>'- ihal llic disruption probably took

• •irU in the evrilulion of the solar

in and that most of the fra''mr-iilB

Meteorites Found (World statistics)

Type Number Cent

irons 503 59
'''Stony-Irons 55 6

'^Stones 304 35

Total 862 100

Meteorites Seen to Foil (World statistics)

Type Number Cent
Irons 42 6

• Stony-Irons 12 2
(Not soon to fall In U.S.)

AStones 628

Total 682

92

100
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were swept up soon after. Such a

disruption would probably have bom-

barded the other planets with frag-

ments very much larger than the

average meteorite of the present time.

To be sure, no evidence of bombard-

ment on such a scale has been recog-

nized yet in the rocks of the earth's

crust, some of which date back over

three billion years. Still, the innumer-

able craters on the moon are thought

to be due to the impact of meteor-

ites: in the absence of an atmosphere,

little weathering or erosion takes place

on the moon, and these craters have

thus been preserved unchanged.

IRONS, stony-irons, and achondrites

can be explained readily as origi-

nating from the disruption of a plane-

tary body. Like the earth, such a body

would presumably be differentiated by

the force of gravity into an iron core

and a stony mantle, the stonv-irons

coming from a transition zone. Cer-

tain features of the chondrites, how-

ever, are not so easily accounted for.

The composition of the carbonaceous

chondrites shows that they have never

been exposed to temperatures above

500°C. and have probably always been

at much lower temperatures. Further,

Dk. Mason, Curator of Mineralogy,
has based this article on studies of

the extensive collection of meteorites
belonging to The American Museum.

the texture and structure of both car-

bonaceous chondrites and olivine-

pyroxene chondrites indicate that they

have not originated in any body with

a considerable gravitational field.

Many of them are very porous and

friable—some to such a degree that

they can be crumbled in the hand—

a

condition that indicates that they were

not consolidated under pressure. The
nickel-iron in the chondrites, more-

over, is intimately mixed with low-

density silicate minerals and shows no

sign of gravitational segregation.

One of the recent discoveries of

astronomy is that outer space is dusty.

It is now believed that more material

exists in the universe in the form of

dust than is aggregated into stars. The
composition of this dust is unknown,

but it is presumably made up of the

same chemical elements that compose

the larger bodies. Perhaps the carbo-

naceous chondrites are representative

of this primordial dust.

We have seen that heating processes

would convert carbonaceous chon-

drites into olivine-pyroxene cl

drites. Consider the possibility I

the solar system may have originsd

as an immense cloud of primonil

dust, which gradually cohered

moderate-sized masses, of which

chondritic meteorites are a sain(

These masses—"planetesimals,"
they have been called by Chambej
and Moulton—then aggregated to

the planets. Aggregation into

large bodies would produce heat

cient to melt them at least parti;

and this melting would result

gravitational separation of the nicl

iron from the silicate.

In this view, the breakup of a plal

—presumably situated between M]

and Jupiter—produced the asteroi

some fragmental representatives

which still stray into the earth's gi

tational field and eventually la:

the irons, stony-irons, and a

drites. But the carbonaceous am
olivine-pyroxene chondrites, on |e

other hand, would not have derijd

from the planetary disaster. Insteil,

in this view, these meteorites wo|d

represent the "fossil" planetesim .

leftovers—in considerable numbei-

from the initial cloud of cosmic cit

from which our solar system grr.

Aerim. Mfw (if Mcli'or Crater, Arizona, above, shows the

deep gouge leit lij inip.icl of a meteor during prehistoric

times. At right, the camera looks north, from rim to ik

across the 600-foot-deep crater, a distance of 4,000 lit-
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The Biology of Man
New Museum Hall shows evolution and function of human organisi

''^^^*««W«|

APRIMARY PURPOSE of The American Museum
of Natural History is to contribute to the

understanding of man's place in the world of

nature and to communicate that knowledge to the

public. The Museum's newest exhibit, which shows

man as a physical entity, dramatically furthers

that purpose. It is the first in a series planned

to present organic man and his culture.

The exhibit, called the Hall of the Biology of

Man. consists of three subdivisions, two of which

were opened to the public late in March. The

first section is concerned with human evolution

and the relationship of man to organisms that

preceded him in time. The second section is

devoted to the development of the human or-

ganism itself— from the basic unit of life, the

cell, to a functioning body of infinite complex-

ity. The third will show man as a member of a

biological group with its own environment.

Obviously, the scope of such a subject poses

stringent exhibition requirements. To this end,

new techniques and materials have been utilized,

and old ones put to new uses. One example lies

in etching figures on a series of clear plastic

sheets, which are then superimposed on each

other. When edge-lit, the sheets transmit light to

the etched areas, producing the illusion of move-

ment within the figure being displayed.

Readers of Natural History are invited to

preview high lights of the exhibit on these pages.
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Nervous system was constructed

in miniature with strands of brass wire.

The brain and spinal cord are of wax.

Panel being installed shows in detail

multiple movements made by leg and pelvis

in process of taking one stride.

Leg articulation, right, is explained by

bone in foreground, behind which are metal

cutouts against a painted background.

Five- by eight-foot photomural of human
ovum and sperm begins exhibit

demonstrating development of embryo.

I-
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Plastic, wax, and wire were utilized

in display showing how cells are organ i

into tissues and structures, including

the trachea, spinal cord, bone, and skin.

Model of circulatory system, rtj

is made of successive plastic sheets. I

of light on edges makes heart appea

beat and simulates movements of bio

Routing is done with fine engrav

tools on successive acrylic sheets, bel

These, superimposed on each ot

are fastened together for final disp

1
I
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Advanced
optics...

Unrivaled performance

The en)oyment you get from

a binocular depends on how

well It performs-in poor light

as well as in bright light...

how large a field it covers and the

sharpness of definition over the entire field.

On all counts a ZEISS is supreme -for it has

a radically improved optical system unmatched

by any other binocular.

Models from 6x to 15x magnification.

Also 8x30B and 8x50B models designed especially

for eyeglass wearers. At leading dealers.

• Write for Zeiss Binocular booklet

CARL ZEISS, INC., 485 Fifth Avenue, New Yorli 17

STARS
STARS

STARS

WEAR THEM
You will be proud to give or receive our

single, sterling silver, stars in the form
of Cufflinks, Earrings or Tie-Tacks. Mode
exclusively for Tfie Book Corner. Size %
X V2". Gift boxed and postpaid.

CUFFLINKS $5.50 — EARRINGS $5.50 —
TIE-TACKS. $2.40.

READ ABOUT THEM
A GUIDE TO THE STARS, by Patrick

Moore. A lucid readable account of man's

knowledge of the stars and the funda-
mental processes of his universe. Illus-

troted. 200 pgs. $5.75 postpaid

PUT THEM
ON THE CEILING
250 luminous stars, the moon and four

planets for your den, family room, bar

or bedroom. Shine with amazing bril-

liance in the dark. Complete with chart

and instructions. $2.50 postpaid

^
Museum Members and Planefarium
Course students are entitled to 70% dis-

count. Please do not send cash. Send
check or money order to:

THE BOOK CORNER
American Museum-Hayden Planetarium

New York 24, N. Y.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

NATURALISTS
NATURE LOVERS

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS

Enjoy a nature vacation in the scenit
Refuge Region near famous Jackson Hoi
Wyoming, — in the beautiful Snake kiv
Valley.

On foot, or horseback, or "four-wheel-drive
watch the Elk in spring migration 10 tl

higher mountains from their winter refug

See Bear, Moose, Badger, Coyotes, Det
active Beaver colonies, Mountain Shee
Trumpeter Swans, Sandhill Cranes, Bird li

varied and abundant. Adjacent to Elk ai

Bison refuges, and to Grand Telon Nation
Park. Write for Bird List.

Open all vear, - WINTER SPORTS, ai

WINTER ELK FEEDING ON TH
RANCH.

NEW MODERN CABINS
Excellent Meals — Reasonable Rates.

Best observation season for Elk migratu
May first to June fifteenth.

For rates, and descriptive literature,

Write to

BEAVER VALLEY RANCH
Frank and Katherine Foster

Box 551-A Jackson, Wyomii
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you will want to read "Archaeology as a Career" in the Spring 1961 issue of ARCHAEOLOGY, which

is just out. ARCHAEOLOGY is a quarterly magazine produced by specialists expressly for amateurs.

Every issue contains numerous articles written in non-technical language and lavishly illustrated, fre-

quently in color. ARCHAEOLOGY reports the latest discoveries in every part of the world.

Also in archaeology's Spring issue: excavations in Greece, Turkey, Germany, Italy, Borneo.

Following issues will take our readers to Iraq, Spain, Denmark, Hawaii, Ecuador, Peru, Panama and

our own west coast. The Winter 1 961 issue will be devoted to the pressing problems of salvage archaeology

all over the world.

If you act quickly, you can start your subscription with the Spring issue.

"I count ARCHAEOLOGY as one of the very top pleasures

of being an armchair archaeologist . .
."

"I do not want to 1 single

"For a layman like myself, I think this is the finest publication

n the subject that I have ever seen."

((Published by the Archoeologicol Instilule of America)

ARCHAEOLOGY, Dept. N9, 5 Washington Square North, New York 3, N. Y.

Enclosed is $ for a subscription to ARCHAEOLOGY.

D I year $5.00. 2 years $10. Moke checks payable to ARCHAEOLOGY.
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STREAM EDGES
Stream's relation to its shore or bottom may sharply affect man

By E. Laurence Palmer

IN AND OUT OF NATURE, the most dynamic, interesting,

and challenging situations are usually found where

different elements meet. Hunters find their greatest re-

wards at the juncture of field and forest. Trappers suc-

ceed best where land is bordered by water. Men find

their most wholesome enjoyment of life where they can

mix the satisfactions associated with periods of rest with

vigorous physical exercise, or muscular activity with

mental stimulation. The greatest rewards in scientific

research are in explorations of the border territory be-

tween the biological and physical sciences, particularly

when such studies satisfy human demands for the prac-

tical, mental, moral, and aesthetic aspects of life.

In this discussion we will examine the events that

take place at the points where a moving stream of water

makes contact with a fixed bottom or shore.

There are good reasons why major centers of human
population are usually located at points where the land

meets a stream of water—a stream that serves to bring

in wealth and take away the wastes of civilization. At
the water's margin are to be found the roots of both the

problems and the opportunities of the world's human
races. Wars have been, and will be, fought by people

who hope to maintain or gain access to flowing water.

Similar wars are also fought by mammals other than hu-

mans, and by plants and other living organisms. There

must be a "give and take" all along the Une, and rarely,

if ever, can we use a ruler to map the course of a stream

—or, for that matter, a society, human or otherwise.

In this insert we are concerned with the dynamics of

a moving stream, its fixed and confining earth, and with

the activities taking place in the neighborhood. A wall

along the banks of any stream will enable the readei

to enlarge on the information and observations pr&

sented on these pages; but it will be worth while to carrj

through some of the suggestions that follow.

Most people have difficulty resisting a temptation t(

throw objects like sticks and stones into an inviting bod}

of water. We like to see the water splash, and find ou

whether the objects sink or float. Objects that are heavie:

than the volume of water they displace sink, while thos(

that are lighter float. Floating objects in moving wate:

constantly change their positions, creating an endlesi

variety of new situations wherever they go.

Select, then, some stream a few feet wide where, fo:

a hundred feet, the depth is relatively uniform and thi

speed of the water reasonably constant. At ten-foo

intervals along the bank, place sticks, stones, or othe

distinctive markers. Above the first upstream marker tos

an object into the water so that it will be carried alon

by the stream. A snowball or a small stick will serv

the purpose. Then notice the number of seconds it take

for the floating material to move a hundred feet down

stream. If you throw in several objects, it is unlikel;

that they will all move downstream at the same rate. Yoi

may determine the average rate of movement, but dj

not forget that movement is rarely uniform. Decide thai-

on average, the water moves by a given point in thi

stream at a given number of feet per second.

To the tip of a pole—about the size of a fishpole—

attach a string a few feet long. To the free end of thi

string tie a stone heavy enough to hold the string vei



tically in the stream with the stone resting on the bottom.

At equal intervals on the string tie markers, so that you
may easily measure the stream depth at any point.

Imagine that a vertical sheet of water is moving down-
stream past any point, and determine the size of this

sheet of water with the help of your measuring device.'

In this way you should have little difficulty in estimating

ihe number of cubic feet of water passing a given point

in one minute. Since there are 7.43 gallons in a cubic

foot, you can approximate the number of gallons the

stream carries per second, or per minute, if you prefer.

This figure will be of importance to you in describing

the stream with some degree of accuracy.

It is the moving wall of water that does much of the

work in changing our stream edges. Some objects float

in the current, and do little or no damage to the stream

edge. Others remain fixed on the stream bottom without

effect on the bottom itself, although they may smooth
off the rough edges of objects passing over them. Much
material bumps along the bottom and sides of the stream

—and it is this that most affects the stream bed.

SrNCE water is heavier than air, a stone submerged jn

water weighs less than it does in air, displacing the

same amount of substance in either case. This means
that a stream may move some remarkably "heavy" ma-
terial. By observing the movement of substances along

the bottom of a stream, you may roughly estimate the

-peed of the water in a stream. Here are some sugges-

tions to aid your estimation of water speeds.

Water flowing at three inches a second, or about three-

eighths of a mile an hour, will move fine clay along the

lK)ttom of a stream, if the clay is loose.

A sluggish river, flowing at six inches a second—about

three-quarters of a mile an hour— will be able to move
fine sand along the bottom.

A river flowing at eight inches a second, or about

one mile an hour, will move coarse sand.

A brook flowing at one foot a second—about one
;ind one-half miles per hour—will move fine gravel.

A stream flowing at two feet a second, or three miles

^1



Fresh-water Mussel Fresh-water Shrimp

an hour, will move loose pebbles one inch in diameter.

A swift stream, flowing at about six miles an hour,

will move ten-inch stones.

A torrent that flows at eleven miles an hour may move
forty-two-inch stones.

Cloudburst waters flowing at twenty-two miles an hour
may move boulders weighing up to 250 tons.

The width of a stream, of course, affects the speed

of its waters at any given point, and the stream flows

more rapidly at its narrowest points. It is important to

reaUze this fact if for any reason it is desired to make
the stream co-operate in changing the nature of its bank.

It might be thought that, if the water in a stream were
moving at four miles an hour—at a speed about equaling

that of a good fast walk—a doubling of the stream's

speed would enable it to move objects weighing twice as

much. As a matter of fact, doubling the stream's speed

increases its carrying power not by twice, but by sixty-

four times. This means that if a stream were wearing
away its banks by moving pebbles weighing one ounce,
and its speed were doubled, it would be capable of

moving rocks weighing four pounds. If its speed were
doubled again, it would move rocks weighing 256
pounds. From these figures, it is obvious that the move-
ment of water over fixed earth may become a matter
of the greatest importance to humans.

Water, moving over the surface of sloping land, car-

ries with it materials that may be of great value to the

landowner. Such movements of small amounts of valu-

able soil may, over the course of time, prove more
significant than the spectacular erosion produced by

flash floods. Sheet erosion is not as noticeable as the

gully-type of erosion, but it may be even more wasteful,

IT may be noticed, during a walk along a stream aftei

a heavy downpour, that the stream's color is not

uniform. The water flowing over mud or clay is of a

different color than that which flows largely over rock.

It may also be noticed that small streams flowing into

larger streams also vary in color, and that those coming

from sod-covered areas are clearer than those originating

in cultivated land lacking a binding sod. If you are a

fisherman, you have probably learned that the fishing

varies with respect to locality—the fish seem to knovi

that, where stones and debris are turned over on the

bottom of a stream, aquatic insects are washed from theji

hiding places as items of food.

The management of stream banks is a science that

calls for the application of engineering, biological, and

other technical skills. For example, it is recognized thai

the volume of a stream varies over the course of the year!

and that the work done by a stream in flood may create

conditions conducive to the survival of useful fish ii

times of drought. Stream bank managers know thai

E^



shallow, slowly moving, unshaded waters may become
too warm for many species of fish, and thus they plan to

provide needed depth, speed of current, and shade.

Generally speaking, the more important schemes em-
ployed in managing streams for fish include the digging

of channels, to provide fish with an opportunity to move
from a threatened area to a better one. Such channels

guarantee that a fish may also have a sufficient volume
of water in which to survive. Also employed are deflector

dams of boulders, large stones, anchored logs, or even

concrete walls. These latter serve to prevent dangerous

undermining of stream banks, and also to allow under-

mining where it is wanted. The deflectors concentrate or

dissipate the flow of water. Some are designed with holes

in their bases through which a stream of water may flow

at a high rate of speed to flush out the bottoms of down-
stream holes. Others have V-shaped tops that guide the

fall of water to scour out downstream holes. Single-wing

and double-wing deflectors provide a maximum of stream

useful to trout in a given mile of stream bed.

A well-planned stream bank uses the anchoring quali-

ties of plants that grow down to the edge of the water,

and limits the access of cattle and other animals that

may destroy the protective sod. Stream bank managers
use plants to hold the stream in place, and to this end

they may plant large numbers of willows to serve as soil

anchors. The roots of the willows may also provide hiding

Stone Fly

places for fishes of different sizes and species, with the

smaller surviving until such time as they might be of

value as food for the larger. Fencing portions of the

stream border also helps in anchoring the stream edge.

Dams may be useful in stream and stream bank man-
agement, and may be constructed of boulders, logs, or
combinations of stone, earth, and wood. Parts of these

dams may be modified to utilize the retained water for

special purposes, although the dams serve primarily to

store water against times of water shortage. Engineers
know how to construct dams, which will build up useful

accumulations of silt, or which, on the other hand, will

keep such accumulations at a minimum. Some man-made
dams rather closely resemble beaver dams, and make use
of brush in their construction.

The building of structures designed to change the

nature of a stream bank takes into account not only the

large differences that may exist in a stream during the

several seasons of the year, but also the expense and
effort necessary to maintain them over a span of time.

The interests of different animals that haunt a stream

bank may often conflict. Man, for example, may wish a

mudbank to maintain a pond where his ducks may breed.

Such banks may also provide ideal earth into which
muskrats may burrow—but the muskrats cause major
leaks in the dams, built by men at considerable expense

in time, money, and effort.

J



Two-lined Salamander

It should be interesting to investigate thie variety of

holes to be found along and in stream banks, made by
various organisms. Some of the holes may be underwater,

some at water's edge, and others well above the water

mark. The tabular matter accompanying this insert con-

siders a number of these "hole-makers."

Underwater holes in streamside banks may be vital

to mammals like beavers, which must reach their dens

in a bank or in a house under the ice of winter. Such
entrances may be at the deepest point in the waterway
near the bank, and continuous use of the entrance may
make the ice thin at that point. It is well to realize this

fact when you start to walk around a beaver house in

bitter winter weather! The underwater entrance allows

the beavers to carry food into their dens and to attain a

degree of safety from enemies. Muskrats, too, are able

to reach their houses from underwater without risking

exposure to their many enemies.

Many other animals use similar techniques. Crayfish

may burrow in a stream bed in search of food and safety.

Frequently, the resulting channels open up spaces

through which a small stream of water may begin to flow,

and the bottom of the stream is thus kept active in the

production of small organisms important to the larger

as food. Even small burrows may serve this function.

Many aquatic insects also burrow in the stream bot-

tom, and some burrow into the banks at or above water's

edge. All these burrows, taken together, create consider-

able changes in the stream bank. Turtles may burrow
into the stream bed; some may occupy abandoned musk-
rat burrows along the bank. In some cases such used or

abandoned burrows may be appropriated as shelters by
the snakes that live in our waterways. In the South,

where water moccasins are found, one should investigate

the tenants of such burrows with respect!

Salamanders of a number of kinds frequently modify
stream banks, even if in a rather modest way. Ordinarily,

these small amphibians burrow in mud or under pebbles

on the bottom; but wherever they go they may leave an
open area behind them through which the water may
increase its flow and consequently its work. Anything
that disturbs the stream bottom or bank may, in the

course of time, effect changes in the stream itself.

Not infrequently the muddy bottoms of streams pro-

vide ideal burrowing sites for many of the fresh-water

mussels. The mussels supply food for fishes, which bur-

row in the mud in search of them; and in this way the

mussels help to modify the stream bottom.

There was a time when the shells of fresh-water mus-
sels were so abundant in our streams that they had a

considerable economic value. "Pearl" buttons were cut

from the shells, and from the resulting waste came mate-

rial useful as an adjunct to poultry rations. Lime from
the shells constituted a fertilizer for improvement of

both the chemical and mechanical nature of agricultural

soils. Since many of the fresh-water mussels spend a part

of their life histories as parasites on fishes—particular

species of mussels favoring particular species of fishes

—

some remarkable situations develop. Some of these are

mentioned in the chart section of this insert. Heavy
populations of mussels tend to build up the bottoms of

streams in favorable places, so that we have "shoals"

owing partly to their abundant presence. Some such

shoals have had a bearing on power development along

a number of American streams and rivers.

IN the 106th insert of this series it was pointed out

that some fresh-water moUusks are significant in

their relation to public health, and it is probably true

that the moUusks, which can change the courses of

mighty streams, may in the long run be more important

than great armies or great dams.

While problems of sanitation and economy, as they

bear on stream banks, are important, they should not

be allowed to become exclusive. A sandpiper runs along

the edge of a stream. A kingfisher flies into its streamside

nest, to the delight of those who enjoy watching streani

banks for aesthetic reasons. Men consider the monetarj!

promise of a stream flowing through a gorge, but they

should also consider the song and antics of the water

ouzel. Few who have watched this bird in its natural

environment would hesitate to defend its presence, oi

would advocate its elimination in the interests of "prog:;

ress." Less vigorous, but perhaps better known, are the

phoebes that haunt walls of glens from coast to coasg

Perhaps it is such glens that offer the greatest stud

rewards. Their waters run swiftly at times, and as f
mere trickle at other times. Exhibited in the glen is the

raw power of moving water—the power to scour, to

develop plunge basins, to tear away vegetation. In its

quieter phases, the water of the glen performs the slow,

steady, plodding work which may, over the course ol

the years, produce even more important changes.

Perhaps it would be of more value to study a singlE

stream bed and compare it with one in which the streani

waters flow over an entirely different sort of bottom, anc

with an entirely different volume and variation in flow

It should be remembered that this discussion dwells

primarily on stream banks where the flow of water ii

as|

udg



not strictly cyclic, as it is on a tidal flat. In our streams,

any object that moves past a given point in the water-

Dourse seldom, if ever, returns.

In studying the management of the stream edge we
must recognize that the edge is rarely stationary. It

moves up the bank when in flood; down when in drought.

While in tidewaters this movement is cyclic and can be

predicted with great accuracy; in a stream this is rarely

so. A fiddler crab at the edge of the tide burrows down
as the tide goes out. When the tide comes in the crab

smerges to roam, feed, and breed. A stream margin pre-

lents a different pattern. In time of flood, the plants and

animals of the edge may be submerged or partly sub-

merged for a few hours, days or weeks, and this period

may be followed by a drought of indefinite length of

vc time. Sometimes such submergences or exposures are

jf accompanied by extremes of heat, light, and abrasion,

further complicating the survival problems of the crea-

ture involved. This situation is met in part by the ability

of some stream edge plants and animals to move as the

need arises. On the other hand, many organisms can

survive if one part of the creature can remain out of the

(B water while another part is submerged. When a beaver

dam is first established, the trees whose roots are at first

submerged may appear to prosper, but if the submer-

gence continues the roots cannot continue to function be-

cause the air has been cut off. Then, of course, the roots

is:- and the trees die—as you may see at the edge of any pond

created by a growing beaver colony. If the value of the

harvestable beaver pelts exceeds the value of the wood
the colony may in time be considered an asset by the

landowner. If not, then the work of the beaver must be

considered as destructive unless other values change.

The 60th insert, published ten years ago, was titled

"On the Level," and went into considerable detail about

the use of dams in controlling the water level along

streams. It emphasized the difficulties of managing this

level so that the demands of flood control, of reservoirs,

of power development, of navigation, and fish and wild-

life management could be met with reasonable success.

The conflicting interests of those seeking power, recrea-

tion, irrigation and flood control from a common stream

call for ability to manage that all-important stream edge.

FACTORS finding expression in stream bank manage-

ment are complex indeed. Water flowing steadily in

and through an established irrigation ditch may do little

damage, while other water moving with exactly the same

speed over raw soil may be highly destructive. Water

flowing over a hillside on which sod is well-established

may do no damage whatever, while water flowing with

equal speed down a similar hillside over unanchored

soil may tear away useful earth and cover valuable land

elsewhere wjth unwanted sediments. All of this makes
the control of the waters' edge a challenging, interesting,

and important problem to anyone.

Beaver



DESCRIPTION RANGE AND RELATIONSHIP

White Willow

Salix alba

Shakespeare says; "There is a willow
grows aslant a brook, that shows his

hoar leaves in the glassy stream." This
tree may be over 100 feet high, with

a trunk diameter to over 6 feet. Al-

ternate leaves to 4 inches long and
%-inch wide, dark green above and
light beneath.

Native of Europe, but widely estab-
lished in America. Seventy of more
than 170 recognized species are found
in America, thriving in moist, loose
soil. Most closely related to crack wil-

low or yellow willow. More than 20
species of trees. Family Salicaceae.

Kentucky Bluecrass

Poa pratensis

"And I will give grass in thy fields for

thy cattle, and thou shalt eat and be
full," we read in Deuteronomy; and
grass growing along stream banks
helps keep water in its place. Tufted
stems to 3-feet high. Flower-stem
leaves to 6-inches long, '/i-inch wide,

flat or folded, soft. Basal leaves larger.

Grasses include the cereals and much
of the pasturage crops. In nature they
are closely associated with, but not
related to, the legumes, to form the
sods that anchor soil. They provide
porosity which admits water and air

and improves productivity. Some 3,500
species over world. Family Gramineae.

DiATOMACEOUS OoZES

Diatojnaceae

Rupert Brooke, in his poem "Heaven,"
tells us that fish look ahead and:
".

. . somewhere, beyond Space and
Time, is wetter water, slimier shme."
He recognizes the importance .of the

aquatic slimes that give a dangerous
but important slimy surface to most
fixed, solid surfaces under water.

Diatoms are plants belonging to the
Class Bacillarieae, essentially glass

boxes containing plant material. With
the valves symmetrical bilaterally in

the Order Pennales, and circular or
irregular in the Centrales. They occur
in fresh, brackish, or salt water, and
are usually mucus-imbedded.

Fresh-water Mussel

Lampsilis siliquoides

Some stream margins may have mud-
dy bottoms and slowly moving water.

In these muds may burrow two-
shelled mussels, or muckets. In this

species, the two shells are about equal,

2x4 inches, hinged along straighter

edge, greenish, with eccentric ridges,

a single fleshy, spade-shaped foot.

This is a mollusk of the Class Pelecy-
poda and Family Unionidae, and is a
fresh-water species. Some species may
be found in compact muds of the bot-
toms of trout streams; others are lim-

ited to loose muds of pond-bottoms.
Usually lie largely buried in the mud
with access to freely moving water.

Fresh-water Shrimp

Ganimarus fascialus

The plants that crowd the land in wa-
ter at the edge of a stream often team
with fresh-water shrimp that are to

about Vi-inch long, swim actively

back-foremost, may be pale green,

tan, or almost white, and may show a

rather conspicuous eyespot and waving
legs, antennae, and other parts.

The animal belongs to the Crustacea,
which includes crayfish, crabs, and
lobsters. Members of the Family
Gammaridae live in fresh water, while
others live in salt water. In the Am-
phipoda, the body is laterally com-
pressed—as in these shrimps—while in

Isopoda it is flattened from top.

MlDCES

Chironojnidae

Mud and stones at the edge of

streams are frequently characterized
by seeming "strings" of silt, which
may actually be strings of silt-covered

algae sheltering small, red "worms."
These may be larvae of some of the

midges that fly over water at certain

seasons, and at various times.

These insects resemble minute mos-
quitoes, but have more delicate abdo-
mens, legs and antennae, and are gen-
erally smaller. The veins and edges
of the wings also lack the scaly fringes
characteristic of such parts in mos-
quitoes. There are more than 200
kinds of midges in North America.

May Fly

CnllibaeUs sp.

In 1778, Benjamin Franklin wrote an
essay on The Epiiemera; An Emblem
of Human Life. Erroneously and
facetiously, he assumed that May
flies, members of the Ephemera, com-
pleted their life history in a day. The
insects are delicate, hold wings erect

over their backs and bear 2-3 "tails."

Some 100 species of May flies are
known in the United States, and some
500 in the world. They hold their

forelegs conspicuously forward, have
abdomens that curve upward to rear
as adults, and usually functionless
mouth parts. Nymphs are aquatic, with
abdominal gills and 2-3 "tails."

Stone Fly

Perla sp.

Stone flies include more than 3,000
species of insects, mostly residents of
waterways that do not become dry.

An early species, Capiila pygmaea.
may appear in dark swarms over snow.
Some later species in genus Perla are
slow fliers; are sought by trout as food,
by men as bait. Nymphs are aquatic.

Adults are to be found flying over
streams, or in abundance on vegeta-
tion near streams during the breeding
season. The nymphs cling to stones
underwater, where they crawl about, ^
seeking animal food. The adults may
have non-functional mouth parts, or
may have active, chewing mouth parts.

Brooiv Trout

Salvelinus fontinalis

Tennyson characterizes a brook as

having: ".
. . here and there a lusty

trout and here and there a grayling."
The beauty of a brook trout can hard-
ly be equaled—certainly by nothing
whose realm is the edge of a stream.
Weight to 17 pounds. Tail square-
tipped. Back with wormlike markings.

Native from Labrador to Georgia, and
to Montana and Saskatchewan in wa-
ters not exceeding 75° F. Now has
world-wide distribution, and is be-

coming popular in farm fishponds. It

may be crossed with brown or with
lake trout, producing hybrids.



REPRODUCTION ECOLOGY ECONOMY

Flowers borne in spring on short lat-

eral branches, as catkins whose yellow

fruits burst, freeing fluffy seeds. Cat-
kins seem weak, but do not ordinarily

droop. White willow crosses freely

with crack and shining willows. Com-
monly propagated through cuttings of

twigs thrust into ground.

Wood is tough, takes high polish, is

hght brown, catches fire easily but
does not produce a lasting fire.

Branches may break and produce
abundance of trash. Roots penetrate
long distances for water and may in-

vade and clog sewers. Wood used in

artificial limbs and to make charcoal.

Role of tree in anchoring soil along
banks of streams is widely recognized,
and it is a common practice in stream
management to thrust young shoots
into ground along stream bank to es-

tablish and anchor soil, and to retard

wasteful erosion. The bark is rich in

tannin, and is used in tanning.

Flowers and fruits borne in open, py-

ramidal, terminal clusters, with the

lower coming from a whorl of 5

branches. Spikelets of 3 to 5 flowers

are to '/i-inch long. Grain enclosed in

2 scales, each to 1/IO-inch long, longer

than Canada bluegrass. Seed weighs
24 pounds to the bushel.

Grown alone, may yield to 900 pounds
of valuable forage per acre. Wild
white clover alone yields to 3,000
pounds per acre, but the two grown
together may yield more than 5,000
pounds of more nutritious forage. Is

perennial, and has dense root system
forming durable compact sod.

A sod anchor at a stream edge is im-
portant in erosion control, to limit silt

pollution, and to maintain fertility,

which improves the quality of stream
water for use by animals, including
man. Bluegrass is a representative of
a great group of plants that play an
important role in economy of man.

There is vegetative, asexual and sex-

ual reproduction, and the wavy strings

seen attached to stones submerged in

streams are often these plants. At
death of the plants the organic ma-
terial may decay, but the silica "boxes"
may persist. May reproduce about
every 5 days under good conditions.

An uninhibited diatom might yield in

a year, through its descendants, about
60 tons of material. A bed off the Cali-

fornia coast is '/2-mile thick. In a

short time a bed nearly 6 inches thick

and to 20 miles long formed off Wash-
ington coast. Over 10 million square
miles of sea bottom are diatomaceous.

Diatoms pollute and purify water.
They are an important item of fish

food. From the resultant earths, man
makes polishing powders, explosives,

tooth pastes, soap, waterglass and fire-

proof packings. In many ways diatoms
are essential to our way of life, both
directly or indirectly.

Males free sperms into water. These
fertilize the eggs, which lodge in gills

of female and may develop there

from August to May. Young larvae are

freed into water and become attached

to bass. They develop on the bass for

about 20 days, then leave and in 2
years may develop to 2-inch maturity.

Primarily scavengers, living on organic
substances in the water taken into the

clam body. Different species of fresh-

water mussels may use different spe-

cies of fish as hosts on which to de-
velop as larvae. Major movements of
the animals are effected during pe-

riods spent on the host fishes.

May serve as a water purifier, or as an
index of purity of the water. Many
rivers and streams have spectacular
shoals that support large mussel popu-
lations, giving names like "Muscle
Shoals" to such sites. Shells have mi-
nor value, and some fresh-water clams
may support pearls.

Sexes mate from April to November,
and may lay an average of 22 eggs
every 1 1 days, incubating them for

about 1 1 days. The young are then
freed to mature in about 39 days.

Sexes may remain clasped for long
periods. Breeding not normal at tem-
perature below 64° F.

Apparently can see well, and has
good sense of touch. Protection ef-

fected largely by escape and by hid-

ing in cover, and also by great repro-
ductive capacity. Food is almost
anything organic, including own kind.

Animals may frequenly serve as ef-

ficient scavengers.

A basic organism useful in changing
plants and small animals into a super-
ior food for the larger animals of the
waterways, and particularly for young
fishes like trout, which may gorge
themselves on fresh-water shrimps.
Are too small to be used as bait; but
all large fish start as small fish!

In one species of midge, the female
lays a mass of some 700 brown eggs
in water. In 3-4 days, these hatch into

larvae that feed on microorganisms in

the water for up to 2 months and de-

velop as "red worms," usually covered
by masses of silt-covered material.
They finally come to surface as adults.

Most midges are harmless, but some-
times annoying in their abundance.
Some, like the "punkies" (Ciilicoides)

bite, and may be most troublesome at

certain times of the year. All, however,
serve as a basic food for many
sport and food fishes, so have a cer-

tain economic value.

The evaluation of midges calls for in-

formation, restraint and intelligence.

They may be intensely interesting, as

when enormous swarms emerge to

produce a humming sound or even a

dark, dancing cloud. Basically, they
convert minute water plants into a

superior fish food.

Adults live only a short while, mating
in flight. Female may lay to 1,000
eggs, dropping them or placing them
underwater. In 6 weeks to 3 years
nymphs hatched from eggs develop
through as many as 21 molts to com-
plete a generation. May be molt in

adult stage, but no true pupal stage.

Aquatic nymphs bear repsonsibility

for most of animal's life history as far

as time is concerned. They may be
free-swimming, mud-burrowers, or
may crawl over submerged supports,
feeding mostly on plant materials,

which are chewed. Some may be
carnivorous, but these are rare.

Role played is primarily that of con-
verting aquatic plant material quickly
into animal matter of food value to
predatory aquatic animals such as

fish. Unfortunately, because of nuptial
night, may not easily be confined for
rearing under managed programs.
Adults and nymphs may be abundant.

Adults male soon after emerging from
nymph stage, which lives in the water.
Females lay eggs in masses of 200-300
in the water, with one female laying
several thousand eggs. Fggs hatch in

water into nymphs that crawl about
on rocks under water, possibly requir-

ing to 3 years to reach maturity.

Probably feed almost wholly on small
aquatic animals that cling to rocks un-
der water. May make a living from
such animals as cling to undersides of
submerged rocks in flowing water.

Adults may cat nothing and die soon
after breeding. Serve important role

as food for fishes of swift water.

One species found in the West, Ten-
ipleryx pacifica. may become serious
pest in orchards, causing damage to

buds of fruit trees. Presence of stone
flies in a stream may be evidence that
stream is permanent through the year.
Fishermen capture adults downstream,
use them efl'ectively upstream.

Female builds nest in riflfle over grav-
el, usually in fall, mates and lays to
5,IM)0 eggs that mix with gravel; may
be guarded to 3 weeks. At 50' F.,

cgRs may hatch in 44 days, reach ma-
turity in 1-2 years. Clutch of eggs may
be to SO per cent fertile. Water tem-
perature most important in survival.

Food is largely small aquatic animals,

but may be taken on artificial lures

resembling nothing in nature. Cannot
survive heavy pollution, and nests

may be destroyed by rival fishes. Man
is the most important factor in elimi-

nation or survival. The oxygen con-

tent of water must be high.

Possibly the best of all game fishes,

producing unsurpassed food for man
as well as superior sport. Lends self

well to management techniques.
Thrives at water's edge under sods
undercut by current, or in root systems
of Irees undercut by streams. The ul-

timate in stream bank sport fish.
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Horned Dace

SemolUus atromacidutus

Length to less than 10 inches, but to

boy beginning a fishing career this is

unimportant. Here is a fish that will

bite readily, fight for freedom, and
generally meet minimum needs of a

boy fisherman! Scales crowded for-

ward of the dorsal fin. Sides and belly

silvery. Breeding male blue above.

Common in small streams from Maine
to Wyoming, to New Mexico and Ala-
bama. It is also known as Creek Chub.
May be associated with brook trout,

common suckers and blacknose dace.

Usually found in headwaters, streams,

or in pools of larger streams reduced
by drought. Family Cyprinidae.

Two-lined Salamander

Eurycea bislineata

Wet little world between the stones

at edge of a cool brook is ideal for

this slender salamander. Length to 4

inches. Tongue attached at center be-

neath, but free at front margin. Pale

straw-colored, with narrow, dark line

down each side to the tail. Skin moist.

Belly yellow. Sides dotted.

From New England to Florida and
west to Louisiana and Lake Superior; V
related and similar species extend
range slightly. Nine similar species in

area. May winter under trash on
land, or in deeper water than in sum-
mer. Family Plethodontidae. Order
Caudata. Class Amphibia.

Water Ouzel, Dipper

Cinclus mexicanus

Any bird that can match a water ouzel

in walking under a swiftly-flowing

stream and leaping from rock to rock

in a torrent is entitled to an exultant

song! Length to 8% inches. Tail to just

over 2 inches. Weight to I'A ounces.

Slate gray, paler beneath. Brown on
tail and wings.

Breeds from near tree limit in north-

western Alaska to central-western Al-
berta, and south to southern Cali-

fornia and southern New Mexico, with
allied race in Mexico and Guatemala.
Family Cinclidae is close to that of

the wrens—the Troglodytidae—and to

the wren tits. Family Chamaeidae.

Belted Kingfisher

Megaceryle alcyon

A loud, rattling call, a flash of blue

and white along the edge of a trout

stream, and a bird may suddenly dis-

appear into a hole in the stream bank.
This chain of events may point to the

belted kingfisher, whose length is to

14% inches, wingspread to 23 inches,

and a weight of to 6 ounces.

There are 2 subspecies, the eastern

and the western, collectively breed-

ing from Alaska to Newfoundland and
south to the Mexican and Gulf of

Mexico borders. Winter range may
extend to northern South America, in-

cluding British Guiana, Trinidad and
Colombia. Has been seen in Europe.

Phoebe

Sayornis phoebe

A cliff along a little gorge with a

stream, or a bridge over a stream with-

out one or more moss-covered nests

would be an incomplete picture and
not typical. It is true that phoebes
may live far from water, but they are

significant in a stream-bank picture.

To 7'/i inches long, tail to 3'/4 inches.

Breed from Prince Edward Island to

central Mackenzie, and south to north-

eastern New Mexico and the moun-
tains of Georgia. Winter in United
States south of 37°, and on to Vera-
cruz, Mexico. Three species in the

genus recognized in the United States.

A flycatcher. Family Tyrannidae.

Mink.

Mustela vison

'This little mink is fierce and sly, and
steals around with cunning eye."
Length to 28 inches, including an 8-

inch tail. Weight to 3'/2 pounds, with
females % weight of the males, or

less. Teeth, 1 3/3; C 1/1. P-3/3, M-
1/2. Tracks, F-I1/2 x V/2; H-I1/2 x
IV2; Sp-5; L-24, often with tail drag.

Range through most of North America
except extreme North, the Southwest
and Mexico, favoring stream banks;
may be found some distance from
streams but ordinarily cannot be con-
sidered as a desert or mountaintop
animal. Related to weasel, badger, :

skunk, otter. Family Mustelidae.
i

Beaver

Castor canadensis

"In mountain stream so clear and cool

the beaver builds a swimming pool.

He gnaws down trees to make them
fall across the stream to form a wall."

Length to 43 inches, including 16-

inch naked, paddle-like tail. Weight to

over 60 pounds. Teeth, 11/1; C-0/0;
P-1/1; M-3/3. Webbed hindfeet.

Originally ranged through Canada
j

and Alaska to Florida and Mexican
border. Once nearly wiped out over
much of range; now recovering
through protection. Family Castoridae,

but not in same family as mice and
rats, or in same order as rabbits. Not ;

limited to New World, rare in Old.

Stream Water

Water plus Pollutants, Oxygen and

Motion

Elements of a stream bank include the

water, the earth over which it flows,

and the plants and animals that live

in or closely associated with either of
above as a part of the bank society.

We are not concerned here with tidal

waters or with stagnant water but
with waters that move non-cyclically.

In periods of flood and drought there

may be variations in volume of water,

its velocity, its turbidity, and its load

of foreign matter, with resultant va-

riations in effect on adjacent soils and
on associated living things. All these

j

variations leave records of significance,
j

which may be read.

Stream Beds

Stream Beds Include Fixed Organic

and Inorganic Materials

Stream beds are rarely completely
fixed, as portions erode due to the

movement of water and of the load
it carries. A load of eroded materials

may increase the abrasive nature of
the moving stream, or it may settle as

sediment and change the velocity and
direction of the stream.

Carved stream beds provide varia- j

tions in water speed and depth, and }

provide variations like riffles, pools 1

and shallows, which contribute to

providing food, shelter, escape, an-

chorage to the organic part of stream
society. Stream fish require variations

in depth of water for livelihood.
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Males build nests in riffles, removing
silt from an area and making a peb-
ble-lined, circular pit, with pebbles
upstream. One or more females may
mate with male, lay eggs, and leave

male to guard them. Young may reach
1 '/a -inch length in 5 months and 4
inches in 2 years.

Feeds mostly on small aquatic ani-

mals, taking a fly or a baited hook
readily. Often become pests as bait

robbers, raiding hooks offered associ-

ated game fishes. May support a large

number of external parasites. Are
eaten readily by larger fishes, and are

thus imortant ecologically.

Good, hardy bait minnow and good
food fish for the larger game species
of their habitat. Flesh of horned dace
is edible, but bones are a bit too abun-
dant. Breeding fish can be stripped
of eggs successfully, and fish may be
reared in breeding ponds to sell as

bait for pike and common panfish.

Elaborate fall courtship ends when
male deposits a jelly-like spermato-
phore that female picks up. In spring
lays eggs under swift water. May lay

to 30 eggs, each VS-inch in diameter.
Hatch in 10 weeks into slender larvae.

Young reach length of 2 inches in 2

years before transforming into adults.

Food essentially small animals like

worms, insects, Crustacea, usually
caught by foraging in daylight in wa-
ter. May be most active and successful

in escape behavior, changing quickly
from quiescence to active scrambling.
Some salamanders of area may be
colon bacteria reservoirs.

Usually of only minor importance to

man, but do serve role of controlling
multiplication of small animals of hab-
itat, and to a minor extent as food for
some predators of area. Many sala-

mander species haunt stream banks,
and are interesting denizens.

Nests on ledge in gorge or canyon,
close to—or even under—a waterfall;

on rocks in midstream, or on beams
under bridges. Nest is bulky, roofed,
with a side entrance; made of plant
materials, with a dry inner nest of
fine material. Eggs white, 3-5. Incu-
bation period is about 15 days.

Food largely aquatic animals like in-

sects and even fish, including black
fly larvae, caddis fly larvae gleaned
from wet rocks in or under water.
Birds can walk or swim through rap-

idly-flowing water even when the air

temperature is under 50° F. below
zero. Favors swift water.

Expresses the wild free spirit of water
dashing through a canyon more than
any other resident of the meeting
place of land and water. Its marvel-
ously loud and pleasant song is in
keeping with the setting in which the
dipper chooses to live. The bird is

described well by many writers.

No nest is made, but eggs are laid at

end of burrow, which may be 4 inches

in diameter and extend to 15 feet into

bank of soft earth, to end in enlarged
room. Eggs 5-14, glossy white, incu-

bated for 16-17 days, mostly by fe-

male; occasionally by male. In North,
1 annual brood; in South, 2.

Food is chiefly fish, but known to eat

crayfish, frogs, mice, insects, and liz-

ards. Food may include useful fish

species, but generally speaking the

birds are considered useful, and un-
less haunting a fish hatchery deserve
the protection given them by the law.

May fly up to 36 miles an hour.

Kingfishers may make changes in our
stream banks, and consideration of
their general role in nature may mold
our ability to judge units of nature.
We are losing many of our more at-

tractive birds, possibly because of poi-
son campaigns. Let it be hoped that

we never lose our last kingfisher.

Nest built in a crevice on a glen wall,

under a bridge or porch, or in an old
building or other shelter, usually of
mud with a grassy or mossy covering.

Eggs 3-8. usually unspotted, or with
a few scattered spots. Incubation by
one or both sexes, for 12-16 days. An-
nual broods, 2-3.

Food almost exclusively insects, usu-
ally caught on the wing. Careful sur-

veys indicate that nearly all food taken
includes insects and other inverte-

brates harmful to man's interests, such
as crickets, grasshoppers, ants, cucum-
ber beetles, ticks, moths, beetles.

Habit of nesting about old country
homes endears these birds to many.
Audubon banded some of these birds
and studied their return habits long
before bird banding was popular hob-
by and research technique. Call some-
thing like courting call of chickadee;
may be confused with latter.

Males mate with more than one fe-

male, February to March, but stay

with one until 3-8 young are born in

45-60 days. Young blind to 5 weeks,
weaned at 5 weeks, and leave den at

6-8 weeks. Breed at 1 year and, pro-
tected, may live for 10 years or more.

Food is muskrats, birds, frogs, snakes,

fish; in winter may pursue, catch and
kill cottontails on land. Home range of
nursing mother is about twenty acres.

Males range over much larger area.

May raid poultry houses, killing more
than are eaten. Den is in hollow log
or cave in streambank.

"His fur is soft and brown and sleek,

and twenty trappers worked a week
before they gathered skins enough to
make your grandma's cloak and muff."
Fur durability is 70 per cent that of
otter. Many pelts now raised on mink
farms, where quality may be devel-
oped by controlling ancestry.

Apparently pair for life. Breed lan-

uary-February, and 2-8 young born in

65-128 days. Seek solid food at 1

month. Cease nursing at 6 weeks.
Weight to 8 pounds by midsummer.
Mature in 2-3 years. Family is usually

basis of a colony, with 2-year-olds
driven from old home to start anew.

Food is solely plant material, largely

bark, stored underwater for winter

use. Den at end of burrow into bank,
or in a house built with entrance be-

low iceline permitting year round ac-

cess. In house, roof freezes, prevent-

ing entrance of enemies. Build dams
that frequently control water level.

Dams form ponds that collect sedi-

ments and form basis of rich agricul-
tural lands. May flood forested areas,
and may destroy orchards and timber
trees by flooding or by cutting. Pelts
are valuable, and formed basis for
much of America's original prosperity
and early development.

Movement of stream water largely de-

termines nature of associated organ-
isms, some of which move with stream
while others—by streamlining or by
individual effort—use moving water to

bring them food, remove wastes, and
provide variations needed by animals
to go through life cycle.

The ability of water to dissolve asso-

ciated substances affects the stream
bank phenomenally and frequently
wears away rocks selectively, produc-
ing variations that cause change in

stream direction and velocity. The dis-

solved materials affect the plants and
animals living in stream.

Temperatures of streams vary partly
because of color of rocks in stream
beds, partly because of temperature
of air mixed with the water in a
swiftly moving stream. Temperatures
determine both oxygen content of
many streams and the plant and ani-

mal populations to be found in them.

Stream bcd.s may be scoured by flood

waters, by ice particles in the water,
by moving silts that erode plants from
tlonc surfaces and change entire

Mrcam economy. However, stream
bed is rarely uniform cither vertically
or horizontally: with rest, original
»laluH may be regained.

Physical geography tells enchanting
stories of the origin and development
of stream systems, and of the records
they leave behind them when streams
change their courses. Streams aban-
don portions of Iheir courses, join

with other streams, and produce in-

teresting new biologic associations.

Just as phenomenal developments take
place at borders of woodlands and
fields, .so the most fruitful area of a

waterway may be the place where il

meets confining land, and where the
give and take of calm and violence,

and other variants, create conditions
for a variety of developmenls.



nature IN THE SCHOOL

IN THE SPRINGTIME, the edges of streams draw young-
sters as surely and certainly as a horseshoe magnet

attracts bits of iron. Indeed, there are towns in this

country where the local merchants give certificates to

children who agree to stay away from stream banks dur-

ing the time of spring high water—certificates that are

redeemable in ice-cream cones when the danger season

has passed. The merchants feel well rewarded in their

contribution to preventing spring accidents, which are

all too prevalent along the nation's waterways.

For the purpose of the schoolroom, there are three

major questions involved in the study of stream edges.

First, what happens at the edges of a stream? Secondly,

why does it happen? And lastly, what can be done to

make it happen? Certain stream bank events take place

quickly—perhaps in a matter of a few seconds. Other
events are measured in much longer units of time. But
the time element concerned in any particular event is

not as important as the sequence of its component parts;

for study purposes, the question is: what maybe expected

to happen next? Is there a definite pattern?

A stream of water flowing along a slushy street gutter

in spring may offer some significant lessons for young-
sters who like to experiment with dams, channels, diver-

sion ditches, and waterfalls. In such miniature streams

the movement of slush may be suggestive of the move-
ment of silt in the larger-scale stream or river; and a

description of the events that take place may be made
by a young student with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

With the help of the suggestions given in the text of

this insert, students may learn how to determine the

volume of water that passes a given point in a stream

during time of flood. They may learn to estimate the

speed of a stream by observing the effect of the moving
water on earthy units moving along the stream bottom.

They may observe that fragments of ice, breaking free

from a stream bank, may carry away larger or smaller

portions of soil as they move away. The student may
notice, too, how the water in a plunge basin below a

waterfall tends to widen the stream at that point, and
how, as the speed of the stream diminishes, its load of

silt or other material drops to the bottom, perhaps to

eventually change the course of the stream.

It might be worth while, in this connection, for the

student to map the course of a stream of water through
a snow dam, and to clarify the resulting graphic descrip-

tion with a series of pictures showing how the stream
course changes, and why.

Holes that may occur in the banks or bottoms of

streams are always significant, and they may be studied,

mapped, and perhaps explained. Young trappers may
learn something of the habits of the animals they seek
to capture by learning to identify the tracks, trails, and
other signs animals leave behind them, such as scraps of

gnawed food, droppings, dens, or signs of conflict. J

It might also prove interesting to map the side of |
stream through a given distance to indicate the location

of all observable birds' nests; the usual routes followed
by the birds in flying up or downstream; the sites wherl
the birds sing most frequently; and the territories

defended by nesting pairs of birds that use the stream
bank as a homesite. It should be noted that some species]

of birds nesting in or along stream banks seem to enjoj
the company of other birds of their own kind; whili

other species are solitary in their habits. |

The student may be able to form an opinion as to such^

differences of habit by observing the extent of the terri-

tory each bird visits in its search for food. Involved here

is the relative ability of the different bird species to covel
considerable distances with ease. A spotted sandpiperl

for example, cannot move with the ease of a cliff swallowi

and the two have different communal habits. What sug'^

gestions for an explanation do these facts suggest? |

The great lessons to be derived from a study of streaii|

edges are primarily associated with the gain and losl

of soil along margins. However, any study of the stream

bank would not be complete without a mention of stream

improvement. How may the banks of a stream be im-

proved? How may the production of food plants—and
the small animals that feed the larger animals of the

stream—be improved? How may the stream be pre-

vented from adding to the silt pollution and flooding

problems? Streams are dynamic and changeable

—

but

they may be managed. A start in understanding them
must be made at the school level—and it could well

prove to be a most enjoyable subject. .'1

Street gutter can be valuable site for study of silt movement.
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Tycho Brahe modified the heliocentric theory of Nicolaua the universe, right. Diagrams of both systems are i
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SKY REPORTER Nicolaus Copernicus anc

the heliocentric theor\

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

IT
WOULD BE WRONG to assume that the scientists and

philosophers of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance

had embraced Ptolemaic theories without reservation. Aris-

totle—whose principles were the backbone of medieval

science—had spoken of perfect celestial bodies moving at

constant speed along circular orbits centered on the earth.

There was a fundamental conflict between such notions and

the Ptolemaic concepts of epicycles and eccentrics, in

which bodies were assumed to move around the earth at

varying speeds in ofl:-center orbits. Die-hard Aristotelians

resolved this dilemma, however reluctantly, by consider-

ing Ptolemy's theories as a convenient mathematical

hypothesis, suitable for the prediction of celestial phenom-

ena, but without true physical meaning.

By the time these theories gained general acceptance {ca.

A.D. 1400
)

, however, they no longer provided the degree of

accuracy required by astronomical observations of the

period. Skilled modifications at the hand of fifteenth-cen-

tury astronomers Purbach and Regiomontanus gave them

renewed impetus, but a few of the more liberal thinkers

soon began to cast about for other means of solving the

problem of planetary motions. One of these men was des-

tined to propose a system which, in its day. led to one of

the most impassioned scientific controversies of all times.

Niklas Koppernigk, who later latinized his name to Nico-

laus Copernicus, was born in Torun, Poland, on February

19, 1473. The youngest son of a magistrate, he was or-

phaned at the age of ten and was adopted by his maternal
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uncle Lucas Watzenrode who soon thereafter becair

Bishop of Ermland (Prussia). His uncle's intention t

prepare him for a lay position within the church governe

his education. His studies bore the imprint of an era i

which the classics had been newly rediscovered and a

avenues of learning were eagerly followed.

The young Copernicus was schooled in law and medicii

as well as mathematics and astronomy. The decisive tui

in his career seems to have occurred during his close assi

elation, at the University of Bologna, with the Italia

astronomer Domenico Maria da Novara. He participate

in Novara's observations and shared his growing dissati

faction with ancient planetary theories. It is probable thi

Copernicus began elaborating his new system shortly aft(

his return to Poland in 1506. Although a preliminary ve

sion of his treatise was circulated in manuscript form pe

haps as early as 1512. he delayed its publication in fia

form for fear of ecclesiastical censure. Edited by a fa

trusted friends, De revolutionibus orbium coelestium (C

the revolutions of celestial bodies) appeared in print

the spring of 1543, while the author lay on his deathbe;

felled by a stroke in his seventy-first year.

THE Copernican theory follows the Aristotelian traditic

of circular orbits described at uniform speed, an

retains the Ptolemaic hypothesis of epicycles and deferent

But its importance to the history of cosmological thoug.

lies in that it rejects the notion of a universe centered on

static earth. The theory supports this heliocentric stan

with plausible arguments (in contrast to the short-live'



leliocentric theories of the ancient Greeks, which were

lere exercises of the imagination)

.

All planets, including the earth, have deferents centered

m the sun. The moon, hitherto classified as a planet, be-

omes a satellite of the earth. Rotation of the earth is

issumed in order to account for the apparent daily motion

pf the skies. The seasons are explained correctly as resulting

rom a tilt of the earth's polar axis. Finally, all planets are

laced in their proper sequence [see diagram at left, facing

lage I , and Copernicus was able to determine from observa-

ion their relative distances from the sun in terms of the

arth's own distance from that central body.

Pre-Copernican theories assumed that the universe is in

act quite small, with all visible stars attached to an outer-

nost sphere scarcely beyond the orbit of Saturn. Having

postulated that the sun. rather than the earth, is the center

pf the universe, Copernicus was forced to give the sphere

pf the stars a considerably greater radius. Otherwise, the

innual motion of the earth around the sun would have

esulted in a periodic displacement in the apparent posi-

ions of the stars (larger displacements corresponding to

horter distances I . Since no such effect had yet been ob-

erved, Copernicus had no choice but to expand the size

pf the universe. Ironically, such displacements are observed

\ ith modern instruments—and prove the validity of helio-

entric theories—but they are too minute to have been

neasurable with the equipment of the sixteenth century.

As it were, the size of Copernicus' sphere of stars was

pne of the reasons why the Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe

1546-1601 ) would not accept the new system: he felt that

here was no philosophical justification for such an im-

nense void between Saturn and the stars. In addition,

Jrahe was a fastidious observer, equipped with the most

precise instruments then available. He became intensely

iware of the remaining inaccuracies in Copernicus' work
ind undertook to develop a theory of his own.

The Tychonic system {see diagram at right, opposite

'j;;el was a hybrid between the traditional geocentricism

I Ptolemy and the new heliocentric approach. The earth

5 returned to its privileged position at the center of the

iniverse, which may thus be shrunk back to a more "logi-

al ' size; the sun and moon revolve around the earth, but

he remaining planets revolve around the sun, accompany-
-' the latter in its annual motion; the entire universe

ilf;s around the earth once every twenty-four hours.

illi the fine observations, which Brahe accumulated in his

ifi-lime, there is no doubt that he could have developed his

\ -teni into a working hypothesis far more precise, albeit

"ore artificial, than that of Copernicus. Because of his

iiilimely death, at the age of fifty-four, Brahe's proposed

nalise remained unfinished.

A /ilKriKAS Tycho Brahe's planetary theory was a com-

Y Y promise intended to uphold some Aristotelian prin-

ililcs, his observations of natural |)henomena, on the

•piilrary, rlirl much to refute Aristotle's jtronouncemenls

!p'puI the nature of celestial bodies. Although novae (stars

I ''uddenly flare up to many limes their original brighl-

-. only to fade away gradually I are not uncommon,
pile's detection of such a nova in the constellation of

iopeia. in 1.'j72, was a novelty at thai lime. Ui: <il).Mcrvcd

.iith care and proved ils stellar n.-iliire. llni'- |iroviiliiig

lp'- firsl hint that stars are not the iniiniil.ilpK |pi-rfi-. I <,!,-

'•'Is that Arislolle had believed iheni |., I.i-.

Brahe's discussion of the bright comet of 1577 proved

equally remarkable. Until then, it had been assumed that

comets were atmospheric phenomena. But having com-
pared his observations obtained in Denmark with those of

a colleague in Prague, Brahe found that the comet had

been seen in the same direction at both places. Therefore

he concluded that the object was, in fact, much farther

away than the moon and was following a path around the

sun that carried it beyond the orbit of Venus (as shown in

his diagram, which is reproduced below).

ACCEPTANCE of the heliocentric theory was hindered by
the philosophical climate of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. Aristotelians opposed it solely on the

ground that Aristotle had taught otherwise. German and
French Protestants were averse to it from the start because

it conflicted with a literal interpretation of the Scriptures

(the reaction in England was more favorable). The Cath-

olic Church was fairly apathetic at first, but its attitude

became adamant when the Italian philosopher Giordano

Bruno (1548-1600) expanded the ideas of Copernicus and
spoke of an unlimited universe with countless inhabited

planets. Bruno was burned at the stake; the Edict of 1616

placed De revolulionibus on the Index "until corrected"

and barred the teaching of heliocentric theories. Although

the ban was not lifted officially until 1822, Copernicus'

heliocentric views nonetheless gained wide acceptance

in the scientific world by the end of the seventeenth century.

( »IIM,II\ '\l IONS III llll- lllll

il wiiH ill iirliit iiro i tin

iif LSTT convinreii Itnilie lliiit

111 (from <)]}rrn Oiniiin, 1 648).
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THE SKY IN APRIL

From the Almanac:

Full Moon
Last Quarter

New Moon
First Quarter

Full Moon

April 1, 12:48 a.m., EST
April 8, 5:16 a.m., EST
April 15, 12:38 a.m., EST
April 22, 4:50 p.m., EST
April 30, 1 :41 P.M., EST

For the visual observer:

Mercury should be viewed during the first few days of

April if one wants to see it at all in the course of that month.

It will be in the morning sky, rising 45 minutes before the

sun on April 1, and 30 minutes before on April 15, but lost

in the sun's glare by the end of April.

Venus, on the contrary, will be more favorably placed

toward the end of April. Still in the evening sky at the

beginning of the month, it will set about an hour after the

sun on April 1 and may be seen low in the west at sundown

for the next few days. It will be in inferior conjunction on

April 10 and thus will enter the morning sky on that date.

By the end of April, Venus will have brightened to —4.1

magnitude and will be seen rising in the east about an hour

before the sun makes its dawn appearance.

Mars, in Gemini, will be about as bright as Pollux. It

will be overhead after sunset on April 1 and will set in the

northwest at 2:00 a.m. on that date, at 1:30 a.m. on April

15, and at 1 :00 a.m. on April 30. The planet will pass south

of Castor and Pollux at midmonth.

Jupiter, in Capricornus (—1.8 magnitude), will rise on

the southeastern horizon at 3:00 a.m. on April 1, at 2:00

A.M. on April 15, and at 1:15 a.m. on April 30.

Saturn, also in Capricornus ( -(-0.8 magnitude) , will

remain approximately 6° west of Jupiter, rising about 15

minutes before the latter throughout April.

The Lyrid meteor shower may be expected on April 23.

The moon, at first quarter on the preceding day, should

not reduce appreciably the number of visible meteors. This

shower is somewhat less than spectacular, however, with a

predicted rate of 6 per hour (for a single observer).

The signs of the zodiac:

Shortly before 400 B.C., Babylonian astronomers sub-

divided the ecliptic into twelve identical sections, each span-

ning 30°, for the purpose of facilitating their mathematical

computations. These sections—or signs—were given the

name of the zodiacal constellation that they contained. The
first (Aries) began at the vernal equinox. In subsequent

centuries, the signs of the zodiac were used extensively as

a convenient means of describing the position of sun and

planets along the ecliptic. As time went on, the slow change

in the orientation of the earth's polar axis in space caused

a steady displacement of the vernal equinox with respect

to the zodiacal constellations. Today, almost 2,400 years

after the Babylonians first subdivided the zodiac, this dis-

placement amounts to nearly a whole constellation. The
signs, however, have not been renamed, with the confusing

result that the constellation of Pisces is in the sign of Aries,

and so forth, around the zodiac. To avoid misunderstand-

ing, the use of zodiacal signs has been discontinued in

astronomy. Instead, the positions of planets are now given

with respect to the constellations in which they appear.

On the preceding pages, Mrs. Gossner offers the fourth
in her 1961 series on the growth of cosmological concepts.
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Black-winced stilts, on their long, pink legs, alertly patrol

the area around their nest with its speckled eggs. These

were found near Lake Atanasovo on the Black Sea coast, an

unlike other species, have increased in the last ten yean
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.\KF. Srebiri\a's reed beds are sites for explorations by I'erseciilion by peasants and burning of reeds during last

ferilish ornithologists searching for Dalmatian pelicans. hundred years has critically reduced numbers of this bird.

A Survey of

Bulgarian Birds
Drnithologists make first postwar study of the Balkan area

By Guy Mountfort Photographs by Eric Hosking

HREE GREAT EUROPEAN RIVERS

deltas—those of the Rhone in

ranee, the f?io Guarlal(|ui\ ir in Spain

id the Danube in fjul;;aria and Hu-

ia—have become centers of great

iterest to naturalists. All three pro-

ide refu;;e and breedinf; ;;rounrls for

ic of Kurope's rarest birds, but the

re»«ure of human needs, such as a;.'ri-

ullural land reclamation by large-

ealc drainage projer.li*, is threatening

each of them. The animal and plant

ecology of the famous Camargue sanc-

tuary in the Rhone Delta has been

extensively studied. So, to a lesser

degree, has that of the Goto Dofiana

sanctuary at the mouth of the (Guadal-

quivir. I Ik; (l(dta of the Danube, how-

cM-r. has been inaccessible to detailed

study for riecades and lillle has bci:n

known about its vviidlifi-.

Last year, thanks to the co-opi'ialioii

of the Bulgarian Committee for Cul-

tural Relations with Foreign Countries

and of the Academy of Sciences at

Sofia, a Rritish expedition of nine

leading ornithologists was ))ermitted

to make the first postwar exploration

of the south jjank of the Danube, llic

adjaf'ciit Doliruja st(;ppe, and llic

l!hi<'k .Sea coaslal regions.

Ill,' lirsl lask was I., I,,(alc lii.' Dal-

inalian pi'licaii and llic wliih- pelican—
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Main BREEDINC grounds of white pelicans are now m\ the

Rumanian side of the Danube. This small group represents

only a leu of llu- se\en hniulred birds sighted on the

Bulgarian side, on Lake Burgas. No nests were discovered.

two species that have long been fa-

mous among Bulgaria's birds. In 1868,

the combined populations in the delta

area were numbered at several million.

Today, because of constant persecu-

tion by peasant fishermen and the ex-

tensive annual cutting or burning of

the reed beds in which the great birds

nest, the total is no more than 1,000

pairs, of which only 700 breed yearly.

The Dalmatian pelican, the larger

bird of the two, represents only a third

of these totals, and is obviously in con-

siderable danger of extermination as

a European species. Small mixed

colonies have been located on the

Rumanian side of the Danube, but in

Bulgaria only about thirty pairs still

nest on Lake Sreburna. When the ex-

pedition reached this lake, we were

horrified to find that all the nests had

just been burned, with young birds in

them. Lake Sreburna is listed as a

wildlife sanctuary, but enforcement ot

the law is difficult in such a remote

area, and the local peasants have no

love of birds that eat fish.

The expedition therefore movedl

south down the beautiful Black Se

coast in search of the white pelican

700 of which were eventually locat^

and photographed on Lake Burg

They were nearly all immature bird



iLNDREDS of the huge pelicans glide down on stiff wings

inspect the photographer's blind at lake's edge, below.

Bi.A( k I NDERSURFACES of white pelicairs llighl fealliers,

above, distinguish the species from the Dalmatian pelican.



Head-standing male great reed warbler feeds his mate as

she incubates her eggs in their skillfully suspended nest.

and no nests were found. The flock was

too large to be the non-breeding part

of the Rumanian bird population, and
it seems probable that many must have

come from the Russian breeding

grounds in the Volga Delta.

THE use of poison bait to kill wolves

and jackals in Bulgaria has inevi-

tably reduced to a critical level the

numbers of carrion-eating birds, such

as the bearded vulture and some of the

carrion-eating eagles. Fortunately,

other large birds of prey are still fairly

numerous in remoter regions, and the

British expedition was successful in

finding and photographing a lesser

spotted eagle at its nest. This fine bird

occurs only in the Balkans and eastern

Europe. The white spots on its dark

plumage, from which it gets its name,
are visible only in the immature birds.

The nest that we located was in the
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center of a swamp forest. In the corsf

of two weeks, working for one lui

each day, we gradually construct

pylon over forty-five feet high ne

the nest-tree, and a hide for the

tographer was secured on top.

WHEN all was ready, vio

storms turned the region ii

quagmire. Next day, though it wa?

raining, we reached the site, on I

find that the newly hatched baby <

had been blown out of the nest! _

its forty-five foot fall, it lay on th(

ground, apparently dying and ah

flyblown. However, after bi

warmed inside Eric Hosking's shi

was revived and replaced in the

Soon both parents returned to

frogs and small mammals to the (

ling, thus providing a fine serit

jiictures, the first ever obtained o

handsome species.

Bird life is extremely varied ii

Black Sea coastal region. We i^

great reed warblers nesting color

around all the lakes, in addition ti

onies of various species of ducks.

;

and terns. The strident chorus o

warblers' songs vied with the yel

cries of black-winged stilts, whicl

trolled the shallows on grotesi

long, pink legs, guarding their s];:k

led eggs on the muddy shores. Ainf

the country roads, handsome Isei

gray shrikes and blue-and-che|iui

Lesser gray shrike, below, resembles loggerhead shri o

North America, but has a broader mask and a heavier ill



R, MoTJNTFORT, an advertising man,
also the secretary of the British

rnithologists' Union. As England's

remost photographer of birds, Mr.
OSKINC has pursued his subjects to

1 parts of the world. His work has

equently appeared in this magazine.

ers sat on the telegraph wires,

ly to pounce on lizards or beetles

: were then quickly carried to

gry nestlings. Red-backed shrikes

e so numerous in some localities

nests could be found in almost

ry bush. Around the forest margins

the vineyards, the contralto ''poo-

poo" of hoopoes and the ringing

•ela-weeoo" of golden orioles could

heard on all sides. White storks

e nesting confidently in or around

the villages, and there were flocks

w: nilliantly colored bee eaters, gold-

hes, and rose-colored starlings.

Ihe expedition specifically sought

evidence on the migration of birds

li« ig the Black Sea coast. Previously,

i(h id been assumed that spring migra-

is moved north along the coast and

ice either across the Ukraine and

the valleys of the Dniester, Bug,

Dnieper rivers, or westward along

Danube. The expedition found,

rever, that while huge flocks of mi-

nts occurred in the region of the

gas coastal lakes, scarcely any were

dafllALE SHRIKE removes dead nestling from brood of six

iirfllike bush-nesting shrikes, these build high in treetops

Hoopoe, above, black-tipped crest erect,

outside entrance to hole in dead tree that

to be seen north of there. It therefore

appeared that, instead of continuing

lo follow the coast, the flocks turned

west across Bulgaria along the south-

ern flank of the great Balkan Range,

followed the so-called "Balkan Corri-

dor" valley, and thence moved north-

wards through Yugoslavia. This view

had already been expressed by Mr.

Anthony Lambert, the British Minister

in Bulgaria, as the result of observa-

tions he had made in early spring, but

an intensive study must be undertaken

to verify the preliminary findings.

AI.TIIOUCH Bulgaria has as yet no

^ornithological society and little

iiiiKilcur interest in the subject— in-

deed, it does not even have any illus-

trated textbooks on birds—there are

indicalions that vigorous cITorls will

be made lo |)icscrvc the cxci^plionally

I icli bird life rcmaitiing in llie region.
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Large frog, huge mouthful for small nestling, is brought

to young by a rare lesser spotted eagle in Black Sea swamp
forest, above. The bird's name is derived from white

visible on its dark plumage only when it is still immatul

Pair of eagles, above, cower on nest in torrential rain.

These are the first pictures ever obtained of this species,
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Photo blind, right, was built at level of nest, 45 feet 1

the ground—to which young bird fell and still surviij)





Part

The Decipherment

of Linear B
Ancient inventories throw light on Mycenaean everyday life

By John Chadwick Illustrations by Enid Kotschnig
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Prehistoric Mycenae, reconstructed in these illustrations

largely from Minoan materials, had a military system that

included coast watchers and messengers to warn of enemies.

THE GLIMPSE WE HAVE BEEN GIVEN

of the account books of a long-

forgotten people (Natural History,

March, 1961 ) at once raises hopes that

through this means we can now gain

an insight into life in the Mycenaean
age. The reader will recall that three

major deposits of these account books

have thus far been uncovered : the

first at the Palace of Knossos on Crete;

the second at Pylos; and the third

amid the ruins of Mycenae. Just as

the Domesday Book is a vivid social

document of life in eleventh-century

England, so too the Linear B tablets

that the late Michael Ventris first de-

ciphered cast fitful beams of light on

the domestic institutions of prehistoric

Greece. There is, of course, a vast

difference between these two sources.

The Domesday Book is not an isolated

document; it can be explained and

interpreted by contemporary histori-

cal records. In Greece, an impenetra-

ble curtain separates the fragmentary

tablets from the more complete rec-

ords of the historical period; during

the Dark Age that followed upon the

eclipse of Mycenaean civilization, the

recollection of the former ways of life

dimmed to vanishing point or sur-

vived, if at all. transmuted and con-

fused in folk memory.

One fact stands out at once as of

major consequence: the Mycenaeans

were Greeks. Schliemann, when he

excavated the first grave circle at My-

cenae, had no doubt that he had un-

earthed a Greek dynasty. But more
academic judges were not so certain,

and theories of foreign domination

were invoked to account for the pre-

cocious brilliance of the Mycenaeans

at such a remove from the historical

Greeks. Even now. two such theories

have been put forward : either that the

tablets were written by Greek scribes

in Greek at the behest of foreign rul-

ers; or that they were written by for-

eign scribes in Greek for Greek rulers.

The best refutation of these theories

is the existence in the tablets of large

numbers of transparently Greek per-

sonal names—and these are not strati-

fied but belong equally to all classes

of society. For instance, a person of

the highest standing at Pylos is named

E-ke-ra-rWO, which appears to be a

well-known type of Greek name Ekhe-

lawon; at the other end of the social
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This second part of Mr. Chadwick's

study of Mycenae is illustrated, as

was the first part, with paintings by

Enid Kotschnic, based on her travels

and wide art research in the region.

ale. a smith has the name Mnasiwer-

is I Mindful-of-his-work ) and a goat-

erd has the common name Philaios.

The presence of Greeks at Knossos—

iiiital of the Cretan "empire"—is still

iiiiething of an einbarrassment. Pro-

fsor Wace and a few other archeolo-

'ists had demonstrated the close links

:H\een Knossos and the mainland in

[t: period preceding the fall of the

lalaee there, and even proposed to

kplain them as due to mainland influ-

'ice on Crete, and not vice versa. The

uth is that the limitations of arche-

logical research preclude deductions

bout the languages spoken by the peo-

le studied. The physical remains may
ilow an anthropological classifica-

on. but people of a given physical

pe do not all speak the same lan-

uage. The study of "cultures"'—peo-

les using artifacts of similar type—

the archeologists' main weapon. It

this study of cultures, for instance,

lat enables us to feel sure that, about

JOO B.C.. a wave of invaders entered

nd settled in what is now Greece. But

le inference that these invaders were

|ie ancestors of the Greeks is based

pon the knowledge that Greek was

jbsequentlv spoken in that area, and

Buld not be made without recourse

non-archeological premises.

rHUs to expect from the archeolo-

gists a clear statement of the date

hen mainland influence first appears

t Knossos is to hold a vain hope.

»hen a half-civilized people conquers

civilized one. the conquerors try to

bsorb and adapt as much as they can

f the superior civilization. So, especi-

ily if the actual conquest is not ac-

ompanied by great destruction, the

I

vent may easily escape the archeolo-

ist's spade. There is. however, one
ifrce of evidence that proves that the

•reck domination of Oete was a com-

aralively recent event. The use of

inear A \see Part I], apparently

own lo the early fifteenth century. i»

n indiialion that Greek had not at

lal lime replaced Minoan as the lan-

iuagc

of accounts (unless IJnoar A,

:

;

'WO-IIORSK CMARioTS. charaelcrinlii- of

periciit, were uneil In w;ir and cliahc.

too, is Greek—which none but the most

determined of enthusiasts will admit)

.

We know not only that the Myce-

naeans were Greeks, but also what

sort of Greek they spoke. They were

not Dorians, nor apparently Aeolians;

it is tempting to call them Achaeans,

the name Homer most often uses for

the Greeks as a whole. The name
Hellenes does not appear until after

Homer, and Greek is only taken from

the Roman name for the peoples of

Greece. What name the Mycenaeans

used—if indeed they had one at all—is

still a mvstery. But at least we can

say that linguistically their nearest

relatives in the classical period were

the Arcadians and Cypriots and, next

to them, the lonians.

WHAT caused the collapse of the

Mycenaean civilization is a

problem that has intrigued specialists

for three-quarters of a century. The

decipherment leaves us no nearer a

solution. There is reason to believe

that the last event in this collapse was

an invasion of Dorian Greeks from

the wild country of the northwest; but

there is no proof that this invasion was

the principal cause. Still, assuming

that Pylos was expecting the attack,

which followed soon after the tablets

discovered there were written, we can

even read into them references to the

forthcoming event.

A number of the Pylos tablets deal

with military and naval matters. One
small tablet states that a contingent

of thirty rowers, drawn from the coast-

al villages, is to go to Pleuron. Two
other tablets list rowers, one showing

a total of well over 400, some figures

being lost; the other mentions ". . .

rowers who are absent." We are

tempted to speculate: were they absent

on duty or absent without leave? Did

the navy experience desertion in the

face of impending danger? So long

as less dramatic explanations are pos-

sible, it will be well not to build too

ambitious a structure of assumptions

on these half-understood phrases.

More significant are a group of lab-

lets dealing with what they call o-ka.

Despite intensive study, we are still

not agreed on the details— in partic-

ular on what an o-kn was: jjrobably it

was a kind of military unit, perhajjs

a command. The introductory phrase

reads: "Thus the watchers are guard-

ing the coa.ilal areas." It seems cl(;ar

that ihe purpose was to establish an

obsrtrvation net, and we may infer

Body armament included a corselet,

spear tipped with bronze, and shield.

from this that an eneiny landing from

the seas was feared.

Ten "commands" are listed, each

belonging to a named man; their lo-

cation is sometimes given, but not

always. Then follows a list of other

names, presumably subordinate offi-

cers; then the forces at their disposal,

often quite small and never larger than

110 men. All the detachments are mul-

tiples of ten, so that we may have here

a clue to the organization of the army.

Each section ends with the entry: ". . .

and with them (is) the Follower

So-and-so." The Followers (e-qe-la =
heq'^elai) are important men—pre-

sumably followers of the king and

perhaps members of his household,

like the counts of German feudal days.

Why does each unit have a royal

ollicer, not apparently in charge, but

attached? My guess is that he is the

communications section. How would

the watching units, spread out round

a long coast line, make rapid contact

with h(rad(|uarters? Fire signals might

be possible for an alarm; but a dis-

p.'ilcli ri(l<'r would be csscnliid. and

the Followers, as we know from oilier
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tablets, possessed chariots—the fastest

means of transport in use at that time.

I think that the job of the Follower

was to keep the unit in touch with head-

quarters by means of his chariot.

IF
this is right we begin to see a pic-

ture of the King of Pylos organiz-

ing an early warning system: he has

a long coast line to defend, and he will

not be able to oppose a landing at

every point. But. provided he has

speedy news of the attack, he may be

able to muster his army to meet the

invaders. And fight he must, for the

palace at Pylos—unlike its counterpart

at Mycenae—has no massive walls be-

hind which to shelter. In any event,

the preparations proved vain : arrow-

heads and human bones found outside

the palace show that it was defended;

but it was burned to the ground, never

to be rebuilt.

Although the destruction of the

palace at Pylos was violent, we owe
to that fire the survival of the clay

tablets; for it can hardly be an acci-

dent that all three sites that have so

far yielded tablets have been destroyed

by a violent fire. Yet, of the circum-

stances of the attack and the fate of

the inhabitants we remain ignorant.

Some Cretan place names played

an important part in the work of de-

cipherment: about a dozen are now

recognizable as known classical sites.

Homer speaks of ninety or a hundred

cities on the island, but the classical

number known is much less. The sites,

however, which we believe we can

identify with names on the Knossos

tablets, cover virtually the whole of

Crete, and this seems to imply that

Knossos exercised dominion over the

whole island. On the other hand, no

place names outside Crete can be

found, so it would not appear that the

Knossos of the fifteenth centurv B.C.

was the center of a maritime empire

as suggested by Thucydides; that leg-

end must belong to another era.

Military and naval organization at

Knossos cannot be traced, but we do

have a certain amount of information

about weapons, which enables us to

reconstruct some facts about the army.

The characteristic weapon of the pe-

riod was the lightly built, two-horse

chariot, carrying two men. Such ve-

hicles were used for peaceful as well

as military purposes, if we may judge

from scenes in art.

The wheels are inventoried sepa-

rately, no doubt because they were

removed when the vehicle was not in

use. Surprising as it may seem to us.

Homer knew that the first thing to do

on getting your chariot out was to put

the wheels on : "Swiftly Hebe put on

the chariot the curved wheels, of

bronze with eight spokes, about

iron axle." Some of these details

not agree with Mycenaean evideii

though we must make allowances r

the fact that Homer is describinsa

divine chariot. For instance. Mycen'.

an wheels always have four spol

and although one pair at Knossos

described as "of bronze" it is hig

doubtful that the whole wheel

made of this material.

The usual wheel material listed

the Knossos tablets is willow or el

three pairs made of cypress wood ;

recorded. Tires of some sort seem
have been fitted, and some were boi)

with bronze. Indeed, one pair \»

bound with silver. One Knossos tal*

mentions as many as 462 pairs.

One series of Ivnossos tablets s

undoubtedly the muster roll of n

armored brigade: each tablet reco ?

a man's name, a chariot complete wti

wheels, a cuirass, and a pair of hors.

In a few cases there is only a sine

horse, which may mean that the ch

iot was not operational. The totals

not easily computed, since many I

the tablets are fragments; but I co I

eighty-two chariot ideograms, whli

gives the minimum figure. We sljl

probably not be far wrong if !e

reckon on a chariot force numbers
well over a hundred. Each chariot vs

managed by a driver (a charioteeils

Country life reflected the simple agricultural ecom
Goats and sheep were kept, and women spun wool.



specifically mentioned by one Knossos

ablet, but this muster roll contains

inly one name for each chariot, pre-

umably that of the warrior ) ; the war-

ior passenger was thus free to fight.

In Homer, chariots seem to be little

nore than taxicabs, taking the war-

iors into and out of battle; but this

nav be, in part at least, owing to the

fact that Homer, writing in an age

ivhen the chariot had long been obso-

ete. had forgotten their true use. A
fjrmation of a hundred massed char-

iots charging at a gallop would have

'been a formidable spectacle; and

Homer does appear to recollect such

actics; Nestor advises such a forma-

ion. and implies that it is no longer

u;ual. But massed chariots could only

liave been deployed in open country,

[n many parts of Greece, the oppor-

tunities for such tactics must have

been limited, and the chariot force

vnuld therefore have been used more

It motorized infantry than as tanks.

UNFORTUNATELY, the Pylos chariot

inventories have not yet been

fuund. Possibly, as at Knossos. they

were kept in a separate office outside

the main archive room; but they must

have existed, for we have plenty of

records of wheels. As usual, the scribes

'were more explicit at Pylos than at

Knossos; the wheels are carefully dis-

tinguished as serviceable or unservice-

able, and some have other epithets,

such as "old." A rather surprising fea-

ture is the enumeration of wheels as

"of the Followers." This implies that

the Followers of the royal house were

in effect the king's chariotry, or at

least an important part of it.

The total number of serviceable

wheels recorded in the Pylos tablets

is in the region of eighty-four pairs;

but how many spares were needed for

each chariot we do not know. H the

roads round Pylos were anything like

what they are today, any one pair

would not have lasted long.

The body armor worn by the

Homeric heroes has been endlessly

debated. Efforts have been made to

reconcile the descriptions with the

archeological evidence, not always

with success, and we must allow for

anachronisms here as in other parts

of the poems. H we study the tablets,

the picture becomes a little clearer,

for we are lucky enough to have in-

ventories of armor from both Knossos

and Pylos that agree in broad outline.

The helmet is of a simple, conical

shape. We are not told of what mate-

rial it is made, but leather is a fair

guess, for it has attached to it four

"plates" or "scales." The word so

translated is not identified with an

attested Greek word, but the general

sense seems clear from its use. How
these plates were arranged, or how
large they were is not specified, but

it may be significant that their number
is usually the same at both places, al-

though one Knossos tablet mentions

only two plates. Cheekpieces must also

have been attached to the helmet.

The body was protected by a corse-

let or cuirass. Again, the material is

not specified, but one tablet hints at

linen. Attached to this cuirass were
some thirty or more plates (again the

same word
)

, twenty large and ten

small, or in some cases twenty-two

large and twelve small. These figures

on cuirass plates are from Pvlos; rela-

tive parts of Knossos tablets are lost.

The weapons carried by the chariot-

eers were their spears; wooden shafts,

tipped with bronze points. At Pylos,

bronze is requisitioned to make "points

for spears and arrows." Swords are

shown on tablets at Knossos—called
by their Homeric name, phasgaiia—oi

the broad, two-edged type well known
archeologically. There is a slight diffi-

culty here, since the type of sword
shown by the tablets is not otherwise

known until a slightly later period.

Pylos adds the classical word for

sword, xiphos, but this would appear

to be rather a thin rapier, to judge by
the way it is drawn. Arrows are several

times mentioned, and a labeled box

e used primarily as draft animals. Chores included olive

gathering, weighing the grain, and making cheese and bread.
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City life showed specialization of labor. Shipbuildii

manufacture of perfumes and pottery, and masonry was t

of arrowheads was found at Knossos;

one tablet there gives two totals of

6,010 and 2,630 arrows.

There are two curious gaps in our

picture of Mycenaean armor. First,

there are no greaves, although "well-

greaved" is a favorite Homeric epithet

of the Achaeans ( and. once, "bronze-

greaved" ) , and the archeologists have

recovered them at least from contem-

porary Cyprus. Secondly, and much
more surprisingly, there are no
shields. This is an extraordinary omis-

sion from the records; we must hope

it will eventually be made good, for

shields they must have had. and the

figure-of-eight shield of early Myce-

naean times remained a favorite deco-

rative motif in art.

We know virtually nothing about

Traditional Minoan snake goddess,

left, contrasts with stylized

version from Mycenae, below.

Mycenaean military organization 1:

yond what has been said above,

a few details of the political and soci

structure can be picked out amid

general obscurity. Both Knossos ai

Pylos were monarchies, for bo

places hiention the king (wanax) wil

out any further qualification, wM
must mean that there was only on

although there is the added compl

tion that the same title seems to

applied to gods as well. The conclus

that the kingdoms were monarcU
governed by a highly organized

reaucracy, may also be drawn fr(

the complex palaces that have be

found. This fact justifies us in extet

ing the deductions from the Knosi

and Pylos tablets to Mycenae as wi

where the tablets do not provide a

direct evidence for the social structu

There is also an important offi

called the Lawagetas, or "Leadei

the Host." who seems to rank next

the king. I wondered at first if t

might be a title for the heir appare;

but Palmer, pointing to the etymolc

cal meaning, has suggested that he

more likely a Commander-in-Chief, p
and the king are the only two peofe;

who have a household includig

tradesmen
;
just as we meet "the kirS

fuller." so we meet "the shepherd |f

the Laivagelas." These two also she

the honor of a temenos, the royal la >

holding in Homer, which in liji

Greek has religious associations. :

The whole question of land ten e

is still hotly disputed. Despite a well'

of documents at Pylos, the exact meji-

¥



•ork of men. Weaving was a woman's occupation, although

appears that tailoring was done by men as well as women.

iL' of the constantly repeated formu-

is remains obscure; and almost the

hole of the Pylos tablets dealing with

lis subject relate to one village, which

lay not be typical. Since there the

lajority of landholders have religious

ties, it may be an unusual settlement.

The scheme of land tenure here can

e worked out in some detail, but what

• - liehind the bald facts is still a mat-

I 'if conjecture. Land is divided into

. o Ivpes: ke-ke-me-na. which is held

• ini the community i demos I. and

.ay therefore mean something like

' '.nimon" ; and ki-li-me-na =3 klime-

'/. which is in the hands of individuals

ipparently teleslail, and etymologi-

ilh means something like "reclaimed

irn the wild," "established'—thus

•rhaps "private." The large land-

'ilders yield a portion of their A'/imena

ind to "tenants '; but it must not be

ipposed that this word implies an ac-

I li-ase and the payment of rent; we
-till far from understanding what

• '' oiiomist.s call the circulation.

\t the lower end of the social scale

find the slaves. How far society

founded upon slave labor we can-

ii-ll. nor do we know if slaves pos-

-i-d any rights. An elaborate index

IMog records over 600 women, to-

' 'li'T with about the same number of

liiMrcn. 'I hat they arc slaves is clear

rn a variety of indications: some
-per.ifically called "captives" and
• are a.ssigned to menial work
iiifling corn, carrying water, spin-

-'. anrl HO on I . TTiey are not all

r,. .nlral.'d in the Palace, but arr-

allocated to other places as well, pos-

sibly country houses of the royal fam-

ily, since their rations are issued by

the Palace. But even more interesting

than their occupations are the descrip-

tions that betray their origin. Three

such epithets clearly relate to places

on the eastern side of the Aegean:

Lemnos. Knidos, and Miletus. The last

of these brings us into contact with the

Hittite records, for we know that the

king of Ahhijawa. who seems to have

been a Greek, controlled a place on the

Asiatic coast with a name like Miletus.

So these places may be Mycenaean
colonies or outlying possessions that

traded in slaves. Alternatively, we may
conjecture that they are the product of

piratical raids on a hostile coast, and

that the ships of Pylos ranged far

and wide across the Aegean.

MANY of the tablets describe men
or women by their occupations,

and this enables us to form some idea

of the complexity of urban life and

the specialization of labor. Spinning

of yarn and weaving of cloth are wom-
en's occupations; carders, spinners,

and weavers are specifically named, as

well as flax and wool workers. Sewing,

however, appears to be done by men
as well as women; we find tailors as

well as seamstresses. The cleaning of

garments is the task of a fuller; the

king has hi.s private fuller.

A variety of manufactures can be

deduced fjorri these occupational

terms: cii |jinlii ^ and masons are con-

stniclioti.il UMiki-is whom we shmdd

expect to find ; ships are built by a spe-

cial class of shipwrights, and calkers

possibly have their separate trade.

Weapons and other metal goods are

made by bronzesmiths. Bronze is, of

course, still the chief metal in use, arti-

cles of iron being very rare and never

mentioned in the tablets. Lead is men-

tioned once at Knossos.

The precious metals include gold,

worked by goldsmiths, and used for

some vessels and for inlay on furni-

ture. If we look at the actual finds, we
shall observe that the goldsmiths also

made jewelry; the craftsmanship and

artistry of known Mycenaean gold

work is of the highest order. Silver,

which is not uncommon among the

archeological finds, occurs only once

on the tablets—a fact that has made us

suspect it is sometimes mentioned un-

der another name. The existence of

bow-makers is a typical example of

the degree of specialization prevailing.

The luxury trade is evidenced again by

the existence of unguent-boilers or, as

we should call them now, perfumers.

A number of tablets enable us to see

a little of the perfumers' work: they

were issued with olive oil as the base,

and this was boiled with aromatic sub-

stances to make perfumed oil and un-

guents. We can list three perfumes:

rose, Cyperus, and sage. The use of

these perfumes is somewhat unex-

pected: they were sent to the shrines

as religious offerings. Whether the

Mycenaean ladi(^s also used them we
an- not told in the tablets, but the

iiiinic-rciiis pi-rfunie fliisks found in



Aspects of sacrifice as found on such Minoan objects a

sarcophagus from Hagia Triada are combined here. In he

women's graves tell their own story.

One mention guarantees the existence

at Pylos of a physician ; unfortunately,

we know nothing of his methods or

status, except that he appears to have
received a grant of land.

Agricultural organization is more
simple: shepherds, goatherds, and
cowherds show what were the princi-

pal domestic animals. In Crete, a vast

archive of records bears witness to the

immense scale of sheep farming, still

an important industry there today.

Oxen are much less numerous, and
seem to have been used mainly as draft

animals; they are sometimes called

"workers." It is fascinating to see the

names given to a few yoke of oxen:

Dapple and Darkie. Whitefoot and
Winey, Blondie and Bawler are rough
equivalents. A reference to the class

of men called "yokers" may mean ox-

drivers who attended a yoke of oxen.

PICS were kept: we have a list of

twenty-five, which were being fat-

tened at villages in the kingdom of

Pylos. A few tablets mention deer;

these are presumably the carcasses of
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wild animals. Dogs were used for

hunting, if we may trust the word for

huntsmen (kunagetai), which is, ety-

mologically, "dog-leaders." Horses

are rarely mentioned except in con-

nection with chariots; asses are listed

only a single time.

The staple item of food was doubt-

less grain, of which two kinds, prob-

ably wheat and barley, are recorded

by means of ideograms. It was meas-

ured out and ground by women, but

the bakers were men. This bread and
porridge diet could be enlivened by
spices ; coriander is the most frequent,

but a list from Mycenae includes also

celery, cumin, Cyperus, fennel, mint,

pennyroyal, safBower (both flowers

and seeds ) . and sesame. Cheese is

among the shrine offerings, and was
no doubt eaten on a large scale. Figs

are another item of diet; the Pylos

slave women's rations surprisingly

contain the same quantity of figs as of

grain. Olive oil and olives were con-

sumed. Another ideogram is plausibly

identified as wine, the existence of

which can be deduced from the name
of one of the oxen mentioned earlier.

An obvious question, to which then

is no obvious answer, is: where dii

the wealth of these kingdoms comi

from? Articles like ivory and cumii

must have been imported from thi

East; the copper and tin for bronz

were not to be found in Greece. Th
only goods available for export seer

to have been agricultural produce am
possibly manufactured goods such a

pottery, including re-exports in th

form of craftsmen's work. The recor

struction of the economy is a compli

cated task, in which there are to

many unknown factors for it to b

more than conjectural. We may pes

sibly have to take into account hidde

sources of wealth in the form of vaT.

ous kinds of loot, including captivei

But we do know something of th

internal economy of the kingdom!

Not only was there no coinage—coir

were an invention of the seventh eel

tury B.C.—there was apparently r

commodity in which values could I"'

expressed. The other ancient civiliz.

tions of the Near East valued goods i

terms of gold and silver; nothing <

the kind has so far appeared on Myc,

N



ivoeation to dead, priestess pours libation as music is

laved and priests offer cup, calf, and boat to the departed.

laean texts, despite numerous at-

empts to read such a meaning into

i-rtain texts. It was. therefore, neces-

ary for the circulation of goods to be

neasured in kind: when villages were

-ed for what we may call tribute,

uere required to produce so much
J number of specified commodities.

(n the other hand, the central organ-

zation distributes goods to these same

illages, or to groups of workers and

iidividuals. The means by which ac-

unls were balanced, if such a meta-

li'if may be excusetl. is not known;
Jt we can be sure that there were

Migations on both sides. The difficult

' !ii^' for us to grasp is the absence of

iliing that can be called jjayment.

Ilwo sets of documents may be

s<;leclefl as typical of these opera-

'jhs. First, the long series of tablets

urom Kno.ssos recording sheep: the

"Main for some districts run to several

ii«an<l. an<l one tablet mirntions as

i\ as lO.O(K). The inflividual cn-

"•". each on a si-parale lablel. follow

' i''-riiTal plan: a man's name, app.'ir-

niK ihi- owner or ke.-pir of the (lo( k,

heads the tablet. Then we have a note

of the district, and another man, who
appears to be the responsible official

of the Palace or tax-officer; and finally

the number of sheep. Sometimes this

is simply an entry such as "100 rams";

but more often it is broken up into

categories thus: "28 rams, 22 ewes;

deficit .50 rams." This means that the

total assessed was 100; the first two

figures record the payment made, the

last the balance due. It is significant

that in these cases the total, which is

not actually expressed, is almost al-

ways a round number, most often 100,

but numbers like 50, 150, 200, and

.'^00 are also found. Sundwall, who

first noticed this feature, thought that

the animals were oxen, not sheep, and

that they were hecatombs (hundreds

I

of sacrificial animals. The numbers

involved would have made the Cretans

astonishingly pious; we must be con-

tent with a less picturesque explana-

tion. The sheep must be Iribulc

because a census is excluded l)\ I lie

round numbers and ihe calculnlcd lirfi-

lit. There is another i\w-rr lliiiif; .ilnpiil

llic'sr- lablels: nuns heavily ouliiuriilicr

ewes, not merely in the deficit, which

is ordinarily reckoned in rams, but in

the figures of sheep received. This

must mean that the keepers picked out

the members of the flock least useful

for its regeneration. Thus we arrive at

the conclusion that these large figures

represent only a fraction of the total,

and a sheep population running into

several hundred thousand must be

supposed for the whole of Crete—by
no means an improbable figure. We
can only speculate on what became of

the sheep thus contributed; the altar

and the kitchen can hardly have ac-

counted for them all, unless meat was

eaten on a much greater scale than

in classical Greece. In some cases not

only sheep but wool too is recorded.

How great was the part played by

religion in everyday life we may con-

jecture both from the numbers of vo-

tive- objects that have been recovered

by ihe excavators from some shrines,

mikI from the numerous tabli^ls that

ilcid with offerings. Bui il is no simpji^

ni.illcr to identify the deities. The only

nriis of which we feel sure are those

whose iKimr's we recognize as erpiiva-
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lent to classical ones. Associated with

them are a host of strange names,

which may or may not be divine; the

listing of offerings to human repre-

sentatives of the deity, such as the

Knossian wind priestess, is a warning

against jumping to conclusions.

The recognizable deities are the fa-

miliar names of classical Greece: Zeus

and Hera (already coupled), Posei-

don, Hermes, Athena, Artemis. Paia-

won is an early form of Paian, later

identified with Apollo. Homer tells us

that Odysseus stopped "at Amnisos,

where is the cave of Eileithyia." With

this clue, the archeologists were able

to locate a cave on the coast of Crete,

not far from Knossos, which had been

in use as a shrine from Minoan times

onward. What then was more natural

than to find a tablet at Knossos record-

ing the dispatch of a jar of honey to

Eleuthia at Amnisos? Eleuthia is a

known form of the name Eileithyia,

who was the goddess of childbirth.

AT this point we begin to pass from

^-\ the known to the unknown: the

Knossos dedications "to all the gods"

are not really intelligible, for such a

pantheistic cult was not known before

Hellenistic times. The worship of the

winds is another unfamiliar, although

not unknown, cult. But the most curi-

ous divine title is a well-known Greek

word: Potnia, "the Mistress," or, as

we would say. Our Lady. Once this

title is coupled with Athena in a way
that recalls Homer's use of the word
as a title for any goddess. But as a

rule the word stands alone or in con-

nection with a place name: "Our Ladv
of the Labyrinth" is surely the most

striking dedication to have been dis-

covered out of Knossos.

The usual view in modern times is

that the classical Greek religion is to

some extent a coalescence of two dis-

tinct beliefs: a group of Olympian or

celestial deities (a concept shared by

other Indo-European peoples) ; and a

chthonic or earthly group, living in

the underworld and dominated by a

goddess of fertility known to the classi-

cal Greeks as Demeter. We know from
Minoan and Mycenaean monuments
that a female deity played a prominent

part in their religion, and 1 have

therefore suggested identifying Potnia

with this figure. No certainty is to be

reached in such matters, and we must
be careful not to equate Potnia with

the classical Demeter. There is, how-
ever, a powerful argument in favor of

a mother-goddess to be drawn from a

tablet discovered at Pylos in 1955,

which records an offering of oil to the

"Divine Mother," a title strongly remi-

niscent of the later "Mother of the

Gods." It can hardly be denied now
that a cult of this type was known in

Mycenaean Pylos.

The gods are mentioned in one ca-

pacity only, as the recipients of offer-

ings. These are sometimes animals,

and we can presume a ritual of sacri-

fice. Poseidon, on one tablet, receives

one bull, four rams, quantities of

wheat, wine, and honey, fifteen

cheeses, some unguent, and two sheep-

skins. This sounds like the provision

for a ceremonial banquet, and an in-

teresting illustration of such a cere-

mony is to be found on a painted

sarcophagus from the Cretan site of

Hagia Triada. But the commonest of-

ferings are of olive oil. A series of

tablets from Knossos are lists of quan-

tities sent to miscellaneous divinities;

but a parallel group was lacking from
Pylos until 1955, when Blegen uncov-

ered the oil magazines at the back of

the Palace. In these were found large

storage jars and a group of tablets re-

cording the distribution of the oil,

most of which was perfumed. The

recipients are usually Potnia, Pose

don, and the king (who, in this coi

text, may be a god—perhaps on

another name for Poseidon). In tw

cases, the oil is described as "for

spreading of couches," a name for

ritual meal offered to the images

the gods well known both in lat

Greek and in Roman rites. In anoth

case we are told that the perfume w
"for the anointing of robes."

ONE odd omission from our li

of Mycenaean occupations

that of scribe; here the omission

almost certain to be due to our i

norance of the correct word, and t]

title may underlie one of the mai

uninterpreted words of this group. ^
might have expected the classic

Greek word grapheus to be in use, fi

grapho "write" meant original

"scratch," a suitable designation

the process of writing on clay. B
the Cypriots of classical times pi

ferred another word, alino, meanii

originally "paint"; and if. as in

many things, the conservative Cypj

ots had retained an old word for wri

we might expect this root in Myc
naean. We do once meet some in(

called aloiphoi, but they may be pair



1
greasers rather than scribes.

Vkkadian cuneiform tablets fre-

jntly bear the name of the scribe

wrote them; but not a single My-

aean tablet has a signature of this

d. It would appear that the writing

a tablet was not a matter of pride

the scribe; we have no parallel to

scribe of Ugarit who signs himself

aster-scribe." Nor apparently was

re any need to have the responsible

ibe's name as a check against wrong

ries. However, modern ingenuity

i to some extent triumphed over

tiresome omission of the ancients.

inett has made a thorough study of

cenaean handwriting, and although

full results are not yet published,

5 already clear that a large number

hands are represented at each site.

;h scribe has his own idiosyncra-

and to the practiced eye the

lear B script shows just as many
terences as modern handwriting.

n tablets are in copperplate; many
: carelessly written, and there is

nty of scope for variation when the

ipt uses so many characters.

rhe tablets found in one building

J
\, Mycenae produced evidence of six

terent hands ; and the complete coi-

tions of Pylos and Knossos each re-

quired thirty to forty scribes to write

them. These figures would be without

significance, were it not certain that

all the tablets from each site are con-

temporary within narrow limits. How
can we tell that tablets fifty years old

were not in the archive room when it

was burned? The answer, as so often,

is indirect. If you are keeping accounts

for a period of years, you must date

them in a way that will enable you to

know which belong to the current year

and which to past years. But, again

unlike many Akkadian texts, Myce-

naean tablets never have a year date.

Hardly any have a date at all; those

that have ( and they seem generally to

be religious texts ) are dated by the

name of the month alone. Six month-

names are known at Knossos. two at

Pylos; there is no overlap between

known sets; one Knossos month-name

recurs in classical Arcadia.

By contrast there are several men-

tions in the tablets of "this year"' (loto

wetos), "next year" (hateron wetos),

and "last year's" (perusinwos) . These

phrases would be meaningless, unless

the tablets were current only for a

year. This seems to imply that at the

beginning of every year the tablets

were scrapped and a new series begun.

BUT, someone will say, the dates

may have been not on the docu-

ments themselves, but on the filing

cabinets. There is an answer to this,

too. We know a good deal about the

filing system from the excavators' re-

ports. Some tablets were apparently

kept in wooden or gypsum boxes; but

the majority seem to have been stored

in wicker baskets, and when complete

the file was marked by a clay label. We
have a fair number of these, distin-

guishable because their back is marked
by the pattern of the basketry, where
the soft clay was pressed into it. They
are in general rather badly preserved,

and it was only recently that I thought

of sorting them according to the tab-

lets they had labeled. A few were obvi-

ous; and others could be restored by

comparison with the relative tablets;

but in no case did the label appear to

have borne more than a few words
serving to classify the contents. For
instance, the basket containing the

corselet tablets was baldly labeled

"corselets"; one of those dealing with

wheels was more explicit; it read "ser-

viceable wheels for Followers." It is

clear that these labels certainly did not

contain the missing date.

Another argument also confirms the

' ' MIF.R CKHKMOMKs irii'luilcd hUiotl Hucrifici; of hull uh u

I'l'^ flulB wan |)lay<:(l. Next, pricHtexit offerd hunkct of

fruit und libiilionH in ii juit under ii doiihlo ux on wliicli is

perrhed hluck bird signifying GoddcHS of IJcuiIi'h prcBcnci!.
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absence of old records: the absence of

duplicate sets. Every year similar sets

of returns must have been compiled

;

yet with two possible exceptions no

duplicate sets have been discovered.

Neither of the exceptions is a simple

duplicate; one gives additional details,

the other appears to be a writing-up,

with minor changes, of the informa-

tion on one set of tablets into a

tabulated form. Thus, the records of

previous years are clearly absent from

our finds; and this means that all the

tablets from each site can be safely

presumed to have been written within

twelve months or very little more. By
such a roundabout means we reach the

conclusion that writing was by no

means rare in the royal palaces.

But how many people outside could

read and write? There is a negative

piece of evidence that cannot be dis-

missed on the ground that insufficient

sites have been excavated. There is

not a single stone-cut inscription

known in Linear B; no gravestone

bears the name of the dead, no public

building the name of the builder.

Were it not for the tablets and in-

scribed jars, we should still think of

Mycenaean Greece as illiterate. And
this is the more remarkable because

Linear A inscriptions have been found

on stone and metal objects in Crete.

LASTLY, we must deal with a thorny

j
problem : what light do the tablets

cast on the Homeric poems? At pres-

ent there are two schools of thought:

those who believe that the Mycenaean

element in Homer is great, and those

who think it is small. A compromise

is here the best solution. We cannot

deny that many features of the

Homeric world go back to Mycenae.

To take a famous instance. Homer
describes a curious kind of helmet

made of felt to which are sewn rows

of plates cut from boars' tusks. This

was an unexplained oddity until a

tomb was opened that contained a

great number of pieces of boar's tusks,

and Wace demonstrated that they

could be mounted so as to make just

such a helmet as Homer describes. But

a helmet of this type can hardly have

been known in the eighth century B.C.

Its description must have been handed

down orally for centuries. H this is

true of one detail, why not of others?

Again, consider the queer, archaic

language that Homer uses: it must

have sounded to the classical Atheni-

ans rather as Spenser's Faerie Queene
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sounds to us. Elements in it clearly

come from a Mycenaean source : the

case-ending -phi, for example, is un-

known in any later dialect, but is com-

mon in Mycenaean. All this can be

made to add up to a strong case for the

preservation of a large Mycenaean
element in the epics: in this view, the

Trojan War is a historical event and

Homer a guide to Mycenaean Greece.

ON the other hand, when we com-

pare the tablets with Homer in

any detail, discrepancies are immedi-

ately obvious. The position of the king

may well be the same in both Homer
and the tablets; but what has hap-

pened to his second in command, the

Lawagetas? Not only is his name un-

known to epic verse, but there is no
term that serves instead. So, too, re-

peatedly with other features: it is all

very well to say that Homer was not

interested in details of land tenure, but

the common Mvcenaean term for a

plot of land never occurs in the poems.

Several Pylos tablets list, in a con-

sistent order, a group of nine impor-

tant villages: the coincidence that

Homer, in the "Catalogue of Ships,"

also assigns nine towns to the Pylian

kingdom was quickly noted. But the

two lists do not match. Homer's in-

cludes Pylos; that of the tablets

excludes it, and only one of the re-

maining eight names is the same in

both lists. Homer's language contains

Mycenaean elements, it is true, but

much is of far later date, and the old

and new are mixed in such confusion

that the attempts of scholars to sepa

rate them have produced little agree

ment or progress. It would seem besi

neither to exaggerate nor to underes

timate the Mycenaean relics in Homer.

Whatever position is finallv adopted

in this controversy, it is fair to say

that Ventris' accomplishment in the

decipherment of Linear B has brought

an entirely new element into the Ho-
meric problem. It has provided the

dumb monuments of prehistoric

Greece with a linguistic commentary

—

incomplete and obscure, but a guaran-

tee that their makers were Greeks. It

has pushed back by some seven cen-

turies the date of the earliest Greek

inscriptions, and thus given the Greek

language a continuous recorded his-

tory totaling thirty-three centuries, a

record that is rivaled onlv bv Chinese.

Dancers entertain both aristocracy and
commoners in open-air amphitheater.
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NATURE IN

ROCK & MINERAL

THE SUM OF THE WEALTH that has been

won from the mines and quarries of

this nation since early days would, in

terms of dollars, run into countless bil-

lions. Indeed, the sum total can never be

more than approximately estimated,

since production records of earlier times

are often conflicting, inaccurate, or even

entirely nonexistent.

In assessing this vast production by

national geographic province, we seldom

think of our eastern coastal states as

substantial contributors to the total,

either during past or present times. We
are more likely to think of that part of

the country as the erstwhile locale of

many small and short-lived adventures in

iron-making, the hewed stone furnaces

for which were fired by charcoal and fed

with bog hematite or vein magnetite. We
think, too, of this most easterly tier of

states as an area peppered since Colo-

nial days with small, sporadically oper-

ated and generally uneconomic "pros-

pect holes," quite often explored at the

public expense by way of common—and
soon worthless—stock certificates.

Such a casual picture is partly, but

not wholly, accurate. It is true that this

eastern geographical province—for the

By Paul Mason Tilden

present purpose roughly defined as the

area between the Atlantic shore and the

summit of the Appalachians—has never

afforded such phenomenal producers as

the "Homestake" of South Dakota's

Black Hills, whose deep shafts have

spewed forth some half-billion in gold

since 1879; nor has it ever boasted bo-

nanzas like the "Sunshine" mine of

Idaho's Coeur D'Alene mining district,

whose quartz veins have yielded as much
as twelve million ounces of silver in a

single year, making them the world's

second largest producers of this metal.

On the other hand, over the course of

the past several hundreds of years, the

mineral wealth won in a less spectacular

way from the rocks of the eastern sea-

board has been very substantial. For ex-

ample, millions of dollars worth of gold

have been taken from a narrow belt of

terrain that parallels the east flank of

the Appalachians, from Virginia to the

rolling, red-earth country of north Geor-

gia. (So productive was this "gold belt"

during the earlier part of the past cen-

tury that branches of the United States

Mint were established in Charlotte,

North Carolina, and Dahlonega, in north

Georgia, for the minting of gold coins.)

PENNSYLVANIA
NEW YORK

OGDENSBURG
(STERLING HILL)

:CONN,

NEW JERSEY

•»-im»jj-^n.jjj;
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A number of copper mining ventuf

have flourished along or near the eit

coast, from Vermont to Tennessee; il

a variety of strategic minerals—f<i-

spar, mica, beryl, asbestos, graphs,

tungsten, and others—have been mi]

and quarried in the eastern states.

Foremost, however, among the imf

tant mineral properties of the east coi

both historically and in point of mine

wealth produced, are the twin zinc pi

erties of Ogdensburg and Franklin,

New Jersey's Sussex County, a b

forty miles from the city of New Yc

This world-renowned mining- and n

eral-collecting locality is near the he

waters of the placid Wallkill Riveift-

the highlands of northwestern New ,

sey. It lies within a complex assortm

of ancient and somber-hued gneis '•,

quartzites, and metamorphosed li !



ABK RED ZI.NCITE traces a bizarre pattern on its matrix

[ highly crystalline Franklin limestone. This rare mineral

is the oxide of zinc, often carries small amounts of other

elements, and usually occurs as grains or compact masses.

ones of pre-Cambrian age, which

nerges from a cover of younger rocks

the east and rolls gently westward to-

'1 the northern Appalachians. Here,

I witliin the distorted and erosion-

'li^connected remnants of a crystal-

limestone—the Franklin limestone
;• the strange, vertical, fishhook-like

l.odic-> of .Sterling Hill, in Opdens-

- and Mine Hill, in Franklin, a hare

miles apart. Closely related hoth

'i'i((ically and mineralogically, the

' mines have furnished mineral col-

'''• and museums the world over with

than a hundred catalogued vari-

'if mineral", many that are great
'"^ and a number that are unitpie.

< the limcslone and the ore are

.'lit to he of similar age; on the

of the radioactive-potassium
•i"d of determination, some billion

and a quarter years are believed to have

elapsed since their formation.

AT both localities the principal ores

are franklinite (an oxide of iron,

zinc, and manganese) ; willemite (the sil-

icate of zinc) ; and zincile (the oxide of

zinc). These three minerals are of great

collector interest in themselves, frank-

linite being nearly exclusive to the lo-

cality, while willemite and zincite are

seldom encountered elsewhere in the

mines of the world. In addition, the wil-

lemite and much of its calcite gangue,

or matrix—and a number of the other

minerals— are brilliantly fluorescent

under the ullraviolcH lamp.

As seen in the ordinary hand speci-

men, still availabji- on the dumps of

.Mine Hill at Franklin, the minerals

franklinite and willemite occur together

as patches or "nests" in a matrix of

sparkling white calcite. The franklinite

is jet black, very closely resembling

common magnetite. (It has, indeed, been

classified merely as a zinc- and mangan-

ese-bearing variety of that mineral. ) It

has a hardness of 6 in the Mohs scale,

and a specific gravity of 5.15, compared

with the 5.18 of magnetite.

The ty))ical octahedral pattern of crys-

tallization of franklinite is rather ob-

scured in the average hand specimen at

<ither locality because of a uniform

rounding and smoothing of the angles

b('lwe('n crystal faces. pcrlia|)S as a re-

sull of partial absor|ilion of the mineral

by the calcite liosi rock.

The second zinc mini-ral. wiljemilc.

occurs with franklinite as a somewliat

formless, rounding, glassy grain scat-

tered about in loose aggregates on its
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Franklinite is one of the primary minerals of the Sterling

Hill and Franklin ore bodies. It is an oxide of iron, zinc,

and manganese, and this striking specimen clearly exhibJ

the mineral's usual octahedral pattern of crystallizatii

matrix of crystalline calcite. It varies

considerably in color, even in the same
specimen, and may range from colorless

through various pastel shades of green,

and from pale buff and pale peach

through shades of red and reddish

brown. Willemite is nearly as hard as

franklinite (5.5 on the Mobs scale) but

hardly as heavy (specific gravity. 3.9 to

4.2. depending largely on the percentage

replacement of the zinc component by

manganese and possibly small percent-

ages of iron and other elements).

THE third, and by far the least com-

mon of the three major zinc ores of

Franklin and Ogdensburg. is the rare

mineral zincite. occurring as grains and

"stringers" in mixtures of the first two

minerals. Ordinarily an eye-catching

blood-red in color—perhaps through

contamination with manganese oxide or

some other metallic oxide, since pure

zinc oxide is white—zincite is the softest
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of the three principal minerals (Mobs
scale 4), and has a specific gravity of

about 5.5. The distribution of the three

minerals at both mines has averaged,

over the years, about 40 per cent frank-

linite, 23 per cent willemite. and less

than 1 per cent zincite, the remaining

material representing the silicates and

carbonates of the gangue.

However, it is from this "remaining

material," worthless and expensive to

the mine operator, that a host of miner-

als has come to make the twin localities

of Franklin and Ogdensburg bywords in

the world of mineralogy. For most min-

eral collectors, these rarities must re-

main only names in the textbooks of

mineralogy—names like roeblingite,

barylite, nasonite, sarkinite. yeatmanite,

and scores of others, mostly represent-

ing unusual or unique combinations of

elements like arsenic, lead, barium,

boron, beryllium, chlorine, or antimony

with the silicate and carbonate compon-

ents of the locality. Many mineral spe(

mens from these two mines are st

awaiting professional investigation in

their complex chemistry, and are as y

unclassified and nameless.

The exact discovery dates of the ti

properties, rich historically as well

mineralogically, have been lost in t

haze of the intervening years. There

some evidence that the ore outcroppin

at Sterling Hill were noticed by 16-

and perhaps even earlier; and that the

of Franklin were known before 17E:

(As a matter of interest, there is amj

evidence that the early colonists

America were just as avid in their qui

for mineral wealth as the gold-

uranium-seekers of later times.)

Early records show that the first m
ing operations in the vicinity were p

marily directed toward iron productio

and. since franklinite closely resemb

magnetite (the common oxide of iroi

it is quite likely that the iron-foundi



Paul MasOiN' Tildem, formerly an

Editor of Nature Magazine and a

rock and mineral collector himself,

now continues his regular column in

the pages of the combined magazines.

1 the vicinity tried to use it in conjunc-

•in with local and other iron ores. Ac-

ally it was not until the spring of 1819

It the true identity of franklinite was

ablished by the laboratory of the

lyal School of Mines in Paris. A paper

Lardner Vanuxem and William Keat-

1. read before the Academy of Natural

iences in Philadelphia in 1822, at-

•ted to the mismarriage of these difler-

1 ores in the iron furnaces of Franklin.

"Having long attempted to work by

? common process." noted the two

rlier American men of science, "an
" which was of a distinct nature, and

lich. consequently, required a distinct

ide of treatment, they (the iron-

ikers ) at last threw up in disgust an

dertaking which with very little sci-

ice would have been highly productive."

In any case, there was a sheriff's no-

e of "public vendue." consisting of

ne forge situated on a branch of the

allkill (a never ending stream)" and

la\es. horses, oxen . . . pig and bar

111. waggons." as well as many other

Ills common to early iron-founding.

It remained for one Samuel Fowler, a

rtor of medicine and long-time resi-

nl nf the village of Franklin, to put the

c ores of the locality to a practical

even if in a rather modest way. Dr.

ler. a member of the United States

i-e of Representatives from 1833 to

')'. was a practicing physician and a

in of inquiring mind. He came into

--ession of the Mine Hill zinc property

ring the first decade of the nineteenth

nlur^'. and his name is prominently

nneried with early efforts to utilize

r complex zinc ores of Franklin and
umpanion locality at Ogdensburg.

year 1830 found Dr. Fowler pro-

i a "bhiish-white powder" from the

I his he employed as a substitute

•vhile lead in painting his house, and
quite possible that this was the first

f zinc oxide from an American
I'lr such a purpose. Dr. Fowler be-

deeply engrossed in an effort to

ilie treatment of the stubborn zinc

"I! a coniniercially profitable basis,

'uring Samuel Fowler's tenure as a

~ Heprcsentalive, Congress passed a

lulhorizing the nalion'.s first set of

ird weights and measures for use

' go\friimifnt ru-lom-housi-^. In

1838, the United States Arsenal in 'Wash-

ington produced the first metallic zinc

ever made in this country. It came from

"New Jersey red oxyde of zinc" furnished

by Dr. Fowler from his Mine Hill prop-

erty. The zinc was then alloyed with

copper to produce the necessary brass

for the new weights and measures, and

the ore pit from whence came the par-

ticular "red oxyde"—now called zincite

—became known in later years as the

"Weights and Measures opening."

Throughout the earlier years, the in-

numerable small mine properties at

Franklin and Ogdensburg seemed to be

in constant financial and legal difficul-

ties, and many were the failures, the

sheriffs' sales, and the court wrangles

over property boundaries. A guarantee

of future litigation might have been read

into the words of an early surveyor's re-

port, in which, with a blissful disregard

for the passing of the years, it was re-

corded in part that Sterling Hill included

"all that parcel of land in the Province

of East Jersey beginning at two ash

trees marked on four sides with three

notches,, standing on the west side of

Wallkill creek
"

SAMUEL Fowler spent years in search

of a practical method of separat-

ing and reducing the intimately mixed

iron. zinc, and manganese ores of Mine

and Sterling Hills. There was a vast for-

tune in base metals awaiting a fortuitous

turn of the lock; but persistent Dr.

Fowler was never to possess the key to

the treasure house. Toward the middle

of the century. Dr. Fowler died, and con-

trol of the properties passed, by way of

Fowler's son. into the hands of a coura-

geous group that titled themselves the

"Sussex Zinc and Copper Mining and

Manufacturing Company."

In 1852. this organization became the

New Jersey Zinc Company, a mining

corporation still extant; and a few years

later, in 186.5, a method was devised for

producing metallic zinc from the refrac-

tory ores, although production was slow

because of the difficulty encountered in

separating the iron-laden franklinite

from the willemite and zincite. Further

experimentation led to the invention, in

1896. of an ore-dressing apparatus

called the W(!tlierill magnetic separator,

and al last ihe flood of metallic treasure

commenced on the grand scale. The total

wealth given up by these two mining

properties, from first to last, is impos-

sible to estimate exactly; but it runs into

the hundreds of millions of dollars.

On l-.l,ruary l.i. I96J. Kichard W. WcBlwood died in Wnnhinglon, IJ. C. This

iiitiTnationally knoun nature i-dncator wa» the former editor of Nature
:ind a conlrliiNtinii i^dilor of NiTirnr. Ilivroiiv after the two publications

iiKTued. Hi. \<„* IH deeply fell l.otli l.> hi- clh mkim-- ;ind hi- lio-ls of i eader».

Amazing Venus's Fly Traps lure, catch and eat

insects. You actually can see briglit-coiored traps

seize unwary victims lilte thie insect above.

Easily-grown bulbs sprout leafy traps within

weeks. Nursery propagated stock. Germination

guaranteed. New 1961 prices, ten bulbs,

sphagnum moss, full color picture and planting

instructions, $4.95 postpaid. (5 bulb package

$2.95.) Free carnivorous plant brochure.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES INC.

BOX 127-N, BASKING RIDGE, N. J.

A NATURE LOVER'S
VACATION!

The big out of doors your living room!
Guest ranch ten miles oft' main highway,

in scenic Jackson's Hole. Ranch located in

beautiful valley. Warm Springs Swimming
pool near. Riding, fishing, pack trips,

animal and bird photography. See bear,

coyote, elk, deer, moose and mountain
sheep. Bird watchers observe and photo-

graph rare and almost extinct bird life.

In June excellent opportunity to see

large herds of cow elk and their new
calves. Pack trips into wilderness area.

Excellent meals, comfortable cabins,

reasonable rates. Slightly reduced rates

month of June.

References gladly exchanged

For raws and infonnalioit write:

GRANITE CREEK RANCH
Larry and Janet Moore

Box 971 Jackson, Wyoming

FOR HUMMINGBIRDS ONLY
This feeder is the only improvement in

desicn ever made. Neither the bees nor any
other bird can reach the honey water. It

cannot possibly drip. You will love these

liny jewel-like birds more than ever when
you cun watch them feeding unmolested by
the bees. An unusual and heartwarming
gift. .Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Price if2.95, add
18(» poHtaice. In Calif, add VU extra for

tax. Full instructions included. DeaiKn by
I'lr win Brown. II U M M I N (1 li I R D
IlEAVICN, Dept. N, (iHlK API'KRSON
STKKET, TUJUNGA, CALIFORNIA.
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nd bencOcial

HISTORICAL
CURRENCY ... for

Students, Collectors

Antique reproductions of Colonial, Con-
federote and Republic of Texas money. 5
sets avoilable-. Colonial Sets A & B; Con-
federate Sets A & B; Texas Set A. Only 25ft

per Set. Sent pstpd.

ROYAL BRONZE

Alaskan AT Home IN Bolivia
-thanks LINGUAPHONE Spanish Course

QUICKLY SPEAK
Spanish, French,German

...any of St World

Languages by New
RELAXED WAY at Home

Tt>ink tiow useful and excit-

34 Languages by Lmguaphone on FREE TRIAL

1 Write for details. Send for FREE Book Today.

j Name

[Address.^

I
City

TREAT YOUR WRENS
TO A HOUSE WRENS LIKE
Designed for their comfort and protection.
It features a textured, neutral-colored ex-

terior for the camoufiage wrens seek. It is

made of vermiculite concrete for good
insulation, and has water-proof exterior.

$2.50 Postpaid

W. T. HART
p. O. BOX 485, WILLOUGHBY, OHIO

STUDENTS -FIELD MEN
LANDOWNERS

PREPARE FOR....
Your career your advanceinent,

or better management of

your land through our approved

home study field courses.

FORESTRY- WILDLIFE -SOIL CONSERVATION

CAMP DENALI
In The Shadow of Mt. McKinley

A Wilderness retreat n tlie tundra-alpi lie sub-
arctic for Inkers, nature explorers, wildlife photog-
raphers and those who prefer informal.

living to commi
sions: Wildernes Workshop ; Tundr Treks;
Safari. All Expe ise. American Plan House-

College,

Alaska. winters: McKin ey Park, Alaska, summers.

Join us on a

EUROPEAN NATURE TOUR, 1961
We're planning to visit the outstanding bird observation

points—England's Suffolk coast. Norwegian fjords, Swed-
ish islands, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, and the

cel-'liraleil Oamar^iue at the mouths of the Rhone. We'll
try for lino liird wiiucif^, pUis a wildttower study and a bit

of ^unln-y. .liiiu- 111- .)oly. All-cxpense from New York, 32

Llays ill L^uniiK'. ^unuiiii $11111). Small group, of course;

NATURE TOURS, Box 7149-a, Baltimore 18. Md.

On Grand Lake, Maine

RROW
CAMP for Boys Ages 11-18

WOODCRAFT CAMPS
36tli JT. Boys 7-lS. 5 aee croups. 2 prlva

lakes near Old Forge. Adirondack, Canadi
i trips. Forestry, tisliing. riding. Tutc
3 nurses. Booklet:

WILLIAM H. ABBOTT
Box 2382 • Fayetleville, N. Y.

Fun and Adventure in the Woads

IN
arriving at a mineralogical estimj

of the Franklin and Sterling Hill o

deposits, the word unique is aditiissab

At these two localities, the element zi

occurs in great quantities as an oxide

a silicate, rather than as a sulphide:

mineralogical situation which, so far

known, is without a counterpart in t

world. The geological reason for su

an occurrence has yet to be fathomt

despite the painstaking work of some

geology's most acute observers.

Nor is there agreement as to the mo
of formation of the ores. Some geo

gists assign a sedimentary origin

them, feeling that they were origina

deposited at the bottom of a pre-Ca

brian sea. along with the limy sedimei

that were one day to be called the Frar

lin limestone. Other geologists think

the ore bodies as the highly metami

phosed products of magmatic. or molt

rock, action; yet others speculate tl

the ores were deposited by high-te

perature waters and gases, deep benea

the earth's surface—the so-called

placement type of ore deposition. T

amateur student of geology and miner

ogy. studying the vast accumulation

fact, theory, and speculation develop

on the subject, will no doubt sympath

with a one-time superintendent of t

mines at Franklin, who. on bei

queried about the geological history

the ores, replied, with more sincer

than elegance: "The origin of the on

am not so familiar with, as it has be

my misfortune to hear ... a good ma

causes for this ore body being at Mi

Hill; I hardly know which to accept.'

Today the underground treasure

Mine Hill is exhausted, the great p

silent, and the deep shafts filled w
water. For a small fee. visitors m
secure collecting privileges from I'

Town of Franklin, and roam at will ov

the vast dumps in search of the miner ;

that brought world-wide attention to !

locality. Sterling Hill, four miles aiv

at Ogdensburg. is not open to the c

lector; it still possesses great reser;

of zinc against a time of higher pric

or national need. In this latter villa

some of the local miners are wont to s.

perhaps a bit wistfully, that the ores

Sterling Hill "will last forever."

This list details the photographer, art.,

or other source of illustration, by- pai

COVER-Willis E. Pequegnat 26-30-AMNH

3-Joseph Sedacca

8-17-Willis E, Pequegnc
maps and charts AMNH
after PequeEnat

18-Sovfoto

19-23-AMNH

24-Fairchild Aerial

Surveys

25-AMNH

31-Robert Gartlani

33-Stefan Martin

34-44-AMNH

46-47-AMNH Arch!

48-49-Star Map, at

Henry M. Neely

50-57-Eric Hoskitii

58-71-Enid Kotscti;

72-AMNH Map,
bottom

72-74-Canfield Co
Smithsonian Institi
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ET READY FOR THE SPACE and SCIENCE ERA! SEE SATELLITES, MOON ROCKETS CLOSE-UP

«0I« tr tJOCK MUMMH . tlHO CHICK OH MONfr OROM . lAUSfACtlON OUAMNTUDI

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.# barrington. new jersey



1 rf'iT!

Johnny isn't watching the late show tonight

The shadows that shiver and shake on the TV screen are shivering and shal<ing in

somebody else's living room tonight. Johnny has discovered something new.

He's traded the fleeting, flickering "thrills" of the 24 inch screen for the

timeless excitement and majesty of the night sky.

He's traded the nervous rattle of the private eye's gun for a ringside seat at

the stupendous nightly fireworks in the heavens.

He has, in short, discovered astronomy.

Nothing better could happen than what happened to Johnny. And it happened simply

because someone took the trouble to awaken, nourish and satisfy a lifetime of curiosity

in Johnny by making him the gift of a fine telescope.

Someone, not so long ago, gave Johnny a Unitron.

Send for Unitron's free, 38-page

Observer's Guide and Catalog 21-N UNlTt^ON

Johnny abandoned his 24" screen

for this 2,4" Unitron refractor,

complete with its handy, handsome,

easily portable carrying case.

ONLY $125.00

This is a close-up of the Unihex

Johnny is using. It's 6 eyepieces

in one. an exclusive with Unitron

One of a complete line of accessor!

to multiply your viewing pleasure
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This picture of the left eye of a moth was
taken by a Questar owner on 35 mm. film. We
print it here to remind you that the family

tliat owns a Questar has access to strange and
wonderful sights on this and other worlds.

Here Questar becomes the wholly new arid

exciting long distance microscope that will

permit your whole family to explore the won-
ders of near things in your garden.

The naturalist will find that Questar is de-

signed for him to use from almost any surface.

It is always ready for him to scan the view

preciseh' with complete control and multiple

powers. There is nothing like it in the v

world. The superfine Questar is sold onl

rect from us to you at S995 postpaid,

saves vou the huge selling cost, that olte

ceeds the factory price. Terms available,

we send vou our very latest booklet.'"

truestar
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I^NIATURE DEITIES

i

originals of these four deities are in

Tibetan collection of The American
eumof Natural History, and date from

,
early 19th century. They represent

Bcisattvas, intermediaries betv/een man
ar the divinities. The reproductions
•w: a 24 carat gold plated finish and
ar mounted on a black base. Height of
»i figure about 2 inches.
M 5 each postpaid

iHty or<l';r to...

|(|™»MERICAH MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORrP EW YORK 24, flEV/ YORK
"*•« b«r« arc entitled to a 10% dr.counl.

fortunate Jiland

Ten miles off the coast of Maine, com-

pass'd by the primitive wilderness of

the sea, lies Monhegan, an Island in

Time.

Virtually unchanged over the centur-

ies, Monhegan's cliffs and surf-swept

shoreline, its woods, ponds and mead-

ows offer sanctuary to the creatures

and growing things of air, land and

water.

And to mankind.

For here the cacophony, crowds and

confusion of mainland living are miles

away. No streetlights or neon signs

dim the stars. No juke-boxes, bars or

cocktail lounges disturb the quiet.

(And the Inn has neither radio nor

television.)

Unexpected species reward birders and

botanists. Painters and photographers

discover scene after scene worthy of

record. And waiting to be found by

all: peace, quiet, beauty.

June 26-Sepleinhc'r 6. Advance reserva-

tions, please. Accommodations, inclu-

sive of meals, for two: with running

water, $147 a week; witit lialh, $IS2-

$224 a week. Pictorial booklet.

For rates, and descriptive literature

Write to

Box H, MonliCKan Inland, Maine

***•••**•*•

FORGOTTEN

Leota Sundust is one of our for-,

gotten American Indians. She is of
the Apache Tribe. Her father died
last year of TB. Leota's mother, who
does not speak English, works as a
cleaning woman. Her meager earn-
ings provide for little more than food
and a squalid room for Leota and
her two brothers. The children's
clothing is worn and patched. Leota's
mother yearns for her children to get
an education that will prepare them
to earn a decent living. She wants
them to enjoy a richer, happier life

than her own.

PERSON-TO-PERSON HELP
Through Save the Children Federa-

tion, you, your group, your school can
give person-to-person help to a needy boy
or girl of the Papago, Pima, Pueblo,

Apache, Navajo or Colorado River
Tribes. Your monthly contribution of

$10.00 will enable an Indian child, who
attends a public school off the reservation,

to have the suitable clothing, personal
books, school supplies and cash allow-

ance for school activities needed to give

him the opportunity to join the main-
stream of American life. It will boost

the morale of the whole family—will give

an Indian youngster an even break. You
will receive the photograph and history

of the child you help and the child will

correspond with you. Please open your
heart to an American Indian child and
give him assistance, friendship and
inspiration.

scf national sponsors include:

Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower
Norman Rockwell
Mrs. Spencer Tracy

Spyros Skoubas
I

-,

Serving Childicn for 29 Yt-iira

I

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION

I
Boston Post Road, Norwalk, Connecticut

I
I wish to contribute $120.00 annually for

j
assistance to an American Indian Q girl

I D boy. I enclose my check for $

I
and will continue to pay:

I
$10 a month O $30 a quarter D

I $60 semi-annually Q $120 annually D
I I cannot sponsor a child but enclosed is

I
my contribution of $

I Name —
Address-
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COVER: A wall carving in the Naqa Lion Temple in the Sudan shows Aped lak
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Review!
The atmosphere and man's activiti

By Paul R. Jui

The Ocean of Air, by David I. Blumen-

stock. Rutgers University Press, $6.7,5:

457 pp., illus.

Bv VIRTUE of gravitational attraction,

the planet earth holds to itself a gas-

eous composition of nitrogen, oxygen,

carbon dioxide, water vapor, and nu-

merous trace gases. By weight, most of

this gaseous envelope, which we call the

atmosphere, is concentrated within a

few miles of the earth's surface ; at an

altitude of approximately 18.000 feet,

one-half of the atmosphere lies below,

while two-thirds of it lies below the

29.028-foot summit of Mount Everest.

In its daily rotation, the earth inter-

cepts a prodigious amount of radiant

energy from the sun. Some of this en-

ergy is reflected back to space; a small

amount is absorbed by the gaseous

envelope itself, and the remainder is ab-

sorbed by the surface of the planet. This

absorbed energy represents the energy

source for the motions of the atmos-

phere on all scales. The geometry of the

earth's annual orbit and the composi-

tion of its atmosphere are such that the

equatorial regions receive more heat

from the sun in the course of a year than

they are able to return to space. In polar

regions, on the other hand, the earth and

atmosphere radiate more heat than they

receive. Thus, the atmosphere, in con-

stantly adjusting this energy imbalance,

is caused to move and large-scale wind

systems result. This circulation of air on

a hemispheric scale is called the general

circulation of the atmosphere, and it re-

veals a number of characteristic wind

patterns, such as the easterly trade

winds that blow with monotonous regu-

larity over the subtropics.

Above the first few thousand feet of

the earths atmosphere, the winds be-

come stronger. Over most of the earth-

roughly from latitudes 30° north and

south to the Equator—the winds above

the surface layer and below .30.000 feet

are easterly. Above the remainder of the

earth, the winds at these altitudes are

westerly. Such winds are integral parts

of the large-scale weather systems

known by various names: extratropical

cyclones, hurricanes, anticyclones, mon-

soons, easterly waves, and so on.

These weather systems are a form of

turbulence—large-scale eddies in the

planetary circulation of the atmosphere.

Thus, the easterlies and the westerlies

lying above the surface layers ex

large, wavelike oscillations that (

the winds to deviate on a daily, we
or monthly basis from their usual c

tion. The usual behavior of these y

accounts for the climate of a partii

area: the large anticyclones of the

tropics, for instance, produce the n

arid regions of the earth, while

"roaring forties" (or middle latitu

are influenced by the extratropica

clones of the westerlies, which pro

an invigorating climate of large tei

ature changes and generally adet

moisture. It is in this belt that mc
the earth's humans reside.

Amidst—or, rather, at the botto

—these planetary winds, man woijBB

at the power, the complexity. an(':lie

vagaries of the atmosphere's behinr

A host of terrifying or beautiful,

eficial or disastrous, expected or '

pected events take place as ii'

occurrences within these broad-alt

wind circulations. Clouds, precipitim

drought, hurricanes, tornadoes, liz-

zards, floods, and so on are all wh W(

term, collectively, "the weather."jJul

also part of atmospheric phenomenian

such things as auroras, meteors, i ec

tion of radio waves beyond the hoion

fluctuations of the earth's magftii

field, the blue of a cloudless skyiint

many other invisible phenomena jha

are less familiar to the non-scienti

ANY successful attempt to wr

comprehensive survey of th.^ii

mosphere. including all its phenoi|na

its structure and its effects on jan

would be an accomplishment ir:*(l

David Blumenstock has written a jirl'

lengthy book, whose subject, mosjjar

ticularly, is this ocean of air; i-

physical order, its observation anijius

ceptibility to prediction, and its re ioi

to man. Of necessity, some subjec [an

omitted or touched upon only biBy

the immensity of the field imposes lucl

a treatment. The Ocean of Air is,»»

ever, a comprehensive, non-tec! jca

survey of the atmosphere, which v

terest everyone, including the f

sional meteorologist.

Blumenstock's emphasis is heav

weather and climate in relation to

activities, and on the economic an

toric aspects of the atmosphere in

ately enveloping us—the troposp

ife.s



t portion wherein man has lived.

. (1 food, fought battles, and built

li/ations, and where the weather that

I'lices all his activities occurs,

author, however, included material

llif upper atmosphere—that region

ve the level of five to ten miles' alti-

e where weather as we usually think

it does not occur, but where we do

-uch phenomena as auroras, mete-

aiid magnetic storms. Even the out-

M-t reaches of the earth's gaseous

'iipe receive mention: the Van
II radiation belts and the play-

in Js of cosmic rays.

- ause until recently no real science

lower atmosphere existed and no

i\ational data were to be had from

jiniosphere above this lower portion,

interest was shown in the upper

les of the atmosphere aside from

i-'jphical speculation. Today, with

luphasis on high-altitude aircraft.

1. technology, and nuclear weapon
1. these regions above the tropo-

are receiving intensive scientific

-ligation. The modern science of the

' -phere must be said to include the

Dr. Julian is on tlie staff at the

High Altitude Observatory of the

University of Colorado, at Climax,

study of these regions and phenomena
as well as the processes of the tropo-

sphere, which lies below them.

But here we encounter a confusion of

definitions. By virtue of long, historical

usage, the science of the entire atmos-

phere is called meteorology. However, it

now seems that more clear-cut defini-

tions are needed because of the many
almost independent disciplines study-

ing various portions and phenomena of

the atmosphere. Geomagneticians, iono-

spheric physicists, and even aeronomers

—a term applied to students of the very

high atmosphere, where processes re-

sulting from absorbed solar radiation

are dominant—each of these, and many
more, is generally conceded his sepa-

rate discipline.

As a complicating factor, there has

been a tendency, deplored by many at-

mospheric scientists, to divorce physics

from weather forecasting. There are, for

example, some authorities in such fields

as the physics of precipitation or the

physics of atmospheric electricity who
consider a meteorologist to be a mere
weather forecaster, and who conse-

quently do not consider themselves to

be meteorologists.

Just what the term "meteorologist" is

supposed to mean today is somewhat
cloudy, if such a timid pun may be

allowed. Perhaps the term should be re-

served for students of the general circu-

lation of the portion of the atmosphere,

that produces weather, as well as of the

prediction of the general circulation and

weather-producing mechanisms. Blum-

enstock's topic, at any rate, is meteorol-

ogy in this sense, together with the

long-term integration of weather proc-

esses known as climatology.

APART of all this semantic confusion

is due to the historical development

of a technology of weather forecasting.

Such a technology was the result of

overwhelming demands by society for

practical results from a science that was

still young, but which could make useful

I

Krv i\sTiiiiMEM's for inctcorolofiicid uliidieH—the wcnlhcr viinc,

„l,i„T li'll. ihiTinoini'li'ih. lowrr li'lt. :in<l tin- hariiincl(;r, riitlil—
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should read it as a tonic."

—
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Book Review
"Surely one of the most ap-
pealing accounts of animal-
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World

by NIKO TINBERGEN
Niko Tinbergen knows how to ask
questions of nature in such a way that

she is bound to give clear answers. In

this, perhaps his most famous book, he
treats with charm and humanity a sub-
ject of high importance — the mysteries
of the mind and instinctive behavior.

IN A CLASSIC BLEND of sharp
observation, beautiful experiment, and
brilliant deduction, he brings to bear all

the resources of the trained scientist

in illuminating the behavior of all life

— both animal and human.

NIKO TINBERGEN has been enchant-
ing a steadily growing and delighted
circle of American readers. Like his

recent Curious Naturalists, this volume
will appeal not only to nature lovers but
also to all who are attracted to a star-

tlingly original mind.

Over 100 photographs, drawings, and
diagrams. S5.00 at bookstores

Basic Books, Inc., Publishers

59 Fourth Avenue, New York 3, N.Y.

short-range forecasts on the basis of

quasi-scientific rules of thumb and could

also make useful studies of aggregates

of observed, historical data. Today, a

large segment of the public confuses the

technology with the science, and many
atmospheric physicists are unfairly sub-

jected to frequent, tired jests concern-

ing future weather conditions and their

inability to foretell them.

Now. the science of the atmosphere as

it is concerned with weather forecasting

is a unique science. It does not concern

itself with scientific inventions, or with

the control of natural phenomena, but

with prediction. In few other sciences

are future conditions the primary con-

cern of the popular interest. Indeed,

weather forecasting—as practiced—can

hardly be called an exact science. As
Blumenstock points out, experience,

temperament, an ability to weigh many
subjective factors simultaneously, and
even, apparently, intuition are all attri-

butes of a good weather forecaster. In

my opinion, the dependence on such men
has made forecasting essentially a craft

or art, rather than a science. Such an

approach was and is essentially a sterile

one: no efficient method can be devel-

oped to accumulate, transmit, and di-

gest, in a short period of time, the vast

body of technical information acquired

by experience and applied by intuition.

Thus, for example, college graduates in

meteorology, despite their having had

the benefit of a scientific education, are

of limited use as forecasters.

It is regrettable that Blumenstock did

not choose to follow this matter further

than he has, since it involves some ques-

tions of very general import, as well as

some of the most interesting current

problems in forecasting. Since the early

pioneers in meteorology began studying

the physical processes by which the at-

mosphere gains, transforms, and loses

energy, and describing the manner in

which the atmosphere actually behaves,

man has gained a good understanding of

weather-making processes. But the tech-

nology of prediction has failed to keep

pace: our ability to predict has not im-

proved appreciably over the last few

decades. This dilemma compels us to

ask what we may ultimately expect from

a science concerned with prediction.

In the last ten years or so, numerical

computers have made possible a rapid

advance in techniques of prediction by

means of mathematical equations; these

are formulated so as to describe '"model"

atmospheres, resembling the actual at-

mosphere to greater or lesser degrees.

Success with these techniques— to which

Blumenstock devotes only a page—has
been encouraging; already, the fore-

casts they have led to are comparable to

those made by the method of experience

and intuition. But it is obvious that to

forecast accurately beyond a month or

so, the model atmosphere must reseiii,.

the true atmosphere more closely th,
ji

now does. For this, for instance, we m
know the effects of extraterrestrial i^

ences, and we need to take into accui

the circulation of the oceans, a syjj

complementary to the atmosphere':

But, even if it were possible to sp^'J^

all the variables known or thouglilj

have effects on the circulation of thjal.

mosphere, could we then predictifc

weather a year in advance with suffiaj

accuracy to satisfy the farmer, the jj)

lie utility companies, the airlines, m
the housewife? Is the atmosphenii

other words, a deterministic system ip

able of being described in detail ;i»

or months in advance?
\

There is no doubt that the atmosfjn

obeys physical laws, but the quejn

raised by the present "plateau of re

dictability" is whether man will ev(ji)t

able to cope with the complexity of 'm

physical laws and the immense nuM
of observations we need if we are ti

these laws to predict future states o

atmosphere precisely enough to si

agriculture, commerce, and indi

This is a fundamental question, a

needs consideration both by the pi

as consumers of weather forecasts,

by the scientists, who must decidi

most fruitful lines of research.

Today, the Weather Bureau and

private meteorological research oi

zations are experimenting with fore

couched in probability terms. The

very good evidence that a probai

statement issued with a forecast ci

of considerable use to the industrifB

commercial user of weather inhpa

tion. The general public, however lili

be slow to accept such forecasts.

THE author includes some perl

material bearing on the role

played by the atmosphere in man
tempts to meet problems of the fi

one of which is the supply of

water. For mankind, water is

most important constituent of tli

mosphere, and the hydrological c le^

precipitation, runoff, evaporation reP'

resents a series of complex natural

esses that, man has realized, a] be

made to work for his benefit. Our ijurr

needs for water point toward the in pas-

ing importance of the precip

mechanism of the atmosphere. I

greater future almost certainly 1

the conversion of saline water, a

author himself suggests.

Problems of the management i

water resources are receiving rei

attention, both scientific and pel

at the present time. In the book, t

tricate interweaving of political, ;

and economic interests in the p

struggle for water in many river 1

is exemplified by the Delaware

An instance more familiar to tl



er and to the West is the Colorado

n. The bitter conflicts of interest

iial of both areas are bound to be re-

ed elsewhere in the future,

oreover, with the exceedingly rapid

rth of metropolitan complexes, water

ilems have begun to appear even in

y places where rainfall is abundant.

; many of the present situations are

dy outside the sphere of the atmos-

ic scientist. However—as Blumen-

i may be saying between the lines

mid man exhibit the forethought of

:h he is capable in planning the

5-scale expansion of his civiliza-

i, climatologists and meteorologists

be ready to assist.

le topic of weather control—also

tinly related to man's future—is re-

ng publicity today that, while equal

s potential importance, is greater,

i'rtunately. than its present scientific

a'e. Interest has been aroused in the

u ect because of man's ability to mod-
loud structure and apparently, on
-inn. to increase precipitation. A
Ifte history of efforts along these

and of the modern revival of rain-

iii. alone, would require a volume
- /e of Blumenstock's whole book.

: "iietheless devotes a chapter to

. I pre-World War II ) efforts to in-

I! rainfall, to a brief discussion of

•fforts. and to a review of the final

if the President's Advisory Com-
n ^'eather Control. He correctly

liat the Eisenhower administra-

-lablished the Committee because

' 'infusion of claims and counter-

• iliat had been made. But he omits

rence to the most controversial

1 the story. This is a pity, for

J- a prime example of technolog-

1 commercial interests "apply-

n- results of scientific endeavor
irely. because of the potential

li' gains to be realized. The con-

I uproar—legal, political, and
r—has not yet subsided. Re-

I'- meteorologists would agree. I

'liat the whole affair has eflec-

irought beffire the public many
I- concerning man's efforts and

to modify the weather, but

-ufficient scientific evidence to

my an.swers to be given.

Blumenstock's book was writ-

' have been able to read about
• I'inal proposal'-—including a S17

' -chcmc by a Ku.ssian to construct

I'Tocs ihe Bering .Strait and so

Ik; climate of the entire Arctic,

ropo'-als are encoiirafiing in that

'"W thai man'- itiiaginalion has
'< of i|ii vigor, but their Bcienlific

"main'- dcjiaiahle. In any ease,
' no evidence that modc»t ef!ort»

ver sulTice to moilify large-scale

' •iliialionx. On tin- contrary, the
• kn»wlfd({e of I lie alnioHfiliere

' thai only llii- fatila-lic efforl-

would be successful. Blumenstock sums
it up most aptly when he says, "Control

of the weather is not an impossibility;

it is an impracticability."

ANOTHER contemporary problem in

which the circulation of the atmos-

phere plays an important role is that of

nuclear testing. Blumenstock gives con-

siderable space to nuclear weapons,
clearly explaining how the fallout prob-

lem and the question of the life of radio-

active debris in the atmosphere involve

atmospheric circulations of both local

and hemispheric magnitude. Incidental

to the observation and tracing of explo-

sion products, meteorologists have been
handed an excellent tool for the investi-

gation of the general circulation of the

stratosphere. Lack of hemisphere-wide

balloon observing stations and the diffi-

culties encountered in making routine

observations at great heights have here,

tofore hampered our efforts to learn how
hemispheric winds behave in the strat-

osphere—the region roughly from six to

thirty miles above the earth.

Man's ability to create problems by
his population concentrations also in-

volves the atmosphere—or at least the

debris he injects into it. Almost all large

metropolitan areas today have a smog
problem, although few are willing to

admit it: only when the situation be-

comes so serious as to cause respiratory

illnesses and other pathological effects

is serious attention drawn to the matter.

Solutions to the problems of air pollu-

tion do not lie with the atmospheric sci-

entists, since not much can be done to

change the atmospheric conditions that

aggravate pollution. Atmospheric scien-

tists can, however, determine the future

danger zones and advise on precautions.

Man in the atmosphere about him is

the recurring theme of The Ocean of

Air. Climate and weather; their rela-

tions to economic, political, and social

factors: and their influence on the

growth of civilizations and man's future

occupy the major portion of the book.

The reader will not find physical expla-

nations or detailed descriptions of at-

mospheric processes and phenomena.
Rather, the author's brief discussion of

the different layers of the atmosphere
and of the winds and climates of the

globe gives the reader the information

needed to grasp their effects on man.
The hook could hardly be called, then,

scienlific popularization in the style of

Gamow or the Lcihers. Another reviewer

has compared it with Rachel Carson's

The Sen Aroiiiiil I's. and Blumenstock's

approach lo the suhjecl matter (and to

a certain degree his style) do resemble

Miss Carson's. The two books arc in the

same vein; they concentrate not on the

technical details, IhH on the ueslhelics

of the suhjecl. and lljcy uri' wrillcri riul

as .cicriiidc l.-\il,..nk- lull ,iv lilcriiliirc.
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Smiths of the Sudan
I

In Meroe, ancient capital of Nubia, iron smelting flourisl-pd

By Hans Guggenheim
I



[THE .NOliTlI of the Ri;|;ul)li< of ihcj

Sudan, where ihe Nile and the At-

rivers form a trian;;le, lie the

» of Meroii, once the capital of the

H kin^'fJom of Kush. '["his is the

•*'t of the lanfl known to the Kpyp-
«'< of ancient linne<i as Nubia. From
&;imc of the Old Kingdom onward,

ft conlrollcfl these lanrls stretch-

« «oulh alon;.' the Nile, p'ortresses

tf Iradin;; [lost-t were huill at C.nhen,

and at Semiia and Kumma, to foster

trade and pruli'cl llie fjoid mines of

Nuhia. From 'riicl)es. the hip;h priests

of Ammon rule<l the Nubian area as

viceroys, and the region was called

"The Golfl Lands of Ammon."
With the weakening of Egyptian

power toward the end of the New
Kingdom (ca. 1100 u.C. ) , FJbyan war-

rior clans began to si'ltiir along vast

stretches of the Nile, liy the middle of

Procession of cods, led by Apedemak,
the lion god, is graven on the stone

wall of a Lion Temple in the Sudan.

the eighth century B.C., a fully devel-

oped Nubian Kingdom emerged, with

a population composed of Libyan in-

vaders, political refugees from The-

bes, and local Negro tribes. These
people came to be known to history

as the "Ethiopians." Their capital was
at Napata ( map. p. 10 I . just below the

fourth cataract, and Meroe was their

main provincial city. Under vigorous

leaders, these southerners pushed
north to the conquest of Egypt, itself,

and established themselves on the

throne of the Pharoahs as the Twenty-
fifth (or Ethiopian) Dynasty in 712 B.C.

While ruling in Egypt, the Ethiopi-

ans began to expand their original

capital of Napata, constructing pyra-

mids for their burials and creating

there a civilization that, while Egyp-
tianized. was not without a good deal

of distinctive local color. By 662 B.C.,

however, the Assyrians—who had been
threatening Egypt for some time—cap-
tured Thebes and forced the retreat of

the Ethiopians back to Napata.

SOMETIME between 538 B.C. and
480 B.C., the Ethiopian kings

shifted their seat of government from
Napata to Meroe. The exact date for

the shift has been difficult to establish,

for the early rulers at Meroe still con-

tinued to be entombed in the sacred

burial sites of the earlier capital. The
reasons for the transfer of the capital

—whatever the date—were complex.

Military considerations may have

played a part—Meroe was farther re-

moved from the threat of attack from

the north. The steady decline of trade

with Egypt may have been another

factor. Also, the Ethiopians were cat-

tle raisers, as we know from the nu-

merous cattle sacrifices found in their

burials. If Pliny is to be trusted, there

was probably more verdure round

Meroi- than in the more arid region of

Napata. But if not the actual reason

for the original transfer, certainly the

most important factor for the subse-

quent flowering of Meroe must have

been the gradual growth of an exten-

sive iron-smelting industry.

Such an occupation would depend

not (miy on available ores (which

were present at I)oth Napata and

Merof'l but also even more on the ex-

isteiK e of hardwood to provide; char-

coal for fuel. Of this limber there is



still a supply lound Meroe—in the

form of extensive forests of sunt, a

low-growing acacia that covers wide

stretches of the landscape. Pliny's de-

scription—in his Natural History—

|)rovides a good picture of the region

as much of it still is today. "In the

vicinity of Meroe, greener herbage

begins ... a certain amount of forest

coines into view, and the tracks of

rhinoceros and elephant can be seen."

As to ore, on top of the sandstone

J^^ of the Nubian plains, a surface

crust of ferricretes may be found in

layers a few inches thick. In the iso-

lated hills of the region, these ferri-

cretes appear as fairly large blocks,

with a peculiar surface of glistening

black nodules. Ferricretes seem to be

caused by the action of small quanti-

ties of moisture that have brought

iron, from extensive ferruginous de-

posits underground, to the surface.

The iron ore, of an oolitic nature, runs

some 70 per cent ferric oxide, equiva-

lent to nearly 50 per cent metallic ore.

M £
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Such a combination of available

hardwood and easily accessible iron

ore seems to have enabled the old, cat-

tle-raising kingdom of Kush to trans-

form itself into a sort of small

industrial empire at some time during

the first century B.C. By that time, as

a large smelting operation sprang up

round Meroe, an astonishing change

must have come over the Nubian

scene. The smoke of the furnaces can

be imagined as rising night and day:

indeed, one English writer has com-

pared the Meroe of that time to the

industrial Birmingham of England's

nineteenth century.

The evidence for all this activity is

still visible at Meroe in the form of

enormous slag heaps that surround

the ruins of the capital. One of these

was large enough to have been used

as the base for a temple of Apedemak,

the lion god. Another slag pile had to

be cut through to allow the modern

railway line to pass the site; it was

found to be solid slag, twelve feet

deep. Regarding this first century B.C.

EGYPT <"'

Birmingham of the Sudan, three q
tions exist, all riddles to which we
give only speculative answers:

First, how and when did the Et:

pians learn to make iron?

Second, what did they fabric

from their finished iron?

Finally, how was the ore worki

As to the first question, some kn<

edge of iron existed in Egypt as

back as 3500 B.C. But only meteoi

iron was worked at that time: indi

such iron was later known as bio

pet ( marvel from heaven I . The tin

derbolt was thought to be of iron, U
so were the bones of the Egyplm

storm god, Set. Small knives madof

iron have been found at that dei

"thunderbolt city," Cetopolis, cli

to 2600 B.C. They belonged to Uin a.

the high priest and "opener of pc

mouth of the dead." a ritual thoiht

necessary to enable the dead to se

the food provided for them in tii

tombs. It was thought that only >

—which came from the heavens-

the magical properties required to

form this sacred function.

Very few finds of Eg^

dating to the next 1.500

been verified and accepted b)

ars. They include the followir

Fourth Dynasty piece, from

Cheops pyramid (possibly of m

meteoritic origin) ; a Fifth Dyrjty

chisel, from Saqqara; a Sixth Dyr^>t)

pickax from Abusir together itii

some similarly dated tools f

Dashur; and some iron rust

Abydos. A supposedly Twelfth

nasty Nubian spearhead (a

piece, too good to be true ) resen

modern Nubian spearheads.

Northern Sudan, bordering on Egypt, darkened area on map at left. Region

is shown, at right, in an enlargement of was once heart of the Nubian Kingdom.

BY the Eighteenth Dynasty, an or

vessel was received as trut(

from "Tinay," an undefined rf;or

north of Egypt, by Thutmose m.^et

ters mention gifts to Amenhotej II

of this same dynasty, from Tujta

King of Mitanni (a land in sia

Minor) ; one steel-bladed dagger .wt

mitten of iron overlaid with goldiinf

two rings of iron. A "sacred ey'Of

iron mounted on a gold bracelep

longing to the Twenty-second Py'

nasty, has also been found, as s a

clumsily made, miniature hea' sst

But it has been concluded by ' A

Wainwright, (Sudan Notes and vo-

ords. Vol. XXVI) one of the fori osl

students of Meroitic iron, that am
as the Twenty-fifth Dynasty—tit i-

to say, the time of arrival of the jthi



mans in Egypt—iron smelting and

feiworking were still in their infancy.

his contrasts sharply with the situ-

aliin in Asia Minor. There, iron was

wked successfully by the Hittites:

rthe eleventh century B.C. much of

I Near East was in a full Iron Age.

ilie second half of the eighth cen-

. Sargon II of Assyria already had

Ions of iron ingots stored at his

. I- in Khorsabad (742-705 B.C.).

ion was common enough to be

;d into chains for prisoners. The
1 Eastern knowledge of iron

n ns may have been one of the

--lis why Egypt was unable to

i-tand the pressure of the Assyri-

\ he Assyrians spoke of the Nile

r - with contempt, and there is no

,....n of iron in the meticulous rec-

iis of the booty taken at Memphis
i: Thebes when the Assyrians fi-

succeeded in expelling the Ethio-

Dynasty from Egypt.

^'"7"h.\t, then, about a knowledge of

^ iron among the Ethiopians of
^ In 654 B.C., a new ruler—

-gained power in Egypt,

ig the Assyrians with the

^..rian and Ionian mercenar-

.it to him by Cyges, the King of

a. who was trying to gain Egypt's

' l^hip against Ninevah. These
- and Carians were iron-users:

tik II, trying to re-establish

ian hegemony over the lower

in 593 B.C.. led an army of

"I'ople (including Phoenicians)

south as Abu Simbel and

where they seem to have set-

wn. I ntil 525 B.C.. succeeding

f these mercenaries appear to

litered \ubia. It is possible that

ay have introduced the Ethio-

I'l the knowledge of iron tools

apons. if not to the actual tech-

'if ironworking.

another group of iron-using

- lo the Nile were the Persians

r Cambyses, who gained control

I j-'vpt in 525 li.c. Although no
I'lgical proof for his presence

'la has been found. Cambyses'
!' linked in many ways to

iJiodorus says that Cambyses
I MiToi- and named it after his

' Jowphijs ( A.f). ')'.')'i \ . claims

iinbyscs namefl the city after

'••r; and Strabo says that ihe

r-ir'n wife died there. These
•in; iirobably apoi r\phal. but

' lliis dale, ihi- |-,lliii.|)i,iiis seem
' lie<-n wilhi.ul iron, for Hcrod-

Meroitic king is shown on a wall of

Lion Temple as he triumphs over foes.

otus says: ".
. . their arrows were

tip|)e(l not with iron, but with sharp-

ened stone, the stone with which seals

are carved : and they had spears

pointed with gazelle's horn sharpened

like a lane.-.'-

No iron has been found in the royal

tombs of Najiata from the time of the

oldest, that of Kashla (7.50-744 ii.c.
)

,

flown to Harsiotef. who ruled from

342-.'i2(i D.c. 'i'he same is true of the

foundation deposits of llic- l(Tn|)lcs of

Taharka .'iiid Sh.ili.ika. Indi-i-d, it has

Mulli-oullined representation of the

vanquished is distinctly non-Egyptian.

been asserlefl llial. in the great days

of the Ethiopian Empire, their kings

were as much in the Bronze Age as

was the whole of Egypt.

It may be concluded thai ihc knowl-

edge of ready-made iron was brought

to the Ethiopians by iron-using for-

eigners from the north. Possibly,

souh; knowledge of iron smelling also

diffused southward to Nubia via

l']gypliati craftsnK^n who might have

learned the secret from the same
sources. Ihil it is nol nl all iiiconr:eiv-
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RFACE FINDS at Meroe include such evidences of former
nil metallurgy as the three shown here. At left is a lump

of iron slag; at center, a fragment of a clay furnace wall;

at right, a portion of a tuyere to which slag still adheres.

; le that native genius, stimulated by
' '11 objects in hand and familiar with

:ice and bronze metallurgy, sim-

iade use of the local raw materials

It-invented the process.

\\ hen it was that iron smelting at

ri'K- took on its apparent immense

1 jportions we do not know, but there

• i-ts evidence to establish the basis

i an estimate. We have already

I iitioned the Lion Temple of Ape-

ik. erected on a slag heap at

• . This temple has been dated to

i -t half of the first century B.C.

basis of an inscribed stele. We
.i>-sumably date the beginning of

1 I i^melting backward from that

' III. at least for as long as it would
' taken to accumulate the mound

il; on which the temple rests.

ONE cannot assume that the temple

was built on this slag heap by
!' nt. Apedemak. the lion god and

' al rival of the Egyptian Osiris,

ii'iught to be the god of war in

1. As such, his connection with

- quilf understandable, not only

i-e iron represented strength,

'!-<i because of the ancient rela-

lip of iron with the sky. It is

• rlhv ihat one of the very few
li'' iron rings found bears an en-

11/ of the lion god. Asidi: from
ion Temple at Meroi-. thc-re exist

4iiumber r,f other shrines to A|ii-

Onak. inrJuding a beautifully oin.i-

' 'I one at ore-rich Nai|.i.

It is thus conceivable that the slag

heap on which the temple rests at

Meroe was built up somewhat delib-

erately to create a fitting base for this

edifice, and that this was accom-

plished in a relatively short time.

Under these circumstances, it is best

to date the beginning of the slag heap

conservatively at not much in advance

of 1.50 B.C. and no later than 50 B.C.

Our second question was: what did

the Ethiopians do with their iron? For

all the enormous amount of smelting

that went on at Meroe, little has been

found by which to measure this

Sudanese Birmingham's productivity.

Because of imperfect methods, the

loss of iron in the slag was shocking,

even by primitive standards. But it

must still be supposed that the kings

of Meroe were well-supplied with iron

and that when ironworking was first

establi-shed it probably operated as a

royal monopoly, or perhaps a priestly

one. It is even conceivable that the an-

cient kings encouraged a concept of

uncleanliness and impurity in connec-

tion with ironworking, perhaps to

keep the process secret. Man\ of the

superstitions and beliefs about iron

found among present-day primitive

African societies are at least sugges-

tive in this respect.

No graves of the

havfr been f<uitid tha

ijcrioil of llie Mcioil

is |.;m1 nf ll„- I

f'ommoii {II

fall ill llir ,

Kiiig.loiii

.1 (illilof MiToilir

oiK i„iil,-li-.l fi

treasure, allegedly found in the pyra-

mid of Queen Amanshakete (45 to 15

B.C.). Among the objects purportedly

from this pyramid are a pair of

shears, a broken chisel, three spoons,

and three needles, all iron.

Iron objects, at this time, are

mainly confined to cosmetic articles.

However, a skeleton dated ca. 25 B.C.

bore an iron arrowhead between the

shoulder blades (presumably the

cause of death I . After that date, ar-

rowheads of iron seem to have in-

creased rapidly. In tomb W 122 at

Meroe, which is dated a.d. 150 to 300,

the Boston-Harvard expeditions of

the 1920's found a quiver containing

seventy-three iron-tipped arrows.

After that date, all Meroitic ceme-

teries that have been dug contain iron

objects—with arrowheads in the in-

crease—until the second and third

centuries A.D., when iron arrowheads

suddenly cease. Even in these later

years, however, the number of iron-

containing graves is still very small in

relation to the total number. At the

Farras cemetery, only 107 of 61.3 re-

corded graves held iron, while at

some of the poorer cemeteries, such as

Karanog. the ratio was only fiJ! graves

containing iron to 783 excavated.

B1
llir loinlli rrnliiry A.D., how-

rwr. llir i.iiilv nf iron seems to

have iliiiiiiiislinl : i-\ |icmiI,i lili- arrow-

liriids Here iii.iM II f.irl II iTil in greatly

iiirir-,-i>iiiL' i|ii:iiililic.>-. TlicM'. as well
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as agricultural implements such as

hoes, may easily have served a double

function—as objects useful in them-

selves and also as a medium of ex-

change—and may have played a part

in the not inconsiderable Nubian

trade with Egypt. We know no details,

however, of how this trade was ef-

fected. Through Egypt, there had

been considerable contact between

Nubia and the Roman world; indeed,

Napata was destroyed in 23 B.C. by

Gains Petronius. although Meroe

seems not to have been affected by this

event. Roman cultural influence led to

the creation of strange mixtures of

ideas. In the third century a.d. Me-

roitic tomb W 122 [already men-

tioned], next to the quiver with the

seventy-three arrowheads, was found

an oil lamp associated with traces of

the largest single piece of Meroitic iron

that has been discovered. It was a di-

agonal rod connecting the bronze head

of a bird with a base from which

emerges a large acanthus leaf (illus-

tration, p. 12 ) . The oil lamp, itself,

was of Meroitic manufacture. These

lamps can be linked with a tradition

in lamps of funerary character that

ranges from Rome through Egypt to

the Far East; the bird symbolizes the

sun, the tree (in this case represented

by the leaf), the "cosmic tree" or

"tree of life." The use of a valuable

iron rod in the assembly of the lamp

becomes understandable again if we

bear in mind the supposedly magical

properties of the metal.

TO sum up, a sharp discrepancy ex-

ists between evidence for major

iron production at Meroe and evi-

dence for end-use of the metal. The

grave objects found do not begin to

account for the supposed industrial

output, even though arrowheads are

common after 25 B.C. and the value of

iron thereafter seems to have de-

creased. One possible explanation of

this gap between presumed output

and the finds is that the concept of un-

cleanliness associated with iron may
have made iron objects unpopular as

grave furnishings for commoners.

Our final question was: how was

the iron worked at Meroe? The ore

found in that region is. as we have

seen, mostly oolitic—with a great

Reconstruction shows iron smehing
at Meroe as priest, at left, presides at

extraction of iron from a furnace. At
right, men perform a second smelting.

many impurities—including silicon,

alumina, sulphur, phosphorus, man-

ganese, and carbon. It is suitable for

reduction in the sorts of smelters-

called bloomeries—that existed at

Meroe. To gain metallic iron, it is nec-

essary to reduce the oxide by adding

carbon in some form, such as char-

coal. The ore is mixed directly with

the fuel and the mixture must reach a

temperature of some 500° C. to allow

the oxygen to pass off as carbon diox-

ide, leaving residual iron. At tempera-

tures of 800° to 900° C, the iron be-

comes a pasty mass. At 1400° C. cast

iron becomes possible: but the latter,

although produced occasionally at

Meroe, was presumably considered a

waste product, since use of cast iron

—brittle and unmalleable—was

yond the technological abilities o i

craftsmen of this period.

*T the Meroe slag heap thi-

Jl^\_
which the railroad cut i

fragments of smelting-fuinace

have been found. From these, we

an indication of the shape of Mei

furnaces. My own research indi

that these ancient fragments cou

readily into the clay furnaces

today by the so-called Jur of

southern Sudan (photo, p. 18 1.

The Jur live along the north

of the river Jur in the Bahr ei CI

area. They were once famous for

ironwork, which has now al

ceased. They do not use forced «

14



T
fjll they process the iron in two

Ijges. Their furnace is about six feet

Bh, with a diameter of two feet. It

!nds inside a small, hoUowed-out

Four to six openings are made
;htly above the ground level. Into

tlse openings, short clay pipes (or

ti eres I are inserted, each about six

iihes in diameter and two feet long.

T=se tuyeres meet almost in the cen-

ts of the furnace and serve both as

d ft flues and as fire bars. The fur-

a e is filled first with some sixteen

b kets of charcoal. On top of this are

p ?ed three baskets of bog-iron ore

tit has been broken into small

p :es. One such charge takes nearly

anil day for smelting and produces

eiugh bloom for eight to ten spear-

Mr. Guggenheim, the author-artist,

is indebted to Thabit Hassan Thabit,
Republic of the Sudan Commissioner
of Antiquities, for arranging trips

to key sites, and to Dows Dunham,
of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,

for his advice on Meroitic problems.

heads, or two to three hoe blades. The
latter serve as bride-price money. An
enormous amount of slag is produced

in comparison to useful bloom.

We can fairly imagine a similar

design for the iron smelters of Meroe
—an elongated "eggcup," into the top

of which the ore is poured, while the

main body, below, is stacked with

charcoal. Dr. Dunham, one of the ex-

cavators of the Boston-Harvard expe-

ditions to Meroe, has recently been
kind enough to point out the resem-

blance of this eggcup shape to objects

found by these excavators that were
considered to be braziers. These mini-

ature braziers are supplied with holes

at the base that would facilitate a

draft, and they show, further, that the

eggcup form—like that of the smelter

used by contemporary Jur ironwork-

ers—was familiar to the Meroites.

Besides smelter-wall fragments,
pieces of tuyeres—the draft inlets-

have also been found at Meroe, iden-

tical in size and shape to those used

today by the Jur. These contain bits

of iron slag at one end. It may be that

forced draft, also, was used at Meroe.

Bits of ostrich feather have been
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Lighting the fire for smelter is sacred

act to Jur smiths, top. Although they

have matches, smiths start this blaze

in traditional way, with a wood stick.

Tinder catches, center, and a smith

blows on it for flame. Iieloir. Th<> Jur

still sacrifice a goat in the purification

ceremony at place where ore is mined.

found that might be traces of u

used to force air into the furnaceji

kilns large enough to accommcai

tuyeres can operate on natural ^
alone—as among the Jur. ,

:

1

THE Jur process gives us an

how all this might have lo(

At the end of each firing, the fui

wall is broken open and the iron

that has formed at the bottom

moved. The moment the lump i

traded, it is quenched with wate;

a torch is waved over it. This qu

ing is considered very importai

the Jur and is accompanied by pi

Strabo, in ancient times, consii

the quenching most important fc

success of the operation; in fa(

classified the end-products on the

of the water used.

After the lump of mixed slaf

bloom iron has been quenched

Jur break it up into small pieces,

the second process can begin,

great ceremony, the pieces of iro

placed in a small clay crucible

covered with charcoal. A chicli

slaughtered and waved over the

Then, two pairs of bellows are u

create a forced draft and brin

bloom iron inside the crucible t

heat. When the clay of the cri

looks transparent in the red gloi

Jur know that the iron is ready

worked upon by their smiths.

|l

EGYPTIAN representations fro:

tomb of Rekhmire at T

(fifteenth century B.C. I show
may not necessarily be the first

ing of iron ore (as has beenfu

gested) but a second stage—as

the contemporary Jur method

essary to refine the bloom iron

first smelting. Meroitic furnace pU:

too, may have been broken afte

smelting, in order to extract the

With this hypothetical d

smelting in view, the presen

small crucibles at Meroe—soirn

of a mystery, since they could i

explained on the basis of the pr

process alone—becomes more i

standable. Let us assume a s

smelting, after much of the sk

been beaten out of the first-mel

Charcoal, placed over a crucibl

taining pieces of first-melt iron, )ul"

add the amount of carbon to the lelai

necessary to make it workab To

achieve the temperature necessa fo'

this second smelting (lOOO'Ci

some kind of bellows for draft pu'i

u.

y



P AM|[ \T Mm } tbdit jrt t iiili^ of Meroitic kings; flank entrance to temple near Naqa. Object in foreground,

•Vves sucking booty removed pyramid tops. Below, lions topped by residue of ironworking, may have been an altar.
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e been needed. The draft could

e been provided by workers alter-

;ly treading inflated skins, as in the

resentation from Thebes or pump-

skin-covered drums, as the Jur do.

h methods are still common in

[ly parts of Negro Africa.

OMETIME between a.d. 300 and

340, Meroe came to an end. No
re iron was worked there, the city

abandoned and the Meroitic Em-

; ceased. The reason remains un-

iwn. In speculation that may not

entirely idle, one can imagine a

ge industrial proletariat, risen

nd Meroe's iron industry, that

intractable. The pressure of

h a group, combined with the rising

of barbaric tribes such as the

a threatening the capital from all

s, may well have proved too much
an aristocracv softened by the

ry of Roman baths and elaborate

s. A situation not unlike that

ch existed in Rome itself a hun-

d years later may have prevailed,

any case, in 340 a.d., when the

ite king put up his victory stele

Axum—proclaiming his rule over

iopia—he did not even deign to

ition Meroe.

[ot only are the origins of iron-

king at Meroe obscure, but that

ter's ultimate influence on other

ican civilizations is still a matter

speculation. It is possible that the

•oitic knowledge of iron metal-

[y diffused southward and east-

d together with other culture

ts, through Nilotic- and Bantu-

aking tribes. It is possible to think

the great Bantu-speaking popula-

explosion of the eighteenth cen-

—which ma\ have owed its

cess to the knowledge of iron-

still connefted with the past glory

the Meroitic Empire. However, it

ly no means certain that the knowl-

e of iron entered Negro Africa

Merof- alone. Carthaginian trad-

may have diffused this metallur-

il skill along the Wist Coast, while

ienl Azanian trailers touching

lalia. Kenya, and Tanganyika in

Elasl may have provided still an-

er source. Only further resf;arch

I show whether ancient Meroe was

rime center for the diffusion into

P'O Africa of that region's remark-

t, albeit primitive. Iron Age skills.

SMITH in a JRaf hut. left, rherkf*

slier ilrafl. Tube :il liiiHe in tuyi-ru.

[mI.

Remeltinc iron to purify it, Jur at goatskin for a forced draft. Two small

left uses bellows of clay covered with crucibles near fire are to hold iron.

IllON IIOI 111, MIPS. lltl;irlir(l In u omlr

BhaflH .-.irrii-.l l.j Jur, may I,.- mhiiI i

iiiey or for lilling ficlils. Sofl iiieliil

in weurH out when uhciI in liiller role.

'9



The Spring Passage
Breeding traditions draw migrant waterfowl to old nest sifs

THE EARLY SETTLERS of the prairie

states began their agriculture in

the heart of North America's finest

waterfowl breeding range. The wet-

lands of Iowa, Minnesota, and the

Dakotas were once as lush with

sloughs and potholes as were the best

of Canada, and probably just as

attractive to marsh birds. Local water-

fowl, however, made little impression

on the residents, who left poor rec-

20
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ords of the numbers of ducks that

nested in the early days. Resident
populations always were overshad-

owed by the massive rush of spring

migrants stopping for a while before

flying on northward in their vernal

passage. It was the same in the prairie

provinces of Canada, where there are

no records to compare the early num-
bers of breeding waterfowl with those

of today. In Canada, too, it was the

spring passage that was most in

sive, and the pairs that remain

nest seemed insignificantly few.

The general failure to realiz

importance of local breeding pi

tions is because the ducks space

selves rather thinly over their n

range. Gregarious through nu

the year, they separate pair bi

once they have arrived on

grounds. In most species an ii
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e for other breeding pairs of the

le kind develops. Thus mallards

.'ht sit side by side, pair by pair, in

[herings of thousands on the Ilii-

River in March, but in April a

rth Dakota or a Manitoba slough

modates onlv one pair of mal-

it a time. Migrants keep going

r north because, for one reason

-I. there is not room to serve

pairs locally.

ill; one mallard pair will not

'• other breeding mallards, it

'• peacefully with a pair of pin-

r gadwall. which, however, will

•rmlt the close presence of

of their own species. Some
however, have smaller spatial

•menls—hence a pothole hold-

Iv one pair of mallards and one

f pintails also will s<frve as the

ii' e rif two r>r three pairs of

Ifiged leal. And th<; spacing of

ids and (trime other diviii" ducks

^r-

4~^

is not as well defined as in the mal-

lards. But for all kinds, this territo-

rialism means that breeding pairs do

not congregate in flocks.

INSTEAD they spread themselves

widely over the landscape. More-

over, since loafing spots are an es-

sential component of waterfowl

territory, large bodies of water that

attract great numbers of migrants are

virtually empty of those breeders that

are confined to the shore lines. Slough

and pothole country, with its many
separate waters and abundant loafing

situations, provides the best pattern

of territorial terrain. It is on such

range, often in the heart of agricul-

ture, that the heaviest breeding den-

sities of ducks are found. Irulci'd. the

intensely farmed country round Wau-
bay. South Dakota, held 124 pairs of

breeding flucks per square mile in

ITll. «liilc III.' Iirvsl colllits on lllc

AU'*.vl^•l^tKb^

delta of the Mackenzie River, one of

the finest northern breeding grounds,

showed only 26 ducks per square mile

nesting there that year.

With the growing interest in local

waterfowl, many naturalists in the

more or less settled parts of the

United .States and Canada will visit

numerous small marshes and quiet

shore lines this year in the hope of

locating breeding pairs of ducks that

remained on after the main flight con-

tinued north. An isolated pair seen

day after day qi\ the same pond or

loafing bar is a good indication of nest-

ing interest. If subsequent observa-

tions find the drake by himself in the

mornings, chances are good that his

hen is busy at her nest. Another reli-

able clue to breeding, most conspicu-

ous in nialiiu'd. black duck, and

pintail, i^ llir "ihren-bird chase."

VVlicM a pail iiil I lilies upon the breed-

in;,' lrllilnr\ nl ,lli.,l llrr. llli- irsillrlll
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drake rises in attack. There results a

dashing, spirited pursuit in which the

attacking male drives at the intruding

female, pressing hard at her very tail.

All the while her own mate lags be-

hind or to one side. The flight is sel-

dom of great duration; after several

hundred yards, the attacker sets his

wings to scale back to his pond, re-

turning to the side of his mate, who

rarely joins in the conflict. It is not

yet understood why the male pursues

the intruding hen rather than her

mate, as is the case in most territorial

disputes. But this three-bird chase,

seen most often in twilight, is evidence

of the presence of local breeders.

THE male remains on his territory

until his mate has completed her

clutch. Then—in mallard and pintail,

canvasback, redhead, and most other

species—he rapidly loses interest,

soon departing to join bachelor

friends foregathering in advance of

the eclipse molt. In some species,

however, notably the blue-winged

teal and the lesser scaup, drakes may
remain faithful long after the hen has

started to incubate. Day after day the

male waits at his post, his bright

plumage gradually being replaced by

the drab eclipse until he is but a

shabby shadow of his former self.

Despite such loyalty, the drake sel-

dom attends the hen once she has ap-

peared with her brood of ducklings.

In the bigger birds the space re-

quirements are much greater. Both

whistling and trumpeter swans estab-

lish defended territories, which may be

over a mile in diameter. The Canada

goose shows variable behavior: some
individuals defend huge territories,

while others may nest in rather close

association. The snow geese and blue

geese breed in colonies with nests and

territories crowded closely together.

Studies with marked individuals

show that the female duck comes back

in spring to the same place she used

the year before. Dr. Lyle K. Sowls

followed the homing of ducks at

Delta, Manitoba, by color-marking

and banding hens at their nests. Each

spring nearly every female on a large

study area was captured at her nest

by means of a simple drop trap. New
birds were color-marked and banded,

while the return of old individuals

was documented by the identification

numbers on their leg bands. Sowls

captured one shoveler nesting in the

same meadow each year for four con-

secutive seasons, and the annual re-

covery of many others led him to

conclude that female ducks return to

their original nesting place each

spring for as long as they survive and

the area remains suitable. The drake,

of course, cannot be so faithful. Pair-

ing takes place on the wintering

1
Pull on string, left, drops trap on
incubating pintail, who will be banded

and code-colored or, if already banded,

checked for fidelity of return to site.



PBAIRIK STATES, SOme yourit'

iIk; wiiiK in fiiirly June, <:x|ili

illiiril- ;iMil pinlailn ihcy wrn- Imr ri ;iiiil liMiiiinn lljc dirlailH (d lli<! lioiiK; coiinlry

lu' llir niiiiiri where to wliirli iii.iny iil iIkuii will niiirii lo breed the ncxl Bpriiig.
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grounds in many species, and new

matings occur each spring. Thus, a

Manitoba male might mate with a

Saskatchewan hen and must follow

her to her own home range.

Sowls discovered that the first

ducks to return in the spring migra-

tion were the adults. This, he noted,

gives the old birds an advantage in

competing for space. Banding studies

indicate that young females find their

way back to their natal ranges their

first spring, but seldom nest in the

same patch of cover where they were

hatched. Yearlings return to the place

of familiarity learned the previous

summer, and yet. with stiff competi-

tion for territories, they may be

obliged to settle down some distance

from the exact site of their biith.

Pioneering" to new nesting areas is

probably accomplished by such

young birds that are setting up their

first nesting localities.

YOUNG ducks never see their father,

and their mother leaves them for-

ever when they are ready to fly. The

young of the Canada goose, on the

other hand, remain with the parents

after they are fledged. Young geese,

therefore, have little opportunity to

explore their surroundings their first

summer. They travel south with their

parents as a family group and return

with the old birds the first spring.

Thus, as family traditions are

stronger in the geese, breeding popu-

lations are more restricted in area.

Young Canadas do not breed during

their first or second springs, but when

the females start nesting in their third

year, they settle down near the place

where they were born.

The homing of waterfowl to native

ranges means that many attractive

marshes are passed by as the migrants

press on to reach familiar grounds. So

it is that when local breeding popula-

tions in the United States have been

decimated to the point where there are

not enough birds to use all existing

habitats in spring, the vacant space is

not occupied by passage migrants.

Spring travelers stop for a while, but

eventually move on beyond such un-

tenanted marshes, no matter how at-

tractive. This is most noticeable in

species such as the Canada goos(

trumpeter swan, which have s

breeding traditions. Once the Ca

goose was a common breeder i:

middle western United States,

remain fine goose marshes

today ; but the local breeders ha
been killed; there are no native

remaining with breeding expei

in this region. All the migrani

common in the Middle West d

autumn and winter, have far

destinations when spring arrives

trumpeter swan has been comp
extirpated from Minnesota am
other central states, which were

home. The geese and the swans

not driven out by settlement,

many believe. Neither requires a

tine situation, and there are

peter swans now nesting within

of farmsteads in the Peace Rivei

ley of Alberta. All geese and

with local experience were kill

the spring and fall wild-fowHi

the early days, and the two s]

vanished as breeders. The same

is happening with the canvasbac

redhead ducks. Despite the dra

Thi mteter swans still nest in marshes of some farm areas

in Alberta. At one time, bird bred in Minnesota, Iowa, and
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other midwestern states. However, those swans

to nest in such areas were killed as the country

accuspi^

was sP



pR OF MALLARDS, on way to Delta Marsh, first sight Lake
[litoba, then locate home range in their familiar marsh

nesting pattern. Migrant ducks fly over open expanse of the

lake, and passerine birds follow wooded ridge at its edge.

many breeding marshes in Minne-

a and the Dakotas. there still re-

me good areas with ideal

iting situations for the two species.

mlation counts of resident pairs

)w, however, that there has been a

iceable and steady decline of native

ivasback and redheads.

jeverse process may re-estab-

lish waterfowl to burned-out

ranges bv the simple pro-

of introducing young stock. When
ihtless juveniles are released in a

area, it becomes their home,
after their first migration south-

rd they return there rather than to

ir birthplace. Most successful of

euch plantings have been with the

nada goose. Now there are many
ing groups to delight local cit-

ry with thfir music and the aerial

em of their wings. Some building

breeding populations has been ac-

iplished on state and Federal wa-

owl refuges, but many bands are

w located in parks or lakes of cities

:h as fSochestcr. Minnesota, or Den-

. Colorado. The trumpeter swan
ght be nimllarK re-c'.tabii'-hctl as a

ding bird on suitabit; situations

<ll remaining within its former

'meland in Minnesota and perhaps

in other states where it once nested.

The vernal homing of waterfowl

and other spring migrants has puzzled

man throughout his history. The man-

ner of orientation still is not clear,

but various studies including the

many successful transplantings of the

Canada goose in the United States

make one point clear: a duck is not

"instinctively" related to the place of

its ancestral home. That is to say, there

is no genetic tie linking a duck or a

goose to its home range. Each indi-

vidual learns its surroundings and

returns to nest at this familiar place.

If, as a flightless young bird, it is re-

moved to a location far from its birth-

place, this new area becomes its home
grounds—the familiar range that it

explores in its first flights—from
which it migrates in autumn and to

which it returns its first spring.

Young waterfowl must learn the de-

tails of their homes, and the return in

spring migration is the result of

learned experience.

The immensity fif the feat of hom-

ing is perhaps overemphasized when,

as wilh an individual hen. we stress

the fact that she "pinpointed" back to

llii- exact iiesliiig place ii"r(l ihi- pre-

vious year. AfliT all. tn find ihis

precise s|)ot. the hen fiisl Imal,-.! llic

larger nest site within which she

had had some rather wide experience.

Moreover, we know from banding

studies that females often range be-

yond the home marsh after the young

are reared, thus further broadening

the area of familiarity. A homing hen

need not aim her long journey toward

the exact nest site. She may strike a

much wider objective, and once there

she travels over familiar ground to

her special nesting spot. The breadth

of the "target area" in spring migra-

tion is further increased by the ad-

vantage of the aerial view gained in

migration. At 2,000 feet elevation, for

instance, the horizon is about 60 miles

to either side. A female arriving at

this height sees an area of landscape

nearly 120 miles across. The distance

of recognition may be further in-

creased by outstanding landmarks.

When returning to the Delia Marsh,

an arriving hen first sees Lake Mani-

toba, which is 30 miles wide. A mal-

lard wilh a home range on the west

shore might sight the lake 90 miles

east of her nesting place. Once Lake

Manitoba was in view, the home
marsh would be an easy mark.

Let us remember, howi-V(-r, that

l.indiii.ii k^ arc iiol llic only guides to

iMijjralional (jriciilalioM. Hy the work
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of modern students of bird behavior

-notably Dr. G. V. T. Matthews of

England and Dr. Gustav Kramer of

Germany—we have gained evidence

that the sun and perhaps other heav-

enly bodies help guide birds in their

spring journeys homeward. Such

solar guidance is not simply in terms

of compass direction by which, for

instance, the sun serves as a direc-

tional cue to man in local travels. The

arc of the sun, together with the

schedule of its passage across the sky

(man and birds perceiving the sun, as

Joshua did. in movement relative to

the earth
) ,

provides reference to the

position of a traveler in terms of

latitude and longitude. As the bird

flies north in spring, the sun's arc be-

comes progressively lower, the angle

of its ascent and descent more acute.

If travel is also across degrees of

longitude, as when a flock of canvas-

back goes northwest from Chesa-

peake Bay to Minnesota, the sun rises

later and sets later as each step of the

journey is accomplished. Birds, of

course, have no clocks, but their

awareness of time—probably from
metabolic cues—is extremely sensitive.

THE ability to orient to the sun im-

plies that spring migrants need

not be familiar with every detail of

landscape on the long way home. An
awareness of their situation relative

to the sun establishes the correct gen-

eral direction of travel even when the

landscape is not familiar. Individuals

are not obliged to follow exactly the

same routes each season, step by step,

and at Delta. Manitoba, annual varia-

tions in the volume of spring travelers

suggest that sometimes the bulk of

the passage bypasses the south end of

Lake Manitoba. Nor must we ever for-

get, as we marvel at the precision of

avian orientation that each year count-

less numbers of birds become lost,

some to delight the ornithologist with

the sight of a rare stranger, strayed

far from its native habitat.

The homeward migration of water-

fowl begins as soon as winter weather

relinquishes its hold and open water

appears in the central United States.

In the mass movements of autumn

freeze-up, ducks often fly great dis-

tances, continuing on through the

night and into the next day before

making their first stop, which may be

at least a thousand miles from the

starting place. In spring, however,

the passage is generally in shorter

steps as the vanguard keeps pace with

the slow advance of the thaw. The

movement is in definite waves, which

are clearly related to the regular flow

of high- and low-pressure areas. Little

or no migration takes place during

high-pressure weather with its sunny

skies and cool north winds. During

the cloudless nights of a "high" in

early spring, the open waters may

t

KATCHEWAN

JTANA

)MING

SOUTk DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

IOWA

Weather map of April 8, 1954—day following Manitoba's

worst blizzard of year-shows a day that brought migrants

to northern Great Plains, but delayed migration in the East.

Spring migration in upper Great Plains is usually J'""

south or southeast. From Delta, birds splay out nortl a"

Nesting is now heaviest in south of pothole area (shiM)



iLV OF Canada geese flies high on its vernal migration
-« ard. The young of these geese, unlike those of ducks,

fly southward in company with their parents in the autumn,
returning with them to the home marsh the following spring.

' tightly, inducing a southern re-

iif the earliest arrivals. Some-
- a high remains stationary,

1 flays of clear sky and fine ( but

weather, which to the human
'.or seems ideal for spring pas-

liut the migrants wait out such

-. Indeed, when such a stagnant

liolds reign it would be pointless

aterfowl to move, as the lakes

marshes remain solidly frozen

a short distance north.

/"i.HNAl, travel begins after the high-

I'ressure air mass has moved
' in its own migration, which.

' iitral North America, is in a

•aHterly direction. As the anti-

rie shifts on it.s way. a clockwise

ilation of air brings southeast
- along the westward portion of

ii-'h-pressure area, and with \\\\-

'irds lake off on another >U-\t of

their homeward journey. When a

strong high is followed immediately

by a low-pressure area, the change of

weather and the arrival of migrants

is unbelievably swift. For instance,

on April 7, 1954, weather in southern

Manitoba was dominated by a high

centered in northern Saskatchewan.

Winds of 20—2.5 mph from the north-

west created the worst blizzard of the

year. The snow blew like dust, reduc-

ing visibility to 20 to 30 feet, even

though the sky was clear and the sun

shone brightly all day. The wind

dropped by nightfall. Next morning
warm southeast winds of 15—20 mph
brought an avalanche of migrants of

many sp(;cies, the heaviest passage of

that entire spring.

'I'he very nature of the weather

often contributes to the shortness of

^luiii" travel, even lali- in April uln-n

Ihr- lli.iw is well advaiiccii. '\\u- m.niI]

winds favoring the travelers are

warm and moist. When it overrides

cold air to the north, rain, snow, or

fog results. Birds starting out under

ideal conditions may quickly run into

a storm bad enough to halt their

northward movement. Sometimes the

passage barely gets underway before

it must stop. Waterfowl at Delta,

Manitoba, sometimes leave the marsh

in balmy weather that creates fog

when the soft winds strike the frozen

lake. The birds turn back almost as

soon as they have started. Contrary to

a common misunderstanding, birds

cannot maintain migrational orienta-

tion in a fog. and when dense mist

settles over the area, travel is halted.

At the onset of spring migration,

wildfowl in large numbers move in

a standard direction toward their

lirii-ding grounds in the distant north.

At each step, however, once the
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northern states have been reached,

some lairds break from the common
route and go their own special way.

Canvasback. for instance, may have

traveled together from Chesapeake

Bay to Lake Christina, Minnesota.

But from there they are destined to

go to different home marshes, some

to the sloughs around Mahnomen,
Minnesota, some to the Lake Winni-

peg marshes, others breaking farther

to the northwest for the Delta Marsh

or the Minnedosa pothole country.

With the breeding range of ducks

spread so widely over the prairies

and the northland beyond, the pat-

tern of homeward migration must

eventually show as many divisions as

there are pairs in flight.

IT
is probably because of the vast

numbers of individual destina-

tions that units of migrant flocks of

ducks are small by the time they have

arrived on the prairie provinces of

Canada. At Delta. Manitoba, depart-

ing bands seldom number more than

a dozen birds together. Their heaviest

flight is into the northwest toward the

same point of the compass whence

the main flights arrived in autumn.

Smaller numbers go north or north-

east. The main passage of Canada
geese is to the north and northeast.

Rarely do these birds fly northwest

with the main passage of ducks, al-

though it is the direction followed by

whistling swans. The massive move-

ment of blue and lesser snow geese is

northeast along a line of flight lead-

ing to their next rendezvous on James
Bay. Probably most birds make de-

cisions on flight direction at the start

of a journey, but on April 20. 1952,

Mr. J. W. Baldock of Winnipeg saw a

flock of Canada geese split in their

flight north along the Red River Val-

ley, one group branching off toward

Lake Manitoba, the remainder con-

tinuing on toward Lake Winnipeg.

On the Canadian prairies the begin-

ning of each migrant journey of

ducks is in the late afternoon or early

evening. Passage continues through

the twilight and sometimes into the

dark of night. The short steps of mi-

gration may be completed while there

is some twilight remaining in the sky.

for the sun is past the equinox, and
the angle of its descent gives a long

afterglow. A duck departing at sun-

down might travel L50 miles or so be-

fore the last light fades from the sky.

During the early spring at Delta,
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Illustrations for bis o\\n text \vere

executed by Mr. Hochbaum, who is

tbe Director of the Delta Waterfowl
Research Station in Manitoba. His
prime interest is waterfowl ecology.

Manitoba, most arrivals are seen in

the evening dusk. They are probably

birds that started their travel only a

short distance to the south. Later in

April, however, new birds may be

seen coming in during the morning,

no doubt having" started from distant

points the night before. Most mal-

lards, pintails, and other river ducks

are paired when they reach their Ca-

nadian breeding grounds, and the

migrant flocks are distinctly made up

of couples. Some canvasback, red-

head, and other diving ducks likewise

arrive mated, but mostly trte com-

position of their flocks shows an

unbalanced sex ratio, with drakes out-

numbering hens and none of the fe-

males firmly attached to a male.

What happens when ducks return

after a winter in the southland to find

the home countrv untenable? What
if fire or agriculture has destroyed all

the nesting cover or, worse yet. if the

water has vanished with drought?

Wildlife managers have long as-

sumed that when a breeding area be-

comes drv. the ducks native to that

place simply shift to a more favorable

location, there to set up housekeeping

at once. Indeed, the state and Federal

waterfowl breeding refuges in the

north central states were established

with such an emergency in view;

surely these marshes would serve the

greatest function as breeding areas

for birds displaced during dry years.

THE drought of the late 1950's in

North Dakota and the prairie

provinces was the first massive drvout

since intense biological interest in

waterfowl habitat was awakened. Ref-

uge managers in North Dakota and

Minnesota and biologists on the

larger marshes in Manitoba were

heartened in June. 1959. by the ar-

rival of many flocks of paired ducks,

evidence of a massive late shift.

Drakes and hens were together in

pairs, still immaculate in bright

breeding dress, apparently eager to

settle down to nest on new locations.

Settle down they did, but before June

was finished it was clear that most had

lost all urge for nesting that year.

They simply sat about in groups of

pairs, passing the time of day without

attempting to establish a reproduc-

tive schedule. Some, perhaps, h

started to nest on their home groun;

but, thwarted by lowering water l(

els. had departed. Others nested I

lost their eggs to predators that W(

more than usually efficient in the pi

cover—for when the sloughs began

dry. farmers either burned murh
the surrounding vegetation or plow

it under. After losing their first m
the birds attempted no renestings

pond margins continued to recc

Many others may have given up wi

out trying. Once these birds h;

gathered in flocks again and moveil

a new range, they have abandoned

productive efforts for the year.

IN normal years of good wal

migration barely ends in ai

given region before some waterf(]

are on the move again. With the nii

passage having departed from noi

ern Minnesota and southern Ma|

toba by the first week in May,

groups of early breeding mallar

pintail drakes already are bre;

away from their hens and territoi

First they are seen together in t\

and threes, then in bands of a do:

or more bv mid-May. By late IVj

these flocks of bachelors are drift]

awav from the scattered breedi

areas to the larger marshes in a n|

migration that carries some indi

uals long distances from where tlji

mates nested. Bv the middle of J

some of these drakes are in

eclipse plumage and are flight

with the molt of the wing feathers.

In the prairie states some yo'

mallards and pintails are on the w

by the end of June, exploring tl

natal range, learning the home co

trv to which they will return to brd

during the following spring—that is

which thev will return if their :na

lands are still there another spr

Each vear sees fewer marshes in

prairie states and provinces,

many of the breeding places

drained under government subsid

This is largely a case of lack ol

formation. Both administrators

the general citizenry believe

drainage and ultimate loss of sloi

and potholes is of minor importitf

because waterfowl will, time will ill

end. breed somewhere beyond the

izon. Sadly—tragically—this is nol

In three-bird chase, an interlojft I

female is repulsed by a resident njCi -

while her mate, left, lags far bebii
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SKY REPORTER
jhannes Kepler and the start of modern celestial mechanics

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

"'ycho Brake's observations had attained a degree of

accuracy never achieved by any of his predecessors.

foremost ambition had been to use these collected

i.xations to prove the validity of the planetary theory

iiarl proposed. Unable to complete this task in his life-

.. he had entrusted it to his assistant, Johannes Kepler,

„ h the expressed hope that the latter might indeed vin-

d ate the Tychonic system. Ironically. Brahe's observa-

ti IS were destined to provide the foundation for Kepler's

on momentous theories of planetary motions, and the

T:honic s\ stem was buried with its originator.

\f|)ler was born at Weil der Stadt. in Swabia (Ger-

i

. on December 27. 1571. His strict Lutheran up-

ii-ing played an important role in his career. During

tl? period, the Catholic and Reformed churches were

iil: for control of the various German and Austrian

(Unities: more than once, Kepler was forced to

, lun both job and home, and to set forth in search of

a ther position and a new patron.

-fis college years were spent at the University of

Ibingen as a student of theology. Even then his unusual

a itudes for mathematics and astronomy were encour-

a'd bv one of his teachers, the astronomer Maestlin.

A hough the teaching of Copernican theories was opposed

b (he church. Maestlin discussed them in private sessions

w h his pupils. Quick to perceive the advantages of the

Dv svstem o\er the traditional Ptolemaic view, the young

K|)ler sought to assemble all arguments in its favor.

D March 1594, Kepler interrupted his theological studies

' 1'
' ept a post as mathematics teacher at the seminary of

' \ustria I . From then on, his career was to be de-

lo the physical sciences, but his methods and his

ii for scientific truth continued to reflect the deep

" isra of a very religious man.
I' Copernican system provided the means of deter-

•j the relative distances of the planets from the sun.

I. convinced that the divine arrangement of the solar

M did not leave those distances to chance, first sought

' ral law by which they could be explained. His origi-

ii'or) was outlined in an early work, published in

iiid usually referred to as Frodromus i Precursor) or

n'liin i:osm.ofira[)liicum (Mystery of the Universe) —
lieing abbreviations of its unwieldy title. Naive

- Ii the system may seem now. Kepler thought of it at

I- the revelation of a fundamental truth. It supposes

In; orbit of each planet lies on a sjihere. and purports

w that these s|>heres can be alternately inscribed and
Mi-cribed to the five regular solids mentioned in

is geometry (illustration, left}.

ii>"» FIVK .soi.ins wore at first ihouiiltl by Kepler to

:'\i: a clue lo the divine urrun|(eiiicnt of llic planelB in

"lar HyHleiii. Kach plunct'it HuppoHed itphericul orbit

iMiwn, /e/{, to lie iniiidc one or unollier regular »hape.

Kepler was the first to recognize that his model of the

solar system did not agree fully with observations. Those

observations to which he had access were of poor quality,

however, and the only reliable ones extant—Tycho Brahe's

—were jealously guarded by the latter. By a sudden change

of fortune. Kepler was banished from Graz shortly there-

after and invited to seek refuge at Brahe's observatory

near Prague. At Brahe's death, a year later ( 1601 )
, Kepler

was appointed as his successor, and thereby came into

possession of his monumental records of observations.

Kepler chose as one of his first tasks the analysis of the

motion of Mars. Mathematical methods in use at that time

were extremely crude. The calculus had not yet been in-

vented, but Kepler's ingenuity supplied the stratagems

necessary to solve the problem at hand. Whereas Coper-

nicus still placed the centers of planetary orbits at some

distance from the sun, metaphysical convictions led Kepler

to assume that the sun must be the true center of motion

and perhaps the source of the motive force that keeps the

planets moving (the first hint of what Newton would

eventually call gravitation ) . Since the distance of a planet

from the sun was known to vary along its orbit, Kepler

rejected any a priori concept of circular motions, in spite

of those he had assumed in the Prodromus.

Noting that Mars moves more slowly when its solar

distance (or radius vector) is greater, he showed by labor-

ious calculations that faster speeds are compensated by

shorter distances and, conversely, slower speeds are com-

pensated by longer distances, with the result that the radius

vector sweeps equal areas in equal times.

AFTER trying to fit various oval shapes to the orbit,

which, obviously, could no longer be considered cir-

cular, he reached the remarkable conclusion that planetary

orbits are ellipses ivilh the sun at one focus. These two

laws of motion first appeared in his Astrononiia Nova
(1609) after four years of delays and financial difficulties.

Kepler's third law, the crowning achievement of his new
cosmology, lies hidden in the last part of an extraordinary

volume entitled Harmonice Mundi Lihri V (The Five Books

of World Harmony) published in 1619. Comparing the

periods of the planets— that is. the times in which they

complete one revolution arounrl the sun— with their mean
distances from the sun. he had found that the square of the

period increases as the cube of the mean distance.

With the formulation of his third law, Kepler had come
almost full circle since the Prodromus. Once again, it was
his |)rofound mysticism that had led him to seek a mathe-

matical expression that could represent an orderly universe

but, in this latter venture, his ac(|uired knowledge of pre-

cise planetary motions had served him in good stead.

Kepler's third law. as in fact the other two. were to require

o;ily .slight modificiilions at ihe hands of Newton and his

succe.ssors. Aflcr niariv uc-mjv rinjiiries. thanks to Kepler's

efforts, the nioiic-rM i:i:i of (ilcsiial iMcehunics had begun.
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THE SKY IN MAY

From the Almanac:

Last Quarter

New Moon
First Quarter

Full Moon

May 7, 10 :58 a.m., EST
May 14, 11 :5.5 a.m., EST
May 22. 11 :19 a.m., EST
May 29, 11:38 P.M., EST

For the visual observer:

Mercury, in superior conjunction on May 1, will be too

close to the sun to be observed in early May. In the eve-

ning sky throughout the month, it will be visible near the

western horizon after dark during the last half of May.

The planet will set an hour and a half after the sun on

May 15. and two hours afterward on May 31. It will reach

its greatest eastern elongation on May 31.

Venus, in the constellation of Pisces, will rise at about

3:30 A.M., local time, on May 1, at 3:00 a.m. on May 15,

and at 2:30 a.m. on May 31. It will attain its greatest bril-

liancy (-4.2 magnitude) on May 16 and will be very con-

spicuous in the eastern sky before sunrise.

Mars, in Cancer, will be up in the western sky at dusk

and will set in the northwest at 12:30 a.m. on May 1. and

at 11 :45 P.M. on May 31. Its brightness will fade gradually

from +1.3 magnitude on May 1 to +1.6 on May 31.

Jupiter, in Capricornus (-2.0 magnitude), will rise in

the southeast at 1:00 a.m. on May 1, at midnight on May

15, and at 11:00 p.m. on May 31. It will be found in the

southern sky at the time of sunrise. The planet will be at a

stationary point in its apparent orbit on May 25.

Saturn, also in Capricornus (
+0.7 magnitude

) ,
will be

about 7° west of Jupiter during the month of May. Ac-

cordingly, this planet will rise in the southeast approxi-

mately half an hour before Jupiter over the entire period

and will be low in the south at sunrise. Saturn will reach a

stationary point in its apparent orbit on May 9.

The Eta Aquarid meteor shower may be expected on

May 4, with a maximum rate of 20 meteors per hour (as

seen by a single observer) . The moon will be gibbous.

Angular distances:

By convention, apparent distances between stars, planets

and other celestial bodies are expressed in degrees and

fractions thereof. Although their accurate measurement

requires precise equipment, it is often useful to be able

to gauge these angles approximately.

A great circle on the celestial sphere is equal to 360

degrees by definition; thus the angular distance from the

horizon to the zenith is 90° or one-quarter of a circle. On

that basis, the two stars forming the pointers of the Big

Dipper are approximately 5° apart. For smaller angles,

it is convenient to remember that the diameter of the full

moon is half a degree ( in this case, however, one should not

use the moon for comparison when that satellite is close

to the horizon, because in that position an optical illusion

makes it look much bigger than it is )

.

The observer's own hand may be used to advantage for

scaling off large distances. If the arm is fully extended

toward the sky, with all fingers outstretched, the angle

subtended between the tip of the thumb and the tip of the

little finger is equal, on the average, to a span of 22°.

On the preceding pages, Mrs. Gossner offers the fifth in

her 1961 series on the growth of cosmological concepts.
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MAGNITUDE SCALE

T^r- —0.1 and brighter

ir 0.0 to +0.9

ir +1.0 to +1.9

* +2.0 to +2.9

+ +3.0 to +3.9

• +4.0 and fainter

Q. ,x +

coma'berenices

*
CORVUS

'ygurus',

TIMETABLE
May 1 10:00 I

May 1 5 9:00 i

May 31 8:11

'

(local Standard Ti
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Naturalists' Notebook

Green darner dragonfly nymph stands poised underwater, Extraordinarily large, sensitive eyes give the carnivona i

above, as it waits for a small fish to come within range. dragonfly a considerable advantage in competition for foij.i

A GREEN DARNER EMERGEJ

Nymph's labium, or lip. i;; fxirndt'd iilnuisi lanit r ihnii AiAip hooks, above. The entire fish will be devoured w n

human eye can see to seize the fish, securing it with two labium retracts to pull prey into nymph's jagged-tooth ji.s.
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MANY INSECTS do not deserve the

common names that humans

n\e them, but the dragonfly—boasting

me of the most menacing faces seen

m nature—would seem to be aptly la-

beled. Yet. despite its grotesque facial

structure and predatory behavior, the

dragonfly should be numbered among
mankind's benefactors: it eats large

lumbers of mosquitoes and other harm-

ful insects, and then is eaten in turn.

The fact is that the dragonfly long

3go secured its role in the balance of

lature. Giant ancestors of today's

:lragonflies—some attained wing spans

)f thirtv inches on foot-long bodies—

jominated the skies at a time before

l\ing reptiles or birds existed, while

i'ssil remains about the size of today's

Iragonflies have been found in rock

rne 260 million years old. Today's

-cendants include the 5.000 species

the Order Odonata. One of the

ii-'est, fastest, and most brilliantly

1^ ired is Anax Junius, the green darn-

r. familiarly known as the "darning

i-^edle." The darning needle is but

lie of 400 species of dragonflies and
lamselflies to be found in North Amer-
1 a. and although there are numerous
ariations in the structure, habits, and

1 \eles of these species, all have certain

iiasic similarities.

\^ hen seen aloft, the darning needle

ir tually nearing the end of its life,

greater part of which has been

--.-ed as an aquatic insect. The female

Ifposits her eggs in waterweeds below
Kp surface by puncturing holes in the

tf-m with her ovipositor. After about
»o weeks, the eggs hatch and the

•-fond and longest period of the drag-

nflv's life cvcle begins.

T
ins is the nymphal stage, during

which the insect dwells on under-

ler vegetation or sunken logs, feed-

' on small forms of aquatic life—

liiding r)ther nymphs. As the nymph
I-, it grows: and as it grows, it

;i(edly hursts its outer skin. Some-
•- there are as many as ten molts

•re the rnmph attains full size.

\l this stage, a more ra<Iioal change
irs. The nymph has been breath-

l>y mean.s of an abdominal gill

nlier. hut now it must put its head
' thorax above the water in ordr-r

lireathc (photo, rifihl). .Shortly

"•after, it flimlis entirely out of the

ler to enter it^ third and final stage.

i»H AQi'ATir YEAR, itic nynipli, r'lKht,

•!•« walf;r for rc«l of il» life Bpaii.



Nymph's metamorphosis begins with

swelling of the thorax, above. Nymph's
legs must be embedded firmly enough

to withstand strains that are to ensue.

Hard cuticle of the nymph's shell spli

along the back and the adult begins i

STRUGGLE TO SUNLIGHT
THE FINAL TRANSFORMATION from

an ugly nymph to a shimmering-

winged, brightly colored dragonfly

may be witnessed ail over North

America, especially during the warm
months of late spring, by close obser-

vation of the vegetation at the edges

of ponds and streams. The nymph
remains quiescent for hours after

emerging from the water, while cru-

cial physiological changes occur with-

in it. Then the nymphal skin splits for

the last time. This time, a new head

and thorax appear through the upper

back. Now begins the "birth struggle"

—a series of exertions and contortions

as the adult dragonfly fights to extri-

cate itself from its nymphal skin.

As it emerges, its body is seen to be

divided into three parts: the long,

slender, segmented abdomen; the

thorax, to which are attached the legs

and wings; and the head. It is this

head that has earned the dragonfly its

name: it is a bulging configuration,

with antennae, oversized compound
eyes, and flexible lower lip. or labium,

with jagged-tooth jaws just visible.
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The main pair of eyes, alone, would

give the dragonfly an advantage in its

brief existence. These huge organs

are each composed of as many as

20,000 sight units, while three other

single eyes are situated on the upper

surface of the head. Together, they

allow the dragonfly to see in all direc-

tions at once and to detect motion as

far as fifty yards away.

The wings of the dragonfly are its

most spectacular feature. As they are

pumped up, intricate patterns of veins

are revealed—patterns sufficiently dif-

ferentiated to enable us to distinguish

and classify the various species. For

the adult dragonflv, its wings repre-

sent life itself. Rain. wind, or clouds

may occasionally drive it to shelter,

but otherwise the green darner spends

most of its life on the wing—darting
and hovering, preying and eluding—

the gauzy-winged insect known to us.

Finallv. the male and female will mate

in flight, and after the female has de-

posited the eggs in some reed at the

edge of a pond or stream, the dragon-

fly's life cycle will start in anew.
After much struggling, the dragon

has freed most of its abdomen, abo
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Exhausted dragonfly rests its damp body, above. As blood

circulates, below, wings expand; color changes take place.

Adult green darner spreads out its finely veined, gossamer

wings, right, before embarking on a brief aerial existence.
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The Surinam Toad
Pipa pipa's aquatic ballet implants eggs in female's bac

By George Rabb

THE LIFE HISTORY of our Common
frogs follows a familiar course.

Typically, frogs lay numerous small

eggs in ponds or streams. The eggs de-

velop quickly into the large-headed,

long-tailed, limbless, aquatic larvae

we know as tadpoles or polliwogs.

After a growth period that lasts for a

few weeks (or even several summers,

as occurs with the bullfrog I, the tad-

pole transforms. Practically all the

body parts change at this time, and the

result is a miniature of the adult frog,

equipped for life on land.

Since the defenseless eggs and

young are food for many predators,

it seems that only by producing great

numbers of eggs can most frog spe-

cies maintain their populations. As
W'ith other cold-blooded vertebrate

animals, however, there have been

trends toward apparently "safer"

ways of development among frogs.

Thus, the aquatic larval stage has

40

been eliminated or shortened in some
species in most of the families of

frogs. Each of these departures from

the typical mode of frog develop-

ment seems to have come about inde-

pendently, and there is thus a variety

of approaches to this period of early

development to be observed.

Only a few of these odd breeders oc-

cur in the northern part of the world.

Such a one is the midwife toad, Alj-

tes obstetricans, of southwestern Eu-

rope. The male of this terrestrial frog

carries the eggs entwined about his

legs during their early development.

Later, he backs into a pond to re-

lease the tadpoles. In southern Florida,

the greenhouse frog, Eleutherodactylus

ricordi, and in Texas another Eleu-

therodactylus and two species of the

related genus Syrrhophus. lay their

eggs on land. The entire development

of the young takes place within large-

yolked eggs, which may be guarded

and perhaps kept in a moist state

one of the parents during the

months that precede hatching.

Most of the oddities are founcjF

the Tropics and farther south. Am .g

them are the marsupial tree fiss

(Gastrotheca) of South America |at

carry the young in a deep pockeljm

the mother's back skin. The yo;ig

emerge as froglets or tadpoles, «

pending upon the species. Even n're

interesting are two species of siiU

African toads (Nectophrynoides) ja!

give birth to fully developed yoig.

The pregnancy resembles that of spe

viviparous reptiles. Observations re

still needed on the fertilization jo-

cess in these toads. Another fasc ,it-

ing breeding habit is that of Darvls

frog, Rhinoderma darwini. The iw

of this small, brightly colored »>•

dent of southern South America ir-

ries the offspring about inlis

enlarged vocal pouches!



I Rt.NAM TOADS, above, clasp several

ours before egg-laying. The sequence

right, reading left to right, top to

oitoni, shows the intricate aquatic

laneuvers of pair as female lays eggs

1(1 the male presses them to her back.

r'.-rhaps the most widely known of

• pxolic frogs is the Surinam toad,

' fiipa. Its habit of carrying the

iML- in individual ])its on the moth-
- back has been written about for

'• than 25(J years, and the general

lie of its emjjryology has been

"II for nearly a century. This toad

l"Uiid over a large part of northern

lib America, from Trinidad and the

irias to northeastern Peru. It be-

- to a primitive family of frogs

I'idaci that has members in Africa

»<ll as South '\mi;rica. In all five

:>h American species (but not in

\fri<:an forms!, the female frog

- the eggs on her l)ack. In two of

• egg-carrying species, the young
I m: an well-developed tadpoles

111 the other three as froglels.

)i all the family, the Surinam
load is ihe most peculiar and

'i.dized. It is one of the iar'-est of



Male toad, above, exhibits temporary fold in belly skin

as he presses eggs to female. Fold forms when body arches.

Imbedded eggs on female's back, below, rest near s-:

vent. Tumid skin and inflated lung cause swelling at ri{
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Da. Rabb, Curator of Research at

the Chicago Zoological Park, made
this study of Pipa pipa in concert

with his wife, Mary, and with the

Curator of Reptiles, Mr. Snedigar.

11 frogs, sometimes attaining a body

ength of eight inches and a weight of

bout one pound. So far as is known,

t is wholly aquatic. The large, fully

rebbed feet and powerful hind leg

luscles are well adapted for swim-

ling. Another obvious adaptation

or an aquatic existence is the reten-

ion of parts of the "lateral line"

ystem—the pressure- and direction-

ensing network in the skin of fish and

quatic amphibian larvae. The body

tself is very flat and the gape of the

oad's toothless, tongueless mouth
s enormous. The animal's bizarre ap-

earance is enhanced by skin fila-

lents that dangle from beneath the

mall, lidless eyes and the snout, and

Iso by the larger, loose skin flaps at-

;ched to the sides of the head. Even

long fingers are odd: their very

insitive tips are forked into several

ibes. The color of P. pipas upper side

usually gray, with darker brown-

ih or blackish blotches. Fairly rapid

ifts in color shade are made on

sion. especially when light condi-

I '. change. The underside is mostly

: -.hite. but in many specimens a large,

-shaped, dark marking is noticeable

HBn the chest and the belly.

Bp EPRODUCTIVE habits of the Suri-
" L\ nam toad have long been a mys-

'•ry despite the fact that the species

I breed in captivity. At the Brook-

\ Zoo two years ago. we received a

-|)ecimens captured in a tributary

;lie Amazon River in Colombia.
' I- then, one pair has bred twice,

following description is based

nly on observations of this pair.

' lien a male is in breeding condi-

he makes a series of sharp, click-

noises. The sound is not unlike

' of a coin tapped on an aquarium

. In fact, such lapping will often

luce a response by a male. Unlike

r frogs, which make their breed-

' .ills by \il)rating the vocal cords

using throat pouches for amplify-

• liambcrs. the male Surinam toad
• 'H his call by "pojiping" or slip-

i-

a joint in a bony voice box. The
li'kinj; noise carries well through
iliT and the .sound probably would

iiract a male in the wild.

\ female ready to iirced will allow

Female's back is covered with eggs,

above, late on first day after mating.

By third day, below, eggs have begun
the process of sinking into the skin.

Protruding egg shows above skin of

back, below, on eleventh day. The egg

was aborted, as are all eggs that do

not recede flush with surface of skin.
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Young toad siREicHts iis lei. Irom .1 iKukfl on iiiutlier's

back on sixtieth day after egg was laid. Its dwindled tail

aiipeaio near leg. The tail is nurnially resorbed at les

three weeks before young frog emerges from mother's bac

the male to grip her firmly about the

lower part of her body. If she is not

receptive, she quivers until released.

In our aquarium, a male will make
mistakes by grasping at freshly fed

females, which resemble egg-laden

ones in their stoutness. He is soon

informed of the actual situation.

IF
the female is ready, the clasp is

maintained for more than a day.

During this time, the skin on the fe-

male's back becomes puffy as the

blood supply to it is increased. The

male occasionally tightens his arms

abruptly, perhaps thereby stimulat-

ing the release of eggs from the ovary

to the oviduct. When egg-laying is

near, the pair begins to turn over re-

peatedly in the water ( illustrations,

p. 411 . This action, effected mostly by

the female, consists of a half-roll and

a half-forward somersault. First there

is a rising rotation about the long axis

of the body, a momentary pause in

the resulting inverted position, and

then a descending rotation about the

transverse axis of the body.

This maneuver was puzzling at

first, but the role that it plays became

evident when the first egg was laid.

The egg popped forth in the middle of

a turnover while the pair was upside

down in the water! In most produc-

tive turnovers. 3 to 5 eggs are laid, and

the total number ranges from 40 to

more than 200. As the eggs emerge

they are more or less caught by the

male's belly and its temporary ante-
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rior and posterior folds of skin. As
the pair flips over and returns to the

bottom, the eggs drop onto the back

of the female and adhere there as the

male fertilizes them.

The entire turnover process takes

only eleven to fourteen seconds, and

the expulsion of the eggs must be

synchronized with the mid-turnover

pause—about one second in duration.

Otherwise, the eggs fall to the bottom

and are lost. We recorded 20 per cent

losses from mistiming. During the up-

ward movement of the turnover, we
noted that the male moves his fingers

against the belly of the female, per-

haps stimulating or helping her to

expel the eggs a second later.

The contact of the expelled eggs

against the male apparently induces

him to relax his grip and emit seminal

fluid as the pair descends. When he

tightens his clasp of the female again,

he usually presses the newly laid eggs

more deeply into the skin of her back.

The eggs themselves have no sticky

quality. When all eggs have been ex-

pelled, the female indicates that she

has finished by quivering. Then the

male releases her.

The development of the eggs-

each about a quarter of an inch in di-

ameter—is a slow process. They sink

gradually into the skin of the female's

back, becoming flush with its surface

on about the tenth day. Some eggs are

crowded out and lost during this pe-

riod. The outermost egg membrane
forms a cap for the skin pocket, or

cell, in which the egg develops. TI

cap is soon covered with debris,

that it is difficult to see what is ha

pening to the egg. Even so, eye pi

ment and ear stones are evident

the end of the second week.

By the middle of the fourth we

the embr) o is able to move quid

within its brood pocket and will do

in response to bright light directed

the eyes. Although the young do 1

go through a tadpole stage, they

possess a tail during growth, whi

probably provides a surface for 0:

gen exchange with the walls of

pocket, which are richly suppl

with blood vessels. The tail is

sorbed at least three weeks before

young leave the mother's back,

place as a probable respiratory ori

may be taken both by transparent

sue that protrudes temporarily fr

the vent of the young and by the ri

lively large skin flaps at the side of

jaws. Judging from dry weights of

young and eggs, there does not se

to be any passage of nutriment fr

the mother to her offspring.

r

THE emergence date for our fr

lets varied from 77 to 136 d

after egg-laying. Emergence se^

related in part to skin-shedding by

mother. In both observed breedii

some young were lost at the end of

second month, when the mother si

The aborted young at this stage

had a great mass of abdominal

but had resorbed the tail.



Cell caps are often lost in the first

bedding, and the young may then

lut legs, arms, or snouts out of the

ipening. If the female sheds again, the

.oung are apt to leave: the shed skin

if the pocket walls probably hinders

)xvgen exchange. The mother also has

in active role in ridding herself of

he voung. She exerts internal pressure

hat forces the young partly from their

louches for a minute or two at a time.

iventually the froglets seem to re-

ipond to this and pop out under their

J )wn power, to swim to the surface.

% The newly emerged young are tiny,

f': ;ompared to the adults: they average

|li ibout three quarters of an inch in

U; ength and only a little more than a

^ enth of an ounce in weight.

* The voung stay at the surface of the

water most of the time for the first

month or two after emergence. At first

they have difficulty adjusting their

buoyance for diving. They feed

quickly in a recoil action common to

other members of the family : a sweep-

ing grab when food comes close or

touches the hands, and an instantane-

ous backward thrust of the body.

WHEN the young of the first brood

poked their heads and legs out

of their pockets, wc attempted feed-

ing them. They responded vigorously

to small, wiggling" worms that were

dropped onto the mother's back.

A matter not easy to understand is

that the mother does not eat her free-

swimming young. Ordinarily, any

small, moving object touching a Suri-

nam toad's fingers is swept into its

mouth, but this has not happened to

the young Pipa pipa that have so stim-

ulated their mother. We thought this

immunity might depend on the fe-

male's sight, and so we removed the

young of the first brood from the

mother's aquarium to prevent mis-

takes during the night. However, the

young of the second brood have been

left with the mother for more than two

months as this article is written, and

no harm has come to them. It may be

that, in the evolution of the Surinam

toad's odd brooding care, this curb on

the mother's normal feeding behavior

was brought about by selection: the

mothers who snapped up their young

would necessarily leave few offspring

compared to mothers who refrained.

^.wi.Y f:MKH(.K» moM.KT flofiH over itn mothijr'n rixhl uyc.

^ "uri(! have emerged anywhere from 77 to 136 <lay8 after the

eggH were laid. Tlicy pop from ccIIh with a nialcrnul HHuiHt

a» the female exerts internul preniturc to force tliem out.
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Diet and form are the keys to population

densities in the shallow, offshore waters

By Willis E. Pequegnat

THE NATURE of the Sea bottom ex-

erts an important influence upon
the distribution of the benthos— all

bottom-dwelling, marine animals. This

fact is recognized by a division of

all such marine life into two great

groups—the epifauna (which inhabit

rock and other hard substrata I and
the infauna (dwellers on soft, level

bottoms ) . Even though the epifauna

occupies only about 10 per cent and
the infauna the remaining 90 per cent

of the world's sea bottom, roughly

more than four times as many epifau-

nal than infaunal species have been

described up to the present.

The competition for space among
epifaunal species that develops from
these ratios leads to population densi-

ties that stagger the imagination. My
associates and I were introduced to

this epifaunal complex by a study of

a few of the species that crowd upon
siltstone reefs in the relatively shal-

low waters of the California shore

southeast of Newport Harbor. We
have already described the series of

zones that reflected the changes in

density of the organisms that dwelt

from the top to the bottom of the two

reefs we studied (Natural History;

April, 1961 1 . As pointed out there,

the nature and distribution of food

cannot be overlooked as a major fac-

tor controlling the ecology of these

bottom-dwelling marine animals.

If the nature of the substratum is

of first importance in controlling the

general distribution of benthic organ-

isms, then food availability runs a

close second, since food supply and
variety will determine more specific

regions where various species may
exist and also will control, in part, the

size of various populations. It is im-

portant to note that obtaining food is

the task for which animals may ex-

liibit ihe highest order of structural

:ida|)lalion. An understanfling of these

adaptations is needed before we can

explain how epifaunal species can

.Si'iNY i,orisN-.r( ro:iniH ri;rfH ;il iiiplil. cdii-

xiiincH fixed ami Hlow-inovini; linlliiiii

animal.s as well us fish, live or ilr-.id.

exist under such crowded conditions.

If we conceive of the mass of ani-

mals existing on submarine reefs as

a great machine, it follows that such a

machine will function properly only

as long as "fuel" in the form of usable

food is poured into it. This machine
and its physical environment form a

biophysical complex, or ecosystem, in

which populations of organisms grow
and decline, and through which mat-

ter and energy flow in a series of

transformations and degradations.

Where does the energy come from in

the first place? Most of us are aware

that the prime energy source on land

is solar radiation, but many have only

a vague conception of the role it plays

in the energy cycles of the sea. Let us

explore briefly the path between the

penetration of sunlight into the water

and this radiation's appearance on
submarine reefs as food energy. It

will be evident then that the epifauna

of our reefs cannot exist apart from

the inhabitants of the surrounding

water (pelagic organisins) and adja-

cent, level bottom (benthic infauna).

FIVE major categories of food are

available in the sea. In probable

order of importance to epifaunal ani-

mals these are: (1) suspended or-

ganic matter (including living plank-

ton and small, non-living organic

particles) before it has settled to the

bottom; (2) deposits of organic mat-

ter (detritus and small, benthic or-

ganisms — particularly bacteria — that

form a film or scum on the bottom) ;

(3) organic debris meaning those

larger pieces of organic matter that

derive from destruction of relatively

large plants and animals) ; (4) the

larger living animals; and (5 1 plants

of the fixed type (including seaweeds

and kelp, and those that form low

mats over rocky surfaces).

To take the last category first, sur-

|)risiiigly few marine animals feed

directly upon seaweeds and kelp.

Anioiig them are the molluscan sea

Ir.rrc, Aplysia and the smooth turban

srr^ril. Norrissia. However, a larger

rrrrrrilier of species—many of them
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ZOOPLANKTON FEEDS ON PHYTOPLANKTON
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Marine food cycle, simplified here, shows "rain" of nutrient

chemicals in dying phytoplankton as they sink to bottom
(white arrows, Ze/t). Nutrients are carried back to surface

waters for re-use in new cycle by local welling and churning
of water by storms (white arrows, right). Animals behind
black arrows in arbitrary layers feed on organisms in front. ABYSSAL REGION (UGHUEd

epifaunal — feed upon smaller algae.

Some limpets, periwinkles, and chit-

ons, for example, scrape these algae

from rock surfaces with a filelike

structure in the mouth. Yet. the rela-

tive unimportance of these algae as

direct contributors to the sea's food

cycles is somewhat unexpected con-

sidering the major role that plants

play on land in transforming radiant

energy into chemical potential en-

ergy by uniting carbon dioxide and

water into carbohydrates. Here, how-

ever, we must emphasize the phrase

"as direct contributors." Much of the

organic matter of seaweeds is not

wasted since, upon death, their sub-

stance contributes to the sea's stock-

piles of detritus and debris.

GRASSES are the great photosyn-

thesizers on land. In fact, man's

economy is based everywhere upon
the ability of domesticated and wild

grasses to provide an abundance of

cereals and livestock forage. A host of

hoofed animals, and even rodents.

are adapted to ingesting wild grasses.

True grasses do not exist in the sea,

but it is obvious that something analo-

gous to them must take their place.

That something is found in the com-

plex assemblage of organisms in-

cluded in the term plankton, which

lies suspended in the upper layers oi

sea water. The importance of plank-

ton to sea animals is evidenced by the

fact that plankton feeds not only myr-

iad small marine animals but also the

largest whales and fishes.

Plankton is no taxonomic term, but

an ecologic one comprising a complex

of hundreds of plant and animal spe-

cies. Some animals exist solely as

plankters: others join the plankton

only in the egg and larval stage,

eventually transforming into adults.

These adults then remain in the free

water, as with fish (Natural His-

tory, May, 19591. or settle to the

bottom, as with such epifaunal or in-

faunal species as barnacles, starfish,

or clams. Although diversity is the

hallmark of the plankton, there are a

few characteristics plankters share n

common. All have developed see

device that permits them to reitiB

suspended in the water. Most are ]fe-

sive floaters, drifting with the it-

rents, for even the strongest swimn^'S

among them can seldom breast le

currents for long. Finally, n:5t

plankters—at least the important ces

for our purposes—are small, beg

either microscopic or measurable a

few tens of millimeters.
\

THE two great subgroups of plik

ton are the phytoplankton (pnl

component) and the zooplanlui

(animal component). The ph y
plankton designates all plankters al

possess chlorophyll, and thus pli o-

synthesize. The most importanluf

these are the minute, unicellular a-

toms and dinoflagellates, both of w ''li

may be classified as algae. T sf

phytoplankters use the sun's radicJ"

to synthesize carbohydrates and e'er

organic compounds. Thus in tse

minute algae is found the first lir in



2.8x10' PISASTER

Feeding pyramid shows possible food
movement yearly from plankters, the

basic producers, through fixed clam
to starfish. Numbers of individuals

at each stage and their total weight
are given by figures in the pyrai

ENERGY LOSS

(MOTION AND HEAT)

'1.1x10' CHAMA

1.- chain of transformations leading

"111 radiant energy to reef animal.

I he zooplankton. besides the larval

.iri'S of benthic animals already

nlioned. includes a host of adult

••'ies: copepods and euphausiids

njstaceansi: arrow worms: and

iininifers and radiolarians (pro-

/ 'ans). Some of these animal
inklers feed directly upon the phy-

['lanklon: others eat fellow zoo-

•iiiklcrs. Hence there are food cycles

iihin the plankton itself. In addi-

n. Iremcndous ((uanlities of both

i|>s are consumed by epifaunal

mfaunai speci^?s as currents carr\

|ilankton along, while a steady toll

i.ikcri by fishes, birds, and baleen

I'*. I hose plankters ihal escape

I con.HUniplion cvcMlualU die.

lo ihe sea boltoni. and add to

I'bris and detritus. And the same
lies in store for all the organisms

i'-ed upon the planklon.

' id organism!-, plant or iiiiiiiial.

''M remain untouched in the sea.

•ive zones ihev are soon broken
Kkkimm; staki IV

xuckerit pari
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into pieces of various sizes. Beyond

the waves, carcasses are torn by fishes,

scavenging crustaceans, and sea ur-

chins. Thus, although seaweed and

kelp are little used as food when alive,

they are so used when the alga is de-

stroyed. Large fishes, which in some

instances actually feed upon anchored

reef animals, will be transformed

upon dying into food that can be

eaten by their former prey. Carcass

fragments that escape consumption

as debris accumulate where bacteria,

protozoans, minute crustaceans, small

worms, and various larvae attack the

dead tissue by enzymatically reducing

it to compounds that can be used by a

wide variety of animals. This decay-

ing mass, including minute, attacking

organisms, is called detritus. It forms

a scum of organic matter over the sur-

face (and even in the interior) of the

substratum. Here it will be fed upon

by larger animals, or it may be picked

up by currents and carried long dis-

tances before it settles on reefs or the

level bottom. En route, part may be

used by suspension-feeders: when it

reaches its final destination, it sustains

a host of clams, worms, and sea cu-

cumbers that dwells on the bottom and

feeds on the accumulated detritus.

IT
is apparent that here we have out-

lined still another path taken by

radiant energy from its penetration

into the water to its appearance on the

reef as food energy. The seaweeds in-

tercept part of the sun's radiant en-

ergy and, like the phytoplankton,

thereby create organic materials.

When the plant dies, part of the tissue

becomes debris, to be consumed by

scavengers. Dead scavengers—and any

remaining plant tissue—will be fed

upon by bacteria and other minute

creatures, which create detritus while

using energy released by the decom-

position of the plant and animal tissue.

But this process is not self-sustain-

ing. The conversion from alga to bac-

terium to clam, say, is never more

than 20 to 30 per cent efficient at each

step. It is evident that this is a down-

hill series of conversions, maintained

only by the constant addition of radi-

ant energy from the sun.

Because most of us are familiar

with predator—prey relationships, it

is unnecessary to discuss the category

of food we call "the larger living ani-

mals." One such relationship is de-

scribed quite fully, later.

Let us now consider the kinds of
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Dr. Peqlecnat, Associate Program
Director with the National Science
Foundation, concludes here his study
of the Scuba Zone, which started in

last month's issue of this magazine.

animals that are adapted to nourish-

ment from these various food types.

Those that use suspended matter are

called suspension- or filter-feeders.

Deposit-feeders find their sustenance

in detritus. A scavenger attacks de-

bris. The carnivores feed upon the

larger animals, and the herbivores feed

upon the fixed plants.

Since all five classes of food are

available to both epifaunal and infau-

nal animals at some point in their dis-

tribution, it follows that the five

feeding adaptations will occur in both

groups as well. But there are general

differences between the two groups

regarding frequency of occurrence of

suspension- and detritus-feeders. It

seems likely that the majority of epi-

faunal species are filter-feeders, fol-

lowed in numbers by deposit-feeders.

Apparently, except in local situations,

the reverse is true among the infauna.

It is possible that whether filter-feed-

ers or deposit-feeders predominate in

local, infaunal situations is deter-

mined by the relative water movement
and orientation of currents. Where
water movement is slow, fine organic

silts collect—usually rich in detritus

—supporting relatively dense popu-

lations of deposit-feeders. Increased

water movement creates coarser bot-

tom deposits that are usually detritus-

free. But such turbulence or current

action may bring more suspended

matter into the area, permitting a pre-

dominance of suspension-feeders. Es-

sentially the same relationships occur

in the epifaunal domain.

Unfortunately, we do not know
enough about the habits of many epi-

faunal organisms to state positively

the relative rank of the three other

feeding types. The information we do

have points to nearly equal numbers

of scavengers and carnivores (the lat-

ter slightly in the lead ) . while herbi-

vores come in a poor fifth. Essentially

the same is true of the infauna, al-

though here the gap between carni-

vore and scavenger may be greater.

An animal's structure reflects the

x\_ kind of food it eats. The great-

est structural modifications we find

among epifauna are those of suspen-

sion- and deposit-feeders, and there

are close parallels between them. T
method of removing suspended pat

cles from water often depends, fir

upon minute, hairlike cilia for crei

ing microcurrents and, second, up

mucus for holding particles wh:

they are carried to the mouth.

Perhaps the most elaborately dev

oped suspension- and deposit-fee

ers are bivalve mollusks. They ha

complicated, porous gills, which fui

tion less as respiratory organs th

as active, food-catching sieves. Ali

they usually have a pair of large, le;

like structures near the mouth, call

labial palps. Both gills and palps i

crossed by numerous ciliated trac

grooves, and inucous strings, whi

transport usable food toward
mouth and reject unsuitable partial

The cilia can create noticeable

rents: thus bivalves can live in der

aggregations and still pump am]

supplies of suspended matter acn

their gills. Obviously, this method
feeding will permit bivalves to bi

row into the substratum, be it rock

sand, and still feed upon plankton

detritus, provided their siphons he

direct or indirect access to the s

face. Detritus-feeding bivalves

similar to the suspension -feeders,

cept usually they have a compa
lively long, mobile siphon that sui

up detrital film and carries it ir

water stream to the gills, where
usual separation takes place. Asci

ans. or sea-squirts, are suspensi'

feeders that use essentially the sa

method as the bivalves. Ectoproi

serpulid and sabellid worms, and

like, are true suspension-feeders t

use ciliated tentacles for captur

and transporting food.

SEA cucumbers present an interi

ing array of suspension- and

posit-feeders. One suspension-feed

type we studied on our Califor

reefs is the small Cucumaria lubr:

which lives among thick stacks of

fixed clam Chama pellucida. Fi

these stacks it extends brand

sticky tentacles into the free watei

intercept suspended material. W
its tentacles have captured eno

food, they are curled back, one

one, into the gullet and pulled

slowly across the taut lips to sci

off the food. The much larger and

numerous sea cucumber Parastu

pus parvimensis, on the other han( is

a detritus-feeder. It is found on o]

horizontal surfaces near the r(|s

V



WoM.ff.F.t/KHs nf-ar roi.-f li^hp arc lypifir.l l,y Blarfish,

)in(j Oaribaldi, and sea urchin.-., all flcbhcalcm. Sea

iinliiiis arc scaveiigcrB, filarfiHli may scavenge or feed on
live nioUuHks, fiBlies cat live unimalit, and also scavenge.



Sheepheads and Garibaldis, Sefiori

and Kelp Bass would often follow !

author around underwater, feeding .u

debris while he collected reef animi

Smooth turban snail, Norrissia, feeds

on seaweed, much of which has already

been eaten. Few of the marine animals

feed directly upon seaweeds and kelp.



[ise. where detritus-rich sediments

cumulate. It sweeps the detritus,

ith much sediment, into the mouth

means of fringing tentacles. Fi-

illv. a third species of sea cucumber,

•plosynapta inhaerens, is found at

e base of the reef, where it con-

mes buried detritus by burrowing

to rich bottom sediments.

^OME crustaceans especially barna-

5 cles and certain crabs, are sus-

msion-feeders. Lacking cilia, they

e special appendages to create cur-

nts. and highly fringed mouth parts

' trap and pass food particles to the

outh. Sponges, too, are suspension-

eders that lack cilia. Although they

ay attain relatively large propor-

)ns I one species we saw was five

;t long I they feed essentially like

]

otozoans—taking minute food par-

ities directly into cells for digestion

1 d transport. The unique cells of the

ionge that perform this function are

I lied collar cells, because their free

I ds have a delicate truncate funnel

c protoplasm that surrounds the base

( a whiplike flagellum. These collar

ills line the manv chambers charac-

I 'istic of the construction of larger

ionges. The continual beating of the

I gella propels water through the

ionges porous walls. When food par-

lies borne by these currents touch
'p collar, they are caught and carried

V. n to the cell body, where they are

-iilfed with a drop of water to form

uid sphere called a food vacuole.

- -tion occurs in the vacuole while

Ululates toward the fixed base of

rfjl. At this point some digested
' leasees through the cell membrane
iHrf-ha-like cells that carr\ it to

' I ells that presumably cannot

'I for themselves.

' ii-ienterate animals of the reef

diverse feeding methods. Ane-
• - are usually carnivores or scav-

' -. although a very few may be

Nsion-feeders. The same is true

ill- innocuous-looking little hy-

I-. some of which have rapacious

lilifS anfl can extend the mouth
ijikI hits of animal debris up to ten

•- iheir diameter. Gorgonian cor-

i-m to be suspension-feeders, as

^iiany .stony corals. Some stony

- of temperate waters, however,

' .ivenge animal debris, as can be

fislratcd ea.sily in an aquarium.
• have now wen some ways in

ii the pianl machine, as we calleil

•'|>ifaurial complex earlier, with-

draws continuously an impressive

amount of fuel—organic matter—
from the water and from detrital

films. In turn, carnivores of both epi-

fauna and infauna—including the

fishes that exist wholly upon food

taken from the bottom—find a rich

food source among the suspension-

and deposit-feeders we have described,

and among the scavengers and herbi-

vores as well. The commoner carnivor-

ous invertebrates include such annelid

worms as eunicids and glycerids, the

nemertean or ribbon worms, many
gastropod mollusks. and the starfishes.

The most abundant of the latter on our

deepest reef (Reef 500) is the opales-

cent starfish Pisasler giganteus. This

is a strict carnivore whose food range

includes several types of gastropod

and pelecypod mollusks. On Reef 500,

however, we have found that it feeds

almost exclusively upon the fixed clam

Chama pellucida. Attracted by this

close relationship between Chama and

Pisaster, we saw the possibility of ob-

taining some crude quantitative data

on the productivity of this reef.

THE concept of productivity and its

ecological importance may be ex-

plained thus: if we determine the

number of Chama that exist on a reef

and multiply this total by the average

weight, we obtain a product that rep-

resents the standing crop, or biomass,

of this species. This figure, of course,

gives us no conception of how much
of this organic material is produced in

a given time. Such a time rate would

give us the measure of secondary pro-

ductivity that the investigator inter-

ested in the dynamics of ecology

seeks. An accurate figure for Chama
production rate on our reef could be

got only by determining growth rate,

life span, percentage of predation,

and the like. But in this predator-

prey relationship between Pisasler and

Chama we saw an opportunity to take

a shortcut to a datum that would give

at least the productivity of Chama
within an order of magnitude.

First, we found — by analyzing

many measured samples—that the av-

erage number of Chama per square

meter on the surface of the rock reef

was 460. After determining average

individual weight (and knowing that

there were about 1.200 sipiari- melcrs

on the reef I, we could calcuhilc lli.il

total Cliama population of ihr rrif

would approximale 552.f)00. anil ih.il

lliis lol;il would wei"li .ilmiil I

,', Inn-.

of which 11 tons would be shell, and

4 tons wet weight of flesh. It was obvi-

ous that this mass represented an ac-

cumulation of several years. Exactly

how many years this process required,

however, is anyone's guess.

Next, we determined the number of

Pisaster on the reef by a series of di-

rect counts, and found it to be stable

at 500, or about one starfish for each

1,100 Chama of all sizes. We then

collected rei^resentative starfish and

clams and placed them in laboratory

aquariums. Over several periods, each

two weeks long, the starfish were al-

lowed to feed freely upon weighed

clams. It was found that the average

Pisaster ate 0.6 Chama of various

sizes per day. or about 220 per year.

This meant that the reef's 500 starfish

would consume a calculated 110,000

clams a year, or about 20 per cent of

the estimated total Chama population.

Having computed that there are

4 tons of Chama flesh on this reef,

and considering the population sta-

ble, it follows that the clams must

produce each year at least the amount

of flesh eaten by starfish. Thus, pro-

ductivity of Chama on the reef has a

minimal estimated value of 20 per

cent of 4 tons—or 1,600 pounds yearly.

This figure allowed us to estimate

the amount of organic matter (largely

plankton! that the Chama population

eats in a year in order to maintain it-

self against the depredations of this

one species of starfish. Assuming that

Chama is as much as 25 per cent effi-

cient in converting food to flesh, the

species must consume more than 3

tons of plankton yearly on this small

reef (figure, p. 49)

.

QUITE likely the Chama could get

along without the starfish that

preys on it and without the other spe-

cies that inhabit its stratifications, but

the reverse is surely not true. It is thus

of interest to speculate upon why
Chama reaches its maximal densities

upon the upper part of Reef 500.

Aside from the nature of the sub-

stratum, the two physical factors that

seem to exert the greatest control on

these growth characteristics of Cliama

are water movement (as wave surge)

and water temperature.

The force of wave turbulence var-

ies MKukcilly on Hecf 500: il is greal-

csl near the top, modcralcs sli;ij|ily as

line descends along the side, and is

\irlually non-existent in ihc zone of

i|iiii-l ualri' ,•! ini-li-i- ipr Iwu aliuM' llie
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bE\ URCHINS form circle around dead
guitariish as they approach to feed.

sea bottom. At several points high

on the siltstone reef, we have observed

Chama stratifications of more than

4,000 individuals per square meter;

near the bottom, the Chama density

may drop to zero. Evidently, such

dense stratifications can persist only

where turbulence is sufficient to flush

water, carrying food and oxygen,

through the stacks' interstices. But, as

noted earlier, this water movement
must not be too severe, for in such

places Chama is either absent or pres-

ent only in reduced numbers.

Temperature may have both direct

and indirect effects in controlling the

major distribution of Chama and de-

velopment of stratifications. The di-

rect effect would control the growth

rate needed to develop and maintain

these dense populations. The indirect

effect is found in the role temperature

plays in determining the relative

amounts of plankton to which Chama
will be exposed in the course of a

year. Both direct and indirect effects

are related to the thermocline—

a

zone of rapid temperature change re-

lated to a change in depth. To qualify

as a thermocline. the temperature

gradient must change at least one de-

gree centigrade for each meter change

in depth. In the area of Reef 500. the

seasonal thermocline prevails during

the five or six warmer months, when
it hovers between depths of eleven

and fourteen meters, with signifi-

cantly warmer water between the sur-

face and the thermocline than below.

Plankton populations often reach

peak densities when the thermocline

prevails. Since there is little mixing of

water across the thermocline, for

many days we may observe murky,
plankton-filled water above the ther-

mocline and fairly clear, plankton-

free water below. It is probably more

than coincidence that Chama on Reef

500 reaches peak densities above the

zone of the thermocline.

On balance, we tend to conclude

that water movement—specifically,

the degree of turbulence—is the prime

cause of the marked changes in

frequency distribution observed for

many organisms on our reefs. This

could explain, for example, why we
find the best development of zonation

on large reefs oriented at right angles

to submarine wave movements. This

offers the most resistance to wave

forces and provides the most turbulent

waters at the top. It would also ac-

count for our observation that small

reefs and those with axes parallel to

wave movement tend to have a very

wide life zone of the sort that appears

as a response to more uniform turbu-

lence from the reef's top to bottom.

This view leads us to anticipate that

deep reefs—where turbulence is mini-

mal, regardless of orientation—may
show less zonal differentiation.

Both the turbulence and tempera-

ture can account also for the fact that

we see a general reduction gradient

in numbers of species and individuals

as we descend. Moreover, it is a reason

to expect the number of filter-feeders

to drop as we descend along the side

of the reef, while the proportion of

detritus-feeders and scavengers will

rise. The commoner scavengers of

these reefs are sea urchins, large ser-

pent starfish, and certain hermit crabs,

all confined to the two deepest zones.

There they find a rich supply of debris

that falls froin upper parts of the reef

under the influence of turbulence.

THIS completes the broad outline of

the marine ecosystem of which

our reefs are an integral part. Per-

haps now we can understand better

why epifaunal animals can exist un-

der such crowded conditions. Their

basic form is the first consideration.

There are. as we have seen, both at-

tached (sessile) and mobile species in

the epifauna. Some of these sessile

species form incrustations that in turn

provide secondary substrata on which

other sessile species live, and in the

interstices of which many mobile spe-

cies find a haven. Next, we have seen

that abundant food is produced by the

phytoplankton as it transforms inor-

ganic compounds into organic foods

under the influence of radiant energy.

This function, involving eventually

the movement of energy from the

lagic matrix to the benthic, pro\ i

a more than ample food supply

suspension-feeders of the epifai;

Then again, as we have seen, not:;

food chains are simply unidirectioi

There are, in electronic terms, ft],

backs in the chains, such as obser-

in the formation of detritus in

benthic matrix, in which food ni

rials are used and reused until m
of the matter and energy of bid

cal value is exhausted. The dep'

feeders depend largely upon tl

feedbacks. Finally, such tremend

population densities can exist i

because of the diverse feeding mi

exhibited by epifaunal animals—

a

versify that allows unrelated spe

to live side by side without inttiie

competition for food. Furtherme.

we must not overlook the signifitr

fact that reproductive habits of m
epifaunal species permit the yn

to be sent up into the plankton

the pelagic matrix, where they do

compete for food with their pare

LOOKING to the future, our obse

j tions seem to lead to the con

sion that the great limiting facto

the future development of epifai

populations is the relatively si

amount of substratum available,

haps this can be dismissed as an
|

demic consideration, for the n

immediate problem is simply oni

survival in the face of man's acti\ i

We are now aware of the delicate

of interdependencies that exists

tween and among components of

pelagic matrix and the benthic ;

limited area. It is reasonable to

pose that such concepts can be

panded to encompass the world se

a gigantic ecosystem. If we can ac

this, then no one part is comple

isolated from any other part,

concept should caution man to

careful thought to his treatmenpl

the sea, once thought invulner.ie.

particularly with regard to wastepl

several types that he persists in |is-

charging into it in increasing amoip.

At some unpredictable concentrapn

level, these accumulated wastes mpl

trigger a chain of ecological eviti

that would produce very widespW

biological and geographical eff

ScuLPiN, normally found near ip

or on bottom, is venomous relati^M

the rockfishes. Spines contain po i
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Arrows on map indicate

chief spring migration

routes. Winter-grazing
occurs in shaded areas.
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Migrating Caribou
Barren-ground herds face a serious threat to survival

By A. W. F. Banfield

RELICT SPECIES from the Ice Age
is waging what may be a losing

le for survival against the ad-

^e of modern civilization in the

north. That species is the harren-

ind caribou (Ranf^ijer tarandus

iciu) of northern Canada, closely

:ed to ihc reindeer I lianfiijcr tar-

\i») of northern Kurope. The first

rou reaeherl .North .America per-

^ I 75,(XK) years ago. crossing a land

f.e over the IJering Strait that

Mparales Alaska and .Siln-ri.i.

arrived Hf»me time hefore I In-

continental glacial advance—
.Haps not verv long hefore ihi; first

an followed the same route.

The reinfleer was a characteristic

mammal of the cooler phases of the

Pleistocene, associated with a tundra

and taiga vegetation on the edges of

advancing or receding glaciers.

In a similar way, the caribou

adapted to Arctic and subarctic

America. Here it served as the corner-

stone of the comparatively Stone Age

cultures of two distinct nations— the

Plskimos and Chipewyan Indians. The

latter group were known as the cari-

bou i-.iliT'-. iiriil were almost totally

lir-piijiii-iil iipMii the animals for sui:h

b.i^ii iiiri-^silii's as food, hidir eloth-

iiiu'. IodI liandli's. sinews for sewing,

and oil for larri|)S. 'I'he Eskimos were

generally less dependent upon the

animal, basing their economy more
upon the marine mammals—seals,

walrus, and lesser whales—although

they turned to the caribou for such

important items as winter clothing.

The North American Eskimos and

Indians relied upon a primitive hunt-

ing culture. They speared the migrat-

ing caribou herds from canoes and

kayaks. They captured them at water

crossings or in pounds made of

spruce tree fc'nccs (or columns of

ston(« on the tundra I. They some-

times stalked with bow and arrow, the

hunters often disguised in caribou

hides and antlers. Such meth(jds were
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Dr. Banfield, now Chief Zoologist

of the National Museum of Canada,
took part in the Canadian Wildlife

Service's study designed to survey
and conserve barren-ground caribou.

i

probably not unlike those of our

Stone Age ancestors, and could still

be observed in certain parts of north-

ern Canada until about 1950.

These, then, were the sights that

greeted the first European explorers

to the northland: great herds of cari-

bou roamed the Arctic tundra in

countless numbers, comparable to the

buffalo herds of the prairies, followed

by nomadic bands of Indians and

Eskimos. However, the advent of Eu-

ropeans upset the centuries-old bal-

ance between caribou herds and their

human predators. The fur trade led

to long winter trips to trap the fur

bearers that had been taken only inci-

dentally before. Larger dog teams

were needed, as were large caches of

caribou meat to feed the trappers and

their dogs on the trail. With these

changes were introduced the tools

necessary to facilitate the killing of

caribou—the white man's firearms.

THE remoteness of the caribou's

range, together with the sparse

and primitive human population, hin-

dered a really accurate appraisal of

the animal population. Exaggerated

estimates ran as high as 100 million.

The famed naturalist Ernest Thompson
Seton estimated the caribou herd at

30 million in 1907. As late as 1938,

the caribou population was estimated

to be as high as 2% million animals.

With the increased postwar tempo

of development in Canada's Arctic

and subarctic regions, fears for the

fate of this important natural re-

source were expressed. Federal and

provincial authorities recognized the

urgent need for an intensive investi-

gation and undertook a co-operative

preliminary survey in 1948 and 1949.

Previous attempts at estimating the

caribou population had been handi-

capped because of the slowness of the

traditional northern transportation

methods of dog team and canoe. How-
ever, pioneer aerial searches for lost

bush pilots in the Canadian Arctic

during 1937 and 1938 led to the de-

In wild flight, prompted by airplane,

caribou band scampers with surprising

swiftness across snow-covered wastes.
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Uncontrolled hunting by Indians,

who spear caribou from canoes, results

velopment of the aerial caribou

survey technique. During spring mi-

gration the herds travel in closely

packed columns. They tend to follow

frozen lakes and rivers. On sunny

afternoons they bed down on the

snow-covered lakes and are easily pho-

tographed and counted from the air.

THE preliminary aerial survey in

1948 and 1949 indicated an esti-

mated population of about 670,000

animals between Hudson Bay and the

Mackenzie River. The annual crop of

calves was estimated as 14.5,000.

The number killed every year by

hunters, based upon hunting returns,

was about 100,000. Woff preda-

tion, diseases, accidents, and severe

weather caused losses that appeared

to exceed the annual increase and to

result in a declining population.

Many other factors—loss of winter

range from forest fires, blizzards at

calving time, crusted snow—were
thought to cause catastrophic losses at

certain times and places.

A resurvey was undertaken during

the winter of 1955-56 with alarming

results. On the basis of the same aeri-

al survey technique, the population

was estimated to have dwindled to

about 275.000 animals. Although some
drop in the population had been an-

ticipated, as a result of the preliminary

survey, the actual decline exceeded the

expected by about 50 per cent.

Steps were taken in 1957 and 1958

to rectify the situation. Teams of spe-

cialists from the Federal Department

of Northern Affairs and Indian Re-

sources, the Federal Indian Affairs

Branch, and the Provincial Game
Branches of Alberta, Saskatchewan,

and Manitoba co-operated in an in-

tensive investigation into the basic

causes of the caribou decline. The

prevailing needless hunting waste of

caribou by Eskimos and Indians was

recognized, and vigorous educational

steps were taken along sound conser-

vation lines by means of cartooned

pamphlets, film strips, posters, and

courses in the schools. The hunting

laws were tightened, bag limits for

natives and resident Europeans were

reduced, non-resident sport hunting

was eliminated, and cows and calves

were protected in spring. Ultimately,

district quotas may be set. Auxiliary

food supplies of whale, walrus, and

bison meat were utilized to replace

caribou, and storage facilities were

established in some settlements.

FINALLY, a vigorous wolf control

program by paid government

hunters was undertaken for the first

time over a huge area of subarctic

Canada, resulting in a significant drop

in the number of wolves. During con-

trol operations over a five-year period,

about 4,000 wolves were taken—

about half the estimated population.

Although all scientific reports have

not yet appeared from the most re-

On summer grounds, the lierd. nbi

grazes on tundra fodder. Herbivori
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Skeleton of fawn, above, witnesses

the toll taken by elements and wolves.

cent co-operative research project, it

is known that significant advances

have been made in our knowledge of

the role of snow in the caribou s food

habits and the effect of "windchill"

on newborns. In addition, new infor-

mation on caribou migration was ob-

tained by biologists in light aircraft

"leapfrogging" after the migrants

from the winter range to the summer

range 800 miles away.

PRESSURE has been taken off the

caribou in still another way as

new economic possibilities have been

opened to the Eskimos. Work in min-

ing and military establishments, in

social services, and in aerial transpor-

tation has reduced the need for cari-

bou as the main source of sustenance.

This change came at a fortuitous mo-

ment, for the disappearance of the

herds resulted in starvation in some

very remote Eskimo camps in Kee-

watin District, and caused grave

hardships over a much larger area in

northern Canada.

There are some who say that north-

ern development has doomed the car-

ibou in any case, and that we should

not concern ourselves with its fate.

But the stunted subarctic forests and

tundra pastures underlaid with per-

manent ice are of little use for mod-

ern forestry or for agriculture. The

caribou is the animal best adapted by

nature to utilize these habitats. It is

suitable for an extensive type of herd

husbandry, and if properly managed

could continue to provide bounty "on

the hoof" to northern residents re-

mote from supplies of domestic beef.

On trail of caribou, a wolf streaks

across snow, right. But a worse threat

to caribou's survival is human hunter.
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NATURE and tht

MICROSCOPE
Varieties of Instruments

By Julian D. Corrington

THUb F\R in our explanations we have

achieved simple definitions of magni-

fication and microscope : any view of an

object closer than the ten-inch near

point is a magnified one, and any appli-

ance that can provide such a view is

thereby technicaOy a microscope. A
drop of water hanging in a wire loop,

spectacle lenses, and the pinhole card

were cited as examples of devices that

fit this definition but are not ordinarily

called microscopes—by common usage

we restrict this term to an instrument

consisting of one or more lenses, held in

frames or tubes for manipulation.

When microscopes were first invented,

the interest in them centered around the

fact that one could see finer details in

an object, or see things never before

known. Pioneer workers looked at any-

thing and everything, initiating a great

curiosity in the construction of all mate-

rial objects. But it soon became evident

that early microscopes had their limita-

tions, a recognition that led to improve-

ments in existing equipment and to tlie

invention of various specialized instru-

ments for particular purposes. Today,

this specialization has gone so far that

the number of diversified types of op-

tical instruments is almost legion: when-

ever a new need arises, the manufactur-

ers have responded by developing a suit-

able magnifier, and this month we will

describe and classify the principal kinds.

THE earliest magnifying instruments

were all simple microscopes, after

the fashion of the hand magnifier in use

today. Commonly, a single biconvex lens

is mounted in a tube or frame with a

handle, and is held close to the object on

one side and to the eye on the other. An
enlarged image is provided, but, as shall

be explained later in this series, such

images are subject to a number of de-

fects, overcome for the most part by

combining two or three lenses to work

together. When two lenses of different

composition and shape are cemented to-

gether, the magnifier is termed a dou-

blet: when three, it is a triplet or triple

aplanat—the finest and also the most ex-

pensive of hand lenses. The entomolo-

gist and the botanist use this kind of

aid. Magnifications most frequently seen

are 5X, lOX, 15X, and 20X, with

the most desirable strength for a^

purpose magnifier.

Even with instruments of this

there are specialized designs.

reader has a large diameter, 2X o||

magnification, and a long handle, an

made to assist the elderly or per||

with weak vision who wish to read
j

nary type; the collector who scans

|

age stamps, coins, small insects, ang
like: the etcher or engraver; or

who inspect the fine detail of map
photographs. The fingerprint reads

equipped with engraved scales ori

ings. which mark off measured ay

The geologist uses a reader with

sorts of scales to count soil particB

THE linen tester folds flat in

pocket. When opened it providiJ!

fixed focus covering exactly one sqn

inch of field. Its original purpose wa

help the textile buyer count the nun :

of threads per inch in woven goods, ^l

it has many other uses. The loupe is Id

in by the eye socket bones, leaving I li

hands free: it is employed by the

eler who inspects the works of )

watch or gemstone settings in rings

When mounted in a frame on an

equipped with a focusing gear, ,•

mented with a substage and mii

spring clips and base, the magnifier

comes a dissecting microscope. 1

hands can then work with the specir|n

The compound microscope has

sets of lenses. One is close to the

ject to be examined and hence is ca

the objective: the other, some disti

above the first and close to the ev'

the observer, is called the eyepien

ocular. Such an instrument prov

magnifications to a maximum of 2,0(^

Strangely enough, there has n-

been a universally adopted name for f

ordinary compound microscope. It

been termed the laboratory microsc

although this is obviously a poor dt [

nation, since almost all microscopes

intended for use in laboratories of

kind or another. It has also been ca <l

the biological microscope, but a 1;

proportion of them are employed n

non-biological work. So we shall hav

settle for the ambiguous name cV
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I'lnd microscope and indicate all of

f many offspring of this original in-

^ument by their specialized monikers.

j!(yone who has pursued the beginning

ilogical course in high school or col-

e will be familiar with the appear-

:e of this basic type, equipped with

) objectives—low and high power—

ai a single tube with one eyepiece.

hial magnification is lOOX or 430X.

f we add a third objective—an oil

i)3iersion one, to obtain the highest

ngnification (970X) and resolution—

V must then also have a substage con-

i-er to supply adequate illumination

ihis additional part. This gives us an

a need model, the research micro-

'
. considerably more costly, and

alile of revealing much finer detail in

:: image than may be obtained with

r ulation instruments. There are many
f borations and variants of this theme.

f? addition of a mechanical stage, by

nans of which the whole field may be

M-d systematically, yields a medi-

rroscope. This type is essential in

1-1 ell counts and bacteriological

K. and is so named because these

J trappings furnish the minimum re-

inents specified by medical schools

t-clinical work.

. radical innovation was the binocu-

f Icir microscope, which did away with

j\ward and unnatural use of one eye.

I • image, from the single objective, is

!' and then redirected by systems of

I- -o that the observer sees it in two
'PS in which the tubes are either

„;I>1 or convergent. All research and
n Heal types of microscopes may be

Dr. Coreincton's column appeared
regularly in Nature Magazine for
nearly twenty years, and can now be
followed in the combined magazines.

purchased with either monocular or bi-

nocular stands, and many makes have

interchangeable bodies—the binocular

for visual observation, the monocular
for photomicrography.

AN entirely different sort of instru-

, ment is the wide-field binocu-

lar, stereoscopic microscope, or 3-D
(three-dimensional) microscope. This

type employs paired eyepieces, tubes,

and objectives, and is in fact two micro-

scopes, side by side. Two images are

produced, one from each objective and
one for each eye, and these are fused in

the brain into a single image, just as are

the two retinal images from our two
eyes in ordinary vision. There must be a

spatial adjustment for the paired eye-

pieces to give the proper interpupillary

distance, which varies from person to

person. When correctly set, a sharp fu-

sion image with considerable depth is

provided. Only lower powers of mag-
nification are possible, from 2X to 40X,
with lOX or 20X generally preferred.

Bausch and Lomb have recently intro-

duced their "power pod" for this type of

microscope. It houses a zoom tens as-

sembly, by means of which a continuous

change from low to high power, or the

reverse, yields an image that remains in

focus throughout the shift. The object

appears to zoom up toward the observer,

becoming larger all the while.

The 3-D microscope is a partner

rather than a competitor of the ordinary

compound instrument, as the two kinds

are usually employed with different

classes of objects. The 3-D is preferred

for whole objects, such as a small ani-

mal (planarian), embryos, parasites, in-

sects, small fruits, seeds, small skulls,

and for examining sections of a whole

organ (a kidney, for example).

In regulation procedures the illumi-

nated circle that is visible—the field of

the microscope—is always brighter than

any object. Therefore, this method of

observation is termed bright-field mi-

croscopy, a designation made necessary

by the discovery of an alternate and op-

posite effect, dark-field microscopy. In

dark-field work, an annulus, or circular

stop, is placed below the condenser. This

has a black metal center that cuts off

all direct light from the mirror. Rays
that pass through the outer annulus. or

open circle beyond this central stop, are

so oblique that, having traversed the ob-

ject on the slide, they proceed onward
at such an angle that they do not enter

the objective lens at all. Therefore,

when the observer looks down the eye-

piece, he does not see these rays and the

field appears perfectly black. Mean-
while, particles in the object have inter-

cepted some light rays and refracted

these up through the tube so that they

become visible to the eye. Each such

intercepting particle becomes a new
source of light, a phenomenon named
Huygen's Principle, after its discoverer,

a seventeenth-century Dutch physicist.

The particles seem to glow as if self-lu-

minous. A Paramecium will scintillate,

•>'- <.f .oiripound liiicroToi..-. /,./(. .u r d.i^•r,.ll lo kmiIht iIj,- il.-irrrl ,mmr,u-.,\ a|Hilurc. Of hpcrial Uhc on trilMbpiirenl
i'.l.l.- HkIiI (or (.'.-n.-ral vi-n.d .,1,..-. v.,1 i.,„. In rr-ranli ,wM,;\.A i- rLoMohl ,„n.l,ii„-r. rillhl. ^^lli^l, |,ro,hi,rN r, „f
«V. cfntiT, .1 Hili-ta(r.- .cmlrn-.r .lii.rl- a li^'lil lii-am of liplil lliiil |iin.lr;il.- .|m-. inicn, in;ikiii|. li.-lil apprar lo Ur dark.
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It features a textured, neutral-colored ex-

terior for the camouflage wrens seek. It is

made of vermiculite concrete for good
insulation, and has water-proof exterior.

$2.50 Postpaid

W. T. HART
p. O. BOX 485, WILLOUGHBY, OHIO

FOR HUMMINGBIRDS ONLY
This feeder is the only improvement in

design ever made. Neither the bees nor any
other bird can reach the honey water. It

cannot possibly drip. You will love these

tiny jewel-like birds more than ever when
you can watch them feeding unmolested by
the bees. An unusual and heartwarming
gift. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Price $2.95, add
18(^ postage. In Calif, add 12o extra for

tax. Full instructions included. Design by
Erwin Brown. HUMMINGBIRD
HEAVEN, Dept. N, 6818 APPERSON
STREET, TUJUNGA, CALIFORNIA.

WILDERNESS TRAILS

VACATIONS ON HORSEBACK

PACK TRIPS offer unusual opportunities for a limi-

ted number of persons to enjoy some of the choicest

and most spectacular primeval areas in the land of

the shining mountains.
You may visit boiling geysers and icy glaciers

—

sage flats and perpetual snowbanks—brilliant wild-
flowers and ledges of petrified wood—dense cool for-

ests and wide grassy meadows—placid lakes and
roaring waterfalls—meandering rivers and rushing
Irout streams offering some of the world's finest sport

fishing.

You may see moose (the largest antlered animal
known), regal elk with the tiny calves calling, deer

anil perhaps a slu' bear. Coyotes, beaver, porcupine
and many other small animals are a common sight.

Rare Trumpeter Swan, eagles, hawks and otiier birds

prefer these remote nesting places, and all birds and
animals are completely and utterly free in the wil-

derness splendour of their chosen habitat.

Well scheduled and fully outfitted camping trips

.vhich you may join, or a trip can be planned to

your wishes. Reservations required. Write for full

GEORGE N. CLOVER
II3N • Jackson Hole. Wyoming

as if inwardly illuminated as it swims

about in an inky-black field. This

method reveals a great deal of informa-

tion as to the surface markings, and

has proved a valuable supplement to

bright-field microscopy. Any microscope

equipped with a condenser may be used

for dark-field study either by adding a

dark-field stop or by substituting a spe-

cial form of condenser.

IN
geology and chemistry another prin-

ciple concerned with visible light has

long been in use. Colorless light, such as

that from the sun. vibrates in all direc-

tions around its axis of forward propa-

gation, but certain substances—such as

a calcite crystal or the synthetic mate-

rial Polaroid—can split the light into

two rays. One. the extraordinary ray, is

refracted out of the picture; the other,

the ordinary ray. is polarized, the vibra-

tions being restricted to a single plane.

If we place a circle of Polaroid film

below the condenser, the only light that

gets through is polarized: hence, this

film is called the polarizer. This light

still looks as usual to the observer—he

cannot see that any change has been ef-

fected. If another such film (called the

analyzer) is now placed upon the eye-

piece, a number of consequences are

possible. If the planes of polarization of

both films coincide, the light coming

through seems like ordinary light, and

no visible difference is observable in the

microscopical image. The optical slots

of the two Polaroid films are parallel.

As the analyzer is rotated, however, its

optical slots finally are at right angles

to those of the polarizer. Light is then

extinguished, and the field is black.

When an object is illuminated by po-

larized light rays from below, one of two

things happens. If the object belongs to

a class of substances termed optically

active, it will repolarize the light and

transmit such altered rays to the eye-

piece. The amount of repolarization de-

pends on the nature of the material. If

the object is optically inactive, it will

not repolarize the light, and, as a result,

will show no effects.

When working with an optically ac-

tive substance, there comes a point, as

the analyzer is rotated, at which the op-

tical slots are crossed at right angles

and the field appears black. This place

may be recorded on a scale of angular

measurement, and thus the angle of

extinction determined. Inasmuch as this

angle differs for each different crystal

system, an identification of the type of

system being observed may readily be

made. This is a great aid in solving

unknowns of optical mineralogy and

chemistry. Between white light and ex-

tinction, gorgeous color effects are ob-

served, and these have been preserved in

the form of spectacular colored movies

of crystallization, especially in the case

UNDIFFRACTED
ORDER ,

ANNULAR ^
DIAPHRAGM.-.,

y-t"--S--DIFFRAq
pn 1^^^-^ -ORDERS

FROM
LIGHT SOURCE

Phase contrast allows observer to

transparent objects. Principle invi

formation of final image by interfer

effects of portions of two light be

of organic acids. In biology, too, ceijn

substances—notably keratin (hori^

are optically active and the polarii"

microscope is an aid for identificatio

these materials however they occur.

UNTIL quite recently, all microsces

used light to produce an image id

no prefix to the word microscope w
required. But the twentieth century .w

the discovery of other sorts of enjy

that could be used to form images jot

example, the electron microscope, 'us

the phrase light microscopes came 'to

being for regulation instruments. Wlin,

then, are not light microscopes? :

Physicists know that visible ligl'is

only one small portion of an enoriUS

band of radiant energy. When a sc^cc

of energy—such as the sun, a cand!

hot stove, a radio transmitter oiM

X-ray tube—is emitting energy, the i^

ticular type of emission depends orfs-

quency of vibration and the resu »g

wave length. Long waves, like those fi'

erated by shaking a rope up and dp.

have a low frequency (number of vN-

tions per second), and the wave lei n*

are measured in meters. When the ta-
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of vibrations per second is stepped

the wave lengths become shorter:

1 more vibrations, and we get into the

Im of heat and infrared light, invis-

3 to the human eye but capable of

eption by other means.

n the first half of this century it was

covered that organs are located in

heads of the pit vipers (including

lerican species of moccasins and rat-

makes) which are sensitive to emana-

is of energy at the infrared level.

s is a remarkable adaptation that en-

es these snakes to strike at warm-

oded prey at night. Man has no organ

t can register rays of this frequency.

his cameras can. and infrared aerial

Itographs of cities may be made even

ight or through layers of clouds,

'^isible light comes next, occupying

a single octave of the whole electro-

jnetic spectrum. Above this comes

aviolet light, again not detectable by

nan vision, but capable of being seen

certain other animals. Cameras

ipped with the proper optics and film

f reproduce subjects illuminated by

aviolet. so pictures taken tlirough a

Toscope furnished with ultraviolet

ics—quartz lenses—may register de-

s that are too fine for recognition by

les used in visual work. Successively

her in the spectrum are soft and hard

ays. electron beams, and. finally, cos-

rays, which come to us from outer

ce at an enormous frequency and

\ remely short wave lengths.

'oday, we have ultraviolet micro-

pes. X-ray microscopes, and electron
";' roscopes. used by specialists in bio-

ical research, medicine, and industry.

easily understood analogy compares

performances of these various in-

(iinents with various sizes of mesh in

nets. In using a light microscope.

wave lengths can be compared to a

jr coarse net. adapted to catch only

h large creatures as sharks: all

iller fishes get through and are not

ght. In succession, the other forms of

rgy compare to meshes continuously

r, ihe electron waves, finally, being

mesh that entangles minnows. Ac-

iingly. detail >o fine that it escapes

l^nalion in the light microscope will

'Tiepled and revealed by the elec-

ipparatiis. This depends on the

'inn or ri'sotving /iowit of a mag-
:.' instrument— its ability to render

The shorter the wave length of

y used, the finer ihc detail that is

-'en. Itesohition and magnification
'• two es>.cnlialh of microscope oh.

of ihe Iwo. renojution i.s con-id-

Ur more importanl.

rr
^NVnill.K. the Jight microHcopi- lla^

r<Tcnlly been ihe source of a

:i'j dincovcry—the phii.ir-contrasl

I'll: To undervtand thi" newest
I'l-l imporlanl devclo|)m<ril in licljt

microscopy of the past hundred years,

we must digress to explain the differ-

ence between transparency and contrast

in the specimen.

In the routine procedure of micro-

technique—the preparation of material

for examination under the microscope—
the subject must, at some stage, be ren-

dered as transparent as possible in order

to transmit the light coming from the

mirror below the stage. Thick or darkly

pigmented objects will not pass enough
light through to make them visible; they

are more or less opaque and hence use-

less for observation save by incident

illumination. Hence, thin sections of tis-

sues and organs are cut on a microtome

—a refined, laboratory example of the

butcher's meat slicer—and mounted on

slides. Along with other steps, they are

treated with xylene to confer transpar-

ency, but this can defeat the very pur-

poses of the technique. The specimen

can be made so transparent that no de-

tail at all can be seen.

TRY this simple experiment. Place

some colorless glass beads (or bro-

ken bits of glass) in a test tube or small

glass container of benzene. Then, try to

find the beads. You will not be able to do
so. because the fluid and the glass have

the same refractive index; that is. they

bend the entering light rays to the same
degree, and the emergent rays all ap-

pear the same, with no distinction be-

tween what is benzene and what is glass.

But now place some colored glass beads

in the same reagent: they may be dis-

cerned perfectly. If the beads are red.

for example, the red dye in the glass ab-

sorbs light rays of the green-blue-violet

end of the visible spectrum, refracts

those of the red end to our eye. and thus

appears red. The benzene does not do

this, and so the factor of contrast is pro-

vided. The beads are still transparent,

but are rendered distinct through con-

trast with the surround. The same ap-

plies to tissues: we stain them with

biological dyes for contrast and then put

them through xylene, in the process

called clearing, to yield transparency.

In phase-contrast microscopy only un-

slained material is used, bul the enter-

ing light is altered so that the

background illuminati(m is seen by wave
lengths of ordinary light thai are out of

step with those (lassing through the

specimen. An anniilus is placed below

lh(; condenser and another oni-. called

the phase plate, is situated in or above

the objective lenses. F.ilher or both of

ihese rings may be so trealed as to re-

lard or advance the [iliase of ihe wave

li-nglhs of Iransinillc^d light. This |iro.

%idi-s coiilra-t brlwrcii ibc object and

bui:kgroiind willjoiil iiili-rfiTiiig with the

IrunHparency of eitliii.

Waves are iindul.-iliri;.'. willi irc^l- and

iM.UL'h-, If tlir l,;.rk..,.Hnid lli;lil waves

FREE BOOKLET
ON MAGNIFIERS

!

Whatever your special interest in nature, you'll

get much added enjoyment in examining speci-

mens at many times their actual size. There are

over 70 Bausch & Lomb precision Readers and

Magnifiers to cover all sorts of nature study

needs. For free illustrated booklet covering every

facet of using and choosing a magnifier, write

Bausch & Lomb, 993 Lomb Park, Rochester, N.Y.

BAUSCH & LOMB ^

NATURALISTS
NATURE LOVERS

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS

Enjoy a nature vacation in the scenic Elk
Refuge Region near famoiLs .lackson Hole,
Wyoming, — in the beaiiliful Snake River
Valley.

On foot, or horseback, or "four-wheel-drive",
watch the Elk in S|)ring migration to the
higher mountains from their winter refuge.
See Bear, Moose, Badger, Coyotes, Deer,
active Beaver colonies. Mountain Sheep,
Trumpeter Swans, Sandhill Cranes, Bird lit..'

varied and abundant. Adjacent to Elk and
Bison refuges, and to Grand Teton National
Park. Write jnr Bird List.

Open all year, -WINTER SI'ORTS, and
WINTER ELK FEEDING ON THE
RANCH.

NEW MODERN CABINS
Excellent Meals- Reasonable Rales.

Best observation season for Elk migration
May lirst to June fifteenth.

['or ratc\, ami descriptive itieraltire.

Write III

BEAVER VAI.I.IEY RANCH
/riml< mill Kiillierine Foster

Box 55 1 -A Jackson, Wyoming
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Amazing Venus's Fly Traps lure, catch and eat

insects. You actually can see bright-colored traps

seize unwary victims like the insect above.

Easily-grown bulbs sprout leafy traps within

weeks. Nursery propagated stock. Germination

guaranteed. New 1961 prices, ten bulbs,

sphagnum moss, full color picture and planting

instructions, $4.95 postpaid. (5 bulb package

$2.95.) Free carnivorous plant brochure.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES INC.

BOX 127-N, BASKING RIDGE, N. J.

METAL ANIMALS of Yesterday
ROYAL BRONZE FINISH. These are reproductions

of the original models by Jukius Feiek . . . first

introduced in 1925. Available in 2 size

Small Large
$1 each $2 each

Model ppd. ppd.

TYRANNOSAURUS REX 3" 5V2"
MASTODON 2%" 4"

BRONTOSAURUS 41/4" 71/4"

TRACHODON 3" 5V2"
DIMETRODON 4" 7"

STEGOSAURUS 3" 4%"
TRICEROTOPS 31A" 4V2"
PTERODACTYL 41/4" 8"

PLESISOUR 4" 7"

MOSASOUR 3" 41/2"

ROYAL BRONZE
225 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

HUMMINGBIRD FEEDER
HAND BLOWN GLASS

/J ll
Fill your yard with beautiful Hummingbirds
with this fabulous feeder. Simple to hll, easy
to clean, insect proof, instructions enclosed.
Perfect gift for your birdloving friends Made
from beautiful hand blown glass $1 95 ppd

,

$3.75 for two. Each additional $1 60 US and
Possessions and Canada. Unconditionally Guar-
anteed. No COD'S please.

DINAH DEE
Dept. 3361 P. O. Box 6734

San Antonio 9, Texas

SEA SHELLS
For Collectors. Thousands of species from
over forty countries of tlie world. A grand
hobby and educational too. Send your name
today for FREE illustrated lists.

HERMAN W. HOILINGSWORTH, Seflner, Fla.

arrive at the focal plane of the instru-

ment at their crests, and the waves re-

fracted or diffracted by the specimen

also arrive at their crests, there is rein-

forcement, and light seen by the ob-

server is bright. If one set of waves

arrives in crest and the other in trough,

there is extinction, one set canceling the

other. But if, by means of the phase-

shifting annuli. one set arrives out of

phase by one-quarter of a wave length,

object and background exhibit contrast,

but without loss of transparency.

The effect is similar to that of stain-

ing, but no dyes are used. Indeed, the

process has been referred to as "optical

staining.'' Living cells, such as amoeba
or Paramecium, are viewed in their nat-

ural movements, and are seen with great

clarity of detail, impossible by any other

method. For instance, in the biological

laboratory it has been customary to have

the student first observe living para-

mecia for behavior. He is then given

fixed and stained slides of the dead ani-

mals to study—for such structural detail

as nuclei. When the microscope has

phase-contrast attachments on it. the

nuclei show in the living protozoans as

well as if they were stained, yet the ani-

mal, all unaware of this concentrated

human interest in its affairs, goes about

its daily business of living.

A
COMPLETELY different set of applica-

tions is introduced by the compari-

son microscope. Here there are two

objectives, several inches apart, scan-

ning two different fields of view, but

with a single eyepiece. The two tubes

are capped by prisms that direct the two

separate images into a single field of

view, divided by a hairline in the center.

The observer sees the image from the

left-hand objective displayed in the left

half of the eyepiece field while, across

the hairline, the image from the right-

hand objective is seen. Manifold uses in

chemistry, industry, and especially in

scientific crime detection are made pos-

sible with this microscope. In one form,

the colorimeter, a dye or paint of known
saturation is held by a tube below the

right-hand objective; an unknown—to

be tested, compared, or matched—is in

the left-hand tube. By focusing, the two

colors may be seen side by side in a

single field. A measured amount of pig-

ment may be added to the unknown until

the two colors agree precisely. The he-

moglobinometer is used to matcli sam-

ples of blood. The unknown is adjusted

until it matches the known and a direct

reading is then made on a scale.

Fingerprints may be matched, or

proved unlike, so exactly by means of

this instrument that enlarged photomi-

crographs, for projection in the court-

room, are now admissible evidence in all

legal proceedings for personal identifi-

cation. The left half of a fingerprint is

seen in the left half of the field,
f

right half of a supposedly identical \.

gerprint in the right field. If the jo

prints are, in fact, from the same di)

all the friction ridges will match up
)

fectly across the central hairline. If

two prints do not match, it is clear t

were not made by the same finger.

M'
I A NY variants of all of these ins

ments are possible. The shop

croscope may be held in the h;

permitting an inspector to examine

castings, screw threads, and other

chined work for imperfections; the

tallograph makes photomicrograph.'

metal alloys to analyze the blend of

and carbon or nickel in steel metallu

for example; the optical pyrometer.

lows an inspector to look into the ter

heat of a blast furnace from a dista

and read the temperature on a scale;

refractometer gives the refractive in

of translucent substances at a glai

the ophthalmoscope is used by pi i

cians in scanning the blood vessels n

the retina of your eyes; the otoscop

designed to look into the ear. Ama
or miniature microscopes are less .

pensive and there are smaller mok
for the youngster or beginner. Som)f

these are very good, but worthless i-

amples are often offered for sale. Tlte

are special microscopes or access(j9

for taking either still or motion pict!a

through the instrument, for malig

drawings or measurements, or for i>

jecting an enlarged image on a scin.

While this by no means exhaustsit

list, it will serve to give a picture oijie

great multiplicity of magnifying inilu-

ments available today. The reader 'ly

well ask. "This being the case, wib

microscope is the one for me?" AUe-

pends on what you want out of a m |o-

scope. It is best to buy an ordi|ry

compound type first. If and when a

cialty has been decided upon, you

know what additional optical aid

may require. I shall be glad to a(

readers of this department who wis to

pursue the question further. Adcss

inquiries to me, at Natural Histop
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NEW! PORTABLE FLUORESCENT LIGHT
Plugs into CAR CIGARETTE LIGHTER!
,r^— Provides bright light without fuss or muai

C''i~' °', ''^"^" "' 8'= "' csplOBlon from kcrojene,

'i-^/^ *", ^' '5 excellent for eamping trips, pic-

It 7.'
,'<"''^"- »" pa""- 'a"D» or boats.

e.ec.r,c.„;ic'e^Th'r„.:s'co:;;°™,;"r",i
lir.ura without having to drive the car — uacBleu power than parking lights. This 18" long

mill not wurk on household currcnti

w.' 2 in I Combinofion! Pocket-Size
SO POWER MICROSCOPE

ncJ 10 POWER TELESCOPE

(.3
:ful Tcl ^

'ne amazing. Dfecliion Kutriimei
ned: .No lart'cr than a founta;
lemioe II 10 I'ower. ilkroieope
• M Time*. HharD locut

FLASHLIGHT POrNTER FOR MOVIE SCREENS
I.lcfll for pointing out inter-
esting features on movie, slide
projection screens. Excellent mawmw-- :mMw--

For teacher use mS^^^a/f^A

point It.

Stock No. 60. II7-E 59.50 Pctpald

STEREO MICROSCOPE-TERRIFIC BUYI
3 and 40 Power)
rklnR distance. Erect Image—wide
\\v\i\. Ilellral rack and pinion focus-

good we offer 10-DAY TRIAL . . . com-
itlBfacilon or your money back. Order—
lo. 85.056.E. Full price $99.50

F.O.U. Barringion, N. J.

OFFSPRING OF SCIENCE ... REALLY
BEAUTIFUL CIRCULAR DIFFRACTION GRATING

JEWELRY I" DIAMETER

bargain. Lifts c

BUILD A SOLAR ENERGY FURNACE
Wonderful Science School Project

Build your own Solar Furnace for

expertineiuation—many practical uses.
It B easy—inexpensive. IJfle your scrai*

wood. We furnish Instruction booklet.
Tills sun powered furnace will gener-
ate terrillc hem — 2000' to 3(100".

Fuaes enamel to metal. Sets paper
aflame In seconds. Uae our FresncI Leni — \

Stock No. 70.130-E , Fresnel Lens $ 6.00 Poitpald

[^J
'

.f icii''

'

y.' ir^'jv;^''

T.';'FREECATA10B-E

• f BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY



The Unitron 2.4" altazimuth refractor shown here is now packaged in a new, specially

designed, lighter, more compact carrying case that's much easier to carry, much thriftier on trunk

space when you're traveling by car. (Weight: just 25 lbs.)

But portability is only the second most important feature of this fine instrument.

The first most important feature of the Unitron 2.4" altazimuth refractor continues to be its

downright value and upright optical excellence.

Excellence and value — these are enduring qualities, common to every Unitron sold. The best

possible proof: Unitron is the largest selling refractor in the world.

vmTt^of^

What you II And mside the new Unitron tattyii i

Model 114 -complete with altazimuth m( <

and slow motion controls for both altitude a
J

muth tripod 6x 16mm viewhnder standaf

!

and pinion mechanism 4 eyepieces UlNir

star diagonal and erecting prism system, su

dewcap, dustcap. instructions. $125

INSTRUMENT COMPANY • TELESCOPE SALES DIV.-66 NEEDHAM ST.. NEWTON HIGHLANDS 61,

SEND FOR UNITRON'S FREE. 38 PAGE

OBSERVER'S GUIDE AND CATALOG 21-0.
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MAY WE TELL YOU ABOUT QUESTAR
This beautiful instrument is the result of

thirteen years of single-minded devotion

to the idea of creating the finest and most

versatile small telescope in the world,

Questar is the successor to the old-

fashioned single-purpose telescope. No
telescope since Galileo so frees you from
the fetters of tradition in so many ways.

Gone are the great long tubes, the heavy

mountings and the counterweights of 18th

century instruments. No longer need you
assemble, from cofifin-like wooden chests,

a 7-foot contraption that trembles at your

every touch and requires that you observe

from several acrobatic postures. This little

fellow weighs but 7 pounds, its case but

4 pounds more. It is the one you should

consider owning, because it is the one you
can take with you, the one you will use

and most frequently enjoy.

The secret of this delightful portability

is the stubby 8-inch barrel into which 4

to 50 feet of effective focal length are

optically folded. Questar's superfine opti-

cal system represents the first basic dis-

covery in telescope optics in 200 years.

Questar is not one instrument, but five.

Superb for terrestrial viewing, it will reach

out and bring the world to >ou with
simple ease and convenience, its great

power under fingertip control. It will read

this page at 100 yards, resolve leaf stems

a mile away, and bring to your delighted

eyes a host of distant things you did not

know were there. With Questar you sit

in the center of a circle 2 miles in diameter,

where nothing seems to be more than 33
feet away—the distant bird almost within
your grasp.

But Questar, too, is something wholly
new — the first long-distance micrt^scope.

Incredibly enough, its great magnif\'ing

powers ma>' be focused on things but 10

feet from it, indoors or out. A whole new
world awaits \'0ur exploration, where ants

are big as horses.

For celestial use, Questar's patented

convertible mounting assumes the full

polar equatorial form. It has every refine-

ment of large observatory instruments:

continuous 360° slow motions, electric

drive, circles, sidereal clock, clamp and
saferj- clutches. Its deep blue sapphire-

plated perpetual star chart has 340 prin-

cipal stars upon its grid, and rotates with
the seasons. It pulls forward to become a

dewcap, revealing a large moon map en-

graved upon the barrel sheath. Built-in

power changes and a wide-field finder view
are yours at finger flick—you need not even

move your head. The eyepiece is inclinable

to save your neck, while the total comfort

of your observing position is apt to spoil

you for all other telescopes.

By day jour Questar becomes the safest

of all solar observatories, using the pat-

ented Questar sun filter that keeps the

sun's injurious light and heat outside the

instrument where they belong.

Finally, Questar is a magnificent tele-

photo lens, optically perfect; for every set

of optics is an individual triumph of the

optician's art. You can photograph almost

everything you see, in black and white or

flawless color, without the use of filters.

Alany 35 mm. single-Iens reflex cameras
are suitable for such use.

We will be glad to send you the Quest

booklet, which has 23 examples of grai

less high-resolution photography. The
will speak far more eloquently
Questar's sensational performance th

anything we say here. The booklet toucf

briefly on our distinguished clientele, a

in its 32 pages we have tried to tell

something of the care and skill and

born conscience that goes into every

tested instrument.

Because telescopes are relativch

and little known to the average persu

have tried in our booklet to explain

things about these classical instciii

which have been called the Prime 1 r

Science.

We explain why Questar's exi

shortness requires its optics to be Id

more precise than those of convention

telescopes, with surfaces so perfect that|l

tests are useless save a performance i

And for the first time we publish a Quesy
taken photograph of fine lunar detail 1 1

is also at the photographic limit of c

great 100-inch telescope on Mount Wils ! |

Questar costs only S995 complete -w 1 '«

accessories in a velvet-lined English fil 3 i.

leather case. We only sell direct from ;

tory, at one net wholesale price. Terms t

available. May we send you the book;.'
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MUSEUM MEMO

By John O'Reilly

rHE American Museum of Natural History has long por-

trayed various aspects of man. Primitive cultures have
sen shown through habitat groups and displays of man's
ok, utensils, and art. In more recent years, there has
len a tendency to delineate man's place in nature, display-

g his destructive and constructive activities on the earth
inhabits. Now, for the first time, the Museum has taken
m apart, enlarged the delicate mechanisms that make
m run and examined him as a biological phenomenon.
In the new Hall of the Biology of Man. Museum techni-

ins have created a series of displays that are instructive

a degree never before achieved in an exhibit hall. Using
w techniques and new materials, they have been able to

3duce movement as well as form and color. It is a human
lief that beauty is only skin deep. But nature has proved
be a master designer, not only in the matter of man's
ateral symmetry but also in the marvelous packaging
that has arranged all man's organs and systems within
skin-covered case. When these

taken out of the case, greatly

arged and given color, they re-

1 form and design that give the

to that old saw. Visitors will be
prised to discover that man's in-

1, too, are beautiful.

rhe concept of this hall of human
logy—as the first of a series of

dealing with man—was devel-

d fifteen years ago by Dr. Harry
Shapiro, Chairman of the Mu-
m's Department of Anthropol-

Recently we toured the exhibits

ti Dr. .Shapiro. He was fagged

from handling the problems

: always arise in the weeks before the opening of a
hall, but his enthusiasm for his pet project was

trong as ever flespite last minute crises.

I'd like to i-mphasizt; this.'' he said. ''In planning this

,
we realized that pi-ople will come here who don't have
h background in this subject. Thi^re will also be ad-

:ed sludenth. We have had to plan the exhibits so they
be meaningful to both groups. If you want to take the

;, you can learn a great deal hi^re. Il is plain, scii^ntific,

lylical. and h\ got a lot of solid stuff in it."

r, Shapiro then moved alioul the hall, rliscussiiig cicli

iedi»pla>s. Me began with a huge tile (nur.il on wliii h

eat spiral rlepicts the span of evolution through two
on years, from the first one-celled creatures' appeur-
! on up to the little sliver of lime that represents the

age of man. Across from this, against a mural representing
the many kinds of primates, are seen the sculptured heads
of fourteen types of fossil man.
The second section of the hall begins with a greatly en-

larged human cell, fashioned of plastic arranged in layers

that show the details of its structure. Models of different

types of cells show how they are specialized to form skin,

nerve, muscle, and other parts of the body. The reproduc-
tive process is explained and traced by models of the male
and female reproductive systems, the formation of eggs and
sperm, fertilization, embryology, and birth.

In addition to models in plastic, there are nine actual

fetal specimens, tracing the embryo's growth from nine
weeks to seven months. Here and there in the hall are other
such specimens, including an entire digestive system and a

human heart, preserved by impregnation with plastic. We
were much impressed at seeing an actual human heart.

But even more impressive was a plastic model of a heart

in which the valves open and shut

as "blood" is pumped. This and
a number of other models create

amazing effects through the use of

plastic that transmits light from
edge to edge while its surface re-

mains unlit. If the surface is carved
or etched, light appears there. By
superimposing a number of etched
layers, colored light produces an
illusion of depth and movement.
This technique is used to reproduce
the circulatory and pulmonary sys-

tems, as well as for an exhilait in

which an ovum leaves the ovary
and travels to the uterus.

The other inner workings of man, from his digestive
system to his emotions, are all treated in this magnificent
hall. As a focal point, the "transparent woman," a life-size

figure in clear plastic, stands before a panel of black mir-
rors. The mannequin turns slowly on her base, as a re-

corded voice describes internal structure and the plastic

organs light up one after another.

As we were about to depart, another aspect of the hall

became evident. The walls and columns are done in plain

gray and white and the cases are aluminum: the exhibits,

themselves, provide ihe hall's ac(!enls of color. The over-all

i-lfcrl is striking. aii<l ipiilc (lilfcrcnl from any other of the

Museum's many hall.s. We stood there for a while, taking
in the full sweirp of this $450,()()() masterpiece. "To me,"
Dr. Shapiro said at last, "it is the culminnlion of a dream."



TODAY, many sciences are made more

readily comprehensible to the lay-

man through popular paperback ac-

counts written by scientists themselves.

But the discipline rejoicing in the un-

gainly name of "ethnomusicology" has

not been so popularized. This is a pity,

because this field of study touches every

one of us, and puts a wealth of valuable

and important material at our disposal.

To benefit from a knowledge of this

young science, the layman does not have

to be a skilled musician, for ethnomusic-

ology is primarily a study of music in its

social context. The student is not. or

should not be, interested merely in the

technical differences between the music

of different peoples, but rather in why
different peoples make different music,

and what significance can be attributed

to such differences. So the layman, if he

were to learn something of this science,

would not add to his total sum of knowl-

edge alone; he might also find a new
world of delight and interest. Above all,

he would learn a great deal about other

peoples—as well, perhaps, as his own-
that might surprise him.

Even in the absence of some book

called Popular Ethnomusicology, a start

is possible, thanks to some excellent re-

cordings that are available on the com-

mercial market (most are accompanied

by detailed explanatory texts). I shall

mention here only certain records put

out by three of the major American com-

panies in the field. Necessarily, then,

there will be omissions both of deserv-

ing records and of deserving companies.

The former is inevitable: the latter, how-

ever, is deliberate. The companies men-
tioned have, to varying degrees and in

varying ways, consciously dealt with the

problem of issuing records that, how-

ever good and worth while, are not likely

to return any appreciable sales profit.

These companies do so because they rea-

lize that folk and primitive music are an

essential part of man's musical heritage.

I have also enlarged the field, for the

purposes of this review, to include reli-

gious music, because this is a funda-

mental aspect of music—as much in an

African chant as it is in Mozart's Re-

quiem or today, perhaps, in rock-and-

roll. The border line between folk, prim-

itive, and religious music is a tenuous

Review!
Men and their music round the worh

By Colin Turnbui

one, and the division I give here is quite

arbitrary. Perhaps this point is best seen

in historical perspective.

Archeology tells us something of the

early beginnings of music. A compara-

tive study of still-existing "primitive"

(in the non-derogatory sense of "less

complex") societies, in turn, can tell us

even more, for here music is often used

much as it must have been from the first

dawn of humanity. We have in our pos-

session drums, whistles, and harps dat-

ing back thousands of years: from all

the evidence available, we come to the

conclusion that music was first and fore-

most a means of communication. In this

context, communication involves more
than jungle drums and the "bush tele-

graph." Certainly drums, hollowed logs

of wood, trumpets, and other instru-

ments were and still are used to com-

municate between one village and an-

other over considerable distances. But

music was also thought of as having the

power of communion—with divine spirits

or with departed ancestors.

When the Western world inherited

the Greek musical tradition, it inherited

two things. One was a well-established

body of musical theory, based on a

strong Oriental influence. This involved

the belief that music was inextricably

bound up with religion, which demanded
the exact performance of special modes
for each festival or ritual. Without the

music, the ceremonies were considered

ineffective. But we also inherited the seed

of intellectualism planted by Plato and
Aristotle, who believed that music was
more than form ; that it was essential to

the general process of education, shap-

ing the mind and the soul.

The philosophers included music

among the mathematical sciences, by

which man might understand the har-

mony of the universe. This germ of rea-

son was eventually to split the course of

musical development into two distinct

directions. One was the development of

what we call "art music." The clergy

took over the intellectual development

of music, as they did the practical devel-

opment of its function in Christian rit-

ual. From this body of scholars emerged
a totally new, highly formalized theory

of music, and the acceptance of the tem-

pered scale with all its harmonic rami-

fications (this had been tried, agesl

fore, by the Chinese, and rejected asl

in consonance with the music of
i

spheres). Along with this developml
there emerged new phenomena: the i

fessional composer, the professional
j

former, and a purely spectator audien

At the same time, the old mainstrf
continued, although now divorced

its original religious association. Th3
what we call folk music. It was still ma
by the people, with professionals em|
ing only in the form of wandering
strels. And its function was still the si

basic function of communication,
minstrel was the one great means If

spreading local or national news in !e

days, not so long ago, when the bulk f

the population was not yet literatr. F
music was also the means of con-nlii -

ing and preserving traditions, of jiass^

on from generation to generation a gr I

body of knowledge that we somewiL,,

condescendingly call "folklore." M
of this folklore has been lost and, a

was frequently disguised (sometimes
liberately) in the form of allegory,

remainder is often difficult to inter]

accurately. But a great body of tr;

tional music—dating back to our

historic past and linking us in form
function with even earlier beginniri

still waits to tell us something.

Let us look at some of the record

that are readily available. Folkways J

ords head the list, as the only comi

cial company dealing exclusively

the field. They list some eight hunc

recordings, every one of which is m
tained permanently on issue. In addi

to their ethnic series, they have a

gious series, one on science, one on

torical and educational Americana,

on literature, and others specially

signed for children. They also ha'

vast backlog, which doubtless woul

issued if their budget were a little hi

above the marginal level.

With a public that does not res]

kindly to anything that is not in st

or at least in ultra hi-fi. Folkways I

no very easy means of doing the jobjfy

set out to do—to preserve and pn'nt

authentic documentation of diff'pnt ...

types of music and sound. With sul'i^'N

charter, gimmicks must be eschewe( niJUilly

here the dangers are very real. It ifpnfltbi

L



ortunately, not unknown for recording

ngineers to boost certain parts of a mu-
ical performance, to alter the balance
leliberately to single out one instru-

nent. and then to put the whole bag of

ricks (and that is precisely what it is)

lirough an echo chamber.
The result is fascinating to listen to,

lit it does not answer the criterion that

nlkways try to maintain: that the lis-

ner should hear just about what he
ould at an actual performance, given in

5 natural surroundings rather than in

studio. This is no academic quibble.

is of major importance for. once the

alance has been distorted, there is no
ay of determining the original balance,

nd. even more dangerous, recordings

in be made this way to suit individual

leories. if not simply to better sales.

C'llumbia Records, which began a

vVurld Library of Folk and Primitive

usic" some years ago, has not added
it lately, presumably from lack of ade-

late response. It is true that schools

ke an active interest in the excellent

t. but the problem is one of the new
ijpermarket approach"' to record dis-

bution. where a fast turnover is more
iportant than a good selection. None-
"Ip's. Columbia has an excellent se-

li'in of subjects in its "World Li-

jiy." and good or even better records

its general catalogue.

Westminster, similarly, has an excel-

it series of records, although special-

ng in folk rather than in primitive

isic. This house has chosen to deal with

rticular diligence—and success—with
ain. With other areas it deals equally

11. but in less detail.

JSING these three sources intelli-

/ gently, even the neophyte can trace

1 whole development of music and its

ce in human society from the earliest

ITS. We might just as well start with
tie of the most difficult-to-lislen-to ree-

ls. And it is no help when the quality

ihe recording is as abominable as in

e Music of Peru (Folkways). I have
de some pretty poor recordings my-
' and know the difficulties involved,

there .seems to be no reason for the

kground noises, grounding hum. and
»ral low quality found (m this record.

' must he better musical material
!'!'• from Peru: academic accuracy
• xcuse for poor quality. But, gen-

V. Folkways quality is excellent.

'• are always explanatory texts, with
-raph-. to help pive the listcnr-r a

iwarene"'- ol what lie is hearing.

: ke earlier of munic as a form of

riimunleation. Thin. perhapH. in

"music," hut it i* highly signifi-

ind fa-cinaling to li»len lo. Drums
) iiruba III Mniriji (Fiilkway.) in-

• recording- ol the "talking driiiii"

'lually imitates the tonal pattern

•pokcn language, and (he oilier

examples will give the new listener a
good notion of the high degree of rhyth-

mic complexity he will meet even in the

most primitive areas. Other African rec-

ords by the same company give further
examples of the use of music for com-
munication, for work songs, and for

magic. Almost every African album has
examples of all these elements—and
among the best are Tuareg Music of the

Sout/iern Sahara, Tlie Topoke People of
the Congo—an excellent album from
every point of view—and JFolof Music of
Senegal and the Gambia.
The Tuareg album will give a good

idea of some of the peculiar vocal tricks

one is apt to find beyond Western shores
(particularly in the final dance). The
Wolof album is important in effectively

demonstrating the tremendous influence
of Islam in West Africa; band five of the
first side is doubly interesting, not only
because it is connected with the Islamic
concept of the Holy War that was of

such major political importance in this

area, but also because of the fine record-
ing of two small halam lutes.

Columbia has two albums of African
music—Bantu Music from British East
Africa and African Music from the
French Colonies. The latter is far supe-
rior in quality and content, being drawn
up under the guidance of the musicolo-
gists of the Musee de FHomme. The East
African album, from Hugh Tracey's
recordings, is superficial and. one sus-

pects, not truly representative, the selec-

tion having been made to please the ear

rather than to present accurate docu-
mentation. But Columbia also has a most
exciting Tecord-Olatunfi! Drums of

Passion— in its general catalogue. Here
is a Nigerian. Michael Olatunji. a highly
competent musician, who has lived many
years in the United States. This record
is a curious combination of his two
worlds of music. The distinctive voice

quality of the African male soloist con-

trasts strangely with the painfully cul-

tured Western chorus, in which the

sopranos are consistently out of tune.

To hear something of the magical use

of music, the listener should turn to

some of the records of American Indians.

The drum, the whistle, and the rattle are

all magical weapons of the shaman, as is

the chant. I single out two records here,

both by Folkways. They are American
Indians of the Southivest, and Sioux and
Navafo Music. These are not only tech-

nically excellent, but also contain fine

music. F.ach record is accompanied by a

goorl di-scriptivc text, forming an inval-

uable inlriiduclion, by Professor Willard

KhodcH. The .Sioux love .sung (side one,

band 21)) is enchanting, and shows well

how mii-ic is best made to suit the mood

Mil. Tl llMil I.I., on i>tliniiliit:i..l with
'I IIK AMKHII an Ml SKI M. Ilii- liMIC hiill

of the moment rather than to conform
to theoretical niceties.

Folkways have four double albums
— Music of the World's Peoples — but
these contain only snippets from their

other albums, and there is some inaccur-
acy in the documentation. For instance,

in volume four, band 51 is marked on the
record label as "Ituri Forest Pygmies:
Boy's Circumcision." The text mentions
nothing about circumcision, but talks

about Pygmy music in misleading gen-
eralities. To complete the disaster, it is

actually a BaNgwana tribal version of
a Nyamwezi song from Tanganyika!

THE transition from the borderland of
primitive music to that of folk music

can perhaps best be made by listening to
some Oriental music. Again, to start with
the hardest, I would suggest two Folk-
ways records: The first is Traditional
Dances of Japan, because the very first

number sets a magnificent atmosphere
that is half the battle in listening to any
exotic music. The record is a real listen-

ing experience and. together with the
written notes, it is perhaps as descriptive
as any documentary film. If the neophyte
thinks the percussion tends to over-

balance the voices, he should resign him-
self to this authentic fact of musical life.

Next, I would suggest listening to The
Ruse of an Empty City, a fine piece of

Chinese folklore in the guise of opera.
In this way historical fact is preserved
in many parts of the world, and it is an
experience to follow this particular

drama, blow by blow, with the aid of the
translated text. In a way. to listen thus is

a great deal easier than to watch Chinese
opera, with all its visual distractions.

It the listener's interest in Oriental
music is thoroughly whetted by now. he
can move in a leisurely way through In-

donesia with the aid of two Columbia
records. Indonesian Music has as its main
virtue, perhaps, written notes by one of

the world's foremost musicologists. Jaap
Kunst. Then move on to a record that

offers much better listening: Dancers of
Bali. The beginner can easily detect a

definite change of musical style, not oc-

casioned solely by the distinctive game-
Ian orchestra. The difference is accounted
for by the fact that Bali was once part of

the old Javanese Hindu Empire, and still

retains many cultural traits of Hindu
heritage, particularly the music.

This brings us to an essential in the

study of folk music, the music of India,

which heavily influenced the Greek world
in style and idiice|)l. Columbia has two
good records. The first, Indian Folk
Music, was recorded by Alain Danieloii.

Professor of Music at Banaras Hindu
University. It presents many different

styles of music, and the commentary is

written in a lucid, if somewhat dry man-
ner. 'I'he second is simply called The
Sounds of India, and contains spoken
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commentary. This is an admirable r

ord: the instrumentalists are amof)
India's finest: Ravi Shankar plays Ijj

sitar, Chatur Lai accompanies him on

tabla drums, and N. C. Mullick on k
stringed tambura.

Following this, I recommend a par

ularly beautiful record. From the Lai

of the Golden Fleece (Columbia
duced in Greece with the Greek Fji

Dances and Songs Society, this is an

portant and authentic document, an

shows clearly how strong the Oriei

tradition is in Greece, even today,

side one, band 6, there is an exqui:

soprano solo, "Nanourisma," which

lustrates the point as well as any.

If one wants to dally further with

rnpean folk music, there is no deart

records put out by all three compan
it is difficult to single out any for spe

mention. Westminster, however, ha
detailed, competent, and enjoyable

erage of Spanish folk music (and

Neapolitan, Hebrew, and Armenii
Columbia's The Folk Music of South

Italy is one of its best, although one

pects that certain effects are achifS

for the listener's benefit. I prefer Flk-

ways' documentary point of view. T'-y.

for instance, unashamedly present fff-

menco Music of Andalusia, shorn olits

push-button glamour. There is j^d

singing, with a good guitar, and
exciting dances on the second side.

IN records of Western music, we i

look for (and find to varying degrs

music still playing its various rolev

accompaniment to manual labor,

means of passing and preserving r.Vf.

or as a method of instilling moral vin

in the minds of the listeners and pa

pants. But it is generally dissoc

from religion. Yet this is an artifi

dissociation, and it is not amiss to

out that a great many classics-

those designed for sacred use—co|ain

folk themes. Even more to the pnin v-

sliould acknowledge that the diffenii i

tion between sacred and secular mui i

also one that is largely a product OjOin

own peculiar development. I

In considering the role of music rf

ligion. the Folkways religious irif"

should be discussed. It covers relioii-

music of various Christian sects, i i'

Jews, Moslems. Sufi, and Japanes''

Buddhists. It includes a documenta' i

cording of Easter Day festivities in
"

salem and of the Mazatec musl i

ceremony. All are worth listening

our appreciation of other peoples'

grows with understanding of their i

After returning toward home g

via Westminster's The Armenian

we can appreciate even more the

connection between music and re
;

and its use as a means of comm '

when we listen to the Masses of blf-

trina or Bach or to Mozart's Re

And at the risk of certain accus



may I suggest that the reader listen to

Folkways The Pygmies of the Ituri For-

est, with notes by myself, telling how
music is used in exactly this way—as a

direct form of communion, even without

words, between man and God. And this

represents man at his most primitive!

But there is only one record with

ivhich to end this discussion. If 1 were to

recommend one record above all otliers,

t would be Columbia's extraordinary

ind exquisite recording. Arias, Anthems
ind Chorales of the American Moravi-

ns. This is the first in a series, "The
Jnknown Century of American Music."

overing the period between 1760 and
860. In my regrettable ignorance, this

ecord was a total revelation, and one of

;iv most exciting experiences in the

11 irld of recorded music.

The Moravians are. of course, of Ger-

nan descent. They have now been estab-

ished in this country nearly 300 years.

Vhen they first came, they brought with

hem two things: a gentleness of nature

hat was manifest in religious tolerance

t a time when such tolerance was not

ommon. and a positive musical fanati-

ism. But the music they brought with

lem did not just stagnate, nor did it re-

laln purely German in character. For

le Moravians, music was. and still is,

le living thing it was to earliest man.

nd so it lived and grew with them, en-

riching their lives and now, thanks to

Columbia, waiting to enrich those of

others. It has all the magnificence of

Bach, with much the same degree of

depth and sincerity; and it has over-

tones that are almost Italian, abounding
in youthfulness and vigor. Yet in char-

acter it is part of the American heritage.

The brasses, strings, woodwinds, and
organ combine with the choir to give a

near perfect performance of this very

lovely music, and the essence of this

beauty lies in the fact that the Moravi-

ans recognize what our ancestors did—
and what primitive man still does—that
between the sacred and the secular the

line is artificial and arbitrary, and that

music is one of the surest ways of unit-

ing the two into a single whole. The
Moravian attitude is summed up best in

a story quoted on the record's jacket.

A New England divine questioned a

Moravian youth, following a Saturday

concert (which seems to have been al-

most as obligatory to Moravians as Sun-

day Church), as to whether he would

use the same instrument in the divine

service of the morrow that he used in

the profane concert of the day. The seri-

ous-minded young Moravian, not seeing

his life divided in this way. replied with

another question: "And shall you, sir,

pray with the same mouth tomorrow with

which vou are now eating sausages?"
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The Rim of the Reef
Calcareous algae occupy a major role in the growth of atois

By E. Yale Dawson

DREDGE down! The gears of the

bow winch mesh; the great spool

turns, and the steel cable pays out as

the biological dredge is lowered into

the tropical sea. Fifty fathoms below is

a submerged, flat-topped mountain,
the Gorda bank. We are here to seek

what lives on that submarine butte.

So it was. twenty years ago. when
the research vessel Velero III was ex-

ploring the strange biota of the Gulf

of California. I was, as a fledgling ma-
rine botanist, witnessing dredging

from a ship for the first time in my ca-

reer. We were over the bank, and now

were blindly scraping off a bit of its

surface to bring to light the creatures

of the dim sea floor, almost at the ut-

termost limits of light.

The dredge came up full. Its great

bag-load, bulging within a protective

chain skirt, was poised for a moment
over the sorting screens. The closing

cord was cut. and out poured a pile of

shiny nodular pebbles, each an inch

or two in diameter. But these were

strange stones indeed, covered with

warts and knobs, and all of a rose-pink

color. In fact, there was not a stone in

the lot. This was a dredge load of

plants—stone plants of the sea-he

calcareous red algae known cc?l'

tively as nullipores.
j

In the days of lace cuffs and |'w-

dered hair, these curious plants p'f

generally considered to be some

of inorganic, stalactite-like form.

'

found their way into "collector's

inets" of the time along with cc

worm tubes, walrus tusks, and i

novelties of the sea. Linnaeus tri

them as coral-like animal forms

deed. Lamarck coined their na

nullipore—lo distinguish these f

"without visible pores" from the

lb-



lis corals. It was not until 1837 that

le stones were finally and positively

cognized as once-growing plants.

Today we recognize calcareous

Tins in each of the three major

onps of marine algae—the green

blorophyceae. the brown Phaeophy-

ae, and the red Rhodophyceae.
"" oiong (he green algae, calcified

nns occur only in a few families,

rgely confined to warm seas. Indeed,

latively few genera and species of

een algae are calcareous. Nonethe-

», in their tropical habitats these

ants are often remarkably abundant,

d sometimes are among the most

lupicuous members of the local ma-
le community. Thus, on some of the

nliy shelving, interlidal dais of Oki-

wa, one wades ankle d(;e[i in a veri-

ile nieadow of /Irclnhiilariii—acrc,

on acre of alinosl pure stands of

ae remarkably beautiful lillle green

rasolB. In the sandy bays of Cuba,

Bahamas, anrl .uoulh Morida. oiu-

Id* an abundance of the strange Nep-
ie'» Shaving I!ru»h il'rtiirillns) the
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Bossiella, with segments

of wingnut shape, is found in

California coastal waters.

Corallina polysticha is

a rare, jointed red alga from

Guadalupe Island, Mexico.

r "")!

;:^'

Lithothrix, a red alga

of the northeast Pacific, has

unusually short segments.

Galaxaura acuminata, a

non-segmented red alga, i

tropical Pacific species.



:le Christmas-tree-like Rhipocepha-

id the delicate green, fanlike

'otea. Among the coral heads and

ble flats on the bottoms of the vast

foil lagoons of Kvvajalein or Enivve-

ok, mounds and mats of Halimeda

f;row in such persistent plenty that the

agoon floor sediments are largely

juilt up of the accumulated fragments

)f these jointed plants.

THEN there are the strangely and in-

tricately fashioned species of the

family Dasycladaceae : Dasycladus,

HoTnetella, and Neomeris. These are

iny little plants, often inconspicuous,

)ut sometimes the most striking mem-
bers of an undersea flora. I remember
living one day in a warm island la-

.'oon in the Gulf of California and
leing impressed by great, round boul-

lers on the bottom that were stud-

led with little, glistening, upended
"worms" of a brilliant emerald color

-the green alga Neomeris. Many
nembers of this family are known
rem the fossil record: they are

bought to have contributed to the for-

iiation of limestone rocks.

Among the brown algae, calcareous

pecies are few, and confined largely

' the tropical genus Padina, whose in-

resting, fan-shaped representatives

|iay be found in almost all warm seas.

' 'ia commonly has concentric
'=! of superficial calcium carbon-

. -liternating with bands of delicate

.iow-brown hairs: underwater, they

imetimes stand out as the most grace-

jlly formed and artfully patterned

iants of the sea floor.

In red algae, as in the other two
roups, the occurrence of calcified

rms is limited to a few families. But.

ire. one of these families—the Coral-

I naceae—is of wide distribution. The
nly other important calcareous gen-

ra of red algae are Galaxaura, Lia-

ora, and I'eysonnelia. These occur

lostly in the Tropics, but are seldom
)undant or conspicuous.

' Thus, the Corallinareae includes the

.erwhelming majority of the calcar-

>ug plants of the world. They occur
I om the Arctic to the Antarctic and
om the highest anfl most inhospita-

(i e intcrlidal levels to the cold, dim
plh.H of of:ean at the extreme limit of

uhl penetration. Sometimes a score of

wcies may live in a single habitat.

piin, one upecics may dominate a re-

on to the near excluHion of other

mi» of veffctable life.

Despite the rigidity and •.fl.u lirillle

/ ! i

Acetabularia, a handsome,
tropical green alga, is shaped
like a gay "umbrella."

Rhipocephalus is a small,

"treelike" green alga found
on the Caribbean shores.

IltiUmi-ila'H hard, Hlony

scgnicniH i'oni|ioN<- niiiili of iIk

BcdimcniH in uloll JaKoooH.



REPRODUCTION OF RED ALGAE

Tetraspores grow- into separate male and female plants.

Larger female eonceptacle produces reproductive organs

called carpogonia (C, afeot'e). Meanwhile, the eonceptacle

of male plant, below, discharges non-motile spermatia (D )

.

LiTHOPHYLLiiM. a calcareous red algae, reproduces by an

alternation of generations. Here, tetraspores (A) form

in conceptacles borne on non-sexual plants, and are then

released into the water through exit pore (B) in cavity.

character of many calcareous algae,

the structural differences from the

usual, fleshy forms are essentially elim-

inated by the application of a few

drops of hydrochloric acid. Removal
of the carbonate reveals the typical

cellular structure of the plant, hitherto

obscured by encrustation.

The stony material laid down by the

living cells of the plants is largely cal-

cium carbonate. This takes the form of

calcite in the Corallinaceae and of ar-

agonite in the other red algae, al-

though some magnesium carbonate is

present. While the encrustation first

appears in pectin-bearing layers of the

cell walls and then extends into the

cellulose layers, the living protoplast

of the cell always remains enveloped

by an uncalcified membrane.

IN
the segmented corallines, some

groups of cells remain completely

uncalcified, thus forming flexible

joints between rigid segments. Such a

delicate, erect, bushy plant as Coral-

Una is admirably suited to surf shock
and agitation—hardly less so than is

the rigid, rock-encrusting Lithophyl-

lum with which it may grow.

The calcareous red algae, like most
of the members of this large plant phy-

lum, fulfill their life history by means
of an alternation of generations. That

is to say, a given plant does not repro-

duce one of the same kind as itself.

Instead, it gives rise to a different gen-

eration of plants, and these, in their

turn, repeat the first generation. These

generations are of two kinds: one is

sexual, and consists of separate male

and female plants. The other is non-

sexual, producing spores that germin-

ate to grow into sexual plants.

At maturity, the non-sexual plants

form small, domed cavities on their ex-

terior surfaces. These asexual con-

ceptacles produce small, red structures

consisting of four spores in a row
(tetraspores). The spores are released

into the water by means of one or

more exit pores from the cavity. The
released spores then settle down, ger-

minate, and grow into new plants.

Some grow into male and some into

female plants which, except for repro-

ductive details, look very much alike.

The male plants produce quite small

conceptacles in which are formed ex-

ceedingly minute, non-motile, male

cells (spermatia). These, usually only

2/1000 of a millimeter in diameter.

are released into the water through a

single pore in the eonceptacle roof.

Meanwhile, the female plants hai

produced much larger conceptaclii,

on the floors of which stand mini;

receptive organs called carpogon,.

Each carpogonium has a sensitive, ti-

ular, hairlike extension, called a t-

chogyne. This organ probes the em}'

space beneath the eonceptacle po.

waiting for the stimulus of contijt.

with one of the many male spermaS

that are then drifting freely about!

the surrounding water.

BY what mechanism the driftiij

but non-motile male cell entj

the tiny pore of the female concep

acle to accomplish the sexual unip

we do not know. When a spermatiipj

does make contact with a trichogyL

however, its nucleus enters the car}'-

gonium. effects sexual fusion, andio

begins the development of a new g[i-

eration. Strangely, this new general ,n

remains as a distinct parasitic pllit

within the female plant. There it gr(jS

into a small mass of cells, and f|i-

duces a special group of spores insle 4t
the old female eonceptacle. Eachtf

these spores must now be releasee!! )ha.

its turn—through the same pore |y tj^^

which the male cell entered—into ke '.'^^^

sea water outside. There it find a K.V

Slit



Tbichogyne—sensitive, tubular, hairlike extension (E)—
forms on each carpogoninm in female coneeptacle, above,

readying it for fertilization. In fertilized female cell,

6e2o«;, early stage in carpospore (F) development is seen.

^^
iSmmi^lili

mo

Carpospobes mature (G), are discharged through pore
into sea water. They germinate on some rocky surface that

is as yet unoccupied, and a new generation of non-sexual

plants begins to develop, starting the cycle over again.

ocky surface yet unoccupied, upon
hich to spread the first cells of a

lew. non-se\ual generation.

Calcareous members of the red algal

iimil) Ojrallinateae are the most prev-

lent of the stone plants, so widely dis-

rihuted that they form part of the

larine flora of every maritime nation

t the world. In the glacial fiords of

luay or Greenland, one finds thriv-

lifds of nullipores. Crustose coral-

- cover wave-beaten rocks from
. michatka to Chile, and from New-
undland to Kerguelen. Delicate,

ikelike forms live on the leaves of

jrlle grass in Cuba, and on eel-grass

1 Jaftan. The jointed bossiellas dwell

I less successfully in the cold, clean

!•• pools of Vancouver Island than

I'll- sewer outfalls in southern Cali-

iiiia. I he flairity janias are equally

rominenl in spongy, algal turfs on

le reef flats of East Africa and in

io»e of Micronesia. Despite the ubi-

uily of thi»e plants, they have been

tUe studied and remain among the

«t-known organisms of the sea.

^IKtf: plant wjienlisls have geni;rally

J neglef:lcd the calcareous algae,

leir importance in many natural

enomena has lieen litlle recognized.

This is particularly true of one of the

most extraordinary of all marine

geological phenomena—the tropica]

"coral" atoll. The story of the calcare-

ous algae's contribution to the forma-

tion and growth of the atoll is so re-

markable and so little known that it

seems particularly appropriate to tell

something of it here.

During the last century, a number
of naturalists made visits to the coral

reefs of the Indo-Pacific region and,

from their observations, theories of

atoll origin and growth were developed

( Natural History. March, and April.

1959). Charles Darwin. James G.

Dana, Sir John Murray, Alexander

Agassiz, Reginald A. Daly, and others

interpreted the atoll from a geological

or zoological standpoint. Mut each in-

vestigator failed in every instance fully

to recognize the importance of calcare-

ous algae as controllers of reef develop-

ment. It was not until .Sir Edgeworth

David's South Pacific expedition

( li;96-l<!9!!) that (!vidence was ob-

tained to i;stablish the significance of

plants in this relationship. Since then

only an oircasional marine botanist has

written oti the sul>je<-l and cxi)ande<l

the knowledge of the role algae play

In atoll formation. As a result, some

long-standing and widespread miscon-

ceptions are still prevalent.

SOME of the pertinent facts are:

First, nullipores have been found

to be among the principal components

of atoll reefs in a great majority of

cases. In some instances, they are al-

most the only visible components, to

the virtual exclusion of coral animals.

Second, the principal cementing

agent in the reefs is the nullipore.

Third, calcareous algae have been

found actively working at depths of six

hundred feet.

Fourth, the seaward margins of ac-

tively growing atoll reefs are often

covered bv a pavement-like growth of

PoroUlhon, a species of nullipore.

Fifth, borings to depths of several

thousand feet indicate the consistent

presence of great quantities of nulli-

pore material throughout the reefs.

The most striking first impression

of mail) atolls is of th<'ir enormous

size. Tens of thousands of service; men
have visited the vast lagoons of Kwaj-

alein or Eniwctok, thirty miles or more
across, surrounded by dots and lines

of vcgelulion-c:lad islets. Cut these

atolls have not always been so large.

They gn-w. and are still growing.

13



ToNCATABu, in the South Pacific, is an example of combined Elevated margin of the sea\(aril reef on Majuro Atoll in 1;

building action of coral animals and the calcareous algae. Marshall Islands, hpinn: is almost totally made of red alg .
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One also finds small atolls, such as

Palmyra in the Line Group, and

learby reefs, such as Kingman, that

parely break the surface of the water.

Ul of these are related within the atoll

phenomenon. To understand an atolls

i|eveIopment, it must be considered as

kind of dynamic, living organism. It

?. really, a vastly complex association

f living things, all dwelling together

1 a marvelous balance, each plant and

nimal contributing to the life and

owth of the whole atoll and to the

eiicate balance maintained between

onstruction and destruction.

Asa possible point of departure in

~X the development of an atoll, con-

der a reef such as Kingman, consist-

ig of an association of coral animals

nd coralline algae, growing on a

ightly submerged sea mount. Let us

y that the reef is five acres in extent

d barely breaks the surface at low

ie. Now, somewhat different optima

<r growth and persistence exist

nong the corals and the nuUipores

ith regard to the surf that breaks

I'er the reef. The rigid, branched,

ittle corals tend to break and frag-

|ent under severe wave action. But the

assive, reef-forming nullipores are

laffected by the pounding surf. In

ct, the stronger the surf the better

ey grow, for one of the principal fac-

|rs for their growth is the availability

oxygen for their respiration during

p dark hours of the night, when their

otosynthetic pigments are inactive.

Accordingly, on this five-acre reef,

is first organisms to grow above the

r surface, creating a condition of

rf, will also create conditions that

id to favor the growth of the nuUi-

•es and to reduce the upward exten-

of the coral. Herein begins the

lation of an atoll from a reef, for

e nullipores grow into the breaking

ff. As they do so. the intensity of the

•f becomes greatest around the mar-

is of the reef. Here the nullipores

imr upward and form a rim slightly

jwesea level. This rim. which breaks

impact of the waves on all sides,

wides a relative calm over the inner

rt of the reef. If the sea level is ris-

er the sea floor subsiding, a la-

n develops within the slightly

aled ridge, aided by the destructive

e»s of .solution resulting from thi-

(on of carbonic acid derived from

fespiratory carbon dioxide pro-

by the life of the lagoon.

rate of outward growth of the

Kkck.mi.v riiscovKiiKO culeurcouii ulga

in IAllii>i>liylluin rcimni, found on llic

weHl roaHl of Mexico. Sliapuu of alguu

are nearly as nuniuroua ax uru Hpceicd.

15



An oceanogiapher and botanist. Dr.

Dawson is now the Resident Director

and Vice President of the Beaudette

Foundation for Biological Research.

reef margin reflects differences in surf

and in available growth nutrients, due

to wind and currents. As a result, the

young, dynamic atoll usually takes on

a somewhat elliptical shape.

Reef margins are extended seaward

in three ways: by the growth and ce-

menting action of the nuUipores, by

the often profuse growth of corals on

the outer front, or face, of the reef

below the surf zone, and by the infi-

nitely slow build-up of a vast talus

slope of nuUipore and coral fragments

to the abyssal sea floor. Whenever the

reef ridge dissolves down to a level

that permits the sea waves to pour in

over it, the increased supply of oxygen

for nighttime respiration encourages

the growth of the pavement algae by

which it is built up again.

THE seaward advance of the nuUi-

pore ridge, whose height above sea

level is controlled by desiccation,

leaves behind it a reef flat that

stretches between the ridge and the

central lagoon. Storms cast up boul-

ders and debris from the reef margin

and the talus slope onto this reef flat.

Until such a pile of sand and rubble

appears on the reef flat, all rain water

is dissipated into the open sea. With

sufficient material to confine it. how-

ever, the fresh rain water stands in the

sand at sea level, floating on the salt

water below it, and mixing only very

slowly. As a pool of fresh water forms

in the sand, seeds (carried to the islet

by wind and sea) sprout and penetrate

to the water supply, and thus the is-

land vegetation comes into being. Sea

birds come: as they feed on the fish of

the reefs and lagoon, and nest in the

vegetation, they convert aniinal life of

the sea into fertilizer for the land. The

birds thrive, trees and shrubs grow,

and gradually humus forms on what

at first was only barren sand and rock.

In all of this islet growth, the cal-

careous algae play an important role,

spreading their crusts over the rubble

and the sand, cementing and binding

the reef margin, and advancing—ever

so slowly, but steadily—into the waves.

#>^>' f*.' "-i^'

Lush vegetation on Palmyra Atoll, in

Line Islands of Pacific, is rooted in the

reef flat's calcareous sand and gravel.
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|THE AMERICAN BALD EAGLE
Despite protection, this wary bird cannot co-exist with man

By George Heinzman

ALTHOUGH the American bald eagle,

Heliaeetus leucocephalus, became
3ur national emblem 179 years ago,

lie bird has received little protection

mtil recently and is now greatly re-

luced in numbers. Alaska and Florida

ire the principal strongholds of a

ange that once included virtually

ivery state. Even in Florida, of an es-

imated 500 active nests a few years

igo, some observers believe that only

.50 are occupied at present.

While studying nest sites in Flor-

da, I learned that the bald eagle is

;un-shy despite its legal protection.

in invisible circle, with a radius of

50 to 300 yards, seems to exist around

I'St nests observed. Outside the per-

rneter of this circle, I could observe

iicl photograph the birds openly with-

ut unduly disturbing them. Three

feps inside it, and they flew, making

leir squeaking cry of alarm.

Eagles mate for life and are de-

nted to "family" matters at least half

!•- year. The eyrie is a mass of limbs,

-'=. moss, and grass, high in a pine,

iLTove, or cypress tree. Most nests

I'lur to eight feet in diameter and

|ith. Used for years, they may he-

me tremendous. Charles Broley,

I'lrida's famous eagle bander, re-

'Ttf-d a record eyrie that was twenty

t deep and nine feet in diameter.

Nf-sting starts in Florida from Sep-

^hi-r to November. Adults refur-

the eyrie for roughly a month
ri; depositing one to three eggs,

1' h incubate about thirty-five days.

Ii'- young are covered with light

'I down that is replaced in three

- by heavy gray "wool." From
liflh to eighth week, they acquire

'ik plumage, which shows only scat-

'•'I lighter shading until the fourth

iflh year, when the maturing birds

n their while head and tail.

rida nesls rarely contain more
two eggs, with an average of

" 1.5 bird.H fledgcfl (jit nesl. One
iirig u.sually dominaleH the peck

>i ti KAr.t.K rcJKnit above iln cyric, /e/f,

"|i an 80-fo»l dead pine in [''loriila.

Perched on a limb to left of its nest,

above, eagle assumes watchful stance.

It calls, thrusting the head forward,
below, in seemingly defensive gesture.

Alert position is niuintained, below,
although eagle lias shifted to a higher

perch. Male bald eagle is warier than
the female, is first to flee if approached.



T^loNs KXiHMiKi). ail eagle lake.-, off

from the tip of a limb near its nest.

Broad wings of adult eagle support

a weight ranging from 8 to 12 pounds.

Unusual view of flying eagle sho^

wings half-closed and the tail fannel

order and receives the most food and

attention. Often the second nestling

dies of neglect and abuse.

Eaglets use the eyrie for practice

flights—flapping hops into the wind

—and make their first successful flight

about the twelfth week. This usually

occurs from February to April. I have

seen parent birds entice the young to

try their wings by approaching the

nest with a fish, then veering off, until

the young take to the air. The parents

stay near the nest, feeding the young,

for perhaps a month more.

During the summer many eagles go

north, even as far as Canada. How-
ever, evidence uncovered by Dr. Wil-

liam B. Robertson, a Park Service re-

search biologist in the Everglades,

shows that not all eagles wander.

Some stay in Florida all year, usually

living away from the nest in summer.

DEPENDING on the availability of

other food, fish constitute 65 to

90 per cent of the eagle's diet. This is

supplemented by snakes, wounded
waterfowl, carrion, and small mam-
mals. An adult eagle weighs eight to

twelve pounds and has a six- to eight-

foot wingspread. The male is slightly

smaller than the female, but the dif-

ference is apparent only when they

are seen together. He is also warier,

being the first to fly if approached.

Tests show that captive eagles can

carry about five pounds, but wild ones

may be able to lift twice as much.

The Audubon Society is attempti

a nationwide census to determine ri

sons for the eagle's decline and t

countermeasures to be taken. Dr. Ro

ertson. making a long-term study

Everglades National Park, has be

watching about 60 nests. He suspei

much of the eagle's observed faik

to reproduce in certain parts of Fli

ida may be caused by natural steril:

owing to age, by the tendency

many eagles to "vacation" from fa

ily-raising for a year or so, and

human disturbances during incul

tion and nesting. My observations

35 central Florida nests support th

Remote nest-rearing was 65 per cf

successful, compared to 6 per cent 1

nests near human activities.

fei

Poised for take-off, eagle raises its wings for powerful

downlhrust. Captive eagles have flown with 5-pound loads.

Now AIRBORNE, eagle wheels sharply and flies past peiji-

In summer, some Florida eagles go as far north as Canail.
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M . HEI^ ziviAx's report on the bald
e;i ;le is based both on re earc 1 and
X ensive observations in the field.

>l ere he made the pho OS seen here.

The bald eagle has somewhat spe-

lized environmental needs—good
ijiiii water, and tall, sturdy trees

ill solid crotches to support nests

i( may weigh hundreds of pounds.

Ill has altered the eagle's environ-

I ,; drastically by cutting most tall

:! f-r and draining much fishing

1. Throughout Florida, towns

lieen built beside inlets and bays

around inland lakes, depriving

I aiile of thousands of square miles

i-hing water, since the bird has not

I ined to co-exist with man. Individ-

!i= may remain in an area a few

I- after man's intrusion, for the

- seem doggedly determined to

.ill old nest sites. But their produc-

li' days are over: man's activity near

;1 nest prevents giving the young the

needed for successful rearing.

I lure dealt a severe blow, too. in

'

'
when hurricane Donna lashed

i.ia in early September. Observ-

' |)lane. Dr. Robertson found 90

III of the eagle nests destroyed

Florida Bay section of Ever-

- National Park. Other parts of

ite were less damaged. My ob-

ii'ns show about a .30 per cent

' entral Florida. By December,

'iliertson found rebuilding at

iifls of the destroyed nests, but

1 1- analysis of long-term dam-
• impossible. For comparison,

mid-October hurricane in 1944,

reported that 64 of 65 de-

I nests were rebuilt. But in only

1 ent of the nests were young
-uccessfully the first year, as

I'd with 70 per cent success the

Ill-fore. Donna, hopefully, may
" I'l have had a lesser effect.

/ -T li.- in ihe fiilurc? Most of

j' i •'rida w ill go the way of the na-
- .me breeding slock will remain

•le Jiarls. but the species will be

usly near the point a[ uliirh

n^' birds will be so fi\s lii.il

'-' of inbreeding. sterililN. and
iiii of ihe survivors, plus other

nial factor- — replenisliinenl

imposHllile. The Atnerican

leV last hope .south of Alaska

• lie in the Kverglade.s .National

id central Florida rallle lan.l^,

' iineherH—proud of their avian
' - -protect lliern wnipulously.
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Baluchistan Find
Ruins of a 4,000 -year- old culture still stand in West Pakistan

By Walter A. Fairservis, Jr.

FEW PLACES REMAIN IN THE WORLD
where the archeologist can en-

lounter formerly unknown ancient

•uins of enormous extent. Nineteenth-

ind early twentieth-century travel

innals are replete with wonderful sto-

ies telling of the discovery of Lxmal.

ilacchu Picchu, Petra, and Angkor

Vat. But today, aided by aircraft and

utomobiles, archeologists have filled

lost blank sections of the earth s

laps so far as spectacular surface

ites are concerned. It is remarkable,

lerefore, that in the winter of 1959-

960 in the district of Las Bela in

7esl Pakistan an American Museum
f Natural History party encountered,

irtually intact, previously unknown

Itlements that date from the second

llennium before the Christian era.

Fur approximately eight miles in

s region, the stone walls of ancient

uiluings can be traced without put-

a shovel in the ground. So well

reserved are some of the ruins that

ie can walk along ancient streets

at are flanked by buildings, the

alls of which frequently rise above

ur feet. There are steps leading onto

e structures, and occasionally a

i\>-d ramp indicates an ascent into a

rrnal building. .Scattered about are

a;;ments of pottery that help to date

» ruins: and sometimes one discov-

- bangles, animal figurines, and

I- and pieces of alabaster vessels— ail

which are evidence of an origin in

niiilc antiquity.

The discovery lies in the norllurn-

"l [jorlion of the wedge-shaped dis-

t of Las Bela. The widest part of

wedge is a stretch of the Arabian

1 coast just west of Karachi. The
rruwest portion extends a finger of

nium into the southeastern por-

n of the Iranian Plateau, here

S lied Balii.liiM.ui.Tb.Tli-tri.l is llius

HIM. I'lifno -liowH inliirl Ki-ltlement

K-lilti Shiitir Mile in W.ml Piikidtan.

'•• riiinn (lull; from iiIkmiI 2000 B.C.

surrounded by mountains on all sides

but the south. The apex of the wedge
is gathered in the valley of the Porali

River, which drains southward out of

the mountains of Baluchistan. It is

one of the few perennial streams in

the entire region to the west of the

Indus River Valley, and the delight of

its waters is enhanced by contrast to

the desolate surroundings. The capi-

tal of Las Bela is Bela. a small town
close to the Porali River, about two

miles south of the site of the discov-

ery. Bela retains much of its ancient

aspect. This is a town with palaces,

mosques, high-walled houses, and a

fine, covered bazaar. It is situated in

the midst of a ten-mile square of in-

tensely cultivated land that provides a

lovely setting of old trees, broad fields

of mustard and of grain, and fine date

palms. Nowhere else in all Baluchi-

stan are the cattle so fat and healthy.

People have been drawn to this re-

gion because it is one of the few

widely cultivable areas in Baluchi-

stan. To the west the mountain wall is

broken by the Jhau Pass—one of the

most important in the Indo-Iranian

borderlands. Through this pass Alex-

ander marched his men on their re-

turn from India. Much later, during
the eighth century A.D., Arab armies

under Mohammed Ben Kasim moved
through the pass from the west. These

armies eventually conquered Sind

and thus began the Moslem impact on
India. Haroun. one of Kasim's gener-

als, has a tomb at Bela—a lonely re-

minder of this important period in

Indian history. In 1838, a British

naval officer. Commander T. E. Car-

less, explored some of the canyons

found in the mountains north of the

cultivated area. In one of these he

came upon a large number of artifi-

cial caves cut into the cliffs. Many of

the caves had doorways and steps, and
within were niches (presumably for

lamps) and small storage areas. Car-

less' description of the strange caves

was the only one until the great Asian

explorer Sir Aurel Stein visited them
in 1942. Stein also found several pre-

BALUCHISTAN

West Pakistan ^
i- V-^ HYDERABAD:©
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A NARROW STREET between buildings is

viewed by expedition members, below.

Ancient settlement at left, above, is

same one shown on p. 22. At right are

"temple" mounds. In the backgron

beyond trees, is Porali River Vap

historic sites in the area. Unfortu-

nately he died before a report could

be prepared for publication.

Thus, for a number of reasons, Las

Bela district has been worth archeo-

logical investigation. These reasons

are emphasized further by Las Bela's

geographical situation just west of the

Indus Valley, on one of the high

roads between the Near East and

India along which the ideas and traits

of earliest civilization had come. Pre-

vious archeological work in Baluchi-

stan has indicated that in prehistoric

times these areas were occupied by

primitive farmers who came
Iran, probably first in the late

millennium B.C. Later, farming

lages became more numerous as

ulations grew, and control of the

for agriculture became firmer

2000 B.C. these village cultures

become quite elaborate and appe

have had a formal religion, with

umental temples amid village ho

MOST stages in this develop

have their equivalent in pi

toric Iran, to the west. They indie

steady pulsation of new ideas and



laps new people moving eastward

)ver a period of some 1,500 years. The

ranian influences did not stop in Ba-

uchistan. however, but moved on, pen-

itrating into the Indus Valley.

ON the rich alluvium of the Indus

came a parallel development, the

larlier stages of which still escape the

rcheologist's spade. Later stages,

lowever, are illustrated by the world-

i amous Harappan civilization, third

f the great civilizations of ancient

limes. This civilization has been

Inown since the 1920's, principally

jecause of the excavation of two of

- largest cities: Mohenjo-daro. in

iiul. and Harappa. in Punjab—both White stones, above, 8 to 10 inches

high, art' pari iil' \m'^r riiii:. Similar

hlones lorm a\enuet> and circles, below,

among Edith Shahr Complex B remains.

'
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part of West Pakistan now. Town
planning, drainage systems, fired

brick, and cotton cultivation are some

of the contributions to man's advance-

ment made by this remote civilization.

Most people of the Harappan civiliza-

tion lived in villages that clustered

round urban centers—the hubs of

their ceremonial life. This contrasts

with the life of the Sumerians, their

nearest civilized neighbors. Most of

the Sumerian people lived in cities,

few in villages. Obviously the pattern

of living was drastically different be-

tween these civilizations. The Sumer-

ian civilization tended to be more

dynamic and unstable; the Harappan,

in its more rural setting, more durable

and calmer. In this sense, at least, we

have a fundamental division of early

civilization that seems to presage the

essential differences between East and

West that have been so overcelebrated

by writers in modern times.

UNQUESTIONABLY, the idea of civi-

lization came from the ancient

Near East to the Indus Valley. In fact,

a number of authorities have pointed

out exact parallels among such char-

acteristics as architecture, seal form,

certain crafts, and very probably the

hierarchical government. Harappan
civilization is nonetheless overwhelm-

ingly Indian in character and quite

distinct from its nearest civilized

equivalent in Mesopotamia.

Obviously something had happened

to civilization both in its journey east-

ward and in its development in an In-

dian setting. At this point in our

researches we know little of these fac-

tors. The discoveries in Las Bela are,

therefore, of more than a little impor-

tance, for they represent the develop-

ment of a settlement whose density of

population and architectural accom-

plishment approach— if they did not

actually achieve—urbanization. This

concentration of men and resources in

one of the areas outside the classic

river valleys of early civilization is ex-

traordinary. One might well ask what
criteria one can employ to decide what
constitutes civilization and what does

not. These new discoveries give some
answers to such queries.

On New Year's eve of 1959, the

writer, in company with Dr. and Mrs.

Sherman Minton, traveled from Ka-
rachi to Las Bela to investigate the

caves reported by Carless in the

1830's. Dr. Minton is a research asso-

ciate of the American Museum in her-

26

petology, and it was with more than

casual interest that we entered an area

so little known to both our scientific

fields. En route to the caves, which

are located in the Kud River area, we
had to cross the Porali Valley where

that river enters the broad, cultivated

plains. On the west bank of the valley

our path crossed close to enormous

heaps of large boulders, some of them

thirty feet high. These boulder "hills"

blended with the boulder conglomer-

ate slopes of the mountain beyond,

and seemed at first to be a part of that

landscape. However, close scrutiny re-

vealed that these rock heaps were dis-

tinctly separate from the mountains

and were, in effect, artificial. The

briefest examination at the foot of

these boulder hills produced a variety

of potsherds that gave proof of the

place's having been inhabited by man
in late prehistoric time.

On the following day we visited this

site again and more surprises were

forthcoming. Beyond the stone heaps

that stood on the east of the site, close

to the mountain slopes, was a series of

generally rectangular structures made
of boulders laid in tiers. These struc-

tures were arranged parallel to one

another so that a network of narro:

"streets" was formed between ther:

The structures are all some 15 to 2;

feet wide and usually between 70 an

100 feet long. There are indicatioi|

that they were compartmented, ar

rock steps led up into these "rooms

from the streets. It is very likely th

there was a mud brick superstructu'

on these stone foundations that hi

long since disappeared (see the reco

struction on these pages).

INVESTIGATION of the boulder hi

showed that they were the rei

nants of monumental buildings. Thl

had been constructed in recedii;

stages, ziggurat fashion, topped by!

small building made of mud or fir!

brick. Ascent had been made by ste:

and ramps. In one case there was ej

dence of a stone drain that had be!

used to carry water from the top
'

the structure. This use of drains
i

paralleled in other parts of Balucl

Stan and at the great site of the Hars

pan civilization. Mohenjo-daro. Att

latter place, a great bath, obvious

used for ritual purposes, occurs on

high portion of the site. The wal

could be let out through a drain



imilar drain system occurs in a struc-

ure— probably contemporary— found

n the Quetta Valley in northern Balu-

histan. These monumental buildings,

len. were probably temples.

Another interesting structure was
n enormous rectangle just east of the

lain mounds. This structure is more
lan 200 feet long and about 40 feet

iiie. There are traces of at least eight

ritrances, which suggest that the

uilding was some kind of communal
all—perhaps a dormitory.

1 he discovery of bull figurines, clay

;ri:.'les. incised and painted pottery,

!i'i Other such artifacts proves that

II- site belonged to a well-known

n;historic culture of Baluchistan

illi^d the Kulli culture. This culture,

I lis latest phases, was contemporan-
iis with the civilization of the Indus
illi-y. Indeed, there was evidence at

^ new site to reaffirm this dating.

I he elaborate stone construction

id the formal layout indicate that

ir site, known locally as Ktlith

iilir. was probably used for ceremo-
d purposes and was not merely a

'niiig village. This opinion is con-

"d further by the fad that Kdith
I'f turned out to be ordy the south-

Major elildings at the Edith Shahr
site, seen in artist's reconstruction.

above, were prol)al)ly temples
below, typify villagers of thi

. Women,
s period.



ernmost of a series of similar settle-

ments extending northward almost

contiguously on both sides of the Po-

rali Valley for more than eight miles.

The sites taper off in the canyon coun-

try that leads into Kalat in central

Baluchistan. Our surveys, on foot and

by jeep, revealed that the now inhos-

pitable banks of the Porali River had

been thickly populated at one time.

High bluffs overlooking the valley

were crowned with boulder hills like

those at Edith Shahr. Beyond these

structures were located the settlements

of those who had used the "temples."

THESE remains of late prehistoric

time, which we now call the Edith

Shahr Complex, are extraordinarily

interesting. Unquestionably they are

evidence for the existence of a special-

ized populace—very probably a priest

community that had to be supported

by the prehistoric farmers who lived

in the fertile area to the south. Other

contributions may have come from

traders who had to pass along the val-

ley the sites command. Perhaps a

place of so many temples may have

been a sacred center—a goal of pil-

grimage. The rectangular structures

with their parallel streets may not

even have been habitations for the liv-

ing. A few fragments of possibly hu-

man bone that were found on their

surfaces indicate that they may have

fulfilled the function of tombs.

The formal aspect of these ruins,

their dominant position in the valley,

their great number, and their imprac-

tical separation from areas of good,

cultivable soil all seem to point to a

ceremonial cult of extraordinary vi-

tality. If these Edith Shahr sites rep-

resent a ceremonial complex—and

every indication so far is that they do

-then we have a clear division be-

tween the secular and the sacred that

is of considerable significance to the

systematic study of civilization.

IN
every instance but one we have

reason to call the Kulli culture

a civilization. We have monumental

building, hierarchical government,

specialization, and even evidence of

wheeled vehicles. Only writing is ab-

sent from our list. Perhaps this too

will be found by future excavation

and the Kulli culture will become the

Kulli civilization.

Our archeological survey was re-

plete with surprises. There was evi-

dence here and there that the Kulli

Dr. Fairservis. who is a research

associate at The American Museum,
discovered the Edith Shahr complex,
one of the most remarkable finds of

this type in the whole Middle East.

culture had met a violent end. Indica-

tions of burning at the top of some

high temple mounds suggest that a con-

flagration had occurred. On the slope

of the mountain that ran behind the

first Edith Shahr site, a stone circle was

found. It measured some thirty feet

in diameter with a wall—more than

four feet thick—standing some three

feet high. The wall was broken in its

eastern side by a narrow entrance.

Within the circle we found strange,

heavy pottery decorated with coarse,

appliqued loops and bands—com-

pletely alien to the fine prehistoric

pottery of the Kulli culture. This was

our first inkling of surprises to come.

The New Year's eve that we had

trekked to the caves had been a diffi-

cult one. During our return to camp,

night fell and we were forced to walk

over rough ground in darkness. Our

route led over the back of the moun-

tain whose slopes were behind the

first Edith Shahr site. Unable to find

a trail, we did considerable stumbling

and falling over numerous boulders

—a particularly trying hazard. Need-

less to say. for Dr. and Mrs. Minton

and myself, it was a memorsble New
Year's celebration. It was not until a

month later, when I was able to un-

dertake a careful survey of the region

in co-operation with the Government

of Pakistan's Department of Archeol-

ogy, that the probable cause of some

of our stumbling was revealed. On the

mountain slopes that led down to the

fertile plains southwest of the first

Edith Shahr site was an enormous

complex of stone structures through

which we had wandered blindly.

From the top of the slope overlooking

the Porali Valley the remnants of a

great stone wall run down the moun-

tainside for more than 2.600 feet. It

terminates in the midst of more than

100 structures of different character.

Here are stone circles like that previ-

ously described. But also there are

stone circles made of double rows of

white stones, in the midst of which

stands a larger stone—like a menhir

in Western Europe. There are long

"avenues." outlined with white stones,

ending in clusters of the same mate-

rial. These avenues lie along an east-

west axis. There are large buildings

—square and rectangular—divided!

into compartments: there are clusters

of rectangular structures like those of

the Kulli sites. One of these structures

is enormous, some 240 feet long.

At the time of the discovery I had

with me David Henemeier, an Eagle

Scout from Karachi. Despite both our

efforts, it was impossible to survey

this immense complex without help.

Even more vexing was the fact that af

we worked up the Porali Valley from

that point—on either side of the rivei

and close to the Kulli sites—we founc

more of these same ruins, with ool

tery and other artifacts identical tf

that of the stone circle first encoun'

tered.Even after several trips, the dis

coveries did not end. It was not unti

we obtained the use of a helic;>pter

that boon to modern archeology, tha

we were able to trace the apparen

end of this site (which we call Com
plex B of Edith Shahr I . I say appar

ent because, on the last day of flighl

we came across a site with more build

ings than any of the others!

THE true meaning of these finds es|

capes us for the moment. Ther

seems little doubt that they represer

an invading group, perhaps related t

those groups that created the meg£

lithic structures of South India an

Western Iran. These ruins dominal:

the old Kulli culture sites and oveij

look the entire valley. We found theij

traces at the entrance of passes leacj

ing east and west. Undeniably thej

represent a powerful people. But \v;

cannot yet identify these people, nc!

are we at all certain what the Con

plex B ruins really are. Are they gre;

ceremonial centers, with solar wo

ship the dominant theme? Are theij

tombs among them, as fragments (i

human bone suggest? Are some <:

them palaces where kings gave orde

to a peasant populace spread out

the fertile plain?

There are a host of questions ar

few answers, at least until such tin|

as our shovels probe the earth i

and around those ancient walls. F'

the moment, we are shedding Htl

light indeed on an extremely ii

portant problem in mankind's h

tory. But at least there is some ligl

Pottery artifacts from early cultu

and later period have similar desi

motifs. Part of body from model c;

indicates the use of wheeled vehicl



Early culture pottery-

Ear])' cullun; iHiiic-ry

Later culture, perhajjs

made by invaders

Parts of clay bangles

I',r;il.nr.-. Ih.II hv'<n.

Pan of a iiKidcl cart





VTodern researchers have identified many Old Testament plants

How DID THE HOLY LAND LOOK during the

days of Abraham and Moses, Solomon

and Isaiah, Ruth and Esther? How did the

people live; what did they wear; what was their

food? An amazing number of clues can be found

in a study of the plants mentioned in the Bible.

The land that gave rise and sustenance to

three religions — Judaism, Christianity, and

Islam — is only about the size of New Jersey,

but the diversity of its landscape is remark-

able. To go down to Jericho from Jerusalem, in

the rugged Judean mountains, is to drop 3.000

feet in only fifteen miles, moving abruptly

from a temperate climate to tropical heat. The

River Jordan flows into the Dead Sea at 1,275

feet below sea level, while, at the northern end

of the Jordan Valley, the heights of Mt. Hcr-

mon and Mt. Lebanon are forever capped with

snow. Extending from the borders of the Medi-

terranean to the foothills of the mountains arc

three valleys — the Plain of Sharon, the Plain

of Esdraclon. and the Valley of Elah. These

alone arc rich, subtropical areas of agriculture

— the "land of milk and honey." The rest of

the region is rugged mountain or bleak desert.

This is a land of contrasts. From May to

October, the sun beats down without interrup-

tion. Streams dry up, and vegetation is sparse,

supported only by heavy morning dew. The
"early rains" of October and November break

the summer drought and soften the land for

plowing. In December, January, and February,

the rains beat down. The "later rains" of March
and April give the crops their last bit of water

before the dry season sets in. These diverse geo-

graphical and climatic features have produced

a corresponding variety of animal and plant life.

In early Biblical times, life was seminomadic,

halfway between that of desert Bedouin and

settled farmer. We read of Isaac sowing, Joseph

binding sheaves, and Reuben in the harvest

field. The seminomads gathered olives, dates,

walnuts, pistachios, and figs. When they began

to form villages and towns, they grew barley,

wheat, spelt, millel, sorghum, flax, grapes, apri-

cots, various vegetables, and herbs.

Bread, the staple food, was baked daily;

sometimes olive oil was added (o the dough.
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1 his article would not have been possible without

the help of John Asch, author and Bible scholar,

who has worked broadly in the plant sciences. He
has explored for plants for the Hebrew University

in Jerusalem, and done research on the Bible flora.

Anne Ophelia Todd, whose paintings appear on

these pages, is one of the country's leading botanical

artists. Before turning to her present specialty,

she was an art teacher and a designer of textiles.

Wafers were baked, flavored with honey. Cakes

were sprinkled with aromatic herbs. Since water

was scarce, goats and sheep provided milk for

drinking and for making cheese and butter.

In addition to bread and milk, the ordinary

diet consisted mainly of vegetables such as

cucumbers, broad beans, leeks, onions, and gar-

lic. There were soups of lentils and beans. On
rare occasions, meats were eaten, flavored and

preserved by a variety of spices. Standard foods

for soldiers, travelers, and field workers were

raisins and parched grain.

For dessert there were fruits: fresh and dried

figs and grapes, apricots (the "apple" of the

Bible), melons, and pomegranates. Pistachios,

almonds, and walnuts were relished. Wine was

universal: other alcoholic beverages were made
from dates and pomegranates. Pomegranates

also provided the base for several non-alcoholic

drinks, as did the licorice root.

During their wanderings in the wilderness,

the Israelites probably lived largely on manna,

which, even today, is a favorite confection in

many Eastern lands. Manna is a sap or gum ex-

uded from a variety of plants, including alhagi

(Sinai manna), tamarisk, flowering ash, Leca-

nora lichen, and the tiny alga Nostoc. It also

results from the actions of scale insects, which

suck up saps of various plants and then secrete

drops of fluid that dry into sticky, sweet-tasting

solids on the body of the host plant.

FABRICS of all kinds were also made from

plant materials. While some sackcloth was

woven from goat hair, other varieties were made

from coarse flax, hemp, papyrus, and even from

almond stalks. Ordinary linen was used for tow-

els, lamp wicks, nets, sails, and flags. Fine

linen made turbans, veils, and undergarments,

as well as raiments for royalty and priests. Wool
clothing was reserved exclusively for those of

wealth. While cotton and silk were used, they

were entirely imported — cotton came from

Egypt and India, silk was brought from China.

For cooking of all kinds, for drugs, cosmet-

ics, perfumes, and dyes, people of the Biblical

lands again turned to herbs and trees. Aro-

matic coriander leaves, for example, flavored

soups and wines, while cumin and coriander

seeds made condiments and medicines. The pis-

tils of the safTron crocus seasoned and colored

foods and were also used in perfumes and as

an important yellow dye. The most common
"bitter herbs" were watercress, chicory, dande-

lion, lettuce, endive, and sorrel. Marjoram was

probably the Biblical "hyssop," which served

for purification and in cleansing lepers. Per-

fumery was of particular importance in Biblical

times, both for daily use and for ritual functions,

and in many cases the same plants were em-

ployed in perfumes and medicines. For instance,

the rare and costly gum of the Balm of Gilead,

a small evergreen tree, was an ingredient of

both Wormwood, a name given to several

woody plants with a strong aromatic odor, was

also used in medicine and perfumery. The

"aloes" of the Old Testament were not true

aloes; they are thought to have been eaglewood.

NATURALLY, the Hebrews included local

plants and plant products in the incenses

and anointing oils used for religious ceremonies.

During the Feast of Tabernacles, myrtle and

willow branches were braided with palm fronds

to form the sacred Lulav, which was held in the

right hand during the ritual, while at the same

time a citron (the goodly tree), called "Ethrog"

ceremonially, was held in the left.

The "cassia" of the Bible refers to two dif-

ferent plants. In Exodus, Proverbs, and Songs,

it refers to cassia bark (cinnamon), a common
spice and perfume. The ripe fruits of the tree

yield oil of cinnamon, one of the ingredients of

the holy oil with which officiating priests in

the tabernacle were anointed. Another "cassia"

is the Indian orris, a thistle-like plant widely

used as a Temple perfume and incense.

Of all the ceremonial plants, perhaps frank-

incense and myrrh are the most familiar. The

first often came from the tree Boswellia car-

terii, and its bitter, much-sought-after gum
was used in the sacrificial services of the taber-

nacle and Temple. Myrrh is a gum from Cistits

villosiis, a thorny shrub or small tree native to

East Africa, whose wood and bark are strongly

scented. It was used in embalming, in per-

fumery, was burned as incense, and — together

with aloe, cassia, cinnamon, and olive — was
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an almost indispensable ingredient of holy oil.

Another oil-yielding plant was the "gourd,"

mentioned in Jonah 4:6, which has been iden-

tified as palma Christi, the common castor-oil

plant. The oil, obtained from the large seeds,

was used extensively in ceremonies, as was the

highly perfumed gum of the "stacte," mentioned

in Exodus. Stacte is the sweet storax, a small

tree with beautiful, aromatic flowers.

THE bay tree, or laurel — an evergreen some-

times called sweet bay — also figured in reli-

gious ceremony. Its aromatic leaves flavored

foods, its roots and bark supplied medicine. It

was a mark of triumph, adorning the brows of

priests, poets, and victors, while David used the

laurel as a symbol of prosperity.

References to flowers abound in the Scrip-

tures. Unfortunately, many are not mentioned

by name, and some of the names given are so

vague that translators and botanists do not agree

on their identities. Today most botanists agree

that the Hebrew Shiishan, once translated as

"lily," or "lilies of the field," refers to the ane-

mone or windflower. The "lily of the valley,"

on the other hand, is believed to be the hyacinth,

whose blue blossoms brighten both fields and

rocky places. Another "lily" is

the iris, or yellow flag, that

grows in shallow waters on the

margins of ponds and streams,

sometimes in extensive masses.

The "rose" of the Bible is

thought to be the narcissus in

some passages, and the oleander

in others, but the "rose of Shar-

on" refers to the tulip. "Dove's

dung" is the star-of-Bethle-

hem — a spring-flowering plant

whose bulbs served as food dur-

ing times of drought and star-

vation. "Tirzah," in Song of

Solomon 6:4, is acknowledged

to be the crocus.

The grapevine is the first cul-

tivated plant mentioned in the

Bible: indeed, there are more

references to vine-growing and

wine than to any other plant or

plant product. Grapes supplied

fresh fruit, raisins, a sweet syrup

known as "dibs," and vinegar,

as well as the alcoholic bever-

age. There are many laws in the

f
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Old Testament relating to the selection, plant-

ing, care, harvesting, pressing, storing, and tith-

ing of vines, grapes, and wine.

Trees, many of which were venerated as

sacred, played important roles in the lives of

people of the Holy Land. There is a great deal

of controversy over the hundreds of tree refer-

ences in the Bible, and the identities of the

evergreens — especially fir. pine, cypress, juni-

per, and cedar — are in doubt.

The cedar of Lebanon is one of the most

sacred of Bible trees. Chief among the ever-

greens, it was known as the "Prince of Trees" —

a symbol of grandeur, might, majesty, and

dignity. Many Lebanon cedars are over 2.000

years old. Their wood is so rot-resistant that

they were cut in great quantities to construct

Solomon's "House of Cedar" and the Temple.

The great cypress forests of Biblical days were

called "gopher-wood" groves. Because of its

durability, cypress was used to build idols and

ships— it may have furnished Noah with wood

from which he constructed his ark.

The very word Palestine means "land of

palms." All manner of foods, beverages, con-

fections, ornaments, fuel, household utensils,

clothing, footwear, and cordage were supplied

by the flowers, fruit, seeds, fronds, and trunk of

the palm. For the Hebrews, the palm was a

token of triumph, carried in processions. In-

deed, the Israelites' palm festival preceded

today's Christian Palm Sunday.

As important as the palm, economically and

religiously, was the olive tree — a symbol of

peace. Its gnarled trunk and spreading, silver-

green foliage remain characteristic features

of the Mediterranean landscape. Moses called

the Land of Canaan a "land of olive oil." In

addition to food, the olive supplied illuminat-

ing oil, and was used in soaps, cosmetics, and

medicine. It was a constituent of the holy oil

used for anointing royalty and for Temple

ceremonies, and its beautiful, hard wood deco-

rated the doors of the Temple.

The almond is the first tree to flower in the

Holy Land, and is in full bloom in January.

Shaked. the Hebrew word for almond, means

"hasty awakening." This is dramatized in the

stoi7 of Aaron's rod. which in a single day

burst into bloom and yielded almonds as a sign

of the fulfillment of God's promise. Oil, oint-

ments, and cosmetics were made from the nut,

as was a favorite food flavoring.

Of all tree fruits, the acorn may have been

the first gathered by man. Forests of various

species of oaks once covered the hills and moun-

tains of the Holy Land, and many of the events

of Hebrew legend and history occurred beneath

oak trees. Oak worship was firmly established

among the pre-Israelites of Canaan. The oak

is still considered the "King of the Forest," an

emblem of majesty and strength.

THE tamarisk and acacia also figure promin-

ently in the Bible. The tamarisk, a small

tree, grows in barren, sandy areas where its

shade is greatly appreciated. In spring it bears

spikes of beautiful blossoms that envelop the

whole tree. The acacias, with their aromatic,

long-lasting wood, are among the most beauti-

ful, fragrant, and useful of plants. Exodus 27:

1

says, "Thou shalt make an altar of shittim

wood . . .

," and the reference is to acacia, cred-

ited in the Bible as material for the Ark of the

Covenant and the Altar of the Tabernacle. Gum
arable, derived from these trees, was an im-

portant article of commerce, used in many
industries. The yellow flowers were employed

in perfumery; the pods yielded feed and food;

from the chips of the heartwood came the drug

catechu, and the bark was used to tan leather.

One of the four "Sacred Species" of the

Feast of Tabernacles is the myrtle—an aromatic

evergreen shrub or tree—that adorned huts or

booths during this festival. Its dark, glossy,

sweet-smelling leaves, its white or pink, per-

fumed flowers, and its bluish-black, aromatic

berries were dried for condiments and perfumes.

In the Bible, myrtle is regarded as a symbol of

divine generosity, peace, and justice.

The "sycamore." mentioned several times in

the Bible, is really the sycamore fig, a tall ever-

green with aromatic leaves and fruit that is

small, spotted, and not particularly tasty.

The common fig, one of the most important

of all Bible plants, is the first tree mentioned

by name: "... and they sewed fig leaves to-

gether and made themselves aprons" (Genesis

3:7). The fig tree grows everywhere in the

Middle East— among rock crevices, in old walls,

and along terraces. Besides fruit for food, the

small, spreading tree provided welcome shade

and was a symbol of tranquility. Indeed, there

is scarcely a better way in which to end this

inventory of Biblical plants than to cite I Kings

4:25: ".
. . and Judah and Israel dwelt safely,

every man under his vine and under his fig tree.
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SKY REPORTER
"he telescope, Galileo, and the origins of optical astronomy

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

N ASTRONOMICAL MATTERS, the seventeenth century had

begun most auspiciously with Kepler's discovery of the

ws of planetary motions. Almost simultaneously, the in-

intion of a new instrument was destined to furnish imme-

ate proof of the validity of heliocentric theories.

The origin of the telescope is shrouded in mystery. If two

raple lenses are aligned in a certain manner in the line of

ght, they enable one to view distant objects more clearly.

is possible, as one account tells it, that this property was

scpvered accidentally [ca. 1608 I in the shop of a Dutch

lectacle-maker. Yet, crude combinations of lenses and

irrors seem to have been designed—in theory if not ma-
rialiy—in the latter part of the sixteenth century. In any

se, the great Galileo ( 1564-1642 1 was among the first

tronomers to grasp the potential of the instrument for

iserving the heavens, and to adapt it for this purpose.

Only two months elapsed from the day Galileo com-
leted a telescope that satisfied him—his fourth—to the

ibiication of his pamphlet Sidereus Nuncius (Sidereal

essenger) on March 10. 1610; but in those two months
learned more about the universe than had ever been sur-

ised since the dawn of mankind. The priority of some of

5 discoveries was a matter of dispute almost from the

irt because the astronomical use of telescopes had spread

pidly. Historians of science are still arguing the point. It

a testimony to his genius, however, that Galileo did not

nit himself to a mere recording of observations, but that

was able to sense their implications at once and to ana-

;e them with faultless logic.

"he first telescopic discoveries had a shattering impact

on prevailing cosmological concepts: gone was the or-

rly world in which planets were wandering pinpoints of

ht against a background of a few thousand stars, and in

n'ch the sun was a perfect orb of pure fire. All of a sud-

n. the moon stood revealed as a rugged body with a

luntainous surface, its peaks casting long shadows,

•untless stars and nebulous objects appeared where only

ipty space had been seen before. Planets acquired visible

•ks. Venus and Mercury showed phases like the moon's.

jpiler turned out to have not one but four moons (al-

ugh no one would believe this at first) ; Saturn sported

t quite definable but certainly peculiar appendages: and
I'irror—those spots crossing the sun were actually blem-

les on what should be a perfect surface.

e phases of Venus and .Mercury were immediately

ognized by Galileo as proof that those planets revolve

jund the sun. The f'tolemaic system assumed that they

|naincd always between the sun and the earth. If this

re»o, a telescope would show them at all times in a cres-

il phaM:; on the contrary, they were found to exhibit al-

nating crescent and gibbous [ihases. a |)henomcnoii that

Id he irxplaincfj nnlv by assuming that ihcir distance

rarlh is allcrnalely smaller and grealir (Ir.iri llic

1 (wje illustration on p. 4.'!. up[)er right i

.

j jHlC telfr»M:opif; diwovery of Jupiter's four ptifn i|).il sal-

I

Galileo drew the moon he saw through his telescope for his

book Sidereus Nuncius, first published in Venice in 1610.
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ellites removed a serious obstacle to the acceptance of

Copernican theories. Until then, even those scientists who
were favorably disposed toward the heliocentric view con-

sidered it illogical that the moon alone should revolve

around the earth whereas all other planetary bodies moved
around the sun. Jupiter's satellites served to prove that

this occurrence is not unique in the solar system. At first.

however, news of their discovery was received with utmost

incredulity in all quarters. Disciples of Aristotle, who were

still numerous at that time, refused to believe in their exist-

ence on the grounds that Aristotle had never mentioned

them. Kepler himself, when he first heard of it. found it

hard to accept the fact that Jupiter should have four moons
when the earth—this eminent abode of life—has only one:

a few months later, however, he was able to observe them

through his own newly acquired telescope.

Features of the lunar surface were among the most read-

ily accessible to a primitive telescope. Accustomed as we
are to photographic observations, we may be startled by

the crudeness of Galileo's early drawings (see page 41,

top ) . but it is a fact worth noting that he was able to derive

the approximate height of lunar mountains from the pat-

tern of light and shadow on the moon's surface.

THE rings of Saturn were almost at the limit of the

power of Galileo's instrument. His contemporary.

Christoph Scheiner, S.J., saw them in the form of two

lobes projecting on either side of the planet, but Galileo

attributed this effect to inferior optics in Scheiner's tele-

scope and maintained that they were two motionless com-

panions of Saturn. Half a century elapsed before their true

shape could be established without ambiguity (by Chris-

tian Huygens in 1659). The solution of the problem had

been retarded further by an extraneous circumstance. Tht

rings are extremely thin and the tilt of their plane to oui

line of sight varies from year to year. When they are seen

edge-on, they almost vanish from view and even powerful

telescopes could not reveal their shape. Although Huygeni

possessed a suitable instrument as early as 1655, the posi

tion of the rings at that time was most unfavorable, anc

only in subsequent observations did he gradually discove:

that they were circular in nature.

Under favorable conditions, sunspots may be seen witi

the naked eye. They had been observed on many occasion

in pretelescopic times, but invariablv they had been attrib

uted to external causes: planets in transit across the sun'

disk, distant birds in flight. Sustained telescopic observe

tions revealed that the spots are of varying size, that som
are short-lived whereas others persist for over a month

and that all share a common motion across the solar su:

face. After much soul-searching. Galileo decided that the

are features of the sun. He concluded that the latter

rotating on an axis and that its spots share that rotation,

is not surprising that Galileo should have been so reluctai

to propose this interpretation. The idea of a blemished su

ran afoul of all philosophical concepts concerning its ns

ture: but, as telescopes improved and observations acci

mulated, his conclusions became indisputable.

On the average, stars appear fainter when they are fai

ther away: therefore, every time the power of a telescop

is increased to reach fainter stars, a larger volume of spac

comes under scrutiny. Since the volume of a sphere ii

creases as the cube of its radius, the number of fainte

stars that become observable increases in essentially th

same proportion. For the same reason, the number of stai

that lie just beyond the limit of the unaided eye is quit

Jupiter and the schematized orbits of

its four principal satellites, as first

42

discovered by Galileo, were published

by M. Hirzgarter in Detectio Dioptrica.

Saturn's rings, as viewed through 1

century telescope, were not correc



ar?e. As soon as Galileo directed his modest telescope

oward the Milky Way, he discovered thousands of new

tars. The implications of this fact were not grasped imme-

liately ; this may be the reason why his description of rich

tar fields in Orion and the Pleiades evinced few reactions

rom his contemporaries. A few decades later, however,

me of his followers expressed—rather timidly—the opin-

on that stars of greatly different brightness must lie also

t greatly different distances. Thus the first hole was punc-

ured in Ptolemy's "eighth sphere." the sphere of fixed

tars that was believed to form the boundary of the solar

vstem, and the existence of which no one had ever had

eason to question until then.

rHE most remarkable feature of these early telescopic

discoveries is that they could be accomplished with

uch imperfect instruments. Glass was of poor quality;

?ns-grinding techniques were primitive; and the distorted

Tiages produced by simple lens systems were sometimes

nrecognizable. The observer had to draw, mostly from

lemory, what he saw through the eyepiece, and the jour-

ev from the astronomer's sketchbook to the printer's en-

raving certainly did not add to the accuracy of published

-suits. As a case in point, we show on this page (below,

ight I what may well be the most startling picture of the

lanet Mars in all astronomical literature. It appears in a

amphlet entitled Detectio Dioptrica, published in 1643 by

le Zurich mathematician Matthias Hirzgarter. In defense

[ the Copernican system, the author presents the latest

bservations of an unnamed "Neapolitan gentleman" who
ad sent them to him "through a trusted friend in Padua."

he anonymous Neapolitan was probably Francisco Fon-

na. who claimed to have modified the Galilean telescope. Mercury and Venus have phases like the moon's, as shown
in 1643 drawing. Sun is at center, earth and moon below.

•n. Instead of eeriefl of oval rin|;fi,

'linronncctcd half-ringit were »hown.
Mars, according to one early telescopic

obBcrvulion, wan Hirangely Hhiipcd maus.

Distortion WUH proliuhly result of

optics und small size of this pi

poor
unet.
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THE SKY IN JUNE AND JULY

Trom the Almanac:

Last Quarter June 5, 4:19 p.m., EST

New Moon June 13, 12 :17 a.m., EST

First Quarter June 21, 4:02 a.m., EST

Full Moon June 28, 7:38 A.M., EST

Last Quarter July 4, 10:33 p.m., EST

New Moon July 12, 2:12 p.m., EST

First Quarter July 20, 6:14 p.m., EST

Full Moon July 27, 2 :51 p.m., EST

The summer solstice will occur on June 21 at 10:30 A.M.,

EST. On that date, the sun will reach the northernmost

point of its annual course and summer will begin in the

Northern Hemisphere. On July 5, the earth will be at

aphelion, the point of its orbit farthest from the sun.

For the visual observer:

Mercury, at its greatest eastern elongation on May 31,

will be visible near the western horizon, shortly after

sunset, during the early part of June. It will set about one

and three quarter hours after the sun on June 1. one hour

after the sun on June 1.5. For the remainder of June and

early July, the planet will be too close to the sun for obser-

vation because of its inferior conjunction with that body

on June 27. It will rise an hour and a half before the sun

in mid-July, one hour before the sun on July 31. It may

be seen, very low in the east before sunrise, for several days

previous to and following July 19, the date on which it

reaches its greatest western elongation.

Venus will rise in the northeast at 2 :30 a.m., local stand-

ard time, on June 1, 2:15 a.m. on June 15, 2:00 a.m. on

July 1, 1:45 A.M. on July 15 and 31. A conspicuous object

in the eastern sky at sunrise, its brightness will fade slightly

from —4.1 magnitude on June 1 to —3.6 on July 31. It

will pass south of the Pleiades in the early part of July.

Mars, in the evening sky (+1.8 magnitude), will set at

11:30 P.M. on June 1, 11:00 P.M. on June 15, 10:30 p.m.

on July 1, 9:45 p.m. on July 15, 9:00 p.m. on July 31.

Although it is in Leo for most of this period, it will pass

near Regulus at the end of June.

Jupiter, in Capricornus (—2.2 magnitude), will rise in

the southeast at 11:00 p.m. on June 1, 10:00 p.m. on June

15. 9:00 P.M. on July 1, 8:00 p.m. on July 15, before sunset

on July 31. It will remain visible for the rest of the night

throughout that period, except toward the end of July, at

which time it will set in the southwest approximately 30

minutes before sunrise. It will be at opposition (on the

meridian at midnight) on July 25.

Saturn, in Sagittarius (
+0.4 magnitude) , will rise about

half an hour before Jupiter during both months and will

be at opposition on July 19. It will remain visible for the

rest of the night in June and early July but will set about

an hour before sunrise by July 31.

Meteor Showers:

The Delta Aquarids may be expected on July 29. Normal

maximum for this shower is twenty meteors per hour as

seen by a single observer. However, the moon will be two

days past full on that date and will interfere with observa-

tions. A few Perseids-presaging August showers-may

begin to appear in the early morning at the end of July.

On the preceding pages, Mrs. Gossner offers the sixth

in her 1961 series on the growth of cosmological concepts.
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TJir- —0.1 and brighter

ir 0.0 to +0.9

tr +1.0 to +1.9

* +2.0 to +2.9

+ +3.0 to +3.9
• +4.0 and fainter
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TIMETABLE
June 1 12:00 p.m.

June 15 11:00 p.m.

July 1 10:00 p.m.

July 15 9:00 p.m.

July 31 8:00 p.m.
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Behavior
Most solitary strandings seem

to be in response to sickness

By Carleton Ray



Common dolphin, stranded on beach at

Staten Island, New York, seemed to be

in good condition when found, later

proved to be suffering from pneumonia.

HMiiKX! l•<)HI•ol^^:, lapliired in a (isli

weir in New Brunswick, died on way to

Aiiuariiini.

of death, v

Aulop^^ rcv(

hich niav lia'

ilfil MCI cause

e been frisht.

I«i

Pilot whale calf, which had lost its

mother, was stranded in shallow water

on Long Island. It was captured by a

fisherman, who seized it by the tail.

WHALES—some of them giganti

almost beyond comprehension

—bring to mind the awesome, powei

ful. and mysterious. Today, we eve

sus])ect that they are as intelligent a

any mammal but the primates. These

'"reconstructed" land animals, rever-

sions to a life in the sea, occasionally

return again to land. The reasons

whales do this—stranding themselves,

usually to die—are the subject of in-

vestigation of this article. At the New
York Aquarium, we have had first-

hand experience with strandings of

two species of the smaller whales, and

two species of their relatives, the por-

poises and dolphins.

The feelings of most people who en-

counter a large whale stranded on

beach have been summed up by the

Dutch artist who in 1598 made the

delightful copper engraving shown on

pp. 46-47. This is a male sperm whale

(Moby Dick was one), the source of

spermaceti, sperm oil, and ambergris,

A champion diver, it goes down a half-

mile or more in search of the formid-

able giant squid—its favorite food.

Who can help but be excited when he

finds one of these giants on a beach!

Sometimes the animals are stranded,

alive. As the whale struggles in the ebb,

tide, it only manages to dig itselfj

deeper into the sand. Its expression-j

less mouth may occasionally gape, or,

a rush of air may issue through the

blowhole on top of the head. As the:

ebbing water deserts the body, the

creature's weight becomes its owr

worst enemy, bearing down upon thf

chest, eventually causing suffocation

The words "whale." "dolphin."" ani

"porpoise"' need not confuse one aii

applied to those mammals which, to

gether. make up the order Cetacea

Scientifically, the cetaceans are di

vided into two suborders: one is com,

posed of toothed animals and thj

other of those that have baleen o

whalebone—an epidermal derivativ

that is homologous to hair or nails

instead of teeth.

SPECIES of the latter subordeij

the Mysticeti, feed on plankto

strained from the sea through th

whalebone that hangs from the:

upper jaws. All the mysticetes ai

large, so all qualify as whales. The

range in size from the pygmy rigl

whale. Neobalaena marginata (lengl|

to 20 feet ) . to the largest animal th

ever lived, the blue whale, Balaeno

tera musculus, that reaches lengths



rer 100 feet and weights of more than

20 tons. There are few kinds of my-

icetes—a few species of rorquals

including the blue, finback, piked

id sei whales) . gray whales, hump-

acks, right whales and bowheads.

The toothed cetaceans — suborder

dontoceti—include some whales, but

; membership is primarily composed

porpoises and dolphins. The odon-

cetes are a large group, comprising

veral families of several dozen spe-

es. Which of them is called whale,

id which dolphin or porpoise, is

•nerally clear if one but mildly con-

ders its zoological relationships. The

ily really huge, toothed cetacean is

e afore-mentioned sperm whale, Phy-

ler catodon, males of which occa-

jnally grow to more than 60 feet in

ngth. The female is about half the

!e of the male. The odd and rare

aked whales of the genera Mesoplo-

>n. Ziphius, Hyperoodon, and Ber-

ilius grow to moderate size, mostly

jm 15 to 30 feet. Berardius is the

rgest. reaching over 40 feet.

Fortunately, the smallest cetaceans

u ue commonly call whales all fall

M small, special families: the white

lale or beluga. Delphinapterus leu-

. and the strangely armed narwhal,

nodon monoceras, together consti-

the family Monodontidae. The

- i\ sperm whale, Kogia breviceps,

liminutive member, and the only

living member, of the family to

1 \Ioby Dick belonged, the Phy-

lidae. All three of these little

vaies mature at close to ten feet in

li^-'th. but their zoological peculiarity

lips even the layman to distinguish

I m as "whales" from the dolphins

' :jorpoises.

' family Delphinidae, largest of

tacean families, includes some
- large enough usually to be

i whales. The male killer whale,

"lis, grows to thirty feet, while the

-I male pilot whale. (Aohicnphala.

' irly that large. We call small

'"•rs of this family dolphins, but

• mbers have in common their

-liaped teeth. The best-known are

mmon dolphin. Delphinus del-

and the bottle-nosed dolphin,

nips truncal U.I.

' fiorpoi.'x; family. Phocaenidae,

ni. all have spade-shaped teeth

>n: all .<imall. Best-known is the

f porpoise, ['hnr.ue.na phocru-na

-'• male isfw.arcely six feet long)

.

inrlftomer and smaller jiorpoise

l)air» porpoJHc, I'hocar.na ilulli.

This is one of the smallest of ceta-

ceans, reaching a mere five feet. Here

we are concerned with four species by

these definitions: two species of whale,

a porpoise, and a dolphin that were

stranded or trapped in shallow waters.

All but the porpoise, which died en

route, were brought alive to the New
York Aquarium for observation.

HOW do whales and their relatives

live their highly specialized

lives? Marine mammalogists are just

beginning to learn some answers to

this question. Quite a bit is known of

cetacean anatomy, less of behavior,

and of the way in which they use sound

in their delicate underwater naviga-

tion. We have scattered information

on birth, migration, and death. But as

yet we are in possession of only frag-

ments of the total life picture.

One way of learning more is to take

every advantage of the fact that some
whales are stranded alive. Such deli-

cate measurements as electrocardia-

grams have been taken under these

circumstances. Dead, stranded animals

may be measured, and some of their

organs preserved. Every so often it is

possible to bring a stranded animal

back to captivity, where it can be ob-

On land, body woifilil iir(>>>iri,i on the

lungs can cause a whale to suffocate.

served over a period of time. What we
discover in such cases may be only a

slight beginning of knowledge, and as

we shall see, most of it is knowledge

about sick animals. Nevertheless, sick-

ness is a part of life, too, and this

information may prove to be more im-

portant than we now can determine.

Finally, small whales and their

smaller relatives are presently being

kept successfully in captivity. A third

generation bottle-nosed dolphin is

now thriving in Marine Studios, Flor-

ida, never having seen the sea at all

!

No one can guess how many ceta-

ceans are stranded annually through-

Tkn-coot (iKi.i'tM from Prince Edwiinl

Inland, trucked to Aquarium in u liirite

viioden lul), was partially covered with

viiler und cuHliioned willi l)iirlii|> Iiiikh.
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Sharp, pointed teeth are t\|ii(al of

the pilot whale. Parallel lines of dots

out the world, although scientists, par-

ticularly in England, have for years

kept records of reported strandings.

In the last three years, we have ob-

served five pilot whale strandings on

Long Island and New Jersey shores

alone, and surely this is far from a

total count for this species for even

one short length of the Atlantic coast.

Why are cetaceans thus stranded?

This is a question to which we are be-

ginning to get an inkling of an answer.

First, strandings of a single animal are

one thing: they occur quite frequently.

Mass strandings. involving whole

groups or schools of cetaceans, are

quite another matter.

SEVERAL expressions are used to de-

scribe one theory as to why
schools of some whales, particularly

the pilot whales, come ashore. "Mass

mania" is one; "group hysteria" or

"death wish." others. But these bits of

psychological—and anthropomorphic

—phraseology really say little or

nothing. The fact is that groups of ap-

parently healthy animals will drive

themselves onto the beach, where they

suffocate or die in the sun. A further

fact is that, if forcibly hauled out to

deeper water, the animals will swim

back up on the strand. One dubious

theory sometimes offered to explain

these mass strandings is that the

school follows a "pilot." If something

happens to this animal, the whole

school goes awry. But not nearly

enough is known of pilot whale be-
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visible on the lower jaw may have been

made by tentacles of octopus or squid.

havior to verify this theory. All that

we can say is that these are highly so-

cial and group-dependent animals, and

the reason underlying mass strandings

may be related to that fact. As is well

known by the Newfoundland whale

drivers who herd their quarry to the

beaches for the slaughter, schools of

pilot whales can be driven to strand

themselves in seeming panic. As we
have noted, many strandings involve

apparently healthy animals. If stress

is a factor, perhaps examination of the

endocrine glands—particularly the

adrenals—will yield a clue as to cause.

As to isolated strandings, the ques-

tion is: why should an intelligent

animal, equipped with an effective

navigational system, be trapped in

shallow water? Probably the correct

answer in the majority of cases is that

the animal is not in good health.

Whale and porpoise may be as subject

to sickness as other mammals. Autop-

sies of our stranded individuals indi-

cate that some cetaceans are subject to

such diseases of the respiratory tract

as pneumonia. They also reveal that

several roundworms parasitize both

heart and lungs of some individuals,

in addition to the many roundworms

and flatworms common in the liver

and digestive tract.

Thus it may be that a respiratory

disease or parasitic infestation "gets

ahead" of an individual animal which,

as it becomes moribund, tends to fall

behind the rest of the school. If far

from land, it might die and sink to the

Teething porpoise, only a few montl

old, shows tooth development, whic

depths of the sea or be attacked an

eaten by predators—sharks or kill«

whales. Possibly, sick individuals thi

reach the protection of shallow watf sel

may actually seek the support of Ian

for their tired bodies.

Let us take as examples three Eat

Coast Atlantic strandings of 1960. C,

May 13. a pilot whale, 12 feet 9 inchi

long, was stranded on Brighton Beac

scarcely half a mile from the Ne

York Aquarium. With the aid of tli

New York City Park Department,
|

wooden sled, and a tractor, we ii

trieved the animal and it lived in o;

tanks for 29 days. On July 4,
1960,i

10-foot beluga was captured fro

very shallow waters at Prince Edwaj

Island. Canada. It had strayed inj

the Kildare River, far from its nornj

summer range in the St. Lawrenf

River, and had lived alone there ff

over a month until it was captured

local fisheries officers. It lived in c;:

tivity for 64 days. Finally, a 7-fool

inch common dolphin, Delphinus d;^„

phis, was stranded on the easte|lufc.„

shore of Staten Island on December

It was looked after by police until

arrived, and lived with us for 01

four days. These three are not the 01

cases we have met locally, but are

only cetaceans brought back alive,

WE suspected at the outset t

all these animals were sick wlfi

they were stranded or captured

waters strange to them. We knew t]|y

would probably die in a short tii



ts in center of the jaw and then

les to the front and to the back.

lut we made every eilort to effect a

ure. even though we were in the dark

5 to the nature of the diseases. The
ingest that any stranded cetacean has

\er lived in captivity is seven months.

E\en though we had little hope of

ui ing the animals, there was much we
mid learn by keeping them alive for

\ i-n a short time. In the three cases

iled. we were able to take live weights

hen the animals reached our doors

1 whole weights at death—informa-
'.n that is rare indeed. We were also

Me to make photographs of the whole

irimals. and of various surface fea-

I re-—squid tentacle marks on the

ili't whale, and circular marks on the

lijga that looked surprisingly like

' work of lampreys.

I here was a major problem in

iri-porling these three animals to the

'|ij;irium alive. Cetaceans are not

i i|j|fd for life out of water, but they

lie transported that way. Usually,

iire carried on slings of thick rub-

I mattresses or on air mattresses.

Ii'\ are placed on their sides to re-

'• weight from the chest, and the

•K i» coM-ri-d with a light sheeting

I i- kept constantly wet to keep the

I il moist and cool. Pictured on p.

lh<f beluga, which was trucked in

irge wooden tub and partly covered
iili water. 1 nder the animal, as cush-

Ininp
and su|iporl. and to give stabil-

/, wcff; many burlap bags. The water.

o, helped relieve the w«-ighl on the

limal for. an gtatcri earlier, when out

the water weight is the whali:"H



Dr. Ray, Assistant to the Director of
the New York Aquarium, is known
widely for his popular writings and
for his photographs of marine life.

Squid are wrapped around a stick and
force fed to beluga that would not eat.

worst enemy. It is not too serious a

problem with small cetaceans, but can

be critical for larger ones.

We dosed our captive animals with

penicillin and streptomycin, and even

with vitamin shots and tranquilizers.

Although the results were hard to as-

sess directly, we have accumulated
some knowledge of the dosages re-

quired for handling and treating these

three species. On the whole, we sus-

pect that except for certain tranquil-

izers to which these animals may be

sensitive, the dosages are not atypical

of other mammals. Under the direc-

tion of Dr. Ross Nigrelli. pathologist

of the New York Aquarium, and with

the co-operation of several physicians,

eyes scraped or partially punctured by
beach sand were cured, sunburn alle-

viated, cuts and abrasions healed.

FEEDING was the greatest problem.

Before using any forceful methods,

we continually tossed dead fish and
squid to the animals, and even placed

specially collected living fish and
squid into their tank. On its second
day in captivity, the common dolphin

surprised us by feeding heavily, and
continued to do so until the day before

its death. The pilot whale and the be-

luga steadfastly refused the food
handed to them by a swimmer in their

pool or tossed to them. In consequence,
we developed a technique of gentle

force feeding. Twice each day we
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Although it took three men to perform
task, whale did not object strenuously.

drained the pool of all but a foot of

water. Three men then went in with the

whale. One took up his position at the

animal's tail and two stood at its head.

The mouth was gently pulled open by
one of the two "head" men. The whale
did not particularly resist this manip-

ulation. The other head man thrust a

morsel down the whale's throat to the

back of the tongue. The whale was then

allowed to close its mouth, and the fish

was swallowed voluntarily. Only to-

ward the last days of life did any re-

gurgitation occur. We learned that a

bit more than 25 pounds of squid

could be given to our pilot whale at a

"sitting," and almost 20 pounds to the

beluga. It is doubtful if either of these

sick animals would have lived so long

without this feeding technique.

We could observe only a few things

about the behavior of a sick, none-too-

active cetacean in captivity. We did

manage to evolve a rough sort of

"index of stress," based on the ani-

mals' breathing rates. When first

brought to our tanks, the intervals be-

tween breaths were short, as was the

duration of the breath; respiration

was not unlike gasping. We have the

best records for the pilot whale and
the beluga. Both began with breathing

intervals of approxiinately 1/4 to l/o

minute. This interval lengthened over

a period of a few days until a pattern

was set up. characteristic for each in-

dividual. This consisted of one or more

long intervals—from nearly one rali

ute to two minutes—with several shor

five- to thirty-second intervals b(

tween. These shorter intervals in sue

cession resembled the human diver

technique of hyperventilation as

means of "storing up" oxygen. At th

point when this more regular breati

ing pattern is adopted, the animal ma
be assumed to be accustomed, compa
atively. to its confined surround

We also noted that the pilot whal

is less maneuverable than the

tremely supple beluga, which is able I

scull with its tail to swim backwan
Another remarkable thing we note

during the short lives of these sick a

imals was their extreme gentlenes

Only the beluga attempted to bite, ar

it was not a hard bite at best. Occasio

ally, our patients snapped their ']a\

threateningly—but for the most
the animals were docile and easily ha

died. The pilot whale seemed to reco

nize one keeper who often swam
it. or at least it recognized the keepei

good intentions. We discovered th

this animal enjoyed having its su

burned skin scratched with a piece

rough netting, so daily it was acco

modated with this treatment.

EVENTUALLY, all three animals di(l

Autopsy by Dr. Nigrelli rev

a remarkable coincidence—all th

had suffered from advanced cases

pneumonia, the lungs being abscess|

and full of pus. Roundworms were

sociated with the infection in the pi

whale and the beluga. This coincideij

is fortified by another case. A local

stranded harbor porpoise, which

not reach our tanks alive, showed

same condition of advanced lung

fection and parasites. Whether

parasites have anything to do with

animals' susceptibility to pneuno

is not known. What we can say. on

basis of our experience, and that f

others, is that cetaceans stranded a!

will probably have respiratorv in

tions. If such diseases involve diffici

in breathing, which seems likely

may well incline the animals to ; k

calm, shallow waters and ever

fatal pillow that the beach aff

Mouth of the beluga is held open w

squid are pushed to back of the ton

P=*u»
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CELESTIAL EVENTS
I list of astronomical occurrences for the second half of 1961

By K. L. Franklin

JULY
July 5 : The earth is farthest from the sun on this date—

.6 million miles.

July 19: For the next twenty nights the fleeting streaks

light seen occasionally in the sky may be associated with

e meteor shower named for the star. Delta Aquarii. The

iximum count one observer could expect is about twenty

steors each hour about July 29. Unfortunately, the moon
111 be just past full at that time, and will seriously inter-

re with observations.

July 26: The moon will be closely followed across the

y tonight by Saturn and Jupiter.

July 27: The moon will pursue Saturn and Jupiter to-

jht. following Jupiter by 5° about 11:00 p.m., EDT.
atch for this celestial leapfrog until November.

AUGUST
August 10: For the next five nights the Perseid meteors

ike their annual appearance. After midnight, one ob-

ver may count nearly one meteor per minute. A true

mber of the shower will appear to streak away from a

int in the constellation of Perseus, low in the northeast

Sporadic meteors will not show this characteristic.

August 11: An annular eclipse of the sun will be seen

morning in the South Atlantic Ocean. No significant

rt of the path will cross land, but parts of South America

d South Africa will experience a partial eclipse. The
pse is annular ( ring-shaped ) rather than total, because

moon is 252,.500 miles away at this time, nearly as far

m the earth as it can get, hence appearing about 7 per

t smaller than the sun.

\lclst 25: People near the ocean may wish to know
t unusually high and low tides will occur this afternoon

1 evening, because the moon will be only about 222,000
es away, just before the moon is full.

)! more astronomical interest, however, is the nearly

al eclipse of the moon that will take place this evening

almost all of the Americas. After rising, the moon will

idually darken on its eastern side, and will obviously

(T the deep shadow of the earth at 9:3.5 P.M., EDT. The
:|i(-st penetration will occur at 11:08 P.M., EDT, and

moon will leave the umbra 12 :42 a.m., EDT, August
Only the Pacific coast will not be able to witness the

ire umbral passage, becau.se the moon will rise there

)Ul a half-hour after this phase begins.

SEPTE.MIJKU

iKITK.MijKR 19: About 9:00 P..M., HDT, the gibbous

on will appear above Saturn and Jupiter, in eastern

.'illariiju. making a nearly perfect equilateral triangle

h ihe Iwo plani-l». This figure on the sky afTord.s a fine

lorluriily to notice how rapidly the moon m<jve.s again.st

lia'kgrounrl of heavenly objwits—approximately its own
meter (2.16<( milis) every hour.

'tr'TKMiiKli 2'.',: Autumn begins al 2:4.3 A..M., EDT, for

" Northern Hemisphere and .spring begins "down

under," when the sun crosses the Equator, heading south.

September 29: The gibbous moon will pass directly in

front of Aldebaran before 3 :00 a.m., EDT. Those who wish

to stay up for this interesting occultation should not go to

bed on the night of September 28.

The Celestial Sphere

Everyone is aware of the enormous distances to the

things we see in the sky, but these celestial objects

seem to be attached to the surface of a real sphere of

which we are the center. The illusion that all objects

appear to be the same distance from us is due to the

fact that we cannot sense any differences in their

distances. An example of great differences actually

occurring in our solar system is provided on Septem-

ber 19: The moon is 224,100 miles away; Jupiter,

420.000.000 miles; Saturn, 885,000,000 miles.

OCTOBER
October 11: Early risers who wish to see Uranus may

find it less than one-third of a degree north of Regulus this

morning. This star, the brightest in Leo, is about the first

magnitude on the astronomical brightness scale, but the

planet is about the sixth magnitude, as faint as the average

person can see without optical aid.

October 29: This morning, 2:01 a.m., EDT, becomes

1 :01 A.M., EST. Daylight Saving Time ends in many parts

of the United States. Set your clocks back one hour.

NOVEMBER
November 13: A short time after sunset this evening,

Saturn, Jupiter, and the crescent moon form their monthly

tableau low in the western sky.

November 23: This evening, the moon will again occult

Aldebaran, the bright, orange star in Taurus. Although the

star is bright, the moon is only a half-day past full. Binocu-

lars will help in observing this event.

November 29: This morning the moon occults the

bright star Regulus. It will be dark on the Pacific coast, but

eastern observers should use a telescope to time the event.

DECEMBER
December 10: Clear, crisp nights and a moon setting

fairly early will help in the observation of the Geminid

meteors this week. One observer may see about fifty an

hour by the thirteenth of December and, occasionally, a

brilliant fireball associated with this shower.

December 21 : At 9:20 p.m., EST, the sun has reached

its most southerly point in the sky, the winter solstice.

Although summer begins in the Southern Hemisphere, the

days up north will begin to lengthen, promising spring

ill >|/ih- of llic iii.inliis nf uliiln ucillin lluil slill lie jilirad.

Oil. I'liANKi.i.N of 'I'm: A,Mi:iin
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Myriads

of Moths
By George Ordish

-m.

0->y

UNDER NATURAL CONDITIONS, the an-

imals belonging to the dry-litter

habitat are. rare, because of the scar-

city oi dry litter in nature. Wet litter

is very common, particularly in the

woods, at the foot of cliffs, and so

forth, where rotting vegetation, dung,

and animal remains may be found,

together with a special fauna—such as

earthworms, wood lice, springtails,

mites, and millepedes— all living in and
on these wet-litter substances. By con-

trast, dry-litter habitats under natural

conditions are found only in the nests

of certain birds—those placed on cliffs

or in dry caves, for example—or in a

few dry deposits of dung from bats or

birds. These are very rare positions

56

compared to wet-litter sites, but they

contain their own special fauna.

The dry litter tends to consist of

high-protein material such as waste

hair, feathers and fur. or dung, which

has a high nitrogen content. The
creatures living in dry litter, or some
of them, were first of all predators on

other small animals and then became
scavengers of such discarded materials

of higher animals as molted feathers

and hair, cast snakeskins, and dung.

They lived specialized lives within

their unusual realm and had to per-

fect devices that would economize

water, the scarcest material in their

chosen environment.

When man came on the scene, he

had a considerable effect on these

animals, because he was a great

ator of dry litter himself: he li

dry places — caves, huts, castles,

houses — which he would keep wi

and. to begin with, not particul

clean, so that a vast new dry-li

habitat was created. Even thougli

was not covered with fur. did not i

or cast his skin, and did not 1< !^.

his dung in his own abode, yel

started to wear clothes and scatti

bones with meat on them about

floors of his caves, huts, and cas

His first clothes (skins and fur) y

to those dry-litter animals a huge

ply of their chosen medium, am JSw

man began to weave coverings of i

I
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'" keep them in chests and cup-

!-. the animals began to move
f the birds' nests and bat dung
like to clothing as their main

HIS of attaining a livelihood.

S man moved forward to improve

^ his world, so he influenced the

of many other creatures; he

ally increas*;d the opportunities

I numbers of these erstwhile scav-

;er». a step that cauw^d consiflerable

loyanci- to their hosts. They did

• :i , however, abandon their old sphere

jT I are still found In birds' nists and
Wiita of dry droppings, and fre-

tly it is from these sources that

creatures spread into man's stores

U-^^

of food and accumulations of clothing.

Man s homes, of course, provide the

chief shelter, and one such — now
known as Bartons End — was erected

in 1.5.5.5 in the county of Kent, in

southeastern England, when a certain

Squire fjarton built a farmhouse for

his newly married son ( illustration,

above \ . Its first inhabitants, though,

were not the newlyweds but wood-

borers, already present in the very

timber used in the building. As suc-

fcssivi- generations <if animals and

men jjassed through this house, vari-

ous cycles of life forms entered an

organic pattern to make what might

be called "the living house." One sui h

is that of the dry-litter community.

What we now call the clothes moth
is the principal member of this com-

munity. There are, in Britain, some

five different kinds of moths that

will feed on man's dry litter. Three

are clothes moths and two are house

moths: the three are the common, the

case-bearer, and the white-tip clothes

moth; the two house moths are the

white-shouldered house moth and the

brown, or false, clothes moth. To

Mil. OlllilMt is WW i'nli>iiii>lii)!isl niiil

rcoiioiiiiM wliox- work liils Ilikrn llilll

Mcross till' i-.iilli. I'ri-H.nlcd lirn- ix

xm .•xcripl from The l.ivinn House,
CnpMi^lic "' I'J.V; by (;r.)i^.c Onlish,

puhli-li.'.l liv .1. I!. I.ipriiiii'oll Co.
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Techniques of moth prevention were not really grasped

by 17th century inhabitants of Bartons End. When storing

clothes in "mother's moth-proof chest," they believe

was sufficient if the garments were free of all obvious

these must be added the spider beetle

and the carpet beetle, which operate

in much the same way as do the

clothes moths. The furniture mite is

another animal that belongs to this

group, and there are many more that

have specialized in sharing man's

stores of food. The flour beetle is

among the commonest, but others, as

the Indian meal moth, the grain and

rice weevil, the fruit moth, and the

bookworm, have been added as trade

and commerce interchange both ani-

mals and goods from one part of the

world to another.

THESE were the main dry-litter

creatures that fed on man's goods

at Bartons End, but they were not the

whole dry-litter community. There

were a number of other creatures that

benefited from these sheltered condi-

tions. Silverfish gradually developed

in the house, but did not do much
damage; they are the most primitive

of all insects and can be described as

living fossils, though very minute

ones. The Bryobia mite, or grass spi-
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der, frequently came to the house to

pass the winter and was fond of the

thatch, the lower and upper layers of

which formed part of the dry-litter

habitat, particularly by 1660, when
six layers of new thatching straw had

been laid on the roof without all of

the old thatch being completely re-

moved from under the new layers.

Here, mites, psocids, silverfish,

springtails. fleas, Protura, and even

wood lice abounded. But much of

this old thatch was moist because it

was in bad condition, being so thick

that it never fully dried out. Conse-

quently not all the thatch can be con-

sidered as the dry-litter world. More-

over, it was not a high-protein dry

area, but a comparatively low-protein,

high-carbohydrate zone. Many of the

scavengers here were actually living

on molds growing on the straw rather

than on the straw itself. Strangely

enough, the top layer of thatch was

more often dry than wet, because the

wind or the sun dried it so quickly

after rain, but the variation made it

an unattractive habitat.

Clothes moths were well knowrfo

the Elizabethans ; their clothing wa
wool, linen, and leather — with a 1

silk provided for the most wealth;

and all these except the linen wc Id

be attacked by the clothes mo
Brushing, airing in the sun. put

the clothes away clean, and laj

lavender and laurel in the clo

chests were the methods Mary Bail

used to combat the ravages of tl|

insects. They were effective, too

cept perhaps the lavender, though

may have had some slight repel

action on the adult moths), and

main so to this day.

Through the centuries the house

improved so that it was kept war

and the clothes moths thrived inci

ingly. Now that the present ow
have the place centrally heated, t

is another crisis in the lives of

clothes moths because, though

like the heat, it is becoming too dr;

them. Moreover, mothproof cai

and clothing are an additional b

on an increase in their numbers

are artificial fibers like nvlon



ylene; neither are modern manu-
tured woolens all that a clothes

th wants, for it will breed much
re quickly on raw wool, which ob-

usly contains some vital substance

relative abundance, compared with

manufactured article. It is only

clothes moths that have completely

pted themselves to living on fab-

1 i; if the clothes are clean, moths can

t on them but they prefer soiled

terial. containing sweat, food, or

rement, which enables them to ob-

1 supplies of vital elements
(
possi-

certain fats, vitamins, and amino

lis I more readily than from clean

iric alone. This is one of the rea-

s why putting clothes away clean

[os to protect them from moths,

ally, moth powders and sprays

ed on DDT are a serious threat to

moths' survival as a race. To-

ler with their enemies, the spiders,

. are declining, though by no

ins extinct as yet. Still, they have

Ircome
many setbacks in arriving

beir present way of life and. breed-

as fast as they do, they may yet

overcome these new-found difficulties.

Here we can see the struggle for

survival imposing this pattern of life

on the clothes moth. A medium con-

taining food material, protein, carbo-

hydrate, vitamins, and water, albeit

this last was comparatively scarce,

offered itself and was duly colonized.

To do so the creatures had to acquire

some special habits, for they had to

be able to digest the fibrous proteins

found in wool. hair, and leather —
such as keratin and fibroin — which

are digested by few animals. Neverthe-

less they have done so; they had to,

or else leave the field untouched.

Measurements have shown that about

half of the fabric consumed is actually

used by these animals, and the rest is

excreted after very slow digestion.

THE creatures can readily obtain

oxygen from the air. Their large

surface area, compared to their

weight, makes this easy as they breathe

through pores in their skin (spira-

cles) not by means of lung books. The
larvae live on or in the medium the

whole time so the question of water

supply is important. As they breathe

they lose water; they obtain very little

with their food, for wool and hair do
not contain much of this substance so

essential to life; to overcome this dif-

ficulty they have acquired the ability

to absorb water directly from damp or

dampish air. By this means their vital

supply of water is maintained. They
are able to vary the length of their

larval life considerably, which fact

also has a notable survival value.

When food of the right kind is scarce

or water cannot be obtained either

from food or the air. the larvae can

rest or develop more slowly and into

a much smaller adult — perhaps a

tenth the weight of the normal insect

— though still, if a female, able to lay

fertile and viable eggs.

The drying of the atmosphere of

the whole house by the central heating

system is a big threat to the way of

life of the clothes moth for it makes
the question of water supply acute.

On the other hand, it also provides

warm conditions all the winter, thus

!) YEARS LATER, when the chest was reopened, the women
nnished to see a swarm emerge from the moth-eaten

clothes. They di

moth eggs on tli

d pot realize that the stored riollie

em (hat hatched and lluiveil in the
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CLOTHES MOTH

Male 5/12" to 1/2"

TINEOLA BISELLIELLA

Common Clothes Moth

CLOTHES MOTH
Male 1/2" to 2/3"

Female 5/6" to 1"

TRICOPHAGA TAPETZELLA
White-tip Clothes Moth

shortening the life cycle and enabling

the generations to succeed each other

more rapidly, which causes their num-
bers to build up again. The balance

between increase and decrease is a

narrow one: very small things may
make all the difference to the success

or failure of an animal. However,

clothes moths are not very likely to be-

come extinct so long as birds are en-

couraged. While sparrows can force

their nests under the guttering or

eaves, and martins build on the walls,

there will always be a supply of vari-

ous of these creatures ready to find

their way into the house, with its vast

supply of dry litter. As soon as a dry-

litter animal finds itself in a favor-

able position in a house, its numbers
will build up very quickly.

FIRST of the clothes moths at Bar-

tons End was the common clothes

moth found in the sparrows' nests un-

der the thatch of the eaves. The tiny

eggs of this creature are oval and

ivory-white in color; found singly or

in groups of two or three, they are

laid on top of tight-woven fabrics, or

between the strands of wool in

kets and looser woven cloths,

the base of hairs in furs. Some
eggs are deposited by each fe

but the quantity naturally depen
how well fed the moth was befoi

pating. Shortly after laying the

the female dies; the eggs hatch v

a week or ten days' time. The
are white with yellowish-tawny

and are about three-eighths of ai

long when fully grown. As soi

they hatch, they begin to feed o

"dry litter"' on which the C;

been laid. When faced with mi:

of animal and vegetable fiber:

moths seek out and consume on

animal ones. The material, if co!

shows through the skin and mak
larva inconspicuous, a fact

siderable survival value. Many
maids and mistresses at Bartoni

were not sharp-eyed enough to

the beginnings of an attack i

blankets, jerkins, hose, and mi

dinous succession of garments

long history of the house, and sc

the tiny, vulnerable caterpillai

portunity to develop to maturitj

itl

Illustrated by Enid Kotschnig
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HOUSE MOTH
Male 2/3" to 3/4"

THE LIFE CYCLE OF A CLOTHES MOTH
Male 2/5" to less than 1/2"

Female 3/4" to 1"+

V
'?r - -%%

r V

HOFMANNOPHILA PSEUDOSPRETELLA
Brown House Moth

HOUSE MOTH
Male -l/2"to7/12"H

Female -2/3" to 3/4"

ENDROSIS SARCITRELU
White-shouldered House Moth

TINAEA PELLIONELLA
Case-bearer Clothes Moth



The common clothes moth larva

isually builds a tube from silk and

lie fibers of the food medium on which

! has been feeding at the time, pro-

ecting its head from either end to eat.

i hen a new area is to be browsed, the

irva either extends the tube or aban-

ons it and constructs another one.

•Jot all larvae do this : a few are free-

jeding over the area, or just spin a

ttle web silk to protect themselves,

[ere again is posed a question as to

le balance of advantages to the race,

he luhe protects the larva against

;rtain parasites but renders it more

unspicuous to man, while the free-

inging larva is less conspicuous to

lan but more exposed to attack from

hneumon and braconid parasites.

^hich is the greater danger?

The noise of a moth feeding, when

tnplified by microphone, is very

artling — a vast tearing and rending

F fibers repeated in a rhythm of three

four bites, followed by an interval

f two or three seconds' silence, and

len repeated. It is indeed fortunate

ir the moth that our unaided ear can-

Dt pick up this sound, for such an

arming noise would not only adver-

se the presence of the moth but lead

. instant defensive action as well!

ARVAE of the common clothes moth

_j by no means confine their feed-

g to wool and fur. At Bartons End,

jisoned mice sometimes died behind

e wainscots and these were attacked

/ a number of insects, including the

othes moth. The poison victims

•oved a valuable source of moisture

the moths, for not only was the fur

•ed but the drying, but still moist,

sh on the mouse bones was also col-

lized. However, this attractive source

food also had its dangers for the

loths, for those that attacked the

mach and viscera were killed by

e same arsenical or phosphorus poi-

n that had killi-d the mice. The moths

tacking the dead mice helped de-

oy the body more quickly and were

vantaget)us to man in this respect,

le action of the humans at Bartons

kI to reduce one animal obnoxious

ihem had the effect of increasing

opportunities for development of

"iher equally objectionablir.

The mothn also occasionally rnafie

perimenl.s in living on purely V(!ge-

ole malerialH. In the early (la\s of

J hou.s<;. they .successfully managed
1
develop on a few porridge oals ly-

e neglected in a sack, and on some
Fluctuation in popiilalioiiH of tlirce Kiul in hliown iiii urapli in rdiilion lo

other non-human rcsideiils of Hartons man's ulleralions over tlie ci^nliiiii^H.
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crushed barley fallen into a corner in

the brew cellar. However, in these

cases, they always concentrated on the

high-protein portion of the vegetable

material. They also attacked garments

of both silk and leather.

The ancestors of this moth seem to

have lived as predators on the larvae

of ticks, mites, and similar creatures

and from this to have adopted the

scavenging way of life as being easier;

they then pushed on to attack man's

goods. It appears a most adaptable

animal and may well have genes in its

makeup that will again face man with

a new development. Nylon may per-

haps fall into its power: it has already

attacked the insulation of telephone

cables in London.

After the larva comes the pupa:

first a silken cocoon is spun, and at-

tached to it are threads of the material

on which it has been feeding. This

economizes on the silk it has to spin,

leaving more food reserves for the

succeeding adult and the future gen-

eration, and is also an aid to conceal-

ment. The pupal case is formed within

the cocoon: the duration of this stage

is variable, lasting from two to six

weeks, a lower temperature prolong-

ing the process. At the end, the pupal

case projects from the cocoon, splits

at the end, and the moth emerges.

The newly hatched moths are a

bright, golden-buff color, the wings

free from markings and with rather

loose scales, some of which easily be-

come detached. The wing expanse is

about half an inch, the males being a

little smaller than the females. The

female is full of eggs and rarely flies

as she is so heavy; moths seen on the

wing are nearly always males, or

spent females who have already laid

their eggs in some well-concealed spot

and are then light enough to fly.

AT Bartons End. the humans always

chased and killed any small moth

seen fluttering in the house. This did

very little to keep down the population

of clothes moths, because some victims

were garden moths drawn to the lights

at night or, if clothes moths, were the

males or empty females who were

about to die in any case. Of course, if

enough males could be killed, the fu-

ture population would be affected. But

killing a few males will make very lit-

tle difference to the numbers of the

next generation, a fact which is true

of most of the animal kingdom and is

no doubt the reason why only men
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used to go to war and women did not.

The moths, particularly the females,

try to escape danger by running for

shelter in quick, dodging, character-

istic dashes, though sometimes they

take short flights as an additional

measure of evasion.

The length of life as an adult is

again very variable; the males live

longer than the females, the former

averaging about four weeks and the

latter half this time, or a little more.

The adult moths tend to be abundant

in early summer and in the autumn,

but now at Bartons End they may be

met with all the year round (owing to

the central heating) although not in

the large numbers that were known
in the earlier days of the house.

IT
was generally concluded in the

seventeenth century that insects and

creepy-crawlies in general were spon-

taneously created out of "corruption"

:

that rotting meat engendered mag-

gots; dung, flies; and shut-up clothes,

moths. The mistress of Bartons End at

this time accepted this to some extent,

but noted first that the clothes were not

rotting and. secondly, that the mag-

gots in the clothes turned to moths.

Hence she argued the moths could

turn to maggots. There was even some

confusion over the name, for the word

"moath" had once meant the maggot,

but now meant the flying creature,

which to her suggested a close asso-

ciation between them. Ever practical,

she decided to try keeping the moths

awav from the clothes by having a

chest made with a very tight-fitting

lid. Fortunately the clothes she put into

it were free of eggs and larvae, so her

theory was triumphantly vindicated.

But one of her daughters was not

so successful with "mother's moth-

proof chest," which she left full of

clothes unopened for two years. Moth
eggs had gone into the chest on the

clothes when first put there and throve

in their closed community, for it hap-

pened that no parasites had gone in

with them, nor could they get in, to

restore the balance. Mother's moth-

proof chest became a family joke.

William Harvey, the king's physi-

cian, published his book on the en-

gendering of animals thirty-seven

years before the unfortunate daugh-

ter's parent died, and his dictum —
"Omne vivum ex ovo" — had appear-

ed in one of the newsletters that the

country family received from London

from time to time. This had greatly in-

'

trigued the mother, though it did see

to flout the Old Testament, for d

not the Book say "Out of the lion can

forth sweetness"?

How often at Bartons End did tl

humans go to their stores to take o

a special garment and find it mot
eaten! What feverish last-minute

pairs were made; what firm resol

tions were passed never to let it ha

pen again, only to be broken and tl

cycle to repeat itself. The moth po

ulation grew to its height in the la

half of the nineteenth century

The population built up then t

cause anything unwanted was pushi

into a corner, or into the loft, a mir

mum of cleaning was done, and all tl

scavenging insects throve. When tl

last tenant left in 1899, the moths we
in no small degree responsible for tl

dirty state of the house. The house

mained empty of man for the next I

years, and the moth population ii

very rapidly. It was no longer wan
and the almost inexhaustible supp|

of dry litter — continually provid

by man — ceased to come forwail

The population of the common cloth

moth was almost nil in 1909. the ye

the next owners bought the plai

Only a few moths were left in that cc 1

stant source of material — the b

nests lodged in the eaves.

BECAUSE the clothes moths ha]

proved such a continuous n

sance to man. they have had one f

reaching effect on him. The inse(

cide DDT was discovered while I

Miiller, a Swiss chemist, was looki

for new moth-proofing agents for fi

rics. DDT is such a powerful inse(

cide and can kill so many disea

bearing insects (malaria mosquito

plague fleas, and typhus lice, to na

a few) that millions, who would

the ordinary way be dead from th

causes, are now alive and healthy

Would DDT have been discove)|

so soon had the clothes moth not bi

so persistent? Taking this into acco

we can perhaps say that the moth 1

been beneficial to man, for it has k

down many murderous diseases.

the Second World War. for the f

time in the history of war. more pec

were killed by bombs and bullets tl

by disease: truly, man has progress

An adaptable predator, the moth

plagued man for millennia, but nioc

chemicals threaten the animal's fut
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VASHINGTON NEWSLETTER
By Paul Mason Tilden

"HE OPENING DAYS of the new Con-

gress—the eighty-seventh such body

deliberate on matters touching the

elfare and future of the nation-

ought the usual torrent of proposed

legislation, contents of which

nged in gravity from a proposal to

event the use of stop watches or other

ensuring devices in the postal service

creation of a national peace agency.

Many of the hundreds of bills dumped
to the legislative hopper by House and

nate members will die in the dusty

geonholes of legislative committees

d subcommittees. Some will be re-

irted favorably and reach the floor

Congress for examination, debate,

lendment. recommittal, rejection, or

Of rhaps eventual passage. The percent-

e of projected legislation arriving at

Is very last category will be small in-

ed compared to the mass of proposed

ivmaking during the session.

A number of the bills filed during the

rly months of Congress were con-

med with conservation matters; sev-

il of these will be mentioned here.

The National Parks

)NK of the nation's leading authori-

ties on national parks remarked that

>8t of our great primeval preservations

me into the park system by default,

saying this, he was in no way belit-

ig ihe great services rendered the na-

n in jiasl limes by the people whose
Kirs brought into being such parks as

llowstone. Yosemite, or Grand Can-
n. What he meant was that vast tracts

relatively un'-poiled and sparsely sel-

d land- were -lill available, and that

great majority of Americans were
her unaware thai such lands existed

cared liiile of what became o( them.

Uing these parks into the system was
gely a matter of arousing sulTicicnt

igrciiHional interest.

Uch is not the ca-c today. One need
ltd only a few conKressional liear-

» on park mailers to realize that,

'f,
lay and In the (iiliire, worthy areas

I be added to the national park system

St

only by way of the all-too-familiar

"blood, sweat, and tears"—and. it might

be added, by seemingly endless argu-

ment and untold reams of testimony.

The reason is obvious: today, there

are 180 million people in the United

States, with nearly that number of com-

pelling reasons why additional park or

recreational areas should be established

on someone else's land rather than their

own. Great tracts of land for national

parks are simply no longer available.

With this in mind, it is understand-

able that a number of national park bills

introduced into previous sessions of the

Congress are back again in the Eighty-

seventh, either in the same form or with

certain revisions designed to meet pre-

vious objections. The most urgent of

these, from the conservationists' point of

view, are those calling for the establish-

ment of a number of national seashore

areas. Close to the hearts of both Presi-

dent Kennedy and Interior Secretary

Udall is legislation providing for a Cape
Cod National Seashore; Senators Sal-

tonstall and Smith of Massachusetts,

and Representative Keith of the same
state have introduced new bills to bring

such a park into being.

For Cape Cod, the year 1961 will be

crucial. The tempo of commercial devel-

opment, real estate speculation, and sub-

division has increased rapidly since the

National Park Service published its

Cape seashore proposal early in 19.59.

Secretary Udall summed up the situa-

tion rather succinctly in an early March
report to the House Committee on In-

terior and Insular Affairs when he said:

"Unless acliim Is taken In the near or

Immediate future ... it seems quite evi-

dent that the Cape's traditional atmos-

I)liere and character will vanish under
construction acllvlly now underway. . .

."

The same could be said, with perhaps

a bit less urgency, for anollier pro|)os(-d

national sea-horc on the opposite side of

the nation. There, in Marin County, a

few miles north of .San Francisco, ihe

National Park .Service has projiosed the

Point lieyes Seashore (of some 53,000
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Agent can give you itineraries, color

brochures. Or write Dept. T.

East Africa
Tourist Travel Association
Representing these 4 great territories:

KENYA-TANGANYIKA-UGANDA-ZANZIBAR
6 East 45th Street, New York 17, M. Y. or
P. 0. Box 2013, Nairobi, Kenya, East Africa

USED AND APPROVED

BY LEADING UNIVERSITIES!
Model RV-6

6-INCH
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Reflecting
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ide 6-inch reflector in its
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343X) • 6x30 Achromntic flnderscopc • Henvv-
duty mount wilh settinK circles • Ruck & Pinion
eyiMiiwe h.,lrl.'r . Sluicly liKlitweiKht tripod.

CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dcpt. NNC-16, 331 Church St., Hartlord 1, Conn.

I

FREE FACTSI MAIL COUPONI 1

Crllfirlnn MniHMiicliiruiu Ciimimny
|

I

Oont. NNCIG, 331 Chiiroh St., Harlford I, Conn. I

I
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B&L Hastings Magnifier
. . . standard for scientific study

Out in the field or working inside, if you're interested

in naturai history the standard tool for wide-view, color

corrected magnification is ihe famous B&L Hastings.

Pocket-size, available in 7x to 20x, these magnifiers are

the ultimate in quality for all types of general scientific

examination. lOx Hastings, S12.50. Order direct or ask

your dealer. Send for free complete magnifier booklet.

Bausch&Lomb, 993 Lomb Park, Rochester, N.Y.

BAUSCH & LOMEW
ZEISS

invented the modern type

prism binocular in 1893

Many improvements

in binocular

have since been made by Zeiss

Seven models are offered with advanced

optics that result in superb visual

performance and most compact form.

With a Zeiss, you'll enjoy dramatic

close-ups that are amazingly sharp and

brilliant— clear to the edge. Easier to

carry and hold. Its sturdy construction

withstands the hardest service.

At leading dealers. Write for booklet.

Models from 6x to 15x.

Also 8X30B and 8x50B
models, optically

• EYEGLASS WEARERS,

acres) to preserve an exceptionally fine

bit of California coastal terrain. Here

the subdividers are also beginning to

stir, and several bills have been intro-

duced into both House and Senate to ac-

complish a park while there is yet a

chance to do so.

Several Senators have co-sponsored

a bill whose purpose is to authorize

investigation, looking toward possible

preservation, of a sizable number of

lesser-known areas of great merit.

Among these are Cumberland Island,

Georgia; Channel Islands, California;

Huron Mountains, Pictured Rocks,

Grand Sable Dunes, and Sleeping Bear

Dunes, all in Michigan; Fire Island,

New York; Cape Flattery and Lead-

better Point, in the State of Washing-

ton; Mosquito Lagoon, Florida; Pigeon

Point. Minnesota; Debidue Island and
Kiawah Island in South Carolina; Pop-

ham-St. John, Maine; Parramore Island.

Virginia; and Smith Island. North Caro-

lina. Senator Moss of Utah has added an

amendment to this bill to provide for a

study of Great Salt Lake leading up to

some form of preservation for that

remnant of glacial Lake Bonneville.

Once Again, I he Wilderness

WITHOUT intention of treating a seri-

ous subject lightly, some people

have suggested that future bills looking

toward the establishment of a national

wilderness system within our national

forests, national parks, and national

wildlife and game ranges be prefaced by

Shakespeare's well-known line in King

Henry V: "Once more unto the breach,

dear friends, once more . .

."

During the course of the past five

years, many different bills have been

submitted to the Congress for the pur.

pose of securing for the American peo-

ple the "benefits of an enduring resource

of wilderness." Not one of them has been

passed as yet. Over the years, the bills

have been revised to meet the objections

of the National Forest Service, the Na-

tional Park Service, lumber interests,

mining interests. Chambers of Com-

merce, cattlemen, sheepmen, conserva-

tionists, and many others; all told, as in-

compatible a group of bedfellows as

could gather under a single roof.

The new members of the Eighty-sev-

enth Congress had barely become famil-

iar with their surroundings before

Senator Clinton Anderson of New Mex-

ico, in behalf of himself and no fewer

than thirteen other conservation-con-

scious Senators, had introduced 8.174, a

wilderness bill. At the time these lines

were written, seven Congressmen ha
also introduced their own wildernes

bills into the House. The general obje(

live of all the bills: to establish an

define some measure of congression

protection for outstanding wildernes di

tracts within the areas under the jurii !:p(

diction of various Federal agencies. U
to the present time, the classificatio

and management of such areas has bee

a matter of administrative decision witl

in the various agencies concerned

Many conservation people think tha

Congress has now gone as far as it

in meeting the objections of the man
interests involved, and that any furthi

watering will result in a downrig!

meaningless piece of legislation.

Saline Water Conversion

OiSE needs to be a little more tha]

middle-aged to recall the tim

when adjectives like "inexhaustible" c

"limitless" were still applied to many c

the natural resources of America. Th)

kind of descriptive exuberance is seldoi,

heard today, especially in regard to th

nation's supply of a most vital mineral

water—clean, pure water.

Statistical projections of the nation

water needs—even into the reasonabl

near future— tell a crystal-clear slur)

we must either clean up and make us;

ble the floods of sadly polluted watt

that return to the sea every day, or \»

must demineralize and use the water i

the sea itself. Long-term water-use pn

jections indicate that we will probabl

have to resort to both solutions.

For these reasons, the American pul
Iji,

lie will hear more and more about a

office in the Department of the Interit ||,

that has only lately emerged from o;

scurity—the Office of Saline Wate"
until recently directed by Dr. A. 1

Miller, now by Charles F. MacGowa
In 1952, Congress authorized the Seer

tary of the Interior to conduct researc

and technical work on the developmei

of means for producing fresh water fro

salt or brackish water; with little pu

licity and a minuscule budget, the Offii

of Saline Water tackled the formidabj

problems of large-scale water conversio

As a result of the Office's researchtj

saline water conversion is economicalj

feasible today in areas of relatively hi;

water cost; in the near future, it w
very likely compete with orthodox wat

systems. A milestone was passed in 19.

when the city of Coalinga. California-

high-cost water area—installed a demi

eralization unit to obtain its water su

plies from brackish water. Since tht

several other hard-pressed cities ha

either installed, or have announced

tentions of installing, saline water c(

version plants; most recent was the c

of St. Thomas, in the Virgin Islan(

which will build a plant to supply

citizens with a daily average of 250,0

1

I



allcins of pure, fresh water "manufac-

iied" from sea water.

In the Eighty-seventh Congress, seven

ills have been introduced in botli House

nd Senate to provide for expansion of

le saline water conversion program.

In postscript, it may be pointed out

lat saline water conversion techniques

re also adaptable to the purification of

olluted fresh water, a fact that carries

rge implications for water-starved cit-

s located along some of the nation's

reat—and greatly polluted—rivers.

Arctic Wildlife Range

Scientists, conservation workers, and

J many an unclassified "man on the

reel" will not soon forget that former

:cretary of the Interior. Fred A. Sea-

I, in the closing days of his tenure

office, established the long-hoped-for

rctic National Wildlife Range, some

WO,000 acres of magnificent wilder-

iss above the Arctic Circle in north-

stern Alaska. With almost the same
roke of the pen he also created two

her important wildlife ranges in that

ige new state; the Kuskokwim. nearly

HftoO.OOO acres on the delta of the Kus-

kwim and Yukon Rivers, in western

aska, and the Izembek. 415.000 acres

the north side of the peninsula.

The new Arctic Wildlife Range is

arly twice the size of the State of New
rsey. and includes a portion of the

ugh and desolate Brooks Range of

rthernmost Alaska, as well as a vast

reage of plains, tundra, and Arctic

ore line. In sum total, it is the habitat

such large mammals as the polar,

ack, and Arctic grizzly bears. Stone

rlbou. Dall sheep, and Alaska moose,

well as smaller mammals such as

; wolf, wolverine, ermine, otter, lynx,

d beaver. Scientists and conservation-

both have pointed r)ut the urgent
ed for rea-oiiable protection of big

me mammals in this once-inaccessible

ji'in. .Some rif ilu-sc mammals have

n liireatcni-d with extinction through
e.snive dej-lrurlion by liiinlers.

The Ku'-kokwim Wildlife Range in-

idrrn what is probably the greatest mi-

ilory waterfowl brciiljng yrt-a on the

rlh Amirican lonllni-nr. It i^ mosily

mh and liiiidra. and largely uiiinhab-

d by liiimati«. alllioiich it -upporls

considerable popiilalion ni red and
ilc (i.xe«. mink, oiler, and rnu'-kral.

e l/<-nili<'k liuMjie. habilal of the

•wn bear anrl the Slone caribou, is

MKa'ii miiHl im|iorluiil concentration
itil for mi(;raling waterfowl.

7cM FOR
FIELD TRIPS

Study "living nature" with
TESTA Wide-Field Microscope

NO SLIDES TO PREPARE! You simply place live

insect or whole specimen on large stage ... and focus.

Ideal for nature louers, outdoor study groups, or

for field use of biologists, entomologists,

etc. Rugged, full-size American-made microscope

features triple divisible objectives - 15x, 45x, and 75x

magnification. Dual control rack and pinion focusing.

Write for full details— Dept. NHWESTA MFG. CO. 1 0126 East Rush Street • El Monte, Califori

LOW FARE

TO
OUTER
SPACE

»845o *
complete

'^

; BERKELEY Explorer

f(yv ReM Ua&

First class accommodations to anyconstellation-al tour-
ist rates! This is the- new Bcrltcley Explorer. Powers to
23'iX in a tiOmm true astronomical refractor telescope,
priced about 50'; less than any equal to it-the new
Explorer. Designed by master craftsmen, manufactured
fo rlKJd specs. Explorer offers inquisitive minds a com-
plete unit for adventure, learninK or just pure pleasure.
It includes Star diagonal, RanKe finder, 55X and I lOX
eyepieces. Barlow lens 1 lOX and 23^X. Sun lens, Ver.
lical micro adiustment, 60mm coated obieclive. Dew
cap, 5 foot tripod, Carrying case, M(j pase handbook.
Explorer is sold only through Berkeley Dynamics Inc.,
climinalinK the extra cost of middlemen. Travel with
the Explorer. It's very «oo.l, IH.1.50 freinht ppd. Write
for caialoK sheet nu.

BERKELEY DYNAMICS INC.
P. 0. BOX loaa, buklingame, calif.

AUDUBON MK II 8.5X,44

Specially designed to the ideal specifi-

cations of three famous ornithologists.

Extra power (8,5X) and brilliance (super-

vecoted optics. Barium crown prisms)

bring in details at dawn or dusk or

when subject is in deep shadow. Wide

field (420 ft.) facilitates spotting and

following speedy subjects. Extra-close

focusing (to 12 ft.) permits observation

of nest activities etc. as if only 18"

away. Removable eyecups. Luxurious

case and straps included. Other Swift

imported binoculars from $ 20.75.*

Gift boxed, •f.e.t.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS,
Di.pl. NH 6
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FOR HUMMINGBIRDS ONLY
This feeder is the only improvement in

design ever made. Neither the bees nor any
other bird can reach the honey water. It

cannot possibly drip. You vi-ill love these

tiny jewel-like birds more than ever when
you can watch them feeding- unmolested by
the bees. An unusual and heartwarming
gift. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Price $2.95, add
18^' postage. In Calif, add 12C e.xtra for

tax. Full instructions included. Design by

Erwin Brown. HUMMINGBIRD
HEAVEN, Dept. N, 6818 APPEESON
STREET, TUJUNGA, CALIFORNIA.

TREAT YOUR WRENS
TO A HOUSE WRENS LIKE
Designed for their comfort and protection.

It features a textured, neutral-colored ex-

terior for the camouflage wrens seek. It is

made of vermiculite concrete for good
insulation, and has water-proof exterior.

$2.50 Postpaid

W. T. HART
I'. O. BOX 485, WILLOUGHBY, OHIO

WILDERNESS TRAILS

VACATIONS ON HORSEBACK

ly visit boiling geysers and icy glaciers

—

aiul [leruelual snowbanks—brilliant "ild
1(1 lL-ilgt,'S of peiriflecl wood—dense cool for

wide grassy meadows—placid lakes and

an be planned

GEORGE N. CLOVER
II3N • Jackson Hole, Wyoming

WHALE TEETH
Rarely seen curiosities valued as collectors' items,

conversational pieces, paper weights, aquarium
decorations, and carving ivory. As used by
American whalers in scrimshaw. Small $2.50;
Medium 3.95 1 Large 5.50; Jumbo 6.95 each,

postpaid. Remit to

PETER B. DIRLAM— SOLTHBRIDGE, MASS.

As a matter of interest, the difference

between a national wildlife range and a

national wildlife refuge is one of the de-

gree to which commercial exploitation is

permissible. Oil and gas exploration and

mineral leasing may be allowed within a

wildlife range; ordinarily such activities

are not permitted in a wildlife refuge.

The Rainbow Dilemma

THE appointment of Representative

Stewart L. Udall to the post of Secre-

tary of the Interior, vacated by the out-

going Eisenhower administration's able

Fred A. Seaton, was received by conser-

vationists and their leaders with nearly

unanimous satisfaction. It was widely

felt that former Secretary Seaton's ac-

complishments in the fields of con-

servation and preservation were very

considerable, in view of the somewhat

less than ardent approach to those sub-

jects taken by both the departing admin-

istration and the Eighty-sixth Congress.

One of the headaches inherited by the

new Secretary of the Interior from the

Eisenhower regime and the Eighty-sixth

Congress is the vexing Rainbow Bridge

controversy. Rainbow Bridge National

Monument is a relatively obscure area

of a mere 160 acres in the wild and

broken canyon country of southern Utah

—an area often called the nation's last

bit of true western frontier. Fifty-odd

years have elapsed since the Monu-
ment was established by a 1910 proc-

lamation by President Taft to preserve

the world's largest natural bridge. Since

then a total of only about 12,000 strong-

legged visitors have made the arduous,

and sometimes dangerous, trek through

the vast jumble of canyon and naked

sandstone "slickrock" of the San Juan

River country to feast their eyes and

cameras on the stone rainbow.

When the Upper Colorado River Stor-

age and Development Act was passed by

Congress in 1956, conservationists made
suie that it contamed a commitment

for the protection of Rainbow Bridg(

which is hidden away in a canyon of

tributary of the Colorado River, from th

encroachment of the water of Lake Po-

ell, to be impounded behind the hug]

Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado. Coi

struction work on the Glen Canyon pro;

ect commenced in earnest last year]

but conservationists were angered an-

alarmed by the refusal of the Eightj;

sixth Congress to make good on the it

tent expressed by the earlier session. 1

refused to appropriate any money at a

for protective devices to prevent th

monument from being flooded.

The conservationists have taken the; /

troubles to Secretary Udall. who. inc

dentally, is among the very few Ame
icans—other than American Indians-

who have visited the Bridge. Secretai

Udall is sympathetic, although not coi

vinced that a water pool beneath Raiij

bow Bridge would damage it. and he h

included an item of ten million doUaij

in his Interior budget for some form i!

protection. Time alone will tell wheth<

the money will be appropriated by tlj|o

Eighty-seventh Congress. Best guess:

will not be. and one of the cornerstoni

of national park policy—which calls fi

the preservation of just such areas

a natural and undisturbed condition

will have been seriously undermined,
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favorite waterfowl
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cording . . $5.95
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OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA i

An Identification manual, easy to

Complete directions for beetle coll
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III!•« f% The history of science is replete with dramatic discoveries, because man hasWHY "eve*' stopped asking the timeless question : "why?" And still we have barely

' " ' scratched the surface of our physical universe. Vast areas await exploration.
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MUSEUM MEMO

By W. Douglas Burden

HE United States Forest Service has established a

definition of a wilderness as any area of not less than

e thousand acres with no road through it—an area, in

ler words, that a jeep cannot rattle through.

By this definition, only two per cent of the land of the

rty-eight States ( excluding Alaska and Hawaii ) can still

designated as wilderness. And. even in these dwindling

nnants. there is pressure for yet more paved roads. If

:ry town had a town forest, a section of wild land with-

t a road, where shrub, swamp, pond, trees, and all wild-

;, including predators, were left undisturbed—a place

ere those in need could revive their spirits by contact

th the sources of life—it would be a boon to our race, for

ny people need the woods far more than they realize,

it the knowledge that wild country is there, close at hand,

1 be a balm to frayed nerves. Between man and nature

re is a deep affinity. Though mysterious in qualitv, its

stence cannot be denied. A return to wilderness is tran-

ility regained; love of the wilder-

« brings exultation.

5ut it is not just the affinity be-

;en man and nature that is im-

iant, for man craves challenge.

Tie of the greatest experiences

life involve struggle with the

nents. It is good to get soaked

ough and frozen and half-starved

I exhausted and even lost, for

se are the common experiences

man's past. They are infinitely

re important than j)rote(liori and

rity, for man is a battling

mal. Our spirit needs primitive

tention against wind and cold

I storm and tide. Above all. we need it when young.

Ay Vermont farm land harl been badly mutilated by

truclion of limber, erosion of the topsoil, and drying

of springs. It will be a long lime before nature and

per handling can restore the good earth t(j full health

productivity. But it is on its way back. How fine it was

other day to see a coyote stalk across one of my fields,

to watch a fox circling some Canada geese that were

(lared to give him battle. How much better still, one

ht, when in a blizzard I came up close to a bobcat that

killed three of my sheep. The farm suddenly sei-miid

iderfully wilrl. Thank fiod for our prerlator^— those that

have the wit to .xurvive against evi;ry machination of

1. 'Ilie balance of nature needs them, Man neerls them.
richt (' liinil l,y W. IX.ulfliu llurdcn.

An outstanding amateur naturalist, Douglas

Burden has been closely associated with The
American Museum for almost fifty years —
first as a young collector when he left college,

and later as an organizer of expeditions to

many parts of the world, as a patron, and as a

Trustee since 1926. Last year. Mr. Burden's

memoirs, entitled Look- to The Wilderness,

were published by Little, Brown and Company
and the work has received critical acclaim.

Because his closing pages contain an appeal for

goals that are shared by all of us at the Museum,
we have excerpted his words for this memo.

Alexander M. White
President

They add something that nothing else can provide—they

make a place feel wild. Let us not seek their destruction.

Why does man wish to trap every last otter and mink and

lynx and wolf and mountain lion and wolverine? What a

pity that so many should fail to see the necessity of their

existence. Usually, this is a failure to appreciate the full

round orderliness of our natural world. What would a

jungle be without a jaguar or leopard!

IN
the last analysis, the wilderness is disappearing because

of the sheer pressure of too many people. Yet, in the

beginning, man lived in the wilderness. Man's need for the

wilderness goes back to the deepest core of his being.

Fortunate are those who have discovered its infinite riches.

Days in the open go on and on. They are measureless and

filled with time. There is hardly a beginning or an ending.

The greatest of all gardens are the gardens of the wild.

They cost not a penny to maintain and they are the most

beautiful. If we sit alone in the

wilderness and look and listen and

brood, after a while we merge with

it. The desire to be "in tune with

the universe" springs from our in-

nermost being. The sense of belong-

ing adds to our peace of mind. To
acquire the wisdom to live in har-

mony with nature is our greatest

goal. It transcends all other values.

Wilderness is a temple that can-

not be rebuilt like a bombed-out

cathedral. It is infinitely complex.

Every part is interwoven on an-

other. From the prowling predator

to the enzymes in the soil, the eco-

logical relationships are subtle and deep—yet so carefully

balanced that the same ones may never be restored. To top

a rise and find vast stretches of prairie inhabited only by
the wild animals that belong to it—this is treasure unsur-

jjassed. But it is treasure that we squander, for man rarely

values what he has. It is only when it is gone that he begins

to sense the depth of his lo.ss.

We need a million million voices— not crying in the

wilderness but crying to preserve it. Let us save every

swamp and bog. fontst and desert, (uinyon and niounliiiM

fastness tlial we ran. It is the great garden of iiispiralion

for our future. It is the elemental licritagi^ of llie human
race. Let us .save wilderness every wh('re. It is our birthright.

"How lightly might this earth bear Man forever!"



Living Fishes of the World, by Earl S.

Herald. D.oubleday & Co., $12.50; 304

pp., illus. Guide to Marine Fishes, by

Alfred Perlmutter. New York University

Press, $6.50; 431 pp., illus. Why Fish

Bite and Why They Don't, by James

R. Westman. Prentice-Hall, Inc., $3.95;

211 pp., illus.

Ichthyophiles are a motley crew. In

fact, any politician who successfully

put to use the rallying cry, "Fish lovers

of the world, unite!" would find that he

had acquired a constituency with noth-

ing in common save devotion to some

aspect of the finny tribe. Even this par-

ticular focusing of attention on a single

type of animal is mutually exclusive in

many instances. Fishermen frequently

have little interest in fish beyond catch-

ing them, and even here the points of

view of sport and commercial fishermen

are poles apart. Fish fanciers live in a

world bounded by their home aquari-

ums, while ichthyophagous epicures may
hardly recognize a fish when not on a

platter. Finally, there are those idealists

who love the fish for itself, a variegated

company that includes skin divers and

other amateur naturalists, professional

ichthyologists—and even curators of

public aquariums!

Sheer size would account for some of

the group's heterogeneity. In the United

States alone, there are more than 29 mil-

lion anglers, while an additional half-

million people are associated with the

commercial fisheries. Perhaps ten mil-

lion American families keep goldfish or

various "tropicals" as pets. Although the

average American eats only a little more
than ten pounds of fish during the course

of a year (as compared with the 110

pounds consumed by a Javanese, for ex-

ample), the national total—nearly 900,-

000 tons of edible fish— is hardly a quan-

tity to be ignored. With the price of fish

what it is today, taste, rather than econ-

omy, must account for the purchase of

a good deal of this tonnage.

Such numbers of people with a more-

than-nodding acquaintance with fish

would seem to warrant publication of a

fair selection of books devoted to these

creatures; but in truth, the number of

really satisfactory popular fish volumes

in English can be counted on the fingers

Reyiewi
Three views of the world of fishe:

By James At2

of one hand—and I am excepting, here,

only the dozen or so handbooks that deal

adequately with the fishes of some part

of the United States and make no pre-

tense of furnishing a well-balanced ac-

count of fish life. Narrowness of interest

may limit the market somewhat, but

what better way to broaden these hori-

zons than with a few attractive and well-

rounded volumes? It is, therefore, an un-

usual pleasure to be able to introduce to

Natural History's readers three new

titles— all of them noteworthy additions

to the meager but select list of topflight,

popular books on ichthyology.

Earl Herald faced a formidable task

in writing, for the layman, a single vol-

ume that covers all the world's living

fishes. Present estimates put the number

of species at some 30,000—more than

all the different kinds of mammals,
birds, reptiles and amphibians combined.

Moreover, the bony fishes themselves

show a greater variety of structure than

any other comparable group of back-

boned animals, and one must also con-

sider the completely different boneless

sharks and rays, and the jawless lam-

preys and hagfishes. Altogether, fishes

form a bewildering array, even to the

specialist. As the world's authority on

the classification of seahorses and pipe-

fishes on the one hand, and as the organ-

izer and host of an award-winning tele-

vision show, "Science in Action," on the

other. Dr. Herald fully realized how dif-

ficult it would be to transform pages

upon pages of technical description into

something understandable and interest-

ing to the intelligent but untrained

reader. Nevertheless, he did not try to

evade the problem by ignoring the less

well-known groups of fishes, the ones

about which practically nothing is

known except external anatomy and geo-

graphical distribution. He has accord-

ingly treated all of the orders and most

of the families of living fishes, and he

has produced what is by far the most

complete survey of them ever made in

English, and probably in any language.

Because of his extensive experience

with fish in captivity and in nature, both

as head of San Francisco's renowned

Steinhart Aquarium and as ichthyologist

and diver-collector on several expedi-

tions, Dr. Herald was able to enliven his

text with exciting and informative per

sonal anecdotes. Living Fishes of thi

World will not, however, be perusec

from cover to cover very often. It is

rather, a reference work and, as such,

volume to be browsed through repeat

edly. Many pleasant hours could be spen

reading about tlris or that group

fishes and looking at the associated illus

trations. It took a world-wide search fc

find all the outstanding black-and-whib

and color photographs that so hand

somely illustrate the book. Without ques

tion, they comprise the finest collectioi

of fish pictures ever assembled.

Despite their tremendous diversity

many fishes at first glance look sui

prisingly alike. A trained eye is neede

to spot the essential anatomical diffe

ences that distinguish similar speciei

and there are some fishes so nearly alik

that experts have to look twice befoi

committing themselves. No one, no ma
ter how expert, could ever hope to lear

to recognize more than a small propo:

tion of the thousands of different specie

Therefore, to help one another identif

fishes with which they have had no pri

vious experience, fish taxonomists coi

struct what are called "keys." Thei

keys work reasonably well for the ta:

onomists. but the amateur who tries I

use them soon finds himself hopeless

entangled with strange terms and co:

cepts. The few keys that have been sp

cifically written for non-ichthyologis

have been either quite limited in scoj

or not entirely successful, mostly b

cause they were no more than moc

fications of keys extracted from tl

technical literature.

For twenty-two years, Alfred Pel

mutter worked variously for the U.

Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bt

eau of Marine Fisheries of New Ya
State's Conservation Department. Ma:

times he heard fishermen lament the la

of a "practical" key, as they put it, th

would enable them to identify unust

specimens that came their way. Fish

Dr. Atz is the Associate Curator o)

the New York Zoological Society's

Aquarium, located at Coney Island.



DINOSAURS
THEIR DISCOV

EDWIN H. COLBERT

1
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The QGTinillVB book on the
fascinating reptiles that dominated
life on earth for

more than one hundred million years

DINOSAURS: THEIR DISCOVERY ANDTHEIR WORLD
BY DR. EDWIN H.COLBERT

• A splendid, magnificently illustrated volume—one of the
few books on dinosaurs which is written on an adult level.

Dr. Colbert discusses all the widely differing species in the
dinosaur family and describes their habits, tracks, eggs,

ecology, distribution, classification—their rise, decline and
fall. The four Mesozoic periods of dinosaur life are fully

covered. Dr. Colbert tells how man first learned of the
existence of dinosaurs only a century and a half ago—and
entertainingly describes the early free-for-all rivalry among
fossil collectors.

• More than 100 illustrations (64 pages of photographs)
document the text, which includes a classification of dino-
saurs according to geological time and geographical distri-

bution; the location of museums in the U.S. and Canada
fossil exhibits; full bibliographies and Index.

Over ISO plKitograptat and lim Onmmgt
$7.50 at all bookstores, or write

E. P. DUTTON & COMPANY
300 Park Avenue South, New York 10, New York

Now you can have the new edition

of this wild flower classic —
at a special pre-publication saving!

>VILD FLO>VERS
by Homer D. House

Imagine this bloom in its glow-
ing natural colors ! That Is how
it and 363 others appear — fif-

teen times this size — in this

spectacularly beautiful wild
flower book

!

"Heads the list of 'must-haves' for
any gardener or club or school
librar-ij."—Garden Digest

3 extraordinary book will enable you to identify,

kly and easily, flowers you have seen in woods and
s, by the roadside, in your own backyard. 364 full-

r photographs, plus many halftones and diagrams
cientifically accurate descriptions of almost 400 va-
es... precise information on form and function in

, stalks, leaves, flowers, fruits, colors, and heights,
ell as on soil, habitat, range, and blooming season.

"Without doubt, this is the finest comprehensive
book on wild flowers ever published."

—Minneapolis Star

"A wild flower book to make the mouth water."—
h'ev; York Herald Tribune

,^ \liA" X IVi" , 3C,2 TpanKs of tpxt tcxrlimive of illnstra-

),inder., list of illuntralio7iK arranf/ed hy families

Act Now and Save!
Just fill in and return the coupon below before pub-

lication date on October 2.3, and you will receive your
copy of this $17.95 classic for only $14.95.

House: WILD FLOWERS
. ) on M-dny

/I »P^ within 14
lyK/^ SM.nr, per

approvnl. It m undcr8.toO(l thnt I mny return the book
dayw with no obligation. OthcrwiHO, you mny bill me at
copy phis postage . If payment is enclosed with order,
payH pOHtaKc,

60 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 11. N.Y.



Fine books about the

outdoors

LIVING EARTH

B> Peter F\RB, Fellow.A \ \ S.

16 muiu-phciloviiiplis In Ronuiii
\ lilimiiL 'A comprehensive anJ
often entertaining picture ol
what IS at present known of the
teeming inhabitants of the eailh
... an introduction to an en-
tirely new world . . . attractive!)

written."

—

Nature (London)."
$3.75

THE LIVING FOREST

By Jack McCormick. Over 40
photographs, 90 line drawing',
and diagrams by Matthew Kal-
jneiwff. "Any reader who loves
trees will find this book a treas-
ure."— John Kieran, "Anyone
who reads it will look at a tree
or a forest with considerably
greater understanding."— Edwin Way Teale. $3.95

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE

TO TREES AND SHRUBS
By Arthur Harmount Graves.
Over 300 drawings hy Maud H.
Purely. "Highly recommended. .

for those who wish to pin down
the identity of the so often con-
fusing woody plants but who
find the standard botanical man-
uals confusing . . , Unusually
handsome illustrations."

—

Audu-
bon Magazine. "The best of its

kind that has been written in
this country." — Edmund W.
SiNNOTT, Yale University, $6.00

HUNTING WITH THE CAMERA
Edited by Allan Cruickshank.
Over 40 plwtographs, full-eoloi
frontispiece. "Covers all the
techniques and tricks of wild-
life photography in a variety of
fields. It should lead to bettei

pictures by professionals and
amateurs alike." — Robert
CusHMAN Murphy, American
Museum of Natural History.

$4.95

At )our bookstore or from

IMIZISISSIID

"America's first Baedekers

for birdwatchers."—TAe Chat

A GUIDE TO
BIRD FINDING
• East of the Mississippi

• West of the Mississippi

By OLIN SEWALL PETTINGILL, Jr.

Detailed pen and ink drawings

by George Miksch Sutton. Clear

instructions tell how to reach

good birdwatching spots; where
to park; where to spend the night;

what special equipment to take;

what species to look for in dif-

ferent seasons.

"Indispensable." — Bulletin of the

Massachusetts Audubon Society.

"A must."—Florida Naturalist. "A
wealth of useful information.—
Nebraska Bird Review.

Each volume $7.50 at bookstores
or from

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

417 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Stviciy at Horixe
witli. tHe

unsriv^EFLSiTY
of OKIO^GO

Chacun ^ son gout . . . "Everyone to tiis own taste,"

as the French say . . . and we believe it, too. That's

why you'll find an intellectual opportunity to suit

your taste in Chicago's unique Home-Study program

. . . whatever your aim: study pre-hlstory or modern

art. write a fine poem or invest your money wisely,

understand Freud's psychology or Toynbee's

philosophy.

150 courses for adults ... use your leisure creatively

as you study Archeology, Creative Writing, Astron-

omy, Great Books, Semantics, Personal Investments,

Library Science, Religion, Interior Decoration, World

Affairs, and other fields.

Open to all . . . whether you're self-educated or hold

the Ph.D.. select any courses that interest you.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION . . . begin at any time, and

study at your convenience, AT HOME . . . earn aca-

demic credit. For full information, write for the

Home-Study ANNOUNCEIVIENTS; no obligation, of

course.

The Home-Study Department

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Box NH-91, Chicago 37, III.

men, both sport and commercial, as wel

as amateur naturalists with a marin
bent, are at least as common along ou

Middle Atlantic seaboard as anywher
else, and the need for such a key in thi

area is correspondingly great. Guide ti

Marine Fishes is Dr. Perlmutters an

swer to that need. The key he has de

vised departs distinctly from all its pred

ecessors. It is entirely artificial—that ii

it does not try in any way to reflect th

natural relationships among the fishei

but arranges them solely for the coi

venience of the user. This is, in the n
viewer's opinion, a sine qua non of an

truly non-technical key. The fishes ar

grouped according to external stru(

tures that are easily seen, and each itei

is identified by an illustration. For ei

ample, when the key states, "Two dors<

fins." the opposite page carries an ou

line drawing of one of the fish with a
rows pointing to its dorsal fins. Below

the contrasting character—in this cas'

"Three dorsal fins"—similarly illu

trated. At every step, the user will fin

that the choice he must make is cle<

because both categories are illustratei

the one to which his fish does not belor

as well as the one to which it does.

By means of this remarkably straigr

forward key. a person with no biologw

training whatever can identify any o''*^'

260 species of fishes most comm
found along the Atlantic coast bef-

j

Cape Cod and Cape Hatteras. So'
|

the rarer migrants and strays into ; I

region have not been included, but thi

are not encountered often enough

cause serious confusion. Since anyo)

who goes to the trouble of identifying

fish presumably would like to lea

something about it, Dr. Perlmutter h

provided a brief account for each Sf

cies—color, distribution, size, econon:

importance, and general informatic

the latter including notes on its i

history, behavior, and ecology. But t

raison d'etre of this book is its uniq

key, which should be the progenitor o:

whole series of popular keys of fist

from other parts of the world.

ANGLING is much more of an art th

. a science. If and when the revei

becomes true, fishing will probably

come a much less popular sport than

is today. Nevertheless, there is plenty

room for the application of scient

principles and data without the slight

risk of taking any of the romance out

fishing for fun. James Westman belie

that angling ought to be an art bai

upon a science, but he is aware that

angling, the art is emphasized almost

the exclusion of the science. Why F

Bite and Why They Don't is his after

to inject some science into sport fishi

Dr. Westman has been closely connec

with the marine and fresh-water fisl

ies of New York and New Jersey

many years. He knows angling and

km.
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hi

iiuri not only from the point of view of

onservation official and fisheries hi-

st, but from the viewpoint of an in-

as well. He has utilized the findings

ientists. including himself, to in-

e his catch: a number of the tips

i book were developed in this way.

e problem of getting fish to bite is

tially a behavioral one. Very few

iments directly applicable to fish-

onditions have been performed,

ehaviorists have accumulated large

nts of information, the proper in-

ai Jtation of which might shed consid-

e light on the feeding reactions of

To the best of my knowledge, most

ill s material has never been analyzed,

Fni( eason being that a great deal of it

n een published only in German. Dr.

nan hits only the high spots in his

luit provocative presentation. There

lence that under certain conditions

isory stimulation, a fish must bite,

implication is plain: the type of

nllti ind the way it is presented is more

im!( lant than whether the fish is "hun-

jr "in a feeding mood."

onsiderable number of experiments

also shown that fish act as if they

Kate preferences for certain colors

Sterns and. further, that it is dif-

1 impossible to change such a

"£ by means of training with

•punishment. Again, the impli-

the importance of lure design

)us. As to exactly what fish are

y.i lie of seeing, hearing, smelling, and

;: se, the more we learn, the more we

:1 at their extreme sensitivity. For

ice. young salmon can smell an or-

chemical at a dilution of one ounce

tiij|3 million million gallons of water

10'-' gal.), and other fish can de-

rise in water temperature of less

tenth of a degree. Fish can learn

quickly, too. Dr. Westman found

argemouth bass would disregard a

ninnow attached to a hook and

r after one or two bad experiences.

intinue tr> -nap up free minnows.

y Fish Bile and W^hy They Don't

written for anglers. Besides the be-

r of fish, We.stman discusses the in-

•e of the seasons on fish and their

ibility, and describes fishing tech-

of all sorts in detail. He con-

s with a rhapli-r on the prescrva-

f fresh fish and the proper cooking

h. The author has a lucid way of

hi, an ea'iygoing style, and a lively

of humor. Like Melville, he believes

'mcdilation and water are wedded
er" and he appreciates the conlem-

e an well an the competitive as.

of angling. F'rom the reviewer's

f new. llie mohl important lliin^

' '-Imun's book i" llie (jond word

in for the •cieiilific approach.

f» are really not in need of il any

than llie rexi of lit, but—aH the rest

ihey cerlainly iiiiilrl iixe it.

BIRD SONGS
IN YOUR GARDEN

This enchanting book-and-record brings 25

of the best-loved garden birds of eastern

United States and Canada into your living

room the year around. On Side 1 a narrator

identifies eacii call as it is heard; on Side 2

the birds sing freely, each song blending

into the next in a joyous riot of melody.

The handsome illustrated book describes,

in text and beautiful photographs, the birds

and their habits.

10-inch, 33Vs rpm record; spiral-bound

book, 53 photographs (31 in full color)

;

postpaid, $5.95

Cornell University Records

A division of Cornell University Press

124 Roberts Place, Ithaca, New York

"A basic and needed tool , .
."*

The Natural History

of North American
Amphibians
and Reptiles

The fascinating account of the folk-

lore, life histories, muting habits,

and idiosyncrasies of one of the

richest and most interesting of our
native fauna — the lizards, frogs,

toads, turtles, and snakes of North
America. 8Ci illustrations drawn ac-

curately from life by Lloyd Sand-

ford, Staff Artist, N. Y. Zoological

Society. "A lucid and easily readable
account that cannot be too highly

rcionimendtd . . . Will be read with
cnjoMiiem and profit by amateur and
priifLssiiinal htrpelologisi alike."—
(harhs I.. Sh,iu: /.ooloiiic^l Society

of Situ Dic^o**

\ft.')'i III your hiiolslorc, iir write

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO., INC.
IJ. |,. Ml W, I',,,,.. r.MK ,\ I

A major addition to

the unparalleled

World of Nature
Series

Full-length, fascinating text and
220 extraordinary photographs
(77 in color) range widely over
the wide world of amphibians —

•

the secretive, burrowing caeci-

lians; the amazing salamander
family; water denizens and tree-

climbers; and the largest group
of amphibians — the frogs —
found in almost every region
from the South Pacific to the
Sahara.

living

Amphibians
of the World

by DORIS M. COCHRAN
Dr. Cochran is Curator of the
Division of Reptiles and Amphi-
bians of the United States Na-
tional Museum, Smithsonian In-

stitution. She discusses each
genus in terms of life cycle,

courtship, coloration, range, dis-

tribution, defense mechanisms
and adaptation. An added fea-

ture is her pertinent analysis of
genera that are valuable on the
farm, in the laboratory or as

pets. The voUinie is produced in

an 8'/2Xl I" oversize, Uixury tor-

mat. S\2M)

Other lieHl selling

ir'orW «>/ l\aliire hooks
to own uiu\ <'njoy —

iiviNc; I i.siiics (if (III worn I) *i2.5o

I.IVI.Nt; INSICCIS of III. WOUI I) %9.>)S

LIVING MAMMALS of llii \\(»KLI) $9.95

LIVING KICI'I ILLS of (lie UOKl I) $9.95

LIVING ItlKDS (if llie W()I(LI> $12.51)

TIIL I.OWLR ANIMALS: LIVIN(;
INVLIMLHRAILS of llie WOKLI) $12.5t>

.11 III! /.„.,/, i.-H.-ri, i,r In. ,11

DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, In

(;iicIlii tlly, New Yorli



Rarity among trilobites is a still-articulated exoskeleton
like this one of Remopleurides, a 450-niillion-year-old animal
of the Ordovician period. After death, the segmented bodies

of most trilobites became dismembered on the ocean's floor.

4^^

r pr*',^-

A Natural History o

The fossil evidence allows deductions

about these extinct animals' behavior

By H. B. Whittington

TRILOBITES ARE ARTHROPODS, one

class of a phylum of invertebrate,

segmented animals with jointed legs

that contains among its living repre-

sentatives such diverse forms as in-

sects, spiders, centipedes, crabs, and
lobsters. They are found in the oldest

rocks of the Paleozoic era, at the be-

ginning of the Cambrian period, some
600 million years ago. These animals,

abundant in the early part of the

Paleozoic era, decreased during the

middle part of that era, and were even

fewer in its younger rocks. The last

survivors are found toward the end of

the Paleozoic, about 250 million years

ago. Trilobite fossils occur in a very

wide variety of sediments—sands, silts,

muds, and limestones. The other types

of fossils found with them suggest that

these sediments were laid down in rela-

tively shallow, marine waters.

In the process of preservation, the

original mineral matter in the trilo-

bite's shell may be preserved, or tlce

may be some addition to—or replje-

ment of—this matter. Or the origjaj

material may be dissolved away i

gether after burial and consolida

of the rock, leaving only an impres

or mold of the shell. Study of the i

preserved shells of trilobites sh

that the animal's body comprise

head region, followed by a thora;

series of segments that articulated

each other) , and a tail. The tail re

is formed by the fusion of several

ments like those in the thorax; it

be smaller, equal in size, or larger

the head. The shell covered the

of the body, and, on the underside

tended inward only a short dist

from the margin. Since it is ou

the body, it is called an exoskeli
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rilobites "^

II'- Iriluljite's body was bilaterally

•Irical; it had a raised region

iing lengthwise down the middle
• I was flattened or downcurved on
h side. It is this three-lobed form
t prompted the name Trilobita for

se animals. The raised middle re-

n of the head was very prominent
some species and bore deep, trans-

se grooves reflecting the segmenta-

1. On each side of the head were
sedeye lobes. Across these eye lobes

1 around the front of the head ran

impress»;d line, the suture line.

ng which the shell .split at the lime

en the animal molted.

Some lrilobit<;s are preservr-d uilli

body fttrelchcd out horizofit.ilK : in

era, it is rolled up ho tli.il tlji- l.ill

licked tightly in beneath the head.

There were articulating devices be-

tween the movable parts of the exo-

skeleton, and the outer parts of the

thoracic segments were beveled and
could slide over one another. The ani-

mal could only roll or unroll in the

vertical plane, however. Its raised mid-

dle region and the horizontal adjacent

parts of the segments make it evident

that no side-to-side curving of the body

in the horizontal plane was possible.

Complete exoskeletons are the ex-

cc|jlion in fossil finds. It is more com-

mon Ic) find only parts such as heads.

1)11. W 1
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individual thoracic segments, and tails,

disarticulated from each other. The
head itself is often separated into parts

along the suture line.

Among the best-preserved trilo-

bite shells known are some remark-

able ones from Virginia (illustration,

above}. After burial in lime mud
(which later became limestone), these

shells were replaced by minutely gran-

ular quartz in a manner that preserved

all the details with extraordinary fidel-

ity. When blocks of these limestones—

they arc Ordovician in age—are placed

in dilute hydrochloric acid, the lime-

stone is dissolved, but the replaced

trilobite shells are unalTected and so

can be freed from the enclosing rock

without damage. The shells of any one

spr-cjcs arc not all of similar size, but



Trilobitks MuIi as ihi- Olcnuides pair,

with appendages visible as a thin film

extending beyond the body, come from
the Burgess Shale of British Columbia.

"?,

form a graduated series. This serii

gives a record of the animals' shi

growth—which took place by period

molting—from that first formed, whi(

was less than one millimeter in lengt

onward. Articulated skeletons, lil

those of Cryptolithus and of Remi .

pleurides, are extremely rare in the:

particular limestones, presumably big

cause almost all the shells were di

membered as the dead animals drifti

about on the sea bottom. Thus, si

series are usually available only f

individual parts of the exoskeletoi

for example, the part of the head h

tween the suture lines. Such a seri

exhibits the changes that took place

outline and convexity, as well as tl

reduction in relative size of the spim

In the process of a trilobite's growt

new segments of the thorax were devi

oped in the tail portion. As they 1:

came fully formed at the front ed§

they were released to become free

jointed between the head and tail. T
number of segments thus formed

characteristic for each trilobite sj

cies. Exoskeletons that include si

series have also been obtained frc

limestones in Utah and Nevada, whe

they are preserved also by silicific

tion. From other areas and countrii

in shales and siltstones, have come si

series of articulated exoskeletons,

notable example being those describ

from Czechoslovakia more than a ht

dred years ago by J. Barrande

IT is extremely rare to find parts o

trilobite preserved other than t

exoskeleton. This is presumably 1

cause the exoskeleton was stren

ened by secretion of mineral matt

but the covering of the antennules a

other appendages was not so re

forced. From a few localities,

most important being in North Am
ica, remains of appendages are knov

An early discovery, announced

1876, was made by Charles D. Wale

(later the Secretary of the Smithson

Institution) in a limestone bed n^

Trenton Falls, N.Y. Spurred on by

memory of the enthusiasm of Lo

Agassiz, Walcott obtained over 3,

entire trilobites, in a few of which pi

appendages were preserved. Wak
cut thin sections of these specime

and demonstrated clearly that tr •

bites possessed jointed appendages
j

A few years later, W. S. Valii

then curator of the museum at Rutg

College, picked up a loose piece

rock near Rome, N.Y., which c

»i^



t lied a trilobite with appendages pre-

s \ ed by having been infilled with

f
rite. A patient eight-year search re-

s ted in the discovery in 1892 of the

o:k shale layer, less than one centi-

nter thick, from which Valiant's

I se specimen had come. The forma-

1 contained hundreds of similar

iniens. Delicate excavations of

;e fossils were made by Professor

E. Beecher of Yale University, but

lied while still working on a draw-

I'f one of his remarkable prepara-

iis. His student, Percy E. Raymond,
[• k up the work and wrote an epic

n nograph concerned with the nature

liilobite appendages.

iNC before this monograph was

J completed, Walcott had made an-

' r sensational discovery, this lime

he Burgess Shale—a formation of

I lie Cambrian age — near Field.

li-h Columbia. A great variety of

iic.pods are preserved in these

I'-, including trilobites with the

Ullages actually visible as a thin

I \ film extending out beyond the

I -ins of the exoskeleton.

'•••' finds of comparable richness

h e been made since these early days,

a I advances in our knowledge have

c ne from the application of more re-

fi-d techniques. An example of such

an investigation is that made by Pro-

fessor Leif Stormer of the University

of Oslo, who came to the United States

in 1931 and worked with fragments of

Walcott's original material from Tren-

ton Falls. Stormer ground a series of

sections, parallel to each other and a

small distance apart, through an en-

rolled specimen. An enlarged drawing

of each section was made, and each

drawing was traced on a sheet of wax.

The thickness of the wax sheets was

proportional to the enlargement of the

drawing and to the distance between

successive sections. Each outlined wax
sheet was then cut out and the sheets

put together to form an enlarged

model of the original specimen. The
model gives an idea of the great

amount of detailed information pro-

vided by Stormer's work. This new
knowledge, combined with a restudy

of all previously discovered material,

has resulted in a major advance in our

knowledge of trilobites.

The head of this model shows the

large plate (or hypostome) , which lay

underneath the middle region, together

with parts of the appendages beside

this plate. Most students of trilobites

today believe that the animal's mouth
lay just inside the posterior edge of

the hypostome, and that the stomach

and other organs were enclosed in the

Appendages of Miraspis are visible in

this Czech specimen of Silurian date.

capsule formed by the hypostome and

the middle part of the head. The ali-

mentary canal then extended back be-

neath the middle part of the body, ter-

minating in an anus at the posterior

tip. Stormer's reconstruction of the

underside of the body shows an en-

closing membrane and a pair of sim-

ilar appendages on each segment. Each

appendage consists of a jointed walk-

ing leg with bristles at the tip. From
near the base of the appendage rises a

jointed branch that bears many fine

Partial pattern of way in which the

appendages are attached to trilobite's

body is shown in view of the animal's

underside from restoration by Stormer.



Two THORACIC SEGMENTS divided equal-

sized head and tail of Ptychagnostus.

filaments. Under the head are four

pairs of appendages; in front of them
are the long, jointed antennules.

All investigations have shown that

the trilobite's appendages were similar

on each segment, and that none bore

a claw or pincer for grasping and tear-

ing food and passing it to the mouth.

Trilobites probably fed, therefore, on

minute organic particles suspended in

the water or enclosed in the sediment

of the sea bottom, this material being

brought to the mouth by currents of

water. The filament-bearing branches

of the appendages may have been the

main instruments in producing these

currents. They probably also func-

tioned as gills, and constant movement
of the branches would have kept the

gills bathed with fresh water.

THE trilobite's appendages were at-

tached by muscles to the convex

middle region of the exoskeleton. Deep
furrows in this region on the head,

thorax, and tail formed projections on

the inside of the shell for such attach-

ments. Trilobites with smooth shells

may show dark patches, which are be-

lieved to be corresponding areas of

muscle attachment. The animal must

also have possessed longitudinal mus-

cles to effect its characteristic enroll-

ment: these were probably situated in

the middle region of the body.

It has been argued that trilobites

like Isotelus (photo, p. 171. with its

wide middle region and its relatively

large tail, may have used a downward
and forward stroke of the tail in swim-

ming, as does the modern lobster. The
bodies of these two animals are not

comparable, however: the space for

powerful muscles in the thorax and

tail of this species of trilobite was not

so great as that in the lobster tail.

Rigidity and strength must have

been important requirements of the

trilobite exoskeleton. since it was the

framework upon which the muscular

system operated. On the outside of the

shell are ridges and grooves, pits,

tubercles and raised lines, incorrectlv

called "ornament." These served to

make the shell rigid, as do sheet-iron

corrugations. In well-preserved speci-

mens, many minute openings have

been observed at the tips of short

spines and tubercles. These are the

ends of exoskeletal canals that led to

sensory hairs or from glands beneath

the exoskeleton. Such canals are al

to be found disposed around the rai

gins of the exoskeleton.

The main supply of the organic pa

tides on which trilobites fed must hai

been close to the surface of, or withi

the sediments of the sea bottom. ^
may reasonably conclude, then, th

trilobites lived largely in this botto

region, swimming by means of to-an

fro movements of their appendage

and also walking on, and diggi

raking in, the bottom sediments. Tl

antennules extended forward, explo

ing the region immediately ahead, ai

the eyes, with their many small face

were well adapted to detecting mov
ment in such surroundings.

GRADUALLY, then, a picture of ti

life of these animals begins

emerge from a study of their anatom

Trilobites must have made impn

sions in the soft mud of the ancient s

bottom as they searched for food,

such impressions were later filled

by sand or silt, they might be pj

served as fossil casts, projecting frc

the underside of a layer of silt or sar

now converted into rock. Just su

tracks and trails are found in Pale

zoic rocks: one sort of trail, call

I

Enrolled exoskeleton of Ordovician

genus, Flexicalyinene, is seen from the

side. Cup-shaped structure at tofUi'^'

eye, with suture line running to SB-'

I



; i/)/i reus, is known from many con-

1
i|i. It is bilobed. with a prominent

le an longitudinal ridge. On each

rh are obliquely directed ridges and

\ e«. In one example, clear impres-

are believed to be those of an

, lals jointed appendages.

lese trails are commensurate with

i!.iites. They may be shallow, or

and pocket-like, or more or less

iiuous. Inward and backward

iiients of the walking limbs of the

a! could have scraped out the hol-

]iushing out the material in the

line behind them. Impressions in

i>les of some of the deep hollows

lieved to have been made by the

- it a trilobite head and by spines

thoracic segments. The trails are

interpreted as shallow excava-

^y or perhaps even tunnels, made
rilobites in the bottom sediment

ey passed through it in search of

. Some of the deep pockets have

thought of as excavations made
he deposit of eggs, such as the

shoe crab Limulus makes today.

le might expect that, occasionally,

id individual trilobite would be

i associated with such a trail—

•emains of an animal that had

or of one that was overwhelmed

by a sudden inrush of sediments or

some other catastrophe. Yet, so far, no

such dramatic proof of this scientific

detection seems to have been found.

Thus, the interpretation of these trails,

although reasonable, is not positive.

In almost all cases, fossils are the re-

mains of animals that possessed hard

parts (skeletons impregnated with

mineral matter ) that could be pre-

served. Yet in these ancient seas there

were, in all probability, many inhabi-

tants that lacked such hard parts. Con-

ceivably, some of these fossil trails are

the enigmatic traces of just such soft

and now vanished animals.

A different type of track, from

Lower Cambrian rocks of Pakistan,

has recently been described by Dr.

A. Seilacher of Goethe University.

Frankfurt am Main. This track. Di-

morphichnus, is abundant on the sur-

faces of the sandstone layers in which

the remains of trilobite shells are rare.

Nevertheless, the size and nature of

the track makes it probable that it was

made by the tips of the appendages of

a trilobite (photograph and diagram,

p. 1.5 ) . Dr. Seilacher considers that the

animal held itself diagonally to its di-

rection of progression, and that it dug

in the walking legs on one side to make

^y' ,

ONI, Hi-xinilyniftif i.lii>v>- l\f

l"-<l form thul prxiiiplcil ili^

ri.iMii' Triloliila for iIiuhi; iiiiiiiiuJH. Tli<;

-lull xplit on nulure liiii: ul moiling.

Foi liii.L.N iiuiHAi.ic t.i;i.MtMs aiul \ery

minute tail characterized Ptychoparia.

deep, short scars, while raking over

the surface with the legs on the other

side to form longer scraping marks.

Another example of a track, from an

Upper Ordovician siltstone of the Cin-

cinnati area, may also have been made
by a trilobite in motion.

THUS, compilation of all available

knowledge of the trilobite body,

combined with interpretations of the

tracks and trails, affords a picture of

how some trilobites may have lived.

Those like Isotelus, smooth-shelled,

and with the tail similar to the head

in size, or like Dipleura. which had a

narrower body and more thoracic seg-

ments, are presumed—because of their

smooth, elongate form—to have bur-

rowed into the sediments. There does

not seem to be any obvious correlation

bclwcen the type of exoskelelon and
the habit of raking the surface of the

sidirricnK o] making shallow excava-

tions in it. Such a mode of life seems

nasonabji- for such (liffcrenl Irilobiles

as l'l\rh<ipini(i. /'Icxictilymciic. (ryp-

lolilliiis. or Corddiiid. The broad.

|)illc<l fringe around lln- licad of

13



Mid-section of this Flexicnlytnene lieati

shows black spots on lops of liiln-nli's.

openings of canals that

iipied by sensory hairs.

Right eye si'RFACE of I'hacops, from

Devonian period, is covered with small

convex facets reminiscent of those in

contemporary crustaceans and insects.

Iililf

Cryplolithus and the long, backwar

directed spines may have served

prop the animal up on the sea tto

with its thorax extended above it,

that its appendages could have stirif W

up the mud. The broad border aroU

and behind the head of Cordania in

have supported the animal in a sim^

way. Despite this possible similai;

in habit, Cordania, which had e^

facial sutures, and many more th(^ (i

cic segments, can be only very c

tantly related to Cryptolithus.

Such spinose trilobites as Die,

nurus, Apianurus (drawing, p. If

and Ceratocephala can hardly hs

burrowed or dug into the sea botto

They may, however, have rested I

level front and side edges of the he

on the surface of the sediment, w
thorax stretched out and limbs stirri

up the mud in search of food.

The large head plate—hypostom

of many trilobites was firmly brat

against the remainder of the he

thus affording both protection for

main organs and points of attachm*

for muscles. The posterior edge of

hypostome was sharply folded, and

some species it bore spines, so t

these trilobites could have du

mud with their hypostomes by walk

backward. However, evidences of t

behavior, in the form of trails p

duced by such activity, have not

been recognized by paleontologisi

liiC

MP

TRILOBITES of a particular b

form, or of an otherwise rela

group, are in most cases not foi

exclusively in any one type of S(

mentary rock. Smooth-shelled foi

like Isotelus, for example, are founi

reef limestone, shale, siltstone,

sandstone, but so is the spiny d
tocephala. Some of these occurrer

may result from the burial of

animal's shell in a sediment that

laid down in an environment q

different from the one in which

living animal resided. If the trilo

exoskeleton is not disarticulated

is well preserved, however, we i

presume that it probably was bu;

close to where it lived.

Thus, clues to the ancient envii

ment may properly be sought from

enclosing rock. Many cases in wl

this procedure has been followed

gest that particular species of t:

bites possessed a wide tolerance

such environmental variables as dp
of water, amount of light, temp

ture, and type of bottom sedirr



er species or groups of species

have favored one environ-

t, although they were not con-

d to it. The Upper Cambrian

»tors of Triarthrus, for example,

abundant in dark shales, deposited

agnant waters that were probably

;ient in oxygen. Again, Dipleura

its close relatives are found com-

,ly, but not exclusively, in sandy

ments in which they probably dug.

rilobite remains are abundant in

die Paleozoic reef rocks, and it

been claimed that one smooth-

ed form inhabited the rough-

r zone of a particular reef, cling-

to rock surfaces like a modern

)n. Other examples are known of

ed but distinct species that are

dant in reef rocks of different

and wide geographic separation.

lus there is evidence that certain

bites were adapted to life in par-

ar ecological niches in the ancient

but little evidence that most were

ited to a restricted environment,

possession of large eyes ( in Renio-

ides, for example) or absence of

(in Cryplolilhus I has been held

iggest a life spent in muddy or

dimly lighted waters. Analogy

living arthropods, however, does

point to any positive conclusions.

le nature of the rocks that contain

ft bite fossils suggests deposition in

rs not more than a few hundred

Jeep. Thus we have no direct evi-

ibi |e that trilobites inhabited deep

ic waters. Yet, extremely similar

as iPlvcliafinoslus and Dicranu-

for example I have been shown to

a world-wide distributi(jn. Does

nean that these and other kinds of

)ites inhabited the surface waters

e oceans, feeding on the micro-

c floating plants or animals that

;ituled the Paleozoic planktfin?

hev browse amid floating mats of

eed, like those of ihe .Sargasso to-

If we assume this mode of life,

lolls and dead bodies of such ani-

mighl have rome to rest in widely

•aterl localities, and have been

ded, in consequence, in very dif-

l types of sediments.

; know, however, that newly

led trilobites formed their first

when they were half a millimeter

in |cn;»lli. I lir-sc tiny creatures

biy floated, like the larvae of

.'s crustaceans. The youn;; may
existed in this stapc for days or

9 and. in that time, could have

:<1 far from ihe point where the

eggs were laid. At a size of less than

one centimeter in length in most spe-

cies, trilobites became bottom dwellers

in shallow water, and probably spent

the remainder of their lives within a

limited area. Thus, the wide geograph-

ical dispersion of particular trilo-

bites may be explained as taking place

during the larval stages, the adults

dwelling on the sea bottom—not drift-

ing in the ocean's surface water.

IT
has been said that spiny trilobites

like Ceralocephala and Apianurus

were floating forms even in the adult

stage, the spines inhibiting their sink-

ing. However, we know nothing of

the appendages of these trilobites and,

as mentioned, the possession of a sjiiny

exoskeleton does not prec^lude the

possibility of bottom-dwelling.

.Some modern arthroporl spircies ex-

hibit sexual dimorphism—that is, male

and femalf! forms that differ in size

or in other characters. More than ;i

hundred years ago, IJarranrle I in that

great .study of trilobites from Czecho-

slovakia alread) mentioned) observed

a broad and a narrow form in certain

species, 'i'oday, we considi;r these dif-

ferences to be the result of distortion

that the fossils suffered when the rocks

enclosing them were subjected to vari-

ous stresses. Other such examples

among fossils are well known. Not all

the cases of two closely similar forms

coming from the same rocks can be

so explained, however, and it may be

that sexual dimorphism did occur in

trilobites. If so, however, it was not

universal: the cases are equivocal.

Although during the 100 million

year period of the Cambrian, trilobites

were the dominart animals of the shal-

low seas in kinds, numbers, and sizes,

they did not have these seas to them-

selves. There were other aquatic

arthropods in existence — types that,

unlike the trilobites. were armed with

pincers. However, the rarity of these

arthropods as fossils suggests that they

were not formidable enemies of the

trilobites. From the earliest Cambrian

onward, a succession of new genera

and families of Iriloltitcs ap|)eared,

llioiigh the rate of exliiulion of trilo-

bite groups was also high.

On balance, the picture is one of

great evolutionary activity, of adap-

tation to a great variety of environ-

IS
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TRILOBITE EXTINCTION

Ordovlcian period saw

the development

of many new groups

of trilobltes. By the end

of that period, the

rate of extinction was

greater than the rate of

the evolution of new

forms. This pattern

continued through their

remaining history

until they died out

completely some

250 million

years ago.

10 20 30 40 50 6|
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merits, expressed in a multiplicity of

genera and species. At the end of the

Cambrian and during the Ordovician

period, this picture begins to change.

New kinds of animals appeared. Pre-

viously existing ones became more nu-

merous, and the animals must have

competed with the trilobites for the

food supply on and in the sea floor.

Among these forms were the bivalved

brachiopods and clams, and the snails.

The nautiloids, molluscan ancestors

of the modern Nautilus, were not only

numerous and larger than trilobites,

but probably had grasping tentacles

and a powerful jaw. Such predators

could have seized and eaten trilobites.

But the capacity for enrollment may
have afforded the trilobites some pro-

tection, and their spines must have

made them an awkward mouthful.

They may have lain partly buried in

the bottom sediment, the projecting or

stalked eyes of some species enabling

them to detect nearby movement. Veg-

etation, clusters of marine animals

such as sea lilies or corals, and cran-

nies in reefs would also have afforded

the trilobites places of concealment.

THE evolution of many new kinds

of trilobites in the Ordovician

perhaps reflects adaptation to new en-

vironments in response to changing

conditions. Yet it may be seen (dia-

gram, left ) that, toward the end of this

period, the rate of extinction became
greater than the rate of evolution of

new forms. This is a pattern that con-

tinued through the animals' remaining

history. Only a single group persisted

through the Carboniferous and into

Restoration, in side view, of a spiny

trilobite, Apianurus, demonstrates one
of the problems encountered in studies

i6

of the animals. The actual number of

thoracic segments is unknown, because

no entire exoskeleton has been found.

the Permian. This decline — and th

ultimate total extinction of trilobite

—cannot readily be explained.

ONE of the mysteries of the evolu

tionary process is why such

fate should overtake a group of an

mals that, for millions of years, wer

well adapted to their surroundings an

continued to evolve new species unt

near the close of the Paleozoic er:

Phrases that imply "overspeciaiiz:

tion" or "the senescence of the trilc

bite race" are neither apt nor nieai

ingful. Ceratocephala has been r

garded as a highly "specialized" trilc

bite, yet its exoskeleton is known froi

rocks ranging from Ordovician I

Devonian age—a period of some IC

million years. This is clear evidem

that types of animals well adapted

a particular environment may exi

for an extremely long time witho

significant morphological change.

The competition for food with oth

groups may have played a part in tl

trilobites' demise. In addition, tl

Devonian fishes—among which ja\

evolved for the first time — may ha'

become trilobite predators. At preset

however, there is no acceptable theo

that explains the reasons for extin,

tion of the trilobites.

New kinds of trilobites are coi

stantly being found on all continerl

(although new information on tra;

and on appendages collects much mol

slowly). As the store of knowledj

from new discoveries and improv!

techniques of investigation accuni'

lates, we should be able to outli

more precisely the natural history

these remarkable arthropods. For t

present, we may agree with the h

Professor Percy Raymond that pi

haps the greatest contribution tl]

trilobites have made to our world '

the aesthetic pleasure the contemp •

tion of their elegant shells has given

countless collectors and students

fossils." But paleontology is a scier

that does more than enjoy its r.

material: it also tries to bring extii

animals back to life. To me, it is

more exciting to try to visualize thi

"elegant shells" as parts of living a

mals, inhabiting their particular ni(

in nature at a time so long ago that

vertebrate animals had yet to evol

One of first trilobites ever descril

from New World, right, was Isotei

discovered in New York State in If i-
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Golden-striped bass belongs lo cariii\orous marine family.

As this species grows, stripes break to form short dashes.

Imperial ancel fish somewhat resembles the half-circle

angel when young, but changes color patterns as it mature

HH^



Half-circled angel fish, which eats animal and vegetable

matter, is one of most characteristic of fishes inhabiting

coral reefs. Lengths of the mature iif the four different

species pictured on these pages range from 10 to 16 inches.

BRILLIANT REEF FISH
Photographs by Gene Wolfsheimer

rHESE fishes are typical inhabitants of coral reefs; as

many as two hundred different kinds of them may in-

habit the same reef. In no other habitat can such a variety

f gorgeous creatures be seen, for although the birds and

butterflies rival the fishes in number of species of resplen-

fent beauty, few of these ever live so closely together.

The beauty of the many reef fishes is exceeded only by

heir diversity—in size, form, coloration, and behavior.

Vevertheless. many of them are alike in the boldness of

he patterns and brightness of the colors they display,

rhis holds for one-inch gobies and six-foot parrotfishes, for

he predatory, piscivorous basses and moray eels as well as

mall-mouthed browsers like the tangs and butterfly fishes.

The existence of so many conspicuous species has raised

[ueslions in the minds of biologists, but there is only one

hat concerns us here. Why, in a world where the great

najority of the animals try to appear as inconspicuous as

iiissihle, both to escape their enemies and deceive their

)rey, do most of the fishes found around coral reefs seem
o outdo one another in wearing the most striking garb?

ITiere are some instances (for example, certain scorpion

ishesl in which this could be considered a case of warning
oloralion flisplayed by many venomous or distasteful

iiiirnals. which depend on each potential enemy to make
III association between their uripalalabilily and their par.

I'ular conspicuousness. iJut few reef fishes are venomous.

Some ichthyologists have come to the conclusion that,

whatever ihi: function of the salient coloration of reef

ishcs, it is not protective at all. It may be u.seful in species

>r sex recognition but, as far a.s attack by fish-eating pred-

ators is concerned, only the peculiar nature of the reef

makes possible the survival of such conspicuous free-

swimming creatures. Coral reefs, riddled with crevices and
caves, provide an agile fish with perfect terrain in which

to lose a pursuer or hide from predators. Divers will vouch
for this. The fishes are easy enough to see; in fact, some
are insatiably curious, even to the point of tentatively

nibbling at a diver's skin. But try to catch one! The speed

with which it dashes to the safety of the reef, disappear-

ing around some corner or into some hole, is incredible.

ON the other hand, a number of scientists have insisted

that the very conspicuousness of the colors and pat-

terns of reef fishes helps to conceal them. These men point

out that against the busy background of a reef—with its

myriads of highly colored, feathery, filamentous or arbo-

rescent animals, many of them in motion—the patches of

strongly contrasting colors so characteristic of reef fishes

actually make a fish less visible. Catching the observer's

eye, they prevent him from seeing the shape or surface of

the fish itself. This disrupcivc coloration, as it is called, is

dazzling. Even when photographed against a plain, arti-

ficial background, the fish requires a second, studied look

to reveal all its piscine qualities. Especially noteworthy

is the way in which the eye of some of these fishes is con-

cealed by its incorporation in a dark stripe or bar.

Moth of thesi! jioinls of view have evidence to support

th(^ni, and it is probabli; that both hold true to some extent.

Their relative im|)orlancc will not be established until

observers have spent tnaiiy hours in iiiulerwater studies.

ILFIN TANC, left, IB member of the herhivoMni-

uriteon fmheii, chararlerizeil by nhari' »pinr :ii iln

mily .,1

il l.a-r-.

Mil. Woi.isiii;iMi:ii,

A„Mri,.\ l.-M.li,,. ,
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Complex anatomy

is basis of control

By J. W. S. Pringle

INSECTS, in their mastery of flight,

far surpass mankind's machines.

Indeed, we know little about their

flight mechanisms. Their small size

and the speed at which they move
their wings make even an accurate de-

scription of the wing motion difficult.

The muscles that move an insect's

wings have some special physiological

properties, which are even less well

understood than those of ordinary

mammalian muscle. In the last ten

years, however, considerable work has

been done on insect flight by engi-

neers, entomologists, and physiolo-

gists. This work has included studies

of many different kinds of insects. For
example, there are great differences

between the flight of a butterfly and a

gnat, yet there seems to be a sort of

common plan, not only in the anatomy
of wings and flight muscles, but also

in the chemical reactions supplying

energy for the muscles and in the nerv-

ous reflexes controlling them. An at-

tempt will be made here to focus on
the flight of the bumblebee—an in-

sect so large and so common that any-

one with a good microscope can check

and extend the conclusions.

The bumblebee belongs to the

order Hymenoptera, which includes

the wasps, sawflies. and a large num-
ber of parasitic forms. Its flight ma-
chinery is very similar to that of the

hive bee. Its two pairs of wings, like

those of all insects, are very thin, elon-

gated projections from the cuticle that

covers the whole surface of the body.

The joints and the sclerites, armor-
like plates that cover parts of the in-

sect's body, are hardened regions of

this continuous covering. Two of these

main hardenings of the meso- and
metathoracic segments are the tergum,

on top, and the pleura, on each side.

The wings project between them.

It has been known for over a hun-

dred years that, among the higher in-

sects, the main power for moving the

wings comes from muscles that are

not attached directly to the wings, but

which stretch across ihc thoracic cage,

longitudinally and dorsoventrally

(page 2.'5). By the alternate contrac-

tions of these muscles, the thoracic

"kiipI"' llict tergum— is raised or low-

iri-d. iiiid the wings move down and
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up accordingly. In the bumblebee,

sclerites are arranged so that the main

wing motion is diagonal—downward
and forward, upward and backward.

Particularly important in the bee is a

subsidiary relative motion of the scu-

tum and scutellum, two parts of the

tergum. This motion serves to produce

the figure-of-eight path of the wing tip

and the automatic twisting of the

wings that is required if aerodynamic

lift is to be generated.

The hinge joint lying at the base of

the bumblebee forewing is a compli-

cated structure, composed of four

small axillary sclerites. These link the

three points at which the wings are at-

tached on the thorax to the bases of

the three supporting veins of the wing;

the three-dimensional geometry of this

region contains the clue to an under-

standing of the wing motion. Although

it is important to realize that the

whole of the wing base is really an

elaborately folded surface membrane,

its movements can be simplified by re-

garding each of these four sclerites

as a separate structure articulating

with the others ( diagrams, page 29 )

.

CONSIDER the wing-stroke cycle that

starts from the top of the beat, or

end of the upstroke. At this moment,

the large, dorsal longitudinal muscles

begin to contract. These are attached

behind a large sclerite, the meso-

phragma. which in the intact bee is

entirely hidden underneath the meta-

thorax and first abdominal segm 1.

Taking one side only, the front eni )l

the mesophragma pushes on the .u-

tellum: this connects with the li'g-

lower arm of the first axillary l,tli

directly and through the head ofjie

axillary lever and the fourth axily

(
page 29. top) . The middle of the si

axillary connects to the scutum: le

result of the push from the ni t

phragma is to rotate the first axil

;

forward and downward. The u;

"crook" of the first axillary, in 1

1

connects with the leading edge ol i

forewing, and the wing is twiste

that its leading edge is depressed.

This twisting movement is lin :

because the scutellum hits againsipqlJui

scutum. When this happens, the



dorsal longitudinal

indirect muscle

spiracle

dorsoventral indirect muscle

Mesothorax, in black outline, is enlarged middle segment

of queen's thorax. Dorsoventral indirect muscles stretch

across segment; dorsal longitudinal indirect muscles reach to

mesophragma. Forewings join between tergum and pleuron.

tinued contraction of the muscle lifts

both sides of the thoracic roof—com-

posed, as we have seen, of scutum and
scutellum together—in relation to the

side plates, or pleura, and the down-
Stroke of the whole wing begins. Be-

cause this downstroke is preceded by

the wing-twisting, the wing moves
down in a pronatcd attitude, rather as

if the lower arm and hand in a human
were rotated in such a way that the

palm turned downward.
Contrar) to the description given in

most textbooks, the wing's upstroke is

net just a reversal of this 8e(|uencc of

evenU. Actually, the path of the wing
tip on the upstroke is diflcrcnt from

that on the flownstrokc, and the wing
U twisted in a different way. At the

beginning of the upstroke, it is the

dorsoventral muscles that start to con-

tract, lowering the thoracic roof on

the pleura. The wing is connected to

the roof through the first axillary, as

has been noted. But it is also con-

nected to the pleuron through the sec-

ond axillary, and these two axillaries

also articulate with each other. The

initial effect of lowering the roof is to

rotate both axillaries backward and

flownward, twisting the forewing in

o[)positc fashion. As at the beginning

of the upstroke, this initial twisting

movement is limited by a stop. The

stop is formed, in this case, by the

backwardiy dircctird arm of the si:c-

ond axillary, whir:h fits into a soi:ket

|t,r-.iter! on ihc |ll--liroM.

As the dorsoventral muscles con-

tinue to contract, further depression

of the roof raises the wing, but it now
pivots about a different axis; the wing

tip performs its upstroke more hori-

zontally, and is raised only later. The
relative movement of scutum and scu-

tellum has been reversed in this proc-

ess and, as the wing reaches the top of

its stroke, the whole cycle is repealed.

To summarize, the whole stroke

cycle of the forewing can conveniently

be considered in four phases:

( 1 1 Movement between scutum and

scuti^lluin, rotating the first axillary

forward aiirl downward and the sec-

ond axillary forward and upward.

This proiuiles the wing anil sets the

axis of llie (loWMslroke movement more

23



Middle part of tercum is lowered by contraclion of the
dorsoventral muscles and raised by a similar action of the

dorsal longitudinal muscles. Wings, attached between the

tergum and pleuron, are raised and depressed by movements.

nearly horizontal, so that the wing tip

moves downward inore nearly verti-

cally. This phase is limited by the scu-

tum-scutellum stop. It is followed by:

(2) The downstroke.

(3) Initial lowering of the thoracic

roof (tergum), rotating the first ax-

illary backward and second axillary

backward and downward. This supi-

nates the wing and sets the axis of the

upstroke more nearly vertical, so that

the wing tip moves upward more
nearly horizontally. This phase is lim-

ited by the stop between the back-

wardly directed arm of the second

axillary and the pleural socket. The

cycle is followed and completed by.

(4) The upstroke.

HAVING analyzed the mechanics of

the wing-stroke cycle, we must

now consider the muscles involved in

flight. In all insects there are, in addi-

tion to the large, indirect muscles

stretching right across the thorax,

many other muscles that affect the

wing motion. Some of these pull di-

rectly on the wing base or on the axil-

lary sclerites; some insert on the ter-

gum or pleuron near the wing base;

some alter the elasticity of the whole

thoracic box by pulling between its

component parts. In primitive insects,

and in some of the higher groups, es-

pecially dragonflies and beetles, some
of these direct muscles are large and
contribute part of the power for the

wing strokes. But in bees, and nearly

all Hymenoptera. all the power for

the stroke comes from the indirect

muscles: the other muscles are small.
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being merely adjusters that are used
in the control of flight.

It is obvious that a bumblebee does

not only fly forward at a steady rate;

it can maneuver in the air with con-

siderable skill. It has no auxiliary con-

trol surfaces, such as the individual

feathers in the tails of birds, to enable

it to do this; its maneuvers have to be

produced by alteration in the form of

the wing motion as a whole. There

have been various attempts to under-

stand how the many small muscles

function to produce these modifica-

tions of wing motion, but many of

them have failed to take into account

one fundamental feature of the bee's

flight system. In nearly all animals,

muscles contract with the arrival of

impulses through nerves connecting

them to the central nervous system

(brain or ganglia ) . When such a nerve

impulse arrives, the muscle performs

a twitch involving a brief contraction

and relaxation. If nerve impulses ar-

rive at a sufliciently high rate, most

muscles do not have time to go

through their contracting and relax-

ing cycle and, as a result, go into a

steady contraction, or tetanus.

Mammalian muscles, for example,

cannot perform separate twitches at a

rate much above twenty per second.

The flight muscles of grasshoppers

and moths are faster, and can give sep-

arate twitches up to frequencies as

high as ninety per second.

Apparently, no such muscles have
evolved that are sufficiently fast to

twitch more rapidly than about 100
times per second. Those insects whose

wingbeat frequencies are higher than

this (and in some flies the frequency

is as high as 1,000 beats per second)

have evolved a different method: the'

muscles that move their wings do not

perform a single twitch on the arrival

of each nerve impulse. Instead, they

generate an oscillatory contraction

the frequency of which is determined

by the mechanical properties of thcj

muscle itself and by the load it is mov-

ing. This mechanism of rhythmic con-

traction is not limited in its speed oi

action, and insects possessing this sorl

of flight muscle can therefore mov(

their wings at a much higher rate. Fur
thermore, it becomes unnecessary foij

the nerve impulses to be related tc

each cycle of the rhythm. In fact, in i

bumblebee, with a frequency of 15(

to 200 beats per second, the impulse:

to the flight muscles are quite slow

only about 10 impulses per second-

even when the muscles are contractini

rhvthmically 200 times per second

THE muscles that function in thi

rhythmic manner are different ii

appearance from ordinary muscles

They are usually redder, owing to th

concentration of pigments involved ii

the high rate of chemical energy sup

ply needed for their intense activity

They are composed of somewha
thicker fibers. Once these facts are rec

ognized. it becomes a simple task t

determine which of the flight muscle

of any particular insect are contraci

ing at the frequency of the wingbeat

and are producing power for th

strokes, and which muscles are merel



controlling the form of the wing mo-

tion by an adjustable, steady pull on

the various moving parts of the thorax

and the wing articulations.

In the bumblebee, only the large,

indirect dorsal longitudinal and dor-

soventral muscles of the mesothorax

have this particular structure and

rhythmic function. All the muscles of

the metathorax (the segment bearing

the bumblebee's hind wings I and all

smaller muscles of both segments are

normal in appearance, and cannot

contract during flight at the frequency

of wing motion. The fact that these

latter muscles must modify flight by

a steady pull on the moving parts

gives the essential clue to an under-

standing of their mode of operation.

What sort of changes in the wing

motion are required to give control of

movement through the air? Many of

us are familiar with the control sys-

tem used in a conventional aircraft.

The three planes of space in which

Control is required are known as

the pitching ( fore-and-aft I , rolling

(banking sideways), and yawing
(turning about a vertical axis I planes.

In aircraft, the three forms of control

are provided, respectively, by the ele-

vator, ailerons, and rudder. An insect,

however, has no auxiliary control sur-

faces, and in this respect is more simi-

lar to a helicopter. In a helicopter,

control in pitch and in roll can be ob-

tained either by tilting the whole

plane of the rotor, or by arranging

a system of cams so that the twist (in-

cidence) of the blades is altered in

different parts of the circle of rotation.

Yaw control is usually obtained from

an auxiliary propeller, as the main

rotor turns in a horizontal plane.

INSECTS do not have rotating wings.

The paths of the two wing tips,

however, do not lie wholly in one

plane, and it is this that makes auxil-

iary control surfaces unnecessary. In

the bee. as in other insects, control in

all three planes of space is obtained

by the methods used in a helicopter in

controlling the pitch and roll—alter-

ation of the plane of wing vibration

and differential twisting in different

parts of the stroke. The articulations

at the base of the insect's wings are of

such perfect design that all these

types of control can be obtained by

the steady pull of small muscles on

a number of different moving parts.

Unfortunately, we as yet have no
high-speed pictures of a flying bee that

could give evidence of the actual con-

trol movements used by this insect.

But Dr. Richard Faust, Director of

the Zoological Gardens at Frankfurt-

am-Main, made some photographic
studies of the bluebottle some years

ago, and it is reasonable to assume
that the results he obtained are also

applicable to other fast-flapping in-

sects. Dr. Faust obtained his photo-

graphs by fixing a fly by the top of the

thorax so that it could still move its

wings, and mounting it on the axis of

a rotating shaft in various orienta-

tions. When the shaft turned, the fly

tried to compensate for the rotation

by altering its wing-twisting.

The first thing that became clear

was that control movements occur

during the downstroke; the upstroke

never changed. During rolling move-

ments, one wing was more twisted

than the other in the later part of the

downstroke; this is the phase during

which the horizontal movement of the

wing is greatest, and in which, there-

fore, the two wings generate different

lift, and roll the fly back into a level

attitude. In the yawing movements.

scutellar muscle axillary lever muscle

I.NMf.t i,n Mfw.iHOKvv n.;,r u I n I.- I,;.-,- ;ir.- .lin-.l nm-.l,-,, ii. l.^-i, -i,.,k.- ,>,), ;,m(I |.f..l.iil)ly ( ..nlroJH |.ihliin«, an.!

inrlii.linif -nil.-lh.r imh-.I.-, y.\f>'<- pull oppoM., vsiiiK l«i^l inii- ), »f lljr ;isilli.ry l.v.-r. wliicli ...iilrolH IIjkIiI pow.-r.
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Control or flight motion is accomplished by alternating

plane of wing vibration at different parts of the downstroke.

as upstroke does not change. Paths of two wing tips are nol

wholly in one plane, so no auxiliary control surfaces are

the wings were differently twisted

during the middle part of the down-

stroke; in this phase, the vertical wing

motion was greatest, and the result of

the different incidence on the two

sides produced a compensatory yaw-

ing torque. During forward pitching

movements, the wings on both sides

had an equal and large supination

twist at the start of the downstroke.

when they were farthest up, and at the

end of the downstroke when they

were farthest forward. Thus, they

acted together to resist forward pitch-

ing (drawings, above and below),

THESE experiments show how it is

possible for a bluebottle with one

pair of wings to control its attitude

despite the lack of auxiliary surfaces.

The bee has a second pair of wings

but these are tightly coupled to th(

forewings by hooks, and act as a sin

gle airfoil surface. Probably the hinc

wing muscles can alter the effectivi

wing section of the whole surface b\

bending the back part up or down ii

relation to the front part.

The bee seems also to have devel

oped a more efficient mechanism thai

>'

Yaw to right, in which insect is turned on vertical axis,

is diagramed in upper strip. In this balancing, each wing
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is twisted differently during middle part of the downstrok'

and result of different incidence produces a yawing torquj

V



I'^tessary. Diagrams across top show wing positions during
lormal flight, next strip demonstrates action in resisting a

roll to left. In latter case, notice that one wing is more
twisted than the other during later part of the downstroke.

he fly for altering the entire stroke

ilane, so that the wings can beat more
iurizontally or more vertically. Thus
Mjt only has it both kinds of the con-

rols used in helicopters, but may also

lave another in the control of the

V ing section. No wonder its powers of

aaneuver are so efficient!

It is not easy to be sure exactly how
II the small control muscles of the

bee work, but careful dissection, cou-

pled with a knowledge of the type of

wing-twisting required, makes it pos-

sible to put forward some suggestions.

Some of these are reasonably well

established; others await confirmation

by subsequent researches.

The mechanism of wing-folding is

clearly understood. In both pairs of

wings it is brought about by muscles

attached to the knob halfway up the

third axillary sclerite. When these

muscles contract, the third axillary

turns about its axis and pivots about

its base, carrying the hind part of the

wing upward and backward. The wing

turns about the second axillary, and
the base of the leading edge disen-

gages from the upper arm of the first

axillary. This is the typical method of

.l.ui.. Il.-r.. ll,.-

.:„M|.,-,fl pil.hi,,,..

I»l-t ill xhirl III

• low M Iriikr, wlii'ii lliry ;ir<t fiirllicst up, and at end of llic

I- -lr.ikr uli.ri f;irlh(Hl down. lo riv^JHl forward liinihlin);.
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Dr. Princle, Fellow of the Royal
Society, specializes in experimental

cytology at Cambridge University,

where he has been a Fellow and the

Librarian of Peterhouse since 1959.

wing-folding found in all insects that

perform this movement.

Unfolding at the start of flight is

not performed primarily by muscles

attached directly to the wings. It re-

sults from the simultaneous tonic

contraction of both dorsal longitudi-

nal and dorsoventral indirect muscles,

which strain the whole thorax so the

wings unfold. Tests on a freshly killed

bee show that for the unfolding move-

ment to occur properly it is also nec-

essary for the dorsal longitudinal

muscle of the metathorax (the re-

tractor of the mesophragma) to be

tonically contracted, so that the mes-

ophragma is not allowed to move for-

ward. It is interesting to remember

that, in evolution, this muscle must

have been responsible for the down-

stroke of the hind wing. The nervous

mechanism originally responsible for

keeping this muscle active during

flight still operates, but its steady pull

during flight now serves to keep the

wings unfolded, and to transmit pas-

sively to the hind wing some of the

power that is produced in the dorsal

longitudinal muscle of the mesothorax.

THE path of the wing tip can

certainly change during control

movements, so that the whole cycle of

movement takes place with the wing

pulled more or less forward, and in

such a way that the figure-of-eight

path alters in shape. The forward pos-

itioning 01 the wings is probably pro-

duced by the basalar muscle, which

pulls through a ligament on the lead-

ing edge. The alteration of the shape

of the figure-of-eight is a more com-

plicated process, involving a relative

change in the magnitude of phase one

of the basic wing-stroke cycle in rela-

tion to phase two. Phase one, involv-

ing the forward movement of the

scutellum against the scutum and a

rotation of the first axillary sclerite to

produce pronation, is normally ter-

minated by the operation of the scu-

tum-scutellum stop. A muscle attaches

to the scutellum in such a way that its

contraction will tend to resist the

movements of phase one and allow

phase two to start earlier. This must

have two effects: the wing is carried

forward rather than downward in the

early part of the downstroke. and it

moves forward with a high angle of

incidence, because of its lack of pro-

nation. This is exactly the form of wing

motion Faust found compensating for

forward pitching rotations in the blue-

bottle, and it is reasonable to conclude

that scutellar muscles are mainly used

by the bee for pitch control.

Faust did not study the changes in

the path of the wing tip during com-

pensatory control reactions, but there

is some evidence on the point from

some experiments on the stable fly by

F. S. J. Hollick in 1940. He found that

a fly in still air moved its wings down-

ward at the beginning of the down-

stroke and had a tendency to pitch

forward. In a current of air. the wing

tip path at the beginning of the down-

stroke was forward and the pitching

tendency disappeared. Probably this

compensation was being controlled by

a muscle analogous to the bee's scutel-

lar muscle for pitch control.

Control of yawing movements in

the bee is probably done by the sub-

alar muscle of the forewing. which

pulls through the subalar sclerite on

the lower arm of the second axillary

and on the base of the third axillary.

This action should tend to increase

the wing's drag during the downstroke,

especially during the middle part,

when vertical velocity is greatest.

Control of rolling movements in the

bee, unlike that of the fly (which has

only one pair of wings), is probably

done by the muscles of the hind wing.

We have already noted that the airfoil

surface in the bee comprises the two

wings, tightly coupled together, the

power for the stroke being delivered

entirely into the forewings. The mus-

cles of the hind wing, comparable in

size and structure to the other slowly

contracting muscles involved in the

control of flight, must be mainly re-

sponsible for the changes in wing sec-

tion by altering the relative attitudes of

the fore- and hind wings. During the

downstroke, the whole surface will be

more convex if the hind wing is rela-

tively depressed, and this shape will

contribute more lift during the later

part of the downstroke. A different

camber on the two sides of the body

will generate a rolling torque. The

muscles involved on each side are the

subalars of the hind wing and the in-

direct dorsoventrals of the hind wing,

pulling the wing down or up, respec-

tively. Both are well developed in the

metathorax and function antagonistic-

ally, thus delicately controlling this

important feature of the mechanism.

The most remarkable special feature

of the wing articulation of bees is the

structure known as the axillary lever.

It is clear that the function of this

structure is to control the power of

flight and the amplitude of wing move-

ments, with some control of the stroke

plane ( the angle to the horizontal of

the average path of the wing tip) . The

German entomologist Stellwaag no-

ticed in 1916 that bees seem to make

more use than do other insects of

changes in the stroke plane, and we

now know that this is an incidental

feature to changes in the amphtude of

beat. The axillary lever is, indeed, a

lever in the true sense. It pivots about

the front end of the mesophragma, and

has a short arm with a socket in which

rests a pointed projection from the

pleuron and a long arm, directed back-

wards, that bears a downward-pulUng

muscle at its end. When this muscle

contracts, its force is enormously mag-

nified by the lever action; a rather

small tonic muscle can thus displace

the mesophragma backwards and move

the main wing articulations relative to

each other, in spite of the fact that

the whole power of the large indirect

muscles is being transmitted through

these structures. Like all muscles, the

indirect wing muscles deliver more

power when they are stretched, and the

amplitude of the wingbeats is there-

fore increased. At the same time, the

axis about which the downstroke

(phase 2) occurs is tilted, and the

stroke plane becomes more nearly

vertical. This must have the effect of

increasing the forward component

(thrust) of the downstroke's aerody

namic force in relation to the upward

component (lift). The action is like

that of an accelerator; instead of just

hovering, the bumblebee is able to

move forward through the air.

ONE of the most interesting aspects

in a study of insect flight is the

continual discovery of new ways in

which the aircraft designer has un-

knowingly copied these accomplished

fliers. Some years ago, instrument en-

gineers produced an aircraft blind-

flying device that works on the same

principle as the fly's gyroscopic sense

organs, known as the halteres (Nat

URAL History, February, 1948) . Now

there is a helicopter in which contro

of forward motion is achieved by wha

is, in essence, the bee's axillary lever

f



depressed wing

scutellum

EPBESSED FOREWINC, with axillary sclerites at base, is

Isarticulated, above. (1) and (2) slide over each other,

pd (4) is tied to ( 1 ) and (3). Arrows indicate the points

which sclerites articulate to suspend wing from thorax.

axillary sclerites

Natural position of sclerites is seen from beneath wing,

below. Mesophragma's push at start of downstroke rotates

first axillary, pronating wing. On upstroke, the rear arm of

second fits into pleural socket, changing axis of movement.

forewing

lever

mesophragma

. *iwjfliirm^s!.^^«p-v »'.«*.
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SKY REPORTER
Isaac Newton, gravity, and optics

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

Reflector telescope, invented by

Isaac Newton, was only six ond

one-half inches long. The image

was viewed from side (inset eye).

ARISTOTLE had taught that a body is kept in motion by

the constant application of a force and that it comes

to rest when the force subsides. Galileo's studies of the

motions of falling bodies constitute the first challenge to

this erroneous concept; although he did not express it in

these terms, his results imply that, if a body is not subject

to the action of any force, it is either at rest or traveling at

constant speed along a straight line; whereas an applied

force would deflect, accelerate, or retard its motion (these

conclusions were eventually formulated by Isaac Newton)

.

Concern for the cause of celestial motions was also

evident in Kepler's work. In Harmonice mundi, he inti-

mated that planets are kept in orbit around the sun by some
power emanating from that body. This was, however, a

purely philosophical concept, without bearing on his em-

pirical determination of the shapes of orbits. Nevertheless,

the question was definitely in the air from the beginning of

the seventeenth century. If its solution eluded Kepler, this

was partly because the Lutheran mystic did not have at

hand the necessary mathematical tools.

Isaac Newton (born in 1643, the year after the death

of Galileo) devised a primitive form of calculus that be-

came the key to his success. Driven to the country by an

outbreak of the plague in London, in 1665, he devoted his

enforced leisure time to a study of the motion of the moon.
His approach was prompted by an analogy with the fall of

objects on earth: anything dropped falls vertically to the

ground, but an object tossed laterally (such as a ball in

play) describes an arc before reaching the ground; and
the stronger the toss, the longer the arc.

Conceivably, if the object could be imparted enough
speed, its trajectory could be lengthened to the point where
it would no longer return to earth, but would remain in

orbit around it. Before he could apply this concept to tlP

case of the moon, the young Newton was faced by anoth

problem. If, indeed, an object falls to earth because of ti

latter's gravitational pull, how much remains of this pi!

at the distance of the moon (in other words, how mui

attraction has to be counteracted by the moon's lateral-

orbital—speed ) ? At this point Newton had to make ;

educated guess, and the measure of his genius lies in t

fact that he guessed right.

Having assumed that planets are kept in orbit aroui!

the sun by a similar gravitational pull from that body,

noted the remarkable relation expressed in Kepler's thi]

law of planetary motion {Sky Reporter, May, 1961) , nan'

ly, that the square of a planet's period increases as the cut

of its mean distance from the sun. This means, of cour,

that—the farther it is from the sun—the less is the orbil

speed of a planet: a first indication that the effect of gra'-

tation lessens with increasing distance. This also meati

that this reduction of gravitational pull does not occur i

direct proportion to the distance itself. Newton guess I

that its effect varies inversely as the square of the distanl

and set about to verify his hunch.
|

Returning to the earth-moon system as a model, Newli

used his newly invented calculus (which he called "meth I

of fluxions") to compute what orbital speed the mo

should have to counteract the earth's attraction. His res

differed by about 10 per cent from the observed value,

cause of this discrepancy and because of a mathemati

difficulty, which he had not resolved to his satisfactl

Newton did not publish his theory at that time.

A few years later, a group of French scientists set out

redetermine the length of the earth's radius. They foiJ

that earlier estimates had been in error by about one-si
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Poor lenses of early period meant

that refracting telescopes, such as

Huygens' 123-foot model, left, had

focal lengths of vast dimensions.

f the adopted value. Since the moon's distance is known
rimarily as a function of the terrestrial radius, here lay

le source of the discrepancy in Nevvtons results. When
returned to his problem. Newton soon arrived at a com-
1'- verification of his theory. As further convincing

H.f. he was able to show that Kepler's laws may be de-

il mathematically from his own law of gravitation.

V
I
o less important to the progress of cosmological ideas

\| Here Newton's discoveries in the field of optics. Ob-

i\ ing. as Griraaldi had done before him. that a glass

i-m disperses a ra\ of white sunlight into all the colors

the rainbow. Newton proved experimentally that these

I'/r-- are elementary components of white light, and he

' rihed their dispersion to the fact that each color is

i'racted differentl). His conclusions were the first step

"ard the development of astronomical spectroscopy, a

•a>urement technique by means of which it has become
--rhle to .study the composition and temperatures of stars.

I iilil Newton's time, the only telescopes in existence

re refractors: that is. combinations of lenses. Their

ijor drawback was a defect called chromatic aberration,

lilted l>\ the fact that the edg<«i of the lenses act as so

.iri) prisms, and the rc-sulting images appear surrounded

a ralnbow-hued halo. In motlern instruments, this defect

removed by combining len»«;s with rliffcrent refractive

operties that com|)(-nsate ear'h other. In the sevcntc<'iith

nlury. however, the rud) wa\ astronomi-rs knew of iniiii-

lizinj? chromatic aberration was to increase the focal

nglh of iheir lele.v.-opcs. At the same lime, they craved

ider lenses in order to observe fainter stars. But. for

.ery inch added to the diameter of the lenH. the for:al

nglh grew b) nexeral feel. As a consequence, refractors

of that epoch became so long and unwieldly that it was no
longer possible to encase them in solid mountings. Typical

of these monstrous rigs were the instruments erected by
Christian Huygens (above, at center) and Johannes Heve-

lius (above I in which objective and eyepiece were aligned

by a simple rod or a length of string.

Newton mistakenly believed that there was no other way
of correcting refractors for chromatic aberration. In order

to construct telescopes of more suitable size, he saw no
alternative but to replace lenses by mirrors, which merely

reflect light without color dispersion. Although the idea of

substituting mirrors had been advanced by others, he was
the first to design and build a workable model.

Ordinary glass mirrors were unsuitable because their

reflective coating is applied to the back of the glass, which
the light must still penetrate ( and thus be refracted I before

it is reflected (the process, used in modern telescopes, of

depositing a film of silver on the front of the glass is a

nineteenth-century invention). The only other possibility

was to use a metal mirror, and Newton's success derived

from his selection of a suitable alloy, the so-called "bell

metal'' containing six parts of copper and two parts of tin,

to which he added one part of arsenic.

His first telescope (above, at left) was only six and one-

half inches long. The |)rinci|)al mirror, at the bottom of the

tube, was shaped to a spherical surface, and the reflected

light rays wen: further (lclle<le(l lo ihc side of thi- tube by
a small. sccondar\ mirror. I'he |)crformancc of INcwIon's

instrument was far inferior to that of its contemporary
refractors, but its principle aroused considerable interest

among scientists. In the centuries that followed Newton,
large reflecting telescopes were lo become the forc'most in-

.Hlruments for thir astronomical ex))loralion of the universe.
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THE SKY IN AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER

From the Almanac:

Last Quarter August 3, 6:48 a.m., EST

New Moon August 11, 5:36 a.m., EST

First Quarter August 19, 5:52 a.m., EST

Full Moon August 25, 10:14 p.m., EST

Last Quarter September 1, 6:06 p.m., EST

New Moon September 9, 9:50 p.m., EST

First Quarter September 17, 3:24 p.m., EST

Full Moon September 24, 6:34 a.m., EST

The sun will cross the celestial equator from north to

south on September 23 at 1:43 a.m., EST (equinox). Au-

tumn will begin on that date in the Northern Hemisphere.

For the visual observer:

Mercury, in the morning sky at the beginning of August,

will be in superior conjunction on August 14 and will enter

the evening sky on that date. It will remain an evening star

throughout September and will set about an hour after the

sun all month long. Poorly placed for observation in August

and most of September, it will become more favorable for

a few days about September 28, the date at which the planet

reaches its greatest eastern elongation.

Venus will rise at 1:45 a.m., local standard time, on

August 1, at 2 a.m. on August 15, at 2:30 a.m. on Septem-

ber 1, at 3:00 A.M. on September 15, and at 3:30 a.m. on

September 30. It will be conspicuous in the eastern sky at

sunrise. Venus will pass south of Castor and Pollux in the

constellation Gemini at the end of August.

Mars (+ 1.9 magnitude ) will move from Leo to Virgo in

August and will remain in Virgo throughout September,

passing north of Spica about September 20. An evening

star, it will set soon after the sun during these months and

will be difficult to see, very low in the western sky.

Jupiter (—2.2 magnitude) will be found in Capricornus

in August and will move to Sagittarius in September. In

the evening sky, it will cross the meridian at about 11:30

P.M. on August 1, at 10:30 p.m. on August 15. at 9:30 p.m.

on September 1, at 8:20 p.m. on September 15, and at 7:20

P.M. on the final night of that month.

Saturn, in Sagittarius (+0.6 magnitude), will be ap-

proximately five to six degrees west of Jupiter in August

and September. Therefore it will cross the meridian each

day about twenty to twenty-five minutes before Jupiter.

The Perseid meteor shower will reach its maximum in-

tensity on August 12, one day after New Moon. Barring in-

clement weather, as many as fifty meteors per hour may be

seen by an alert observer away from city lights.

Eclipses:

An annular eclipse of the sun will occur on August 11,

but the path of the annular phase—in which the dark disk

of the moon is seen surrounded by the bright rim of the

sun—will lie entirely over the South Atlantic Ocean. Partial

phases of the eclipse will be seen on the southeast coast of

South America, in South Africa, and in Madagascar.

A nearly total eclipse of the moon will be visible in the

continental United States on the evening of August 25, be-

ginning at 8 :35 p.m. and ending at 11 :42 P.M.. EST. On the

West Coast, the moon will rise already partially eclipsed.

On the preceding pages, Mrs. Gossner offers the seventh
in her 1961 series on the growth of cosmological concepts.
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GKAMAM

Pom DE AYALA
A seventeenth -century Indian's account of Andean civilization

By John V. Murra

OF ALL THE HIGH CIVILIZATIONS of pre-Columbian

America, that of the Incas has received the greater

share of public attention. Here were not only civilized folk,

with cities and temples, irrigation and kings, but also a

Utopian state that attracted curiosity from 1534 on, when
the first European chroniclers began to publish their im-

oressions in Seville. Here was a kingdom "where the gov-

jrnment insured the individual against every sort of want

md. in return, demanded heavy tribute. . .
." Over the years

Jie notion has grown that Inca society, when met by the

Europeans, was a kind of welfare, if not socialist, state.

Modern anthropology has been re-examining this com-

monplace in the light of recent ethnographic learning

jbout similar transitional societies elsewhere, particularly

hose encountered in Africa and the Pacific.

These studies show that our vision of the Inca is dis-

orted and that the blurring has been compounded be-

cause we see the Andean world through two alien lenses:

hat of the sixteenth-century European soldiers, priests,

md administrators, and that of the Inca elite, who acted

IS the invaders' guides and confidants.

The most immediate limitation has been the absence of

\ndean versions of what the local peoples were like. We
lave no codices for the Andes like the Aztec, Zapotec, or

Waya books written before the European invasion; no
iboriginal writing has been discovered yet in South

\merica. The political and intellectual decapitation of the

nca state by the Europeans was so swift that no interviews

(ith the Amauta—the learned and reflective men—have
)cen pre.served. All we have are versions of the Cuzco
ourt clifjue and the military, and even those were recorded

mpcrfectly by impalicni. cthnorc'ntric strangers. Before

here is one of the few exceptions: a document about
Vndean man and his world written from the inside by one;

uch man and illustrated by him with 400 drawings. This
I'K-umi-nt is a uni(|ue source on Andean life before 1532.

Nobody knows how a 1.200-page "letter" by an Andean

ELC-POHTBArT OF TIIK Al IIKIH -liliw- ( .u.'llliail I'lllnjl hl-ltinK

nt for Lima with •on, hor-f. :iiiil ilo(i». lo di-IiviT "li-llor"

o Spaninh vireroy. I'oiiia loxl ull liiit Imh |iii|ii!r» (-ii route.

Indian, written to the King of Spain about 1615, found its

way to Copenhagen. Some think it was in a collection of

American curiosities bought in Madrid by a seventeenth-

century Danish Ambassador; it remained unknown to stu-

dents of the Inca for three centuries, until found in 1908
in the Royal Danish Library by Richard Pietschmann, a

German scholar. Guaman Poma's manuscript, called Nueva
Coronica y Buen Gobierno (the New Chronicle and [a]

Good Government) , was mostly a cry of anguish, a petition

to the all-powerful King overseas to look at what his men
were doing in America, to look at what they had destroyed.

Poma was born soon after the European invasion and
grew up in the early decades of the colonial regime, a

period of rapid decrease in the Indian population, years

of civil wars among the invaders themselves, and of mas-

sive deportations to the silver mines of Potosi and
Huancavelica. Much of his letter grieves for the vanished

Andean order and complains of the iniquities of sixteenth-

century colonization. But it is also a constructive docu-

ment; most of it is devoted to plans for a "buen gobierno,"

a good government Poma thought could still be devised

by combining revived Inca social and economic organiza-

tion with Christianity and some beneficial aspects of Euro-

pean technology, such as growing grapes and making wine.

THIS article does not deal with Poma's dreams and plans

for the future. It concentrates, instead, on the first

third of the document, in which the Andean author tells

the Spanish King of the glories of the pre-European past,

th(! agricultural cycle of the peasant community and its

relation to religious festivals, the distribution of chores

and citizens' duties by sex and age, and the various ethnic

and local groups submerged by the Inca conquest. He also

provides a gallery of portraits and profiles of various Inca

(|ueens, victorious generals, and kings. Some of his facts

are available from sources discovered and published be-

fore Poma; in fact, much information in these other

sources is more detailed and mon^ reliable ihun hi.s. Th(!

Spanish used by other authors is more cicgani, unniarrcd

by the many Qui'chua words that pepper I'oma's text. And
yet there are two cdnlribiilioMs lie iiiakes lluil are basic and

have nanained uiie(|ualed: iIk; drawings sup|)lemcnliiig
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the text and his picture of what Inca civilization was like

locally, away from Cuzco, the imperial capital.

Guaman Poma was aware of some of the books preced-

ing his own. He had learned to read and write from a half-

brother, a priest, and in later years he accompanied

various clerics on their idol-burning missions through the

Andes. With at least one of these missionary writers.

Martin de Murua, author of a history of the Inca kings,

Poma had considerable contact : there are interesting paral-

lels between the works of these two men they share with

no other source. One of Poma's drawings has been found

recently among Muriia's papers at the Apsley House Lib-

rary in London. Poma's references to Fray Martin are

bitter and sarcastic; his own work is titled Nueva Coronica,

the neiv chronicle, to distinguish it from that of Fray

Martin. Like other Peruvian Indian and half-Indian writ-

ers at the turn of the seventeenth century. Poma was moved

to write his account not only because of his people's suffer-

ing but also because of the distortions that appeared in

reports made by European observers.

One of these distortions lay in the ready acceptance by

Europeans of an Inca version of the pre-Incaic past. Al-

though the Inca state had begun its expansion less than

100 years before 1532, Cuzco ideology claimed that all had

been chaos and savagery in earlier days. Andean institu-

tions were claimed to have been magnanimous grants to

barbarians by the Cuzco crown. We know today from ar-

cheology that all this is untrue; for literally thousands of

years before the Incas, people in the Andes had known how

to irrigate the desert, make lovely tapestries and ceramics,

and build fortresses, cities, and roads. All this was also

known to many local lords and their descendants, defeated

but recently by the Inca and still remembering their own

past prominence and accomplishments. Poma claims direct

descent from one of these local dynasties, the Yarovillcas

of Huanuco; his book is meant to set the record straight

in more ways than one—he promises us "the history of the

first kings ... of our ancestors, grandparents and my
parents, who were lords before the Inca. . . .

CIVILIZATION, Poma claims, is pre-Incaic. In a very per-

sonal amalgam of biblical legends with local Andean

traditions, Poma sees a four-stage scheme that puts the

descendants of Adam and Eve in America 7,000 years ago.

In the first stage, which lasted 800 years, the inhabitants

—although already distinctly Indian—are still somewhat

like "their father Adam"; like him they had "begun to

work, to plow." But these early folk "did not know how

to do anything." neither weave cloth nor build houses.

They dressed in leaves and straw, and they lived in caves.

Wandering through strange country, full of wild animals

and dangerous spirits, "they lost their faith and hope in

God, the word and commandment all was lost, and so they

too were lost although they did have a small shadow of

knowledge of the Creator of men and of the world and the

sky, and Him they worshipped and called God. . .
."

Throughout these four evolutionary stages this small

shadow endures; it is only in the final, Inca period that

idolatry and sun-worship make their appearance.

By the second stage, which lasted 1,300 years, men were

dressed in furs and "they built small houses that looked

like ovens." Agriculture had developed : terraces were built

and irrigation brought water to the maize fields.

The third era was almost as long (1,100 years) and, in
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could weave cloth and build stone houses with thatch rooi.



Noah's Ark, including a llama among the animals aboard,
illustrates Poma's mixture of biblical, Andean traditions.

|Wa« was roMMON- in fourth pi;rio(J, although I'oiriii points

fiUl thai hcnerun dcvincd in the third era Klill remained.

Poma's scheme, it is the most important. Men learned to

weave both elegant and ordinary cloth; their houses were
of stone with thatch roofs. The coast and other warm places
were peopled, and "roads were opened for them, which
one follows today." People raised many llamas and began
looking for gold and silver. There was law and order;
boundaries were marked on "properties and lands and
pastures and maize fields." If the people proved to be
varied in custom, language, and clothing, "it is because of
the land which is so broken up and twisted." They raised
kings and lords, "of the legitimate kind, descendant from
the uari uiracocha people," of the first era. There was
much charity in the land-"this is why they are in the
public plaza" Poma writes of one picture—so all could
partake of hospitality, and they sang and danced.

The description of this period ends with a prologue:
"Look, Christian reader, look at these people, the third
men. . .

." It was the start of a golden age in which, ac-
cording to Poma. most of the accomplishinents usually
attributed to the Inca. particularly welfare features, were
present long before Cuzco was even heard from.

THE fourth period was the longest—it lasted 2.100
years. War became common and people had to with-

draw to hilltops and build fortresses; they conquered each
other's lands and took each other's women, and were led
by valiant captains who could change themselves into lions
and falcons. This is why today their descendants are called
Guaman—falcon, and Poma—lion. The good system set

up in the third era was still operative-"pilgrims and
foreigners, orphans and the sick and those who had noth-
ing to eat" could still eat in the public plaza—"no other
nation has had this custom" and "if only they did not have
these three vices—drunkenness and war and taking each
other's lands away,"one could think of themas"holy"men."

It is in this fourth and last pre-Inca period that we
meet the Yarovillca. whose descendant Guaman Poma
claimed to be. Their hoine was near Huanuco but they
reigned over vast territories beyond. Their ruler "had a
higher crown" than others and even in later days "he was
feared by the Inca. ..." A genealogy is provided but the
details are few, and we never learn how this mighty lord's

descendants came to fall so low only a generation later.

After 5.300 years, these four ages of the world end with
the ascendancy of the Inca dynasty in A.D. 300. Poma ex-

plains slyly the rise of idolatry and sun-worship at this

time: the first Inca had no legitimate father, so his mother
said he was an offspring of the .Sun.

Om: of the most exciting accomplishments of Andean
civilizations was their domestication of a wide vari-

ety of jilants and animals well adapted to the extreme cli-

mate in the high Andes. The potato, the alpaca, the guinea
pig, and the llama are well known, but scores of other

])lants—grains, roots, tubers, vegetables, and herbs—were
also domesticated by Andean man, although they have not

yet found acceptance in other parts of the world. At the

extreme altitudes where man lives in these mountains, each
change of 300 to 400 feet brings with it a new microcli-

in.ilc, and new cro|)s must be found thai siirvivf' llur rigors

..f w.-ath.-r at 11,000 or cv.'n l.'i.ODO fc-l and slijl bcai-

fjiiil. I'oma gives u,"* a calc/idar of th(- agricultural prac-

tices. Me .shares the highlaniler's predilection for maize.

Although maize is frequently very hard to grow at Andean
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Planting maize in irrigated land marked September start

of agricultural cycle. Major foods, however, were tubers.

altitudes, it had high prestige as a ceremonial food and as

the main ingredient of cliicha, a beer widely appreciated

throughout the Andes. Potatoes and the other tubers may
have been staples, but as a representative member of his

culture, Poma deals mostly with maize.

The Andean peasant calendar began in the highlands
during a month corresponding to parts of August and Sep-

tember, when the men broke ground with the taklya and
the women sowed and hilled the earth. The inauguration

of the cycle was also a festival with songs and dances:

fasting, prayers, and sacrifices were also recommended.
Both sun and moon appear frequently in Guaman Poma's
pages since each affected the harvest. The special relation-

ship believed to exist between the moon (heaven's queen)

and women was celebrated at this time of the year, which
Poma identifies as "the month of the queen's holiday."

WORK must begin at this time says Poma, and "all

[authorities] who will see this work" are urged to

take care that early potatoes and maize be planted along

with the slow-ripening varieties to make sure no one goes

hungry while waiting for the major harvest, which in the

high Andes is eight or nine months off.

In the second month, that of the September equinox,

young maize shoots appeared, and so did the dangers that

threatened this delicate crop: frosts, predatory animals,

and drought. Parrots and other multicolored birds, at-

tracted by the planting, were killed by boys with sling-

shots. Feathers harvested during such scarecrow duty were

nf

part of peasant obligations to the Inca state and were sei

to state warehouses to be woven into soldiers' clothes.

THE third period in the Andean calendar is called

Poma "the month of water shortages and the wate
ing of maize. A warm-weather plant of general Ne
World distribution, maize was particularly in need of art

ficial watering: in fact, it can rarely ripen without irrigi

tion and in Andean circumstances requires a good deal c

special, almost gardening care. Poma reproduces fraj

ments of a prayer with which one supplemented irrigatioi

".
. . send me water from the skies, look at me your poc

son, have compassion." There seems to be little relatio

between the well or reservoir in his drawing and the lint

forming squares on the ground in several of these picture

It is nevertheless quite likely that the lines represent irr

gation ditches, particularly as they are absent from k
December drawing, which shows the planting of oca (0:

alls tuherosa) , a major staple in the highlands. Potatof

and other locally domesticated tubers were grown withoi

irrigation on fallow land. They formed a separate an

quite different type of Andean agriculture, readily distil

guishable from that of maize. In this sense Poma's Decen m
hex illustration is an important bit of data—most earl

writers were so obsessed with the difficulties and presti§

of growing maize that they virtually ignored local staple

By January the rains are falling everywhere in the And(

and the growing plants must be hilled, while early potatoi

can already be harvested. The rainy season has its ow

dangers: food reserves are low and sickness is commo:
Poma writes that "the old and the children are dyin

In February and March, more of the tubers—the pea

ant crop—can be harvested, and the corn is high and i

cob. Young people spend day and night in the fields guar

ing the crops, which finally begin to ripen in April. Poma
anxiety over crop theft reaches its peak this month sin

human thieves join animals in threatening what wou
otherwise be the beginning of a happy harvest season

Aymuray—i\\e song of the harvest—is the name of tl

next month, when the maize should be dried, husked, ai

deposited in warehouses, and "the seed kept and the be

maize for food and the poorest for beer." In June, tl

larger potatoes can be dug up and the early ones plant

to produce a third crop. Since the rains have stopped, tl

is also a good time to clean the irrigation ditches.

ii

i

Poma's illustration for July showing deliveries to ti

warehouse, is less revealing than his text, which a:

phasizes an aspect of peasant agriculture in Inca tiir

that European writers have ignored: this was the "moi

to exchange fields." This was an annual, ceremonial :

assertion of the community's rights over each famil

land, which was felt to be only loaned to them. This <

proach to Mama Poc/io—Mother Earth—which treats la

as inalienable community property, yet readily availal;

to all members of the kinship group on simple claim, c|

still be found today in remote corners of the Andean cha

One of Guaman Poma's principal aims in describing '•

village activities in such detail was to show the Span

King that Andean life was orderly, well organized, a

governed by law. Here were no savages but a civilized

ciety whose institutions deserved scrutiny and, Poma
gued. even restoration to their original vigor. He liked

dwell on the administrative orderliness of Inca life aJl

\

^





he saw in the census the visible symbol of this regularity.

Poma's version of the Inca census is the best description

available to us, in the view of Professor John H. Rowe,
of Berkeley, who has made a special study of the census

categories as recorded by various chroniclers. Poma does

not distinguish between the local, village ways of classify-

ing age and sex and those used by the Cuzco administration.

Indeed, his categories are phrased in the decimal termi-

nology preferred by the Inca administration but, as Rowe
indicates, they are not far from the categories into which

human life was classified by the common language. The
actual ages are approximations; the villagers—and, even-

tually the state—were more interested in the function and

status of the individual than in precise chronology.

Apparently the census was conducted periodically

throughout the country, with people lined up in rows or

"lanes" according to sex, age, and function. A separate

knot-string record, the quipu, was kept for each group-
twenty in all—and to each group Poma devotes a page,

Some details concern homely household routines, but

Poma is also aware of the census as being a device of au-

thority, providing information useful to the state and local

lords in formulating economic and military policy.

CLASSIFICATION begins with able-bodied mature womenB'^l

and men, already married, to whom Poma assigns an

arbitrary age of thirty-three. In the text he broadens this

to a range of twenty-five to fifty—a period inaugurated

by marriage and closed when one's energies were failin

His description of this longest and most productive age

emphasizes the man's obligation to fight in the kingdom's

wars and to work at construction and mining. He takes

man's perennial agricultural work for granted in this sec-

tion; but he also neglects the major obligation of the citi-

zen as seen by the Inca state: work on the crown estates—

the main source of revenue for a state that collected no

tribute in cash or kind but only in service.

Marriage, the threshold of this main category, is implicit

in Poma's writing but is not detailed. This is "the first lan«

of the Indian women, married and widows . . . wed when

they were thirty-three years old, until then they remained

i:

)|li

il
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Boyhood sketches, at left,

show month-old baby in a

crib, a 5-year-old playing

with top, and a youth who
guards llamas and catches

birds to collect plumage.



virgins and maiden. These said women, and also the said

men, married at the same age and until then they called

them children." It is very unlikely that marriage was de-

laved that long or that virginity was quite so prized. Under

nlnca rule, marriage was not just a personal turning point.

lit was an ingenious device of Inca statecraft to transform

m once private action into a state matter: in fact, a taxa-

tion device. Only married men were required to provide

their share of the state's revenues, their wedded personal

maturity and responsibility being accepted as evidence of

new status by the administrators at Cuzco.

Neglecting the woman as homemaker and gardener,

I'nnia reflects Inca values when he stresses that "the

-aid women had as their job the weaving of cloth, ordinary

and thin, and spun thread for the fine fabrics.' Just as

X ery man farmed on the lands of the crown, so each

i\ ' iman—once married—owed a finished garment a year to

he government. The fibers, cotton or wool, were provided

from state warehouses, for the principle that no one owed

the state anything from his own larder was applied quite

.consistently. In the second half of his letter Poma com-

plains bitterly about European exactions of cloth, for

rt hich the Indians had to provide both labor and materials.

Pomas drawings for the second of life's lanes indicate

an interesting contrast: whereas the fifty-year-old '"woman

nid widow" continued at her weaving, the man in this

fie group was released from state military duties. While

"ntinuing to farm, such a man's state obligations now
-hifted to Service for the koraka, the local lord. In a system

uch as the Inca. where every peasant household was

-sentially self-sufficient but was normally incorporated

iit'> a wider society that could not endure without the

"-asants' contribution, the local lord, like the king above

lim. could neither maintain his staff nor display expected

iMr])itality without calling for contributions from his sub-

• ri5. In some cultures this contribution is in money,

l-ewhere in goods: but in the Inca realm these were

jnknown : the citizen—and in the local tribe, the member
1 the community—owed the authorities only some of his

iiergy. How to apportion this energy between the various

laimants was up to the local gentry. The koraka obviously

found it easier to enforce his claim on those who were too

young or too old for royal service.

WHAT life expectancy was in the Andes before the

European invasion we cannot say. Poma often men-
tions kings who lived past 100, and his decimal arrange-

ment of the ages of man allows for a third lane, to cover

the old and deaf, "80 and up to 150 years old . . . who can

only eat and sleep and, those who can, weave mats and
rope . . . and raise guinea pigs and . . . ducks." Such
failing energies did not bring isolation or destitution

:

".
. . they were much feared and honored . . . the whole

village served them, these old men . . . and there was no

need to have an old people's asylum since their fields

were harvested for them and their llamas herded . . . and
thus they had no need for charity. . .

." This system of

permitting all hands, no matter how old or disabled, to

own fields and pastures, worked for them by the commun-
ity in a series of reciprocal services called ayni and mirika,

was in force also for the crippled or chronically ill, the

mute, the hunchbacks, and the blind. In return, these

persons rendered what services they could : "Those who
had eyes were used to watch, those who had legs walked,

those who had hands wove."

Poma is alone among chroniclers in telling us that the

handicapped formed a separate, fourth lane in the census.

He even claims that they were matched in marriage with

others similarly disabled "so they would give birth and

multiply, so there would be more of them so that the

earth would not remain sterile, alone." This fear of the

land's being barren and empty of people is an anxiety we
find again and again in the prayers recorded for the Inca

period. In a country where less than 2 per cent of the soil

is cultivable and where frost is a danger in many places

every night of the year, the notion that the handicapped

person should not mate is unlikely to be popular. Spinsters

and bachelors are rare in peasant and kinship societies.

It is interesting that even Poma reflects the tendency to

attribute to the Cuzco regime of a.d. 1500 a concern for

welfare of the disabled. In reality, an individual's right

to the good things in life, no matter what his physical



condition, was an age-old custom in Andean cultures. This

confusion between pre-Incaic institutions and their at-

tribution to the Incas is only now being unraveled.

The remaining six lanes, or strings of the quipu, deal

with youths of both sexes before marriage. Since they

were exempt from major duties to the state, their lives were

centered in the village. The twelve pages that Poma de-

votes to young people are thus used to record unique

information about peasant life in the time of the Incas.

In the years before marriage, roughly between eighteen

and twenty-five, men were watchmen in the fields, herders,

and messengers. In time of war they accompanied the

armies, carrying food and other loads. Though not con-

sidered full-fledged citizens until they married, these were

obviously able-bodied young men; thus, Poma's statements

about them are startling: they were "virgins, who were

ordered to eat raw corn, did not taste salt, nor chili peppers,

no honey or vinegar, no sweets or meat, nor fattening

things. [They] did not drink beer and [only] as a great

gift did they give them a little hominy . . . nor did they

know women in the entire kingdom." Few of the foods

prohibited are indigenously Andean, and every one men-

tioned was actually taboo to some people at particular

times. But we have no corroborative data from other

sources that such restraints were universal for the young.

Curiously enough, such food prohibitions are not men-

tioned on the page dealing with girls ready to marry,

although in an earlier passage all women were thus re-

stricted. The young women's page deals primarily with

the possibility of their being selected as aklya—\he

"chosen women"—"for the Sun and temples and the Moon
and Morning Star and for the Inca and for the Gods . . .

the said women served in everything ordered by the Inca

and justice." Since it is unlikely that the average woman
observed all these food taboos routinely and since, in the

case of men, Poma seems to generalize about practices

that were actually occasional and ceremonial, one wonders

if here again our author were not so much wrong as eager

I1

to attribute to all Andean women what was really tb(

ritual and intermittent behavior of the aklya. His motiva

tion for such distortion can be glimpsed in the closin;

lines of the page describing the young women : "everything

bad. adultery and other mortal sins were brought witl

them by the said Christians. . .
."

Adolescents helped their parents with herding, farming!

weaving, and cooking. Their one obligation to the stab

has already been mentioned—catching brightly colorec'

birds for their feathers, owed to the crown. This task seem;

to contradict the principle—no tribute in kind but only ii

energy—that was the heart of the government's revenui

system. Actually, in Inca thinking, wild, uncultivated rel

sources such as game, lumber, and parrot feathers were
\

crown monopoly since no local community could be said td

own them. Ownership in Andean ideology—and this i

likely to have been true even before the Inca—was relate

closely to cultivation and the subsistence it permittee

ds foff?At adolescence, the males also began to run erran

£\_ the local gentry, and such services made Guama
Poma reflect that "before there were Incas, each villag

had its own Inca and king, a lord to be served and thesj|

boys were a help [to them] and to the communities,

Adolescent girls learned "to spin and weave delicate thing

. . . they walked without elegance and barefoot and thei

clothing was short. They served their father and mothe

very much . . . and had much obedience and respect

They also picked flowers for dyes." Domestic duties bega

even earlier for girls than for boys. It is interesting

contrast the five-year-old girl, fetching water, with the bo

of the same age, who is spinning a top, although in th

text accompanying the drawings they are not so far apai

—both "helped in what they could" and both playei

Another noticeable contrast between picture and text

found in the animal headdress worn bv the five- to nin

year-old boy, also seen in some of the agricultural dra\i

ings. There is no reference in the text to such pre-Europea

Ik

iid

m

Little girls, a 5-year-old and a 1-year-old, are shown in

characteristic situations. The older child aids ber mother
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while the younger, on all fours, is said by Poma to be

no benefit." Young girls' duties included watching infan



'ICKINC FLOWERS for dyes is the task of 9-year-old girl and

pinning thread occupies young woman "of marriageable

age." Making cloth was of great concern to women of Andes,

who, after marriage, owed the government a garment a year.

ractices as the wearing of symbolic or ritual headdresses.

The last two lanes enumerate children so small "they

rt- for nothing [can do no work]. They should be served

'. 'jthers and be played with by another child who should

1^ they do not fall, nor get burned, to watch him well. . . .

is very right that his mother be freed [from other

uties] for the children and if he is an orphan much
lure and if two be born from the same womb their mother

ml father should be freed for two years ... a very old law

1 ihis kingdom . . . which the Incas ordered to be kept

. . there was no need for so much charity when they

])l these orders." Another ordinance Poma liked was
it from the moment the child "left her mother's womb
was assigned lands and fields and they were worked

j her kindred . . . e\en if she had father and mother."

• li^. he noted, also avoided the need for charity. Such

desirable measures. Guaman Poma added ironically, "they

have not had in Castile, nor will they have them."

THE reason Poma thought Europeans would keep re-

lying on charity instead of automatic welfare institu-

tions like those he grew up with in the Andes deserves

attention: "They [the Europeans] are roguish people, who
from common men want to be lords, [coming] from poor

lineage they want to be kings, to which they are not en-

titled by right of lineage or blood. . .
." Faced with the

social and economic opportunities and aspirations that

the invasion of the Andes made possible for invading

Europeans, Poma retreats into what Dr. Raul Porras

Barrenechea, a leading modern Peruvian historian, has

called an aristocratic pose. Poma knew that many invaders

were nobodies in the feudal world they came from; that

A I jigi; of tiO, womun reHlK.



<a^
Adulterous couple is stoned by an official, who shouts

at the man, "Die traitor!" Poma's depiction of aduhery as

state crime and sin may well be distortion or exaggeration.

Black llama is sacrificed during rainy season, in Ma;"!!

-

Although Europeans crushed Inca church shortly after 1:1.

religion has survived along with many rituals and sp<i.

they put risk and opportunity ahead of established rank

and privilege; that he, on the contrary, was the grandson

of an Inca viceroy come to little. But one can say that

Poma was aware of the systemic differences between the

European and Andean societies: in the latter there was no

need for charity because the welfare features were built

in. No one was poor because no one could be deprived of

what today we call capital goods: lands, herds, and access

to the reciprocal services of others, particularly one's kin-

folk. This was no longer true of Europe.

No place for deviation from the ideal norm exists in

Poma's system. The Andean world was well organi-

zed, according to him. and this was adequate to deter

wrongdoing: "this justice and law they had in the whole

kingdom and they were punished by the governors,

tocricoc, and judges, michoc . . . and . . . there were no

murderers, nor lawsuits, nor lies, nor petitions, no court

officials, nor thieves. . .
." This idyllic picture need not

detain us, since we have already seen among the agricultu-

ral drawings the thief stealing the new corn. We know
from other sources that local headmen had permanent

court functions and that litigation between communities

over water and pasture rights was common. But Poma
himself gives us information elsewhere, where he is eager

to show the civilized nature of the Inca world, that gives a

truer story: "punishment of lazy ones and dirty and pigs

who own nothing clean, with dirty hair and faces and

smelly mouths . . . and clothing, they were punished with

one hundred lashes with a sling. . .
."

Dr. Sally Moore, a lawyer and anthropologist, made a

study of Inca law recently—a difficult task, indeed, since

there was no Inca writing and thus no record of court pro-

ceedings or legislation. It is particularly difficult to Sep-
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arate the various local ethnic norms from the Inca deem
dictated in Cuzco, but apparently in both systems pun»
ment was direct and corporal: whipping, torture, ston'Bi

and the death penalty prevailed. In contrast, there v*

few fines and virtually no jails. There must also he

existed many less formal mechanisms of social control:

the peasant community, such as shaming or ostracism o

enforce the cultural ideal. Most of these have been los

Of all misdeeds and deviations, those of a sexual nale

obsessed Poma. Many of the pages and illustrations in.ie

second half of his manuscript, which deals with colojj

times, return to the disintegration of Andean standardsj

der the blows of European occupation. Rape and seduc|

of Andean women by the invaders were not only a niii

social problem in the sixteenth century but also, inevita|)l

a personal concern. Recall that one of Poma's brotbs.

the priest who educated him, had a European father, [if

story behind this is never explained in Poma's docuirl.

In contrast to such contemporary reality, the Inca ?l

assumes in Poma's eyes orderly and virtuous proporti &

Not only were men and women chaste until marriageplf.

we have seen, but Poma has also classified all deviai'n|l ^

from such chastity as adultery and made of it a s I

crime and a sin. "If the man forces the woman, he is i

fenced to death and she to two hundred lashes with a :.)f

and exile to the house of the aJdya, the chosen woiW

where she will serve all her life ... if the woman forciif

man, she is sentenced to death and he to the lashes jkI

exile to the jungle, to the Chuncho Indians so he \"
,

never appear again and if they both agreed they botk*

and will not be buried and they will be eaten by vult f

and foxes and their bones will lie about on the grou •

There is obviously much fantasy in this vision of

intervention into marital matters, although it is not i



Hree medicine men demonstrate their specialties: talking

1 the devil while dreaming, at top; summoning the devil

irough fire, at center; and sucking illness from patient.

Murder by witchcraft brought death penalty to witch's

whole family except nursing infants, who had not learned

"trade." An example of author's calligraphy is seen below.

kely that there were community measures that went

\ond revenge by the injured party in cases of adultery.

\nother of the areas of Andean culture where Poma's

formation is both exasperatingly patchy and frequently

\ ealing is that of religion. We still know very little

iiiut peasant belief and practices, since most chroniclers

alt only with the state church and its sumptuous cere-

nials in Cuzco. Only toward the end of the sixteenth

ntury is there a change of emphasis: we begin to hear of

' al cults, of village folk resisting relocation away from
Kfstral shrines, of differences in burial customs from

unce to province. At this time the European clergy,

• inbled in conclave in Lima, complained that heathen

I' lices endured everywhere although the Indians had
M converted and baptized for fifty years. Much as in

ilan. where Bishop Diego de Landa (who burned the

a scrolls I is our chief source on Maya culture, so in

I u the persecutors of Andean religions have often left

lailed. valuable accounts of that which they destroyed.

Y/^K gather from other writers thai uiurli n( Andean

\\ peasant religion centered on agric ullural ritual.

ii-as the slate church was primarily concerned with

/'. local shrines and deities shared their parishioners'

•ly about the staple tuber crops. Many activiti<;s—

IS herding llamas, clearing irrigation ditches, nurtur-

1. ocado pears, or gathering coca leaves—were defiiii'd

I'- Andes as religious endeavors, although the real-

cfTorls that accompanied ihr^m to ensure a food

'K were never neglected. Sacrifices and libations were

Mii-gral part of ihe rites, particularly when i alMHlrophes

ilened the world of man. F'oodstufls. riolli. Ilaiii.is,

in great emergencieH, even humans coiilij hi- i.Kiiiil

jTopilialion. At mumenlH of gri:at erisi-. jiiai k ll.iirias

CMA t

POi? LA ClEfUCOH mAVEVU
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Dr. Murra. Professor of Anthropology at Vassar College,

has made intensive studies of Andean life. The second part

of his article about Ponia's Peru will appear m October.

and black dogs were beaten in order to attract the attention

of the deity by means of their cries.

The Europeans destroyed the Inca church very soon

after 1532 and also persecuted the local cults. Yet, like

Andean agriculture, Andean religion has managed to en-

dure until today, and many of the rituals and spells Poma

describes can still be studied in the Andes. Despite his

pro-European bias in religious matters, Poma had good

knowledge of traditional beliefs, possibly because of his

idol-burning activities. Frequently he gives unique data

about the shamans, all of whom he calls witches, but whose

functions and talents he differentiates soundly. There

were, for example, "witches who slept and between

dreams talk to the devils and tell them ... all that is

happening and all they want and ask for. There are dream

witches and when they wake they sacrifice to and adore

the devils. These are witches of subtle secrets. . .
."

Other witches spoke "with devils and such and say that

they suck out illness from the body and they take out coins

or a stone or sticks and worms or a frog or a kernel of

corn from the body. . .
." Still other witches, says Poma,

"take a toad, remove the poison from a snake and they

say they talk with them and poison people. . . . They take

the toad and sew up its mouth and eyes with thorns and

they tie up the toad's hands and feet and they bury it

in a place where the enemy or the ill-wisher is likely to

sit down so that he will suffer and die there, like the toad

who does not die but it suffers. . .
."

ELSEWHERE in his letter Poma tells us how murder

through witchcraft was punished: "those who give

poisonous draughts and venoms that kill the Indians . . .

who keep toads and birds to kill people . . . these Indians

were killed . . . with all their caste and kindred and their

sons and grandsons, escaping only the children who

were still suckled since they did not know the trade and

thus they escaped death. These [dead] were not buried

but left to be eaten by condors and vultures and foxes in

the field. . .
." The destruction of a man's whole lineage

is reported by other sources in cases of rebellion and

treason. Always in favor of orderliness, Poma may again

be guilty, here, of extending the range of punishable be-

havior to meet potential European criticism.

Although he lived in various parts of Peru in his youth

and visited other areas while in the service of the clergy,

Poma shows relatively little knowledge of or interest in

the variety of cultures and customs prevalent in the Andes.

He was narrowly patriotic: the people of his own region,

who "although they are Indians small in body, are brave

in warfare because they ate maize and drank maize beer

which gives strength . . . and puts them ahead in the king-

dom . .
." are contrasted to the Kolla, dwellers in the high

Southern Andes, who ". . . were Indians of very little

strength and courage . . . fat. suety and good for little

since they eat potatoes and drink potato beer."

Although such stereotyped notions about the various

pre-Inca ethnic groups are numerous in his work, Poma
shows more sensitivity to real differences when dealing

with death. He devoted nine pages to mortuary customs,

and one senses that here was a topic about which he was

well informed. The Kolla people of the South "dressed

[the corpse] and mourned him on the first day and on th<

fifth day they bury him sitting, with much clothing anc

pottery. If he was a poor Indian he is brought much fooc

by his father and mother and the relatives and brothers

and friends send him food or beer . . . and with this thej

bury the dead on the fifth day . . . and on the tenth da)

they mourn him again and send as many gifts and thei

they burn him and when the flame of the fire crackles the)

say he is received by the dead ones and they go directly t(

Acaraypampa, the plain of the dead . . . and they say tha

there is much festivity there and conversation among thi

dead male and the women . . . and so they bury them witl

their food and drink and always they take care to sen(

them to eat and to drink. . .
."

IN
his own area, farther north, Poma reports that "oi

the fifth night after death they held a wake and the;

fasted not eating salt and other dainties. Then they killei

a llama and they ate it raw or cooked but without salt o

chili peppers and they made a dish with potatoes and ra^

blood and they feed the dead one . . . and they weep am

sing their songs and dances . . . and they shout and cr

and he who cries most, that one drinks more and geti

more meat and the woman who sings and has a good voic

for weeping she receives a leg of llama . . . and the dea^

one is washed and they dress him in all his clothes ami

feathers and jewels . . . and they put him on a litter an.

they go in procession. . . . They sing and follow hir

jumping and each lineage goes weeping and they bur

him. . . . The good widow makes these ceremonies last tw

years and on each anniversary [there is] much preachin

from the old Indians. ..."

One wonders why Poma displayed so much interest i

death, to the exclusion of other religious and life eye!

activities. Beyond his personal anxieties about death an

his unpreparedness for it according to local standards-

something we cannot plumb at this distance-one explar

ation could be his share in the campaign to "root out ido

atry" that centered on the visible rites surviving five o

six decades after the European invasion. After 1572, whe

Viceroy de Toledo began to resettle people forcibl

throughout the Andes to facilitate tax-collecting and coi

trol, it became obvious that villagers were greatly a

tached to their cemeteries and it took a major effort 1

keep them away from their traditional settlements.

Poma's picture of the Andean village is obviously ii

complete and often contradictory. A man of truly trai

sitional times, Poma found himself condemning on soir

pages the very things he had praised elsewhere. But h:

native testimony remains of enormous value to those u

terested in how Andean Indians reacted to the invasio;

of their country and to the destruction of their culturi

In the history of European colonization the world ove.

there are few documents from any native's pen so di

tailed, so genuine, and so revealing. Guaman Poma's lor

lost chronicle manages to contribute at one and the sail)

time to Andean anthropology, to the history of model

Peru, and to our understanding of the life of colonized mai

{To be concluded in October)

Festival of the dead was in November, the month of tl

dead. Skeletons were taken from vault, given food, dresse

in new clothes, and taken from house to house on a litte
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Naturalists' Notebook

C^ilerpillar of poiyphemus moth is clear green and has

raised, silvery-white lines on side. Larva feeds

on oak, birch, and other trees, finally spins a cocoon

that contains a long and unbroken thread of silk.

FHE COLORFUL POLYPHEMUS
multihued moth begins its life as a bright green caterpillar

Photographs by H. Lou Gibson

CCORDINC TO CRREK MYTH, Poly-

phemus wag a one-eyed plant who
n iprisoncd and was subj^ciliiciitly

nded b) fJd)ssi;us. His iiaimsake is

ithiT plant, formally known as

ilherara polyphrmu.i — a silkworm

>Ul of the family Saturniiflac. whirh

•Imlcs the larpcnt r,f the Lcpifioplera.

The |)oly|>hcmiJh moth iv a New
orld •.p.-ri.-. Ibal ran-.-i". throii-.-h the

liled Stales and into Mexico. The
cordion-hodicd caterpillar i.t a mag-

nificent clear prccn. sometimes tinted

with a bluish cast. After a series of

molts, the larva leaves the food plant

and finds a place to pupate. The dense

cocoon it spins is attached to a twip or,

on occasion, rolled up neatly in a leaf.

When the r.Mooii is completed, llic

encased caterj^illar relea.ses a fluid that

soaks ihroufrh the silk and hardens,

"winlcrizinp" the structure.

In carU spring the spcilaciilar adull

moths stru""le free of the <!ocoon. ami

spend the rest of their brief life mating

and laying eggs. As an adult, the poiy-

phemus does not eat. Durinp its larval

life it has stored fal. which continues

to nourish it during the pupation

period and while it makes ils nuplial

Mights al (wilighl.

So marginal is the adull life of this

moth that it is not unusual for the

female to fall dead al ihe base of the

very plani on which, seconds before,

sh(; had de|)osited llie last of lii^r eggs.
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After emerging from cocoon in late spring, the are pumped full, the wings unroll and spread, as

adult moth begins expansion of its wings. As the veins shown, from left. The process requires several hours.

Toward the end of the expansion period, wings become of wings may be as great as six inches. Eyelike spots

prominent, finally gain full size, right. Spread on the hind wings may serve to confuse enemies.
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Peering over "clifk," kitlen resists leaving board that spans

glass in laboratory test of depth perception. One of two

visual cues is clearly demonstrated here: phenomeno

size and spacing of patterns that decrease vath distj



w

I)nly one day old, kid already exhibits its capacity for depth

lierception as it huddles by side of test frame to avoid the

"chasm" beneath. Despite the fact that kid stands on solid

glass, its "sense of danger" depends more on visual cues.

rossing Visual Cliffs
bepth perception in animals is tested by control of optical cues

By Eleanor J. Gibson and Richard D. Walk

|[Tliman infants at the creepinp and todfllinf; stap;e are

[j_ notoriously prone to falls from more or less high

laces. They must be kept from goinf: over the brink by

jifle panels on their cribs, pates on stairways, and the vigil-

nce of adults. But as their muscular co-ordination ma-

ures. they begin to avoid such accidents on their own.

ow. common s<mse might suggest that a child learns to

cognize falling-ofF places by experience— that is. by

illing and hurting himself. Hut is expi-rience really the

achiT? Or is the abilit) to perceive and avoid a brink part

f ihe child's original endowment?
At Cornell I niversily. we have been investigating these

roblcms by means of a simple experimental setup that we
ill a "visual cliff." The cliff is a simulated one anfl hence

lakes it possible not only to control the optical and other

imuli < auditory anr] tactual, for instance) but also to

rolerl the expcriiiii'ntal subjects. It cuiisisls of a board

lid across a largi; shed of hc-;m •/l.-i^s lli.-il is supported

a foot or more above the floor. On one side of the board,

a sheet of patterned material is placed flush against the

undersurface of the glass, giving the glass the appearance

of solidity as well as the substance. On the other side, a

sheet of the same material is laid upon the floor: this side

of the board thus becomes the visual clifT.

We tested thirty-six infants, ranging in age from six

months to fourteen months, on the visual cliff. Each child

was placed upon the center board, and his mother called

him to her from the "cliff" side and ihc "shallow"" side

successively. Twenty-seven infants moved off the board.

'I'hey all crawled out on the shallow side at least once,

while only three crept off the "brink" onto the glass over

the cliff. Many of the infants crawled away from iIk;

mother when she call(;d to them from the cliff nUk: ollicrs

crii'd whi'u sIk; stood there, b<u;ause ihey could not couKr

lo her without crossing an apparent chasm. Th(! expeii-

ment thus dr-iiionslraied ihat most liiiman infants can (lis-
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Kid leaps chasm to safety of the center.

Survival of the species requires that an

individual develop discrimination by
time it is ready to take up locomotion.

Forelegs reach si i'i-ort in center as
j

kid springs "safely" onto shallow side.

criminate depth as soon as they can crawl. It also gave

clear evidence of their dependence on vision : often, they

would peer down through the glass on the deep side and

then back away. Others patted the glass with their hands,

yet—despite this tactual assurance refused to cross.

THIS experiment does not prove that the human infant's

perception and avoidance of the cliff are innate. Such

an interpretation is supported, however, bv the experi-

ments with non-human infants. On our visual cliff, we have

also observed the behavior of chicks, turtles, rats, lambs,

pigs, and dogs—as well as the kittens and kids pictured

here. These animals showed various reactions, each of

which proved to be characteristic of their species. In each

case, the reaction was plainly related to the role of vision

in the survival of the species, and the various patterns of

behavior indicate vision's role in evolution.

Kids and lambs can be tested on the visual cliff as soon

as they can stand, and their response is predictable: no kid

or lamb ever stepped onto the glass of the cliff side, even

at one day of age. When one of these animals was put down
upon the glass over the cliff, it displayed characteristic,

stereotyped behavior: it would refuse to put its feet down
and would back up into a posture of defense, its front legs

rigid and its hind legs limp. If pushed forward across

the glass until its head and field of vision crossed the edge
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of the surrounding solid surface, the animal would then

relax and spring forward upon this surface.

At the Cornell Behavior Farm, a group of experimenters

has carried these experiments with kids and goats a step

further. They fixed the patterned material to a sheet of

plywood and were thus able to adjust the "depth" of the

deep side. With the pattern held immediately beneath thei

glass, the animal would move about the glass freely. With

the optical floor dropped more than a foot below the glass,

the animal would immediately freeze. Despite repeated

experience of the tactual solidity of the glass, the animals

never learned to function without optical support. Their

sense of security or danger continued to depend upon the

visual cues that give them their perception of depth.

Cats are nocturnal animals and. like rats, are sensitive

to tactual cues from their whiskers. But whereas a rat is

apt to rely primarily on its sense of smell and tactual cues

the cat, as a predator, also relies strongly on its sight

Kittens proved to have excellent depth-discrimination. A
four weeks—about the earliest age that a kitten can movi

about with any facility—they invariably chose the shallov

side of the cliff. When put down on the glass over the dee]

Dr. Gibson, of Cornell University, and Dr. Walk, of
George Washington University, collaborated on the depth
perception experiments described here while at Cornell.

i
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ij relaxes noticeably as soon as its

eld of vision has crossed edge of board.

Safe on the crossboard, kid peers over

chasm. Action of even one-day-old kid

is predictable: animal seldom steps onto

glass over deep side of its own accord.

ide. they either froze or circled aimlessly backward until

hey reached the solid assurance of the center board.

All our observations were in agreement with what is

;nown about the life historv and ecological niche of each

f the animals tested. The survival of a species requires

hat its indiv iduals develop discrimination of depth by the

ime they take up independent locomotion, whether at one

lay ( the chick and the goat ) . three to four weeks ( the rat

ind the cat I. or six to ten months (the human infant). That

uch a vital capacity does not depend on learning by pos-

sibly fatal accidents in the lives of individuals is, of

ourse, entirely consistent with evolutionary theory.

rFTE set out next to determine which of two visual cues

y^ plays the decisive role in depth perception; for to an

•ye above the center board, the optical pattern on the two

ides differs in at least two im|)ortant respects. On the ilo-f)

Ide, di-stancc decreases the size and spacing of the palt(-rn

lements pr<jjected on the retina. ".Motion parallax." on

he other hand, causes the pattern elements on the shallow

de to move more rapidly across the field of vision whi'U

he animal moves il.s position on the board or moves its

lead, just as nearby objects seen from a moving car appear

o pa«H by more f|ui'kly than distant ones.

To eliminate ihi- poli-nlial di^lanri- cur; (irovirlrd li\ |,,il-

..-« era dcn.iily. we increased the size and spacing of the

pattern elements on the deep side in proportion to its dis-

tance from the eye. With only the cue of motion parallax

to guide them, adult rats still preferred the shallow side,

though not so strongly as in the standard experiment. In-

fant rats chose the shallow side nearly 100 per cent of the

time under both conditions, as did day-old chicks. Evi-

dently, both species can discriminate depth by differential

motion alone, with no aid from texture density and prob-

ably little help from other cues. The perception of distance

by binocular parallax, which plays an important part in

human behavior, would not seem to have a significant role,

for example, in depth perception by chicks and rats.

To eliminate the cue of motion parallax, we placed the

patterned tnaterial directly against the glass on either side

of the board but used smaller and more densely spaced

pattern-elements on the cliff side. Both young and adult

rats preferred the side with the larger pattern, which evi-

dently "signified" a nearer surface, but it nuiy be that

learning played a part in the choices shown by the rats.

From our first few years of work with the visual cliff,

llwn. we are rea<ly to venture the rather broad conclusion

lliat a seeing animal will be able to discriminate depth by

th(; lime its locomotion is adequate, even when lo(M)motion

begins at birlh. liul many cx|)irinicnls renuiin lo be done,

espcrjally on llic role of dilfcrcnl cues and on llic effi'it

on the animals of different kinds of early visual experience.
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Terns in Training

^^

By John Hay

/^
h^

THAT ELEGANTLY FORMED BIRD, the

tern, is not likely to have been

overlooked by summer visitors to Cape
Cod or to many other areas along our

Atlantic coast line. As it hovers over

the water and then dives for fish, a

tern, with its sharp contours and

arrow-like descents, is a pleasure to

watch. These birds are an animate rev-

elation of keenness and precision.

They pinpoint the summer waters with

flashes of spray, from which they rise

with silver prey in their bills. They sel-

dom miss in their quest for food.

Is there any action more full of

grace than what some observers have

called the "aerial glide" of a pair of

terns ? This spectacle may occur, among
mated adult birds, at any time from

the beginning of the breeding season
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until after the young are flying on

their own. One August not long ago. 1

watched such a pair come in over the

shore after they had been beating low

along the wind-silvered waters of Cape

Cod Bay. Suddenly, the pair mounted

high up together, then raced in over-

head. It was a sort of fast, lilting run.

They came very close together, in syn-

chronized proximity, like a pair of

champion skaters. Then this lovely

chase looped back and swung lower

down, shifted on a slanting keel, and

passed over the water once more.

Being a bird not only smaller but

less in evidence than the omnipresent

herring gull—which dwells on our

shores, roosts on our houses, and scav-

enges in greatly increasing numbers

at our town dumps—the tern seems a

shimmering visitor, a bright surprise.

Terns seem nervous and excitable by

nature, and they are often unpredict-

able in their social movements. They

are evidentiv sensitive to environmen-

tal change and to fluctuations in food

supply : colonies have been known to

desert nesting grounds in mid-season.

In the general area of Cape Cod

there are two principal nesting places:

Tern Island, at Chatham; and Ply-

mouth, on Cape Cod Bay. During the

season—the birds arrive about the end

of April—both terneries have popula-

tions that number in the thousands.

There are, in addition, a few small

islands off the Cape and a few com-

paratively isolated areas where smaller

aggregations often nest successfully,

although terns are sociable birds and
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reed best in \ar<ie numbers. Begin-

ing in August with the Arctic tern.

hich is the earliest to migrate, the

irds start to leave these nesting sites,

ound south in groups or small com-

anies. They spend the winter any-

'here from Florida southward al-

lost to the edge of the Antarctic ice.

It was about the middle of August

'hen I first saw four or five hundred

ommon terns appear in an area where

had not been aware of them before.

: was high tide and the birds flocked

long one bank <>( Paine's Creek, a

dal estuary that flows out to Cape
«d Bay from ihe township of ['rews-

;r. The stream, cutting through gras'--

>ote(] dunes, separated the terns from

town beach and landing. IJuring ebb

<let. at this time of the year, it.s brar.k-

ish waters carry out large numbers of

alewife fry, "inland herring" that

have hatched in Brewster's fresh-

water ponds. Since there is also an

abundance of sand eels in the area, the

terns had a good fishing ground.

From what nesting colony or colon-

ies the birds had come was impossible

to tell. In any case. Paine's Creek rep-

resented a way station on one leg of

their migratory journey south, and the

first such stop for birds that had

hatched in late spring or early sum-

mer, as well as for ihi' older birds.

MOST terns reach Hying age within

a nioiilh of birth, but their par-

iiils go on fecrling them for simie time,

even at the outset of the southward

migration. The young birds are slow

to mature and do not breed until they

are about three years old. I could see

by their plumage and their behavior

that many of the birds at Paine's Creek

were immature. The crowns on the

heads of the adults are jet black, while

the heads of the young are gray.

Some of the young were making in-

experienced flights over the water.

They plunged in and sprang out of the

water in an almost kittenish, hit-or-

miss way, while the adults were hover-

ing and diving with precision. Most of

the immature birds, however, stood

(Icpendently along the beach or on

shoals at the inlet's mouth, crying and

begging their parents for food.

Terns are int(;nsely active and bril-

liant in performance. Although com-

paratively small birds, they are made
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LARr.f: i-isii is ln'iiiji fn-cly ofl'i-rcil I

a pareni tern to its twittering, gapir

yourif;. nhiin'. S(tnietiii

I'ntire lisli; (illier tini

lull

>nlv

es an

part.

balanced natural art. Other adulta ')

swung in with sand eels or alewives in =''

their bills, and hovered, or circled '
'!

back, avoiding rivals. Then they would *i'

drop down, next to a twittering, gape- '''™"

beaked juvenile, sometimes giving it
•'

the whole fish, and sometimes holding

on to half of it and flying away—an
action that had the effect of teasing the

young bird to follow after. In this way

the young, some still crouched as iflJ""

they were nestlings, became increas- j'"''!

ingly adept at flying up, chasing, div-P'*

ing. and dodging, at breasting the air, * ""

and beating their wings for all the " P'

long voyages their lives would hold, j"'

In a few weeks, most of these birds

would suddenly flock away, in the

next move of their migration. In tha

meantime, they practiced the lessona

of growth—training in the insistent

excitable ways of a tern, a prelude to| i"*

life in air over half the earth.

DURING the following weeks, ot

through September, I noticec J"!)^

that the plumage of the juvenile terns

began to show a more definite conW*- ''i

trast. Their heads were getting darkerjfl'ist

for journeys that take them thousands

of miles, and their long, angled wings

beat deep, low, and strong. I watched

them, this shining August day, as they

flashed with the brightness of gold cir-

clets of water around sharp grasses

along a shore. They were all swinging,

darting, winnowing the air. "Kierr!

.Kierr!" they cried; and their white

shuttlecocks of tails would spread and

settle as they turned against the wind.

Two juveniles were waiting on a

shoal, constantly calling in a high-

pitched tremolo, intensified whenever

the parent bird swept by above them.

As I watched, the trim, expert adult

flew over, then swung back down the

shore and circled round, finally com-
ing in to land between the pair. The
adult had no food, but stood between

its young for a minute or less and then

began to move away, while they

crouched and strutted after it in what,

to human eyes, was an almost elderly

way, crying in protest. The parent sig-

naled departure with a slight lift of

its wings and, in a few seconds, flew

away. The thwarted young ones took

to the air behind the parent.

In the terns' behavior that August
day, I saw the play of learning, and
the many repetitions that precede a

Preparaiohv io n vin(; off, [larent tern moves away froi

between its two young, above. Deprived of food and cryin



.ey had also become more practiced

flight. Many young were still being

1 by adults—almost continuously

ring ebb-tide hours, when food was

sundant in shallow waters offshore.

Irot the impression that less food was

ling proffered by the parent birds,

tJUgh they were still very much on

t' job. When they brought a fish,

ir large dependents, whose passiv-

alniost looked like a consequence

1 eing overly stuffed, would gulp it

w n and wait for more. Other young

es were flying now : chasing after

t ir parents, beseeching attention,

1 1 often fishing for themselves.

Little by little the young were pro-

fessing toward the perfected action

( mature birds. They were becoming

I ire aggressive, fighting for space

' er a crowded channel, or protecting

tir catch. The adults, whose success

i fishing they were beginning to ap-

I

iximate, would hover over the

\ ter. beaks pointing down, then dive

idenly. wings partly folded back.
' ey would hit the water like small

; nes. then come up again and fly

: ay fast—chased, if they had a fish in

'^^
^g^

The adult tern, above, carrying a little

fish in its beak, turns away from its

rirolenl, (hey utrut aflwr their parcnl iind will iIkmi fly

'T il: thuH they are itouxcd into feniliiiK for tlieiiinelveH.

fledgling. Offering and withholding of

fish is basis of all training of young.

their bills, by other birds that cried

"Karr! Karr!" with a slightly growl-

ing note. I became aware of a general

coordination in everything they did.

Their circling, diving, hovering, or

racing downwind, were all parts of a

common proficiency of motion that

fitted the great environment of air and

sea. Growth was rhythmic practice.

MANY aspects of tern behavior have

been studied exhaustively by

such authorities as Niko Tinbergen,

Ralph Palmer, the late Oliver Austin,

and his son, Oliver Austin, Jr. From
their descriptions, I had accumulated

the impression that terns were almost

constantly involved in a ritualistic

performance. There is, for example,

the "fish flight," a term that in its strict

sense seems to apply to the behavior

of birds during the precourtship pe-

riod. This action involves emotional

display between pairs of birds, as dis-

tinct from a tern's food-collecting

habits in general. In detail, it includes

din^erences in calls, in the relative po-

sitions of birds during flight, and in

the way they carry fish. A fish in the

bill represents not only i\it: fiilfilimiit

of a need for food; it may also be an

offering, a display, and perhaps the

instrument for a mutual awareness,
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In a ( rsn i i,i

of terns seems

behavior than

;n I
." (ibovc. an adult pair

more engaged in display

in actual quest for food.

Mated adilt terns are often seen in

"aerial glides," below, during breeding

season and until after young can fly.

Mr. Hay frequently contributes to

this magazine. His article appeared
in somewhat different form in Ins

latest book. Nature's Year, which
was published by Doubleday in May.

even before sex recognition occuri

But if this fish flight can be linke

to behavior at a particular stage in

tern's life, the birds also show simili

reactions before and after that stag

Palmer points out (in A Behavi

Study of the Common Tern) that

though no fish is involved during th'

aerial glide, this graceful maneuv
still represents a continuation of tl

fish flight phase. Also, mated paiil

go on offering fish—or begging—;

they fly by one another, so that feei

ing is used, in Palmer's words, "as

means of maintaining a bond." AbI

of course the fish, proffered or wit)

held, is the basis of all the trainirl

that the young experience during tl

course of growth. The process of bd
ging and receiving, or offering for tl

purpose of recognition, continues d

in many forms throughout a tern

life. The birds appear to be pursuei

of a formality. Even their flights sho

the grace in action of a whole societ

AT low tide, the terns I watch

those months would be;

flock along the wide sand flats, pree

ing and bathing in the tide pools.

casionally one would lift its wings

into the wind while it preened, recei

ing the wash of air. Some flew to t;

creek inlet and drank of the bracki

water. As the September days went t

the whole tern community seemed

gather more and more together,

times, all of them would take to t

air, as if in alarm, although no can

was visible. Or I would see them spi

ning like a flock of sandpipers-

white cloud dancing with dizzy pi

fection over some fishweirs in the d

tance. Perhaps these actions could i,

called communal practice for the nt

;

step in the southward journey. In th

rhythms, the terns were self-sustain 1

1

and self-protective, like schools of fi

But, at the same time, the birds wf

living under the laws of the wild a

One day in early October, when I w(

down to the shore again, most of th

had flown away. One lesson was ov

Migrating terns, including young

well as mature, gather on coast, rig

attracted there by offshore fishwei
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Concave tongue of vampire fits over a

V-shaped notch in lower lip. This forms

tube through which animal sucks blood

—in this case from dish in a laboratory.

THE MEXICAN

BLOOD DRINKERS
Vampire bats display special adaptation

By Bernardo Villa

AMONG THE MANY SPECIES and Sub-

^ species of bats known from the

Americas. 140 are now known from

Mexico. Among them are vampires,

or blood-drinking bats, which have

proved to be the main reservoirs and

vectors of the fearsome rabies virus.

Vampires' biologv and feeding hab-

its have interested man since ancient

times. For instance, the Cakchiquels. a

Mayan tribe, believed the Camazotz—
the vampire—was a god who killed

victims with his sharp, pointed teeth.

Recent observations in field and

laboratory have shown that their bite

may indeed be fatal, as it opens the

way for rabies infection. But. contrary

to the beliefs of naturalists of the

eighteenth century, the wound is not

Dr. Villa, vho look the photographs
for his text, heads the Deparlment
of Mammaiogy in the Institute of

Biology at the University of Mexico.

made by the nasal leaf (which, in fact,

is not found in vampires ) . nor do the

bats fan their intended victims to sleep

before allegedly thrusting the tongue

into a blood vessel and drinking.

We now know that the mouth and

tongue are specialized to imbibe blood

in a manner without parallel among
other maminals—or. indeed, among
other vertebrates. The V-shaped notch

in the lower lip is opposed to the con-

cave lower side of the tongue. This

forms a tube, through which the bat,

after first making the wound with its

sharp upper incisors, sucks blood.

Thus, there is no lapping, the sound of

which might awaken the victim. To
further reduce anv sensations on the

part of its prey, the bat rests lightly

on its wing thumbs and small foot pads.

The photographs showing this man-

ner of feeding were taken in the zool-

ogy laboratory of the Institute de

Biologia at the University of Mexico.
While taking moon. \aiiii(ire rests oi

pads of feet and long wing thumbs, thu
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AHER DRINKING 20 or 25 cc. ol blood,

bat begins withdrawal to roosting place.

On wing thumbs and feet, a bal ciin

cover firound with remarkable speed.

While backing vv wall of its cage, bat

pauses to assume typical defense pose.

(1 1 1 • • '.ni M I V, ]ili viriiiM to i-. liki' olIiiT v:ini|iiri-M—and contrary to l«(i \\\miiiis liaii^ <hara<lrrisliiall>

l;..l ..l.ov, K'-i"i» l),-un,.,l„.. I,„.„.l rondn.'.l l« New World alone. from roohl in (•..iii.-r of lal.oralory rane.
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NATURE and the CAMERA
Challenges of underwater photography

By David Linton

I

WAS PROWLING peacefully along a

rocky shore, collecting mussels for

dinner, when I heard a splash. Just be-

yond the outer line of rocks I saw a col-

umn of water vapor shoot into the air

like the spout of a whale, but in minia-

ture. A glistening black object broke the

surface. It floated for a minute and then,

instead of diving, it started moving

slowly toward shore. As it approached,

I could see that it was about the size of

a porpoise and had a bright, fluorescent

yellow stripe along the water line. As it

pulled itself up on the beach, the eyes

came into sight. They were about four

inches in diameter and were located

on the ventral surface, one behind the

other! The creature got up on its hind

flippers and waddled awkwardly toward

me. It was my friend, Martin, in his new
skin-diving suit. The upper eye was his

face mask, the lower one was the port of

a camera housing strapped to his chest.

"I got some wonderful pictures," said

Martin, ".
. . if they come out."

How that phrase took me back in mem-
ory! It had been years since I'd won-

dered whether a picture would "come
out." But when I started taking under-

water pictures myself, I found that no
thought could be more appropriate.

Underwater photography was much in

vogue about five years ago. Photogra-

phers, apparently suffering a mass attack

of Cousteau's "rapture of the deep,"

trooped down to the sea like lemmings.
Everything was photographed under
water—telephones, automobiles, models
in drip-dry suits, pretty girls in bathing
suits, pretty girls without bathing suits,

housewives pretending to make toast,

and children pretending to drink soda

pop. Most of these pictures were not re-

markably good, but it was remarkable
that they could be taken at all. They at-

tracted attention, and that was what they

were supposed to do. By now everyone

has seen pictures made under water, the

hucksters have moved on to other gim-
micks, and underwater photographers
can return to photogfaphing things that

really belong to the undersea world.

Stepping into the sea with mask or

goggles is much like entering the world
behind the looking glass. The silvery

barrier that seems so thin and yet so for-

midable opens only enough to let one

pass, and closes immediately. The un-

dersea world is breathtaking, and before

long you want to take pictures of it. Then
comes the rude discovery that entering

that strange, submarine world means re-
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trogressing to the dawn of photography.

We have got used to the fact that, in

air, the camera can photograph anything

the eye can see—and often more. It can

cut through fog, it can look a fly in the

eye, and it can bring distant subjects

closer. Almost anything you want the

camera to do can be done—if you have

the money for accessories. Almost any

technical information you may want is

published in handbooks.

IN
that other world below the surface,

everything is different. The experts

still hand-build much of their own equip-

ment. (When did you last build a cam-

era?) There are no reliable tables of

exposure, filter factors, development

times, or any of the other things we have

come to take for granted. The few tables

that have been published hold good only

for the waters where they were derived,

and the only sound recommendation is to

make a test and see if it comes out. If it

does, you still won't know much, because

underwater optical conditions change
from day to day, and even from hour to

hour. And. under water, the camera can

see much less than the eye. This is partly

because we have two eyes and can there-

fore concentrate on things at one par-

ticular distance, ignoring what is in

front of and behind that point. But a

larger factor is the marvelous ability of

the mind to perceive shapes and organize

visual clues. The eye can detect minute

differences in color or texture. The per-

ception of motion helps, too. Many forms

of marine life are so camouflaged as to

be invisible until they move. Needless to

say, they are completely invisible in a

still photograph. The only way to photo-

graph them is against a different back-

ground—one that they don't match. A
ray lying on the bottom is virtually im-

possible to see in a photograph, but a

ray swimming can be seen from the side

against a background of water, or from
below against the surface.

When we pick up rocks or sea shells

at the shore and take them home, they

seem somehow to lose their luster. The
same is true of the wonders we try to

capture on film. I am afraid the truth is

that just as the eye can see under water

only a fraction of what it can see on land,

so the camera under water can record no

more than a fraction of what the eye can

see. Water clear enough for good under-

sea photography is found in only a few

places, and then only at certain times.

The water is veiy clear in the Baha-

mas and there are enormous stretches of

white sandy bottom at twenty feet or less

that reflect light and give a beautifully

rounded illumination. Marine life there,

however, is not as abundant as in waters

that offer more food and more conceal-

ment. When the movie 20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea was filmed there, whole
undersea gardens were brought in and
set up by prop men. Even so. the film

company sat for several weeks waiting

for good weather.

In the Florida Keys there is more to

photograph and the water can be very

clear at times. May and June are the best

months. But coral shores undergo a con-

tinual "snowfall"' of minute particles of

eroded coral. The slightest wind stirs up
the bottom enough to prohibit picture

taking, and a severe storm will cover the

underseas landscape with two or three

inches, of silt. One day in five may be a

good day for underwater photography.

The best conditions are found in the

eastern Mediterranean, where the water

is as clear as laboratory distilled water,

and in certain large springs where the

water is free of organic or mineral sedi-

ment. (Many of the "gimmick" pictures

of the early underwater period were
taken in these springs.) They generally

do not support much aquatic life. Other
waters vary from fair to impossible.

Have you ever wondered why we do not

see any over-all pictures of the sunken
Spanish galleons that writers are so fond

of describing? The answer, I suspect, is

that no camera can see from one end of

such a ship to the other. It may almost be

taken as a fundamental law that "there

are no long shots under water."

THESE discouraging facts are forced

on us by the nature of the medium.
Water is much less transparent than air,

and natural bodies of water (as distinct

from swimming pools or aquariums,

where the water is filtered) contain

quantities of minute particles in suspen-

sion. Some of these are plants, some are

animals, and some are bits of sand, mud,
or coral, but they all impede the passage

of light. Some of the particles absorb

light (actually they convert its energy

into heat ) and others reflect or "scatter"

it. Scattering is more of a problem for

the photographer than absorption. It pro-

duces the same effect that heavy dust

clouds or thick fogs do in the air. There

Calm, shallow water permits a clear

pliotograph of an octopus near the shore.



::iay be plenty of light and still it may be

impossible to see more than a few feet.

' Because of the difficulty of recording

;ny distant background and because the

;'hotographer must work as close to the

< ubject as possible, most underwater pic-

.ires appear flat. They are not only flat

|:i the photographic sense—the images

jiick contrast between light and dark

l)nes—but also are flat in the sense that

Iiey fail to appear three-dimensional.

P To overcome photographic flatness, a

lirly energetic developer should be used

• r black and white films. I have had best

-ults %vith UFG. Developing times

iMiild be 10 to 20 per cent longer than

-iial. Although it seems a good idea to

-e a slow film because such films have

igher inherent contrast than fast ones,

is probably better, in actual practice,

1 use a medium-fast film in shallow

aler and a fast film in deep water, so

lat the lens aperture can be kept small

overcome difficulties in focusing.

It is not really practicable to increase

mtrast in color, but fortunately this is

)t usually necessary. Kodachrome is a

ther contrasty film, but it is not a good

loice under water because it empha-
zes blue and green, which need to be

duced. Ektachrome (particularly the

;w High Speed emulsion) and Ansco-

irome will give better color rendering,

id their higher speed will allow use of

smaller aperture. Kodachrome II is so

w that I have not yet evaluated its un-

:rwater performance.

There are other tricks for overcoming

e other kind of flatness—lack of ap-

irent depth—although, of course, these

icks do not really restore what low vis-

ility takes away. Framing is the most
eclive technique. This means having a

rk object in the near foreground at the

ge of the picture. Shooting through a

le in a coral or between two rocks is a

od way to achieve this effect. The best

ly is to shoot from inside an under-

iter cave, but since caves are often

nquented by moray eels and other un-

friendly creatures, I would hesitate to

advise any readers to back into them.

Another useful technique for simulat-

ing depth is back-lighting. This means
simply having the light come from behind

the subject. It is frequently impossible,

of course, but it is usually worth trying.

Shooting up at an angle toward the sur-

face is one way; photographing fish in

the shadow of your boat is another.

Framing and back-lighting are useful

above water, too, especially when the air

is dusty or foggy. They have been used in

many of the best pictures of rodeos, ma-
rine mists, and London streets.

INCREASED exposure will not help pene-

trate underwater murk because the

film will record the scattered light in-

stead of the image we want to see. In fact,

a minimal exposure and extended devel-

opment are best. Filters will improve the

situation a bit. The suspended particles

scatter more blue and green than other

colors, so a yellow or orange filter will

reduce the intensity of the scattered

light somewhat and will allow more of

the image to show. But no filter will elim-

inate the particles themselves.

When shooting in color, filters can be

used only sparingly—just enough to re-

store the balance of the different colors

that make up "white" light. The filters

used for color, therefore, will not help

much in penetrating underwater haze.

(Exactly the same limitations apply to

aerial photography through fog; the

heavy filters that give maximum penetra-

tion in black and white cannot be used

for color because they would eliminate

most of the color from the picture.)

Color does help, however, by making the

subject stand out and by increasing the

feeling of depth. For this reason color

pictures are often better than black and
white photographs of the same subjects,

but the shooting conditions must be bet-

ter for color to succeed at all.

Only if the water appears exception-

ally clear to the eye will it seem less

DOUBLE LENS
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case and straps included. Other Swift
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Gift boxed. 'f.E.r.
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than opaque to the camera and, even

then, the best technique is to move in as

close to the subject as possible in order

to minimize the number of particles be-

tween it and the camera.

The amount of solid matter suspended

in the water varies with time and place.

The problem of refraction, however, is

the same in all waters. Refraction is the

phenomenon that accounts for the ap-

parent "bending" at the water line of a

stick thrust into water. It makes every-

thing under the water appear one-third

larger and closer than on the surface.

This effect fools the camera as well as

the eye. A fish that appears to be three

feet away will be photographed in focus

if the camera is focused at three feet, but

the actual measured distance will be four

feet. The scattering and absorption of

light, however, is determined by the full

four feet of water between camera and

subject. The definition and contrast of

the image decrease rapidly as the actual

distance increases, so the clearest pic-

tures call for a short actual working dis-

tance and even shorter apparent range.

Here is where trouble usually starts.

MANY common types of cameras have

a minimum focusing distance of

three feet in air. Under water, this visual

distance of three feet means an actual,

measured distance of four feet, which is

frequently too far for a satisfactory pic-

ture. Furthermore, the depth of focus

and size of the field will correspond to

the apparent distance of three feet, not

the actual distance. It may be necessary

to back up to include the whole subject,

and that will decrease the visibility.

Another way of expressing this is to

say that the lens acts as though its focal

length were increased by one-third. The
usual lens for a 3.5mm. camera has a

focal length of 50mm. in air; under

water its effective focal length is 67mm.
and its depth of field and angle of view

are those of a 67mm. lens. This is a bit

long, but not impossibly so.

It is difficult to focus accurately under

water, especially since the photographer

and subject may be drifting in currents.

A small aperture is necessary to obtain

depth of field. A short lens has greater

depth of field at any given aperture and
is therefore preferable. This means, in

turn, that the 35mm. camera is the most

useful type of camera for underwater

photography. It has a short lens to begin

with, and on the better ones an even

shorter (wide-angle) lens can be substi-

tuted for the '"normal"' lens. If the cam-

era design permits, a lens of 25 to 35mm.
focal length is desirable underwater.

I am not seriously considering cam-

eras smaller than 35mm. in film size for

underwater work. Although such cameras

have very short lenses they cannot be op-

erated practicably under water because

of the tiny controls. If the reader doesn't

believe this, let him try using one whil

wearing gloves. Another, overwhelmingl

persuasive reason for choosing a 35mn
camera is the number of pictures it wl
take before reloading. Remember tha

in order to change film one will first hav
to surface, then take off his mask an
breathing apparatus, dry his hands an
camera housing, remove anywhere froi

one to fifteen bolts, and finally extrac

the camera before he starts the norma
reloading routine. The directions tha

come with film say "always reload i

subdued light; never in bright su

light." This is good advice, but hard t

follow in a pitching rowboat anchore

offshore. The ordinary load for 35mn
cameras is a 20- or 36-exposure cai

tridge. Many of the better 35mm. can

eras have accessory backs that accep

50-foot rolls of film and allow severs

hundred exposures before reloadin

&

UNDERWATER housings come in a vi

riety of futuristic shapes and matt

rials. They look fancy, but compare
with modern cameras, they are crudi

The Rolleimarin housing for the Rolle

flex—designed by Hans Hass, an expei

diver—is one of the few that can realll

be operated conveniently under wate

Gl.^ss-bottomed box is used as came

housing when photographing near surfai

and it is perhaps the only housing wi

which a diver wearing a mask actua

can see what he is getting on film. It h

three main disadvantages. The Rol

lens is too long; the camera will ta|(|

only twelve frames, after which the <

paratus must be brought to the surfa

and the case opened to reload; and t

greatest drawback for many people

the price of $400—without the camera

In the "under $400" class, an expt

sive housing is not necessarily bet

than an inexpensive one. The cheap

type of all (selling for less than $10)



David Linton's by-line has appeared
under photographs in all the nation's

'"li
leading magazines. His camera column

ifi is a regular feature on these pages.

[
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soft, plastic bag with a circular glass

,
ort at one end. All the controls on the

amera can be operated through the plas-

c while submerged, an advantage that

iiinot be claimed by many housings cost-

ig well over $100. The heavier, cast-

letal housings are watertight to greater

fpths. but this is a dubious advantage

erause there is not enough light to take

ictures at those depths anyway, unless

lificial light is used. A housing that is

atertight to 250 feet and has no flash

mnections is a waste of money. With

any of these housings, the shutter

M ed and aperture can be changed only

npening the housing. This means that

e photographer has to make a prelim-

ary descent to take a meter reading-

sealed fruit jar makes a good meter

using— then surface to set the camera,

en dive again to take the picture.

Even less convenient, most housings

lling for S300 or less have no mechan-
in for focusing the camera and no way
-eeing when it is in focus. They thus

ansform an expensive camera into the

luivalent of a box camera. True, the

II- is faster, but if it can't be focused,

la- to be stopped down for greater

|iih of field, so the lens speed is wasted.

I- more sensible to buy a bo.x camera.

There is an underwater box camera
iling for Sl-5. It is made entirely of

j-lic and the camera forms its own
u-ing. The shutter speed, focus, and
• riure are fixed, but the sensitivity

n be controlled to some extent by
. different types of film. This camera
I'l almost everything that an expen-

ne will do and it has one great ad-

L'e— if the case leaks, nothing will

ined but one roll of film.

OTHER radical, but highly practical,

\ -uggestion is not to take the camera
r water at all but to shoot instead

i?h something like a glass-bottomed

• t. A sophisticated version of this

lile instrument can be built with a

ii^'ular glass bottom the same shape

negative. A mount can be installed

Id llii- camera in a position such
1- field of view corresponds exactly

window, and the whole box can be
I as a unit. Any ordinary range

•r or reflex viewing system can be

1 f<ir fficusing. .Since the air in the

makci it very buoyant, it will be
' to control unless weights are at-

d around the bottom. A focusing

or hood ih imially ne<e>,sary to pre-

f flection of the "ky on the window.
rs of reflex cameras might Iry a

'ion of •(iich a box with the window
• -ide instead of in the bollom. The

• ra placed on llie boltom is pointed
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Indian tribes living as the/ did
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COLORFUL COBRA PLANT
CAPTURES LIVE INSECTS

Attractive insect-eating

Cobra plants lure,

catch and digest in-

sects. Unwary prey is

attracted by sweet se-

creations inside reddish

cobra-like hoods, some
18 inches tall. Once in-

side, spiny hairs make
escape difficult. Well-

started plants are guar-

anteed to grow. Cul-

ture directions and
plastic planting tray in-

cluded, $2.95 each, 2

for $4.95, 5 for $10.95

postpaid. Free carniv-

orous plant brochure.
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West Hempstead, N. Y.

SEA SHELLS
For Collectors. Tliousands of species from
over forty countries of the world. A grand
hobby and educational too. Send your name
today for FREE illustrated lists.

HERMAN W. HOLIINGSWORTH, Seffner, Flo.

out through the window. The photogra-

pher looks down into the ground glass

screen. The box must be big enough so

that the operator can reach down into it

and work the camera's controls.

Of course, these boxes and buckets

can be used only to photograph objects

that are near the surface, but most good

picture possibilities occur in this zone,

anyway. The light falls off rapidly as we

go down, and the color of the light

changes, growing more and more blue-

green. As I have mentioned, these effects

vary greatly from one time and place to

another, so it is impossible to make up

any useful tables. But the very marine

life we are interested in photographing

depends on sunlight, too. and most of it

is to be found in shallow water.

BELOW about twenty feet—the exact

depth varies with the clarity of the

water—natural light becomes too faint to

use and the photographer must depend

on flash or speed light. These sources

work nicely under the water if enclosed

in suitable housings, but the pictures

taken with them usually exhibit all the

disadvantages of terrestrial flash pic-

tures, much magnified. The foreground

is unnaturally bright, while the back-

ground is dark; textures are subdued

where they should be brought out; and

the shadows are in all the wrong places.

The best solution is to keep the flash

away from the camera. Some flash units

have telescoping arms that can be ex-

tended, but they are difficult to maneu-

ver and even harder to swim with. It is

often helpful to have a second diver hold

the flash, although directing him is a

problem, for one has to rely on haa
signals. Since no one should ever divi

alone, anyway, the photographer migh
as well put his companion to work.

Despite its many difficulties, undei

water photography can be an excitini

experience, and the results can be irri

pressive, as the many published exam
pies prove. The best underwater picture

become truly miraculous when one cor

siders the obstacles that were overcom'

to make them. Most experts, if the

really let their hair down, would agre

that the "secrets" of successful undei

water photography are:

1. Work in shallow water. In many c

the best photographs, the surface of th

sea is just out of the frame.

2. Shoot only at close distances. Th
long shot probably won't come out.

3. Take plenty of time. Practice usin

your equipment in a swimming pool f

at the beach before you go farther out.

4. Try to shoot at the best time

Make careful tests and have them deve,

oped as you work. Finally, don't expecj;

more than one good picture a day. Bt;

that one picture can be worth it.

'»r

This list details the photographer, artis]

or other source of illustrations, by pa
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Missile nose cone from space probe

ill I 111O The history of science is replete with dramatic discoveries, because man has

WHY "e^er stopped asking the timeless question: "why?" And still we have barely

" ' scratched the surface of our physical universe. Vast areas await exploration,

Key secrets remain undiscovered. Here at Monsanto, the search for meanings

is the daily quest of scores of scientists. Their research in chemistry, physics

and other natural sciences is aimed towards finding answers to "why". .
.

answers that will yield new contributions to the welfare of mankind.

Wlonsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis 66, Missouri.
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This photograph of the moon was taken with the incomparable Questar

which weighs but 7 pounds and needs but one-half cubic foot of space.

Previously such pictures could only ^^?=>\ ]T Tf T^ ^ 'tT' A ID)

be made with far larger instruments. V^ ILJJ lEi ^ 11 .^"iilT^

Price $995. May we send our booklet? Box 60 New Hope, Pennsylvania



Doubleday Anchor Books
1 I _/ m cooperation with the

American Museum of Natural History
presents an important new paperback series . . . inexpensive,

illustrated soft-cover editions of distinguished and enduring

books on the study of man and his world.

THE NATURAL HISTORY LIBRARY
Ideal for students at all levels and for science-minded readers, The Natural History

Library ranges widely through biology, anthropology, zoology, geology,

astronomy and related life and earth sciences. The books, selected for

the Series by a panel of Museum scientists, focus on man — his origins,

nature and environment — and on the world around man, from
sub-microscopic life to the universe at large. Many of the

books are specially revised for this series; most of them
include forewords written by Museum scientists, draw-

ings, photographs, maps, diagrams, and
indexes; prices range from 95^ to $1.45.

The first 13 books in the series .

.

HORSES
George Gaylord Simpson, Harvard University.

classic case history of evolution, which 1

ilineage of the horse over the past 60 million

jyears. With a new preface by the author. 32 pages

!of photographs, 27 drawings, index. Nl $1.45

JOHN AND WILLIAM BARTRAM'S AMERICA
Ediied by Helen Gere Cruickshank. The best

writings, in botany, ornithology and zoology, of

America's first naturalists—the famous father and
^on who together explored much of the south-

eastern U.S. during the late 18th century. 8 pages

of illustrations, 2 maps, index. N2 $1.45

THE OCEAN ISLAND (Inagua)

Gilbert C. Klingel. A naturalist, shipwrecked in

the Bahamas, studies the flora and fauna of shore,

sea and sky. A fine examination of Caribbean
natural history by an award-winning author-
naturalist. Foreword by Charles M. Bogert,

A.M.N.H. 17 photographs, map. N3 $1.45

SHEARWATERS
!R. M. Lockley. A report of 12 years' field obser-

Ivation of the Manx shearwater, the deceptively

Itlrab sea-bird that performs miracles of naviga-

ition and endurance. Detailed descriptions of the

l«a-bird's breeding, mating and migration. Fore-

jword by Robert Cushman Murphy, A.M.N.H.
7 drawings, map, index. N4 $1.25

!
WHITE WATERS AND BLACK

iGordon MacCreagh. How not to conduct a jungle

expedition— the delightful and informative account
of an actual trek into the rugt-cd headwaters of
"; Amazon by a band of greenhorn New York

scientists. Foreword by James A, Oliver.

--.tor, A..M.N.H.8 photographs, map. N5 $1.45

THE WANDERING ALBATROSS
(Revised Edition)

VMIilam Jamewn. The albatross, in fact and folk

: re. with emphasis on the aerodynamic accom
pli\hmcnis of this legendary oceanic bird. Fore
*f'fd by Robert Cushman Murphy, A.M.N.H
^ P^itcs of photOKriiphs, 6 JrawinKs and diagrams.
mdex, N6 95<

MODERN SCIENCE AND THE
NATURE OF LIFE

IWUllam S. B«ck» Harvard Medical School. An
I Illuminating discussion of modern biology in

I
historical terms from its laxonomic origins to the

I

mini recent developments in genetics, embryology
and cell theory. With a dramatic account of the
lont-wmght-ror discovery of DNA. the basic cod-
Hyinz acent of heredity. Foreword by John A.
Mw^re, A M N.H. Indexed N8 $1.45

a

DWELLERS IN DARKNESS

S. H. Skaife. A study of termites, oldest of the

social insects, and their highly organized lives

within the darkness of the termitary Foreword bv

Jerome G. Rozen, Jr , A M.N H 16 pages of

photographs, 26 drawings, index N9 95f

FROM FISH TO PHILOSOPHER
Homer W. Smith, N Y. U School of Medicine.

A physiologist's lucid account of man's evolution,

with emphasis on the role of the kidney in helping

man's prehistoric ancestors emerge from the sea

Foreword by Evelyn Shaw, A.M.N.H. 12 illus-

trations, index. NIO $1.45

THE EXPLORATION OF THE
COLORADO RIVER

John Wesley Powell. The diary of a great 19th-

century geologist-ethnologist, kept during his dar-

ing unprecedented journey down Colorado River

rapids into the Grand Canyon. A classic on the

opening of the American West. Foreword by
Bobb Schacfler, A.M.N.H. 8 photographs, map,
index. Nil 95<

THE MOUNTAINS OF CALIFORNIA
John Muir. The great book by one of the most
eloquent nature writers of all time, leader of the

19th-century conservation movement. This is the

book which gave millions a glimpse of Yosemite.
the Sierras and Mount Shasta. Foreword by Jack
McCormick, A.M.N.H. 8 photographs. 2 maps,
index. N12 $1.25

JOHN BURROUGHS' AMERICA
Edilril by Farlda A. Wiley, A.M.N.H. The finest

and most memorable writings of (he famous Hud-
son River naluralisl. describing his clo.se observa-
tion of wildlife in central New York State. 8 illus-

iralions, map. index. N13 $1.45

THE PACIFIC ISLANDS (Reviled edition)

Douiilas I.. Oliver, llarvuril University. For an-

Ihropf>lo(/iil. historian and traveler; a history ol

Micronesia. Melanesia and Polynesia before and
alter the impact of Western 'clvill/alion." Fore-
word by Harry I.. .Shapiro. A.M.N.H. 25 illus-

Iralioniv, 5 mapn, Index. NH $1.45

Available at your bookstore or from

DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, INC.

Depf,l-NH-10,GardenCily,NewYork

n Ploase send me sets of all

thirteen Noturol History Library books
now available, at the special price of
$16.00 per set.

Nl N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N8

N9 NIO Nil N12 N13 N14

ihorgosD Bill me, plus il-

n Payment of $ ei

(n Chock n Monov Order) fi

paid shipment by publiiher.
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COVER: The jagged mountains of Baltistan, a remote region of High Asia, lo

above Balti boatmen poling a skin raft across a river. This photograph was m
by James Hurley during one of his five visits to the country. Sometimes cald

Little Tibet. Baltistan is inhabited by a people remarkable for its admixt

of Caucasoid and Mongoloid racial traits and for its language, which belongs

the Tibeto-Burman family but is written in Arabic letters. Although the B

of today are all Moslems, previous religions have included totemism. Bon. i

Buddhism. Mr. Hurley's study of Baltistan and its population starts on page

Tlie American Museum is open to the public without charge every day

during the year. Your support, through membership and contributions,

helps make this possible. The Museum is equally in need of such sup-

port for its work in the fields of research, education, and exhibition.

^aid

Pri blica ion Offic b: The American Museum of Na tural History, Central Park WeSt at 79th Street. New Yor
N. Y. Pubiished monihly, Octobe through May bimonthly June to Sep ember Subscript! n : S5.00 a Tea

Ca nada. Newfou ndlancl. and all orcign countr es: S5.50. Singl " copie : S.50 Second cl

New York, N. Y. and Concord, N w Hampshire. Copyright, 1961, by The Amerjc an Museum of Na 1 Hi.

No par of this periodical mav [le reproduced without the wr tten COnsent Hl-iTO RY Tlir

Nature Macazin E, registered U.S . Patent Offic ts and illustratior s submil ril ti

fx\ toria office \v ill be handled w ith all possib e care, but we
'Ih e opi nions expressed by author are their own and do not nece«sarily i efiect The America n Mu IS pi
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MUSEUM MEMO

Among the 2,600.000 visitors to the Museum and

f-^ Planetarium last year were heads of state and heads

of households: tourists from Bangkok and teachers from

Brooklyn: children standing for the first time at the gate-

way to science; parents sharing the joy of discovery; and
grandparents renewing their early experiences.

On a Sunday afternoon last fall Crown Prince Akihito of

Japan, guest of honor at the new Japanese exhibit in the

Hall of Birds of the World, saw an exact replica of an area

to the north of Mount Fuj i in an exhibit that includes thirty

different species of birds. Not long afterward Prime Minis-

ter Nehru paid a visit to the Planetarium and was shown the

autumn skies over India reproduced on the dome. Another

recent visitor, the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand, ex-

pressed keen interest in all the exhibits he viewed, from
dinosaur footprints to lunar landscapes.

During the coming months Museum visitors from near

and far will see new exhibits that

range in subject matter from "Art

and Life in Old Peru"' to "Man in

Space." The Peruvian exhibit con-

tains rare treasures culled from pri-

vate collectors and museums in

Peru and the United States, many
of which have never before been

displayed. Our own collection will

yield a good deal of this material,

including examples, never before

shown, of the oldest patterned tex-

tiles from the New World. These

are fabrics excavated by Dr. Junius

Bird of the Museum from the Huaca
Prieta mound in Peru. Through his

microscopic analysis Dr. Bird has demonstrated that fabrics

are the oldest known medium of artistic expression in Peru.

It is a long step from life in ancient Peru to life in a

space ship, but a .Museum visitor will be able to make the

transition very quickly.

The exhibit ".Man in .Space" will have as its main feature

a full-size model of a five-man space laboratory, known
ARIKS (Authentic Heproduclion of an Independent

Earth Salellilei. The cylindrical model is forty-one feet

.' and fifteen feet in diameter. Revealed through lis Irans-

liarent shell will he the major part of the life-support s\ stem

needed to keep a five-man team aloft for (>(> davs. while

hey conrluct experiment."* on a variety of biomedical prob-

li^m."* that man will encounter an he |)rol>e.'* 8|)ace, looking

for new frontiers of basic knowledge about the universe.

Through such exhibits, a Museum visit becomes a mem-
orable personal experience. But this institution's role in

teaching natural history extends beyond its halls. Across

the country, people of many backgrounds are served by the

Museum through a score of extension services and commu-
nications media. Most recent of these is The Natural History

Library, published in co-operation with Doubleday and
Company. This distinguished series of reprints of natural

history classics, selected by Museum scientists, is attrac-

tively presented in colorful paperback format, thus making
available to a wide public books of enduring interest in

the life and earth sciences.

To encourage a sense of discovery in all who come within

its sphere is a basic aim of the Museum. A favorite

Museum headline, therefore, was a recent one involving

three New Jersey teen-agers who were exploring an aban-

doned quarry and uncovered what turned out to be the

fossil remains of a gliding reptile

older than any previously known to

science. The young men. who had
been pursuing their fossil-hunting

hobby under the aegis of Dr. Ed-

win H. Colbert of the Museum,
recognized immediately that their

find was a significant one. With
infinite care they cut the rock to

portable size, embedded the speci-

men in plaster, and brought it to

the Museum. Here, a skilled tech-

nician, using a device resrtnbling a

miniature sandblasting machine,

spent three months at the task of

cleaning the fossil and exposing the

delicate skeleton. After an exhibit arranged to give the

public a chance to see the fossil. Dr. Colbert began an in-

tensive study of it. His work on the 17.5.000,000-year-old

fossil will be published in our scientific series and should

shed light on a whole new facet of vertebrate evolution.

TIM'; discovery itself was of paiaiiiouMt importance, but

equally so were the circumstances, which seemed to

us so clearly representative of the Museum's purpose. Three
young boys, whose curiosity had been aroused and whose
interest in science had been heightened so ihal they knew
enough to value what they found, came upon a rare sci-

entific treasure. Because of their quest, many other young-

sters will come to respect the lessons of the past as well as

look forward lo ihc proMiisc of llie fului'c.

Ai.KXANDKIi M. WlUTB
I'lcsidcnl

^mfi^



Reviews

THE FLOWING RIVER of "serious" pa-

perback books, which was already a

healthy stream a year ago, has now com-

pletely overflowed its banks. All major

publishers seem presently to be involved

in the paperback business, as are many

specialized firms, notably the university

presses. The reading public, superfici-

ally at least, has never had it so good.

Unfortunately the paperback output

is subject to the law of diminishing re-

turns as well as to the law of supply and

demand. The reservoir of titles worth

reprinting is not boundless and, as a re-

sult, there is an increasing number of

paperbacks of questionable value—out-

dated textbooks and popularizations, as

well as works of quite limited interest.

Basically, of course, these problems

concern the publisher and the unhappy

bookseller who must find room to display

the exponentially increasing output. But

there are serious corollary problems for

the reader as well, including the critic

as a specialized reader. The most obvi-

ous problem is simply how to find one's

way round. In the first place, what has

been published? For a quarter, the

reader can get part of the answer from

the subject index edition of Paperbound

Books in Print (R.R. Bowker Co.),

which is available in most stores special-

izing in paperbacks. The Bowker cata-

logue lists some 11,000 titles and is

issued several times a year. Obviously

it can never be entirely up to date, since

publishers' plans change, but it is the

best source for what is available.

Another quarter, mailed to the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of

Science at 1515 Massachusetts Avenue,

N.W., Washington 5. D.C.. will bring a

copy of An Inexpensive Science Library,

prepared by the AAAS and The National

Science Foundation. This annotated bib-

liography lists some 500 titles in 29

fields, and the current (fourth) edition

is complete through July 1, 1960. To our

knowledge, this is the only descriptive

source available with listings in the

More solid reading between soft cover

By Christopher Geroul

biological sciences—although its notes

are very brief. Beyond these two aids,

the reader is reduced to finding his own

way through the jungle. The review that

follows is a necessarily limited attempt

to note some of the more recent and more

interesting additions to the paperback

library since the last summary published

here (natural history, June-July, 1959).

AUSEFUL sourcebook on classical as-

tronomy, ending with the nineteenth

century, is Arthur Berry's A Short His-

tory of Astronomy (Dover, $2.00). A
hardy perennial among textbooks, it has

the positive merit of treating the work

of men like Kepler and Newton at length

and the defect of a rather prosy style.

Another Dover publication in the field

of astronomy is interesting on two

counts. An Elementary Survey of Celes-

tial Mechanics, by Y. Ryabov (Dover,

$1.25), is a crystal-clear exposition of

the basics in a field that is much less

esoteric than it was a few years ago.

The mathematics do not go above high

school level, and the text includes

worked-out computations of the orbits

of artificial satellites—using the early

Sputniks as cases in point. Even lacking

an interest in the subject, the thoughtful

American reader might spend an hour

or two pondering the differences between

this interesting but no-nonsense Soviet

presentation and some of the angel food

cakes that pass for popularizations here.

The popularizations of George Gamow
are far above the pastry-cook standard,

since the author is a physicist of repute

as well as an accomplished and witty

writer. At the same time, his One, Two,

Three . . . Infinity (New American

Library, 50<) tends to another kind of

superficiality by attempting too much in

too short a space. The reader who fol-

lows Professor Gamow through a jet-

propelled tour of modern mathematics,

cosmology, nuclear physics, microbiol-

ogy, genetics, and other fields, risks

either an unwarranted feeling that he

knows all about everything or the sensPn";

tion of a plain case of indigestion.

ONE of the better paperback scien

ventures is the "Ann Arbor Scien

Library" series, published by the Ui

versity of Michigan Press. All are wr

ten by European authorities, are we;

made physically, and are well ilhi

trated. The Sun, by Karl Kiepenheui

and Planet Earth, by Karl Stum]!

(Michigan, each $1.95), typify V

series. Stumpff's book is particulai

interesting to the biologically mind

reader in its terse but detailed accoi

of the environment in which we live.

Still in the general field of astronon^

one of the classics of popular sciena

The Universe Around Us, by Sir JanI

Jeans (Cambridge. $1.95), is now av*

able in soft covers. It remains the hi:

account of modern astronomy availalsi

anywhere. Modern theories of the cnB

tion of the universe, as well as su

topics as the earth's radiation be)

only recently mapped, are treated

The Universe at Large, by Herma
Bondi (Doubleday, 95<). The book

somewhat smaller than its title, both

scope and accomplishment, being a co

pilation of magazine articles by

British astronomer.

Bondi's book is a volume in the "Si-

ence Study Series," produced unc

eminent sponsorship with the purposef

making up-to-date and authoritate

texts in modern science available I)

secondary school students and the g}-

eral public. One of the best of the serji

is The Restless Atom, by Alfred Ronr

(Doubleday, 95<'), a history of the ijl

65 years of progress in nuclear scien j.

In this case the historical appro; |i

lends extra clarity in a field that is

ways somewhat difficult for laymen
i

Another approach used in this seij'

is the biographical. Pasteur and Modif

Science, by Rene Dubos, and Micheh't

and The Speed of Light, by Bernil

Jaffe (Doubleday, each 95«S), offer i



An unusual opportunity to explore the world of Nature

Choose any three books for only ^1 each
with membership in the Natural History Book Club

1. ON THE TRACK OF UN-
KNOWN ANIMALS, h\ Bernard
Heu^clmans. What science has
learned about "abominable
snowmen" and other "imagin-
ary" animals. List Price S7.50

2. THE BOOK OF BIRD LIFE, ^v
Arthur A. Allen. A delightful
encyclopedia of birds in Amer-
ica—and of the techniques of
bird-watching. 252 illustrations,
52 m color. List Price S9.75

3. WILDLIFE IN AMERICA, by
Peter Matthicsscii. The decline

of our wildlife wealth—fasci-

nating, lavishly illustrated his-

tory. List Price SlO.OO

4. THIS SCULPTURED EARTH, by
John A. Shimer. America's
changing face—a lucid expla-
nation of geological processes.
77 illustrations.

List Price $7.so

5. ELEPHANTS, b\ Richard Car-
rington. "Ever> thing there is

to tell about elephants . . .

Happy, happy reader." The
Yorker. 81 illustrations

-Prk i 00

6. SNAKE MAN, bv Alan
W>kes. The tascinating story
of C. J. P. lonides. whom John
Gunther calls "a snake hunter
and collector of almost mythi-
cal renown." List Price $4.50

7. BIOGRAPHY OF THE SEA, by
Richard CarrinRton. The sea—
from its primeval origins to its

probable future role as sus-
laincrof an overcrowded Earth.

List Price 85.00

8. SERENGETI SHALL NOT DIE,
by Bcrnhurd and Michael Crzi-
im.-k. The best-selling account
of the dramatic struggle to
save the last great stronghold
of African big game from
extinction. List Price So.93

9 KINGDOM OF THE OCTOPUS,
!>y Frank W. Laiw. "No Other
book covers so completely...
the variety and strangeness,
the drama, in the life of the
octopus." Edwin Way Teale.
98 photos. List Price S7.50

OUTSTANDING BOOKS
IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES
— at substantial savings

Prom anthropology to zoology, from meteorology to oceanography,
the Natural History Book Club regularly offers its members the most
readable and informative writings by leading authorities in the natural

Kicnccs—and always at notable savings. By joining now, for example.
you may take any three of the outstanding books pictured above for

only $1.00 each (total retail value as high as $27.25), and enjoy

savings on all future Selections.

A* a member, you need purchase as few as four additional books dur-

ing the next 12 months, and with every fifth Selection you receive a

valuable Bonus Book free. To join now, simply circle your three choices

on the coupon along.sidc.
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@ILEYbooks
A first source on North Amer-

ica's world of birds . . .

By Andrew J.
Berger

Associate Professor of Anatomy.

Unk'ers/ty of Michigan Medical

School

An ornithologist of note takes you

into the field to discover the living

bird, from Maine to California,

Alaska to Mexico—where to find

him, how to identify him, how he

behaves.

Basic buf not "simplified"

This is a clearly written key to

the understanding of song (what

kinds and why), anatomy, court-

ship, nesting, eggs, raising the

young, migration, and the mystery

of navigation. The 178 illustra-

tions offer added insights into

all these subjects. Bird behavior,

puzzling and always fascinating,

is explained in such activities as

anting, roosting, wing-fiashing,

paper-tearing, and the "snake

display."

The conservation picture

A special chapter reveals birds

as an integral part of their envi-

ronment and the vital need for

protecting both as a part of the

total conservation picture, point-

ing up dangers to man of exces-

sive use of insecticides.

Much more than an introduc-

tion, this new book is a perfect

companion to Roger Tory Peter-

son's Field Guides; it also points

up the pleasures and possibilities

of bird study as a profession as

well as a hobby. For many reasons,

Bird Study is a must for the bird-

lover's library.

1961 389 pages $9.00

At your bookstore or direcl from

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.

440 Park Avenue South, New York 16

interesting contrast of the tremendous

scope for temperamental differences in

creative scientific research. Pasteur's

work covered an enormous range, in-

cluding the foundation of the science of

crystallography as well as his better-

known pioneering in microbiology and

immunology. He also was the archetype

of the scientist as a public servant, dis-

covering the technique of partial sterili-

zation by "pasteurization" while attempt-

ing to improve the notoriously doubtful

quality of French beer. By contrast,

Michelson's achievement rested almost

entirely on the utmost refinement of lab-

oratory work in the measurement of the

speed of light and the development of

new instruments and techniques in phys-

ical optics. But Michelson's effect was

quite as far-reaching as Pasteur's, since

he laid the groundwork for much of

modern theoretical physics.

Another paperback series pointed to-

ward the schoolroom is entitled "Foun-

dations of Modern Biology" (Prentice-

Hall, each $1.50). Each hundred-odd-

page volume concentrates on a single

topic, giving it fuller treatment than is

possible in the average college text for

an introductory biology course. Typical

titles are The Plant Kingdom, by Harold

C. Bold, an outline of classification,

structure, and methods of reproduction;

The Cell, by Carl P. Swanson, covering

the basic organizational unit of living

matter; and Animal Growth and Devel-

opment, by Maurice Sussman. The seri-

ous amateur of natural history will find

in this series information on specific

fields, including the latest research.

The increasing group of amateur mic-

roscopists will have a special interest

in Milestones in Microbiology, edited

by Thomas Brock ( Prentice-Hall. $3.95 )

.

Here, abbreviated and well annotated,

are most of the major papers in this

fascinating field, from van Leeuwen-

hoek's first description of "several sorts

of little animals" in a drop of water,

through Robert Koch's classic "Methods

for the Study of Pathogenic Organisms,"

on to Fleming's discovery of the bacter-

icidal effect of Penicillium mold. Neither

a text nor a history of microbiology, this

book is a good introduction.

SPECIFIC groups of animals and plants

have come in for attention—one

definite plus value of the spate of paper-

backs. One of the better specialized vol-

umes is The Molds and Man, by Clyde

M. Christensen (Minnesota. $1.75).

The fungi, all 90.000 of them, are

among the most interesting of plants,

and both easy and rewarding to study.

Christensen writes of them with an en-

thusiasm that borders on gusto, whether

he is discussing the unique combinations

that compose lichens or explaining that

the flavor of Camembert cheese derives

from two molds, one a Penicillium.

Mr. Gerould, who reviews regularly

for Natural History, here adds to

his paperback science book survey.

Insect Life and Insect Natural His-'

tory, by S.'W. Frost (Dover, $2.25),

basically a college level entomology

text, is a useful supplement to standard'

field books; while Molluscs, by .I.E.

Morton (Harper. $1.40), can serve sim-

ilarly for the devoted shell-collector.

Neither qualifies as bed table reading.:

So many good books have been written

about ants that another would hardly

seem necessary. Nevertheless. The Ants,

by "Wilhelm Goetsch (Michigan, $1.95),.

is a good book, particularly in its de-

scriptions of ant behavior, which the

author has observed in many parts of

the world. The Birds, by Oskar and

Katharina Heinroth (Michigan. $1.95).

in the same Ann Arbor series, casts a

broad net to gather in a variety of facts,

and is at its best in relating bird struc-

ture to bird behavior. Reptiles: Life

History, Evolution, and Structure, by A.;

Bellairs (Harper, $1.35), has value as a

systematic account of this class but,

again, this work is for reference.

Two good but specialized field books

are Hoic to Know the Ferns, by Frances

T. Parsons ( Dover, $1.25 ) , and Calijornia

Spring W'ildHoivers, by Philip A. Munz
(Cahfornia. $2.95). The Parsons book

originally published more than 60 years

ago, maintains its value through the sim-

ple accuracy of its drawings. The Mun2
book, based on the California littoral,

is a cause for jealousy on the part of

residents of other areas—a good text and

nearly a hundred well-chosen and hand-

somely reproduced color photographs

back up its black-and-white drawings.

METEOROLOGY IS perennially attrac-
,||

live to the curious amateur, buir
,,,|j,

books on meteorology are all too often,

overdetailed for the beginner. By focus-

ing on the more spectacular aspects of|

weather, Louis J. Battan, in The Nature

of Violent Storms (Doubleday, 95^),

manages to concentrate a large amount

of modern weather science into com-

paratively few pages and to do so in.

terestingly. Weather plays its part in

Water: The Mirror of Science, by Ken-

neth S. Davis and John A. Day (Double-

day. 95('). a truly imaginative piece ol

science popularization. The authors dis-

cuss the role of water in many differeni

sciences, as well as the extraordinary

physical and chemical properties tha)

make water essential to life and a dom-

inating factor in both the human and

geological history of the earth.

The same interdisciplinary approacl,

distinguishes another in the "Sciencf

Study Series," Waves and the Ear, by

Willem A. Van Bergeijk. ,lohn R. Pierce

and Edward E. David. Jr. (Doubleday

Sii



95'' I. Starting with the physics of sound,

these scientists from the Bell Labora-

tories go on to the physical and neural

mechanisins of hearing in animals and

man. and to the sonic structure of

speech. A short epilogue on the repro-

[ j
duction of sound, incidentally, contains

the final and authoritative word on "hi-

fi": ".
. . the New York Philharmonic or

the Boston Symphony cannot be trans-

ferred perceptually to the living room."

As might be expected, the 1959 Dar-

win centennial continues to provide im-

1 petus for authors and publishers. One of

the more provocative products is an

essay by an Oxford botanist, Darwin's

Place in History, by CD. Darlington

(Macmillan. $2.00). The social sciences,

according to this writer, took their

modern form from Darwin's great disci-

ple. T.H. Huxley. Yet Huxley, like Dar-

win, was unwilling to accept the human
implications of the doctrine of natural

selection; hence social scientists since

his day "'.
. . sailed on their own happy

voyage with their own cargo of philoso-

phy, but unassisted by any scientific

chart or compass. . . . Darwinism, a belief

in the evolution of animals, is an article

if faith in the Soviet Union, but Social

Darwinism, the application of the prin-

'iple of natural selection to man. is as

much a heresy as it is with Western
-Mcial scientists."

Animal Species and their Evolution.

by A.J. Cain (Harper. S1.35). gives an

account of modern methods of classifica-

tion with particular reference to the

flifferent kinds of speciation and evolu-

tionary relationships; it is an admirably

lucid presentation of an almost incredi-

hly complex subject. Natural Selection

and Heredity, by P.M. Sheppard (Har-

I>'-r. S1.35I, shows how modern knowl-

'•djre of the principles of heredity has
hoth modified and broadened our con-

'•-[ption of evolution; while The Mech-
anism oj Evolution, by W.H. Dowdeswell

' Harper. 95(''
I . covers much of the same

ground with particular reference to ex-

[p'rimcntal observation of evolution in

action. Genetics is Easy, by Philip

i.old'.tcin (Viking. S1.45I. is the kind

'f do-il-yourself title, which usually

^.irn.s off the serious reader. In this case.

irm \s unwarranted, for the book is a

rv clear account of the basics of

I'T'dily (with only minor journalistic

fiiifare^ and (louri^hesl.

I naba'liedly journalistic is Adven-
ini'i with the Missing I/ink (Viking.

'IWl. a collaboration of anatomist

:>inond A. Dan and newsman Dennis

ii(!. Dr. Dart— who found llir first

-ilized remains of a primitive African

• nature dating somewhere l)etween the

i)ii-« and man— lian a fawcinating story

'" l"'ll of hi', variou" discoverien and his

rrj.iiiy viri»sitii(|es before llie full accepl-

iri. r- f,f [ij.. work, lie and his rollaboralor

"• as happy reronstriicling the can-
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$4.70 postpaid
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A paperback Mentor book with 74 illustrations

that tells of the evolution of our planet— its

structure, atmosphere, and life—from burning

rock to civilized man. $.65 postpaid
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by Franklyn M. Branley
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NATURE

THE STORY
OF NATURAL
DISASTERS

By WILLIAM BIXBY
The eruption of Mt. Pelee that

destroyed an entire city and 1

7

ships; the Lisbon earthquake

of 1755, that took 60,000 lives

in a matter of seconds; a Kan-
sas tornado of terrible destruc-

tiveness: natural disasters such
as these, and their causes, are

dramatically set forth in this

carefully researched book.

Each section of Havoc gives

the detailed story of some his-

toric disaster: volcanic erup-

tion, tidal wave, earthquake,

hurricane, tornado, avalanche

or Hood, and summarizes others

of importance. The author ex-

plains the nature of each phe-
nomenon, what is known about
its cause, what after-effects to

expect, and what people can do
to protect themselves.

Eye-witness accounts of some
of the most terrifying disasters

the modern world has known
add lo the power of this unu-
sual and exciting source book.

Dccoralioii.s- hy

Allan I liontas

,$.3.50 at bookstores or from

Longmans, Green and Co., N. Y. 18



"A basic and needed tool . .

."*

The Natural Hesfoiry

of North American
Amphibians
and Reptiles

The fascinating account of the folk-

lore, life histories, mating habits,

and idiosyncrasies of one of the

richest and most interesting of our

native fauna — the lizards, frogs,

toads, turtles, and snakes of North
America. 86 illustrations drawn ac-

curately from life by Llo\d Sand-

ford, Staff Artist, N. Y. Zoological
Society. "A lucid and easily readable

account that cannot be too highly

recommended . . . Will be read with

enjoyment and profit by amateur and
professional herpetologist alike."—

Charles E. Shaw, Zoological Society

of San Diego'"

$6.95 at your bookstore, or write

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO., INC.

Dept. NH-10, Princeton, N. J.
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fades and dissolve effects, fl.8 zoom lens
|

covers 9mm wide angle to 28mm tele-

photo. Less than $130 with 15-foot remote I

control (trigger grip extra). See your
]

dealer for exact price, or write Dept. D
(?) Yashica Inc., 50-17 Queens Blvd.,

Woodside 77, N.Y.
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nibalistic habits of Australopithecines

as in recalling the slightly less lethal;

behavior of embattled anthropologistsJ

AMONG the earliest nature books were,

.the medieval bestiaries, omnivorous

compendiums of observation, travelers'

tales, and pure mythology. The Bestiary,

translated and edited by T.H. White

(Putnam, $1.45). comes from a twelftli-

century Latin manuscript and retains

the flavor of the original's wide-eyed

wonder at the diversity of creatures. Tlir

editor, a notable medievalist in his own

right and author of The Once and Future

King, has selected more than 125 illus-f"

trations from manuscripts to embellish

the text, and has contributed footnotes

that are informative and entertaining

Unicorns and fire-defying salaman

ders. however, are not mandatory for the

creation of a bestiary. Nature Parade.

by Frank W. Lane (Fawcett, 50'')

collects facts from serious scientific

sources and manages to be quite as mar-

velous as any medieval invention. Not
'

the least wonderful member of the ani-j

mal kingdom, according to Mr. Lane, isj

man—who can generate 8^^ horsepower'

exert a bite of 534 pounds pressure, and

eat a meal consisting of a raw sheep, a

suckling pig. and 60 pounds of prunes.

Another of man's accomplishments,

unique in the animal kingdom, is his

ability to devastate his own environ-

ment, either loudly in a matter of milli-

seconds or quietly over the centuries,

The latter type of ruin, usually accom-

plished with such weapons as saws and

plows, can be quite as final as the blast

wave and the mushroom cloud. How this

can be so is the theme of John H
Storer's The Web of Life (New Ameri-

can Library. 50<-) , a primer in ecology-

the study of the labyrinthine interde-

pendences of the earth and the living

things upon it. The conclusions it drawi

are as important—and in some ways

more immediate—than the cold war

headlines in today's newspaper.

ink

ispe

lit

Ml

Two very different classics in modern

"nature writing" are available in

"Explorer Books""—a series notable toi

physical quality and readability. Flower-

ing Earth, by Donald Culross Peattje

(Viking, S1.45) . calls itself "a biograph>

of the plant kingdom." Mr. Peattie, a

better naturalist than prose-poet, is mosi

interesting when his subject matter car,

be glimpsed through the pale-purple

gauze of his verbiage. The Outermost,

House, by Henry Beston (Viking. $1.25

)

is perhaps the kind of hook Mr. Peattie

intended to write: sensitive, direct, po-

etic without poesy. It tells of a year speni

quietly between sky. land, and sea or

the dunes of the Atlantic side of Cape

Cod. with little except the birds, the surf

and the weather for company.

One of the great field naturalists

'.ilei



all time comes alive in Audubon's

Journals, edited by Maria Audubon
(Dover. 2 vols.. $4.00). Audubon, be-

sides being a dedicated naturalist, was

also an indefatigable traveler. (He once

walked 165 miles in three days, mucb
<if the distance through ankle-deep

water.) What emerged from his journals

and from the short, overpious biography

hy his granddaughter is an extraordin-

.irily vivid picture of the American land

m the early days of the Republic—

a

land of growing commercial cities, of

struggling frontier settlements, and al-

ways beyond them the wilderness. Aud-
ubon saw it all and set much of it down
in words less artful but quite as alive

as his more widely known drawings.

Audubon's journals, out of print for

many years, are a most worth while addi-

tion to the paperback shelf. Even more
rewarding is another journal for which

we can also thank the publishers of soft

i-iivers. Henry David Thoreau's journals

filled thirty-nine notebooks in manu-
script and fourteen volumes when pub-

lished and. probably because of sheer

bulk, remain a neglected masterpiece.

The Heart of Thoreau's Journals, edited

by Odell Shepard (Dover. $1.45). is a

standard selection in manageable size.

In many ways. Thoreau's genius and
originality show forth more clearly in

these short diary entries than in his

longer and more organized books and

essays. His greatest gift as a writer was
to speak his thoughts simply and with

absolute clarity; bis best sentences say

more than other men"s chapters. From a

book almost totally quotable, let one

paragraph suffice:

"March 31 [1842]

The really efficient laborer will be

found not to crowd his day with work.

but will saunter to his task surrounded
by a wide halo of ease and leisure. There
will be a wide margin for relaxation to

his day. He is only earnest to secure

the kernels of time, and does not exag-

gerate the value of the husk. Why should

the hen set all day? She can lay but one
egg. and besides she will not have picked

up materials for a new one. Those who
work mucb ih. rmi work hard."

In tonnectirjn with the review of sci-

ence paperback.'), above. The American
Museum of Natural History lakes pleas-

ure in announcing that a new series of

M>fl-cover editions. "The .Natural History

Library." ha« been initialed. Willi Mii-

iteum scienli'-ls ro-operaling as advisers.

Doubleday Anclior Bookk last month
publixhed the fif-l ihirleen reprints in a

»eriet> of cla'.'.ir studies in the natural

sciences. .Some of ihe lilies are being
c«pe(:ially reviwd for llii'. series; most
will have forewords wrillen by members
of the .Museum siaff, hanging widely
through the naliiral sciences, the selee-

llonn (ocuii on man in his environnienl.
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Full of appeal for nature lovers of all

ages, here is the absorbing story of flower
pollination and the curious, involved, and
often amusing ways it is accomplished. This
engaging book explores the way flowers
create their color effects... the mysteries of
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Snowlike targets seen outlining coast

of Massachusetts are "angels'Veclioes

of birds on a radarscope, photographed,

on night of unusually heavy movement.

•-#*£
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By W. H. Drury, Jr.

I. C. T. NiSBET

R. E. Richardson

The Migration

of Angels
Radar offers new data on bird movements

MOST PEOPLE have a general under-

standing of how radar works,

and many have seen pictures of a ra-

darscope, or Plan and Position Indica-

tor (PPI ) . As the radar beam—which
is roughly analogous to the sweeping

beam of a lighthouse—passes a target,

be it ship, airplane, or even bird, that

target is "illuminated." With radar,

the illuminated target appears as a

bright spot on the PPI scope, and the

target's distance and bearing are thus

shown on a "map" of the area around

the radar installation. Many of the

bright spots that appear on the mod-

ern PPI scope are readily identified.

Still, particularly with high-powered

radar, there are often many small, un-

identified spots. Because these spots

do not move as expected targets would,

they have come to be known to radar

observers as "angels." A photograph

of a PPI scope of the experimental

radar at South Truro, on Cape Cod, is

shown at the left. In the picture, the

Cape appears dark against the large

number of light spots, or angels. These

targets, as it happens, are birds.

Argument as to the nature of angels

has raged ever since these cryptic tar-

gets were detected on the south coast

of England in 1940 and 1941. Early

experimental radars picked up gulls,

herons, and gannets, all of which are

very large birds. The Uritish ornithol-

ogists Lack and Varley published a

paper in 1943 on the detection of gan-

nets at coastal defense radar installa-

lions. Hul, despite this and many other

.irticles describing the appearance of

iiirds on radarscopes printed soon

jifter World War II, most radar oper-

.ilcirs were I and still are I unwilling to

jjiflievi: llial birds <:oul(l be responsible

(up lliir ili^plays of angels. Instead,

llic-e spr,|> |]MV(- iiMialK lici-n alliib-

uted to little-understood meteorologi-

cal phenomena, and so dismissed.

Only in the last few years has the

circumstantial evidence pointing to

birds as the major cause of angel dis-

plays become overwhelming. And only

in 1957 was systematic experimental

evidence produced. That year, a team

of research workers at M.I.T.'s Lin-

coln Laboratory, including one of the

authors of this paper, conducted a

year-long experiment that demon-

strated that most angels are due to

birds. The group then devised a cir-

cuit that would filter out radar echoes

corresponding to targets the size of

birds. When this circuit was inserted

in the experimental surveillance radar

installation at South Truro, Massachu-

setts, the angels disappeared.

PREVIOUS to this 1957 experiment,

however, several studies of the

daily and annual migrations of angels

were published, showing just how val-

uable radar could be to the ornithol-

ogist. In 1956, Emit Weitnauer veri-

fied the suggestion that swifts regu-

larly spend the entire night on the

wing. After tracking angels in the

night sky over Switzerland, he was

eventually able to intercept the targets

in a small airplane, and found that

they were indeed swifts. E. Sutter, an-

other Swiss ornithologist, published

the first radar studies of bird migra-

tion in 1957. In England, the radial

dispersal of starlings and rooks was

sludied by W. V,. Harper in 1957;

while that of New World blackbirds

was observed in Michigan by Elder in

1957, in Texas by Ligda in 1958, and

in Tennessee by Cypert the same year.

'i"li(^ movement of these gregarious

birds frcjin lli(;ir coirunon roosts, as

InickiMJ li\ radar, icsciiililcs the exlen-

I I



Radarscope on fall afternoon, with a

map outline added, shows unidentified

spots east and south of Cape Cod. When

data from consecutive observations were

analyzed, below, "angels" were seen to

be shore birds off for South America.

sion of smoke rings. More recently
|j

Lack has published reviews of radal
|jt

research on bird migration, describinj'

the year-round migration movement;

over the east coast of England, and in

terpreting radar observations by relal

ing weather to passerine migration. yo

(oni

As all of this work has shown, rada

can provide much interesting ir

formation on a variety of bird habits

Migration that occurs at night, or a

altitudes too great to be seen from th

ground, has heretofore been an orn

thological unknown. The studies mad
so far have revealed in a most vivi

fashion the tremendous volume of m
^ration that can take place, so to speal

behind the unaided human observer

back. One of the most spectacular e>

amples is Lack's discovery of a hug

spring flight of chaffinches, skylark:

and other winter visitors, from Enj

land eastward to the Continent-

phenomenon that had barely bee

suspected by earlier students

Radar's remarkable ability to trac

the movements of individual bird

and to display echoes of all the bird

ride area, promises early soli

tion to several long-standing probleir

in migration today. Measurement c

the altitude of angels, for exampli

suggests that most small northwar

migrants fly between 1,500 and 6.00

feet—with a sprinkling of birds sorti

nights as high as 10,000 feet. Lack'

work shows that birds migrating froi

England across the North Sea to th

Continent do not correct for the dri

effect of cross-winds, but are deflecte

laterally from a more or less constat

heading, so that they move northea: liiii

when the wind is from the south, c

southeast when it is from the nortl

We find vivid illustrations of the sarr

type of wind-drifting of birds out t

sea off Cape Cod (illustration, right.

Our own opportunity to carry oi

radar research on bird migration gre

from the previously mentioned exper

ment at Lincoln Laboratory, as pa

of the development of the SAGE A
Defense System. The team at Lincoli

concluding that angels were birds, wi

able to relate daily movements of the;

targets to those of herring gulls an

ducks that feed off Cape Cod. Thei

apparently having solved the problei

of the angels, they were puzzled, i

March, 1957, to find a much largi

number of smaller angels moving 1

night in a northeast direction. The

rightly concluded that this represent*

ao[

3a[

tiiil



the spring migration of land birds, and

that its detection by radar would inter-

est ornithologists.

So far. analysis of nightly films

—the PPI scope record of a whole

night's migration can be compressed

into a few minutes of film—has been

concerned with three main problems.

The first is chiefly statistical—the re-

lationship between the true number
of migrating birds and the density of

angels on the screen. On a good night

for migration, there may be 100 or

more birds aloft per square mile. If

every bird were detected, the entire

scope would be swamped by echoes.

The compensating factor, which re-

solves this difficulty, is due to a phe-

nomenon that is well shown in photo-

graphs of the radar screen. As distance

increases, progressively fewer birds

are detected, so that the pattern of

echoes thins out steadily until the den-

sity of angels can be counted easily.

This is because the radar's sensitivity

falls off at longer ranges. Preliminary

results show that, if the density of

birds is constant, the number of an-

gels is roughly halved in each ten-mile

step from the center of a PPI scope.

Thus one may count the number of

angels in a given area, multiply this

number by a constant factor, and so

obtain a reasonably reliable estimate

of the total birds passing over the

area. Having obtained a count of an-

gels in this way, we made an inde-

pendent estimate of the number of

passing birds by counting those birds

visible through powerful binoculars

trained on the moons face and apply-

ing a mathematical correction to this

visual count. Although such a method

of sampling is probably less accurate

than techniques of observing migra-

ila ignore

tions visible during the day, the re-

sults achieved by scope and visual

methods agree very well.

We decided that each angel corre-

sponds to something between three

and 12 birds when the angel is at ap-

proximately 20 miles. Because radar

should easily be able to detect indi-

vidual birds at such short ranges, this

greater-than-unity result suggests that

many of the birds travel in small

groups. At the same time, it is unusual

for the visual observer to see even

two small birds cross the moon to-

gether. We therefore conclude that

these night flocks must be a good deal

more scattered than the large flocks

of many daytime migrants.

OUR second problem concerned

what radar tells us of the behav-

ior of birds when they reach a coast-

line. On a night of heavy migration,

the density of birds overhead is ap-

proximately one per acre. Thus, mi-

grating birds must be greatly concen-

trated before a ground observer will

be aware of the fact that a migration

Am-Ai. U.K.

efFcpt of cro

I IT PA I

nfi-wind

II of l.ir.l

on hiril'»

H plolIlM

origiiiul

I. ah

(ou

, to hIiow the

r«(; toward couhI.

Davtimk movkmknts of wiiiil-(h'iri<'il nielli iiiinrantu, iii

by ground wutidierH, HUgguHt birdH then lieud for iiiuiiili

led

lid.
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Classic error of ground observer at

coast is shown by imaginary situation

on Plum Island, Massachusetts: a man

14

located in circle will report four birds

following coast for each one crossing.

Radar shows reverse is actually true.

lilli

route

has taken place. Students of migrs

tion, being naturally attracted b

large numbers, have in the past sougl:

out places where migrants are concer

trated by certain natural topographi

features. Van Dobben, in 195;

showed how these concentrations ma
occur under certain circumstances i

Holland. He pointed out that if

group of birds, migrating on a broa

front, meets a coastline, perhaps or

in four or five birds will turn and mo\

along the coast, while the rest croi

ithout deviation. The single ol

server, stationed along the shore an liri

counting the birds coming down tl

coast, might well report a heavy coas

wise migration and little evidence <

birds crossing the coast, because 1

sees most of those birds that ha\

turned from all the way up the coa

and only a few that cross the beac

where he is. From such observation

the conclusion has been drawn i

many parts of the world that migran

come from inland to the coast and fc

low it as a migratory route. (This co:

elusion has been especially prevale:

in the eastern United States.) le

SprTHE turned birds, it they contini

along the coast, will eventually

concentrated by the accidents of

pography, and such places of coney

tration will have become familial

students of migration. Quite of,j|

these places also concentrate the if-

and unusual birds of interest to ,. i,

teurs. For example, the east coast

Sweden—on the main migration rou

—is not nearly so good a place to fi

stragglers from Siberia as the sm.

islands off the Norwegian coast

Fair Isle, off the north coast of Sc(

land. And the famous names, Helg

land, Monomoy Point, Nantuck

Cape May, Island Beach, reflect oth

such misleading samples.

Our radar studies showed hea

movements pouring across the coa

spring and fall, without any reacti

to the coastline except by a very sm
percentage of the birds. In the fall,

fact, songbirds often appear pouri

south out over the Atlantic in wl

would seem to be a dangerous wi

This finding, in itself, offers a n

problem in migration that was i

even susper'-d before the use of rad

The fate 01 ..^se sea-bound songbi

populations is not presently known,

though there is a hint that, towa

dawn, birds turn west and northw Ianl|)i

as if seeking the shore. This agrt « tom

lekl

lasl H

Won

iltenioi

klore

icairp

«iil-Ocl

ndplo

deLtsi

ipwlsn

sM
fee sf
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with the observation of those who
have watched daylight movements
along the New England shore. These

observers often report birds coming

in from the sea all through a fall day,

heading in a northwest direction—

when birds "should" be heading

southwest at this time year.

IN
contrast to the previously held

belief that birds come down to the

coast and then turn to follow it as a

route, our radar studies show that be-

tween 10 and 50 times as many small

birds—coming from Maine. Nova

Scotia, and Newfoundland—migrate
southwest, over Cambridge and the

inland areas of Massachusetts, as pass

over Cape Cod. This is at least circum-

stantial evidence that migrant popu-

lations as a whole tend to follow

routes away from the coast. Banding

results seem to confirm this: at inland

sites in the fall, adult birds may
nearlv equal the immatures; but

coastal banding stations have long

known that thev should expect 95 per

cent or more of the fall population to

be immatures—as if the older birds

seemed to "know better."

Spring radar observations show

heavv migrations leaving Cape Cod in

a northeasterlv direction toward Nova

Scotia without any hesitation at the

jastline, although there are even

eavier movements inland at such

nes. We mav conclude, then, that the

...din populations select their general

mo\ements to avoid the dangers of

being blown out to sea: and although

the average bird probably pays no

heed as it passes over the coast, the

actions of individual birds—when
"'^watched in detail—may be different.

Still another group of birds ignores

he coastline for their own special

reason. Radar sometimes shows dense,

fast (40 knots I targets flying out to

sea on southeast courses in the late

afternoon, especially about an hour

before rain squalls. These targets

wcur particularly from mid-July until

Tiifl-October. and they are sandpipers

in<\ plovers on their non-stop flight lo

;he Lesser Antilles and South America.

Sport'-iiii-n riti the oulrr islands, surh

l« Fiarbados. have long known that

hi-<.(; shore birds (.anic in. but tliey

lid not know how fa- s had come.

H^

The third problem we have studii-d

» the direct effect of weather on ini-

;ranl birds. It has long been known,

if course, thai migrant birds an;

^reatl) affecleil by weather changes,

UX^^'IV/^^^V
Weather's influence on migration in rain and bird traffic as seen on radar,

spring, graphed above, reveals a close Peaks are correlated with clearing after

correlation between days of state-wide rain; clouds and wind seem secondary.

I'AI.I. Mri.KMIos |i:illc-rii in rchilioii I

weallier (-(>ridili<iri>,. ahort

niiiiihiril> In "iiriii);'... Noli- llijl rnlil

:i|i iIiIk Sepleiiiliirr, however, liroii|;lit

>iillii*rly inovrnients of kind thai are

lorr (-oiiiiiionly found during Orlohrr.
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and that night migratory movements

are correlated with the movements of

air masses. But the collection of pre-

cise facts and fine details has been

greatly handicapped by observational

difficulties. Radar now provides a rea-

sonably good quantitative measure of

nocturnal migration, and opens the

way to a new study of the problem.

Lack in England and Sutter in Swit-

zerland have already provided im-

portant data on the relation between

weather and migration in Europe, and

the first results are beginning to come
in from North America.

THE chief source of our weather

information is the U.S. Weather
Bureau's daily map that shows the

1 :00 A.M. readings of temperature,

cloud cover, precipitation, and strength

and direction of surface wind for a

wide range of stations. Actually the

wind at a height of 1,000 to 4,000 feet

is more relevant to the movement of

birds than the surface wind, but upper

air movements can be deduced with

fair accuracy from the map's isobars

while, in special cases, we have ob-

tained aerosonde readings from local

weather stations. Since we can meas-

ure the birds' flight directions and the

speeds, and we assume that they left

shortly after dark, we can trace them
back to the approximate places where
they started to migrate. We may then

determine the weather that affected

birds before and during that flight.

A summary of outstanding interac-

tions between weather and migration

over certain areas of New England in

May and September, 1959. our first

year of operation, will give some idea

of the possibilities opened up through
radar techniques. In general, our re-

sults confirmed conclusions made as

long ago as 1888 by Wells Cooke: the

nights of the largest spring migration
were those of clear skies and steady

movement of warm, tropical air in a

northeast direction from the Middle
Atlantic States. We have long known
that migrants usually stop when they
meet precipitation, heavy cloud cover,

or turbulent winds. An example is on
the night of May 7/8 when favorable

conditions existed to the south but
ended sharply at the Massachusetts-
Rhode Island border. Large numbers
of birds appeared in Rhode Island

while, to the north and east where the

weather was cool and overcast, rela-

tively few birds appeared.

The unaided ground observer could

i6

Dr. Drury, of the Massachusetts
Audubon Society, collaborated with
his physicist colleagues. Dr. Nisbet
and Dr. Richardson, in working out
the problems involved in this study.

properly have interpreted the events

of that night. But of special interest

is the frequency with which radar re-

sults disagree with the impressions of

ground observers, who judge the

strength of the night's migration by
counting the grounded migrants seen

the following day. A vivid example of

the dangers of this method was given

us on the days 9 through 14 May. The
nights of May 9/10 and 10/11 were
increasingly good for migration, and
the radar recorded very dense move-
ments of birds. But ground field ob-

servers found only insignificant num-
bers of new arrivals on 10 May and 11

May. On the succeeding three nights,

May 11/12, 12/13, and 13/14, the

weather was still warm with favorable

winds, but conditions in the Central

Atlantic States were too cloudy to be

ideal for the start of migration, while

a stationary front over eastern Mass-

achusetts 'produced heavy clouds and
rain—a major barrier to migrating

birds. Field observers in New Eng-

land found the largest number of

birds of the spring of 1959 after the

night of 13/14 May. But the radar

showed relatively small numbers of

birds had been migrating that night!

These results suggest that conven-

tional techniques of field observation

overemphasize the importance of

"spectacular" waves of migrants,

which can be produced for enumera-
tion by the premature interruption

and grounding—by rain—of even a

small movement of birds.

BOTH the New England spring and
fall are celebrated for their vio-

lent contrasts in weather. The spring

arrival of a cold front brought new
phenomena of outstanding interest.

On three occasions when such weather

occurred (the nights of 8/9, 14/15,
and 22/23 May" 1959). the radar

showed a steady southward move-
ment, with many birds even heading

southeastward out to sea. This parallel

with autumn movements is reflected in

the ground observations. In southern

Rhode Island, where spring migration

is always sparse—the autumn mi-

gration is much more interesting be-

cause the east-west coastline interrupts

some birds" southward flight—the best

days of the spring were 10, 16, and

23 May, 1959. It is easy to suggest that

there may be a selective advantage for

insectivorous birds—having advanced

too rapidly in the spring and bein-

overtaken by weather that threatens

their food supply—to react by return

ing southward immediately. The reac-

tion was certainly a rapid one. On th

night of 22/23 May, when the cold

front crossed over Cape Cod at aboul

11:00 P.M., the northeastern move-

ment of birds was replaced, first, by n

milling movement as the squalls of

rain associated with the front passed.

and then by a southward movement-
all in a period of about two hours.

Radar has revealed similar reverse

migration in the autumn. In Septem-

ber, 1959, the birds were moving north

east during periods of warm weather

as tropical air entered from the south-

west. The records of the nights of

9/10 and 12/13 September show just

how delicately the movements of the

birds are adjusted to weather condi-

tions. On these nights, there were cold

fronts lying along an east-west line

over the Gulf of Maine. In the cool,

Canadian air to the north and east of

the front, radar showed birds moving
southwest from Nova Scotia while, to

the southwest, in the warm, tropical

air lying over Rhode Island and Con-

necticut, the birds were moving in ai

northeast direction from Long Island

toward Cape Cod. Such radar observa-

tions solve the ancient dilemma be-

tween the theory (supported by field

observations) that, in the fall, birds

should be going southwest, and the;

hard facts of banding recoveries that

often show a fall movement to the

northeast. For the biologist, however,

a further problem is raised: if birds

can reverse movements so easily, what

internal factors control orientation?

Like most new tools of science.

radar has already raised more orni

thological questions than it answers,

But, above all, it has given us an un
equaled opportunity to relate actual

migration to the experiments pro

vided by the foibles of New Englanc

weather, and to watch with some pre-

cision a natural phenomenon that has

intrigued men for at least as long as

written records have existed—the

inovement of birds in the night sky.

Weather conditions that influenced

migrants during May, 1959, are shown,

right. Radar revealed modest volume ol

flights, but ground observers counted

record number of rain-grounded birdsl

I



j
MAY 7/8: Only light migration in northern New England. MAY 8/9: Cold front from north brought reverse movement.

MAY 10/11: Conditions generally favorable to migrants. MAY 13/14: Rain grounded migrants across New England,
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The People of

Baltistan
A transitional culture of Central Asia

By James Hurley

HIGH Asia was introduced to much
of the world only seventy years

ago in a book by E. E. Knight called

Where Three Empires Meet. Although

one of these "Three Empires"—that

of the British—has now passed away,

recent moves in High Asia by the Chi-

nese have revived interest in the area.

Yet knowledge of this remote region

has remained remarkably unchanged

since the latter nineteenth century.

Knight's work, which became almost

a textbook for more than a generation

of British school children, was mainly

concerned with Hunza, a tiny moun-

tain principality that was situated

athwart the meeting place of British

India. Russia, and China. But Knight

also touched briefly on Baltistan, or

Little Tibet, a fascinating and still rel-

atively unknown region lying off the

main routes and passes, then, as now,

out of the main political arena of the

contending powers.

Who are the Balti and why is their

country sometimes called Little Tibet?

Briefly, the Balti are of mixed Mon-
goloid and Caucasoid racial stock,

they speak a language of the Tibeto-

Burman family, and they are follow-

ers of the prophet Mohammed. This

unusual combination of race, lan-

guage, and religion probably exists

nowhere else in the entire Himalayan
and trans-Himalayan region. In fact,

Baltistan is one of the important tran-

sition areas between East and West:

it marks the farthest westward exten-

sion of the Tibetan language and cul-

ture, and quite possibly the farthest

eastward penetration by the Cauca-

soids into one of the most formidable

mountain bulwarks on the world's

surface. One can well imagine how
painfully slow must have been their

progress if one looks at a relief map
that shows the successive complex of

the Hindu Kush, Pamir, and Kara-

koram ranges, which thrust innumer-

able ice-capped ramparts, high gla-

ciers, and deep gorges in the way of

any intruders into the region.

U . S . S . R .

I*
Western Turkestan

"T-

CHINA
Eastern Turkestan
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But do we have any idea how and
when these light-skinned people with

origins so similar to ours reached this

region in the first place? Generally,

we do not. Possibly they were a later

offshoot of those Aryan tribes that

streamed from their upland homes
north of the Iranian Plateau, into

northwest India across the Khyber and
other low passes to the southwest

about 1500 B.C. Balti tradition has it

that some of the local rulers and petty

chiefs are descended from the soldiers

of Alexander the Great, but there is

no evidence to support this and the

claim seems to be almost completely

in the realm of wishful thinking.

THE first references we find to the

Balti occur in the reports by the

second-century writer Ptolemy who,
in his Geography, mentions "the Byl-

tai" and "the Daradai." He gives no
details of the former, but the latter

seems clearly to refer to the Dards. a

people of Caucasoid stock. The Dards
now dwell mainly in the Gilgit region

to the west of Baltistan. but also they

constitute a fairly sizable and distinct

minority within Baltistan. Herodotus,

some 600 years earlier, had also re-

ferred to the area of the Dards when
he wrote about the country of the

old-digging ants" (creatures as big

as dogs, who threw up gold while

urrowing holes in the earth). Most
uthorities interpret the location of

he area described in this passage as

the Deosai Plateau, which lies largely

within the confines of Baltistan. Until

we learn of an earlier people, we can
assume then that it was the Dards who
•onstituted the original Caucasoid
)opulation of Baltistan. upon which
suff-essive layers of invasion, trade.

and proselytizing have produced the

present curious mixture.

WK next hear of the Balti people

in the account of the travels of

iIk- seventh-century a.d. Chinese Bud-
'Kiist pilgrim Hsiian Tsang. Aside
from the fantastic legends that have
-|>rufig up about his trip ("so delight-

fully translated recently in Arthur
W aley's The Moiih'y i . Hsiian Tsang's

'ibsirrvations about the people. roul(f

fi-alure<t. and historical circumstances
"f the time still remain among the

iri.i>,t valuable and .'»ometimes the only

N Miiiriw III Ml,

'.( ., rlifl |„«.T

Balti porters cross a bridfjo over a

glacial stream. These streams become
lorrenlial in spring and
may sweep away bridges.

summer, and
hahing travel.
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sources of knowledge—not only for

remote places such as Baltistan, but

also for many areas in India as well.

Journeying from northwestern India

to Baltistan in about a.d. 632. Hsiian

Tsang recorded: ".
. . after climbing

precipices and crossing valleys, we go

up the course of the Sin-tu [Indus]

River; and then, by the help of flying

bridges and footways made of wood
across the chasms and precipices . . .

we arrive at the country of Po-lu-lo

[Bolor or Baltistan]. It stands in the

midst of the great Snowy Mountains.

It produces wheat and pulse, gold

and silver. Thanks to the quantity of

gold, the country is rich in supplies

. . . the people are rough and rude in

character: and as for politeness, such

Heavily laden porters ilinib up steep

southern slope of the 16,660-foot Skoro

a thing has not been heard of. They

are coarse and despicable in appear-

ance . . . their letters are nearly like

those of India, their language some-

what different. There are about a hun-

dred sanghaiamas [monasteries] in

the country with something like a

thousand priests, who show no great

zeal for learning and are careless in

their moral conduct."'

Not a very complimentary passage,

but it does provide us with facts on

which we can almost surely rely. Al-

though historical circumstances have

changed greatly over the last 1.300

years, much of what Hsiian Tsang

said is still appropriate. For example,

the difficulties of the route along the

deep Indus gorge between Gilgit and

La. (iiif III ilie m.mj pa^^es separal

the inhabited valleys from one anott

Skardu are virtually the same. Hsi

Tsang's comment on the language

especially interesting in that it n

refer to the Tibetan script ( which '

adopted from the Indian) and thenly

indicate that Baltistan had alreijy

been subject to Tibetan influence

a considerable period. Whate
script was used—and we know alrr

nothing of what it was—it has l<B||t

since been discarded (probably abBinui

the time of the Moslem conversiolJid

being considered a relic of idola

Baltistan enters the picture ag;

briefly but dramatically, in the eigl

century annals of the T'ang Dyna
During the sixth and seventh cele-

ries, China had been extending [s

sway over the western region—Tu:



n—as it has been doinjr afrain in

(dern times. In the latter part of the

'enth century, the unified kingdom

Tibet arose, and what had been

til that time only a disorganized

lection of quarrelsome tribes sud-

ily became a major power with

ich the Chinese had to contend.

N the struggle that soon developed

for eastern Turkestan. Haltistan be-

me of critical importance—the only

le it has been so important in its

lole existence! Its possession was tin-

y to Turkestan for the 'I il>r-tans ln--

\ue, when taken, it uciulfl pcrinil

nn to attack the (lank of the (^hincw;

rrisons around the pcrimirler of the

/ klamakan I)i-s<tI. uliirli were at

Kashgar. Khotan, Kucha, and Kara-

shar. Between A.D. 696 and 741, the

Balti, fearing attack from the Tibet-

ans, sent several missions to the Chi-

nese court. One of the results was the

conclusion of a marriage alliance—

always important in the East—be-

tween a Balti prince and a T'ang

princess. The Tang rulers also sent

4.000 Chinese soldiers in A.D. 722 to

assist the Balti in repelling the Ti-

betan invaders. But all was for nought,

and the Tibetans overran Baltistan in

737. Ten years later, in 747, the area

changed hands again when a Chinese

force re-established T'ang influence.

THE year 747 was an important one

in Central Asia, for that August a

force of 10,000 Chinese, under the Ko-

rean general Kao Hsien-chih, crossed

the formidable barrier of the Pamir

and Hindu Kush to the west and wiped

out the Tibetan garrison at Gilgit. The

political importance of this event was

great, for it came at a critical time in

history and forestalled a tie-up be-

tween the Tibetans and the rapidly

advancing Arabs on the west, who
were already in western Turkestan. It

is difficult to imagine how the face of

Asia might look now had there been a

joint Arab-Tibetan invasion of China.

The Chinese march into Gilgit is

equally remarkable as a feat of logis-

tics. It marks the only time a major

military force has crossed this conti-

nental divide between China and India,

and it has been held to compare with,

or even surpass, the great Alpine

feats of such commanders as Hanni-

bal and Napoleon.

However, the Chinese victory was

only temporary: within a few years

they were thrown out of Turkestan,

not to return for more than a thou-

sand years. In A.D. 7.51, Baltistan was

permanently overpowered by the Ti-

betans. Thereafter, there are no refer-

ences to the area in Chinese annals. In

fact, for the next six centuries Balti

history is almost a complete blank.

We know nothing of how long the Ti-

betans stayed, what the nature of their

rule was, or what cultural interpene-

tration took place. It has been sur-

mised that the Tibetan occupation

was relatively short and that the suze-

rainty exr-rciscd was nominal. This

si-ems a rcasonablf! premise in view of

the great distance—more than 2,000

milr;s—s(;parating Baltistan from Ti-

bet's center, Lhasa. Of cvr-n more his-

torical relevance is tlir fact lliat, by

the end of the ninth century, Tibet's

power—and with it that mountain na-

tion's one serious bid to be a world

power—had passed. But even during

this brief period, we may assume that

much of the racial admixture we see

now in Baltistan had taken place.

The blank of the next few centuries

is not even penetrated by Marco Polo.

That notable medieval traveler and
observer, when he passed several hun-

dred miles to the north in the thir-

teenth century on his way to the court

of Kublai Khan, made only the brief-

est reference to the mountainous area

of Bolor lying to the south. He gave

no geographic details of this region,

but earlier students of his travels

thought Baltistan might fall within it.

The ihodern view, however, is that

Polo meant only the country lying be-

tween the great bend of the Indus (at

Gilgit) and the Pamirs.

Not until the end of the fifteenth

century do we begin to get some sort

of sketchy idea of the Balti in their

present historical setting. It was then

that the new Moslem rulers of Kash-

mir began to take an interest in their

mountain neighbor to the northeast.

The Hindu kings who had ruled Kash-

mir up to the middle of the fourteenth

century may have exercised loose con-

trol over the Balti from time to time

but, on the whole, Baltistan had prob-

ably retained its independence. Now
the Moslem sultans looked at it pos-

sibly with an eye to linking up with

eastern Turkestan, where the popula-

tion had embraced Islam some time

during or soon after the wane, in the

ninth century, of Tibet's monarchy.

FOR unknown centuries before this

Moslem influx, the Balti had been

Buddhists. We know this mainly from

carvings and graffiti on rocks—show-

ing such typically Buddhist subjects

as funerary monuments and bodhisat-

tvas—which are still visible at several

])laces in Baltistan (the large one near

Skardu, shown on pages 22-23, is con-

sidered the finest example). We have

no direct evidence as to when the Balli

became Buddhists, but it appears to

have happened sometime between

the fourth and seventh centuries.

HsiJan Tsang's reference to the priests

and monasteries, already quoted, is

the only positive clue. But these rock

carvings also tell us something else:

they indicate the existence of an ear-

lier, ])agan religion. Among the crude

figures carved on llic rocks, now little
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liiF;\ H(;i KKS art' inscrilx'd on a rock

near Kuru. Carvings may be connected

more than traces, the figure of the ibex

occurs most often. The meaning of

these ibex signs, which are said to

occur from Siberia to Palestine, is dis-

puted among anthropologists. The

theory that seems most current is that

the symbol is connected with an early

totemistic cult having the ibex as a

sacred animal. Recent research tends

to conclude that the domestication of

the goat occurred first in these high

regions of Asia: thus, it is not difficult

to imagine how the ibex, the most

lordly of the goat family, became an

object of veneration. But local tradi-

tion and legend do not go back so far;

they ascribe the depictions merely to

the work of shepherd boys, or some-

times connect them with hunting. For

example, after a local raja has killed

a minimum of perhaps 100 or 200

ibexes to prove his prowess, each sub-

sequent kill is commemorated with a

carving. In nearby Gilgit, the carving

of the ibex still takes place before the

hunting season as a symbol of luck or

expiation. One legend, from the ad-

joining area of Ladakh, has it that one

of the incarnations of the Buddha is

an ibex, while another declares that

the ibex is connected with fertility, a

figure being carved whenever a child

is born to a couple who had sought

divine intervention.

Between the development of these

early animistic and totemistic cults

and the adoption of Buddhism in the

early centuries of our era, another

religious system seems to have exist-
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«illi animistic cults, earliest known
religions of Baltistan's inhabitants.

ed in Baltistan under the name of

Bon. Essentially the worship of nat-

ural forces—earth, fire, and water

(with which the colors blue, red, and

white were associated ) —it originally

took the form of primitive shamanism.

Although remnants of Bon beliefs still

exist in Tibet, nothing is known about

the religion's connection with Baltis-

tan except that certain place names

are believed to be associated with rit-

ual names in the Bon religion.

ONE great legend survives that may
yet prove an important key to

the Bon as well as the Buddhist period

of Baltistan's history. This is the Kesar

saga. An epic poem dealing with the

life of the mythical Tibetan King

Kesar, it has been said to be to Asia

what the Iliad is to Europe. Kesar has

become the present-day national hero

of the Tibetans, comparable to the

British Arthur, the Hebrew David, and

the Persian Rustam. In her book. The

Superhuman Life of Gesar of Ling,

the French Buddhist Alexandra David-

Neel relates dramatically how the

"yellow races" (Tibetan, Mongol, and

Chinese I consider Kesar as a sort of

messianic figure, or latter-day Gen-

ghis Khan, who will return some day

to lead them against the whites. The

Balti, fortunately, do not have that

bent, but think of Kesar merely as a

former Buddhist or pagan king. Their

present Moslem faith forbids their at-

taching any religious importance to

Kesar, but his hold on their imagina-

Gautama Buddha is depicted on re

near Skardu. Date of this carving

tions is clear in the large number

physical features with which his na

is still associated: "Kesar's gun," "]

sar's horse." "the place where Ke

shot the arrows," and "Brugmo's ne

lace" (Brugmo was the bride of Kes

are some of them.

In recent years, however, Kes;

place in Balti folklore has been

creasingly challenged by the name

Syed Ali Hamadani, one of the gr

Moslem figures of the fourteenth c

tury, traditionally held to be resp

sible for the conversion of Baltistai

Islam. Although the survival of '

lengthy and unwritten Kesar saoh-

to recite it in its entirety takes fifn

twelve to twenty evening sessionsjis

strong testimony to Kesar's stay g

power, it, too, seems to be disappcr-

ing under the pressure of increa d

Islamic activity. During four sucp-

sive yearly trips to Baltistan. I fo jd

no one who knew the poem in its

tirety. It was only with the consi'

able assistance of a local raja th

managed to collect the epic last y

The challenger of Kesar, Syed

Hamadani, was a remarkable pern

ality who combined the qualitieiof

mystic, missionary, and practical e-

former. He was born in Hama( n,



It at about a.d. 1000. Buddhism was
evalent from 4th to 14th centuries.

;rsia, in a.d. 1314, the son of a local

ivernor. He became interested early

life in Sufi mysticism, and turning to

jvel as a way to acquire knowledge,

idertooii many long trips. The most
iportant was his visit to Kashmir.
More than any other person. Syed
i may be said to be responsible for

rning the eyes of Kashmir westward
the Islamic cultural renters of Per-

1. Shawl weaving—the word Kash-
ir f cashmere I has since become a

•word for quality woolen goods—
JS possibly introduced by him. It was
this period that some of the other

Is and crafts that today make Kash-
ir the delight of tourists (papier-

ache and decorative metal work, for

ample! were also introduced. It

ems likely that they came from Tam-
lane's capital, Samarkand. Since

imerlane was then importing arti-

n» from IJamaw.us, it is hard to es-

pe the conclusion that some of these

insposed Arab craftsmen, or their

n», may have gone on to Kashmir.

"Ukd Au's first trip to Kashmir was

J in A.D. 1.372. After a stay of a few
rjnihs. he relurnetl to Persia. He came
lain in 1379 and I3}{2, each time

" »ying more than a year, then going
-

Moslems pray in the village of Goma,
high in a valley of the Saltoro Range.

home via Turkestan. This latter fact

is significant in relation to Baltistan

and the date of its conversion to Islam.

The customary route to Turkestan

from Kashmir was through Ladakh

and over the Karakoram Pass. Baltis-

tan has passes to Turkestan, but these

are generally higher and more diffi-

cult to traverse, and have been long

unused. Furthermore, in published

records of Syed All's life and jour-

neys, there is no mention of his having

visited Baltistan. Yet the Balti have in-

numerable stories and legends about

places Syed AH visited, miraculous

feats he performed, and mosques he

built. In addition, there are natural

features with which his name is asso-

ciated, such as "the place where Syed

Ali rested his walking stick." and "the

place where Syed Ali stuck the arrows

in the cliff." Some of these—the latter

example, in particular—are confused

with places associated with Kesar.

Since the next important Moslem

figure does not appear on the scene in

Baltistan for another century and a

quarter (ca. A.D. l.SOISl, I thought it

might be possible to find out the exact

route or routes taken by Syed Ali on

his alleged visit or visits to Baltistan.

There-fore, over the last three years,

I have questioned the literate Mos-

lems— mullahs, rajas, teachers—and

other Haiti on the point. The results

arc mystifying. In every valley it

seems there is a traflition of Syed

Ali's having come that way. Of the

talc's tolfl by lli<- fiiaiiy pi-oplc with

whom I spoke, hardly any two were

the same. So the question of Syed Ali's

presence in Baltistan remains open-
probably answerable only through

detailed examination of his own writ-

ings or those of his contemporaries

regarding his travels.

THE later history of Baltistan is a

record of the growth of sects.

petty wars with the Ladakhis and the

Kashmiris, subjugation by the Mon-
gols of Turkestan and later by the

Moguls of India, the coming of the

British to India and the attendant re-

turn of Kashmir to the Hindus and,

finally, in 1947, the reconquest of

northern Kashmir and Baltistan by

Moslem soldiers. This resulted ulti-

mately in the current administration

of Baltistan by the recently created

Moslem state of Pakistan.

Among the key events of this pe-

riod was the arrival in Kashmir—and
subsequent banishment to Baltistan in

A.D. 1505—of the Persian envoy and

Sufi missionary Mir Shamsuddin
Iraqi. Next to Syed Ali Hamadani, he

is the best-known Moslem figure of

Baltistan. It was apparently he who
popularized a new sect, the Nur Bak-

shiya, that purported to present a mid-

dle road between the major Islamic

schools, the .Sunni and the Shiah. At

one time this sect comjiriscd the entire

population of Baltistan. Its origins are

shrouded in mystery, for it was per-

secuted and banned in Persia during

the early years of the sixteenth cen-
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Mr. Hurley, now a student at the

University of London's School of

Oriental and African Studies, has

visited Baltistan five times. His

first four visits were made while

he was stationed in Pakistan with

the United Stales Foreign Service.

tury, and its remaining adherents have

been incognito ever since. Indeed, the

Nur Bakshiya sect exists now as a

functioning body only in Baltistan.

ANOTHER interesting figure of six-

teenth-century Baltistan was Ali

Mir^ the Raja of Khapalu. By his ex-

ploits and energy, he may be said to

be the greatest lay figure in Baltistan's

history. During the latter part of the

sixteenth century, Ali Mir dominated

not only all of his own country ( which,

both before and after him, had usually

been divided up among rival petty

rajas), but he also exercised suze-

rainty over what is now Ladakh, or

Indian Tibet. Ali Mir's iinportance

may be judged from the fact that he

married one of his daughters to the

Mogul Prince and later Einperor Jeh-

angir—no mean accomplishment for

a mountain chieftain. Another of Ali

Mir's daughters was married to the

King of Ladakh. From this union came

two subsequent rulers, Sengge Nam-

gyal and Deldan Namgyal. who were

destined to lead diminutive Ladakh to

the pinnacle of its power and influence.

TT is evident from the variety of na-

tional strains mentioned here that

no simple answer to Balti racial ori-

gins is possible. But research on this

question has been going on for the

last 100 years and some progress has

been made. To summarize the findings

briefly: from the early idea that the

Balti were primarily of Mongoloid ex-

traction, the Austrian Baron Ujfalvy's

expedition and researches of the late

1870's pushed the pendulum to the

other extreme, saying they were al-

most entirely Caucasoid. The measure-

ments made by the Italian professor

Giotto Danielli in 1914 counteracted

this, showing a strong admixture of

Mongoloid characteristics in certain

areas. Now, English scientists—using

the newer method of blood type com-

parison—promise to shed further

light on this vexing but fascinating

problem: they hint at correlations

with the Kirghiz and Uzbeks of west-

ern Turkestan, which is now consid-

ered a part of Soviet Central Asia.

{To be concluded in November)
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SKY REPORTER
Herschel and the Galaxy's structure

By Simone Daro Gossner

Herschel's analysis of the Milky Way's shape

produced this figure, deeply cleft at one end to

allow for the then misunderstood "Great Rift."

A SUBSTANTIAL ADVANCE in the discovery of the universe

could logically have been expected from the invention

of the reflecting telescope: the skill and indomitable spirit

of William Herschel transformed this advance into the

most spectacular forward leap in the history of astronomy.

German-born (at Hanover, in 1738) and raised to be a

musician, Herschel left his war-torn country at the age of

19 to seek a career in England, where he eventually secured

the post of concert director at the fashionable resort of

Bath. Although his interest in astronomy had been little

more than a hobby at first, Herschel found himself in-

creasingly absorbed in the subject until, in 1782. he re-

signed his post to devote all his time to scientific pursuits.

By then, Herschel had already acquired an international

reputation for his discovery, in 1781, of the planet Uranus.

His principal interest, however, was concerned with the

study of stars and other celestial objects outside the

solar system. To that end he designed—and built in his

own workshop—a number of telescopes of ever-increasing

size. It must be remembered that, in astronomy, the mag-

nification of a telescope is secondary to its light-gathering

power, for the latter is proportional to the area of the

mirror and governs the amount of light that is concentrated

into a star's reflected image. Therefore a larger telescope

allows one to see fainter stars, and thus, on the average,

permits the observer to penetrate deeper into space.

With his superior instruments, Herschel undertook sys-

tematic studies on every conceivable astronomical subject

—on planets and satellites in the solar system, on the

nature of the sun, on the motion of the sun in space, and on

double and variable stars. His major contribution to cos-

mology, however, came from his efforts to ascertain what
he termed "the construction of the heavens."

Until Herschel's time, stars had been treated as so man
pinpoints of light inside a hollow sphere and as convenier

reference marks for orientation. Little thought had bee

given to their distribution in depth. Intrigued by the aj

pearance of the Milky Way. which he saw as a brilliai

band of faint stars girding the celestial sphere. Herschi

explained its appearance as an optical illusion created b

an effect of perspective. He pointed out that if stars, ii

eluding the sun, are distributed in a relatively thin stratui iler

or layer, an observer would see a great condensation (

stars in all directions within the stratum's plane, but on]

a few scattered ones at right angle to it. The result woul

be. of course, a narrow circular band of stars in the sk

He even assumed that the layer was forked at one end, i

order to explain the so-called "Great Rift of the Milk

Way" in the constellation Cygnus (see diagram at lei

above). We know now that the Rift is caused by tl

interposition of a dark nebula, but the existence of noj

luminous clouds in space is a modern concept.

The next task was to determine, if possible, the gener

shape of the stratum. For that purpose, Herschel intr

duced a sampling system, which he called "star gauges

His procedure consisted in sweeping small sections of tl

sky and performing an actual count of the number of sta

in the field of view of his telescope. Considering that :

one instance he found as many as 588 stars in a field abo

one quarter the size of the full moon, and that he extendi

his sweeps over the entire sky, one may well imagine tl

enormous extent of this undertaking.

By using his star gauges, Herschel acquired a rough idi liiri

of the three-dimensional shape of the Milky Way. As

working hypothesis, he assumed at first that stars a

evenly distributed within the volume of our Galaxy; th

dflt

aid I

«(ai

hi

iri'



Model of the Milky Way in three din

seen edge on, right, was derived fror..

count of the stars visible in sample sky secto

:v"**t:'**.l
kfcViJ:

i>- number of stars counted in a given gauge could be in-

•rpreted as a measure of the distance to which the Galaxy

vtends in that direction. A comparison of his star counts

1 various parts of the sky led him to the sketch (diagram

t right, above) of our disk-shaped stellar system as the

itter would appear to an edge-on viewer.

In reality, stars are often found in clusters, and it cannot

e said that they are evenly distributed. On the other hand,

linter stars, on the average, are also farther away; thus

ley are more numerous than the brighter ones in a given

rea of the sky. because the\ represent a greater volume

f space. As a consequence, Herschel's results did not

;ray far from a true picture of the system.

I /j iiCH of Herschel's career was spent refining these

YI views on the structure of the universe. Many of the

;'ts that he had first seen as small, nebulous patches

rue (lusters of fainl stars when he observed them again

'i larger telescojies. So confident was he in the power

f his instruments that he assumed, sooner or later, he

d be able to resolve all nebulae into star clusters.

Tils was not to be. of course, since many of these objects

re indeerl diffuse masses of luminous gas. Herschel him-

If (-stablisherl this fad by sim|)lc reasoning when he

Iter found a star surrouiidi-d b\ a ring of nebulosity.

The fact that light doc-s not travel instantaneously had

een known for about a century when Herschel discussed

is ob.s<,Tvatlons of nebulae and clusters. He uscfl this

roperly to priint out a phenomenon, wliicli li;i- liir.iirii-

imiliar to ihe modern astronomer; nameh. iIj.iI one ilur^

ot wr<; a dislanl star as it is now. but as il «as wlii-n I In

ishl ra\s left il. AppKiii;.' lliis fact lo his own research. In'

lawiifiud all nebular object;) in decreasing order of briglil-

ness and assumed that he had obtained in this manner an

evolutionary sequence, the fainter objects being also the

younger. Later investigations did not confirm his results

because he was unable to distinguish the various categories

of nebulae and clusters, but the principle of associating

increasing distance with lesser age is now a classical method

in the study of the evolution of galaxies.

It is worth noting that, from a theoretical standpoint.

Herschel's concepts on the structure of the Galaxy and

the nature of nebulae and clusters were not original. A
few decades earlier, the Englishman Halley had pointed

out that some of the nebulae seemed too large to draw their

illumination from the faint stars observed within them,

and must therefore be self-luminous. In France, Pierre de

Maupertuis, doubting that all nebulae could be resolved

into stars, concluded that they must be amorphous masses

much larger than individual stars, since one can observe

their outline in spite of their great distances.

Finally, Immanuel Kant, in Germany, proposed the cor-

rect explanation of the appearance of the Milky Way and

assumed that other "island universes," similar to our Gal-

axy, might also exist. But in most cases—contrary to

Herschel's approach—these theories resulted from specu-

lations ranging far beyond the meager data available.

Touard the end of his career. Herschel said once "I have

looked farther into s|)ace than ever human being did before

me." Yet his greatest achievement lies not so much in that

—an adroit gadgeteer, with a suitable urge, could have

liijilt just as large or a larger telescope—but in Herschel's

i\iraordinary ability to interpret his observations. Little

\\,i^ added to (he- r^oncertmaslcr-cosmologisl's dis(n)verics

iijilil ihe dr-velopmi-nl of spcclrosiopy and llu! invcnlidri

nl |>li(j|(igrapliy opened up the modern ( ra of aslrononi)

.
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THE SKV irS OCTOBER

October 1, 9:10 a.m., EST
October 9, 1:53 p.m., EST
October 16, 11:35 p.m., EST
October 23, 4:31 p.m., EST
October 31, 3:59 a.m., EST

From ihe Almanac:

Last Quarter

New Moon
First Quarter

Full Moon
Last Quarter

For the visual observer:

Mercury, in Virgo, will be poorly placed for observation,

except for a few days at the end of October. Setting a

scant forty-five minutes after the sun on October 1, it will

be at inferior conjunction on October 22 and will enter

the morning sky on that date. By October 31, it will rise

about an hour before the sun. Its magnitude will brighten

rapidly in the last few days of the month, from -f 1.5 on

October 28 to +0.7 on October 31.

Venus (—3.4 magnitude) will be a morning star all

month, rising at 3:30 a.m., local standard time, on October

1. at 4:00 A.M. on October 15, and at 4:30 a.m. on October

31. It will be visible in the eastern sky before sunrise.

Mars (magnitude +1.8) will set in the west about thirty

minutes after sunset throughout the month of October. It

will be too close to the sun for observation.

Jupiter (—1.9 magnitude), in the constellation Capri-

cornus, will be low in the southern sky at dusk, setting in

the southwest at midnight on October 1, at 11:15 P.M. on

October 15, and at 10:30 p.m. on October 31.

Saturn (+0.8 magnitude), in Sagittarius, will be about

5° west of Jupiter. Thus it will precede that planet by about

twenty minutes during October.

Observation of the Orionid meteor shower, on October

20, will be hampered this year by a bright, gibbous moon.

Under more favorable circumstances, as many as twenty-

five meteors per hour might be seen by a single observer.

Morning and evening stars:

According to the astronomical definition, a planet is

said to be in the evening or in the morning sky if it

crosses the local meridian before or after midnight, re-

spectively. Although this definition holds true for all

planets, it is simpler, in the case of Mercury and Venus,

to say that they are in the morning sky if they rise before

the sun, and in the evening sky if they set after the sun.

The expressions morning and evening stars reflect a

traditional usage, which dates back to ancient times, when

planets were believed to be "errant stars." To this day,

in popular lore, these terms have been applied almost ex-

clusively to Mercury and Venus—particularly the latter.

The astronomers of ancient Greece were well acquainted

with the fact that Venus could be seen both in the evening

and the morning sky, and recognized it in both instances.

But the Greek poets, on the other hand, were accustomed

to calling the morning star "Phosphoros" and the evening

star "Hesperus," without regard for their being two as-

pects of the same celestial body. Rather than being mere

poetic license, these names must owe their origin to the

beliefs of yet earlier times, when men were fully con-

vinced that Hesperus and Phosphoros were different bodies.

Only in these ancient days did the expressions morning

and evening star have any logical meaning: they have

been nothing but misnomers ever since.

On tlie preceding pages, Mrs. Gossner offers the eighth
in her 1961 series on the growth of cosmological concepts.
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FROM THE UNPARALLELED COLLECTIONS OF THE AMERICAI
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. . . REPRODUCTIONS OF PRICELES
HANDICRAFT FROM THE CULTURES OF AFRICA, TIBET, CHINA AN '^'

JAPAN. DECORATIVE AS WELL AS CULTURALLY SIGNIFICANT
THESE REPRODUCTIONS ARE LONG LASTING TREASURES.

l-LAUGHING MASK, Foumban, British Cameroons. A distinctive wall hanging, llVe" high. ..Code 106-$18.65 ppd. 2-DRINKI
CUP, BaKuba, Congo Republic. Water-proofed for use as a vase, 71/2" high. ..Code 103-$10.75 ppd. 3-HEADREST, Lual

region. Central Congo. A primitive touch for your book case. IVi' high... Code 107—$13.25 ppd. 4—BUDDHA, Lamaist, Ti

Represents "The Buddha of Infinite Light," 6" high. ..Code 71—$10.75 ppd. 5-DRAGON VASE, Han Dynasty, China. Reproc

tion of a rare, old jade piece, 61/2" high. ..Code 33—$16.25 ppd. 6—BOOKENDS, Dharmacakra, Japan. Japanese symbol

Buddhist law, SVa" high. ..Code 74, $13.50 ppd. Our catalog of reproductions sent free on request.

A COLLECTOR'S ITEM
An original, traditional mask carved by a member of the Kran group of the
Ivory Coast, the value of which is enhanced bv the fact that it was never
completely finished. Painted grey. AN EXCEPTIONAL PIECE... 11" high,

$75.00 ppd.

The Museum Shop features additional original carvings from Africa, Indo-
nesia, the Solomon Islands and India. Come In to see our collection, or write
for further information if you are not in the vicinity.

i

Members of the Museum are entitled to a 10% discount. Please
do not send cash. Send your check or money order to...

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, N.Y. 24,1
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SPIDERS AND WEB?
Various types of spider webs afford rich area of special stud)

By E. Laurence Palmei

THERE MUST BE few of US, indeed, who at one time

or another, have never seen, touched, or perhaps

experimented with spiders and their webs, the subjects

of this educational insert. These animals and their gos-

samer creations may be secured at any time of the year,

and they furnish study material that costs nothing. There

are few zoological subjects about which there is more
misunderstanding, and it is difficult to find simple in-

formation about them in printed sources. It is the webs
that will be emphasized in this insert.

In size, certain spider webs may measure up to sev-

eral feet in width. They may be constructed with a mar-

velous engineering skill, and are designed to assist in the

protection, food-getting, transportation, and other af-

fairs of their makers. Their study can afl'ord pleasure,

wonder, and a challenge, and prove well worth the nec-

essary time and effort. We must consider the nature of

the materials used by spiders in making their webs, and
the source of those materials. We should be able to rec-

ognize the engineering aspects of spider webs, the func-

tional part they play in the lives of spiders, and the role,

if any, they have played in human affairs and literature.

Obviously, it should prove easier to find a four-foot

spider web in the woods than to find its maker, whose
body may measure less than an inch in length. If, there-

fore, the reader would like to know more about spiders,

it might first be well for him to learn to recognize webs.

One-third of the spider webs considered in this insei

look like huge spoked wheels with spirals arranged o

the spokes. Two other types of webs are platforms, on

being found most commonly indoors, and the other moi

commonly outdoors. One spider builds a platform suf

ported above and below by strong stays, although th

web as a whole has only a vague design. Two spidei

build webs that are irregular open nets, common]
placed over an opening in a wall, or under a log or rod

Two other spiders build delicate "bowls," one kind thi

is right-side up, with a platform beneath it, and or

bottom-side up, but so porous that captured insects ma

be pulled through it by its maker, who hides beneath

One species of spider builds a web only as a cov(

for the nursery in which its young are confined an

guarded. However, most of the webs discussed in th

article are traps of one sort or another; and it should t

added here that there are about as many types of wet

as there are of spiders. Correlatively, a spider may tej

tatively be identified by the kind of web it makes, ar

closely related spiders make webs that resemble or

another to a greater or lesser degree.

Dr. E. Laurence Palmer, for many years director of

Nature Magazine's educational program, continues his

special inserts in the pages of the combined magazines.
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There are many types of webs that cannot be dis-

cussed here. There are also many spiders that do not

make webs of a conspicuous nature; some make webs

only for special purposes or at special times.

There are few places where active spiders may not

be found at some time of the year. Certain spiders may
even live—although they do not build their webs—in

the snow. Of the spiders listed in the chart section of

this insert, the southern house spider, Ariadna, the

squint-eye spider, the domestic platform spider, the

black widow spider, the house spider, and some of the

ftiembers of the family Araneidae are most likely to be

found in houses and barns. Meadows and lawns are

favored by grass spiders, which build nets with trip-

threads stretched above them in the grass. The trip-

threads are designed to upset insects so that they fall

into the net, to be captured and eaten. Woodlands are

the habitat of triangle spiders and the filmy dome
spiders, while the vicinity of waterways is likely to be

favored by the long-jawed orb-weavers, fishing spiders,

and others. Some water spiders are able to walk on the

surface of water, while others can dive below the surface

to capture the animals upon which they subsist. These

latter may even carry a supply of air with them for use

in their submarine pursuits.

TEMPERATURE may affect the activity of some
spiders, but in general the animals prefer temper-

atures that humans find pleasant. To determine the

temperatures at which spiders are most active, put one

in a deep glass container, such as an empty olive bottle.

Put a thermometer in the bottle, and pack cotton into

the bottle's throat, so that the spider cannot escape.

Move it from the refrigerator to a warm oven, first

determining the room temperature. This will give the

temperature range at which the spider is most active.

Spiders have rather definite light preferences. Some
sjjecies favor darkness, and others light. Many may begin

to move when the light fades, and their activities must
then be observed with the aid of a flashlight. Much of

the construction and repairing of webs takes place dur-

ing the hours of darkness.

Rain, fog, and dew may affect the webs of some spiders

by adding weight to an already well-taxed and flimsy

structure. Many spiders select sheltered, dry locations

for their webs, a circumstance that indicates their atti-

tude toward water. However, spiders must have access

to a certain amount of water to stay alive, and if speci-

mens are being kept captive for observation, it is well to

dampen cloth, cotton, or blotting paper and put it where
it may be visited by the animal. Spiders can usually sur-

vive starvation better than desiccation.

The food of most spiders is animal matter. However,
few attack large animals, and apparently prefer to eat

smaller prey, such as the insects that are snared in their

nets. Some spiders have been known to exist for months
without food with no observable ditliculty.

The bites of some spiders may be poisonous, but for

the most part a spider bite is harmless. As far as a spider

is concerned, its poison is most useful to quiet the strug-

gles of a prospective meal. Spiders have many ways of

capturing, quieting, storing, and eating their food; hut

these interesting activities cannot be considered here.

SufTicc it to s;iy that ;i spider, detecting a captured in-
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Grass spider

sect, may come out on the web, bite the prey, throw

some silk around it, and then return to jts lair. If the prey

continues to struggle, the spider will emerge, bite it again,

throw more silk around it, and return to the lair.

Spiders are remarkable creatures of habit. Occasion-

ally mammals as large as mice allow their tails to become
entangled in a spider web. The spider goes through the

routine outlined above, each time strengthening the at-

tachment to the mouse and giving it a pull. In this way
mice, snakes, and other relatively large animals have

been captured and killed by diminutive spiders. With a

little concentrated observation, the habit pattern of

almost any spider may be easily investigated.

SOME spiders are sensitive to certain noises. Often a

spider will drop from its web to the ground when
a certain musical note is sounded, and diflEerent notes

affect different kinds of spiders. Some most interesting

studies of the reactions of spiders to sound have been

made at Harvard University.

The general life history of spiders is well worth learn-

ing. For most spiders, life begins in a silk egg cocoon

that is crowded with eggs. Thjs mass of eggs is almost

always protected in some way from the elements. Hatch-

ing temperatures are variable; some of the beautiful

orb-weaver spiders of our summer gardens were hatched

from their eggs in a weed-top cocoon in the coldest part

of the year. Other species may hatch at almost any tem- j,i

perature at which life can exist.

Since spiderlings find themselves crowded together in

a cocoon with no special food stored away for them, they

merely wait until another egg hatches and then eat a

helpless brother or sister. This continues until the more is

aggressive spiderlings free themselves from the cocoon.

From the beginning, a spider's life is a hard one; bull

obviously the survival rate is sufficient. I

Once free of the cocoon, the young spjder faces an"

uncertain future. Some youngsters may cling to the backs,

of their mothers, and thus be carried about. They mayi;

spend some time in a silken nursery, protected by thej!

watching mother. They may move about on the webp
made by the adult, and feed on food scraps found there. ;

Or they may begin to shift for themselves at once, with-j:

out ever having seen their parents.

As small spiders move about and secure food, they

increase in size. Since their skeletons are on the outside,

they cannot gain flesh; when they grow they must shed|

the exoskeleton and develop a newer and larger one.

This process continues at least until the animals are ma-

ture. Mature males are usually much smaller than fe-

males, and the lack of equality between the sexes is

noteworthy. Sometimes a courting male is not welcomed
^

by a prospective mate, and she may eat him. In some

species the female eats the male after mating. It js not

necessary for mating to take place prior to each egg-

laying, since the fertility of the female may continue for

some time. A spider may live for a number of years

Reproduction is one phase of a spider's life; securing

food is another. A spider must eat and at the same time

avoid being eaten. To understand something of the in-

tricacies of food-getting, let us consider the unwelcome

fly that buzzes about your house. You do not want il

there, but some spider wants it for a meal, and has

various means by which to capture it.

hi
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Basic to all spider webs is spider silk, one of the most

remarkable substances to be found in nature. (There

are some spiders that make little use of silk, but they

will not be considered in this insert.) In the spiders

dealt with here, silk is ordinarily produced by one or

more of seven different types of glands. Usually these

glands have shapes that have given them their names,

and each may have a special function. Some may be

limited to spiders belonging to particular families; also,

some spiders have more kinds of glands than others.

Among the silk glands found in spiders are those that

are berry-shaped, those that are pear-shaped, and others

that are bellied, cylindrical, tree-formed, or lobed. The
berry-shaped glands are to be found almost universally.

They produce a silken swathing band useful for binding

a victim quickly, and may feed into middle or rear spin-

ning tubes, which may number from a few to hundreds.

There may be four clusters of such glands, having from

a few to many glands to the cluster.

The pear-shaped glands are also found in many
groups of spiders. They are in two clusters, each with

from one to many glands that feed spinning tubes whose

openings are in front of those of the berry-shaped

glands. The silk from these glands serves in the produc-

tion of attachment discs for the strands of silk. A series

of four-, six-, eight-, or twelve-bellied silk glands is gen-

; rally found on the silk producers, except in the hind-

tnost spinning tubes. These glands produce the great

draglines and the dry threads of the webs. They may
also be responsible tor the production of elastic silk,

•ome of which can be stretched up to fifty times its orig-

inal length. These glands, like the others mentioned, are

;ommon in most silk-producing spiders.

SOME silk glands are more specific than those men-
tioned so far. There are, for example, sets of cer-

tain cylindrical glands that may number up to six or

Tiore in a female, and fewer—or none at all—in the

.uale. These, like the bellied glands, open through spigot

lubes. Since they produce the silk used in making the

sac, they are not necessary to the males, which do
lot produce such a sac. They are also absent in a few

"amilies not included in the list covered in the chart sec-

tion of this insert. The cylindrical glands open on the

njddle and rear spinning tubes.

Tree-form tubes—four large and two small—open

nto the rear spinning tubes. They have pointed tips, in-

dicating the need of specific placement, and produce

he particularly sticky drops needed by members of the

rheridiidae, the Linyphiidac, and the orb-weavers. The
wathing film that is characteristic of spiders related to

he house spiders—and which the animals throw over a

jfospective meal— is prodtjccd by two- or four-lobcd

;lands that feed one or two spinning tubes near the rear.

rhese glands feed through a spigot-like tube.

Some of the silk in the webs of the first two species

ronsidercd in the accompanying chart section has a lace-

ikc appearance because of the presence of a series of

inc loops spread on more substantial strands. To help

n the production of this type of silk, another gland may
tc found in a few species of spiders. This is called the

-•ribcllum, and it opens on the underside of the body
orward of the other glands described. With the silk frotn

hcse seven types of glands, spiders can travel, eat, pro-



Golden-silk spider

tect themselves, communicate, protect their young, and

meet the important problems of a spider's life.

A walk down a woodsy path in summer will almost

certainly bring you into contact with a strand of silk,

stretched across the path from one tree or tall plant to

another. You may wonder how it could be placed there.

Did the spider attach one end of its thread to a tree, drop

to the ground with the thread still attached to it, run up
the other tree, and pull the silk tight across the path?

No. How much simpler for the spider to select a point

from which it can spin a thread of silk that may be blown

across the gap by the wind. When the free end of the

thread comes in contact with a support, the line can be

tightened and a pathway established that is strong

enough to support the spider. This may perhaps be the

spider's first step in making a web. Such an initial line

must be cast when the wind is favorable.

Once the first line is established, the spider can drop

a second vertical line by letting itself down on its own
silk. From this lower point a second horizontal line can

be established parallel to the first, and then a second

vertical line can be established in the same way as the

first. This completes the basic square. Students of orb

webs call such lines "foundation lines," and the whole

web may be built within this square. If the lines are to

support the whole web, it is important that they be suf-

Marbled spider

Arrow-shaped micrathen;

ficiently substantial to stand the strain—and they are

Once the frame is established, the rays and spirals ma;

be made with comparative ease. As a rule, the rays an

not sticky; but some—and sometimes all—spirals are

It may be noticed in the accompanying illustration

that the spirals are quite variable. In some instances"

there is an area at the center that is free of spirals; heri

the spider may rest and await its prey. In some casesJ

the center may be filled by a particular kind of web oil

which the spider may rest. In some webs, the spirals arl

continuous from the centers outward. In others, th'

spider may use one kind of thread in the spiral and fiL

alternate areas with another kind—perhaps altematinl

one dry thread with one sticky thread. In the case of thl

golden-silk spider, one thread may be one color amj
another a different color.

A glance at the sketches of the webs will show manl
variations in the spirals. On some webs the spirals ar

made by the spider circumnavigating the web in onl

one direction, while in others the spider may occasion

ally double back. Where the spirals place a strain o;

the spokes, it is important that lateral strain should nc

be from one direction only. This engineering probler

is shown in the detail of the web of the golden-silk orb

weaver Nephila, in which colored, sticky spirals are easil

differentiated from white, non-sticky spirals.

Long-jawed orb-weav(

(I si



Cyclosa

IN studying the webs of the orb-weavers in the genus

Micrathena, and some others, it may be seen that

some of the spokes are connected by a conspicuous unit

of silk that the spider may shorten or lengthen, depend-

ing on whether the web must be loosened or stretched

more tightly. This is the stabilimentum, and its place-

ment in the web varies. It sometimes appears on both

sides of the center, and sometimes on one side only.

The web of Zygiella merits special study. It will be

noted that the spiral thread in this web fails to close the

gap between two of the radii. Down that gap extends

a strong line reaching from the hub of the web to a silken

retreat, open at each end but placed out along the

foundation line. In this case, the spider can rest in a re-

treat from which it can escape in either direction, and

yet it has a communication line with the hub of the web,

and can quickly reach a place in the web where a poten-

tial meal has been ensnared.

In Araneus, the web exhibits a variation of this ar-

rangement. The spider is outside the original foundation

lines, but is still connected by communication lines with

the hub of the web. This arrangement guarantees the

spider greater safety without lessening its awareness of

any activities occurring on the web.

In Tetragnatha, there is an interesting variation of the

orb web. While ordinarily the orb web is placed more-

Bowl and doily spider

Zygiella

or-less vertically, in Tetragnatha it is commonly tipped

over toward the horizontal. Since the web of this spider

is commonly spread over running water, the horizontal

position better serves to catch insects that are usually

found in such places. Can any of the readers imagine

why this should be the case?

In studying the various webs, the student should not

fail to notice the clever way in which Ariadna manages
to keep its web free, even though it ordinarily lies close

to a stone or other surface. He should also study the

web of Hyptiotes, a splendid sort of trap in which the

spider stands ready to shake its triangular sheet-web to

entangle its prey in the sticky cross-threads. The explor-

ation of an old bam or cellar will certainly reveal the

loose, irregular web of a house spider, or that of Pholcus.

If something is dropped into the web, the spider may
come out and jump up and down in the web in great

excitement. This is the way the spider manages to throw

at least one thread around an intended prey.

The reader who studies spiders and their webs will

doubtless marvel over the behavior patterns of these

creatures, and their differences in anatomy and web
construction. If he will read various books about spiders,

he will find how spiders and their webs differ one from
the other, and also how the authors differ in their

interpretations of the phenomena they observe.

Filmy dome spider

t



WEB DESCRIPTION

Southern House Spider

Filistata hibernalis

Family Filistatidae

Silken sac larger than spider but small-

er than retreat hole is suspended in

retreat by radiating, paired threads to

6 inches or longer, extending to more
than 6 inches from sac to a remote
attachment. Threads may stretch to 50
times original length. They are covered
with hackled loops and a sticky sheath.

Male pale tan, to 2/5 inch long. Female
dark brown, with dusky patches on
back and black fuzz beneath, to about
4/5 inches long. Over-all length to 2
inches. Legs stout. Eyes close together
in one group. Legs about 2 times body
length, with front pair the longest. Silk

of 4 kinds in web, which soon dirties.

Ariadna
Ariadna bicolor

Family Segestriidae

Retreat hole slightly larger than spider

is lined with long, slender, silken tube
suspended by threads from retreat wall

and bordered at mouth by silken collar.

Many strong radiating threads are sup-
ported by 2 or more piers. Whole struc-

ture is sensitive to touch.

Male to under 1/3 inch long, with fe-

male under 2/5 inch long with long
oval abdomen. Purplish brown above
and below and paler sides give species

"bicolor" name. Forward 3 pairs of legs

directed ahead permit speedy emer-
gence. Legs lighter than body.

Triangle Spider

Hyptiotes cavatus

Family Uloboiidae

Web basically a 4-pronged fork sus-

pended between dead twigs, with un-
usually long handle to keep web taut,

and with 10 to 20 separately installed

cross threads, connecting prongs—each
doubled and with hackled bands —
and sticky threads. Spider shakes web
by agitating the handle.

Adult female to 1/6 inch long, male
to 1/10 inch, resembling dead buds of
tree— usually an evergreen— in twig
crotch of which web is suspended. But
for web, adults would be hard to find.

Female's abdomen has double row of
rounded bumps, which are much less

developed in male.

Squint-Eye Spider, Pholcus
Pholciis phalmigioides

Family Pholcidae

Webs to a number of feet in diameter,

highly irregular, loose and open, in

which spider hangs head or back down.
Old webs heavily dust-laden. Web
shaken violently by spider when poten-
tial prey becomes entangled, further

trapping the animal. No egg cocoons
are found hanging in web.

Male body to V4 inch long, female to

1/3 inch. Abdomen length twice its

width, with sides usually parallel and
rear blunt. Slender legs, to 2 inches
long, give animal appearance of daddy-
long-legs. Body pale brown to straw-
colored. Gray mark in center back.
Leg joints contrast.

Grass Spider

Agelenopsis naevia

Family Agelenidae

Silken platform to 3 ft. or more across,

basically of strong, nearly parallel

threads from lower spinnerets that are

crossed in all directions by a mesh of
finer threads from upper spinnerets.

Supported by grass or other objects.

Retreat for the adult is in a rather short

tube that hangs from one side of the net.

Male to 3/5 inch long, female to 4/5
inch. No great variation in length of
pairs of legs. Color varies from light

yellow with pale gray markings to dark
reddish brown with black and gray
spots or stripes. Often has conspicuous
band down back. Leg joints are dark.

Domestic Platform Spider

Tegen<iria doniestica

Family Agelenidae

Densely woven layer of silk often
broken by weight of dust and trash.

Edge of web lower, higher, or on level

of web body. Escape and hiding tube is

at one side, close to the outside shelter.

Commonly found in corners where they
are not disturbed by animals, including

one prime enemy, man.

Body of female to nearly V2 inch long,
of male to 2 / 5 inch long. Legs give spi-

ders over-all length to over 1 inch.

First and 4th pair of legs about 2 times
the body length, faintly banded and
hairy. Light yellow-brown, with 2 gray,
longitudinal stripes on body. Male ab-
domen smaller than that of the female's.

Fishing Spider

Pisaurina mira
Family Pisauridae

No snare web is built. Large nursery
web a foot or more in diameter may be
constructed, enclosing the whole top
of a good-sized weed. This protects the

hidden egg sac and emerging spider-

lings during early days of their lives

when they first become completely in-

dependent of cocoon.

Males and females almost the same
size, with the slightly larger female 3/5
inches long. Yellow to light-brown with
a dark-brown, broad, median band on
the back. Abdomen is margined with
white. Median area around eyes as long
as its rear width. Some varietal differ-

ences within the species.

Black Widow Spider

Lalrodectus mactans

Family Theridiidae

Web irregularly spread net with funnel-
shaped retreat area, usually placed in

protected spot. Often or frequently
placed over opening through which pro-
spective prey might be expected to pass.

Web not elaborately zoned for particu-

lar purposes, as are other web types.

Female body to 2/5 inch long, male to
1/5 inch. Female shiny black with red
spots and usually the familiar red hour-
glass mark beneath abdomen, but this

may he reduced and varied greatly, or
spots may be entirely absent. Spider
hangs feet upward in web. Male may
have white lines on sides of abdomen.

Comb-Footed Spider

Steatoda horealis

Family Theridiidae

Web a rather loose, open, well-defined

platform, held by threads running to

supports above and below the platform.
In some cavities these supports may ex-

tend in almost any direction, giving the
platform reasonable stability that is

not continuous, as in Tegenaria.

Female to over % inch; male slightly

smaller. Back orange-brown, covered
with short, stiff hairs. Abdomen choco-
late-brown. Light median band on ab-
domen branches to form lateral band
at forepart of the abdomen. Legs hairy
and brown, often with faint dark rings.

.t
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Larger webs usually domains of fe-

males. Males may wander away on own
or build smaller webs for catching food.

Old webs may be over 1 foot in diam-
eter, are sensitive to disturbances and
warn adult in retreat of danger or trap-

ped prey. Finely looped radii are lacy.

A common southern house spider that

may be much at home under stones in

fields, on or under surface of loose
bark, on old wooden fences, or in stone
walls. Is sedentary and not commonly
seen unless sought. Range is through
the southern states and west through
California to West Coast.

Of no recognized major economic im-
portance to man or to his stock or crops,

but must destroy many insects of poten-
tial danger to man's economy." May
adapt selves to artificial, wooden nest

boxes and provide interesting indoor
subjects for study on which little infor-

mation has been published.

Webs found in and around holes in

bark, rocks, weathered wood, and even
under stones in fields. Females have
been observed to remove exposed part

of web in early July, then to lay about
15 eggs in spherical cluster, not en-

closed in special egg sac, within retreat.

Range from New England to Florida
and west through California in a great

variety of habitats where suitable sur-

faces for retreats are available. Few
places do not qualify for these condi-
tions, but the penetrating holes must
be long enough to provide protection

and concealment for the spider hosts.

Probably of little direct economic im-
portance to man, but does destroy in-

sect pests. Interesting because of 3 pairs

of forward-pointing legs that permit
spider to throw self forward violently

at first sign of prey. Lends self to arti-

ficial study environment.

Eggs deposited in flat, oval, silken sac

close to bark of twig. Sac is about 1/4

inch long, and according to Comstock
appears under the microscope like dirty

white silk crocheted with black silk.

Camouflaging dirt makes the egg sac

most diflficult to find unless it has been
deposited in vial by a captive female.

Ranges from New England to Georgia
and west to the Pacific with related

species extending range. To investigat-

ing naturalists, triangular web is not

too uncommon, often being found on
dead twigs of such trees as hemlock
and pine. Finding adult spiders is ordi-

narily not an easy task.

Of no major importance to man, but
there are few more interesting subjects

for study than the manner in which
this animal shakes its triangular web
to entrap a meal, suddenly lengthening
or shortening the handle of the prong
that supports the crossbars of the web.

Egg cocoon transparent or straw-col-

ored, with eggs visible. Cocoon with
longest diameter under Vi that of body
of female, who carries it about on web
until young are freed. Almost invisible

except under close examination. Young
shift for themselves after being hatched.

Commonest American cellar spider,

ranging through United States and into

Europe, whence it was probably intro-

duced. Found the year round, active in

dark bams, cellars, and hidden areas

where it is not disturbed. Becomes
greatly excited by the presence of a po-
tential meal when insect shakes web.

Of no great economic importance, but
probably does serve as destroyer of

flies that may seek secluded spots in

which to winter. Not normally aggres-

sive, and apparently is harmless to man
and to man's domestic animals. Webs
in cellars may be an annoyance.

Webs found most commonly in grass

with a sparse maze of "trip threads"

above platform. Threads upset flying

insects, which fall to platform and are

captured. Eggs, which hatch in winter,

are in irregular flat silk sacs under rub-

bish, usually protected only by female.

Commonest of grass spiders, ranging
from New England to Florida and west
to Kansas and Texas (with related A.
pennsylvanica), to Oregon and Wash-
ington. Not found in Southeast. White
silk sac plano-convex, to 1/3 inch

across. Common under bark, stones,

piles of rubbish.

Valuable as destroyer of insect enemies
of such field plants as grasses. Of no
danger to man. Most fascinating sub-

ject for study at almost any time of
year, but particularly from May
through to winter. If food is available,

is good subject for laboratory study.

Males and females live in unusual har-

mony on same web during the three

months of the breeding season. Eggs
are laid in oval, silken egg sacs, which
sometimes remain suspended under the

platform for a number of years. Adults
may live two or more years, and be
active at most times.

May be found under stones or in rock

crevices, but is most common in barns
and houses throughout the United
States and parts of Europe. Platform-
like web easily differentiated from
loose, open, silky web of house spider.

Food consists of insect material.

An essentially domestic species living

on insects and other animal matter that

becomes trapped in web. It is unpleas-

ant looking and may mean household
uncleanliness or neglect, but does not
harm man, and may destroy insect

pests. Provides fine subject for study.

Silken egg cocoon is in two halves, and
is carried in special structures beneath
the female's body until just before the

young emerge. Then female builds

huge silken web over top of some weed
or other object, and in the web places

the egg sac, which eventually opens
to free the young.

Young may eat each other while in egg
sac, but mother does not eat young.
This may indicate there is some mater-
nal care of the next generation. The
young emerge in summer. Ranges from
New England to Florida, southwest
and west into Texas and Wisconsin.

Some relatives of this spider, including

genus Dolomedes, which may live on,

in, and near water, are reported to eat

small fishes and aquatic insects. This

can certainly not cause great injury to

fish populations, and spiders them-
selves may be food for larger fishes.

In June or July, female makes 3-to-4y4-

inch cocoons, each containing to 300
eggs thai hatch into spiderlings. These
feed on each other within the cocoon.
Young may mature and breed by au-

tumn, and the females may live

through winter. Female commonly cats

mate, giving name "black widow."

A retiring species, that attacks only in

self-defense. There is no record of their

having caused death of a healthy adult

human. Common habitat is among
sloncs or under rubbish and logs, where
spiders may readily bite a hand thrust

in to move the cover. Known in all the

states but Maine, Alaska, and Hawaii.

Pain caused by bite is great and may
cause paralysis of bowels. Ligatures
properly and promptly applied may
prevent spread of infection, and weak
solution of ammonia and carbonate
of potash may be applied with good
results. Temperature of victim may be
high for 3 days.

Sexes unusually alike in size and color-

ation. Males said to be able to produce
high-pitched sound by use of slridulat-

ing organs. The purpose of this sound
i» not yet understood. In general, the

animal resembles a short-legged house
spider. Ncsl somewhat similar.

Not conspicuous, as it lives in crevices

and corners under some cover of the

nesl or platform. This species ranges
through the northern half of United
States. Two other species are found in

western pari of the country. One, the

commonest, is found in Canada.

Probably of minor importance to man
and his interests, but it may destroy

some harmful insects. The webs may
help in the construction of some birds'

nests, while the spiders themselves
probably enter into the diet of a variety

of birds and other animals.



WEB DESCRIPTION

House Spider

Theridion tepidariorun

Family Theridiidae

Web of loosely integrated threads ap-

parently built with no established pat-

tern. It is usually found under some
shelter from rain— most commonly
in a barn or house— often in compara-
tively dark upper angles of rooms, door-

ways, or window frames. Easiest to dis-

cover of all webs.

Female body V^ inch long. Male body
is more slender, to 1/6 inch long. Legs
are nearly 3 times the length of the
body. Highly variable in color pattern,

but many have dark chestnut chevrons
on both the top and underside of the
abdomen. Appearance is generally
dirty and dusty.

GoLDEN-SiLK Spider

Nephila clavipes

Family Araneidae

Inside a basic up to 4-foot square of

heavy lines there may be secondary in-

ner lines across corners. Inside this is

a series of heavy, radial, non-sticky

lines. In the center is a spiral of sticky

lines with a hub, surrounded by a nar-

row spiral of sticky lines, then by a free

circle, with bigger outside spiral.

Female to over 4/5 inch long. Back
dark brown; abdomen olive with paired

white and yellow spots and light line

on the anterior end. Legs with conspic-

uous hairy tufts at 2 joints. Male
about 1/3 length of female. Abdomen
2Vi to 3 times as long as it is broad.
Third pair of legs is shortest.

Arrow-Shaped Micrathena
Micrathena sagittata

Family Araneidae

Web to 1 foot or more across. Primary
and secondary foundation lines support

the many radii that extend to central

circle, which is free of radii. Free hub
may be conspicuous, and 2 or 3 may
be controlled in width of the space by
the spider's loosening or shortening the

stabilimentum. The spiral is sticky.

Body of female to over 1/3 inch long;

of male, to 1/5 inch. Female body
obscurely arrow-shaped, with yellow,
black, and red areas. Legs usually very
little longer than the body. Male with
narrow body, that is not arrow-shaped,
with the abdomen slenderer than fe-

male's and widening slightly to the rear.

Cyclosa
Cyclosa conica

Family Araneidae

Normally a frame of heavy silk threads

is strung vertically between two or

more supports. Within this relatively

rigid frame many radial threads are

strung unusually close together, and in

the center of this structure is strung a

close spiral surrounded first by a free

area, and then by a large, close spiral.

Female body is to 1/3 inch long and
male body to 1 /6 inch. There is a con-
spicuous tubercle on back of the abdo-
men, and eyes are on prominent tuber-

cles. Size of tubercles varies greatly.

Tubercles reduced in males, and most
prominent in mature females. Color
gray and white to black and white.

Zyciella
Zygiella inontana

Family Araneidae

Web a modification of typical orb web,
in which spiral is absent between two
radii. Hub area is surrounded by nar-

row open area. From hub to the foun-
dation lines a strong thread extends
through area where spiral is missing.

Here spider retreats to open-ended silk-

en tube, and receives signals from prey.

Female to just over Vi inch long; male
to just under V4 inch. Abdomen yellow
to brown above with black-bordered
conspicuous design. Forward part of
back with narrow black margin around
yellowish area. Usually elaborate de-

sign is visible on exposed upper sur-

face of spider's body.

Marbled Spider

Aranens marmoreus
Family Araneidae

Web basically like that of Zygiella, but
in place of a sector free of sticky spiral

threads, it is continuous. Has a netted
hub surrounded by narrow spiral area
around which is narrow free area.

Around this, in turn, is an extensive

spiral and strong threads leading from
the hub to spider's remote retreat.

Female to 3/5 inch long; male to 2/5
inch. Abdomen of female yellow with
darker markings varying from brown
to purple, with dark and light areas of
about equal size. Cephalothorax, in

front of abdomen, is yellow with darker
lines along sides and in middle. Legs of
both sexes rather stout and banded.

Lonc-Jawed Orb-Weaver
Tetragnatha elongata

Family Tetragnathidae

Web a relatively simple orb with few
rays, no retreat, and no stabilizer. Hub
is open, without radii, and occupied by
spider. Surrounding hub is a narrow
spiraled area, which is surrounded by
a spiral-free area. This, in turn, is

surrounded by a broad spiraled area
that extends out to foundation lines.

Length of female, exclusive of jaws, to
under 2/5 inch; male slightly smaller.
Jaws of male more developed than
those of female. Abdomens of some
females, particularly in related species,

may be swollen at forward section.

Red-brown abdomen is silvery with
various brown markings.

Bowl and Doily Spider

Frontinella pyramitela

Family Linyphiidae

Web a basic horizontal platform gen-
erously supported from a number of
directions. Over this is a shallow, clear-

ly defined bowl of silk supported above
by threads leading irregularly to strong,

main horizontal lines that extend to

good supports. The maze of threads
above bowl upsets prey as it flies past.

Female is 1/6 inch long—only minute-
ly larger than the male. Carapace is

an even brownish color. Abdomens
marked in light and dark coarse pat-
tern, conspicuous because of its bold
design. But for the interesting web. the
spider might remain inconspicuous.

Filmy Dome Spider

Linyphia marginata
Family Linyphiidae

Web so dehcate that it may be passed
up easily under most circumstances. It

is best seen against a dark background.
A platform consisting of a maze of
threads has an inverted bowl or dome
suspended over its center. Dome's lower
opening may be five or more inches
across. Dome is of porous net.

Female to 1/5 inch long and male to

1/6 inch long. Carapace is dark brown
with a white border. Abdomen con-
spicuously egg-shaped with character-
istic brown pattern against pale yellow
background. Lateral stripes on abdo-
men are less conspicuous in the male
than in the female.



ECOLOGY RANGE ECONOMY

Males court females, and are eaten if

unwelcome. As many as 200 eggs laid

in silken spheres hung in web 6-8 weeks
after mating. Spiderlings hatch in one
week and feed on each other through
5 molts, then leave cocoon to spend
period on web of adult. Female may
produce 9 cocoons in one season.

One mating may fertilize eggs for num-
ber of cocoons. Young may feed on
scraps in adult's web after leaving co-

coon. Web often placed in open over
entrance to a dark area. Sometimes
web is denser over one area, increasing
protection for occupant. Ranges
through United States.

Ability to adapt itself has made this

species almost world-wide in its distrib-

ution. Animals are of no direct harm
to man, and may destroy flies and mos-
quitoes. Also may provide food for

wasps and birds. Webs used as adhe-
sives by some birds in nest building.

Male lacks leg tufts. Male lives on the

side of web opposite that occupied by
female. Adult males do not build their

own webs. Some species lay eggs in

papery, hickory nut-sized cocoon firmly

suspended in vegetation. Cannibalistic

young hatch in mid-winter.

This species is found commonly in deep
woods where there is little wind. Sticky

spiral threads are yellow. Others are

white. Sticky threads may pull radial

threads out of line, and may be
bounded by a number of non-sticky

spiral threads that permit free move-
ment of the builder.

Ranges from Florida west to Califor-

nia, with related species extending
range. Parts of thread might be strong

enough to be used in making cloth, but
such use would be uneconomical.
Radial lines are exceedingly strong, as

are the bordering foundation lines.

Webs may be repaired.

There is no free zone in the web area

composed of the sticky spirals. Adult
spider may hang in free area at the hub.

There is no retreat zone such as is

found in many webs. Stabilizing struc-

ture is relatively small. Little literature

on reproduction in this species.

Species most frequently found in al-

most upright web suspended from
stable vegetation in woods. M. sagitatta

ranges through all states east of Okla-
homa and Nebraska, with M. gracilis

extending range to all states east of the

Rockies. When in center of web, spider

resembles horsefly.

Of no major economic importance and
not so well known as it should be. Al-

most any amateur naturahst could, if

opportunity presented itself, make some
original observations and experimenta-
tions that would add to our scientific

knowledge of this interesting species.

Two stabilizing structures extend across

central area, permitting tightening and
loosening of the web. Here spider may
rest, as there is no retreat area on or
off web. Spider itself closely resembles
a piece of trash, and so is not easily

noticed. Young hatch in egg sac.

Spider may shake the whole web,
which possibly frightens away pre-

daceous visitors. This is done while the

spider hangs to the stabilimentum,
which extends above and below the
central hub. Range throughout the en-

tire United States with the exception
of Alaska and Hawaii.

Of no recognized possible economic
importance, but must be admired for

perfection of the orb webs. Perfection

is partly due to protected area in which
the spider lives, unexposed to strong

wind and other violence. Web may be
repaired successfully if it is damaged.

Center of orb is made of net itself in-

stead of being a spiral. This center is

surrounded first by a narrow and then

by a broad spiraled area. A narrow
wedge lacks the spiral, and the open
space between two radii is halved by a

strong signal thread that leads to the

silken retreat on foundation line of web.

In a close relative, the eggs are enclosed
in a series of small silken egg sacs that

are then attached to a strong line that

persists throughout winter and into

spring. Zygietla montana ranges from
North Carolina to and through New
England west to the Rocky Mountains.

Of no great economic importance to

man and his interests, but of major im-

portance to those interested in varia-

tions in types of spider webs. Strong
signal thread that runs through an
empty sector in the spiral area to a

remote but accessible area is of special

interest to the student.

In closely related species, eggs are laid

in strawberry-shaped, almost trans-

parent, silken sacs either entirely away
from the web or attached to some of

the main threads. They do not appear
to be strong enough to survive winter,

and the plants on which they are placed
may be easily killed during the winter.

Genus includes many species of great

variety in size, pattern, and habit. Re-
treats are usually away from the orb
web and connected to it by a strong

signal cord or cords. This species nests

In trees or shrubs In wooded areas and
its range is most of United States.

Of no economic importance, but of in-

terest to students of spider webs be-

cause here the retreat area is away from
the major web. Limits of its founda-
tion lines give animal independence
from dangers of life on the web, at

the same time allowing remote builder

to control its web.

In males, jaws are longer than Is the

carapace (the part of back that lies in

front of abdomen), and in females are

almost as long. Males more slender
than females. Silken egg sacs attached

to twigs, and sparingly covered with

beaded strings of greenish silk.

Webs are commonly found near water,

and are frequently stretched over run-

ning water. Webs are sometimes
stretched horizontally rather than ver-

tically, as Is common practice with
most orb-weavers. Many species are

known. This one ranges through con-
tinental United States.

Of no obvious economic Importance,
but does serve to eliminate some In-

sects In a niche not commonly the re-

sponsibility of other spiders. When
spider is extended In web It may re-

semble a bit of fallen twig, but It Is

alert in presence of potential meal.

Apparently relatively little Is known
about the life history of this often rela-

tively common species. Females of
closely related species have been taken
with their egg sacs as early as April.

Some individuals have been known to

regrow limbs they have lost or injured.

This species is placed by some In the

genus Linyphia by some entomologists.

Its webs have been found In pine

woods, in tall grasses, and in bushes,

usually relatively close to the ground
and well protected from weather.
Ranges from New England lo Florida,

west to Arizona and South Dakota.

Little possibility that species has any
great economic importance, but its In-

volved and beautiful webs are of In-

terest. In spite of their complicated
structure, a bowl that has been de-

stroyed may be completely rebuilt by
the spider within a single day's time.

Spiders mature in early summer and
the young may be found on their own
diminullvc webs by late summer. Adult
li« under the dome awaiting arrival of

an Insect that falls on it after having
hccn upset by threads strung above.

Prey is quickly caught through holes in

dome and drawn under for food.

Obviously such a flimsy nest Is subject

lo injury by the elements and by ani-

mals, but the spiders arc able to make
quick repairs or, If necessary, to build

a whole new construclion. Common in

woods, along paths, and close to

streams throughout United States and
in much of Europe.

Spider of no recognized economic Im-
portance to man, but the dome trap Is

unique and the reverse of ihc howl
trap made by the howl :inil iloily spider

described earlier In this l;ihijl:ilion. This

species Is often seen on piles of rock.

In underbrush, and near stone walls.



nature IN THE SCHOOL

IN
a little-known poem of the eighteenth century, "The

Prophecy of Famine," by Charles Churchill, we read:

"There webs were spread of more than common size,

And half-starved spiders prey'd on half-starved flies."

We are all familiar with the courteous invitation a

spider is supposed to have given to a fly; and in Pope's

"Essay on Man" we find the spider used as an outstand-

ing example of an animal's sensitivity to its environment.

"The spider's touch, how exquisitely fine!

Feels at each thread, and lives along the line."

On the more prosaic level of the classroom, it becomes

obvious that the study of spiders and their webs is one

that thrusts itself on many a schoolroom, and yet it is

one that is usually neglected. The dust-covered, hanging

threads of the spiders wave slowly over the heads of

bored students who might, with the proper encourage-

ment, make a study of these creatures. The life histories

of such spiders was presented in an earlier insert.

Classes that wish to make collections of spider webs

for study and reference may find the following sugges-

tions helpful. If a web is sprayed with white shellac,

somewhat as charcoal drawings are sprayed in art

classes, the webs may become very sticky. If, while the

web is in this condition, a black card is pushed broadside

against the web, the shellac will leave a white outline on

the black card. If this is covered with waxed paper, it

can be filed, and become a part of a school collection.

The student should make a particular study of the

web of some orb-weaver, and learn to name and iden-

tify its parts and their particular uses. He might also

make a report of the ways in which spiders protect them-

selves, either by escaping from their webs or by effec-

tively concealing themselves upon it. To what extent do

they seem to rely upon camouflage for protection?

Some spiders among the orb-weavers make threads

that men have made into silken cloth. The spiders are

fastened into little holders, and the silk from a number
of individuals is drawn out and spun into a thread, which

in turn may be woven into cloth. The threads of some
spiders have also been used as markers in surveying in-

struments. What other uses for spiders and their webs
can you or your classmates think of?

Most spiders can be kept alive and comfortable in bot-

tles, if water is supplied to them on damp blotting paper,

cotton, or cloth. They may construct their webs in these

bottles right before your eyes, and may repair them if

they become damaged.

Dry-cleaning establishments can supply you with the

component parts for excellent cages for observing spi-

ders. Use two wire coat hangers. Fasten the hooks to-

gether with a piece of string so that the hangers are side-

by-side. Twist one hanger so that its long bottom wire is

at right angles to that of the second one. Tie these wires

firmly at the place they intersect. Fasten a plastic bag
over the hangers so that an opening of the bag is around
the hooks, and tie it in place. The bag will hang down-
ward, and the crossed hangers will keep it spread open.

Fasten the lower end of the bag around the neck of a

bottle with a rubber band and let it hang down. If a

source of water is in the bottle, it may be reached by
the spider; and if waste material collects in the bag, it

should drop into the bottle. To feed the spider, fasten

bottle containing flies or other insects to the bottom of

the bag so that the insects may make their way upward
into the bag where the spiders stay.

Locate a large orb-weaver web in a nearby woodland.

Catch some fireflies. Toss a few into the web and see if

the spiders attack them. Ascertain if the insects' light

scares the spiders away, and if the fireflies seem to give 'i

more or less light when attacked by the spiders. Yourj
observations may make it possible for you to locate orb-i

weaver webs even at night. i

Notice how many of your spiders rest in their websii

with their backs downward, and how many are able toi

run along the top on one or more threads. Can you find

any that can run along the top of a single thread?

In an appropriate reference book, or in the twenty-

second insert of this series, read about the activities of

ballooning spiders. If possible, notice them when they

are actively producing silk. The silk floats in the air until

its upward pull is sufficient to carry the spider away.

This method of travel is most effective when the air

above the ground is rising, which occurs, for instance,

when the air warms up on a summer's day.

It is instructive to see how these spiders perch on the

top of some lawn plant, such as a dandelion. From atop

such a perch, they point their abdomens into the air and

expel a stream of silk that hardens instantly. A single

ejection of silk may not be sufficient to send the spider

off on a journey, but after a while the spider may be able

to produce more silk, which, added to the first, may ac-

complish the desired result. In witnessing such a perform-

ance, the student will be able to estimate about how
much silk can be produced by at least one of the crea-

ture's silk glands. The writer has seen the ballooning

operation a number of times, at least once before the

watchful eyes of a large class.

ON a window sill, or even better on some old,

weathered fence rail, find a few jumping spiders.

These creatures leap into space in pursuit of their meals,

letting out a silken line as they go. When they reach their

prey they stop letting out line, crawl back up the line,

and eat the quarry. Inside buildings, the line hangs from

the ceiling, collects dust, and makes tidy housewives

wonder how and why it got there. At first glance, it

seems ridiculous that a spider should make a web that

does not lead anywhere in particular! Notice how some

jumping spiders have huge jaws, while others have jaws

that seem more normal in size. The large-jawed spiders

are males, and the jaws are used for holding the female

—not for help in eating.

It is hoped that this article will foster interest in spi-

ders, and perhaps send the student off on a spider hunt

that will furnish both fun and learning. If you fall sick,

are sent to jail, or are otherwise incapacitated, some kind

of spider may come along to relieve the boredom! Seri-

ously, these animals are always worth observing, and

their study will prove both fascinating and profitable.
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Mechanics of

Species Survival
Roaches' hidden egg cases exemplify protective adaptation

!i

Egg case, when it first emerges from female's body, is white

and soft. In a few hours it becomes tan and hardened.

ONE OF THE BASIC OBSERVABLE FACTS OF NATURE that

led Darwin to formulate his theory of natural selec-

tion was that the offspring of most species, in the early

stages of their existence, greatly outnumber their parents.

Despite this tendency to geometrical increase, Darwin no-

ticed that the numbers of a given species actually stay

rather constant. From this he correctly reasoned that, since

more young are produced than actually survive, there must

be competition for survival. This competition is usually

referred to as the struggle for existence.

Prolific reproduction, then, is one basic requirement for

the continued existence of most species. But just how pro-

DicciNG STROKE is made by head oi the roach acting as a

rake, right, with the mouthparts pressed down into sand.

lific must a species be in order to survive? During its life

span a codfish or a tapeworm, for instance, may produce

eggs by the millions. Similarly, a solitary orchid flower

may produce millions of seeds. But, clearly, a high repro-

ductive rate is not the only key to survival, since many
successful species—including man—have what is in fact

a remarkably low rate of reproduction. Evidently the

young of such species must be specially adapted to face

and outlast the hazards of the struggle, or must somehow

be protectively sheltered from them. Mechanisms for pro-

tecting offspring and increasing their chances of attaining

maturity are commonplace evolutionary acquisitions
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among both animals and plants. It is our purpose here to

call attention to such mechanisms as they occur in a well-

known, if poorly regarded, insect group—cockroaches.

Remarkable as it may seem, the behavior of cockroaches

has onlv recently come under careful study, despite the

fact that for centuries many of their kind have been man's

constant domestic companions, and that these sturdy in-

sects have for years been chosen as subjects in his

physiological laboratories. But cockroaches are active pri-

marily at night: for this reason alone some of their most

interestina; habits have remained almost undetected.

SEVERAL years ago, one of us (Evans), while camped
one spring night at Highlands Hammock State Park

in the central part of Florida, noticed a group of cock-

roaches engaged in a most peculiar kind of activity. The
species was Eurycotis floridana (Walker) , a large reddish-

brown roach, native and quite common to the area. All of

the individuals were mature, gravid females, each having

a fully formed egg case protruding in characteristic fash-

ion from the rear of its abdomen. The roaches were on

sandy terrain, and they were digging. As it turned out,

each was preparing a small hole into which it then de-

posited the egg case, covering it with sand and finally

smoothing over the surface so as to leave virtually no
markings that might betray its activity.

Eurycotis, we have found, does well in the laboratory.

During its nocturnal egg-laying it is remarkably oblivious

to outside disturbance. This has made it easy for us to

study the animal's behavior at close range in all its fas-

cinating detail. In the laboratory we keep the roaches on
sand, in glass enclosures that prevent their escape and in

which they can be watched and photographed with ease.

The first sign of the impending onset of egg-laying is

the appearance of the egg case, which is slowly extruded

from the genital chamber of the female. When it first

emerges, the egg case is white and soft, but it gradually

hardens over a period of several hours and becomes tanned
to a dark brown. Egg cases are quite characteristic of

roaches, but the number of eggs per case varies in dif-

ferent species. That of Eurycotis holds about twenty eggs,

neatly arranged in two parallel rows within the packet.

With the completed egg case projecting from its rear,

the roach now actively seeks out a place to begin digging.

It ambles about at a leisurely pace, pauses occasionally

to "inspect" the ground with its mouthparts. and then re-

sumes wandering once more. Suddenly, it makes its first

attempt to dig. The head is brought forward, is pressed
into the sand, and is then pulled back abruptly in a rapid
stroke that rakes a small heap of sand to the rear. This
initial stroke may represent no more than one of the several

false starts that the roach usually makes before settling on
a definitive site. Once such a final location has been chosen
—and we are still quite ignorant as to the specific environ-

mental clues that the roach relies upon in making its

choice—the digging proceeds without interruption, at the

rate of a stroke every few seconds. Deeper and deeper the
hole is carved, until eventually it reaches down about a

F. A. McKlTTRiCK is a graduate student in the Department
of Entomology at Cornell University, where she is working
on orthopteroid insects. T. Eisner, also at Cornell, is

Assistant Professor of Biology, specializing in behavior
and physiology. H. E. Evans is Associate Curator of Insects
at Harvard University's Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Funnel-shaped hole, dug to depth of about a centimete^ '"

is the first step in egg-laying behavior of this cockroaclu ''

'

Concealment of egg case is next step. Roach mouths ancfeusi

moistens it with saliva, then begins to cover it with sand iljm

centimeter below the surface (see photos, above). In di]

sand the entire procedure lasts about thirty minutes.

At this point the hole is more or less irregularly funnel

shaped, and does not at all conform to the configuratioi k({

of the egg case. But the roach remedies this by shifting t(
jiiljj

a totally new kind of activity. It dribbles saliva onto th(

sand in the hole, and with the mouthparts picks up a fev

grains at a time, removing them from one place and press ^

ing them into another, until finally the hole is molde(

into a narrow, elongate trough, shaped quite precisely t(

hold the egg case. The molding of this trough is not i

rapid procedure: it inav take the roach up to an hour ti

complete the job. It is interesting to note that the width o

the head is about the same as the width of the egg case

suggesting that the head itself might provide the gauge oi

which the roach relies while shaping the hole.

Now comes the main event—the laying of the egg case

This act is simple—almost anticlimactic—and is com 4
pleted within seconds. The roach lifts its head out of thi
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IT IS MOLDED with the mouthparts, using saliva-moistened

111(1. Shape of the hole approximates that of the egg case.

Roach straddles pit, arches its body upward, and slides

case into hole by bending tip of abdomen forward and down.

Ice CASE is now almost covered by sand, which roach picks

p by mouthfuls from the pit edge and deposits on the case.

ole and assumes a position directly above it, then arches

s body upward and draps the rear of its abdomen, with

le egg case. forwar<l into the hole. Once lowered into

lace, the egg case is relea.sed from the genital armature.

.t this point, the positioning of the egg case usually still

equires some adjustment. The roach turns round, grasps

le saw-toothed keel of the egg case with its mandibles,

nd. by a process of pulling and tugging, maneuvers it

o that it fits perfectly within the trough.

ri(E egg case is now ready to be covered. Using its

mouthparts. the roach picks up sand grains from the

largins of the hr>lr-. thoroughly moistens them with saliva,

nd then .'ticks them onto the egg case. The entire exposed

urface of the egg ca.se i.s rooferl in this way with a dense,

a»le<i layer of sand, and completely disappi;ars.

The final operation is a general smoothing ovi;r of llic

nlire rr-gion of activity. Again using il.n mouthparts. iIh-

oach simply picks up sand from one place and deposil.s it

When completely covered, case is further concealed by a

leveling and smoothing over of the entire excavated area.

in another, eventually leveling out all major irregularities.

It spends considerable time—often more than an hour—
at this operation. The female's job is now completed, and

she simply wanders oil. Her major concern, for at least a

brief period of time, will be the search for food. But

within a few days—usually about eight—a new egg case

will have matured in her body, and once more she will

bury it and conceal it in the same elaborate way.

One of the remarkable things about this egg-laying be-

havior is its adaptability to different environments. When
we collected Eurycotis in Florida, we noticed lluit one of

the habitats in which it was most commonly found was

dead, decaying logs. Within the.se logs, the roaches scurry

about by the dozens, living in an internal labyrinth. We
also found egg cases in these logs. But, instead of lying

freely exposed within the passages, they were always hid-

drii frrmi view under small piles of shredded wood. Wo
Ii.im; since S(-cn how Euryrolls lays its egg case in ihi.s

l\|ji- of habitat. It first carves a hole by chewing on the
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wood, using its powerful mandibles to tear away small

pieces, one at a time. It then deposits the egg case in

the carved-out depression and covers it with small wood
shreds that are glued to the surface with saliva. Finally,

the entire site is camouflaged with a loose cover of larger

pieces of wood taken from the surroundings.

WE must now ask ourselves about the function of this

behavior. The first thing that comes to mind, ob-

viously, is protection. But protection from what? Oddly,

one of the main natural enemies may be Eurycotis itself.

When we kept roaches in aluminum cages, we saw that

many of their egg cases—which were now exposed con-

spicuously on the bottom of the cage—were eagerly de-

voured bv the roaches, even when a surplus of other food

was available to them. This kind of cannibalism could be

almost completely prevented by transferring the roaches

to sand or dead wood in which their egg cases could be

buried. We say "almost completely." because even under

these conditions, and especially when overcrowded,

roaches at times chew away at each other's egg cases while

these are protruding from the genital chamber.

But roaches are not their own sole enemies. Ants,

carabid beetles, and small rodents, to mention only a

few, are each in their own ways potent menaces in the

habitats frequented by Eurycotis. Burying the egg cases

must help reduce the toll that would otherwise be taken

by such predators. Then there are the egg parasites. Tiny

wasps, for instance, lay their own eggs in roach egg cases,

and the larvae undergo their entire development in them.

It would be interesting to experiment with such wasps to

determine if, when given a choice between exposed and
concealed egg cases, the wasps are unable to locate the

ones that have been buried.

Finally, there is the possibility that the buried egg
cases are better protected against water loss. One might
think offhand that the hard shell of the egg case is in

itself an adequate shield against desiccation, but this i

not so: the egg case that is exposed to the air loses wate

quite rapidly at continuing low humidities.

After working with Eurycotis, it occurred to us that

might be worth while investigating some other species

roaches. We wanted to know, first of all, how widesprea

this burying habit is and how it varies from one specie

to another. One most interesting possibility was that b

studying the egg-laying on a comparative basis—includin

for study both generalized and more advanced species-

one might be able to piece together the sequence of event

that spelled the evolution of this behavior.

WE have now worked on more than twenty specie,

from many areas of the world, including representa

tives of most known families. Our hopes are being realized!:

Not only is the burying habit rather widespread, but it iij

also variable. Some of this variability is interesting ii

itself, even without going into the detailed evoluticman'

implications. For instance, some roaches dig with theii

forelegs rather than with the head, others use both hear

and forelegs. Some completely omit shaping the hole witl

wet sand, and simply drop the egg case into the unmoidet'

pit. One common native species, Parcoblatta virpnicit

(Brunner), constructs an oblique tunnel instead of thi

usual open hole. Even the very act of laying is subject t(

variation. Some, like Eurycotis, lay the egg case froii

above while straddling the hole; others turn round ti

lay, sliding the egg case into place by backing into the pit

There are even a few species that simply drop their egfl

cases or glue them on an exposed surface, constructing nci

shelter whatever for their protection.

One should mention that there are some cockroaches,

that never even lay their egg cases. As with the mammals]

among the vertebrates, they incubate the developing eggs}

within their own bodies. When the young are born (riiilit),

they are free-living, miniature versions of the adults,

Female roach, above, shows an extruded egg case that has

been ahnost wholly eaten away by other colony members.

SO

Reprodlction patterns vary in roaches. Some do not la)

egg cases but, like this Diploptera, bear living young, ri
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POMA DE AYALA
he post-Conquest chronicle of the Inca State's rise and fall

By John V. Murra

HE INCA STATE of highland South America had been

spreading bevond the Cuzco area for less than a cen-

iry by 1532. when the European invasion began. That

le Incas' political and military feats were achieved so

uickly seems incredible. From northernmost Ecuador to

H iiile and Argentina, millions of people and dozens of

Ul tHnic groups in mountain, tropic, and desert environments

been defeated and incorporated into the Inca system

etween 1438 and 1525.

Thus. Inca rule was alien and recent to most subject

pples. But. as we have seen, this was not the first true

(te structure in the Andes. Guaman Poma de Ayala had

rgued indignantly against the notion spread by the Inca

iite that they were the civilizers in the Andes and the

rst to bring order out of bar!jarism. Although in his

,200-page letter to the King of Spain Poma was eager to

efend all Andean social systems against European libel

nd destruction, he did not hesitate to distinguish the nar-

owly Incaic from much earlier institutions and accom-

lishments. Such awareness is unusual in sources used for

nca studies, and it makes Poma's work doubly valuable.

In the four-stage evolution of Andean culture and state-

raft he presents in his Nueva Coronica y Biien Gohierno.

'oma had to face the fact that after "thousands of years"

• f i)enevolent rule by "legitimate dynasties." there came
ower a man. Manco Capac. who "had no town or

a'luntry. nor fields: no fortress, no caste, nor ancient kin . . .

ind everything else they say and picture about the said

ncas is a hoax," Puma deals only tangenlially with the

easons for the flefeat of earlier rulers. They ended. Poma
a\s. and the reason for their downfall, he hints, lay in

he piTsonalit\ of Manco's mother. Mama Huaco. She was
'a great idolator and witch who talked to the devils in

;ll . . . and with this she deceived the Indians of Cuzco
. and so .she was obeyed and served and called queen "

Poma's version of Inca state mythology is not very dif-

rent from that recorded by other i<inlemporaiy chron-

lef-. ^Itiii- th<-rc wa'^ no primogeniture, there were

M-tiM. CITY OF (j z(;o, the Heal of Iiira iriiperiul aiilliorily

n period prior to F>iiropeari invaHion, i« uliown in Hketrli

illtlior iiirliid.-tl ill hi- 1 .20()pii|;i- li ll.r lo kiut? iif Spiiiii.

frequent civil wars and periods when several royal sons

claimed to be king at the same time. Poma accepts a long

count of the early kings and claims that the dynasty lasted

some 1,600 years, although modern research indicates that

even 300 years would probably be too long to allow for

the consolidation of Inca rule in southern Peru, and its

later expansion. But then, like most sixteenth-century

Andeans. Poma was not very interested in exact dating.

Of all Inca history, the last century before 1532 was
the most fascinating period. It was too recent to allow

much manipulation by royal myth-makers: too man^'

eyewitnesses of crucial events were still alive. Also, it

was a period of rapid territorial expansion accompanied
by many administrative, economic, and religious trans-

formations. The personality that was associated most

prominently with the expansion and internal reform was
the ninth Inca King, Pachakuti, whose name means
"cataclysm." Poma is not too reverent about his career:

he explains the name by saying "there was much death

in the time of this Inca and hunger and thirst and illness

and God's punishment so that it did not rain for seven

years and some say ten years and there were storms and

the time was for weeping and burying the dead; and thus

the said Inca was called Pachakuti. . .
."

PACHAKUTI began to reign while his father, Viracocha

was still alive. In fact, Viracocha had already selected

another son. Urco, as his successor. However, when Cuzco

was besieged by the neighboring Chanca. Pachakuti or-

ganized resistance, saved the city with alleged super-

natural help, and eliminated his half-brother from the

succession. Poma describes him "shooting at the enemv
with his sling with a golden stone in it in his right hand
and he defended himself with a shield on his left ... he was
a great eater and he drank a lot, a friend of wars and he

was always victorious . . . he ruled all the way to Chile."

He was the first Inca King to vcnlun^ to the coastal oases,

which produced much maize and collon. Their inhabitants

were relatively easy to defeat sinc(! ihcir irrigation systems

began in the highlands—he who controlled their sluice

gales controlled them.

Pai'hakuli was apparcnlK llic Im>I King lo maiiy his

own sister, Maiiiii Aiialiiiiinpic. Ti .iililioiial cxplarialions

S2^



Pachakuti. the ninth Inra. is portrayed holding

a sling and his shield. He was closely associated

with expansion and internal reforms of Inca realm.

Kirsc ToPA. Pachakiiti's son. extended Inca sphere

to north highlands and to the coast. He undertook

administrative reforms that consolidated Inca rule.

Chimeo Caua, the fifth Queen, is shown having a

heart seizure. Poma states she had three attacks a

day, during which "she shouted and pulled her hair."

Seventh Queen was described by author as "friend

of raising little birds and monkeys. . .
." She also

liked men, he says, "but the women not very much."
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Last Inca, Huascar, is led to death by soldiers

of Atahualpa, his brother. Their battle for throne

facilitated the victory by the invading Europeans.

rof\\ DAI (.MiKli. ibi: fli-vnilli Oiircii of llic Inriih.

Iiait bi;r iiair wanhed and loinlied liy liandniuiduiiH.

Poma Bay* thiit Queen "liked lo give many parties."

-1

of royal incest at the Inca court refer to the majesty anc

high status of the king, which allegedly made any woman
other than the king's sister inadequate as a potential queen.

Recent research by Mrs. Maria R. de Diez-Canseco, a

Peruvian historian, has suggested a new explanation

:

royal incest was an attempt to eliminate quarrels over

succession by reducing the number of eligible princes.

Another device to reduce succession squabbles was to

associate one of the princes with the royal rule while his

father was still alive. Pachakuti did not originate the

custom, but because of the recency of his reign we have

fuller data about his search for a worthy successor. The
first heir he picked was Amaru Yupanqui, who took part in

the Chilean campaigns. This nomination was withdrawn

some years later, since Pachakuti thought the heir was not

sufficiently "war-loving." The next one, Topa. who did

much to extend the Inca realm, was a "greatest man of

war." Poma lists many provinces Topa annexed, then

claims "he died in Cuzco two hundred years old, he died of

sheer old age. eating and sleeping, he never felt death."

4 CCORDING to Poma, it was Topa, not Pachakuti, who un-

_t\_ dertook the administrative reforms that consolidated

Inca rule. It was Topa who "began to order that they build

all the royal roads and bridges and he placed messengers

and roadside way stations . . . and he ordered that all the

districts be delimited and markers be placed on pastures

and fields and hillsides and he built towns and he honored

the lords and he ordered that the laws be obeyed and made
new laws and he built up his own estate and that of his

kin and warehouses, all with great order. . .
."

Topa's wife was Mama Ocllo, his sister, whom Poma de-

scribes as "very terrifying and beautiful . . . with a small

face, gay at heart and calm, very jealous of her husband . .

.

They say her husband had 150 bastard sons."

Despite the several devices to insure peaceful succes-

sion. King Topa had to face the rebellion of one of his

brothers, who had many followers among the royal line-

ages and the clergy of the Sun. In addition, the brother,

while acting as a state official, "hid" some of the people he

was supposed to enumerate in a census by not reporting

them on the knot strings (quipu) of population. He ap-

parently hoped to use them as the nucleus of an anti-Topa

army. The plot was revealed and the rebels with all their

lineage were killed. Then King Topa began to kill the

villagers left out of the census. At that point. Mama Ocllo

intervened and urged him to stop the killing. The Queen

suggested that the survivors be used "in the service of the

royal llamas, fields and shrines." Topa agreed, but in-

sisted that these "rebels" should never again be counted

in the census, and should devote full time to the king's

estates. These retainers, known as yaiiacona. were a new,

apparently unprecedented, group in Inca society. They

were no longer peasants, who owed only a portion of their

energy to the slate but otherwise lived in traditional ways.

Their removal from their homeland and their full-time

duties to the king have led some scholars to classify them

as slaves and to speculate that the Inca system was tending

111 become a slave society at the time .of ihe European

ir)\asi()n, but this needs furlher study.

The next recorded King was a child when Topa died,

,iiiil his official iiiinic indiialcs this: on bccoriiing King hi'

look the name of lliiayna (iapac, "Powerful Yoiilh." He

WMH llji' List Ima King to dii; un iridcpriidrnl iiiniiarch.
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COCEjORgAliDESTQS-REIMPS

SVI CAMACHI COtTiA PO-COHA

State council of Tawantinsuyu, which means '"realm of

the four parts," actual name of Inca kingdom, is depicted

as composed of royalty, with earplugs, and ethnic leaders.

before the European invasion began, but even in his time

Francisco Pizarro's ships were prowling Ecuador's coast.

The fundamental changes occurring in the Inca social

and economic system continued as it expanded. The king-

dom grew so large that Huayna Capac began building a

second capital. Tomebamba, in the northern territories he

had conquered. This is the bland, official version, but there

must be other reasons, too. For example, the inhabitants of

the newly incorporated territory, the Canari, were pro-

moted to be personal bodyguards of the king, to the dismay

of the royal kinfolk who had always had this privilege.

The author hints of serious factional disputes between the

royal lineages. Also, since each king had scores of sons,

the royal lineages had grown very large and their pre-

tentions and privileges created tension. All this erupted

when Huayna Capac died: the usual succession squabble

became a civil war coinciding with Pizarro's invasion.

At various places in his chronicle. Guaman Poma re-

_IX_ turns to this question : why was the Inca state so

easily overthrown by a few hundred Europeans? This

leads him to recount the war between the royal contenders,

Huascar and Atahualpa. "So much dissension and fight-

ing and this was the cause of death for so many lords and

captains and poor Indians and the destruction of all the

wealth . . . and w"hile all this rioting went on the Spaniards

dashed out of Castile to this kingdom and the Indians did

not defend themselves like those of Chile. . .
." Some of his

explanations for this lack of a defense are supernatural:

when Huayna Capac's mummified body was brought to

S6

Cuzco "there was much weeping and crying . . . and what

the devils told the new King as a message from his Inca

ancestors was that men were due to come called Viracochas

. . . And later the Christians arrived. . .
."

But elsewhere Poma emphasizes the unheard-of tactics

of the invaders, their use of horses and armor: "all his

people were scared. aw"ed and each one began to run be-

cause they had never seen such a large animal and some

men on top of them." Poma also observed that perhaps

the character of Huayna Capac's heir, Huascar. had some-

thing to do with it: "from childhood on, the said Huascar

was very proud and stingy and badly inclined. ... He
would have his captains killed and so they ran from him.

He never wanted to be generous with his captains andyl

soldiers. . . . He lost through pride his whole kingdom. . .

."

FACED with the need to organize a single state out of

dozens of tribal units and confederacies, the Inca de-

veloped a double system of administration. The local

gentry were left in office if they accepted Inca rule, while

"federal" officials from Cuzco acted as inspectors, proviii- >

cial governors, and policy-makers for the kingdom. {^^ y;

To leave local afi^airs in the hands of traditional ethnic!

leaders was a sound principle of colonial rule. The Inca]

used the method consistently: local shrines were left un-f

disturbed, as were the gentry; local levies of people fori

the army or public works were sent where needed, led byj

their traditional authorities. In battle, they fought withl

their customary weapons. In Poma's pictures of war the!

ethnic groups are readily recognizable by their clothes,r

hair style, and armament. When King Huayna Capac wenti

off to conquer the north, the job of carrying his fighting!

litter was entrusted to the Sora and Lucana, whose head-i

dresses Poma draws differently from those of the Callahua,^

who carried the King's litter in peacetime.

Poma is an important source in our effort to determine!'

which jobs in the bureaucracy were left to the local gentry,

and which were given to Inca descendants. Poma tells

of a local official called the suyuyoc. in charge of iityuil,,,,!

—tasks to be undertaken in turn by the various lineages
Ijip,

and village groups in a valley (the word suyii also has|

other meanings) . A suyuyoc "was to administer the com- '-^

munitys [wealth] and that of the [local] gods, and of all ^
kinds of fields, food and fruit, cloth and llamas, and mines ^
as long as they belonged to the community, and of all the ^
sacrifices. . .

." Such provincial administrators were sons .

of local leaders, but also "they must have ability and be tU

diligent and fit for the job"—here, too, there was no auto- W
matic succession to the office. The young of the gentry were

j|-;

"given these jobs so they would learn their skills and how \(

to keep accounts and to manage so they could succeed or| -

the death of their fathers and would know what it was tcj
;

govern the land." Such ethnic leaders can be distinguished;
j^

readily from Inca officials in Poma's drawings, since the}| J^'

do not wear the distinctive, royal earplugs. i

The contrast is most obvious in the drawing of the roya

council that aided the king in governing the Inca state

Since this body was abolished soon after the Europeai

invasion we know almost nothing of its composition oij

functions. Some sources give the impression that its mem
bers had to be royal kin. but Poma's illustration contradict'

this: the three front figures are all royal princes with dis

tended earlobes. but behind them is one of the author'i

relatives, with a horseshoe-shaped frontal ornament, ant



[uAYNA Capac sets out to conquer Inca army, with slings and shields. Prince Urco, son of Topa, had to

le north, borne by Sora and Lufana. battles barefoot warriors of Ecuador. move rock from Cuzco to Huanuco.

iN(, loPA checks state warehouse State messenger blows conch horn Treasurer, kin of author, holds a

iipu shown by ancestor of Poma. to warn ne.xt runner of his arrival. quipu. At left is version of abacus.

Uoi >i)MH sf f iKiis.dllri i.il- ii(( riiuM. Inca OFKiciAi,, from llieAcoH lineage, Ski.kctei) MAiiii:^is, llie ahlyii, lived

ercil hiiidiiMirk<rn in Topa".-, ri;ign. bupervijted bridKVh thrnuiihoiil land. in seclusion; spun, wove for crown.
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Captured rebel, a Colla tribesman of the southern Andes,

is punished by Inca official, who removes eye with pincer.

behind him is the feather headdress of a man from the

montaiia forests of the Amazon. According to Poma, only

four councilors were of royal descent; four more "were

great lords from the north." Another four allegedly came

from the south, and two each from east and west.

Today there is no way of checking Poma's information,

which may well be erroneous in its details, since he wrote

long after the council had ceased to function. Still, it is

interesting to note how culturally authentic he is, even

in his exaggerations: the members of the council are in

multiples of four, favorite and magic number of the Incas.

Even if the four regions were represented on the council

by royal and not local administrators, the principle of

such four-directional representation is probably reported

accurately. Besides the four directions, the four royal

princes also represented the fifth and sixth cardinal points

in Andean thinking—up and down.

BELOW the royal council in Cuzco were a variety of

officials responsible for the management and expan-

sion of the kingdom. Most top generals were immediate

relatives of the king. The opportunity of rising in the

status system by military skill is suggested by other writers,

but Poma was too wedded to the notion that hierarchical

privileges were respected in the good old Inca days as

opposed to their neglect by the Europeans. "They did not

elect poor men . . . for leadership because royal highness

and majesty cannot communicate with sons of peasants

and if the lords were of low birth, the majesty of the Inca

would be less valued." Elsewhere Poma is careful to

indicate that no one was poor, but in discussing the state

he is too eager to show his European reader the orderliness

of Andean social structure and its respect for inherited

rank to admit the evident opportunitv for upward social

mobility provided by the many wars the Inca waged.

The major item of state revenue, which made possible

the wars, the lavish court, and the administration, was
the yield from state fields in various parts of the kingdom.
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Royal pretender is disemboweled by a captain during; tii

European invasion. The victim's skin was made into a drum

These lands were worked by the local peasantry and pro

duced revenues that were stored in state warehouses unti

they were needed. Aside from labor on royal lands, th

peasants "paid no tribute to the Inca or the queen, nor t

the lords or any other person but they gave Indians

service and women in this kingdom. . .
." Peasant energy

rather than products of the Indians' household economy

thus formed the basis of the Inca state budget.

Hrow the public domain was established—by alienatin:-:

nt lands or by expanding terraced or irrigateil

areas—is not stressed in Poma's pages. He accepts th'

state's myth that given constant quarrels between variou

ethnic groups over fields, pastures, and waters, the Inc

had to intervene and delimit everybody's holdings to brin

peace. Markers were set up, and an ideology was promu,

gated that lands left in the hands of the peasant communit

were hence to be considered a benevolent grant from

generous king. This contrasts with Poma's frequent ea

posure of Cuzco claims of benevolence in other areas.

Although the system of land tenure and personal sen

ices to the authorities was little more than an expansion c

traditional Andean relationships to include the new powe

of Cuzco, the Inca's state warehouses were a new elemei

in the Andean landscape. They were much larger tha

community storehouses, since they were meant to fee

large armies and bureaucrats on tour with their retinue

But they were also intended to supplement the ecologic;

production of a given region, which, in a country as broke

up as the Andes, is frequently determined by what wi

grow at a given altitude. "The Incas maintained war

houses called collca in all provinces and those in tl

southern high mountains stored dried and frozen potatoe

jerked llama meat and wool, while on the coast they wei

full of maize and sweet potatoes and chili peppers, cotto

and coloring herbs and coca." The administrators an

quipu-keepers of such warehouses were local men, ofte

past the age for military or road-building service. Pon

*[



EDUCER and willing aklya are hanged by their hair from

liff, usual penalty for the transgression they committed.

rew one, an ancestor of his, presenting the quipu "books"

B a relative of the Inca come to check his accounting.

Poma was inordinately proud of the "order and civili-

ation" of the Inca world as manifested in the census and

le accounting it allowed. There were many kinds of

cribes, "treasurers," and quipu-keepers. Some "put down

verything that happened in each town ... all accounts

nd orderliness. These men had so much skill that through

le knot-strings they knew so much that one would think

was in script, with the strings they governed the whole

ingdom." When necessary, the quipus could be carried to

lie provincial governor or even to Cuzco by the messenger

ystem set up along the roads. A message-carrier would

tart with the knot-string, "wearing a white feather on

lis head to shield him from the sun . . . and he carried

shell trumpet to warn his partner farther on of his

oming. . . . They were to take turns [carrying] and

irere placed half a league apart so they could move fast. . .

.

J,,
!Tiey were sons of loyal chiefs and should not be lazy

since they were not meant to stop, day or night, and

hey ate from the warehouses of the Inca." Elsewhere

bma suggests ".
. . they were to have their lands in the

cry places [where they served] and their llamas and

verything they needed in the whole kingdom."

This may be an interesting hint to the changes the Inca

ystem was undergoing: were the messengers becoming a

ull-time occupational group? To be fed from state ware-

louses while on state duty was routine Andean practice.

Jut to be granted land at the place of service implies

eaving one's ethnic community and shifting away from
raditional .self-sufficiency and an ethnic definition of one's

ondition. We do not know the answer to this question.

KT is quite probable that many of the so-called Inca roads,

particularly on the coast, were actually prc-lncaic. But

here is little doubt that much energy and thought was in-

ested by Inca rulers in maintaining and expanding the

oad sy.tlem. "There were six rtjyal roads in Inca limes,"

Cave of beasts awaited suspects of treason and hideous

crimes. If victim survived, he was deemed innocent, freed.

says Poma, "which were administered by an Inca governor

of the Anta lineage . . . they were measured and delimited

and built, each eleven feet wide and on both sides stood

stone markers and it went straight ahead . . . and on their

sides they built way stations where one could rest and there

were messengers and they were [well guarded] and the

roads well paved and clean and with stones in the swamps

. . .
." Across rivers stretched bridges of rope or sometimes

balsa rafts, supervised by an Inca of the Acos lineage.

There is evidence that in the last decades before the

European invasion various points of articulation within

the Inca system of indirect rule were under considerable

strain. While the kingdom was small it was easy to find

royal relatives to staff the state council or the administra-

tive corps; in time, the positions to be filled grew so

numerous and the number of royal relatives compromised

in dynastic disputes became so great, that a new source

of reliable administrative personnel had to be found. Men
from villages in the area around Cuzco. who were long

familiar with Inca ways, were drafted for jobs, each

village supplying officials for a particular function. Since

the Inca system was a transitional one in which kinship

was paramount as a way of creating loyalties, newly re-

cruited officials were inducted or ritually adopted into

the Inca kindred. Their ears were pierced and they were

allowed to wear the earplugs symbolic of their new rank,

even if the shapes and sizes of these plugs differed from the

earplugs worn by royalty. "Inca does not always mean

king," says Poma angrily, aware of the fictional nature

of assimilated rank, "since Incas are lowborn loo, potters

and liars. . .
." Poma says some newly appointed insiH^ctors

"che(;ked on many crimes and if they did nol find llicm

they carried stories and lies to the King [inslead |. . .

."

The shift from royal nepotism to administrative effi-

ciency can be seen in the army, loo. Top generals were royal

relatives Iraini'd for the post from chilflhood. but peasants

were the bulk of ihc fighting force. Each oulfil served under

ils Iriidilional liMdi'j'. .irnicd uilli Iradilional weapons. It
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is probable that King Huayna Capac had in mind a

solution to such military problems when he established the

Caiiari as royal guards—since they were not of Cuzco

ancestry and were but recently incorporated into the realm,

Huayna Capac could hope to keep them out of the dynastic

quarrels in which royal generals were prominent parti-

cipants. By giving them land in the Cuzco area, he pro-

moted them to high status and provided them with what

in Inca terms was an independent income, yet kept them

away from their traditional associations in southern

Ecuador. Since the Caiiari were full-time soldiers they

could be used any time, unlike the peasant conscripts who

tended to watch the agricultural calendar and to slip home

if they felt their subsistence was threatened by their ab-

sence. Despite their high status, the Caiiari guards were

kept under tight control by the king. In some ways they

were comparable to the yana servants of low status, dis-

cussed earlier: the Caiiari, too, were a basically new group

in Inca society. Removed from their homeland, Ecuador,

they were made state retainers. Poma had little use for

them: "they were rebels, thieves and liars."

Afinal glance at emergent groups in Inca society focuses

on the aklya, weaving girls who were kept in "nun-

neries" according to the Europeans. Like the yana and

Caiiari, the aklya were plucked from their ethnic, peasant

background, and assigned to professional specialization

for the benefit of the state. Also, they were forbidden to

marry. While agricultural and military retainers are fre-

quently found throughout the world, the idea of a full-

time, female corps of state weavers is peculiarly Andean.

Textiles in the Andes have long been admired for their

excellence. We know that for thousands of years before

the Incas, garments were a favorite offering to the gods,

an important indicator of social status, and the preferred

gift between individuals. This made clothing a convenient

token in the Incas' manipulation of people, and in time

clothes became one of the main rewards for those serving

the state. Soldiers and generals, carriers of the state's

provisions, and pilgrims to the Sun's shrines expected and

felt well rewarded with garments presented to them from

the king's warehouses. Such institutionalized generosity

could be displayed only because throughout the kingdom

millions of women were weaving annually to replenish

the textile stockpile of the Inca state. At some point in Inca

history widespread but part-time devotion to weaving was

no longer adequate: the full-time aklya were established

and their removal from their families was justified as a

"selection" for higher, religiously flavored duties.

Poma's data on the aklya are the most detailed available

to us. He claims there were twelve categories or stages

:

"six kinds of virgins of the idols and six other kinds of

ordinary virgins." They differed in status, age, and degree

of availability to the attentions of the kings and their

captains. As did the European observers, Poma stresses

the nunlike qualities of these women. He devotes a full

page to the punishment of those who seduced an aklya:

for example, hanging of both parties by the hair from a

cliff, "where they suffer until they die," if both had agreed

to the transgression. Even if the aklya were unwillingly

seduced or forced, she "received fifty lashes with a rope

with a stone at its end, and she ended up half-dead. . .
."

Still, if one checks Poma's description of the several
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iSTlVAL OF MOON, celebrated in Cuzco at autumn equinox,

IS marked by armed men whose slings drove out illnesses.

kinds of young women lost to the community, the nunlike

analogy recedes: "virgins of secondary shrines and idols,

called sumac acllap caliquin ('those who follow the beauti-

ful chosen ones') thirty-five years old, these spun and

wove the clothes of the shrines. . .
." He also lists "another

house of tiny virgins, called uinachicoc aclla ('chosen

to make them grow' I who entered at the age of four to learn

to work, weave, spin . . . and they stayed in this house until

they were ten, learning a woman's job. . .
." Others were

"acllas of the Inca himself, some of them were virgins,

some corrupted and concubines of the Inca. . .
."

The cruel penalties exacted from molesters of the aklya

are matched in Inca law by the punishments that were

meted out to other criminals. There were few fines or jails

in the Andes. The Inca state, like the peasant community

before it, preferred to administer corporal punishment,

to which the state added the penalty of wiping out a

culprit's entire lineage in cases of "treason" or rebellion.

The most widely publicized state sanctions affected the

pretenders defeated in battles of royal succession. "They

had drums made of lords who had been rebels and traitors,"

reports Poma, "drums made of their whole body dressed

in the clothes of their rank, they called these drums runa

tinya, human drums . . . and they used the dead man's hand

to slap the drum's belly." This also happened during the

European invasion when a captain, "son of an ordinary

peasant Indian," took advantage of the chaos in the coun-

try to kill and make a drum of one of the royal pretenders,

a youth of twenty. But the murderer was killed in turn by

the Indians "because he had done much other harm . . .

and thus ended the life of the poor captain," says Poma,

abandoning his hierarchical stance to reveal a sympathy

with local men who could act on their anti-Inca feelings.

ONE form of state punishment deserves particular atten-

tion. According to Poma, a person accused of espe-

cially heinous crimes was taken to "a cave below ground,

very dark where they raise poisonous snakes, pumas and

jaguars, bears, foxes, dogs and mountain cats, vultures and

owls, frogs and lizards. They had very many of these

animals to punish the rogues and delinquents . . . whom
they placed so they would be eaten alive. And some were

not eaten by a miracle of god and they locked him up for

two days . . . and if he escaped from these animals, the

Inca ordered that he be taken out and freed without blemish

and forgave him and returned him to his honors. . .
." Such

ordeal caves existed only in cities: "First, because only

large cities require them and second, because the majesty

of the Inca was the highest justice and third, with this fear,

the country did not dare rise . . . they said nothing."

The Inca state and the royal dynasty were also extremely

active in religious matters. While local Andean shrines and

cults were allowed to continue, the state church demanded

much of the peasantry, for church revenues, like those of

the state, consisted of peasant energy—in this case cx])ended

on church estates, which were separate from those of the

state. King Parhakuli, the great transformer of ihc Andean

social order, thought that religion could also play a unify-

ing roll! in a kingdom that was characterized by extreme

I iilliiral and religious diversity. Ho made a deliberate effort

lo I rcat a state cult of a Supreme Being, who was also

llir Creator, known to the Inca as Tcczi Wiraqocha. 'Ihc

I nil was meant to supcrsi^de the earlier, local Sun worship

< ,ii.irii,iii I'onia is one of llie few sources lo r(-pro(luce a

Oi



Jammed in saddlebags, babies allegedly sired by priests

are taken to Lima. Poma abhorred invaders' miscegenation.

prayer to this new deity: "Oh, fundamental Wiraqocha,

nearby Wiraqocha, wherever you are in the sky or in the

world or at the end of the world, listen to me Creator of

the world and of man, wherever you are, listen to me."

Most of Poma's discussion of religion, however, is

phrased in terms of the Cuzco ceremonial calendar, which

in time became the state cycle of ceremonies and festivals.

Thus, the Sun feast took place at the winter solstice, "when

they made great sacrifices to the Sun, much gold and silver

and pottery and they bury five hundred innocent children

. . . alive and upright with their silver and golden vessels

and much powdered sea shells and llamas and after the

sacrifice they had a great party, they ate and drank at the

Sun's expense and they danced in the public plaza." Poma
contrasts this holiday with that of the Moon, which was

celebrated at the autumn equinox: "of all the planets and

stars, the Moon is queen, and wife of the Sun and thus it

was the feast of the Moon; women divert themselves most

during this month . . . and they treat the men and during

this month also the Incas ordered that illness be driven

from the towns . . . the men armed as if going to war, dis-

charge their slings, saying in a loud voice: 'Out, illness and

epidemic, leave the people and this town, leave us.'
"

The bulk of the material quoted and discussed in this

article comes from the first third of Poma's letter to the

King. At the conclusion of this section, Guaman Poma
turns to the world he lived in, colonial Peru eighty years

after the European invasion. Here, his text oscillates be-

tween an anguished recital of cruelties, abuses, and horrors

Dr. Murra, formerly of Vassar College, is now Visiting

Professor of Anthropology, Yale University. He concludes
here his discussion of Poma's presentation of Andean life.

Martin de Murua, European chronicler-priest whom Poij

detested, is represented compelling an old woman to wea'

committed by the invaders and a methodical, if repetiti'

attempt to devise a "good government" from fragments

Inca organization still familiar to Andean Indians in 16]
|

Looking to the past, he addressed the European readf S

"Look here. Christian, see all the order, good and hi,.

Now, Christian reader, I have divided it into two par

the bad set aside to be punished, with the good to sen

God and His Majesty. Look here. Christian reader . .

did not find the Indians to be so greedy of gold and silv

nor did I find an Indian to owe a hundred pesos, nor lia

gamblers or idlers or whores, nor do they take thirl

from each other. ... Do not be afraid Christian read|

of the idolatry and ancient fights, the Indians were in en

as heathen, they missed the true path, just [as] the Spa

ards once had idols . . . and the Indians as barbarians al

gentiles wept over their broken idols at the time of t

invasion. ... It is you who have it all, disobedient to yc

father and mother and to the prelates and king and if y

deny God. you deny him firmly. All this is yours, and y

teach it all to the poor Indians ... it seems to me, Christi. ji

that all of you are damned to hell."
'

After 809 more pages of angry protest, Guaman Poift

j^_ finished his book. He hoped the King would see
^1

that he would read the many pages of royal questions Po: U

had anticipated in his fantasies, and that he would consit f)

Poma's answers on how to govern Peru. "I crave the e; ^

and souls of the Christians of the world," Poma says. "Lc l

here. Christians of the world, some will weep [on readi J

the book] , some will laugh, others will damn it. Some \ I

entrust me to God, others will come apart from sheer ang t

but some will want to hold this book and chronicle in th

hands to restrain their soul and conscience and hearts.

.
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Atiiob's dhkam of prcM-nliiiii .lironirlr lo Pliiliii III, iliil niL-el the Kinj; in fiintiiHy, in lliin driiwin|i; of liimnclf

lig of Spain, wa* never r<-.'ili7.<-il. Ilul tlie Andean Inilian knei;IinK before the ruler of the opprcsHors of liin people.
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Mexico's coast yields information on a matter of melanis

WHEN I was gathering informa-

tion for my Handbook of Tur-

tles ten years ago, I was struck by how
little was known of the sea turtle fauna

of the Pacific coast of the Americas.

During the decade since that time a

good deal has been learned about sea

turtles in some areas, but the eastern

Pacific has remained neglected terri-

tory. Even in Mexico, despite the sea-

sonal immigration of zoologists from

the United States, recorded observa-

tions are so scant and so rarely sup-

ported by good identifications, and

specimens in museums are so few, that

it has not been possible to tell which

kinds of turtles nest on the coast, or

even which kinds turn up as strays.

During the summer of 1960 I began

to feel so uneasy about this that I set

out to see what these neglected tt

were like. During August and Sej

ber I took the hot road south

through Sonora and Sinaloa an

down into Nayarit, the states of

ico that make up the eastern she

the Gulf of California. I turned

ward whenever the way looked p
ising, and managed to reach the

at the following places: Puerto 1



Turtle Problem
By Archie Carr
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"Black" turtle, the Chelonui of the ea.Ntern Pacifir. was
photographed by the author at Kino Bay along Gulf of

Caliloriiia. NOic distiiifiuishing melanism of this immatu
female—the dark coloration of head, flippers, and she

Kino Nuevo and the shores of Kino

Bay, Guaymas and adjacent beaches,

in the State of Sonora; Topolobampo
and the shores of Ohura Bay, Mazatlan,

Sabalo, Los Serritos, Teacapan, and

Tamboritos, in the State of Sinaloa;

San Bias, and Matanchen, in the State

of Nayarit. Although there is still a lot

to be learned about West Coast tur-

tles, at least I can speak of this fauna

with more confidence, and a start has

been made in tracing the travels of the

local race of Chelonia—a handsome
color phase called locally by Spanish

names that all mean "black" turtle.

DURING previous short trips to the

Mexican Pacific coast, the loose

terminology the fishermen used had

hindered my questioning the residents

about sea turtles. Caguama. for in-

stance, is evidently an old Carib name
for the loggerhead—a term that in

pre-Columbian times spread to the Pa-

cific coast. In southern Mexico and

Central America the word is now in

general use for the ridley { Lepidoche-

lys). North of Acapulco, however, it

means simply "sea turtle." Thus, to

ask if the caguama occurs in a given

place is likely to produce little infor-

mation on the kinds of turtles that ac-

tually live there. Having recognized

this before my 1960 trip, 1 began ask-

ing fishermen to describe more pre-
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cisely the kind of caguama they knew,

and was able to work out this list of

equivalent names:

carey, the rarely observed hawks-

bill (Eretmochelys)
;

galdpago, the leatherback. known
as a straggler (Dermochelys)

;

mestizo, exceptionally light-colored

examples of the ridley (Lepido-

chelys ) or of the "black" turtle

iChelonia)
,
possibly also the log-

gerhead {Caretta) , if it occurs in

the region

;

golfina (or in places where it alone

occurs, simply caguama) , the rid-

ley (Lepidochelys)
;

caguama prieta or tortuga negra,

the "black"—elsewhere, green-

turtle iChelonia)

.

In making this survey, I resorted to all

possible means of collecting informa-

tion. Besides systematically question-

ing local fishermen and turtle and egg

hunters, I walked beaches, searched

dumps for turtle shells and bones, vis-

ited markets, crawls, and docks where

turtles were landed, and cruised 300

miles in offshore waters.

In the 650 miles from Kino to San

Bias, including much of the eastern

shore of the Gulf of California and the

coast south of the mouth of the Gulf,

only two kinds of sea turtles, Lepido-

chelys and Chelonia, seem to occur

regularly. Of the live turtles I saw,

and of the shells, bones, nests, trad '
,,

and carcasses found in markets-"^
J

total of about 280 animals—all h

one were either Lepidochelys or Ch

onia. The exception was a half-grow

dead hawksbill that I found on t

beach at Kino, two miles north of t^

village. Nowhere along the coast die

see the leatherback, although the pe

pie were acquainted with it as a strs'

gler and at several places referrji]

vaguely to distant leatherback nesti

grounds. Although only the one de

hawksbill was seen, it was alleg,,

;

nearly everywhere that hawksbit ^
came ashore to nest once in a while.|l

,

was also said they arrived in fev;

numbers than did ridleys, and favorll

either the same places as the ridley
'

"rockier places"—which presumal;

meant sections of beach bounded '

rocky promontories. I had previou!;'

heard this same report at several [

calities along the Central Americji

coast, particularly in the Gulf of Fi

seca in Honduras and El Salvador, \\

have not been able to corroborate

The one sea turtle of which no sili

was found, either directly or throuji

verbal reports, was the loggerhead

some places it seemed possible that t|i

name mestiza might apply to a fii

turtle that would have had to be C

etta, but elsewhere exceptionally lig

colored examples of Chelonia or Le

P



'ochelys were pointed out by fisher-

len as being mestizo's. Thus, as I

ave said, the sea turtle fauna in the

laces visited consists essentially of

!ie two genera, Chelonia and Lepido-

helys. It is with the former that the

bservations below are concerned.

We first came upon the black turtle

t Kino, sixty-five miles down a newly

a%'ed road from Hermosillo. There

.•as a canoe landing on the beach at

l^ino village, and by the landing was

thatched, stick-walled pen. In the pen

jn old man was using a gourd to dip

ater from a bucket and wet down a

iroad spread of sea turtles that lay in

,e shade. The turtles looked familiar.

ut somehow a little wrong. They had

he smooth, neat, unmistakable heads,

ong front flippers, and general air of

he green turtles I know from Atlantic

egions: but they were off-key in

olor. and the shells seemed too deep

iid straight-sided. I had just come
ii.m Costa Rica where I had seen a

imdred or more Caribbean green tur-

••5. and these at Kino made me feel

II focused. I asked the old man what

ind of turtles they were.

"Prieta." he said. "Black turtles."

!Most of the turtles were belly down
u the sand, but twelve at one end

ere back down, in the traditional

lanner. He said the dozen on their

•arks had just arrived and were still

brave." Right-side-up, they would

crawl about and rip out the palisade

or cause confusion in the pen. After a

day on their backs they became sad,

he said, and would lie still, so they

could be righted again. When I asked

why he poured water on the turtles, he

said it was to keep down their fever.

When I asked what fever, he said the

fever they get when one neglects to

pour water on them.

The turtles were being held for the

arrival of trucks to take them to Ti-

juana, Mexicali. and San Diego, where

their flesh is highly regarded as a food.

They had been brought, and were

being added to. by turtle fishermen

coming in from little islands between

Kino and Tiburon Island, which lies

just within sight on a clear day. The
turtles had all been harpooned at

night on their feeding ground. They

can be assumed to have been a typical

sample of the population in the area.

THERE were fifty-three turtles in

this lot—forty-nine females and

four males. The range in their size was

from 17% inches to 30% inches, the

average being 23 inches. The largest

was a male; the next largest was a fe-

male 301/4 inches long. The four males

were adolescent, although all showed

secondary sex structure, and the larg-

est was evidently close to maturity.

Most of the females were below mini-

mum breeding size for the Atlantic

green turtle. Their immaturity was

borne out by the fact that none had

mating scars on the fore-margin of the

shell. This was also confirmed by local

fishermen, who said that none of the

females caught there is ever found to

have shelled eggs in the oviduct.

I took a sample of stomach contents

from a refuse heap where several of

the turtles had been butchered. The
sample consisted wholly of two kinds

of algae, one called locally sargasso,

the other lechuga. Both turtle fisher-

men and turtle slaughterers told me
that such algae, growing in beds about

the islands where the turtles were

taken, were almost the only food of

local prieta. The men apparently knew
nothing of any marine spermatophyte

plants such as eel-grass, turtle-grass,

or manatee-grass, which are the main

foods of the Atlantic green turtle.

This sample, then, clearly repre-

sented a non-breeding colony similar

to that at a comparable latitude on the

west coast of peninsular Florida. It

was thus no surprise when the keeper

of the crawl and other local people

spoke of the strong seasonality of the

Kino-Tiburon black turtles, because

the Florida green turtles are seasonal,

too. All reports indicate that the black

turtle begins to thin out in October,

disappears in late November, is gone

throughout the winter, and comes

back again in March and April. This

iRF.EN TURTLE, the Chelonia of the Caribbean and Gulf of

lexico. is identified by its sparse dark markings on light

ground color that varies from brown to olive. This pair was
photographed at Tdrlii^mro. on the coast of Costa Ricn.



Typical carapace of Atlantic green

turtle, above, is slightly curved and

Dark carapace of the Pacific "black"

turtle, together with the steep profile

has light ground color. When blotched,

marks tend to form radiating patterns.

of its shell, below, distinguish this

Chelonia from its Atlantic relative.

schedule is strikingly like that on

turtle-grass flats between the SuwannI

River mouth and Tarpon Spring!

Florida, and is what one expects of

colony of young animals, born in so;

distant place and destined to returi

there to breed in some future perioi

The only known center of gro'

nesting by Pacific Chelonia in Mexic

is considerably farther south—at Mai i

,|]

uata Bay, on the coast of the State o i/

Michoacan. This colony has been df a

scribed by Dr. James Peters in Th

Biologist. It is probably the mai:
^

breeding assemblage for a great ej

tent of the east Pacific shore—possibl

for all that north of Michoacan. Th

more accurate and articulate infom

ants from Kino to the coast of Nayari

agreed that the main nesting groun(

of caguama prieta or negra (CheloniM

lay "somewhere to the south."

That the Maruata Bay assemblag

may be unique is also suggested by th

attention given it in the account of th

seventeenth-century explorer Williai

Dampier and that of his mate, Williai

Funnell, writing in the eighteenth cer

tury. I have not yet been able to visi

Maruata. Although Dr. Peters sai

nothing about the coloration or shap

of the shell of the nesting turtl

observed there, it seems possible thj

they may be the parents of the immi

ture black turtles that turn up as sun

mer residents in the Gulf waters,

U)

hill

liJnii
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tAi
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NOWHERE were there found stage ulyi

in weight between the approx

mately 15-pound minimum of th

Kino series, and the hatchlings an Irsli

breeding adults at Maruata Bay. Thii .

too, brings to mind the situation in tbf"'

Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico. Youn

green turtles weighing 10 to 80 pounc

are seasonally common in Floridi

while only breeding adults and ne

hatchlings are found in Costa Rica

waters. Nothing is known of the fate <i

the hatchlings or of the origin of th

itinerant Florida population. The pa

allels with the situation on the Pacifl

coast suggest that the life cycles of tl:|

two colonies involve similar patterrj

of developmental migration.

Both the immaturity of the blacl

turtles at Kino and the curiously ui'^

balanced sex ratio were duplicate

farther south at Topolobampo, whei

the shells of 115 Chelonia, caught neij

the little islands in spectacular Ohm
Bay. were examined. In about a thiri

of these, sex could not be determinecj

in the rest, males made up only 4 or
jj



r cent. Melanism, the pronounced

rk pigmentation noted in the Kino

rtles, was evident in these also, and

5 shells of the females had the same

lep, flat slope we observed at Kino.

L T Mazatlan, Tamboritos, and Tea-

j_ capan, no evidence of the occur-

nce of the black turtle was found,

hough the ridley was obviously

liimon. The next appearance of

lelonia on our trip south was at San

as where, among numerous shells

d bones of ridleys. I found the cara-

ce of a single freakish black turtle,

idently an adolescent male. It was

Yo inches in length, as dark as a

no turtle, and peculiar in having five

:erals—the big scales along either

le of the shell—on the left side, and

normal four on the right. Having

ard much talk of the mestiza here, I

Tied the carapace and that of a fe-

le ridley to a fisherman who had

pressed me as both sensible and fa-

liar with the local turtles, and asked

n what they were. The ridley he

!Ied golfina, and the other, the odd

elonia, he said was priela. I asked

n what sort of turtle mestiza was. He
irched along the shore among ridley

Bills, chose one a little lighter in

or than the rest, and told me that

IS mestiza. When I objected that in

mora and Sinaloa mestiza seemed to

the name for a color phase of pri-

'; the man admitled that the term is

)sely used. It seems probable, then,

It along the Mexican coast the term

tsliza, which means crossbreed, is

t restricted to any one kind of turtle

t is simply used for any specimen

t looks strange or exceptional.

After going home and meditating on

black turtle. I began to see how
italizingly incomplete the summer's
servations were. There was the coast

Colima. for instance—a big gap be-

een the southernmost locality I had

tiled and the one known nesting

Und al Maruala Hav. There was also

recurrent talk I had heard of

i!.s«-» of sea turtles round La Paz,

lich is in the stale of Maja California.

ihe opposite coast of the ".Sea of

tes" from that I had visited. I de-

Icfl lo gr, Ijack to Mexico to piece out

m(;lhing more of the story.

\l Manzanlllo. ihc chief port of Col-

a, only about fifty miles north of

K .Maruala rookery, fishermen knew
blark turtle wi-ll. but said th(;y

Uf.'hl il only rarely. The turtle lh< y

re bringiri" lo the local market wiis

f"

.

,
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Typical plastron of Atlantic green As with all coloring described, there

turtle, above, is clean greenish white. is much variation among individuals.

Plastron of the "black" turtle, below, is distinguished by blue cast that is

found along Pacific coast of Mexico, causedliy deeply placed black pigment.
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the ridley. My scratching about local

dumps and garbage heaps substan-

tiated the word of local turtle experts

that, although prieta is an occasional

visitor there, it is much less abundant

at all seasons than the ridley, and

never nests on nearby beaches.

FROM Manzanillo I crossed to La
Paz. Here the situation proved to

be precisely like that at Kino Bay.

with black turtles sufficiently common
to support a small local fishery, and

with the ridley, at least at that season,

sparingly represented. The black tur-

tles there graze on beds of algae, and

are taken with both harpoons and nets.

As at Kino, the colony is made up of

young turtles. Of twenty-one that I

measured, the range in shell length

was from 17 to 32yo inches, with an

average of 241^4 inches. The largest

specimens of both sexes were appar-

ently not quite mature.

When I asked turtle fishermen

about nesting grounds, some looked

vague and said, " iQuien sabe?"

Others made directionless gestures in

the air and said maybe they nest in So-

nora or Sinaloa, or in other places in

which I was pretty sure they did not.

As on the mainland side of the Gulf,

the Baja California turtles are readily

distinguishable from Atlantic Chel-

onia on the basis of color and of the

shell shape of the nearly grown fe-

male. The head and the forelimbs are

much darker—often a nearly solid

black. The upper shell is either deep

black or heavily blotched with sepa-

rate sooty markings, while the plas-

tron is clouded with deep-seated pig-

ment that shows blue through the

horny belly scales. I should say that a

complete novice in turtle study would

be able to separate 95 to 98 per cent of

a mixed lot of Chelonia from La Paz

and Cedar Key. The confusing ones

would be occasional individuals that

completely lack the strong pigmenta-

tion, and are too small to show the

steep shell-sides. It is of interest that

on both sides of the Gulf of California

these exceptional specimens, which to

m)' eye look like good green turtles,

are referred to bv some people as mes-

tizo's. Whether they are simply vari-

ants that turn up among more typically

70

pigmented brothers and sisters, or are

waifs brought in by currents from

some distant place, only breeding ex-

periments will be able to reveal.

The green turtle of the Pacific coast

of the Americas was first described

from Guatemala by the nineteenth-

century French zoologist Bocourt. who
named the new species agassizi in

honor of the great American natural-

ist, Louis Agassiz of Harvard. Bocourt

said nothing of his new turtle's being

blacker than usual. Through the past

twenty years I have seen several dozen

Pacific green turtles along the coasts

of Central and South America, and

while I had previously observed the

steep shell of the young female ( I il-

lustrated it in my Handbook of Tur-

tles ) , I don't recall having particu-

larly noticed any such heavily pig-

mented look as the Mexican turtles

have. The limits of the territory occu-

pied by caguama prieta remain to be

determined. Eventually, it must also be

known whether its curious coloration

is hereditary or is produced directly

by some factor in the environment—

by the diet of algae, for instance. If the

trait is inherited, and if the turtles

showing it are confined to the upper

Pacific coast of Mexico, there is a good

probability that someone will give the

population a new scientific name.

ONE of the most interesting aspects

of the situation is the way the

few known facts seem to fit into a

world pattern of sea turtle natural

history. So far, only the outlines of the

pattern have emerged; but wherever

good information is available the indi-

cations are that the half-grown Chel-

onia lives in places distant from both

the feeding grounds on which the ma-

ture turtles spend most of their lives

and the beaches to which the females

go at three-year (rarely two-year) in-

tervals to nest. Where baby turtles

stay during their first year of life no-

body knows; and the travels of all

stages are almost wholly hidden.

Meanwhile, the most useful result

of the recent observations in Mexico is

pinning down the common names. The

terms are misued here and there; but

not often by the real conocedores, not

by the sound old turtle men. Knowing
these names clears the way for more

profitable sifting of folk zoology for

leads that can be used in locating and

separating habitats of the Pacific tur-

tles. With this done, we can then trace

their migratory routes and stations.

Eretmochelys, easily identified

by its English common name, 1

is called carey by Mexicans.

These close-ups of five commoi
turtles reveal main distinguis

head features. Factors of age and

however, may result in consider

deviation in individuals, so <

identification of particular tu

depends on clues other than h<

Illustration

Matthew KAtME
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FAMILY

CHELONIIDAE

Chelonia, the Atlantic green
turtle, has same facial features as

relative. Pacific "black" turtle.

FAMILY

DERMOCHELYIDAE

Lepidochelys, known by
Mexicans as golfina, caguama, or

mestiza, is the ridley.

Caretta, known in English

as loggerhead, was only species

not found along Pacific coast.

Dermochelys, a straggler along
Mexican coast, where it is culled f^aldpago,

is the leutherhack in English.

7'

•^
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YOUNG SCIENTIST
A study of the role of the pineal system in amphibian behavjl*

By William M. Adkins III

EXTENSIVE RESEARCH into the nature

of the pineal system and its func-

tional significance in animal groups,

from lamprey to man, is experiencing a

new revival. This tiny series of connected

outgrowths from the forebrain (dien-

cephalon) has fascinated men ever since

Galen. Speculation as to the nature of

the pineal system has passed through

several stages. Descartes, for example,

thouglit of the system as the "seat of the

soul." Today, the pineal is considered to

be tissue of uncertain function.

Recently the pineal system in the lower

vertebrates— fish, amphibians, and rep-

tiles—has received particular attention.

Certain pineal outgrowths in these ani-

mals lie under a layer of translucent skin

above the brain, or in or beneath a light-

transmitting region of the skull. These

apparent specializations for light recep-

tion suggest a sensory role with respect

to solar radiation.

In 1958. Stebbins and Eakin published

their studies of the photoreceptive ca-

pacity of this "third eye" in reptiles.

Wlren the pineal element was removed or

shielded in four species of lizards, strik-

ing behavioral and metabolic changes

were noted. It was found, among other

things, that treated lizards spend a

greater amount of time in high-intensity

illumination and are also poorer at sur-

viving when deprived of food.

This study applies Stebbins and Eak-

in's general techniques with reptiles to

the amphibians, instead. Pineal inter-

ference was achieved by blocking the in-

fluence of light on this system of brain

tissues in two species of the Ampliibia:

the leopard frog Rana pipiens and the

southern toad Bujo terrestris.

SEVERAL fine studies, notably those of

Kelly (19601. have been publislied

on the histological and histochemical

features of the pineal system in Euro-

pean amphibians. The most conspicuous

element of the system is a small saclike

piece of tissue, the stirnorgan. which lies

beneath a translucent spot in the skin

between the eyes. Studies of this element

in Rana pipiens show it to be connected

by a stalk that pierces the skull through

a minute opening, drawing at right.

Kelly has shown that such stalks en-

close a nerve tract connecting the stirn-

organ with tlie remaining pineal tissues

in the skull. Pineal function in the leop-

ard frogs was investigated by means of
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removing the stirnorgan. This was done

by cutting out an area of skin, 2 mm.
square, in which the stirnorgan was em-

bedded, from each of tlie frogs. Within

a week, the wounded area liad liealed. As
a matter of control, a 2 mm. square area

of skin was removed from the right hind

legs of other frogs. Such animals were

referred to as "sham-operated."

In southern toads, all pineal elements

are evidently positioned within the skuU

casing, no stirnorgan being present. Any
solar radiation that might affect this pin-

eal system would have to penetrate both

the skin and the brain casing.

Since surgical removal of any portion

of tlie pineal in the toads might cause

damage to the brain, an alternative

method of study was devised. Petrolatum

(as a skin protector) was smeared over

isuii

the skull between and on the era '^

crests. Then a non-drying putty

pound was pressed on the skull in

a way that no light could enter betv

this putty shielding and the skin. Aj

cation of the putty had no apparei

ritating effect on the molting cyclj

the sliielded toads and, for this rej

no sham-operation was conductej

the control toads.

Rana pipiens were obtained frorni

kosh, Wisconsin, where they were

lected during the fall months and sh

in spring-water holding pens. Upoii

rival at the laboratory, they were ei

immediately put into an experime

run or stored in a refrigerator at 10

until needed. Bufo terrestris were

lected from fields in the Melbou

Florida, area during heavy "hurrici

i-k

alii

Stirnorgan, indicated by arrows, is most

conspicuous part of frog's pineal system.

which lies under a tliin layer of skin a

brain in light-transmitting region of i\
...
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lins in late October and stored until the

tne of experimentation.

T is believed that much experimental

work on pineal function has failed

yield noticeable results because of the

perimenters' efforts to maintain uni-

rmity in the environment. In the lower

rtebrates, metabolic activity is con-

ailed and maintained by movements to

id from certain intensities of light and

mperature and areas of varying water

intent. It seemed especially important,

erefore. that a wide spectrum of en-

ronmental conditions— to or beyond

e upper and lower extremes of toler-

,ce—be available. Then the effect of

neal interference might appear as an

tered behavioral pattern.

Using this approach to the problem,

I indoor environmental gradient cham-

r, 3 feet by 6 feet in size, was con-

ived that allowed the leopard frogs to

ek three moisture situations (water,

^ l^oist sand, and dry sand) extending

W jfrough three areas of light intensity:

Si jj-ep shade, weak shade, and full light

. |iage 74). This chamber was built in a

• ntrolled-temperature room, where the

mperature through the chamber could

maintained within 2° C. (Mean air

mperatures were: 25.2° C. in full light;

P C. in weak shade; and 24.3° C. in

ep shade. Mean water temperature

is23..5°C.)

Open-end cardboard boxes were
anted in each lighted area of the sand-

led runways, providing corners and

rfaces with which the frogs could come
close contact. Observations were made
this thigmotactic behavior, as well as

light and soil moisture preferences,

total of 494 observations were made
4 normal control. 17 operated, and 10

am-opcrated frogs.

A similar, but smaller gradient cham-
r (2 feel by 3 feet) was used to study

e behavior of the toads. This chamlxr
ovidcd for four moisture variations—

Iter, soggy sand. moi>l sand, ami dry

nd— traversing a three-divisional

adient of light and temperature ( from
° C. in the deep-shaded area to 26'' C
the fully lighted area). Ifecordh wen-

ten of the loads' preferences tor light

d «oil molslurc. and of general skin

gDienlatlon. Fiolh ^<hiehJed and control

d« were ••ludied for 20-day periods in

perimenlal runx accoinnKxJaling lour

d». Four runs were conducted, I wo of

which yielded sufficient data on the ef-

fects of shielding on behavior.

Response to Light and
Soil Moisture

THE behavioral responses of the leop-

ard frogs to light and soil moisture

were ob.served by lifting a black drop

canvas on an open side of the chamber
and recording the position of each frog

by scoring each one with the following

point systems:

Light Exposure Index

POINTS POSITION OF FROG
1 Exposed in deep shade

2 Exposed in weak shade

3 Exposed In full light

Water Metabolic Index

POINTS POSITION OF FROG
1 Immersed in water

2 Resting on moist sand

3 Resting on dry sand

All data were analyzed on a group ba-

sis and treated in two ways. The first 100

observations of light exposure and water

metabolic indexes were summed up for

each run, so that a simple statistical an-

alysis might be applied. The light ex-

posure and water metabolism indexes of

normal control and sham-operated runs

were totaled; those of the operated runs

were summed up. It was supposed that if

frogs have no preference for any light

intensity, they will spend equal amounts

of time in each light area of the chamber
and receive 400 points, as a group, in

200 observations. The control group re-

ceived 37.5 points, deviating by 25 points

from the expected 400. The operated

group totaled 481 points, deviating by

81 from the 400 expectancy.

REMOVAL of the slirnorgan thus ap-

pears to have a significant effect on

the preference for light intensity, lead-

ing these frogs to spend more time under

bright lljiiniinution. In comparison, no

significant difference appears between

the water metabolic indexes of sham-

operated and slirnorganectomized frogs.

A computation of the percentage of

lime spent in all areas of light intensity

and soil moisture of the chamber indi-

cates that slirnorganectomized frogs

make greater use of bright light than the

sham-opi-raled frogs.

With the gradi.'nl . Iiainhr, ,,f four

soil moisture runways, a ililhrenl kiM of
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point systems was used to study the be-

havior of the southern toad. The light

exposure inde.x considered the charac-

teristic burrowing behavior of the toad:

Light Exposure index

POINTS POSITION OF TOAD
Completely burrowed in deep
shade, week shade, or full light,

or head protruding from deep-

shaded burrow

1 Completely exposed in deep
shade, or head protruding from

weck-shoded burrow

2 Completely exposed in weak
shade, or head protruding from

full-lighted burrow

3 Completely exposed in full light

Water Metabolic Index

POINTS POSITION OF TOAD
Immersed in water

1 Resting on soggy sand

2 Resting on moist sand

3 Resting on dry sand

Shielded toads tended toward higher

light and temperature intensities and a

drier substratum, although no significant

differences in tlie total light exposure or

water metabolism points of shielded and
control toads were apparent.

Thigmotactic Response

OBSERVATIONS were also made of the

percentage of time spent by the

leopard frogs in contact with objects

and with other frogs and the effect of the

stirnorgan's removal on this thigmotac-

tic response. Operated frogs appeared
to spend greater time in "huddles" and
close contact with each other than did

sham-operated and control toads. No ex-

ceptional differentials showed up in con-

tacts with inanimate objects.

Pigmentary Responses

RESPONSES of the skin pigmentation

to pineal interference could not be

easily studied in the frog experimental

runs. These responses were recorded for

the toads, however, using a three-point

system: 1, light; 2, medium; and 3, dark.

Pigmentation points received by control

and pineal-shielded toads suggest that

interference of the pineal ind

blanching of skin pigment cells and

eral paling of the integument.

A different experiment was designi

to study the effects of stirnorgan i

moval on pigmentation in frogs kept

continuous light or darkness. Four opt *
^

ated and four sham-operated frogs we f

placed in a lighted aquarium (mei
kitti

temperature: 24.5° C. ). Three operati f
and five sham-operated frogs we '*

'

placed in an aquarium in a complete "

dark incubator (mean temperatur

23.5° C). The same three-point systeF''

used for the toads was applied to the

frogs. Records were taken daily. At 1 "

18, and 23 days, mean points receivi """

per individual in each group were coi ""*'

puted, and differentials between operati '• '*

id sham-operated frogs estimated. *'™

As expected, frogs in continuous dar "*

ness were darker than those in contin tki

ous light. In both light and dark grouj »i •'

the operated frogs were somewh iRf' i'

lighter than sham-operated frogs,

though there was a lesser differential

the dark group. In the dark group, tl kaf

differential consistently decreased wi aliij

the number of days of exposure; in t! iiiii!

light groups, it increased with the nuijisiy

ber of days. On the basis of these fin

there is strong reason to belieipflJi

that the stirnorgan plays a role as a

receptor and a mediator between the e isur

ternal lighting conditions and the pjfuol

mentary system of Amphibia.

Sensitivity to the Observer

NE of the interesting behavioral pi

terns observed by Stebbins ai

Eakin (1958) in parietalectomized 1

ards was their lack of response to t

observer at the time of observation, i

though no records were made during t

four runs on Rana pipiens, casual obsi

vations were consistent with those

lizards: only those foreign sounds a

movements of a high intensity proved

scare or activate the indifferent stirnipii

U0|

ganectomized frogs. Sham-operated fro

were of a more sensitive nature, a

LIGHT INTENSITY

Weak Shade

Deep Shade

No Light

L_l

TEMPERATURE

1 1

Ul!

si]

IKIto

SOIL MOISTURE

Dry Sand

Moist Sand

Soggy Sand

Water

ohii

•lilt

Control

Responses of Bii/o lerrestris to various

conditions of light, temperature, and soil

Pineal— t'*J

Shielded
^""""'

Shielded fe,
moisture indicate that shielded toads tel

to higher liglit and temperature intensitil
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greater care was required to avoid fright-

ning them while the various records

fteie being taken.

Water Metabolic Rates

An interest in the rates of water up-

ake and water loss through the skin of

3ufo terrestris brought about a study of

hese rates in individual toads following

lineal-shielding. Trends, although not

ignificant. appear to suggest that pineal-

hieided toads exhibit a slower rate of

valer loss and a faster rate of water

ijitake than usual.

It is interesting to note one occurrence

hat was observed following pineal

ntt-rference in Bufo terrestris. Pineal-

hielded and control toads were divided

ntii two groups, one being placed in

Miitinuous light, and the other in con-

inuous darkness. This was a pilot run

t long-range pineal-shielding, and a por-

ion of the toads was sacrificed every

veek for a one-month period. During the

alter part of this experiment (with only

1 toads remaining I . neglect to refill

he aquaria with water produced desic-

ating conditions for a span of time

iuring which 30 to 40 per cent of the

lody weight of a toad could be lost. It

'as found that five of the six pineal-

hielded toads had reached the intoler-

ble limit of their water loss and did

ot sunive the exsiccation; however, all

ive of the control toads survived and
ppeared in "good condition."

Summary

1. Both operated frogs and shielded

ads consistently make greater use of

igh-intensity light, and trends indicate

eater use of a drier substratum.

2. Operated frogs spent a greater per-

entage of time in thigmotactic response

ith other frogs. Casual observations

Iso indicated that they are less sensitive

nd less liable to retreat in response to

xccssive agitation in the form of move-

lents and sounds by observers.

3. Shielded toads are somewhat lighter

1 skin pigmentation than are unshielded

control I toads. In a different experi-

lent with frogs, a paler condition of the

<in follows with operated frogs kept in

antinuous light (but not in continuous

arkncss) for 2.3 days.

4. As in lizards, the pineal system ap-

:ars to regulate (he metabolic activity

f ampliibians by responding to light

nd influencing their behavorial pat-

rrns. It is helived that normal lunction-

g of the [lineal in re^iionsi- to light is

pccsary for the survival and well-being

the frog* and toads studied, appar-

nlly because a functioning pineal sys-

'tn prevenlH a more rapid exhaustion of

nergy rewrve", A» a liomeoslalic mech-

ni«m, tlie pineal xystem of amphibians

cepfi metabolic activilieH within certain

mill liy influencing llie animals' ba^io

havorial pultrrii'-."flehavo

COMMENTARY
E.XPERIMENTS of the kind performed

by Mr. Adkins hold a special fasci-

nation, for they cut across disciplinary

boundaries and appeal to persons work-

ing in a variety of biological fields. Thus,

the present study has implications for

habitat selection that will gain the atten-

tion of the ecologist. The student of an-

imal behavior will also find material of

interest here, as will the physiologist

and the physiological ecologist.

The Adkins experiments have the vir-

tue of simplicity; another worker with

relatively limited resources could easily

repeat the work on the same or other

species. But an uncomplicated approach

does not necessarily go hand-in-hand

with uncomplicated and easily inter-

preted results. Here we find data on

behavioral and pigmentary response to

light, choice of moisture conditions,

thigmotactic responses, and reaction to

outside disturbances, all as related to

the intactness—or absence of shielding

—of the pineal organ.

The pioneering aspects of this initial

work on frogs and toads necessitates

that comparisons be made with unre-

lated forms, so the apparently parallel

results found between such different ani-

mals as these frogs and the lizards stud-

ied by other workers are of particular

interest. A lizard that basks in the sun

and a frog that is largely nocturnal both

respond to removal of the stirnorgan by

increasing their exposure to light. Yet

investigation of the lizard-like tuatara of

New Zealand (a reptile only distantly

related to lizards), studied after Mr.

Adkins did his research, revealed that

this animal made no behavioral response

to interference with its parietal eye. Re-

moval of the stirnorgan of tadpoles has

likewise produced no positive results.

Perhaps the only possible prediction is

that the results of any new experiment

on the pineal system are unpredictable.

Indeed, the stirnorgan of frogs and the

parietal eye of lizards may not even be

homologous structures, and we may in

effect be comparing apples and turnips.

The observations on reactions to out-

side disturbances again are parallel in

lizards and frogs, the operated animals

being less shy. But Adkins' suggestion

that the frogs are responding to sound

should be documented carefully, for

many observers have noted that frogs

(with the exception of females seeking

their croaking mates) are notoriously

unresjionsive to sounds. The piercing

"friglit scream" of a leopard frog seized

by a predator, a horrid sound to himiun

ears, produces no grossly visible re-

sponse in olhi'r frog'*.

TIIK behavior of slrinorgan-less (or

parietal shielditd) frogs and loads is

altered rather subtly, if indeed it is al-

tered at all. Ilerirr. if iiiiiiiihI vurlaliori
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SHOPPING DAYS
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
FACE FACTS: the first of October

is by no means as comfortably

distant from the Yule as it may seem.

But we have a simple suggestion.

and one that — if acted upon — will

bring kind recollections of your holi-

day thoughtfulness throughout the

whole year ahead.

What? What but a subscription to

NATURAL HISTORY
Who knows better than yourself, by

the honored rule that the proof of any

pudding is in its eating, that the pages

of this magazine bring to each reader

a fresh delight in the whole, great

realm of nature? These insights and

understandings — adventures of the

mind along the varied frontiers of

today's science—can be your welcome

gift to any (or many) of your friends

this Christmas.

Too, this unique gift brings with

it an Associate Membership in

The American Museum of Natural

History for every recipient. Nor is this

honor without its tangible aspects —
one example being the ten per cent

discount for Members on all purchases

(books included) from the Museum
Shop — in person or by mail!

NOT NECE.SSARILY FOR CHILDREN!
Much as we love children (and subscrip-

tions), we must in candor declare that none

hnt the especially bright youngster under

sixteen is likely to enjoy the magazine.

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West al 79lli Street

tvlew York 24, N. Y. Dept. 10)

Please enter

History for;

Name

sul)scri|)li<

City
;

Inscribe Gift Card:

I Enclosed find «_ soli-

nii el](xkwriplions at J.") each. (P

or M.O.—not cash.)

PlouiD uin mparule ihoiil lor addilional nil
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BULLETIN OF
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

The BULLETIN series contains articles

relating to geology, mineralogy, verte-

brate and invertebrate paleontology,

and zoology (entomology, herpetology,

ichthyology, malacology, mammalogy,
ornithology, etc. ) . In addition, the early

volumes prior to 1907 include papers

dealing with anthropology.

Recently issued:

Cranial morphology of the hadrosatirian

dinosaurs of North America, by John H.
Ostrom. Bulletin vol. 122, art. 2. pp. 33-

186, pis. 1-6, 78 figs., 1961. $2.50

The frogs of eastern New South Wales.

by John A. Moore. Bulletin vol. 121, art.

3, pp. 149-386, pis. 27-46, 74 figs., 11 tab.,

1961. $6.00

Geographic variation in some reproductive
characteristics of diurnal squirrels, by
Joseph C. Moore. Bulletin vol. 122, art. 1,

pp. 1-32, 9 tab., 1961. $1.00

A review of tlie hats of Trinidad and
Tobago. Descriptions, rabies infection, and
ecology. Bulletin vol. 122, art. 3, pp. 187-

302, pis. 7-46, 113 figs.. 2 tab., 2 maps.
1961. $4.00

Subscription price: $10.00 per volume.

Several complete sets of the BULLETIN
(1881/86 — to date) are still available.

Full particulars supplied upon request.

Mail orders should be accompanied by
checks or money orders made payable
to The American Museum of Natural
History. Direct all correspondence and
orders to:

The Librarian, Dept. B
The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street
New York 24, New York
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Amazing Venus's Fly Traps lure, catch and eat

insects. You actually can see bright-colored traps

seize unwary victims like the insect above.

Easily-grown bulbs sprout leafy traps within

weeks. Nursery propagated stock. Germination

guaranteed. New 1961 prices, ten bulbs,

sphagnum moss, full color picture and planting

instructions, $4.95 postpaid. (5 bulb package

$2.95.) Free carnivorous plant brochure.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES INC.

BOX 127-N, BASKING RIOGE, N. J.
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A MANUAL OF COMMON BEETLES
OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA

An identification manual, easy to use.

Complete directions for beetle collecting,

a fascinating hobby. 896 pp. $9.25.

Write for brochure.

ROW, PETERSON and COMPANY
Dept. T Evanston, Illinois

SEA SHELLS
For CoUeclors. Thousands of species from
over forty countries of the world. A grand
hobby and educational too. Send your name
today for FREE illustrated lists.

HERMAN W. HOLLINGSWORTH, Seffner, Flo.

Butterfly Colleotions From All Over The Worlil

All Collections In Papers, Unmounted

.\MAZON—20 Butterflies IncluJIiie I'rania S2.00

WORLD TROPICAI^20 specimens including
Golden Satyr S2.00

T NITED STATES—20 butterflies, mollis In-
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Free List—Tlie Butterflies Of The Tnited States

M. SPELMAN. 2277 Andrews Ave.. N.Y. 68. N.Y.

PINE CONES
Extraordinary variety, size and shape.

Wr ''oths; Naturalist collection; other western

arr angement material. 15 years shipping to

eve ry state. Free illustrated booklet:

WESTERN TREE CONES
Brooklane, Corvallis, Oregon

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

to break. Galvanized.
booklet on trapping secrets illustrated by Carl Burger.
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in behavior is to be distinguished froi

true changes induced by the expei

mental conditions, it is important

experiments be performed on a lar|

number of animals. In future expei

ments. Mr. Adkins and his successol

should utilize larger numbers of animal

and determine whether factors such

sex. breeding condition, and body siz'

(or age) influence behavior patterns.

Other possible angles in future siuil

suggest themselves. For example, ih

study of internal physiological rhythm

in animals is currently attracting the a

tention of many workers. We may wm
der, for example, if the toads would ha\

been found behaving in the same fasliin

if observed at 10:30 p.m. and 2:30 a.^

instead of during daylight hours.

WHENEVER possible, different specii

undergoing testrshould be expose

to the same experimental conditions, ll

that comparisons between the specif

can safely be made. In the present studs

the toads were exposed to a combine

light and heat gradient, but the frosl

were subjected to relatively little ten

perature variation throughout the

perimental chamber. As a result,

cannot directly compare the result!

the two experiments. The more sii

experimental conditions may in partfe

plain the positive results obtained in flj

frog experiment.

One might object that the toad, la'cl|

ing a stirnorgan. would be unlikely

respond as does the frog, but Adkins r

ports that both toads and frogs respor

to stirnorganectomy (or shielding of tl

parietal region) by adopting paler pi

mentation than do unmodified animal

and he goes on to relate the state of pi

mentation to illumination, I

In demonstrating a definite relatio

ship between the pineal system and ligiwii

in the leopard frog and southern toa

Mr. Adkins has made a unique and vi

uable contribution. Because the field

research into which he has probed is

most difficult one, both his initiative ai

his energetic and thoughtful work a

the more to be commended. We trust 1

experience in this initial study will e

courage Mr. Adkins to further researc

Richard G. Zweif
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The Unitron 2.4" altazimuth refractor shown here is now pacloged in a new, specially

designed, lighter, more compact carrying case that's much easier to carry, much thriftier on trunk

space when you're traveling by car. (Weight: just 25 lbs.)

But portability is only the second most important feature of this fine instrument.

Thefirst most important feature of the Unitron 2.4" altazimuth refractor continues to belts

downright value and upright optical excellence.

Excellence and value — these are enduring qualities, common to every Unitron sold. The best

possible proof: Unitron is the largest selling refractor in the world.
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and pinion mechanism. 4 eyepieces, UNIHE
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Here a group of 50 barrel assemblies is

being readied for completion by our Mr.

Ernest Arndt. Each barrel consists of 23

parts. The largest piece is an aluminum
forging with thin walls and a thick bottom.

We send groups of the tall cups or shells to

a man named Gerald Fegley, who chose to

make parts for Questar in his own shop

rather than be superintendent in the die

shop of a great die-casting firm. With the

engine lathe, Mr. Fegley turns off and dis-

cards the forging's entire thick bottom,
which exists only to leave enough metal on
the inside of the tube to permit him to cut

big husky threads. After so doing, he
shortens the tube and reduces its outside

diameter on the lathe. Mr. Fegley then

ships these precisely machined-all-over tubes

to a painting specialist, who masks off the

large internal threads and the cell seat at

the opposite end, then sprays the inside

with a newly developed nonreflective paint.

Meanwhile, Mr. Fegley takes a disk of

the tempered aluminum alloy 24S-T4, and

machines it to fit a heavy ring cut from a

tube of similar metal whose wall is .5-inch

thick. These two parts, held together by 4

stainless-steel screws, form our barrel's rear

closure plate. Stronger than steel, each com-
posite plate is threaded to fit one tube. Both

are numbered, and we now have a remov-

able tube, held to its closure by large ac-

curate threads we can trust.

A central hole is prepared and accurately

receives a ground stainless-steel tube 4

inches long on which our mirror will slide.

The tolerance permitted here is only
±.0001. The matching tube, 3 inches long,

fits its mate so well that it will pump air

without a lubricant. Thus Questars can focus

just as easily at -86° as to room tempera-

ture.

The last operation at the Fegley shop
presses a lens cell into each barrel. The
final cuts are not taken on the lens seat un-

til the entire assembly rotates as a unit on
the engine lathe with the inner tube run-

ning dead true. The numbered cell is then

withdrawn and black anodized; the entire

set of matching parts is reassembled, tested

for total runout, and delivered in indi-

vidual cases to us.

Having installed a total of 20 light baf-

fles, Mr. Arndt is here checking one as-[

sembly for alignment. It is rare for any to]

be off-center by more than .0008 inch, a;

quite permissible amount. A newly devel-l

oped retaining ring now prevents the sensi-'

five front lens from rotating, while it re-,.

mains completely unconstrained in all othei l

directions. |'

What all this means is that your Questai|

will give you the same perfect diffractior

images year after year. You will never hav£

to have it realigned, for metal does not

change its shape with time.

QUE STAR
Box 60 New Hope, Pennsylvanii

STAR-TESTED QUESTARS ARE USUALLY IN STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, FROM $995. TERMS ARE AVAIUBLE. LET US SEND YOU THE QUESTAR BOOKLET
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Science—brought to life for you in all its richness,

^'ariety and drama by the famed Smithsonian Institution

THE SMITHSONIAN TREASURY OF SCIENCE

Published at $15.00

:ii

;\IITHSONL^

scmm SOMAN soman
Trwasu/y Treaswy Trtaaaj

cfSdeim efSdem <fSck«ct

Three volumes, boxed
qqq ^ords

I224 pages; n;°;«*,73"«rngs and maps

.
52distmguishedco ^ical

Edited,w-,the.p.anato;7adb,og^^P

YOURS FREE on joining the
Science Book Club

LIKE A FIRSTHAND VISIT tO the Vast

' Smithsonian Museum, this three-

volume set takes you on an inspection

tour of the most fascinating recesses

of modern science, offering as your

personal guides 52 of the foremost sci-

entific thinkers, discoverers and inter-

preters of our age.

Aptly titled. The Smithsonian Treas-

ury houses riches of scientific fact and

knowledge unrivalled by any other

publication of recent years. Side by

side, for example, you will find: Wil-

helm Roentgen modestly disclosing his

discovery of the mysterious phenom-
enon he called the "X" ray; Samuel P.

Langley reporting on his experiments

with machines that flew, a decade

before the Wright brothers—with ac-

tual photographs of his flights taken

by Alexander Graham Bell; Lincoln

Ellsworth recounting his perilous early

explorations of the North Pole.

As various and as lively as the world

of science itself, the contents of The

Smithsonian Treasury are drawn from

the storehouse of scientific information

contained in the annual "Reports" of

the renowned Smithsonian Institution.

Together, the three volumes provide a

reliable family encyclopedia of twen-

tieth century science, a biographical

dictionary of great scientists—and a

virtually inexhaustible source of read-

ing or browsing pleasure.

Turn, for instance, to ethnologist

Alfred Metraux unveiling, before an

incredulous world, the gigantic stone

idols of barren Easter Island; or to

paleontologist Errol White's recon-

struction of the history of the strange

"living fossil," the coelacanth fish,

dredged up from the East African Sea

after a hunt that lasted fourteen years;

to astronomer Fred L. Whipple's fasci-

nating conclusions about the origins

and meaning of meteors that have

scarred the earth with craters up to

50 miles in diameter; or to physicist

Karl K. Darrow's astonishingly accu-

rate predictions of the potentialities for

good and evil of nuclear fission—a full

five years before the first atomic bomb.

Vet these constitute only a sampling

of the wealth of scientific lore in

The Smithsonian Treasury. Here
you also come upon: Albert Einstein,

explaining with brilliant simplicity the

significance of Isaac Newton's discov-

eries for our age of relativity; Gugli-

elmo Marconi setting forth, for the first

time, the undreamed-of possibilities of

his new "toy," wireless telegraphy;

Nobel Prizewinning biochemist Wen-
dell M. Stanley speculating on the

probable links between viruses and

cancer in man; even J. Edgar Hoover,

revealing the part played in crime de-

tection by such scientific instruments as

the spectrograph and the comparison

microscope.

You stand beside Pierre Curie and

his wife Marie as they isolate the pecu-

liar substance known as radium and

faithfully record its even more peculiar

emanations. With distinguished astron-

omer H. P. Wilkins, you map the sur-

face of Mars, tracing the changes in

its incredible "canals" that may be the

long-sought evidence of intelligent life.

You join zoologist Raymond L. Dit-

mars on his expedition to Panama
where he attempts to snare live speci-

mens of the deadly vampire bat from

caves seething with bloodsucking bugs,

huge roaches, spiders five inches in

diameter, and bats hanging in clusters

that measure fifteen feet across.

Published at $15.00, the three-

volume Smithsonian Treasury is yours

as a gift, on joining the Science Book
Club. The six works listed below

are typical of the outstanding Selec-

tions offered to members every month
at reduced prices. Choose any one of

them to start membership now—while

this exceptional introductory offer re-

mains in effect.

«gin membership with any one of these selections at reduced prices
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COVER: Seen here is a commonplace but remarkable animal—the starfish. Thf

photograph shows part of the ventral surface of the creature's arms, from whie

the tube feet project in double rows. In his article, which begins on page 10

Dr. Allison Burnett, of Western Reserve University in Ohio, discusses th(

complex anatomy of the starfish. Dr. Charles Walcott, of Harvard University
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on these pages, in an article on the hydra (Natural History', November. 1959)
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Which twin is the phony?

Lima, Peru, silversmiths use ancient

lethods to reproduce priceless mu-
!iim pieces or create modern silver

jrvices at a fraction of U.S. prices.

.S. Fur rugs and antiques are also

argains in Peru.

"the anthropomorphic Mochican jug
the left were for sale at all, Lima's

ica Museum would ask four figures...

Its exact duplicate, to the right,

Jsmade by descendants of the Mochi-
ins, using the same sterling silver,

ad working in the same hallowed
ichniques. It is only a "phony" in the
jnae of being new. You can buy it, or
le like it, for about $8.50 on the
venida .Jiron de la Union. It is about
!Ven inches high.

Colonial relics

isitors to this charming City of the
ings call it one of the world's great
lopping centers, particularly if you
in spot value in art and antiques.

Charming paintings of saints and
le old Conquistadores can be found
r a dollar or so in .shops surrounding
le Cathedral, on Avenida ./iron, and
!ar the Plaza de Armas. Cherubs in

It geoHO, mirrors with fine old silver

smeH, and portraits of forgotten an-
irtors are also easy to find, and
'xpensive.

I.,aHt January the writer of this

advertisement picked up a bronze jag-

uar head, once used in a colonial

fountain, for fifty cents. The same
sum fetched him a brass-and-ivory

bottle opener dating to about 1740.

Both came from a restaurant where
they were part of the decor, and in

which all the charcoal-broiled chicken

you can eat is yours for about $1.00.

Modern treasures

If you are not an (ifirioiuido of an-
tiques, Lima's shops can make your
mouth water with bargains in modern
silver, too. A six-piece lea and coffee

service, in a traditional pattern, can
be had for as little as $9.5— or less

than half what you'd pay in the U.S.

Silver pitchers also m(Tit attention.

The fur flies

A.s you soar at nr^arly the speed of

sound in the luxurious Fiesta Lounge

of your Panagra Jet, you'll welcome
the shopping tips your fellow pas-

sengers give you. There are the light

and luxurious fur rugs, slippers, and
throws, made by the descendants of

the Incas from alpaca or llama, as well

as cloth woven from alpaca.

You will, of course, want to make
amusing purchases of Inca knitwear

—

odd hats with knitted comic faces,

wonderful for skiing— as well as jack-

ets, shawls, and slippers.

Biggest bargain

New fare cuts by Panagra make it

harder than ever to bypass this trip

of a lifetime. Round-trip Jet Economy
fare from New York to Lima is $460,
from Miami and back is $380, over the

routes of National, Pan American and
Panagra. See your Travel Agent, or

call Pan American, U. S. Sales Agent
for Panagra.

For your copy of a 130-page book
"How to Get the Most out of Your
Trip to South America," with a special

What to Buy section for each country,

send 25j^ to Don Wilson, Room 4448,
Chrysler Bldg., N.Y.C. 17.

WORLDS FRIENDLIEST AIRLINE



Reviews

Indians of North America, by Harold

E. Driver. Univ. of Chicago Press,

$10.95; 667 pp. American Indians, by

William T. Hagan. Univ. of Chicago

Press, $4.50; 190 pp. Indian Life in

THE Upper Great Lakes, by George I.

Quimby. Univ. of Chicago Press, $5.95;

208 pp., illus. The Indians of Texas, by

W. W. Newcomb, Jr. Univ. of Texas

Press, $5.75; 404 pp. The Assiniboines.

by James Larpenteur Long. Univ. of

Oklahoma Press, $5.00; 209 pp., illus.

Spotted Tail's Folk, by George E.

Hyde. Univ. of Oklahoma Press, $5.00;

329 pp. Mountain Wolf Woman, edited

by Nancy O. Lurie. Univ. of Michigan

Press, $4.95; 142 pp. Indian Art in

America, by Frederick J. Dockstader.

N. Y. Graphic Soc, $25.00 ; 224 pp., illus.

The needs of the North American In-

dians, as outlined by their represent-

atives during a conference last summer

at the University of Chicago, have re-

ceived much interest in the last year.

Now, on the "Frontier of the 1960's,"

there are healthy signs that more and

more Indians, disturbed by stereotyped

and inane misrepresentations of their

people, are appraising the current con-

dition of their culture and Indian-white

relations. Echoing the interest of the In-

dians themselves, books published in

1961 show a remarkable variety of attrac-

tive and informative works on Indian

history, lore, art, and general culture.

At the same time, many non-Indian

Americans, stimulated by scouting and

camping programs, by visits to museums,

and by travels in our own country, are

rediscovering the Indians. These initi-

ates are becoming more aware of the

rich contributions Indians have made to

our American heritage, and they are rec-

ognizing that Indians have been. are. and

will remain a significant part of our na-

tional folk tradition. However, the very

abundance of books on Indians is per-

plexing to anyone seeking a reliable pic-

ture of these people. A recent bibliogra-

phy of writings on the North American
Indians, of particular value to anthro-

pologists and historians, lists more than

17,000 titles, and there must be thou-

sands of other highly colored, romantic.

The American Indian in current books

By John C. Ewers

or superficial books and articles that

have been written for popular consump-

tion. The interested layman sorely needs

a guide to help him to select books that

are both readable and worth reading.

Probably the greatest need is for a sin-

gle volume providing a comprehensive,

factual introduction to the historic In-

dian tribes and cultures of North Amer-

ica. As early as 1917. Clark Wissler. then

Curator of Anthropology at the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History, pub-

lished The American Indian, a general

introduction to the Indians of North and

South America. Long regarded as a clas-

sic in its field, this volume was revised

and reprinted in 1922 and again in 1938.

But so rapidly have new technical stud-

ies in this field been published in recent

years that Wissler's book is out of date.

Harold E. Driver's Indians of North

America is a worthy successor to Wis-

sler's classic, insofar as the Indians of

North America are concerned. It is a

systematic, sound description of the

ways in which the Indians lived before

their traditional customs were altered

greatly through contacts with European

civilization. As did Wissler before him.

Driver has grouped the hundreds of

tribes by culture areas to facilitate de-

scription and to demonstrate clearly the

ingenuity of the Indians in making use of

the resources of different environments.

Early chapters in this book tell of the

origin of the Indians, comparing the

ways in which the historic tribes of

fourteen culture areas made their living.

Descriptions of primitive Indian meth-

ods of raising crops and of Indian hunt-

ing techniques comprise some of the

most fascinating sections of this very in-

formative book. Later chapters deal with

Indian housing, clothing, arts and crafts,

music, trade and transportation, prop-

erty, marriage and family life, govern-

ment, warfare, education, and religion.

(In virtually all of these aspects of life,

incidentally, the achievements of the

high cultures of Meso-America contrast

sharply with the more modest ones of

the Indians who lived north of Mexico.

)

The concluding chapter impressively

summarizes the Indians' contributions to

world culture, emphasizing the fact that

nearly half of the modern world's foot

supply is obtained from plants that wen
first domesticated by the American In

dians. Carefully prepared maps graph

ically portray the locations of cultun

areas, the natural vegetation areas of th

continent, the relative density of Indiai

population, the distribution of Indiai

languages, the dominant types of subj

sistence, and the distribution of partic

ular traits of material and social culture

such as the cultivation of maize and cot

ton, the use of alcoholic beverages, housi

types, clothing materials, use of weavini

devices, pottery-making and method

of tracing family descent. A larger

end-pocket map names and locates al

the historic North American tribe:

TAKING up the Indians' story wher
Dr. Driver has left off, William T

Hagan's American Indians traces th

history of Indian-white relations in thi|i

country from early colonial times to th

present, particularly emphasizing thei

effects upon the Indians. His portraya

of the transformation of tribe after trib

of courageous, independent red men int

depressed, dependent reservation dwel

ers does not make a pretty stor)

Throughout the long period of the "wir

ning of the West." land-hungry frontiers

men justified their seizure of India

lands with the pious declaration tha

God and nature did not intend that s

much fine land should be monopolize

by savages who were incapable of deve

oping it. In the bloody business of ac

vancing the frontier, white men ofte

failed to discriminate between friendl

and hostile Indians, while the retreatin

Indians were unable to forget their stil

older intertribal differences long enoug

to present a united front against th

white intruders. In the Colonial Wai

Indians fought the white man's battle

on both sides, while in subsequent coi

flicts Indians aided the whites in fightin

neighboring tribes who had long toi

mented them. Able chiefs led hostil

tribes to dramatic victories over th

white man. but they could only delay th

inevitable conquest.

Once the Indians were pacified, th

Government set to work to remake thei

I
soli

I let
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THE CLOUD FOREST
A Chronicle of the South American Wilderness

by PETER MATTHIESSEN
The novelist-naturalist autlior of Wildlife in America now takes the reader
on a fabulous 20,000 mile journey through South America—the rain forests,

the Andean Sierra, the Mato Grosso, Tierra del Fuego, and the Amazon.
The book is filled with observations of wildlife, stories of encounters with
wild tribesmen and a breathtaking account of a journey on a balsa
raft down a forbidding stretch of river in search of a legendary fossil

from prehistory, "...beautifully told, can be compared only to the
writings of Bates or to Tomlinson's The Sea and the Jungle."

—ROGER T. PETERSON
Illustrated with maps and more than UO of the author's oivn photographs.

$6.50

Important new

nature books from

social

BIRDS OF
THE CARIBBEAN
by Robert P. Allen

A spectacular full-color guide to the
f-xotically beautiful birds of the lands
' ; the Caribbean by the recent Resear

'i rector of the National Audubon
. '/ciety. Gorgeous full-page and
'louble-page color plates show their

handsome plumage and natural

irrounding.s. Full details of the
' naracteri.stics, habit.s, and range of

.'-r a hundred birds are given,

'<ng with all their common local

ime.s as well as their recognized
lentific name.s. The authoritative

' .xt relates the history of the area,
' ' icribe.s interesting and important

'ord.s left by early ornithological
' xpedition.s. Over 100 color platen
'•" X II" .$15.00. De luxe limited edition,

bo.\cd, with 24 print.s for framing, .$27.00.

ANIMALS
AS SOCIAL
BEINGS

^^ by Adolf Portmann

Drawing on recent research

by biologists and zoologists

into the behavior and
psychology of animals,

Professor Portmann gives

fascinating examples of the

amazing degree of social

organization among higher

animals of the most varied

species. "I recommend it

strongly to anyone who
would like to be brought up
to date in the field of animal
behavior."-JOSEPH WOOD
KRUTCH. "I have read this

book with unflagging

attention Until I read
this book I had never

realized how acutely

mosquitoes suffer from
bouts of boredom."

—HAROLD NICOLSON,
London Observer

32 pages of photographs;

line drawings $6.00

THE VIKING PRESS
G25 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.



Great Moments

in the Lives

of Outstanding

Naturalists

Discovery
Edited by JOHN K. TERRES

Former Editor, Audubon Magazine

Read

ROGER TORY PETERSON
The Lost Flamingos (Chile)

JOHN KIERAN
Intermezzo (France)

OLIN SEWALL PETTINGILL, JR.

Honeymoon on Cobb Island

( Virginia)

ALEXANDER SPRUNT, JR.

Trapped by an Alligator

(South Carolina)

DAVID BANNERMAN
Sahara Crossing

. . . and 31 more original, true

stories by distinguished living nat-

uralists. Here are vivid accounts

of the search for rare specimens—

of personal danger—of poignant

observations in the natural world,

from the Canadian Arctic to the

African desert. Taken together,

these unique selections are dra-

matic evidence of the excitement

of nature study—and rewarding

reading for all nature enthusiasts.

Wood engravings by Thomas W. Nason

$6.50 at all bookstores or from

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
E. Washington Sq., Phila. 5, Pa.

in the white man's image, prohibiting

traditional religious ceremonies, urging

the Indians to worship, dress, and work
like white men. sending their children to

school, and dividing their tribally owned
lands into individually owned allotments.

Paternalistic policy-makers thought they

knew what was best for the Indians, who
had no voice in Indian affairs. While the

Indians' numbers grew rapidly during

the first three decades of this century,

their lands continued to slip away into

white ownership. The Indians remained

apathetic, impoverished, and stubbornly

resistant to the white man's efforts to as-

similate them into his culture.

By the late twenties it was becoming

apparent to students of Indian affairs

that doing the Indians' thinking for

them was not getting results. Then, in

1934, an Indian Reorganization Act in-

itiated a new policy. The Indians' right

to retain their traditional customs was
recognized. Indian tribes were encour-

aged to organize and to engage actively

in the management of their own affairs.

After generations of being told what to

do, it required time for Indians to be-

come accustomed to thinking for them-

selves, but the new policy stimulated

Indian initiative. However, of recent

years progress has not been rapid

enough to please some non-Indians eager

to push the Indians out into the main

stream of American life. Other students

of the Indian problem think the Indians

are not yet ready for such a perilous ad-

venture. Dr. Hagan clearly and calmly

describes the issues without taking sides

in this present controversy. His book

provides a background that will help

thinking Americans to form their own
opinions of any solutions that are pro-

posed for the complex Indian problem.

George Irving Quimby's Indian Life

in the Upper Great Lakes traces the In-

dian occupation, from about 11.000 B.C.

to A.D. 1800. of the more than 200.000

square mile area that includes the drain-

age basins of Lake Superior. Lake

Huron, and Lake Michigan. After the

glaciers retreated, shaggy mammoths
and mastodons moved in. and the Indi-

ans who followed them and killed them

with stone-pointed spears were the first

humans known to have lived in this re-

gion. They were succeeded by hunters

who made woodworking tools of ground

stone and by Indians who fashioned tools

and weapons of copper and hunted elk

and barren-ground caribou. These Old

Copper Indians, who may have lived as

early as six or seven thousand years ago,

may have been the world's first fabrica-

tors of metal tools and weapons. Indians

of the Early Woodland Culture, during

the period 500 to 100 B.C., were the first

of the Upper Lakes people to build

mounds of earth over their dead, and the

first to make pottery. Then Indians of the

Hopewell Culture moved in from the

Mr. Ewers, assistant director of the

Museum of History and Technology
in Washington, is a specialist in the

culture of North American Indians.

south. They introduced agriculture int(

this northern region, built more elabo

rate earthworks, excelled as artists ant

craftsmen, and traded widely with dis

tant tribes. During the period A.n. 80(

to 1600 a great differentiation of cul

tural groups took place in this region

leading to the development of the In

dian tribes met by the early Europear

explorers of the western Great Lakes-

tbe Miami. Sauk, Fox. Potawatomi. Ot

tawa, Huron. Chippewa. Menomini. anc

Winnebago. The last third of Quimby":

book describes the aboriginal custom;

of these historic tribes, the change;

wrought by the introduction of usefu

European-made objects in the earh

years of the fur trade, and the break

down of traditional ways of life amons

these tribes under the impact of the ad

vancing frontier of white settlement

This full account of more than 12.00(

years of Indian life in the upper MiddL^ ;;

West is told with that disarming simj|(ME

plicity found only in the writings of i|l4jl

scholar who has mastered his subject S(

thoroughly that he can tell it to the lay

man without complicating the narrative

by technical jargon. Carefully drawi ,]

maps, sharp photographs, and drawing

of the artifacts typical of each prehis

toric culture, as well as reproduction

of drawings of Indian life in the earl;

historic period by contemporary artists

add greatly to the reader's enjoyment

ANOTHER well-written regional ac

. count is W. W. Newcomb. Jr.'s r/h

Indians oj Texas. Although the prehis

tory of the vast state of Texas is les

well known than that of the Upper Grea

Lakes, it is clear that Indians hunted ,\

now extinct elephant on the Stakei

Plains more than 12,000 years age

Among other fascinating prehistori

finds in Texas are the remains of ;,

woman, popularly referred to as "Mid!

land Minnie." whose true age is ques

tionable but may be well into the thou

sands of years. Within the ramblin;

boundaries of this huge state, Indians o

four different cultural traditions reside^

in historic times. The warlike Comanch

and neighboring, buffalo-hunting horsf

men of the Plains, who moved southward

into Texas in the eighteenth centur>

need little introduction to most Texan

and to many other Americans. But man

other Texas tribes are little-known savj

to a few students. Among them were th'

Karankawas of the Gulf coast and th

Coahuiltecan tribes of south Texas. Th
latter eked out an existence in an ari'

land by devouring almost everything ii

their environment that the human orgar



r
ism could digest—fish, cactus, fruits,

mesquite beans, ant eggs, deer dung, and

even human flesh. The Jumanos and re-

lated tribes along the Rio Grande were

llittle-known gardeners whose cultural

affiliations were with the Pueblo Indians

of the southwest : while in east Texas the

Indians of the populous Caddo confed-

eracies, the most advanced of the Texas

tribes, were highly successful agricultur-

alists who also built temples as centers

f.T complex religious ceremonies.

Xewcomb's well-organized book sug-

gests the origins, describes the customs,

and traces the history of each of these

diverse cultural groups. Time has dealt

harshly with the Texas Indians: many
tribes have become extinct, while others

found refuge outside this state. Not a sin-

gle Indian tribe remains within the vast

area of our second largest state.

The Assiniboines, by James Larpen-

:eur Long, is of particular interest be-

ause both author and illustrator were As-

-iniljoine Indians. Mr. Long, a grandson

'I a fur trader, Charles Larpenteur, and

111 Assiniboine woman, gathered his in-

urmation in the native tongue through

•Ntended conversations with aged Assin-

boines who had vivid recollections of

ribal life in buffalo days. In simple,

•traightforward language Long tells of

he traditional customs of his people—

low they hunted buffalo, moved camp,

varred upon enemy tribes, made pipes,

jcadwork. and other artifacts, played

lames. treated the sick, and performed

iocial dances and religious ceremonies.

Many interesting details of old-time As-

iniboine life not reported elsewhere are

;i\en in this book, and some of the major
loints are illustrated by short, telling

f-miniscences of older Indians. The As-

iniboines. one of the largest tribes of the

lorthern plains, were a conservative peo-

ile. the poor relations of the mighty

'ioux. They owned few horses and con-

in u'-d to practice some of the customs

• f iirfhorsc days long after their wealth-

•r neighbors had abandoned them. Al-

li'.ugh the author does not emphasize

lii- point directly, his information tends

" -i]i)porl it. Hi; show, the survival of

li'ir cu''lom of buffalo-hunting on foot,

luir heavy reliance upon dogs for trans-

'rljng ramp equipment, and their pub-

r'-rognition of young men who were
1. long-winded runners.

I liis book should appeal to older chil-

'"
ri a<! well a^ to adults. It is cleverly

llu-iraled by liiii- drawings, executed

ill a !oui;li of humor by William .Stand-

a young Assiniboine artist, whose
iiiising career was cut sliorl when he

I In an automobile accident.

J-r. of the most important, hut least

known, tribes amon;; the powerful
•' -iirn .Sioux, the Brule, now has it»

Iramalic history told in George K.

' lyde's S/wllrtl Tiiil's Folk. Hyde con-

Symposiwnn On Salvage

in ARCHAEOLOGY

In all parts of the world the tide

of progress threatens to sweep

away the monuments of the past.

The flooding of the Nile sanctu-

aries by the waters of the Aswan

Dam is only a spectacular ex-

ample of a problem which grows

ever more pressing as developed

and underdeveloped countries

alike strive to raise their stand-

ards of living.

ARCHAEOLOGY will devote its

entireWinter issue too Symposium

on Archaeological Salvage. Pro-

grams in the United States, Can-

ada, China, Great Britain, Egypt

and Mexico will be discussed in

eleven illustrated articles includ-

ing techniques of archaeological

salvage and the contributions of

physics to archaeological explor-

ation. The important role of the

amateur in these programs is

fully discussed.

ARCHAEOLOGY will take read-

ers in following issues from Po-

land to Peru, from California to

Ceylon. Every number contains

numerous articles written espe-

cially for the amateur by profes-

sionals, and lavishly Illustrated,

often in color. ARCHAEOLOGY is

the only American quarterly

which presents archaeological

discoveries all over the world.

For your own enjoyment, for a

Christmas gift of lasting pleasure,

may we suggest ARCHAEOLOGY.

$5.00 a year. Same rate for foreign

mailing. Gift card sent upon request.

Make checks payable to ARCHAEOLOGY.

ARCMAEOIOGY, Dopl. fsllO

5 Wasfiington Squoro North, NY, 3, NY.

Sond ARCHAEOLOGY (or yoor(s) lo

Name

A'I'Irn::

THE

Salmon
by J. W . Jones

Senior Lecturer in Zoology,
University of Liverpool

ONE of the world's great ex-

perts on the salmon describes

the different stages of its strange

and wonderful life cycle, from
birth to the adult's dramatic re-

turn to the river of its birth. The
result of an eight-year study, this

book clears away much of the

mystery surrounding the salmon
and its spawning, homing and
feeding habits.

The Salmon will be of special

interest to biologists and all in-

telligent amateurs of natural
history.

Willi 12 photographs: 22 diagrams;
2 charts; 4 appendices: extensive

bibliography: index. $4.50

Under the general editorship of

Sir Julian Huxley

Living Earth
By Peter Farb. "A comprehensive

and often entertaining picture of

what is at present known of the

teeming inhabitants of the earth."

— Nature (London). 16 micro-
photographs hv Ko/nan I'isliniac.

$3.75

THE
Living Forest
By Jack MrC<JKMicK. "Anyone who
reads it will look at a tree or a

forest with considerably greater un-

derstanding."-— F.DWiN Way Teali;.

Over 40 photographs, 'JO line draw-
ings and diagriiiiis hv Matthew
Kiilinrnoll.

'

$3.9.'!

At voiir hookstorr or Iron,

HARPER & BROTHERS
VI I n SI . N. \ I'.
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centrales upon the difficult period of

Brule transition from a free, nomadic,

buffalo-hunting economy, to a sedentary,

reservation existence in which these dis-

couraged Indians became dependent

upon Government rations for their daily

bread. Throughout this period their

principal chief, Spotted Tail, a man of

strong convictions, played a dominant

role. Spotted Tail sought to avoid war

with the whites, but he refused to accept

alien economic and social programs that

white administrators sought to impose

upon his people. He opposed efforts to

make farmers of the Sioux, to convert

them to Christianity, and to send Sioux

children to the far-off Carlisle Indian

School to be educated in the white man's

ways. In so doing Spotted Tail gained

the enmity of many strong-willed whites

and of younger Indians of his own tribe

who favored the white man's programs.

The internal struggle that ensued be-

tween conservative and progressive ele-

ments among the Brule Sioux resembled

similar conflicts on other Plains Indian

reservations during this same difficult

transition period. Hyde's book provides

a powerful case history of this conflict.

Spotted Tail emerges as a conservative

leader of integrity and ability whose in-

fluence among his people survived his

cold-blooded murder by one of his

younger and more "progressive" rivals.

The Spotted Tail of this sympathetic

story deserves recognition as one of the

great Indian chiefs in American history.

Mountain Wolj Woman, is one of the

most unusual Indian books of the year—

the autobiography of a charming, out-

going, 74-year-old Winnebago Indian

woman, as it was tape-recorded at the

request of her adopted niece, the anthro-

pologist Nancy O. Lurie. Far too little

attention has been given to the roles

played by valiant Indian women during

the long and diflicult period of family

readjustment to markedly changed con-

ditions of life in a dominantly white

man's world. Men, deprived of their tra-

ditional roles of hunters and warriors,

were easily discouraged and frustrated.

But Indian women, by carrying on their

age-old routines as wives, mothers, and

homemakers. provided that continuity

needed to enable their families to sur-

vive. Mountain Wolf Woman was such

a woman. With good humor and no bit-

terness she recalls her experiences in

the changing culture of her tribe. Born
in 1884, when the Winnebago could still

make a living by hunting and gathering

wild roots and berries, she early learned

to help her mother with the household

chores. Her education at a mission

school was abruptly ended in the sixth

grade when her older brother insisted

that she marrv a total stranger who had

done him a very minor favor. Mountain

Wolf Woman's description of her Indian-

style wedding to this unknown and un-

loved man is one of the highlights of her

story. She goes on to relate her memor-
ies of a later and more successful mar-

riage, her vivid religious experiences as

a participant in the peyote cult, and her

pride in her children and grandchildren.

This simple life-story of a Woodland In-

dian woman is a rich, human document.

Dr. Lurie's introduction, describing

how the story came to be told, and her

explanatory notes on the old Winne-

bago lady's reminiscences make this

book doubly interesting to all those read-

ers who are not familiar with the customs i

of the Winnebago Indians.

SURELY the handsomest Indian book of

this or any previous year is Freder-

ick J. Dockstader's Indian Art in Amer-

ica. It presents 250 technically superb

photographs of carefully selected ex-

amples of the arts and crafts of the pre-

historic and historic Indians of America

north of Mexico. Seventy plates are in

magnificent color. Each object is briefly

identified by size, approximate date, and,

locality or tribe of origin; its functioni

(if known) is also described. Most ofi

these masterpieces of Indian workman-

ship are from the collections of the Mu-|

seum of the American Indian, Heyel

MORROW JUNIOR BOOKS
FOXES AND WOLVES

CHARLES L. RIPPER

Accurate text and beautiful pictures

describe the different

kinds of wild dogs -x,,
— foxes, coyotes, and iy' \
wolves, ilhis. by " -~i^ ""

. v< ^
the author. j \ Jy^
Ages 8-12. $2.75

"*

SWAMPS
DELIA GOETZ

An informative and

beautiful book
about unfamiliar

parts of the earth.

lUus. by

Louis Darling.

Ages 8-12. $2.75

WHITEFOOT
THE STORY OF A WOOD MOUSE

ROBERT M. McCLUNG

A year in the life of a

little wood mouse,
poetically told and
superbly illustrated

by the author.

Ages 6-10. $2.75

WIILIAM MORROW & CO.

"A basic and needed tool . .
."*

The Natural History

of North American
Amphibians
and Reptiles

By James Oliver
Director of the

American Museum of Nolurol H/sfory
formerly Curator of Reptiles
New York Zoological Society

The fascinating account of the folk-

lore, life histories, mating habits,

and idiosyncrasies of one of the
richest and most interesting of our
native fauna — the lizards, frogs,

toads, turtles, and snakes of North
America. 86 illustrations drawn ac-

curately from life by Lloyd Sand-
ford, Staff Artist, N. Y. Zoological
Society. "A lucid and easily readable
account that cannot be too highly
recommended . . . Will be read with
enjoyment and profit by amateur and
professional herpetologist alike."—
Charles E. Shaw, Zoological Society
of San Diego*

$6.9') at your bookstore, or write

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO., INC.
Dept. NH-11, Princeton, N. J.

NOW AVAILABLE !

!

Williarr Phillips Comstock's

BUTTERFLIES
of the

AMERICAN TROPICS

The genus Anaea
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae)

XIII, 214 p. Thirty full-page

color plates. Many black-and-

white line drawings. $25.00

"Anaea is one of the largest and

most beautiful genera of the mag-

nificent butterfly life of the New
World tropics . .

."

Alexander B. Klots

Professor of Biology

City College of New York

Orders should be accompanied by

checks or money orders made pay-

able to The American Museum of

Natural History. Direct all corre-

spondence and orders to:

General Accounting, Dept. N

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 7gth Street

New York 24, New York
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"Foundation, in New York City, of which

Dr. Dockstader is the Director. To-

Igether these specimens illustrate Indian

achievement in such varied techniques

as wood-, stone-, and ivory-carving: mod-

eled and/or painted pottery
;
painting on

wood. hide, and paper; basketry, tex-

tiles, silverwork; embroidery in porcu-

pine quills, moose hair, and trade beads.

The number and variety of works de-

picted—few have been pictured before—

are sufficient to demonstrate the wide

range of regional styles in Indian arts

ind crafts. Especially rich is the por-

rayal of carved and painted masks and

>ther examples of the woodworking skills

>f the Indians of the Northwest coast.

,vho created one of the world's original

irt styles. One of the most striking color

jlates shows an exquisitely carved and

lainted wooden deer head found archeo-

ogically at Key Marco. Florida. This and

ither prehistoric examples of southeast-

•rn Indian art reveal the high level of

irhievement attained in that region be-

>re the first white men landed on our

hures. In other regions Indian art was
:reatly stimulated by the acquisition of

netal tools, glass beads, and other mate-

ials of European manufacture. Some of

he most appealing pictures in this book

ire the reproductions of meticulously

Irawn and brilliantly colored water colors

reated by modern Indian artists of the

For the First Time in 100 Years

SHELLS
OF THE NEW YORK CITY AREA
A handbook of the land, Ittih wate, and marmo

mottuikt ranging from Cope Cod to Cape May

With ISO Beaulilully Drawn

\ Trae-to-LHo titu:

UIU I i\l K. f:\UH\0\ ol tIk- Ameri-
m Museum of .Natural fijstory and

II. *:. Jacobion of tfic New York Shell
' iub have brought lof;ether the first shell

'ok in over 100 years devoted to this

ri. Oicr 1(0 species of shells, many
'..ilinK in beauty their glamorous sub-
'pical cousins, arc described and illus-

r .(cd with cx<|uisite line drawings by
\iiihoTty D'Attilio. Actually, the species in-

ludcd cover the entire Northeastern re-

::t',n. Especially fascinating arc the tips on
'Meeting on beaches and inlets, wooded
r'-as, ponds and streams. Complete tech-
A data is included on every shell.

I' TUCKFR ABBOTT, Phila., Academy
: Natural Sciences: '7/ you Ihi in one

the tiliet of norlbeiillern United
'.It ft, or itre hoTtti witlt tite tet liallernt
' Stihtirhia, ) oti will he filad you ojienetl
'• tovtjl o\ tliil enlerlnininil ihell book.
I'.jJ it. and tlitrl tollcdinn tijellt!"

HAI<Al.r> A. KIIIDIK. Smithsonian
l-iw.: Ihi, ,r,li,m< uill lie heartily wel-
,mid h> all ihrll ,olt,,tor, in the Middle
\ilantic Statei, and h} I'totettional mala'

rttnend."

At your h'lokstorc, or

Send »l «) now for your copy to

ARGONAUT BOOKS • larchmont.N.Y.

Great Plains and southwestern America.

In his concise introduction, Dr. Dock-

stader points out the considerable an-

tiquity of Indian art in North America,

describes the development of regional

styles, traces the history of particular

arts and crafts, and explains their func-

tions in Indian society. Many examples

of Indian art have an immediate appeal

to non-Indian viewers, yet he warns

against trying to judge Indian art by

non-Indian standards. As a member of

the Indian Arts and Crafts Board of the

United States Department of the Interior.

Dr. Dockstader has actively encouraged

contemporary Indian artists and crafts-

men and aided them in finding markets

for their creations. He makes a strong

plea for wider understanding and appre-

ciation of this only true native art of

North America. This beautiful book is

likely to remain for many years the out-

standing volume on North American In-

dian arts and crafts.

Among the many implications to

emerge from a consideration of these

books, one point is clear: so great was

the variety of Indian cultures on this

continent that no single tribe can be con-

sidered typical of all the Indians in

North America or even in the United

States. Anyone asking questions about

Indians must specify a tribe or area if

he expects to receive specific answers.

DESERT WILDLIFE

Edmund C. Jaeger

This is a series of intimate

natural history sketches of

wild animals of the southwest-

ern deserts—mammals, birds,

reptiles, and the smaller in-

habitants such as land snails,

millepedes, and insects as

well. This volume, a revision

of the author's earlier Our
Desert Neighbors, contains

eight new chapters, much new
material in others, and many
additional photofrraphs and
pen sketches. Thoroughly
sf:ientific in approach, it is

(It-signed for useful and pleas-

urable reading by traveler

and armchair explorer. Illus-

Iraled with over sixty pholo-

liraiihs and \>en sketches. .S3. 9.5

Ortlcr jrotn ytjiir hoitlislori', jtlrasc

Stanford

Vniversily I'ro.ss
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STRUCTURE OF THE MOON'S SURFACE

by Gilbert Fielding

For the professional scientist or amateur as-

tronomer. This work brings together all that is

known about the moon in one volume. With ex-

cellent Illustrations. $7.75 ppd.

ATOMS TO GALAXIES by James Stokley

A new introduction to modern astronomy written
with clarity and accuracy. Of special interest is

the treatment of space flight. Numerous photo-
graphs and diagrams. $6.25 ppd.

RADIOASTRONOMY & RADAR by J. G. Crowther

The author gives a full account and history of

the inventions and applications of radar and
suggests a few of the vast possibilities that lie

ahead for radioastronomy. $3.65 ppd.

CAPTIVES OF THE SUN by James S. Pickering,

Associate Astronomer Hayden Planetarium

An exciting and unique exposition of the solar

system from molecules to planets based on the
new knowledge acquired through soace explora-

tion. More than 200 halftones and line drawings.

$5.20 ppd.

ROCKETS, MISSILES AND SPACE TRAVEL

by Willy Ley

With this enlarged, revised, edition, a bibliog-

raphy and three appendices Willy Ley retains

his position as an authoritative historian.

$7.00 ppd.

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE EARTH
Introductions by Sir Vivian Fuchs and

Carroll Lane Fenton

Over 400 illustrations including 20 full color

plates. pre-Christmas price $13.20 ppd.

ROCKETS & SATELLITES

THE SUN, OUR NEAREST NEIGHBOUR
Franklin M. Branley, Associate Astronomer

Hayden Planetarium

Two new books for the youngest reader by this

ever popular author. Illustrations in color

$2.75 ppd.

GIFTS

GOLDEN ADVENTURE KIT OF ASTRONOMY
A sky exploring outfit for Junior astronomers
complete with equipment and background mate-
rials to observe, track, and identify the wonders
of the sky. $3.20 ppd.

MINERAL COLLECTION, CB 2734

Twelve 1" x 1" specimens with individual trays

and descriptive booklet. A collection to delight

boys and girls of all ages. $3.75 ppd.

ASTRONOMY BRACELET

Exclusive charm bracelet made especially for

the Book Corner, Earth, Satellite, Shooting Star

and other Heavenly Bodies, goldwashed and
sparkling. $2.20 ppd.
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Enigma of

^ an Echinoderm
J"

Much of the starfish's biology remains a scientific mystery

By Allison L. Burnett

FTlO THE UNTRAINED EYE the starfish

_|_ seems to "have little excuse for

being alive." The animal possesses no

excretory system, no circulatory sys-

tem, and only the most primitive re-

spiratory system. This would not be

too disturbing were it not that most

biologists agree that the phylum Chor-

data, of which man is a member, arose

in evolution directly from the phy-

lum Echinodermata (spiny-skinned),

Hrhich contains the starfish as one of

ts principal members. Anyone who
las seen a starfish slowly gliding over

Jie surface of the ocean floor would

^rtainly be hesitant to claim this crea-

iire as a distant cousin.

Thus it is interesting to penetrate

3eneath the surface of the starfish's

ipiny exterior and examine the animal

:loseIy from the anatomical and phys-

ological point of view in an attempt

o determine why the starfish is

>laced in such a distinguished position

lext to the chordates on the phylo-

jenetic, or evolutionary, tree. Exter-

lally the common starfish, Aslerias

orhesi. consists of a central disk from

vhich project five long-pointed arms.

•n the ventral, or oraL surface of the

ii-k is a mouth-opening that leads

•Irnost directly to a large stomach con-

riling of two chambers. The stomach
ills practically all of the area occupied

>y the central disk. The intestine,

vhich leads from the stomach to a

n.-ill opening on the florsal surface

ilie central flisk, is only a few mil-

micrs in length anri is usually un-

I'lliced during curwjry di»f«;ction of

li': animal. The anatomy of the arms
'^ i'lrnlical. Two large paired digestive

glands run the length of the arm and
are connected by ducts to the stomach.

Under the digestive glands are a pair

of gonads, connected to the outside

medium by pores located at the base

of the angles formed where the arms
are attached to the central disk. Exter-

nally, two rows of locomotory struc-

tures, the tube feet, are found along

the entire length of the ventral surface

of each of the animal's arms.

From this simple anatomical dis-

cussion, the starfish appears to be on

a relatively low level of organization.

However, it possesses one of the most

complex nervous systems to be found

in the invertebrates; its feeding mech-

anism is unique in the animal king-

dom: its method of locomotion is

extremely complex, and is not dupli-

cated outside of the phylum Echin-

odermata; and finally, the animal's

ability to drop an arm when it is dis-

turbed and to regenerate into a com-

plete animal from only a small portion

of the central disk is not equaled by

any of the higher invertebrates.

Because of the devastation starfish

cause in clam and oyster beds, man
has sought a long time for methods

to control the starfish population.

Therefore one would imagine that

the starfish has been studied thor-

oughly by modern scientists from the

Ijhysiolrjgical point of view. Yet less is

known regarrling the physiology of

the starfish than of any other major

invertebrate animal. The nature of its

digMtive enzymes, the me<;hanism em-

ployed by the animal to drop an arm,

the |)hysiology of its nervous system,

Ihi- ri-lliil.ir < li.irp"(s iIkiI i.iciir flijiiii"

the regeneration process, the regula-

tion of its locomotory apparatus, and
the transportation of food materials

within its body are still matters of

highest speculation. Furthermore, it is

only within the last decade that the

mechanisms involved in the animal's

feeding process have been elucidated

to any considerable extent.

So let us begin by examining what
is known concerning the biology

of the animal, and end by considering

the many interesting problems that

are or will be foremost in the exper-

imental program of the modern stu-

dent of the echinoderms. We will start

with a kind of scientific detective story

that has been written by investigators

during the past 100 years. The prob-

lem is: how does a starfish succeed in

opening the valves of a clam for the

purpose of devouring it? Although

the starfish leaves few clues behind

except an empty clam shell, it is pos-

sible to "catch the starfish in the act,"

experimentally, so lo speak, and here

we have been able to find the answer

to a most bewildering problem that,

unfortunately, still does not solve the

very important economic problem of

how lo prevent the crime.

Since the time of Aristotle natural-

ists have observed that starfish are

rapable of attacking, opening, and di-

gesting oysters and clams successfully.

Furllicrmorc. one would strongly sus-

pect that many primilive tribesmen

who feasted on nnissels and oysters

long before the time of Aristotle must

surely have wilne.s.sed the rayed star-

fish ^didiiig ov.-r- Ihc valves of llie li<'lp-



less shellfish and feeding on the soft

parts of the trapped animal for, under

natural conditions, starfish always

abound wherever shellfish beds are

found in abundance.

The decimation of shellfish beds

was probably no problem for primitive

man or even for the early settlers in

this country, since enough clams al-

ways escaped the ravages of the star-

fish attack to provide food for local

populations. However, as the popula-

tion of this country grew, the raising

and harvesting of clams became an

enterprise rather than a means of

survival. As early as 1891 it was esti-

mated that the damage done by star-

fish to oyster beds in Connecticut

alone was approximately $463,000,

$613,500, and 1412,250 for the years

1887. 1888. 1889. respectively. In fact,

in 1901 the state of Connecticut passed

a law stating, "Every person who
shall willfully deposit or assist in de-

positing starfish ... in any of the

navigable waters of this state . . . shall

be fined not more than fifty dollars or

imprisoned not more than six months."

In spite of the notoriety given the

starfish by state judiciary committees,

little was known until the last decade

regarding the mechanisms controlling

the feeding habits of the animal.

FIRST let us observe the basic move-

ments employed by the hungry

animal in search of its prey. By means
of its dozens of tube feet (to be

discussed later), the starfish moves
smoothly over the ocean floor. If a

clam is in the immediate vicinity with

its valves slightly open, the starfish

will suddenly veer off in the direction

of the clam. When the first arm of the

starfish makes contact, the clam im-

mediately closes. The starfish glides

over the surface of the clam and as-

sumes a humped position, which it

may maintain for several hours. Then
it moves away. An examination of the

clam reveals that all its soft parts have

been devoured, and that nothing re-

mains except the two calcareous valves.

For one hundred years investigators

have sought the mechanism by which

the starfish gains access to the interior

of the valves. The hosts of investiga-

tors who have examined this process

may be placed in two major schools.

The first group hypothesized that the

starfish secretes a poison between the

valves, killing the clam and causing its

muscles to relax and the valves to

open. The second group maintained

Starfish assumes a series of typical

positions while attacking clam. First,

it glides toward its prey, whicl,

first contact of arms, closes its v:

Helpless clam is maneuvered back and

forth into various positions until the



^ENS OF TUBE FEET are visible on
erside of the arms as the starfish

moves deliberately over the surface of

the clam, preparatory to opening shell.

that the starfish opens the clam by
sheer force. More support was given
to the "poison" school than to the

"force" school until fairly recently.

EXPERIMENTS were undertaken in

our laboratory to ascertain which
of the foregoing theories could be
supported by experimental evidence.

First, it was desirable to determine

whether the surrounding sea water

could penetrate into a clam after it

closed its valves. If the starfish did

indeed secrete a poison, then the poison

would be useless unless it was capable

of passing between the clam's valves

to the soft parts of the animal. The
common Venus, or cherrystone, clam
was employed in this experiment.

Several clams, whose valves were
closed, were tied with cord so that it

was impossible for the valves to open.

These were then placed in a solution

in which were suspended microscopic

carmine particles. It was assumed that

if there were even the smallest opening

between the valves, the carmine par-

ticles would enter and be found inside

the animal after it had been removed
from the solution. Upon examination,

the clams that had been left in a car-

mine solution for three days showed
no particles in their valves.

This observation implies that poison

secreted by a starfish would have no
way of entering between the valves of

the clam. To further test this hypothe-

sis, another simple experiment was con-

ducted. Eight clams were bound with

heavy cord so that their valves could

not be opened, and were placed in an

aquarium containing a dozen hungry
starfish. If a starfish, in attempting to

open such a bound clam, injected a

toxic substance between the valves, the

clam would show some noticeable

effect after the starfish had given up
in its feeding attempt. All of the clams

were attacked by the starfish in the

next few days. Some of the starfish

were frustrated early by the bound
clams and gave up their feeding at-

tempts after eight hours. Others, how-
ever, remained humped on the clams

for forty-eight hours before crawling

away. In all cases, careful examination

n^vealcd thai none of the bound clams

was harmed by the starfish. The clams'

lie arts were perfectly intact and beat-

ing regularly. These exijeriments fur-

ihir suggested that either no ])oison

was being produced by tlii^ starfish, or

lli.il if a poison was produced it could

.1 ruler lln- r\:\



nerrvstone cl:

cord and put in carmine solution. No
riarticles were found inside shells.

No toxic subslaiices were introduced

into sheJs. as proved when starfish

humped over bound clams up to

18 hours without dauiaj^ing ihem.

the protection afforded by the clam's

"hermetically sealed" valves.

IT
was decided to attack this problem

from another point of view. It

appeared possible that the starfish

might open the valves slightly through

force and then inject a poison between

them. In order to test this hypothesis,

a small V-shaped notch with an area

of approximately 1 to 2 mm.- was

filed at the edges of the valves of three

clams. The valves were tied shut as

before, and the clams were offered to

hungry starfish. Upon removal of the

clams from the predator, it was

noticed that practically the entire

stomach of the starfish had passed out

of its mouth-opening into the tiny

hole in the clam valves. It had been

known for a long time that the starfish

was capable of everting its stomach

during feeding, but the present obser-

vation revealed that this large stomach

could work its way through an ex-

tremely small opening (4/100 of an

inch) . The clams, furthermore, were

ahtiost completely digested.

Bits of the feeding picture now
began to fall into place, but a few

additional experiments were necessary

before anything definite could be said.

Small pieces were broken from the

14

When tiny V-notcli was cut in edge of

valves of bound clams, it was found

starfish was able to evert its stomach
into opening only 4/100 inch wide.

valves of several clams, but on this

occasion the opening in the valves was

covered with a very fine bolting cloth.

The clams were then bound in heavy

cord, similarly to those in the preced-

ing experiment. However, the inter-

vening bolting cloth prevented the

starfish from passing its stomach be-

tween the valves. The clams were

placed in the water with several star-

fish. "Clam juice" diffused into the

water, and within minutes starfish

hanging on the sides of the glass

aquarium began to glide down to the

bottom and, without hesitation, make
their way to the clams.

When the starfish had given up in

their feeding attempts and had moved

away, the clams were examined. As-

tonishingly enough, although the soft

parts of the clam had never been in

contact with the starfish, the clams

had been digested! This experiment

clearly demonstrated that the starfish

possesses an extremely powerful en-

zyme within its tissues. This enzyme is

capable of digesting a clam even after

being diluted in sea water and clam

juice. Since, however, it is well known
that enzymes usually do not digest

living tissue, it was still possible that

the starfish secreted a combination of

a poison and an enzyme simultane-

ously. Thus, the poison would kill the

clam, after which enzymatic digestive

action would begin.

In order to test this hypothesis, the

foregoing experiment was repeated,

but on this occasion, clams were re-

moved from the starfish at different

intervals during the feeding process.

It was found that after two to five

hours several clams had had parts of

their external tissues digested, but

their hearts were still beating. Thus,

it was shown concretely that the en-

zyme produced by the starfish is liter-

ally capable of digesting a clam alive!

It was not necessary to postulate that

the starfish possesses a poison speci-

fically designed to kill clams.

ONLY one major problem remained

to be answered at this time. Even

if the starfish is capable of secreting

an enzyme that will digest a living

clam, how does the enzyme reach

tissues that are hermetically sealed?

Since it had been shown that the star-

fish could pass its stomach through

an incredibly small opening, it ap-

peared possible that if the starfish

were capable of pulling open valves

of a clam a mere 4/100 of an inch,

then it would be able to evert its stom-

ach, pass its stoiTiach between the

<iil
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val\es. and begin enzyme secretion.

\nyone who has ever attempted to

i|»n a jrood-sized Venus clam by sim-

l<l\ pulling the valves apart realizes

that it takes a tremendous force to

jifiimplish this feat. Earlier investi-

-alors had argued that the starfish

' fl not apply such a force to the

111 at all. They claimed that if the

II fish applied a stead) small force,

ilie clam's muscles would eventually

lite and the valves would open.

\n experiment was undertaken to

lidrmine. first, if the starfish could

.|.i-7i the valves through sheer force,

iriil second, if this was accomplished

;liriiugh a small force acting for a long

i'lfl of time. A small notch was filed

' iif middle of the edge of the clam's

es. 'Ihe hook of a spring balance

' type used by fishermen) was
II inserted into the notch, and the

' I- ref)uired to open the valves I or

irirn. was recorded. After testing sev-

eral clams it was learned that a force

of 7 to 10 pounds was necessary in

order to produce even this minute

opening between the valves.

These clams were then forced open

ind the niu<-( li'- that normally hold

ihe valves togetluT were s(rvr;red. The

lam.* were then wrappi-d up uilli

trong rubber bandH until u force of

12 pounds was required to pull them

open with a spring balance. It was rea-

soned that if a starfish could open a

clam with a resistance of 12 pounds,

it could also open normal clams whose
average resistance to opening is only

7 to 10 pounds. Furthermore, the rub-

ber bands, unlike normal muscle,

would not be subject to fatigue.

SEVKRAL clams whose adductor mus-

cles had been severed were then

wrapped in rubber bands and dropped

into a tank containing several starfish,

which invariably attacked them. Often

a portion of the valves protruded

between the arms of the starfish, mak-

ing it possible for an investigator to

determine whether or not the valves

were being forced apart. After the

starfish had assumed their humped
feeding position, it was noticed that a

definite gap of about 2 mm. appeared

in the valves of the bound clams. After

a few minutes the valves snapped shut

again, presumably upon the everted

stomach of the starfish. This alternate

opening and closing of the valves often

continued for approximately a half

hour. I'lV lliat lime the starfish lia<l

oricnlcil llscif pi-rfcclK anil was aliN^

\n li.iM llir \aKr- .,|„-n for as long

if, ID loihiih'^ al a liioi: uilli case.

Thus, the starfish-clam mystery is

largely solved, but many questions

still remain to be answered. First, if

the starfish everts its stomach, how is

it able to ingest food materials from
the digested clam, and second, how
is it able to evert and withdraw

its stomach? Anderson (1954) has

studied this problem in some detail.

He has shown that the stomach of the

starfish is lined with cells that bear a

tiny whiplike thread or flagellum on
their surfaces. These flagella, by whip-

ping strongly back and forth, pro-

duce a current of water that passes

back into the part of the stomach that

has not been everted on feeding. This

water current carries with it many di-

gested food particles from the clam's

tissues. The particles either are ab-

sorbed by the cells in the stomach or

pass into tubes that lead to the large

digestive glands lying in each arm.

Here the food materials are absorbed

by special digestive glands. There is

also good evidence that cells in the

digestive glands secrete the powerful

enzymes that digest clam tissues.

The ev<'rsion process itself is more
of a fiiysleiy. Afid(Mson \>v,\U:\ir» thai

(luring llic (-version process the longi-

iNilinal riiNM iilal lire around thfi

nioiilli-ii|>(ning (nnliacts, forcing the

IS



Ventral surface of a normal starfish exhibits the rows

of tube feet and the five radiating arms of equal length.

This starfish has lost an arm and is regenerating a new
one, which will attain size of the others after a few weeks.

mouth open. At the same time there is

a contraction of the muscles of the

arms. This contraction, which narrows

the diameter of the arm, forces body

fluids inside the arm against the walls

of the stomach. This force causes the

stomach to pass out the mouth-opening.

THE fact that increased pressure

inside the body cavity of the star-

fish causes the stomach to evert

through the mouth can easily be dem-

onstrated. If 5 cc. of sea water are

injected into each of the starfish's arms

to increase the internal pressure in

the animal's body cavity, the stomach

will evert through the mouth-opening.

Connected with the stomach are small

paired muscles that run from the stom-

ach into each arm. where they are

anchored. It is supposed that upon re-

traction of the stomach the muscles in

the arm relax, releasing the pressure

of the body fluids upon the everted

stomach. At the same time both the

small retractor muscles attached to

the stomach and the muscles in the

wall of the stomach contract. This

serves to pull the stomach back

through the mouth-opening. Such a

feeding method has no counterparts

in the animal kingdom.

Earlier it was said that very little

is known concerning the physiology

of the starfish. The reason is that until

a few years ago, no one had been able

to operate on the animal with any suc-

cess. If one is interested in knowing
the function of the digestive glands in

i6

each arm, for instance, the natural

experimental approach would be to

extirpate or to ligature the ducts lead-

ing to this gland and to see how the

biology of the animal is affected. How-
ever, if a cut is made in the starfish's

arm to reveal the digestive gland, the

investigator finds that while he is

working on the arm, the rest of the

starfish, consisting of the central disk

and four arms, has moved away. This

process of dropping off a part that

has received a noxious stimulus is

called autotomy. In other groups of

animals, such as the arthropods, many
species have a weakened area in each

limb. This breaks when the animal

tries to escape from an attacker who
has seized a limb. No such weakened

area appears in the starfish in spite of

the fact that the arm breaks at the

same point whenever the animal is dis-

turbed. If one forcibly tears off a star-

fish's arm it will not break at the point

where it does when an incision is made
in the arm during an operation. The

starfish itself is the sole determiner of

when and where the arm will be bro-

ken. The author has found that if a

strong electric current is applied to

the central disk of the animal, all five

arms will walk away from the body,

leaving the central disk alone under

the electrodes. Examination of this

Dr. Burnett, whose study of hydras

appeared in this magazine in 1959,

is Associate Professor of Biology at

Western Reserve University in Ohio.

process reveals that during autotomy

the tissues at the base of the arm be-

come soft and partially liquified. All

the muscles' connective tissues in this

area are involved in this "softening"

process. The mechanism of the auto-

tomy process, the changes that occur

in the degenerating connective tissue

and muscle, and the exact nature of

the stimulus required to cause auto-

tomy are questions that are still un-

answered. Preliminary evidence sug-

gests that the nervous system is

involved in the process. Anderson

found that if the starfish is immersed

in an anesthetic (such as magnesium
chloride in sea water) it will not auto-

tomize its arm during an operation.

This was a very important step in the

scientific history of the starfish, as it is

now possible to operate on the animal.

After the operation, the starfish may
be placed in normal sea water. It re-

covers admirably from the anesthetic,

and does not appear disturbed.

ONE might wonder what happens to

the starfish that drops its arm in

the autotomy process. The answer to

this question was learned by fishermen

who removed starfish from clam beds,

hacked them to pieces, and threw them

back into the water. Each of the ex-

cised pieces promptly started to re-

generate, and the hapless fishermen

finally realized that by chopping up

the starfish they were only increasing

their numbers. It has been shown that

an arm plus only a very tiny portion of



the central disk will completely regen-

erate into a normal animal. The pro-

cesses occurring in the tissues during

regeneration are only now being stud-

ied in any great detail.

ANOTHER major system, which has

^ not been discussed, is that control-

ling locomotion. The starfish possesses

one of the most remarkable systems of

locomotion in the entire animal king-

dom. On the dorsal surface of the cen-

tral disk is a small, porous, calcified

plate called the "madreporite plate."

Currents in a canal leading from the

madreporite into the interior of the

animal cause a flow of water to enter

from the outside. These currents, like

those in the stomach, are produced by

hairlike structures lining the inner

canal. The water is ferried throuah a

series of canals until it reaches the

arm. Here small off-shoots from the

7nain canal system lead into each of

the man\ tube feet that can be seen

King in two rows along the animals

ventral surface. The tube feet have a

unique structure: inside the animal

the tube foot is represented by a sac

filled with water; outside is a stalk

riinnected directly to the sac. At the

end of each stalk is a suction cup.

\^'hen the starfish moves, each of the

sacs contracts, forcing water into the

stalk portion of the foot. This causes

the stalk to lengthen greatly. When the

suction cup comes into contact with a

surface, the tube foot becomes at-

tached. After attachment, the longi-

tuilinal muscles of the stalk contract.

This contraction serves to force the

uater back into the sac and to draw

the starfish forward. The process can

raslly be visualized if one imagines

throwing an anchor line from a boat

lo the shore. If the anchor 'ine con-

irarts. the boat moves shorsward. The
-larfish moves by ronflanl.y throwing

"ul hundrefls of these anchors. It will

I"- reralled that duiin;: feeding the

-l.irfish glides ov<t the clam anfl pulls

il o[)en. The attachment of the starfish

lo the clam is accomplished by the

dozens of suction cups that the starfish

lias a|iplii-fl to the clam valves. Their

'oinbinrd force must restrain a force

'if al ii-aht twelve pounds, as was

-liowii in the earlier experiments.

When one considers that the slarfi-li

liiH five arms, all radiating away from

ilii- ecniral disk. It is apparent llial

',s\\rn the starfish moves forward onis

"lie arm in in ihe Irrad. The two arms
llial are lii'liiiid llii- Icarl arm arc

pointed to the sides of the animal, and

those in the rear are also, in a sense,

pointing to the side. Therefore, when
the starfish moves, the tube feet in the

front arm must be extended directly

forward, while those in the remaining

arms must be projected to the side. If

the starfish changes its direction an-

other arm takes the lead and all the

hundreds of tube feet must switch

their direction in a perfectly harmon-

ious manner. Obviously, the nervous

system of the starfish must be exceed-

ingly complex in order to regulate the

walking movements of this multipli-

city of feet. Smith (1947) has stated

that the nervous system of a single

starfish, with all its various nerve

ganglia and fibers, is more complex

than London's telephone exchange.

It was stated at the beginning of

this paper that biologists are in gen-

eral agreement that the chordates

arose in evolution from the echino-

derms. Evidence is based on the facts

that earlv chordate larval forms are

similar to those of echinoderms; echin-

oderms and chordates form their body

cavities in approximately the same

manner; both groups have an internal

skeleton; and an energy storage com-

pound found in vertebrates is also

found in the echinoderms and nowhere

else in the invertebrates.

We have found preliminary evi-

dence indicating that still another

major similarity may exist between

echinoderms and chordates—the nerv-

ous systems of the two groups. It is a

well-known fact that in the vertebrates

two major types of nervous stimula-

tion of muscles can be demonstrated.

One group of nerves liberates adrena-

lin at the nerve ending and the other

group liberates a substance called ace-

tylcholine. These two systems are said

to be reciprocal to one another, that

is, if the liberation of adrenalin causes

one type of muscle to contract, then

the liberation of acetylcholine on the

same muscle will cause it to relax, and

vice versa. Through this reciprocal

action our voluntary and involuntary

movements are maintained. If our

heartficat is very slow, the addition

of adrenalin will cause il to speed u|).

Further addition of acetylcholine will

cause the beat to blacken.

\llliou:;h some invertidnalcs have

lircii •.liiiHii lo possess sensitivity to

adiciialiii. llicrc appears to be no

clear-cut e\am|)lc of an invertebrate

that has adrenergic and cholin(;rgic

syslcMis llial rail fiinc lion iiTi|iimally.

Arroioan ocmrs nUicii clei Irode^ are

placed on disk surtace and shock given.

After shock, break occurs in muscles

under the skin close to the central disk.

•1



Tiny mouth of starfish is visible in

the middle of the central disk, above.

Stomach, right, has been forced out

past mouth by muscular contraction.
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We have conducted several experi-

ments to elucidate the mechanism of

nerve action in the starfish. First, it

was found that adrenalin itself is not

effective. The closely related substance

nor-adrenalin, which is found in the

lower vertebrates, does have an effect

when applied to the tissues of the star-

fish. In our studies we have tested the

effects of nor-adrenalin and acetylcho-

line on muscles in the tube feet, mouth,

stomach, body wall, spine muscula-

ture, and several other body struc-

tures. In every instance it was found

that if acetylcholine caused contrac-

tion of a muscle, adrenalin brought

about its relaxation faster than nor-

mal sea water. Furthermore, it was

found that when nor-adrenalin is

added to the apical muscles, which run

the length of the arm. the muscles

contract and the arm is lifted. Also,

if adrenalin is added to the digestive

glands, they lengthen. Such a length-

ening could be caused by small con-

tractile fibers that connect the glands

to the body wall. When acetylcholine

is added to these structures, the lifted

arm relaxes and the digestive glands

are shortened. Thus, there seems to

be evidence that the starfish possesses

a nervous system containing basic

elements found in the nervous system

of the vertebrates. If it is indeed true

that no other invertebrate animal

possesses such a reciprocal system, it

is additional evidence for the evolu-

tion of chordates from echinoderms.

It should be realized by this time

that the starfish, which occurs by the

thousands along our Atlantic and Paci-

fic coasts, is still largely a scientific

enigma. Any of its systems that the

modern investigator chooses to exam-

ine is open for study and will offer

years of research material. It seems

only proper to close with a quotation

from Dr. Libbie Hyman's great treat-

ise on the echinoderms, which was

published in 1955: "I also here salute

the echinoderms as a noble group espe-

cially designed to puzzle the zoologist."
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^^IS A MEM0fi4^ ^
^^i^lSTMAS.-

g'zt'e the unusual from the museum sho'p

A PAPIER MACHE BOWL - Kashmir, expertly E MASAI HEAD LETTER OPENER - Tangan-
hand colored in black and gold, with brass liner, yika, handcarved polished ebony wood, approx.
useful as well as decorative. 6" long, $12.50 ppd. 81/^" long. $1.75 ppd.

B PROTECTIVE DEITY-Pin or pendant -Tibet,
gold electro plated, adaptation from the center of a
Tibetan wood carving in the collection of The
American Museum of Natural History. Pin $4.00
ppd. tax inc.. Pendant $4.25 ppd. tax inc.

C FLOWER PIN-Siam, delicately worked filigree

— gold plated sterling silver. 2i/^" long, $5.75 ppd.
tax inc.

D LOVEBIRD PIN -Norway, white enamel on gold
plated sterling silver. $10.00 ppd. tax inc.

Orders must be received by December tenth to insure Cliristmas delivery.
Members of the Museum are entitled to a 10% discount. Please do not
send cash. Send check or money orders to... the American MUSEUM OF natural history, N.Y. 24, N.Y.

F ENAMELED BRASS PITCHER - India, hand
engraved and colored predominantly in black with
white and red accents. 11" high, $8.25 ppd.

G EBONY PRAYING MAN - Tanganyika, hand
carved from a solid block of ebony. Approx. 8" high,

$4.75 ppd.

H OWL CIGARETTE BOX - Burma, attractively

hand lacquered bamboo, black with gold markings.
4" high, $5.35 ppd.



Expressive

Art of Old Peru

METAL, Stone, and pottery speak silently today of

pte-Incaic Peru, whose peoples left no written

records. But in jheir material possessions, such as

uterisils, ornaments, and textiles, the; inhabitants of

ancient Peru created durable messengers to bring their

story to future scholars and art lovers. The perceptive

photographs of Peruvian artifacts on these pages were

made by Lee Bdltin. These objects and other examples

;of art forms from the prehistory of Peru figure in

the exhibition of "Art and Life in Old Peru" that

opened this past September at The American Museum.
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Cast silver figure, just over three inches

tall, may be dancer dressed for harvest festival.

JMan holds cluster of five ears of corn.

Hammered copper plaque, more than a^

foot square, is from Chimu period. It represents

a chief, a ruler, or perhaps a deity.

Six birds of sheet gold stand on a base

made from a silver bar nearly nine inches long.

Base served as mounting for this ornament.
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'himu period blackware water jar, almost nine inches tall,

lates from century before conquest. The artist

las copied a much older jar showing a Mochica warrior.

Water jar perhaps from eighth or ninth century B.C.,

nearly ten inches high, illustrates the skill of Cupisnique

potters in creating areas of contrasting texture.

Water jar of early Nazca culture shows a swimming
fisherman. Over eight inches tall, the jar shows traditional

incised outlines plus newer, fired ceramic pigments.

25



Bird-shaped finial of cast copper, about

four and a half inches tall, may have been for

head of staff. Wings, eyes, are shell inlays.

Jar in form of duck, ca. A.D. 500 to 700,

is four and a half inches high. Incised design

is unusual in pottery of this period.

2.6
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A Continental

Water Bird
The American white pelican nests inland

By Robert Cushman Murphy

THAT the pelicans are basically in-

land birds may come as something

of a surprise, especially to Americans

familiar with the southerly coasts of

the United States, where pelicans are

likely to be regarded as "sea fowl."

That would be true, in a sense, of the

brown pelican, which breeds along

tropical and warm-temperate sea-

shores of the New World; it has even

crossed 600 miles of open ocean to es-

tablish itself at the Galapagos Archi-

pelago. This leap, however, represents

a unique maritime adventure in the

history of the pelican family. All the

eight species are strongly land-bound

birds and most inhabit continental in-

teriors during the nesting season.

The white pelican is a member of

the inland group, even though much of

its population reaches southern sea-

coasts in the non-breeding period. The

species nests in western North America

from Texas and the Great Salt Lake to

British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and

Manitoba, and eastward as far as the

Dakotas. A few wander as far north as

Great Slave Lake in Canada's North-

west Territories and there are scatter-

ing records from nearly all the eastern

states. The winter range extends south-

ward through Mexico to Guatemala.

John James Audubon, who wrote a

delightful and scientifically sound bi-

ography of the brown pelican, became

casually acquainted with the much

larger white species when he moved

from eastern Pennsylvania to Hender-

son. Kentucky, on the banks of the

Ohio River. He rightly regarded the

huge bird as a visitor from the "Fur

Countries." and added that he could

give no account of its nest, egg, or

young because he had never visited the

territory in which it breeds. Neverthe-

less, in 1838 he christened it Pelecanus

28

aniericanus with a characteristic Au-

dubonian flourish: "I feel great pleas-

ure, good Reader, in assuring you. that

our White Pelican, which has hitherto

been considered the same as that

found in Europe, is quite different. In

consequence of this discovery, I have

honoured it with the name of my be-

loved country, over the mighty streams

of which, may this splendid bird wan-

der free and unmolested to the most

distant times, as it has already done

from . . . unknown antiquity."

A UDUBON. despite his peerless gifts.

Jl^\_ was ignorant of the fact that J.

F. Gmelin. a follower of Linnaeus, had

49 years earlier bestowed upon the

American white pelican the name Pel-

ecanus erythrorhynchos. by which it

is still known to ornithologists. The

long specific name means "red-billed."

Actually, the color of the beak and the

naked skin around the eye is orange

rather than red. Neither Audubon nor

Gmelin had an inkling of the hvpoth-

esis that the American and Mediter-

ranean white pelicans represent two

branches of the same original, more
widely distributed, preglacial stock.

Divided and restricted by the Ice Age,

each of these birds has since followed

its own evolutionary course.

At the beginning of the breeding

season the American white pelican

grows a curious keel-shaped, horny or-

nament on the top of its beak. To be

safe from predators the birds nest

mostly on islands within lakes. The
large colony here depicted is at such a

Lamont Cunilor Enierilus of Birds at

The American Mdselim of Natural
History. Dr. Murphy is a frequent

contributor to the magazine's pages.

site—the Anaho Island Wildlife Ref

uge, on Pyramid Lake, in northerr

Nevada. This is the largest nesting

ground of the white pelicans in North

America: it is estimated that 11.DOC

birds raise their young here. Some

times the birds nest in a lake insteac

of on shore, as was true in Oregor

before beautiful Klamath Lake was

drained, quite unsuccessfully, for ag-

ricultural ends. In the Klamath water

large floating mats of dead cattails and
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Anicrican lirpedinf; ground for species.

i'-li(;s formed islets, throufrh which

'•<-n shoots frrew up each sprinp. On
' h unstable platforms white pf5lifans

ill their 'jr^.'s anfl reared their fam-

<• anion;; cormorants, ducks. ;;ulls.

riis. and yelpin;.' avocets, the custom-

. pelican nei^rhbors.

i he white pelican is one of our lar;r-

' birds, wci^rhin;; up to 20 pounrls

I havin;; a maximum win;.'spread of

'• to ten feel, lt'< nenlin;.' habits ;iri-

ii'-rally similar to those of lb<- brouu

pelican except that it never builds in

trees or swamp shrubs as does the lat-

ter. Two or three e;;;;s are laid a year;

they are covered with a thick, chalky

deposit. The eggs are incubated for

about 29 days, and then hatch as

featherless. black, rubbery, and help-

less chicks. They grow rapidly, though,

anfl ac((uire a white down. Hy the time

ihi-v are half-grown, ihey begin lo lorj.

(lie from the nest, and even to swirii.

Il is the feeding li.ibil^ of llie prji-

cans, of course, that gave rise to their

reputation for remarkable voracilv.

Young pelicans are fed by regurgiUi-

lion : that is, they push their l)ills douri

into their parents' pouches for prc-

digested food. A popular fallacy is

that the pelican stores food in its

pouch: actually it swallows the fish

so(m after catching it. A less known
fact about llie behavior of pcrlicaiis is

lli.it the young, abandoned by their

parents before they have learned to fly

29
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White pelican chick, with its black,

rubbery skin, above, is newly hatched

from one of the two eggs laid in this

nest. Helpless now, bird will soon be

able to toddle and swim, but mortality

rate among pelican young is very high.

,1

and forage for themselves, must live

for a while on their own fat.

THE white pelican's technique of

fishing departs widely from that

of the brown pelican. White pelicans

never dive from the air; they wade or

swim, usually in company, and scoop

up prey by thrusting the head and

beak beneath the surface. An adult can

consume one-third of its own weight

in the course of a single foray. Captive

white pelicans quickly learn to catch

fish tossed toward them, showin

much agility as toucans in a zoo snap

ping cherries out of the air.

White pelicans are scarcely graceful

on the ground, but in flight neither

swallow nor falcon can outdo them

The following description is from the

pen of the Oregon naturalist. Willia

L. Finley: "After returning from thi

fishing grounds and lounging aba

the nests for a while the pelicans bega:

to circle over the colony in a

company, rising higher and higher till

they were almost lost . . . flashes oil

white as the snowy breasts reflect©

a gleam of the sun. For hours the sk;

would glitter with these great birds a]

they soared about. Then it was thrill

ing to see some of them descend wit)

. . .half-closed wings. They used the sk;

as a . . . toboggan slide and dropped liki

meteors, leaving a trail of thunder.
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m THE LICHEN PARTNERS is

Unusual relationship between algae and fungi aids soil growth

By E. Laurence Palmer

ONE OF THE MOST familiar words in public print

these days is "coexistence," a term used to de-

scribe that rather vague state of human relationships in

which neither of two factions makes a hostile move for

fear the other might prove stronger. The term, however,

is not exclusively applicable to the social life of Homo
sapiens; in quite another sense, there are also many co-

existers in the lesser ranks of the natural world. Among
such are the lichens, which may possibly have been

among the first forms of life to appear on earth. The li-

chens represent a successful plant interrelationship that

might well be called a coexistence; and while, for the

most part, they do not compete with other plants in their

usefulness to mankind, they nevertheless deserve a bet-

ter understanding on our part.

A lichen is never a single plant. It is invariably a close

association of two widely differing and primitive plants,

the algae and the fungi. Authorities disagree as to the

nature of this relationship; but, whatever its true nature,

it is at least workable within certain limitations. It is rec-

ognized that the algae concerned are green or blue-

green, and are capable of manufacturing carbohydrates

in the presence of sunlight, air, and water. It is also rec-

ognized that these algae can, and do, exist independent

of the fungi, with few, if any, modifications. However,
while the algae can exist alone, they are not so pros-

perous as when combined in a lichen, where they are

held in place and anchored against removal by wind,

water, or other disturbances. The algae function most
effectively under optimum conditions of light, water, air,

and temperature, where suitable minerals are available;

but they can suspend operations without serious loss.

Some of the algae involved in the lichens were dis-

cussed in the sixty-ninth unit of this educational series,

others are dealt with in textbooks on botany. No one
family or genus of algae is involved in the lives of the li-

chens, and different species of Uchens of one genus may

entertain different species or different genera of algae as

partners. The genera of algae most commonly involved

are probably Protococcus, Pleiirococcus , Nostoc, Gloeo-

capsa, Scytonema, Calothrix, Chroococcus, Xantho-

capsa, and Trentepohlia. Interestingly enough, when
these algae become involved in the lichen complex, they

lose some of the characteristics exhibited when they are

independent. They regain these if they are later freed.

There is at least one exception to the general rule that

the fungi involved in the lichen complex are sac fungi,

or Ascomycetes (a group that includes the yeasts, mil-

dews, and the fungi that produce the antibiotic penicil-

lin). Since the fungal part of a lichen association is more

obvious to the human eye than the algal, the lichens are

named after the fungus rather than the alga. In G.G,

Nearing's The Lichen Book, published in 1947, more
than a thousand species of lichens are recognized, and

most of them are figured and described; yet, even then,

Nearing's book does not attempt to describe all the

known kinds of lichens.

The role of the algae in the lichen partnership is that

of producing food for themselves and their partners, the

fungi. If the algae have access to the necessary light and

water, and the temperature is suitable, they produce

food in any case; so, as we have said, they are relatively

independent. But this is not the case with the fungus as-

sociate. The fungi in a lichen partnership cannot live

independent of the algae for long; and although they

may be the more conspicuous both in appearance and

volume, the fungi are probably the more dependent

upon the association type of existence.

The fungus partner is able to obtain and hold water

—and water is a part of the lifeblood of every living

thing. The fungus can also hold an established position;

it is not easily washed away by water or blown by wind,

This means that, once established, the fungus is noi

likely to be buried where sunlight and fresh air cannol
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each it—a factor of great importance to the growing

ociety of alga and fungus that constitutes a lichen,

'ungi commonly are destructive agents, but in the li-

hens they do not destroy the algal part of the "corpora-

ion." Instead, they obtain their nourishment from the

Igae without destroying them.

Observers differ on the nature of the lichen associa-

ion. Some feel that it is purely incidental. Others think

lat the partnership is of mutual importance, with each

artner contributing to the community and each taking

/hat it needs. Yet others claim that lichens are examples

f mutual parasitism. It would seem reasonable to as-

ume, from the success of the combination, that there is

balanced relationship—in other words, a state of

peaceful coexistence." There are advantages to this

art of existence; but it is not necessarily the most suc-

essful kind of society, as we shall discover.

[T T HiLE the fungus-alga relationship has probably

y y been established since the emergence of living

lings from the sea, it has been recognized by man for

rss than a hundred years. In 1868, Schwendener an-

ounced that lichens were really a society of living

lings, but his revolutionary idea was not immediately

ccepted. In 1889, Bonnier—who had faith in Schwen-

ener's idea-—succeeded in bringing together "wild"

Igae and lichen fungi to produce artificial or synthetic

chens. It was early noted that, while the algae and fungi

\ ed in close proximity to each other, the fungi did not

enetrate, harm, or destroy the algae on which they were

ependent. The reason, or reasons, underlying this re-

larkable aspect of plant association have never been

xactly determined. One of the most interesting features

f the association, though, is the obvious preference of

:rtain species of fungi for certain species of algae (if

e may be here permitted to use the word "preference")

.

The body of a lichen is basically that of the fungus

iitAvolved in the association. Generally, there are two

lyers to the body tissue—the outer and inner—and the

Igae may either be confined to one or the other of these

lyers, or scattered through them. Three general body
/pes are recognized. These are the crustose, in which

le general form is ill-defined, except that a portion may
nter the support on which it rests; the foliose, which

ossesses definitely recognizable holdfasts, and is a plant

ody in many respects like that of a liverwort; and the

"uticosc, which is erect, branching, or hanging.

There arc four different basic processes that lichens

lay go through to reproduce themselves. One is indi-

ated in the accompanying chart section, where we use

le term "sod flakes." Sod flakes are merely small units

lat may or may not be united, and which either grow
idependcntly or associated with other units in the soil.

iach of these flakes may be considered an independent

lant, and bits of this basic tissue may become scpa-

ated to establish other independent plants merely by
ivision. This, of course, represents the simplest kind of

jproduction. Each segment of the original tissue has its

ecessary complement of algae and fungi.

Another and prf)bably unicjue sort of reproduction.

Dr. K, l,M.Ri..sf I. I'ALMi.R, for many years dircclor of
Nature Maoazisii's cduc.ilional progriim. continues his

•pcciiil inserts in the p:iges of the comhineil mag^izincs.

Pronged Easter Lichen

Red Crest Lichen, British Soldiers

Goblet or Pixy Cup I.iclien



Long Beard Lichen

common among the lichens, is accomplished by struc-

tures that free little tangled masses of algae and fun^,

which are ready to start new lichens when they reach a

suitable location. The structures that free the little bun-

dles of these two kinds of plants are known as soredia.

Reproduction by soredia is only a short step from repro-

duction by fragmentation, since this latter process is

merely the separation of small units of the algae and
fungi essential to a particular lichen.

IN both vegetative reproduction and reproduction by
soredia, the close association of the algae and fungi

is never interrupted. Many lichens also display structures

that give the impression that they should be reproduc-

tive—as they are. These may be discs, cups, knobs, or

other forms, which may either be hidden or held erect

by branched or unbranched, colored or uncolored struc-

tures. Botanists call these apothecia. Although techni-

cally they are not true "fruits," these parts are commonly
referred to as fruits, and we will do so here.

In this type of reproduction, the fruits are primarily

structures that produce fungus spores. They do not nec-

essarily produce the algae. Fungus spores may be freed

independently of the algae, and success in producing a

new lichen is dependent on contact of the fungus spores

with the proper algae. It might appear that this sort of

reproduction leaves much to chance, but it is successful.

Once a new lichen or colony of lichens is established, it

may exist for many years.

There is also a fourth kind of reproduction among the

lichens—one that is seldom observed by any but the pro-

fessional botanist. This is a true sexual reproduction, and

concerns only the fungus part of the lichen. It is not com-

mon to all kinds of lichens, and is probably absent in

most. In this case, procreation involves structures ca-

pable of producing real sperms and eggs. (Incidentally,

the sperm cases are cast off and act as sperms, as in some

Gold Eye Lichen



i the red algae that were discussed in the 38 th and

0th numbers of this educational series.) The female

cture in this type of reproduction also has some char-

acteristics in common with the female reproductive

scheme in some of the red algae. Here, however, we
have only the space to indicate that sexual reproduction

does exist in the lichens; we must leave the exact details

to a good botany text.

In certain respects, the life-history of a lichen may be

difficult to decipher. A lichen may lie dormant for a few

lys, for weeks, months, years, or possibly decades, and

n resume its normal life activities when the conditions

its environment again become suitable. Parts of the

lichen may die, leaving other parts to grow and develop

perhaps as separate plants. Who can say where a lichen's

life-history begins or ends in such a cycle?

WHATEVER the locality, there is a definite seasonal

growth activity in the lichens. This activity may
be outwardly indicated by a change in color of the plant,

easUy observed at a glance. The presence or absence of

water may in some cases be of greater influence than

temperature in promoting growth but, generally speak-

ing, lichens in temperate regions exhibit more growth

activity during late fall and spring than during the sum-

mer. Physical changes are so small in a single season

that, unless some kind of a marker is employed, dimen-

sion changes may not be immediately apparent.

There is little doubt that the Ufe span of a lichen is

largely influenced by its immediate environment. When
conditions change to allow rival plants to thrive, the life

span of a Uchen may be relatively short, since it cannot

survive severe competition. Where competition is slight

or non-existent, there is little to prevent a lichen from
living for hundreds of years. For example, the life span

of a lichen growing on a tree trunk would obviously be

shorter than that of one growing on the surface of a

Old Man's Beard
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glacial boulder, where only minor changes take place

over long periods. Biologically speaking, lichens in gen-

eral may be considered as successful pioneer and fron-

tier plants. They are not particularly "aggressive," but

they readily move into areas where their kind has not

existed before. There are few places in the world where

lichens are not found. They exist on the highest moun-
tains, and at the edges of the seas. They are found at

the tops of the highest tropical trees, where the blazing

sun is too strong for competitors; or they may be found

at the bottom of the same trees, where other plants are

ruled out by excessive shade or moisture.

Certain chemicals are produced by the lichens that

can dissolve the constituent minerals of solid rock. The
plants are thus enabled to occupy territory forbidden to

other plants. The rootlike holdfasts of lichens are not

true roots, but they can penetrate solid rock to a depth

of a few millimeters, and if there is a crack or crevice in

the surface of a rock, lichen "roots" are able to move in

to even greater depths, and take hold firmly.

As soil-makers, lichens perform a most important

A\ function. Water, penetrating the tiny crevices

produced by lichen roots, freezes and wedges out rock

particles, contributing to the manufacture of new soil

and the renewal of old. When a lichen dies, its decayed

body helps enrich the soil, perhaps to the point where

the soil may sustain other plant life. Lichens may some-

times serve as indicators of the nature of soils. Many
mountain rodents and many Arctic birds of prey select

elevated perches from which they may scan the country-

side for possible food or enemies. In such places they

deposit body wastes with a high nitrogen content. The
wastes accumulate in considerable quantities over long

periods. Frequently such animal resting places become
the habitat of particular lichens. The lichens may then

be used as food by some rodent that enriches the meager

soil of the site, to permit an even more luxurious growth.

The basic nature of underlying rock formations in a

particular locaUty may determine the kinds of lichens to

be found. Some lichens prosper on rocks in which lime

is an important chemical. Others do well on rocks that

are granitic in character, and are basically acid. Lichens

may also play a part in controlling the erosion of soil

particles by wind and flowing water. A lichen blanket

over an accumulation of soil particles prevents, to a con-

siderable degree, the displacement of the particles. Such

soil anchorage stabilizes the soil and helps delay exces-

sive water runoff, moderating stream volume.

Superior to most other plants in their ability to survive

difficult conditions, the lichens may become the domi-

nant, and perhaps the only, vegetation over great tracts

of land. They may thus allow the existence of animal life

—including human life—in the more desolate areas of

the world. For example, the Laplanders are almost

wholly dependent on lichens for their sustenance in an

interesting and indirect way. The basis of the Lapp's

existence is the reindeer. Reindeer hides are used in

making clothing and tents, the bones form implements,

the flesh and milk are used as food. And the reindeer

feeds almost exclusively on the lichens that cover that

barren land both in summer and winter.

In the past, the Arctic has yielded an abundance of

fur. Today, competition from substitutes has lessened

the value of natural furs, but there are still many people

in the world who derive a substantial part of their in-

come from the sale of wild animal pelts. Few fur bearers

eat lichens directly, but the fur bearers feed on lemmings

and other rodents, which in turn feed largely on lichens.

Even man makes use of some of the lichens, such as Ice-

land moss, as food, and others have been used as a sur-

vival ration for lost humans.

The Greek philosopher Theophrastus, who lived

about three hundred years before Christ, wrote about

old man's beard lichen. In earlier days, the lichens were

investigated more for their potential value as dyestuffs

than for any other reason. Certain lichens have been

used as a source of dyes for fabrics; but, unfortunately,

the colors are not always permanent when exposed to

light. Other lichens, in the genera of Roccella and Lec-

anora, yield archil, a dyestuff sometimes known as cud-

bear, that produces blue, red, and violet dyes that are

used in medicines and drinks. Early botanists used the

plants to illustrate to their students how inorganic rock

could be turned to organic plant material.

Litmus, which turns red when exposed to acid and

blue when exposed to alkali, comes from the lichens of

the genera mentioned above. As a commercial substance,
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litmus appears as a lumpy, blue mass, which is obtained

from the lichens by exposing them to air in the presence

of ammonia, potassium carbonate, and other chemicals.

Litmus is used in chemistry as an index of acidity or

alkalinity, and the proper use of soils, determined in

part by litmus tests in which lichens are thus involved, is

of great national economic importance.

QUITE aside from the practical uses of the lichens,

the plants appeal to man's sense of beauty, and
; now and then to his superstition. In times past, it was

the custom of medical men to assume that the dog lichen

had value in the treatment of hydrophobia, because the

spore-producing parts of the plant resembled a dog's

tooth. This, of course, would be considered ridiculous

today. The little pixy cups that may be found at times

scattered about on the surface of poor soils were reputed

to have been the goblets used by the little people. Char-

latans could always be found who would interpret the

results of such meetings to the credulous—undoubtedly

to the advantage of the interpreter. This was obviously

pure fantasy, but perhaps fantasy had and still has its

merit in a world dominated by grim reality.

The use of lichens as medicines has passed, for the

most part, into limbo; but an old prescription for the use

of Peltigera in the treatment of mad-dog bite might be

recited here. It reads: "Patient is bled and ordered to

take a dose of Peltigera in warm milk for four successive

mornings thereafter. He must take a cold bath every

morning for a month, and for two weeks subsequent, a

bath three times a week."

In summary, it has been shown that there is a state of

coexistence between two different kinds of plants—the

algae and the naturally parasitic fungi—and that the

condition is profitable to both the plants involved. Some
botanists do not believe that this relationship is one of

true coexistence, and claim with some basis in fact, that

the relationship is rather one of mutual parasitism.

Whatever the truth may be, however, the association is

a workable one. In the past hundred years, we have un-

doubtedly gained more real understanding of the nature

of lichens than we had acquired in the preceding twenty-

three centuries. Who knows what the next century of

study may bring in this wide field of investigation?

Puffed Shield Lichen

Lung Lichen

,^':.*#*
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Goblet or Pixy Cup Lichen
Cladonia pyxidata

A mat of sod flakes, each to 1/5 inch

long, rounded, lobed or simple; gray-

green to pale gray or brown surface,

with undersurface white, grayish, or
tinted with grayish brown. Flakes over-

lap to form essentially flat structure,

but flake tips are free, are slightly

raised, and may stand almost erect.

Green-gray or brown stalks arise from
central part of flakes to 2/5 inch high,

ending in goblet or cornucopia shape,
or may be erect, strap-shaped, forked
1 to 3 times. Goblets may bear other
goblets from rim; these in turn may
bear similar goblets. Stalk hollow, with
flaky surface that may shed portions.

Red Crest Lichen, British Soldiers

Cladonia crystatella

Sod flakes, scattered or closely crowd-
ed, are greenish gray or straw-colored

when dry, each to '/a inch long and
wide, but often half this size or even
less, with margins toothed or rarely

lobed and divided. Is described as hav-

ing a coral-like vegetative base.

Fruiting branches to 1-inch tall and
conspicuously coral-like, but often
covered with sod flake scales. Some-
times tree- or coral-like with radiating

branches, uniting above to form a cup
or tray. Surface smooth or warty,

greenish gray, white, or slate-colored,

with rind and variable branches.

Reindeer Moss
Chdonia rangiferina

Appears shrubby with profuse branch-
ing. The basic initial thallus is rarely

found or seen, being almost completely
hidden by the tall branching tops of

the stalks. Basic crust or sod flakes are

like a gray granular crust lying close

to the ground. This crust soon disap-

pears as the tall structures develop.

Grows to 4 or more inches tall, with
stalks to 1/10 inch in diameter but usu-

ally less, profusely branched. Tips
commonly turn downward and are pro-
fusely and repeatedly subdivided. Sur-

face like felt, but older stems may be
mealy or warty, ashy white or some-
times tinged by greenish straw color.

Pronged Easter Lichen
Stereocaulon coralloides

A primary thallus is replaced by a

profusely branched structure to 3 inches

high. The basic thallus comparable to

the sod flakes of the cladonias de-

scribed, may disappear, but just where
the one begins and the other ends is not

well defined. Coral-like branches are

slender, compressed cylinders.

Branches are smooth and naked in the

lower areas, sea-green or ashy, with
a brownish cast. Surface appears warty
and is spotted with very short-stemmed
discs that are borne at or near the

tips of the coral-like branching struc-

tures. These discs comparable to "cups"
of previously considered species.

Old Man's Beard
Usnea barbata

Vegetative structure is shrubby, fre-

quently hangs from some Support, and
is highly flexible. To 20 inches or more
in length, covered with numerous radi-

ating structures colored like main
axis, and not always easily distin-

guished from, the basic structure.

Branches circular, finely roughened.

Basic structures may be a greenish

gray that blackens with age, or tinged

with red. Commonly paler at the tips,

becoming straw-colored there. Struc-

tures including algae and fungi may
form soredia on older tissues and be
freed, forming new plants if they fall

on territory suitable for development.

Long Beard Lichen
Vsnea longissima

Sometimes considered a subspecies of

U. barbata. But U. longissima has

longer, if relatively few, main branches.

These are covered with branchlets that

commonly radiate at right angles and
are not usually tangled. Branchlets may
be approximately 2/5 inch long.

The surface of branches is covered
with fine, flat scales or loose materials.

This surface may look scabby because
of the covering scales. This species is

considered here as an example of how
variable these plants are and how close

integrations may be found among
otherwise recognizable entities.

Gold Eye Lichen
Teloschistes chrysophthalmus

Highly variable. While Usnea has cylin-

drical branches, Teloscliistes has flat-

tened branches, and while the related

Ramalina has branch tips that are blunt

or pointed, in this genus the tips end
in fine hairlike structures. Ramalina is

also much smaller. Yellow to pale,

greenish gray with yellow tinge.

May appear as hanging threads to 2 •

inches long, easily spotted because of

yellow color. The algae are Protococ-
cus, which appear as simple green

spheres under the microscope. Plant

seems to be profusely branched, but

is more rigid than some close relatives.

Blister or Black-and-White Lichen
Physcia leucomela

Surprisingly uniform, strap-shaped, ir-

regularly forked strips, to 1/12 inch in

diameter. Edges turn inward and down-
ward and bear ragged looking, black-

ish hairs. Tips are not especially blunt

and are usually carried in dense tufts

to nearly Vz inch across. Blackish hairs

more or less opposite each other.

Upper surface is gray or whitish and
undersurface is white, with some down
on it, the white contrasting conspicu-

ously with the black marginal hairs

among which may be soredia-yielding

algae and fungi that may then be freed

to establish new plants. Some species

form flat rosettes rather than tufts.

Iceland Moss
Cetraria islandica

Found in tufts or tangled masses to

2 or more inches high, with a pro-

nounced tendency when drying to form
something like a spine-edged trough.

Sometimes found in paper-thin forked
stalks to over Vs inch wide. All forms
tend to curl when drying, giving them
a highly variable appearance.

Surface is olive-green, but brown to

gray when dry; it is commonly smooth
but may be ridged or wrinkled. Under-
surface is paler than the upper and
may bear, near the branch bases, gray
patches of soredia that serve a repro-

ductive function independent of fruits.
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Fruits brown or purplish, to 1/6 inch

across, borne on tips of goblets. Some
related species have bright-red fruit-

ing structures. Goblet tips may be
closed by false bottoms not necessar-

ily of reproductive significance. Fungus
spores fall, are distributed by wind,

and become associated with algae.

Formed on ground, sod. logs, or rocks,

and most abundant in regions of lime-
stone rocks. Closely related to taller

reindeer moss and the red crest lichen.

Found frequently throughout the
United States and with world-wide dis-

tribution outside the country. A most
cosmopolitan plant, easily recognized.

Useful in furthering disintegration of
rocks and soils, in anchoring loose par-
ticles from wind and water erosion,

thus helping to build up soil volume.
Associated in folklore with pixies

—

mischievous sprites reputed to enjoy
leading people astray and getting them
mentally confused, hence "pixilated."

Fruiting bodies over swollen tips of

branches, globular or lumpy, to Va inch

through. Usually scarlet, but may be
maroon, black, buff, orange, or even
white. Fruiting structures on practi-

cally every branch tip. Bright colors

may attract insects, which may be in-

strumental in distribution of the spores.

Common in fields, woodlands, and
along the roadsides on soil, rocks, tree

bark, fence rails, and deadwood, but
most frequently considered as being
found on latter. Ranges throughout
eastern United States, but apparently
unknown in the American west or Eu-
rope, where C. bellidiflora replaces it.

Of no major economic importance.
Probably most easily recognized of all

of the cladonias. Serves as a soil-maker
and anchor, and as slight flood deter-

rent. Most popular for transplanting

to indoor terrariums. Name "British

soldiers" doubtless refers to apparent
resemblance to redcoats of soldiers.

Brownish fruits to 1/25 inch across ap-

pear as knobs on the tips of some of the

fruiting branches. Tangled masses of

whitish algae and fungal threads may
be found in lumps along older stalks

or may be inconspicuously scattered

on feltlike surface. These may start

new plants on suitable territory.

Found on thin layers of humus over
rock surfaces in the open, under trees,

or growing from rock crevices. Com-
mon under pines and other cone-bear-

ing trees. It is widely distributed

through North America, particularly in

the north, and similarly distributed in

Old World, often forming climax area.

Of considerable economic importance
as basic food for reindeer and other
animals of the habitat. Despite bitter

taste, it may have some subsistence
value as food for man, or as something
to mix with sparse supply of flour to

extend a diminishing food supply. May
serve as Scandinavian famine food.

Discs are at first brown, surrounded
by lighter or whitish area that becomes
obscured with age. Algae are com-
pletely meshed in threads of the fungus.

Unlike hollow stalk found in Cladonia,
the stalk here is solid and not brittle.

Possibly 5. paschale with profuse
branching is more representative.

Grows well on a thin humus layer over
rocks. It is considered by some to

be a subspecies of the common 5.

pascliale, which has a wider distribu-

tion. This latter species is found from
New England to South Carolina in

mountainous areas, north through Can-
ada and Alaska, Europe and Asia.

This lichen is of no great economic im-
portance, but it serves as soil-maker
and soil-anchor, thus delaying erosion.

It may reach a height of about 3 inches
and could have some nutritive value as

food for animals that graze in the area,

but this is hardly substantial.

Fruits are seldom seen. They are usu-

ally small—up to Vi inch in diameter

—

and are distributed about the plant

rather than at the tips. The fruiting

disc is pale gray to buff and may have
hairs drooping from its borders. Some
close relatives have short, stiff, erect

stems, while others are flexible.

Grows most commonly on tree bark
or dry deadwood in mountainous for-

ests. It is commonly associated with
swamps, though actually it does not
grow in the water itself. Grows on liv-

ing or on dead plants and is found
throughout North American continent

and wherever conditions are suitable.

This lichen is of no particular economic
importance. However, in the days when
medicinal values were determined by
the resemblance between plants and
parts of the human anatomy it was be-

lieved that Usnea barbata yielded sub-
stances that stimulated growth of hair.

Fruiting structures are rarely found,
but when present are near the tips

rather than distant from them, as in

Old Man's Beard. A related hairlike

Usnea, Usnea triclwdes. has few sec-

ondary branches, and these are smooth
rather than rough. Most lichens have
subspecies or varieties as relatives.

Found hanging from trees and other
supports in areas similar to those oc-

cupied by Old Man's Beard, especially

in the north. General aspect of all

hanging lichens is affected by stiffness

and position of the radiating hairs, by
the disturbances caused by wind, and
by character of supporting plant.

Probably of little if any economic im-
portance as food for animals, let alone
as fiber, as cover, or as a source of
dyes. Some day a use may be discov-

ered other than that of confounding
botanists or of creating arguments
among those working at classifying.

Fruiting structures appear as stalked

discs to 1/5 inch in diameter. Edges
torn or toothed from which radiate

finer hairlike structures, orange or con-

spicuously yellow. Undersurface is

normally ash gray. Common name
"gold eye" describes fruiting body.

Most commonly found on trees or old

wood, and ranges in one form or an-

other into all parts of North America
as well as in the major continental

areas of the world. Some related spe-

cies, as T. parietinus, are common on
moist stone walls and trees along water.

Apparently of no economic impor-
tance, and of interest to most people
primarily because of unique and attrac-

tive color and the interesting structure

of the plant parts that support the
fruiting bodies. In spite of its wide dis-

tribution, it is not ordinarily as com-
mon as are some other species.

Fruiting structures on short stalks are

on branch tips, disc-shaped, frosted

pale gray, with ragged whitish rim, to

1/5 inch across, yielding brownish, 2-

ccllcd spores. Fruit production is rare

in the northern part of this lichen's

range. Borders of disc may be lobed.

Almost always found on trunks and
branches of trees with some related

species growing on soil and some on
bare rocks. This species is relatively

common in the stales of the southeast,

yel grows as far north as central New
York. Relatives range more to north.

Of no generally recognized economic
importance, and probably does no
great damage to the trees on whose
bark the patches are most likely to be
found. Species growing on rock may
well stimulate soil production through
furthering disintegration of the rock.

Fruits are borne along the tip margins
in di^cs to 2/5 inch across, with dark
brown rims lorn or spiny. The spores

yielded from these areas are seen under
the microscope as colorless and un-

divided. Fruits arc not technically

fruits but arc merely spore-yielding

parts of the fungus pari of Ihe lichen.

Found on rocks and soil in appropriate

sites Ihrougb northern United Stales

and Canada, as well as Alaska. Plenti-

ful along coastal regions of New Eng-
land, but to the south may be in iso-

lated patches at higher elevations. Not
easily confused with other lichens of

its rantrc and habitat.

Possibly our most important lichen in

terms of value for direct consumption.
Serves as useful fiuklcr for wildlife and
cattle and may even he eaten hy man
for its abimdance of starch. May grow
interspersed with patches of reindeer

moss but is not easily confused with il.
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Lettuce Lichen
Cetraria lacunosa

Has general appearance of lettuce with
irregularly broad-lobed and crinkled

margins. Grows in tufts to 4 inches

across and to a height from base of

over 1 inch. Surface is pitted, giving

plant common name of pitted cetraria;

lacunosa refers to its saucer shape.

General color of plant is from pearl to

slate, with white to darker underparts.
Attachments to support of plant are

few or weak. Soredia, which yield com-
bined algae and fungi, are not so con-
spicuous as the fruits that yield only
fungus spores. A net pattern appears
over the shiny green upper surface.

Puffed Shield Lichen
Parmelia physodes

Appears often as flat rosettes, to over
2 inches across, with free tips raised or

appressed. Also spreads irregularly,

often intermingling with other lichens

and mosses. Its zigzag branching has
margins that look like a series of fingers

with puffed tips, which curl upward
showing brown color conspicuously.

Puffed tips an important characteristic

to notice as this distinguishes plant

from most Parmelia species. Upper
surface smooth and greenish gray;

undersurface black, but shining brown
and wrinkled at tips. Tips sometimes
break open giving plant a flower-like

appearance. Pale blue, mealy soredia.

Stane-Raw Lichen
Parmelia saxatilis

Flat rosettes grow to 4 inches or more
across. Greenish-gray surface has a fine

network of pits and wrinkles; under-
surface is black with a dense mass of

rootlike hairs that are matted to the
margins, which are cleft by narrow,
wavy lobes. Surface is usually shiny.

Presence of true soredia is questioned
by some authorities, while others claim
they are found in a narrow white line

that runs along the margins. In any
case, both the nature and the presence
of soredia are matters that must remain
to be determined by further research.

Boulder Lichen
Parmelia conspersa

Appears in mats to over a yard across,

which may be anything from a single

plant to a colony or community of
plants. Branches may remain sepa-

rate from those adjacent, or may grow
over them, but they usually lie close to

the supporting rock. Border of plant

usually lighter in color than center.

Upper surface is gray-green to yellow-
green at border, but center may be
olive-green to dull-gray and even
black. Undersurface of plant is choco-
late, often turning black. The hold-

fasts are relatively few and are dark
and rootlike. Soredia that yield fungi

and algae may appear in clumps.

Broad Shield Lichen
Parmelia perlata

Greenish yellow to slate color. Upper
surface has reddish-brown border that

tends to roll upward showing the
brown lobes in sharp contrast with the
normal upper surface color. Black
undersurface is smooth or delicately

wrinkled. Lobes lack hairs on margins.

Upper surfaces of lobes may be cov-
ered with whitish masses of soredia
that yield algae and fungi, the whole
unit appearing either in white dots

or with a whitish cast. Superficially,

the shape of the whole plant has the

appearance of liverwort, Marchantia.

Spreading Leather Lichen
Sticta amplissinia

May appear in flat rosettes to over 1

foot across, with wavy margins or
branches to 2/5 inch across; these
branches are usually divided into nar-
rower units, also with wavy margins.
Upper surface is usually smooth, often
with narrow wrinkles; pinkish gray or
pearl-gray when dry, green when wet.

Undersurface is downy and pale brown
at the margins and reddish brown to-

ward the center. It frequently becomes
blackish with age, when it acquires

—

as does the rest of the plant—a gen-
erally leathery appearance. Soft hairs

may cover the bottom or underside,

but the upper surface appears smooth.

Lung Lichen
Sticta piilmonaria

Appears as irregular rosettes to 1 foot
across, with branches to 2 inches or
more in width, each ending in angularly
tipped lobes. Color ranges from pale-

green and gray-green to brown or.

when dry, black. Surface pitted to

depths of 1/6 inch and marked by net-

work of ribs, often with lifted margins.

Soredia including algae and fungi are

dusty-gray and appear along the lifted

margins or along the ribs. The tissue

is so thin that the undersurface may
appear like the reverse of the upper
surface so far as ridges and wrinkles
are concerned, with grooves becoming
ridges and pits becoming bumps.

Dog Lichen
Peltigera canina

Rosettes sometimes as much as 20 or
more inches across, with smooth,
leathery brown or gray upper surface,
which becomes green when moist and
turns blackish in winter. Undersurface
is covered with a network of thick
white veins that, with age, become
brown, then black. Holdfasts abundant.

Upper surface has no prongs or soredia
that free algae and fungus spores. Al-
gal cells of the symbiotic relationship
are Nostoc or Gloeocapsa, not Proto-
cocciis as in so many lichens, and these
are not freed through conspicuous so-

redia as in many other species of lichen.

Smooth Rock Tbipe
Umbilicaria Dillenii

Leathery sheets, wrinkled and irregu-

larly twisted, are attached to rock or
base by a single central holdfast, un-
like the many holdfasts found on many
lichens. No regular lobes, but margin
may be ragged. Upper surface may ap-
pear powdery; is olive-green when
moist, grayish brown when dry.

Lower surface covered with a ragged,
black felt; some related species lack
this velvety undersurface. Near the
major point of attachment may be
weak branching strands that seem to

serve as secondary attachment. Algal
cells involved in the lichen are Pleii-

rococciis, resembling Protococciis.
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Brown fruits to 2/5 inch across arise

frequently from margins of upper leaf

surface. Sometimes those fruits on
short spurs with smooth thin rims may
have a large irregular central hole that

gives the pitted effect. These fruits yield

undivided colorless spores, which
serve in distribution of the lichen.

Relatively common on tree trunks and
twigs, most common in swamps. It is

found throughout the mountainous
parts of northern United States as well
as in Alaska and Canada, but is not
common south of Canadian border
states. Apparently not known outside
of North American continent.

Of no conspicuous economic impor-
tance but might be of food value in

serious crises. Of interest to botan-
ists, though, for research on algae and
fungi. Algae involved in the lichen are
Protococcus. The fungus is an Ascomy-
cetes, as apparently all lichen fungi are.

Fruits, on elevated spurs, are uncom-
mon to rare, appearing as saucers to

1/6 inch across and with irregular rims.

The fruits may bear soredia that yield

spores and algae on underside. There
are many closely related species with
minor but significant differences.

Commonest on dead limbs and twigs
of pines and hemlock, lightly attached
but sometimes completely encircling a
small twig. Ranges through northern
United States, but is more plentiful

in mountainous areas. Superficially re-

sembles a liverwort like Marchantia.

This lichen is of no recognized eco-
nomic importance or significance in

relation to other organisms, but it pre-

sents a distinct challenge to taxono-
mists, who find confusion in close re-

lationships between species of Pannelia,
not all of which are clearly separate.

Fruits, or the fungus reproductive struc-

ture, are not commonly seen. They
consist of deep, brown saucers with
roughened, warty, often prong-covered
rims. Spores are undivided and color-

less. Confusion as to soredia may give

rise to problem of identifying species.

Found on bare rocks, earth, deadwood
and bark of living trees, in a variety

of places including swamps, highlands
or ordinary woodlands. Its range ex-
tends through northern United States

and into Canada, as well as over all

major continental areas of world.

Of little, if any, major economic im-
portance, but may serve as a minor
soil-anchor and as a soil-former through
disintegration of supporting rocks by
action of its holdfasts. Has been sug-
gested as an emergency food but is

recommended only in dire emergency.

Fruits of fungus are saucer-like, regu-
larly or irregularly lobed, sometimes
dark brown, purplish or greenish, with
rims either smooth or toothed and to

Vi inch across. Spores yielded are col-

orless and undivided, and may be dis-

tributed by wind. Some related species

distinguished by color differences.

One of the commonest of all of the
paper-like lichens found on rocks. May
cover cliffs, old monuments, and stone
walls, but distribution is not limited
to shady spots, as it may be found
even in most exposed spots. Common
in northern United States and Canada,
in mountains to south, and elsewhere.

Of little, if any direct economic im-
portance, but may serve role of helping
in disintegration of rock and the form-
ing of soils or even in controlling some
erosion. Whatever its value, the

changes effected are discouragingly
slow, although must be recognized.

Fruits rare, but may be to Vi inch in

diameter, shaped like shallow saucers,

stalkless or short-stalked, with chest-

nut-brown centers and thick, smooth
rims. May split down center at ma-
turity and may be greenish brown
under some conditions. Spores un-
divided, colorless.

Usually found in shaded spots on rocks,

and commonly on tree bases. Range
extends throughout highlands of north-
ern United States and into Canada;
more common in the northern part of
its range than to the south, although
usually not in extreme Arctic areas.

Found in major continental areas.

Of little recognized economic impor-
tance. This species is, however, a cen-
ter of controversy between chemists
and botanists, the chemists claiming
that chemicals can distinguish sepa-

rate species, while botanists claim no
significant botanical differences exist.

Fruiting bodies of the fungus are light-

red when young, brown at maturity,

and black with old age. Abundant on
upper surface, they are shallow, saucer-

shaped to Vs inch across, crowded, or
irregularly scattered. When immature,
the fruits appear as hemispherical
warts with red centers near lobe tips.

Found on rocks or bark of usually

large trees throughout the eastern part

of the United States, particularly in

swamps; most abundant on cedars in

cedar swamps. Known throughout east-

ern United States and on major conti-

nents of world except South America.

Of no major economic importance that

is recognized. The species name, am-
pHssima, refers to its rather large size.

Color changes due to wetness and other
factors may have some significance, as

yet undetermined. The algae in this

lichen may be Nostoc, not Protococcus.

Fruits are uncommon. When found,
they are disc-shaped, to 1/6 inch

across, close to margins on the upper
surface, and are reddish brown, or
darker with age. Algal cells are Pro-

tococcus, distributed from soredia de-

scribed above. Mature spores colorless.

Most common in mountains of north-

ern United States where it grows on
trees and on limestone rocks. It may
extend farther south than some of its

close relatives. It is also common in

the western part of the country and
is known in all major continental areas.

Formerly was considered as valuable
for the production of a drug used in

correcting diseases of the lungs, but
it is not listed now in official drug en-

cyclopedias. When ground up and
mixed with dough it is reputed to act

like yeast, but property is questionable.

Fruiting bodies are borne on the raised

and curved tips of lobes along edge of

the plant body; these lobes curl back-

ward, somewhat in form of a dog's

tooth. Spindle-shaped, colorless spores

arc about 4 times as long as wide, and
sharply pointed at ends. Mature in

fall, Ihcy arc renewed in spring.

An extremely common lichen, found
mostly on the ground, on rocks, or
tree bases; though seen in open spaces,

docs best in deep woodlands and along
stream banks. When mature, the "dog-
tooth" edges curl back, exposing under-
side and making a hood over the shel-

tered spore producers.

When medicinal usage was determined
by resemblance of a plant to another
object, this lichen was said to yield

medicines effective in combating mala-
dies due to dogbilc, but this supersti-

tion finds no support today. Practical

economic value is about nil, although
plant can anchor soil and erode rock.

Major reproductive technique is by
fragmentation of the plant and through
undivided, colorless spores that are
produced by rare button-like structures

borne on the upper surface. 'Ihcsc

black structures arc often covered by
irregularly branching furrows, which
appear blister-like in some species.

This rock tripe is relatively common on
boulders, cliffs, and exposed rocky sur-

faces through most of the central and
eastern United Stales. It is usually to

be found at higher elevations, but it is

also known lo grow below 1,000 feet

elevation in the northeast. 'I here are

m.iny cln^cly related suhvpccics.

Major importance is in disintegration

of exposed rock surfaces, thereby as-

sisting in making soils and delaying
the runoff of water that falls on the

site. It is reputed to be of value as

food, but taste—which repealed boiling

is said to improve— is such that it

could only be eaten in emergency.



nature IN THE SCHOOL

THE LICHENS are often found in schoolrooms and

studied in school programs. They commonly ap-

pear in school terrariums, and are sometimes used to

brighten up classroom corners. Outside the classroom,

lichens may be discovered on the foundations of school

buildings, on the bark of schoolyard trees, or on exposed

stones in the school rock garden.

In developing a school or classroom terrarium that is

to include some of the lichens, it is best to do some plan-

ning. For example, it would be well to include at least

one lichen-covered stone as an example of the pioneer-

ing tendencies of the lichens in developing new territories;

it will also serve to point up the part that lichens play in

the prevention or delay of soil erosion, as mentioned in

the accompanying article.

There is little point in trying to plant a lichen or li-

chens on bare stone, since success is not likely; and, of

course, there is no point in asking a seed store for lichen

"seeds." Lichens do not produce seeds. However, it is

fairly easy to establish lichens in a terrarium, since they

have no true roots. The best way to transplant a Uchen

is to bring it to the terrarium on a piece of sod, in which

plant adjustments have been made and can be examined.

Examine the list of eighteen lichens that accompanies

this insert, and see how many of the plants can be col-

lected and installed in your classroom terrarium. It is

highly unlikely that a student could secure all of them;

and even if he could, they would not all thrive in a single,

small terrarium. Thus it might be worth while to have

three or more terrariums. One could be a "dry" terrar-

ium, in which lichens of relatively dry habitat could be

exhibited. A second might be a "wet" terrarium, for

water-tolerant species. A third might be used to exhibit

lichens that grow on the bark, twigs, or other parts of

trees. In this latter might be included a small section of

a lichen-covered fence rail or log. In any case, a record

of the specimens' original habitat should be kept, and

an attempt should be made to duplicate as nearly as pos-

sible the conditions of water and light that obtained in

the original locality.

It would be well to collect a few specimens for a herb-

arium, in order to supplement those of the terrarium.

Most lichens lend themselves reasonably well to drying,

but some have fine structures that are best preserved in

a liquid. Highly diluted Formalin or somewhat diluted

rubbing alcohol may answer this latter purpose. How-
ever, it should be kept in mind that alcohol may remove

some of the coloring matter of a lichen, an important

point where plant color is vital for identification.

It might be interesting to make miniature collections

—not of whole lichen plants, but of units merely large

enough to be easily identified. Such a collection might

include some lichens found growing on tombstones in

old cemeteries, with data indicating the possible age of

the plants as deduced from dates on the headstones. It

may be surprising to see how the lichens on tombstones
that have been in place for a half-century or more difl'er

from those that have been growing for a mere decade.
If a schoolyard tree exhibits lichens growing on its

bark, it will prove interesting to drive in a row of small

brads around the edge of the plants, taking care to see

that none of the nailheads are covered by the lichens.

Make a record of the date of the operation, and keep it

in the schoolroom for future reference. During the fol-

lowing year, a new set of brads may be driven around

the same lichen, and in this way the growth of the plant

may be easily measured and recorded. If iron brads arc

used the first year and copper nails the second, it will be

easier to distinguish the growth of the plant. You may
find the growth rate a matter for surprise!

It might be interesting, also, to make some color

sketches of various available lichens. The student might

try to explain why the green areas of the plants are us-

ually found exposed to the sun, while the white or black

areas are not. He will notice, too, that the brilliantly

colored parts of the hchens—like those of British sol-

Lichens may be transplanted to terrarium for close observation.

diers—are found on the elevated areas of the plant where

the colors might attract insects. It should be kept in mind
that these brightly colored areas are spore-producing.

In the chart section of this insert, we have often used

the words "soredia" and "fruits," and we have explained

in the text that the term fruits is really not used properly,

because lichens do not bear true fruits. The latter de-

velop from the ripened ovaries of flowers, which is not

the case with the lichens.

It is surprising how often the hchens are mentioned

in English literature and poetry. The student might start

a scrapbook of such references for his own enjoyment.

If a copy of Nina Marshall's Mosses and Lichens (pub-

lished by Doubleday, Page and Company, in 1908) can

be located, the student will find in it an abundance of

useful references to the lichens, although the volume

lacks somewhat in logical organization. When I gradu-

ated from high school in 1908, I saved my pennies and

purchased a copy of this book—and have enjoyed jt

and profited from it thoroughly ever since! v-:

frdarli



\T Xebi LA in Orion is classified as emission nebula

Because it emits its own light. This phenomenon is caused

SKY REPORTER
#hotography and spectroscopy help astronomers survey the sky

by unusually hot stars in masses of interstellar gas, dust

particles. Stars' radiation renders the gas self-luminous.

By SiMONE Daro Gossner

A IlLLiAM Hkksciiel's succEssoFiS attempted to com-

fy plete his survey of the heavens, extending it in par-

cular to the Southern Hemisphere; but their studies did

ot in any way imjjrove the model of the universe that he

ad derived from his own observations. This temporary

alt in the progress of t;osmolo;;y resulted mainly because

-w modifications or improvements had been brought to

le design of telescopes since the days of Herschel.

I he first half of the nineteenth century saw almost simul-

ineou.'ily the development of two techniques of observa-

on: spectroscopy anrl photography. .Some rlecadcs later,

leir application to astronomy would lead to the first

odern concepts of the structure of the universe. To this

ay ihey are among the astronomer's most |)owerful tools.

Spectros<;opy utilizes the fact that the atoms of a given

lement (hydrogen, oxygen, iron, etc.) emit light waves

1 certain fre()uencie» only; this group of freiiuimcies is

iffercnt for ea'h i-ji-ininl .md < on'-liliilr" il'* <pr(iniin.
i

Furthermore, the relative strength of the emission at the

various frequencies of the spectrum is a clue to the physi-

cal conditions of the element (
particularly its temperature)

.

When light coming from a star or other celestial source is

allowed to pass through a prism, it is dispersed like a rain-

bow according to the frequencies of the rays that comprise

it. An analysis of this composite spectrum reveals the physi-

cal characteristics of the source.

The invention of photography, by Daguerre in lf!.'?9, was
not immediately ap|)licable to astronomical research, be-

cause the early photographic plates were loo slow to pro-

duce usable pictures of sky oljjects. When the first photo-

graph of the moon was obtained, in 1!!40. il si'ctnrd a

miracle that llic image could be rccogiiiz('d at all. liul

with lh(r gradual improvi'mciit in ])hotographi(t plates, [\h;

.isiroiioinical advantages of this new process became rea<lily

,i))|i,iriiil. 'I lie, photographic process is a cumulative one;

us ihc (exposure liiric is increased, inwiges build up, reveal-
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Spiral galaxy is recognizable by its

spiral arms winding around nucleus of

tightly packed stars. Very hot stars

and interstellar gas compose the arms.

Edce-on galaxy is probably a spiral i

but its plane coincides with the lini k

ing progressively fainter objects and finer details. The

human eye does not possess this capacity: no matter how
long one looks at a star through a telescope, it will always

have the same brightness. Therefore, astronomical photog-

raphy is capable of recording celestial objects too faint

to be observed visually with any instrument.

By the end of the nineteenth century, photography had

become a powerful adjunct to astronomical research. Many
existing visual telescopes were adapted to photographic

use, and new ones were designed to serve exclusively as

cameras. The optical system of the telescope (whether mir-

rors or lenses) plays the role of the lens in a conventional

camera, and focuses the image on a photographic plate.

Film is seldom used because it tends to shrink irregularly

and is not very durable; a glass plate coated with photo-

graphic emulsion is usually preferred.

The most powerful photographic telescopes in existence

today fall generally into two categories. Large parabolic

reflectors permit the observation of extremely faint and

remote objects, but cover only a very small area of the sky

at a time. So-called Schmidt telescopes, consisting of a

spherical mirror and a correcting lens, offer the advantage

of a wide usable field. This wide-field characteristic makes
them ideally suited for extensive sky surveys.

I ESS than a century ago, nebulae and star clusters were

I known to astronomers as hazy patches in the sky, with

ill-defined outlines and barely distinguishable structure.

Except for a few loose clusters of stars, it was generally

impossible to determine whether the object under scrutiny

was a stellar aggregate or an amorphous mass of nebulosity.

The suggestion by Immanuel Kant and a few followers

that some of these objects might be "island-universes"

belonged strictly to the realm of speculation.

By contrast, observations with the large photographic

telescopes have not only confirmed Kant's assumptions, but

also have revealed the incredible variety in the shape, struc-

ture, and composition of the nebulae. On the other hand,

powerful spectrographs attached to modern telescopes
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have made it possible to distinguish between true gaseoui te

nebulae and remote stellar systems.

Gaseous nebulae are found almost exclusively along thi bliii

broad band of the Milky Way, and arise in most cases fron

the presence of vast amounts of interstellar gas (mostl

hydrogen) and dust particles. When stars are embedde(

within this material, the loose particles act as billions

tiny mirrors, reflecting the starlight in every direction,

the embedded stars are unusually hot, the surroundinj

material is rendered self-luminous, that is, it emits its owi

light. One of the most famous emission nebulae of this kin(

is the Great Nebula in Orion (see picture on p. 45) , whiclfgli

may be seen with the naked eye, dimly surrounding one

the stars in Orion's sword. If, on the contrary, there are m

stars within the nebula, it may still be visible as a darl

mass if it happens to be superposed against the backgrouni

of a more distant reflection or emission nebula (see Horse

head, at right, below).

A distinct category of emission nebulae comprises small
|([j|

tenuous, shell-like objects, each deriving its illuminatio

from a very bright central star. These gaseous shells ar

known to exhibit turbulent motions. When viewed throug
| Hj

a small telescope, they appear not unlike the planets Uranu jijj,^

and Neptune; this fact has earned them the name of plant

tarj nebulae ( see Dumbbell, at right, above ) . About 75

of these planetaries are known at present.

Some of the objects, which had been classified as nebula

in earlier days, proved to be vast stellar systems, not unlik |U^
our own Milky Way, but so distant that it had been impos

||

sible to see their individual stars. To distinguish them fror
jj^^^

true nebulae they are called galaxies { from the Gree i

galaxias, milky
) , but the designations '"nebula" and "extrs

galactic nebula" are still encountered in astronomical litei

ature. Galaxies often exhibit a characteristic spiral shap

(see Messier 33, at left, above) with enormous arms wind

ing around a bright nucleus of tightly packed stars. Other

are more nearly elliptical, or frankly irregular. Thesi

shapes seem to be directly related to the composition

the galaxies. Very hot stars and associated interstellar ma'

dlo(

firelti



sight, making it hard to ascertain

Its form. Galaxy is in Coma Berenices.

Dumbbell nebula, a planetary nebula,

represents a gaseous shell illuminated

by a very bright central star. About
750 such planetary nebulae are known.

I I

erial are found almost exclusively in spiral arms. Elliptical

alaxies, on the contrary, seem entirely devoid of these

eatures. Current theories on the formation of stars hold

hat extremely hot ones may be very young; if this is cor-

ect, spiral arms may be a sign of youth.

The greatest difficulty in determining the structure of

I
our own Milky Way galaxy comes from the fact that

:? ire are embedded in it. The problem is akin to being in a

trange house and trying to guess the appearance of its

acade without being allowed to step outside; one could

niy estimate its dimensions, take inventory of its rooms.

nd look through a window for a similar house across the

treat. Astronomers have done just that for the Milky Way.

The presence of vast amounts of nebulosity and bright

oung stars hints at spiral structure. But until a decade ago,

: was impossible to substantiate the belief that the Milky

Tay is a spiral galaxy except by drawing analogies with

ther spirals such as the Great Galaxy in the constellation

indromeda—a near neighbor as astronomical distances go.

nd close enough for detailed scrutiny.

The large concentration of stars in the general vicinity

f Sagittarius suggested that this might be the direction of

le Milky Way nucleus, and that our sun lies at the peri-

hery of the system. Efforts to observe the nucleus itself

ere fru.strated by the presence of large amounts of obscur-

ig matter in that direction.

The problem was solved after the introduction of radio

;lesf;opes tlesigned to observe the radiation of neutral

ydrogen at radio frequencies. Because hydrogen is very

bundant in spiral arms, and because its emission in the

adio spectrum can penetrate obscuring clouds, it became

o«»ible. a few years ago. to trace the pattern of hydrogen

early thrfjughout our entire galaxy. The prcsenic of spiral

rms was unmistakable. As furllii-r corroboralinn of ihi-

eneral shajje of the system, wide-angle photographs taken

I the dirw.tion of Sagittarius show that ihi.s region of the

lilky Way has a structure sirikinglv similar to ihc iriiddli-

f the erige-on galaxy in llir n-nli-i |)liiilo;;i ;iph. iilioir.

J

'I'm; iroicsnuAi) miula,
mIch, iiii|H-;irh ;tK (hirk

Khir-rrce iloiid of giiH iiiiil duHt

rlorc ll|.'lili'r li:i('k|;r<iuiiil.
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THE SKY IN NOVEMBER

From the Almanac:

New Moon
First Quarter

Full Moon
Last Quarter

November 8, 4:59 a.m., EST
November 15, 7:13 a.m., EST
November 22, 4:44 a.m., EST
November 30, 1:19 a.m., EST

For the visual observer:

Mercury, in the morning sky, will reach its greatest

western elongation on November 7. Some 19° west of the

sun that day. it will rise about an hour and three-quarters

before sunrise and it will be found very close to the planet

Venus. It will be favorably placed for observation during

the first half of November, rising one and a quarter hours

before the sun on November 1, one and a half hours before

the sun on November 15.

Venus, also a morning star, will rise at approximately

4:45 a.m., local standard time, on November 1, 5:15 A.M.

on November 15. and 5:45 A.M. on November 30. It will

be low in the southeastern sky shortly before sunrise.

Mars, in the evening sky. will be too close to the sun to

be observed conveniently.

Jupiter, in Capricornus ( —1.7 magnitude) will be low in

the south at sunset. The planet will set in the southwest at

approximately 10:15 p.m. on November 1. 9:30 p.m. on

November 15, and 8:45 p.m. on November 30.

Saturn (+0.8 magnitude) will be in Sagittarius, approx-

imately 5° west of Jupiter and will set about forty-five

minutes before that planet.

Two meteor showers may be expected in the course of

the month: the Taurids on November 5 and the Leonids on

November 16. Both have an estimated maximum of fifteen

meteors per hour for a single observer.

Elongations of Mercury and Venus:

Because Mercury and Venus have smaller orbits than

that of the earth, they are never seen very far from the sun.

To a terrestrial observer, they seem to oscillate between

two extreme positions on either side (east and west) of

the sun. Astronomers use the term elongation to designate

the angular distance in longitude between the sun and a

planet; accordingly, the expression "greatest elongation"

is applied to these extreme positions.

Since planetary orbits are not perfectly circular, succes-

sive greatest elongations have a slightly different angular

extent, depending on the orbit's orientation in the line of

sight. This effect is particularly noticeable for Mercury,

whose greatest elongation varies from 18° when the planet

is at perihelion (the point in its orbit closest to the sun)

to 28° at aphelion (the point in its orbit farthest from the

sun ) . In the case of Venus, the greatest elongation of the

planet's orbit has been found never to exceed 48°.

Greatest elongations of Mercury are not all equally fav-

orable for observation. The planet moves very nearly along

the great circle of the ecliptic—the apparent path of the

sun among the stars—and it is most readily observed when
the ecliptic is most tilted to the horizon. At our latitudes,

this condition is fulfilled in the spring for the evening sky

and in the fall for the morning sky. Observations of Mer-

cury should, therefore, be scheduled accordingly.

Oil the preceding pages. Mrs. Gossner offers the ninth
in her 1961 series on the growth of cosmological concepts.
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The Male Spider
Myth wrongly labels him few in numbers and sorry in prospects

IN
THOUSANDS of homes across the

land this fall, a standard scene

will be played. A large, long-legged

spider will scurry rapidly across the

living room floor and disappear under

the piano or behind a sofa. A woman
will shriek, or nearly, and demand
that the man of the house find and

kill the lurking creature. The peace

of the fireside will remain disturbed

until an entirely harmless arachnid

has been driven from hiding with um-

brella or broomstick, trapped in a

tumbler, and flung outdoors or merci-

lessly committed to the flames.

This is not the place to examine the

irrational fear that the luckless animal

has aroused by its unexpected arrival.

But when calm is restored, it is inter-

lesting to observe that almost no one

|out of the human cast of thousands

ill have noticed these facts: the

season is autumn, the time is evening,

land the spider is (or was) a male of

the genus Tegenaria, one of the fairly

common house spiders.

Among the first notions that a

student of spiders acquires are these

traditional ones: that male spiders are

Irare. that ihey do not spin webs, and

Ithat they are eaten by their mates. All

Ithree notions, as we shall see, are

Ifalse in whole or in part. Collecting

in woods and fields seems to confirm

the males' apparent rarity and so,

kerhaps. excuses belief in the other

Ittto notions. .Male spiders certainly

are peculiar: there cannot be many
animals among the invertebrates in

luhich the attainment of maturity is

impanied by so great a change in

|thc behavior of the sex.

What are the outward and visible

signs that show a spider to be a male?

Iln nearly all male animals, the testes—

llhe glands that secrete spermatozoa—

larc directly connected by two ducts

ailed the va.ia (lejvrtrnlia to an organ

|thal either ejecl.s the sperm into the

|IlriiM)li iif iK-wly Iiiit<-Ii<-<1 HpiilcrH. ti-Jl,

>iil:iiii»<'i|iiiil niimlxTHor Im>I li H<'xi'n.

|liiim.ilor<' malrH look liU< f. i.iiil. m.

By Theodore Savory

water over newly laid eggs (as in

many fishes), or transfers it to the

body of the female. The testes of a

male spider occupy a normal position

in the abdomen, and the vasa dejeren-

tia open at an inconspicuous orifice

just behind the waist. But the spider's

two intromittent organs are nowhere

in the neighborhood. They are found,

instead, at the ends of the pedipalpi—

a pair of leglike limbs arising from

the sides of the spider's mouth and

in front of its first pair of legs. In

female and young male spiders, these

pedipalpi are tactile organs, freely

supplied with sensory hairs. But when
the male matures, the last segments

completely change their appearance.

This change has already begun at

the time the male undergoes its next-

to-last casting-off of the skin. Then
the palps can be seen to be swelling

at their tips. This is due to the matura-

tion of the male organs; they will

appear fully developed when the skin

is cast for the last time. The palps'

last segment, which in its early de-

velopmental stages resembles a finger

and later looks like a thumb with a

single, terminal claw, has now become
a hollowed, spoonlike container. The
claw has disappeared or has become
converted into part of the elaborate

apparatus forming the spoon.

So much for the first traditional

notion—the apparent rarity of male

spiders. During more than three quar-

ters of their lives, males cannot be

distinguished at sight from their sis-

ters. Their palps resemble those of

the oppcjsite sex and, since there is

no difference between male and fe-

male activities, one naturally, if un-

thinkingly, tends to look up(jn all such

immature forms as females. In fact,

however, half of these supposed fe-

males are unannounced males.

In the past, several authors be-

lii'ved that they hafi found s<:^condary

diflercniirs that <-nabl('fl ihcm to sep-

arate the spiders according to their

sex as far back as the e^K stage, but

these secoriflary signs are now discrerl-

ilrd. Investigator.* who have raised

spiders from cocoon to old age have
found that the proportions of the two
sexes are about equal.

Why, then, are mature male spiders

rare? During recent years, I have
made it a practice to keep in captivity

( and to watch with special care and
interest I any sub-adult males of the

genus Tegenaria that I have been able

to find. It was my hope to detect any
male change from "female" behavior

that might occur at this stage of ap-

proaching maturity. The results have
been negative. When put into cages,

these sub-adult males spin normal
webs, eat the flies with which they are

supplied, feed with the usual greed if

given the opportunity, and in no way
support the dictum that coming events

cast their shadows. Finally they molt.

AT this point, another traditional

L notion must be revised. It is true

that if mature males are kept in cages

for some time, their webs fall into

disrepair; evidently the webs are not

receiving the nightly quota of added

silk that formerly restored the ravages

of the chase. But this is not apparent

at once. If an adult male Tegenaria,

which has just molted for the last

time, is put into a new cage, it will

spin a web and feed on flies, continu-

ing for perhaps ten days or a fortnight

to lead the same old life. Then a mo-

ment comes when it takes a first step

toward achieving its male function.

The spoonlike palpal organs, which

have already been described, are now
complete, but they contain no sperm.

It is obvious that the palps should now
be swung round into contact with the

sperm-emitting orifice in the spider's

abdomen, and so receive a charge of

semen. It is obvious, except for one

thing: the palps are too short—the

orifice is beyond their reach.

The male spider overcomes ihis dil-

Acuity by spiiming a small, special

web calle<l a spcrm-webl. depositing

a drop of semen thereon, and then

imnicdiali'ly applyinf^ the palps to

that drop. They take up the fluid as

wipiilcl .1 s\ I iii^'c. 'Iliis ri'Miarkable ))ro-
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Pedipalpi of a mature female spider-

here magnified considerably—resemble

52

a young male's, but sole function is as

tactile organ, aided by sensory hairs.

cess, called sperm-induction, was first

seen by the German zoologist A.

Menge in 1843. The action is carried

out by some species of spiders before

a female has been discovered; by

others it is included as a preliminary

to, or an early stage of courtship. By
others, again, it is postponed until

courtship has been proceeding for

some time, or it is hurriedly repeated

if unions are numerous or prolonged.

THE sperm-web is usually triangu-

lar or rectangular in shape and is

spun in an inclined or almost vertical

plane. When it has been made, the

spider shakes or rubs his abdomen

upon it, depositing a drop of seminal

fluid, and into this drop the palps are

inserted, usually in turn but exception-

ally together; the fluid is drawn up

by surface tension. The whole process

takes from five to twenty-five minutes.

With its palpal organs fully

charged, the male Tegenaria begins a

wandering life, in which it seems to be

more highly sensitive to environmen-

tal detail than before. Perhaps this

increased perception is a result of the

tumid state of the palps
;
perhaps hor-

mones are responsible. Driven by

whatever stimulus, the male wanders

abroad, seeking it knows not what.

How far must our Tegenaria go?

How far can it go? Calculation will

answer the first question, for the aver-

age distance to be covered by any

male wandering at random can be

determined—given, first, the lengths

of its legs; secondly, the diameter of

the female web with which the legs

must come into contact; and thirdly,

the population density of the species.

To clarify the mechanics of this phe-

nomenon, it should be mentioned that

the sense organs on the tips of the

males' legs inform them when they

have stumbled onto a female's web.

And since a spider walks with its legs

more or less parallel to the ground,

spiders with longer legs cover a

greater area as they move. Likewise,

a larger web is more apt to be chanced

upon than is a smaller one. (The situa-

tion is like that of ice floes drifting on

the Arctic Sea: their areas affect their

chances of touching one another.)

The whole matter is further compli-

cated by the fact that, among some

species, both sexes are wanderers,

while among others only the male

wanders, in search of the female's web.

The Tegenaria, with which we are

concerned, belongs to the second of



these categories, and the distance a

male of this type of spider would have

to walk before first meeting a female's

web is expressed by this formula

:

a

Average Distance =
(d + s) X n

Without getting involved here in the

mathematics by which such a formula

for random wandering is arrived at,

we may apply this one by substituting

the area of the spiders' immediate

habitat for "a,'" while '"d" is equal to

the diameter of the female's web, "s"

is equal to the over-all spread of the

male's legs, and "n" equals the num-

ber of webs of the particular species'

females in the given area.

If it is assumed that the male has

legs one inch long, giving a span of

two inches from side to side, that the

female's web has a diameter of twelve

inches, and that there is one such web

in a cellar that measures 21 feet by

15 feet, then the male spider may ex-

pect to have to walk 90 yards before

coming upon a web. If there are two

webs, he walks only half the distance;

if three webs, then he walks one-third

the distance, and so on.

To these cold figures must be added

the information that the number of

spiders of all species per acre is not

likely to be one or even a hundred,

but may reach a total of more than

two million. Even if only a small

proportion of this population can

satisfy the needs of one wanderer, it

seems unlikely that any male spider

runs much risk of bachelorhood.

How far the male can go is, in my
opinion, more important than

how far he must go. Even if a male

spider has to walk only fifty yards, it

is likely to be wearied by the effort.

It is a member of a sedentary, not a

vagrant, species; the thoracic muscles,

which have to move its eight long legs,

are very small. Data on this question,

however, are lacking. We know only

that the wanderer never rests, but

perseveres until the sense organs of

the foot report it is treading on the

weh of its future mate.

Immediately the male's behavior

changes. Now begins a series of some-

limes prolonged preliminaries, which

delay the transfer of the sperm. These

actions have been fully described for

very many different specien under the

unfortunately anthropomorjjhic name
of "courLship." A few remarks on spi-

cier courtshi)) are therefore iierliiirnt. lilK.lt, I,;

iO.I. !>l HliincH into H|i(H)iilikir orcaii lli;il in

ii».'(l lo liMriHfrr Hcini'ii lo llic fi-rii;ilr.
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Mr). yAVOiiv, the Vice-Principal of

Stafford House College in London,
is the author of books on philology

as well as on spiders. He is making
his first appearance in this magazine.

First, we need intensive study of

the courtship patterns of single spe-

cies, so individual variations can be

eliminated and the really essential

details retained. It is among such

species-predictable details that the

most effective stimuli and appropriate

responses will be found.

Again, we must know the effects

on courtship of the conditions of the

spiders themselves. We need com-

parisons between a recently molted

male and one that has been mature

a week or more before being allowed

upon a female's web. Similarly, we
require coinparisons between the re-

actions and receptions of recently ma-

tured and long-matured females. We
must contrast hungry with well-fed

spiders of either sex. This has not yet

been done in sufficient detail.

Third, in all published descriptions

of spiders' courtship it is the male

that steals the limelight. We are told

of everything the male does: yet the

female is also receiving stimuli, and

it is unlikely that she does not react

at all. A little attention directed to-

ward the female partner in these rites

might be well rewarded.

TRADITIONALLY, accounts of court-

ship in spiders have been badly

distorted by the myth that the female

will inevitably kill and eat the male,

and that the ritual of courtship is de-

signed to prevent this. It is seldom

pointed out that there are species of

flies where the male, like the spider,

will pay court by posturing and leg-

waving in front of the female: or that

the male of at least one species of fly

offers a morsel of food to the female,

as does the more widely known spider

Pisaura. Such flies are carnivorous,

but not so cannibalistic that the male
needs this protection. The "insurance-

policy' theory of courtship, in my
view, is no inore valid for explaining

spiders' behavior than it is for explain-

ing flies' behavior.

One of my most revealing glimpses

of the living spider in nature was
given me one afternoon in the fields

of Herefordshire, when I saw a male
Lycosa lugubris walking across the

trunk of a fallen tree. It was the only
spider in sight at the moment, but
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suddenly it stopped and, without ap-

parent reason, began its courtship

actions. It continued to raise and

lower its palps for perhaps half a

minute, and very absurd it looked, all

alone on the broad expanse of wood,

energetically courting nothing. Per-

haps this instance supports the hypo-

thesis of the occurrence of what

Konrad Lorenz has called "vacuum
activity." The internal drive or urge

may have reached such intensity that

a set of reactions, which would nor-

mally appear as courtship movements

only when the correct stimulus was

present, broke through the male's

neuromuscular controls and took

place in the female's absence. It was

an abnormal but illuminating event.

From it, we could go on to build

up a picture of the male spider, under

compulsion froin internal stimuli, re-

sponding to a combination of external

stimuli that leads to its peculiar pat-

tern of courtship. This would bring

the spiders' courtship into line with

observations and conclusions on other

kinds of behavior seen among animals

of many different kinds. In this con-

nection, it is reasonable to suppose

that a special combination of stimuli

is necessary to induce an act that char-

acterizes the species and which may
be performed only once in a lifetime.

But it is far less reasonable to picture

the courting male as precariously

poised in an anthropomorphic fashion,

torn between desire and fear. Actually,

he has been driven (or guided) by

the inexorable accident of statistical

probability into a situation toward

which his whole existence has been

directed, and in which the nubile fe-

male is to be the essential stimulus.

For Tegenaria, courtship is a rel-

atively simple process. The male

drums on the web with its pedipalpi

in a very characteristic way; the vi-

brations thus set up reach the female,

for whom they possess a very different

significance from that of the vibrations

of a fly in these same meshes. The
female does not rush out to the kill;

instead, the male, drumming unceas-

ingly, slowly approaches the female.

An aspect of the male spider's be-

havior that has not hitherto been

sufficiently stressed is this: the search,

the courtship, and the mating have

been three successive and increasingly

strenuous activities. Sometimes the

search has been so tiring that the

courtship is imperfectly performed;

sometimes the courtship is so strenu-

ous that the male cannot finish it;

finally, there is at least one case on

record in which the wearied male
died during mating. Hence the third

of our traditional notions.

EVEN when it does not die, the

fulfilment of its function in

continuing the species leaves the male

spider without purpose. Biologically,

no great extension of its life can be

justified: in fact, it is clear that the

animal is exhausted—"run out," as

the gamekeeper says of his stags. At

the end of their rut, however, the

stags at least can rest, feed, and regain

strength: male spiders cannot. With
the coming of maturity, they have for-

saken their webs to go a-wooing, sacri-

ficed their chances of ever catching

another fly, and condemned them-

selves to starvation.

My observations carry the story

further: on the basis of these, I be-

lieve that male spiders are never very

robust. Far from being full of the

virility that the stories of their dances

suggest, far from showing an enhanced

activity from "the greater metabolism

of the male " mentioned in textbooks,

the males are weaklings, clinging

to lives that seem to have one object.

In September, 1953, I had a mature

male Tegenaria, apparently in the best

of health, living in a box in a good

web of its own making. I put a vigor-

ous fly into the box as a meal for

the spider, but the insect was too

strong to be entrapped by the web.

Time and again, the spider rushed out

to the source of disturbance of the

silk, but always the fly escaped and

the spider returned to its resting

place. A few hours of this were more

than the spider could support. The

shaking of its web gave it no rest;

it was compelled to run out to the

stimulus again and again until, com-

pletely exhausted, it died.

We can conclude, then, that the

death of the male spider is due to its

constitutional weakness and not, as is

usually thought, to its mate's can-

nibalism. But if. as we have seen, the

male does not correspond to the tra-

ditional image we have of it, investi-

gation has not made this animal much

less puzzling. It has. instead, hinted

to us what the actual puzzles may be.

Climax in male's life comes as. palps

charged, he comes upon female's web,

begins to vibrate it in distinctive way

that signals preliminaries of courtship.
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Part II

People of Baltistan
Agriculture, herding, and dairy farming form the basis of

\iK s\(Ks ol .1 ^kiii rail art- tightened River in Baltistan. Normally U';o(l in

anj reinllated alter trip down Shigar calm water, the rafts can ride rapids.
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By

James Hurley

he Baiti economy

Rope bridge casts a shadow on Bral<lii

River as Balti porters cross. Bridge is

DURING THE TWO CE\TL'RIFS thai

the British stayed in India, the^

penetrated into nearly e\eiy corner

of the country and found out almost

all there was to know about it. This

was not only because of British admin-

istrative and security needs, but also

because of a national penchant for ad-

venture—combined, in many cases,

with a taste for scholarly endeavor

and interest in the culture. Thus was

produced a wealth of factual and de-

scriptive books that will long remain a

monument to British rule in India. The

"District Gazetteers," in pai ticular. ai

e

exemplary, for they relate in minute

detail all that was known at the time

about the people of a given district

—their history, ethnology, language,

folklore, and economy.

But for Baltistan there were no

"District Gazetteers," since the coun-

try was both distant and under an-

other administration, that of the

Maharaja of Kashmir. The British did

not extend their rule into north India

until the middle of the nineteenth

ri-nlurv, and for various reasons, in-

iludiiig administrative expedience,

they left Kashmir and its several far-

flung districts in the hands of a Hindu

soldier-prince. Although British ofTi-

cials were stationed in Kashmir dur-

ing the next hundred years, there were

few of them, and they generally served

as "advi.sers." 'iheir numbers grew,

however, during tiiiics of military or

political tension.

Bfcausi; Kashmir occupied a strate-

gic position at India's juncture with

China. Mussla. .iiiil Tilxl. and bccnise

made of interwoven branches, with a

slick at mid-span to spread handrails.

the maintenance of coidial relations

vvilh the ruling prince was important

to the legime at Delhi, it was neccssarv

to obtain permits to visit the aiea. lliis

was only a foimality in the case of

Siinagar and the Kashmir Valley, but

it took on leal meaning as a]>plied to

such frontier aieas as Baltistan and

Ladakh. However, when it became

known that the hunting was excellent

and thai prize ibex heads were to be

had in the faiawav karakorams. red

tape disappeaied in the face of attacks

fiom that foimidable breed known as

"the Biitish sportsman." And so the

region was "discovered."

IN
the latlei nineteenth century. Sir

Fiancis Younghusband's daiing

tiip from Peking acioss the Gobi Des-

ert and into India over the Muztagh

Pass excited world interest in the Kara-

korams. Soon after that, the great

scientific and mountaineering expedi-

tions began to arrive. The first, in

1892. was mainly British, led by Sir

William Conway. The expedition pen-

etrated to the Baltoro Glacier, one of

the longest glaciers in the world out-

side of polar regions. The members
mapped much of the tributary glacier

system and climbed several peaks.

Between lilW and 1912. Mrs. Fanny

Bullock Workman, an American, and

her husband. Dr. William Hunter

Workman, conducted five expeditions

to Baltistan and the Karakorams.

Other major scientific and mountain-

eering expeditions in the early years

of this century wer(' those of the- Duke

(.f the Abnizzi. l')()7-0!:. and of an-
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Boatmen prepare to ferry passengers

across Shyok River at Khapalu. Conic

grass baskets on villagers' backs are

made in accord with the size of user.

other Italian, Dr. Filippo de Filippi,

in 1913-14. The territory covered by

both expeditions overlapped the Kar-

akorams (i.e., Baltistan) and Chinese

Turkestan. In 1923-24, the Americans

Katherine and Robert LeMoyne Bar-

rett spent a year trekking and climb-

ing in Baltistan and Ladakh. Since

then, and particularly in the last ten

years, the Karakorams have become

an international mountaineering play-

ground. Each year from two to four

expeditions contend for the honor of

reaching the tops of perhaps a score of

unclimbed peaks over 20,000 feet.

Americans have had a good share in

the conquests of some of them, includ-

ing Hidden Peak and Masherbrum, and

have acquitted themselves well on the

28,250-foot K-2. the second highest

Shooting rapids of upper Shigar on
a skin raft gave author some anxious

moments. Air bladders may be refilled

by boatmen while the raft is in motion.

mountain in the world, after Evere

What is Baltistan like and how do

one reach it? These questions a

asked even in Pakistan, for few Pal

stanis have had the opportunity

perhaps desire to go there. The usi

tendency is to confuse Baltistan wi

Baluchistan, one of Pakistan's pre

inces to the southwest. Yet the area

within ninety minutes' flying tii

from Rawalpindi. Pakistan's capit

The plane ride (the alternative is

twenty-day mule track over the hi

and forbidding Deosai Plateau ) is (i

citing enough to thrill the most soph

ticated traveler. The plane skims ji

above successively rising ranges a

peaks, and skirts the northwestern si

of sprawling, snow- and ice-cappli

Nanga Parbat, called the "Germs

killer" for the twenty-six Germe

and porters killed on it in the 193C

Shortly before arriving at Skardu, I

plane sweeps into the Indus GoTj

whose walls often seem to hem it in

three sides. Skimming close above c

last, high buttress, the plane lands

Skardu's baked mud field.

Skardu is the administrative a

trading center of Baltistan, and it

here that one finds the greatest div

sity of races and tongues. In 1

bazaar, Uigur-speaking Turkis fn

Kashgar, Pushtoons from Peshaw

r



rdu-speaking Punjabis from Lahore.

id an occasional Kashmiri vie for the

yi rupees to be made from a Balti

st in from the mountain highland

th a back-load of wheat, butter, or

iricots. The Balti sells his goods for

It and tea, and perhaps—if his wife

s been persuasive—a bit of bright

Dth for her. In the serai, oddly at-

ed Gujars speaking strange Pahari

alects unpack horseloads of chunk

It and kerosene tins brought in car-

ans across the high Deosai route,

le trip may take a heavy toll of their

imals if they are caught in a snow-

)rm or one of the deadly cold winds

r which the plateau is noted. The

roe and nature of these winds can

imagined from the occasional blasts

at sweep into the Skardu Valley.

iually accompanied by lowering

,rk clouds, they shake houses and

so violently and make such a

ise that one begins to think the end

the world will be similar.

ses

In numerous small tea shops one

hears some of the dialects and tongues

that illustrate the different streams

of humanity now comprising Skardu's

population : Burushaski from Hunza,

Shina from Gilgit, Khowar from Chit-

ral, and sometimes Sindhi or Bengali.

THIS linguistic melange has affected

the local language, and pure Balti

is hardly spoken in Skardu anymore.

The local patois is such a mixture of

Urdu. Balti, Hindi, and Persian that

the Balti from other villages say it is

hardly understandable. For trading

and administrative purposes, Urdu
( one of the official languages of Pakis-

tan ) is the lingua franca.

The populated part of Baltistan,

which lies on the southern and western

flanks of the Great Karakoram chain,

is made up of a number of valleys.

The first of these valleys is that of the

great Indus River, running northwest

from its source in Tibet, and the rest

are those of tributary rivers, such as the

Shyok and Shigar, and a number
of lesser, glacier-fed streams—the

Hushe, Thalle. Braldu, and Basha.

From at least the time of the Moslem
conversion, local rulers have presided

over seven of these valleys or valley

sections: Skardu, Khapalu, Shigar,

Rondu. Kires. Kharmang, and Tolti.

From time to time, other principalities

have risen but have usually been short-

lived. As far back as is known, these

local rulers—called variously rgyalpo,

thum, sultan and raja—have been

fighting among themselves. Only in a

few instances has a leader arisen in-

fluential enough to unite them all—

AH Sher Khan Anchan of Skardu and

Ali Mir of Khapalu ( and these two are

possibly the same person ) are the

main ones. But generally the raja of

Skardu has enjoyed a traditional pos-

ition of pre-eminence, perhaps be-

cause Skardu has always been, as far

as we know, Baltistan's trade center.

I KHIiv r,M IimIii- I- |iiilli-(l iiphlrriiiii liy As il iii'iirn hiink. |i:i^hiii);rrh jiiMi|i

woulill).; lr:iv.:l<Ts ;iii<l iml.-.l l.y iri:w. jiijj IM-Ip jxili- Im iI..' .ippohiU: hIki
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Ibex horns surmounting Balti house indicate that hunter

lives there. Ibex figures are often found carved on rocks.

Man of skardu tamps down a corner of the new earth ro

on his house. The typical roof structure of a Balti hon

With the return of the Hindus to

Kashmir in 1847, local rajas were

stripped of forts and military power

and reduced to the status of jagirdars

(estate holders) . To keep them peace-

ful and reasonably content, they were

given privileges such as subsidies, tax

exemptions, and rights of revenue col-

lection according to their former im-

portance, degree of resistance—or

help—to the invading forces, as well

as their current behavior.

The traditional class structure of

the Balti, still observed in name but

divested of most of its earlier impor-

tance, had. at the top. a raja icho)

class, followed by a wazir ( minister )

class. Membership in the latter car-

ried varying status, depending upon
the number of wazirs a particular raja

had in his retinue. After these came
the kacho group, or relatives of the

raja. Included in this category were

children born to a raja's "ordinary

Balti" wives or concubines, who came
from non-raja families. Such children

were not eligible for succession to the

rajaship. Next came the pahcho (or

"milk-mother" I families, whose moth-

ers had suckled a young raja (this

practice continues today) . At the bot-

tom of society stood the inon, a caste

of musicians. Another group holding
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some special status was the jacho—

members of families who had come to

Baltistan in the retinue of a future rani

(wile of a raja) from the ruling fam-

ilies of the adjacent states of Hunza or

Nagar. And yet another was the bum-

eraA'-pa-those who had accompanied

a future rani from the ruling family of

Ladakh. Membership in these groups

was hereditary, although the wazir

class tended to be somewhat transi-

tory, the post originally having been

appointive and therefore subject to

the political whims of the raja.

THE climate of Baltistan is ex-

tremely arid— less than six inches

of rainfall a year. Since the econ-

omy is mainly agricultural, irrigation

poses a considerable problem. Despite

the fact that running water is the most

characteristic sound in Baltistan, the

problem of how to raise water to the

flat, cultivable spots that often lie hun-

dreds of feet above glacial torrents is

a knotty one. The Balti solution has

been to construct rather amazing com-

plexes of take-off canals, aqueducts,

channels, ditches, and rivulets, which

they direct with consummate skill

through innumerable layers of neat

terraces. The water flow is controlled

by mutual consent, each group of

imlrofields being allocated a certain day

time during which the water flows.

During the British period, the Bai

were famed in India as road-buildei

This was probably in part the rest "fJ

of practice they had building take-c

channels. The channels are often mo
than a mile long and sometimes ha'

to be built across precipitous ro(

faces and perilous avalanche slope

Many a Balti has been killed whi|6,can

building one. Sometimes the wat||ilfc

flow is carried in hollowed lo;

perched on wooden stilts or timbe

jammed into a crack, but more oft(

they run on elaborate masonry fou

dations built out gradually from tl l Til

wall below. The longest one, jA i

Skardu, constructed of massive gra

ite blocks, stretches some three mill bi

and in its last reaches consists of sola

canal raised some fifteen to twen

feet above ground level. Tradition h |osT

it that it was built by order of the \'c \%

Buddhist Queen of Skardu, Mendi Hi

Gyalmo, about five centuries ago. P hnt

one knows how the blocks were move ^ll|o||

A typical Balti village can be c i
lanj

scribed best as an oasis. To apprecia Kesir;

this, it is necessary to contrast villa, lnj
p

sites with valleys. The valleys are i hldiej

variably barren and formidable, wi tiopi

rock and shale escarpments sweepii llilj



letwork of poplar branches supporting layer of packed

Ih. In winter, livestock join the Balti inside houses.

Wooden shrine, astana, marks grave of a holy man. Style

of architecture may be a carry-over from Buddhist period.

11 from rugged, unweathered rock

beyond which lie others even

e rugged or icy. The sharpness

characterizes the peaks may be

ibuted to the relatively recent geo-

cal uplift of the area's mountains,

chare classified as at least as "new"

le Cretaceous period. The starkness

the long-uninhabited sections of

valleys, surrounded by imposing

es, can be oppressive : to come upon

of the small splashes of green that

ks a village is thus always a pleas-

Invariably, villages are nestled at

bottom of some glacial stream

ing from the mountain behind

Fall poplar trees, a wooden-

iled mosque in the center; and

;ed children playing in the green

8 are the most characteristic fea-

of a village Sf;ene in Baltislari.

fOST of the villages exist on a

subsistence level. Little trading

rs between them. When the crops

Iharvestcd and the villagers go

to the ncMTitsl big center to pay

land revenue, they may take

! extra grain to exchange for salt.

|and perhaps a few liixiirici* such

tches and tobacco. Their princi-

yltnjjn are barley, wheal, and mil-

ile potatoist, spinach. Iiirnips,

carrots, radishes, peas, beans, and a

few other vegetables are also grown.

In the lower valleys, apricots, grapes,

melons, mulberries, and, in a few

places, even apples and pears are cul-

tivated. There are more than a dozen

different types of apricots and they

constitute one of the most important

staple products of the Balti: not only

do the Balti dry them and subsist

through the winter on them, but they

also crush the kernels to obtain cook-

ing, hair, and lamp oil. At one time

apricots were exported, but no longer.

Most areas of Baltistan produce two

crops a year. In a few places, three

crops are possible. But in high valleys,

such as Hushe, Saltoro, and Askole,

the season is long enough for only one.

Herding and dairy farming are also

important aspects of Ball) village life.

A man's wealth is judged primarily

by the number of his livestock. He wh(j

owns more than fifty head of mixed

goats and sliee|) and as many as half

Mil. Ill III.K1. >slio roixliiil.'N lierc lii»

iirtiili' on Itiillihl.'in iiiid ilH people,

iMiiil.- ill.- plii.l..Kr:ipli« on lliri-c- pa((e»

during' liih live tripn lo llif region.

Mr. Itr;id\ iircolint of Iliilli villiiK<^

lili- -Ii-iii- from oviT liTi yc.irB' work
lliiT.- uilli III.' C.'iiinil A-i;Mi Mi'^ioii.

L

a dozen zhos, or yaks, is considered

extremely well off. The zAo—particu-
larly adapted to Balti conditions—is a

cross between the yak and the cow.

The yak is unable to withstand the

summer heat of the valleys, whereas

the ordinary cow cannot tolerate the

altitude of the upland pastures. The

zho has a high milk yield. Since there

are usually no grazing grounds near

the villages, all livestock must be

brought to upland meadows called

broks. In late April, as soon as the

snow begins to melt, village men and

boys start moving the stock, often fol-

lowing the receding snow line to as

high as 14.000 feet. Later, the women
and girls take over while the men de-

scend to tend the crops. Periodic trips

are made to the village in summer lo

bring down a little ghee and curd, the

bulk of which is stored in skins for

consumplioii during the winter.

During the winter, the sheep, zhos.

and other livestock move in with the

family— usually on the underground

floor of the house—and man and beast

apparently keep warm together. The

livcHlock arc fed mulberry leaves, lu-

cerne, barley si raw. and dried turnips

during this |)criiid.

(loinriiuiiicalioii lii-lwci-n villages

,'iM(l liaiiilcls is oIli'M iliHiciilt. di'iii'iid-

6 I
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Ballislan for its «heat. The zlio

cross between the yak and coninion cow.

ing on the season. In summer, wl]

glaciers melt, it is virtually impossi

to cross the raging torrents that i

little more than gentle inounti

streams at other times of the ye

Various types of bridges have bi

constructed by the Balti to oxenn

this. One of them is the rope briil

Made of woven branches, it i* u:

mainly to span the larger rivers,

eluding the Indus. Crossing one

the first time is an experience not sc

forgotten. The trickiest part occurs

the middle of the bridge, where i

must climb over or under a stick hf

ing apart the two handrails; the cho

poses a dilemma since the height of

stick makes either move av\kward.

In the valiev s that have sizable

ennial streams, crude but sturdy Wd
en bridges on the cantilever princi

have been built at important crossin

Thev consist of one arch, whose si
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iling limbers project over other

iribers leading from the bank. The

I ireends are weighted with masonry.

Ill-re the valley widens and the

lilt divides into small channels,

.1 \illagers merely bridge them

li crudely hewn planks or logs. To
inind. crossing these is a harrow-

1-' experience, for some are twenty

Iwenly-five feet long and have a

"-t unpleasant tendency to limber-

-- in the middle. The combination of

|i and down motion with the illusion

f ^iilewarrl movement from looking

die rushing water is unsettling.

I'robably the most enjoyable mode
f travel in Haltistan is by znic (raft),

-li' k frame lashed onto two riozen or

tore inflated goatskins. 'Aalnf are used

Jalti BKAI-s (.Iiai.n near kliariiiaii(f, in

minx \ ailcv. ^urplii" iiia> In: harK-riii.

.
iil#

^'%
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only on the larger rivers, such as the

Indus. Shyok, and Shigar, where there

are sizable stretches of relatively calm

water. But in the hands of four expert

polemen these craft can negotiate even

foaming rapids.

The only other means of travel in

Baltistan are feet—human and equine,

the former being the most common.

It is not unusual to see dozens of men
plodding barefoot into Skardu with

loads of more than 100 pounds on

their backs, having come as far as 80

to 90 miles. The postal system pro-

vides another graphic example of foot

travel. Each runner carries the mail

for a four-mile stretch—the dak, by

which the Haiti also measure distance.

They may be seen day and night, scur-

rying along valley tracks, their odd,

characteristic, fast shuffle-step eating

up one dak in about an hour. Occa-

sionally, a horse is available for trans-

port, but there are few valleys into

which safe pony tracks have yet pene-

trated. On the whole, horses in Baltis-

tan are more for prestige than for

travel but, above all, are for polo.

POLO is the national game of Baltis-

tan and the Balti claim it was
theirs first. The Balti word for ball is

polo, and the Chinese used to call the

Balti Po-liu or Po-lu-lo. The Gilgitis

still call them Paloyu. Is this mere co-

incidence or does it indicate that the

Balti claim of inventing the game has

validity? No one seems to know. This

is one more of the many questions

about this remote, little-known coun-

try that awaits systematic study by eth-

nologist, archeologist, and historian.

BECAUSE a casual visitor to Baltis-

tan cannot hope to present a de-

tailed account of a typical day in the

life of a villager I have asked Rev. Al-

fred F. C. Read, an authority on

Baltistan, to provide the following

description. Mr. Read, author of Balti

Grammar, acquired an intimate

knowledge of Baltistan during more
than a decade as a missionary there.

"Shortly before the morning star of

autumn begins to dim and the black

sky pales slightly, a wooden door

creaks on its pivots—it has no hinges

—as a Balti leaves his house. He goes

to the little village stream to wash,

then crosses the dusty field and enters

the verandah of the miniature mosque,

where he has the task of calling the

faithful to the dawn prayer. As his cry

in uncertain Arabic echoes along the

narrow valley, it seems to stimulate a

score of cocks to crow.

Jk ;n«
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11 \M CAPTAIN picks players by
crops lyingBclecliug half the riding
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on the field at Khapalu. Band at left

plays during pre-match preliminaries.

"The folk of this valley are Islaml

Abdul Kareem is their akhoond 1

common consent rather than by ord

ation. He spent a year or two at ti

local primary school but his attai

ments are mainly the ability to da

pher and intone correctly the vers

of the Arabic Koran. For some yea

now he has had the privilege of lea

ership in the tiny hamlet of six hous

of various shapes, sizes, and stal

of disrepair. He performs marriage

prays over the dead, and recites t

Kelima into the ears of the newboi

"By the time the sun lights tl™'

tell

iniil

io'ck

iicl;
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I
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USHINf; Afnii-- 1 I iiJ.ri. I'.alli pljyiTS

ie in pjolo match. People ot rounlry

pper peaks, everyone is awake be-

ause there is much to be done. The
lorninj; meal will come later, about

n o'clock, but for the moment a hasty

lack suffices—a handful of yos

parched jrrain and roasted apricot

emeis I or a drink of stewed apricot

lire, anything.' that is handy. It is only

le hha-hor i literally, 'push into the

loulh'). An appetite will come later.

rooTllI.E.ss /I pi (f-'randmolher) is

already car'linf; a |)ile of Tibi-tan

ool houf-'ht recently from the liutl-

li»l» up the valley. Old Aii, t.ill and

( luiiii ^'aiiic was invented in Baltistan.

"Polo" means ball in the Balli tongue.

rather distinfxuished, is busy, too, for

he has an a|)pointment to sample a

strain of tobacco in the next village.

Ahmad and Marjan are finishing sets

of homemade sandals, for they are

setting out on the long road to India

before the passes close. Money can be

earned in faraway India, and on re-

turn a few extras can be bought for the

home: perhaps a low. some goals, and

new clothes for all. It is the only way

to make ends meet and pay the taxes.

"Guibi, Abdul Kareem's wife, has

been ill rif late. While chasing a neigh-

bor's goat from ihi- roof, where she

had left drying turnips, she had sunk

her foot through the worn earthen sur-

face and broken the poplar branches

beneath. Iler leg was badly torn. The
local herbalist— the o!<^a—did his part

while feasting on one of Kareem's

chickens. Api suggested a poultice of

hot barley meal, and Kareem engaged

a brother akhoond who writes amulets

of potencies that correspond to the

price. Ills amulet was ti(-d to Gulbi's

h'g for some days, then was lost. The
leg finally healed. GuIbi, however, is

not risking a relapse, so she sits

palheli( allv spinning yarn.

^'5



Major match at Skardu featured four

of Baltistan's seven rajas as players.
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The country's few horses are more for

prestige and polo than for transport.



"A glance at the sun reminds Gulbi

that zan must be ready soon. Calling

over the roof to her neighbor, she asks

for meh (fire). A little girl reaches

through the thorns and hands her a

few embers in a broken piece of earth-

enware. To this Gulbi adds bits of

rotted wood for tinder and soon her

hearth is ready. The large copper

caldron, half-filled with water, boils

soon, and she throws into it several

handfuls of roasted barley flour, stir-

ring until the mix thickens. Hesitantly

she takes a chunk of dirty white butter

and melts it. carefully picking out the

goat hairs. The family cannot afford

melted butter every day. Gulbi does

not have to call the family—they are

suddenly there as she puts the steam-

ing mass on a large metal plate on the

floor. The family attacks the fat-rich

food vigorously. Tomorrow the main
meal will consist of zan accompanied
only by a sauce of green herbs.

ON the mountainside across the

valley, since first light, younger
villagers have been busy cutting and
uprooting burtse (wild artemisia).

This dry-looking plant, invisible at a

distance, is both the food of the ibex

and the only free fuel the villagers can

stockpile against the coming winter.

Occasionally an apricot tree may be
cut down or a small amount of cow
dung dried, but burtse is the main so-

lution to the fuel problem.

"On the way home, one of the young
burtsepong (gatherers of burtse) sees

an ibex and says he wishes he had a

M IIIOII, l';illi -prrlalor^ at a
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gun. A companion replies with a Balti

proverb: 'The men who went out for

burtse found ibex, the hunter found

burtse.' Negotiating the ford is risky

for the heavily laden men, but cross-

ing by zak will cost money, and the

winter bridges are not in place be-

cause the water level has yet to drop.

At one side of the hamlet, where two

J\ paths converge, there is what

passes for a village square. The flat

top of a very large rock, about nine

inches above ground level, has two

smooth holes in it that have served for

generations as mortars. To one side of

the stone two women are carefully

cracking open apricot stones and col-

lecting the kernels—the sweet hrtsu

precious to the Balti because of their

market value. Not long ago these

'sweet almonds' found their way to the

hotels of India's larger cities. Cooks

decorated cakes with them and ground

them for a dozen different recipes. The

Balti would bring them from every

valley, in skin bags, to Skardu, where

Sikh traders bought them. Now things

have changed, and wheat flour brings

the highest prices throughout the land.

Other varieties of apricots—and there

are many—also yield kernels, but

these are pressed for oil.

"With little back-baskets {chorong)

strapped over a sheepskin, and cloths

over their heads, villagers carry night

soil and pile it in various places in the

fields. The night soil is of the utmost

importance, since it is the principal

fertilizer. The primitive latrines within

and without the homes are kept rea-

sonably inoffensive by adding earth

and barley straw. Twice a year the la-

trines' stone walls are opened for re-

moval of the contents to the fields.

Only where the dried fertilizer is ap-

plied will anything grow.

"Kareem has not been lazing

around since zan. He has been busy

with the wall round his fields. The

slope of the land demands that the

fields be terraced. Material for the

walls is abundant—rocks, stones, and

fragments of aU shapes. Kareem

knows that unless his retaining wall

is firm his whole field will collapse

when the irrigation water is turned on.

"The Balti has few games other than

polo. Sode, an eighteen-year-old, has

a riding horse. For months he has used

every spare moment training it to take

its place eventually in a real game of

polo. Even if he cannot obtain an in-

vitation to join the official teams that

play on the big polo ground, Sode will

go to watch the game and enjoy the

music and excitement. After the match

is over he is usually permitted to at-

tend the players' tea party, where but-

tered tea is sipped while the merits

and demerits of the other team's

players are discussed.

NIGHT comes, and dark mountains

seem to fill the scene as a few

villagers return from the mosque after

the last prayer. The evening meal

is ready. Although the menu rarely

changes, there may be a treat tonight

:

homemade noodles or an egg. In

spring there will be little to choose,

but it is autumn now and the harvest

is in. 'Eat, drink and be merry . .
.'

is the Balti's autumnal philosophy."

^ Covered passageway is a part of tl

gate to house of the Raja of Khapal
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NATURE IN

ROCK & MINERAL

IN
past installments of this column we

have used the word "pegmatite."

without attempting any exact descrip-

tion of this most interesting lithologic

phenomenon. We have indicated only

that pegmatites—especially the granitic

pegmatites often called "giant granites"

—provide mineral collectors with some of

their happiest hunting grounds. For it

is in these coarsely crystallized dikes

and bean-shaped bodies, frequently

found associated with large intrusive

masses of granite, that the hobbyist

looks for such treasures as aquamarine,

golden and pink beryl; black and

colored tourmalines: many of the com-

plex and rare iron, manganese, and lith-

ium phosphates: columbium. tantalum,

thorium, and uranium compounds; and

a host of other collectibles.

Geologists, too. find that the unravel-

ing of the mineralogical sequence of

events within a large pegmatite offers

a stimulating investigative challenge

and a field for speculation, since, over

the course of the "lifetime" of a pegma-

tite, remarkable changes and replace-

ments of both constituent and accessory

minerals may take place.

Finally, it should be noted that the

granitic pegmatites are the source of

several commercially important miner-

als—notably mica and feldspar—as well

as several of the "newer" metals, like

lithium and beryllium, which seem des-

tined to play a key role in the successful

harnessing of atomic power, as well as

in man's projected exploration of space.

It is worth mentioning that many col-

lectors think of pegmatites, essentially

very coarse-textured phases of some rock

types, as occurring exclusively in the

rock we call granite, which is basically

a mixture of quartz, feldspar, and mica.

This is a mistaken notion, since pegma-

tites may occur in other kinds of rocks

as well—syenite and diorite are two ex-

amples. However, since the pegmatites

in other rock types are neither as com-

mon nor as productive for the collector,

they need only passing mention here.

By Paul Mason Tilden

Most of our knowledge about pegma-
tites and the mineralogical changes that

may take place within them is based on

inference, petrographic study, and a

knowledge of the chemistry and be.

havior of minerals. No one has evei

witnessed the actual formation of a

pegmatite, or the activities that may go

on within one during its younger stages,

Some of the minerals (such as crystal-

line quartz) that are found in such

bodies have been created artificially in

the laboratory. Yet the pegmatites them-

selves are formed within the crust of the

earth under physical conditions that pre-

clude human duplication. They are ex-

posed to the attention of collectors and

geologists only through the slow offices

of erosion. In spite of this obscurity ol

birth and youth, however, geologists

have a very well-formed notion of the

processes that create pegmatites.

Over the course of geologic time, am
doubtless continuing today, large masses

j!

of molten rock have locally eaten and

pried their ways upward from the depth;

of the earth into its outer crust. There ii

presently no general agreement among

geologists and other earth scientists ai

to how such molten masses originate anc

commence to move. It may be by the

local relief of pressure on deep-seatecj

rocks, the added heat of supposed move

ments within the earth's crust, the local

ized accumulation of radioactive heat a

great depth, or by some other means.

In any case, upon the arrival of sue!

a molten mass in the outer part of thi

earth's crust, the process of coolinj

begins and the various mineral constit

uents of the mass start to crystallize

each according to its solubility in thi

fluid. Minerals like magnetite, apatitel[%ti

chromite. and other basics, which arjfS'E

least soluble, crystallize out first. lea\|[[lw

ing a watery concentration of silicic am

alkaline matter that includes such vok

tiles as boron, fluorine, chlorine, am "'S

small percentages of rare elements lik *»il

beryllium, cesium, rubidium, columbi ' il

um, lanthanum, yttrium, and others.

P«c
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"Graphic granite," so named for strange

markings that resemble hieroglyphics, has

n oriented intergrowtli of dark quartz that

ontrasts sharply with the white feldspar.

The whole fluid assemblage may be

reed into fracks and fissures in the

ck that surrounds the intrusion, and

rther crystallization takes place, even-

ally forming a pegmatite. .Sinre the

lative size of individual crystals de-

nds in part, at least, on the rale at

lich the magmatic solution cools, min-

al collectors expect to find the largest

{though not necessarily the most per-

:l) crystals toward the centers of larfii-

gmalites. in which the total amount of

at to be lost to the environment i^

ealesi, and heat escape slowest.

UCII of the pegmatite "liquor" as is

sfpicizid into llie narrow fi^-uri- -

Iging in width from an inch or so up
a foot or two— loses its heat rapidly.

d consequently the (jrain size of the

mile formed is very small. .Small

ringers" or veinlels are rximnionly

ed with a fine-grained, whitish mix-

, __ of quartz and feldspar ralh-d

'^lilc" by the mineralogisl<-. but llii-c

CROSS SECTION OF AN IDEAL PEGMATITE

QUARTZ

GRAPHIC GRANITE

Wall Rock

Border Zone

Wall Zone

4. Intermediate Zone

5. Core Margin Zone

6. Core

rl.iliu-

.11 l.'fK

III in viirioiiH ^

rior-zoning of ly|
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Paul Mason Tilden. formerly an
Editor of N.\ture Magazine and a
rock and mineral collector himself,
now continues his regular column in
the pages of the combined magazines.

offer little of interest to the collector.!

The fillings of larger fissures, which |
may be a yard to several yartis in width,,!

may exhibit coarsely crystallized quartzit

and feldspar crystals in their centraln!

parts, along with small "books." or crys- I

tals. of niusoovite mica, small red or i

brown garnets, and an occasional small i

beryl. A pegmatite of this size might at-

tract the casual attention of a collector.

IT
is the big pegmatites, however—those I

ranging from several yards to several
j

hundred feet in thickness, and up to a

mile or more in length—that delight the

collector and furnish museums with rare

or exceptionally large crystals. Concen-

trated within these bodies, in coarse, pod-

like units, may be aggregations of large

crystals of feldspar, quartz (sometimes

of the amethystine variety), beryl, black

tourmaline, mica, and perhaps a scatter-

ing of such rarer minerals as monazite,

or uraninite and its brightly colored al-

teration products.

If a pegmatite exhibits a relatively!

rare alkaline-element phase, it may fur-j

ther afford the collector a number of thel

lithium-cesium-rubidium minerals; ironi

and manganese phosphates; colorless or|

blue apatites; columbite; the tin ore cas-

siterite: red. green, blue, or colorlessl

tourmalines; pink, white, or asli-colored|

beryls : and such of the several lithium

silicates and phosphates, like spodumene

and amblygonite.

As examples of the great sizes thatl

may be attained by the crystals of some

big pegmatites. I once saw quarrymen

blast their way into a "shoot"

"streak" (as such concentrations are

known to feldspar quarrymen) in which

many bushels of large feldspar crystal

were loosely piled together like so many

spilled bricks. In the same quarry, I saw

a sheet of muscovite mica — actually a

section of a larger crystal—that required

two men to load aboard a truck! From

pegmatites like this have come bery

crystals weighing many thousands ol

pounds; feldspar crystals weighing

tons; spodumene crystals measuring

thirty feet long. Is there any wonder thai

these bodies are called "giant granites":

MANY of the larger pegmatites, prob

ably including a large percentage

of economically important ones, exhibit i

well-defined interior zoning of texturi

and mineral components. In some sue!

bodies the onion-like zoning is so pro

nounced that the skilled amateur is oftei '.

able to locate his position within a quar

*s
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that can be obtained solely by

subscription in most cities.

HOW

DO

YOU

DECIDE WHICH

RECORD TO BUY
?

for 28 years discerning listeners have depended on

The American

Record Guide
) THE AMERICAN TAPE GUIDE

Please enter my trial subscription

to The American Record Guide

D for eight months at $3#These low rates for

D for a full year at $4 7"™ subscribers only

D Payment encloseil

n Bill me

Name

Address

City

Profession..

MAIL TO BOX 319
RADIO CITY STATION

NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK
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LURES WILD BIRDS!

FEED, PHOTOGRAPH, WATCH WIID BIRDS,

JUST INCHES AWAY!
All Hands On Deck! Coming in for a landing are

all the otherwise timid birds in the neighbor-

hood . . . They just can't resist the pool, play-

ground, and excellent cuisine on this Flight

Deck. Clip one on your windowsill and learn

birdcalls from the experts. Gives shut-ins and
youngsters a real treat, too, to observe the

feathery creatures at such close range. It's of

weatherproof duralon, green with white trim.

Hardwood perch rails, feeding stick, 4 seed

wells, water pool, 17 x 15". Easy attachment,

clips on or ofT without tools. XMAS GIFTS mailed

as instructed, gift packed with card. Shipped

insured, same day or dote ONLY
requested. All orders ac- S^^SSO POST PAID

3 for S19.75

knowledged. Money back

sso: Dept. N-ll Dunn Bldg.

New Mechanical Educator" to

IMPROVE MEMORY
Inability to recall names, places, facts quickly
is a common, often costly, shortcominpr that can
now be easily overcome with the aid of a new
device for self-instruction, memory and concen-
tration training. This versatile new educational
tool can also be used effectively in language
learning, speech correction and improvement,
in mastering tables, formulae—anything to be
memorized—faster thz

DORMIPHONE
Memory Trainer
• Speeds up learnin

processes

• Aids Concentration

• Provides
Entertainment

ik

pEla

[*^

tilliei

iy lie

riple, tlic Meiiioi

school, industrial safety
training use. So simple
to use. cliihlren benefit—so helpful and prac-
tical, it is used by edu-
cators. psycholoElsts.
people of ail ages and
professions.

SELF-

CONTAINED

RECORDING CARTRIDGES
from 30 seconds
to 55 minutes
Easily removed. Can be stored

ntly :

Write TODAY for FREE
folder with complete in-

Modernophone, Inc.

297-111 Radio City
New York 20, N. Y.

MODERNOPHONE, INC. Circle 7-0830
297-111 Radio City. New York 20. N. Y.

Gciulemen: Please seiiil iiic your FUEK Bcmltlet. I

!iin interested in learning more aliniit tile Dormi-
plioiie Memory Trainer and wliat it can do for nie.

No obligation—no salesiiinii will call.

Address

City Zone State

sry main interest in tlie Memory Trainer is for:

D Language Learning n Speecli Improvement
n Memorization D School or College Work

'nil

l«iii[
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3d pegmatite, in respect to the plan of

e intrusion, merely by carefully ob-
rving the texture of the nearby rock
ills and the minerals they contain.

"he part of the pegmatite that abuts
invaded host rock is often called the

irder zone, and usually consists of sev-
al inches of fine-grained quartz, feld-

ar, and mica, holding no particular
izes for the collector. Next inward
jm the border zone of an ideal pegma-

ie

(and ideal pegmatites are much
sier to write about than to find in the
Id) is the wall zone, the first really

arse-grained "shell" of the mass, in

lich individual crystals of feldspar in
l;ir quartz matrix begin to be promi-
int. It is from the wall zones of large
Igmatites that a considerable portion of
t; valuable and strategically vital sheet
• "punch"' mica of the electrical and
rtronics industries is secured. Abun-
iit black tourmaline, and perhaps an

casional beryl crystal, may be found
i the wall zones of large pegmatites.
Tlie next inner shell is called the

i ermediate zone. This portion of the
Igmatite usually abounds in the queer
i ergrowth of quartz and feldspar
c led "graphic granite." in allusion to

1 fircasional striking resemblance to
runeiform characters of ancient

1' -. If the black, iron-rich, and eco-
niirally worthless variety of mica
eled biotite tends to be prominent in a
fgrnatite. it will ordinarily be found in
|;atest profusion in the intermediate
|ie. Here, again, there may be a scat-

; ed showing of beryl crystals.

'he last two interior units of a zoned
pegmatite are called the core margin

i the core. In the core margin, there

y be commercial concentrations of
th muscovite mica and beryl. Quite
en the core of a large pegmatite con-
ts of a great blob of milky, rose, or
oky quartz, with a large or small sprin-
ng of large and handsomely formed
dspar crystals.

This core, in which the quartz is com-
nly of very high purity, is especially
raclive to collectors, particularly those
o make a hobby of cutting and polish-
semiprecious gem stones. It is in and
nediately adjacent to the core that the
;8t and mo-.! transparent aquamarine
7I* are found; perhaps it would be
re accural.- to say. in the case of
«t working pegmatites, that lantaliz-
fragmcnl- of these brillle gem stones
to be found, for the miners' dyna-

;e, which uncovers the treasure, usu-
f almmt dclroys il as well.

\n inlercHling phenomenon some-
e» aosocialed with the core margins
wry large pegmaliles is the so-called
ica-jumblc," a rounding, solid mass
mall wcdgc.-haped mica crystals tan-
d (ogelhcr in the greatest disorder. At

"Cacophonic .
Onomatopoeia"

This is how one visitor de-
scribed the island's wildlife
chorus. He spoke of a blend-
ing of the surf's rumble and
swash, the egret's honk, the
gator's siss and the ca-lunip
of the running deer.
To some, these are sounds to
be cherished, protected, and
enjoyed. Conservation is part
of our raison d'etre. We have
an oceanfront Inn. And a
marvelous 18-hole golf course.
And 5,200 acres of beautifully
wooded, carefully controlled
retirement and vacation
homesites. Ideally, our island
is located between Charleston
and Savannah. If you are one
of the select few who wish to
spend the retirement years in
unspoiled, natural environ-
ment, write and ask us for an
illustrated brochure.

BOX N, SEA PINES PLANTATION
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S. C.

Bulk-rfl/

Price: $1.50 each postpaid
incl. Fed. tax

Mon.,y bacl< 9uciran(,,o

EAST-WEST COMMODITY CORP.
491 Lawrence Rd.

West Hempstead, New York
CIRCUUR ON REQUEST

HOLIDAY WORRIES?
"YOUR MARGIN of safety from the
-*- pressures of Christmas concern has
been whittled, since our last bulletin,

from seventy-one to a mere forty-six

shopping days. This, unless you are one
of the fortunate who accepted our pre-

vious suggestion, is a dead loss.

What we suggested, naturally enough,
was that you solve as many of your holi-

day gift problems as possible with sub-

scriptions to

NATURAL HISTORY
As a regular reader, you are already

aware of the remarkable job this maga-
zine does in the course of bringing you
the whole, rich world of nature. This
same enjoyment can be your gift-to be
savored the whole year ahead-to friends
and relatives this Christmas.

"JVTOR should it be forgotten that each
-L " such gift carries with it an Asso-
ciate Membership in The American
Museum of Natural History for the

recipient-as the accompanying member-
ship card and certificate will testify.

Among other benefits, as you know.
Museum Members are entitled to a ten
per cent discount on all purchases
(books Included) from the Museum
Shop-by mail or in person!

END YOUR WORRIES-NOW!

The American Museum of Natural History
Central Parl< West at 79th Street
New York 24, N. Y. Dept. Ill

I'liasc si-rirl Chrislnius suljscrintidns
iNATUUAL ULSTOKY lo the folh.wir

NAME
AI)nilES.S__

crrv

Inscribe Gift Card:
fr(i(ii^_

—itONi: STATK.

•(I find $_ -for_ eub-
-criplions al J.3 each. (I'lease send check
or M.O.-nol cash.)

Uio soparata ihaot lor addilionol nomos.

75



SWIIVGIIVG SUET FEEDER

The famous Dinah Dee Suet Feeder is iierfect

for feeding wild birds in your yard. $1.95
each 2 for $3 75 U 60 for each additional

mailed to you or a friend. One suet cake FREE
with each order. Suet seed cakes for feeder
3 for $2.00; $7.00 per dozen; 24 for $11.00;
36 for $15.00. Residents of Texas add 2%
tax. We prepay all postage. No COD's please.

Dinah Dee, Dept. 561

N

P.O. Box 6734 • San Antonio 9, Texas

Hang our CEDAR LOG filled with Blair's
Spread (our nourishing peanut butter
and seed mixture) in your garden and
watch hungry chicltadees, nuthatches,
etc. flock to it. It will last for years

—

and why pay for expensive sprays when
birds will do the job for you! Only $1.75
postage paid; 2 for $3.25. Send for new
free Catalog, "Gifts for Wild Birds and
Bird Lovers."

B L A I R'S, Dept. NH-111
25 DE RUSSEY LANE

CORNWALL, NEW YORK

METAL ANIMALS of Yesterday
ROYAL BRONZE FINISH. These are reproductions
of the original models by Jukius Feleh . . . first

introduced in 1925. Available in 2 sizes.

Small Large
$1 each $2 each

Model ppd. ppd.

TYRANNOSAURUS REX 3" 51/2"

MASTODON 23/4" 4"

BRONTOSAURUS 41/4" 71/4"

TRACHODON 3" 5V2"
DIMETRODON 4" 7"

STEGOSAURUS 3" 43/4"

TRICEROTOPS 3 "A" 41/2"

PTERODACTYL 41/4" 8"

PLESISOUR 4" 7"
MOSASOUR 3" 41/2"

Mail order only. When ordering, please specify
choice of item and size. Prompt delivery. Order
today.

ROYAL BRONZE
225 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

FLYING SQUIRRELS AND CHIPMUNKS
fill little Dels. Sold r

<-tures. Enclose loe

L. E. GREESON
905 N. Monroe St.

Arlington I. Va.

"The largest Flying Squir
Ranch in the World"

HEAR THRILLING REPRODUCTION
OF RARE SOUNDS OF THE MARSH

Dawn in a Duck
Blind"

Hear many of your

favorite waterfowl
voices actually re-

produced and iden-

tified. 10-inch, 331/3

rpm, higii-fidelity re-

cording . . $5.95

Amazing Venus's Fly Traps lure, catch and eat

insects. You actually can see bright-colored traps

seize unwary victims like the insect above.

Easily-grown bulbs sprout leafy traps within

weeks. Nursery propagated stock. Germination

guaranteed. New 1961 prices, ten bulbs,

sphagnum moss, full color picture and planting

instructions, $4.95 postpaid. (5 bulb package

$2.95.) Free carnivorous plant brochure.

ARMSTRONG ASSOCIATES INC.

BOX 127-N, BASKING RIDGE, N. J.

SEA SHELLS
For Collectors. Thousands of species from
over forty countries of the world. A grand
hobby and educational too. Send your name
today for FREE illustrated lists.

HERMAN W. HOLLINGSWORTH, Seffner, Flo.

A MANUAL OF COMMON BEETLES
OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA

An identification manual, easy to use.

Complete directions for beetle collecting,

a fascinating hobby. 896 pp. $9.25.

Write for brochure.

RO\A/, PETERSON and COMPANY
Dept. T Evanston, Illinois

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

HAVAHART, 158-T Water Street, Ossining,
Please send me FREE new 48'Page boolllet and pric

the huge and historic Ruggles pegmatite

in Grafton County, New Hampshire,
there occurred such a jumble measuring

some twelve feet thick and twenty feet

long. While the A-shaped mica books

found in such aggregations are worth-

less for any but the lowest commercial

mica grade (called "scrap" in the

trade), one might speculate, perhaps

fancifully, that in such chaotic welters

of mica lies the excess building stuff of

the pegmatites—the material for which

Nature could find no orderly purpose.

It is interesting to observe that many
of the sheets and books of mica that

occur in pegmatites are crystal "pal-

aces" in miniature. Between the infinite-

simally thin plates of mica crystals the

mineral enthusiast may often discover

crystals of beryl, garnet, magnetite, and

other minerals, seemingly flattened al-l

most into but two dimensions. Some of

these possess no crystal form of their

own, but instead conform in outline to

the structure of the mica. Of interest,

too, are the cracked, broken, or distorted

crystals found in many pegmatites, giv-

ing evidence of the immense stresses,!

strains, and pressures that obtain during]

the formative stages of pegmatites.

ALL told, there is much to be observedl

and much to be learned during somel

exploration in the "giant granites." It isl

not difficult to determine the total yearlyl

wealth, in tons and dollars, contributed!

to the nation's economy by the pegma-f

tites. Millions of tons of feldspar, mil-l

lions of pounds of mica, and a modesll

amount of commercial beryl are woni

every year from the nation's pegmatitel

mines and quarries; and these tons andl

pounds are easily translated into dollars.F

Not 90 easily measured, however, is thel

annual return to the nation's host ofl

mineral collectors, whose rewards hap-l

pily remain exempt from the ordinaryl

ups and downs of the market place.F

NOTICE

In next month's issue, the Editors willl

offer the second in Natural Histohy'sI

annual survey of children's books inl

the field of science. Of 115 juvenileel

published in this year, some 50 titlesF

have been selected for critical assay.l

This list details the photographer, artist

or other source of illustrations, by page.

COVER-Cliarles Walcott
4-Josepti Sedacca
10-AMNH
12-19-Ctiarles Walcott;

except 14-15-AMNH
21-27-Lee Boltin;

artifacts loaned by:

22-23-Nasli Heera-
manek, top; Josepti L.

Costa, bot. 24-AMNH
25-Museum of Primi-

tive Art, top-, AMNH, bot.

26-Raymond Wielgus.

top; Mictiael Kan, bot.

27—Nasli Heeramanelt

28-31~Hal Rotti

33-Stefan IVIartin

34.39-AMNH
44-AMNH
45-Lick Observatory
46-47-U.S. Navy
48-49-Star Map, after

Henry M. Neely

50-Lee Passmore
52-53-Lee Boltin

55-AIVINH
56-69-James Hurley
71-Paul Mason Tilden,t

AMNH. bot.



Johnny isn't watching the late show tonight .

.

1

''*^7^ •»t J-
-'

"
': "ihadows that shiver and shake on the TV screen are shivering and shaking in

-;/ else's living room tonight. Johnny has discovered something new.

'raded the fleeting, flickering "thrills" of the 24 inch screen for the

;ii excitement and majesty of the night sky.

e's traded the nervous rattle of the private eye's gun for a ringside seat at

upendous nightly fireworks in the heavens.

e has, In short, discovered astronomy.

othing better could happen than what happened to Johnny. And it happened simply

$e someone took the trouble to awaken, nourish and satisfy a lifetime of curiosity

nny by making him the gift of a fine telescope,

smeone, not so long ago, gave Johnny a Unitron.

' Unitron't fre«, 50-page

r't Guide and Calalog 2t N UNlTt^ON

Johnny .ihnntloned his 7A" screen

(or this 2,'!" Unilron refractor,

cr)mpleto with its handy, hnndsomo,

c.isily poit.'ihle cirryinj; case.

ONLY $125.00

Tliis is <1 closo-up of Iho Unihox

Johnny Is using. Il's G oyopiocos

in one, nn exclusive with Unitron,

Ono of fl comploto lino of iiccossotio!i

lo mulliply youf viewing ploasuro.

#J



|||Wf% The history of science is replete with dramatic discoveries, because man has

uyH Y never stopped asking the timeless question: "why?" And still we have barelyI II I
scratched the surface of our physical universe. Vast areas await exploration.

Key secrets remain undiscovered. Here at Monsanto, the search for meanings

is the daily quest of scores of scientists. Their research in chemistry, physics

and other natural sciences is aimed towards finding answers to "why". . .

answers that will yield new contributions to the welfare of mankind.

Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis 66, Missouri.
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STAR-TESTED QUESTARS ARE USUALLY IN STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, FROM TERMS ARE AVAILABLE. LET US SEND YOU THE QUESTAR BOOKLET.

Here 50 finished Qucstar bases arc having

legs fitted to them by Peter Dodd and James
Reichert of our staff. They are choosing
legs at random from a large supply, select-

ing one for the center, which will be adjust-

able by means of a telescoping smaller tube,

and then choosing a pair, each one of which
will fit both holes in the side of the base

with just the proper feel. And feel is the

right word to use, for we take leave of

measurements at this point and work for

the fit that feels just right.

We make a quantity of 1875 legs before

we finish any holes in the base castings.

The first step is to select drawn aluminum
tubing at the Philadelphia warehouse of

the metals supplier. We accept only those

tubes whose diameters, including ovality,

vary less than .003 inch. The lengths are

then shipped to the Micromatic Company
of Trenton, New Jersey.

Micromatic cuts them into short pieces

and chamfers both ends inside and out.

Then they centerless grind the entire out-
side surface to a tolerance of only plus or
minus .0001 inch. One ten-thousandth inch.

The group is then shipped to Pottstown,
Pennsylvania, for a uniform, heavy anodiz-
ing, or sapphire plating, by the electrolytic

method. This coating is actually quite thin,

but very hard and durable for it is, being
sapphire, of the corundum family. The 625
sets of legs, each alike in size to all the
others within .0002 inch, are finally shipped

to our factory at New Hope, where we make
some parts completely and finish up others.

Meanwhile Micromatic has milled a long
slot in 625 smaller tubes which slide inside

the center tube and can be clamped at vari-

ous degrees of extension. These smaller

tubes do not need a close fit. A half-round

block of milled aluminum alloy goes inside

the slotted tube. One-half turn of a knurled
knob will lock both tubes securely. Neither
knob nor sliding tube can ever fall out to

get lost.

Questar's base casting is made by the

Boose Aluminum Foundry of Reamstown.
Pennsylvania. The alloy used is Alcoa No.
356 tempered to the T-6 condition. Because

it contains 7% silicon it is exceptionally

free-flowing in the molten state. It has the

virtue of great resistance to the acids of

perspiration or the corrosive salts of sea

water, and retains its polish very well. We
use the piece, therefore, without paint or

surface treatment. If scratched or nicked,

one may always polish out the defect and
renew the surface luster. The workmen at

Boose pour these castings one at a time

into moulds prepared from metal match-
plates instead of wooden patterns.

After the tempered sand castings have
been cleaned by sand-blasting, they go to

Gerald Fegley's shop in Pottstown, where
he turns off almost one-half the metal in

accurate machining. When turned to proper
size on the engine lathe, Mr. Fegley him-

self puts them one by one in a large fixture

which supports the piece and serves as

guide while several holes are drilled, later

to be tapped for fastening screws, and the

three leg-holes are bored a trifle undersize.

We have by this time sent several sample
legs to Fegley and he has prepared a reamer
and burnishing tool to ream each hole and
burnish it to a mirror finish of exactly the

desired size. When each piece is finished

to his satisfaction, it is a handsome thing

with no rough edge inside or out. Each is

individually wrapped and shipped to us.

Then, as you see. the work of hand fitting

each leg by selection begins. This job takes

two men a day and a half to do 50 sets. The
inherent ovality of tubing is what makes
selection necessary within the .0002-inch

range of tube diameters.

Finally, butyl rubber tips are cemented
into all three legs of a set, the adjustable

leg finished, and each one placed in its indi-

vidual pouch on the door of an English
leather case, which then is tagged with a
numbered card for one specific base.

There are no secrets about making the

best telescope in the world. We try to make
every single part just as fine as possible.

QUESTAR
BOX 60 NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA
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THE FOSSIL BOOK

Pm /'I INDIANS Of

k. . « i«^'^ NORTH AMERICA

—" ax]

THE DAWN OF
CIVILIZATION

J

BOOKS
AND
BOOKENDS
TO BE
TREASURED
1 The Fossil Book, by Carroll Lane Fenton
and Mildred Adams Fenton. 482 pages. Illus-

trated with hundreds of photographs and line

drawings and 16 full color pages. The excit-

ing story of plants and animals during the
past two billion years as well as a thorough
guide for collectors. $15.85 ppd.

2 Haida Bookends, reproduced from the

lower portion of a slate totem, representing
a bear. In the Northwest Coast Indian col-

lection of the American Museum of Natural
History. 8" high — $13.75 ppd.

3 Tibetan Bookends, reproduced from a

sandalwood plaque of "The Magic Circle of

the Five Protectoresses." From the Tibetan
collection of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History. 61/2" high — $19.50 ppd.

4 Dinosaurs: Their Discovery and Their

World, by Edwin H. Colbert, Chairman and
Curator of the Department of Vertebrate
Paleontology of the American Museum of

Natural History. 300 pages. Over 150 illus-

trations. This is a truly superb volume on the

rise, decline and fall of dinosaurs. $7.85 ppd.

5 Indians of North America, by Harold E.

Driver. 667 pages. A thorough, informative

book for the advanced student. It covers
the various tribal cultures from Panama to

the Arctic and includes a special map of

tribal areas. $10.75 ppd.

6 Handcarved Extension Bookends, from
India, carved of Shesham wood with a hand
saw. Dark brown finish. Extends from 11"

to 17". 5" high — $5.50 ppd.

7 The Story of Jade, by Herbert P. Whitlock

and Martin L. Ehrmann. 222 pages. 179
black and white, 6 full color illustrations.

Many of the illustrations are from the famous
Drummond and Morgan collections in the
American Museum of Natural History. The
meaning and symbolism of the various pieces
is thoroughly explained. $15.35 ppd.

8 The Dawn of Civilization, edited by Stuart

Piggott. 404 pages, nearly 1000 illustrations,

172 in full color. Fourteen famous archeolo-

gi'jts have collaborated to produce this mon-
umental work. The first half million years of

man are vividly depicted in this exciting vol-

ume. Special offer price $24.00 ppd.

Members o( the- museum arc entitled to a 10%
discount. Please do not send casti. Send your
check or money order to . . .

The Americin Museum of Natural History. NY. 24
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COVER: This heron is a detail from one of the marvelously wrought late Gothic

tapestries called "The Hunt of the Unicorn." now hanging in The Cloisters, New
York City. The popularity of this form of decoration derived from the almost

nomadic life led by the aristocracy as they moved from one castle to another.

Tapestries could be rolled up and moved, were less perishable than paintings,

and lent warmth and color to drafty stone buildings. By 1500. the approximate

date of these works, tapestries had begun to represent the natural world with

a great degree of accuracy. For more about birds in the hangings, turn to page 28.

The American Museum is open to the public without charge every day

during the year. Your support, through membership and contributions,

helps make this possible. The Museum is equally in need of such sup-

port for its work in the fields of research, education, and exhibition,

Publicaiion Office: The American Museum of Natural History. Central Park West at 79th Street, New York 24,

N. Y. PublislieJ monthly, October through May: bimonthly June to September. Subscription: S5.00 a year. In

Canada, Newfoundland, and all foreign countries; S5.50, Single copies: S,50, Second class postage paid at

New York, N, Y,, and Concord, New Hampshire, Copyright, 19(il, by The American Museum of Natural History,

No part of this periodical may be reproduced without the written consent of Natukai, History, The title

Nature Magazine, registered U,S, Patent Office, Unsolicited manuscripts and illustrations submitted to the

editorial office will be handled with all possible care, but we cannot assume responsibility for their safety.

The opinions expressed by authors are their own and do not necessarily reflect The American Museum's policy.
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MUSEUM MEMO

By John O'Reilly

~Vn occasion a mother or father will say to us, "Some

J day we must take the kids and 'do' the American

useum of Natural History." At such times, we realize

ith regret, there are far too many persons who lack an

iderstanding appreciation of the functions and scope of

is venerable institution. It is impossible to "do" the

useum in a day. a month, or perhaps a lifetime, for it

sseminates learning and learning never stands still.

Those families that try to "do" the Museum in a day

pend a lot of energy for the returns they get in terms of

iJM\ment and knowledge. They traipse from hall to hall,

lotting a minimum amount of time to each. At this rate,

e\ look upon the habitat groups merely as pretty pictures

ther than careful, factual delineations of animal and
ant life. In their haste they lack time to read the labels

jide the groups. They keep moving at a pace that tires

f feet and dulls the mind. They are proud to have seen

much, not even realizing how little they have absorbed.

There are much more profitable

!fl enjoyable ways of doing this.

jr first suggestion is to slow down
i take it easy. This Museum

- been here almost a century

i'l it will still be here a hundred

ars hence. Take in only a few

ills- at a visit. Read the labels, look

r details, spend enough time be-

re each group to absorb its lesson.

I down on one of those benches

• I ;.'aze into a habitat group for a

' . You will find yourself won-
' J about the jmrt of the world

' jiresents. even imagining that

lu are there yourself. Devote spe-

ll attention to such interpretative displays as the War-

irp Memorial Hall, which treats of man's effect on his

vironment—the world of nature about him.

Tho.Sf; who lake it slowly anrl kr-ep coming back for more

scover new facets of the iiistilijlioii vvilh each visit. They

I'dme aware thai, although habitat groups are often the

ivindows through which the results of scientific study

Nchnical skill are seen, there are many other ways in

ii the citizen may us/; the Museum,
r adults who seek a fuller irilerprctalion of the ex-

ii'iiion halls there are the galler\ talks. These are frei-

. i\ inftirmal. An instructor meets the group, laki-s ihcin to

I • Ijall concerned, and dis<.UHses the subject at le;igth.

il'j'cLs ranjsi: from "The rlevelopment and evolutionary

I iii:ix of the dinosaurs of the f^retaceous Period" to "The
' I'Til civilizaliorix of Mexico anrl (j'niral America." At

a modest cost, the Museum provides various series of lec-

tures, which are given in the evening and cover a wide

range of subjects. There are also lecture series for members.
In the Museum auditorium there are afternoon mo-

tion pictures (which are free I, including films designed

for older children and adults or for persons of all ages. On
Sunday mornings, over WNBC radio. Museum scientists

tell of their own adventures in the search for knowledge.

This radio program is called "Journey Into Nature."

Now that the space age has brought a growing interest

in astronomy. The American Museum-Hayden Planetarium

staff is meeting the demand with additional lectures for all

age groups. They even offer a course in astronomy for

engineers, a technical presentation designed to give physi-

cists and engineers engaged in aeronautics and space ex-

ploration an orientation in various aspects of astronomy.

There is also another course, of general interest these

space-conscious days, called "Astronomy for the Family."

At dawn on a spring or autumn
morning, bird watchers may be

seen sallying forth from the Mu-
seum into Central Park. They are

guided and instructed by Miss

Farida Wiley, who has led bird

walks in the park for years. It is

astonishing how many species they

find amid Manhattan's greenery.

Twice a year Miss Wiley also leads

groups behind the scenes in the

Museum, taking them through the

Exhibition Department and other

sections to see how this citadel of

science operates backstage.

There is almost always something

going on in the Museum at night. Many local scientific

societies hold their meetings in rooms provided for the

purpose. Any interested person can dro]) by, sit in, and

learn something. The meetings include those of the A(|uar-

ium Society, The New York Shell Club. The Linnacan

Society of New York, the Metropolitan Crolto of the Na-

tional Spcliological .Society, the New York Microscopical

Society, 'Ihe Amateur Astronomers Association. The Amer-

ican Orchid .Society, and many others.

The.se are only a few of the ways in which lh(> Mns<'umi

maintains (los(' and lasting conlacis with its friends and
members. There ari' many who have liecn visiting regulaily

since childhood. To attempt to "do" the Mus(tum in ntu: day

is as foolish an trying to eat, all at once, the food neces-

sary for a wciik's nourishmcwit. A number of meals, spread

over a longi-r |M-riod of lijiic. niiiki- fur ii li!i|i|iicr life.



Reviews
A Christmas survey of children's science books during 1961

A YEAR AGO, Natural History made

its first annual survey of children's

science books, a survey prepared by pro-

fessional scientists associated with The
American Museum. The Editors hoped

that the reviews would help guide teach-

ers, librarians, and gift-giving adults

confronted with the task of choosing

from a growing mass of material whose

quality is uneven, to say the least. The

response to that first survey was en-

couraging and indicated a need for con-

tinuing and. when called for. ruthless

criticism by persons actively engaged in

education and research.

This second annual survey discusses

44 of the 115 books received from pub-

lishers. Generally speaking, the reviews

tend to be somewhat more favorable than

they were last year, and I think that one

reason for this may be a mild but

heartening trend in publishing policy.

More editors and writers are beginning

to realize that books devoted chiefly to

imparting facts rarely arouse a deep

interest in science. Getting the facts

straight and writing in an interesting

style, while necessary, are by no means
sufficient; these are simply basic, mini-

mum requirements. The main task is de-

lineation of the concept—the ideas and

hypotheses that stimulate scientists to

seek further knowledge. Concepts must

make up the central element in any ar-

ticulate and sophisticated account of

science and scientific reasearch.

Books heavy on facts and light on

ideas have been all too common. We
have had books that tell all about stars

or dinosaurs and little or nothing about

stellar or organic evolution—as if science

were merely a matter of describing and
measuring and classifying. There is no

more effective way of stifling children's

natural interest in natural phenomena.

Bare fact, even bare fact embellished

by skillful writing, tends to have a flat,

"what of it" quality. Facts may be easier

to present than ideas, but that is no ex-

cuse for avoiding the real challenge. The
problem is to achieve an appropriate

balance between information and ideas,

and efforts to solve this problem are evi-

dent in an increasing number of chil-

dren's science books.

Incidentally, this trend has already

progressed much further in our schools.

More stress on ideas is a major feature

of courses developed during the past five

years by the Physical Sciences Study

Committee and by similar groups con-

cerned with the teaching of mathematics,

chemistry, and biology. Indeed, the

steady improvement of all aspects of

high school science teaching is sure to

have greater and greater influence in rais-

ing the quality of children's books that

may serve as supplementary reading.

It should be noted that the federal

government, acting through the National

Science Foundation, has played a lead-

ing role in this development. The Foun-

dation is also supporting the invaluable

work of the Science Library Program

of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science. Among the Pro-

gram's publications are "The AAAS
Science Book List" for high school stu-

ents, a revised and enlarged edition of

which will be published early in 1962;

"The Science Book List for Children,"

which is intended for students up to and

including the eighth grade; and "An In-

expensive Science Library." a list of

selected paperback titles. One criterion

for selection in such lists has been

whether or not the authors present their

information against a sound and ade-

quate theoretical background.

The reviewers in Natural History's

survey are well aware of another ex-

tremely important criterion. Their most

frequent adverse criticism, this year,

concerns the quality of illustrative ma-

terial. Last year. I pointed out that many
publishers regard illustrations as sec-

ondary problems, putting off discussions

with artists until the last moment, when
there is no more time for art work that

is at once informative and original. As a

consequence, illustrations may be too

few or mediocre; attractive, but empty

and misleading. Like some people, such

art fails to live up to a good first im-

pression. A typical experience is the

beautifully drawn diagram, complete

with color, which turns out to be utterly

confusing when it is studied closely.

Failures of this sort raise a number
of serious questions. They would not

exist, or at least they would be far less

common, if scientists had been consulted

well before publication, and had taken

the time needed to review thoroughly

illustrations—as well as text—from the

standpoint of the intended reader. In

other words, the publication of substand-

ard illustrative material almost always

indicates that no technically qualifie(

person has been intimately concernei

with the all-important job of editing

One might have expected that, by now

such quality control would have becom'

routine, especially in science books ani|

especially in books for children.

.

The disturbing thing, of course, i

that the publishers involved are not liv|

ing up to their responsibilities. Om
solution of the problem would be to emj

ploy trained science editors, specialist

in the art of expressing technical idea:

in straightforward terms. A few publish

ers have already taken this step. Anothe

step is to draw on the experience of scij

entific consultants, although experienci

has shown that, by itself, setting u]j

panels or boards of experts may not b'

enough. Consultants must be giver!

ample time to consider manuscripts an(

illustrations, and to discuss details will

alti.
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writers and artists. Equally important (tin

they must be well paid for their time. «,

In the long run. more attention wil metei

also have to be paid to the problem o; ion

who is to do the writing. Relatively fev tlii;

scientists have the time and qualifica ilom

tions to present technical informatioiL*J-i

simply and vividly; relatively few pro Hjiie

fessional science writers have the back

ground required for preparing accurat(

and balanced reports on progress ir mi

complex areas of research. An approacl ulisj

that has produced good results is the us( sti

of both specialists—a collaboration be

tween scientist and science writer. Plan; i.

to promote this approach are being con iieaoi

sidered by the recently formed Counci lion-

for the Advancement of Science Writing ifc

an organization that includes scientists

publishers, and science writers.

Such developments suggest the scopi

of renewed efforts to improve children':

science books. The search for imagina

tive; non-academic ways of describinj

research without technical jargon is jus

beginning to gather momentum as spa

cialists in all fields become increasing!;

aware of defects in current methods o

communication. The reviews appearinj

below represent an important aspect o

this search. Progress can come only b;

exposing new books to the critical ex

amination of investigators, teachers, anc

others professionally concerned with imi

parting scientific information to non

scientists of all ages and backgrounds

John Pfeiffeii
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Astronomy

C7-OUNGSTERS. excited by the thought

X of traveling in space, seek more and

Bore information about space and as-

ronomy. They must turn to books to sat-

ify this curiosity. Many of these books

re good, but many are not. The medi-

ere and bad books may be products of

laste. designed to tap today's ready

larket. Little can be done except to heed

lie caveats of reviewers. A worthy book

eserves praise. Equally, if a book is un-

rorthy. author, publisher, and public

re entitled to the evidence that damns it.

Readers of Satellites in Outer Space,

y Isaac Asimov (Random House),

hould be about the fourth grade level

nd interested in science. Professor Asi-

lov. a notable and skilled popularizer,

eviews the satellite program from the

imple standpoint of "'what good are

lan-made satellites?" He points out

hat has been learned from several of

lese bodies and from the deep space

robes, as of 1960. He clearly defines

lany new terms (printed in bold face

,'pe in a different color I , then uses them

ften throughout the rest of the book.

When writing for the very young, an

iithor and his editor bear the responsi-

ility of living up to the faith of the

?ader that what he reads in a book is

the truth." If a concept is worth men-

oning. it should be explained correctly,

owever simply this is done. Thus the

uthor's brief reference to rocket gases

u-liing downward to raise a rocket is

nforlunate. Also, the use of the one

"fd—meteor— to include the object in

[laie (meteoroid), the flash of light in

• -ky when it enters the atmosphere

inrii-or) , and the object when it hits the

rcjijnd (meteorite), will cause more
nnfu'-ion in later years than would be

aii-ed if done correctly now.

Jiut these are relatively minor flaws in

II <.rherwise good book. Now that men
1.1- actually traveled in space, a revised

liiion— to keep the material up to date

J- hki.-ly and should afford a good op-

"riiinity to make corrections.

7hr Milky Kay Galaxy, hy Ben Bova
II'. Ii. I!in<-hart and Winston), has a

r'l /•. ^tyli- iliat --liould be well received

by teen-agers. Mr. Bova is a journalist

with a flair for science, and he lucidly

explains the complex phenomena en-

countered in present-day astronomy and
astrophysics. Unfortunately, however
lucid, many of his own explanations are

wrong, and the untrained reader (who
else would read a book of this type?)

will not be able to tell the very good
from the very bad. Some examples
of his more glaring errors follow.

Stellar structure and evolution are

confused. Mr. Bova"s explanation of the

mass-luminosity law is impossible. The
representation of the Hertzsprung-Rus-

sell diagram is crude and misleading.

Diagram from All About the Planets shows

the orbits of two "Earth-grazing" asteroids.

The "Biography of a Star" is incomplete,

and the author has gone wrong on de-

generate matter. Perhaps because the

word "radio" immediately makes one

think of hearing, radio astronomers are

said to "listen in on the stars," a phrase

that has no significance in radio astron-

omy. The true state of affairs is not com-

plicated and a writer of Mr. Bova"s abil-

ity should have been able to explain.

Mr. Bova continues to go wrong in relat-

ing optical to radio electromagnetic

radiation: ".
. . since this window [in the

atmosphere |
is further down along the

electromagnetic spectrum, these wave-

lengths are of less intensity than visible

light, loo weak for us to see."

Many minor criticisms are possible:

Ejnar Hertzsprung is Danish, not Dutch
;

.,f I ihilrlr«-n\ book- in tin- field of sciciu-e, presented on

ili.-.i: pat'f^. iiiiirk NAri HAi. Hrsioiiv"« Hecoiid annual effort to provide Kiiidunce

!' Bifl-(fiviri(; adijlt» and more eitpei'ially to librarians and teachers wlio are

( i'i!fl wiili ihe delude of juvenile nialerial, oslieiisildy [iresenlinK the si-iences

IN factual fanhion, which is poured onto the inarki;t each year. The 1961 score

-liowB 11.) huch litlcH, of whiili '.'. were ileenierl by the Kdilorh lo be worthy
'if icruliny by itK expert panel— five mienlist-writers assorialed with 'I'm-:

\\iKRrf.A.v Ml SKIM. Of thin 7.'). the panel rejected 31 out of hand. Presented

h'-re are reviewH—hy no irieaiiH iiniforndy favorable of the remaining 41. As
u, I'X.O, a ((eneral inlrodurlion ban been [.rovid.-d by .l.din Pfriffer, hiniHcIf

.11 rxperieiired v'li-iwi- writer. Tin- Kdilor- hopi- ih.il lhe»e aiiiMiiil aHHCHHiiiciils

ill «.-r»e A- M-.-fiil Dioifciie,' lalll.r.i. lo all iIiom- Mcekirif/ ineaMiM^fiil books.

W. W. Morgan and associates found evi-

dence of our spiral arms, not W. W.
Thompson, et al. In summary, Mr. Bova
writes well, but he is so often wrong-
apparently without knowing it—that the

book must be considered a failure.

Astronomy, by H. C. King (Franklin

Watts), is really a very good book. Dr.

King writes for well-read, but astronom-

ically innocent, high school students.

The author is at home both in optics and
in the history of astronomy, so these

matters are particularly well done. The
treatment of our present understanding

of the universe, however, has not suffered

at all in the process. The illustrations are

mostly by Terry Maloney: his render-

ings of Mars. .lupiter, and Saturn are ex-

cellent. Mars especially is well treated;

its appearance is almost as beautiful as

it is in a fine telescope.

Very little adverse criticism of All

About the Planets, by Patricia Lauber
(Random House), is possible. The run-

ning title of this series is, of course,

unfortunate: the book is not "all about"

the planets, but it does tell a large frac-

tion of the known facts about the planets

and the solar system. To dispose of the

venom first, a ride in a high-flying air-

plane should convince Miss Lauber that

the earth's surface colors, other than a

gray-blue, are difficult to discern when
seen from space. And a rather strange

picture is brought to mind by: "Titan's

surface may be a jungle of methane gla-

ciers. But this is only a scientific guess."

Perhaps "jumble" was the word in-

tended. And is a scientific guess better

or worse than an ordinary guess?

That out of the way, it is very welcome
to read a clear exposition of the several

theories of the formation of the solar

system. Often, in dealing with this diffi-

cult subject, an author merely presents

the one or two ideas he happens to un-

derstand, even if these are completely

discredited. Miss Lauber presents to-

days most popular hypothesis and shows

that it is a natural by-product of star for-

mation. She proceeds to discuss how this

hypothesis implies that life in the uni-

verse may not be as unicpie as egotists

may think. This is a worthy work.

The Doubleday Pictorial Library of

Science—Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy
is the first volume of a series that will

conslitiile an encyclopedia of science, as

the hhiili says, for "our ideal reader, a

hoy or girl, parenl. uncle or aunt, with a

hcallhy inleresi in the external world."

The publishers produced the book in

England un<l Hans Erni <lesigMe<l anil il-

lii^lraliil il. 'riir rrsiill i-, bcaiiliful and
mi-n-ly looking Irilo ibis hunk makes one

want lo read and enjoy il.

I'Milorial philosophy has caused llie

subjri'l iiialliT lo he arranged in a logi-

cal ii.'irialivi: inaniKtr, withoul making
eaili lopic lull di-peridi'iil on wlial ha^

inilMl'iliali'ly lirrri'lll'll. 'I'lir iIuit Im'IiK

i.



of this volume—chemistry, physics, and

astronomy—are treated separately, but

many of the topics rightly belong to two

or more fields. No sharp dividing lines

are maintained, so the reader may dis-

cern the interrelations of science.

Most of the astronomy entries—of con-

cern to this reviewer—were written by

Patrick Moore, a well-known English

amateur astronomer. He has rightly em-

phasized the amateur's importance to

astronomy, and has shown the amateur's

view. As a result, however, his treatment

is purely descriptive, with seldom any

exposition of the scientific importance

of a subject. Thus, when discussing dou-

ble stars, he mentions their beauty and

the difficulty of observing some of them,

but without stating that visual and spec-

troscopic binary stars provide the as-

tronomer's only fundamental method for

determining stellar masses—an exceed-

ingly important datum in the theory of

stellar structure and evolution. This sort

of omission may be based on the author's

opinion that the young reader should be

encouraged to do only what he is now

able to do regarding this thought-filled

subject. It is possible, on the other hand,

that the reader may. in consequence,

gain the impression that astronomy is

concerned only with a superficial de-

scription of the universe and the things

in it, and thereby miss the tremendous

challenge of astronomical research.

A curious lack of teamwork between

text and art in the astronomy sections

may be the result of hurry, carelessness,

ignorance, or incompetence. Lack of

time is the most likely explanation, but

one or more of the other reasons is pos-

sible. Inquisitive young readers are cer-

tain to study this book in detail. If they

find too many obvious errors, no matter

how small, their faith in the correct, but

unexplained, statements could be se-

verely shaken. Certainly, their derision

will be generated by the moon's appear-

ance above the North Pole of the earth

in a diagram of the tides, as well as by

the North Pole's emanation from Siberia

on seven other diagrams. They may also

be skeptical of the way in which binary

stars appear to bounce off each other.

A future printing may allow these and

other lapses to be corrected. We may
also hope that the editors of future vol-

umes in the series will have the co-oper-

ation of professional scientists as well

as professional science writers. This

volume and the series deserve the best

from both fields.

Despite its catchpenny title. Space in

Your Future, by Leo Schneider (Har-

court, Brace & World), is a really excel-

lent review of astronomy—describing
what is already in space. Mr. Schneider

includes many simple experiments that

will help young readers to understand

some of the physical principles used by
astronomers. The author stumbles into a

few familiar traps—he includes cosmic

rays in his discussion of the spectrum,

and balances gravity with centrifugal

"force." Since he does not make strong

points of these items, the mistakes are

relatively insignificant. It has been this

reviewer's experience, on many occa-

sions, to feel vicarious embarrassment

on behalf of reputable astronomers

whose help with a work of questionable

value has been conspicuously acknowl-

edged. The extent of their assistance—

usually casual—is never really revealed.

Whatever aid was given Mr. Schneider

by the two renowned individuals he

thanks, they have no cause for chagrin

in this case. This is a good book.

Barbara and Myrick Land, the authors

of The Quest of Isaac Newton (Garden

City
) , have succeeded in presenting a

little of the excitement of investigation

and discovery in science by reviewing a

few of the basic and far-reaching accom-

plishments of one of the best of scien-

tists. As a footnote, it was part of the

personality of Newton that he was slow

to publish his works. In the case of grav-

itation and the moon, however, he had a

different reason. The authors state that

Newton knew that the earth's radius was

3,963 miles and that the moon was 238,-

857 miles away, and they imply that his

calculations worked out exactly the first

time. This was not the case. Newton first

worked out the distance to the moon in

terms of the earth's radius. By his the-

ory, this ratio predicted a period of rev-

olution for the moon that was observa-

tionally wrong. It was many years before

better data on the earth's radius became

available and his theory predicted the

observations correctly.

The design of this book will not attract

the older readers that its vocabulary

seems to require. It is doubtful that a

student in junior high will be captured

by art that has visual appeal only for

the third grader. But perhaps he will

remember the old saw that one should

not judge a book by its cover.

Copernicus, by Henry Thomas (Mess-

ner), is a pleasure to read. Although

working in novel form, the author has

invented conversations that are always

to the point, and that advance the story

significantly. Nicholas Copernicus and

his friends emerge as real people with

real problems. The hero's enthusiasms

and frustrations are shared by the reader

because they are placed in context. Mr.

Thomas traces both Copernicus' educa-

tion and the background of his early

thoughts on the form of the solar sys-

tem, and depicts the precarious times and

the dangers Copernicus faced should he

openly espouse his revolutionary ideas.

The patience and caution of the pioneer

astronomer in his later years and his

troubles with his superiors in the Church
are clearly shown. His masterwork was

finally produced as Copernicus lay

dying, and Mr. Thomas outlines the slow li

'

but powerful impact it had on later as- W
stronomers—Tycho Brahe. Kepler, Gali-

leo, Newton, and all to follow. One hopes!

Mr. Thomas will now give us as highly

enjoyable biographies of Tycho and B»

Kepler as he has of Copernicus.

Kenneth L. Franklin
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Geology

and Paleontology
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lolviNo part of science has more intrinsic

interest and importance for the

reader—young or old—than the story of

man's evolution from his remote, simple

beginnings. A century and a half of ef-

fort by paleontologists, geologists, and

biologists has made known the main

outlines of this story and provided a the

oretical background for its understand

ins. Many books are published each year! i

, .... , i"S"

that attempt to bring this story to the
,

younger reader, lo many publishers and

authors this goal must seem a simple one

—pictures of bygone monsters are easy ,

to reproduce, startling facts abound,
,

alia

itdioi

and little effort is required to publish a

colorful volume in the best "gee whiz"

tradition. Books of this kind, attractive

in appearance but scientifically as shal-

low as a puddle, are all too common
many thoughtful parents, librarians, L

,

teachers, and young persons must feel n

disenchantment when the textual con-

tent of such works is soberly assessed. (,:

He
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Method of locating earthquake's epicenter,

diagramed in Exploring Under the Earth.

Happily, Robert L. Lehrman. the au-

thor of The Long Road to Man (Basic

Books), is well informed, writes with

style, and has exercised unusual percep-

tion in choosing and organizing his sub-

ject matter. The result is a distinguished



ook. The essential outlines of the evol-

tionary story are well presented and the

eader is given a real insight into the

processes by which evolutionary changes

ave been wrought. One excellent fea-

ure of the text is that the author avoids

versimplification. Many fossil discover-

;s. for example, are significant because

ley give insights into the evolution from

ne major group of animals to another,

ven though they, themselves, do not lie

irectly on the main line of descent,

lany authors ignore this and tell a sim-

ler story— in which one group appears

I evolve directly into another. Mr. Lehr-

lan manages to tell what is actually

nown without confusing the reader.

The author has also wisely chosen to

)cus attention upon major evolutionary

ansitions. and to avoid the temptation

f enumerating extinct curiosities not

^sential to the main story. By careful

election of material, he is able to give

iiough detail to allow the reader to un-

er,~tand the critical advances from jaw-

•js to jawed fish, from fish to amphib-

in. from amphibian to reptile, from rep-

le to mammal, and from primate to

lan. A concluding chapter on human
virlution invites the reader to reflect on

le meaning of what he has learned in

rms of the future of the species.

Only one feature detracts at all from

lis book: the illustrations may chari-

ibly be called adequate, but they do not

dd to the effect. A pity: the text de-

-rves better support. Perhaps another

lition will correct this flaw.

Like the preceding work, The JFon-

riul W orld of Prehistoric Animals, by

., E. Swinton (Garden City I, aims to

r>-i?nt the story of life through the

L"-. However, a more striking contrast

I Ijookmaking and writing would be

urd to imagine. Swinton's book is com-

h_-tely dominated by the illustrations,

hirh are superb in every respect. Strik-

ij; photographs—many of them inform-

tive color plates—are used with telling

(Ti-ft. and drawings and diagrams pos-

- both artistic and scientific merit.

Iiu;;ether, the illustrations are superior

I iliosc in most college lexis and the re-

iliiiig volume will be thumbed through

iih delight by anyone from 5 to .50.

In fortunately, these illustrations are

II lavi.shed on an undistinguished text

•riilen, paradoxically enough, by a dis-

n:.MiiHhed British paleontologist). The
mil lies in the author's choice of mate-

•il. which represents an abridgment of

.|iii^ normally covered in a c:olle(;e

(thook of historical geology. Eacli

o|.i(;i(: period In named, and an alibri:-

iii <l 'ralalog is given of events arid ani-

characleriHtic of the period. One
qiieslion if thix in desirable, even in

: I'liill book, but here the re'<iilt is

' ifly unforliitiale. To laki- one exam-

I" ii random, the ri-ader is informed ( in

•'• i:nU:ni:t:ti ) llial nomi; Jura"sic roekn

in Britain are made of a peculiar lime-

stone known as oolite, so named for the

resemblance of its constituent grains to

tiny eggs. True—and perhaps even in-

teresting—but, in the context of this

book, such a statement is more than use-

less: it merely distracts the reader.

A fault more serious than the inclu-

sions of such bits of gratuitous informa-

tion is Dr. Swinton's failure to dwell on

the vital processes of evolution revealed

by the fossil record he is describing. For

example, the transition from amphibian
to reptile is dismissed in half a dozen

sentences, while the dramatic and in-

structive aspects of the return of reptiles

to the sea go altogether unremarked.

The over-all effect of the book, alas, is

little more than that of a colorful parade
of amazing animals.

The Earth, by W. B. Harland (Frank-

lin Watts), is intended as a general

introduction to the study of the earth, in-

cluding those rocks, minerals, and fossils

that may be collected by the amateur
naturalist. It is aimed at an audience 14
years old and older. Unfortunately, it is

both poorly organized and poorly illus-

trated, and it incorporates most of the

bad features of current college text-

books. The book opens with a brief his-

tory of geology that is difficult to grasp
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unless the reader already possesses ad-

vance knovifledge of geologic principles.

The author then goes on to treat such

complex topics as isostasy before the

reader is given a chance to absorb more
elementary principles. Many of the illus-

trations are difficult to understand and,

frigliteningly enough, appear to have

been done without firsthand knowledge

of rocks or landscapes.

Exploring Under the Earth, by Roy A.

Gallant (Garden City), is an attractive

book, aimed at readers of ages 10 to 14.

Mr. Gallant presents the story of the

earth with emphasis on the more recent

findings of geophysics, particularly re-

garding the ocean's and the earth's inte-

rior. The author has shown keen insight

in selecting topics that are of major

scientific importance and are in the fore-

front of modern research. His list in-

cludes such matters as the earth's origin,

its shape and size, features of the ocean

floor, the origin of continents, island

arcs, earthquakes, volcanoes, the origin

of mountains, and many more. In fact,

the book's chief drawback is that the

author has attempted to cover too much
in the space available. The result, in

some parts, is a slapdash treatment of

one topic after another. In six para-

graphs, for example, the author covers

the topography of the ocean floor, the

composition of oceanic crust, contin-

ental drift, submarine canyons, and tur-

bidity currents. Where greater space has

been allotted, as for earthquakes and

volcanoes, the text is much sounder.

Mr. Gallant has not hesitated to pre-

sent explanations for many phenomena
that are no more than untested hypothe-

ses. In each case, however, the source of

the theory is given and the hypothetical

nature of the explanation noted. The
over-all effect of the book will surely be

to stimulate young imaginations and to

make it clear that many challenging

problems remain for future scientists.

Mountains on the Move, by Marie H.

Bloch (Coward-McCann), is an attempt

to present the story of the earth briefly

and simply to the 8- to 12-year-old

reader, with emphasis on processes and

events that can be witnessed on walks

and trips. Several early chapters, cover-

ing basic processes of weathering and
erosion, are well done and succeed in

conveying their importance and reality

to a young audience. Here, the photo

graphs are well chosen and the text clear.

For the most part, however, the book

falls wide of the mark. There is a com
plete absence of diagrams, a fatal weak
ness in a book of this sort, for many con

cepts in geology are basically geometric

and require diagrams for explication

An attempt is made, for example, to de-

scribe the erosional history of the Rocky
Mountains by words alone. Also, erron-

eous or misleading statements occur too

frequently. Mark it: "failed."

If onders of Rocks and Minerals, by
R. M. Pearl (Dodd, Mead), purports to

be a guide to the wonderful world of

rocks and minerals. Unfortunately, it is

poorly organized and startlingly incom-

plete. In the chapter on sedimentary

rocks, for example, the commonest of all

sedimentaries—shale—is not even men-

tioned, but four paragraphs are allotted

to that obscure, if spectacular rock, ita-

columite. Equally puzzling is the lack of

illustrations of rock and mineral speci-

mens. Of the dozens of possible speci-

mens, only five are illustrated at all:

tourmaline, quartz, feldspar, diamond,

and (of course) itacolumite. Another

book, then, to be marked as "failed."

Ice Age Coming?, by L. G. Richards it.

(John Day) , devotes its main portion to
j|

an interesting, well-illustrated, informa-

tive, and up-to-date account of icebergs,

glaciers, and icecaps. With this material

the author obviously has firsthand expe-

rience, and the result is very good. It is

unfortunate that the book, as a whole, is

marred by a confusing and often inac-

curate coverage of the geologic back-

ground and significance of glaciers. We
are told, for example, that ".

. . 50 mil-

lion years ago . . . huge cold-blooded

reptiles from the depths of the sea ruled

the land" and that, without glaciers, ".
. .\j

^''

mountains would be only flat, dull hills."!!.

On balance, a low "pass."
|;| J

The Doubleday Pictorial Library of

Nature: Earth, Plants, Animals is a com-

panion volume to the Pictorial Library

of Science, reviewed, above, by Dr.

Franklin. The stated objectives of this

second work in Doubleday's series are,

breathtaking in their scope: "...a de-

scription," says the publisher, "of the

seas and crust of our planet Earth . . . the

story of how they came to be what they

. a description of the planets and

riilet

inft

ilwti

animals of the earth, and the story of

how they evolved ... a description of

the web of life, and the story of how man
arose, to become part of it, finally to

dominate it." Whew!
Perhaps the most striking feature of

this very unusual book is that its grand

objective is in fact nearly achieved,

so far as this reviewer's fields are con

cerned (comments on the work's com-

petence in the realms of biology and ecol-

ogy will be found on page 9 among Dr.

MeCormick's reviews). So far as ge-

ology and paleontology are concerned,

the material is in general presented with

clarity, literary style, and accuracy. The

diagrams and photographs, many in

color, are superb ; without them it would

have been impossible to compress so

much in so small a space.

In spite of the enormous coverage ol

this book, the editors have managed tc

avoid oversimplification. Technical terms

are used unashamedly and the readei

is brought to grips with the essential de'

tails of many structures and processes.

— N
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This commendable virtue, however, re-

stricts the audience to high school and

older—rather than the younger—readers.

A few weak points are almost inescap-

('able in such a work. In part this is a re-

pection of the much shorter space given,

for example, to astronomy and geology,

jwhen compared to the biological realm.

For astronomy, of course, the reader

may turn to Doubleday's other volume.

Even so, the opening paragraphs on the

universe, for example, contain so many
facts in such short space that a begin-

ner's comprehension will surely suffer.

In the geological sections—which are

treated in this volume alone—the prob-

lem is even more serious. Unless one sen-

tence in one caption for an illustration

is read with care, for example, the reader

uill be misled into believing that features

of old mountain ranges result from slow,

simple wearing away of a primary jagged

landscape. Similarly, the book gives an

entirely erroneous impression of the dis-

tribution of gravity near continental

margins, and the section on rocks is

quite inadequate.

In spite of these shortcomings, this

prodigious book, in the reviewers opin-

ion, stands as the best single volume
available for serious students seeking a

comprehensive view of these fields.

N many parts of the world, at home as

well as abroad and in humid lands as

well as arid, conservation and manage-
ment of water resources have become a

major social, political, and economic
problem. Although the scientific study

of this problem must begin with an an-

alysis of the geologic water cycle, for a

full appreciation of the problem the stu-

lent must treat ecological and political

questions as well. Water for the World,

by Elizabeth S. Helfman (Longmans.
Green), is one of three books reviewed

here that seeks to give the young reader

an understanding of many sides of the

water problem. This little book is a good,

easily read volume that covers many as-

pects of water, including its chemical

nature; the dependence of man on

water; irrigation problems and tech-

niques; problems of bringing water to

cities; floods and droughts; and tlie in-

dustrial uses of water—as well as a sum-

mary of ihe TVA. Although the book
[lecds more illustrations, the reader is

unlikely to take water for granted again.

Ifali-r for I'coplc, by .S. K. Kiedman
(Abelard-.Scbuman), is a small, ingen-

iously written and ingeniously conceived

book on water and water problems for

ihe 8- to 12-year-old reader. The book's

moftt striking feature is the consistent

iwc o( inductive reasoning. The simple

bservalions and experiments describiil

will delight many youngsters and lead

:hem to a firsthand understanding of

)hysical principles and processes relat-

ng lo water in all it" manifi'slations.

Exploring the River, by John and Jane

Perry (Whittlesey House), presents the

message of conservation of water re-

sources, described through the medium
of a hypothetical exploring trip. The
main theme of the book—the interde-

pendency of all life—is well brought out.

John Imbrie

Botany

and Ecology

THIS year has seen a flood of gilt-edge

mediocrity issue from several large

publishing houses. Relatively weak texts

and undistinguished illustrations are

combined, and then inflated by excellent

design and lavish use of color to produce

eye-appealing books that doubtless will

find their way into many American
homes. This is presumably counted as a

success in a business sense, but for nat-

ural history education the gain is dubi-

ous. Perhaps it is better to have a medi-

ocre nature book in the home than no

nature book at all. But how much better

it would be to have books of quality

written ( or, at least, critically appraised

)

by responsible authorities. Such stand-

ards are not difficult to attain but, to

achieve them, publishers must recognize

their obligation to the public.

As an example, The Golden Picture

Book of Nature Walks by Clara Hussong

(Golden Press), is supposed to be an in-

troduction to the field natural history of

eastern North America. The work is or-

ganized basically around the major hab-

itat types— field, forest, and pond—but
the sections on each of these habitats is

subdivided along taxonomic, rather than

ecological, lines and contain separate

discussions of mammals, birds, reptiles

and amphibians, insects, and plants. In

addition, other sections describe a

stream habitat, poisonous plants and an-

imals, and the biological changes asso-

ciated with the four seasons of the year.

All in all, a commendable enterprise.

But let us consider the negative as-

pects of this book. Although there are

many drawings, a number of the plants

and animals mentioned in the text either

are not illustrated or else are not ade-

quately labeled in complex, multiple-

subject illustrations. Thus, the reader's

familiarity with nature is presupposed.

These illustrations, moreover, are often

simply any. lack detail, and vary in ac-

curacy from one page lo the next.

The author, in turn, has fallen into the

vulgar error of equating the word "ani-

mal" with "mammal." .She grates the ear

with such strange <;onibinalions as "in-

serts and aniiiials," and "animals and

birds," while mentioning mammals ulone

in seclionH on "field animals" and "ani-

mals that live near water." The text is

further marred by st.iti-minls Ij.ilh telco.
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'An informative, well-

written introduction

to biochemistry"
— Scioitific American
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CELL TO
TEST TUBE
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by Robert Warner Chambers

and Alma Smith Payne
lUus. by Lilli Mautner

"Major areas within tlie

field are described, impli-
cations for medicine and
industry are discussed,
and historical debts are
acknowledged in clear and
responsible prose which
commands respect and in-

vites interest." —s,ti,,r,i,tt Rrmw
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"America's first Baedekers

for birdwatchers."— r/ie Chat
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BIRD FINDING
• East of the Mississippi

• West of the Mississippi

By OUN SEWAIL PETTINGILL, Jr.

Detailed pen and ink drawings
by George Miksch Sutton. Clear
instructions tell how to reach
good birdwatching spots; where
to park; where to spend the night;
\vhat special equipment to take;
what species to look for in dif-

ferent seasons.

"Indispensable." — Bulletin oj the

Massachusetts Audubon Society.

"A must."—Florida Naturalist. "A
wealth of useful information. —
Nebraska Bird Review.

Each volume $7.50 at bookstores
or from

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

417 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

logical ("most field birds are dull-

colored for camouflage") and anthropo-

morphic ("some [plants] like dry. sandy

soil"), as well as a number of errors

("The giant sequoia trees of California

are the oldest living things on earth").

All is not gold that glitters.

A less gilt-edge but infinitely better,

more accurately written, and superbly

illustrated book is Henry B. Kane's The

Tale of a Pond (Knopf). This is a com-

panion volume to Mr. Kane's Tale of a

Meadow (reviewed in last year's Christ-

mas survey) . His new book is an intimate

description of the variety of life in a

New England pond, of the activities of

various organisms during the year, and

of the evolution of the pond community.

The story is told in terms of a young

boy's visits to the pond, but the author

does not burden the reader with far-

fetched adventures, trite dialogue, or a

creaky "plot." Instead, we have a sym-

pathetic, well-contrived, and smoothly

written narrative by an impersonal ob-

server. Obviously Mr. Kane is intimately

acquainted with the pond of which he

writes. His sketches and photographs

are outstanding and are well correlated

with the text. With the author's remark-

able ability to see the dynamic side of

everyday life in a natural community,

as well as his talent for sketching, pho-

tography, and writing, we hope to see

other books by Mr. Kane in the future.

Medieval maidens make flour from grain in

hand mill—from Harvests and Harvesting.

Only those parts of the Doubleday

Pictorial Library of Nature that deal

with general biology and ecology are

considered here. In these fields, at least,

the quality of the volume's illustrations

varies from outstanding to poor. The dia-

grams generally are excellent. The pho-

tographs are abundant and usually

good, but are poorly printed. Alas, the

sketches, particularly those of animals,

are stylized and artificial, while the maps
are inexcusably inaccurate in their de-

piction of land masses. Finally, the illus-

trations are not well co-ordinated with

the text— in spite of a claim in the pref-

ace that there is a "special relation of

text and pictures." An example of this

is one section in which the text describes

the vegetation succession on a lake in

North America, while the accompanyino;

diagram shows (poorly) the belting of

vegetation around an English farm im-

poundment and its feeder stream.

The quality of text in the biological

sections of the Pictorial Library of Na-

ture is generally good, although the pur-

portedly logical arrangement of subject

matter of the volume is more nearly a

potpourri of natural history. As one

might expect, so vast a subject is difficult

to present in this book's relatively few

pages. Many concepts are introduced,

but not clearly distinguished (examples:

fauna versus population, flora versus veg-

etation), or not defined (example: pyra-

mids of numbers and energy) . A number

of basic concepts, such as food chains,

food webs, and ecological dominance,

are not even mentioned. Too, the accur-

acy of the text fluctuates from page to

page. When it deals with general prin-

ciples, the written matter is usually ade-

quate. But when North American exam-

ples are cited to illustrate a concept or

to serve as a concrete example of an a

stract community, the accuracy falls off.

The least accurate section is entitled,

"The Web of Life." Here we are tola,

erroneously, that a beech-maple forest i>-

the climax forest in North America a,

"other parts of the Temperate Zone'' ; the

Eurasian reindeer and American caribou

are said to be the same species; a decid-

uous tree is said to grow only while in

leaf: the star-nosed mole is called a typ-

ical dweller of the deciduous forest; box

turtles are said to inhabit streams, and

the skunk is called a reptile (presumably

"skink" was meant). Among various

other tidbits of unnatural history, all

plants here are said to need soil and light

and all bacteria make their own food by

chemosynthesis.

In the book's discussion of desert life,

one is given the impression that plants

survive in these arid lands only by storing

water in succulent tissues. Drought re-

sisting and drought-escaping plants—

which actually form the bulk of desert

vegetation—are ignored. In discussions

of habitats, such as deserts or grasslands,

organisms from all parts of the world are

listed in an indecipherable jumble that

leaves one with the impression that they

may all live side by side and enjoy cath-

olic distribution.

From all this it is evident that the Pic-

torial Library of Nature falls short of

perfection. Although many of its sec-

tions are clear and accurate, these are

offset by others that contain gross in-

accuracies and confused exposition. The

young reader or adult layman cannot be

expected to distinguish between techni-

cal accuracy and technical incompe-
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'jnce. It is, therefore, impossible to

I ecommend the first edition of this work,

t is hoped that many changes can be

lade in subsequent printings and that

complete revision will be made in the

ear future. It would ease the task

reatly if an American naturalist were

dded to the editorial staff that under-

akes this much-needed revision.

Harvests and Harvesting through the

Iges, by Norman E. Lee (Cambridge),

5 a survey of the development of agri-

ulture from the time of primitive man
the present. The text, alas, reads like

(.

B.B.C. Third Program broadcast. It is

mduly dull, pedagogic in style, repeti-

ive, and poorly co-ordinated. But the

uthor's story, for all that, is fascinating

nough to hold the interest of any

eader, young or old. Throughout the

lork, one is impressed by the impor-

lance of knowing the ecology of culti-

lated plants and domesticated animals.

I It is only fair to warn prospective pur-

hasers that Mr. Lee's book presupposes

familiarity with many aspects of his-

ory, which have influenced the develop-

aent of and the demand for farm

nachinery. The history of civilization,

jcial reforms, wars and concommitant
"

i^r shortages, and the general advance

.f technology all play important roles.

The harvest of timber crops is not

uiisidered in Mr. Lee's book on harvest-

ig. But Charles I. Coombs presents an

^.'I'ijllent elementary survey of forestry

a America in High Timber (World).

lie weU-organized text describes the

levelopment of scientific forestry, the

iology of trees, the organization and

esponsibilities of the United States For-

Service, methods of forest harvest,

he utilization of wood and manufacture

f wood products, watershed protection,

brest wildlife production, forest recre-

tion, fire control, insect pests and tree

liseases, and careers in forestry.

Here and there, Mr. Coombs falls into

rrors of omission and may even be

;uilly of slanted reporting. For example,

n discussing forest fires, the author ade-

jualely covers both the tremendous dam-

ige done by wildfires and the damage
lone by fires set deliberately—to "green

ip" the grass in forested pastures, to im-

irove berry crops, and for other reasons.

however, he gf>es on to condemn all

ires, and fails to mention the growing

lilvicultural use of prescribed fires, or

ight winter burns, of proved value for

he production of proper seedbed condi-

ions among certain commercially im-

)ortant tree species and for the elimina-

ion or suppression of some "weed" trees.

A more striking instance of slanti-d

reporting is the author's discussion of

wilderness areas in the national for-

l». Mr. Coombs pays lip service to a

few of the aesthetic values of such large

lalural areas, protected from the en-

:rDarhments of timlx-r-culling, stock-

grazing, and other human intervention.

However, no mention is made of these

areas' unequaled — and irreplaceable —
scientific value as standards of reference

for biologists and foresters, and as bio-

logical reservoirs in which many micro-

organisms and larger life-forms may
survive the onslaught of civilization and

its attendant disturbances.

While the values of these areas are

thus weakly presented—essentially as

playgrounds for a few venturesome souls

—the case against wilderness areas is

stated firmly and, to one not aware of

the other side of the picture, convinc-

ingly. Mature, commercial timber stands

unharvested, overripe trees are left to

die of old age, insect damage, or disease,

and to rot when they fall; rushing

streams, capable of producing untold

amounts of hydroelectric power, waste

their energy by bubbling over remote

boulders and cascading down waterfalls

far removed from highways and cozy

picture windows.

To find fault with a few pages, how-

ever, is not to condemn this book. On
balance, Mr. Coombs has made a signifi-

cant, positive contribution.

Jack McCormick

Zoology

Children's zoological books are on

their way to coming of age. This

year, there are many fine choices for the

young reader and, on the whole, the

books are dignified and intelligently

written. Gone are the adjectives (cute,

quaint, adorable) ;
gone are the anthro-

pocentric descriptions. Instead, many
authors prove that there can be great

excitement in learning about living

things simply because they are living,

because of their habits, their ways of

life, and their sometimes incredible

means of adapting to their environments.

In addition to books on animal life,

moreover, this year we find clearly writ-

ten books on the "how to" of scientific

experiments, as well as books on sub-

jects that were formerly offered only to

adults—about oceanography and marine

biology, about such advanced biological

princii)les as animal clocks and rhythms.

One disappointment is the illustra-

tions in a number of these works. A
child's book of zoology without illustra-

tion is almost u.seless, yet many illustra-

tions in this year's crop are so poor that

they might better have been omitted.

.Sketchy, slovenly, many pay little or no

regard to the details that often add tlie

necessary dimension of beauty.

A glaring example is Meadows in llir

Sea. by Alida Malkus (World I'ublisl,.

iiig Co.). This book could have been the

younger set's viTsion of Alinlair Hardy'"

adult classic, The Opm Sr„. lii/i ilir il
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vocabulary in the... excellent Let's-Read-

and-Find-Out Books The factual pres-

entation is enhanced by the author's lit-

erary style, which expresses the inherently

esthetic quality of the material, and by
illustrations that support and extend the

texts. For young children to hear and...

second or third graders to read independ-

ently.? J —Saturday Review
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THE SUN; OUR NEAREST STAR

ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
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by Margaret Farrington Barf left
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-

by Clyde Robert Bulla
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by Helene J. Jordan
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by Henrietta Bancroft
•
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by Paul Showers
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by Edith Thacher Hurd

Edited and Supervised by Dr. Franlilyn

M. Bronley, Direclor of Educational

Services and Associate AsU'onoincr,
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I'rofcs.sor Emeritus of Childhood
Education, Teachers College, Co-
lumbia University.
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40 pages • SVi x 8
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lustrations are so soft and look so much
alike that the impact of the diversity and

the beauty of these myriad drifting ma-

rine plants and animals is lost. These

illustrations beg accuracy to the point

where one suspects they were rendered

by someone who never saw plant or ani-

mal plankton: they are pathetic. A fur-

ther paradox is that type and layout of

this book evidently were designed for

the younger child (third or fourth

grade), but the scientific terminology

and the levels of explanation are di-

rected toward a far more sophisticated

reader—one who knows the principles of

animal and plant classification. Too,

Mrs. Malkus assumes that the explana-

tions of activities are implicit in their

mere description, as when she recounts

patterns of plankton movement and diur-

nal migrations, but does not make clear

what kind of plankton she is describing.

Two of the four other books about the

sea are surveys of oceanography and

marine biology, with emphasis on the

techniques of exploration and some of

the discoveries. All About Undersea Ex-

ploration, by Ruth Brindze (Random
House), is a survey of some of the his-

torical and modern methods of oceanog-

raphy—techniques for depth and tem-

perature recordings, for geological

surveys, and for the study of currents

(including some up-to-date material on

the Swallow buoys that measure deep

currents). Mrs. Brindze also describes

research vessels, Scuba diving, treasure-

hunting, drilling for underwater oil,

cable placement, and the like. It is a pity

she felt it necessary to cover all those

subjects. True, they are related to the

oceans (in that they take place at sea)

but should they be considered as part of

undersea "exploration"? I don't think

so. The inclusion of so many subjects is

likely to leave the young reader at a loss

to decide where exploration ends and
exploitation begins.

The Challenge of the Sea, by Arthur

C. Clarke (Holt, Rinehart and Winston),

is more fun to read than Mrs. Brindze's

book. Mr. Clarke, who has been writing

children's books for many years, knows
his trade well. He elicits a sense of par-

ticipation in his reader and manages to

bring him to the brink of great new dis-

coveries, which will occur only if the

reader himself makes a career of ocea-

nographic research. This is exciting.

What better way to entice a child! Mr.

Clarke's subject matter overlaps, to

some extent, Mrs. Brindze's "Allabout"

treatment. He presents both historical

and up-to-date surveys of the techniques

of sea research. But he carries the story

further, delving into ingenious and dar-

ing developments in ship design, under-

water exploring craft, hydroplanes, and

fishery techniques. He takes his reader

into an imaginary future when men will

"become fish" and live under water for

long periods of time. There are science

fiction seascapes and illustrations of

some of the lesser known creatures of

the deep. Unfortunately, in some, the

artist has overlooked accuracy for sake

of drama, or even for no reason.

Searchers of the Sea, by Charles

Daugherty (Viking), is an exciting nar-

rative tale about explorers—not only the

mythical and real ones who sailed ships

across the oceans to find new routes to

fortune, but also the scientists who dis-

covered how the oceans moved, meas-

ured the tides, the currents, and the wind

patterns, and sent instruments to probe

and sample the ocean depths. Mr.

Daugherty points out how difficult it

once was to understand things we take

for granted now—such as direction of

currents. He relates how long and ardu-

ous and searching this task was less than

two centuries ago. Ships were the only

means of crossing the ocean, yet no one

understood why it took two weeks longer
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Absurd error in illustration—shrimplike

krill are drawn as fish—shows the urgent

need for intelligent editors. Mistake mars

a worthy hook—The Challenge of the Sea.

to go from London to New York than to

go from London to Rhode Island. A
study of this puzzle led to the discovery

of the Gulf Stream. Mr. Daugherty

writes about Banks, Nansen, Agassiz,

Manx, Iselin—the men who laid the

foundations of modern oceanography.

He writes about the famous oceanogra-

phic vessels, Endeavor and Challenger.

The people not only come alive in his

story; they are inspirational.

Under the Sea, by Maurice Burton

(Franklin Watts), is an encyclopedia of

the many species present in the oceans

from bottom to top. Described are the

algae, the plankton, the invertebrates

and vertebrates, the life of the shore, of

the shallow seas, and of the deep. Dr.

Burton does not shy away from scientific

names, mentioning them after he has

given the common names. As I read the

book, I wondered where it would fit in. I

think that it will be a good reference for

junior high school students. It will not

assist a collector, but it will help a stu-

dent who wishes to know a little more

about a particular fish or invertebrate.

It is well illustrated with line drawings

and very pretty watercolors—in which

many of the colors are close to reality.

The Quest of Louis Pasteur, by Pat-
«il.T



ricia Lauber (Garden City I . is a flowing

.|l biography about one of the greats of all

ntime. Pasteur is a classic scientist—

a

man who was discouraged and encour-

aged; a man whose experiments did not

always work; a man who experienced

apparent sudden insight leading to bril-

liant solutions of his bacteriological

problems. He was a simple and humble

man. to be greatly admired and praised

for his intense devotion to his work. The
author, while filled with appropriate ad-

miration for Pasteur, has overwritten her

praises: Pasteur emerges not so much a

human as a superhuman—a high stand-

ard for any child to hope to emulate.

However, aside from being abundantly

slocked with such phrases as "burning

with curiosity." and "blinking in aston-

ishment." this is a good book. In its

favor: the emphasis on the need of sci-

entists for each other; the emphasis on

the fact that many scientists work on

similar problems (the solution of any

line problem being based on the solu-

tinns of many others I

.

All About Fish, by Carl Burger (Ran-

dom House ) . is a fine book that suffers,

, unfortunately, from this series' running

I

title. To tell "all about" fish is impos-

I sible when one has only 134 pages in

I
which to describe the habits of 25.000

I

species, as weU as man's relationship to

them. In this impossible situation. Mr.

Burger has chosen his samples wisely

and well. He talks about salt- and fresh-

water varieties; about strange fishes with

-irange habits (there are far more than

we might imagine) ; about migratory

and reef fishes; about commercial meth-

"ds of catching, such as trawling; and

about the methods of fishing used by

primitive peoples. The line illustrations,

r'-ndered in blue, orange, and black,

.rather than black and white, are good.

TT'OR the student who would like to have

J? readily available an almost limitless

supply of ideas for experimentation,

there are two excellent books this year,

brimming with suggestions for experi-

mental research and ranging in scope

from the simple to the sophisticated.

101 Sim/ilf ExiiPrinifnts Ifilh Insrcts, by

H. Kalmus (Doubleday;. is a superb

reference book, filled with research ideas

about almost every type of insect. This

is handy because there are experiments

thai can be applied to the insect at hand,

rather than experiment'- that retjuire

(mding some remote, bard-to-locate spe-

i'-. The experiments arc modern, sini-

|il<-. clearly stated, and most do not

"•'(iiire elaborati- equipment. Dr. Kal-

oij^ ban called on the techniques of

riuiy out'-(andin(! re^earrli workers and

11 • divided his book not into insect cate-

.-.fies but into broad biological princi-

;dis thai can be dcmon«lralerl when
isinK an inwcl aw the experimental ani-

in.il. These principles can be applied to

many other species. The book presumes

a good background in insect identifica-

tion and knowledge of anatomy, which
will limit its usefulness for younger chil-

dren, but the high school student will

find it a boon, indeed.

More Research Ideas for Young Sci-

entists, by George Barr (Whittlesey

House ) , is a more general work, dealing

with chemistry, astronomy, electricity,

weather, the human body, sound, light,

water, and the like. The experiments are

clearly outlined and supplemented by

diagrams that are self-explanatory; in

fact, these are so explicit that one might

not even need to read the text to design

the experiment. Some of the experi-

ments are simple enough to be used in

kindergarten— one of my preschool

friends was amazed to find that her pen-

nies shone after she placed them in

lemon juice and salt—while others show
the older student how to make an elec-

tric generator, how to test for color

blindness, how to set up a working model

of the solar system. There are ideas in

this book to fill the needs of children

from 6 to 16; there are ideas to fill

science fairs for years to come.

If the two books. Ducks, Geese, and
Sivans, by Herbert Wong, and W^estern

Butterflies, by Arthur Smith, are good

samples of the works that Sunset Junior

Books (Lane Book Co,) plans to pro-

duce, we have a significant new contrib-

utor to the field. Both are beautifully il-

lustrated, clearly and well written, and

filled with the kind of information a

young naturalist wants— in the case of

butterflies, where to find specimens,

which specimens live in which ecological

areas, and how to collect them. The il-

lustrations are good enough to be used

as a key to identification. Both books are

concerned with the western representa-

tives of these animals, but there is

enough similarity to make them useful

to children in the East. Considering the

general beauty of the books, the attrac-

tiveness of the covers, the fine illustra-

tions of the animals, and excellence of

the prose, I feel that a child not yet a

naturalist might well become one with

such assistance. Certainly, the budding

naturalist will be pleased with these ad-

ditions to his collection.

Animal Clocks and Compasses, by

Margaret O. Hyde (Whittlesey House).

is a very different kind of natural his-

tory. It opens entirely new vistas for the

child of 12 to 14. It will tell him new
things about animals he may colled or

observe, things he cannot learn merely

from looking at and identifying ihi- ani-

mal. Kor instance, many have dug fiddler

crabs, but did not know thai the greati'sl

activity of the- crab changes time each

day— in rhythm with the tides' changes.

The book contains excellent summaries

of problems of fish, of bird, of insecl.

and r,f in.iiiiMi.il iiiit;r.ilion. However, its

What will be the fate of

Egypt's most priceless

monuments when the new

High Dam floods the ancient

land of Nubia?

In a book of the utmost timeliness

WALTER A. FAIRSERVISJr.,
of the American Museum of Natural
History tells the fascinating story

of Nubia in the Nile valley and the

adjacent lands of Egypt and the Sudan.
With his knowledge of geology,
geography, archaeology and history,

the author not only brings to life this

amazing region but makes an urgent
plea to governments and individuals

to help save these age-old temples and
other treasures so important to the
history of man. A comprehensive
volume with chronology, glossary,

bibliography, notes, appendixes;
many diagrams and maps and over
60 vivid photographs. $6.95

THE ANCIENT KINGDOMS

OF THE NILE
And the Doomed Monuments

of Nubia
•

THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY
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1961.
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most up-to-date material is on biological

rhythms, on the attempts to understand

how animal movements are biologically

initiated. Mrs. Hyde has evidently talked

with many scientists about their re-

search. Her reporting is accurate, al-

though she does not "hedge" sufficiently

in some cases. For example, the theory

that eels travel overland is not wholly

confirmed as fact. Nonetheless, the au-

thor shows the serious student what a

vast amount of work is still to be done,

for we do not yet understand many of

these relationships between organism

and environment. Thi.s book will inspire

observation and experimentation.

Treasures by the Millions, by Harry

Edward Neal (Messner), is the sort of

book one should read before visiting the

Smithsonian Institution. Filled with tan-

talizing photographs, it relates the many
adventures that took place long before

that great museum's exhibits were cre-

ated and the specimens placed on view.

It tells how the Smithsonian acquired

its name. (It seems strange that a place

so clearly American was started by a

grant from a British citizen, James

Smithson, who never visited this coun-

try). There are many stories about the

histories of the exhibits, their problems,

their successes. The research, the ex-

ploration, and the men who have made
the Institution great are well treated

throughout. This book will create a de-

sire to visit our national museum, and

the visitor who has first read this vol-

ume should particularly enjoy his trip.

Evelyn Shaw

Anthropology

A seeming collapse of good writing,

combined with advances in inex-

pensive color reproduction, have led to

a plethora of overillustrated volumes

that one hesitates to dignify with the

word "book." This general truism is

particularly and painfully true of the

juvenile fields that anthropology cov-

ers. Parents could do worse than to use

one simple yardstick in selecting from

among such books for their children's

library— if the work in question is teem-

ing with pictures and your child is over

ten years of age, it is probably best to

turn it down, no matter how reputable

the publisher may be.

This and many other factors make it

difficult to write reviews without gaining

the reputation of being negative or even

reactionary. Certainly one has to reject

far more than one would like to. The
following, then, is a selected list of re-

cent publications, which for one reason

or another—not all favorable—merit at-

tention. The favorable side of the list

should be far longer, but it will take an

educational revolution and a good deal

of consumer resistance to achieve that.

Archeologists and Ifhat They Do, by
Robert J. Braidwood (Franklin Watts),

is a first-rate account of the science, and

of what it takes to be a professional ar-

cheologist, by a leading professional

of America's first archeological institu-

tion, the Oriental Institute of the Uni-

versity of Chicago. There is not a single

picture in this volume, but the words,

written in an informal, personal style,

conjure images that teach and interest

Egyptian potter-god is shown modeling a
man, in The World of the Pharoahs.

far more than most pictures can. In

short, this is the best book on archeology

for juvenile readers that has appeared

in recent years.

Aside from an unfortunately silly

title. The First Comers, by Alice Marri-

ott (Longmans, Green), is an excellent

introduction to the archeology of North

America. It is an informal manual of

archeological techniques, as illustrated

by field work in America (with emphasis

upon the Southwest). The reader gains

a perspective both of life in prehistoric

times and in interpreting the preserved

remnants of that life. There is an excel-

lent bibliography and an outline of the

various states' Antiquities Laws.

Secrets of Minos, by Alan Honour

(Whittlesey House), is a biographical

account of Sir Arthur Evans—who dis-

covered, excavated, and restored the al-

most forgotten city of Knossos, capital

of the Cretan world. Mr. Honour has

caught much of the spirit of this pioneer

archeologist and Sir Arthur emerges

with his dignity, character, and enthusi-

asm still intact—a miracle in these days

of two-dimensional writing. This book

certainly should catch the imagination

of a boy or girl who has dreams beyond

the mere economic.

Ships, Shoals and Amphoras, by Suz-

anne de Borhegyi (Holt. Rinehart and

Winston), is an informative little book

on the problems and the accomplish-

ments of Scuba-equipped, underwater

archeologists. There is a rich enthusiasm

in the writing that ought to attract many

to this special facet of the science.

A translation from the German edition,

The World of the Pharaohs, by Hans

Baumann (Pantheon) , is a lovely, gentle

book. It cannot be recommended too
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highly. It is illustrated with first-rate

line drawings and wonderful, full-page

color photographs. The author tells of

Egypt past and present, of the Pharaohs

who created ancient Egypt's splendors

and the archeologists who recovered

them after centuries. It is an Egypt seen

through the eyes of the Egyptian arche-

ologist's son. Megdi. whose eager inquis-

itiveness leads him along a fabulous

trail that should make any American
child worth his salt dream of the day

.'when he. too, can explore the many
wonders along the Nile.

The Indian and the Bujjalo, by Rob-

ert Hofsinde (Morrow), is a straight-

forward account by a native Indian who
has written a number of books on Indian

life. It is the study of how the bison was

hunted by the Indian and how important

these vast herds were, not only to Indian

subsistence but to numerous culture

practices. Simply written, it is informa-

tive. But it is also a pathetic book: it

does not (cannot? ) recount the bitter

story of the murderous slaughter of the

herds by the white man and the real

depth of that injury to the Indian.

A story filled with fine magic is Throw
Stone, The First American Boy, by Ted
Sayles and Mary Stevens (Reilly & Lee).

It transports the reader back to the time

when the first people crossed the Bering

Sea into the New World. It tells of their

life as they drifted slowly south, seeking

the game of the Ice Age. That remote

world is seen primarily through the eyes

of the boy. Throw Stone. The perilous

events are climaxed by a battle with a

mammoth that has the ring of authen-

ticity. The authors have both authority

and narrative power.

The American Indian, by Oliver La
Farge (Golden Press), is a great dis-

appointment. One opens this book, by a

distinguished writer, to find his fine

views buried in a garish pf)tpourri of

exuberant illustration. One can almost

resurrect that scene when the publishers

told Mr. La Farge that they wanted a

children's version of his excellent book

on Indians ".
. . loaded with pictures.

Hit those kids right in the eye." Tlic

undignified and certainly uninformalive

resuh is worthy neither of the author nor

of the artists whose works are muslied

into this rainbow heap. An apohjgy. ad-

dressed to eacli Indian tribe and each

Indian-respecting clijld in North Amer-
ica, should be included in every copy.

W'MTH! |-'<rH'-M<\ Is. III.

Tttt.f. HF.f'UlNTs of llii- ]'lfi\ <':iirislmaH
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Aerial Aid to

Archeology
Cameras, aloft, help to guide the spade

By David Linton

.>«?

IN
THE BASEMENT of the Turkish

Army Geodetic Laboratory, Cap-

tain Ilham Durupinar was looking at

photographs with the aid of a strange

machine. Knobs and cranks projected

from it, lights glowed in its interior.

Captain Durupinar peered inside it

through a pair of eyepieces hooded

by blinders. It was a dull, routine

sort of job— filling the gaps in the

map of Turkey. For this purpose, the

most inaccessible parts of the country

had been photographed from the air,

and it was the captain's job to measure

distances and draw contours with the

machine—a stereoplotter—and then

transfer them to maps.

One of these inaccessible areas lies

at the northeast corner of Turkey, in

a pocket between Soviet Armenia and

Iran. Here, rising 16.945 feet, is

Mount Ararat where, claims biblical

tradition, Noah's Ark ran aground

after the great flood. As the captain

studied picture after picture of the

bleak, rocky terrain, he suddenly

stopped and looked again: on a

mountainside 7,000 feet above sea

level and 200 miles from the nearest

sea was an object shaped something

like a ship. It was .500 feet long (close

to the 300 cubits specified in Genesis)

and its smooth, symmetrical outline

formed a marked contrast to the sur-

rounding slopes and ravines.

Now. this "find" has not yet been

identified. A brief visit by a group,

including Americtan scientists, estab-

lished that the stcc])-£ldcd object has

a grassy mound in its center. Small

fragments of wood were found in the

earth coinixising its rim. Hut any eon-

IN'ovv riKSKIIIKii, llir aiicirni Iniqi rilv

of llaira (loiiriiiliiMl oiirly in CliriKliun

f>ii. An iirrial iiliDtourapli will help to

revival snili a hitr in ilM liilal lontexl.

elusions as to the origin of the ship-

shaped mound will have to wait until

a full-scale expedition is sent out

to excavate it. In several respects,

though, this episode typifies the new

approaches to archeology that are

made possible by developments in

modern science.

The twentieth century has added a

number of new weapons to the ar-

cheologists' traditional arsenal of

picks, shovels, screens, trowels, and

brushes. Perhaps the second most im-

portant of these new instruments is

carbon-14 dating, the technique that

earned its inventor, Willard F. Libby,

the Nobel Prize. The other great

twentieth-century contribution to ar-

cheology is likely to prove even more

important than carbon-14 dating be-

cause of its range of applications.

This is aerial photography. It figures

not only in the chance discovery of

possible archeological sites, as in the

episode described above, but also in

reconnaissance that can tell archeolo-

gists where not to look—not to men-

tion its more obvious contribution in

orienting and mapping known sites.

AKRIAI. archeology— if such it may

be called—has no single inven-

tor, but military reconnaissance and

civil engineering are its godparents.

Today, largely because of aerial |)ho-

tography. there is an enormous back-

log of known or suspected archeolog-

ical sites waiting to be investigated

when funds and staff are available.

The discovery phase of aerial ar-

cheology relies on the fact that man

has developed distinctive shapes (and

in s<iine cases distincaive sizes) for

his conslruelions. which immt^dialcly

sel thcni apart from the works of

naluii-. In dense jungle, for (Example,

anything built hy man will lie rapiilly

17



Mound at Poverty Point. Loiiisi\N4, was thought to be a

natural formation until aerial photographs revealed large

concentric eartliworks, oliscureil by cultivation on ground.

Excavation confirmed site as man-made, dated it 400 B.C.

obscured as soon as men stop cutting

back the jungle. But in the Yucatan

forests, a straight line of elevated trees,

visible only from the air. still traces

Maya roads that might be invisible

from a few yards away on the ground.

The geometric arrangement of the

lines marks them as human artifacts.

The same is true of burial mounds,

house sites, or the earthworks of

ancient forts. When very old, such

features may be so obscured by later

plant growth or cultivation that their

shape cannot be perceived from the

ground. Often they cannot be per-

ceived from the air, either, except at

those hours of the day when the angle

of the sun throws their contours into

relief. Such traces of early digging and

building are called shadow marks.

Another, though much rarer, type

of relief trace is revealed when a light

snowfall is followed by wind that

blows the snow from the more ex-

posed parts of the landscape and piles

it in the sheltered spots. Slight varia-

tions in elevation stand out in aerial

photographs made at such times, and

distinctive forms may emerge, indi-

cating ancient human construction.

In places where the land is oc-

casionally flooded, either by design or

accident, a similar highlighting of

fine relief may occur when a few

inches of water cover the lower parts

of terrain while higher parts are dry.

All such relief traces are particularly

helpful in locating the sites of ancient

walls, ditches, and watercourses, as

well as the slight mounds that usually

mark the sites of ancient farms.

UNTIL fairly recent times, man did

not have organized methods for

getting rid of the refuse he produced.

In ancient towns the by-products of

human existence, which we now con-

sign to sewage and garbage disposal

systems, were simply thrown into the

street, whose level accordingly rose.

When it reached such a point that rain

water ran from the street into houses,

the floor levels of the houses were

raised, too. Thus ancient cities and

towns tended to increase in elevation

as their occupation continued. This

rise in elevation is seen in pictures

taken—under proper conditions—from

the air. This is also why the shovel

remains the basic tool of archeology.

The most important traces left by

man on the land, however, do not

result from his moving the earth

about but from his effect on its fer-

tility. Such traces are called plant

marks, and can be either positive (i.e.,

where man's disturbances have in-

creased fertility) or negative (where

they have decreased fertility)

.

Positive plant marks are formed

where buried ditches, building sites,

farmyards, stockades, garbage pits,

-k
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and similar remnants of human occu-

pation make the earth above them

more fertile than the surrounding

land. When covered by crops, the sites

may produce plants that grow taller

and greener than their neighbors.

The effects last for very long periods

and the affected areas are likely to

be sharply marked—so much so that

they can be measured precisely on

aerial photographs of a region. The

ditches that surrounded Neolithic

settlements on the Tavoliere Plain

near Foggia, Italy, have long since

been filled in but, in that dry region,

the extra moisture they supply to the

plants growing above them makes

their pattern still visible from the air

after 4.000 years. Over 170 Neolithic

sites have been located in this one

region, which measures only a little

bit more than 1,500 square miles.

ONE of the most remarkable con-

tributions made by aerial pho-

tography to archeology is in the

discovery of the Etruscan city of

Spina. It was built about 500 B.C. in

the swampy delta of the river Po—
not far from modern Venice. Spina is

referred to in classical literature, but

many archeologists disputed its site or

actual existence until its ruins were

discovered a few years ago through

plant marks. Like Venice, Spina had

canals for streets, and the whole pat-

tern of the city was revealed by aerial

photographs showing the positive ef-

fects of the ancient watercourses on

the fertility of today's plantings.

Negative effects on fertility are

also visible from the air: buried stone

walls and streets may interfere with

the root systems of plants growing

over them, so that those plants do not

grow as tall as others in the same

field. The entire plan of the Roman
town of Caistor in Norfolk, England,

down to the sites of the forum,

temples, and baths, was revealed

through such negative plant marks in

a RAF photograph taken in 1929.

Dry weather, particularly if it lasts

throughout the growing season, gen-

erally favors the archeologist. In dry

years, plants are forced to extend

their roots farther downward to get

water; in those years the encouraging

or inhibiting effects of underground

structures are most likely to be seen in

the growth of plants on the surface.

In addition to these basic factors

influencing plant marks, there are

many variations that provide archeo-

logical clues to anyone trained to read

aerial photographs. There are a few

ancient sites, for instance, marked by

plants of completely different species

from those nearby. In southwestern

Greenland, the Norse colonists, who

came from Iceland in A.D. 985 and
thereafter, introduced certain non-

indigenous plants (whether intention-

ally or accidentally we do not know)

.

Although the last of the colonists

disappeared about A.D. 1500, the sites

of their farms are clearly visible on

that treeless terrain. The traces can be

seen from the deck of a boat on a

fiord, but aerial photography gives an

even better over-all impression of the

patterns on the landscape.

IN some places man has left his mark
on the land by altering the chemi-

cal composition of the soil, and this,

like the difference in moisture content,

will influence the growth of plants

above archeological remains. Certain

chemicals in the soil may encourage

some plants and discourage others, or

they may produce differences in color,

as well as luxuriance, even where the

plants are all the same variety. The

soil over ancient cities is rich in

phosphates because of the high pro-

portion of organic material. Phos-

phates make good fertilizer, and the

plant growth is heavier above such

sites if moisture is sufficient. (The

latter-day neighbors of many ancient

cities in the Near East have mined the

city mounds to fertilize their crops.)

Sometimes modern planting of a

uniform crop will bring out plant
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Centuries of history are revealed by
aerial photograph, above, of Ashdown

Forest, England. Between modern roads

( 1 and 2 ) , a straight Roman road ( 3 )
—

marked by parallel ditches exactly 62

feet apart—was found. Hollow way (4),

marks where none was visible in the

natural ground cover. A rather rare

effect was seen when Mill Heath, in

Suffolk. England, was planted in 1947.

The crop did not do well except in one

spot, where a rich growth revealed the

outlines of a Roman building. Ap-

parently the lime in the mortar of the

long-buried walls had neutralized the

prevailing acidity of the soil.

Sometimes the soil itself reveals

traces of ancient construction, even

where there is no vegetation or where

the ground cover has been plowed

under. Ditches that penetrated the

subsoil will show up in aerial pho-

tographs as lines of darker color be-

cause of their higher moisture content.

Roman ROAD (center) survives as plant

mark even where land is plowed over.

feu
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jndering across it, was identified

Medieval trail, worn by pack horses.

Hows of stones from ancient terracing,

[iroperty divisions, and roads tend to

-how up as lighter lines. Even where

old stone walls have been leveled and
[(lowed under, the stones that com-

[iriFcd them have seldom been carted

IV. ay. .Surface erosion reveals the

liarifis of extra-stonv soil; the geomet-

rii pattern marks them as man-made.
Sr.il erosion patterns on a very

large scale—dis<;overcd by chance-
lias e even changed our understanding

of Italian history. The poverty and

iiifcrlilil) of soulhern Italy used to bo

attributed to Iiomaii or i-arlv medieval

f.iiiniii;.' inillioflk. Kxaminalinn r,f

photographs taken during Worlil War
II. however, showed that llie cause

(.ll\RACTKHI<tTIC riffid fiil.l phi

I urii*iian town a'-^ forrri'T ll'irn.ii

was the introduction of Spanish sheep-

breeding methods after a.d. 1300.

Soil marks often reveal ancient

systems of land division. The Romans
applied their typically disciplined ap-

proach to the practice of surveying.

Their fields were laid out on a grid

plan very similar to the system of sec-

tions and townships that still stamps

any air view of America's prairie

states. The basic Roman section was

a square, 20 acta (2,330 feet) on a

side. The sections were separated by
roads, and every fifth road was a main

highway, wider than the others. Sec-

tions were divided into smaller units,

all rectangular, down to the jugerum,

equal to about % of an acre—the area

that one man with two oxen could

supposedly plow in a day.

The fields laid out according to this

system—known as centuriation—have

survived in many parts of the Medi-

terranean world, for the Romans
persisted in imposing this rather rigid

plan on their colonies. Many of

these fields can be identified from the

ground, but it is only with aerial pho-

tography that the characteristic sur-

veying plan is clearly grasped.

THESE Roman fields point up sev-

eral principles of aerial archeol-

ogy. Man's patterns are revealed by

soil marks in characteristic shapes

and sizes; they have endured for

centuries either because their traces

remained in spite of later cultivation,

or because they were incorporated

into the latter-day landscape; and

they often go unrecognized from the

ground because they are too big to be

seen at close range.

Large archeological sites may pass

unnoticed for years because an ob-

server on the ground cannot see their

distinctive shapes. One of the most

important finds in the United States

in recent years is a large mound, some
70 feet high, at Poverty Point, Loui-

siana. The mound had long been

known and had always been thought

to be of natural origin. But in 1952

Dr. James A. Ford of The American

Museum discovered from aerial pho-

tographs what had never been ob-

served : the mound was surrounded by

a series of earthworks including six

concentric banks, the largest of which

was almost a mile in diameter. Small

quantities of stone implements had

been found here years before, but the

extent of the site had not been sus-

pected. Subsequent excavation has

established that the mound, like the

earthworks surrounding it, was man-

made, dating from about 400 B.C.

A particular class of archeological

sites includes those now lying under

water. Because of its reflecting surface,

water is more transparent from over-

head than from any other angle. The
remains of submerged cities and sea-

ports in shallow water can often be

mapped with great accuracy from a

single aerial photo. And from suitable

pairs of overlapping photos it is pos-

sible to measure depths in the same



Differential fertility, accentuated by cultivating land,

is visible on aerial photograph of a Celtic field system in

England. Dark lines are due to subsoil's having been turned Sh.»

over originally for ditches; light lines are the old ridges. »Ji

way that the elevation of land is de-

termined in topographic map-making.

The present state of the art limits

aerial photography of underwater

sites to depths of about 60 feet, even

with optimum visibility. (The sun

should strike the surface at an angle

of slightly under 45° to minimize re-

flection.) But archeology is bound to

profit from the research in under-

water mapping now being carried on

by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Sur-

vey, and refined techniques will cer-

tainly be introduced. Even now, the

camera can see considerably more
than the eye because the former's

sensitivity can be controlled. Film and

filter combinations can be chosen for

maximum sensitivity to those wave

lengths of light that penetrate water

best. Contrast can be controlled by

choice of film and development. A
research unit of the British Army
found that details in shallow water

(less than 20 feet) were recorded best

with a red filter, while those in 20 to

50 feet of water were best seen on a

panchromatic film exposed through a

green filter. But there has been little

study of special photographic tech-

niques for archeological use.
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Some submerged remains, however,

have already been revealed by aerial

archeology. The most luxurious of sea-

side resorts for ancient Romans was

Baiae, near modern Naples. Today

it is under 30 feet of water, but its

streets, buildings, and open squares

are recorded on film. It would take

months for divers to come up with an

equal amount of information, and it

is unlikely that they could ever make

as accurate a map, since terrestrial

surveying techniques are hard to use

under water and depths are too small

for oceanographic apparatus.

WITH the aid of aerial photogra-

phy, the archeologist may find

valuable clues even where there is no

sign of human handiwork. In territory

where cave dwellers lived, pictures

can reveal the mountains in which

caves are most apt to be located.

Where shore lines have changed, pho-

tography can locate ancient beaches

A well-known science photogiaplier,

whose camera column is a feature in

this magazine's pages, Mr. Linton
has long been interested in problems
and techniques of aerial photograpiy.

on which coastal peoples must have

lived, and where their campsites and

shell middens are likely to be found

("First Traces of Man in the Arctic,"

Natural History, November. 1960).

In arid lands, certain surface features

may point to sites of ancient springs,

now dry. Springs have always been

the focus of desert life, and they are

the first places to look for remains.

Aerial reconnaissance is particularly

important over desert and other bar-

ren land because it can tell us where

not to look, by eliminating the areas

that were unsuitable for habitation.

It is in the study of surface features

of the land that archeology has been

able to repay a small part of its debt

to geology. Geology has traditionally

provided the framework for dating

archeological sites; but recently it has

been possible to date river courses,

beaches, and other surface features by

mapping the archeological sites on

them and dating the sites by the

carbon-14 or other methods.

After a site is discovered—either

from the air or on the ground—a field

investigation is necessary to establish

its history. Here, too, aerial photogra-

phy can be extremely useful. It can



Shadow marks cast by a low sun reveal old building sites

and earthworks near Gloucester, England. When optimum
conditions such as angled lighting are utilized, an oblique

photo like this frequently can reveal more than a vertical.

elucidate the history of the surround-

ing terrain, showing where rivers have

changed courses, where lakes have

dried up or dry land has been flooded,

or how erosion and landslides have

I hanged the shape of the land. It can

determine the geographical orienta-

tion of streets and buildings—a point

of considerable interest, because some

ancient peoples built their temples to

face certain points in the heavens and

this knowledge helps us to reconstruct

their system of astronomy. Aerial

[/hotography can also give us precise

iDcasurements of the site itself, in-

' luding the width of streets, thickness

of walls, and gauge of cart tracks, as

well as various indexes from which it

is possible to estimate the population

of a long-dead town.

TiiK techniques by which aerial

photographs are made to yield

such detailed information have been

refined over the years. Consider iIm-

matter of determining distances. Mo>-l

of the aerial photogra])hs made to(ia\

will yield precise measurements of

vertical as well as horizontal dimen-

sions. These meaiuremfnl'< are inarlr;

in the s.-iini' \\!i\ ih/il ihc liiiriiaii mind

"sees" in three dimensions: by com-

paring two (or more) pictures of the

same thing taken from different view-

points. A human observer depends on

two "pictures" recorded by eyes only

214 inches apart. If the human looks

at a landscape 2.000 feet below, the

difference between the image seen by

one eye and that seen by the other is

insignificant. Photographs, however,

are taken at intervals of hundreds of

feet and the relief on them, when

paired, is proportionally greater. Al-

though any pair of pictures can be

used, some will yield more informa-

tion than others. To appreciate this,

it is necessary to understand the basic

types of aerial photographs, classed

as either "oblique" or "vertical."

Oblique photographs are those

taken at an angle—no/ straight down.

They are often very useful in the dis-

covery phase of archeological re-

search because ihcy show some kinds

of details that do not show up as well

on vertical photos. But there is an infi-

iiilc iiumbc-r of possible viewpoints for

obliques of a site and only one may be

useful. {'iirlbiTMUprc. ib.il one niny I"-

useful oid\ .il .1 ri-rl.[iii s.-,i^on or lijin-

of day. While il is posMhIc lo l.ik.-

horizontal and vertical measurements

from pairs of oblique photos the

process is difficult. Oblique photos,

therefore, are most useful for recon-

naissance or for recording sites that

have already been discovered.

VERTICAL photographs are taken

straight down (or as close to

straight down as flying conditions per-

mit ) . Correction can be made later for

tilt of the plane, wind drift, and varia-

tions in altitude. The vertical photo-

graph is like a map—in fact, most

modern maps are based on verticals—

and is extremely useful for making

precise measurements. Most verticals

are now made by automatic equipment

that lakes the pictures at fixed inter-

vals as the plane flies along a predeter-

mined course. Since these pictures

overlap, there are always at least two

views of every point on the ground.

The pairs of pictures are useful for

reconnaissance as well as for measure-

ment, because the vertical relief seen

when they ure studied is consid('rably

(exaggerated. Overlapping verticals—

or stereo |)airs--iuc used for nuikiiig

l.ip(jgrapliical maps, for prospecting,

for iiliiiinirig i^onslruilion projects,
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Mosaic of overlapping aerial photographs shows

ancient site near 'Uqayr, at edge of Jafurah

sands along Persian Gulf. The ancient pattern of

the fields and irrigation ditches is slowly being

covered by desert sands. Although first spotted

from the ground in the 1940's, the site was again

brought to the notice of archeologists by aerial

photography on behalf of a geological survey for

oil. Photographers of Aero Service Corporation

flew over the site three times, taking three sets

of overlapping photos; later the firm made these

prints into this mosaic. The section outlined at

right is shown in enlargement on following page.

^ .#^ ' *_ / . ' d.

and even for assessing taxes. The ma-

jority of aerial photographs now avail-

able are of this type.

The main problem of vertical pho-

tography, and the factor setting the

limits of its accuracy, is ground con-

trol. Ground control involves relating

the photograph to known points on the

ground, and it is through ground con-

trol that the photogrammetrist finds

out what corrections are needed for
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the tilt of the plane, wind drift,

and variations in altitude and speed.

Ground control is not so much of a

problem in places that have been ex-

tensively surveyed and where there

are established bench marks—geo-
graphical reference points marked on

the ground—whose exact positions

have been determined. Even so, con-

siderable groundwork by surveying

parties may be necessary to relate

bench marks to points that can b(

identified in photographs.

In unsurveyed territory, and espe

cially where there are few permanen

landmarks, ground control can b(

much more of a problem than the pho

tography it is intended to control

Prospecting and mapping companiei

have had to send teams through jungle

and desert, and to land them by heli

copier on mountain tops to establish

— k
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Detail of Arabian site, from previous page, shows unusual

example of reverse relief: earth in old irrigation ditches was
compacted and forms ridges between softer fields, eroded by

desert winds. Now, however, sand is drifting over entire site.

tion of the plane in relation to sev-

eral SHORAN stations on the ground

can be automatically determined and

recorded at the instant a photograph

is taken. The entire Canadian Arctic

was mapped using this control from

1952 to 1958, although the only previ-

ous survey in many places had been

made with dog sled and sketch pad.

TH E photogrammetrist's dream is a

ground control system that would

require no ground stations at all. The
closest approach to this now operating

is Doppler radar. With this system,

radar signals are sent out from the

plane in four directions and "bounced"

back by the ground. The difference

in frequency between the signals

sent and the echoes received reveals

whether the plane is moving toward

the point of echo or away from it, and

at what speed. The time it takes for the

echo to come back reveals the distance

from the plane to the echo point. The
computations required to make instan-

taneous use of all these data are made
by a small computer. A certain num-
ber of known ground control points is
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still required with this method, but

the number is greatly reduced.

Very little aerial photography is

carried out originally for archeologi-

cal purposes. (The current survey of

the area to be inundated by the Aswan
Dam is a rare exception. ) Usually the

archeologist uses photographs taken

for some different purpose—mineral-

prospecting, map-making, or road-

building are typical examples. One of

the great advantages of working with

aerial photographs is the sheer num-

ber available. Over half of the earth's

land area has been photographed at

least once, and some countries (Eng-

and and Canada, for example ) have

been systematically photographed in

their entiretv. Oil companies, highway

and waterway authorities, flood con-

trol and soil conservation agencies,

and even lumber and power compan-

ies have extensive files of aerial photo-

graphs generally available to the ar-

cheologist. These supplement the files

of government mapping and geologi-

cal agencies. The Poverty Point find is

a good example: it resulted from a

study of the survey photographs of

the Mississippi River Commission.
Not all existing air photos are help-

ful, of course. Many are on too small a

scale, taken at the wrong time of year

for plant marks, the wrong time of day

for shadow marks, or taken by meth-

ods less helpful for archeology than

for their original purpose. But since

no archeologist has ever looked at

most of these photographs, they should

not be dismissed lightly.

No practicable amount of study on

the ground can encompass the sheer

size and quantity of information that

aerial photographs can record. A sin-

gle picture can give a comprehensive

view of an ancient community—its

forms of agriculture, land division,

structures, tombs, canals, roads, forti-

fications—and its relationship to other

communities. In short, aerial archeol-

ogy brings us as close as we are likely

to come to seeing the Avay of life of an

ancient people as a functioning entity.

Ship-shaped form in the rugged terrain

near Mt. Ararat, right, was discovered

accidentally when Turkish Army map
makers were working over air photos.
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Rising from a clump of yellow iris at left is

a woodcock, and a mallard also flies from stream edge.

At right can be seen tlie tail of some diving duck.
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Of BiR^s An5 A
Legend
TRUTH AND MYTH ARE
WOVEN IN TAPESTRIES

IN
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

an ancient art became a highly organ-

ized industry. During that period, under the

patronage of kings and dukes of France

and Flanders, tapestry making reached a

peak of perfection never before dreamed

of. Works of hitherto unimagined magnifi-

cence were loomed to decorate and warm
the drafty castles of the aristocracy, to

beautify churches, and to lend distinction

to the homes of wealthy tradesmen. The

most important centers of the art were ate-

liers in Paris, Arras, and Tournai.

Tapestry making is one of man's most

ancient crafts, and its very origin has been

lost on the threshold of the historic era.

Basically, the technique is a simple one. The

Siiiiill jiii^;, nearly iini.sihic aiiioitf; llie

wcller <;j fliiwers in the sevetuh tupcslry, is

the only ainphihiun in the hun^in^s.



This may be a nightingale , common in Flanders.

Certainly it is a small bird, as it

is perched on a leaf instead of on a twig.

warp threads, which he parallel to each

other, are held taut in the looms. Weft

threads, which form the pattern, are woven
in and out of the warps, and are then beaten

down so that they completely cover the

warps. The latter then appear only as ribs

in the finished textile. In the early tapestries,

the principal material was wool, but silk

and metal threads often enriched the design.

TRADITIONALLY, it has been said that

weave in tapestries is a more significant

criterion of its worth than is the design—
that no matter what the pattern, it is the

workmanship that identifies it as of greater

or lesser artistic value. To this theory, how-

ever, the tapestries of the Middle Ages give

the lie, for the brilliant designs are them-

selves typical of this zenith of an art form.

Here both qualities are combined with an

accurate mirroring of the people of the time

and the world in which they moved in a

manner that perhaps has never been equaled

in any other medium. Of all such medieval

artistry, perhaps the most magnificent are

the so-called unicorn tapestries now in The
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Cloisters, Fort Tryon Park, New York City.

The unicorn tapestries may have been

made at Tournai, a Flemish city that was

nearly as well known as Arras, whose name
is still synonymous with the art. Early

Gothic tapestry patterns had leaned heavily

on outline drawings to achieve their effects.

With the late Gothic came an increased

awareness of the natural world, and thus an

increased reahsm that was reflected in the

treatment of tapestry subject matter. The
woven flowers, for the most part, were those

that really grew somewhere in Flanders or

France. People's faces were often portraits

of patrons. Dwelling places were shown in

three dimensions. Animals were usually

representations of living beasts.

The unicorn group includes six full tap-

estries, each one of which covers about 150

square feet, and a small fragment of a sev-

At left is adult, at right young goldfinch.

This colorful bird, symbolizing Resurrection and

the soul, was popular in period's art.



enth. Their history is still somewhat ob-

scure. It seems certain, however, that five

of them were made for Anne of Brittany

on the occasion of her marriage to Louis

XII of France on January 8, 1499.

The other two in the series have been

dated about fifteen years later, when Anne's

daughter was married to Francis I. Actu-

ally, they may have been made contempo-

raneously in different workshops. Francis

was the godson of Francois de la Roche-

foucauld, in whose family home at Verteuil,

in southwest France, the tapestries hung

for many years. They suffered innumerable

vicissitudes, and changed hands at least

once—there is even a story that, during the

French Revolution, they were used to keep

potatoes from freezing. Eventually, they

were reacquired by a Rochefoucauld, and

hung at Verteuil until John D. Rockefeller,
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liird connected it with the theme of martyrdom
and sacrifice as exemplified l)y Christ.

The rusty red breast suggests that this is

a little bittern, although that wader's

back is usually brown in color instead of gray.

Jr. purchased them in the early 1920's. In

1937 he presented them to The Cloisters,

where they have hung ever since.

THE tapestries tell of the hunting of

the unicorn, a beast so virtuous and

beautiful that, according to one belief, only

a single animal inhabited the earth at one

time. The unicorn legend dates from pre-

Christian times, when such one-horned ani-

mals were thought to possess unlimited

power. Gradually this belief worked its way

into Christian myth. From the third century

A.D. to the Reformation, the animal was a

symbol of Christ. In the Middle Ages it was

believed that a unicorn could be caught

only by a virgin. If she approached the

fleet, ferocious animal, it became suddenly

tame, put its head in her lap, and was easily

caught by a huntsman. In Christian alle-

gory, the virgin was Mary, and so Christ

renounced the characteristics of God in the

interest of mankind. During the age of chiv-

alry, the story ol the luinl was used to

dramatize courtly love.

Interestingly, the unicorn is the only fab-

ulous beast that managed to leap the gull' be-

tween the ancient bestiaries and the modern

3'



These pheasants, surrounded by cherries and flowering

hawthorn, exemplify the rich details of these

tapestries. Notice reflection of the bird in the water.

mind. Griffins, dragons, and thieir like were

left behind in the mists of legend, but the

unicorn persisted, perhaps aided in its sur-

vival by the religious stature given it during

the age of faith. Even during the Renais-

sance, with its revival of the scientific spirit,

a "unicorn horn"—actually a narwhal tusk

marketed by canny Scandinavian seamen,

could, according to one authority, "buy a

city" for its ability to detect poison. As late

as the seventeenth century the French im-

posed a duty of fifty sous per pound on

unicorn horns brought into the country.

In the unicorn tapestries, myth and

almost photographic realism are inter-

woven. Scholars have explored this realism,

and have identified the royal figures, the

hunting dogs, and even 85 per cent of the

101 different kinds of plants represented.

Oddly, however, one facet of the tapestries
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A woodcock and a mallard on stream in joitrth

tapestry are surrounded by broad-leaved pinks, at left,

corn marigolds, center, and English bluebells, right.
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The partridge was often used to represent evil,

so birds' appearance in this tapestry probably rested on
their familiarity rather than on syitibolism.



A domestic white duck, its wings outstretclied

to show that it has just settled on tiie water, swims near a

shore on which are field daisies and a yellow flag.

has been largely overlooked. On leaves, in

streams, in a pool, on treetops, and on a

fountain edge are birds: all told, thirty birds

(and two disembodied tails) of about

thirteen different species. Most of them can

be identified. But why were these particular

birds chosen'.' The unicorn is symbolic. Do
the birds have mystical significance, too?

Perhaps this question can best be answered,

at least speculatively, by considering the

hangings and their contents one by one.

The first and last tapestries, entitled "The

Start of the Hunt" and "The Unicorn in

Captivity," are the two that may have been

done about 1515 for Francis I. Neither of

these includes birds in its highly stylized

design. The five earlier tapestries are infi-

nitely more realistic. Flowers of the marsh

arc shown in marshy places, perching birds

are found in trees, and aquatic birds in the
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Some scholais btliexe that the squiiiel had special

significance for Anne of Brittany, as it also appeared

with her in an earlier tapestry and a painting.

water. Of these five hangings, "The Unicorn

at the Fountain"—the second in the series

and the first made for Anne of Brittany's

marriage—is perhaps the best known. In

the center stands an elaborate fountain (pp.

40-41), below which, dipping its horn in

stream water, in its classic duty of absorb-

ing poison, kneels the unicorn. On the rim

of the fountain are four birds. Two are

pheasants, and opposite them are two Euro-

pean goldfinches, one a young bird whose

black adult markings have not developed.

In the foliage to the left of the fountain are

another goldfinch and a bird that is either

a willow warbler, a nightingale, or an imag-

inary cross between the two. This bird's

yellowish breast suggests the warbler, but

its rusty tail indicates that it is a nightingale.

In the stream can be seen the tail of one

duck disappearing into foliage, another

duck (perhaps a cross between a mallard

and a domestic breed), and a woodcock.

It is perfectly possible to lean on allegory

to explain why most of these birds are in

the tapestry. Birds have represented the

souls of men and dozens of other religio-

mythological aspects of man's beliefs from

the times of Paleolithic scratchings on rock.

Pheasants have been considered "thunder-

birds." The goldfinch, which is fond of eat-

ing thistles and thorns, became an accepted

Christian symbol of the Crucifixion because

of the relation of all thorny plants to the

Passion. The nightingale, believed propi-

tious to weddings (and this tapestry was

made for the union of Anne and Louis),

also was a symbol of devotion, while ducks

were augurs of the weather. The woodcock,

alone, apparently has no symbolism
attached to it in any culture. Thus it seems

odd that, if allegory had been the avowed

intention of the tapestry designers, this bird

should have been included at all. The anti-

allegory point of view can be made stronger



by an inspection of the succeeding tapestry,

"The Unicorn Tries to Escape." The first

bird we notice is one flying from the very

top of a tree at the hanging's upper left. The
bird is probably another goldfinch, although

repair in this area has been so extensive that

it is hard to be certain. In the stream that

runs along the bottom of the tapestry are

several other birds. One of these in some

ways defies identification (see page 31,

top ) . It most closely resembles a little bit-

tern, whose breast feathers are rusty col-

ored in nesting season. In the center, a pair

of partridges peer out between clumps of

clary and field daisies ( see page 36). Again,

if symbolism were the artists' intent, the

partridge would hardly have a place here.

In legend, these birds are lascivious, cun-

ning, depraved. It seems more logical to

believe that the partridges were introduced

because they were common game birds.

Completing the stream-edge picture are a

mallard and a domestic white duck, repre-

sentations of fowl that certainly were very

familiar to the Flemish artisans.

THE Unicorn Defends Himself" is the

fourth tapestry. Here another gold-

finch flies from an upper tree Hmb, while

two woodcocks and two mallards busy

themselves in or near the stream. But in this

striking work is another bird. In the lower

right is an imposing figure—very similar

to our great blue heron (see the cover).

Now, if one is to seek symbohsm, here it is.

The purple heron is indigenous to Flanders,

and it has been suggested that the legendary

phoenix is really the purple heron (as phoe-

niceiis means "purple"). Unfortunately for

symbolists, the tapestry bird much more

closely resembles the gray heron, a common
frequenter of Flemish marshes and streams,

than it does the purple heron.

The sixth tapestry (the fifth is only a frag-

ment depicting a portion of the maiden, a

hunter, and the unicorn) displays "The

Unicorn Brought to the Castle." In this

work, the royal couple in the center are

probably Anne and Louis. Here, again, two

goldfinches are to be found. Allegoricaliy,

the pair could represent the Resurrection,

Dnigonjly, one oj several in l/ie tapestries,

hovers over madonna lily. Above the insect is

an easily recognizable violet plant.
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Th,J he staff of Natural History wishes to thank

Margaret B. Freeman, Curator of The Cloisters,

a branch of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, for

her generous co-operation, which made this article

possible. Photographs were talcen by Lee Boltfn.

a theme in many contemporary works, or

they could be augurs of disease. Histori-

cally, in contrast, these small birds were

familiar to Flemish town and country dwell-

ers alike, and were often kept as pets by

children, who tethered them on strings.

In the center of this tapestry are two

swans and a flock of doves (see page 33).

Certainly swans meant good luck, while

doves represented congregations doing

good work. But, allegory aside, both birds

were ordinary adjuncts to the aristocratic

households of the late Gothic period.

WE must conclude that while tapestry

artists may have used symbolic

material, they gathered it by observing the

exciting natural world around them that

revealed its realistic beauties.

Today, these seven tapestries march in

an eye-filling procession round the gallery

assigned to them at The Cloisters. In all but

one of the great hangings, in the company

of real royalty, realistic huntsmen, or iden-

tifiable birds, flowers, and dogs, strides

or fights the genuine allegory—the great

white animal whose horn is a sure cure for

all passion, for epilepsy, worms, and plague.

From pre-Christian days to the twentieth

century, the unicorn—an animal composed

in equal parts of rhinoceros, antelope, goat,

and faith—has been captured eternally.

Immortalized in bronze, oils, ivory, and

marble, the mystic beast is nowhere more

magnificently enshrined than in the tapes-

tries that bear its name, caught in the

threads of its own mythos and serenely un-

aware that it is an anachronism in an intel-

lectual climate in which truth, not legend,

was considered to be the ultimate in beauty.

"The Unicorn at the Fountain'" provides

endless clues to the manner of life and thought

in France of the late Gotliic period.
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SKY REPORTER
By Simone Daro Gossner

Modern astronomy and its proofs of the theory of relativity

As IN ALL SCIENCES based on the interpretation of ob-

served data, a recurrent problem in astronomy is that

increasingly precise observations eventually reveal minute

phenomena, which can no longer be explained by existing

theories. In some cases, it is sufficient to introduce slight

modifications into current hypotheses; but at times an

adequate explanation demands the adoption of an entirely

new system of assumptions and physical concepts.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, it was a well-

known fact in celestial mechanics that the motion of Mer-

cury in its orbit could not be accounted for exactly by

Newton's theory. Mercury's perihelion (the point in its

orbit nearest the sun) is expected to creep gradually in

the plane of the orbit under the combined attraction of

the sun and planets. In other words, the entire orbit is

slowly rotating in space (see diagram, above). But it is

creeping faster than Newton's theory predicts. The addi-

tional displacement amounts only to about 43 seconds of

arc, or less than 1/30,000 of a circumference, per century.

Yet this small quantity is readily observed and was a cause

of nagging concern to nineteenth-century astronomers.

Several phenomena in the domain of physics, such as the

behavior of light in certain experiments, were equally

puzzling and at variance with current theories.

Radically new ideas concerning the velocity of light and

the concept of time were propounded by Albert Einstein

in 1905, in his Special Theory of Relativity. A few years

later, in 1916, his General Theory of Relativity directed

itself more specifically to a new interpretation of the

motion of matter in the universe. The word "matter" is
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Deflection of light by massive boilio. (li:i^iMiiiril alicui-

in exaggerated fashion, was a further Einstein ijredictiun.

used here advisedly: not only did the new theory pertain

to the motion of familiar celestial bodies, but it dealt also

with the motion of light rays themselves, insofar as they

behave like streams of material particles.

From the mathematical equations of Einstein's 1916

theory, it was possible to predict three astronomical phe-

nomena capable of being verified by observation. All three

have been found to exist. Although their effects are very

small, and therefore difficult to measure accurately, the

numerical results of the measurements are in good agree-

ment with the predicted values of Einstein's theory.

ONE cannot, in these few pages, present the reasoning

that led Einstein and his followers to their startling

conclusions. The peculiar vocabulary of relativity does

not lend itself to short definitions. Although the three pre-

dicted astronomical phenomena receive a rigorous formu-

lation in Einstein's theory, the reader is cautioned to

remember that they are described here in analogies of

more elementary notions. The end result is the same, but

the justification is necessarily approximate.

The first of these phenomena is the already familiar

advance of the perihelion of Mercury. Its cause may be

inferred from an analogy. We are taught that the shortest

distance between two points is a straight line; yet if a ship

sails from New York to Cherbourg, it is obvious that it

cannot travel in a straight line because it must follow the

earth's curvature. For the shortest trip, it must travel

along a geodesic line (better known as a "great circle

route" I . Relativity assumes that the presence of a massive

body, the sun in this case, creates what may be termed a

curvature of the surrounding space. Admittedly, there is

nothing tangible to this curvature, but it is used as a con-

venient mathematical representation. As with a ship sailing

the ocean, a planet travels around the sun along a geodesic

of the curved space. When the equations of such a motion

are developed, it is found that the planet will return to

perihelion after each revolution precisely in the manner
revealed by observation. This excess motion of the peri-

helion decreases as the distance from the sun increases.

Thus it is greatest for Mercury, but is still appreciable for

Venus and the earth, and has been observed for all three.
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\pp;irent position of a star (white), viewed close to the

Bun'a edge, is compared here with its true position (red).

The second phenomenon is usually called the Einstein

shift or gravitational red shift (see diagram, right). The

color of light and the pitch of sound, both of which travel

in a wave pattern, are determined by the frequency of the

wave (the number of wiggles per second, if you wish)

high frequencies correspond to the blue end of the color

spectrum (rainbow) and, in air waves, to high-pitched

sounds, whereas low frequencies are characteristic of the

red end of the spectrum (and of airborne, low-pitched

sounds). If a sound emitter is approaching the observer,

the wave pattern is compressed between the observer and

emitter, the frequency is higher, and so is the pitch of the

sound. Conversely, if the emitter is receding from the

observer, the wave pattern is stretched out between the

two, and the pitch is lower. A familiar example of this

effect is the sudden drop in the pitch of a railroad train

whistle as it passes your crossing. Similarly, if a light

source is approaching the observer, its color will be bluer

than if the source were at rest, and if it is receding, its

color will be redder. This is the Doppler effect or (in the

last case) the red shift. The Einstein shift, in turn, arises

from different causes—there is no motion of source with

respect to observer—but the net result is the same.

If a ray of light originates on the surface of a star, for

example, Einstein's theory assumes that the star's massive

body holds it back, so to speak, by its gravitational attrac-

tion. This is equivalent to the stretching of the sound waves

mentioned above. When the wave length of that light ray

is measured in a laboratory, it is compared with that of

a terrestrial light source produced by the same substance.

But because the earth is less massive, the wave length of

the terrestrial source is stretched to a much lesser extent,

and the stellar source appears redder by comparison. This,

in essence, is the gravitational red shift. Such an effect is

difficult to measure in the case of the sun (although this

has been done) because it is inextricably mixed with true

Doppler effects, caused by motion of gases in the solar

atmosphere. It has been measured successfully for the

small, but very massive, companion of Sirius. It should be

readily understood that the effect is opposite, and thus

becomes a blue shift, when the observer's laboratory is

located in a site where gravitational attraction is greater



than at the place of origin of the source being measured.

For example, such a blue shift would be detected if we

could measure with great accuracy the wave length of a

light source generated in a small artificial satellite, in

comparison with a terrestrial source.

The third astronomical phenomenon predicted by Gen-

eral Relativity is the deflection of light rays by the gravi-

tational attraction of massive bodies. Einstein assumed

that, in its travel through space, a ray of light behaves like

a stream of material particles. When the light rays coming

from a star pass in the immediate vicinity of the sun, the

particles are subject to the space curvature caused by the

sun's gravitational attraction and must therefore follow a

geodesic. The net result is that the rays are slightly de-

flected (see diagram at left). To a terrestrial observer,

the star appears slightly displaced from its true position.

This effect is greatest (about 1.75 seconds of arc) for stars

sighted near the edge of the sun, and falls off rapidly as

the angular distance from the edge increases. For that

reason, it can be observed only during total solar

eclipses, when stars are visible in the immediate vicinity

of the sun. The star field surrounding the sun is photo-

graphed while the eclipse is in progress, and again several

months later when the sun has moved to another part of

the sky: the gravitational displacement of the star images

is determined by comparing the two photographs. Theo-

retically, stars other than the sun would cause similar

deflections of light rays, but there is no convenient way of

observing this. The existence of the Einstein deflection was
confirmed for the first time from observations of the solar

eclipse of May 29, 1919, a scant three years after publica-

tion of his General Theory of Relativity.

The theories of Einstein have been used extensively by
modern cosmologists to construct—figuratively speaking

—mathematical models of the universe. Although the

existence of "island-universes" had been a matter of philo-

sophical speculation for at least two centuries, it was only

in 1925 that Edwin Hubble, astronomer at the Mount
Wilson Observatory, obtained indisputable proof that the

nebulae (now called galaxies) are vast stellar systems out-

side our own Milky Way. In 1929, by applying the prin-

ciple of the Doppler red shift, he discovered that galaxies

are receding from the Milky Way with speeds roughly

proportional to their distances. This does not imply that

the Milky Way Galaxy is at the center of the universe, but

merely that the entire universe is in a state of expansion

comparable to that of an immense balloon being inflated.

Because all dimensions of the "balloon" are increasing

simultaneously, any two points chosen at random inside it

will appear to drift away from each other.

THE Belgian G. Lemaitre had demonstrated in 1927 that

one of the models of the universe that may be con-

structed on the principles of relativity happens to be an
expanding one. It should be pointed out. however, that

Hubble's discovery of the red shift of galaxies does not

necessarily prove the validity of Lemaitre's model to the

exclusion of all others. The only established fact in this

respect is that, from observational data, one may be rea-

sonably sure that the universe is currently in a state of

Red light of Sirius' dense, dwarf companion, right, gives

another proof of relativity theory. Dwarf star appears to

be receding at net speed of some twelve miles per second.

expansion, and that relativistic theories are among those

that are capable of accounting for this fact.

Models derived from the principles of General Relativ-

ity may be divided into two broad categories: the "big

bang" models and the pulsating ones. The first category,

which includes Lemaitre's, assumes that the age of the

universe is finite (in the order of 10 billion years) and that

the expansion started explosively from a highly concen-

trated state, or "primeval atom." The others, on the con-

trary, consider that the age of the universe is infinite and

that it undergoes successive periods of expansion and

contraction, each one lasting many billions of years.

DURING the past decade, a number of models have been

proposed, which, are no longer based on the prin-

ciples of relativity. The most famous of these is the "steady

state" theory, which assumes that matter is continuously

created in the universe, probably in the form of hydrogen

atoms in the vast spaces between galaxies. These atoms are

presumed to condense eventually into new galaxies.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to decide between these

conflicting models because they postulate events—the

birth of hydrogen atoms in intergalactic space, an explo-

sion that happened aeons ago—which cannot be verified by

observation. In a few hundred years, they may well seem

as quaint as the stars on the goddess Nut of ancient Egypt.



THE SKY IN DECEMBER

From the Almanac:

New Moon
First Quarter

Full Moon
Last Quarter

December 7, 6:52 p.m., EST
December 14, 3:06 P.M., EST
December 21, 7:42 p.m., EST
December 29, 10:57 P.M., EST

The sun will be at the winter solstice on December 21

at 9:20 p.m.. Eastern Standard Time; winter will begin

on that date in the Northern Hemisphere.

For the visual observer:

Mercury, in the morning sky for the first half of Decem-

ber, will be in superior conjunction on December 16 and

will enter the evening sky on that date. As a result, it will

be too close to the sun for observation.

Venus (—3.4 magnitude) will rise one hour before the

sun on December 1, and 45 minutes before the sun on De-

cember 15. The planet may be observed as a morning star

in the early part of the month, but its angular distance

from the sun will diminish gradually. By the end of the

year, Venus, like Mercury, will be lost in the sun's glare.

Mars ( +1.5 magnitude ) will be in conjunction with the

sun on December 14 and will enter the morning sky on

that date. Mars, too, is unfavorably located for observation

in December because of its proximity to the sun.

Jupiter, in Capricornus (—1.6 magnitude), will set in

the southwest at 8:45 p.m., local time, on December 1, at

8:00 p.m. December 15, and at 7:15 P.m. December 31.

Saturn, in Sagittarius (+0.8 magnitude), will be ap-

proximately 7° west of Jupiter during the entire month

and will set about 45 minutes before that planet.

During the evening of December 10/11, the moon will

pass about 2° north of Jupiter and Saturn. The lunar

crescent will be only three days old at that time, and the

two planets should be seen clearly in its vicinity.

The Geminid meteor shower will reach its peak on

December 13. Its maximum rate is estimated at 50 meteors

per hour (for a single observer). As its name indicates,

the meteors belonging to this shower will appear to radiate

from a point in the constellation Gemini.

New Year's Day:

Contrary to what might be surmised, there is no astro-

nomical phenomenon corresponding to the beginning of

the calendar year. As a matter of fact, January 1. itself,

has not always heralded a new year in the Christian world.

Until two centuries ago, March 25 played that role in

England and its territories, including the American colon-

ies. When England switched from the Julian to the Greg-

orian calendar (in 1752), it concurrently adopted the

western European practice of beginning the year on Jan-

uary 1. For a time after the change was made, and in order

to avoid confusion, dates within the overlapping period

were written in both styles, thus: January 18, 1754/5.

It should be noted that the term "style" refers specifically

to the date on which the year begins ( Annunciatioi- style

for March 25, Circumcision style for January 1). In the

English-speaking countries of the world, however, the

expressions "old style" and "new style" are frequently

applied to the Julian and Gregorian calendars, respectively.

On the preceding pages. Mrs. Gossner offers the last in
her 1961 series on the growth of cosniological concepts.
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Normal mothering, willi inlani monkey clinging to the

parent for comfort of conlatl, lyijilles first ninety days of life.

Terry cloth "mother" gave substitute contact comfort to

one group of infants, which matured in good physical health.

A Study of

Animal Affection
Deprived of mothering and play, monkeys remain infantile

By Harry F. Harlow and Margaret K. Harlow

EIGHT YEARS AGO we established

a rhesus breeding colony at the

University of Wisconsin's Primate

Laboratory to provide a steady supply

of healthy, newborn monkeys for in-

tensive study of learning and intellec-

tual development from the day of

birth until attainment of full capaci-

ties. Only by controlling the environ-

ment from birth is it possible to trace

development under constant condi-

tions. We controlled the monkeys' en-

vironment — and. consequently, their

life experiences—by removing each

baby from its mother within 6 to 12

hours of birth and placing it in a wire
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cage in a nursery where it could see,

hear, and communicate with other

babies but not make bodily contact.

During the early months, the babies

were treated much like human babies.

with bottle feedings, supplements,

and gradual transition to solid foods.

The babies thrived. Mortality was

much lower than for babies raised by

their own mothers, and illnesses were

few. They were a strong, healthy group

of monkeys, and 55 of them under-

went regular daily testing on a variety

of learning and perceptual tasks. At

a year of age. the rhesus young were

promoted from the nursery to larger,

individual cages in another room,

where they continued as subjects in

the developmental project. It was

planned that, after they finished their

jobs in this long-term project, they

would be consigned to the breeding

colonv to provide a steady supply of

healthy babies for other research, in-

cluding the tracing of affectional de-

velopment from birth onward.

We had not expected to use these

particular animals in the analysis of

affection. However, they have acci-

dentally proved to be very helpful as

subjects. At the same time, they have

proved to be almost worthless as

I



IviMAfiHK MALK RHKSus shows Blereolyped behavior of the
emotionally dittturlteii ( handi-lasping, above). This monkey,

now over three years old, (jrew up
Often withdrawn and passive, these

ith a ma
animal

nikin "mother.'

cannot be bred.
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Manikin-mothered infants, in groups of four, were allowed

to play together, daily, for eighteen months in a special

cage, above. Although lacking real parent-child experience,

they developed playmate relations, as did normal young.

breeding stock: these healthy, educa-

ted, laboratory-reared monkeys simply

have not been productive as parents.

But before we go into the group's

unanticipated procreative problems,

we need to introduce the reader to our

researches on love and affection-

studies still in progress although ini-

tiated over five years ago.

OUR first experiments on love and

affection were designed to dis-

cover the variables that tie infants to

their mothers: that is, the infant-

mother affectional system, the first to

appear in the development, of the

individual—monkey, human, or sub-

primate. For this research, a second

group of newborn monkeys was iso-

lated. Because monkey mothers, like

human mothers, vary greatly in be-

havior toward their infants—ranging

from highly devoted and protective to

neglectful and even abusive—we con-

trolled this "mother variable" by

fabricating substitute mothers whose
frames were made of wire, sheet

metal, and wood. All the "dummy
mothers" gave physical support. Some
provided nourishment by means of

formula fed through a nipple pro-

truding from the chest; some provided

the comfort of a soft, textured skin—
a terry cloth body covering. Later

experiments introduced mother mod-
els with new attributes, all studied

under carefully controlled conditions:
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some of these "mothers" had rocking

motion, some provided body warmth,

and some varied the angle of incline.

A few of these early studies have

already been described (Natural
History, May, 1960). In summary,

our data led to the inescapable con-

clusion that contact comfort, through

softness and warmth, was the crucial

factor in the development of the in-

fant's love for its mother. When the

animal is still very immature, it pre-

fers a mother that also provides nurs-

ing, rocking motion, and a less steep

incline than our standard models.

Later, when the baby moves about

with ease, these added provisions are

of no importance at all: the baby

divides its time equally between cloth

mothers with and without an addi-

tional feature other than warmth,

even though it has been reared from

birth with access to both models.

In all. about 90 infants reared on

such artificial mothers—one mother

or two mothers each—have reached

maturity. Like their cage-raised, moth-

erless relatives, they are healthy,

strong animals and have been con-

signed to the breeding colony. But

these animals, too. are producing few

babies, in spite of intensive efforts to

rescue them from their celibacy.

Even before we discovered that we
had raised large numbers of abnormal
animals, we had already undertaken

studies of three other affectional

systems of monkeys : infant-infant ( or

peer) affection—the attachment of

young monkeys to others of their age

group; heterosexual affection—which

appears in complete and full form in

adolescent and adult animals; and

the maternal affectional system, or

mother-infant affection. Large bodies

of data are already available deline-

ating the development of the infant-

infant system, and there are sufficient

results on the next two systems to

enable us to draw some firm con-

clusions about them and about the

affectional deficiencies in both cage-

raised and manikin-reared babies.

THE infant-infant affectional sys-

tem is the second to appear in the

individual's life span, and we have

studied it in several experimental

situations. Our initial infant-infant

study introduced groups of four ba-

bies each, one group at a time, into a

plavroom. Inside were a platform, a

ladder, a rotating wheel, and flying

rings, which enabled the animals to

move about and exercise in a three-

dimensional world. There were also

many toys and puzzle devices. The

groups were together daily for 20

minutes in the playroom but lived in

individual cages with cloth mothers

the rest of the time. During the course

of more than 18 months, we found

a series of stages in the infants' play

and interrelationships.



The first stage was presocial, during

which the babies explored and ma-

nipulated all the objects in the room,

including other monkeys, but did not

engage in any play with each other.

It is highly similar to the first play

stage of human infants and young

children. The next stage was rough-

and-tumble play, during which the

babies romped, wrestled, rolled, and

; tussled in furious encounters ( al-

though no animal was ever hurt in this

play). The third stage, approach-

withdrawal play, was characterized by

pairs of monkeys chasing each other

back and forth without necessarily

engaging in any physical contact. The

fourth stage has been described as

integrated play: it involved both

rough-and-tumble and approach-with-

drawal and frequently gave rise to

brief play patterns of "frantic frenzy,"

incorporating any and all of the ob-

jects in the room (photo, left).

The fifth stage, aggressive play,

began to appear near the end of the

first year. It was characterized by

biting and pulling but involved little

or no bodily hurt. Gradually, this

changed to a stage of true aggression,

in which the animals established their

dominance positions in the group. But

no serious injury occurred, probably

because the monkeys had gained skills

of evasion as well as attack during

the more relaxed and carefree stages of

infant-infant affection. Characteristi-

cally, one monkey grabbed another's

fur, or ear, or leg with hand or mouth,

pulled, twisted, and tore, and some-

times even drew blood. Such behavior

gradually reduced; subsequently so-

cial play ceased. Thus social order and

status were established, as in a neigh-

borhood play group, and at the same

time, firm affectional bonds, formed

earlier, remained.

The third affectional system, chron-

ologically, is the heterosexual system,

and it develops from early infancy

through maturity. Like the other af-

fectional systems, it goes through a

series of stages, and at least three can

be clearly identified: an infantile

stage; a stage of sex play; and a stage

of mature sexuality. In the infantile

stage, overt sex behavior is relatively

limited and the patterns of sex be-

havior are typically fragmentary and

incomplete. However, from the first

month of life onward, little males and

little females could be identified in

terms of the frequency of certain

selected patterns of behavior. Fe-

males show increasing frequency of

passive behavior while males show an

increasing frequency of aggressive

behavior, as indicated by patterns of

facial and bodily threat. Even though

sex behavior is fragmentary and in-

complete, there is a progressive tend-

ency for the male animal to show

patterns of attempted mounting and

thrust and for the female to show the

patterns of crouching and presenting.

From six months onward, there is

very little overlap between the sexes

in these specific patterns.

Among the wild-raised and mother-

raised rhesus monkeys at the labora-

tory, full-blown, normal sex patterns

are relatively frequent during the

second year of life, before either sex

is mature. There is no evidence for

any biological latency period. With
mature partners, the basic patterns

are performed in sequence (and with

completion when the females reach

maturity in the third year of life and

the males in the fourth year).

The fourth affectional system that

we studied is that of maternal affec-

tion. Primarily we observed this sys-

tem in our playpen situation, which

consists of four large, wire-mesh liv-

ing cages, one for each mother-infant
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pair, and four playpens. Each cage-

playpen unit has an opening large

enough to permit free passage of

young monkeys but too small for the

mother. The panels between adjoining

playpens are raised one hour a day,

permitting pairs of babies and, subse-

quently, all four infants to interact.

THE maternal affectional system

can be traced through three

stages: a stage of attachment, a stage

of ambivalence, and a stage of separa-

tion. The attachment stage begins at

delivery, or shortly after, and con-

tinues for about 90 days. (Typical

maternal behavior in this period is

shown in the photograph on p. 48,

left. } During the first several days

after delivery, many (and probably

most I mothers show attachment and
affection toward all baby monkeys

Pair of infants, taken from parents in

"self-mothering" experiment, learned

and will adopt or even steal other

babies if given the chance. Subse-

quently, most mothers show strong

attachment and protective responses

only to their own (or previously

adopted) babies. Although one of our

mothers has been kind and acceptant

of all babies throughout the first year

in our playpen situation, she appears

to be exceptional. The other mothers

have all become aggressive toward

other infants, and this aggression has

been noted to coincide with the time

the babies start engaging in rough-

and-tumble play. While the babies are

actually wrestling, the mothers watch

closely and suffer, as indicated by

growling, snarling, and shaking the

cages, and should a retreating baby

come into the wrong mother's cage, it

is apt to be forcefully ejected. The
mother of the ejected baby then shows

to embrace tightly, below, so that each
had the comfort of mother-like contact.

The Drs. Haklow are a husband-wife
team of psychologists wliose current
project is described here. They are
at the Primate Laboratory of the
University of Wisconsin, where he
is also Professor of Psychology.

disapproval of the other mother by
still fiercer growls and cage-shaking.

From 90 days on, the protective and
comforting responses of the mother to

her own infant decrease and the pun-
ishing responses increase: this be-

havior characterizes the stage of

ambivalence. The mother does not

really abuse her baby, but from time

to time she resists its approaches and
its demands upon her time and person
in a decisive and vigorous manner.
Throughout this period, the baby
continues to use the mother as a

source of security, and at night mother
and baby are in close physical contact.

It is at this point in our studies of H

the afFectional systems of the monkeys I

that we may relate our findings to

human behavior. It has become ap-

parent through the years that basic to

the problems of many neurotic and
psychotic humans are abnormalities in

affectional relationships originating

early in life. Case histories suggest

that the infant's failure to form
satisfactory affectional relationships—

particularly with the mother and
often with the father—can lead to

subsequent failure to find satisfactory

relationships with parent substitutes

and with peers first, with mates later,

and with offspring still later. Fortu-

nately, not all emotionally deprived

infants and children show this se-

quence of problems, but so many of

the mentally ill do that it is of interest

to attack the problem experimentally.

One cannot, of course, use human
subjects, but it is especially fitting to

use monkeys, for these animals closely

resemble man. The goal is first to

demonstrate that normal, healthy ba-

bies, born to behaviorally normal

monkey parents, can be rendered

neurotic or psychotic by controlling

their early emotional and social ex-

periences. This could help to establish

indirectly that mental illness is not

necessarily determined by constitu-

tional abnormalities or inherited

weaknesses, as some still believe.

Beyond this, through success in pro-

ducing disturbed animals, we can

trace effects on subsequent genera-

tions of animals raised by the dis-

turbed animals. The over-all goal is

to provide data that might enable us
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Self-mothering quartet, in parallel experiment, showed a

different pattern of behavior. They did not form pairs to

embrace in ventral contact-clinging but, instead, lined up
in what experimenters called a "choo-choo train" pattern.

to prevent needless psychological crip-

pling at the level of human beings.

The first and plain fact is that,

without intent, our efforts to control

the environment had already pro-

duced two large groups of abnormal

monkeys. Our 55 cage-raised animals

— the "motherless" group — were de-

prived of both mothering and monkey
companionship in the first three years

of life. Our 90 manikin-reared ani-

mals had special kinds of mothering

—inadequate though they were—and
they also went without monkey com-

panionship in their first years of life.

DAILY observation for as long as

six or seven years has revealed

various behavioral aberrations in the

motherless group, behavior not com-

monly noted in monkeys captured in

the wild or those raised in group-

living situations. Many of these "de-

prived" monkeys, especially the older

ones, sit passively in their cages and

stare vacantly into space, paying

little attention to the monkeys in

neighboring cages or to the activities

of workers in the room. Some show
peculiar stereotyped behavior such as

clasping their head or body in their

arms and rocking back and forth for

long periods of time. Others show

patterns of self-punishment, such as

seizing an arm with the mouth and

tearing at the flesh until blood flows.

This is all behavior that one can ob-

serve repeatedly in severely withdrawn
patients in mental institutions.

Exposed, in test situations, to each

other and to monkeys of their own age

captured in the wild, these motherless

animals have been consistently less

responsive to other monkeys except

for fighting, in which they engage

freely. Unlike normal animals, they

avoid opportunities for social contacts

such as are customary among peers.

In breeding attempts, the mother-

less females have been paired with

patient males from the breeding col-

ony, and the motherless males have

been paired with experienced fe-

males. In several years of repeated

trials, no motherless male has ever

achieved intromission, although these

animals have shown sexual excite-

ment. Often they have engaged in

violent assault against the female,

forcing us to remove the male. After

years of testing, one motherless fe-

male has to date been impregnated

(more a triumph of the male than the

female). Generally these females

have avoided the males or assaulted

them, showing only fragments of the

normal sex patterns.

The dummy-mothered monkeys
have been somewhat less disturbed,

as one would predict on the basis of

degree of deprivation and age, but

their behavior nonetheless has been

distinctly abnormal. They tend, like

the motherless monkeys, to sit pas-

sively in their cages, staring vacantly

and paying little or no attention to

other monkeys or to people. They
rock, suck their body parts, and ex-
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Author holds a nine-month-old rhesus

from the Wisconsin University colony.

hibit both stereotyped patterns and

self-aggression, but in general they do

so in lesser degree and less frequently

than do the motherless monkeys.

They are a younger group, however,

and may show more severe aberra-

tions as they grow older.

The majority of the cloth-mothered

animals are sexually mature. Yet

none of the males has achieved any

semblance of normal sex behavior,

even though they show sexual excite-

ment during mating opportunities.

The females have been slightly more
responsive, no doubt because their

role is relatively passive compared

with the male's, although success has

been achieved only with three and

only after numerous exposures to

selected breeding males.

RECENTLY we have produced bi-

zarre behavior in eight monkeys

in situations we call "self-mothering."

Four infant monkeys were placed as

pairs in standard living cages, and

four other infant monkeys were

placed as a group in a considerably

larger cage. The monkeys living as

pairs have shown a progressive tend-

ency to maintain a tight ventral clasp

similar to the contact clinging of baby

monkeys to real or cloth mothers

(photo, p. 52) . We call this "together-

together" behavior. These two to-

gether-together pairs have been tested

Neurotic monkeys, right, are mature
male (foreground) and female, both of
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in the playroom, from birth onward,

for more than a year and have shown

almost no play. When they were ap-

proaching their first birthday, they

were re-paired, kept in their cages for

three weeks, and then reintroduced to

the playroom. They showed no sign

of affection for their original partners

and made no effort to contact them.

Instead, they maintained their tight

clasp with their current partners.

Returned to their original partners

for three weeks and then retested.

they rapidly sought out and clung to

these original partners, their then-

current living companions. These ani-

mals appear to be arrested in their

affectional development at the early

attachment stage seen in our infant-

mother studies. It seems likely that

contact clinging, established between

newborn monkeys, destroys infant-

infant—and probably all subsequent

—affectional development.

The behavior of the group of four

self-mothered animals differed some-

what from that of the two pairs. In-

stead of going into patterns of tight

ventral contact clinging they tended to

line up in a row with one monkey in

the lead, the second clutching the

leader's back, the third clutching the

second's back, and the fourth hanging

on or close to the third, "choo-choo

train" pattern (photo, p. 53). From
time to time, one or more of them

would break away and roam about

the enclosure, but soon it would be

shackled by the others and find itself

dragging two or three cagemates.

Tested in the playroom, they showed

practically no indication of any play

behavior. Their affectional and social

behavior seems, like that of the self-

mothered pairs, to be arrested at the

early infantile attachment stage.

No member of the together-together

pairs and none of the "choo-choo"

foursome has shown any sign of the

development of heterosexual behav-

ior. We are almost certain that, when

they attain puberty and adulthood,

they will be as sexually handicapped

as the monkeys previously described.

At the present time, we have very

limited data on the effect of early

mothering experience on the child's

maternal affectional pattern, but we
have discovered enough to present

some fairly suggestive findings. As

them cage-raised from birth. Deprived
of normal upbringing, they only brood.

iilki

already stated, through the use

patient measures, one cage-raised an

three cloth-mothered females wei

successfully bred. All are now raisin

their babies in a playpen situation

The first mother paid no attentio

whatsoever to her baby after it Wi . i

born but, instead, would sit in he

cage staring vacantly into space. Sh

gave no evidence of protective mate:

nal responses either when her infai

was threatened or when the exper

menter took the baby away sever

times a day for artificial feedinj

As soon as the baby could locomot

it struggled desperately to establish

normal contactual relationship wit

its mother. It would climb on it

mother's back only to be brushe

away by the mother as if she wer

brushing off flies. When the bah

persisted, the mother would crush th

baby's face or body down on the floo ™°^,

tiens!

Iliis
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of the cage with her hand or foot

while either looking at the infant or

staring blankly into open space. The
behavior of the second mother was

similar: she ignored her baby after

birth and often struck or bit it until

the infant screamed in pain.

The third mother initially ignored

her baby or indulged in abuse: in-

deed, she was the most brutal of the

three. However, this baby, through

ix'rsistence, was able to establish a

nursing relationship with the mother

from time to time. After the first few

days, we were not forced to feed it.

This in no way means that the

mother was normal, since the baby

succeeded in making contact with her

only a fraction of the times it tried.

J
u Even when it succeeded, the mother

iiiU
treated it in a passively acceptant

manner and showed only very mild

defensive reactions when the baby was

threatened. Normal mothers clasp

their babies tightly and show violent

threat behavior when an outsider

comes near their cage. Any belief that

maternal aifectional patterns were

really formed by this third mother

was dispelled during most observa-

tional periods. Very frequently the

mother would either sit on the cage

floor or hang by her feet from the

ceiling and strike the baby repeatedly

with her open hand without provoca-

tion of any kind.

The fourth mother is somewhat
more passive than the others. Al-

though she has abused her baby, she

is less violent and nurses her baby.

DATA derived from these atypical

mothers are most compelling. We
cannot be sure, of course, whether

their failure to show normal maternal

behavior stems from their motherless

(or inadequately mothered) infancy,

from their lack of association during

the first years of life with other in-

fants and young monkeys, or from
both factors. We only know that these

monkeys without normal mothering

and without peer aflectional relation-

ships have behaved toward their in-

fants in a manner completely outside

the range of even the least adequate

of normal mothers. They constitute

our most dramatic discovery to date

in the production of abnormal affec-

tional behavior, and we wait with

eagerness to trace their subsequent

personality development and the per-

sonality development of their unlucky

babies as they grow, mature, and. in

the case of the females, become moth-

ers themselves. We have failed in some
efforts to make mechanical rejecting

"mothers," but we have triumphed

without intent in flesh-and-blood ones.



Endangered

Relic Trees
The West's rare trees are becoming rarer

By Paul D. Kilburn

IT
IS SCARCELY SURPRISING that Cali-

fornia, the state with the greatest

ecological variation in the United

States—where habitats stretch from

below sea level to over 14,000 feet,

and climates vary from desert heat to

alpine cold—should possess a world-

famous aggregation of tree species.

Many of these trees are confined

within the state's boundaries and, in

fact, more than 1,400 of the total

vascular plant flora (some 4,000 spe-

cies ) are restricted to the state. Others

spill over, but only slightly, into the

geographically similar parts of neigh-

boring states and Mexico.

Many of these endemic plants are

extremely rare, found only on a par-

ticular island, desert, or mountain.

For years, some desert annuals exist

only as viable seeds, awaiting suf-

ficient moisture to break their dor-

mancy and enable them to grow and

blossom. But better known than these

annuals are several tree species that

cling to life precariously in small

areas. These relics, remnants of the

former widespread forests, emphasize

that extinction is always a possibility

and that a slight change in the en-

vironment could easily eliminate them.

Such has often been the case in the

past, for extinction has been a corol-

lary to evolution. While the number
of plant species is enormous ( upwards
of half a million

) , many more than

this number became extinct as natural

selection weeded out those species

that could not adapt to a changing

environment. But such extinctions

took place slowly; organisms had but
to adapt gradually to a changing en-

vironment in order to remain alive.

Today a new environmental force,

acting with extreme rapidity, faces all

biota—namely, man and his actions.
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This force has the ability both to

eliminate and to propagate. With wis-

dom and foresight, man can be the

means of insuring survival of the

isolated stands of trees discussed in

this article; with carelessness, as has

been the case all too often in the past,

he can be the means of their total and

irreparable destruction.

THE list of rare California trees is

too long for this article—many of

the rarer ones, such as gowen cypress

and oracle oak (a hybrid that is also

found in Oregon ) are not included.

Those that are discussed are the more

famous, and often possess features of

particular interest in addition to rar-

ity. Not all are botanically rare in the

sense that they stand on the verge of

extinction, but all those discussed are

relics with narrow ecological distribu-

tion patterns. It is not absolute extinc-

tion they face, for individuals grown

from seed adorn parks or streets

throughout the world, but rather ex-

tinction in their native habitat. There

they are truly relics.

The star of California's relic trees

is that twisted coastline rarity, the

Monterey cypress (Cupressus macro-

carpa). Fame has come to this species

for its location on the seacoast of the

Monterey Peninsula, about 100 miles

south of San Francisco. The number
of wild individuals of this tree is in

the thousands, all growing within a

few miles of each other on the rocky

southern coast of the peninsula and

Point Lobos, a few miles to the south.

Here, they present a fitting adaptation

to the strong, constant sea wind, mold-

ing themselves to the rugged rocks.

This cypress is a short tree; the tallest

is sixty feet, and its wide-spreading

shape is much more typical of an oak

than it is of a conifer. Dense foliage

is produced by a thick growth oi

branches extending to the ground,

where the trunk may be three feel

thick. Although a poor timber tree, il

makes an ideal windbreak near the

ocean. Unfortunately, it apparentlj

requires the sea fog to flourish, anc

its distribution is limited.

The cypress genus possesses severa

species nearly as rare as this tree. Ir

fact, few other genera of plants an

so uniformly restricted. None conn

bines the picturesque habitat, uniqui

^1



.Monterey cypress, bent to grotescjue,

slreamlined form Fjy the constant gales

growth form, and accessibility of the

Monterey cypress, and hence they

remain unknown to the layman.

Two species of the formerly wide-

spread -lenus Sequoia survive today

in California. The coast redwood f S.

sKmi)Krvlrcnsl . the world's tallest tree,

occurs be)ond California for some
ei;;ht miles into southern Orcfjon. and

is not technically confined to the slate.

This species, an abundant Irci; alon;.'

California's northern coast, is still

logfred commercially. Valuabli; and

enormous, it is a relic of the for-

ijral

from the sea, forms windbreaks along

California shore, but declines inland.

mer widespread sequoia forest that

once grew as far away as Greenland

and Alaska in past geologic times.

Many redwoods tower .SOO feet or

UKjre. but the lallesl of this race of

giants is found in the heart of the

re<lwo(jd belt, far north of San Fran-

cisco, at Dyerville Flat. Here the

Founders Tree towers .S64 feet above

the ground, yet so tall are its neigh-

bors and so accustomed to loftiness is

the visitor, that this unbelievable

lici'.dit docs not seem (;.\traordinary

from below. The diameter of the

largest trees often exceeds 10 feet.

Sometimes they attain 15 feet and,

rarely, 20 feet, with a maximum of

22. .5 feet; yet these girths rank well

below those of the Sierra big trees.

I'jcologically. the redwoods are con-

fined to areas that receive the summer
fog belts that roll in from the Pacific

early in the afternoon, shrouding the

tall giants in a cool, moist blanket

until the late morning sun burns the

cover away. Hecause of this de|)end-

ency on ocean fog, the tree is never

found more than lO miles from the
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Coast redwood, abundant on northern

shores of California, is also found in

Oregon and lumbered conimernallj

Those above grow along the Eel River.

Pacific, and usually it is much closer.

Thus, a narrow belt of redwoods

extends from the Oregon border for

some 450 miles down the northern

coast of California, breaking down
into scattered and separated ravine-

bottom groves south of Big Sur, near

the extreme southern range.

The work of preserving virgin

stands of redwoods from logging for

all time was undertaken jointly by the

Save-the-Redwoods League and the

state of California. As the result of

this unified, co-operative venture,

65,000 acres of redwood land have

been preserved. Much of this land is

in small groves and parks near major

highways, available for the enjoyment

of travelers for many years to come.

While logging the remainder of the

stands goes on at a rapid pace by a
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highly organized industry, man can

relax in the knowledge that his chil-

dren will have many stands in which to

wander, and that redwoods will pro-

vide multiple use—lumber, recreation,

and solitude—for years to come.

A close relative, the Sierra red-

\vood (S. giganiea) or big tree, the

largest living thing, is a true relic of

the western slope of the Sierra Ne-

,vada mountain range at elevations

from 4,000 to 8,000 feet. The tree

occurs in scattered groves over a

north-south span of 250 miles. While

not facing immediate extinction, it is

a relic of wider distribution in the

past. The big tree is probably the

world's most impressive and famous

tree. Although not one of the tallest

trees, its unbelievable girth makes
the observer's first impression one of

disbelief. The tree dominates a forest

in which wildlife abounds. It is an

ideal spot for hiking and for photog-

raphy, as the widely spaced trees and

sparse undergrowth leave abundant

light for pictures. Young sequoias are

common here, for the tree reproduces

well on exposed mineral soil, such as

paths and road cuts, and the groves

promise refreshment to visitors for

many years to come.

S"
NCE the discovery of these groves

in 1852. man has had a decided

effect on the future of the trees. Of

prime importance was placement of

most of the groves in public owner-

ship, where they can be protected and

easily visited by everyone. This owner-

ship pattern ended destructive logging

on public land, an activity that aroused

public opinion. Unfortunately, logging

still persists on private lands.

We do not know the effect of the

virtual elimination of fires—which

have always been part of the natural

environment of these trees—on their

future. Nearly all the larger trees

attest to former fires with charred

bark and deep scars. Cessation of

these fires has allowed a dense forest

of white firs to spring up in many
places, preventing young .Sierra red-

woods from becoming established.

More research on the effect of pur-

posely set, light fires to encourage

sequoia reproduction is needed. Fi-

nally, man's trampling of the soil

iijj» around famous trees and in the better-

»a known groves may adversely effect

the health of these giants. The Park

Service, taking cognizance of the

problem, has enclosed the most popu-
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ToRREY PINE may be the world's rarest

tree. It grows wild north of San Diego
and on Santa Rosa Island. Today, only

3,000 individuals are known to exist.



lar trees with fencing. This protection

is needed for many others, however,

as trampling has compacted the soil

a foot or more around some trees. In

the future, healthy stands will require

close and intelligent management.

SEVERAL unusual pines, conifers of

the genus Pinus, occur among
those growing wild in California.

Ranging in size from the short, squatty

pinyon pine of the desert border to

the tall, majestic sugar pines of the

Sierra Nevada, this group is perhaps

the most conspicuous of California's

tree cover. Like conifers throughout

the Northern Hemisphere, the pines

grow in nature's ecological slums.

Sturdy and abundant, they are found

at desert fringes, on bare rocks, and

at the highest timber lines.

Two of these pines evoke unusual

interest—one bordering the Pacific

shores, the other growing at high

timber line. It is the former, a tree

clinging to the bluffs of the Pacific at

Del Mar, just north of San Diego (it

grows wild in only one other place-

Santa Rosa Island, just off Santa

Barbara) that lays claim to the title of

the world's rarest tree. Here the

Torrey pine (Pinus torreyana) , rep-

resented by only about 3,000 small,

twisted individuals, faces the steady

and forceful sea breeze from the

Pacific. This number appears large in

comparison with figures on certain

rare animals, yet in fact it is extremely

small when the future of the species

is at stake. A plant has no means of

moving out of the way of fire or severe

storms that could eliminate its wild

populations. This tree is certainly on

the verge of extinction.

Many of the pines near Del Mar
are protected within Torrey Pines

State Park and what a wild, magnifi-

cent collection of beach and coastal

bluff flora is found there! The pines

persist in gullies and ravines leading

oceanward and dominate the vegeta-

tion, although few exceed 30 feet in

height. Surprisingly, when planted in

protected places the Torrey pine is

majestic, straight, and fast growing.

Thus we see that the growth form of

this pine is obviously influenced di-

rectly by the environment.

B
UT it is a relatively abundant
pine, one found in several west-

n\ states, that in California reaches

its greatest age and becomes the

"oldest living thing" in the world—

Bristlecone pine is the world's oldest

living thing. Although small—some of

the bristlecone pine (Pinus aristataj

growing at timber line in the White
Mountains near the Nevada border.

Here, in the rain shadow of the Sierra

Nevada, at 9,000 to 11,000 feet, occurs

one of the strangest forests in the

world. Its age and appearance makes

discussion of the pine appropriate,

even though it is not rare. The eerie

woodland it dominates consists of

very open stands of the massive, short

tree atop the dry, rounded mountain

-

tops. The needles of the bristlecone.

although in clusters of five, are a mere
one or two inches long, and are indica-

tive of a long-continued adaptation to

its high, dry habitat. The cones bristle,

as the name suggests, and cluster

easily within reach on all but the

largest trees. Tree size is deceptive

here, for the growing season is short

and a tree ten feet tall may be seventy-

five years old. The oldest veterans may

most venerable are less than 30 feet

high—trees may live over 4,000 years.

be but thirty feet tall, with diameters

two feet at breast height.

AGE is evident in every branch of

these trees; looking at them, one

can almost feel the brunt of the severe

winter storms the bigger trees have

withstood. Many are dead except for a

narrow strip of bark and living tissue

leading from the roots to one remain-

ing branch. The most impressive

sight in the entire area is the aptiv

named Methuselah Lane, a steep slope

on which many of the trees are more
than 4,000 years old, and where the

oldest one yet sampled, more than

4.600 years of age, still grows. Trees

on this slope are often more dead than

alive, yet stand silent guard over many
fallen but undecayed individuals.

Such falls represent centuries of ac-

cumulation, for decay proceeds very

slowly on the rocky surface.
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Youth is common in many of these

forests, and young seedlings, two or

three feet tall, are scattered about

frequently. It is evident that although

some mountainsides consist entirely

of dying monarchs, most areas possess

enough young trees to maintain the

forests for a long time.

A perplexing feature in the forests

is the presence of charcoal and fire

scars on most of the old tree trunks.

The open character of the trees and

sparseness of the undergrowth make
one wonder how such fires could

spread, and what possible influence

this has had on the distribution of the

forests. Do the scars mean simply that

the undergrowth was once shrubby,

but has been killed by repeated burn-

ings until only tiny annuals and ro-

sette plants now exist? Does it mean
that the absence of seedlings in some
areas is the result of repeated fires?

Answers to these questions must await

more precise studies, including those

at the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Re-

search of the University of Arizona.

THE area including most of the Cal-

ifornia populations of bristlecones

lies within the Inyo National Forest

and is. of course, protected by the

federal government. Already, im-

provements in the roads and camp-
sites are under way and the area will

certainly be visited much more fre-

quently in the future. And visited it

should be, for the view from these

mountains across the Owens Valley to

the rugged Sierra Nevada must rank
as an outstanding scene in a state

possessing many breath-taking views.

One may absorb many lessons here in

the solitude of what seems to be the

top of the world. Particularly force-

ful is the wonder one feels in seemg
such weird forest beauty in this harsh

habitat. For the wind is strong and
continuous, an unrelenting factor elim-

inating all but the best-adapted plants.

One more tree remains to be dis-

cussed—the picturesque desert fan

palm (Washinglonia filijera). This,

California's only native palm, is not

confined to the state, for a few are

found in western Arizona and several

in Baja California, but its unusual ap-

pearance and habitat, and its scattered

distribution deserve mention. This—
incidentally, the only palm native to

the western United States—occurs in

Southern California on the fringes of

the low, hot Colorado Desert, which
surrounds the Salton Sea. Here, usu-
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ally in canyons and along streams

issuing from the mountain ranges, the

palm appears to be making its last

stand against an increasingly hostile

climate. In California, these tall, statelv

trees normally wear a thatched skirt of

dead leaves that reaches nearly to the

ground, and groves of these palms pre-

sent a memorable sight. Groves vary

in size from a few to many individuals

depending on the nuinber and size of

mountainside streams or springs.

One of the most extensive views of

these trees and their habitat can be

seen by looking east from the Palm-

to-Pines highway. State Highway 74,

some 3.000 feet up in the San Jacinto

Mountains, overlooking the Coachella

Valley. Far off in the distance rise the

Little San Bernardino Mountains and

below them are the Indio Hills. The
palrns appear as widely separated

patches of green, dotting the base of

these hills for miles. Closer approach

reveals that they occur along the no-

torious San Andreas fault in places

where streams and gullies dissect the

hills. Here, exposed to the full blast

of the desert sun on the south-facing

slope, the palms grow in one of the

world's most rigorous climates.

One can approach many of the

groves readily, but the close-up view is

often disappointing, for most of the

trees have had their thatch burned off

by man-made fires, and only charred

trunks can be seen. Fire is a major

enemy, since the thatch is highly

flammable and burns with such heat

that the terminal, leaf-producing area

is often killed and the tree dies. Those

that survive remind one of shorn

sheep, differing from those animals in

that they never regain their cover.

MOST of the trees are unprotected

on private lands, although the

largest grove in Palm Canyon, just

south of Palm Springs, is owned and

managed by the Santa Inez Indians.

A few small groves are under National

Park Service jurisdiction in the Joshua

Tree National Monument. The trees

do reproduce, however, and the occur-

rence of some seedling palms will

insure the species' continuance for

some time under natural conditions.

Both the age of the oldest and their

unknown history provide the palms

with an aura of mystery. No one has

yet determined how old the trees are,

for these monocots lack a cambium
and hence have no annual rings.

Another area of interest lies in their

discontinuous distribution, for the

scattered groves suggest that they once

had a connected distribution pattern

under a more beneficent climate. Veri-

fications of this feature and of the



trees' ages await further investigation.

Probably no other area of compara-

ble size anywhere in the world pos-

sesses so many rare and interesting

trees as the state of California. Here

are found the world's tallest, bulkiest,

oldest, and probably rarest trees. All

are in magnificent natural settings

and, fortunately, some of each grow

on publicly owned and managed land.

But all are accessible to the automo-

bile. With today's growing popula-

Desert fan palm shows thatch effect

of dead fronds on trunks. The greatest

tion and vastly increased mobility,

such biological phenomena will re-

ceive increasing numbers of visitors.

Seen they must and should be, for

their value to man is immeasurable.

BUT this unusual environmental

force—man— also creates vast

changes so quickly that three lines of

activity have been urged. First, much
more of our flora and fauna—not

alone these unusual trees—must be

threat to continued existence of trees

is extreme flammability of this thatch.

preserved in parks and wilderness

areas for future enjoyment and study.

Second, active research into the his-

torical development and ecological

relations of many of these plants is

needed before changes brought about

by fire protection and increased hu-

man use make such studies difficult.

Third, aided by the knowledge gleaned

from such research, active manage-

ment—not a "locked gate" policy-

may be needed to insure their future.

\ , f^'m
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NATURE and the

MICROSCOPE
The world of the protozoans

By Julian D. Corrington

THE TOWN OF Delft, in the Nether-

lands, is particularly famous for

two things: one is the celebrated blue or

brown pottery covered with figures in

white glaze; the other is Antony van

Leeuwenhoek. It was Leeuwenhoek who.

in 1675. introduced to a startled scien-

tific public the world of the infinitely

little—of the microscopic animals and

plants. This great Dutch amateur micro-

scopist drew and described a one-celled

animal now known as Vorticella, and

many of his subsequent discoveries of

these creatures were so accurately de-

picted that they may be identified today

as to genus or even species.

The huge Dutchman, with hams of

liands, contrived to grind minute lenses

and mount some of them in metal plates,

therewith opening up the whole of the

microcosmic world. He discovered bac-

teria, spermatozoa, yeast, red blood cor-

puscles, the construction of muscle,

bone, and other body tissues, and a host

of additional subjects.

Today, Leeuwenhoek's discovery of

Vorticella and others of his "little ani-

mals," has blossomed into the important

science of protozoology. There are some
twenty-one major divisions of the animal

kingdom, and the lowest of these is the

Phylum Protozoa, consisting of those ani-

mals whose whole body is but a single

cell, or sometimes a colony of cells. At

one time, zoology stressed the simplicity

of the Protozoa; now one speaks of their

complexity, for some of them, as Para-

mecium, exist as single cells that are far

more elaborate than any cell of the

human body. For instance, in an individ-

ual animal, such as the Amoeba, a sin-

gle cell with a nucleus and not much
more, can do all of the basic things that

a man can do! It moves about; it exam-
ines prospective food particles, accept-

ing some and rejecting others; it digests

these and uses the energy thus acquired

for its own purposes; it avoids harmful
objects in its environment; it respires,

excretes, and reproduces.

The niicroscopist finds in this field one
of his most important chapters. After

classification has been mastered and
some dozen or so forms known to the

point of familiarity, a study of their lives,

behavior, and habits may be undertaken,

with experiments on their physiology.

Inevitably, their classification must
come first. Protozoans are broken down
into four classes, based on the structures

they develop for locomotion. There may
be protrusions of the cell substance,

blunt or fine, known as pseudopodia
(false-feet) . which flow out, pull the ani-

mal forward, and then melt back into the

general cell cytoplasm. They are tem-

porary and are put forth now here and
now there; some of them fork or branch
and make a network with their neigh-

bors. Protozoans that possess pseudo-

podia are members of the Class Sarcod-

ina (sarcode means flesh), and the

familiar example is amoeba.
Many protozoans are provided with

one, two, or a few long whiplike pro-

cesses, the flagella. Each is an extension,

usually from the forward end of the cell;

a fiber covered with a thin sheath. Fla-

gellum means "little whip." and that is

just what they are. as their vibrating

movement results in pulling the animal

forward in a straight line, an undulating

line, or a spiral. Protozoa equipped with

these structures are known as flagellates

and belong to the Class Mastigophora

(whip-bearers I . The classic example for

study is Euglena, but because this organ-

ism contains chlorophyll it is claimed by

the botanists as a one-celled plant. The
fact is that many of the first plants, as

well as the first animals, progressed by

means of flagella.

Most highly specialized of locomotor

organelles in the protozoa are the cilia,

and animals having these are called cili-

ates. An example is Paramecium, of the

Class Ciliophora (cilia-bearers). The
word comes from the Latin for eyelash,

because the cilia are fine, hairlike pro-

cesses that either cover the entire cell

surface, or emerge from certain re-

stricted areas. They beat in unison with

an effective stroke and a non-effective

stroke, as when oars are used to row a

boat. In this class are the most highly di-

versified and interesting of all protozoa.

A fourth group, the Class Sporozoa,

are all internal parasites. They have no

organelles for locomotion. The malarial

parasite. Plasmodium, is the most widely

studied example. However, the beginner

confines his attention mainly to the first

three types of Protozoa, since study of

the Sporozoa is an advanced topic.



THi; collecting of protozoans differs

from that of most other animals or

plants in that you cannot see what you

are getting. The collector needs a num-

ber of large vials or small, wide-mouthed

bottles, carried afield in a haversack or

compartment belt. Bulkier but equally

serviceable are pint Mason jars or half-

pint and pint milk bottles. Paste a blank

label on each container on which to re-

cord the date and place where the con-

(tents were gathered. Almost any body of

water, large or small, transient or per-

manent, city or country, may be selected

as a likely site: the ocean, lakes, rivers,

ponds, brooks, pasture rills, hog wallows,

or water standing in tree boles, ruts, or

the urns sometimes seen on gateposts or

in cemeteries. Submerge the unstop-

pered bottle, and with the fingers poke

in a quantity of muck, leaves, green

scum (algae), and other water plants so

that the container holds about one-

fourth solid materials and the rest water.

Use the lid of the jar or a discarded

photo film as a scoop to include thin

layers of the bottom sediment or surface

scum. Water-lily pads are a good source

for amoebas and their cohorts. If you

can break through the ice near shore

with a hatchet, you will be able to col-

lect protozoans even in winter.

Back at the laboratory or your work-

table, remove the lids and place the bot-

tles on a window ledge or table where

they will stand in moderate or diluted

sunlight; too much direct sun will over-

heat the water and kill the organisms.

Difflugia

Dr. Corrincton's column appeared
regularly in Nature Magazine for

nearly twenty years, and can now be
followed in the combined magazines.

Each jar is now called a "culture —by
extension from the use of this word in

propagating colonies of bacteria. The
water level can be recorded either by af-

fixing a label on the outside of the con-

tainer so that its top edge is flush with

the level, or by using a glass-writing

pencil. From time to time, as may ap-

pear necessary, add some of the same
kind of water from which the original

collection was made, to maintain this

approximate level.

Begin a hay-infusion microcosm as

follows: use a battery jar or other tall,

straight-sided receptacle and fill it al-

most to the top with tap water. Allow it

to stand uncovered for two days to per-

mit the evaporation of excess dissolved

oxygen in the water, then put in a gener-

ous handful of hay. Any kind will do,

but timothy is preferred. Add a glass

plate as a lid and stand this jar on the

window ledge, as with your other collec-

tions. Keep a record of dates when
begun, when ended, and for each exam-

ination in between, with lists of the or-

ganisms identified together with infor-

mation on their rise, flowering, and de-

cline. A similar preparation using let-

tuce is also good. After a few days

these infusions will be teeming with

many forms of life.

^ou will need one or more collecting

Euglena

tubes, which are rather like glorified

medicine droppers. They may be pur-

chased, but are simple to make. Take a

length of glass tubing about the dia-

meter of a medicine dropper, draw the

center out in a flame to make a constric-

tion, file a nick across the middle of this

narrow part, break off and anneal the

break. Equip a one-foot length of such a

tube with a rubber bulb about the size of

a ping-pong ball. This is now a long-

barreled pipette of the medicine dropper

type that can reach to the bottom of your

tallest culture and infusion vessels.

Take samplings of a few drops from

the top surface of each vessel for one

group of slides; from an inch below the

top for another; and from the surface of

the bottom sediment for a third. In each

case, place one large drop on the center

of a clean, blank slide and cap with a

cover glass. .411ow the cover glass to fall

gently into place so the water can

spread out beneath it to fill the whole

area and thus float the cover. After a min-

ute or two, the microscopic animals will

recover from this rude transfer in their

surroundings and will resume activity.

First examine the slide under a low-

power and then under a high-power ob-

jective, cutting down the light so that

glare does not drown out the images.

Some kinds of protozoans, as the amoe-

bas and slower flagellates, may be kept

under observation continuously, even

under high power, but the swift forms

dash about so rapidly that some means
of quieting them is essential.

Podophyn

Euplotes
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WITHIN an average time of about

thirty minutes, evaporation of the

water from around the edges of the

cover glass will have pulled the cover

down upon the organisms, crushing

them. As this is occurring there comes

a time when their movements are so re-

stricted that even the fastest among
them will no longer be able to move and

can be studied in detail under high

power. To prevent their loss through

crushing you may use an ordinary med-

icine dropper pipette to add a drop of

the culture water exactly at the edge of

the cover. The water will be drawn
under by capillarity and rejuvenate the

slide—hut be careful that no water gets

on the top of the cover.

You may decide to wash up this prep-

aration and make a fresh slide. A better

method is to use one drop of a 10 per

cent fully hydrolyzed solution of poly-

vinyl alcohol or one drop of methyl cel-

lulose (trade name Methocel), either of

which may be obtained from a biological

supply house. To one drop of culture add

one drop of "quieter," mix thoroughly

with a toothpick, then add the cover.

These chemicals have a high viscosity,

which impedes the progression of the

protozoans without harming them. An-

other method is to place on a slide a

ring of Methocel smaller in diameter

than the cover. Place a drop of culture

within this ring, then add the cover. The
quieter gradually diffuses into the cul-

ture, bringing on a progressive slowing

down of the animals. While such a slide

is being prepared, especially if the cili-

ate Paramecium is to be studied, you

may also add a speck of finely ground

or powdered carmine (rouge is a good

source) . The bright red particles will be

ingested along with bacteria upon which

the Paramecium feeds, and the entire

process of formation of food vacuoles

and their circular movement round the

cell (cyclosis) as digestion proceeds to

a final elimination can be followed.

These cultures run through cycles. At

one time the flagellates are dominant,

later the ciliates; or one kind of ciliate

is dominant, then another. A culture

that appears to be dying out can be re-

juvenated by adding new sources of

food. For example, a number of investi-

gators advocate using about one-tenth of

a tablet of malted milk, mashed until

powdered, then sprinkled on the surface.

This brings about a rapid growth of bac-

teria, on which the paramecia and other

protozoans will feed. Or add some strong

boiled hay infusion of a dark brown
color or a small amount of mashed yeast

cake. The appearance of numbers of

rotifers in an infusion is a sign that the

microcosm is running down. These mul-

ticellular creatures are so interesting

that we shall devote an article to them.

You will need a manual for identific-

ation, and one of the best is How to

Know the Protozoa, by T.L. and F.F.

Jahn, Wm. C. Brown Co., Dubuque,
Iowa, 1949. One of the best general text-

books on the subject is Protozoology by
R. P. HaU, Prentice-Hall, Inc., N.Y.,

1953. Collecting, mounting, staining,

and studying methods are described in

the writer's Exploring With Your Mi-
croscope, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,

N.Y., 1957, illustrated with those species

most likely to be encountered.

SARCODINIANS Commonly observed in

fresh-water cultures include the fa-

mous Amoeba, which is large as average

protozoans go, filling the field under high
dry (430X1. It is colorless and appears
as an irregular blob of jelly, flowing

slowly along and putting forth pseudo-
podia, into which the protoplasm of the

cell streams as it goes. Arcella resembles

a doughnut in front view, a football

from the side, and is brown in color.

This is because it is a shelled amoeba,
with a circular opening in the lower sur-

face through which it puts out pseudo-
podia. Difflugia is another shelled form,

with a case made of sand grains ce-

mented together in the shape of a hel-

met, the pseudopodia projecting from
the circular opening in the bottom.

Among flagellates, there is Peranema,
a plastic little animal that spends much
of its time changing its shape from tri-

angular to oval to elongate. This cell

moves forward in a straight line very

slowly, stops and changes shape, then

resumes locomotion again. It has two fla-

gella, though only one is evident, the

other being trailing and small. The ob-

server will be mystified in that the main
flagellum does not appear to vibrate, so

that the animal progresses by no discern-

ible means. Under high power with the

light very dim, or with dark-field or

phase-contrast techniques, it may be seen

that only the tip of this flagellum is mov-
ing, vibrating rapidly—noted by flashes of

light—and effecting forward movement.
Astasia is a favorite specimen in the

Class Mastigophora. It is a pear-shaped

cell that moves forward steadily and
slowly. It also has two flagella, the trail-

ing one seldom seen, the other quite evi-

dent, long, and in active motion. Euglena
is small, spindle-shaped, and much more
rapid in locomotion than the two preced-

ing. It is often present in enormous
numbers, its bright green color making
whole ponds or ditches green. The single

flagellum is difficult to see. In dim light

and under high power, the movements of

this little whip will be evidenced by
flashes of light. At times the cell stops

swimming, turns and coils upon itself,

changing shape. The series of acts is

termed euglenoid movement. At or near

the base of the flagellum is a bright red

eyespot, sensitive to light. The bulk of

the cell is filled with chloroplasts—

small bodies containing bright green
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chlorophyll, a word that means "green

leaf." Chlorophyll is one of the most re-

markable substances in the world. In the

presence of sunlight as a source of en-

ergy, this pigment is able to synthesize

carbohydrates from carbon dioxide and

water. It is the primary manufacturing

process for all foods of plants and

hence, eventually, of animals. Because

of their chlorophyll content, these pro-

tozoans will orient themselves with rela-

{ion to light. If one side of the cover

glass is made dark and the other side is

brightly illuminated, the euglenids will

all gather in a band across the center,

where the light is of proper intensity for

photosynthesis to take place.

THE microscopist finds his interest in

the protozoa at its height, however,

when he examines the ciliates. for they

are an immense and diverse group whose

members exhibit the greatest amount of

specialization of which a single cell is

capable. In the Class Ciliophora there

are two main divisions, the Suctorea and

the Ciliata. Suctoreans possess cilia only

in the early stages of their life cycle. As

adults they develop sucking tentacles,

which they attach to the bodies of their

ciliate victims, holding them fast in their

struggles. These tentacles are hollow,

and through them the cell substance of

the prey is sucked. All members are at-

tached to some object in the substrate

and most of them are stalked. Common-
est is Podophyra, frequent in fresh-

water cultures, which looks like an ani-

mated pincushion on a stalk.

Ciliates were formerly termed Infu-

soria, since they are so abundant in in-

fusions. Paramecium belongs to the

Order Holotrichida, known as holotrichs.

in allusion to their possession of cilia of

more or less uniform length and size

over the whole cell surface. The Para-

mecium is the Slipper Animal, referring

to its shape, and is widely studied in all

biology and zoology courses. It contains

a macronucleus and one or more micro-

nuclei, two contractile vacuoles—one in

each half of the elongate cell—and a

gullet in which an undulating membrane
may be seen vibrating rapidly, driving

food particles from the external mouth
into the interior of the animal.

Other holotrichs likely to be encoun-

tered include Fronlonia, which looks

like a large and robust Paramecium
without the middle constriction; Colpi-

fliiim, about the size of a Paramecium,
but with the anterior end permanently

bent at an angle, and often appearing in

limmense numbers in a hay infusion;

IColpoda, small, kidney-shaped, with the

mouth notched in the concave side; Di-

i/inium, the Paramecium Tiger, resem-

bling a miniature turtle and, though
-mailer than its victim, it attacks Para-

mecium and sucks the whole cell in

through its terminal mouth; Spathid-
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ium, also a predator, medium to large,

with a terminal mouth and a vase-shaped

body; Coleps, barrel-shaped, medium in

size, terminal mouth, which looks ar-

mored, with numerous plates arranged

in a geometric pattern; Lacrymaria, the

Swan Animal, a very large ciliate. with

the mouth at the apex of a long '"neck"'

that can be thrashed about vigorously;

and Dileptus, also large and with a long

"neck," but with the mouth at its base

instead of its terminus.

From the holotrichs. evolutionary pro-

gression among the ciliates took either

of several lines of development. The het-

erotrichs are those that possess cilia all

over the body and. in addition, fused

rows of cilia (membranelles) arranged

one behind another like little paddles,

in a zone near the mouth. These serve to

propel food particles toward the mouth

opening. Four well-known genera are

Blepharisma, which, of all things to en-

counter among protozoans, is pink in

color and has somewhat the size and

shape of Paramecium; Spirostomum is a

giant among one-celled organisms, at-

taining a length as great as 3 mm. It is

elongate, pencil-shaped, with a single,

huge rear contractile vacuole: Bursaria.

the Purse Animal, very large indeed,

vase-shaped, highly carnivorous, and ca-

pable of devouring many paramecia:

Stentor, the Trumpet Animal, amazingly

dark blue in color, very large, usually

attached by a short stalk but capable of

breaking away and swimming off.

Hypotrichs have a mouth zone of mem-
branelles and usually a number of ven-

tral cirri. These are tufts of cilia that

fuse to make a fairly stiff structure, al-

most like a spine. The cirri are used like

legs, and these little animals run rapidly

over the surface of some submerged

object or other animal, such as hydra.

Stylonychia, the best-known genus, re-

minds one of a microscopic bug as it

scampers along a strand of alga. The

bottom surface of this ciliate is flat, the

top arched, the outline somewhat oval,

but widened posteriorly, ending in three

tail cirri that project like bristles. The

size is that of a Paramecium or smaller,

Oxytrichia is similar, but lacks the cau-

dal bristles ; Euplotes is shorter, smaller

rounder, and the cirri are very large:

Uroleptus is elongate and has the ven-

tral cirri in rows.

Least abundant of ciliates are the

oligotrichs. They have the same mouth
zone as the foregoing, but the ciliation

elsewhere is greatly reduced or absent.

The only form likely to be seen is Hal-

teria, indeed a curious protozoan. It is a

small and roundish cell, with a belt of

cirri around the middle, but the princi

pal feature that will attract attention is

its means of locomotion— it springs from I

place to place in sudden leaps.

Peritrichs are commonly bell- or vase-

shaped, and attached to some object by

a stalk. They have a mouth zone of semi-

membranes that beat counterclockwise

and drive food down the gullet. Body
ciliation is sparse or absent. Vorticella.

described by Leeuwenhoek, is the best-

known type. These are social animals,

numbers of them being found together.

The cell is vase-shaped, on a long stalk

that contracts when disturbed, coiling

like a watchspring. then slowly expand-

ing if unmolested. Epistylis is colonial,

the common stalk branching and with

an individual at the end of each branch.

In a later installment we shall take

up the parasitic protozoa, which form a

fascinating introduction to parasitology.
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for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT
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XMas

See the Stars Moon Planet' Close Up'

3" ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTING TELESCOPE

NEW PORTABLE ELECTRONIC SPEAKER
PROVIDES "VOICE POWER FOR INSTITUTIONAL

')) _m^ AND HOME USE
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Who says Christmas comes but once a year? Certainly not any man, woman, or child who finds a Unitron

under the tree. For in every handsome instrument with a Unitron label on it, there's a lifetime of pleasure ... a

\trlp to the stars every clear night of the year.

As a matter of fact, there's more pleasure-per-dollar in the Unitron 3-inch Altazimuth you see in this picture

(or in any other Unitron) than you can find in any refractor anywhere on this planet of ours. How do we i<now?

Santa Claus told us. He says that there are more Unitrons delivered at Christmas (and throughout the year)

than any other refractors.

To which all we can add is that the modest price tag on the Unitron in the picture is $265.00 complete.

And . . . y very merry Christmas to a!!

UNlTt^ON INSTRUMENT COMPANY • TELESCOPE SALES DIV. - 66 NEEDHAM ST., NEWTON HIGHLANDS 61, MASS,










